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FOREWORD
In 1907, the Bureau of American Ethnology published Part I (972 pages)
of the Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico and, in 1910, published
Part II (1221 pages). This work which can be correctly characterized as
monumental, was begun in 1873, and was completed in 1910, thirty-seven years
later.
The history of the undertaking is set forth in the Preface and need not
be repeated here.
As it contained an enormous amount of information relating to the Indians
of Canada, geographical as well as ethnological, it was decided that the
Geographic Board would republish this portion. Mr. F. W. Hodge having
courteously accorded permission to reprint, the undersigned volunteered to
supervise the publication.
In publishing this work some changes have been made to bring the
orthography into accord with English usage. Thus the 'u' has been inserted
in such words as colour, favour, labour, etc.
The forms discs, boulder, draughtsman, etc., were substituted for disks, bowlder, draftsman, etc.
As, in the original publication, the articles respecting Treaties, Dept. of

Indian Affairs and Indian Reserves dealt almost altogether with the United
States, new articles relative to Canadian conditions have been inserted, also a
list of Indian reserves in Canada.
Where in the original, minor errors of
geographical description were noted, the corrections were inserted without
special note but historical statements that the editor deemed erroneous are
corrected in foot-notes.

A new map showing the territory occupied by the Aborigines of Canada,
Alaska and Greenland has been compiled by the editor. It is a revision of the
map -prepared for the Atlas of Canada, 1906, but was printed before Mr.
Stefansson's return from the Arctic.
The information furnished by him, has,
therefore, been noted in red by an over-printing.
Maps showing the areas in which the Indian title has been quieted by treaties
with the native inhabitants have been compiled for this volume.
It is hoped that this work will form the basis of a more comprehensive
publication which will deal with the Indians of Canada in greater detail than the
scope of the present work permits.
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PREFACE
During the early exploration and settlement of North America, a multitude
Indian tribes were encountered, having diverse customs and languages,
Lack of knowledge of the aborigines and of their languages led to many curious
errors on the part of the early explorers and settlers: names were applied to the
Indians that had no relation whatever to their aboriginal names; sometimes
nicknames were bestowed, owing perhaps to personal characteristics, fancied or
real; sometimes tribes came to be known by names given by other tribes, which
were often opprobrious; frequently the designation by which a tribal group was
known to itself was employed, and as such names are oftentimes unpronounceable by alien tongues and unrepresentable by civilized alphabets, the result was
a sorry corruption, varying according as the sounds were impressed on Spanish,
English, French, Dutch, German, Russian, or Swedish ears.
Sometimes, again,
bands of a single tribe were given distinctive tribal names, while clans and gentes
were often regarded as independent autonomous groups to which separate triba
designations likewise were applied.
Consequently, in the literature relating to
the American Indians, which is practically coextensive with the literature of
of

the

first

three centuries of the

New World,

thousands of such names are recorded

the significance and application of which are to be understood only after

much

study.

The need

a comprehensive work on the subject has been felt ever since
the Indians was first aroused. Many lists of tribes have
been published, but the scientific student, as well as the general reader, until
the present time has been practically without the means of knowing any more
about a given confederacy, tribe, clan, or settlement of Indians than was to be
gleaned from casual references to it.
The work of which this Handbook is an outgrowth had its inception as early
as 1873, when Prof. Otis T. Mason, now of the United States National Museum,
began the preparation of a list of the tribal names mentioned in the vast literature
pertaining to the Indians, and in due time several thousand names were recorded
with references to the works in which they appear. The work was continued
by him until after the establishment of the Bureau, when other duties compelled
its suspension.
Later, the task was assigned to Col. Garrick Mallery, who,
however, soon abandoned it for investigations in a field which proved to be his
life work, namely, the pictography and sign language of the American Indians.
of

scientific interest in

Meanwhile Mr. James Mooney was engaged in compiling a similar list of tribes
with their synonymy, classified chiefly on a geographic basis and covering the
entire Western Hemisphere
a work begun in 1873 and continued for twelve
years before either he or the members of the Bureau of American Ethnology

—

knew

of the labours of each other in this field.
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work of recording a
Henry W. Henshaw. Up to this

in 1879, the

assigned to Mr.

time a complete linguistic classification of the tribes north of Mexico, particuWest and Northwest, was not possible, since sufficient data had not
been gathered for determining their linguistic affinities. Mr. Henshaw soon
perceived that a linguistic classification of the Indian tribes, a work long contemplated by Major Powell, must precede and form the basis for a tribal synonylarly in the

was intrusted the super1885 the Bureau's researches in
this direction had reached a stage that warranted the grouping of practically all
This classification is published in the
the known tribes by linguistic stocks.
my, and to him,

therefore, as a necessary preliminary,

vision of such a linguistic classification.

By

Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau, and on

it is

based, with few exceptions,

the present Handbook.

Immediately on the completion of the linguistic classification, the entire force
Mr. Henshaw's immediate direction, was assigned to the
work that had now grown into a Dictionary and Synonymy of the Indian Tribes
North of Mexico. As his special field Mr. Henshaw devoted attention to several
of the Californian stocks, and to those of the North Pacific coast, north of
Oregon, including the Eskimo. To Mr. Mooney were given the great and
historically important Algonquian and Iroquoian families, and through his wide
general knowledge of Indian history and customs he rendered aid in many other
directions.
A list of Linguistic Families of the Indian Tribes North of Mexico
of the Bureau, under

with Provisional List of the Principal Tribal Names and Synonyms (55 pp.
by the collaborators of the Bureau in connection with the complete compilation, and, although the list does not include
the Californian tribes, it proved of great service in the earlier stages of the
work. The 2,500 tribal names and synonyms appearing in this list were taken
chiefly from Mr. Mooney 's manuscript; the linguistic classification was the
result of the work that the Bureau had been conducting under Mr. Henshaw's
octavo), was at once printed for use

supervision.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey assumed charge of the work on the Siouan, Caddoan,
and Athapascan stocks; Dr. W. J. Hoffman, under the personal direction of
Major Powell, devoted his energies to the Shoshonean family, and Mr. Jeremiah
Curtin, by reason of his familiarity with a number of the Californian tribes,
rendered direct aid to Mr. Henshaw in that field. Dr. Albert S. Gatschet
employed his time and long experience in the preparation of the material pertaining to the Muskhogean tribes of southeastern United States, the Yuman
tribes of the lower Colorado drainage and of Lower California, and various
smaller linguistic groups. To Col. Garrick Mallery were assigned the French
authors bearing on the general subject. With such aid the work received a
pronounced impetus, and before the close of 1885 a large body of additional
material had been recorded. Four years later the elaboration of the material
pertaining to the Yuman, Piman, Keresan, Tanoan, and Zunian stocks of the
extreme Southwest was placed in charge of Mr. F. W. Hodge, who brought it to
completion.

The work was continued under Mr. Henshaw's supervision until, in 1893, ill
abandonment of the task. This is the more to be regretted

health compelled his
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as Mr. Henshaw had in course of preparation, a classification and nomenclature
of the minor divisions of the linguistic stocks, which is essential to a propei
presentation and a clear understanding of the subject. After Mr. Henshaw's
relinquishment of the work, Mr. Hodge was given entire charge of it. But other
official duties of members of the staff prevented the Handbook as a whole from
making marked progress until 1899, when Dr. Cyrus Thomas was intrusted
with the task of revising the recorded material bearing on the Algonquian,
Siouan, and Muskhogean families.
In 1902 the work on the Handbook was again systematically taken up, at
the instance of Secretary Langley, who detailed Mr, Hodge, at that time con-

nected immediately with the Smithsonian Institution, to undertake its general
The scope of the subject-matter wa,s enlarged to include
editorial supervision.
the relations between the aborigines and the Government; their archaeology,
manners, customs, aits, and industries; brief biographies of Indians of note;

have found their way into the English
was proposed also to include Indian names that are purely geographic, but by reason of the vast number of these it was subsequently deemed
advisable to embody them eventually in an independent work. Moreover, it
was provided that the work should be illustrated as adequately as time and the
illustrative material available would admit, a feature not originally contemplated.
To fully cover this vast field at the present time h impossible, by reason of the
fact that research among the native tribes, notwithstanding the extensive and
important work that has been accomplished in recent years, has not advanced
far beyond the first stage, even when is taken into account the sum of knowledge
derived from the researches of the Bureau and of other institutions, as well as

and words

language.

of aboriginal origin that

It

of individuals.

The lack of completeness of our present knowledge of the tribes was, perhaps
never better shown than when an attempt was made to carry out the enlarged
plan of the Handbook. With its limited force the Bureau could scarcely hope
to cover the entire range of the subject within a reasonable time; consequently
various specialists not directly connected with the Bureau were invited to assist
an invitation that was accepted in a manner most gratifying. It is owing to
the generous aid of these students that a work so complete as the Handbook is

made possible, and, to them, the Bureau owes its deep appreThat the Handbook has many imperfections there is no doubt, but it
is hoped that in future editions the weak points may be strengthened and the
gaps filled, until, as researches among the tribes are continued, the compilation
will eventually represent a complete summary of existing knowledge respecting
intended to be, was
ciation.

the aborigines of northern America.

The scope

of the

Handbook

is

as comprehensive as

its

function necessitates.

Mexico, including the Eskimo, and those
tribes south of the boundary mofe or less aflfiliatedwith those in the United States*
It has been the aim to give a brief description of every linguistic stock, coafederacy, tribe, subtribe or tribal division, and settlement knowa to history or
even to tradition, as well as the origin and derivation of every name treated
whenever such is known, and to record under each every form of the name and
It treats of all the tribes north of

*Only tribes residinK wliolly, or

in part, in

Canada

are treated in the within publication.
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These synonyms, in alphabetic
order, are assembled as cross references in Appendix III.
Under the tribal descriptions a brief account of the ethnic relations of the trioe
every other appellation that could be learned.

its

history, its location at various periods, statistics of population, etc., are

Accompanying each synonym

included.

given) a reference to the authority

is

(the earliest

noted,

and these

known

date always being

references form practically

a bibliography of the tribe for those who desire to pursue the subject further.
It is not claimed that every spelling of every tribal name that occurs in print is
given, but it is believed that a sufficient number of forms is recorded to enable
the student to identify practically every name by which any group of Indians
has been known, as well as to trace the origin of many of the terms that have
been incorporated into our geographic nomenclature.

The contributors*, in addition to those who have rendered valued assistance
by affording information, correcting proofs, and in other ways, are as follows,
the names being arranged in the alphabetical order of the iaitials attached to the
signed articles:
F.

W. Hodge

Bureau of American Ethnology
December, 1906
Alice C. Fletcher of Washington.
Dr. Alexander F. Chambetlain of Clark University.
Dr. A. HrdUcka of the United States National Museum.
The late Dr. Albert S. Gatschet, formerly of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
The late Dr. Cyrus Thomas of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

A.

Doane Robinson

of the

South Dakota Historical Society.

Dr. Franz Boas of Columbia University.
Frank Huntington, formerly of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
F. V. Colville of the United States Department of Agriculture.

W. Hodge of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Dr. George A. Dorsey of the Field Museum of Natural History.
George Bird Grinnell of New York.
Gerard Fowke of Saint Louis.
F.

Lieut. G. T.

Emmons, United

States

Navy

(retired.)

Henry W. Henshaw, formerly of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Joseph D. McGuire of Washington.
James Mooney of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
N. B. H. J. N. B. Hewitt of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
The late Rev. J. Owen Dorsey of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Dr. John R. Swanton of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Dr. Livingston Farrand of Columbia University.
The late Prof. Otis T. Mason of the United States National Museum.
Dr. P. E. Goddard of the American Museum of Natural History.
Robert H. Lowie of

New

Eames
Dr. Walter Hough

of the

Wilberforce

York.

New York

Public Library.

United States National Museum.
William H. Holmes of the United States National Museum.
The late Dr. William Jones of the Field Museum of Natural History.
The late Dr. Washington Matthews, United States Army.
*This

list

contains the

of the

names only

of those

who

contributed articles that have been reprinted.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

192, line 22
199, line 21

229, hne 23
241,

Ime 8

255, line 22
258, hne 25

Page 260,

line 12

—

from
from
from
from
from
from

bottom Halaut should read Halant.
bottom Higaiu-lanas should read Hlgaiu-lanas.
top Rodinunschiouni should read Rodinunchsiouni.
bottom Kilpaulus should read Kilpanlus.
top Kutaiimaks should read Kutaiimiks.
bottom Knu-lana should read Kuulana.

from top, at end of Kyuquot

article, insert:

—

—

Armstrong, Oregon, 136, 1857. Cayuquets. Jewitt, Narr., 77, 1849. Kayo'ykath. Boas in 6th
Rep. N.W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890. Kayokuaht.— Brit. Col. map, 1872. Kiicii-cut.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 251,
1861.
Ky-u-kaht.— Can. Ind. Afi., 276, 1894. Ky-uk-ahts.—Ibid., 52, 1875. Kyuquot.— Swan, MS., B.A.E.
Ky-wk-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff., 188, 1883. Ky-yoh-quaht.— Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868.

Cayoquits.

Page 426,
Page 457,

from bottom, 9 should read 90.
23 from bottom, Dionondgaes should read Dionondages.

line 3
line

IX
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NOTE
As

the

orthography of the original did not, in all cases, conform to the decisions of the Geographic
Board of Canada, the following names have been changed, as stated:

Anahim, not Anaham.
Antigonish, not Antigonishe.

Athabaska, not Athabasca.

Chemainus, not Chemanus.
Chilliwak, not Chilliwack.
Itamamiou, not Itamameou.
Keremeos, not Keremeus.
Kispiox, not Kishpiyeoux.
Kitimat, not Kitamat.
Kitsalas, not Kitzilas.
Kitsumgallum, not Kitzimgaylum
Kitwinga, not Kitwingach.
Lahave, not Le Have.
Mattawa, not Mattawan.
Muncey, not Munceytovm.
Muskwaro, not Musquarro.
Napiaipi, not Nabisippi.
Naskapi, not Nascapee.
Nata^hkwan, not Nalashqvxin.
NipisiguU not Nipigiguit:
Pachenaht, not PacJieenaht.
Semiamu, not Semiahmoo.
Sumas, not Sumass.
Tadoussac, not Tadousac.
Timiskaming, not Temiscaming.
Windigo, not TFeendigo.

HANDBOOK OF INDIANS OF CANADA
Abbatotine

('bighorn people').

A Nahane

Stewart

r.

Abbato-tena'.— Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 32,
Abba-to-tenah.— Dall in Proc. A. A. A. S., 271,
Abbato-tinneh.

Trav.,

1877.
1S70.

—

Bancroft, Nat. Races, iii, 587, 1882.
Affats-tena. Ibid., i, 149 (misprint). Ah-bah-to
dln-ne.— Hardisty in Smithson. Rep. 1866, 311, 1872.
Ambahtawoot. Prichard, Phya. Hist., v, 377, 1847.
Ambah-tawut-dinni. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc.
Lond., 69, 1856 (trans, 'mountain sheep men'). Ambata-ut' tind.^Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 7, 1851.

—

—

Abnaki.

{Wdbuna'ki, from wdbun, a term
'light,'

'white,'

the morning and the east;

—

hence Wdbuna'ki
signifying

is

and

refers to

a'ki 'earth,' 'land';

an inanimate singular term

'eastland,'

or

'morning-land,'

th^

elements referring to animate dwellers of the
east being wanting.
Jones)
A name used by

tine.

—

ii.

Ibid.,

—

associated with

—Petitot, Diet. Dto^ Dindji6, xx,
Ambatawwoot. —Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
1876.
1852.
Ambawtamoot. —
525,
1853,
28,
Ambawtawhoot-dinneh. —Franklin, Narr.,
84,
1824.
Ambawtawhoot Tinneh. — Bancroft, Nat. RaAmbawtawoot. —Gallatin in Trans.
640, 1882.
Ambawtowhoot. —
Am. Antiq. Soc,
1836.
Am-ba-ta-ut'

—

Outatibes. Harris, Voy. and
ii, 49, 1753.
Tabitibis.— Du Lhut (1684) in
I, map, 1705.
Margry, Dec, vi, 51, 1886. Tabittibis. Chauvignerie
Tabittikis.
(1736) in N. Y. Doc. Hist., ix, 1053, 1855.
—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 555, 1853. Tibitibis.—
Hennepin, New Disc, map., 1698.
Potherie,

upper Pelly, Macmillan, and
valleys, Yukon.

tribe living in

iii,

.

the English and French of the colonial period

ii,

to designate an Algonquian confederacy centre-

ing in the present state of Maine, and

ces, V,

ii,

Balbi,

Atlas Ethnog., 821,

—

1826.

Mountain

Slieep

Men. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 69, 1856.
Sheep Indians. Franklin, Narr., ii, 84, 1824. Sheep

—

— Richardson, op.

People.

cit.

Abitibi {abi'ta, 'half,' 'middle,' 'intei-mediate'; bi, a secondary stem referring to a state
or condition, here alluding to water; -g, a
locative suffix: hence 'halfway-across water,'

A

Jones).

little

habitat has been the shores of

Ont.

The

first

—

W.
known Algonkin band whose

referring to the situation of Abitibi lake.

Abitibi lake,

recorded notice of them

the Jesuit Relation for 1640.

is

in

It is said in the

Relation of 1660 that the Iroquois had warred
upon them and two other tribes of the same
locality.
Du Lhut (1684) includes them in
the

list of

nations of the region n. of L. Supe-

whose trade it was desirable should be
turned from the English of Hudson bay to the
French. Chauvignerie (1736) seems to con-

rior

nect this tribe, estimated at 140 warriors, with

the Tetes de Boule.

He

and

the

mentions as totems
In 1906,
eagle.
they ceded their lands by treaty No. 9 and are
now under the Temiskaming agency. In 1911,
the

partridge

the pop. was 278.

(j.

m.

called these savages
east'

c. t.)

Ethnic relations.

ment Brinton

i,

1660,

III,

12,

1858.

Rel.

Outabytibis.— Bacqueville de

17877—1

'Abena-

—In

his tentative arrange-

(Len. Leg., 11, 1885) brings into

one group^ the Nascapee, Micmac, Malecite,
Etchimin, and Abnaki, but this is more of a
geographic than a linguistic grouping. Vetro-

in

Outabitibelc.— Jesuit

'those of the

reference to the Narragansetts."

in

IX, 1054, 1855.

Wabanoaks,

this is the reason they are called

by some among us. This name was given
them because they were toward the east with

—Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft,
Ind. Tribes,
Abbitibbes.— Keane
556, 1853.
Stanford, Compendium, 498, 1878.
Abitibis. — Harris,
Voy. and Trav.,
map, 1705. Abittibbes. — Walch,
map, 1805. Abittibis. — Chauvignerie (1736)
N. Y.
Doc. Hist.,

;

kis'

Abbetikis.

iii,

by the

Algonquian tribes to include all those of their
own stock resident on the Atlantic seaboard,
more particularly the ''Abnaki" in the N. and
More recently it has
the Delawares in the S.
been applied also to the emigrant Oneida,
Stockbridges, and Munsee about Green bay.
Wis. By the Puritans they were generally
called Tarrateens, a term apparently obtained
from the southern New England tribes; and
though that is the general conclusion of modern
authorities, there is some doubt as to the abIn later times,
original origin of this term.
after the main body of the Abnaki had removed
to Canada, the name was applied moie especiThe Iroquois
ally to the Penobscot tribe.
called them Owenunga, which seems to be
merely a modification of Abnaki, or Abnaqui,
the name applied by the French and used by
most modern writers. The form Openango
has been used more especially to designate the
eastern tribes.
Maurault (Hist, des Aben., 2,
"Some English authors have
1866) says:

19,

la

1

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FISHERIES
2

mile (Abnakis, 20, 1866), following other authors, says that we should "embrace under this
term all the tribes of the Algic [Algonquian]
family, who occupy or have occupied the E. or

N. E. shore of North America; thus, all the
Indians of the seashores, from Virginia to Nova
Maurault gives the
Scotia, were Abnaki."
following as the principal tribes of the Abnaki

confederacy: Kanibesinnoaks (Norridgewockin
part; Patsuikets (Sokoki in part) Sokouakiaks
;

Nurhantsuaks (Norridgewock) Pentagoets (Penobscot) Etemankiaks (Etchimin)
Ouarastegouiaks (Malecite), the name Abnaki
(Sokoki)

;

;

;

being applied in the restricted sense to the
Indians of Kennebec r. All these tribes spoke
substantially the same language, the chief
dialectal differences being between the Etchimin and the other tribes of the group. The
Etchimin, who formed a subgroup of the

Abnaki confederacy, included the Passamaquoddy and Malecite. Linguistically the
Abnaki do not appear to be more closely related
to the Micmac than to the Delaware group,
and Dr. WiUiam Jones finds the Abnaki closely
related to the central Algonquian languages.

In customs and behefs they are more nearly
related to the

Micmac, and

their ethnic rela-

tions appear to be with the tribes N. of the St.

Lawrence.
History.

—The history of the Abnaki may be

said to begin with Verrazano's visit in 1524.

The mythical accounts

of

Norumbega

(q. v.)

the early writers and navigators finally
dwindled to a village of a few bark-covered
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and carried on an almost constant
war with the EngUsh until the fall of the French
power in America. The accounts of these
struggles during the settlement of Maine are
familiar episodes in American history.
As the
whites encroached on them the Abnaki gradually withdrew to Canada and settled chiefly at
B6cancour and Sillery, the latter being afterward abandoned by them for St. Francis, near
missionaries,

Pierreville,

Quebec.

The Penobscot, Passa-

maquoddy, and Malecite, however remained
in their an lent homes, and, in 1749, the Penobscot, as the leading tribe,

made peace with

English, accepting fixed bounds.

the

Since that

the different tribes have gradually
dwindled into insignificance. The descendants
of those who emigrated from Maine together
with remnants of other New England tribes,
are now at St. Francis and Becancour, in Quebec, where, under the name of Abnaki, they
numbered 340 in 1911. In 1903 the Malecite,
or Amahcite, were numbered at 801 in several
villages in New Brunswick and Quebec, with
about 625 Penobscot and Passamaquoddy in
Maine. The present Penobscot say they number between 300 and 400, while the Passamaquoddy claim as many as 800 souls.
Customs and beliefs. According to the writers on early Maine, the Abnaki were more
gentle in manners and more docile than their
western congeners. Yet they were implacable
enemies and, as Maurault states, watched for
period

—

of

opportunities of revenge, as did other Indians.

huts under the name Agguncia, situated near
the mouth of Penobscot r., in the country of the
Abnaki. In 1604, Champlain ascended the

Notwithstanding Vetromile's statement to the
contrary, if Maurault's assertion (Hist. Abenakis, 25, 1866) applies to this tribe, as seems
evident, they, like most other tribes, were

Penobscot to the vicinity

of the present

Bangor,

and met the "lord" of Norumbega, doubtless
an Abnaki chief. From that time the Abnaki
formed an important factor in the history of the
region now embraced in the state of Maine.

From

the time of their discovery until their
Canada they occupied

partial withdrawal to

the general region from the St. John to the
Saco; but the earliest Enghsh accounts indicate
that about 1605-20 the S. W. part of the coast
of Maine was occupied by other Indians, whose
chief seat

was near Pemaquid, and who were

at war with the Abnaki, or Tarrateen, as the
EngUsh termed them, who were more to the N.

but these other tribes were finally conquered
by the Abnaki and probably absorbed by them.
Who these Indians were is unknown. The
Abnaki formed an early attachment for the
French, chiefly through the influence of their

guilty of torturing their prisoners, except in

who were kindly treated.
Although relying for subsistence to a large
extent on hunting, and still more on fishing,
maize was an important article of diet, especiSagard states that in his day
ally in winter.

the case of females,

they cultivated the soil in the manner of the
They used the rejected and superHuron.
fluous fish to fertilize their fields, one or
fish

two

being placed near the roots of the plant.

Their houses or wigwams were conical in form
and covered with birch-bark or with woven
mats, and several families occupied a single
Their villages were, in some cases
dwelling.
Each village
at least, inclosed with palisades.
had its council house of considerable size,
oblong in form and roofed with bark; and
similar structures were used by the males of the
village

who

preferred to club together in social
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Polygamy was practised but little,
and the marriage ceremony was of the simplest
character; presents were offered, and on their
acceptance marriage was consummated. Each
tribe had a war chief, and also a civil chief
whose duty it was to preserve order, though
this was accomplished through advice rather
than by command. They had two councils,
the grand and the general. The former, consisting of the chiefs and two men from each

fellowship.

family, determined matters that were of great
to the tribe, and pronounced
sentence of death on those deserving that pun-

importance
ishment.
all

The

the tribe,

general council, composed of

partridge, beaver,

including males and females,

The Abnaki

decided questions relating to war. The Abnaki
believed in the immortality of the soul. Their

were Kechi Niwaskw and Machi
Niwaskw, representing, respectively, the good
and the evil; the former, they believed,
resided on an island in the Atlantic; Machi
Niwaskw was the more powerful. According
to Maurault they believed that the first man
and woman were created out of a stone, but
that Kechi Niwaskw, not being satisfied with
these, destroyed them and created two more
out of wood, from whom the Indians are
descended. They buried their dead in graves
chief deities

excavated in the

soil.

Tribal divisions.—

The

tribes included in the

confederacy as noted by Maurault have aheady
been given. In a letter sent by the Abnaki in
1721, to the governor of

New England

their

Narantsouuk
(Norridgewock), Pentugouet (Penobscot), Narakamigou (Rocameca), Anmissoukanti (Amaseconti), Muanbissek, Pegouakki (Pequawket,
N. H.), Medoktek (Medoctec), Kwupahag,
Pesmokanti (Passamaquoddy), Arsikantegou
(Arosaguntacook), Ouanwinak (Wewenoc, s.
edge of N. H.). The following is a full list of
Abnaki tribes Accominta, Amaseconti, Arosadivisions are given as follows:

:

guntacook,

wars and after their removal to Canada.
According to Morgan they had fourteen gentes:
1, Mals'-siim, Wolf; 2, Pis-suh', Black Wildcat; 3, Ah-weh'-soos, Bear; 4, Skooke, Snake;
Spotted Animal; 6, Ta-ma5, Ah-lunk-soo,
kwa, Beaver; 7, Maguh-le-loo', Caribou; 8,
Ka-bah'-seh,
Sturgeon; 9,
Moos-kwa-suh',
Muskrat; 10,
K'-che-ga-gong'-go,
Pigeon
Hawk; 11, Meh-ko-a', Squirrel; 12, Che-gwa'lis. Spotted Frog;
13, Koos-koo', Crane; 14,
Ma-da'-weh-soos, Porcupine. According to
Chauvignerie their principal totems were the
pigeon and the bear, while they also had the

Etchimin,

Missiassik,

Norridgewock (the Abnaki in the most limited
sense), Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, Pequawket
Rocameca, Sokoki, and Wewenoc. The bands
residing on St. Croix and St. John rs. spoke a
different dialect from those to the southward,
and were known collectively as Etchimin.
They are now known as Passamaquoddy and
Malecite. Although really a part of the
Abnaki, they were frequently classed as a
distinct body, while on the other hand the
Pennacook tribes, although distinct from the
Abnaki, were often classed with them on
accoimt of their connection during the Indian

17877—

otter totems.

names

have been recorded, were Amaseconti, Ammoncongan, Aquadocta (?), Arosaguntacook, Asnela, Aucocisco, Bagaduce, Becancour, Calais
(Passamaquoddy) Gunasquamekook (Passamaquoddy), Imnarkuan (Passamaquoddy),
Kennebec, Ketangheanycke, Lincoln Island,
Masherosqueck, Mattawamkeag (Penobscot),
Mattinacook (Penobscot), Mecadacut, Medoctec

Meecombe,

(Malecite),

Missiassik

Moratiggon (?), Moshoquen,
Muanbissek (?), Muscongus, Negas, Negusset
Norridgewock,
Norumbega, Okpaak,
(?),
(Malecite) Olamon (Penobscot), Old Town
(Penobscot), Ossaghrage, Ouwerage, Pasharanack, Passadumkeag (Penobscot), Passamaquoddy (village?), Pauhuntanuc, Pemaquid,
Penobscot, Pequawket, Pocopassum, Precaute,
Rocameca, Sabino, Sagadahoc, Sainte Anne
(Missiassik),

(Malecite), St Francis, Satquin, Sebaik (Pas-

samaquoddy), Segocket, Segotago, Sillery,
Sokoki (village?), Taconnet, Tobique (Malecite), Unyj aware, Viger (Malecite), Wabigganus, Waccogo, Wewenoc (village?),
(j. m.
c. T.)

—Ross, Fur Hunters, 98, 1855. Aban1755
N. Y. Doc. Col.
342, 1858.
Abanaquis. — Report
1821, Mass. Hist. Soc.
2d
Abanaquols. — Vetromile
127, 1823.
Maine
Hist. Soc.
form).
214, 1859
Abenaguis. —
La Potherie, Hist. Am.,
1753.
Abenaka.— Ibid.
Abena'kes. — Boyd, Ind. Local Names,
1885.
Abenakias. — Boudinot, Star
the West, 125, 1816.
Ab^nakis. — Du Lhut (1679)
Margry, D^couvertes,
1886 (mentioned as distinct from the Openagos).
Abena'kiss. — Boyd, Ind. Local Names,
1885. Abenakkis. —
French Dominions,
map,
1761. Abenaques. — Buchanan, N. Am.
139,
1824. Abenaqulolcts. —Champlain (1632), (Euvres,
214, 1870.
Abenaqulois. —Champlain (1632),
(Euvres,
233, 1870.
Abenaquioue. —Sagard
Abanakees.
akis.

—Doc.

i,

of

in

Hist., x,

of

s.,

Malecite,

and

villages, so far as their

Coll.,

in

X,

Coll., VI,

(old

i,

199,

1,

in

in

VI, 22,

1,

Jefferys,

pt.

118,

i,

Inds.,

i,

v,

pt.

2,

v, pt. 2,

(1636),

Canada,

iv,

889,

1866.

Abenaquls.—French

document (1651) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 5, 1855
(the same form is used for the Delawares by Maximilian,
Travels, 35, 1843).
Abenati. Hennepin, Cont. of New
1698. Abenequas.
Hoyt, Antiquarian
Disc, 95,

—

—
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—

Abenquols. ^Hind, Labrador
7en., I, 5, 1863. Abernaquis. Perkins and Peck,
Anuala of the West, 680, 1850. Abinaqui. SchoolAbinohkie. Dalton
taaSt, Ind. Tribes, vi, 174, 1857.
1824.

Beaearches, 90,

—

—
—

<1783) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 1st s., x, 123, 1809.
Abnakis. Vetroimle in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., iv, 208,

—

1859. Abnaqules.

—

^W^illis

in

Maine

Hist. Soc. CoU.,iv,

—

35, 1856. Abnaquiois. Jesuit Relation, 1639, 25,
1858. Abnaquis. Historical Mag., 2d s., i, 61, 1867.
Abnaquois. Vetromile in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., vi,
214, 1859. Abnaquotii. Du Creux, map (1660) in

—

—

Maine

—

Soc. Coll., vi, 210,

Hist.

Abnasque.

1859.

Vetromile, Abnakis, 26, 1866 (possible French form).
Abnekals. Albany conference (1754) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

—

—

Abonakies. Croghan (1765) in
TEst., VI, 886, 1855.
Monthly Am. Jour. Geol., 272, 1831. Abonnekee.—
Allen in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 515, 1831. Aguaatoxfti.

—Gatschet,
—

Cherokee

MS.,

A.

B.

1881

E.,

(Cherokee name for one Delaware; plural, Andguanoxgi).
Akotsakannha. Cuoq in Brinton, Lenape Leg., 255,
Akdanake. Le
'foreigner').
1885 (Iroquois name;

—

Jeone (1641) in Jes. Rel., i, 72, 1858 (Huron pronunciation of Wabanaki or Abanaki, 'east land'). Albena^aioue.—Sagard (1636), Canada, iv, 889, 1866. AlbeDu Pratz in Drake, Book of Inds., bk., iv, 40,
izaquis.

—

Alnanbai.—Vassal

1848.

1885 (own name;

in

Can. Ind.

Aff.

1884, 27,

Anagonges.

'Indians' or 'men').

Bayard (1689) in N. Y. Doc.
Anaguanoxgi- Gatschet, Cherokee MS., B. A.E., 1881
(Cherokee name for the Dela wares; see Aguanoxgi above
(Cherokee name for the Dela wares; see Aguanoxgi
above). Annogonges. Bayard (1689) in N. Y. Doc.
CcA. Hist., HI, 611, 1853. Anogongaars. Livingston
(J730) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 912, 1855. A-p-a
Col. Hist.,

621, 1853.

iir,

—

—

— ten

ztax'-ke.

CSioctaw name

Kate,

—

Synonyraie, 11,

(given as

1884

Pawnee, but really for the Delawares). Aquannaque. Sagard (1626), Voyage du
Murons, pt. 2, Diet., "nations," 1865 (Huron pronunciaqu=b of 'Abnaki' or 'Wabanaki,' and apphed by
tion;
for the

—

Aubinaukee.
Bashabas. Gorges

tljem to the 'Algoumequin' or Algonkin).

—

Jone.s,

Ojebway

Inds., 178, 1861.

—

(1658) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., ii, 62, 1847 (plural form
lof the name or title of the ruling chief about Pemaquid;

by Gorges as the name of his tribe). Benaquis.
Gatschet, Caughnawaga MS., B. A. E., 1882 (name used
by French Canadians). Cannon-gagell-ronnons.
iased

lamberville (1684) in Doc. Hist. N. Y., i, 142, 1849
(Mohawk name). Eastlanders. Schoolcraft, Ind.
'iTribes, m, 353, 1853 (given as meaning of 'Wabanakis').

—

—

Popham (1607) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll.,
V, 357, 1857 (Latin form, from Moasson, Mawooshen, or
Moasham, used by early English writers for the Abnaki

Moassones.

Ballard, U. S. Coast Survey Rep. 252, 1871,

«»untry.
thinks it

is

jfece').

Moassons.

the Penobscot word Maweshenook, 'berry
Willis (?) in Maine Hist. Soc.
Coll., V, 359, 1857 (from Popham's form, Moassones).
Xarankatnlgdok epitsik arenanbak. Vetromile,

—

—

Abnakis, 23, 1866 ('men living on the high shores of the
liver': given as collective term u.sed by .\bnaki to desig3saXe all their

real meaning
Natio Euporum.

villages;

Narankamigdog')

Maine

.

'villages

of

— Du Creux,

the

map

Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 21], 1859 (misprint

(1660)
Natio Luporum. Same in Vetro«f the following)
Natsagana.—
anile, Abnakis, 21, 1866 ('wolf nation').
Catschet, Caughnawaga MS., B. A. E., 1SS2 (CaughnaO-ben-aki.)
"waga name;
singular, Rutsiigana).
O. T. Mason, oral information, 1903 (name as pronounced
ffiuvres, V, pt. 2, 196, 1870.
Obinacks.—Clinton (1745)
in

.

jn N. Y. Doc.

—

—

Cal. Col. Hist., vi, 276, 1855.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 19G, 1855

(

Obunegos.

= Delawares)

Olinacks.—CHnton

1912

v., A,

(1745) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi,
Onagongues. Bellomont (1701)
281, 1855 (misprint).

—

Onagonque.—

in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 834, 1854.

Schuyler (1693), ibid., 64. Onagunga.—Golden (1727)
quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, vi, 174, 1857. Onagungees. Johnson (1750) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi,

—

Onconntehocks.

1855.

592,

1881

378,

xiii,

ibid.,

treaty (1664), ibid.,

— La

68,

Montagne

(1664,)

Ondiakes.—.Albany

(same?).

iii,

Onejages.

1853.

— Docu-

ment of 1664, ibid., xiii, 389, 1881 (same?). Onnagonges.— Bayard (1689), ibid., iii, 621, 1853. OnnagonOnnagues. Document of 1688, ibid., 565, 1853.
gongwe. BeUomont (1700), ibid.,iv, 758, 1854 (used as
Onnathe Iroquois name of one of the Abnaki villages)

—

—

.

gonques.—Schuyler

—

nogonges.
IV, 836,
Ill,

Onnogongwaes.— Schuyler

1881.

379,

1854.

611, 1853.

ibid.,

XIII,

ibid.,

381.

Mag.,

Orange conference (1664),

Ft.

Ist

—

ibid.,

(1701),

xiii,
ibid.,

Onnongonges. Bayard (1689), ibid.,
Onoconcquehagas. Schelluyne (1663),

Onogongoes.

—Schuyler

1866.

116,

X,

—

Onoganges.—Dareth

1881.

309,

3.,

On-

(1687), ibid., in, 482, 1853.

(1664),
in

(1724)

Onogonguas.

Hist.

—Stoddert

Ono(1753) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 780, 1855.
gungos. Governor of Canada (1695), ibid., iv, 120,

—

Onokonquehaga.

1854.

—Ft.

(1663), ibid., xiii, 298, 1881.

(1689), ibid.,

iii,

621, 1853.

—

Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 3d s., ix,
Sanford, U. S., cxxiv, 1819.
(1679) in Margry, D^c, vi, 22,
La Hontan, New Voy., i, 230,

Oppenago.

—

—

Openagos. Du Lhut
Openangos.
1886.
1703 (sometimes used

R. Rep. 299, 44th Cong., 1st

wares).

conference

Openagl.—

92, 1846.

Passamaquoddy)

specifically for the

— H.

Orange

Onongongues. Bayard
Openadyo. Williamson in

O-po-nagh-ke.

.

1876 (DelaMargry, D6c.,

sess., 1,

—Cadillac (1703)

in

1883 ('Oppenago ou Loups,' near Detroit, probO-puh-nar'-ke. Morgan,
Delawares).
Consanguinity and Affinity, 289, 1871 ('people of the

V, 304,

—

ably

the

east':

the Delawares).

(1629),(Euvre3, v, pt.

Ouabenakiouek.^Champlain
note, 196, 1870. Suabenakis.^

2,

Lusignan (1749) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vr, 519, 1855.
Ouabenaquis.— La Salle (1683) in Margry, D^c, ii, 363,
Ouabnaquia. Ibid., it, 157, 1877 (used in col1877.
Oubenakis. Chauvignerie (1736) in
lective sense).

—

Schoolcraft, Ind.

—

Tribes, in, 553, 1853.

Subenakis.—

Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1052,
Owenagungas. Golden (1727), Five Nat., 95,
1855.
1747 (so called by Iroquois). Owenagunges. BoudiOwenagungles.
not. Star in the West, 99, 1816.
Macauley, N. Y., ii, 174, 1829 .Owenungas. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 513, 1853 (Iroquois name for the
Panaxki. Gatschet, Tonkawe
Abnaki, Micmac,eto.).
and Caddo M.S vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (Caddo name for
PSn'ikis. -Hewitt, oral information, 1886
Delawares)
(Tuscarora name for Abnaki living with the Tuscarora).
Skacewanilom. Vassal in Can. Ind. Aff., 28, 1885 (so

—

—
—

—

—

.

—

—

Taranteens. -Shea, Mississippi
Tarateens.^Barstow, Hist. New
Hamp., 13, 1853. Tarcnteens. Godfrey, in Maine
Tarentines.— Mourt
Hist. Soc. Coll., VII, 99, 1876.
(1622) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d a., ix, 57, 1822.
called

by

Val.,

165,

Iroquois).

1852.

—

Tarentins.— Bradford

(1650?) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Tarranteeris. Hist. Mag., 1st s.,
Tarrantens.— Levett (1628) in
116, 1866 (misprint).

4th
X,

s.. Ill,

Maine

—

104, 1856.

Hist. Soc.

CoU

,

ii,

93, 1847.

Tarrantines.—

Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 3d s., vi, 117, 1837.
Smith (1631) in Maine Hist. Soc. CoU.,
Tarratines. Wonder-working ProviVII, 101, 1876.
dence (1654) in Mass. Hist. Soo. Coll, 2d s., ii, 66, 1814.
Tarratlns. Keane in Stanford, Compen., 537, 1878.
Tarrenteenes. Wood (1639) in Barton, New Views,

Smith (1616)
Tarrateens.

in

—

—

—

—
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xix, 1798.

38, 1851.

Soc. Coll.,

Tarrenteens. Richardson, Arctic Exp,, ii.
Tarrentens. Levett (1628) in Mass. Hist.
3d a., viii, 175, 1843. Tarrentlnes.— Smith

(1629) Virginia, n, 192, reprint 1819.
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d

Smith (1631)

Tercntynes.— Smith
goungas.—Salisbury
Maine

Una-

(1678) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

— McKenney,

(1678) in

Waba-

Memoirs and Travels,

Wabanakees.— Schoolcraft,

—

Ibid.,

81,

i,

Ind. Tribes,

Wabanakls.

1853 (used collectively).
note,

in, 22, 1833.

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 31, 1857 (old style).

nackies.
1846.

s.,

Vnnagoungos.— Brockhols

1881.

xiii. 519,

Tcrentines.—

(1616), ibid., vi, 131, 1837.

i,

304,

iii,

353,

Wabanika.— Dorsey MS.

1853.

Cegiha Diet.,
(Omaha and Ponka name for Delawares).
Dorsey, MS. Kansas vocab., B. A. E.,

B. A. E., 1878

WSbanike.

—

1882 (Kansa name for Delawares).
Maurault, Hist, des Aben., 2, 1866

Wabanocky.

— McKenney

in

(1827)

Wabanoaks.
(English

form).

McKenney and

Ind. Tribes, iii, 134, 1854 (used for emigrant
Oneida, Munsee, and Stockbridges at Green bay. Wis.).
Wabenakies.—Kendall, Travels, in, 61, 1809, WabSa&ki senobe. Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A. E., 1887
(Penobscot name). Wabenauki. McKenney and Hall
Ind. Tribes, in, 97, 1854 (applied by other Indians to
Hall,

—

those of

—
— Hist. Mag.,
Wampum-makers. —Gale, Upper Miss.,

Hudson

IV, 180, 1860.

Wab-na-ki.

r.).

166, 1867 (said to be the

1st

s.,

French name for the Delawares
Wapanachki). Wan-

in 1666; evidently a corruption of

—Vetromile, Abnakis, 1866 (proper form).
Wanbanaghi. —
27 (proper form, the
an being
strongly
Wanbanaki. — Vetromile, Abnakis,
27-42, 1866 (proper form; an
strongly
Wanbanakkie. — Kidder
Maine Hist. Soc.
231, 1859 (given as a correct form).
Wanbna-ghi. — Vetromile
Maine Hist. Soc.
214,
1859. Wapanachk. — Heckewelder quoted by VetroAbnakis,
1866 (given by Heckewelder
Delawares).
Wapanachki. — Barton, New Views,
banaghi.

19,

Ibid.,

first

nasal).

in first syllable

nasal).

in

Coll., VI,

in

mile,

Coll., vi,

for

23,

xxvii,

(name given to Delawares by western tribes).
Wapanaki.— Vetromile, Abnakis, 27-42 1866 (Delaware
1798

—

Wapa'na'kP. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1905 (sing,
anim. form of the name in Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo;
Wdpana'kihagi, pi. anim. form). Wapanakihak.
Gatschet, Sac and Fox MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Fox name for
Delawares;
singular, WHpandki).
Wapanaxki haakon. Gatschet, Tonkawe and Caddo MS. vocab.,
B. A. E., 1884 (Tonkawa name for Delaware man).
Wapanends. Rafinesque, Am. Nations, i, 147, 1836.
WapSnih'kyu. Dorsey, MS. Osage vocab., B. A E
1883 (Osage name for Delawares). Wapenacki.
Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson R., 51, 1872 (applied to all the
form).

—

—
—

—

Wappenackle.

eastern tribes).

—

for

Delawares or for Wappingers).

51

(applied to

Ibid.,

eastern tribes).

all

355 (used either

Wappenos.

—

Ibid.,

Wa-pO-nah-ki'.

Grayson, MS. Creek vocab,, B. A. E., 1885 (Creek name
applied to the Delawares).
Wau-ba-na-kees. Wis.
Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 182, 1868 (Stockbridges and Oneidas

—
—Warren
Minn. Hist. Soc.
(1852)
1885 (Chippewa
name for Delawares). Waw-,bunukkeeg. — Tanner,
Narrative, 315, 1830, (Ottawa name
Stockbridge
Indians
Wisconsin). W'Banankee. — Kidder
at

Green

bay.

Wis.).

in

Waub-un-uk-eeg.
Coll., v, 32,

for

in

Maine

in

Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 244, 1859

(name used by them-

New

for tribes of eastern Pennsylvania,

Jersej',

New-

—

York, Delaware, and Connecticut). Wobanaki.
Kidder in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 243, 1859 (title of
spelling

book

of 1830).

Abrading Implements.
numerous implements,

In shaping their

utensils,

and ornament*

wood, bone, shell, and metal, the
native tribes were largely dependent on abrading implements, of which there are many
varieties.
Of first importance are grinding
stones and whetstones of more or less grittyof stone,

rock,

while less effectual are potsherds

and

rf
Of the same general class are all
sawing, drilling, and scraping tools and devices,
which are described under separate headsThe smoothing and polishing implements into
which the grinding stones imperceptibly grade
rasp-like surfaces, such as that of the skin

the dogfish.

are

separately

also

treated.

The

smaller

grinding stones were held in the hand,

and

were usually unshaped fragments, the arrowshaft rubber and the slender nephrite whetstone of the Eskimo being exceptions.

The

larger ones were slabs, boulders, or fragments-,

which rested on the ground or were held in the
In many localities exposed
lap while in use.
surfaces of rock in place were utilized, and
these as well as the movable varieties are often
covered with the grooves produced by the
grinding work. These markings range fronj
narrow, shallow lines, produced by shaping
pointed objects, to broad channels made im
shaping large implements and utensils. Reference to the various forms of abrading implements is made in numerous works and articies
treating of the technology of the native tribes..
(W. H. H.)

Abraham,

Abraham. A.
power
who succeeded the so-called King Hendricfc
after the battle of L. George in 1755, in which
the latter was killed. He espoused the English cause in the American Revolution, but was
of a pacific character.
He was present at the

Mohawk

also called Little

chief of considerable oratorical

meeting of the Mohawk with the Americait
commissioners at Albany in Sept., 1775, after
which he drops from notice. He was succeeded by Brant,
(c. t.)
last

Achigan

Wm.

Jones).

sing. anim. noun.
French-Canadian name of the

(u'shigun,

A

selves, as nearly as

can be represented in English, accent-

small-mouthed black bass {Micropterus dolo-

ing last syllable).

Whlppanaps. Humphrey, Acct.,
John.son).
Wippanaps. Johnson

mieu), occasionally found in English writings.

281,

1730

(after

—

—

(1654) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., ii, 66, 1814 (mentioned as part of the "Abarginny men" and distinct from

the "Tarratines").

—

Wo-a-pa-nach-ki. Macauley, N.
synonymous with Lenni Lenape

Y., n, 164, 1829 (used as

The word

is old in French, Hennepin using it
Ashigan is the name of this fish in
Chippewa and closely related Algonquian

in 1688.

dialects,

(a. f.

c

)
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Achiligouan. A tribe or band living between 1640 and 1670 on the N. shore of L.
Huron, about the mouth of French r. and westward nearly to Sault Ste. Marie. In 1670 they
were attached to the mission at the Sault. In
the Jesuit Relation of 1640 their position is
given on the N. shore of L. Huron, at the mouth
The Amikwa are mentioned in
of French r.
the same connection as residing on this stream.
In the Relation of 1658 they appear to be
placed farther N. on the river, and it is stated
that they traded with the Cree. In the Relation of 1670 they are said to have been attached
to the mission of Sault Ste. Marie, but only as
going there to fish. It is probable that they
were a Chippewa or a Nipissing band. (j. m.
c. T.)

Achlligouans.— Heriot,
gouiane.
1858.

—Jesuit
1646,

1807.

194,

clesaht,

AchiU-

Achirigouans.

81.

1643,

61,

The

principal village of the Chaic-

situate

on Battle bay, Ououkinish
Vancouver id. Can. Ind.

Acous.
inlet,

Travels,

Rel., 1670, 79, 1858.

Archirlgouan.— Ibid.,
Atchiligouan.— Ibid., 1640, 34, 1858.

—Ibid.,

W.

coast of

—

Adario. A Tionontate chief, known also as
Kondiaronk, Sastaretsi, and The Rat, He had
a high reputation for bravery and sagacity,
and was courted by the French, who made a
treaty with him in 1688 by which he agreed to
lead an expedition against the Iroquois, his
Starting out for the war
hereditary enemies.
with a picked band, he was sm-prised to hear,
on reaching Cataracouy,* that the French were
negotiating peace with the Iroquois, who were
about to send envoys to Montreal with hostages
from each tribe. Concealing his surprise and
chagrin, he secretly determined to intercept
the embassy. Departing as though to return
to his own country in compliance with the
admonition of the French commandant, he
placed his
of the

men

members

in

ambush and made

prisoners

of the Iroquois mission, telling

the chief of the embassy that the French had

commissioned him to surprise and destroy the
Keeping only one prisoner to answer
for the death of a Huron who was killed in the
fight, he set the others free, saying that he
hoped they would repay the French for their
treachery. Taking his captive to Michilimackinac, he delivered him over to the French

mander. An expedition of 1,200 Iroquois fell
upon Montreal Aug. 2.5, 1689, when the French
felt

secure in the anticipation of peace, slew

hundreds of the settlers and burned and
sacked the place. Other posts were abandoned
by the French, and only the excellent fortifications of others saved them from being driven
out of the country. Adario led a delegation
of Huron chiefs who went to Montreal to conclude a peace, and, while there, he died, Aug.
1, 1701, and was buried by the French with
mihtary honours.
(f. h.)

Adirondack (Mohawk: Hatirofi'taks, 'they
name given in allusion to the eating
of the bark of trees in time of famine.— Hewitt).
The Algonquian tribes N. of the St. Laweat trees', a

rence with which the Iroquois were acquainted,
particularly those along

*Fort Cataraqui

— modern Kingston, Ont.

Ottawa and

who were afterward

rice rs.,

Rivers and Oka, Quebec.

St.

Mau-

settled at

Three

Jefferys in

1761,

seems to apply the term to the Chippewa.
M.)

—

Adirondacs. Barton, New Views, xxxviii, 1798. Adirondacks. Garangula (1684) quote by Williams, Vermont, I, 504, 1809. Adirondaks. Homann heirs map,
Adirondax.— Livingston (1701) in N. Y. Doc.
1756.
Col. Hist., IV, 899, 1854.
Adirontak.— Vetromile, AbAdisonkas. Martin, North Carolina,
nakis, 51, 1866.
Adnondecks. McKenney and Hall, Ind.
I, 76, 1829.
Tribes, iii, 79, 1854.
Arundacs. Johnson (1763) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 582, 1856. Arundax.- Ft.
Johnson conference (1756) ,ibid., 233. Honanduk.
Coxe, Carolana, map, 1741 (on e. shore of-L. Huron
same?). Iroondocks. Carver, Travels, 120, 1778.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

Latilentasks. King, Jour, to Arctic Ocean, i, 11, 1836
(at Oka).
Orendakes. Martin, North Carohna, ii, 65,
1829. Orondacks.— Johnson (1751) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., VI, 729, 1S55.
Orondocks.— Stoddart (1750),
Orondoes. Imlay, Western Ter.,
ibid., 582 (at Oka).
Oroondoks.— Stoddart (1753) in N. Y. Doc.
292, 1797.
Oroonducks. Lindesay
Col. Hist., VI, 780, 1855.
ibid.,
538.
Orundacks.— Dinwiddle (1754),
(1749),

—

3,

—
—Vater, Mithridates,
Ratiruntaks. — Gatschet, Caughnawaga

Rarondaks.

ibid., 827.

309, 1816.

pt. 3, sec.

MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Mohawk name; sing. Rariintaks).
Rondax.—Glen (1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 559,
Rondaxe.—Von der Donck (1656) in N. Y. Hist.
1854.
Soc. Coll., 2d

party.

commander, who put him to death, having no
knowledge of the arrangement of peace. He
then released a captive Iroquois whom he had

1912

long held at his village that he might return to
inform his people of the act of the French com-

(j.

Aff., 264, 1902.

v., A.

s., I,

A

Adlet.

209, 1841.

fabulous people that the Eskimo

believe to be descended from a dog.

married a red dog and bore

A woman

five dogs,

which

she cast adrift in a boat, and also five children
of

monstrous shape.

The dogs reached

the

other side of the ocean and begot the white
people.
terrible

The monsters engendered the Adlet,
identified by the Labrador

beings,

Eskimo with the
merly lived

Indians, of

in dread, also

whom

they for-

by the Eskimo

of the
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western shores of Hudson bay, who, however,
called this misbegotten and bloodthirsty race
Erqigdht. The Eskimo of Greenland and

no Indian neighbours,

Baffin island, having

pictured the tribe of monsters with human
heads, arms, and trunks joined to the hind
legs of dogs.

Can.,

See Boas

v., sec. 2, 35,

(1) in

Trans. Roy. Soc.

1888; (2) in 6th Rep. B. A.

—

Adia. Boas in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., op. cit. (sing,
form of Adlat). Adl^hsuln. Stein in Petermann's
Adlat.—Boas, op. cit. Adiet.
Mitt., no. 9. map, 1902.
Boasin 6th Rep. B. A. E., 640, 1888. ErqlgHt.—

—

—

Ibid.

Adoption. An almost universal political
and social institution which originally dealt
only with persons but later with families, clans
It had its beginor gentes, bands, and tribes.
nings far back in the history of primitive
society and, after passing through
losing

much

many forms

ceremonial garb, appears to-

in the civilized institution of naturaliza-

In the primitive mind the fundamental
motive underlying adoption was to defeat the
evil purpose of death to remove a member of
the kinship group by actually replacing in
person the lost or dead member. In primitive
philosophy, birth and death are the results of
birth increases and death
magic power;
tion.

decreases the orenda

(q.

v.)

of the clan or

family of the group affected.

In order to

preserve that magic power intact, society,

by

the person receives declares his

relation to all other persons in the family group

that

is

to say, should the adopted person be

named son
his

the

by the adopter,
community would differ

From

the political adoption of

rather than uncle

status

in

accordingly.

the Tuscarora
1726,

by the Five Nations, about

evident that tribes, families, clans,

it is

and groups

E., 640, 1888.

and
day

name which

A

be adopted

of people could

like

age might be conferred
upon the person adopted, since age largely
governed the rights, duties, and position of
persons in the community. In this wise, by
the action of the constituted authorities, the
persons.

fictitious

age of an adopted group was fixed and its social
and political importance thereby determined.
Owing to the peculiar circumstances of the
expulsion of the Tuscarora from North Carolina it was deemed best by the Five Nations,

view of their relation to the Colonies at that
to give an asylum to the Tuscarora
simply by means of the institution of adoption
rather than by the political recognition of the
Tuscarora as a member of the League. Therefore the Oneida made a motion in the federal
council of the Five Nations that they adopt
the Tuscarora as a nursling still swathed to the
cradleboard. This having prevailed, the Five
in

time,

Nations,

"We

by the spokesman of the Oneida, said
set up for ourselves a cradle-board

have

in the extended house," that

is,

in the

domi-

After due probation the

nions of the League.

is

Tuscarora, by separate resolutions of the council, on separate motions of the Oneida, were

embodied the blood and person of the dead.
As the diminution of the number of the kindred
was regarded as having been caused by magic
power by the orenda of some hostile agency

made successively a boy, a young man, a man,
an assistant to the official woman cooks, a
warrior, and lastly a peer, having the right of
chiefship in the council on an equal footing

so the prevention or reparation of that loss

with the chiefs of the other

must be accomplished by a

seen that a tribe or other group of people
may be adopted upon any one of several planes

the exercise of constructive orenda, resuscitates

the dead in the person of another in

whom

—

fested in

ritualistic

liturgy

like

power, mani-

and ceremonial.

From

the view-point of the primitive mind
adoption serves to change, by a fiction of law,
the personality as well as the poUtical status

adopted person. For example, there
were captured two white pei'sons (sisters) by
the Seneca, and instead of both being adopted
into one clan, one was adopted by the Deer and
the other by the Heron clan, and thus the
blood of the two sisters was changed by the
rite of adoption in such wise that their children
could intermarry. Furthermore, to satisfy the
underlying concept of the rite, the adopted
person must be brought into one of the strains
of the

tribes.

From

this

it is

of political growth, corresponding to the vari-

ous ages of human growth. This seems to
explain the problem of the alleged subjugation
and degradation of the Delawares by the Iro-

which is said to have been enacted in
open council. When it is understood that the
Five Nations adopted the Delaware tribe as
quois,

men

assistants

to

the

official

cooks of the

becomes clear that no taint of
slavery and degradation was designed to be
League

it

given by the act. It merely made the Delawares probationary heirs to citizenph'p in the
League, and citizenship would be conferred

of kinship in order to define the standing of

upon them

such person in the community, and the kinship

they were treated with

after suitable

much

tutelage.

In thi?

greater considcra-
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^ion than were the Tuscarora, who are of the
language and lineage of the Five Nations.
The Delawares were not adopted as warriors
or chiefs, but as assistant cooks; neither were
they adopted, like the Tuscarora, as infants,
but as men whose duty it was to assist the

women whose

official

function was to cook for

v., A.
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according to some writers, were personal embellishments.
Fats were used to beautify the
hair and to ceremonially anoint the face and
body. Sweet grass and seeds, as those of the
columbine, served as perfume.

Ear ornaments were a mark of family thrift,
wealth, or distinction, and indicated honour

the people at public assembUes. Their office
well exemplified by the possession

shown

was hence

monies,

of

a corn pestle, a hoe, and petticoats. This
misunderstood, perhaps intentionally
misrepresented, seems to explain the mystery

some

fact,

usually attended the boring of the ear.

women" of the DelaThis kind of adoption was virtually a
state of probation, which could be made long

kindred of the adult gifts of a standard value,
and sometimes these perforations extended
round the entire rim of the ear. The pendants
were of haliotis or other valued shell, or were
made of metal or bone, or were long woven
bands of dentaUum which reached nearly to
the waist.
Labrets were used by the Eskimo, the n.

concerning the "making
wares.

or short.
of a chief's son by a fellow
customary in some of the tribes of the
N. W. coast, differs in motive and effect from
that defined above, which concerns persons

The adoption

chief,

alien to the tribe,

upon whom it confers citizenand tribe, as this deals

to the wearer

of

occasionally

by

his kindred.

religious

which seem to relate to

in

Cere-

character,

sacrificial rites,

Each

perforation cost the parent the child or the

Pacific coast tribes,

and some

Among some

of the Gulf coast

the labret was worn

ship in the clan, gens

Indians.

only with intratribal persons for the purpose

only by men, in some by women, and where

some degree of honour upon them
rather than citizenship and political authority.

worn by both sexes it was of two different
styles.
At puberty an incision was made in
the lip or at the corner of the mouth, and a
slender pin was inserted, which was replaced
by larger ones until the opening could admit a
stud of the size desired. The Eskimo, when
travelling, removed his labret to prevent freezing of the lip, but inserted it when entering a
Among some of the northern and
village.
southern tribes the septum of the nose was
pierced, and feathers, bark, or rings were

of conferring

The

Iroquois, in order to recruit the great

losses incurred in their

many

wars, put into

systematic practice the adoption not only of
individuals but also of entire clans and tribes.

The

Tutelo, the Saponi, the Nanticoke, and

other tribes and portions of tribes were forced
to incorporate with the several tribes of the
Iroquois confederation by formal adoption.

(j.

N. B. H.)

inserted.

Elaborate ornamentation of garments was

Adornment. The motive of personal adorn-

reserved

for

ment, aside from the desire to appear attractive, seems to have been to mark individual,
tribal, or ceremonial distinction.
The use of
paint on the face, hair, and body, both in colour

combined

and

same purpose.

design, generally

ual or clan beliefs, or

had reference

to individ-

indicated relationship

the

gala

dress.

The Eskimo

bits of fur of different colours

and

quality in a pleasing pattern for trimming their

garments, and fishskin dyed in brilliant colours
and the plumage of birds were also used for the

Outer garments were made of

or personal bereavement, or

the breasts of sea birds skilfully joined toAmong the inland tribes the earUer
gether.

courtesy.

designs for porcupine and feather quiUwork

it

was an act of
was always employed in ceremonies, rehgious and secular, and was an accompaniment of gala dress donned to honour a
It

The face of
the dead was frequently painted in accordance
guest or to celebrate an occasion.

with tribal or religious symbolism. The practice of painting was widespread and was
observed by both sexes. Paint was also put

on the faces

and children as a protecwind and sun. Plucking the hair
from the face and body was generally practised
Deformation, as head flattening, and tattooing,
tion against

of adults

were reproduced later in beads of European
manufacture. Feathers were widely used to
decorate the robes and garments of warriors

and other distinguished persons, and were
woven into mantles by the cliff-dwellers and by
tribes formerly living near the Gulf of

Among the

Mexico.

Plains Indians the milk teeth of the

most costly of adornments. They
were fastened in rows on a woman's tunic,
giving the garment a value of several hundred
elk were the

dollars.
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Headbands, armlets, bracelets, belts, neckand garters, of metal, seeds, embroidered
buckskin, peculiar pelts, or woven fibre, had
their practical use, but were made decorative,
and often were symbolic. Archeological testimony shows that sea-shell beads, worn as necklaces or woven into belts, were widely used,
and they probably found their way into the
interior through barter or as ceremonial or
laces,

friendly gifts.

Wampum

belts figured largely

between the early
and the eastern tribes. Discs cut
from the conch shell were worn as ornaments
and were also offered in certain religious rites;
they ranked among the northern tribes as did

The

for victory.

shirt

was occasionally deco-

human

rated with a fringe of

hair, locks

being

by female relatives; it
rarely displayed war trophies.
The most
imposing article of the warrior's regalia was the
bonnet with its crown of golden-eagle feathers.
generally contributed

Before the introduction of the horse the flap at
the back rarely extended below the waist, but

when the

warriors got to be

spine," with its ruff of feathers,

mounted "the
was so length-

in the official transactions

ened as to equal or exceed the height of the

settlers

man. Song and ceremony accompanied the
making of a war bonnet by warriors of the tribe,
and a war honour was recounted upon each
feather before it was placed in position. A
bonnet could not be made without the consent
of warriors, and it stood as a record of tribal

the turquoise among the people of the S. W.
With the Plains Indians a necklace of bear's
claws marked the man of distinction. The
head-dress

varied

in

diiTerent

parts of

the

country and was generally significant of a man's
kinship, ceremonial office, rank, or totemic
dependence, as was also the ornamentation

upon

his

weapons and

W.

his shield.

valour as well as a distinction granted to a

by his
The

gala and ceremonial dress of the Pueblo

tribes of the S.

on the

was

man

fellow tribesmen.

W., of those formerly dwelling

and

plains,

of those of the Pacific coast,

replete with ornamentation which, either

blankets bordered with a design

in design or material, suggested rites or past

were used on ceremonial occasions, and with the broad belts, white robes,
and fringed sashes worn at marriage are interesting specimens of weaving and colour treatment. The brilliant Navaho blankets with
their cosmic symbols are well known.
The
most remarkable example of the native weaver's
skill is the ceremonial blanket and apron of the
Chilkat tribe of Alaska; it is made of the wool

experiences and thus kept alive beliefs and

In the S.

woven

in colours

of the mountain goat, dyed black, yellow, and
green with native dyes over a warp of cedar-

bark strings. A design of elaborate totemic
forms covered the entire space within the
border lines, and the ends and lower edge were
heavily fringed. According to Boas these
garments probably originated among the
Tsimshian. In the buffalo country women
seldom ornamented their own robes, but
embroidered those worn by men. Sometimes
a man painted his robe in accordance with a
dream, or pictured upon it a yearly record of
his own deeds or of the prominent events of the
Women wore the buffalo robe differtribe.
ently from the men, who gathered it about
the person in a way that emphasized their

memories among the people. Such
were the woman's dress of the Yurok of California; the fringe of the skirt was wrapped with
the same vegetal materials as she used in her
basketry, and her apron was an elaborate network of the same on which depended strands
of shells with pendants cut from the abalone.
In the same connection may be mentioned the
manner of dressing the hair of a Hopi maiden;
the whorl on each side of her head symbolizes
historic

the

flower

blem

a

em-

sacred

horses of

warriors

ed.

Consult Abbott, Prim. Indus., 1881; Beau(1) in Bull. N. Y. State Mus., no. 41,
1901, (2) ibid., no. 73, 1903; Boas (1) in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 1897, (2) in Mem. Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist., Anthr. i, pt. 1, 1898; Dall in 3d
Rep. B. A. E., 1884; Fewkes in 19th Rep. B.
A. E., 1900; Fletcher in Pubs. Peabody Mus.;

champ

Matthews

(1) in

VI, 1903, (2) in

was common for a tribe to have its peculiar cut and decoration of the moccasin, so that
a man's tribe was proclaimed by his foot gear.
The war shirt was frequently painted to repre-

in 19th

sent the wearer's prayer, having the design on
the back for protection and one on the breast

The

were often painted to indicate the dreams or
the war experiences of their riders. Accoutrements were sometimes elaborately ornament"

action or the expression of emotion.
It

squash,

the

of

of the tribe.

hist.

Mem. Am. Mus.

3d Rep. B. A.

Nat. Hist.,

E., 1884;

Mooney

Rep. B. A. E., 1900; Moorehead, PreImpls., 1900; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A.

E., 1899;

Putnam

no. 2, 1882;

Wissler in Bull.
pt. 3, 1904.

in

Voth. in

Peabody Mus. Rep.,

Am

Anthrop.,

Am. Mus. Nat.

(a. c. f.)

ii,

iii,

1900;

Hist., xviii,
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Adzes.
plements
times,

Cutting, scraping, or gouging im-

made

and

prehistoric

in

early

historic

usually of stone, but not infre-

bone, or copper.

Iron and

much used by the tribes at
The blade resembles that

the present

quently of

shell,

steel are

of a celt,
although often somewhat curved by chipping
or by grinding at the proper angle to make it

day.

most

Some

effectual.

after the

manner

are grooved for hafting,

grooved axe, but the

of the

groove does not extend over the flat face against
which the handle is fastened. The hafting
takes various forms according to the shape and

The adze

size of the blade.

working

tool,

but

it

primarily a wood-

is

serves also for scraping, as

and
on occasion,

in the dressing of skins

in other arts, and,

no doubt

for digging.

also

The

edge of the primitive adze was probably not
sharp enough to make it effectual in working

wood save
charring.

in connection with the process of

The

distribution of this implement

was very general over the area north
but

it

probably reached

ment and

its

of

the

Mexico

among the woodThe

specialization

working tribes

of

highest develop-

n. Pacific coast.

scraper and the gouge have

many

uses in

com-

mon

with the adze.
For various examples of the adze, ancient

and modern, consult Beauchamp
State Mus., no. 18, 1897;

in Bull.

Fowke

in 13th

N. Y.
Rep.

and warfare as they have been since th
establishment of European colonies, can be
readily understood, but why writers who have
had access to the older records should thus
speak of them is not easily explained, when
life

these

speaking

records,

vating the

De

soil.

Agomiut

A

tribe of

(w. h. h.

g. f.)

('people

of

the weather side').
of

N.

Baffin island bordering on Lancaster sd., con-

—

two subtribes the Tununirusirmiut
in the W., about Admiralty inlet, and the
Tununirmiut in the E., about Eclipse sd.
They hunt the narwhal and the white whale in
Eclipse sd., and in search of seals sometimes
cross the ice on sledges to Devon island, there
coming in contact with the natives of Ellesmere island.
sisting of

Agriculture.

An

opinion

long

prevailed

minds of the people that the Indians N.
of Mexico were, previous to and at the time
Europeans began to settle that part of the continent, vktually nomads, having no fixed
abodes, and hence practising agriculture to a
in the

very limited extent. Why this opinion has
been entertained by the masses, who have
learned it from tales and traditions of Indian

and

culti-

the tribes

western part of Arkansas, cultivating
maize and various other food plants. The
early voyagers found the same thing true along
the Atlantic from Florida to Massachusetts.
Capt. John Smith and his Jamestown colony,
indeed all the early colonies, depended at first
very largely for subsistence on the products of
Indian cultivation. Jacques Cartier, the first
European who ascended the St. Lawrence,
found the Indians of Hochelaga (Montreal id.)
cultivating the soil.
"They have," he remarks,
"good and large fields of corn." Champlain
and other early French explorers testify to the
large reliance of the Iroquois on the cultivation
La Salle and his
of the soil for subsistence.
companions observed the Indians of Illinois,
and thence southward along the Mississippi,
cultivating and to a large extent subsisting on
Sagard, an eyewitness of what he reports,
in speaking of the agriculture of the

says,

Hurons
the

Eskimo inhabiting a region

all

the

at every 2 feet or

in 9th

Soto found

that he visited, from the Florida peninsula to

son. Cont., XXII, 1876.

Murdoch

temperate

of the western plains to the

Atlantic, dwelling in settled villages

maize.

1900;

the

fact that the Indians were generally found,

from the border

Moorehead, Prehist. Impls.,
Rep. B. A. E., 1892;
Nelson in 19th Rep. B. A. E., 1899; Niblack
in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Rau in SmithB. A. E., 1896;

of

regions, almost without exception notice the

in 1623-26,

month

grains

of

of

May

corn

selected, culled,

water.

And

that they dug a round place
less,

where they planted in

in each hole nine or ten

which they had previously
and soaked for several days in

every year they thus planted

their corn in the

same places or

which

spots,

they renovated with their small wooden shovels.
He indicates the height of the corn by
the statement that he lost his way quicker in
these fields than in the prairies or forests (Hist,

du Canada,

i,

265-266, 1636, repr. 1866).

American cereal,
from the southern
extremity of Chile to the 50th parallel of N.
latitude'.' (Brinton, Myths of the New World,
"All the nations who inhabit from
22, 1868).
the sea as far as the Illinois, and even farther,
carefully cultivate the maize corn, which they
Indian

corn,

"was found

make

the

great

in cultivation

(Du
"The whole

their principal subsistence"

Pratz,

239, 1763).

of the

Hist. La.,

II,

tribes situated, in the

Mississippi vallej',

Ohio and the lakes reaching on both

in

sides of
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the Alleghanies, quite to Massachusetts and
other parts of New England, cultivated Indian
corn.

It

was the staple product"

Ind. Tribes,

The

(Schoolcraft,

80, 1851).

i,

great length of the period previous to

the discovery during which maize had been in

proved by its differentiation into
which there were four in Virginia;
by the fact that charred corn and impressions
of corn on burnt clay have been found in the
mounds and in the ruins of prehistoric pueblos
in the S. W.; by the Delaware tradition; and
cultivation

by the fact that the builders of the oldest
mounds must have been tillers of the soil.
idea of the extent of the cultivation of

maize by some of the tribes may be gained
from the following estimates: The amount of
corn (probably in the ear) of the Iroquois
destroyed by Denonville in 1687 was estimated
at 1,000,000 bushels (Charlevoix, Hist. Nouv.

Doc. Hist. N. Y., i,
238, 1849). According to Tonti, who accompanied the expedition, they were engaged seven
days in cutting up the corn of 4 villages. Gen.
SuUivan, in his expedition into the Iroquois
country, destroyed 160,000 bushels of corn and
cut down the Indian orchards; in one orchard
alone 1,500 apple trees were destroyed (Hist.
N. Y. Dm'ing the Revolutionary War, ii, 334,
Gen. Wayne, writing from Grand
1879).
Glaize in 1794, says: "The margins of these
Fr.,

II,

355, 1744;

Au

Glaize

— the Miami of the Lake and
— appear like one continuous

viUage for a number of miles, both above and
below this place; nor have I ever before beheld
such immense fields of corn in any part of
America from Canada to Florida" (Manypenny, Ind. Wards, 84, 1880).
If we are indebted to the Indians for maize,
without which the peopling of America would
probably have been delayed for a century; it is
also from them that the whites learned the
methods of planting, storing, and using it.
The ordinary corncribs, set on posts, are copies

of those in use

among

son described

in

the Indians, which

Law-

1701 (Hist. Car., 35, repr.

Beans, squashes, pumpkins, sweet potatoes,
tobacco, gourds, and the sunflower were also

cultivated to

now

and spring" (Voy. and Discov.,

in the winter

in French, Hist. Coll. La., iv, 33, 1852).
*
*
^

*

:(s

:t:

:f:

(C. T.)

The

Ahadzooas.
Qiaht, on Diana

id.,

principal village of the

W.

coast of. Vancouver

id.

Can. Ind. AH., 263, 1902.

Ahahpitape {aah'-pun
ple'

:

luppe 'peo-

'blood,'

A division of the Piegan

'bloody band').

tribe of the Siksika.

—
—

Ah-ah'-pi-ta-pe. Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171, 1877.
Ah'-pai-tup-iks. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales,
A'-pe-tup-l.— Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
209, 1892.
Mo. Val., 264, 1862. Bloody Piedgans.— Culbertson
in Smithson. Rep. 1850, 144, 1851.

Ahahswinnis.

The

principal village of the

Opitchesaht, on the E. bank of Somass

couver id.— Can. Ind.

r.,

Van-

Aff., 263, 1902.

Ahahweh

swan.'— Wm. Jones).

{d'hawe, 'a

A

phratry of the Chippewa. According to
Morgan it is the Duck gens of the tribe.

A-auh-wauh.— Ramsey

in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 83, 1850'

Ah-ah-wai.—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, i, 304, 1853.
Ah-ah-wauk. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44,
1885.
Ah-ah'-weh.— Morgan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877.
Ah-auh-wauh.— Ramsey in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 91, 1850.
Ah-auh-wauh-ug. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

—

—

V, 87,

Tribes,

Ahawhwauk.— Sclioolcraft,

1885 (plural).
ii,

Ahdik

Ind.

142, 1852.

'caribou'

(udl'k,

— W.

Jones).

gens of the Chippewa, often translated

A

'rein-

deer.'

Addick.

—Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc.

Ad-dik.—Tanner,

Narrative,

314,

Morgan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877.
Tomazin, Indian informant.

A

Ahkaiksumiks.

Coll., v, 44, 1885.

1830.

Atik'.

Ad-dik'.—

—Gatschet

fide

gens of the

subtribe

Kainah.
Ah-kalk'-sum-iks.

—Grinnell,

Blaclcfoot

Lodge Tales,

209, 1892.

Ahkaipokaks
'child':

(ah-kai-im'

'many',

'many ^children.'— Grinnell).

tribe or gens of the

Ah-kai'-po-kaks.

po-ka'

A

sub-

Kainah.

—Grinnell,

Blackfoot

Lodge Tales,

209, 1892.

1860).

some

extent, especially in

the southern states.

what

According to
Beverly (Hist. Va., 125-128, 1722), the Indians
had two varieties of sweet potatoes. Marquette, speaking of the lUinois Indians, says
that in addition to maize, "they also sow beans
and melons, which are excellent, especially

are

Their squashes are not
they dry them in the sun to eat

also

beautiful rivers

the

those with a red seed.
of the best;

is

varieties, of

Some

11

Ahkaiyikokakiniks ('white
band or gens of the Piegan.

breasts').

A

—

Ah-kai-yl-ko-ka'-kln-iks. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
Tales, 209, 1892.
Kai'-it-ko-ki'-ki-naks.- Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 264, 1862.

Ahkotashiks ('many beasts

[horses]').

A

subtribe or gens of the Kainah.
Ahk-o'-tash-iks.
209, 1892.

— Grinnell,

Blackfoot

Lodge

Tales,
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Ahkwonistsists ('many lodge poles')sub tribe or gens of the Kainah.
Ah-kwo'-nis-tsists.

— Grinnell,

A

Ahmik

—Morgan,
Minn.

('beaver')

—Tanner,

A gens of the Chippewa.

.

Narrative, 314, 1830.

Anc. Soc, 166, 1877.

Amik.

Ah-mik'.
Warren in

Umi'k.—Jones,

1885.

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 45,

—

inf n, 1905 (correct form).

A

Ahousaht.
quot

sd.,

(j.

Nootka

about Clayopop. 212
Their principal village is Mahktosis.

in 1911.

tribe

id.;

R. s.)

Ahhousaht.— Can.
Swan

Ind.

Ahosett.—

Aff., 188, 1883.

Ahousaht.^
Ahous6t.— Mayne, Brit.
Ahowartz.—Armstrong, Oreg., 136,
251, 1862.
Ahowsaht.— Powell in 7th Rep. B. A. E., 130,
in

Smithson. Cont., xvi, 56, 1870.

Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868.
Col.,

1857.
1891.

—

sett.

—

Ah-owz-arts. Jewitt, Narr., 36, 1849. ArhoSwan, MS., B. A. E., Asonsaht. Dept. Ind.

—

Ahulka

A

(A-hul-qa).

village

the

of

Ntlakyapamuk, on Fraser r., British Columbia,
just below Siska; pop. 5 in 1897, the last time

name

to one of their central settlements.
Their chief villages are Akudlit, Avilik, Iglulik,
Maluksilak, Nuvung, Pikuliak, Ugluriak, Uku-

siksaUk;

A

band of Ntlakyapamuk
above Spuzzum, Brit. Col. Can.

Ainslie Creek.
r.,

AhaknanSlet.

—

—

Petitot in Bib. Ling, at Ethnol. Am.,
1876 (so called by the Chiglit of Liverpool bay:
'women'). A-hak-nan-helet. Richardson, Arct.
Exped., I, 362, 1851. Ahaknanhelik. Richardson,
Polar Regions, 300,
1861.
Ahwhacknanhelett.
Franklin, Journey to Polar Sea, ii, 42, 1824. AivilUr-

—

miut.
miut.

—Boas
—Boas

{^ai'-odjus,

'all

W.

[meat]').

fat

A

mouth

side of the

Masset inlet, Queen Charlotte isds. It was
occupied by the Aokeawai before they moved
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.
to Alaska.
of

—

('biters').

A

band

the

of

Siksika.
Al-sik'-stuk-iks.

—Grinnell,

Lodge

Blackfoot

Tales,

209, 1892.

principal

Repulse
winter

bay,

An Eskimo

Franklin

settlement

of

dist.,

the

vil-

the

Aivilir-

miut.— Boas

in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 449, 1888.
A'-wee-lik.— McClintock, Voy. of Fox, 163, 1881. Aywee-lik.— Lyons, Priv. Journ., 161, 1825. Eiwili.—
Klutschak, Unter d. Eskimo, map, 48, 1881. IwlIIichs.
Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 294, 1881.
IwllUe.—

—

Ibid., 304.

Rep. B. A. E., 445, 1888. EivillinAnthrop. Soc. Wash., in, 102,
Elwillik.— Boas in Zeitsohr. Ges. f. Erdk., 226,

1885.

in Trans.

1883.

Aiyansh

bloom.'

('eternal

— Dorsey).

A

mission village on the lower course of Nass

r.,

British Columbia, founded in 1871, its inhabi-

drawn from Niska

Pop.

villages.

133 in 1901.

Aiyansh.— Can. Ind. Aff., 271, 1889. Aiyaush.— Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281, 1897 (misprint).

A tribe of the Upper Kutenai
around Ft. Steele and the mission of St.
Eugene on upper Kootenay r., Brit. Col.
Aqk'amnik. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10,
Aqk'a'mnik. Chamberlain in 8th Rep. N. W.
1889.
living

Tribes, Can.,

—

6,

tribe of the

1892.

on

('Indians

a

A

river').

Upper Kutenai on Kootenay

r.

at

the Tobacco plains, Brit. Col.

—

Aqk'aneqtinik. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Aqk'anequ'nlk. Chamberlain in 8th Rep.
10, 1889.
N. W. Tribes Can., 6, 1892. Tobacco Plains KootaTolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 124b, 1884.
nle.
Tobacco Plains Kootenay. Chamberlain, op. cit.,

—

—

—

table opp. 41.

Yaket-ahno-klatak-makanay.

—Tol-

mie and Dawson, op. cit. Ya'k'et aqkinuqtle'et
aqkts'ma'kinik. Chamberlain, op. cit., 6 ('Indians of
the Tobacco plains,' from ya'k'et tobacco, aqkinuqtle'et

—

IwilHk.— Ibid.,

181.

Aivilirmiut ('people of the walrus place').
Central Eskimo tribe on the N. shores of
Hudson bay from Chesterfield inlet to Fox
channel, among whom Rae sojourned in 1846-

Akiskenukinik ('people of the two lakes').
tribe of the Upper Kutenai hving on the
Columbia lakes, having their chief settlement
They numbered
at Windermere, Brit. Col.

A

72 in 1911.
Akisklnookaniks.

47, C. F. Hall in 1864-69,

They

kill

deer,

and Schwatka in
muskoxen, seal,

walrus, trout, and salmon, caching a part of the

—Wilson

in

Trans.

AqkiskanukEnik.

Ethnol.

—Boas

Soc.

5th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. Aqki'sk'Enu'kinik. Chamberlain in 8th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 6,
Lond.,

304,

1866.

—

1892.

Columbia Lakes.

A

1877-79.

—

plain, aqkts'ma'kinik Indians).

Aivilik ('having walrus').

on

—

in 6th

Akanekunik

Skittagetan town on the

Aisikstukiks

Rep. B.

xi,

sig.

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878.

Aiodjus

in 6th

A. E., 445, 1888.

—

same)

on Fraser

are Inugsuhk, Kariak

—Boas

Akamnik.

appears.

Ahulqa.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5, 1899.
Halaha.—Can. Ind. Aff. for 1885, 196 (probably the

lage

summer villages

Naujan, Pitiktaujang.

tants being

Aff., 7, 1872.

the

meat and blubber, which before winter they

Ill,

w. coast of Vancouver

1912

bring

Blackfoot Lodge Tales,

209, 1892.

Ah-meek.

v., A.

Aktese.
lage

id.,

A

.

sd.,

W.

Kyuquot on

coast of

Vil-

Vancouver

Aff., 264, 1902.

Akudnirmiut
country')

Ibid., 7.

village of the

Kyuquot

id.—Can. Ind.

—

in

('people of the intervening

An Eskimo tribe of

e. Baffin island,
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Home bay and

They migrate between

northward.

their various stations,

summer, in search of
deer, bear, seal, walrus, and salmon, having
ceased to capture whales from the floe edge
in winter as well as in

since the advent of whaling ships;

pop. 83 in
1883 (Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 440, 1888).
Their winter settlements are not permanent.

Their villages and camping places are
Ekalualuin,

Avaudjelling,

tung,

Idniteling,

Idiutelling,

:

Arbak-

Ijelirtung,

Karmakdjuin, Kaud-

jukdjuak, Kivitung, Niakonaujang, Nudlung,
Sirmiling.

Akugdiit. A village of the Aivilirmiut at
S. end of the gulf of Boothia, on Committee
bay.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 445, 1888.
the

An

Akuli.

mus

Iglulirmiut village on the isth-

of Melville peninsula; pop. 50.

Ac-cool-le.— Ross,
Ibid.,

map

Sec. Voy., 316, 1835.

Ackoolee.

facing p. 262.

koolee.— Parry,

—

Acculee.—
Ak-

Ibid., 254.

Sec. Voy., 449, 1824.

Akuliak. An Akuliarmiut winter village
on the N. shoreof Hudson str., where there was
an American whaling station; pop. 200.
AkuHaq.—Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Akuliarmiut
two large bays').

between
on
(Boas in 6th Rep.

('people of the point

An Eskimo

tribe settled

the N. shore of Hudson strait
B. A. E., 421, 1888). They go to Amakdjuak
through White Bear sd. to hunt, where they

meet the Nugumiut.
Akkolear.— GOder,
Akudliarmiut.

Search,

181,

1881.

Wash.,
Petermanna

in Trans. Anthrop. Soc.

AkuHak-Eskimos.

96, 1885.

Ill,

Schwatka's

—Boas

— Boas in

Mitt., 68, 1885.

Algic.

A

craft to the

term applied by H. R. SchoolAlgonquian tribes and languages,

and used occasionally by other writer since his
time. Algiqvs is employed by some Canadian
French essayists. Schoolcraft himself (Ind.
Tribes, v. 536, 1855) includes the term in his
list of words of Indian origin.
The word
seems to be formed arbitrarily from Alg, a part
of Algonkin, and the English adjectival termination

ic.

(a. f. c.)

Algonkian. A geological term used to
designate an important series of rocks lying
between the Archean and the Paleozoic
systems. These rocks are most prominent in
the region of L. Superior, a characteristic territory of the Indians of the Algonquian family,

whence the name.

Geologists speak of the

"Algjinkian period."

erroneously interpreted, but Hewitt suggests
that

it

probably from (Micmac) algoomea-

and eels [from the bow of a canoe]'). A
term applied originally to the Weskarini, a
small Algonquian tribe formerly living on the
present Gatineau r., a tributary of Ottawa r.,
E. of the present city of Ottawa, in Quebec.
Later the name was used to include also the
Amikwa, Kichesipirini, Kinonche, Kisakon,
Maskasinik,
Matawachkirini,
Missisauga,
Michaconbidi
Nikikouek, Ononchataronon,
Oskemanitigou, Ouasouarini, Outaouakamigouk, Outchougai, Powating, Sagahiganirini,
and Sagnitaounigama. French writers sometimes called the Montagnais encountered along
the lower St. Lawrence, the Lower Algonquins,
because they spoke the same language; and
the ethnic stock and family of languages has
been named from the Algonkin, who formed a
close alliance with the French at the first settlement of Canada and received their help against
the Iroquois. The latter, however, afterward
procured firearms and soon forced the Algonkin
to abandon the St Lawrence region.
Some of
the bands on Ottawa r. fled W. to Mackinaw
and into Michigan, where they consolidated
and became known under the modern name of
Ottawa. The others fled to the N. and E.,
beyond reach of the Iroquois, but gradually
found their way back and reoccupied the
country. Their chief gathering place and
mission statim was at Three Rivers, in Quebec
Nothing is known of their social organization.
The bands now recognized as Algonkin, with"
their population in 1900, are as follows.
In
Ottawa: Golden Lake, 86; North Renfrew,
In Que286; Gibson (Iroquois in part), 123.
bec: River Desert, 393; Timiskaming, 203;
Lake of Two Mountains (Iroquois in part),
447; total, 1,536. As late as 1894 the Dept.
of Indian Affairs included as Algonkin also
fish

1,679

"stragglers"

(a

name

hitherto variously

and

in

Pontiac,

Ottawa

co.,

Champlain, and St Maurice in Quebec, but
these are omitted from subsequent reports.
In
1884 there wer6 3,874 Algonkin in Quebec
province and in e. Ontario, including the
Timiskaming.
Following are the Algonkin
villages, so far as they are known to have
been recorded: Cape Magdalen, Egan, Hartwell,
Isle aux Tourtes (Kichesipirini
and
'

Nipissing),

Rouge River, Tangouaen (Algon-

kin and Huron),
Abnaki.

(a. f. c.)

is

king, or algoomaking, 'at the place of spearing

— For forma

gonkin, see Abnaki.

Algonkin

13

(j.

m.

of this

c. t.)

word

Akwanake.

as applied to the Al-

— Brebceuf quoted

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv, 207, 1854.

by

Alagonklns.
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Croghan
Algokln.

Monthly Am. Jour. Geol., 272, 1831.
McKenzie quoted by Tanner, Narr., 332,

(1765) in

—

Algomeequin.—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, i, 306,
1851. Algomequins.— Ibid., v, 38, 1855. Algommequin.—Champlain (1632), CEuv., v, pt. 2, 193. 1870.
Algomqulns.—Sagard (1636), Canada, i, 247, 1866.
1830.

—

Algoncains. Hennepin, New Disc, 95, 1698. Algongins.— Tracy (1667) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iii, 153,
1853. Algonguin.— Morse, N. Am., 238, 1776. AIgonic Indians.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, i, 38, 1851.
Algonkins. Hennepin (1683) in Harris, Voy. and
Martin in BresTrav., II, 916, 1705. Algonmequin.
Algonovins. Alcedo,
sani, Rel. Abr^gfe, 319, 1653.
Algonquains.
Jes. Rel.
Die. Geog., V, 120, 1789.

—

1653, 3, 1858.
II,

358. 1852.

—

Algonquens.

—
—

—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

Algonquin.—Jes.

Rel. 1632, 14, 1858.

— Keane in Stanford, Compend., 500,
map,
Algoqulns. — Lewis and Clark, Trav.,

Algoomenquini.
1878.

1912

settlements or bands of the same tribe as

As

distinct tribes.

in the case of all Indians,

travellers, observing part of a tribe settled at

one place and part at another, have frequently
taken them for different peoples, and have dignified single villages, settlements, or bands with
the title "tribe" or "nation," named from the
locality or the chief.

It

is

generally impossible

discriminate betw-een tribes and villages

to

New England
and along the Altantic coast, for the Indians
there seem to have been grouped into small
communities, each taking its name from the
principal village of the group or from a neighthroughout the greater part of

i,

Algoquois.— Audouard, Far West, 207, 1896.
Gorges (1658) in Me. Hist. Soo. Coll.,
Algoumeklns. Gallatin in Trans. Am.
II, 67, 1847.
Antiq. Soc, ii, 24, 1836. Algoumequinl. De Laet
(1633) quoted by Vater, Mithridates, pt. 3, sec. 3, 404,
Algoumequins. Champlain (1603), CEuv., ii,
1816.
Algumenquini. Kingsley, Standard Nat.
8, 1870.
Alinconguins.— Nicolls (1666)
Hist., pt. 6, 147, 1883.
Alkonkins.—
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iii, 147, 1853.
1817.

Algoulnquins.

—

—

—

—

—

Hutchins (1778) quoted by
Alquequin. Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop.

—

G. B., iv,
Altenkins.— Clinton (1745) in N. Y. Doc.
44, 1875.
Attenkins.—
Col. Hist., VI, 281, 1855 (misprint).
Clinton (1745),

Inst.

ibid., 276.

area than any other in North America. Their
territory reached from the E. shore of New-

foundland to the Rocky mts. and from ChurchThe E. parts of this terriill r. to Pamlico sd.
tory were separated by an area occupied by
Iroquoian tribes. On the E., Algonquian
tribes skirted the Atlantic coast from Newfoundland to Neuse r.; on the S., they touched
territories of the eastern Siouan, south-

Muskhogean families;
on the W., they bordered on the Siouan area;
on the N.W., on the Kitunahan and Athapascan;
in Ungava they came into contact with the
Eskimo; in Newfoundland they surrounded
on three sides the Beothuk. The Cheyenne
and Arapaho moved from the main body and
Although there is
drifted out into the plains.
a general agreement as to the peoples which
ern Iroquoian, and the

should be included in this family, information
in regard to the numerous dialects is too limited
to justify an attempt to give a strict linguistic
classification; the data are in fact so meagre,
in many instances as to leave it doubtful
certain

bodies

other

or

natural

tribal authority or of

pendent, although

many

in

still

aUied,

it is

instances to determine.

traced in several

instances in the eastern division,
it

was

were

confederacies,

tribes, bands, or clans, especially bodies which
have become extinct or can not be identified,
since early writers have frequently designated

impossible
Since true

found among the better

tribal organization is

known branches and can be
that

feature.

some real
equal rank and interdeto

A

general.

it is

presumed

geographic classifica-

tion of the Algonquian tribes follows:

Western

division,

comprising three groups

dwelling along the E. slope of the

Algonquian Family (adapted from the
name of the Algonkin tribe). A hnguistic
stock which formerly occupied a more extended

whether

stream

bouring

Whether these were subordinate

Jefferson, Notes, 141, 1825.

on the

v., A.

Rocky mts

Blackfoot confederacy, composed of the SikArapaho and Cheysika, Kainah, and Piegan
;

enne.

Northern

division, the

most extensive one,

W. of the Algonquian area to the extreme E., chiefly N. of the
St. Lawrence and the Great lakes, including
several groups which, on account of insufficient
knowledge of their linguistic relations, can only
stretching from the extreme N.

partially be outlined:

Chippewa group, em-

Ottawa, Chippewa, and
Missisauga; Algonkin group, comprising the
Nipissing, Tuniskaming, Abitibi, and Algonkin.
Northeastern division, embracing the tribes
inhabiting e. Quebec, the Maritime provinces,
and E. Maine: the Montagnais group, composed of the Naskapi, Montagnais, Mistassin,
Bersiamile, and Papinachois; Abnaki group,
comprising the Micmac, Malecite, Passamaquoddy, Arosaguntacook, Sokoki, Penobscot,
bracing the Cree

(?),

)

and Norridgewock.
Central

division,

including

groups

that

resided in Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michi-

gan, and Ohio:

including

the

Mascouten;
the

Miami

Menominee; the Sauk group,
Fox, and Kickapoo;

Sauk,

Potawatomi;

lUinois branch of

group, comprising the Peoria, Kas-

Tamaroa, and Michigamea;
of the Miami, Piankashaw, and Wea.

kaskia, Cahokia,

Miami branch, composed
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all the AlgonEastern division,
quian tribes that lived along the Atlantic coast

who had taken

Abnaki and including several conand groups, as the Pennacook, Massachuset, Wampanoag, Narraganset, Nipmuc,
Montauk, Mohegan, Mahican, Wappinger,
Delawares, Shawnee, Nanticoke, Conoy, Powhatan, and Pamlico.
As the early settlements of the French, Dutch,
and English were all within the territory of the
eastern members of the family, they were the
first aborigines N. of the Gulf of Mexico to

Government; then began the series of treaties
by which, within thirty years, most of the
Indians of this region ceded their lands and
removed W. of the Mississippi.
A factor which contributed greatly to the
decline of the Algonquian ascendency was the
power of the Iroquoian confederacy, which by
the beginning of the 17th century had developed a power destined to make them the
scourge of the other Indian populations from
the Atlantic to the Mississippi and from
Ottawa r. in Canada to the Tennessee. After
destroying the Huron and the Erie, they turned
their power chiefly against the Algonquian
tribes, and ere long Ohio and Indiana were
nearly deserted, only a few villages of Miami
remaining here and there in the northern portion.
The region S. and W. they made a desert,
clearing of native inhabitants the whole country
within 500 m. of their seats. The Algonquian

embracing

S.

of the

federacies

feel

the blighting effect of contact with a

superior race.

As a

rule the relations of the

French with the Algonquian tribes were friendly, the Foxes being the only tribe against whom
they waged war. The English settlements
were often engaged in border wars with their
Algonquian neighbours, who, continually pressed
farther toward the interior by the advancing
white immigration, kept up for a time a futile
struggle for the possession of their territory.

The eastern tribes, from Maine to Carolina,
were defeated and their tribal organization was
broken up, Some withdrew to Canada, others
crossed the mountains into the Ohio valley,
while a few bands were located on reservations
by the whites, only to dwindle and ultimately
become extinct. Of many of the smaller tribes
of New England, Virginia, and other eastern
states there are no living representatives.
Even the languages of some are known only
by a few words mentioned by early historians,
while some tribes are known only by name.
'The Abnaki and others who fled into Canada
Lawrence under the prowhose active allies they
became in all the subsequent wars with the
English down to the fall of the French power
in Canada.
Those who crossed the Allegheny
mts. into the Ohio valley, together with the
Wyandot and the native Algonquian tribes of
that region, formed themselves into a loose
confederacy, allied first with the French and
settled along the St.

tection of the French,

afterward with the English against the advancing settlements with the declared purpose of

preserving the Ohio

r.

as the Indian boundary.

Wayne's victory in 1794 put an end
struggle, and at the treaty of Greenville

to the
in

1795

the Indians acknowledged their defeat and

made

the

first

cession of land

W.

of the Ohio.

during the

part against the United States
of 1812 made peace with the

War

tribes fled before

them

to the region of the

upper lakes and the banks of the Mississippi,
and only when the French had guaranteed
them protection against their deadly foes did
they venture to turn back toward the E.
The central Algonquians are tall, averaging
about 173 cm.; they have the typical Indian
nose, heavy and prominent, somewhat hooked
in men, flatter in women; their cheek bones are
heavy; the head among the tribes of the Great
lakes is very large and almost brachycephalic,
but showing considerable variation; the face
The type of the Atlantic coast
is very large.
Algonquians can hardly be determined from
living individuals, as no full-bloods survive,
but skulls found in old burial grounds show
that they were tall, their faces not quite so
broad, the heads much more elongate and
remarkably high, resembling in this respect the
Eskimo and suggesting the possibihty that on
the New England coast there may have been
some mixture with that type. The Cheyenne
and Arapaho are even taller than the central
Algonquians; their faces are larger, their heads
more elongate. It is worthy of remark that in
the region in which the mound builders'
remains are found, rounded heads prevailed,
and the present population of the region are
also more round-headed, perhaps suggesting

Tecumseh and his brother,Ellskwatawa, aroused

fusion of blood (Boas, inf'n, 1905).

the western tribes against the United States a few

The religious beliefs of the eastern Algonquian tribes were similar in their leading features.
Their myths are numerous. Their

years later, but the disastrous defeat at Tippe-

canoe in 1811 and the death of their leader
broke the spirit of the Indians. In 1815 those

deities, or manitus, including objects

animate
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and inanimate, were many, but the chief culwhom the creation and control
of the world were ascribed, was substantially
the same in character, although known by
various names, among different tribes. As
Manibozho, or Michabo, among the Chippewa
and other Uke tribes, he was usually identified
as a fabulous great rabbit, bearing some relation to the sun; and this identification with
the great rabbit appears to have prevailed
among other tribes, being found as far S. as
Maryland. Brinton (Hero Myths, 1882) beheves this mythological animal to have been
merely a symbol of light, adopted because of
the similarity between the Algonquian words
Among the Siksika this
for rabbit and light.
chief beneficent deity was known as Napiw,
among the Abnaki as Ketchiniwesk, among the
New England tribes as Kiehtan, Woonand,
Cautantowit, etc. He it was who created the
world by magic power, peopled it with game
and the other animals, taught his favorite
people the arts of the chase, and gave them
corn and beans. But this deity was distinguished more for his magical powers and his
ability to overcome opposition by trickery,
deception, and falsehood than for benevolent
ture hero, he to

quahties.

The

objects of nature were deities

to them, as the sun, the

moon,

fire, trees,

lakes,

and the various animals. Respect was also
paid to the four cardinal points. There was a
general belief in a soul, shade, or immortal
spiritual nature not only in man but in animals
and all other things, and in a spiritual abode to
which this soul went after the death of the
body, and in which the occupations and enjoyments were supposed to be similar to those of
this life.
Priests or conjurers, called by the
whites medicine-men, played an important
part in their social, political, and I'cligious

Cree,
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Arapaho, and Cheyenne are without

clans or gentes.

governed by a

The gens
who

or clan was usually

in some cases was
by the heads of other clans or gentes.
The tribe also had its chief, usually selected
from a particular clan or gens, though the
manner of choosing a chief and the authority
vested in him varied somewhat in the different
tribes.
This was the peace chief, whose authority was not absolute, and who had no part in
the declaration of war or in carrying it on, the
leader in the campaign being one who had
acquired a right to the position by noted deeds
and skill. In some tribes the title of chief was
hereditary, and the distinction between a peace
chief and a war chief was not observed.
The
chief's power among some tribes, as the Miami,
were greater than in others. The government
was directed in weighty matters by a council,
chief,

installed

consisting of the chiefs of the clans or gentes
It was by their authority that
war was undertaken, peace concluded,

of the tribe.

tribal

territory sold, etc.

The Algonquian

tribes

were mainly seden-

tary and agricultural, probably the only excep-

Canada
The Chippewa

tions being those of the'cold regions of

and the Siksika

of the plains.

did not formerly cultivate the

soil.

Maize was

the staple Indian food product, but the tribes
of the region of the

the Menominee,

Great lakes, particularly

made

extensive use of wild

rice.

The Powhatan

tho*

of the Virginia colonists for

raised enough
maize to supply not only their own wants but
tribes

some years

Jamestown, and the New
England colonists were more than once
relieved from hunger by corn raised by the
In 1792 Wayne's army found a connatives.
after the founding of

tinuous plantation along the entire length of

influence with spirits or other agencies, which

the Maumee from Ft. Wayne to L. Erie. Although depending chiefly on hunting and fishing for subsistence, the New England tribes

they could bring to their aid in prying into the

cultivated large quantities of maize,

future, inflicting or curing disease, etc.

pumpkins, and tobacco. It is said they understood the advantage of fertilizing, using fish,
shells, and ashes for this purpose.
The tools
they used in preparing the ground and in cultivation were usually wooden spades or hoes, the
latter being made by fastening to a stick, as a
handle, a shell, the shoulder blade of an animal,
It was from the Algonquian
or a tortoise shell.

systems.

Among

They

were

supposed

the tribes from

s.

to

possess

New England

to

Mohegan,
Delawares, the people of the Powhatan confederacy, and the Chippewa, descent was

Carolina,

including especially the

reckoned in the female line; among the Potawatomi, Abnaki, Blackfeet, and probably most
of the northern tribes, in the male line.
Within recent times descent has been paternal also

among

the Menominee,

Sauk and Fox,

Illinois,

Kickapoo, and Shawnee, and, although it has
been stated that it was anciently maternal,
The
there is no satisfactory proof of this.

tribes that the whites first learned to

beans,

make

hominy, succotash, samp, maple sugar, johnnycake, etc. Gookin, in 1674, thus describes
the

method

of preparing food

among

ans of Massachusetts: "Their food

is

the Indigenerally
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made from

boiled maize, or Indian corn, mixed with kid-

ted with paint and beads

ney beans, or sometimes without.

themselves with
mantles made of feathers overlapping each
other as on the back of the fowl. The dress of
the women consisted usually of two articles, a
leather shirt, or undergarment, ornamented
with fringe, and a skirt of the same material

Also, they

frequently boil in this pottage fish and flesh of
all sorts, either

new taken

or dried, as shad,

any other
But they dry mostly those sorts

alewives, or a kind of herring, or

eels,

sort of fish.

before mentioned. These they cut in pieces,
bones and all, and boil them in the aforesaid
pottage.
I have wondered many times that
they were not in danger of being choked with
fish bones; but they are so dexterous in separating the bones from the fish in their eating
Also, they
thereof that they are in no hazard.
boil in this frumenty all sorts of flesh they take
in hunting,

as ven'son, beaver, bear's flesh,

moose, otters, raccoons, etc., cutting this flesh
in small pieces and boiling it as aforesaid.

mix with the said pottage several
as Jerusalem artichokes, and
groundnuts, and other roots, and pompions,
and squashes, and also several sorts of nuts or
masts, as oak acorns, chestnuts, and walnuts;
these husked and dried and powdered, they
Also, they

sorts of roots,

Also, somemeal and sift

thicken their pottage therewith.
times, they beat their maize into

through a basket made for that purpose.
this meal they make bread, baking it in
the ashes, covering the dough with leaves.
Sometimes they make of their meal a small sort
of cakes and boil them.
They make also a
certain sort of meal of parched maize.
This
meal they call "nokake."
Their pots were
it

With

made

somewhat egg-shaped; their
dishes, spoons, and ladles of wood
their water
pails of birch bark, doubled up so as to make
them four-cornered, with a handle. They also
had baskets of various sizes in which they
of

clay,

;

placed their provisions;
rushes,

these were

made

of

corn husks, grass, and bark,

stalks,

often ornamented with coloured figures of animals.

Mats woven

deerskins,

wood,

bark and rushes, dressed

and utensils of
and horn are mentioned by

stone,

Fish were taken with hooks, spears,
and along the shore, on the

explorers.

and

of

fea'her garments,

nets, in canoes

sea and in the ponds and rivers.

tured without

much

trouble

all

They capthe smaller

kinds of

fish, and, in their canoes, often dragged
sturgeon with nets stoutly ma e of Canada
hemp" (De Forest, His Inds. Conn. 1853).
Canoes used for fishing were of two kinds
.

one of birch bark, very
overset;
large

the other

Iree.

Their

but

light,

made from
clothing

was

chiefly of the skins of animals,

soft

and

pliable,

liable to

the trunk of a

composed

tanned until
and was sometimes ornamen-
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shells-

decked

they

Occasionally

fastened round the waist with a belt and reaching nearly to the feet.

The legs were protected,

especially in the winter, with leggings,

and the

with moccasins of soft dressed leather,
The men
often embroidered with wampun.
usually covered the lower part of the body with
a breech-cloth, and often wore a skin mantle
thrown over one shoulder. The women
dressed their hair in a thick heavy plait which
fell down the neck, and sometimes ornamented
their heads with bands decorated with wampum or with a small cap. Higginson (New
England's Plantation, 1629) says: "Their hair
is usually cut before, leaving one lock longer
than the rest." The men went bareheaded,
with their hair fantastically trimmed, each
according to his own fancy. One would shave
it on one side and leave it long on the other;
another left an unshaved strip, 2 or 3 in. wide,
running from the forehead to the nape of the
feet

neck.

The

typical Algonquian lodge of the

and lakes was

oval,

and the conical

lodge,

of sheets of birch-bark, also occurred.

woods

made
The

Mohegan, and to some extent the Virginia
constructed long

Indians,

communal houses

which accommodated a number of families.
The dwelhngs in the N. were sometimes built
of logs, while those in the S. and parts of the
W. were constructed of saplings fixed in the
ground, bent over at the top, and covered with
movable matting, thus forming a long, roundroofed house. The Delawares and some other
eastern tribes, preferring to live separately,
built smaller dwellings.

struction

cribed

among

by

The manner

the Delawares

Zeisberger:

"They

is

of con-

thus des-

peel

trees,

abounding with sap, such as lime trees, etc.,
then cutting the bark into pieces of 2 or 3 yards
in length, they lay heavy stones upon them,
that they may become flat and even in drying.
The frame of the hut is made by driving poles
into the ground and strengthening them by
cross beams.
This framework is covered, both
within and without, with the above-mentioned
pieces of bark, fastened very tight with bast
or twigs of hickory, which are remarkably
tough. The roof runs up to a ridge, and is
covered in the same manner. These huts have
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times rushes or long reed grass.

and also before daybreak, the female relaand friends assembled around the body
to mourn over it.
The grave was dug generally by old women; inside it was lined with
bark, and when the corpse was placed in it 4
sticks were laid across, and a covering of bark
was placed over these; then the grave was
filled with earth.
An earlier custom was to

of the Illinois are described

place in the grave the personal effects or those

bolt or lock, a stick leaning against the outside

being a sign that nobody is at home. The
by small openings furnished with
The covering was somesliding shutters."
light enters

The houses
by Hennepin as
being "made with long arbors" and covered
with double mats of flat flags. Those of the
Chippewa and the Plains tribes were circular
or conical, a framework covered with bark
among the former, a frame of movable poles
covered with dressed skins among the latter.
The villages, especially along the Atlantic

were frequently surrounded with stock-

coast,

ades of

tall,

stout stakes firmly set in the

A number of the western Algonquian
towns are described by early explorers as fortified or as surrounded with palisades.
In no other tribes N. of Mexico was picture
writing developed to the advanced stage that
it
reached among the Delawares and the
Chippewa. The figures were scratched or
painted on pieces of bark or on slabs of wood.
Some of the tribes, especially the Ottawa,
were great traders, acting as chief middlemen
between the more distant Indians and the early
French settlements. Some of the interior
tribes of Illinois and Wisconsin made but
Uttle use of the canoe, travelling almost always
afoot; while others who lived along the upper
lakes and the Atlantic coast were expert canoemen. The canoes of the upper lakes were of
birch-bark, strengthened on the inside with
ribs or kne^s.
The more solid and substantial
boat of Virginia and the western rivers was
the dugout, made from the trunk of a large
tree.
The manufacture of pottery, though the
product was small, except in one or two tribes,
was widespread. Judged by the number of
vessels found in the graves of the regions occupied by the Shawnee, this tribe carried on the
manufacture to a greater extent than any other.
The usual method of burial was in graves, each
clan or gens having its own cemetery.
The
mortuary ceremonies among the eastern and
central tribes were substantially as described
by Zeisberger. Immediately after death the
ground.

corpse

was arrayed

in

the

deceased's best

clothing and decked with the chief ornaments

worn

sometimes having the face and
shirt painted red, then laid on a mat or skin in
the middle of the hut, and the arms and personal effects were placed about it. After sunin

life,

set,

tions

indicative of the character and occupation of

the deceased, as well as food, cooking utensils,
etc.
tally,

Usually the body was placed horizonthough among some of the western tribes,

was sometimes buried in a sitwas the custom of probably
the tribes to light fires on the grave for

as the Foxes,

it

ting posture.

most

of

It

The Illinois, Chippewa, arid some of the extreme western tribes

four nights after burial.

frequently practised tree or scaffold burial.

The

bodies of the chiefs of the Powhatan confederacy were sti'ipped of the flesh and the
skeletons were placed on scaffolds in a charnel
house.

The Ottawa

usually placed the

body

on a scaffold near the grave
previous to burial. The Shawnee, and possibly one or more of the southern Ilhnois tribes,
were accustomed to bury their dead in boxshaped sepulchres made of undressed stone
The Nanticoke, and some of the westslabs.
ern tribes, after temporary burial in the ground
or exposure on scaffolds, removed the flesh and
for a short time

reinterred the skeletons.

The

eastern

Algonquian

tribes

probably

equalled the Iroquois in bravery, intelligence,

and physical powers, but lacked their conand capability of
organization, and do not appear to have appreciated the power and influence they might
have wielded by combination. The alliances
between tribes were generally temporary and
without real cohesion. There seems, indeed,
to have been some element in their character
which rendered them incapable of combining
in large bodies, even against. a common enemy.
Some of their great chieftains, as Phihp, Pontiac, and Tecumseh, attempted at different
periods to unite the kindred tribes in an effort
to resist the advance of the white race; but
stancy, solidity of character,

each in turn found that a single great defeat
disheartened his followers and rendered all his
efforts fruitless, and the former two fell by the

hands of deserters from their own ranks. The
under the able guidance of
Powhatan and Opechancanough, formed an

Virginia tribes,

exception to the general rule.

They presented

a united front to the whites, and resisted for
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years every step of their advance until the
Indians were practically exterminated. From

subdivision of the Laalaksentaio, a Kwakiutl

the close of the Revolution to the treaty of

gens.

Greenville (1795) the tribes of the Ohio valley

1897.

also

made a

Amer-

desperate stand against the

many

In individual character

icans.

of the

Algonquian chiefs rank high, and Tecumseh
stands out prominently as one of the noblest
Algonquian
family is about 90,000, of whom about 40,000
are in the United States and 50,000 in Canada.
The largest tribes are the Chippewa and the
m.

(j.

c. t.)

>Algonkln-Lenape.
Soc,

II,

map

17, 1848.

— Gallatin

Antiq-

Man-

Prichard, Phys. Hist.

>Algonkins.—

kind, V, 381, 1847 (follows Gallatin).

Gallatin in Trans.

Am.

> Algonquin.— Bancroft.

Ibid., 1852.

237, 1840.

Ill,

in Trans.

Berghaus (1845), Physik. Atlas,

23, 305, 1836.

Hist. U. S.,

the

of

Am. Ethnol. Soc,

ii,

pt. 1, xcix, 77,

Rep. Nat. Mus.

332,

1895,

—

A body of Salish e. of Chemainus lake,

Allh.

The present number

in

Allagasomeda. A Chimmesyan village on
upper Skeena r., British Columbia. Downie
in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi, 253, 1861.

figures in Indian history.

Cree.

—Boas

(A'lkhmweE, 'lower corner')-

Vancouver

id.

—

Col.

Brit.

map,

Ind.

Aff.,

Victoria, 1872.

Using the term in its broadest sense,
on which sacrifices were made or
offerings laid or around which some other act
of worship was performed, was a feature of the
performance of every ceremony of the AmerAltar.

an

altar,

ican

Some

Indians.

these altars

of

are

so

not easily apprehended an excavation in the earth, a pile of rocks,
a fire, a buffalo skull serving the purpose.
Others, presenting a complex assemblage of

simple that their nature

is

:

Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

1848.

>Algonkin.

—Turner

in Pac. R. R. Rep.,

Hayden, Ethnog. and

1856.

(treats only of Crees,

Am.

Philol.

Mo.

iii,

401, 1853.

iii,

pt. 3, 55,

Val., 232, 1862

Blackfeet, Shyennes).

Hale in

Antiq., 112, April, 1883 (treated with reference to

<Algonkin.

— Latham

Trans. Philol.
Soc. Lond., 1856 (adds to Gallatin's list of 1836 the
Bethuck, Shyenne, Blackfoot, and Arrapaho). Latham,
migration).

in

Latham, Elem.
Comp. Philol., 447, 1862. <Al8onquin. Keane in
Stanford, Compend., Cent, and S. Am., 460, 465, 1878
(Ust includes the Maquas, and Iroquois tribe).
>Saskatschwalner. Berghaus, Physik. Atlas, map 17, 1848
Opuscula, 327, 1860 (as in preceding).

—

—

—

(probably designates the Arapaho).
>Arapahoes.
Berghaus, Physik. Atlas, map 17, 1852.
XAIgonkin
und Beothuk. Berghaus, Physik. Atlas, map 72, 1887.

—

through persuasions of the traders.
Clark, Disc, 55, 1806.

—Lewis and

—

the four divisions of the Cree, living on

which

(Nipigon),

discharges

1.

Ali-

into

1.

Ontario.
Creuxius places them immediately N. of the lake, near the S. end of Hudson bay. What part of the Cree of modern times
these include is not determinable,
(j. m. c. t.)
Superior,

—

Alimlbegoueci. Creuxius, map
Kilistinons Alimibegouek. Jes.

Alkali Lake.
cotin

r.,

r.

some

—

New

France,

village or

and opposite the mouth

Brit. Col.; pop.

1664.

Rel. 1658, 21, 1858.

A Shuswap

band

of Chil-

209 in 1911.

Alkakalilkes.— Brit. Col. Map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872
(probably identical).
Alkali Lake. Can. Ind. .4tl.,

—

269, 1902.
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and

cases resemble in form the altars of

civihzed people, for example, those of the Hopi

and the

Sia.

The

altar,

on account of

its

uni"

versal distribution, thus renders important aid
to the

comparative study of

religions.

The

worship and
to furnish a place where the worshipper can
convey to the deity his offering and prayers.
Altar-shrines are often placed by springs,

effect of the altar is to localize the

on mountains and

near spots which certain deities are supposed
to inhabit, in the belief that the roads of these

extend from these localities. In pursuance of a like idea the Haida deposit certain
deities

and many tribes throw
and rivers. Some
of the temporary altars of the eastern and
southern Indians, so far as may be learned from
offerings in the sea,

offerings into springs, lakes,

Alimibegouek (probable cognate with the
Chippewa Unlmibigog, 'they that live by the
river'.
Wm. Jones). Mentioned as one of

near Fraser

in

rivers, caves, rocks, or trees

Algonquins of Portage de Prairie. A
Chippewa band formerly living near L. of the
Woods and e. of it in Manitoba. They removed before 1804 to the Red r. country

mibeg

parts, are definitely recognizable as altars

the illustrations of early writers, consisted of

an oval or circular palisade of carved stakes
surrounding an area in the centre of which was
a fire or a mat on which were laid various
symbolic cult apparatus. Lafitau (Mceurs des
Sauvages,

ii,

327, 1724) regards as a

fire

altar

the pipe in the calumet ceremonj' of the Illinois
described by Marquette. Such altars are
more primitive than the temporary altars
erected for the celebration of a ritual or a portion of a ritual,

noted.

and the distinction should be

In this connection the cloud-blowing

tubes and pipes of the ancient and modern

Pueblos

may

also be mentioned.

•spread connection of fire

The wide-

with the altar

is

an
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The

fact.

disposition

logs

of

in

cruciform pattern for the kindUng of new fire
by the Creeks suggests an altar. Interesting

examples of the use of fire in ceremony are the
Iroquois white-dog rite and the night chant of
the Navaho. vVmong the Siksika every tent
contains an altar a small excavation in the
earth where sweet gum is burned daily

—

—

(Wissler).

Prehistoric

of

consisting

altars

blocks of fire-hardened clay, or in rare cases,

boxes of stone form the essential characteristic
many mounds and belong to the class of fire

of

(Thomas, Putnam, Moorehead, Mills,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Fowke).

of

"Amerind" was urged by the

Powell, and

late

Maj.

J.

W.

has the support of several anthro-

it

A

pologists.

1912
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by Dr. W.

plea

J.

McGee

for its

general adoption appeared in 1900 in the Jour-

nal of the Anthropological Institute of Great

The use

Britain.

"Amerind"

of

national Congress of

York,

Oct.,

occasioned

1902,

at the Inter-

Americanists

a

New

in

discussion

(Science, n. s., xvi, 892, 1902) in which it was
supported by some and attacked by others.
The name, nevertheless, has found its way into
both scientific and popular hterature. (a.

altars

F. C.)

(w. H.)

Amikwa (from amik, 'beaver')- An Algonquian tribe found by the French on the N.
shore of 1. Huron, opposite Manitoulin id.,

Amaseconti ('abundance

A

ring]).

of small fish' [her-

small division of the Abnaki

merly residing in part at Farmington

Sandy

Franklin

r.,

New

the present

for-'^t

Falls,

on

Me., and partly near

co.,

Sharon, a few miles distant.

They took part with the

other Abnaki in the
Indian wars against the English and
joined in the treaty made at Portsmouth, N. H.,
early

Some of them lingered in their old
homes until about 1797, when the last family
removed to St Francis, Quebec, where they
in 1713.

retained their distinctive

name

until

1809.

M.)

(j.

Amasaconticook.

— Ballard in

sacontoog.

—

Potherie (Hist. Am. Sept., 1753) says that
they and the Nipissing once inhabited the

la

1. Nipissing, and that they rendered
themselves masters of all the other nations in
those quarters until disease made great havoc

shores of

among them and

the Iroquois compelled the
remainder of the tribe to betake themselves,
some to the French settlements, others to 1.
Superior and to Green bay of lake Michigan.
In 1740 a remnant had retired to Manitouhn

Chauvignerie, writing in 1736, says of the
"The armorial bearings of this

id.

U. S. Coast Surv. Rep.,

Sandy r)
AmaPortsmouth treaty (1713) in Me. Hist. Soc.

251, 1871 (given as the correct

where they were identified in the Jesuit Relations
at various dates up to 1672.
Bacqueville de

name

of

Nipissing:

.

nation are, the heron for the Achague or Heron

Amasaguanteg.—Gyles (1726),
ibid., Ill, 357, 1853.
Amasconly.—Niles (1761?) in
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., vi, 247, 1837. Amascontie.— Niles (1761?), ibid., 4th s., v, 335, 1861. Amas-

tribe,

conty.—Penhallow (1726)
21, 1824.
Amasecontee.

not to the

Coll., VI, 250,

—Niles
1837.

1859.

in

N. H. Hist. Soc.

Ibid., 82.

—Penhallow,

op.

r,

Amassacanty.

(1761?) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU.,

Amassaconty.

Coll..

3d
cit.

s.,

vi, 246,

Amose-

quonty.—Map

of 1719 cited by Ballardin U. S. Coast
Survey Rep., 251, 1871. Admesoukkanti. Rasles
quoted by Ballard, ibid.
Anmessukkantti. Rasles
(1722) quoted by Vetromile, Abnakis 23-27, 1866.
Anmlssukantl. Abnaki letter (1721) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 2d s., VIII, 262-3, 1819.
Aumesoukkanttl.—

—
—

—

Rasles in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., iv, 102, 1856. Meesee
Contee. Allen, ibid., 31 (trans, 'herring place'). Mee-

—
sucontu. —

Willis, ibid., 105.

Amerind.

word composed of the first
syllables of "American Indian," suggested in
1899 by an American lexicographer as a substitute for the inappropriate terms used to desig-

nate the race of

man

inhabiting the

New

World before its occupancy by Europeans.
The convenience of such derivatives as AmerinAmerindize, Amerindian, proto- Amerind,
pre-Amerindic, pseudo-Amerind, etc., argues
in favour of the new word.
The introduction
dic,

may

possibly be to

Amikwa

close relation

yet the evidently

tribe,

between the

latter

and the Nipis-

sing justifies the belief that the writer alluded
to the

Amikwa

as

known

claimed in 1673 to be
(j.

M.

They

to history.

allies of

the Nipissing.

C. T.)

— Heriot, Travels, 197, 1807. Atneko?es.
— Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Amlcawaes. — Boyd, Ind. Local Names,
1053, 1855.
Amehouest.

ix,

3,

Amicols.— Doc.

1885.
IX,

Heriot,

—Jes.

Trav.,

of 1693 in

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Amicoues.—Jes.

566, 1855.

Amicoures.

A

AmekoSes [Amikwa],
The reference
a gens of the Nipissing and

the beaver for the

the birch for the Bark tribe."

Rel.

Rel. 1670, 79, 1858.

194,

1807.

Local Names, 3, 1885.
Five Nations, 86, 1747.

Hist.,

1671, 25, 1858.

Amicours.^—

Amic-ways.—Boyd,

Amlhouis.

—Golden

Ind.
(1727

Amikois.— N. Y. Doc. Col.
Amikones. McKenney and Hall,
Hist., IX, 722, 1855.
Amikouai.—Jes. Rel. 1640,
Ind. Tribes, m, 81, 1854.
Amikouas.—Perrot (ca, 1700), M6m., 20
34, 1858.
1864.
Amikouek.—Jes, Rel. 1648, 62, 1858. AmikoUes.—Gallinee (1669-70) in Margry, D&c, i, 162,
1753

(misprint).

ets.— Neill
Amikouis.
kouys.

in

—

La Potherie, Hist. I'Am^r ii, 48,
Amikouest. Ibid., 58. Amlkou-

a Mikouest.

187S.

—

,

—

Minn. Hist. Soc.

—Jefferys, Fr. Doms.,
— Charlevoix (1743), Voy.,

Coll.,

v,

403,

pt. 1, 47, 1761.
ii,

47, 1761.

1885.

AmlBeaver
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(Indians).— Shea, Catholic Missions, 366, 1855. Castor.— McKenney and HaU, Ind. Tribes, iir, 81, 1854.
Nalz Percez.— Jes. Rel. 1636, 92, 1858. Nation du
Castor. Ibid. Nation of tlie Beaver. Jefferys,
French Doma. Am., pt. 1, 47, 1761. Nedspercez. Jes.
Nez- Percys.— Charlevoix, Hist.
Rel. 1657, 11, 1858.
New France, Shea ed., iii, 130, 1872. Nez Percez.Omilioues.— Rasles {ca. 1723) in Mass.
Ibid., 119.
Hist. Sec. Coll., 2d s., vni, 251, 1819. Ounikanes.
Chauvignerie, (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft Ind. Tribes,

—

—

—

—

III,

554, 1853 (misprint).

Amitok

('narrow').

A winter

the Amitormiut on the

settlement of

coast of Melville

e.

Amitigoke.— Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 181, 1881.
Amitioke.-Parry, Second Voy., 206, 1824. Amittioke. Ibid,, map, 197. Amltoq. Boas in 6th Rep.
B. A. E., map, 1888. Amityook. Lyon, Private Jour.,

—
—

—

406, 1825.

Amitormiut
coast

—Boas).

('inhabitants

An Eskimo

narrow
on the e.

of the

tribe

Melville penin. Their principal
Amitok, from which they take their
Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 181, 1881.

of

village is

name.

—

When

not bound

stern necessity, the Indian at

down by

home was

occu-

much of the time with dancing, feasting,
gaming, and story-teUing. Though most of
the dances were religious or otherwise ceremonial in character, there were some which
had no other purpose than that of social pleasure.
They might take place in the day or the

pied

be general or confined to particular
societies, and usually were accompanied with
the drum or other musical instrument to accentuate the song. The rattle was perhaps
invariably used only in ceremonial dances.
Many dances were of pantomimic or dramatic
character, and the Eskimo had regular pantomime plays, though evidently due to Indian
influence.
The giving of presents was often a
night,

was betting of all
and ordinary games. The
the Eskimo and extreme

feature of the dance, as
contests

amusements

of

northern tribes were chiefly athletic, such as
racing, wresthng, throwing of heavy stones,

and tossing

GuK

in a blanket.

From Hudson bay

Mexico, and from the Atlantic
to the border of the plains, the great athletic
game was the ball play, now adopted among
civilized games under the name of lacrosse.
In the N. it was played with one racket, and
in the S. with two.
Athletes were regularly
trained for this game, and competitions were
to the

of

frequently inter-tribal.

game

The wheel-and-stick

one form or another was well-nigh
universal.
As played in the E. one gamester
in

opponent

slid after it

in such a

way

a stick curved at one end

that the wheel,

when

it fell

to

the ground, rested within the crook of the
stick.

On the plains and in the S. W. a wooden

wheel, frequently netted, took the place of the

Like most Indian institutions, the
had a symbohc significance in connection with a sun myth. A sacred variant
of the game was played by the priests for divinstone disk.

game

often

atory purposes, or even as a sort of votive

Target practice with arrows, knives, or hatchets, thrown from the hand, as well as with
the bow or rifle, was also univefsal among the
warriors and boys of the various tribes.
The
gaming arrows were of special design and
ornamentation, and the game itself had often
a symbohc purpose. Horse races, frequently
inter-tribal, were prominent amusements, especially on the plains, during the warm season,

and foot

races, often elaborately ceremonial in

character, were

Amusements.

athletic

rolled forward a stone disc, or wheel, while his

ceremony to procure the recovery of a patient.

peninsula, Franklin.

place.'^
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agricultural

common among

tribes,

particularly

the sedentary
the Pueblos

and the Wichita.

Games resembling dice and hunt-the-button
were found everywhere and were played by
both sexes ahke, particularly in the tipi or the

wigwam

during the long winter nights. The
were of stone, bone,

dice, or their equivalents,

seeds, shell, wood, or reed, variously
shaped and marked. They were thrown from
the hand or from a small basket or wooden
bowl. One form, the awl game, confined to the
women, was played around a blanket, which

fruit

had various tally marks along the border for
marking the progress of the game. The huntthe-button games were usually accompanied
with songs and rhythmic movements of the
hands and body, intended to confuse the parties whose task was to guess the location of the
button. Investigations by Cuhn show a close
correspondence between these Indian games
and those of China, Japan, Korea, and northern
Asia.

Special women's games were shinny, football,
and the deer-foot game, besides the awl game
already noted.
In football the main object
was to keep the ball in the air as long as possible
by kicking it upward. The deer-foot game
was played, sometimes also by men with a
number of perforated bones from a deer's foot
strung upon a beaded cord, having a needle at
one enA The purpose was to toss the bones in
such a way as to catch a particular one upon
the end of the needle.
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Among

the children there were target shootand tops for the boys, and

narily the

ing, stilts, slings,

the

buckskin dolls and playing-house for the girls,
with "wolf" or "catcher," and various forfeit
Cats'plays, including a breath-holding test.

is

cradles, or string figures, as well as shuttlecocks

and buzzes, were common. As among civifound the greatest

lized nations, the children

delight in imitating

Numerous

elders.

among the various

the occupations of the

references to

amusements

may be found

tribes

through-

out the annual reports of the Bureau of AmerConsult especially games of
ican Ethnology.
the American Indians, by Stewart Culin, 24th
E?, 1905.

Rep. B. A.

(j.

m.)

back
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and neck,
and the
newborn infant

of the hands, wrists,

nipples, peritoneal regions,

axillae,

exposed parts of the feet. A
of varying degrees of dusky red.
The colour of the hair is generally black, with
the lustre and slight bluish or brownish tinge
that occurs among whites, not the dull greyish
black of the African negro. With many individuals of

go

all

ages above early childhood

much with

who

bare head the hair becomes

partly bleached, especially superficially, turning to a rusty hue.

The

the eyes varies from hazel-

coloui" of

brown
young

to dark brown.
is

bluish;

The conjunctiva

in the

in adults, especially the old,

The iris is often surrounded
with a narrow but clearly marked ring.
The skin appears to be slightly thicker than
that of the whites.
The normal corrugations
on the back of the hand and wrist are from
childhood decidedly more pronounced in Indians of both sexes.
dirty-yellowish.

A band

Anahim.

of the Tsilkotin,

num-

bering 216 in 1901, occupying a valley near
r., 60 m. from its mouth in British
Columbia.—Can. Ind. Aff., 162, 1902.
Amahim.—Can. Ind. Aff., 271, 1889. Anahem.—
Anahim.— Ibid., 314, 1892. AnaIbid., 415, 1898.

Chilcotin

hlm's tribe.— Ibid.,

190, 1884.

Anarnitung

('having

dung]' )

The
smell

[of

wah-us

A winter village of the Kingua branch

.

Okomiut -in Baffin island at the head of
Cumberland sd. (Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
map, 1888); pop. 43 in 1883.
of

—
—

Annanatook. Howgate, Cruise of Florence, 33, 1877.
Annanetoote. Wareham in Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond.,
XII, 24, 1842.

Anatomy. While the American Indians
show many minor and even some important
physical variations, and can be separated into
several physical types, they present throughout

the continent so

may

that they

many

features in

common

properly be regarded as one

great race, admitting of a general anatomical

The Eskimo form a distinct subMongolo-Malay and must be treated

hair of the head

is

straight,

almost

than
average white, rather abundant and long.

circular in cross-sectidji, slightly coarser
in the

The rang^of variation in natural length is from
40 to 100 cm., or 18 in. to 36 in. Most male
Indians would have a slight to moderate moustache and some beard on the chin' if they
allowed the hair to grow; but side whiskers in
many are absent, or nearly so. Both moustache
and chin beard are scarcer and coarser than
with the whites, straight, of the same black as
the hair, and in length 4 to 7 cm., or 1§ in. to
The hair in the axillfe and on the pubis
2 J in.

moderate in quantity, in some instances nearand on the rest of the body hairs are
shorter and less abundant than with the averis

ly absent,

The

description.

age white person.

race of the

hue and moderately tough.
The face is well rounded and agreeable in
childhood, interesting and occasionally handsome during adolescence and earlier adult life,
and agreeable but much wrinkled in old age.
The forehead in adults with undeformed skulls
is somewhat low and in males slopes slightly
backward. The eyebrows, where not plucked,
are frequently connected by sparser hair above
the nose.
The eyelashes are moderately thick
and long. The apertures of the eyes are

separately.

The

Indian, in

many

of his

anatomical char-

between the white and the negro.
of various shades of brown, tinged

acters, stands

His skin

is

in youth, particularly in the cheeks,

red of the circulating blood.

with the

The term "red

Very dark individuals
is a misnomer.
hue approaching chocolate or even the
colour of some negroes are found in more primitive tribes, especially in the S. and among the
Most
old men, who often went nearly naked.
women and school children or others who wear
clothing and live a more civihzed life are
lighter in colour.
Prolonged exposure to the
elements tends, as with whites, to darken the
Indian"

of a

skin.

The darkest

parts of the skin are ordi-

slightly oblique,

nails are dull bluish in

the outer canthi, especially

the right one, being the higher.
the fold called Mongolic
excessive.

The

is

root of the nose

is

usually

The size and
nose vary much, but it is commonly

depressed, as in most whites.

shape of the

In children

general, but not
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base and relatively
wider than in whites, with an aquiline bridge
predominating in men. In many men the
point of the nose is lower than the base of the
slightly shorter

at

the

septum, the distal length exceeding the proximal.
This peculiarity is especially frequent
In women the nasal depression
in some tribes.
is wider and often shallower, and the bridge
Thin noses are not found. The hps
lower.
are well formed and, barring individual exceptions, about as thick as in average whites.
Prognathism is greater than in whites. The
malars are in both sexes somewhat large and
prominent; this becomes especially apparent
in old age when much of the adipose tissue
below them is gone. The chin often appears
less prominent than in whites, but this effect is
due to the greater alveolar protrusion. The
ears are well formed and of good size, occasionThe neck is of fair
ally somewhat thick.
dimensions, never very long or thin.
The body as a rule is of good proportions,
symmetrical, and, except in old age, straight

and well nourished.
men.

especially in

children

is

The chest is of ample size,
The abdomen, which in

often rather large, retains but slight

The

on account of
small, but
The spinal
is not so by actual measurement.
curves are only moderate, as are the size and
prominence of the buttocks. The thighs are
fulness in later

life.

the ample chest, appears

pelvis,

somewhat

the calves are usually smaller

rather shapely;

than in whites. The upper limbs are of good
shape and medium musculature. The feet and
hands are well moulded and in many tribes
smaller than they ordinarily are in whites.
The toes are rather short, and, wheiei the people

walk much barefoot or

in sandals,

The proximal

or less separation.

show more
parts of the

second and third toes are often confluent. In
the more sedentary tribes the women, and
occasionally also the men, are inclined to corpu-

The

lence.

breasts of

are of

medium

the nipple and areola are more

dominates;

pronounced than
breasts

women

the childless the conical form pre-

in

size;

in whites;

become small and

organs do not

in later life the

flaccid.

differ essentially

The

genital

from those

of

the whites.

The Indian

skull

is,

on the average,

slightly

smaller than that of whites of equal height.

men ranges from 1,300 to
women from about 1,150 to 1,350
The frontal region in men is often low

Cranial capacity in
1,500
c.

c.

and

c.c.

;

in

sloping, the sagittal region elevated, the

occipital region

23

marked with moderate

ridges

and,

the

in

dolichocephalic,

Sutures are mostly

less serrated

protruding.

than

in whites;

some localities, is rare, c nd
division is uncommon, while malar
is very rare and parietal division

metopism, except
occipital

division

extremely

so.

in

Intercalated bones are few in

undeformed crania; in deformed crania they
are more numerous.
The glabella, supraorbital ridges, and mastoids in male skulls are
well-developed and sometimes heavy;
in

women

they are small or of

nasal bridge

is

medium

size.

The

occasionally low, the nasal spine

smaller than in whites;

the lower borders of

the nasal aperture are not often sharp, but nasal

subnasal

gutters are rare;

common.

fossse

are rather

Orbits are of fair volume, approach-

with angles rounded.
submalar depressions
The upper alveolar pro-

ing the quadrilateral,

Malars are often

medium

large,

or shallow.

and occasionally

also the lower, shows in
both sexes a degree of prognathism greater than
the average in whites, but less than in the negro.
The protusion on the whole is somewhat
greater in the females.
The face is meso- or
ortho-gnathic.
The lower jaw varies greatly.
The chin is of moderate prominence, occasionally high, sometimes square in form.
The
prominence of the angles in full-grown males is
not infrequently pronounced.
As to base structures, the foramen magnum
is seldom large, and its position and inclination
are very nearly the same as in whites; the styloid process is mostly smaller than in whites
and not infrequently rudimentary; petrous
portions on the average are less depressed
below the level of neighbouring parts than in
whites; anterior lacerated foramina are smaller; the palate is well formed and fairly spacious, mostly parabolic, occasionally U-shaped
The teeth are of moderate size; upper incicess,

shovel-shaped;
molars much as in
whites; third molars rarely absent when adult
life is reached.
The usual cuspidory formula,
though variations are numerous, is 4, 4, 3,
above; 5, 5, irregular, below. A supernumerary conical dental element appears with some
frequency in the upper jaw between, in front
of, or behind the middle permanent incisors.
The bones of the vertebral column, the ribs,
sternum, clavicles, and the smaller bones of
the upper and lower limbs present many marks
The pelvis is well
of minor importance.
formed, moderately spacious, approaching the
sors

are

ventrally

canines not

European
flat,

concave,

excessive;

The humerus is
much so; the fossa in

in shape.

at times very

rather
31 per
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cent,

is

perforated; but vestiges of asupra-con-

dyloid process are

much

rarer than in whites.

The humero-radial index

of

maximum

fre-

males is 77 to 80 (in whites 71
to 75); humero-femoral index, 71 to 75 (in
The femur is quite flat below
whites 70 to 74)

quency

in adult

.

the tuberosities;

the tibia, often

flat (platyc-

Of thi brain and other soft organs but Uttle
is known.
Two adult male Apache brains,
collected by Dr. W. Matthews and now preserved in the U. S. National Museum, weighed
after removal 1,191 and 1,304 grams, respectively.
Both show good gyration.
The Eskimo differs anatomically from the

many

important features. His hair
and eyes are similar in shade, though the eyes
are more obUquely set; but his skin colour on
the whole is lighter, being yellowish or Hght
broAvn, with a pronounced redness of the face.
The Eskimo skull is high, normally scaphoid,
Indian in

and usually spacious. The face is large and
and the nasal bones are narrower than in
any other people. The bones of the body are
usually strong.
There is less flattening of the
shaft of the humerus, of the upper part of the
The supeshaft of the femur, and of the tibia.
rior border of the scapula shows often an anguflat,

curved outhne.
In anthropometric differentiation the native

lar instead of a

N. of Mexico are primarily separable into
Some of the adjacent
Indian tribes show Eskimo admixture.
The Indians among themselves vary considerably in stature, in form of the head and
tribes

Indians and Eskimo.

face,

and

in males,

and the nasal
from 160 to 165 cm.

of the orbits, the nose,

Low

aperture.
is

stature,

found among some of the CaUfor-

nian tribes (as the Yuki of

many

Round

Valley agen-

and some of the
tribes of the N. W. coast, as the Sahsh of Harrison lake and Thompson r., and others.
Among the Tigua, Tewa, Apache, Navaho,
Comanche, northern Ute, Paiute, and Shoshoni, among the majority of CaUfornia, Washington, and Oregon tribes, and among the
eastern Cherokee, Chickasaw, Kiowa, and
Iowa the height in male adults ranges between
165 and 170 cm., while among the Yuma,
Mohave, Maricopa, Pima, Nez Perces, Sioux,
Crows, Winnebago, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Iroquois, Osage, Chippewa, and eastern Algoncy),

of the Pueblos,

quians the prevalent stature of adult

from 170 to 175 cm.
in the

The range

men

is

of variation

majority of tribes and in both sexes is
The stature does not regularly

within 30 cm.

v., A.
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follow the geographic or climatic features, nor
does it agree wholly with the distribution of the
other principal physical characteristics.
The

women

are on the average about

shorter than the

among

the

men; the

tall

than

125"

among

cm.

is

greater

the

short

difference

tribes.

The

nemic.)
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distribution of the Indians according to

cephalic index
tribes that are

is of much interest.
Excluding
known to be much mixed, there

are found in the territory N. of Mexico

all

the

three principal classes of cranial form, namely,

dohcho-, brachy-, and meso-cephahc.

Among

the extremely dolichocephalic were the Dela-

wares and the southern Utah cliff-dwellers.
Moderate dohchocephaly, with occasional
extreme forms, was and is very prevalent, being
found in the Algonquian and the majority of
the Siouan and Plains tribes and among the
Siksika, Shoshoni, some Pueblos (e. g., Taos),
and the Pima. Pure brachycephaly existed in
Florida,

among

and prevailed

in the

mound

the ancient Pueblos.

region

and

It is best repre-

among the Apache, Walapai,
Havasupai, Nez Perces, Harrison Lake Sahsh,

sented to-day

Osage, and Wichita, and in a

less degree,

among

most of the Rio Grande
Pueblos, Navaho, Mohave, Yuma, California
Mission Indians, Comanche, Winnebago, many
of the north-western tribes, and Seminole.
Mesocephaly existed principally among the
California Indians, the Cherokee, and some of
the Sioux and Iroquois. There are numerous
tribes in North America about whose cephalic
form there is still much uncertainty pn account
As to the
of the prevaiUng head deformation.
height of the head, which must naturally be
the

Hopi,

Zuni,

considered in

connection with the cephalic

index, fair uniformity

the head
it is

is

rather low,

is

found.

In (he Apache
other tribes

among most

moderate.

The form of the face is generally allied, as
among other peoples, to the form of the head,
being relatively narrow in narrow heads and
broad in the brachycephaUc. Orbits show
variations, but the prevalent

The nose and
mesorhinic;

form

is

mesoseme.

the nasal aperture are generally

the principal exception to this

is

found on the W. coast, especially in Cahfornia,
where a relatively narrow nose (leptorhinic)
was common. The projection of the upper
alveolar region is almost uniformly mesognathic
The Eskimo range in height from short to
medium, with long and high head, relatively
broad flat face, high orbits, and narrow nose,
showing alveolar prognathism like the Indians.
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Crania

(1)

Distinctive

Meigs,

Investigations,

1844;

Gould,
ObservaFresh water shell

Observations,
1869;

Wyman,

1866;
(1)

tions on crania, 1871, (2)
mounds, 1875; Verneau, Le bassin suivant les
sexes, 1875; Eleventh and Twelfth Reps. Peabody Museum, 1878; Quatrefages and Hamy,
Crania ethnica, 1878-79; Flower, Catalogue
of specimens, 1879; Carr, (1) Observations on
crania from Tennessee, 1778, (2) Measurements of crania from California, 1880, (3)
Observations on crania from Santa Barbara
Ids., 1879, (4) Notes on crania of New England

Indians, 1880;

Otis, List of specimens, 1880;

Langdon, Madison ville prehistoric cemetery,
1881; Chudzinsky, Sur les trois encephales des
Esquimaux, 1881; Virchow (1) in Beitrage zur
Craniologie der Insulaner von der Westkuste
Nordamerikas, 1889, (2) Crania Ethnica Americana, 1892; ten Kate, Somatological Observations, 1892; Matthews and Wortman, Human
bones of Hemenway collection, 1891, Boas; (1)
Zur anthropologic der nordamerikanischen
Indianer, 1895, (2) A. J. Stone's measurements
of natives of the N. W., 1901, (3) Anthropometrical observations on Mission Indians, 1896;
Boas and Farrand, Physical characteristics of
Allen,
tribes of British Columbia,
1899;
Crania from mounds of St. Johns r., Fla., 1896;
Duckworth,
Sergi, Crani esquimesi, 1901;

Eskimo craniology, 1900;
An Eskimo brain, 1901, (2) The
Trenton, N. J., 1902, (3) The Lansing
1903, (4) Notes on the Indians of

Contribution
Hrdlicka, (1)
crania of
skeleton,

to

Sonora, 1904, (5) Contributions to physical
anthropology of Cal., 1905; Spitzka, Contributions to encephaUc anatomy of races, 1902;
Tocher, Note on measurements of Eskimo,
1902; Matiegka, Schadel und Skeletfe von
Santa Rosa, 1904. See Artificial head deformation, Physiology,

(a. h.)

1895.

A band of Upper Lillooet
same name in British Columbia

Anderson Lake.
Can. Ind.

of the

Aff., 415,

1898);

A

pop. 38 in 1911.

Andiata. A former Huron village in Ontario.—Jes. Rel. of 1636, ra, 1858.
Andlatae.— Jes. Rel. of 1637, 134, 1858.

(AnExte't'tim, 'stony little hol-

Lytton band of Ntlakyapamuk, situate on the E. side of Eraser r., 3
m. above Lytton, British Columbia. Teit in
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172, 1900.
low').

village of the

—

Anepo

rising up.'

('buffalo

division of the

Kainah

—Hayden).

A

tribe of the Siksika.

—

A-ne'-po. Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171, 1878 (said to be the
of an extinct animal).
I-ni'-po-l.
Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 264, 1862.

—

name

A

Angakok.

magician or conjurer among

the Eskimo, the word for shaman in the eastern

Eskimo dialects, now much used especially in
American anthropological literature, (a. f. c.)

Angmalook (Eskimo name). A species of
salmon (Salmo nitidus) found in the lakes of
Boothia peninsula, Franklin. Rep. U. S. Fish.
Com., 122, 1872-73.

—

Angmalortuk

round

('the

A

one').

chilirmiut winter village on the

W.

Net-

coast of

Boothia bay, Franklin.
Angmalortoq.

—Boas

in

A

Angoutenc.

6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

former Huron village

sit-

uated between Wenrio and Ossossane, about 2

m. from the
Angoutenc.

—

latter place, in Ontario.

AngSiens.

Jes. Rel. for 1638, 34, 1858.

—Ibid., 1636, 116 (misprint).

AngStenc— Ibid.,

Anibiminanisibiwininiwak.

35.

('Pembina

(cranberry) river men,' from nibimina 'high-

bush cranberry,' sibiw

A

Chippewa band

'river,'

living

ininiwak 'men').

on Pembina

r.

in ex-

treme n. Minnesota and the adjacent portion of
Manitoba. They removed from Sandy lake,.
Minn., to that region about 1807, at the solicitation of the North West Fur Company.
Gatschet, Ojibwa MS., B. A. E.
Chippewas of Pembena River. Lewis, Travels, 178,
1809.
Pembina band. Events in Ind. Hist., suppl.,

—

—

613, 1841.

One

Annapolis.
territory

Andeguale. A Niska town inhabited by
two Chimmesyan famihes, the Lakseel of the
Raven clan and the Gitgigenih of the Wolf
clan.—Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes, 48-49,

on a lake

Anektettim

Americana,

characteristics,

Om foramen af hufvudets benstomme,

Retzius,

1847;

Morton,

2&

themselves.

Nova

of the 7 districts of the

Micmac, as recognized by

the

of

W. portion of
Micmac Reading

It includes the S.

Scotia.

—Rand,

First

Book, 81, 1875.

Anonatea. A Huron village situated a
league from Ihonatiria, in Ontario in 1637.
Jesuit Relation for 1637, 143, 1858.

Anenatea.

—

141.

Ibid.,

Anonatra.

—

Ibid.,

166 (mis-

print) .

Anoritok

('without

settlement in

Meddelelser

e.

om

wind').

Greenland,

lat.

An Eskima
61°

45'.

Gronland, xxv, 23, 1902.
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Mentioned

Antigonish.

an

as

Indian

settlement on a river of the same name which
rises in a lake near the coast of the strait of
Canso, in "the province and colony of New

of the

the

continent,

native

people in

1912

in the derivation of

belief

some Old

from

tribes

v., A.

comparatively

recent

World
was

times

very general, and indeed the fallacy has not
been entirely extinguished. This view
was based on the apparently solid foundation
of the Mosaic record and the chronology as

Scotland." It was probably on or near the site
of the present Antigonish, in Antigonish co.,
Nova Scotia, and perhaps belonged to the

yet

Micmac.

determined by Usher, and many works have
been written in the attempt to determine the
particular people from which the American
tribes sprang.
(See Popular Fallacies, and for
various references consult Bancroft, Native
Races, v, 1886; Winsor, Narrative and Critical

Artlgoniche.

— Alcedo, Die. Geog.,

i,

161, 1786.

Antiquity. The antiquity of man on the
American continent is a subject of interest to
the student of the aborigines as well as to the
historian of the human race, and the various
problems that arise with respect to it in the
region N. of Mexico are receiving much scienAs the tribes were without a
tific attention.

system
edge

of writing available to scholars,

of

events

that

Columbian discovery

is

knowl-

before

transpired

the

limited to the rather

indefinite testimony furnished

by

tradition,

by

the more definite but as yet fragmentary evidences of archeeology, and by the internal evi-

dence of general ethnological phenomena. The
fact that the American Indians have acquired
such marked physical characteristics as to be
regarded as a separate race of very considerable
homogeneity from Alaska to Patagonia, is
regarded as indicating a long and complete
separation from their parental peoples. Similarly, the existence in America of numerous
culture groups, measurably distinct from one

another in language, social customs, religion,
technology, and esthetics, is thought to indicate
a long and more or less exclusive occupancy of
independent areas. But as a criterion of age
the testimony thus furnished lacks definiteness,
since to one mind it may signify a short time,
while to another it may suggest a very long

Native historical records of even the
tribes are hardly more to be
tradition, and they prove of
little service in determining the duration of
occupancy of the continent by the race, or even
period.

most advanced
rehed on than

in tracing the

more recent course

of events

connected with the historic peoples. No one
can speak with assurance, on the authority of
either tradition or history, of events dating
farther back than a few hundred years.

Archae-

ology, however, can furnish definite data with

respect to antiquity;

and

and, aided

biology, this science

of great value, although

is

by geology

furnishing results

some

of the greater

problems encountered remain still unsolved,
During
and must so remain indefinitely.
the first centuries of European occupancy

History,

The

1884).

i,

results of researches

into the prehistoric archteology of the eastern

continent during the last century, however,

have cleared away the Usherian interpretation
of events and established the fact of the great
antiquity of

man

in the world.

Later, investi-

gations in America were taken up, and the

conclusion

was reached that the course

of

primitive history had been about the same on

both continents.

Observations that seemed

to substantiate this conclusion were soon forth-

coming and were readily accepted; but a more
critical examination of the testimony shows its
shortcomings and tends to hold final determinations in abeyance. It is clear that traces
of early man are not so plentiful in America as
in Europe, and investigations have proceeded

with painful slowness and

much

halting along

the various lines of research. Attempts have
been made to establish a chronology of events
in various

ways, but without definite result.

The magnitude of the work accomplished in the
building of mounds and other earthworks has
been emphasized, the time requisite for the
growth and decay upon these works of a succession of forests has been computed (see
Mounds). The vast accumulations of midden
deposits and the fact that the strata composing
them seem to indicate a succession of occupancies by tribes of gradually advancing culture,
beginning in savagery and ending in well-advanced barbarism, have impressed themselves

on chronologists

(see

Shell-heaps).

Striking

physiographic mutations, such as changes of

and the consequent retreat or advance of
the sea and changes in river courses since man
began to dwell along their shores, have been
level

carefully considered.

Modifications of partic-

moUusks between the time of
their first use on the shell-heap sites and the
present time, and the development in one or
more cases of new varieties, suggest very conBut the highest estimate
siderable antiquity.
ular species of
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of elapsed time based on these evidences does

a single object to which weight as evidence of

not exceed a few thousand years. Dall, after
carefully weighing the evidence collected by
himself in Alaska, reached the conclusion that
the earliest midden deposits of the Aleutian ids.

human

much as 3,000 years old. Going
beyond this limit, the geological chronology
must be appealed to, and we find no criteria by
means of which calculations can be made in
are probably as

we reach the

years until

close of the Glacial

epoch, which, according to those
to

make

who venture

estimates based on the erosion of river

presence during their accumulation

attached;

this is a tubular bone,

is

regarded as

human femur and said to show glacial
and traces of human workmanship,

part of a
striae

found at a depth

of 21 feet.

On

this object

the claim for the Glacial antiquity of

man

in

the Delaware valley and on the Atlantic slope
practically

rests

(Putnam,

Mercer,

Wright,
Other finds e. of

Abbott, Hrdlicka, Holmes).

the Alleghenies lacking scientific verification
furnish no reliable index of time.

In a post-

channels, was, in the states that border the St.

Glacial terrace on the

Lawrence basin, not more than 8,000 or 10,000
ago (Winchell). Within this period,
which in middle North America may properly
be designated post-Glacial, there have been
reported numerous traces of man so associated

the remains of a hearth were discovered at a
depth of 22 feet by Mr. Tomlinson in digging

years

with the deposits of that time as to make them
measurably valuable in chronological studies;
but these evidences come within the province
of the geologist rather than of the archaeologist,

and findings not subjected to critical examination by geologists having special training in the
particular

field

may

well

be placed in the

doubtful category.
Post-Glacial rivers, in cutting their channels
through the various deposits to their present
level, have in some cases left a succession of
flood-plain terraces in which remains of man
and his works are embedded. These terraces

means of subdividing
but under discriminating
be expected to furnish valu-

afford rather imperfect

post-Glacial

observation

time,

may

.

able data to the chronologist.

The

s.

shore of lake Ontario

a well, apparently indicating early aboriginal

occupancy of the

St.

Lawrence basin

(Gilbert).

From

the Glacial or immediately post-Glacial
deposits of Ohio a number of articles of human

workmanship have been reported:

A

grooved

axe from a well 22 feet beneath the surface, near
New London (Claj'pole); a chipped object of
waster type at Newcomerstown, at a depth of
16 feet in Glacial gravels (Wright, Holmes);
chipped stones in gravels, one at Madisonville
at a depth of 8 feet, and another at Loveland
at a depth of 30 feet (Metz,

Holmes).

At

Putnam, Wright,

Little Falls, Minn., flood-plain

deposits of sand and gravel are found to contain

many

This
have been
abandoned by the Mississippi well back

flood plain
finally

toward the

artificial

's

objects of quartz.

believed

by some

to

close of the Glacial period in the

valley (Brower, Winchell,

Upham), but that

river ter-

these finds warrant definite conclusions as to

races at Trenton, N.J., for example, formed

time is seriously questioned by Chamberlin.
In a Missouri r. bench near Lansing Kans.,

largely of gravel accumulated at the period

when

the southern margin of the ice sheet was

northward beyond the Delaware
valley, have been the subject of careful and
prolonged investigation. At the points where
traces of man have been reported the section
of these deposits shows generally beneath the
soil a few feet of superficial sands of uncertain
retreating

age, passing

down

rather abruptly into a

more

or less uniform deposit of coarse gravel that

reaches in places a depth of 30 feet or more.

On and

near the surface are found village

sites

and other traces of occupancy by the Indian
tribes.
Beneath the soil, extending throughout
the sand layers, stone implements and the refuse of implement-making occur;
but the
testimony of these finds can have Uttle value
in

chronology, since the age of the deposits

inclosing

them remains

in doubt.

From

the

Glacial gravels proper there has been recovered

human skeleton were recently
found at a depth of 20 feet, but geologists are
not agreed as to the age of the formation (see
Lansing Man). At Clayton, Mo., in a deposit
beheved to belong to the loess, at a depth of 14
feet, a well-finished grooved axe was found
(Peterson).
In the Basin Range region between the Rocky mts. and the Sierras, two
discoveries that seem to bear on the antiquity
of human occupancy have been reported: In
a silt deposit in Walker r. valley, Nev., believed
to be of Glacial age, an obsidian implement was
obtained at a depth of 2.5 feet (McGee); at
Nampa, Idaho, a clay image is reported to have
been brought up by a sand pump from a depth
of 320 feet in alternating beds of clay and
quicksand underlying a lava flow of late Tertiportions of a

ary or early Glacial age (Wright, Emmons;
Nampa Image). Questions are raised by a

see
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number

of geologists respecting the value of

these finds (McGee)

The most extraordinary

.

discoveries of human remains in connection
with geological formations are those from the
auriferous gravels of California (Whitney,
Holmes). These finds are numerous and are
reported from many localities and from deposits covering a wide range of time.
So convincing did the evidence appear to Whitney,
state geologist of CaKfornia from 1860 to 1874,
that he accepted without hesitation the conclusion that man had occupied the auriferous

v., A.

1912

(Sinclair)
but the result
The
apparent absence or dearth of ancient human
remains in the caves of the country furnishes
one of the strongest reasons for critically
examining all testimony bearing on antiquity
about which reasonable doubt can be raised.
It is incredible that primitive man should have
inhabited a country of caverns for ages without
is

;

some period

resorting at

not decisive.

to their hospitable

most sanguine advocate of great human antiquity in America to hesitate (see Calaveras Man)

but research in this field is hardly
begun, and evidence of a more conclusive
nature may yet be forthcoming.
In view of the extent of the researches carried
on in various fields with the object of adducing
evidence on which to base a scheme of human
chronology in America, decisive results are
surprisingly meager, and the finds so far made,
reputed to represent a vast period of time
stretching forward from the middle Tertiary to

Geologists are practically agreed that the gra-

the present,

gravel region during pre-Glacial time, and other

students of the subject

mony

as convincing;

still

regard the testi-

but consideration of the

extraordinary nature of the conclusions de-

pendent on

vels

this evidence should cause

from which some at

man

are said to

These

come

even the

least of the relics of

are of Tertiary age.

represent a polished-stone culture

relics

corresponding closely to that of the modern
tribes of the Pacific slope.
Thus, man in

America must have passed through the savage
and well into the barbarous stage while the
hypothetical

human

erectus of Dubois,

forests

representative

earUest

of

the

race in the Old World, Pithecanthropus
of

Java,

was
a

still

running wild in the

half -regenerate "Simian.

Furthermore, the acceptance of the auriferousgravel testimony makes it necessary to place
the presence of man in America far back toward
the beginning of the Tertiary age, a period to
be reckoned not in tens but in hundreds of
thousands of years. (See Smithson. Rep. for
1899).

These and other equally striking con-

siderations suggest the

wisdom

of formulating

conclusions with the utmost caution.

Caves and rock

shelters representing various

shelter;

are

by so many
and record and so many

characterized

defects of observation

apparent incongruities, biological, geological,
and cultural, that the task ol the chronologist
is stiU largely before him.

For archaeological investigations and scientific
within the limits of the United States, see

Abbott

in Proc.

(1)

Boston Soc. Nat.

Hist.,

XXIII, 1888, (2) in Proc. A. A. A. S., xxxvii,

1888; Allen, Prehist. World, 1885; Bancroft,
Native Races, iv, 1882; Becker in BuU. Geol.
Soc. Am., II, 1891; Blake in Jour. Geol. vii,
no. 7, 1899;
Brower, Memoirs, v, 1902;
Chamberlin (1) in Jour. Geol., x, no. 7, 1902,
(2) in The Dial, 1892; Claypole in Am. Geol.,
xvin, 1896; Dall (1) in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1899, (2) in Cont. N. Am. Ethnol., i,
1877; Emmons in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

xxrv, 1889; Farrand, Basis of

Am.

Foster, Prehist. Races, 1878;

Fowke, Archeol.

Hist. Ohio, 1902;

Gilbert in

Am.

periods and offering dwelling places to the

1889;

Haynes

have come and gone, may reasonably be expected to contain traces of the peoples
of all periods of occupancy; but the deposits

Am.,

I,

forming their floors, with few exceptions, have
not been very fully examined, and up to the
present time have furnished no very tangible
evidence of the presence of men beyond the
limited period of the American Indian as
known to us. The University of CaUfornia has
conducted excavations in a cave in the N. part
of the state, and the discovery of bones that
appear to have been shaped by human hands,
associated with fossil fauna that probably
represent early Glacial times, has been reported

XI, no. 4, 1893, (5) in Science,

tribes that

man

discussion relating to the antiquity of

1889;

in Winsor, Narr.

Holmes

Inst. 1899, 1901,

Jour. Geol.,

and Jan.

1, 2,

Cont., VII,

Hrdlicka

XLVi, 1897;
1855;

(1) in

no. 4, 1892;

ir,

Crit. Hist.

Rep. Smithson.

1902, 1903, (3) in

1893, (4) in

Hist., xvi, 1902;

S.,

Anthrop.,

and

Am. Geol,

Nov.

25, 1892,

(1) in

Am. AnAm.

V, no. 2, 1903, (2) in Bull.

s.,

Mus. Nat.

McGee

nos.

25, 1893;

throp., n.

A. A. A.

i,

(1) in

(2) ibid.

Hist., 1904;

Am.

Kummel

Lapham

in Proc.

in Smithson.

Lewis, ibid., xxix,

Anthrop.,

ii,

vi, no. 1, 1893,

1880;

no. 4, 1889;
(2) in

v,

Pop. Sci.

Mo., Nov., 1888, (3) in Am. Antiq., xiii, no. 7,
1891; Mercer (1) in Proc. A. A. A. S., xlvi,
1897, (2) in Am. Nat., xxvii, 1893, (3) in Pubs.
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Univ. of Pa., vi, 1897; Morse in Proc. A. A.
A. S., XXXIII, 1884; Munro, Archseol. and
False Antiq., 1905;
ica,

Amer-

Nadaillac, Prehiat.

Peterson in Records of Past,

1884;

ii,

pt.

1,1903; Powell in The Forum, 1890; Putnam
(1) in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xxi, 188183; xxiii, 1885-88, (2) in

ix-xxxvii, 1876-1904,

Peabody Mus. Reps.,
Proc. A. A. A.

(3) in

S.,

XLVi, 1897, (4) in Rep. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.
1899, 1900; Salisbury, (1) in Proc. A. A. A. S.,

XLVI,

1897,

(2)

in

Dec. 31,

Science,

Shaler in Peabody Mus. Rep.,
Sinclair in Pub. Univ. Cal.,

no.

ii,
ii,

no.

1,
1,

Upham

Aug., 1902;

Winchell

(1) in

Am.

(2) Ice

1893,

Man

(1)

Geol., Sept.,

Mo., May,
in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat, Hist.,
(3) in

Pop.

Sci.

xxiii, 1888, (5) in Rec. of the Past,
IV,
I,

Wyman in Mem.

1905;

Aokeawai

A

{^Ao-qe'awa-4, 'those born in the

division of the

1903
Peabody Acad. Sci.,
ii,

—

125, 1895.

II,

Aondironon.
whose

A

branch of the Neutrals
on that of the Huron
In 1648, owing to an alleged

territory bordered

w. Ontario.
breach of neutrality, the chief town of this
tribe was sacked by 300 Iroquois, mainly

in

who

tants and carried

and early history

of

recorded in a vast body
of literature fully cited, until within recent
is

by Bancroft in Native Races, iv, 1882,
and Haynes in Winsor's Narrative and Critical

years,

History,

i,

1884.

Anuenes

mo.—Boas
Anvils.

Rep. N.

A gens of the
W.

Nanai-

Tribes, 32, 1889.

Primitive workers in metal were

dependent on anvil stones in shaping their
implements, utensils, and ornaments. Anvils
were probably not especially shaped for the
purpose, but consisted of boulders or other
natural masses of stone, fixed or moveable,
selected according to their fitness for the par-

which they were employed.
have been identified,
however, and the types most utilized by the
tribes are left to conjecture.
The worker in
stone also sometimes used a sqjid rock body on
which to break and roughly shape masses of
flint and other stone. These are found on many
sites where stone was quarried and wholly or
partially worked into shape, the upper surface
showing the marks of rough usage, while fragticular purpose for

Few

of these utensils

number of its inhabiaway many others in capti-

killed a large

vity.— Jes. Rel. for 1640, 35, 1858.
Ahondihronnons.—Jes. Rel. for 1656, 34,

1858.

dironnons.—Jes.

Ondironon.

—

Ibid.,

Ill,

Rel. for 1648, 49, 1858.

Aon-

index, 1858.

Aostlanlnagai {^Ao

sL.'an Inaga'i,

'Masset

rear-town people'). A local subdivision
of the Raven clan of the Skittagetan family.
Masset inlet gave them the separate name.
inlet

(w. h. h.)

(Anue'nes).

in 5th

name

Kao-ke'-owal.— Boas, 12th Rep. N.W. Tribes, 22, 1898Keo Haade. Harrison in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec-

Seneca,

progress of opinion and research relating

its

Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

The

the American tribes

clan of the

:

no. 4, 1875.

to the origin, antiquity,

Raven

—

and the Glacial Period, 1895,

Age, 1889,

(4)

—

275, 1905.

from Masset inlet. Queen Charlotte ids., British Columbia, where these people formerly
lived.
Part of them, at least, were settled for
a time at Dadens, whence all finally went to
Alaska. There were two subdivisions Hlingwainaashadai and Taolnaashadai. Swanton,

1902, (2) in Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., xiv, 1903;

Wright,

Aogitunai {^Ao-gtlAna'-i, 'Masset inlet gitA Masset subdivision residing in the
town of Yaku, opposite North id., and deriving
their name from Masset inlet, Queen Charlotte
ids., British Columbia.
Swanton, Cont. Haida
uns').

1904;

Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the
Nevada, 1879; Williston in Science,

1902;
Sierra

are scat"

Skittagetan family which received

Aug.,

in Science,

by the workmen

(w. h. h.)

1877;

(1) Hist. N. Am., ii, 1904, (2) in 12th
Rep. B. A. E., 1894, (3) Introd. Study of N.

1903;

of stone left

inlet').

Thomas

Arch.,

ments

tered about,

1897;

Skertchley in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., xvii, 1888;
Squier and Davis, Smithson. Cont., i, 1848;

Am.
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Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.
la' nas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W.

Stl'EngE

Tribes, 22.

1898.

Aoyakulnagai (^Ao yd' ku Inaga' i, 'middle
town people of Masset inlet'). A branch of
the Yakulanas division of the Raven clan of the
Skittagetan family, which received the name
from Masset inlet, where its town stood.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.

—

Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes,
1898 (probably a misprint for G'auyakoilnagai, its
name in the Skidegate dialect). Ou yaku Ilnige.
Harrison in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., 125, 1895.

G'anyakoilnagal.

23,

—

Apikaiyiks ('skunks').
Kainah and of the Piegan.
Ah-pe-ki'.— Morgan, Anc. Soc,

A

division of the

171, 1877 (Kainah).
Ah-pe-kl'-e. Ibid., (Piegan). Ap'-i-kai-yiks.
Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 209, 1892 (Kainah and

—

—
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2
Piegan).
ol.

Mo.

A-pi-kai-'yiks.

— Hayden,

Ethnog. and

Phil-

Val., 264, 1862 (Piegan).

A

Apishamore.

made

saddle blanket,

of

on the great prairies
An
(Bartlett, Diet. Americanisms, 15, 1877).
impossible derivation of this word from the
French empechement has been suggested.
Meaning and form make it evident that the
term is a corruption of apishimon, which in the
Chippewa and closely related dialects of Algonquian signifies 'anything to lie down upon.'
buffalo-calf skins, used

(a. f. c.)

Apontigoumy.

An Ottawa

village,

at-

—

tacked by the Seneca in 1670. Courcelles
(1670) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 788, 1855.

s.

Montagnais

coast of Labrador.

—

on the
Stearns, Labrador, 271,
village

1884.

Ap-ut'-o-si-kai-nah.

('northern

Bloods').

A

the aborigines of historic times.

— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales

and

culture back indefinitely into the

their

although the record furnished by the
various classes of i-eraains grows rapidly less
past,

we

legible as

mined pages

known
among

pass beyond the few well-illu-

of the historic period.

Aqbirsiarbing

('a

lookout for whales')-

Nugumiut

winter settlement of

A

at cape True,

Baffin island.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 422,
1888.

Tionontati, which they drove out from the
peninsula between 1. Huron and 1. Erie and

—

from lower Michigan. Iroquois deed (1701)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 908, 1854.

An

Araste.

Iroquoian village in 1535 on, or

Lawrence

r.,

below the

—Cartier (1545), Bref Recit,
Arbaktung.

A

site of

Quebec.

the aborigines to a

Akud-

nirmiut; they winter generally on cape Bisson,

Home

bay, Baffin island.

Geog. Blatt.,

viii, 34,

Archaeology.

— Boas in Deutsche

1885.

Archajologica! researches are

applied to the elucidation of three principal

departments of inquiry:

(1)

The

race and the sub-races;

(2)

the history of the

separate families,

groups;

(3)

tribes,

and

history of the

inferior

the history of culture in

its

social

multi-

Questions of origin and antiquity are necessarily considered in connection

farious forms.

with investigations in each of these departments. In the present article all that can be
included

is

a brief review of the salient features

of the archaeology of northern America.

In no part of America are there remains of

man

much

larger extent

architectural

by the magnitude of their
and even such

achievements,

primitive groups as the Iroquois, Algonquians,
of northern

America have occupied

their general historic habitat for

The

unnumbered

prehistoric remains of the

various regions thus pertain in large measure
the record

is

thus

or his

works

much more

and

simple than that

Europe.

of prehistoric

Within the area of the United States PreColumbian progress was greatest in two prin(1)

The

Mississippi valley, in-

cluding portions of the southern States farther

eastward, and
ing

New

rado, Utah,

area

is

(2)

the Pueblo country, compris-

Mexico, Arizona, and parts of Colo-

fixed works, such as

the second

adobe.

The first-mentioned
by remains of extensive
mounds and fortifications;

and Texas.

characterized

by

its

ruined pueblos of stone and

In the remainder of the area, as on the

Atlantic and Pacific slopes and in the regions

32, 1863.

subdivision of the

now

than has been generally supposed. The more
advanced nations of Middle and South America
have been practically stationary for long peri-

cipal regions:

The name given by the h'othe tribes, including the Huron and

Aragaritka.

near, St.

It is

that the sedentary condition prevailed

to the ancestors of the historic occupants,

209, 1892.

quois to

Archaeological

researches serve to carry the story of the tribes

generations.

division of the Siksika.

1912

from the Indian and the
Eskimo, or having culture markedly different
in kind and degree from those characterizing

and others

Aputosikainah
band of the Kainah

v., A.

of peoples distinct

ods, as indicated

A

Appeelatat.

GEORGE

clearly indicating the presence

Great lakes, the n. Rocky mts., and the
Great basin, there is comparatively little save
minor moveable relics and kitchen deposits to
mark earlier occupancy. The fixed works
which occur in the first-mentioned region are
very numerous, and are extremely important
In the Misto the student of native history.
sissippi valley and the Southern states these
works consist of mounds of diversified shapes,
built mainly of earth and devoted to a variety
of purposes, such as dwelling, observation,
Some of these
defense, burial, and ceremony.
of the

s«.e,
as the Cahokia mound
and the Etowah mound in
Georgia, which compare well in bulk with the
There are
great pyramids of middle America.
also fortifications and inclosures of extremely
varied form and, in many instances, of great
extent.
These are well illustrated by Ft.

are

in

of

great

Illinois,

'
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and

Ohio,

co.,

the

earthworks at Newark, Ohio. The animalshaped mounds, occurring principally in the
Ohio and upper Mississippi valleys, are
a striking variety of these remains. Wellknown examples are the Serpent mound,
Adams co., Ohio, and the so-called Elephant
The materials
mound, Grant co., Wis.
used in these structures include earth, clay,
Stone en-

sand, and, along the coast, shells.

tered into the construction where

it

was readily

avaQable, but rarely as well-built walls or as

These works indicate the former

masonry.
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There are also numerous copper
mines in the L. Superior region, marked by
excavations of no great depth but of surprising
the tribes.

extent,

indicating the fulness of the native

awakening to the advantages of metal in the
Caverns
arts.
(See Mines and Quarries.)
formerly occupied by the tribes also contain
deposits of refuse, and their walls display numerous examples of pictography. In connection with fixed works may also be mentioned
the petroglyphs, or rock inscriptions, found in
nearly every part of the country. These give
little aid,

however, to the study of aboriginal

presence in the region of a numerous sedentary

history, since they can not be interpreted, save

population relying mainly on agriculture for

in rare cases

subsistence.

It

is

now known,

as a result of

the more recent archaeological investigations,
that these people, often called the
builders," were

some

"Mound-

no other than Indians, and

in

cases at least the ancestors of tribes occu-

pying the general region within historic times.
In the Pueblo region the fixed works consist
of villages

and dwellings

of stone, and, in the

Of unusual

southern Pueblo area, of adobe.

interest are the cliff-dwellings, built of stone in
rifts

and

shelters in the

canon walls and along

the faces of the table-lands or excavated in

The advanced

able chffs.
earlier

fri-

condition of the

occupants of the region

is

indicated not

only by these remains but by the presence of
traces of extensive irrigating ditches.
ful

A

care-

study of these various remains, including

the skeletal parts, demonstrates the fact that

they pertain in large measm-e to the ancestors
of the present occupants of the

and that no antecedent

Pueblo towns

distinct people or cul-

ture can be differentiated.
referred to above are encountered occasional

mounds and earthworks,

countless
sites.

shell
lines,

refuse

deposits

as

well

as

marking occupied

The most notable of the latter are the
mounds of the Atlantic and Pacific shore
which

offer a rich

reward for the labours of

the archajologist.

Among

fixed

works of somewhat wide

Knowledge

of native history in

Post-Colum-

—

ments, ceremonial and diversional objects and
appliances great numbers of which are now
preserved in our museums.
A study of the archaeological remains con-

—

tained in the area N. of the Rio Grande as a
whole supplements the knowledge gained by
investigations

way

among

the living tribes in such a

as to enable us not only to prolong the

vista of

many

tribal histories

but to outline,

tentatively at least, the native general history
somewhat as follows: An occupancy of the

various regions in very early times

by

tribes of

a gradual advance in arts and
industries, especially in favourable localities,
resulting in many cases in fully sedentary habits, an artificial basis of subsistence, and the

low culture;

many

arts

and

industries,

such as agriculture, architecture, sculpture,
pottery, weaving, and metallurgy accomplishments characterizing a well-advanced

—

as defined by Morgan;
while in the less favovned regions, comprising
perhaps three-fourths of the area of the United

stage of barbarism,

States and a larger proportion of the British
the more primitive hunter-fisher

possessions,
distri-

bution are the quarries where flint, soapstone,
mica, quartzite, obsidian, and other varieties

were obtained for the manufacture of
implements and utensils. Such are the extensive workings at Flint Ridge, Ohio;
Hot
Springs, Ark.; and Mill Creek, 111., the sites
being marked bj^ numerous pittings surrounded
with the refuse of manufacture. Their lesson
is a most instructive one, demonstrating especially the great enterprise and perseverance of
of stone

signi-

bian as well as in Pre-Columbian times is greatly enhanced by a study of the minor remains
and relics the implements, utensils, orna-

successful practice of

In the districts lying outside of the areas
burial

where tradition has kept the

ficance alive.

down
made to

stage mainly persisted

to historic times.

Efforts have been

distinguish defin-

ite

stages of culture progress in America corre-

sponding to those established in Europe, but
there appears to be no very close correspond-

The use of stone was universal among
the tribes, and chipped and polished imple-

ence.

ments appear to have been employed at all
periods and by peoples of every stage of culture,
although the polishing processes seem to have
grown relatively more important with advanc-
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ing culture, being capable of producing art
works of the higher grades, while flaking proof the more advanced
making marked headway
metals, but the culture was every-

Some

cesses are not.

tribes of the S. were
in the use of

where essentially that

of polished stone.

The antiquity of man
much discussed in recent
not

fully

America has been
years, but as yet it is
agreed that any great antiquity is
Geological

established.

in

formations

the

in

of California, Publications,

by

.

GEORGE
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papers by Dorsey, Phillips,
and others; N. Y. State Museum Reports!
University of the State of New York, Bulletins,
containing papers by Beauchamp; University
tions, containing

and

Sinclair

Academies,

(3)

Academy

and Associations:

Societies,

Natural

containing papers

others.

Sciences

numerous

by

memoirs

Journal,

Phila.,

of

of

with

American

Moore;

Ethnological Society, Transactions, with papers

United States, reaching well back toward the

by

close of the Glacial period, possibly ten thous-

Academy

found to include remains of man
but beyond this time the traces
are so meagre and elements of doubt so numer-

by Farquharson, Holmes, and others; American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Proceedings, with numerous papers;

ous that conservative students hesitate

Archaeological Institute of America,

and
and

years, are
his arts;

accept the evidence as satisfactory.
The literature of the northern archaeology

to

is

Annual Reports, Contributions to

Knowledge,

Miscellaneous

Collections,

con-

by Abbott, Dall, Fewkes,
Holmes, Jones, Lapham, Rau, Squier and Davis, Whittlesey, Wilson, and others (see pubtaining

iUshed

articles

list);

ceedings,

National

Bulletins,

Museum

Reports, Pro-

containing

papers

by

Holmes, Hough, Mason, McGuire, Wilson, and
others (see published list); Bureau of American Ethnology Reports, Bulletins, containimg
articles by Cushing, Dall, Fewkes, Fowke,
Henshaw, Holmes, Mindeleff, Thomas, and
others Peabody Museum Reports, Memoirs,
Archajol.
and Ethnol. Papers, containing
articles by Abbott, Putnam, WiUoughby, Wyman, and others; American Museum of Natural History, Memoirs, Bulletins, containing
articles by HrdUcka, Smith, and others (see
published list); Museum of Arts and Science

National History Society of

Washington

ists;

Wyoming

list is

reprinted verbatim from the Handbook

ithat

do not contain any references

to

many works

Canadian Indiana.

Society;

and Geological Society;
Ohio Archaeological and Historical Society;
Canadian Institute; American Antiquarian
Boston Society of Natural History.
Periodicals: American Geologist; American Journal of Science and Art; American
Anthropologist; American Antiquarian; The
Archeologist
Popular Science Monthly; Science; American Journal of Science; American
Naturalist; Journal of Geology.
(5) Separate individual publications Abbott, Primitive Industry, 1881; Allen, Prehist. World,
1885; Bancroft, Native Races, 1882; Brower,
Memoirs of Explorations, 1898-1903; Clark,
Prehist. Remains, 1876; DeUenbaugh, North
Americans of Yesterday, 1901; Fewkes, Journal of American Ethnology and Archeology,
Society;
(4)

;

:

Foster, Prehist. Races,

1891-94;

i-iv,

1878;

Fowke, Archeol. Hist. Ohio, 1902; Jones,

(1)

Monumental Remains

(2)

of Georgia,

1861,

Southern Indians, 1873;
McLean, Mound Builders, 1879; Moorehead,
(1) Prehistoric Implements, 1900, (2) Fort

Antiquities

the

of

Ancient, 1890,
ro.

Man in Ohio,

1892;

of Iroquois, 1854, 1904;

Mun-

(3)

Morgan, League

Primitive

Archaeology and False Antiquities, 1905;
Nordenskiold,

Nadaillac, Prehist. Am., 1884;
Cliff

Dwellers of the

and Whittlesey

in

Mesa Verde,

1893;

Ohio Centennial Rep.,

Read
1877';

Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, vols, i-iv, 1851-57;

North Americans

Squier, Antiquities of

*This

Brunswick,

Anthropological

Columbian Museum, Publica-

of American Indians and, therefore, contains

New

Historical

Starr, First Steps in

Field

Papers,

Bulletins; International Congress of American-

University of Pennsylvania, Pubhcations, containing articles by Abbott, Culin, Mercer, and
others;

and others; Davenport

of Science, Proceedings, with papers

containing articles by Bandelier and others;

very extensive and can not be cited here save
in outline. Worthy of particular mention are
pubhcatioas* by (1) Government Departments: U. S. Interior Dept., Reps. Survey
of Territories, with papers by Bessels, Holmes,
Jackson; Contributions to N. Am. Ethnology,
papers by Dall, Powers, Rau, and others. U.
S. War Dept.: Reps, of Surveys, papers by
Abbott, Ewbank, Loew, Putnam, Schumacher,
Yarrow, and others. Education Department,
Toronto, Canada: Reps, of Minister of Education, papers by Boyle, Hunter, Laidlaw, and
Smithsonian Inothers.
(2) Institutions:
stitution

Schoolcraft, Troost,

Short,

of Antiquity,

1880;

Human Progress,
New York and the

West,

1895;

1851; Terry, Scidp. Anthr. Ape Heads, 1891;
Thurston, Antiq. of Tenn., 1897; Warden,
Recherches sur les antiquites de I'Amer. Sept.,
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Wilson, Prehistoric Man, 1862; Winsor,
Narrative and Critical History of America, i,

1827.

Wright, Man and the Glacial Period,
For archaeological bibhography of OntaCanada, see 9th Archaeological Report of

1884;
1895.
rio,

Minister of Education,

Ontario,

(w.

1897.

— the

sky, the forest, and the overhanging
rocks^or construct simple shelters of brush or
bark for protection against sun, wind, and rain.
Some build lodges of skins and mats, so light
that they may be carried from place to place

as the food quest or the pressure of foes re-

The simple

constructions of

the tribes N. of Mexico, although almost exclupractical

sively

illustrate

many

purpose,

their

in

serve

to

of the initial steps in the evolu-

tion of architecture;

they are hence worthy of

careful consideration

by the student

struct strong houses of timber or build fortress-

pueblos of hewn stone or adobe. Along
with the succession of steps in culture progress
like

there goes progressive differentiation of use.

The

less

Various branches of the building arts
are treated separately under appropriate heads,
but as these topics are there considered mainly
in their ethnologic aspects, they will here be

environment and
as illustrations of the manner in which beginnings are made and the higher architectural
forms are evolved. The kind and character of
briefly treated as products of

storage

(a)

and characteristics of the
the cultural and especially the

(b)

social status of the particular peoples;

(c)

siography of the district occupied;
especially

the

building

within the area;

materials

climate.

(/)

main are the determining

the

(e)

and mineral, and
available

These

in

the

factors in the art

development of all peoples in all times, and
may be referred to somewhat at length.
(1)

man

In these studies

it is

necessary that the

himself and especially his mental capaci-

and characteristics should be considered as

essential elements of the environment, since he
is

not only the product, as

is

his culture, of

present and past environments,

primary dynamic factor
ment.
(2)

The

but

the

is

in all culture develop-

culture status of the people

— the

particular stage of then- religious, social, technical,

toward

and

aesthetic

determining

buildings.

development— goes
the

The manner

in

character

which

of

far
their

social status

determines the character of habitations

on by Morgan (Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

is

dwelt

iv, 1881),

to the apparent exclusion of other criteria.

Within the area

n. of

Mexico the various phases

characterizing the culture of numerous tribes

and groups

of tribes are

marked by more or

less

People of the lowest
social grade are content with nature's canopies
distinctive habitations.

17877—3

observation

towers,

tombs,
dams,

and various constructions employed in transSocial customs and religion play
each a part in the results accomplished, the one
acting on the habitation and the other giving

rise to

a separate and most important branch

of the building arts.

The

building arts of the tribes n. of

Mexico have been
influence.

little

affected

In the n. there

is

by outside

only a limited

contact with the Siberian tribes, which have
little

resources, animal, vegetal,

in addition,

portation.

the

influence of neighbouring cultures; (d) the phy-

ties

houses,

capacity, habits,

people;

have only the dwell-

canals, reservoirs, shelters for domestic animals,

(3)

namely:

of conditions,

tribes

more cultured have,

fortifications, temples, civic structures,

the buildings in a given district or region de-

pend on a number

advanced

ing, while the

of culture

history.

The

while others, higher in the scale, con-

quires;

H. H.)

Architecture.
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to give;

and

in the s. nearly a

miles separate the tribes of our

s.

thousand

border from

the semi-civilized Indians of central Mexico.

So slowly did

inter-tribal influence act within

the area here included, and so fully does en-

vironment control culture, that in many cases
where the conditions have remained reasonably
stable distinct styles of building exist almost
side by side, and have so existed from time
immemorial.
(4) It is apparent at a glance that the physiographic characters of a country exercise strong
influence on aboriginal building arts, and at the
same time have much to do with the trend of
culture in general and with results finally
achieved in civilization. Dwellings on the open
plains necessarily differ ftom those in the
mountains, those of a country of forests from
those of an arid region, and those of rich alluvial bottoms from those of the land of plateaus
and cliffs. Even the characteristics of the
particular site impress themselves strongly on
the buildings and the buikling group.
(5) In any area the natural resources have
much to do with determining the economic
status of the people and, according as thej' are
favourable or unfavourable, foster or discourage
progress in the arts. The building materials
available to a people exercise a profound influ-

ence on the building

arts.

The presence

of
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adapted
to building pui'poses, permits and encourages
rapid development of these arts, while its
absence may seriously retard their development
and in fact may be accountable for the backward condition of a people not only in this
activity but in the whole range of its activities.
The highest development is not possible without stone, which alone of the materials available to uncivilized man for building purposes
is sufficiently permanent to permit the cumulative growth necessary to the evolution of the
higher forms of the art of architecture.
(6) Climate is an element of the highest

plentiful, easily quarried stone, well

significance

in

In

the history of building.

warm, arid districts shelter is not often a necessity, and a primitive people may have no buildings worthy of the name; but in the far N.
carefully constructed dwellings are essential to
life.

The

ally differ

habitations of an arid region natur-

from those

of a region

where moisture

The

conditions thus outlined have operated

in the various culture areas n.

of the

Rio

Grande to produce the diversified results
observed; and these results may now be passed
Among the most clearly
briefly in review.
defined and characteristic of these environments are (1) the Arctic area, (2) the North
Pacific area, (3) the Middle Pacific area, (4) the
arid region of the S. W., (5) the Basin range and
Rocky Mt. highlands, (6) the Mississippi lowlands and the middle S., (7) the woodlands of
the N. and E., and (8) the Gulf coast and
Florida. Within some of these the conditions
are practically uniform over vast areas, and the
results

are uniform in proportion,

while in

v., A.

ing,

and these are

utilized for dwellings

and

capacities of the tribes.

The house

space required above ground. The large
winter houses are entered by a long underground passage, the low walls of which are
constructed of whale bones, stones, or timbers,
while the house has a framework of timbers or

The groundplan and interior arrangement are simple, but
well perfected, and remarkably uniform over
the vast extent of the Arctic shore line. The
whale-ribs covered with earth.

snow house is
Snow and ice,

particularly a product of the N.

available for the greater part of
the year, are utilized in the construction of
dwellings unique on the face of the earth.

compacted snow
any of the
ordinary principles of construction, but by
permitting the blocks to crystallize by freezing
into a solid dome of ice so solid that the key
block may be omitted for a window or for the
passage of smoke without danger to the strucThis house lasts during the winter, and
ture.
in the siunmer melts away. The summer houses
are mere shelters of driftwood or bones covered
with skins. There is no opportunity for
of blocks of

held in position, not

by

utilizing

—

aesthetic display in

clever as the

work,

it

such houses as these, and

Eskimo

are in their minor art

not likely that sesthetic effect in

is

their buildings, interior or exterior, ever re-

ceived serious consideration.

The people do

ous more or less distinct styles of house construction having developed almost side by side.

environment

barest necessities of existence and

As with the

blocks the

may be

It

observed that of the various condition-

ing agencies of environment one

may dominate

one district and another in another district,
but with our present imperfect knowledge of
in

the facts in a majority of cases the
of conditions

and

effects is

full

analysis

not yet possible.

not to be expected that the building arts
can flourish within the Arctic circle. Along the
many thousands of miles of n. shore line agriIt is

culture

is

out of the question.

only as

it

drifts

and save

from the

s.

Wood

is

known

along the icy shores,

for the presence of oil-producing
animals of the sea primitive man could not
exist.
Snow, ice, stone, bones of animals, and

is

and partly, no doubt, because of the lack of
necessary timbers to build walls and span the

not lack in ability and

displays results due to the local conditions.

and

depressed beneath the surface of the groiind,
partly, perhaps, better to withstand the cold,

others conditions are greatly diversified, numer-

larger areas, each inferior division
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storage places according to the requirements

These are built

prevails.
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driftwood are the materials available for build-

industry,

but the

restricts constructive effort to the

way

effectual!}'-

to higher development.

place in the culture ladder

lowest rung, but

is

by no means

Their
at the

far from the highest.
N. W. coast derive their
character largely from the vast forests of yellow
cedar, which the enterprising people were
strong enough to master and utilize. They

The houses

are

it is

of the

substantial

and roomy structm-es, and

indicate on the part of the builders decided

abihty in planning and remarkable enterprise
in execution.

ment

They mark

the highest achieve-

wood construction
The genius of this

of the native tribes in

that has been observed.

people apphed to building with stone in a stone

environment might well have placed
among the foremost builders in America.

them
Vast
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labour was expended in getting out the huge
trunks, in hewing the planks, posts, and beams,

and totem

poles,

erecting the massive structures.

The

in carving the house

with

its

aldic

and

in

fagade,

mythological paintings and huge herIn
impressive.
is distinctly

columns,

early days the fortified towns, described

by

Vancouver and other pioneer explorers, were
It is
striking and important constructions.
indeed a matter of regret that the genius of
such a people should be expended upon a material of which no trace is left, save in museums,

few generations.
due to differences in environment, between the buildings of the N. W. coast
and those of the Pueblo region is most striking.
With greater ability, perhaps, than the Pueblos, the northern peoples laboured under the
disadvantage of employing materials that
after the lapse of a

The

contrast,

decay,

rapidly

while with the Pueblos the

and effort of one generation
were supplemented by those of the next, and
the cumulative result was the great pueblo.
The lot of the Pueblo tribes fell in the midst of
a vast region of cliffs and plateaus, where the
means of subsistence admitted of the growth
of large communities and where the readyquarried stone, with scarcity of wood, led
inevitably to the building of houses of masonry.
The defensive motive being present, it directed
the genius of the people toward continued and
united effort, and the dwelling group became a
great stronghold. Cumulative results encouraged cumulative effort; stronger and stronger
waUs were built, and story grew on story. The
art of the stone-mason was mastered, the stones
were hewn and laid in diversified courses for
effect, door and window openings were accurately and symmetrically framed with cut stone
and spanned with lintels of stone and wood,
results of the skill

and towers of picturesque outline
situations,

now

The

in picturesque

often in ruins, offer suggestions

of the feudal castles of the

Old World.

primitive habitations of the Pacific slope

Fuca to the gulf of Calimost instructive lesson. In the
N. the vigorous tribes had risen to the task of
utilizing the vast forests, but in the S. the improvident and enervated natives were little
short of homeless wanderers.
In the N. the
roomy communal dwellings of the Columbia
valley, described by Lewis and Clark, were
found, while to the S. one passes through varied
environments where timber and earth, rocks
from the

strait of

fornia afford a

17877—31
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and caves, rushes, bark, grass, and brush in
turn played their part in the very primitive
house-making achievements of the strangely
diversified tribesmen.
In the highlands of. the Great Divide and in
the vast inland basins of the N. the building
arts did not flourish, and houses of bark, grass,

and rough timbers
covered with earth gave only necessary shelter
from winter blasts. In the whole expanse of
the forest-covered E. the palisaded fortress and
the long-house of the Iroquois, in use at the
beginning of the historical period, mark the
reeds, the skins of animals,

highest limit in the building arts.

On

the Gulf

coast the simple pile dwellings set in the shallow waters were all that the conditions of
existence in a mild

cUmate required.

probably useless to speculate on what
might have been in •='tore for the native builders
had they been permitted to continue unmolested throughout the ages. The stone-builders
had the most promising outlook, but they were
still in the elementary stages of the arts of
construction.
They had not made the one
essential step toward great building
the discovery of the means of covering large spaces
without the use of wood. Although they were
acquainted with many essential elements of
construction, they had devised neither the offset span of stone nor the keystone arch.
In none of these areas had the tribes reached
It is

—

the stage in the building arts where constructive
features or architectural details are utilized

A people
stone and could
decorate pottery and weave baskets of admirable pattern could not mould the unwieldy elefreely for purposes of embellishment.

that could carve

ments

wood and

of the building into aesthetic form.

aesthetic suggestions

But
and features did not pass

unappreciated. Some of the lower
types of structures, such as the grass lodge and
the mat house, partaking of textile technique,
entirely

were characterized by elements of symmetry,
grace, and rhythmic repetition of details.
The
wooden house of the N. W. had massiveness of
form and boldness of outline, and the sculptured and painted details lent much aesthetic
interest;

while in the arid region the stone-

had introduced a number of features
relieve the monotony of walls and to add to

builders
to

the pleasing effect of the interiors. In these
things the native mind certainly took some
pleasure, but probably little thought

to architectural effect as this

more

civilized

Yucatan, who

is

was given

known

to the

such as the Maya of
spent a vast amount of time an^j
tribes,
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energy on the purely decorative features of

the Iroquois, the inhabitants of St. Jean Bap-

their stone buildings.

buildings of the tribes n. of Mexico, but only

submitted in a body to the Seneca, whi
adopted them. They constituted the Stone,
or Rock, tribe of the Huron.
See Jesuit Rela-

the more important publications will here be

tion for 1639. 40, 1858.

See Boas, Dorsey, Fewkes, Hoffman,
Nelson,
Mrs. Stevenson,
Mindeleffs,
the
Thomas, and Turner in various Reports, B. A.

Ahrenda.—.Shea,

tiste

Numerous authors dwell more

or less on the

cited.

E.; Adair, Hist.

Amer.

Bandelier,

Inds., 1775;

—

n. B. h.)

(j.

Cath. Miss., 182,

Ahrendah-

18.55.

ronons. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 522, 1853. Ahrendaronons. Jes. Rel. for 1640, 61, 1858. Arenda.

—

—

Charlevoix, (1635)

—

New

France,

72, 1872.

ir,

Arenda-

various reports in Papers Arch.

cronons. Jes. Rel. for 1641, 67, 1S5S. Arendaehronons. Ibid., 83. Arendaenhronons. Jes. Rel. for

1881-92;

1642,

Inst. Am.,
Beauchamp, Iroqouis Trail, 1892;
Rep. Nat. Mus. 189.5, 1897; Catlin,

Boas in
N. Am. Inds., 1841, 1866; Dawson in Proc.
and Trans. Royal Soc. Can., ix, 1891; De Bry,

Collectiones Peregrinationum, 1590-1628; Del-

lenbaugh. North Americans of Yesterday, 1901

Du

Pratz, Hist. Louisiane,

iii,

Eells in

1758;

Smithson. Rep. 1887, 1889; Foster, Prehist.
Races, 1878; Goddard in Univ. Cal. Pubs., i,
no.

1903; Harlot, Narr. First Plant. Virginia,

1,

Hrdlicka in

repr. 1893;
3,

1905;

3,

1905;

Coues

Am.

Anthrop.,

vii, no.

Jackson in Metropol. Mag., xxii, no
Lewis and Clark, Exped. (1804-06),

ed.,

MacLean Mound

1893;

Builders,

1879; Moore, various memoirs in Jour. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894-1905; Morgan in Cont.
N. Am. Ethnol., iv, 1881; Morice in Trans.

Can.

Inst., iv, 1895;

Niblack in Nat. Mus. Rep.

1888, 1890; Nordenskiold, Cliff Dwellers of the

Mesa Verde,

1893;

Powers

Ethnol.,

1877;

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

i-iv,

Ill,

1851-57;

in

Cont. N. Am.,

Smith, Hist. Va., repr. 1819;
Squier

Squier, Antiq. N. Y. and West, 1851;

and Davis

in Smithson. Cont.,

First Steps in

Human

1848;

i,

Starr,

Swan in
Mem. Am.

Progress, 1895;

Smithson. Cont., xxi, 1874; Teit in
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 1900; Thurston, Antiq. of
Tenn., 1897.

See Habitations,

(w. h. h.)

Ardnainiq. A mythical people believed by
the Central Eskimo to live far to the n. w. of
them. The women are supposed to be of ordinary stature. They hunt in kaiaks and provide

who

for their husbands,

are covered with hair

and are so tiny that they carry them about in
their hoods.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 640,
1888.

Arendahronoii

('rock people')-

One

of the

four chief tribes of the Huron, having the most
easterly situation
allies of

and claiming

the French,

to

be the

first

who founded among them

—

82,

1635, 24,
99, 1858.

—

Arendarhononons.—Jes. Rel.' for
1858.
Arendaronnons.—Jes. Rel. for 1644,
Arendaronons.— Jes. Rel. for 1640, 90, 1858.
1858.

—
—

Arendarrhonons. Jes. Rel.
Arendoronnon. Jes. Rel. for
dahs.

— Kingsley, Stand. Nat.
—Sagard, Gr. Voy,,
—
Nation de

Hist., pt.

Enarhonon.
Atironta.

Ibid.

index, 1858.
23, 1858.

Renarhonon.— Sagard,

In 1649, on the political des-

Huron

tribes

by

6,

—

—

154,

1883'

Nation

d'

Jes. Rel., iii,

Jes. Rel. for 1657,

Hist,

du Can.,

i,

234,

Arendaonatia. A Huron village in Ontario
about 1640.— Jes. Rel. for 1637, 159, 1858.
Anendaonactia.

Arente.

1640.— Jes.

—

Ibid., 165.

A Huron

Argillite (slate).

much

village in Ontario

about

Rel. for 1637, 150, 1858.

This material, which

is

was in very
general use by the tribes n. of Mexico for the
manufacture of utensils, implements, and ornaments, and for carvings in general. The typical slates, characterized by their decided foliate
structure, were used to some extent for implements; but the more massive varieties, such
diversified

in

character,

as the greenish striped slates of the Eastern
states,

the argillite of

New

vania, and the states to the

Jersey, Pennsyls.,

and the black

N. W. coast were usually preferred
for polished implements and carvings.
ArgiUite was much used by the tribes of the Delaware and Susquehanna valleys, and an ancient
quarry of this mateiial, situated at Point
Pleasant, Pa., has been described by Mercer.
Material from this and other quarries in the
Appalachian region was used mainly for flaked
implements, including leaf-shaped
blades,
knives, and arrow and spear head.s, and these
are widely distributed over the Middle Atlanslate of the

tic

states.

The

fine-grained

striped slates of the Eastern

greenish

and Middle

and

states

and Canada were extensively used in the
manufacture of several varieties of objects of
banner-stones,

years.

18.58

Aven-

1865.

somewhat problematic

.50

Roche.

Nation du Roclier.

and Ste. Elisabeth. In 1639 they were said to
have been residents of the Huron country for
truction and expulsion of the

109,

79, 1865.

i,

la

the missions of St. Jean Baptiste, St. Joachim,

about

1637

for

1636, 123, 1858.

use, including so-called

bird-stones,

and

perforated

probable that, hke the green
agates and jadeites of Mexico, some varieties of
this stone had special significance with the
tablets.

It

is
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The tribes of the N. W. coast
employ a fine-grained slate in their very artistic
carvings, which the Haida obtain chiefly from
deposits on Slate cr., Queen Charlotte ids.
native tribes.

This slate has the desirable qualities of being
soft and easily carved when freshly quarried,

and of growing harder with time. It is black
and takes an excellent polish (Niblack).
References to the use of argillite and slate
occur in many works relating to ethnologic and
archa^ologic subjects, but are not sufficiently
important to be given in full. Worthy of
special mention are Abbott, Prim. Industry,

1881;

Holmes

Mercer

in

15th Rep. B. A. E., 1897;

in

Pubs. Univ. Penn.,

vi,

1897; Niblack

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Ran in Smithson. Rep. 1872, 1873; Squier and Davis in
Smithson. Cont., i, 1848.
(w. h. h.)
in

An

Arlagnuk.

Iglulirmiut

Eskimo

village

near Melville pen., on Iglulik id., Franklin, lat.
69° 11' 3.3".— Parry, Second Voy., 355, 1824.

Arliaktung. An Eskimo village of the
Akudnirmiut, n. of Home bay, e. Baffin island.
Boas in Deutsch. Geog. Blatt., viii, 34,

—

1885.

since contact with the whites, iron (Eskimo^

Chukchi); twined wooden

Armour. Sh ields and body armour app 3ar to
in more or less general use among the
Indian tribes n. of Mexico. The Eskimo are
among

employ the

shield,

but

it

was

in use

the tribes of the plains, the S. W., and

British Columbia,

and occasionally among the

slats (N.

W.

coasts

twined

Virginia Indians);

wooden rods (Aleut, N. W. coast, Columbia r„
tribes, Klamath, Hupa, Iroquois, Powhatan,.
etc.)

of skin arranged in telescoping

bands

;

fashion

(Chukchi);

coats,

hardened

of

etc.,

hide (Tlingit, Haida, Chinook, Hupa, Shoshoni,

Navaho, Pawnee, Mohawk, etc.). The ivory
armour is believed by Boas t(ft)e an imitation of the iron armour of the Chukchi, and the
other plate armour may also be of n. e. Asiatic
plate

The presence

(Japanese) origin.

in the Mississippi region,
etc., in

and

of the buffalo

of the elk,

moose,

other parts of the country, had

much

do with the nature of armour. The data
concerning armour among the Indians are summarized by Hough (Primitive American Armor,
Rep. Nat. Mus. 1893, 62.5-651). One sort of
defensive armour did the early English adventurers in Virginia good service on one occasion.
At the suggestion of Mosco and the friendly
Indians, Capt. John Smith, when fighting a
tribe on the Chesapeake, made use of the
to

"Massawomek

targets," or shields (Smith, Va.,

Holmes

Rep. B. A. E., 18,
"about the forepart of our Boat, like a forecastle, from whence
we securely beat back the Salvages from off the
185, 1819;

1896).

have been

Iroquois,

Shasta,

I,

said not to

37

in 13th

These the English

set

And

plaine without any hurt."

by "these

light Targets

httle small sticks

so,

protected

(which are

woven betwixt

made

of

strings of their

with buckskin or elk skin; others
used basketry (Pueblo), cedar rods (Navaho),
osiers or bark (Virginia Indians, Iroquois).

hempe, but so firmly that no arrow can possibly
pierce them)," the English drove back the
enemy. In general, it may be said that the
shield and lance were used chiefly by the equestrian tribes of the open country, while body
armour, with the knife and tomahawk, were

With the exception

more

Iroquois

and

Plains Indians

The

other

eastern

made

their shields of buffalo

Indians.

hide, covered

shield 4 to 5

Ntlakyapamuk

of a sort of oblong

long,

ft.

(Teit in

Hist., Anthrop., ser.
is circular.

made

i,

by the
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

1900), the Indian shield

The decoration

ceremonies connected with
use in ritual,

etc.,

armour-

of elk hide

of the shield, the
its acquisition,

its

constitute important chapters

and religion of the aborigines. The
ceremony of the Hopi and the heraldry
of the shield among the Kiowa have respectively been specially studied by Dr. J. Walter
Fewkes and Mr. James Mooney of the Bureau
of American Ethnology.
Helmets and head
defences are found among some of the tribes of
the North Pacific coast, and are often ornamented with the crest of the owner. North of
Mexico body armour presents at least five tj-pes:
in the art

shield

Rows

of overlapping plates of ivory, bone, and.

with those of the timber and

in favor

coast region,

(a. f. c.)

—

Arontaen ('it is a lying log.' Hewitts A
Huron village situated near Point Cockburn,,
N. shore of Nottawasaga bay, Ontario,,
1636.— Jesuit Relation for 1636, 133, 1858.

on the
in

A

Arosaguntacook.

tribe of the

Abnakf

confederacy, formerly living in AndroscogginTheir village, which bore the same
CO., Me.

name, was on Androscoggin
Lewiston.

r.,

probably near

The various names used

nately for the tribe and the river
solved into the forms

saguntacook,

indiscrimi-

may

be re-

Ammoscoggin and Aro-

which have received different
all seeming to refer to the

interpretations,

presence of

fish

in

the stream.

seems to have been used only

The name

for the part of
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between the

the river in Androscoggin co.
near Jay and those near Lewiston.

falls

The prename was obtained by changing the first
part of the word to Andros in comphment to
Gov. Andros. The Arosaguntacook lived on

sent

the edge of the

first

English settlements in

Maine, and consequently suffered much in the
various Indian wars, in which they took a
prominent part from 167.5 until their removal
to Canada, ^heir town was burned by the
English in 1690. As the settlements pushed
into the interior the

Wawenoc,

mouth

of

joined the Arosagunta-

moved up and

the river,

at the

cook, and at a later period the combined tribes
moved still farther up and joined the Roca-

meca.

These movements led to much confu-

—

Annirkakan. La
Aresaguntacooks.
Coll., 1st

in Stanford,

—Colman (1726)

VI, 115, 1800.

s.,

Bk. Inds., bk.

3, 152, 1848.

Compend., 500,

—

who were

frequently

Adgecantehook.— Doc.

(j.

collectively

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Hist.,

—Gatschet, Penobscot MS.,
—

B. A. E., 1887 (Penob.scot name for the St. Francis IndiAmarascoggin. Stoughton
ans; pi. Alsigant^gwiak).
(1695) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 613, 1855. Amarascogin. La Potherie, Hist. Am., iv, 40, 1753. Amarescoggin. Trumbull, Conn., ii, 77, 1818. Amaris-

—

—

coggins.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 223, 1855.
Amarosccggen. Drake, Bk. Indians, bk. 3, 108, 1848.
Amasagunticcok. True in N. Y. Hist. Mag., 238,
Amerascogen. Pike (1690) in Drake, Ind.
1864.
Wars, 152, 1825. Ainerescogin. Douglass, Summary,
1755.
Ameriscoggins. Gallatin in Trans. Am.
1, 185,
Maine
Antiq. Soc, II, 32, 1836. Amerriscoggiii.
Aniircankanne.
Hist. Soc. Coll., Ill, 357, 1853.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vaudreuil (1721) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 904, 1855.
Amlreaneau. Doc. of 1693 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Ammarascoggin. GeorgeIX, 571, 1855 (misprint).

—

—

Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 261,
Ammarcscoggin. Same in N. H. Hist. Soc,
1859.
Coll., II, 242, 1827.
Ammascoggen.— Church (1690)

town treaty

(1717) in

—

in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th 3.,,v, 271, 1861.
Amonoscoggan.— Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 104, 1848. Amonoscoggin. Mather, Magnalia (1702) quoted by Drake,
Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 150, 1S48. Amoscongen. Sagadahoc
treaty (1090) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., i, 113, 1825.
Amresscoggin. Casco conference (1727) in N. H.

—

—

—

Hist., Soc. Coll.,

IT,

261, 1827.

Anasaguntacooks.

Sullivan in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

s.,

ix, 210, 1804.

— Drake, Bk. Inds., 1S4S. Anasagunticooks. — Williamson in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Anasuguntakook. — Schoolcraft, Ind.
475, 1855.
Tribes,
Androscoggins. — Sullivan in
527, 1853.
Anasaguntakook.

vi,

Hist.,

IX,

iii,

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ist s., ix, 210, 1804. Antnoughcawgen.—Smith (1629), Virginia, ii, 177, repr. 1819.

144,

—
—

1841.

—

—

—

—

— Document

treaty journal (1749), ibid., iv, 157, 1856.
of

—

155.

Ibid.,

Arseguntecokes.

1764 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

vii,

641,

—

ArsikantegS. French letter (1721) in Mass.
ArunsegunteHist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., viii, 262, 1819.
kooks. La Tour, map, 1779. Aruseguntekooks.
AssaguntiJeflerys, French Dom., pt. 1, map, 1761.
cook. Record (1755) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coil., vii, 186,
1876.
Ersegontegog.— Gyles (1726), ibid., iii, 357,
Massakiga.— Purchas (1625), ibid., v, 156, 1857
1853.
1856.

—

—
—

Arrowheads.
of

arrow-shafts.

many, were made

of 1709 in

Alsigantegwi.

V, 86, 185.5.

known

m.)

—
—

Arosagantakuk. Keane
Arosaguntacook.
1878.

—

the inhabitants of the vil-

as Arosaguntacook.

Mass. Hist. Soc.
Drake,

Arlsaguntacooks.

—

were commonly known by the name of
the leading one, the Arosaguntacook or AndrosThese tribes, together with the Pigcoggin.
wacket, removed to St. Francis, Quebec, soon
after the defeat of the Pcquawket by Lovewell
Here the Arosaguntacook were still
in 172.5.
the principal tribe and their dialect (Abnaki)
lage,

189, 1753.

—

Arresuguntoocooks.

all

iii,

—

—Falmouth

was adopted by

in

1912

v., A.

Arosaguntakflk.
Vater, Mithridates, pt. 3, sec. 3, 390, 1816. Arouseguntecook. Douglass, Summary, i, 185, 1755. Arrasaguntacook. Falmouth conf. (1727) in Maine Hist.
Arreaguntecooks. FalSoc. Coll., Ill, 438, 1853.
mouth treaty report (1726), ibid., 386. Arreguntenocks.—Penhallow (1726) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i,
Arreraguntecook. Falmouth treaty re129, 1824.
Arreruguntenocks. Niles {ca. 1761) in
port, op. cit.
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., v, 365, 1861. Arresagontacook. Casco conf. (1727) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., ii,
Arresaguntacooks. Falmouth conf. report
261, 1827.
Arresa(1727) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 413, 1853.
guntecook. Falmouth treaty report (1726), ibid., 386390.
Arreseguntecook. Ibid. Arreseguntoocook.
Drake, Trag. Wild.,

sion in the statements of writers, as the united
tribes
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Potherie, Hist. Am.,

The

.

separate tips or points

Among
of flint

the

Indian

and other

tribes

varieties of

wood,
and copper. Copper was much used by such
tribes as were able to obtain a supply from the
L. Superior region and to some extent by those
Iron has
of British Columbia and Alaska.
stone, as well as bone, hoi'n, antler, shell,

largely taken the place of these materials since

In stone implethe coming of the whites.
ments of this class the only line of distinction
between arrowheads and spearheads is that of
size.
Very few flint arrowheads are as much
as 2 inches long, and these are quite slender;
thick or strong ones are
flesh,

much

shorter.

Solid

being almost as resistant as soft rubber,

could not be penetrated by a large projectile
unless it were propelled by greater power than

can be obtained from a bow without artificial
is not at the command of a savage.
The shape of the stone arrowhead among the
Indian tribes is usually triangular or pointedoval, though some have very slender blades
with expanding base. Many of them are
notched. These were set in a slot in the end
of the shaft and tied with sinew, rawhide, or
aid which

cord, which passed through the notches.
Those without notches were secured by the
cord passing over and under the angle at the
base in a figure-8 fashion. It is said that war
arrows often had the head loosely attached, so
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would remain in the wound when the
shaft was withdrawn, while the hunting point
was firmly secured in order that the arrow
might be recovered entire. Glue, gum, and
cement were used in some sections for fixing
that

it

the point or for rendering the fastening more
A specimen which has the end

secure.

rounded

squared instead of flattened
a "bunt." As a nde both
faces are worked off equally so as to bring
the edge opposite the middle plane of the
blade, though it is sometimes a little on one

is

or

known

as

For the greater part these seem to be

side.

ordinary

redressed

spearheads,

knives,

or

arrowheads whose points have been broken off,
though some appear to have been originally
made in this form. A few are smooth or
polished at the ends, as if used for knives or
scrapers; but most of them have no marks of
use except occasionally such as would result
from being shot or struck against a hard subIt is probable that their purpose was
stance.
to stim birds or small game, in order to secure
the pelt or plumage free from cuts or blood
stain.
They are relatively few in number,

though widely distributed in area. The Eskiarrowheads of stone of usual forms.
Consult Abbott (1) Prim. Indus., 1881, (2)
in Surv. W. 100th Merid., vii, 1879; Beauchamp in Bull. N. Y. State Mus., no. 16, 1897,
and no. 50, 1902; Fowke in 13th Rep. B. A. E.,
1896; Moorehead, Prehist. Impls., 1900; Morgan, League of the Iroquois, 1904; Nordenski-

mo employ

old,

Chff Dwellers of

39

Mesa Verde,

1893;

Rau

Wilson in Rep.
the Reports of the

Sharp arrowheads are

arrows for killing birds.
of

two

classes,

the lanceolate, which can be

withdrawn, and the sagittate, intended for

game or for rankhng in the wound.
The former are used on hunting, the latter on

holding

war

In the

or retrieving arrows.

S.

W.

The head is attached to the shaft or
by lashing with sinew, by riveting, or
with gum. Among the Eskimo the barbed
shaped.

foreshaft

head

of

bone

is

stuck loosely into a socket on

the shaft, so that this will come out and the
head rankle in the wound. The barbs of the

ordinary chipped head are usually alike on both
sides, but in the long examples from ivory,
bone, or wood the barbing is either bilateral or

one-barbed or many-barbed, ahke
on the two sides or different. In addition to
their use in hunting and in war, arrows are
commonly used in games and ceremonies.
Among certain Hopi priesthoods arrowheads
are tied to bandoliers as ornaments, and among
unilateral,

the

Zufii

they

attached to

frequently

are

fetishes.

Arrowshafts of the simplest kind are reeds,
In the Arctic region
they are made of driftwood or are bits of bone
canes, or stems of wood.

lashed together, and are rather short, owing to

The

in Smithson. Cont., xxii, 1876;

the scarcity of material.

Nat. Mus. 1897, 1899;
Smithsonian Inst.; the

piece of ivory, bone, or heavy wood.

the

Am.

Antiquarian;

Antiquarian,

(g. f.

Am.

Anthropologist;

the Archaeologist;

w.

the

n. of

Mexico

foreshaft

is

a

Among

the Eskimo, foreshafts are of bone or ivory on

hard wood or
wood; from California across the continent to Florida, of hard
wood on cane shafts. The shaftments in most
arrows are plain; but on the W. coast they are

wooden

shafts;

in California, of

shafts of pithy or other light

h. h.)

Arrows, Bows and Quivers. The bow and
arrow was the most useful and universal
weapon and implement of the chase possessed

by the Indians

a sharp-

ened foreshaft of hard wood serves for the head.
Arctic and N. W. coast arrows have heads of
ivory, bone, wood, or copper, as well as of
stone; elsewhere they are more generally of
Many of the
stone, chipped or polished.
arrowheads from those two areas are either
harpoontwo-pronged,
three-pronged,
or

for striking or

piercing distant objects.

—

Arrows. A complete Indian arrow is made
up of six parts: Head, shaft, foreshaft, shaftment, feathering, and nock. These differ in
material, form, measurement, decoration, and

p.ainted with stripes for identification.

The

Plains Indians and the Jicarillas cut shallow

grooves lengthwise

down

their

arrowshafts,

called "lightning marks," or "blood grooves,"

and also are said by Indians to keep the shaft
from warping (Fletcher) or to direct the flight.
The feathering is an important feature in the

assemblage, according to individuals, locality,

Indian arrow, differing in the species of birds,

and

Arrowheads have three parts:
Body, tang, and barbs. There are two kinds
of arrowheads, the blunt and the sharp.
Blunt

the kind and

heads

out feathering,

The

thered.

tribe.

are for stunning, being top-shaped.
Ute, Paiute, and others tied short sticks
crosswise on the end of the shafts of boys'

number

of feathers

and

form, length, and manner of setting.
the

number

of feathers,

in their

As

to

arrows are either with-

two-feathered,

or

three-fea-

As to form, feathers are whole, as
among most of the Eskimo and some S. W.
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halved or notched on the edges. In
length they vary from the very short feathering
on S. W. arrows, with long reed shafts and
heavy fore-shafts, to the long feathering on
Plains arrows, with their short shafts of hard
wood. The feathers are set on the shaftment
either flat or radiating; the ends are lashed
with sinew, straight or doubled under, and the
middles are either free or glued down. In
some arrows there is a slight rifling, due perhaps
to the twist needed to make a tight fit, though
tribes, or

it is

not said that this feature is intentional.
of arrows, the part containing the

The nocks

notch for the string, are, in the Arctic, flat; in
the S., where reed shafts were employed,
cylindrical; and in localities where the shafts
were cut, bulbous. Besides its use as a piercing
or striking projectile, special forms of the arrow
were employed as a toy, in gaming, in divining,
in rain-making, in ceremony, in symbolism, and
in miniature forms with prayer-sticks.
The
modulus in arrow-making was each man's arm.
The manufacture of arrows was usually attended with much ceremony.
The utmost flight, the certainty of aim, and
the piercing power of Indian arrows are not
known, and stories about them are greatly
exaggerated. The hunter or warrior got as
near to his victim as possible. In shooting he
drew his right hand to his ear. His bow
register scarcely exceeded 60 pounds, yet
arrows are said to have gone quite through the
body of a buffalo (Wilson in Rep. Nat. Mus.
for 1897, 811-988.)

Bows.— The bows

of the

North Americans

are quite as interesting as their arrows.

The

varied environments quickened the inventive

and produced several varieties. They
by the materials and the
parts, which are known as back, belly, wings,
grip, nocks, and strings.
The varieties are as
faculty

are distinguished

made

one piece; (2)
compound bow, of several pieces of wood, bone,
or horn lashed together; (3) sinew-backed bow,
a bow of driftwood or other brittle wood, reinforced with cord of sinew wrapped many times
about it lengthwise, from wing to wing; (4)
sinew-lined bow, a self-bow, the back of which
is further strengthened with sinew glued on.
In some cases bows were decorated in colours.
follows:

The

(1) Self -bow,

of

varieties characterizing the culture areas

are distinguished as follows:

—

1. Arctic.
Compound bows in the E., very
clumsy, owing to scarcity of material; the grip
may be of wood, the wings of whale's ribs or

bits of

wood from

whalers.

In the

W.

excellent

1912

v., A.

sinew-backed bows were made on bodies of
driftwood. Asiatic influence is apparent in
them. (See Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 399669, 1884; Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E., 133617, 1887, and Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1884, 307316.)

—

Northern Athapascan.
Long, straight
of willow or birch, with wooden wristguards projecting from the belly.
2.

bows
3.

St.

Lawrence and Eastern United

States.

—

Self-bows of ash, second-growth hickory, osage
orange (bois d'arc), oak, or other hard wood.

—

Long bows, rectangular in
walnut or other hard wood.
5. Rocky mts.^il) Self -bow of osage orange
or other hard wood; (2) a compound bow of
several strips of buffalo horn lashed together
4.

Gulf States.

section, of

and strengthened.
6.

grip

North Pacific

and

flat

coast.

— Bows

wings, usually

with rounded

made

of

yew or

cedar.

—

Fraser-Columbia region. Similar to No.
but with wings much shorter and the nocks
curved sharply outward.
7.

6,

8.

Interior basin.—

rude form;

many

of a sinew lining

A

long slender stick of

by means

are strengthened

on the back and cross wrap-

pings.

The bows

Rockies have

e. of the

little dis-

Eskimo and Pacific
slope varieties have flat wings, and the former
shows connection with Asia. The nocks are
in some tribes alike, but among the Plains
tinction of parts, but the w.

Indians the lower nock

is cut in at one side
Bow-strings are of sinew cord tied at
one end and looped at the other.

only.

Wrist-guard.— When the bowman's left
arm was exposed he wore a wrist-guard of hide
or other suitable material to break the blow of

the released string.

Wrist-guards were also

decorated for ceremonial purposes.

Arrow release.— Arrow
of holding the
in

shooting.

among

release

is

the

way

nock and letting loose the arrow

Morse describes four methods

the tribes n. of Mexico, the

first

three

being Indian: (1) Primary release, in which the
nock is held between the thumb and the first
joint of the forefinger;
in

(2)

secondary release,

which the middle and the ring

laid inside of the string;

fingers are

(3) tertiary release,

ia

which the nock is held between the ends of the
forefinger and the middle finger, while the first
three fingers are hooked on the string; (4) the
Mediterranean method, confined to the Eskimo, whose arrows have a flat nock, in which
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drawn with the

tips of the first,

board.

second, and third fingers, the nock being Hghtly
held between the^rst and the second fingers.

of the

the string

is

among

the North American

Morse

finds that

tribes,

the Navaho, Chippewa, Micmac, and

the
Penobscot used the primary release;
Ottawa, Chippewa, and Zuni the secondary;
the Omaha, Arapaho, Chcj'enne, Assiniboin,
Comanche, Crows, Siksika, and some Navaho,
the tertiary.

Quivers.— The form of the quiver depended
on the size of the bow and arrows; the materials, determined by the region, are skin or
wood. Sealskin quivers are used in the Arctic
beautifully decorated examples of
region;
deerskin are common in Canada, also e. of the
Rockies and in the Interior basin. On the
Pacific coast cedar quivers are employed by
the canoe-using tribes, and others make them
of skins of the otter, mountain lion, or coyote.
In addition to the works cited under the subject Arrowheads, consult Cushing (1) in Proc.
A. A. A. S., XLiv, 1896, (2) in Am. Anthrop.,
VIII, 1895;
Culin, Am. Indian Games, 24th
Rep. B. A. E., 1905; Mason, N. Am. Bows,
Arrows, and Quivers, in Rep. Smithson. Inst.
1893, 1894; Murdoch, Study of Eskimo Bows,
Rep. Nat. Mus. 1884, 1885; Morse, Arrow
Release, in Bull. Essex Inst., 1885; Arrows and
Arrow-makers, in Am. Anthrop., 45-74, 1891;
also various Reports of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, (o. t. m.)

Head Deformation. Deformahuman head have been known since

Artificial
tions of the

the writings of Herodotus.
into

two main

They

are divisible

classes, those of pathological

those of mechanical or
latter,

artificial origin.

with which this article

is

other of these varieties of

or

among some

the flat-head form, the forehead

means

the

mechanical defor-

civilized peoples,

the Old World, and both varieties existed from

by

the pressure of bandages, or of a series of
small cushions, applied about the head, passing

over the frontal region and under the occiput,
produces a more or less conical, truncated,
bag-like, or irregular deformity, characterized

by low forehead, narrow

parietes, often with a

depression just behind the frontal bone, and a
protruding occiput. All of these forms present

numerous individual

some

variations,

of

which

are sometimes improperly described as separate

types of deformation.

Among the Indians n. of Mexico there are
numerous tribes in which no head deformation
exists and apparently has never existed.
Among these are included many of the Athapascan and Californian peoples, all of the Algonquian, Shoshonean (except the Hopi), and
Eskimo tribes, and most of the Indians of the
Unintentional occipital comgreat plains.
pression

is

observable

southwestern

most

tribes,

among

and

it

nearly

all

the

once extended over

United States (excepting Florida)
above mentioned.
It also exists in ancient skulls found in some
parts of the N. W. coast.
Both forms of intentional deformation are
found in North America. Their geographical
s.

of the

of the range of the tribes

distribution

is

well defined

The motives of
among the Indians,
same

among

elsewhere;

of Indian tribes

flattened

etc.,

prehistoric through historic time to the present,

number

is

board or a variety of cushion, while
the parietes of the head undergo compensatory
expansion.
In the second form, known as
macrocephalous, conical, Aymara, Toulousian,
of a

and

limited, sug-

more southerly peoples. The flat-head variety
existed in two widely separated foci, one among
the Natchez and in a few other localities along
the northeast coast of the Gulf of Mexico, and
the other on the N. W. coast from s. Oregon as
far N, as s. Vancouver id., but chiefly w. of the
Cascades, along Columbia r. The Aymara
variety existed, and still exists, only on and
near the n. w. extremity of Vancouver id.

as the French and Wends, in different parts of

a

parts

The

mation has been found among numerous primitive peoples, as the ancient Avars and Krimeans, some Turkomans, Malays, Africans,
as

all

gesting a comparatively late introduction from

alone con-

One

Intentional deformations, in

world and in all periods, present two
important forms only. In the first of these,

and

cerned, are again divisible into unintentional

and intentional deformations.

etc., as well

41

throughout

the Western hemisphere.

Unintentional mechanical deformations of the head present but

one important, widely distributed form, that
of occipital compression, which results from
prolonged contact of the occiput of the infant
with a resistant head support in the cradle-

intentional
so far as

deformation

known, are the

as those that lead to similar practices

the custom has become fixed
through long practice, hence is considered one
of propriety and duty, and the result is regarded

mark of distinction and superiority.
The effects of the various deformations on
brain function and growth" as weU as on the
as a

health of the individual, are apparently insig-
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The

nificant.

it show no
any age than
does not exist, nor do

tribes that practise

indication of greater mortality at

among which

those

it

they show a larger percentage of imbeciles, or of
insane or neuropathic individuals. The deformation, once acquired, persists throughout life,
the skull and brain compensating for the compression

by augmented extension

No

of least resistance.

The custom

perceptible.

among

in directions

hereditary effect
of

is

head deformation

the Indians, on the whole,

is

gradually

and the indications are that in a
few generations it will have ceased to exist.
Consult Morton, Crania Americana, 1839;
Gosse, Essai sur les deformations artificielles du
decreasing,

Lunier, Deformations artificielles

crane, 1855;

du

crane. Diet, de Medic, et de Chirurg.,

1869;

x,

Broca, Sur la deformation Toulousaine

Lenhossek, Die kiinsthchen
Schadelverbildungen, 1881; Topinard, Elem.

du crane, 1872;

d'anthrop. gen^r., 739, 1885;
z.

Kenntniss

gen, 1887;

d. kiinstlichen

Brass, Beitrage

Schadelverbildun-

Porter, Notes on Artificial Defor-

mation of Children, Rep. Nat. Mus., 1889;
Bancroft, Native Races, i, 180, 226, et seq.,
1874; Hrdhcka, Head deformation among the
Klamath, Am. Anthrop, vii, no. 2, 360, 1905;
Catlin, North American Indians, i-ii, 1841.
See Flatheadk.

(a. h.

Arts and Industries. The arts and inof the North American aborigines,
all artificial

methods of making things
numerous and diversi-

or of doing work, were
fied,

since they were not limited in purpose to

life; a technic was
developed to gratify the sesthetic sense, and art
was ancillary to social and ceremonial institutions and was employed in' inscribing speech

the material conditions of

on hide, bark, or stone, in records of tribal lore,
and in the service of rehgion. Many activinot so much in the service of
these for their own sake as for others. After
the coming of the whites, arts and industries in
places were greatly improved, multiplied in
ties too, existed,

number, and rendered more complex by the
introduction of metallurgy, domestic animals,

mechanical devices, and more efficient engineering.
Great difficulties embarrass the
student in deciding whether some of the early
crude inventions were aboriginal or introduced.
The arts and industries of the Indians were
called forth and developed for utilizing the
mineral, vegetal, and animal products of nature
and they were modified by the environmental
wants and resources of every place. Gravity,

19ir

buoyancy, and elasticity were employed mechanically, and the production of fire with the

and by percussion was also practised.
fire and its utilization in
many ways were also known. Dogs were
made beasts of burden and of traction, but
neither beast nor wind nor water turned a
wheel N. of Mexico in Pre-Columbian times.
The savages were just on the borders of machinery, having the reciprocating two-hand
drill, the bow and strap drills, and the continudrill

The

preservation of

ous-motion spindle.
Industrial activities were of five kinds:

Going to nature

for her bounty, the

or exploiting arts and industries;

up materials
mediary
arts

or

arts

(2)

(1)

primary
working

for use, the secondary or inter-

and

industries, called also shaping

manuf actm-es

transporting

(3)

;

or

mechanism of
exchange; (5) the using up or enjoyment of
finished products, the ultimate arts and in-

travelling

devices;

the

(4)

The products

dustries, or consmnption.

of

one

art or industry were often the material or ap-

many tools could be
employed in more than one; for example, the
flint arrowhead or blade could be used for both
killing and skinning a buffalo.
Some arts or
industries were practised by men, some by
women, others by both sexes. They had their
seasons and their etiquette, their ceremonies
and their tabus.

paratus of another, and

dustries

including

v., A.

—

This embraces all the operaand apparatus employed in gathering and quarrying minerals and working them
into paints, tools, implements, and utensils, or
into ornaments and sculptures, from the rudest
Stone

craft.

tions, tools,

to such as exhibit the best expressions in fine
art.

Another branch

is

the gathering of stone

for building.

Water industry.
inventions

— This includes activities and

concerned

in

finding,

carrying,

and heating water, and in irrigation,
also, far more important than any of these, the
making of vessels for plying on the water,
which was the mother of many arts. The
absence of the larger beasts of burden and the
accommodating waterways together stimulated
storing,

the perfecting of various boats to suit particular
regions.

Earth work.
rying,

— To

this

and using the

belong gathering, car-

soil for

construction pur-

and
snow houses, and digging ditches. The Arctic
permanent houses were made of earth and sod,
the temporary ones of snow cut in blocks,
poses,

excavating

cellars,

building sod
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which were laid in spiral courses to form low
domes. The Eskimo were especially ingenious
in solving the mechanical problems presented
by their environment of ice. The St. Lawrence
Atlantic, and Canadian tribes undertook no
earth-building that required skill; but those
of the Mississippi valley, the Gulf states, and
the far S. W., in their mounds and earthworks
developed engineering and co-operative ability
In some cases millions of
of no mean order.
cubic feet of earth were built up into geometric
forms, the material often having been borne
long distances by men and women. The tribes
of the Pacific coast lived in partly subterranean

houses.

The Pueblo

43

tribes

were

skilful in lay-

In the S. W. underground stems
were carved into objects of use and ceremony.
Root craft. Practised for food, basketry,
admirable.

—

textiles,

dyes,

fish-poisoning,

medicine,

plants developed a

number

of special arts

Fibre craft.
for

textile

— Far more important than roots
the stems, leaves, and

purposes,

inner and outer bark of plants and the tissues
of animals, having each its special qualities,

engendered a whole series of arts. Some of
these materials were used for siding and roofing
houses; others yielded shredded fibre, yarn,
string, and rope; and some were employed in

and utenCotton was extensively cultivated in the

furniture, clothing, food receptacles,

the buOder's art, erecting houses and walls of
Some remains of stone
stones, pise, or adobe.

sils.

Ceramic

show much
art.

— This

operations in plastic materials.

includes

The

S.

W.

—

taste in arrangement.

industry

and

industries.

ing out and digging irrigating ditches and in

structures

etc.

Serving the purposes of wood, the roots of

all

Arctic

Seed craft. The harvesting of berries, acorns
and other nuts, and grain and other seeds

developed

primitive

methods

of

gathering,

tribes in the

extreme W., which lack proper
stone, kneaded with their fingers lumps of clay
mixed with blood and hair into rude lamps and
cooking vessels, but in the zone of intense cold
besides the ruder form there was no pottery.

and serving,
with innumerable observances of days and
seasons, and multifarious ceremony and lore.
Not content with merely taking from the
hand of nature, the Indians were primitive

The

agriculturists.

carrying, milling, storing, cooking,

tribes of Canada and of the n. tier of states
w. of 1. Superior and those of the Pacific slope
worked little in clay; but the Indians of the
Atlantic slope, of the Mississippi valley, and
especially of the S. W. knew how to gather and
mix clay and form it into pottery, much of
which has great artistic merit. This industry
was quite generally woman's work, and each
region shows separate types of form and deco-

Maize was regularly planted
vest the crops.
on ground cleared with the help of fire and was
cultivated with sharpened sticks and hoes of
bone, shell, and stone. Tobacco was cultivated by many tribes, some of which planted

ration.

nothing

Metal

craft.

— This included mining,

grinding

and paint, rubbing, cold-hammering,
engraving, embossing, and overlaying with
plates.
The metals were copper, hematite and
meteoric iron, lead in the form of galena, and
nugget gold and mica. No smelting was done.
Wood craft. Here belongs the felling of trees
with stone axes and fire. The softest woods,
such as pine, cedar, poplar, and cypress, were
chosen for canoes, house frames, totem poles,
and other large objects. The stems of smaller
trees were used also for many purposes.
Driftwood was wrought into bows by the Eskimo.
.As there were no saws, trunks were split and
hewn into single planks on the N. Pacific coast.
Immense communal dwellings of cedar were
there erected, the timbers being moved by rude
mechanical appliances and set in place with
ropes and skids. The carving on house posts,
totem poles, and household furniture was often
of ores

—

In gathering roots they first
soil and stimulated

imconsciously stirred the
better growth.

They planted gourds
in autumn

voured places, and returned

in fa-

to har-

else.

—

industries.
Arts and industries depending on the animal kingdom include pri-

Animal

marily hunting, fishing, trapping, and domestiThe secondary arts
cation.
(See Hunting.)
involve cooking and otherwise preparing food;
the butchering and skinning of animals, skindressing in all its forms; cutting garments,

and hundreds of smaller articles
and sewing them with sinew and other thread;
working claws, horn, bone, teeth, and shell into
things of use, ornaments, and money; and
work in feathers, quills, and hair. These industries went far beyond the daily routine and
drudgery connected with dress, costume, receptacles, and apparatus of travel and transportaPictographs were drawn on specially
tion.
prepared hides; drums and other musical
instruments were made of skins and membranes; for gorgeous head-dresses and robes of
ceremony the rarest and finest products of anitents, boats,
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mals were requisite; embroiderers everywhere
most skilfully used quills and feathers, and
sometimes grass and roots.
Evolution of arts.
Much was gathered from
nature for immediate use or consumption, but
the North Americans were skilful in secondary
arts, becoming manufacturers when nature did
not supply their demands. They built a different kind of house in each environment in one
place snow domes and underground dwellings,
in another houses of puncheons hewn from the
giant cedar, and in other regions conical tents

—

—

made

of hides of animals, pole arboui's covered

with matting or with cane, and houses of sods
or grass laid on a

framework

of logs.

The

in-

the seamstress,

the potter,

the

wood-worker, the painter, the dyer, and the
stone-cutter.
The need of clothing the body
also offered

employment

gave

other industries.

rise to

to

some

preparing food were baking in

and

of these

and

The methods

of

pits, roasting,

invention was necessary
and apparatus for getting
and transporting food materials had to be
devised.
These demands developed the canoemaker and the sled-builder, the fabricator of
weapons, the stone-worker, the wood-worker,
the carvers of bone and ivory, the skilful basketmaker, the weaver, the netter, and the makers
of rope and babiche.
These arts were not
finely specialized; one person would be skilful
in several.
The workshop was under the open
sky, and the patterns of the industrial workers
were carried in their minds.
The arts and industries associated with the
use and consumption of industrial products
were not specially differentiated. Tools, utensils, and implements were worn out in the
using.
There was also some going about,
traffic, and luxury, and these developed deboiling;

little

therein, but utensils

;

the

The

variety of shapes and colored designs.

Indians n. of Mexico were generally well advanced in the simpler handicrafts, but had

nowhere attempted massive stone architecture.

Consult the Annual Reports and Bulletins
Bureau of American Ethnology, which

of the

are replete with information regarding Indian

Races,

the tanner,

19ir

;

arts

worked bark
and bedding, developed

slate

earthworks workers on the Pacific coast made
matchless basketry;
those of the S. W.
modelled and decorated pottery in an endless

as cooking vessels of stone, pottery, or vegetal

or hide for serving food,

v., A.

wood and

ones living across the mountains produced
whole costumes adorned with beadwork; the
tribes of the central area erected elaborate

vention of house furniture and utensils, such
material, vessels of clay, basketry,
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of the next area to carving

and

See also Bancroft, Native
Am. Mus. Nat.
Dellenbaugh, North Americ-

industries.

i-v,

1886; Boas in Bull.

Hist., XV, 1901;

Goddard, Life and

ans of Yesterday, 1901;

Culture of the Hupa, 1903; Hoffman ii Nat.
Mus. Rep. 1895, 739, 1897; Holmes (1) in
Smithson. Rep. 1901, 501, 1903; (2) in Am.
Anthrop., in, 684, 1901; Hough (1) in Nat.

Mus. Rep. 1888, 531, 1890; (2) ibid., 1889,
McGuire, ibid., 1894, 623, 1896;
Mason, (1) ibid., 1889; 553, 1891, (2) ibid.,

395, 1891;

1890,411,1891;
ibid.,

(3) ibid., 1894, 237,

1897, 725,

1901;

(5)

1896;
1902,

ibid.,

(4)

171,

1904; (6) in Am. Anthrop., i, 45, 1899; Moore,
McGuire, Willoughby, Moorehead, et al., ibid.,
V, 27, 1903; Niblack in Nat. Mus. Rep. 1888,
1890; Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii, 1877;
Ra\i (1) in Smithson. Rep. 1863; (2) in Smithson. Cont. Knowl., xxv, 1885; Willoughby in
Am. Anthrop., vii, nos. 3, 4, 1905; Wilson in
Nat. Mus. Rep. 1897, 1899; Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, i-vi, 1851-57; also the Memoirs and
Bulletins of the American Museum of Natural
History, and the Memoirs and Papers of the
Peabody Museum. See also the articles on
the subjects of the various individual arts and
industries and the works thereunder cited.
(O. T.

M.)

One of the three Bellacoola
Aseik {Ase'lx)
towns of the Talio division at the head of South
Bentinck arm, British Columbia. Boas in
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49, 1898.
.

mands for
Eskimo had
in hunting;

The

higher grades of industry.
fur suits that they
all

would not wear

the deer-chasing tribes had

their gala dress for festal occasions, ceremony,

and worship, upon which much time and skill
were expended; the southern and western tribes
wove marvellously fine and elegant robes of
hemp, goat's hair, rabbit skin in strips, and
skins of birds.

were

The

artisans of both

sexes

instinct with the aesthetic impulse; in

one

region they were devoted to quill-work, those

—

A'seq.— Boas

in 7th

Asenane

Rep. N.

{AsE'nane).

W.

Tribes, 3, 1891.

A

former Bellacoola

town on Bellacoola r. British Columbia.
Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes, 3, 1891.

Ashkanena

('Blackfoot lodges').

A

of the Crows.

Ash-kane'-na.

— Morgan, Anc. See,

159, 1877

band
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Ashnola. A body of Okinagan in s. w. BriColumbia; pop. 37 in 1911.— Can. Ind.

tish

Aff. for 1901, pt.

I,

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

Aspenquid.

An Abnaki

fi.,

4.54,

of

r.,

1894.

Agamenticus,

have preached it to the Indians,
much, and died among his own people
Up to 1775-76
at the age of about 100 years.
Aspenquid's day was celebrated in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, by a clam dinner. He is said to
be buried on the slope of Mt. Agamenticus,
where he is reported to have appeared in 16S2.
He is thought by some to be identical with
Passaconaway. In Drake's New England
Legends there is a poem, "St. Aspenquid," by
John Albee. See Am. Notes and Queries, ii,
Christianity, to

travelled

(a. f. c.)

Assabaoch.

A

band,

Assiniboin or Chippewa,

Rainy

probably
in

lake, Ontario, in 1874;

of

the

the vicinity of
pop. 152. Can.

—

Ind. Rep., 85, 1875.

Assacumbuit. An Abnaki ("Tarratine")
He
chief who appeared in history about 1696.
was a faithful adherent of the French and
rendered important aid to Iberville and Montigny in the reduction of Ft. St. John, N.B.,
Nov. 30, 1696. With two other chiefs and a

few French soldiers Assacumbuit attacked the
fort at Casco, Me., in 1703, then defended by
Capt. March, which was saved by the timely
He assisted the
arrival of an English vessel.
French in 1704-5 in their attempt to drive out
the English who had established themselves in
Newfoundland, and in 1706 visited France,
where he became known to Charlevoix and was
received by Louis XIV, who knighted him and
presented him an elegant sword, after boasting
that he had slain with his own hand 140 of the
King's enemies in New England (Penhallow,
Ind. Wars, i, 40, 1824). Assacumbuit returned
from France in 1707 and iiL the following year
was present with the French in their attack on
Haverhill, Mass.
From that time until his
death in 1727 nothing further in regard to him
is recorded.
He is sometimes mentioned under
the name Nescambioiiit, and in one instance as
Old Escambuit. (c. t.)

Assapan.
squirrel

A

dictionary

{Sciuropterus

d'sipun,

name

for the flying

volucella),

spelt

Sauk and Fox

w.

also

Chippewa

d'sepdn'^, 'raccoon.'

(a.

J.)

Assegun (probably from Chippewa u'shigun
W. J.). A traditional tribe said
to have occupied the region about Mackinaw
'bhick bass.'

Me., forming a curious figure in New England
He is said to have been born toward
tradition.
the end of the 16th century and converted to

1889.

evidently cognate with

assaphan,

F. c.

245.

Asilao. A Helatl town on lower Fraser
above Yale, British Columbia.
Asila'o.— Boas

45

—

and Sault Ste. Marie on the first coming of the
Ottawa and Chippewa, and to have been driven
by them southward through lower Michigan.
They are said, and apparently correctly, to have
been either connected with th Mascoutin or
identical with that tribe, and to have made the
bone deposits in n. Michigan. See Mascoutin.
(j.

M.)

Asseguns.— Schoolcraft,

Ind. Tribes, vi, 202-4, 1857.

— Brinton, Lenape
— Schoolcraft, op.

Assigunalck.
Assigunaigs.

Legend,

cit., i,

Indians.— Ibid.,

1885.

Bone

307.

Assiniboin
(Chippewa
u'pwdw^ 'he cooks by roasting'
by the use of stones.' W. J.).

—

constituting

originally

tribe,

228,

191, 1851.

u'sini
:

'one

'stone,'

who cooks

A large Siouan
a part of the

Yanktonai. Their separation from the parent
stem, to judge by the slight dialectal difference
in the language, could not have greatly preceded the appearance of the whites, but it must

have taken place before 1640, a? the Jesuit
Relation for that year mentions the Assiniboin
as distinct.

The Relation

of

in the vicinity of L. Alimibeg,
rior

and Hudson bay.

1762 this

on De

From

name

risle's

is

On

1658 places them

between
JefTerys'

L.

Supe-

map

of

applied to L. Nipigon, and

map

of

1703 to Rainy lake.

a tradition found in the widely scattered

bodies of the tribe and heard by the

first Europeans who visited the Dakota, the Assiniboin
appear to have separated from their ancestral
stem while the latter resided somewhere in the
region about the headwaters of the Mississippi,
whence they moved northward and joined the
Cree.
It is probable that they first settled
about Lake o the Woods, then drifted northwestward to the region about L. Winnipeg,

where they were living as early as 1670, and
were thus located on Lahontan's map of 1691.
Chauvignerie (1736) places them in the same
region.
Dobbs (Hudson Bay, 1744) located
one division of the Assiniboin some distance n.
w. of L. Winnipeg and the other immediately
w. of an unidentified lake placed n. of L.
Winnipeg. These divisions he distinguishes
as Assiniboin of the Meadows and Assiniboin
of the Woods.
In 1775 Henry found the tribe
scattered along Saskatchewan and Assiniboine
rs., from the forest limit well up to the headwaters of the former, and this region, between
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2

and the Siksika on the w.,
was the country over which they continued to
range until gathered on reservations. Hayden
(Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 1862) Hmits
the Sioux on the

their

s.

range at that time as follows:

"The

Northern Assiniboins roam over the country
from the w. banks of the Saskatchewan and
Assiniboine rs., in a w. direction to the Wood
mt., N. and w. amongst some of the small outliers of the Rocky mts. e. of the Missouri, and
on the banks of the small lakes frequently met
with on the plains in that district. They conThe remainder of
sist of 250 or 300 lodges.
the tribe, now [1856] reduced to 250 lodges,
occupy the district defined as follows: Commencing at the mouth of the White Earth r.

on the E., extending up that river to and as far
beyond its source as the Grand coulee and the
head of Souris river, thence n. w. along
the Missouri coteau, or divide, as far as
the beginning of the Cypress mts., on the
N. fork of Milkr., down that river to its junction with the Missouri, thence
souri to

White Earth

r.,

down

the Mis-

the starting point.

Until the year 1838 the tribe

still

numbered

Dogs

According to Alexander Henry, if
death happened in winter at a distance from
the burial ground of the family, the body was
carried along during their journeying and
placed on a scaffold, out of reach of dogs and
beasts of prey, at their stopping places. Arrived at the burial place, the corpse was deposited in a sitting postiu-e in a circular grave
about 5 feet deep, lined with bark or skins; it
was then covered with bark, over which logs
were placed, and these in turn were covered
with earth.
The names of their bands or divisions, as
given by different writers, vary considerably,
owing to the loose organization and wandering
habit of the tribe. Lewis and Clark mention
as divisions in 1805: (1) Menatopa (Otaopabine of MaximiHan), Gens de Feuilles [for filles]
(Itscheabine), Big Devils (Watopachnato),
Oseegah, and another the name of which is not
The whole people were divided into
stated.
the northern and southern and into the forest
and prairie bands. Maximilian (Trav., 194,

names

1843)

Itscheabin^ (gens des

parent stem and joined the Cree until brought
under control of the whites, they were almost
constantly at war with the Dakota. As they
have lived since the appearance of the whites
in the N. W. almost wholly on the plains, without permanent villages, moving from place to
place in search of food, their history has been
one of conflict with surrounding tribes.
Physically the Assiniboin do not differ maThe men dress
terially from the other Sioux.
their hair in various forms; it is seldom cut,
but as it grows is twisted into small locks or
tails, and frequently false hair is added to
lengthen the twist. It sometimes reaches the
ground, but is generally wound in a coil on top
Their dress, tents, and customs
of the head.
generally are similar to those of the Plains Cree,

but they observe more decorum in camp and
are more cleanly, and their hospitality is noted
by most traders who have visited them. Polygamy is common. While the buffalo abounded
their principal occupation consisted in

making

pemmican, which they bartered to the whites

1912

are said to have been sacrificed to their

when the smallpox reduced them to
They were also surless than 400 lodges.
rounded by large and hostile tribes, who continually made war upon them, and in this way
their number was diminished, though at the
present time they are slowly on the increase."
From the time they separated from the

v., A.

deities.

from 1,000 to 1,200 lodges, trading on the
Missouri,
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for liquor, tobacco, powder, balls, knives, etc-

their

(4)

as

filles);

follows:
(2)

(1)

Jatonabin^

(3) Otopachgnato (gens du
Otaopabine (gens des canots); (5)

(gens des roches)
large);

gentes

;

Tschantoga (gens des bois) (6) Watopachnato
(gens de I'age);
(7) Tanintauei (gens des
A
osayes); (8) Chabin (gens des montagnes).
band mentioned by Hayden (op. cit., 387), the
Minishinakato, has not been identified with
any named by Maximilian. Henry (.Jour., ii,
522-523, 1897) enumerated 11 bands in 1808,
of which the Red River, Rabbit, Eagle Hills,
Saskatchewan, Foot, and Swampy Ground
Assiniboin,
and Those-who-have-water-forthemselves-only can not be positively identiThis last may be Hayden's Minishinafied.
Other divisions mentioned, chiefly
kato.
;

geographical, are: Assiniboin of the

Meadows,

Turtle Mountain Sioux, Wawaseeasson, and

Assabaoch (?). The only Assiniboin
mentioned in print is Pasquayah.

village

Porter (1829) estimated the Assiniboin popuDrake at 10,000 before the
smallpox epidemic of 1836, during which 4,000
lation at 8,000;
of them
number

perished.
at 6,000;

1843, at 7,000.

Gallatin (1836) placed the
the U.S. Indian Report of

In 1890 they numbered 3,008;

in 1904, 2,600.

The

Assiniboin

now

(1904)

living

in

the

United States are in Montana, 699 under Ft.
Belknap agency and 535 under Ft. Peck agency;
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In Canada there were in 1911

total, 1,234.

the Mosquito and Bears' Head and Lean Man's
bands at Battleford agency, 94; Joseph's band
143 and Paul's of 142 at Edmonton
of
agency; Carry-the-Kettle band under Assiniboine agency, 210; Pheasant Rump's band,
originally 69, and Ocean Man's, 68 in number, were united with White Bear's band of
Cree and Chippewa in 1901; and the bands

on Stony

Alberta, 665;

res..

See

total, 1,393.

Powell in 7th Rep. B. A. E., Ill, 1891

McGee,

;

Siouan Indians, 15th Rep. B. A. E., 157, 1897;
Dorsey, Siouan Sociology, ibid., 213; Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 1862.
M.
C. T.)
Apinulbolnes.

—

Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., v, 246,
1876 (misprint). Arsenipoitls. Barcia, Ensayo, 238,
Arsenipoits. McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes,
1723.
Asinbols.— Trumbull, Ind. Wars, 185,
III, 80, 1854.
Asiniboels. Anville, Am. Sept. map, 1756.
1851.
Asiniboines. Morgan in N. Am. Rev., 44, Jan., 1870.
Asi'-ni-bwa".— Am. Natur., 829, Oct., 1882 (wrongly

—

—
—

—

given as Dorsey's spelling). Asinibwanak. Cuoq,
Lex. de la Langue Algonquine, 77, 1886. A-si-ni-poi'tuk.—Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol., 381, 1862 (Cree and
Chippewa name). Asinlpovales. Barcia, Ensayo, 176,
As-ne-boines. Bonner, Life of Beckwourth,
1723.
Asseenaboine. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,
158, 1856.
Asseeneepoytuck. Ibid., 55 (Cree name).
168, 1824.

—

—

— Doc.

—

—

1683 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
Assenepoils. Hennepin, New Discov.,
798, 1855.
map, 1698. Asseniboines. Perrin, Voy. dans les
Asselibois.

Louisianes,

of

—

—

Asseniboualak.

1805.

263,

(1678) in Margry,

DSc,

vi, 21, 1886.

— Du

Lhut

Assenipoels.

—

Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1055,
Assenlpoils. Hennepin, New Discov., map,
1855.
Assenipoualacs. Hennepin quoted by Shea,
1698.
Disc, 131 1852 (trans, 'stone warriors'). AssenipouaRadout (1710)
lak.
Shea, ibid., note. Assenipouals.

—

—

—

—

Margry, D6c.,
Assenlpoulacs.

—

Assenipouel. Ibid., 11.
Hennepin misquoted byNeill, Hist.
Minn., 134, 1858. Assenipoulaes. Hennepin (1680)
Assenipoulaks.
in French, Hist. Coll. La., i, 212, 1846.
Du Lhut (1678) in Margry, Dfic, vi, 22, 1886. Assenipouvals. Coxe, Carolana, 43, 1741. Assenipovals.
Alcedo, Diet. Geog., iv, 557, 1788. Assenniboins.
Schoolcraft, Trav., 245, 1821.
Assenpoels. N. Y. Doc.
Assilibouels.— Iberville,
Col. Hist., index, 289, 1861.
Assimpouals.—
(1702) in Margry, D^c, IV, 600,1880.
Lahontan, New Voy., i, 231, 1703. Assinaboes.
Smith, Bouquet's Exped., 69, 1766. Assinaboil.
Boudinot, Star in the West, 125, 1816. Assinaboine.
in

vi, 14, 1886.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ind. Aff. Rep., 498, 1839.

—

Assinaboins.— Ibid.,

297,

Assinabwoines. Schoolcraft,, Ind. Tribes, v,
Assineboes.— Hutchins (1765), ibid., iii, 556,
99, 1855.
Assineboin. Brackenridge, Views of La., 79,
1853.
Assinebolnes. Richardson, Arot. Expld., i,
1815.
map, 1851. Assinebwannuk. Jones, Ojebway Inds.,
1835.

—
—

178,

1861.

Assinepoel.

—

— Chauvignerie

(1736)

quoted

by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 556, 1853. Assinepoils.
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Valley, 380, 1862.

—

—
—

Assinepoins. Ramsey in Ind. Aff. Rep. 1849, 70, 1850.
Assinepotuc. Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 55, 1826. Assinepoualaos. Coxe, Carolana, 43, 1741. Asslniboelle.
Beauharnois and Hocquart (1731) in Margry, D6c., vi,
Assiniboels.— Frontenac (1695), ibid., v. 63,
568, 1886.

—

1883.

D6c.,

—

1867.
185,
Assinlboesi. Capellini, Ricordi,
Vaudreuil and B^gon (1716) in Margry,
Assiniboils. Carver, Travels,
VI, 496, 1886.
Asslnlbolnes.— West, Jour., 86, 1824,
1778.

Asslnlboile.

—

—

map,
Assinibolns.—Gass,

—

Assinlbois.—

1807.

Jour., 69,

Denonville (1685) in N.Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 286, 1855.
AsAssiniboleses. Alcedo, Die. Geog., i, 165, 1786.
slnlboualas. Perrot in Minn. Hist. Coll., ii, pt. 2, 24,

—
—

1864.
510.

—
—

Assinibouane. Pachot (1722) in Margry, D^c,
Asslnibouels.— Vaudreuil (1720), ibid.,
Du Chesneau (1681) in N. Y. Doo

VI, 517, 1886.

Asslnibouets.

Asslniboiiles.

Col. Hist., IX, 153, 1855.

—

—Perrot, M^m.,

Assinib'wans. Ramsey in Ind. Aff. Rep.,
Assinlpoals.— Proc. verb. (1671) in
1849, 77, 1850.
Margry, D^c, i, 97, 1876. Assinlpoels. Du Lhut

91, 1864.

—
—

Ethnog., 55, 1826.

—

Asslnipoile. Vaudreuil and
Assinlpoileu. Balbi, Atlaa

(1678), ibid., vi, 19, 1886.
(1716), ibid., 500.

B^gon

Asslnipoils.— Le Sueur (1700) in

Asslnlponiels. — Gallatin
1886.
Assinipotuc.
1836.
Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc,
—Keane Stanford, Compend., 501, 1878. Assinipou— Lahontan, New Voy., 207, 1703. AssinipotiaAssinipoualaks. —
1858.
1667,
—
Assinipouars.—
1670,
As1658.
Margry,
D^c,
51,
sinipoulac. — Du Lhut (1684)
1640,
Asslnlpour. — Le Jeune
35,
1886.

Margry, D^c,

(j.

—
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vi, 82,

in

ii,

123,

in

al.

lac.

i,

Jes. Rel.,

iii,

23,

Ibid.,

Ibid., 21,

92.

in

vi,

in Jes. Rel.,

iii,

—Harris, Coll. Voy. and Trav.,
map, 1705. Assini-poytuk. — Richardson, Arct. ExAssinlpwanak. — Gatschet, MS., B. A.
ped., 51, 1851.
(Chippewa name). Asslnnaboin. — Drake, Bk.
E.
Asslnnaboines. — Ibid. Asslnne1848.
Inds.,
boin. — Tanner, Nar. 50, 1830. Assinnee-Poetuc. —
1858.

Assinipovals.

ii,

vi,

Assinnlbains.—
Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 270, 1859.
Lewis and Clark, Disc, 23, 18 06. Assiniboan. Couea,
note,
1893 (Chippewa
Lewis and Clark Exped., i, 193,
name). Assinniboine. Hind, Labr. Pen., ii, 148,
Assinniboine Sioux. Can. Ind. Rep., 77, 1880,
1863.
Assinniboins. Lewis and Clark, Disc, 30, 1806. AssMe.

—

—

—

inopoils.— La Harpe (1700) in French, Hist. Coll. La.,
1851.
Assinpouele. Anon. Carte de I'Am.
Ill, 27,
Asslnpoulac. Bowles, map of Am.,
S^pt., Paris, n. d.
Assinpouls. Lahontan, quoted by Ramafter 1750.

—

—

—

—

Ausinabwaun.
in Ind. Aff. Rep., 72, 1849.
Parker, Minn. Handb., 13, 1857. Chiripinons. Perrot

sey

—

Es-

(1721) in Minn. Hist. Soc Coll., ii, pt. 2, 24, 1864.
sinaboin. Ex. Doc. 90, 22d Cong., 1st sess., 64, 1832.
E-tans-ke-pa-se-qua. Long, Exped. Rocky Mts., ii,
Ixxxiv, 1823 (Hidatsa name, from i-ta-ha-toki, 'long
Fish-eaters. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
arrows').
Mo. Val., 381, 1862 (Hohe or; Dakota name). Guer-

—

rlers
riers

—
—

de la Roche.— Perrot, M^m., 232, 1864. Guerde pierre.— Jes. Rel., 1658, iii, 21, 1858. Haha.

—

Coues, Pike's Exped., i, 348, 1895. Ho-ha.—Gallatin in
Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 123, 1836 ('rebel': sometimes
Hohays. Snelling,
applied by other Sioux tribes).
Tales of N. W., 21, 1830. Hohe.— Dorsey in 15th Rep.
B. A. E., 222, 1897 (Dakota name: 'rebels'). Ho'-he.
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 381, 1862 (trans,
'fish-eaters').
Hoheh. Williamson in Minn. Hist. Soc.
Ho-he'-i-o. Hayden, Ethnog. and
Coll., I, 296, 1872.
HohPhilol. Mo. Val., 290, 1862 (Cheyenne name).

—

—

—

—

—
—

hays. Ramsey in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 48, 1872.
Indiens- Pierre.— Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 55, 1826.
Henry, Travels, 286, 1809 (erroneous identificaIssatl.
Left hand. Culbertson in Smithson.
tion for Santee).
Rep. ,1850, 143, 1851 (translation of the French name of

—
—Keane in Stanford,
Compend., 470, 1878. Nacota. — Maximilian, Trav.,
1843 (own name, same as Dakota: 'our
Nation of the great Water. — Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 20
their

193,

chief).

Mantopanatos.

people').
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2
Osinipoilles.— Henry, Trav., 273, 1809. Ossi1744.
nebolne. Coues, Lewis and Clark Exped., i, 178, note
Ossinlboine. Ibid., 59. Ossnobians.
1893.
58,
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., iii, 24, 1794. Sioux of the

—

Rocks.— Ramsey
Keane

in Ind. Aff. Rep., 77, 1850.

in Stanford,

ans.— Fisher, New

—Tanner,

—

—

Stone IndiStone Roasters.
Stone Sioux. Lewis and
Stoney.— Keane in Stanford,
Stoney Indians. Can. Ind.

Compend., 536, 1878.
Trav., 172 1812.

—
—

Narr., 51, 1830.

Clark, Disc, 46, 1806.

Compend., 536,

Stone.—

"1878.

—

Stonies. Inf'n of Chas. N. Bell, of
Rep., 80, 1880.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1886 (the common name used by
Keane in Stanford,
English in Canada). Thickwood.
Compend., 536, 1878 (applied to the Assiniboin of the
Rocky mts.). Tlu'tlama'Eka. Chamberlain, inf'n.
1903 ('cutthroats': Kutenai name). Ussinebwoinug.
—Tanner, Nar., 316, 1830 (Chippewa name). Weepers.

—
—

—Henry,

Assiniboin of the Plains.

A

division of

the Assiniboin described by Dobbs (Hudson
Bay, 35, 1744) as distinguished from that portion of the tribe hving in the

timated them at 300 lodges, and in the English
edition of his work (Oregon Miss., 156, 1847)
the number given is 600 lodges. He says they

hunt over the great plains between the Saskatchewan, Red, Missouri, and Yellowstone
rs., and as compared with the Assiniboin of the

woods "are more expert in thieving, greater
topers, and are perpetually at war," but that
in general the men are more robust and of
commanding stature. They include the Itscheabine, Watopachnato, Otaopabine ,and Jaton-

abine.

—

Assiniboels of the South. Jefferys, French Dom. in
Am., pt. I, map, 1741. Assinlboins des Plaines.
Smet, Miss, de I'Oregon, 104, 1848. Assinibouels of
the Meadows. Dobbs, Hud.son Bay, 35, 1744. Plain
Assineboins. Hind, Red River Exped., ii, 152, 1860.

—

—
—

A

Montagnais mission
founded by the Jesuits in 1661 about 300 m.
up Saguenay r., Quebec, probably at the
entrance of Ashuapmuchuan r. into L. St.
John. A trading post of the same name was
on that river in 1832. Hind, Labrador, ii, 25,

—

26, 38, 1863.

Mentioned as one of
the small tribes n. of St. Lawrence r. (Jes. Rel.
Probably a Montagnais
1643, HI, 38, 1858).

band or settlenmet about the headwaters
Saguenay or St. Maurice r.
{Atd'na).
id., e.

"grandmother," although saying that
they were not descended directly from her but
from some people who drifted ashore at the
their

same place in a cockleshell. The town was
occupied by the Tadjilanas. As the name does
not occur in John Wark's list, it would seem
41.—
to have been abandoned prior to 1836

—

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

Ataronchronon. One of the minor tribes
Huron confederation, among whom the

of the

Jesuit mission of Sainte

Marie was established.

—
—

Andoouanchronon.
Andowanchronon.
chronons.

—

for

Rel.

Jes.

1640,

35,

Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., pt.

6,

1858

Atacon-

Jes. Rel., index, 1858.

Ataronch.—

Jes. Rel. for 1637, 114, 1858.

154, 1883.

Atchitchiken {Atd'lcikEn,

sig.

doubtful, or

Nkaitu'sus, 'reaches the top of the

brow or low

because the

steep,'

trail

here passes on top of a

bench and enters Spapiam valley). A village
of the Spence Bridge band of the Ntlakyapamuk on the n. side of Thompson r. 3 m. back
in the n ountain? from Spence Bridge, British
Columbia. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

—

Hist.,

II,

173 1900.

Athabaska

(Torest Cree:

alhap

'in

succes-

askaw 'grass,' 'reeds'; hence 'grass or
Hewitt). A northern
reeds here and there.'
Athapascan tribe, from which the stock name
is derived, residing around Athabaska lake,
Alberta and Saskatchewan. Ross (MS., B. A.
sion

'

—

them as a part of the Chipewyan
They do not differ essentially from

E.) regards

proper.

neighbouring Athapascan
Ind. Aff., pt.

II, 52,

tribes.

In 1911 (Can.

1911) 360 were enumerated

at Ft. Chipewyan.
1874 ("Athabas— Lacombe, Diet, des
Diet. DSn^Athabaskans. —
vi,
Athapascow. — Drake, Bk.
1848.
Athapuscow. — Hearne, Journ. N. Ocean, 177,
1795.
Ayabaskau.— Gatschet, MS,, B. A. E. (Cree
Autour du
name). Kkpay-tpele-Ottine. —
the willow
Esclaves,
des
363, 1891 ('people
Chipewyan). Kkpest'ayle-kk6 ottine. — Petithe poplar
187G ('people
Diet. Den^-Dindjit',
Autour,
('peoYeta-Ottine. —

Arabaskaw.

Cris,

ca" Cree name).

Petitot,

Inds.,

Dindjie, xx, 1876.

lac

Petitot,

Astouregamigoukh.

or Atana,

who became the ancestress of the Tadjilanas.
The Kagialskegawai also considered her as

wooded country.

On his map they are located w. of L. Winnipeg.
De Smet (Miss, de I'Oregon, 104, 106, 1848) es-

Atana

1912

v., A.

Jes. Rel. for 1640, 61, 1858.

Trav., 286, 1809.

Assuapmushan.
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of

liaida town on House,

coast of

Moresby

id..

Charlotte group, British Columbia.
ing to Skidegate legend.

House

id.

Queen

Accord-

was the

second to appear above the waters of the flood.
At that time there was sitting upon it a woman

of

of

tot,

xx,

floor').

Petitot,

ple

i.

e.

of

op.

cit.

from above').

Athapascan Family.
distributed of
of

floor,'

Ft.

all

The most widely

the Indian linguistic families

North America, formerly extending over

parts of the continent from the Arctic coast far

Hudson bay
and from the Rio Colorado to the
a territory
the Rio Grande at the s.

into N. Mexico, from the Pacific to
at the N.,

mouth

of

—
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extending for more than 40° of latitude and 75°
of longitude.
The languages which compose the Athapascan family are plainly related to each other and,
because of certain peculiarities, stand out from
the other American languages with considerable
Phonetically they are rendered
distinctness.
harsh and difficult for European ears because
of series of guttural sounds,

many

continuants,

and frequent checks and aspirations. Morphologically they are marked by a sentence
verb of considerable complexity, due largely to
many decayed prefixes and to various changes
of the root to indi at3 the number and character
Between the variof the subject and object.
ous languages

much

49

regular phonetic change,

especially of vowels, appears,

and while certain

N. and W. are held by the Eskimo, except at
Cook inlet and Copper r. The people seem to

have been too much occupied with the severe
struggle with the elements for a bare existence
to have developed much material culture^

They

are usually distinguished into three prin-

The Kutchin of Porcupine and
Tanana rs., the middle course of the Yukon,
and the lower Mackenzie (where they are often
spoken of as Loucheux) the Ahtena of Copper
r.;
and the Khotana of the lower Yukon,
Koyukuk r., and Cook inlet. The south-westcipal divisions:

;

ern group occupies the mountainous interior of

America from the upper Yukon to lat.
51° 30', with the Rocky mts. for their E. barrier,
British

and with the Skittagetan, Koluschan, Chimmesyan, and Wakashan families between them

words are found to be common, each language,
independently of the others, has formed many
nouns by composition and transformed the
structure of its verbs. The wide differences in
physical type and culture and the differences

and the

Pacific.

Salish.

They

in language point to a long separation of the

the Nahane; the Sekani; the Babine (Natao-

family,

certainly

Geographically

it

covering

many

centuries.

consists of three divisions:

Their

S.

are said to

neighbours are the

show considerable

variety of physical appearance, culture and

language.
are,

tin),

The

tribes

composing

group

this

according to Morice, beginning at the E.

on the shores

of a lake bearing that

the Carriers (Takulli),

who occupy

name;

the terri-

Northern, Pacific, and Southern.

tory from Stuart lake southward to Alex-

The Northern division, known as the Tinneh,
or D6n6, the name they apply to themselves,
The eastern, the
consists of three groups:
north-western, the south-western. The eastern

andria on Fraser

group occupies a vast extent of continuous
territory, bounded on the e. by the Rocky mts.
and lower Mackenzie r., on the s. by the watershed between the Athabaska and lower Peace
To the
rs., Athabaska lake, and Churchill r.
'E. and N. a narrow but continuous strip of
Eskimo territory bars them from Hudson bay
and the Arctic ocean. Their neighbours on the
This
s. are members of the Algonquian family.
group seems to constitute a culture area of its
own, rather uniform and somewhat limited on
Very little is known of the
its material side.
folklore and religion of the people of this region.

small band in Washington and of

The

on account

principal tribes are the Tatsanottine or

Yellowknives, e, of Yellowknife r., the Thlingchadinne or Dogribs, between Great Slave and

Great Bear lakes; on Mackenzie
at the

N.,

r.,

beginning

the Kawchodinneh or Hares, and the

Etchaottine or Slaves; the Chipewyan on
Slave r., the Tsattine or Beavers on Peace r.;
and some 500 m. to the s. beyond the area out-

with their
Algonquian neighbours, the Siksika. The northwestern group occupies the interior of Alaska
lined, the Sarsi, a small tribe allied

and adjacent portions of British territory as
lar as the Rocky mts.
The shore-lands to the

17877—4

kotin),

who

r.,

and the Chilcotin

(Tsil-

live in the valley of the river to

which they have given their name.

The

Pacific division consisted formerly of

many

in a strip of nearly continuous territory

400 m.

a

villages

about

beginning at the valley of
Umpqua r. in Oregon and extending toward
the s. along the coast and Coast Range mts. to
the headwaters of Eel r. in California. Their
in length,

territory was cut through at one point by the
Yurok on Klamath r. These villages were in
many cases separated by low but rugged
mountains, and were surrounded by, and here
and there surrounded, the small stocks characteristic of the region.
The culture throughout
this territory was by no means uniform, partly

between the
on the seacoast and those of
inland mountain valleys, and partly because
there was little intercourse between the river
valleys of the region.
For the greater part, in
language there was a gradual transition through
intermediate dialects from one end of the region
to the other. There were probably 5 of these
dialects which were mutually unintelligible.
There were no tribes in this region, but groups
of villages which sometimes joined in a raid
against a common enemy and where the same
of the great differences

conditions of

life

dialect weis spoken.

The

following dialectic
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Broups made up this division The Kwalhioqua
^n Washington; the Umpqua and Coquille
(Mishikhwutmetunne), formerly on rivers of
these names; the Taltushtuntude, Chastacosta, and Tututunne on Rogue r. and its
tributaries, and the Chetco on Chetco r. in Oregon; the Tolowa on Smith r. and about Crescent City; the Hupa and Tlelding on the lower
portion of Trinity r.; the Hoilkut on Redwood
or.;
the Mattole on the river of that name;
the Sinkyone, Lassik, and Kuneste in the valley
But few of the memof Eel r., in Cahfornia.
bers of this division now remain. The Oregon
portion has been on the Siletz and Grande
:

Ronde

res. for

many

years; those of California

homes.
sway over a vast
area in the S. W., including most of Arizona
and New Mexico, the s. portion of Utah and
Colorado, the w. borders of Kansas and Texas,
and the n. part of Mexico to lat. 25°. Their
principal neighbours were the members of the
Shoshonean family and the various Pueblo
tribes in the region.
So far as is known the
language and culture of this division are quite
uniform. The peoples composing it are the
Navaho s. of San Juan r. in n. e. Arizona and
N. w. New Mexico, the Apache (really a group
of tribes) on all sides of the NaVaho except the
N., and the Lipan formerly in w. Texas but
now hving with the Mescaleros in New Mexico.
stiU reside near their ancient

The Southern

Not included

division held

in the three divisions described

above are the Kiowa Apache, a small band
which has maintained its own language while
hving on intimate terms with the Kiowa.
They seem never to have been connected with
the Southern division, but appear to have come
from the N. many years ago.

The

tendencj' of the

members

of this family

to adopt the culture of neighbouring peoples

is

marked that it is difficult to determine and
describe any distinctive Athapascan culture or,
so

indeed, to say whether such a culture ever
existed.

Thus, the tribes of the extreme N.,

had assimilated many of
the customs and arts of the Eskimo, the Takulli
had adopted the social organization and much
especially in Alaska,

of the

mythology

of the Tsimshian, the western

Nahane had adopted the

culture of the Thngit,
the TsiLkotin that of the Sahsh, while the Sarsi
and Beavers possessed much in common with
their Algonquian neighbom-s to the S. and E.
Passing to the Pacific group, practically no
difference is found between the culture which
they presented and that of the surrounding
tribes of other stocks,

and

it is

evident that the
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and many of the rites and
ceremonies of the Navaho, and even of the
Apache, were due to Pueblo influences. Although in this respect the Athapascan resembles the Salishan and Shoshonean famihes, its
phabiUty and adaptabihty appear to have been
much greater, a fact noted by missionaries
among the northern Athapascans up to the

social organization

present day.
If a true Athapascan cultm-e may be said to
have existed anywhere, it was among the eastern tribes of the Northern group, such as the
Chipewyan, Kawchodinne, Stuichamukh, Tatsanottine, and Thlingchadinne, although differing comparatively Httle from that of the northernmost Algonquian tr bes and the neighbouring
Eskimo. Although recognizing a certain individuality, these tribes had little coherence, and
were subdivided into family groups or loose
bands, without clans or gentes, which recognized a kind of patriarchal government and
descent.
Perhaps the strongest authority was
that exercised by the leader of a hunting party,
the diiference between success and failure on
such a quest being frequently the difference
between the existence or extinction of a band.
Clothing was made of deerskins in the hair,
and the lodges of deer or caribou skins, some
times replaced by bark farther s. Their food
consisted of caribou, deer, moose, musk-ox, and

buffalo, together

with smaller animals, such as

the beaver and hare, various kinds of birds, and
several varieties of fish found in the

and

lakes

them
rows

They

killed deer

numerous
by driving

formed by two converging
where they were shot by hunters
wait.
The man was complete master

into an angle
of stakes,

lying in

own

in his

servient
duties.

dren,

rivers.

lodge, his wife being entirely sub-

and assuming the most laborious
Infanticide, especially of female chil-

was common, but had

its

excuse in the

hard life these people were obliged to undergo.
In summer, transportation was effected in
birch-bark canoes; in winter the dogs carried
most of the household goods, except in so far
as they were assisted by the women, and on the
barren grounds they were provided with
sledges.
The bodies of the dead were placed
on the ground, covered with bark and surrounded by pahngs, except in the case of noted men,
whose bodies were placed in boxes on the
branches of trees. Shamans existed, and their
sayings were of much influence with some of
the people, but religion does not seem to have
exerted as strong an influence as in most other
parts of America. At the same time they had
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absolute faith in the necessity and efficacy of

charms which they tied to their fishing
hooks and ilets. Nearly all have now been
Christianized by Roman Cathohc missionaries
and seem to be devout converts. For an
account of the culture of the remaining Athapascan tribes, see the special articles under the
tribal names and articles dealing with other
tribes in the same locahties.
In 1911, the population of the Canadian
Athapascans was as follows: Yellow-Knives,
180; Dogribs, 178; Hares, Mackenzie r., approx., 3,500; Slaves, 566; Chipewyan, 1,865;
certain

—

Beavers, 380; Sarsi, 205; Sekani, 98;
(Can. Ind. Aff., 1912, MS.)
6,972

total,

For the Northern division of A'hapascans
Hearne, Travels, 1795; the numerous
writings of Emile Petitot; Morice (1) in Trans,
Roy. Soc. Canada, (2) Trans. Canadian Inst.,
and elsewhere; Richardson, Arct. Searching
Exped., 1851; Bancroft, Native Races, i, 1886;
Russell, Explor. Far North, 1898; Hardisty
and Jones in Smithson. Rep., 1866, 1872. For
the Pacific division: Powers in Cont. N. A.
Cal.,

Goddard

1877;

Ill,

in Pubs. Univ.

In the synonymy which follows the names
are not always to be accepted as true equivalents.
The Northern Athapascan or Den6 are
usually meant.
j. r. s.)
(p. e. g.

Ad6ne.— Petitot,

Diet. DenS-Dindji^, xix, 1876

—

(Kaw-

chodinne name). Arabasca. Petitot in Jour. Roy.
Geog. Soc, 641, 1883. Arathapescoas. Boudinot,
Star in the West, 125, 1816. Athabasca.
Bancroft,
Nat. Races, i, 38, 1874. Athabascan. Richardson,
Arct. Exped., ii, 1, 1851.
Athapaccas. Gallatin in

—
—
—
—

Athapaches.
iii, 401, 1853.
Autour du lac des Esclaves, 98, 1891. Athapascan. Turner in Pac. R. R. Rep., ni, pt. 3, 84, 1856.
Athapascas. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, n,
1836.
Athapasques. Kingsley, Standard Nat.
17,
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

Petitot,

—

Hist., pt.

—

6,

—

147,

1883.

Roy. Geog. Soc, 641, 1883.
Exped.,

Arct.

ii,

Ayabasca.—Petitot in Jour.
Chepewyan. Richardson,

1851.

1,

—
—Pritchard,

Chepeyans.

Chlppewyan.— Dall,
Dan6.— Petitot, Diet. Den6-Dindji6,

Phys. Hist. Man., v, 375, 1847.
Alaska, 428, 1870.
xix,

1876.

claves, 99,

Danites.
1891.

—

Petitot,

Autour du

Dendjye.—Petitot, MS.

—

lac des

Es-

B. A. E.,

1865 (used by Kutchin). D&nfi. Petitot, Autour du
lac des Esclaves, 363, 1891 (used by Chipewyan).
D6nS-Dindjie. Petitot, Diet. Langue Dtod-Dindji6,
passim. 1876. Deneh-Dindschieh. Kingsley, Stand.
Nat. Hist., pt. 6, 143, 1883. Dinais. Cox, Columbia

—

—
—

Dindjie.— Petitot, Diet. Ddn^Dindji6,
xix,
1876
(used by Tukkuthkutchin).
Dindjitch. — Ibid,
(used
by Kutchakutchin).
Dln6.
Morice in Proc. Can. Inst., 3d s., vii, 113, 1889 (used by
Etagottine).
Dinne. Keane in Stanford, Compend.,
R.,

II,

374, 1831.

—

Dinnee.—Cox, Columbia, R., ii, 374, 1831.
512, 1878.
Dinneh.— Franklin, Nar., i, 241, 1824. Dinni.— Rafinesque.

Am.

Nations,

i,

Diet. Dend-Dindji§, xix,

—

Dnaln^. Petitot,
1876 (used by Knaiakhotana)
146, 1836.
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ii, 1,

in

Inst.,

s.,

vii,

inf'n

git

xix,

'larvse

in

lice').

pt. 1,

i,

10th Census, Alaska, 40, 1884. Kenalzer.
Holmberg quoted by Dall, Alaska, 428, 1870. Northern. Schouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc. Lond., xi, 218,
Petroff,

—

—

1841 (partial synonym). Tanai. Zagoskin quoted by
Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 25, 1877. Tannal.
Corbusier in Am. Antiq., 276, 1886. Tede. Dorsey,

—

MS. Applegate

1884 (used by
Dakubetede). Tene. Dorsey, MS. Smith R. vocab.,
B. A. E., 1884 (used by Tolowa). Tennai.
Corbusier
Thnalna. Holmberg quoted
in Am. Antiq., 276, 1886.
Cr. vocab., B. A. E.,

—

—

—

Thynnfi.— Pinart in Rev.
de Philol. et d'Ethnol., no. 2, 1, 1875. Tinai.— Zagoskin
in Nouv. Ann. Voy., 5th s., xxr, 226, 1850.
TlnnStte.—
Wilson in Rep. on N. W. Tribes Can., 11, 1888 (used by
Dall, Alaska, 428, 1870.

1851.
—Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
—Hardisty Smithaon. Rep. 1866, 303, 1872.
— Keane Stanford, Compend., 539, 1878.
Proc. Can.
Toene. — Morice
3d
113, 1889
(used by TakuUi). Tceni.—
(used by Tsilkotin)
Ttynal. — Zagoskin, quoted by Schott
Erman, Archiv.
480, 1849. Ttynai-chotana. — Zagoskin quoted
by Bancroft, Nat. Races,
Ttyn589, 1882.
nai. —Zagoskin (1842) quoted by Petroff, 10th Census,
Sarsi).

Tinnfe.

ii,

Tinneh.
Tinney.

1,

in

in

in

Inst.,

s.,

vii,

Ibid,

in

vji,

iii,

Alaska, 37, 1884. Tflde.— Dorsey, MS. Galice Creek
vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (used by Taltushtuntude)
Tu.

(See Treaties.)

1903.

I,

—Richardson, Arct. Exped., 1851. Dun&.
Proc. Can.
3d,
113, 1889 (used
(Tlinby Thiingchadinne). Gunana. —Swanton,
name:
'strange
people').
Irkp616it'. — Petitot»
Diet. DfinS-Dindji^,
1876 (Eskimo name:
ol
Itynai. — Dall
Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,
25»
1877 (misprint). Kenalans. — Halleck (1868) quoted by
'DtinnS.

—Morice

by

see

Ethnol.,

51

meh.—Butler,
Dorsey,
tunne).

Wild N. Land,

MS. Tutu vocab., B. A.
Wabasca. Petitot in

—

127,
E.,

TOnnS.—

1873.^

1884 (used by Tutu-

Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,

641, 1883.

of

Atlalko.

A Hahuamis

Wakeman

sd.,

A-tl-al-ko.

head

village at the

British Columbia.

—Dawson

in

Can. Geolog. Surv., map, 1888.

Atlklaktl (Alqla'Xh). A Bellacoola village
where the present mission is situated, on the
N. side of Bellacoola r., near its mouth, British
Columbia. It was one of the 8 villages called
Nuhalk. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

—

II,

48, 1898.

Atlkuma

(A-tl-kuma)

.

A

Tlauitsis village

on the N. side of Cracroft id., Brit. Col.
Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.

An

Atselits.

tlement in

s.

Chilliwak set-

insignificant

British Columbia.

Pop. 4 in

1911.
Altchelich.
Ibid., 413,

—Can.

1898.

Ind. A£f., 357, 1895.

Assyletch.— Ibid.,

Aitchelltz.—
Assy-

78, 1878.

litch.— Ibid., 316, 1880.

Assylitlh.— Brit. Col.

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Atchellty.

276, 1804.

A'tsElits.

—Hill-Tout

—Can.

Map,

Ind. Aff.,

in Ethnol. Surv.

Can.,

4, 1902.

*Atsina (Blackfoot:
'gut people.'

—^Grinnell.

at-se'-na, said to

mean

Cf. Aa'ninSna,

under

*The Atsina note has been inserted because, although
not Canadian Indians, there are numerous references to

them

in narratives of e.tploratioa of th3

Ciuadiaa west
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A detached branch of the Arapaho
one time associated with the Blackfeet, but now with the Assiniboin under Fort
Belknap agency, Mont., where in 1904 they
Arapaho).
at

numbered

535,

decreasing.

steadily

themselves Aa'ninSna,

called

'white clay people,' but are

said

known

to

They
mean

to the other

Arapaho as HitunSna, 'beggars,' or 'spongers,'
whence the tribal sign, commonly but inrendered 'belly people,' or 'big
bellies,' the Gros Ventres of the French CanaThe
dians and now their popular name
correctly

and in
most respects are regarded by the Arapaho
proper as inferior to them. They have been
constantly confused with the Hidatsa, or Gros
(j.

—

—
—

name

Achena.

also applied to the Arapaho).

is

—

— De Smet, Missions, 253, note,

1848.
Abahnelins.
Morgan, Systems of Consang., 226, 1871. Ahnenin.
Latham, Essays, 276, 1860. Ahnl-ninn. MaximiUan,
Travels, i, 530, 1839.
A-ian-sar.— Lewis and Clark,
Travels, 56, 1806.
Alesar. Keane in Stanford, Compend., 470, 1878. A-re-tear-o-pen-ga.
Long, Exped.

—

—

—

Rocky Mts.,

—

name). At-s6'1905 (Blackfoot name, said to mean
'gut people').
Atsina. Latham in Proc. Philol. Soc.
Lond., VI, 86, 1854. Azana. Maximilian, Travels, i,
1839
530,
(Siksika name, German form).
Bahwetego-

na.

ii,

—Grinuell,

weninnewug.

Ixxxiv, 1823 (Hidatsa

inf'n,

—

—Tanner,

Chipjjewa name).

—

Narr., 63, 1830

Bahwetig.

—

Ibid.,

('fall

64.

people':

Bot-k'ifi'-

ago.— Mooney in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 955, 1896 ('belly
men').
Bowwetegoweninnewug. Tanner, op. cit.,

—
—

(Ottawa name). Bowwetig. Ibid., 83. E-tdnl-o.— Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 290, 1862
('people:' one Cheyenne name for them, the other and
more common being Histuitanio). Fall Indians.
Umfreville (1790) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 270, 1859.
Gros ventre of the Fort prairie. Long, Exped. Rocky
Mts., II, Ixxxiv, 1823.
Gros Ventres. See under that
name. Gros Ventres des Plaines. De Smet, Missions, 253, note, 1848.
Gros Ventres des Prairies.
315

—

—

—
—

—
Schermerhorn (1812) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll 2d
36, 1814 (French name).
Gros Ventres of the Falls. —
,

Latham

in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 62, 1856.

—

s., ii,

Gros

Ventres of the Prairie. Brackenridge, Views of La.,
Grosventres of the Prairie.— McCoy, Ann.
79, 1815.
Reg. Ind. Aff., 47, 1836. Hahtz-nai koon.— Henry,

MS. vocab., 1808 (Siksika name). His-tu-i'-ta-ni-o.
—Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 290, 1862
(Cheyenne

Mooney

name:

elanio

=

'people').

Hitu'nSna.

—

in 14th Rep. B. A. E,, 955, 1896 ('begging men":

—

Arapaho name). HitunSnina. Ibid., Minetares of
the Prairie. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii,
21, 1848 (by confusion with "Gros Ventres").
Minitares of tlie Prairie.— Latham in Proc. Philol. Soc.
Lond., VI, 85, 1854. Minnetarees of Fort de Prairie.
Lewis and Clark, Trav., i, 131, 1814. Minnetarees
of the Plains. Ibid., Minnetarees of the Prairie.
—Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 344, 1862.
Mlnnitarees of Fort de Prairie.— Lewis and Clark,
quoted by Hayden, ibid., 422, Pawaustic-eythin-

—

—

yoowuc.

—

— Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, 169, 1824.

—

14th Rep. B. A. E., 955, 1896 ('bellies':
Shoshoni name). Sku'tanl. Ibid.,
name).
(Sioux
To-i-nin'-a. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
326, 1862 ('people that beg': Arapaho name for HitOnSna).
in

—

An

Atsina-Algo.

198, 1853) to des-

i,

cribe the confederate Atsina

and

Attignawantan (Huron:
ohniS"

by

adjective invented

Schoolcraft (Ind. Tribes,

Siksika.

hali 'they,' anni-

people').
One of the
Huron confederacy, comthe Huron population, for-

'bear

'bear':

largest tribes of the

prising about half

merly living on Nottawasaga bay, Ontario.
In 1638 they were settled in 14 towns and vil-

m.)

A^'nlnSna. Mooney in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 955, 1896.
Acapatos. Duflot de Mofras, Explor., ii, 341, 1844 (a
similar

—

Mooney

Atsina are not prominent in history,

Ventres of the Missouri.

1912

v., A.

I-e-ne-wuck. Harmon, Jour., 78, 1820.
Pawistucienetnuk. Drake, Bk. Inds., x, 1848.
Pawistuck-Ienewuck. Morse, Rep. to Sec. War, 332,
1822.
Prairie Grossventres. Gass. Jour., 245, 1807.
Rapid Indians. Harmon, Jour., 78, 1820. Sa'pani.
Is-tick

Paw-

The Jesuit
La Conception were

lages (Jes. Rel. 1638, 38, 1858).

missions of St. Joseph and
established

among them.

(j.

n. b. h.)

Atlgnaoiiantan.- Jes. Rel. for 1642, 61, 1858. Atingyaholntan. Sagard (1632), Hist. Can., iv, 1866.
Atingyahoulan. Coxe, Carolana, map, 1741. Atinniaognten.—Jes. Rel. for 1649, 12, 1858. AtinniaSenten.— Jes. Rel. for 1644, 77, 1858. Atinouaentans.
Champlain (1618), CEuvres, iv, 140, 1870. Attignaoou-

—

—

—

entan.

— Kingsley,

Stand. Nat. Hist., pt.

AttignaSantan.—Jes.

154, 1883.

6,

Rel. for 1639, 50, 1858. -Attig-

naouentan.—Jes. Rel. for
wantan.—Schoolcraft, Ind.

Aitigfia-

1640, 61, 1858.

At-

Tribes, iv, 204, 1854.

—Champlain (1616),
1870.
Attigouantan.—
(1632),
Attigouantines. — Alcedo, Die. Geog.,
Attigouautan. —Champlain (1615), op.
Bear Nation. — Schoolcraft, Ind.
1870.
tignouaatitans.

ffiuvres,

iv,

58,

v, pt. 1, 247, 1870.

Ibid.

1786.

174,

ii,

iv,

cit.,

Tribes,

Nation de I'Ours.—Jes. Rel. for
Nation des Ours.— Jes. Rel. for 1636,

23,
iii,

544, 1853.

1632, 14,

1858.

81, 1858.

Attigneenongnahac.

One

the

of

four

tribes of the Huron confederation, living

Simcoe, Ontario,

s. e.

on lake
In 1624

of the others.

they were said to have 3 villages. The Jesuit
mission of St. Joseph was established t mong
them.
Altignenonghac—Jes. Rel. for 1636, 123, 1858.
Atigagnongueha.- Sagard (1632), Hist. Can., iv, 234,
1866 (Huron name).
1637,

127,

1858.

Atignenongach.

—

Jes.

Atignenonghac— Ibid.,

ingueennonnihak.—Jes. Rel. for
Attigneenongnahac—«Jes. Rel. for
Attigneenongnahac.

— Schoolcraft,

87,

1639,

Ind.

—

Ind.

—

At1858.
1858.
iv,

for 1638,

1635,

28,

1640, 73,
1641, 67,

1640, 61,

Attiquenongnah. Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist.,
Attiquenongnahai. Schoolcraft,
154, 1883.
6,
Tribes, in, 544, 1853.
Nation d'Entauaque.

1858.
pt.

50,

Tribes,

Attigneenongnahac—Jes. Rel.
Attiguenongha.—Jes. Rel. for
42, 1858.
Attingneenongnahac—Jes. Rel. for
1858.
Attingneenongnahac Jes. Rel. for
1858.
1858.
Attinquenongnahac—Jes. Rel. for
204, 1854.

Rel. for

109.

1644,

—

—

Sagard, Gr. Voy., 79, 1865.

Attikamegue (Chippewa: Mi'k 'caribou,'
mag 'fish': 'whitefish.'—W. J.). A band of
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the Montagnais residing, when first known, in
Quebec province, n. of the St. Maurice basin

— Boas
—Boas

A'wa-iLala.
AewaS'LEla.
1,

(Jes. Rel. 1636, 37, 1858),

and acoustomed to

in

Rep. Nat. Mub. 1896, 332, 1897.

in

Mem. Am. Mus.

ascend the St. Lawrence to trade with the
French. Charlevoix says their chief residence
was on a lake connected with the St. Maurice.
They were so harassed by the attacks of the

ren a phratry including

Iroquois that a part at least fled to the vicinity

Chippewa.

They were

so nearly destroyed
they became extinct
They were esteemed by the mis-

of Tadoussac.

by smallpox
as a tribe.

in 1670 that

sionaries as a quiet, inoffensive people, readily

disposed to receive religious instruction, (j.m.)
Altihatnaguez.

— McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes,
—Hervas quoted by Vater,
iii

Altlkamek.

1854.

81,

Altikameques.—
Atlkamegues.—
Attekamek. Richardson,

Mithridates, pt. 3, sec. 3, 347, 1816.
Charlevoix (1743), Voy., i, 152, 1766.
Jes. Rel. for 1643, 8, 1858.

—
—
—

Attibamegues. Boudinot,
Star in the West, 125, 1816. Atticameoets. La Tour,
1755.
map,
1779.
Atticameouecs. Bellin, map,
Atticamlques. Keane in Stanford, Compend., 502,
1878.
Atticamoets. La Tour, map, 1784. Attlkamegouek.—Jea. Rel. for 1643, 38, 1858. Attlkamegs.
La Tour, map, 1784. Attikameguekhl. Jes. Rel.
Arct. Exped.,

ii,

39, 1851.

—

—

—

—

—

Attikamegues.— Jes. Rel. 1637, 82,
Attlkamek.— ^ahontan. New Voy., i, 230, 1703.
1858.
Attikameques.— Drake, Ind. Chron., 161, 1836. Attlkamigues.— Drake, Bk. Inds., vi, 1848. Attlkouetz.
Jefferys, French Doms., pt. i, map, 1761.
Outakouamlouek.—Jes. Rel. 1640, 12, 1858. Outakoua1636, 37,

1858.

—

—

ihlwek. Jes. Rel., iii, index, 1858. Poissons blancs.
—Jes. Rel. 1639, 19, 1858. White Fish Indians.—
Winaor, Cartier to Frontenac, 171, 1894.

Nat. Hist., v, pt.

Oughtella.— Brit. Col. map,
name of town).

122, 1902.

Ind. Aff.,

Victoria, 1872 (given as

Awausee

(awasisi,

a fish). A
According to War-

'bullhead,'

Chippewa phratry or gens.

zin

all

the fish gentes of the

According to Morgan and Tomaa gens in itself. Cf. Chmasi.

it is

—

Ah-wah-sis'-sa. Morgan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877. Ahwa-sis-se. Tanner, Narr., 315, 1830 ('small catfish';
given by Tanner as a gens; he adds: "sometinies they
call the people of this totem 'those who carry their
young,' from the habits of the small catfish").
Awassissin.
Gatschet, Ojibwa MS., B. A. E., 1882. Awaus-e. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc^CoU., v, 44, 1885.
A-waus-e-wug.— Ibid., 87. A-waus-is-ee. Ramsey

—

—
—

—

in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 91, 1850.

Awighsaghroone. A tribe, probably Algonquian, that lived about the upper Great
lakes and which sent a friendly message to the
Seneca in 1715. Perhaps identical with the
Assisagigroone, or Missisauga.

Awighsaghroene.

— Livingston

Col. Hist., v, 446, 1855.

(1715)

in

N. Y. Doc.

Awighsaghroone.— Ibid.

The grooved axe takes a prominent
among the stcne implements used by the
northern tribes. The normal form is that of a
Axes.

place

thick

wedge,

with rounded angles and an

encircling groove near the top for securing the

but there is great variation from the
Usually the implement is made of
some hard, tough stone, as trap, granite, syenite, greenstone, or hematite, where such can
be procured but when these are not available
softer material is utiUzed, as sandstone or slate.
handle;

average.

Attikiriniouetch {udi'kvnniniwiig 'caribou
W. J.). A Montagnais tribe formerly living northward from Manikuagan
lake, Quebec.
people.'

—

—

Attik Iriniouetchs. Bellin, map, 1755. Attikou Iriniouetz. La Tour, map, 1779. Gens du Caribon.
La Tour, map, 1784 (misprint). Gens du Caribou.
Bellin, map, 1755.
Les Caribou. Letter, map, ca.

—

—

'

1770.

A

Aukardneling.

village of the Talirping-

miut division of the Okomiut Eskimo on the w.
side of

Cumberland sd

Auqardneling.

— Boas

Baffin island.

,

in

6th Rep. B. A. E., map,

1888.

Aukpatuk
vill:

ge on

Pen.,

II,

('red')

A

Suhinimiut Eskimo
Hind, Lab.

Ungava bay, Quebec.

—

map, 1863.

Avaudjelling. A summer settlement of
Akudnirmiut Eskimo at the N. end of Home
bay, Baffin island. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
map, 1888.

—

Awaitlala ('those inside
Kwakiutl tribe on Knight
Their town is called Kwatsi.

the
inlet,

inlet').

Brit.

A
Col.

;

Copper axes are

of rare occurrence.

in

Among

a very wide range
the largest weighing upward of 30

the stone specimens there
size,

is

pounds and the smallest scarcely an ounce. As
these extreme sizes could serve no economic
purpose, they were probably for ceremonial
use; the smaller may have been amulets or
talismans.
The majority range from 1 pound
to 6 pounds, which mark close to the limits of
utility. As a rule the groove is at a right angle
to the. longer axis, though sometimes it is
oblique, and it may extend entirely or only
partially around the axe.
In the latter case it
is always one of the narrow sides that is left
without a groove, and this is frequently flattened or hollowed to accommodate the handle
the complete or entire
pecked in a ridge encircling the axe,
leaving a protuberance above and below, while
the partial groove is sunken in the body of the
implement. Axes with two or more grooves

better.

groove

Ordinarily

is
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are rare excepting in the Pueblo country, where

common.

multiple grooves are

The

haft

was

placed parallel with the blade and was usually
a withe doubled around the groove and fastened
securely with cords or rawhide, but heavier

T-shape sticks were sometimes used, the top of
T being set against the flattened or hollow
Axes
side of the implement and firmly lashed.
with holes drilled for the insertion of a handle
are common in Europe, but this method of
hafting was of very rare occurrence among the
American aborigines. When not made from
boulders closely approximating in shape the
desired implement, the axe was roughed out by
chipping and was reduced to the desired shape
by pecking with a hard stone and by grinding.
Axes of rude shape, made by flaking a flattish
boulder along one end and breaking notches in
the sides for hafting, are found in some sections.
Axes are well distributed over the country
wherever good material is readily available,
the

excepting in the Pacific states, British Columbia

and Alaska, where specimens are exceedingly
Few are found in Florida, and although

rare.

mound region are seldom found
The shapes vary with the different

plentiful in the
in

mounds.
examples from the Atlantic

regions,

slope, for

example, being quite unlike those of the Pueblo
country.
It

is

probable that the axe served various

purposes in the
in the chase.

arts,

and especially

Numerous badly

in

war and

fractured speci-

mens

are found in the soapstone quarries of e.
United States, where they were used for cutting
out masses of this rock. The grooved axe is
said to have been used in felling trees and in
cutting them up, but it is manifestly not well
suited for such work; it would serve, however,
to assist in cutting wood in conjunction with
charring.

The hafted stone axe passed imme-

by Europeans of the iron axe, which was the first and
most obviously useful tool that the Indians saw
in the hands of the white man.
diately out of use on the introduction

in

See Abbott, Prim. Indust., 1881; Fowke (1)
13th Rep. B. A. E., 1896, (2) Arch. Hist.

Ohio, 1902;

18 7;

Holmes

in

15th Rep. B. A. E.,

Jones, Antiq. So. Inds., 1873;

Jones in
Smithson. Cont., xxii, 1876; Moorehead, Prehist. Impls., 1900; Putnam in Surv. W. 100th
Merid., vii, 1879; Squier and Davis in Smithson. Cont., I, 1848; Stevenson in 2d Rep. B.
A. E., 1883; Thruston, Antiq. Tenn., 1897;
Wilson in Smithson. Reps. 1887 and 1888.
(g. f.

w. h.

h.)

v., A.

1912

Ayabaskawininiwug. A division of the
Cree (q'. v.), commonly known as Wood Cree.

A thong of skin, particularly of
-The word is derived through Canadian French, in which the term is old, occurring
in Hennepin (1688), from one of the eastern
dialects of Alg nquian.
The original source is
probably the old Micmac ababich, 'cord,'
Babiche.

eel skin.

'thread' (Lescarbot, Hist.

A

1612).

cognate word

is

Nouv. France, 666,
the Chippewa assa-

babish, 'thread.'

Babine

(a. f. c.)

('big lips').

A branch of the TakulK

comprising, according to Morice (Trans. Can.
Inst., 27, 1893), the Nataotin, the Babine pro-

and the Hwotsotenne tribes living about
Babine lake, British Columbia, with a total
population of 610 in 7 villages. The nam.e was
given to them by French Canadians from the
custom of wearing labrets, copied from the
Chimmesyan; and indeed their entire culture
was greatly afi^ected by that of the coast tribes.

per,

Bagoache.
(Margry, Dec,

Given by La Chesnaye
1886) as the

in

1697

name

of a
country about the n. shore of lake Superior, with
a people of the same nama- numbering from 200
to 300

vi, 6,

men.

Bags and Pouches. Many varieties
bags and pouches were made by the Indians

of

of

the United States and were used for a great

number

of purposes.

The costume

of'

the

aborigines was universally destitute of pockets,

and various pouches served

in their stead.

occasion articles were tucked

away

On

in the cloth-

ing or were tied up in bits of cloth or skin.

The blanket also served at times for a bag, and
among the Eskimo the woman's coat was enlarged over the shoulders and at the back to

form a pouch for carrying the baby. The
pouch was a receptacle of flexible material for
containing various objects and substances of
personal use or ceremony, and was generally
an adjunct of costume. The bag, larger and
simpler, was used for the gathering, transportation, and' storage of game and other food.
The material was tawed leather of various
kinds, tanned leather, rawhide, fur skins, skins
of birds; the bladder, stomach or pericardium
of animals; cord of babiche, buckskin or wool,
hair, bark, fibre, grass, and the like; basketry,
cloth, beadwork, etc.
Rectangular or oval
pouches were made with a flap or a gatheringstring and with a thong, cord, or strap for
attaching them at the shoulder or to the belt.
The Eskimo had pouches with a flap that could
be wrapped many times around and secured
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and an ivory

of a string

among

use,

fastener.

others, crescent-shaped

pouches into the horns of which objects are
thi-ust
through a central opening. Bags
showed less variety of form. They were square
or oblong, deep or shallow, flat or cylindrical.
Many of these were provided with a shoulder
band, many with a carrying-strap and a forehead band. The Eskimo bag was provided
with an ivory handle, which was frequently
decorated with etching. Small pouches were
used for holding toilet

articles, paint,

medicine,

tobacco, pipes, ammunition, trinkets, sewingtools, fetishes,

sacred meal, etc.

Large pouches

pouch of the
Chippewa, held smaller pouches and articles
or bags, such as the bandolier
for personal use.

Bags were made for containing articles to be
packed on horses, frequently joined together
Uke saddle-bags. The tribes of the far N. made
use of large sleeping bags of fur. Most bags
and pouches were ornamented, and in very few
other belongings of the Indian were displayed
such fertihty of invention and such skill in the
execution of the decorative and symbolic
designs.

Skin

pouches,

elaborately

orna-

mented with beadwork, quillwork, pigments,
and dyes, were made by various tribes. Decorated bags and wallets of skin are characteristic
of the Aleut, Salish, Nez Perces, the northern
Athapascan and Algonquian tribes, and the
Plains Indians. Bags of textiles and basketry
are

amilarly

diversified.

worthy are the muskemoots
dinne,
Perces,

husks,

Especially

note-

of the Thlingcha-

made of babiche, the bags of the Nez
made of apocynum fibre and cornthe woven hunting bags of northern

woodland tribes, and the painted rawhide
pouches and bags of the tribes of the Great

Mason

(1)

Aboriginal

American

Rep. Nat. Mus., 1902, 1904,(2)
Primitive Travel and Transportation, ibid.,
1894, 1896; Boas, Holmes, Hoffman, Nelson,
and Turner, in Reports of the B. A. E.; Kroeber, The Arapaho, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
xvni, 1902; Boas in Jour. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
IV, no. 3, suppl., 1904; Willoughby in Am. AnBasketry,

throp., VII, nos.

Mus. Nat.

perhaps elsewhere on the Pacific coast, but was
W. by some form of
shinny.
It was played with a small ball of
deerskin stuffed with hair or moss, or a spherical block of wood, and with 1 or 2 netted
rackets, somewhat resembling tennis rackets.
Two goals were set up at a distance of several
hundred yards from each other, and the object
of each party was to drive the ball under the
goal of the opposing party by means of the
racket without touching it with the hand.
After picking up the ball with the racket, however, the player might run with it in his hand
until he could throw it again.
In the N. the
ball was manipulated with a single racket, but
in the S. the player used a pair, catching the
ball between them.
Two settlements or two
tribes generally played against each other, the
players numbering from 8 or 10 up to hundreds
on a side, and high stakes were wagered on the
result.
Preceding and accompanying the
game there was much ceremonial of dancing,
generally superseded in the

fasting, bleeding, anointing,

and prayer under

The allied
game as a stratagem to obtain
entrance to Ft. Mackinaw in 1764. Numerous
places bearing the name of Ball Play give evidence of its old popularity among the former
tribes of the Gulf states, who have carried it
with them to their present homes in Oklahoma,
the direction of the medicine-men.

tribes used this

where it is still kept up with the old ceremonial and enthusiasm. Shorn of its ceremonial accompaniments it has been adopted by
the Canadians as their national game under the
name of lacrosse, and by the Louisiana French
Creoles

as raquette.

tribes played other

among which

is

-The Indians of

games

many

noteworthy
of the Tarahu-

of ball,

the kicked ball

said, gave the name to the
Consult Adair, Hist. Am. Inds., 1775;
Bartram, Trav., 1792; Catlin, N. A. Inds.,
1841; Mooney, Cherokee Ball Play, Am. Anthrop.. Ill, 1890;
Culin, Games of N. Am.
Inds., in 24th Rep. B. A. E., 1905.
Lumholtz,
Unknown Mexico, 1902. (j. m.)

mare, which,

it is

tribe.

plains.

Consult
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1, 4,

Hist.,

known Mexico,
Ball play.

i,

1905; Teit in

Mem. Am.

no. 4, 1900; Lumholtz,

1902.

Un-

(w. h.)

The common

designation of a

man's game formerly the favorite athletic game
of all the eastern tribes from Hudson bay to
the Gulf. It was found also in CaUfornia and

Bark. Among the resources of nature utiby the tribes of North America bark was
of prime importance.
It was stripped from
trees at the right season by hacking all around
and taking it off in sheets of desired length.
The inner bark of cedar, elm, and other trees
was in some locahties torn into strips, shredded,
The bark of wild
twisted, and spun or woven.
flax (Apocynum) and the Asclepias were made
Bark had a multitude of
into soft textiles.
lized
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In connection with the most im-

functions.

portant of wants, the necessity for food, it
many tribes with an article of diet in

1912

v., A.

garments, or twisted for the warp ia weaving
articles of dress, with woof from other materials.

supplied

Dyes were derived from bark and

the spring, their period of greatest need. The
name Adirondack, signifying 'they eat trees,'
was applied by the Mohawk to certain Algon-

also lent themselves to embroidery with quills

quian tribes of Canada in allusion to their

as padding for the carrier's head

custom

of eating bark.

some

W.

S.

tribes

made

The

n. Pacific

and

cakes of the soft inner

bark of the hemlock and spruce; those living
about the Great lakes chewed that of the slippery elm, while many Indians chewed the gum
that exuded from trees. Drink was made
from bark by the Arapaho, Winnebago, and
Mescaleros. Willow bark and other kinds
were smoked in pipes with or instead of tobacco,
and the juices of barks were employed in medicine.

For gathering, carrying, garnering, preparand serving food, bark of birch, elm, pine,
and other trees was so handy as to discourage
ing,

among non-sedentary

the potter's art
It

was wrought

tribes.

into yarn, twine, rope, wallets,

baskets, mats, canoes, cooking pots for hot
stones, dishes for serving, vessels for storing,

and many textile utensils connected with the
consumption of food in ordinary and in social
life.
Both men and women were food gatherers, and thus both sexes were refined through
this material; but preparing and serving were
women's arts, and here bark aided in developing their skill and intelligence.
Habitations in Canada, e. United States,
and 8. E. Alaska often had roofs and sides of
bark, whole or prepared.

The

conical house,

near kin of the tipi, was frequently covered
with this material. Matting was made use of

and

Trays and
boxes, receptacles of mjo-iad shapes, could be
formed by merely bending large sheets and
sewing or simply tying the joints. Bast could
be pounded and woven into robes and blankets.
The Canadian and Alaskan tribes carried their
children in cradles of birch bark, while on the
Pacific coast infants were borne in wooden
cradles or baskets of woven bark on beds of the
for floors,

beds,

partitions.

bast shredded, their foreheads being often

flat-

tened by means of pads of the same material.
In the S. W. the baby-board had a cover of
matting.

Among

the Iroquois the dead were

buried in coffins of bark.

Clothing of bark

was made chiefly from the inner portion, which
was stripped into ribbons, as for petticoats in
the S. W., shredded and fringed; as in the cedarbark country, where it was also woven into

and overlaying

in basketry.

certain kinds

Bark was

also the

material of slow-matches and torches, served

and back and

as his wrapping material, and furnished strings^

and bags for his wooden canoes. The
hunter made all sorts of apparatus from bark,
even his bowstring. The fisher wrought implements out of it and poisoned fish with its
ropes,

The beginnings of writing
by bark, and

juices.

locahties were favoured

phy,

winter

in

some

cartogra-

medical formulas,

counts,

and

were inscribed thereon. Finally
it comes into the service of ceremony and reUgion.
Such a series of masks and dance regaUa
as Boas and others found among the Kwakiut!
illustrates how obligingly bark lends itself to
co-operative activities, whether in amusement,
tribal history

social

functions or

adoration of

the spirit

There are also rites connected with
gathering and working bark. See Boas in Nat.
Mus. Rep. 1895, 1897; in Hoffman in 14th Rep.
B. A. E., 1896; Holmes in 3d and 13th Reps.
B. A. E., 1884, 1896; Jenks in 19th Rep. B. A.
E., 1900; Jones in Smithson. Rep. 1867, 1872;
Mason (1) in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1887, 1889, (2)
ibid., 1894, 1896, (3) ibid., 1902, 1904; Niblack, ibid., 1888, 1890; Turner ia 11th Rep.

world.

B. A. E., 1894.

(o. T. M.)

Basketry. Basketry, including watthng,
matting, and bagging, may be defined as the
primitive textile

art.

Its

materials

include

nearly the whole series of North American
textile plants,

and the Indian women explored

the tribal habitat for the best.

Constant dig-

ging in the same favourite spot for roots and the
clearing away of useless plants about the chosen
stems constituted a species of primitive agriThey knew the time and seasons for
culture.

gathering,

how

to harvest, dry, preserve,

and

prepare the tough and pliable parts for use and
to reject the brittle,

and

in

what way to com-

bine different plants with a view to the union

beauty and strength in the product. The
and apparatus of the basket-maker, who
was nearly always a woman, were most skilful
of

tools

fingers,

aided by finger nails for gauge, teeth

hand or for nippers, a stone knife, a
bone awl, and polishers of shell or gritty stone.
She knew a multitude of dyes, and in some
instances the bark was chewed and the sphnt
drawn between the lips. In later times knives,
for a third
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and other utensils and tools of
were added. In its technic basketry is
divided into two species woven and coiled.
Woven basketry has warp and weft, and leads
up to loom work in softer materials. Of this

and

for the disposal of the dead.

This art

awls, scissors,

ing,

steel

on account of the technical processes employed, the great delicacy
of technic, and the infinite number of purposes
that it serves, but on account of the ornamentation, which is effected by dyeing, using
materials of different colours, overlaying, beading, and plaiting, besides great variety in form
and technic. This is always added in connection with the weaving or sewing, and is further
increased with decorative beads, shells, and feathers.
In forms, basketry varies from flat
wattling, as in gambling and bread plaques,
through trays, bowls, pots, cones, jars, and

—

there

species

the

are

following

varieties:

Checkerwork, in which the warp and weft pass
over and under one another singly and are
indistinguishable; twilled work, in which each
element of the weft passes over and then under
two or more warp elements, producing by varying width and colour an endless variety of effects
wickerwork, in which the warp of one larger or
two or more smaller elements is inflexible, and
the bending is done in the weft; wrapped work,
wherein the warp is not flexed, and the weft, in
passing a warp element, is wrapped once around
it, varied by drawing both warp and weft tight
so as to form half of a square knot; twined
work, in which the warp is not bent and the
weft is made up of two or more elements, one
of them passing behind each warp element as
the weaving progresses. Of this last variety
there are

many

styles

—plain

twined, crossed or divided

twined, twilled

warp with twined

work, wrapped, or bird-cage weaving, threestrand twining after several methods, and
Coiled basketry

three-strand braid.

is

not

weaving, but sewing, and leads up to point lace.
The work is done by sewing or whipping together, in a flat or ascending coil, a continuous
foundation of rod, splint, shredded fibre, or
grass, and it receives various names from the
kinds of foundation employed and the manner
of applying the stitches; or the sewing may
form genuine lace work of interlocking stitches

In coiled work in which

without foundation.

a foundation is used the interlocking stitches
pass either above, through, or quite under the
foundation. Of coiled basketry there are the

work

without
with
foundation; single-rod foundation; two-rod
foundation; rod-and-splint foundation; tworod-and-splint foundation; three-rod foundafollowing

varieties:

foundation;

tion;

simple

Coiled

interlocking

splint foundation;

and Fuegian
adding

grass-coil foundation;

stitches, identical

hole stitch.

By

pitch

baskets were

coils

with the button-

using choice materials, or

or

made

other

resinous

by

substance,

water-tight for holding or

carrying water for cooking.

The chief use of baskets is as receptacles,
hence every activity of the Indians was associated with this art.
Basket work was employed, moreover, in fences, game drives, weirs,
he uses, shields, clothing, cradles, for harvest-

is

interesting, not only

cylinders, to the exquisite California art work.

The geometric forms

of decussations

and

stitch-

gave a mosaic or conventional appearance
to all decoration.
The motives in ornamentation were various.
No doubt a sense for beauty
in articles of use and a desire to awaken admiration and envy in others were uppermost.
Imitation of pretty objects in nature, such as
snake-skins, and designs used by other tribes,
were naturally suggested. Such designs pass
over into the realms of symbolism and religion.
This is now alive and in full vigour among the
Hopi of Arizona. The Indian women have
left the best witness of what they could do in
handiwork and expression in their basketry.
In E. United States almost all of the old-fashioned methods of basket making have passed
away, but, by taking impressions of pottery,
Holmes has been able to reconstruct the ancient
processes, showing that they did not differ in
the least from those now extant in the tribes
w. of the Rocky mts. In the southern states
the existence of pliable cane made possible
twilled weaving, which may still be found
among the Cherokee and the tribes of Louisiana. The Athapascan tribes in the interior of
Alaska made coiled basketry from the roots of
evergreen trees. The Eskimo about Bering
str. manufactured both woven mattings and
wallets and coiled basketry of pliable grass.
es

The Aleutian
refined

islanders are

artisans

in

now among the most

twined work.

South of

them the Tlingit and the Haida also practise
twined work only. From British Columbia,
beginning with the Salishan tribes, southward
to the borders of Mexico, the greatest variety
of basket making in every style of weaving is
practised.

Consult Mason, Aboriginal American BasMus. 1902, 1904, aiid the

ketry, Rep. Nat.

bibUography therein; also Barrett in Am. Anthrop., VII, no. 4, 1905; Dixon in Bull. Am.
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Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt. i, 1902; Kroeber in
Univ. Cal. Publ., ii, 1905; Goddard, ibid.,
Willoughby in Am. Anthrop., vii, no. 1, 1905.
(O. T. M.)

Basque influence. The Basque fishermen
who frequented the fishing grounds of the N. E.
and 17th centuries influenced to some extent the Indians of New
France and Acadia. But such influence was
only of a temporary character, and the relations of the Indians with the Basques were only
such as naturally came from the industry purAtlantic in the 16th

Lescarbot (Hist. Nouv.
France, 695, 1612) states that a sort of jargon
had arisen between the French and Basque

sued by the

latter.

fishermen and traders and the Indians, in which

the Indians of North America did not

after the discovery the introduction of

stances showing pretty coloured or brilliant surfaces,

from which beads were made, were cop-

per, hematite, all kinds of quartz, serpentine,

magnetite, slate, soapstone, tm-quoise, encrinite sections, pottery, and, in later times, silver

southern

Weapons

of

had kindred significance. In prehistoric times
long knives of stone, masterpieces of the chipping

art,

seem

to

have been a favourite form

of

ceremonial weapon, and their use stiU continues

among some

were of
tal

nia,

used in marking
particular signi-

the Kwakiutl and
batons, carved to

are used by the
ceremonial dances and serve for

represent various animals,
leaders in

Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.
1895, 1897; Goddard in Publ. Univ. Cal., i,
no. I, 1903; Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888,
1890; Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii, 1877;
Rust and Kroeber in Am. Anthrop., vii, no. 4,

beating time.

1905.

(w. h. h.)

Beadwork.
jects,

Attractive

and precious ob-

perforated usually through the middle

and strung for various purposes, constitute a
class of ornaments universally esteemed, which

and glass. They
and shapes. Among vege-

porcelain,

sizes

nuts were widely used for beads, and here

and there stems and roots

of pretty or scented

plants were cut into sections for the same purpose.

But

far the largest share of beads were

made from animal materials— shell,
teeth, claws,

and

Beads

ivory.

bone, horn,

marine or

of

made by

fresh-water shells were

grinding off

the apex, as in the case of dentalium, or the

unchanged

shells

of

bivalves

perforated near the hinge.

through the middle, and

were

merely

Pearls were bored

were cut into
In
etc.
places the columellEe. of large conchs were
removed and pierced through the long diameter
Bone beads were usually cylinfor stringing.
ders produced by cutting sections of various
lengths from the thigh or other parts of vertediscs,

cylinders,

brate skeletons.

spheres,

When

shells

spindles,

the wall of the bone

was thick the ends were ground
form.

ical

Batons
time are probably without
ficance as emblems.
Among
other tribes the club-shaped

many

substances seeds and, especially along the
tier of states from Florida to Califor-

of the Pacific Slope tribes, especi-

ally in California.

beads

and porcelain, as well as that of metal
tools for making the old varieties, greatly
multiplied their employment.
Mineral sub-

Canada, 1888, sec. ii, pp. 21-39.) Attempts
have been made to detect pre-Columbian influences through alleged lexical and other resemblances between Basque and Indian languages,
but without success, (a. f. c.)

mitted only to such personages.

to

of glass

and other metals,

various kinds were similarly used and probably

fail

Akin to beads, and scarcely separable from them, were objects from the same
materials called pendants. They were perforated near the end or edge and hung on the
person or on garments. All were made from
mineral, vegetal, or animal substances, and
develop.

"a good deal of Basque was mixed," but does
not give examples of it. (See Reade, The
Basques in North America, in Trans. Roy. Soc.

Batons. As emblems of authority or rank,
batons were in common use among the more
advanced northern tribes, and probably the
most conspicuous modern representatives are
the carved wooden batons of the Haida and
and other north-western tribes. Here they are
carried in the hands of chiefs, shamans, and
song leaders on state occasions, and are per-

1912

v., A.

The milk

to give a spher-

teeth of the elk,

the

canine teeth of the bear, and the incisors of

rodents were highly valued, and, in later times,
the incisors of the horse were worn.

The beaks

of the puffin, the talons of rapacious birds,

bears'

claws were wrought into

and

ceremonial

and paraphernalia. A great deal of taste
and manual skill were developed in selecting
the materials, and in cutting, grinding, and
rolling them into shape and uniform size, as
well as in polishing and perforating substances,
some of them very hard, as jasper. Many of
dress

the cylinders are several inches long.

The

w. California wrap dentalia with
snake skin glued on in strips, while the Pomo
and their neighbours make large cylinders of
a baked mineral (Kroeber).
tribes of n.
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much

The modern

The general uses to which beads were put are
legion.
They were tied in the hair, worn singly

at as

or in strings from the ears, on the neck, arms,

and carnivores, and the dewclaws of
Nuts and berries were universally
strung and worn, and the Mandan and other
Missouri R. tribes pounded and melted glass
and moulded it into beads. After the colonization cradles and articles of skin were profusely
covered with beadwork replete with symbolism.
The Yukon-Mackenzie tribes were most skilful
in quillwork, but later decked their garments
and other useful things with glass beads. All
along the Pacific slope dentalium, abalone, and
clam shells furnish the most valuable materials.
The length of the wrought bead represented a
certain amount of work and established the

and lower limbs, or were attached

wrist, waist,

to bark and

wooden

vessels, matting, basketry,

They were woven into
wrought into network, their varied
and bright colom-s not only enhancing beauty
but lending themselves to heraldry. Glass
beads thus woven produce effects like those of
cathedral glass. Again, they were embroidered
on every part of ceremonial costume, someand other

textiles.

fabrics or

times entirely covering head-dress, coat, regalia,
leggings, or moccasins,
tacles.

The

quillwork

and on

all

sorts of recep-

old-time technic and designs of

are

closely

imitated.

They were

employed as gifts and as money, also
as tokens and in records of hunts or of important events, such as treaties. They were conspicuous accessories in the councils of war and
largely

peace in the conventional expression of tribal
symbolism, and in traditional story-telling, and
were offered in worship. They were regarded
as insignia of functions, and were buried, often
in vast quantities,

with the dead.

In each of the ethnic areas of North America

nature provided tractable and attractive matethe bead-maker. In the Arctic region
it was walrus ivory and the glossy teeth of
mammals. They served not only for personal

rial to

adornment, but were hung to all sorts of skin
and inlaid upon the surfaces of
those made of wood and soft stone. The Danes
brought glass to the eastern Eskimo, the
whalers to the central, and the Russians to the
western tribes. In the St. Lawrence-Atlantic
area whole shells were strung, and cyUnders,
discs, and spindles were cut from the valves of
the clam (Venus mercenaria)
In Virginia a
cheap kind, called roanoke, were made from
oyster shells. In the N. small white and piu-receptacles

.

ple cylinders, called

wampum,

served for orna-

ment and were used in elaborate treaty belts
and as a money standard, also fiat discs an
inch or more in width being bored through
their long diameters.
The Cherokee name for
beads and money is the same. Subsequently
imitated by the colonists, these beads received
a fixed value. The mound-builders and other
and the Gulf
and beads of shell, seeds, and
rolled copper.
Canine teeth of the elk were
most highly esteemed, recently being worth 50
cents to $1 each.
They were carefully saved,
and a garment covered with them was valued
tribes of the Mississippi valley

states used pearls

as $600 or $800.

tribes also used the teeth of rodents, the claws
of bears

I'uminants.

money

value.

The

price of dentalium shells

increased rapidly after a certain length

was

These beads were decorated with
grass, skin, and feathers, to enhance their
worth. The California coast tribes and the
ancient peoples of Santa Barbara ids. were rich
exceeded.

in the httle flat-shell discs as

weU

as the stone

and they knew how to reduce them to
uniform diameter by rolling long strings of
them between slabs or through grooves in sanddriU,

The tribes of the n. portion of the interior
weU supphed with bead material, but early made the acquaintance of the
trader,
A series of Ute costumes made before
the advent of glass shows much pretty decostone.

basin were not

ration in dewclaws, bits of goat and sheep horn,

and perforated

seeds.

The Pueblo Indians

string the yellow capsules of Solanum, sections
of

woody stems

of plants, seashells, turquoise

and other varieties of bright-coloured stones, of
which they have gi-eat store. The Hyde Expedition found more than 30,000 turquoise
beads in a single room at Pueblo Bonito, N.
Mex. The Huichol, with colored beads of
glass, using wax as an adhesive, make pretty
mosaic figures on gourds, carved images of
wood, etc.
Consult Beauchamp in Bull. N. Y. State
Mus., no. 73, 1903; Catlin, N. A. Inds., 1841;
Hoffman in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896; Mason
in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1899, 485-510, 1901; Matthews, Ethnog. and Philol. Hidatsa, 18, 1877;
Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899; Hohnes,
Annals, i, 271, 1829; Sumner, Hist. Am. Currency, 4, 8, 1874; Powers in Cont. N. A.
Ethnol., Ill, 1877; Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico. 1902; Pepper in Am. Anthrop., vii, no. 2,
1905.
(O. T. M.)
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Beaubassin. A (Micmac?) mission estabby the French in the 17th century.

lished

Shea, Discov. Miss. Val., 86, 1852.

Beauport. A village established in 1650 in
Quebec co., Quebec, by fugitive Huron, who
removed in the next year to the island of Or-

Becancour.

on

village

Lawrence r.,
by Abnaki who
St.

Quebec, settled
removed from Maine in 1713 when the area
east of the Penobscot was confirmed to England by the treaty of Utrecht. In 1736 they
were estimated at about 300; in 1858 they
numbered 172, with French admixture, and in
1884 they were reduced to 39, and in 1911
in Nicolet,

numbered 27. They are members of the Roman
Cathohc church, (j. m.)

—

King, Jour, to Arctic Ocean, i, 11, 1836
(incorrectly given as an Iroquois village at Lake of Two
Mountains, but distinct from "KinfiaStarkge"). Beauancourt. Vaudreuil (1710) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
Becancour. Vaudreuil (1724) in Maine
849, 1855.
Becancourians.— RasHist. Soc. Coll., VI, 240, 1859.
les (1724) trttns. in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d a., viii, 246,
B#cancourt.— Vaudreuil (1721) in N. Y. Doc.
1819.
Becquancourt. La Tour,
Col. Hist., IX, 904, 1855.

BScandeS.

—

map,

—

1784.

Becquencourt.

court.— Clinton
1855.

Tribes
(1736)

—

—

1782.

Ibid.,

Becun-

(1745) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 281,

—

Bekancourt. DeLancey (1754) in Ruttenber,
Hudson R., 216, 1872. Besangon. Chauvjgnerie
quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 553, 1853.

—

Bece. An abandoned village of the Koskimo, 6 m. e. of Koprino harbour, in Quatsino
sd.,

Vancouver

Bece.

in

id.

— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

Beldom.

A

7,

1888.

1855.— Jones, Ojebway

Inds., 229, 1861.

Kwakiutl tribe

living

sd., Brit.

Pop. 321 in 1911.

The language spoken by this tribe and shared
also by the Kitamat, Kitlope, China Hat, and
Wikeno Indians is a peculiar dialect of Kwakiutl, called Heiltsuk from the native name of
the Bellabella.

These tribes resemble each

other furthermore in having a system of clans

—

with descent through the mother derived
probably from their northern neighbours while

—

the Bellacoola and Kwakiutl to the S. have
paternal

perhaps, the pecuUar secret societies of the-

N.

W.

arose

descent.

Anciently

the

coast, the

most important

of

which evifirst

When voyagers first begaa

among them.

frequenting the n. Pacific coast, Milbanke sd.,

which

offers

one of the few good openings into

the inner ship channel to Alaska, was often
visited, and its inhabitants were therefore

among

first to be modified by European
Together with the other Heiltsuk
tribes they have now been Christianized by
Protestant missionaries, and most of their ancient culture and ritual have been abandoned.
In 1911, the population of the Bellabella

the

contact.

band was 321 -Can. Ind.

AIT., 1911, 202.
(j.

R. S.)

BellaBelbellahs.— Dunn, Oregon Ter., 183, 1845.
Bella.— Can. Ind. Aff.. 361, 1897. Elk-Ia'sumn.
Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9, 1889 (Bellacoola
name). Haeeltruk. Scouler in Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond.,.
Haeeltsuk. Scouler in Jour. Ethnol. Soc.
I, 224, 1841.
Lond., I, 233, 1848. Haeeltz.— Latham, ibid., 164.
Haeeltzuk. Scouler in Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond., i, 223,.
1841.
Haeetsuk. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond.,
Haeltzuk. Latham in Jour. Ethnol. Soc.
64, 1856.
Lond., I. 155, 1848. Hailtsa.— Hale in U. S. Expl.
Expd., VI, 221, 1846. Halltzuk.— Tolmie and Dawson,
Vocabs. Brit. Col., 117b, 1884. Ha-Ilt-zukh.—Gibbs
He'iltsuk.— Boas^
in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 145, 1877.
He'iltsuq.
in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887.
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 328 (own name).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

HHetsuck.—Can.

Ind. Afl.,

252,

1891.

Hlletsuk.—

Iletsuck.— Powell, ibid., 122, 1880.
Millbank Indians.— Dunn,
Ilet Suck.— Ibid., 315.
Millbank Sound Indians.—
Hist. Oreg., 271, 1844.
Ibid., 358.
Witsta. Tolmie and Dawson, op. cit.
(Chimmesyan name). Wutsta'. Boas in 5th Rep>
191,

1883.

—

N.

W.

Tribes Can.,

—

9, 1889.

Bellacoola (Bi'lxula)

Col.

lowing clans are given: Wikoktenok (Eagle),
Koetenok (Raven), Halhaiktenok (KiUerwhale).

Haida from the Queen Charlotte ids. were conFor this reason,

stantly raiding their coasts.

on Mil-

Their septs or sub tribes
are Kokaitk, Oetlitk, and Oeahtk. The fol-

banke

and on the

of Kittizoo

other by the BeUacoola, while war parties of

Ibid.,

Missisauga village in Ontario

Bellabella (an Indian corruption of Milbanke
taken back into English). The popular name
of an important

by the Tsimshian

1912

dently had their origin in war customs,

leans.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 196, 1855.

A

side

v., A.

.

A coast SaHsh tribe^

on n. and s.
Bentinck arm, Dean inlet, and Bellacoola r.,
This name is that given them by
Brit. Col.
the Kwakiutl, there being no native designaThey form the
tion for the entire people.
or rather aggregation of tribes,

northernmost division of the Salishan stock,
from the remaining tribes of which they are
separated by the Tsilkotin and the Kwakiutl.
In the Canadian reports on Indian affairs the
name is restricted by the separation of the
Tallion (see Talio) and the Kinisquit (people
of

Dean

inlet),

Tallion nation.

311.*

The

the whole being called the

The population

chief divisions

in 1902

was

mentioned are the

Bellabella

were very warlike, a character largely attributable to the fact that they were flanked on one

*In 1911, the BeUacoola and Tallion band included
225 persons and the Kinisquit band, 47; total, 272.
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and Nuhalk. The
gentes of the Bellacoola without reference to
the tribal divisions are: Hamtsit, lalostimot,
Kookotlane, Smoen, Spatsatlt, Tlakaumoot,
ICinisquit, Noothlakimish,

The

Tumkoaakyas.
as gentes of the

following are mentioned

Nuhalk division: Keltakkaua,
Spukpukolemk, and Toko-

Potlas, Siatlhelaak,

The

ais.

61

Bellacoola

(chiefly

villages

after

the beginning of the 18th century, the

Micmac

settUng in w. Newfoundland as hunters and
fishermen. For a time these dwelt in amity

with the Beothuk, but in 1770, quarrels having
was fought between

arisen, a destructive battle

the two peoples at the n. end of Grand Pond.

The Beothuk, however,

lived on friendly terms
Naskapi, or Quebec Montagnais,
and the two peoples visited and traded with

with

the

Boas) are: Aseik, Asenane, Atlklaktl, Koapk,
Koatlna, Komkutis, Noutchaoff, Nuiku, Nuka^mats, Nukits, Nusatsem, Nuskek, Nuskelat,

each other.

Uutltleik, Osmakmiketlp, Peisela, Sakta, Satsk,

dle of the 18th century, offered a reward for

Selkuta, Senktl, Setlia, Slaaktl, Snutele, Snut-

every head of a Beothuk Indian. To gain this
reward and to obtain the valuable furs they

Taho, Tkeikts-

Stskeitl, Stuik,

Sotstl,

lelatl,

kune, Tskoakkane, Tsomootl.

(j.

Belhoola.—Gibbs

I,

in Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

Bellacoola.—Can.

choolas.— Dunn,
la.
la.

Ind.

Aff.,

315,

Brit,

Col.,

v, 488, 1855.

146,

1862.

•Scouler in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

1884.
I,

BellaghBellahooBell-houBelll-choola.—
1880.

Hist. Oregon, 267, 1844.

—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
—Mayne,

Jioola.

r. s.)

267, 1877.

i,

234, 1848.

BU-

—Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 122b,
Blllechoola. —Scouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,

224,

1841.

BUlikula.—Gibba quoted by Ball in
i, 241, 1877.
Bilqula.— 7th Rep.

•Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

N. W. Tribes of Can., 2, 1891. Bl'lxula.— Boas in Rep.
Nat, Mua. for 1895, 320. Ilghi'mi.—Tolmie and DawTallion Nation.—
fion, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 122b, 1884.
Can. Ind. Aff., 417, 1898.

Beothukan Family

(from the tribal or

group name B^thuk, which probablj' signifies
'man,' or 'human being,' but was employed by
Europeans to mean 'Indian,' or 'Red Indian';
in the latter case because the Beothuk coloured
themselves and tinted their utensils and arms
with red ochre)
So far as known only a single
tribe, called Beothuk, which inhabited the
island of Newfoundland when first discovered,
.

Exasperated by the petty depre-

dations of these tribes, the French, in the mid-

possessed, the more numerous Micmac hunted
and gradually exterminated them as an independent people. The EngHsh treated the Beothuk with much less rigour; indeed, in 1810 Sir
Thomas Duckworth issued a proclamation for
their protection.
The banks of the river of
Exploits and its tributaries appear to have been
their last inhabited territory.

De Laet (Novus

Orbis, 34, 1633) describes

"The
medium, the hair black,
the face broad, the nose flat, and the eyes large;
all the males are beardless, and both sexes tint
these Newfoundland Indians as follows:

height of the body

is

not only their skin but also their garments with
a kind of red colour. And they dwell in certain

and low huts of sticks set in a
and joined together in the roof. Being

conical lodges
circle

nomadic, they frequently change their habitations.
They had a kind of cake made with
eggs and baked in the sun, and a sort of pud-

and composed of
and other ingredients."

ding, stuffed in gut,
livers, eggs,

seal's fat,

He

des-

constituted this family, although existing vo-

cribes also their peculiar crescent-shaped birch-

cabularies indicate marked dialectic differences.
At first the Beothuk were classified either as
Eskimauan or as Algonquian, but now, largely
through the researches of Gatschet, it is deemed
best to regard them as constituting a distinct

bark canoes, which had sharp keels, requiring
much ballast to keep them from overturning;
these were not more than 20 feet in length and
they could bear at most 5 persons. Remains
of their lodges, 30 to 40 feet in circumference
and constructed by forming a slender frame of
poles overspread with birch bark, are still traceable.
They had both summer and winter

linguistic stock.

It is

probable that in 1497

Beothukan people were met by Sebastian Cabot
when he discovered Newfoundland, as he states
that he met people "painted with red ochre,"
which is a marked characteristic of the Beothuk
of later observers.
Whitbourne (ChappeU,
Voy. to Newfoundland, 1818), who visited
Newfoundland in 1622, stated that the dwellingplaces of these Indians were in the n. and w.
portions of the island, adding that "in war they
use bows and arrows, spears, darts, clubs, and
shngs." The extinction of the Beothuk was
due chiefly to the bitter hostiUty of the French
and to Micmac invasion from Nova Scotia at

dwellings,

the

latter

often

about 20 people each.

accommodating

Jukes

(Excursions,

1842) describes their deer fences or deer stock-

ades of trees, which often extended for 30 miles

along a river.

They employed

pits or caches

and used the steam bath in
huts covered with skins and heated with hot
stones.
Some of the characteristics in which
the Beothuk differed from most other Indians
were a marked lightness of skin colour, the use
for storing food,

of trenches in their lodges for sleeping berths.
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the peculiar form of their canoes, the nondomestication of the dog, and the dearth of
evidence of pottery making. Bonnycastle

(Newfoundland in 1842) states that the Beothuk used the inner bark of Pinus balsamifera
as food, while Lloyd (Jour. Anthrop. Inst., iv,
1875) mentions the fact that they obtained fire
by igniting the down of the bluejay from sparks
produced by striking together two pieces of
Peyton, cited by Lloyd, declares

iron pyrites.

that the sun was the chief object of their wor-

Cormack's

ship.

ejq^edition,

conducted

in

tion of the Native Savages, in 1827, failed to
find a single individual of this once prominent

although the island was crossed centrally
in the search.
As they were on good terms
with the Naskapi of Labrador, they perhaps
tribe,

crossed

the strait of

Beathook.

wi(ijji

Belleisle

them.

(j.

— Leigh

and became

n. b. h.

a. s. g.)

quoted by Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop.
1875.
B^hathook. Gatschet in Proc.
Soc, 410, 1885 (quoting older form). Beothics.
Lloyd io Jour. Anthrop. Inst., iv, 33, 1875.
Beothlk. Gatschet, op. cit. (quoting old form).
Beoths. Vetromile, Abnakis, 47, 1866. Beothucs.
Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., iv, 21, 1875. Beothues.
Jour. Anthrop. Inst., iv, pi. facing p. 26, 1875.
Beothugs. Ibid., V, pi. facing p. 223, 1876. Beothuk.
Gatschet in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, 408, 1885. Bethuck. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 58, 1856.
Boeothick. MacDougall in Trans. Canad. Inst., ii, 98,
1890-91.
Boeothuk.—Gatschet in Proc. Am. Philos.
Soc, 410, 1885 (quoting older form). Good-night Indians. Lloyd, following blunder of Latham, in Jour.
Anthrop.Inst., v. 229, 1876. Macquaejeet. Gatschet
in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, 410, Oct., 1885 (Micmac name:
'red man,' evidently a transl. of the European 'Red
Inst.,

Am.

IV,

—

38,

Philoa.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Indian').

—

Red Indians

of

Newfoundland.

—Cart-

wright (1768) quoted by Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop. Inst.,
IV, 22, 1875.
Shawatharott. King quoted by Gatschet in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, 410, 1885 ( ='Red Indian
man'). Sliawdtliarut.
Ibid.,
Ulnobah.
Latham

—

—

—

quoted by Gatschet, ibid., 411 (Abnaki name). UIn6
mequaegit. Ibid, (said to be the Micmac name, sig.

—

'red man,' but evidently a trader's or fisherman's rendering of the European 'Red Indians').

of civihzation.

A trading post called Bersimis,
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had in 1911 some
but whether any

not stated.
(j.

M.)

— McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, ni,
Bersamis.— Stearns, Labrador, 263, 1884.
79, 1854.
Bersiamites. —
Rel. for 1640, 34, 1858.
Bersiamits. — Hind, Labrador Renin,
Bersia125, 1863.
mitts.— McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, in, 81, 1854.
Bertiamistes. — Iroquois treaty (1665) in N. Y. Doc.
Baislmetes.

Jes.

i,

Col. Hist.,

Bertiamites.— Memoir of
Bethsiamits.— Can. Ind. A£F.
Betsiamites. Le Clercq quoted by
1853.

122,

Ill,

1706, ibid., ix, 786, 1855.

Rep., 38, 1880.

—Can.

—

Betsiamits.

(1632), CEuvres, iv, 105, 1870.

Ind. Aff. Rep. 1884, pt.

1,

185, 1885.

Bussen-

— McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, in, 81, 1854.
Notre Dame de Betsiamits. — Boucher in Can. Ind.
meus.

A£f.

Rep. for 1884,

pt. 1, 36,

miouek.—Jes.

Oubesta-

1885 (mission name).

Rel. for 1643, 38, 1858.

Oumamlois.—

Albanel (1670) quoted by Hind, Labrador Penin.,

Oumamioucks.

1863.

Tribes, in, 79, 1854.
Pe^nin. ,

I,

— McKenney

and

126,
Ind.

i,

Hall,

Oumamiwek. —Hind,

Labrador

224, 1863.

Bible translations.

The Bible has been

printed in part or in whole in 32 Indian lan-

guages N. of Mexico. In 18, one or more portions have been printed; in 9 others, the New

Testament or more has appeared;

and

in 5

namely, the Massachuset, Cree,
Labrador Eskimo, Santee Dakota, and Tukkuthkutchin, the whole Bible is in print.
languages,

The Norwegian

missionaries,

Hans and Paul

Egede, were the first to translate any part of
the Bible into Greenland Eskimo, their version
of the New Testament being printed in part in
1744,

and

as a whole in 1766.

this translation,

by Otto

A

Fabricius,

revision of

was twice

printed before the close of the 18th century;

and

in

1822 the Moravian Brethren brought

new

which ran through seveNearly three-quarters of the Old
Testament was printed in the same language
between 1822 and 1836, when the work was
discontinued.
In Labrador Eskimo the earout a

translation,

ral editions.

liest

Bersiamite. One of the small Algonquian
tribes composing the eastern group of the
Montagnais, Lohabiting the banks of Bersimis
r.,
which enters St. Lawrence r. 75 miles
below Tadoussac.
These Indians became
known to the French at an early date, and
being of a peaceable and tractable disposition, were soon brought under the influence of
the missionaries.
They were accustomed to
assemble once a year with cognate tribes at
Tadoussac for the purpose of trade, but
these have melted away under the influence

of

550 Indians attached to
of them were Bersiamite

Champlain

behalf of the Beothic Society for the Civiliza-

incorporated

mouth

at the

printed Bible text was the

Harmony of

Gospels, which appeared in 1800.

the

This was

by the Gospel

of St. John in 1810, the
Testament in 1840, and all of
the Old Testament between 1834 and 1867.
In other Eskimo languages there were printed
In Labrador Eskimo some New Testament
extracts in 1878 and the Four Gospels in 1897,

followed

complete

translated

New

by E.

J.

Peck; in the Aleutian Una-

laska dialect, with adaptation also to the

Atka

John Veniaminoff's translation of St,
Matthew's Gospel in 1848; and in Kaniagmiut,
Elias TishnofE's translation of the same Gospel,
dialect,

also in 1848
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Four languages of the Athapascan family
have been provided with Bible translations.
The Gospels were translated by Robert McDonald and printed in the Tukkuthkutchin
language of Mackenzie r. in 1874, and the whole
Bible in 1898. In the Chipewyan, Archdeacon
Kirkby's translation of the Gospels appeared in
1878 and the whole New Testament in 1881;
in the Etchareottine, Kirkby's transla^tion of
St. John's Gospel in 1870, and Bishop Bompas' of the New Testament between 1883 and
1891; and in the Tsattine, A. C. Garrioch's
vension of St. Mark's Gospel in 1886.

Translations have been made into 13 languages of the Algonquian family. In the Cree,
William Mason's work comprises several editions of the Gospel of St. John made between
1851 and 1857, the complete New Testament
Archin 1859, and the whole Bible in 1861-62.
deacon Hunter's version of three of the Gospels
in the same language appeared in 1853-55
(reprinted in 1876-77).

Bishop Horden's Four

Gospels in Cree was printed in 1859, and his
complete New Testament in 1876. In the

Abnaki, St. Mark's Gospel, translated by
Wzokhilain, was printed in 1844; in the Micmac, beginning with the printing of St. Matthew's Gospel in 1853, Mr. Rand continued at
work until the whole JSTew Testament was published in 1871-75, besides the books of Genesis,
Exodus, and the Psalms; and in the Malecite,
John's Gospel, also translated

St.

came out

The Massachuset

in 1870.

by Rand,
language,

which comes next in geographical order, was
the first North American Indian language into
which any Bible translation was made; John
Eliot began his Natick version in 1653 and
finished

1680-85.

it

in 1661-63, with a revised edition in
In 1709 Experience Mayhew pub-

lished his translation, in the

Wampanoag

dia-

Martha's Vineyard, of the Psalms and
John's Gospel. In the Delaware, Dencke's

lect of

St.

translation

of

the epistles of St. John was

printed in 1818, Zeisberger's

Harmony

of the

Gospels in 1821, and Luckenbach's Scripture
Narratives in 1838. In Chippewa, the earliest
translations were those of the Gospels of St.

Matthew and

St.

John, by Peter and John

There are three

Jones, printed in 1829-31.

complete translations of the

New Testament

translated

the Psalms

(1856)

Francis

Barker,

in

1846.

In

Ottawa,

the

Meeker's translation of St. Matthew and St.
John appeared in 1841-44; in the Potawatomi,

Matthew and the

Acts, by Lykins, in 1844;
Matthew, by Tuns, in 1890;
in the Arapaho, St. Luke, by Roberts, in 1903;
and in the Cheyenne, the Gospels of St. Luke
and St. John by Petter, who has published also
some other portions of the Bible.
St.

in the Siksika, St.

Three languages

of the Iroquoian family pos-

sess parts of the Bible.

In

Mohawk,

extracts

from the Bible were printed as early as 1716;
the Gospel of St. Mark, by Brant, in 1787;
and St. John, by Norton, in 1805. Between
1827 and 1836 the rest of the New Testament
was translated by H. A. Hill, W. Hess, and
J. A. Wilkes, and the whole was printed in
A new version of the Gossuccessive parts.
pels, by Chief Onasakenrat, was printed in
1880. The only part of the Old Testament in

Mohawk

is

Isaiah, printed in 1839.

Seneca language, St

Luke, by

In the

Harris,

printed in 1829, and the Four Gospels,

was
by

Asher Wright, in 1874. In the Cherokee language St. Matthew's Gospel was translated by
S. A. Worcester and printed in 1829, the other
Gospels and the Epistles following, until the

complete New Testament was issued in 1860.
Genesis and Exodus, also by Worcester, were
printed in 1856 and 1853, respectively, besides
some portions of the Psalms, Proverbs, and
Isaiah.

In the Kwakiutl language, of the Wakashan
family, A. J. Hall's translation of the Gospels of

John came out in 1882-84
In the Tsimshian language, of the Chimmesyan family, the Four
Gospels, translated by William Duncan, were
printed in 1885-89; and in the Niska language
J. B. McCuUagh began work on the Gospels
In the Haida language, of the Skitin 1894.
St.

Matthew and

and the Acts

St.

in 1897.

tagetan family, translations of three of the
Gospels and of the Acts, by Charles Harrison

and

J.

H. Keen, were printed

in 1891-97.

in

One by Edwin James in 1833,
another by Henry Blatchford in 1844 (reprinted in 1856 and 1875), and a third by F. A.
O'Meara in 1854 (reprinted in 1874). O'Meara
this language:

also

the Twelve Minor Prophets (1874). In the
Shawnee language, St. Matthew's Gospel, by
Johnston Lykins, was printed in 1836 and a
revision in 1842, and St. John's Gospel, by

and the

Pentateuch (1861), and McDonald translated

Consult the various bibliographies of Indian
languages, by J. C. Pilling, published as bulletins by the Bureau of American Ethnology.
(w. E.)

Birch River. A local name applied to the
Maskegon (Swampy Cree) res., near lower Sas-
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katchewan

r.,

gathered on

Manitoba, and to the Indians
Can. Ind. Aff., passim.

it.

—

Bistchonigottine.

A

aottine on Bistcho lake, north-western Alberta.
Bes-tchonhi-Gottind.

—Petitot,

Autour du Lac des

Eaclavea, 339, 1891.

Blackfoot, Middle, North,

and South.

Black Kettle. An Onondaga chief,
by the French Chaudibre Noire. When

called
in the

French war the governor in Montreal sent
one of his officers with 300 men to attack the
Iroquois at Niagara, Black Kettle, with 80
warriors, gave the invaders a long running
fight, from which the latter were the chief sufferers, although his force was in the end wiped
out. In the following season he laid waste the
French settlements in w. Canada. In 1691 the
Iroquois planned the destruction of the French
settlements and trading posts w. of Montreal.
Their plans were revealed to the French comfirst

mander by captive Indian women who escaped,
and after the defeat of the expeditions the
French destroyed parties that were encamped
in their hereditary hunting grounds between

the Ottawa and St. Lawrence

rs.

Black Kettle

by killing Indians who traded with
Montreal and the French escort sent to guard

retaliated

them.

On July

carried

he attacked Montreal
who were

15, 1692,

off

many

prisoners,

retaken by a pursuing party; and in the same
season he attacked the party of de Lusignan
and killed the leader. In 1697 he arranged a
peace with the French, but before it was concluded he was murdered by some Algonkin
while hunting near Cattaraugus, although he
had notified the French commander at the fort
of the peace negotiations.

Blankets. In the popular mind the North
American Indian is everywhere associated
with the robe or the blanket. The former was
the whole hide of a large

and

pliable

for hangings,

made

doors,

partitions,

the

women

awnings, or

dried fruit on them,

and cradles of them for their
and receptacles for a thousand things

vehicles

babies,

and burdens; they even then exhausted their
skill upon them, producing their
finest art work in weaving and embroidery;
finally, the blanket became a standard of value
and a primitive mechanism of commerce.
In 8. E. Alaska originated what is popularly
patience and

Divisions of the Siksika proper, q. v.

and

1912

bed and covering; for the home they served
sunshades;

division of the Etch-

v., A.

by much

mammal made

soft

called the Chilkat blanket

ning, weaving, fringing,

—a marvel of spin-

and mythic designs.

The apparatus for this seems inadequate.
The woman hangs her warp of mountain goat's
wool mixed with shredded cedar bast from a
horizontal bar. The long ends are made into
balls and covered with membrane to keep
them clean. Weft is not even wound on a
stick for shuttle, nor is there even the rudest
harness or batten.

The

details of the great

mythic design are carefully wrought in by the
woman in twined weaving at the same time
that a dainty lacework is produced on the selvage. The process ends with a long heavy
fringe from the unused warp.
Farther southward on the N. W. coast cedar bast finely
shredded served for the weaving of soft blankets, which were neatly trimmed with fur.
The Nez Percys and oliher tribes in the Fraser-Columbia area were extremely skilful in
producing a heavy and tastefully decorated
blanket in twined weaving from mountain
goat's hair with warp of vegetal fibre, and
among the Atlantic and Pacific coast tribes
generally soft barks, wild hemp, rabbit skins,
the down of birds, and the plumes of feathers
were put to the same use. Blankets of cords
wound with feathers were produced, not only
by the Pueblos and cliff-dwellers but quite
extensively in the E. as well as in the N. W.
These were all woven with the simplest possible
apparatus and by purely aboriginal technical
They were the groundwork of great
processes.
skill and taste and much mythology, and were

dressing; or pelts of foxes,

decorated with strips of fur, fringes, tassels,

wolves, and such creatures were sewed together;
or bird, rabbit, or other tender skins were cut
into ribbons, which were twisted or woven.

pendants, beadwork, featherwork, and native

The

had no weaving and had previously
which was most
exhausting. The European was not slow in
observing a widespread want and in supplying
the demand. When furs became scarcer blankets were in greater demand everywhere as
articles of trade and standards of value.
In-

latter

were manufactured by basketry

processes from wool, hair, fur, feathers, down,
bark, cotton, etc., and had many and various
functions.
They were worn like a toga as
protection from the weather, and, in the best
examples, were conspicuous in wedding and

other ceremonies; in the night they were both

money. After the advent of the whites the
blanket leaped into sudden prominence with
tribes that

worn

robes, the preparation of
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plant was established in

ideas produce different forms in different areas.

Buffalo for the manufacture of what was called
the Mackinaw blanket. The delegations visit-

of the Yukon, where the water
sometimes turbulent, the canoe is pointed at
both ends and partly decked over. On the e.
side of Canada the bow and the stern of the
canoe are greatly rounded up. A curious form
has been reported by travellers among the Beothuk of Newfoundland. On the Kootenay, and
all over the plateaus of British Columbia and
N. Washington, the Asiatic form, monitorshaped, pointed at either end under the water,
is made from pine bark instead of birch bark.
From the n. boundary of the United States,
at least from the streams emptying into the
St. Lawrence southward along the Atlantic
slope, dugout canoes, or pirogues, were the
instruments of navigation.
On the Missouri
r. and elsewhere a small tub-shaped craft of
willow frame covered with rawhide, with no

deed, in 1831 a

ing Washington during the 19th century wore
this article conspicuously, and in our system of
educating them, those tribes that were unwilling to adopt modern dress were called "blan-

In art the drapery and colours
have had a fascination for portrait painters,
while in citizen's garments the red man ceases
to be picturesque.
ket Indians."

Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 1897;

Hodge in Am. Anthrop., viii,
Hohnes in 13th Rep. B. A. E.,

3,

1895;

1896;

Mat-

no.

3d Rep. B. A. E., 1884, (2) Navaho
Legends, 1897; Pepper in Everybody's Mag.,
Jan. 1902; Stephen in Am. Anthrop., vi, no. 4,
1893; Voth in Am. Anthrop., ii, no. 2, 1900;
(O. T. M.
W. H.)
thews

(1) in

A Micmac village near
Nova Scotia.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep.

Boat Harbour.
Pictou,

1880, 46, 1881.

Boats. Under this general term are included various kinds of water-craft used
throughout North America wherever waters
favoured. The Eskimo have two forms the

—

{kaiak, Russian baidarka) and the
woman's boat {umiak, Russian baidarra)
made by stretching a covering of seal hide over
a framework of whale ribs or of driftwood.
The umiak, or woman's boat, is an open scow
with little modification of bow and stern, propelled with large oars and a sail made of intestines; but the man's boat is one of the most

man's boat

—

effective devices for

The man

sits in

lighter forms,

water travel in the world.

a small hatch, and, in the

when

his water-tight

lashed to the gunwale he

is

so that though the water

jacket

is

Near the mouth

is

bow

division of
bull-boat,

or stern, locally

as the

and Hidatsa women for carrying their goods
down or across the rivers. It was so light that
when one was emptied a woman could take it
on her back and make her way across the land.

On

the w. coast, from mt. St. Elias southward

to Eel

Cal., excellent

r.,

made from
some

them nearly 100

of

dugout canoes were

giant cedar and other light woods,

tude of islands

ft.

long.

The

multi-

the n. coast rendered

off

it

possible for the natives to pass from one to the

and thus they were induced

other,

to invent

Here also
from tribe to tribe the forms differ somewhat
as to the shape of the bow and stern and the
ornamentation. On the California coast and
navigable streams n. of cape Mendocino, wellmade wooden dugout canoes were used wooden

sea-going canoes of fine quality.

;

canoes,

made

chiefly of planks lashed together

in the Santa Barbara Id.
both were important elements in in-

practically shut in,

and caulked, were used

may

region;

pass entirely

known

was used by Sioux, Mandan, Arikara,

over him, scarcely a drop enters the craft. He
moves himself through the water by means of
a paddle, in most cases a double one.
Immediately in touch with the skin-boat
countries all around the Arctic, from Labrador
to Kodiak in Alaska and southward to the line
of the white birch, eastward of the Rocky mts.,
and including the country of the Great lakes,
existed the birch-bark canoe.
With framework of light spruce wood, the covering or
sheathing of bits of tough bark sewed together
and made water-tight by means of melted
pitch, these boats are interesting subjects of
study, as the exigencies of navel and portage,

fluencing the culture of the people of these

the quality of the material, and traditional

Spaniards

21a— 5

sections.

Everywhere

else in California, bar-

and rafts of
by water was conducted

ring the occasional use of corracles
logs,

transportation

by means

of balsas, consisting of rushes tied in

if not always, with more or
approximation to a boat of cigar shape.
In certain spots in California, as on Clear lake
among the Pomo and Tulare lake among the
Yokuts, these tule balsas were important fac-

bundles, generally,
less

tors in native life;
less so

(Kroeber)

and in s.
immense

.

elsewhere in the state

On

central California the Indians
corracle-like baskets,
coritas,

much

the lower Rio Colorado
called

made

by the

which were coated

with
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bitumen or other waterproofing and used for
fording the streams, laden with both passengers
and merchandise.
Consult Boas, The Central Eskimo, 6th Rep.
Coues, Garces Diary, 1900;
Hoffman, The Menomini Indians, 14th Rep.
B. A. E., 1896; Murdoch, Ethnological Results
of the Point Barrow Expedition, 9th Rep. B.
A. E., 1892; Nelson, The Eskimo about Bering
Strait, 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1S99; Niblack, The
Coast Indians of Southern Alaska and Northern British Columbia, Rep. Nat. Mus., 1888;
Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., in, 1877;
B. A. E., 1888;

Simms

in

Am.

Anthrop.,

vi, 191, 1904;

Win-
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ample, the skulls and paws of small animals
were used for mixing medicine.

Not uncommonly the small

bones, teeth, and

claws of various animals, the beaks of birds,
etc., were strung as beads, were perforated or

grooved to be hung as pendant ornaments or
were sewed on garments or other
objects of use. These uses are illustrated in
the necklaces of crab claws and the puffin beak
ceremonial armlets of the Eskimo, by the bear-

rattles, or

tooth necklaces of

many

Indians,

by the
buckskin

of the tribes,

embellishments
costumes of the women

elk-tooth

of

the

among

the

Plains

and by the small carved bone pendants

attached to the edge of the garments of the
ancient Beothuk (see Adornment). Teeth and

ship in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 407, 1896.
(O. T. M.)

Boeuf, Nation du.

Mentioned in the Je1662 as a tribe against which
the Iroquois that year sent out an expedition.
The name signifies 'Buffalo Nation,' but to

small bones, such as the metacarpals of the

designated either the Buffalo clan or gens of

worked bone discs and lozenges,
were used as dice in playing games of chance
and gaming sticks of many varieties were made
of bone.
In pre-colonial times bone had to be
cut, carved, and engraved with implements of

some

stone, such as knives, scrapers, saws, gravers,

suit Relation of

what people

refers

it

is

unknown;

it

may have

tribe or one of the buffalo-hunting tribes

of the

W.

Bogan.

(j.

drills,

M.)

A marshy

Roy. Soc. Can., 209, 1896).

In a letter (Apr.

Ganong saj's fm-tfier: "A word very
much used by guides and others who go into
1903)

New

Brunswick woods is bogan, a still
creek or bay branching from a stream. Exactly the same thing the Indians call a pokologan."
He thinks bogan, like lagan, probably
the common name in Maine for the same thing,
a corruption of pokologan. Both words,
Ganong notes, are in good local use and occur
in articles on sporting, etc.
It is possible that
"bogan hole" may be a folk etymologizing of
pokologan.
In the Chippewa language a marsh
or bog is totogun.
the

(a. f.

Bone-work.

The use

of

c.)

materials, including antler, ivory, horn, whale-

and claws

of

many

toughness of these
able for

and

was almost uniThe hardness and
materials made them desir-

among Indian

creatures,
tribes.

many kinds of implements and utensils,

their pleasing colour

polish caused

ornaments.

them

and capacity

stones,

and with some

indispensable

to

still

of

prevail.

primitive

tribes

everyw'here, this material occupies a place of

exceptional importance in the far N. beyond

the hmits of forest growth, where the only

wood is brought oversea from distant
by winds and currents. The Eskimo

available

shores

have the bones

of the whale, seal, wakus, bear,
moose, reindeer, musk-ox, and a wild
sheep, and the antlers of the moose and deer,

wolf,

the horns of the sheep and ox, the teeth of the

and reindeer, the ivory of the walrus
and narwhal, fossil ivory, the whalebone of the
right-whale, and the bones of the smaller quadrupeds and various birds, and their skill in
shaping them and adapting them to their needs
in the rigorous Arctic environment is truly
bear, wolf,

The

larger bones, as the ribs of

the whale, are employed in constructing houses,

and shelters; for ribs of boats, runners
and plates for armour (Nelson). Bone,
ivory, and antler were utilized for bows, arrows,
caches,

for sleds,

spears, harpoons, knives, scrapers, picks, flint-

flaking implements, clubs, boxes,

and a great

variety of appliances and tackle employed in

for high

rigging boats, in fishing, in hunting, in trans-

to be valued for personal

portation, in preparing the product of the chase

Since both

kinds have an

man and

beasts

of

important place in
aboriginal mythology, it is to be expected that
in numerous instances their bones had a special
sacred significance and use, as when, for exvarious

Although

remarkable.

bone and related

bone, turtle-shell, and the teeth, hoofs, beaks,
versal

and grinding

the tribes the primitive methods

cove by a stream; called
also bogan hole (Ganong in Proc. and Trans.
8,

deer, as well as

for consumption; for weaving, netting, and
sewing implements, household utensils, tobacco
pipes, gaming implements, toys, dolls, fetishes,

amulets, and artistic carvings of

many

kinds.

Personal ornaments and toilet articles of bone
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and kindred materials are more numerous in
where beads, pendants, hair-pins,
combs, labrets, belt clasps, belt ornaments of
reindeer teeth, etc., are largely made and ingeThe artistic work of these
niously applied.
northern peoples is shown in their extremely
clever carvings in ivory and their engravings
of various ornamental and pictorial designs
upon objects of use and ornament, but there
seems to be sufficient ground for the opinion
Alaska,

that these particular phases of their art are

development and are due to
men and as a result of
the acquisition of metal tools and perhaps also
largely of recent

association with white

to

some extent

which

to contact with Indian tribes

turn have been influenced by the
The wide range and vast numbers of

in their

whites.

the objects of art shaped from these materials

by the Arctic peoples of the present period will
be more fully appreciated by reference to the
works of Boas, Murdoch, Nelson, and Turner,
in the annual reports of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, and by a visit to the ethnological
museums.
Bone and the allied substances have been,
and are, favourite materials with the tribes of the

The

implements, ornaments, and totemic and symbolic carvings of
the N. W. coast tribes are often admirable and
Pacific coast.

utensils,

display aesthetic appreciation of a high order

Their

Boas).

(Niblack,
ivory,

and

ladles,

and spoons

carvings

bone,

in

with abalone,
and the graceful and elaborately carved cups,

worthy.

antler, often inlaid

The

of horn, are especially note-

art of the tribes of the Fraser

basin and the Pacific slope

Puget sd. is
much more primitive, though bone was in
S. of

general use for implements, utensils, musical

instruments, gaming articles, and ornaments

(Abbott, Goddard, Powers, Smith), great

num-

Many

bers being preserved in our museums.

of the tribes of the arid region, the great divide,

the Mississippi valley, and the

-E. still

employ

bone, horn, antler, and turtleshell, to a large
extent, but metal has largely usurped their
place, especially for implements, hence finds

from

village

cemeteries,

sites,

mounds must be depended on
knowledge

and

burial

largely

for

bone-work of these
regions.
The ancient Pueblos inlaid some of
their implements and ornaments of bone with
bits of turquoise and other bright stories
of the aboriginal

(Fewkes, Pepper).

Among

the tribes of

many

and the larger birds were
used for flutes and whistles, and shells of
turtles for rattles, and the latter were often
sections bones of deer

21a— 5i
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made

also of

beaks of birds and hoofs and dew-

claws of deer and other animals, or by attaching these articles to parts of the costume, or to

bands for the wrists and ankles. Champlain
illustrates a game drive in which the drivers
appear to be beating with bones upon clavicles
of some large animal, and among the Plains

and the Pueblos a sort of saw-fiddle in
which sometimes a scapula is drawn over a
notched stick, or over another scapula, for
keeping time in ceremonial dances, is employed.
The mounds of the Mississippi and Ohio valleys
and the Southern states have yielded a wide
tribes

range of objects, both useful and ornamental.
Of the former class, awls, fish-hooks, pins,
cutting tools made of beaver
and scraping tools are the most important.
Of the latter class, beads, pendants,
gorgets, pins, wristlets, etc., are worthy of note.
There are also bone whistles and flutes, engraved batons, and various carvings that would
seem rather to be totemic and symbolic than

arrow-points,
teeth,

simply useful or ornamental; horns of the
mountain sheep were made into

buffalo and

dippers and cups, and were also, as were the
antlers of deer, utihzed in head-dresses

by the
The

ancient as well as by the present peoples.

formed convenient
hoe blades and, as such, were probably universscapulse of large animals

ally

A

employed by the native

novel use of bones

is

agriculturists.

that of plating

them

with copper, illustrated by the plated jawbone
of a wolf obtained by Moore from a Florida
mound. In the wonderful collection of objects

from the Hopewell mound, near Chillicothe,
Ohio, is a human femur engraved with intricate
and finely executed symbolic figures (Putnam
and Willoughby).
The literature of this topic is voluminous,
though much scattered, and is embodied mainly
in reports on field researches published by the
Smithsonian Institution, the National Museum, the Bureau of American Ethnology, the
Reports of the Minister of Education, Ontario,
the leading museums and academies, and in
works of a more general nature, such as Moorehead's Prehistoric Implements and Fowke's
Archfeological History of Ohio.

(w. h. h.)

Bonne Esperance. A Montagnais settlement on the islands and mainland at the mouth
of Eskimo r., on the N. shore, gulf of St.
Lawrence.

Some

Naskapi

probably

are

there also.— Stearns, Labrador, 264, 293, 1884.

Books in Indian languages.

In addition

to dictionaries, versions of the Bible

and the
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Prayer Book, whole and

in part, Bible stories

•complete and summarized,

catechisms,

and

cognate works, the literature translated into
Indian languages embraces some interesting
volumes. In Greenlandic Eskimo there is an
abridged version of Stoud-Platon's Geography,

by E. A. Wandall (1848); a
Thomas a Kempis' Imitation

translation of
of Christ,

by

Paul Egede (1787, revised 1824); a History of
the World, by C. E. Janssen (1861), and another by S. P. Kleinschmidt (1859). Peter
Kragh's translations of Ingemann's Voices in
the Wilderness, and The High Game, Krummacher's Parables and Feast Book, the Life of
Hans Egede, and other books circulated in
manuscript. In the Labrador dialect a geography, by A. F. Eisner, was published in 1880.

Under the

Mahpiya

title

ekta oiciniani ya, 'Sky

v., A.

1912

utl-Nootka) by Boas and Hunt's Kwakiutl
Texts (Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1902-05);
the Skittagetan by Swanton's Haida Texts
(Bull. 29, B. A. E., 1905); the Athapascan by

Goddard's Hupa Texts (Publ. Univ. Cal., Am.
Archjeol. and Ethnol., i, 1904), and his Morphology of the Hupa Language (1905) perhaps
belongs here also, likewise Matthew's Navaho
Legends (1897) and The Night Chant (1902);
the Siouan by Riggs' Dakota Grammar, Texts,
and Ethnography (Cont. N. A. Ethnol., ix,
1893), Dorsey's Cegiha Language (Cont. N. A.
Ethnol., VI, 1890), Omaha and Ponka Letters
(Bull. 11, B. A. E., 1891), and Osage Traditions
(6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888); the Iroquoian by
Mooney's Sacred Formulas of the Cherokee
(7th Rep. B. A. E., 1891), Hewitt's Iroquoian
Cosmology (21st Rep. B. A. E., 1903), and

Book

— the

to travelling he went,' Rev. S. R. Riggs pub-

Hale's

lished in 1857 a translation of Bunyan's Pil-

second records cosmologic myths, the last the
great national ritual of the northern Iroquois.

grim's Progress into the Dakota language of

Iroquois

the Siouan stock.

The Algonquian

lated into Cree

texts rather than

This same book was transby Archbishop Vincent (1886),
and into Cheyenne by Rev, R. Petter (1904).
In 1879 Rev. D. W. Hemans published a Santee
version of Rev. R. Newton's

The King's High-

way. Into the Massachuset dialect of the Algonquian stock Rev. John Eliot translated in
1664 Baxter's Call to the Unconverted, in 1665
Bayly's Practice of Piety, about 1687 the Rev.
W. Perkins' Six Principles of Religion, and in
1689 Shepard's Sincere Convert.
A Geography for Beginners was published in Chippewa
in 1840, and in Santee Dakota in 1876.
In
1839 the Rev. C. A. Goodrich's Child's Book of
the Creation was translated into Choctaw by
the Rev. L. S. WilUams. The civilized tribes
of Oklahoma, with the aid of the Cherokee and adapted alphabets, have pubhshed

many

laws,

text-books,

etc.,

in

the native

languages.

Exclusive of occasional texts, more or less
be found in the
i^eriodical literature of anthropology, in ethno-

brief, in native languages, to

<«i{tcal

tfEvel

and linguistic monographs, books of
and description, etc., there is accumu-

lating a considerable literatiue of texts

accredited
observers.

men

of science

by

and other competent

The Chimmesyan

stock

is

repre-

sented by Boas' Tsimshian Texts (BuU. 27,
B. A. E., 1902) the Chinookan by Boas' Chinook Texts (Bull. 20, B. A. E., 1904), and
Kathlamet Texts (Bull. 26, 1901); theSalishan
by Teit and Boas' Traditions of the Thompson
River Indians (1898) the Wakashan (Kwaki;

;

to

Rites

of

(1883)

is represented by scattered
by books, although there are
be mentioned Brinton's Lenape and Their

Legends (1885), which contains the text of the
Walum Olum, and the Cree and Siksika Legends
Indiennes du Canada
Nord-ouest (1887), the scattered texts in the
works of Schoolcraft, Hoffman, etc.; the Eskimo best by the texts in Boas' Eskimo of Baffin
Land and Hudson Bay (Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.
in Petitot's Traditions

Hist., XV, 1901), and other writings on the
Eskimo, Thalbitzer's Phonetical Study of the
Eskimo Language (1904), and Barnum's
Grammatical Fundamentals of the Innuit
Language (1901), the last relating to the Tu-

nuna

dialect of Alaska.

The monographs

of

Miss Alice C. Fletcher on the ceremonies of the
Pawnee (22d Rep. B. A. E., 1903), of James
Mooney on the Ghost Dance ReUgion (14th
Rep. B. A. E., 1896), the numerous monographs of Dr. Franz Boas on the Bellacoola,
the Kwakiutl, etc., contain much textual material.
The manuscript collection of the Bureau
of American Ethnology is rich in texts of myths,
legends, etc.

As a whole, the body

material, here briefly noticed,

of linguistic

of increasing

is

The literature in the
magnitude and value.
Chinook jargon also furnishes some titles, e. g.,
the stenographic periodical Karnloops Waiva,

by Father Le Jeune, who
several pamphlets.

Myron

Eells'

is

Worthy

Hymns

also the author of

Language (1878-89), which
translation of English verse.

mention is Rev.
Chinook Jargon

of

in the

is

not merely a
(a.

f.

c.)
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Boothroyd.

A body

of

Ntlakyapamuk

dians of Salishan stock on Fraser

The name seems

In-

Brit. Col.

r.,

have been employed to

to

include the towns of Spaim, Kimus,

Suk, and Nkattsim.

Pop.

Tzaumuk,

158 in 1911 (Can.

Ind. Aff. for 1911, 224).

Boulder outlines.
figures,

probably

Certain outline surface
Siouan origin, usually

of

formed of boulders a foot or less in diameter,
though a few consisted of buffalo bones. The
name "boulder mosaics" was first applied to
them by Todd. According to Lewis, structures
of this type have been found from w. Iowa and
Nebraska to Manitoba, and from w. Minnesota
through North and South Dakota to Montana;
but they appear to be, or rather to have been,
more frequent in South Dakota than in any
other section. These remains consist of animal, human, and other figures outlined upon
the surface of the ground, usually on elevated
sites, the human, turtle, and serpent figures
being by far the most numerous. In Dakota
the outhnes are generally accompanied with
small stone circles, known to be old tipi sites
In some instances long lines of

boulders or

buffalo bones and small stone cairns have been

found associated with them or occuriing in
their
immediate -neighbourhood. Like the
boulder circles these are more or less embedded
in the ground, but this does not necessarily
indicate great antiquity; indeed, their frequent
association with tipi circles seems to denote that

they are comparatively recent.
Among the
Crows of Montana a boulder outline figure is

made

in the

form

woman

of a

to

commemorate

the unfaithfulness of a wife.

Consult Lewis
1889,

III,

in

Am.

Anthrop.,

Simms,

July, 1890;

Thomas
Todd in Am.

ibid.,

ii,

n.

Apr.,
s.,

v,

12th Rep. B. A. E., 534,

374, 1903;

in

1894;

Naturalist, Jan., 1884.
(c. T.)

Bouscoutton.

The northernmost

division

of the Cree, living in 1658-71

about the s. shores
of Hudson bay.
According to Dr. William
Jones the Chippewa refer to the northernmost
dwelling place of theCreeasIniniwitoskwuning,
'at the man's elbow,' and Antawat-otoskwuning, 'they dwell at the elbow,'
This antawdt
is probably the term usually prefixed, in one
form or another, to the name Bouscoutton.
Ataouabouscatouek.— Jes.

—
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Rel., 1658, 21, 1858.

Ou-

taouoisbouscottous. Tailhan, Perrot, 293, note, 1864.
Outaouois, Bouscouttous. Prise de possession (1671)
in Margry, D^c, i, 97, 1875 (comma evidently inserted
by mistake.)

—

Bowls. With the Indian the bowl serves a
multitude of purposes: it is associated with the
supply of his simplest needs as well as with his
religion.

The

materials employed in

making

bowls are stone, especially soapstone, horn,
bone, shell, skin, wood, and bark. Bowls are
often adapted natural forms, as shells, gourds,

and concretions, either unmodified or more or
fully remodelled; and basket bowls are
used by many tribes. The use of bowls in the
preparation and serving of food is treated
under Dishes (q. v.). Bowls are also used in
primitive agriculture for gathering, winnowing,
drying, and roasting seeds, and in connection
with milling. With many tribes bowls are
made from large knots, being hollowed out with
fire and the knife.
*
*
*
*
The most ancient permanent cooking utensil of the Plains tribes was a
bowl made by hollowing out a stone. The
Blackfeet and Cheyenne say that in very early
times they boiled their meat in bowls made of
some kind of soft stone. The Omaha and
others had excellent wooden bowls, the standard of beauty being symmetry of outline and
the grain of the gnarled roots from which they
were made. Among many Indians bowls were
used in games of chance and divination. In
certain ceremonies of the Wahpeton and Sisseton Sioux and of other tribes a game was played
with plum-stone dice thrown from a wooden
bowl, in the making of which great skill and
care were exercised.
In some cases the kind
of wood was prescribed.
Bowls that had been
long in use for these games acquired a polish
and colour unattainable by art, and were prized
less

*****

as tribal possessions.

The Micmac accorded

supernatural powers to certain of their bowls,

and thought that water standing over night in
gaming bowls would reveal by its appearance
past, present, and future events.
Some bowls
were supposed to have mysterious powers
which would affect the person eating or drinking from them.
Bowls and trays of basketrywere used by the Sioux, Cheyenne, Arapaho,
and other Plains tribes, though not by the Siksika, in the familiar seed game.
These appear
to be the only baskets made by these tribes
(Grinnell).

Bows.

See Arroivs.

Boxes and Chests. The distribution of
tribes using boxes and chests illustrates in a
striking manner the effect of environment on
arts and customs.
Thus woodland tribes
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made boxes of suitable timber, and the culmination of their manufacture is found among
the tribes of the N. W. coast. The Eskimo
had a great variety of small boxes of bone,
wood, whalebone, and ivory, and displayed
extraordinary skill and inventiveness in their
manufacture. This was in large measure due
to their damp and freezing environment, in
which, though wood was scarce, boxes were
better than pouches for keeping the contents
dry.
It appears that to the introduction of
tobacco, percussion caps, and powder is due
the great number of small boxes manufactured
by the Eskimo, although they had previously
many boxes for trinkets, lanceheads, tinder,
Eskimo boxes are provided with cords
etc.
for fastening them to the person to prevent
Boxes and chests, being
loss in the snow.
difficult of transportation even on water, must

be looked

among sedentary

for chiefly

tribes

wooded country. Tribes that
moved freely about stored and transported
their goods in bags, rawhide cases, and basket
Boxes and chests of wood are pracwallets.
living

a

in

tically

unknown among

the

Plains

tribes,

which had abundant skins of large animals out
of which to make receptacles for their possessions, and the horse and the dog as pack and
draught animals. Some of the Plains tribes,
however, made box-like cases or trunks of rawhide similar in shape to the birch-bark boxes
of the eastern tribes, and the Sioux made
plume boxes of wood. Objects and materials
that could be injured by crushing or by dampness usually required a box, the most widespread use of which was for the storing of
feathers.
The Plains tribes and some others

made

parfleches, or cases of rawhide, almost as

rigid as a
etc.;

wooden box,

for head-dresses, arrows,

the Pima, Papago, and

Mohave made

and the Pueblos
excavated from a
single piece of cottonwood, solely for holding
the feathers used in ceremonies. The Yurok
basket cases for feathers;

employed a box,

usuallj^

made a

wooden box in
two sections for storing valuables. The eastern
woodland tribes made boxes of birch bark.
The N. W. coast tribes as far s. as Washington
made large chests of wood for storing food,
of California

cylindrical

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

Consult Boas, Decorative Art of the Indians

North

of the

Nat. Hist.,

Am. Mus. Nat.
son,

Am. Mus.

Pacific Coast, Bull.

Kroeber

IX, no. 10, 1897;

Hist., xviii, pt.

Eskimo about Bering

1,

in Bull.

1902;

Strait,

Nel-

18th Rep.

Niblack, Coast Indians, Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Stevenson in 2d Rep.
B. A. E., 1883; Swan, Indians of Cape Flattery
B. A. E., 1899;

Smithson. Cont., xvi, 1870; Swanton

Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist., v, pt.

Brant, Joseph.

1,

1905.

Mem.

in

(w. h.)

See Thayendanegea.

A band

Bridge River Indians.

of

Upper

on
which flows into the upper Eraser

Lillooet occupying the village of Kanlax,

Bridge

r.,

above Lillooet, Brit. Col.; pop. 94
Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 18, 1911.

in 1911.

Buffalo. Remains of the early species of
the bison are found from Alaska to Georgia,
but the range of the present type {Bison ameri-

was

canus)

between the Rocky and

chiefly

Allegheny mts. While traces of the buffalo
have been found as far e. as Cavetown, Md.
and there is documentary evidence that the
animal ranged almost if not quite to the Georgia coast

— the lack of remains in the shell-heaps

the Atlantic shore seems to indicate its
absence generally from that region, although
of

it

was not unknown

on the

rivers.

to

The

some

first

of the tribes

hving

authentic knowledge

of the bison or buffalo by a European was that
gained about 1530 by Alvar Nuiiez Cabeza de
Vaca, who described the animal living in freedom on the plains of Texas. At that time the

herds ranged from below the Rio Grande in
N. w. through what is now e. New
Mexico, Utah, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia; thence crossing the mountains

Mexico

to Great Slave lake they roamed the valleys of
Saskatchewap and Red rs., keeping to the w.
of 1. Winnipeg and 1. Superior and s. of 1.
Michigan and 1. Erie to the vicinity of Niagara; there turning southward to w. Pennsylva-

nia and crossing the Alleghenies they spread
over the w. portion of Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, South CaroUna, Georgia, and
All the tribes
N. Mississippi and Louisiana.

eggs, for the interment of the dead, for

range depended largely on the
and clothing, and this dependence, with the influence of the habits of the
animal, profoundly affected tribal customs and

and other

religious rites.

clothing, etc.;

for cooking, for ripening

salmon

drums
and these were usually decorated with carving or painting, or both. These
tribes

uses,

also

made

long boxes as quivers for

arrows, but smaller boxes were not so

among them

as

among

the

Eskimo

common

within

this

buffalo for food

This

is

more

clearly seen in the

where the people
were in constant contact with the buffalo durtribes

w.

ing the
great

of the Mississippi,

summer and winter migrations

northern

and southern herds.

of the

These
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animal

were composed of innumerable
smaller ones of a few thousand each, for the
buffalo was never solitary except by accident.
This habit affected the manner of hunting and
led to the organization of hunting parties under

sinew

a leader and to the establishment of rules to
insure an equal chance to every member of the

nia of

office.

woven

into reatas, belts,

party.

ments. The dried droppings of the
known among plainsmen as "buffalo

great herds

Early writers say that among the tribes e. of
the Missouri the hunting party, dividing into
four parts, closed the selected herd in a square,

upon
which, being hedged by flame, was

of

and the

sels,

poses

The

is

hunted for the pelt as much as for food, and
Fire was sometimes
fire would injure the fur.
used in the autumn to drive the deer from the
prairie into the woods.
In the N. pens were built of tree trunks
lashed together and braced on the outside, into
which the herds were driven and there killed.
Sometimes, as on the upper Mississippi, a

The

was
and personal orna-

hair of the buffalo

animal,
chips,"

fuel.

Tribal regulations controlled the cutting up

the herd,

only time the gTass would burn well was in the
autumn, and at that time the animal was

bowstrings,

were used for cupping pur-

tips

were valuable as
of the

The accuracy of this statement
questioned by Indians, for, they say, the

furnished

the buffalo horn was also worn as insig-

;

then, firing the prairie grass, pressed in

slaughtered.

the

thread for sewing, and fibre for ropes. The
horns were made into spoons and drinking ves-

animal and the distribution of the parts.

and certain parts of the carcass belonged to the man who had slain the buffalo;
the remainder was divided according to fixed
skin

among the helpers, which afforded an
opportunity to the poor and disabled to procure food. Butchering was generally done by
rules

men on

the field, each man's portion being
taken to his tent and given to the women as
their property.

The

was hunted

buffalo

in the winter

by

small, independent but organized parties, not

subject

the

to

ceremonial exactions of the

The

Upon the plains of Kansas and Nebraska the
hunters formed a circle around the herd and

pelts secured at this time
were for bedding and for garments of extra
weight and warmth. The texture of the buffalo hide did not admit of fine dressing, hence was
used for coarse clothing, moccasins, tent covers,
The hide
parfleche cases, and other articles.

shot the animals with arrows.

of the heifer killed in the fall or early winter

The annual summer hunting party generally
consisted of the entire tribe.
As the main supply of meat and pelts was to be obtained,

made the finest robe.
The buffalo was supposed to be the instructor
of doctors who dealt with the treatment of

hunter disguised in a buffalo skin acted as a
decoy, leading the herd to a precipice where
many were killed by the headlong plunge.

then, rushing

religious rites

time.

"Still

in,

were observed throughout the
hunting" was forbidden under

a man slipped away
to hunt for himself, thereby scattering a herd
and causing loss to the tribe, he was punished,
penalty of flogging, and

if

sometimes even to death. These severe regulations were in force during the tribal or ceremonial hunt. This hunt occurred in June,
July, and August, when the animals were fat
and the hair thin, the flesh being then in the
best condition for food and the pelts easiest to
dress on both sides for the making of clothing,
shields, packs, bags, ropes, snowshoes, tent and
boat covers. The meat was cut into thin
sheets and strips and hung upon a framework
of poles to dry in the sun
When fully j erked'
it was folded up and put into parfleche packs
to keep for winter use.
A cow was estimated
to yield about 45 pounds of dried meat and 50
pounds of pemmican, besides the marrow,
which was preserved in bladder skins, and the
tallow, which was poured into skin bags.
The
'

.

'

tribal hunt.

wounds, teaching them

in

healing plants and the

The

multifarious

dreams where to find

manner

of their use.

derived from the

benefits

animal brought the buffalo into close touch
with the people: It figured as a gentile totem,
its appearance and movements were referred
to in gentile names, its habits gave designations
to the months, and it became the symbol of the
leader and the type of long life and plenty;
ceremonies were held in its honour, myths recounted

its

creation,

old and young.

and

The

its

folk tales delighted

practical extinction of

the buffalo with the last quarter of the 19th

century gave a deathblow to the ancient culture of the tribes living within its range.

Consult Allen
Kentucky, i, pt.
Trade, 1902;
1887, 1889;

in
ii,

Mem. Geol
1876;

Hornaday

in

.Survey of

Chittenden, Fur

Rep. Nat. Mus.

Relation of Alvar Nunez Cabeca

de Vaca, B. Smith trans., 1871; Winship
Coronado Expedition, 14th Rep. B. A. E
1896.

(a. c. f.)
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Bullroarer. An instrument for producing
rhythmic sound, consisting of a narrow, usually
rectangular slat of wood, from about 6 in. to 2
ft. long and 5 in. to 2 in. wide, suspended by
one end to a cord, the latter often being provided with a wooden handle. The bullroarer,
which is often painted with symbohc designs,
is whirled rapidly with a uniform motion about
the head, and the pulsation of the air against
the slat gives a characteristic whizzing or roaring sound. The instrument has also been
called whizzer, whizzing stick, lightning

stick,

and rhombus, and its use was quite general.
In North America it has been found among the
Eskimo, Kwakiutl, Arapaho, and most western
tribes, including the Navaho, Apache, Ute, the
central Cahfornian tribes (v/here,

Pomo,

among the

long), Pueblos,
*
*
the ancient cliff-dwellings.
it is

nearly 2

ft.

*****

The

and

in

¥

bulh-oarer

were named Cabbassaguntiac, i. e., 'people of
Cabassaguntiquoke,' signifying
'the
place
where sturgeon abound,' The form Cobbisseconteag has been replaced by the modern
Cobbosseecontee as the name of what formerly
was Winthrop pond and outlet which flows
into Kennebec r., in Kennebec co., Me.
These
Indians it is reported, by Kendall, regarded
themselves not only as inhabitants of Cabbassaguntiquoke, but also as true cabassas, or sturgeons, because one of their ancestors, having
declared that he was a sturgeon, leaped into
this stream and never returned in human form.
They related a tale that below the falls of
Cobbosseecontee r. the rock was hewn by the
ax of a mighty manito.
(j. n. b. h.)

—

Cabbassaguntiac. Kendall, Travels, iii, 124, 1809.
Cabbassaguntlquoke. Ibid., (their former place of

—

settlement).
is

A Huron

Cahiague.

a

village

sacred implement, associated with rain, wind,

where the Jesuits had the mission

and among the Kwakiutl, according to Boas, with ghosts. By some tribes
it retains this sacred character, but among

the Baptist in 1640.

and

lightning,

has degenerated into a child's toy, for
which use its European antitype also survives
others

among

it

civilized nations.

Consult Bourke, Medicine-men of the
Apache, 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892; Fewkes,
Tusayan Snake Ceremonies, 16th Rep. B. A.
E., 1897;

Haddon, Study

of

Man,

219, 1898;

Lang, Custom and Myth, 39, 1885; Mooney,
Ghost Dance Rehgion, 14th Rep. B. A. E.,
1896; Murdock in 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892;
Schmeltz in Verh. d. Vereins f. naturw. Unterhaltung zu Hamburg, ix, 92, 1896. (w. h.)

Cahiague.— Champlain
S.

—

Businausee

('echo maker,'

from huswawag,

referring to the achichdk,

crane).

A

phratry of the Chippewa.

—

Bus-ln-as-see. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v,
1885.
Bus-in-aus-e. Ibid., 44. Bus-in-aus-ewug.— Ibid., 88 (plural).

46,

Cabbasagunti.

—

A

small body of Indians

dwelling in 1807 in the village of "Saint-Francais,"

on

St. Francis

r.,

Quebec, in which they

for 1640, 90, 1858.

bases of their systems. The budding,
blooming, leafing, and fruiting of vegetation,
the
the

springing

and decay

growth,

forth,

of

annuals, and the moulting, migration, pairing,
etc., of

animals and birds were used to denote

The

the progress of the seasons.

sun, noon,

Aff., 187, 1884.

John

Although the methods of computing time had been carried to an advanced
stage among the cultured tribes of Mexico and
Central America, the Indians n. of Mexico had
not brought them beyond the simplest stage.
The alternation of day and night and the
changes of the moon and the seasons formed

diurnal periods

Burrard Saw Mills Indians. The local
for a body of Squawmish of Fraser River
agency, Brit. Col.; noted only in 1884, when
their number was given as 232.
Can. Ind.

Ontario,

of St.

Calendar.

39 in 1911.

name

in

(1615), CEuvres, iv, 29, 1870.

lean Baptiste.— Jes. Rel.

Burrard Inlet No. 3 Reserve. The name
given by the Can. Dept. of Indian Affairs to
one of 6 divisions of the Squawmish, q. v.; pop.

'echo,'

1912

v., A.

the day differed,

many

— the

rising

and midnight

usually counted as so

The years were

divisions of

tribes recognizing 4

and setting

—while

many

full

of the

days were

nights or sleeps.

generally reckoned, especially

many winters or so many
Gulf states, where snow is
rare and the heat of summer the dominant
feature, the term for year had some reference
As a
to this season or to the heat of the sun.
in the far n., as so

snows;

but

in the

—

summer,
four
seasons spring,
the
autumn, and winter were recognized and
specific names applied to them, but the natural
phenomena by which they were determined,
and from which their names were derived,
varied according to latitude and environment,
and as to whether the tribe was in the agrirule

—

cultural or the hunter state.

Some

authorities
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state that the Indians of Vii'ginia divided the

year into five seasons:
spring;

(2)

(1)

The budding

(4) corn-

(3)

(cohonk).

and most

of

the earing of corn, or roasting-ear

summer, or highest sun;
gathering, or fall of the leaf; and
time;

Mooney

According to

(5)

winter

the Cherokee

of the southeastern tribes also divided

the year into five seasons.

some

Swanton and Boas

w. coast
divided the year into two equal parts, with 6
months or moons to each part, the summer
period extending from April to September, the
winter period from October to March. Many
tribes began the year with the vernal equinox;
others began it in the fall, the Kiowa about
Oct. 1, the Hopi with the "new fire" in NovemThe most
ber, the Takulli in January, etc.
important- time division to the Indians n. of
Mexico was the moon, or month, their count of
this period beginning with the new moon.
So
far as can be ascertained, it was not universal
in the past to correlate the moons with the
year;
where correlation was attempted, in
order that the moons should bear a fixed relastate that

7$

of the tribes of the n.

thirty moons have waned they add a supernumerary one, which they term the lost moon.
The Haida formerly intercalated what they
called a "between month," because between
the two periods into which they divided the
year, and it is likely that this was sometimes
omitted to correct the calendar (Swanton in

Am.

Anthrop.,

counted

moon

123/2

331,

v,

moons

The Creeks

1903).

adding a

to the year,

at the end of every second year, half

counted

in

ing year,

Indians

the preceding and half in the follow-

somewhat
generally

Kiowa.

as did the

calculated

their

ages

The
by

some remarkable event or phenomenon which
had taken place within their remembrance;
but few Indians of mature years could possibly
tell their

way

age before learning the white man's

Sticks were sometimes
notched by the Indians as an aid in time counts.
of counting time.

The oldest of these among the Pima (Russell
in Am. Anthrop., v, 76, 1903) dates from the
meteoric shower of 1833, a notable tally date
in Indian time reckoning.
Some of the north-

four seasons, and the other half in the following

ern tribes kept records of events by means of
symbolic figures or pietographs. One of these
is an extended calendar history, called the
"Lone-dog winter count," said to have been
painted originallj^ on a buffalo robe, found
among the Dakota, the figures of which cover
a period of 71 years from 1800 (Mallery in 10th
Rep. B. A. E.). Another series is the calendar

season, thus beginning the year with the last

history of the Kiowa, described

tion to the seasons, 12

was the number usually

reckoned; but some of the tribes, as those of
New England, the Cree, and some others

counted 13. The Kiowa system, although
counting 12 moons to the year, presents the
peculiarity of half a moon in one of the unequal

half of a

moon.

Among

the Zuiii half the

by Mooney

17th Rep. B. A. E.

^^

^

irt

)

months are "nameless," the other half "named.'

The year

is

called a "passage of time," the

seasons the "steps" of the year, and the months
"crescents," probably because each begins with

a

new mooi^

The new year

journey of the sun," i.
solar trip between one

e.,

is

termed "mid-

the middle of the

summer

solstice

and
De-

another, and occurring about the 19th of
cember usually initiates a short season of great
religious activity.
The first six months have
definite and appropriate names, the others,
while called the "nameless" months, are designated, in ritualistic speech, Yellow, Blue, Red,
White, Variegated, and Black, after the colours
of the prayer-sticks

the

full of

each

moon

sacrificed in

rotation at

to the gods of the north,

west, south, east, zenith,

and nadir, respectively

represented by those colours (Gushing in Mill-

There appears to
have been an attempt on the part of some tribes
to compensate for the surplus days in the solar
year.
Carver (Trav., 160, 1796), speaking of
the Sioux or the Chippewa, says that when
stone, IX, 58, Apr. 1884).

Calumet. (Norman-French form of literary
French chalumel, a parallel of chalumeau for
chalemeau, Old French chalemel, Provengal
caramel, a tube, pipe, reed, flute, especially a

shepherd's pipe;
English,

shawm;

Spanish caramillo, a

Low

Latin,

flute;

calamellus,

diminutive of Latin calamus, reed). Either
one of 2 highly symbolic shafts of reed or wood
about 2 in. broad, J^ in. thick, and 18 in. to 4
ft.

long, the one representing the male,

the

other the female shaft, usually perforated for a

pathway

for the breath or spirit, painted with
symbolic colours and adorned with
various symbolic objects, and which may, or
may not, have a pipe bowl to contain tobacca
for making a sacred offering of its benevolent
smoke to the gods. In modern usage the term

diverse

usually includes the pipe.

Its colouring

and

degree of adornment varied somewhat from
tribe to tribe and were largely governed by the
occasion

From

for

which the calumet was used.

the meagre descriptions of the calumet
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and

its

uses

would seem that

it

it

has a cere-

moniallj' symbolic history independent of that

and that when the pipe became
employment for burning sacritobacco to the gods, convenience and

of the pipe;

an

altar,

ficial

by

its

convention united the already highly symbolic
calumet shafts and the sacrificial tobacco altar,
the pipe-bowl; hence it became one of the most
profoundly sacred objects known to the Indians of northern America. As the colours and
the other adornments on the shaft represent
symbolically various dominant gods of the
it follows that the symbolism
and pipe represented a veritable

Indian polytheon,
of the calumet

executive council of the gods.

Moreover, in

some of the elaborate ceremonies in which it
was necessary to portray this symbolism the
employment of the two shafts became necessary, because the one with its colours and accessory adornments represented the procreative

and was denominated
the male, the fatherhood of nature; and the
other with its colours and necessary adornments
represented the reproductive female power and
her aids, and was denominated the female, the
motherhood of nature.
The calumet was employed by ambassadors
and travellers as a passport; it was used in
ceremonies designed to conciliate foreign and
hostile nations and to conclude lasting peace;
male power

arid his aids,

to ratify the alliance of friendly tribes;

to

secure favourable weather for journeys; to bring

needed rain; and to attest contracts and
treaties which could not be violated without
incm-ring the wrath of the gods. The use of
the calumet was inculcated by religious precept
and example. A chant and a dance have
become known as the chant and the dance of
the calumet; together they were employed as
an invocation to one or more of the gods. By
naming in the chant the souls of those against
whom war must be waged, such persons were
doomed to die at the hands of the person so
naming them. The dance and the chant were
rather in honour of the calumet than with the
calumet. To smoke it was prohibited to a
man whose wife was with child, lest he perish
and she die in childbirth. The calumet was

employed

also in banishing evil

taining good.

Some,

and

for ob-

in order to obtain

of the gods, sacrificed

favour

some animals in spirit
was not con-

to them, and, as the visible food

sumed

visibly by the gods, they ate the food
and chanted and danced for the calumet.

GEORGE
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1912

by
The
Hennepin may be given: "The quill, which is
commonly two foot and a half long, is made of
following description of the calumet

a pretty strong reed or cane, adorned with
all colours, interlaced with locks of
women's hair. They tie to it two wings of the

feathers of

find, which makes their
calumet not much unlike Mercury's wand, or
that staff ambassadors did formerly carry when
they went to treat of peace. They sheath that
reed into the neck of birds they call huars
[loons], which are as big as our geese and spotted
with black and white; or else of a sort of ducks
who make their nests upon trees, though water
be their natm-al element, and whose feathers
However, every
are of many different colours.
nation adorns the calumet as they think fit,

most curious birds they

according to their

own genius and
own country."

the birds

*********

they have in their

From Charlevoix

(1721)

it is

learned that the

stem or shaft of what is
commonly called the calumet pipe; that in
calumet

is

strictly the

those designed for public ceremonial purposes
this shaft is very long, and "is of light wood,
painted with different colours, and adorned with
the heads, tails, wings, and feathers of the most

beautiful birds," which he beheved were "only
for ornament" rather than for symbolic expression;

that

among

the calumet

is

those nations

in use

it is

among which

as sacred as are the

wampum belts and strands among the nations
among whom these things are in use; that Pawnee tradition asserts that the calumet is a gift
from the sun; that the calumet is in use more
among the southern and western nations than
the eastern and northern, and it is
more frequently employed for pAce than for

among
war.

He

says that

if

the calumet

is

offered

and accepted it is the custom to smoke in the
calumet, and the engagements contracted are
held sacred and inviolable, in just so far as such

human

Perrot also says
things are inviolable.
that the Indians believe that the sun gave the
calumet to the Pawnee. The Indians profess
that the violation of such an engagement never
escapes just punishment. In the heat of battle, if an adversary offer the calumet to his

opponent and he accept it, the weapons on both
sides are at once laid down; but to accept or
to refuse the offer of the calumet is optional.
There are calumets for various kinds of public
engagements, and when such bargains are made
an exchange of calumets is usual, in this manner rendering the contract or bargain sacred.
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contemplated, not only the

shaft but the feathers with which

it is

dressed

are coloured red, but the feathers only on one
side

may be

red,

and

it is

claimed that from the

some instances it
what nation the calumet
B}^ smoking together in

disposition of the feathers in
is

possible to

is

know

to

to be presented.

the calumet the contracting parties intend to

invoke the sun and the other gods as witnesses

mutual obligations assumed by the
and as a guarantee the one to the other
that they shall be fulfilled. This is accomplished by blowing the smoke toward the sky,
the four world-quarters, and the earth, with a
suitable invocation.
The size and oi'naments
of the calumets which are presented to persons
of distinction on occasions of moment are suited
to

the

parties,

to the requirements of the case.

calumet

is

When

the

designed to be employed in a treaty

of alliance against a third tribe, a serpent

may

be painted on the shaft, and perhaps some
other device indicating the motive of the

There were calumets for commerce and trade
and for other social and political purposes; but
the most important were those designed for
war and those for peace and brotherhood. It
was vitally necessary, however, that they
should be distinguishable at once, lest through
ignorance and inattention one should become
the victim of treachery.

The Indians

in general

chose not or dared not to violate openly the faith
attested by the calumet, and sought to deceive
an intended victim by the use of a false calumet
of peace in an endeavor to make the victim in
some measiire responsible for the consequences.
On one occasion a band of Sioux, seeking to
destroj' some Indians and their protectors, a
French officer and his men, presented, in the
guise of friendship, 12 calumets, apparently of

peace; but the

officer,

who was versed

in

such

matters and whose suspicion was aroused by
number offered, consulted an astute Indian
attached to his force, who caused him to see
the

among

Kansa, Siksika, Crows, Cree,
Perccs, Illinois, Chickasaw,
Choctaw, Chitimacha, Chippewa, Winnebago,
and Natchez. In the Ohio and St. Lawrence
valleys and southward its use is not so definitely
shown.
For more detailed information consult Charlevoix, Journal, 1761; Dorsey in 3d Rep. B. A.
E., 1885; Fletcher in 22d Rep. B. A. E., 1904;
Documents,
Allied
Jesuit
Relations and
Thwaites ed., i-lxxiii, 1896-1901; Lafitau,
Moeurs des Sauvages, 1724; Le Page du Pratz,
Hist, de la Louisiane, 1758; Lesueur, La Danse
du Calumet, in Les Soirees Canadiennes, rv,
1864; McGuire in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1897, 1899;
nais, Sihasapa,

Skitswish,

Nez

Perrot, Mem.oire, 1864; Relations des Jesuites,
i-iii,

1858.

Camas.

(j.

Any

N. B. H.)

species of plant belonging to

the genus Quamasia {Camassia of some later
authors), especially

Quamasia quamash;

the edible bulb of these plants.

also

Camas

is

usually blue-flowered and in other respects also

alliance.

that

75

the 12 one of the calumet shafts

was not matted with hair like the others, and
that on the shaft was graven the figure of a
viper, coiled around it.
The officer was made
to understand that this was tlfe sign of covert
treachery, thus frustrating the intended Sioux
plot.

The use of the calumet, sometimes called
"peace-pipe" and "war pipe," was widespread
in the Mississippi valley generally.

It has been
found among the Potawatomi, Cheyenne, Shoshoni, Pawnee Loups, Piegan, Santee, Yankto-

much

resembles the hyacinth, to which

it

is

sometimes called
wild hyacinth, and in Canadian French, but
improperly, pomme blanche and pomme des
prairies.
The bulbs, which were a staple food
of several n. w. coast tribes, and are still much
used, are prepared for food by prolonged steaming.
Camas is found from w. Washington and
Oregon to n. California and British Columbia,
and eastward to the northern Rocky mts. It
botanically

related.

It

is

was most extensively utilized in the valleys of
the upper Columbia r. watershed. The word,
spelled also camass, quamash, kam,ass, quamish,

and

in other

ways, came into English through
Its' ultimate source is

the Chinook jargon.

chamas, signifying 'sweet' in the Nootka lan-

guage of Vancouver id. The camas prairies of
the w. slopes of the Rocky mts. were long
famous. From its habit of feeding on this root
the camas rat received its name. From camas
have also been named villages in Fremont co.,
Idaho; Missoula co., Mont.; and Clarke co.,
W^ash.; likewise a Camas valley in Douglas
CO., Oreg., and a town, Kamas, in Summit co.,
Utah. The Latin name of the plant also preserves the Indian appellation.
(a. f. c.

Camping and Camp circles.

f. v. c.)

Each North

American tribe claimed a certain locality as its
habitat and dwelt in communities or villages
about which stretched its hunting grounds.
As all the inland people depended for food
largely on the gathering of acorns, seeds, and
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roots, the catching of salmon when ascending
the streams, or on hunting for meat and skin
clothing, they camped in makeshift shelters or

portable dwellings during a considerable part
of the year.
ters,

These dwelUngs were brush

mat house and birch-bark lodge

the

forest tribes,

and the skin tent

shel-

of the

of the plains.

The rush mats of different sizes, woven by the
women, were rolled into a long bundle when a
party was travelling. The oblong frame was
made of saplings tied together with bark fibre.
The longest and widest mats were fastened outframe to form the

side the

walls,

and smaller

v., A.

1912

became a vast dressing room, and men, women>
and children shook off the dust of travel)
painted their faces, and donned their best garments to be ready to receive the escort which
was always sent to welcome the guests.
W^hen the tribes of the buffalo country went
on their annual hunt, ceremonies attended
every stage, from the initial rites, when the
leader was chosen, throughout the journeyings,
to the thanksgiving ceremony which closed the
expedition.

The long

by wan-iors

selected

procession was escorted
by the leader and the

for their trustiness

chiefs

and valour.

They

ones were overlapped to make a rain-proof roof,
an opening being left in the middle for the
escape of the smoke from the central fire. For
the skin tent, 10 to 20 poles were cut and trim-

acted as a police guard to prevent any straggling that might result in personal or tribal

med by the men and preserved from year to
To tan, cut, fit, and sew the skin cover

in the vicinity.

up the tent was the special work of
women. Dogs formerly transported the long
tent poles by means of travois, but, in later
years, they were dragged by ponies.
Hunting, visiting or war parties were more
The leader was generally
or less organized.
the head of a family or of a kindred group, or
he was appointed to his office with certain

political divisions,

year.

and to

set

ceremonies. He decided the length of a day's
journey and where the camp should be made
As all property, save a man's perat night.

weapons, and riding horses,
belonged to the woman, its care during a journey fell upon her. On the tribal hunt the old
sonal clothing,

men, the women and children, and fhe laden
ponies formed the body of the slowly moving
procession, protected on either side by the
warriors,

by

who walked

or rode,

encumbered only

The details of the camp
by the women, except with war

their weapons.

were controlled
parties,

When

when men did the work.
a camping place was reached the mat

houses were erected as most convenient for the
family group, but the skin tents were set up in
a circle, near of kin being neighbours. If danger
from enemies was apprehended, the ponies and
other valuable possessions were kept within the
space inclosed by the circle of tents.

journeys

were

frequently

undertaken

Long
for

friendly visits or for inter-tribal ceremonies.

When

and camping the people kept
well together under their leader, but when near
their destination, the party halted and dispatched one or two young men in gala dress
travelling

with the

packet of tobacco to apprise the
leading men of the village of their approach.
While the messengers were gone the prairie
little

danger, and they prevented any private hunting, as it might stampede a herd that might be

camped

tribe

When
in

on the annual hunt the

a circle and preserved

its

and the circle was often a
quarter of a mile or more in diameter. Sometimes the camp was in concentric circles, each
a political group of kindred.
themselves the "seven council fires," and say that they formerly camped
in two divisions or groups, one composed of 4
and the other of 3 concentric circles. The
Omahaand close cognates, when on the annual
circle representing

The Dakota

call

buffalo hunt and during the great tribal cere-

monies camped

Omaha

Each

in a circle.

of the 10

unchangeable place in
the line. The women of each gens knew where
their tents belonged, and when a camping
ground was reached each drove her ponies to
gentes had

its.

the proper place, so that

when the

tents of the

were all up each gens was in the position
to which it was entitled by the regulations that
were connected with ancient beliefs and
customs. For particular ceremonies, especially the great annual sun dance (q. v.), the
Kiowa, Cheyenne, and others camped in a
tribe

circle

made up of the different political divisions

in fixed

The

and regular order.
each segment composed of

tribal circle,

a clan, gens, or band,
tribal organization

made a

and

living picture of
It

responsibilities.

im-

pressed upon the beholder the relative position
of kinship groups and their interdependence,

both for the maintenance of order and government within and for defense against enemies
from without, while the opening to the e and the
.

position of the ceremonial tents recalled the
religious rites and obUgations

by which the many

parts were held together in a compact whole.
See Dorsey in 3d and 15th Reps. B. A. E.;

Fletcher in Publ. Peabody Mus.;

Matthews
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Rep. B. A. E.;

in 5th

—Cartier).

Mooney

in 14th

kandda,

A term

'village,'

more

'set-

used to designate

the Indians of Canada, and also

writers in a

and

(a. c. f.)

(Huron:

restricted

sense.

by early
Cartier

designates the chief of Stadacon6 (Quebec) as
the king of Canada, and apphes the nams
to the country immediately adjacent.
His vocabularies indicate an Iroquoian (Huron)
people living there. The early French writers
used the term Canadiens to designate the Algonquian tribes on or near the St. Lawrence,
especially the Naskapi and the Montagnais

Canada

tribes below the Saguenay, as distinguished
from the Algonkin and Micmac. The New
England writers sometimes designated as
Canada Indians those Abnaki who had removed
from Maine to St. Francis and Becancour.
(j.

Canada.

—

— Cartier,

Brief Recit.

title,

1545.

M.)

Canada-

coa. Lescarbot (1609) quoted by Charlevoix, New
France, ii, 237, 1866. Canadenses. Lescarbot quoted
by Tanner, Nar., 1830 (Latin form). Canadese.
Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 26, 1744. Canadiains.— Dutch

—

map

—

(1621) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856 (located
north of Chaleur bay). Canadiens. Jes. Rel. 1632,
Canide Indlanes.— Gardener (1662) in N. Y.
14, 1858.

—

Doc. Col. Hist.,

XIII, 225, 1881.

and Comanche(?)

In America there are nunierous recorded
to its occurrence within historic
times among the Brazilians, Carib of northern
South America, the Aztec and other Mexican
tribes, and among many of the Indians n. of

Heiltsuk,

of the Californian tribes,

and the Ute.

There

among the
Hopi, and allusions to the custom among other
The
tribes of Arizona and New Mexico.
Mohawk, and the Attacapa, Tonkawa, and
other Texas tribes were known to their neighis

also a tradition of the practice

bours as "man-eaters."
Taking all the evidence into consideration,
it appears that cannibalism n. of the Mexican
boundary existed in two chief forms. One of

from necessity as a result
and has been witnessed among the
Huron, Micmac, Chippewa, Etchareottine,
and others. In most of such instances recourse
was had to the bodies of those who had recently
died, but cases are recorded in which individuThe second
als were killed to satisfy hunger.
and prevalent form of cannibalism was a part
of war custom and was based principally on the
belief that bravery and other desirable qualities
of an enemy would pass, through actual ingesthese

was

accidental,

of famine,

tion of a part of his body, into that of the con-

Such

sumer.

qualities

were supposed to have

was

chiefly sought,

Mexico. The word itself, now more commonlj^
used than the older term anthropophagy, is
derived from Carib through Spanish corrupRestricting treatment of the subject to
tion.
the tribes n. of Mexico, many evidences of cannibalism in some form are found from the
ingestion, perhaps obligatory, of small quanti-

—

blood, brain, or marrow,

as a matter of ceremony, to the consumption of
such parts for food under stress of hunger, or
even as a matter of taste. Among the tribes
which practised it, in one or another of these
forms, may be mentioned the Montagnais, and
some of the tribes of Maine; the Algonkin,
Armouchiquois, Micmac, and Iroquois; farther
w. the Assiniboin, Cree, Foxes, Miami, Ottawa,
Chippewa, lUinois, Kickapoo, Sioux, and Winnebago; in the s. the people who built the

and the Ton-

kawa, Attacapa, Karankawa, Kiowa, Caddo,

though blood, brain, mar-

row, and flesh were in

many

instances also

The parts were eaten either raw
The heart belonged usually to the

swallowed.
or cooked.

in Florida (see Colusa),

Thngit,

the

tribes,

Kwakiutl, Tsimshian, Nootka, Siksika, some

warriors,

mounds

w. and w. portions

and other

references

flesh,

in the n.

Athapascan

life.

human

;

of the continent, the Thhngchadinneh

their special seat in the heart, hence this organ

Cannibalism. In one form or another
cannibalism has been practised among probably all peoples at some period of their tribal

ties of

77

but other parts were occasionally

consumed by boys or even by women and
In some cases a small portion of the
children.
heart or of some other part of an enemy might
be eaten in order to free the eater from some
The idea of eating any other
tabu (Grinnell)
human being than a brave enemy was to most
Indians repulsive. One of the means of torture
among the Indians of Canada and New York
was the forcing of a prisoner to swallow pieces
.

of his

own

Among

flesh.

the Iroquois, according to one of the

Jesuit fathers, the eating of captives

sidered a religious duty.

Among

was con-

the Heiltsuk,

and recently among the Tsimshian and Kwakiutl, cannibalism formed a part of one of their
ceremonies.

Several instances are recorded in

which cannibalism was indulged
uals

while in

a frenzied

in

state.

by

individ-

Finally,

it

seems that among a few tribes, as the Tonkawa,
Iroquois, and others, man-eating, though still
with captives as the victims, was practised on
a larger scale, and with the acquired taste for

human

flesh as one,

if

not the

chief, incentive;
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yet the Tonkawa, as well as some men long
associated with them, declared that the eating
of human flesh by them was only ceremonial.

Indian mythology and beliefs are replete with
references to man-eating giants, monsters, and
deities, which point to the possibility that

anthropophagy in some form was a practice
with which the aborigines have long been
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concepts which went hand in hand with clan,
gentile,

tions

and other consanguineal

of

Indian

bers of his

society.

From

own consanguineal

was considered

organiza-

mem-

the

group, or what

such, certain ethical duties were

exacted of an Indian which
neglected without destroying

could
the

society or outlawing the transgressor.

not be

fabric

of

Toward

acquainted.

other clans, gentes, or bands of the same tribe

Consult Bancroft, Native Races; Boas (1) in
Jour. Am. Folk-lore, i, 58, 1888, (2) Rep. Nat.

his actions

Mus., 1895; Gatschet, Karankawa Inds., 1891;
Jesuit Relations, Thwaits ed.; Kohl, Kitchigami, 355, 1860; Letourneau in Bull. Soc.
d'Anthrop. de Paris, x, 777, 1887, and xi, 27,
72, 123, 1888; Megapolensis (1644), Sketch of

Mohawk Inds., 1857; Mooney, Our Last
Cannibal Tribe, 1901; Penicaut (1712) in
Margry, Decouvertes, v. 504, 1883; Schaafhausen, Anthrop. Stud., 515, 1885; Somers in
Pop. Sci. Mo., XLii, 203, 1892; Wyman (1)
the

Human Remains
Johns

(2)

r.,

in the

Shell

Fresh-water Shell

Heaps of St.
Mounds, 1875.
(A. H.)

A Shuswap village and band

Canoe Creek.

about 300 m.
mouth; pop. 128 in 1911. Can. Ind.

near upper Fraser

from

its

Aff., pt.

r.,

Brit. Col.,

—

18, 1911.

II,

Canoe Lake Indians.

The

local

;

—Can.

Cape Breton.

One

of the country of the
id.,

Nova

Ind. Aff. for

of the seven districts

The

Scotia.

chief

was the head chief of the
Micmac Reading Book,

First

name occurs in a list of 1760
Micmac village or band.

Cape Magdalen.

of

this

tribe (Rand,

1875).

The

as the location of a
(j.

m.)

An

Algonkin mission
established on the St. Lawrence in 1670, 3
leagues below Three Rivers, Quebec, by Indians
who removed from the latter place on account
of spiallpox.

It

Jefferys, Fr.

was abandoned before 1760.

Dom. Am.,

pt.

early

New

term

is

10, 110, 1761.

A name

Cape Sable Indians.

England writers

living near cape Sable, in

i,

s.

applied by

to those

Nova

Micmac
The

Scotia.

used by Hubbard as early as 1680.
especially active in the wars on the

They were

New

England settlements.

(j.

of the

moment.

In such cases the virtues of

the clan or gentile organizations as peace-making factors

made themselves

m.)

Captives. The treatment accorded captives was governed by those limited ethical

evident, for

if

the

stranger belonged to a clan or gens represented
in the tribe

he was among, the members of that

him as a brother
and extended their protection over him.
Another defence for the stranger was what
clan or gens usually greeted

—

ties

Micmac, on Cape Breton

district

bands or tribes good relations were assured
only by some formal peace-making ceremony.
A peace of this kind was very tenuous, however,
especially where there had been a long-standing
feud, and might be broken in an instant.
Toward a person belonging to some tribe with
which there was neither war nor peace, the
attitude was governed largely bj' the interest

for

1879, 309.

up

during ages of intercourse, but with remote

with civihzed people

name

a body of Shuswap of Kamloops-Okanagan
agency, Brit. Col. pop. 129 in 1902, including
the Chuckchuqualk, q. v.

were also governed by well recog-

nized customs and usages which had grown

against

war

is

—the

one of the best guaranfear

of

disturbing or

he brought among them
certain much-desired commodities, the first
impulse might be to take these from him by
force and seize or destroy his person, but it
would quickly be seen by wiser heads that the
source of further supplies of this kind might
thereby be imperilled, if not entirely cut off.
If nothing were to be had from the stranger,
he might be entirely ignored. And finally, the
existence of a higher ethical feeling toward
strangers, even when there was apparently no
self-interest to be served in extending hospitalThere are not wantity, is often in evidence.
ing stories of great misfortune overtaking one
who refused hospitality to a person in distress,
and of great good fortune accruing to him who
deflecting trade.

If

offered succour.

At the same time the attitude assumed
toward a person thrown among Indians too
far from his own people to be protected by any
ulterior hopes or fears on the part of his captors
was usually that of master to slave. This was
particularly the case on the N. Pacific coast,
where slavery was an institution. Thus John
Jewitt, at the beginning of the 19th century,

was preserved

as a slave

by the Nootka

chief
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Maqiiinna, because he was an ironworker and
would be valuable property. Most of the
other whites who fell into the hands of Indians

manner.
however, were
those taken in war. These were considered to
have forfeited their lives and to have been
actually dead as to their previous existence.
It was often thought that the captive's supernatural helper had been destroyed or made to
submit to that of the captor, though where not
put to death with torture to satisfy the victor's
desire for revenge and to give the captive an
opportunity to show his fortitude, he might in
a way be reborn by undergoing a form of
on

this coast

were treated

The majority

of

79

in a similar

captives,

Instances of cannibalism are
at the stake.
recorded in connection with these dances after
the return from war, and among some of the
Texas and Louisiana tribes this disposition of
the bodies of captives appears to have been

something more than occasional.

The

Iro-

some Algonquians, and several western
tribes forced prifeonei's to run between two lines
of people armed with clubs, tomahawks, and
other weapons, and spared, at least temporaquois,

rily,

those

who reached

certain post, or

the chief's house, a

some other goal.

other tribes an escaped captive

Among many
who reached

the chief's house was regarded as safe, while
the Creek peace towns also secured immunity

adoption.

from pursuit to the persons who entered them.

from the numerous accounts of
white persons who had been taken by Indians
that the principal immediate hardships they
endured were due to the rapid movements of
their captors in order to escape pursuers, and
the continual threats to which they were subjected.
These threats were not usually carried
out, however, unless they attempted escape or
were unable to keep up with the band, or unless
the band was pursued too hotly. Each person
taken was considered the property of the one
who first laid hands on him, and the character
of this individual had much to do in determin-

Offering food to a visitor

It is learned

When two or
more claimed a prisoner he was sometimes kept
by all conjointly, but sometimes they settled
the controversy by torturing him to death on
the spot. The rapid retreat of a war party bore
particularly hard upon women and children,
yet a certain amount of consideration was often
shown them. Sometimes the male captives
were allowed to help them along, sometimes
they were drawn on an improvised sledge or
ing the extent of his hardships.

travois, and,

if

there were horses in the party

was usually equivalent

to extending the host's protection over him.

From
Ortiz,

the experiences of the Spaniard, Juan

taken prisoner by the Florida chief

Ucita, in 1528, as well as those of other whites,
it

would appear that captives were sometimes

held in a sort of bondage elsewhere than on the
N. Pacific coast, but usually where their lives
were spared they were held for ransom or
adopted into the tribe. J. 0. Dorsey says of
some Siouan tribes, however, that their captives were allowed either to go home or settle
among themselves, but were^ neither tortured
nor regularly adopted. Although the custom
among the eastern Indians of holding white
prisoners for ransom dates from early times, it
is questionable whether it was founded on
The ransoming or sale of
aboriginal usage.
captives, however, was common among the
Plains and s. w. tribes, while the custom of
ransoming slaves on the n. Pacific coast was
In most of North
certainly pre-Columbian.
America, however, it was probably a rare pro-

cedure, especially since

many

tribes are said to

these might be placed at their disposal, while

have disowned any person who once had been

one instance

taken prisoner. Doubtless it became common
in dealing with white captives owing to the

is

recorded in which the child of a

female captive was carried by her master for
several days.

It is

honour of a white

worthy

of

remark that the

woman was

respected by her captors

almost always

among

the tribes e.

on the
Columbia r. region, and in the
s. w., the contrary was often the case.
Among the eastern tribes, on arriving at the
village a dance was held, at which the captives

of the Mississippi;

but w.

of that limit,

plains, in the

were expected to play a conspicuous part.
They were often placed in the centre of a circle
of dancers, were sometimes compelled to sing
and dance also, and a few were usually subjected to revolting tortures and finally burned

difficulty of reconciling adult whites to

Indian

and customs, while captives taken from
another tribe no doubt settled down into their
new relationships and surroundings very conlife

tentedly.

The

usual object in thus adopting a prisoner

was that he might fill the place of someone who
had died, and it is affirmed by one writer that,
whatever his own character, he was treated
he possessed the character of his
John Gyles, who was captured
by the Abnaki in 1689, informs us that a prisoner was brought out to be beaten and tor-

exactly as

if

predecessor.
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tured during the war dances unless his master
paid over a certain amount of property.

Women and children were generally preserved
and adopted, though there are instances in
which white women were tortured to death,
and it is said of the Ute that female captives
from other Indian tribes were given over to the
women to be tortured, while male prisoners
who had distinguished themselves were sometimes dismissed unhurt. Among tribes possessing clans the adoption of captured women

was
in

of special importance, as

the formation of a

new

it

often resulted

clan from their

Such, no doubt, was the origin
of the Zuiii and Mexican clans of the Navaho.
The Ute clan of the latter was recruited by a

descendants.

systematic capture and purchase of Ute

girls

until they

GEORGE
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grew too old to work, unless

been

had

taken

Among

committed

depredations.

the Tlingit, however, slaves were killed

during mortuary feasts, and bodies of slaves
were thrown into the" holes dug for the posts

new house. Slave women, especially if
they were knowTi to be of noble descent, sometimes married their captors and became free.
of a

Four prominent Haida clans and one clan
among the Tsimshian are said to have originated from marriages of this kind, while
another prominent Haida clan was called "the
Slaves," though it is impossible to say whether
they were descended from slaves or whether
the term is applied ironically. Whether male
slaves ever rose to a high position

the Plains tribes captives, especially children,

prevailed.

Instead

were sometimes taken for the express purpose
of being trained to the performance of certain

tion, a slave

who had escaped

Besides the numbers of

ceremonial duties.

white persons carried away by Indians and
subsequently ransomed, it is evident from all
the accounts that have reached us that many
of English, French, and Spanish descent were

taken into the tribe of their captors and, either
because carried off when very young or because
they developed a taste for their new life, never

Some

returned.

positions, as in

became

who

is

of

Mexican
the most prominent and

chief of the Attacapa, of a

recorded as

successful

and

even rose to high
the case of a Frenchman who
of these

war

chief of the

another Mexican

Comanche

still

a

man

in 1855,

of influence

among the Zuiii. The present chief of the
Comanche, Quanah Parker (q. v.), is the son
The confedof a captive American woman.
erated tribes of Comanche, Kiowa, and Kiowa
Apache still hold at least 50 adopted white
captives, and it is probab.le that fully one-third
of the whole population have a traceable percentage of captive blood. The same is probably true in nearly equal measure of the Apache
of Arizona.

From Oregon
ment

to

of captives

s.

Alaska a different treat-

their

masters became involved in a property contest,
or the people of the town from which they had

undertaken with the object of supplying the
Among
tribe with good basket makers (Culin)
.

1912

is

doubtful,

owing to the strong caste system that here
of

receiving

commenda-

suffered a certain

opprobrium which could be removed only by
the expenditure of a great

At the same time

it is

amount

of property.

related of the greatest

Skidegate chief that he had been enslaved in his
youth.

Consult Baker, True Stories of New England
Drake, Indian Captivities,
1897;
1851; Eastman, Seven and Nine Years among

Captives,
the

Camanches and Apaches, 1874; Gentl.

of

Elvas. in Hakluyt Soc. Publ., ix, 1851; Harris,
Herrick, Indian
Hunter, Captivity among the
Indians, 1823; Johnston, Incidents attending
the Capture, etc., of Charles Johnston, 1827;
Kelly, Narr. of Captivity among the Sioux,
1880; Larimer, Capture and Escape, or Life
among the Sioux, 1870; Lee, Three Years
among the Camanches, 1859; Mooney in 17th
Rep. B. A. E., 1898; Relacion of Alvar Nunez
Life of Horatio Jones, 1903;

Narr.,

1854;

Cabega de Vaca,

B.

Smith

transl.,

1871;

Severance (ed.). Captivity of Benj. Gilbert,
1904; Spears (ed.). Dangers and Sufferings of
Robert Eastburn, 1904; Spencer, Indian Captivity, 1834; Stratton, Captivity of the Oatman Girls, 1857; Tanner, Narr. of Captivity,
1830.

(,.«.,.)

was brought about by the

existence of a slave class.

Since slaves were

the most valuable property a

man

could have,

Carcajou. The Canadian French form of
(Montagnais
Algonquian
kar-ka-joo)
the

the lives of those taken in war were always

name

spared unless such captives had committed
some great injury to the victorious tribe that
prompted immediate revenge. After this they

Chippewa gwingwaage (Baraga), gwin-gwawah-ga (Tanner), the Cree quiquakatch (Macken-

might be killed at any moment by their masters;
but such a fate seldom overtook them

(Dobbs), the Algonkin qwingwaage (Cuoq), and
quickhatch, quiquihatch, etc., of various authors.

zie),

for the wolverene

kikkwhhkkhs

{Gulo luscus).

(Lacombe),

The

queequehatch
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By a freak of popular etymology
animal received the name of "glutton."
Its Finnish name is ficel-frass, 'dweller among
rocks,' corrupted by the Germans into vielfrass,
'glutton.'
The name carcajou has been incorare parallels.
this

For instance

rectly applied to several animals.

Charlevoix, in describing one of the enemies
of the deer, says the

most

cruel

"the carcajou

is

or quincajou, a kind of cat, with a tail so long

that

it

twists

it

several times around his body,"

a description taken evidently not from nature,
but from the Algonquian myth of the firedragon. Among the Canadian French diable
deti

bois

is

also a

name

of this little beast.

Huron

village in

the forest'

('in

Tiny

tp.,

—Hewitt).

A

about 2 m. n. w. of

Carhagoua.—Champlain

—Shea,

goua.—Doc.

of 1637 in

(1615), (Euvres, iv, 28, 1870.

i,

The common name

Caribou.

1878.

3,

Amertwo chief

woodland caribou {Rangifer

cari-

and the barren-ground caribou {R. arctiThe word came into English from the
French of Canada, in which it is old, SagardTheodat using it in 1632. Josselyn has the
Quinnipiac form maccarib and the synonym
poharw. The origin of the word is seen in the
cognate Micmac x^-^'i'bu and the Passamabou)

cus.)

quoddy

megaVi-p, the

name

of this animal in

these eastern Algonquian dialects.
to Gatschet
Phila.,

191,

II,

'pawer'
called

(Bull.

or

1900)

'scratcher,'

from

its

According

and Art,
words signify
the animal being so

Free Mus.

by the party," has now a
In Ma'isachusetts

legal signification.

"any public

defined as

it is

meeting of the voters of a ward of a city, or
of a town, or of a representative district, held
for the nomination of a candidate for election,
for the election of a political committee, or
origin

word

the

of

Am.

(Trans.

word

Philo.

not

is

The

Trumbull

clear.

Assoc, 30,

in the Virginian dialect of

perhaps
nifies

of the

ican reindeer, of which there are
species, the

Carta-

Cath. Miss., 166, 1855.

Margry, D^c,

This word, defined by Bartlett
Americanisms, 106, 1877) "as a
private meeting of the leading politicians of
a party, to agree upon the plans to be pursued in an approaching election," and by
Norton (Polit. Americanisms, 28, 1890) as "a
meeting of partisans, congressional or otherwise, to decide upon the action to be taken
of

1872)

sug-

gested a derivation from cawcawaassough, a

Lafontaine, Ontario, about 1640.

Carragouha.

Caucus.

(Diet,

of delegates to a political convention."

N. B. H.)

(j

Carhagouha

81

Sci.

these

habit of shovelling the snow

identical

with

who

advises,

'one

pushes on.'
are

dialects

courage,

urges,

Related words
the Abnaki

incite,

arouse,

Algonquian,

cockarouse.

in

It

sig-

encourages,

other Algonquian

kakesojnan,

speak

From
Chippewa gagansoma.
is used both as a noun and a

'to

en-

and the
caucus, which

rived caucuser, caucusing, etc.

to,'

verb, are de(a. f. c.)

Caughnawaga {Gd-h?ia-wa"-ge, 'at the rapAn Iroquois settlement on the Sault
ids)'.
When
St. Louis* on St. LawTehce r., Quebec.
the hostility of the pagan Iroquois

to

the

missions established in their territory frustrated the object of the French to attach the

former to their

interests,

the Jesuits deter-

draw their converts from the confederacy and to establish them in a new

mined

to

mission village near the French settlements

with its forelegs to find the food covered by
snow. In Micmac x«^^^w' mul-xadeget means
'the caribou is scratching or shovelling.'
Formerly the word was often spelled cariboo,
which gave name to the Cariboo district in
British Columbia, famous for its gold mines,
and to other places in Canada and the United

on the

States.

and to the English interests. In 1676 they
were removed from this place to Sault St.
Louis, where Caughnawaga and the Jesuit

(a. f. c.)

Wood,

Caribous.
sions,

361,

Marashites

in

1769 (Hawkins, Mis-

speaks of the "Micmacs,
[Malecite], and Carribous, the

1845),

New

Brunswick," as all understanding the Micmac language. Probably the
Abnaki or a part of them, as one of their gentes
is the Magu"leboo, or Caribou.
three tribes of

Carmanah.
nilla pt.,

40

^n

s.

A

village

1902.- Can. Ind.

Aff., 264,

near Boid.;

1902.

In accordance with this

Lawrence.

These converts were usually called ''French
Praying Indians" or ''French Mohawks" by
the English settlers, in contradistinction to the
Iroquois,

who adhered

to their

own customs

mission of St. Frangois-du-Sault were founded.
village has been removed several times

The

within a limited area.

The

majoi-ity of the

emigrants came from the Oneida and Mohawk,
and the Mohawk tongue, somev.hat modified,

became the speech
Nitinat

w. coast of Vancouv^er

21a— 6

St.

plan these Indians were finallj' induced to
settle, in 1668 at Laprairie, near Montreal.

village.

The

of the

Iroquois

whole body of this

made

several unsuccess-

pop.
*At the head of the Lachine rapids.
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2
ful efforts to

induce the converts to return to

the confederacy, and finally renounced them

from which time Caughnawaga beauxiliary of the French
wars with the English and the Iroquois.

by Drake, Bk.

Inds.,

i,

Smith (1799) quoted by Drake, Trag. Wild.,

Caynawagas.— Knox

Am.

(1792) in

— Keane

1912

v., A.

Caughnewago.

1848.

32,

—

186, 1841.

St. Pap., iv,

235,

in 1684,

1832.

came an important

pendi, 509, 1878.

in their

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 582, 1855. Cochnewagos.—
Bouquet (1764) quoted by Kauffman, W. Penn., app.,

After the peace of Paris, in 1763,
left

many

on the Sault

their village

St.

of

them

Louis and

took up their residence in the valley of Ohio
r., principally about Sandusky and Scioto rs.,
where they numbered 200 at the outbreak of
the American Revolution.
tact with

their con-

although

they still retained their French allegiance and
maintained connection with their brethren on
the St. Lawrence. About 1755 a colony from

Caughnawaga formed a new settlement at
St. Regis, some distance farther up the St.
Lawrence. As the fur traders pushed their

way westward from

the Great lakes they were
accompanied by Caughnawaga hunters. As
early as 1820 a considerable

number

was incorporated with the

of this

Salish, while

way about the same period
mouth of Columbia r. in Oregon,

N. as far as

Peace

r.

in

In

Alberta.

as Iroquois.

Regis

also

undertook these distant wanderings. In 1884,
Caughnawaga had a population of 1,485,
while St. Regis (in Canada and New York)
had about 2,075, and there were besides a
considerable number from the two towns who
were scattered throughout the W. In 1911
there were 2,240 on the Caughnawaga res.
and 1,515 at St. Regis, Que., and about 1,200
on the St. Regis reserve, N. Y.
(j.

Coghnawagoes.— Johnson

—

—

—

Stevens (1749) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 204, 1837.
Cagnawaugon. Stevens (1749), ibid., 200. Cagnewage.— Doc. of 1695 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 120,
1854.
Cagnowages. Schuyler (1724) quoted in Hist.
Mag., 1st s., X, 115, 1866. Cagnuagas. Oneida letter
Cahg(1776) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., viii, 689, 1857.
nawaga.— N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 104, 1832. Cahnawaas.— Golden (1727), Five Nat., 55, 1747. Cahnawaga. Hoyt, Ant. Res., 194, 1824. Cahnuaga.—
Barton, New Views, xl, 1798.
Caknawage. Lydius
(1750) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 569, 1855.
Canawahrunas. French trader (1764) quoted by School-

—

—

—

—

—

craft,

Ind. Tribes,

in,

553,

Johnson Hall conf. (1763)

1853.

Caughnawaga.—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii,
Caughnawageys.— Doc. of 1763, ibid., 544.
553, 1856.
Caughnawanga. Lloyd in Jour. Anthrop. Inst. G. B.,
V. 44. 1875.
Caughnewaga.— Schuyler (1689) quoted

—

in

(1747),

—

ibid.,

—

—

—

—

359.

1747,
ibid.,

946.

CoghCoghnewa-

362.

nawayees. Johnson (1747), ibid., 359.
goes. Croghan (1765) quoted in Am. Jour.

—

Cognahwaghah.— Doc.

1831.
Vt.,

Geol., 272,
1798 in Williams,

of

Cognawagees.— Johnson (1747) in
Cognawago.—
Hist., vr, 359, 1855.

283, 1809.

II,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Peters (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., ix, 270,
1871.
Cohnawaga.—Washington (1796) in Am. St.

Cohnawagey.

Pap., IV, 585, 1832.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—Carver,

Trav.,

(1758) quoted

hunewagus.

1778.

in

—

by Drake, Trag.

— Imlay,

—Johnson (1763)

Cohnawahgans.
Cohnewago. Eastburn

vii, 542, 1856.

173,

W.

— Macauley, N.
—
—
—

nawgoes.

Wild., 272, 1841.

Ter.,

Y.,

ii,

291,

Co-

CohunCohunne-

1797.

187, 1829.

Thompson quoted by Jefferson, Notes,, 282,
Cohunnewagoes. Bouquet (1764) quoted, ibid.
Conawaghrunas. French trader quoted by

141.

Smith, Bouquet's Exped., 69, 1766. Conaway Crunas.
Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., 156, 1824. Conwahago.
Mercer (1759) quoted by Kauffman, W. Penn,, 129, 1851.

—

—

Coughnawagas.

—Goldthwait (1766)

Coll.,

121,

1st

s.,

X,

in Ma.ss. Hist. Soc.

Cunnlwagoes.

1809.

— Croghan
French

(1757) in N. Y. Doe. Col. Hist., vii, 285, 1856.

Mohawks.— Penhallow

(1726) in N. H.
Iroquois du Sault. Bacqueville de la
Potherie, iii, 67, 1753.
Iroquois of the Sault. La
Barre (1684) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 241, 1855.
Jernaistes.— Doc. of 1694, ibid., iv, 92, 18.54. KachaI,

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

—

1824.

57,

nuage.

— Schuyler

Livingston (1700),
(1700),

(1700),

—

—

Kachanuge.
747.
Kachnauage. Schuyler

ibid.,

ibid., 695.

—

747.
Kachnuage.— Livingston (1700),
Kagnawage.— Freerman (1704), ibid., 1163.

ibid.,

ibid., 696.

N. B. H.)

Cagnawage. Doe. of 1695 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv,
Cagnawagees.—Johnson (1750), ibid., vi,
120, 1854.
Cagnawauga. Hawley (1794) in Mass.
692, 1855.
Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., IV, 51, 1795.
Cagnawaugen.

—

(1749) in

ibid., 207.
Coehnawaghas. Doc. of
620.
Coghnawagees. Johnson (1747),
Coghnavfages.— Johnson (1755), ibid.,

ibid.,

1825.

W. they are commonly known
Some of the Indians from St.

8,

N.
Cocknawagas.—Lindesay
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., VI, 538, 1855. Cocknawagees.
Johnson (1749), ibid., 525. Cocknewagos. Clarke,

gagoes.

the

in

pt. 3, sec.

3, 319, 1816.

down
and

Cochftowagoes.

app., 1798.

others found their
to the

—Stoddert (1750)

— Barton, New Views,
— Vater, Mith.,

Cochnewakee.

1851.

156,

Cochnawagah.

Com-

Stanford,

in

(1741),

From

the wilder tribes of that region,

many of them relapsed into paganism,

tribe

Cochenawagoes.

Ka'hnrawage lunuak.

— Gatschet,

Penobscot MS., B.

—
—

Kahnuages. DougKanatakwenke. Cuoq

A. E., 1887 (Penobscot name).
lass,

Summ.,

I,

186,

1755.

KanawarkS.- King, Arct. Ocean, i,
Kannaogau.— Bleeker (1701) in N. Y. Doc.
Kannawagogh.— Mercer
Hist., IV, 920, 1854.

Lex., 163, 1882.

1836.

9,

Col.

quoted by Kauffman, W. Penn., 129, 1851.
Gatschet, Seneca MS., B. A. E., 1882
(Seneca name). Kaughnawaugas. Pickering (1794)
Konuaga.— Golden
in Am. St. Pap., iv, 546, 1832.
(1759)

Kanung6-ono.

—

—

Osault
au
Francois XaSaint
vier du Sault.
Shea, Cath. Miss., 304, 1855.
Ibid., 270.
Sault Indians.— Doc. of 1695 in
Peter's.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 629, 1855. Saut Indians.—
(1724) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 732, 1855.

St.

Louis.— Stoddert

(1750), ibid., vi, 582, 1855 (for

Sault St. Louis, 'at St. Louis

—

Doc. of 1698,

fall').

St.

—

ibid., 686.

Cayoosh Creek.

A

local

name

for

two

bodies of Upper Lillooet Indians of Salishan
stock near the junction of Bridge and Fraser
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rs.,
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Population of one of the bodies

Brit. Col.

in 1911, 30; of the other, also called Pashilqua,

15.- Can. Ind. Aff. for 1911, pt. ii, 18.
Cayoush.— Survey map, Hydr. Office, U. S. N., 1882.
Kayuse Creek.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1878, 74. PashilPashilqua.quia.—Can. Ind. Aff. for 1891, 251.
{Kwehio'gwe"',

locusts were taken out.'

'the

where

place

— Hewitt).

A

tribe

Iroquoian confederation, formerly oc-

of the

cupying the shores of Cayuga lake, N.Y.
this

says, of that of the confederation of the Five

Nations of the Iroquois, in which the Cayuga
had 10 delegates. In 1660 they were estimated to number 1,500, and in 1778, 1,100.
At the beginning of the American Revolution
a large part of the tribe removed to Canada
and never returned, while the rest were scat-

among

tered

Soon

the other tribes of the confederacy.

after the Revolution

these latter sold

New

York; some went to Ohio,
where they joined other Iroquois and became
known as the Seneca of the Sandusky. These
are now in Oklahoma; others are with the
Oneida in Wisconsin; 175 are with the Iroquois
still in New York, while the majority, numbering 1,063, are on the Six Nation res., near
Brantford, Ont.
In 1670 they had three vilGoiogouen, Tiohero, and Onnontare.
lages
Goiogouen was the principal village; Gayagaanha, given by Morgan, was their chief
Their other villages
village in modern times.
of the modern period, according to Morgan,
were Ganogeh, Gewauga, and Neodakheat.
Others were Chonodote, Gandaseteigon, Kawauka, Kente, Oneniote, and Onyadeakahyat.
Their clans were those common to the Irotheir lands in

—

quois,

(j.

Caeujes.— Andros
722, 1853.

s.,

J.

N. B. H.)

(1690) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in,

Cahugas.— Marshe

Soc. Coll., 1st

M.

VII, 189,

1801.

(1744) in Mass. Hist.

Caljougas.— Ft. John-

son conf. (1756) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 55, 1856.
Caijouges.— Wessels (1693), ibid., iv, 60, 1854. Caiouga. Greenhalgh (1677) quoted by Conover, Kanadaga and Geneva MS., B. A. E. Caiougues. Livingston (1698) in N. Y., Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 342, 1854.
Caiougos. Greenhalgh (1677), ibid., iii, 251, 1853.

—

—

—

Caiuges.— Andros (1690) in R. I. Col. Rec,
1858.
Caiyougas.— Ft. Johnson cbnf. (1756)
Doc.

Col.

Hist.,

VII,

67,

(1697), ibid., iv, 279, 1854.
ibid., 372.

1856.

Cajoegers.

Cajouges.— Maryland

iuges.
'798.

— Ibid.

—

N. Y.

— Dellius

Cajougas.—Wessels

Cajugas.— Weiser
323, 1853.
Kauffman, W, Penn., app., 22, 1851.
er (1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Ill,

in, 281,

in

(1698)

treaty (1682), ibid..

quoted by
Cajuger. Schuy-

(1748)

—

iv, 563, 1854.

Ca-

Cajugu. Barton, New Views, app., 7,
Cajukas. Weiser (1748) quoted by Kauffman,

—

2lA— 6i

Cajyougas.— Johnson

Penn., app., 22, 1851.

Hall

(1765) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 724, 1856.
Cajyugas.— Ibid., 719. Caujuckos.—Weiser (1736)
conf.

quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv, 339, 1854. CayaCrepy, map, ca. 1755. Cayagoes. Bellomont
Cayauga.
(1698) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 370, 1854.
—Ft. Johnson conf. (1756), ibid., vii, 186, 1856. Caygas.

—

—

Cay1854.
CayCayeugoes.—

(1700), ibid., iv, 650,

cuges.— Albany

conf. (1737), ibid., vi, 99, 1855.

euges.-^Albany

conf. (1744), ibid., 262.

Ingoldsby (1691),

Park

Cayhuga.—Guy
Caynga.—La

ibid., in, 797, 1853.

conf. (1775), ibid., vni, 534, 1857.

Cayogas.

Tour, map, 1779 (misprint).

Its

was composed of 4 clan phratries,
form became the pattern, tradition

local council

and

W.

auge.— Livingston

Ibid., 1884, 190.

Cayuga

83

Am.

(1788) in

— Phelps

deed

Cayonges.—

Pap., iv, 210, 1832.

St.

Penhallow (1726) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 41, 1824.
Cayoogoes. Conestoga treaty (1721) in Proud, Penn.,
n, 132, 1798.
Cayougas.— Hunter (1714) in N. Y. Doc.
Cayouges.— Doc. of 1684, ibid.,
Col. Hist., v, 384, 1855.
Cayougues.— Doc. of 1688, ibid.,
in, 347, 1853.

—

548.
Cayounges.—Teller (1698), ibid.,
Cayowges.— Bellomont (1698), ibid., 369.

1854.

iv, 352,

Cayuaga.

Doc. of 1792 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., i, 285, 1806.
Cayugas.— Doc. of 1676 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii,
500,

1881.

Cayuges.—Albany

103,

1855.

Cayukers.

(1737), ibid., vi,

conf.

— Barton,

New

Views, app.,

Cayungas.— Vetch (1719) in N.
Chingas.— Albany
v, 531, 1855

1798.
Hist.,

7,

Y. Doc. Col.
conf.

—

(1751),

Dwight and
1855 (misprint). Chlugas.
Partridge (1754) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., v, 120,
1816.
Chuijugers.— Dongan (1688) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

ibid., VI, 719,

Chyugas.— Vaillant

Hist., in, 532, 1853.

527.

Coiejues.— Leisler

—Maryland

(1688), ibid.,

(1690), ibid., 732.

Cojages.

Cojoges.— Gold-

treaty (1682), ibid., 321.

thwait (1766) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

s.,

x,

121,

Coujougas.— Albany conf. (1746) in N. Y. Doc.
Coyougers.— Jamison (1697),
Col. Hist., VI, 317, 1855.
Coyouges.— Doc. ca. 1700 in Hist.
ibid., IV, 294, 1854.
Mag., 2d s., I, 300, 1867. Culukguos.— Drake, Bk.
1809.

Inds., V, 4,

1848.

Cuyahuga.— Iroquois

Am.

Pap.,

iv,

in

St.

Penn., n, 295, 1798.

Doc. Col. Hist.,

I,

211,

1832.

deed (1789)
Proud,

Gacheos.

—

Gachoi.— Map of 1616 in N. Y.
Gachoos.— Map, ca. 1614,
1856.

— Loskiel, Miss. Unit. Breth.,
Gaiuckers. — Weiser (1736) quoted by School1794.
Gajuka. — Zeisberger
332, 1854.
Ind. Tribes,
(1750) quoted by Conover, Kanadaga, and Geneva MS.,
Gajuquas. — Barton, New
B. A. E. (German form).
1798.
Gakaos. — Boudinot, Star in the
Views, app.,
West, 126, 1816. Ga-u'-gweh. — Morgan, League Iroq.,
Gayuga. — Pyrlaeus
1750) quoted in
159, 1851.
1881.
Gogouins. — Chauvignerie
Am. Antiq.,
555, 1853.
(1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
GoiogouiRel. for 1670, 75, 1858.
Goiogoiiens. —
Margry, D6c.,
178,
oronons. — Courcelles
1670)
Gooi1858.
Gojogouen.—
Rel. for 1671,
1875.
Goyagouins.
1770.
ogouen. — Lotter, map,
1753.
GoPotherie, Hist. Am., in,
Bacqueville de
yogans. — La Hontan (1703) quoted by Vater, Mith., pt.
Gachpas.

ibid.

pt. 3, 16,

iv,

craft,

7,

(ca.

iv,

75,

iii,

Jes.

in

(ca.

Jes.

i,

3,

ca.

la

3,

sec.

Voy.,

I,

3,

3,

313, 1816.

map, 1703.

Goyogoans.— La Hontan, New
Goyogoin.— Pouchot (1758) in N.

Y. Doc, Col. Hist., X, 694, 1858. Goyogouans.— La
Hontan, New Voy., i, 39, 1703. Goyogouens. Louis
XIV (1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 698, 1855.
Goyogoiiin. Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist. Am., in,
Goyoguans. La Hontan, New Voy., i, 231,
27, 1753.

—

—

1703.
Jes.

Goyoguen.
Rel.,

Ill,

—
— BcUin,

Goyoguin.
Goyoguoain. Denonville
Go-yoHist., ix, 282, 1855.
map, 1755.

index, 1858.

(1685) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

gw6"''.— Hewitt, MS.

Mohawk

—

vocab., B. A. E., 1882
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2

—

(Mohawk name). Guigouins. Jefferys, Fr. Dom., pt.
Gwaugueh. Morgan, League Iroq., map,
1, 117, 1761.

—
—

Gwe-u-gweh-o-no'.

1851.

mucky

Ibid.,

51

('people of the

cold water.

Honosuguaxtu-wane.

own name).

land':

Gatschet, Seneca MS., B. A. E., 1882 ('big pipes': Seneca
ceremonial name). Kanawa. Gatschet, Shawnee MS.,
B. A. E., 1879 (Shawnee name). Kayowgaws. Homann Heirs' map, 1756. Kayugueono". Gatschet,
Seneca MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Seneca name). Kei-u-

—

—

gues.—Dudley

—

(1721) in Ma.ss. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d

s.,

—

Ko-'se-a-te'-nyo". Hewitt, Cayuga
MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (another Cayuga name.)
Ko-yo-konk-ha-ka. Hewitt, Mohawk MS. vocab.,
B. A. E., 1882 (a Mohawk name). Kuenyugu-haka.
Gatschet, Tuscarora MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Tuscarora
name). Kuyiiku-haga. Gatschet, Mohawk MS., B.
244, 1819.

VIII,

—

—

(Mohawk name).

—

Oiogoen. Jes. Rel. for
Oiogoenhronnons. Ibid 29. Oiogouan. Jes. Rel. for 1657, 15, 1858. Oiogouanronnon. Ibid. Oiogouen. La Salle (1679) in Margry,
Jes. Rel. for
D6c., I, 504, 1875. Oiogouenronnon.
1657, 18, 1858. Oiogouin.— La Barre (1683) in Margry,
A. E., 1879

—

1656, 20, 1858.

—

D6c.,

—

II,

—

—

nons.

—

—

—

Oiougovenes. Barcia, Ensayo,
Ojongoveres. Ibid., 220. Onionenhron1877.

330,

225, 1723.

nons.

,

—

1653 (misprint). Oniouenhronon.
Orongouens.—
Jes. Rel. for 1640, 35, 1858 (misprint).
Hennepin, Cont. of New Disc, 93, 1698. Ouioenrho-

—

Jes. Rel. for

Oulouenronnons.
Oyogouins.— La Barre

Jes. Rel. for 1635, 34, 1858.

Jes. Rel. for 1647, 46, 1858.

Petuneurs.
(1683) in Margry, D6c., ii, 332, 1877.
Greenhalgh (1677) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ni, 252, 1853
(^ueyugwe. Macauley, N. Y., ii, 176,
(French name),
1829.
Oueyugwehaughga. ibid., 185. Quingoes.
Coursey (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 558, 1881

—
—

—

1864.

—

Qulquogas. Stone, Life
Edwards (1751)

(misprint).

Quiuquuhs.

Soc. Coll., 1st

3., X,

—

146, 1809.

of Brant,

i,

401

in Mas.s. Hist.

—
—

—

II,

185, 1829.

Cayuse. An Indian pony; from the name
a Waiilatpuan tribe. The horses, after
the Indians had come into contact with the
whites, were bi'ed by the Cayuse, and from a
merely local use the word has attained an
extended currency in w. Canada and the n. w.

of

Cements.

(a. f. c.)

The Indians used cements

of

and mineral origin, and
sometimes combined two of these or added
mineral substances for colouring. Animal cement was obtained by the Yokuts of California by boiling the joints of various animals
and combining the product with pitch (Powers,

animal,

vegetal,

Tribes of Cal., 373, 1877). The Hupa boiled
the gland of the lower jaw and nose of the
sturgeon and dried the products in balls (Ray
in Smithson.

Smith

Rep., 229, 1886).

Capt. John

states that with sinew of deer

1912

The

Plains tribes boiled the skin

head of animals until it was softened
into glue, which they dried in masses on
sticks.
Such glue-sticks formed a part of the
equipment of the bow-and-arrow maker, and
the horn arrow-straighteners of the S. W.
tribes are often filled with resin.
Sometimes
one end of the hearth of the fire-drill bears a
mass of resin, as a convenient way to carry
this substance, which may readily be melted
at the fire and applied to various uses.
Wax
and albumen from eggs had a limited use,
and the Eskimo used blood mixed with soot.
The chief use of animal cement was in the
manufacture of bows and arrows, and, among
the Plains tribes, in joining the stems of certain kinds of pipes.
The only mineral cement
known to the tribes was bitumen, which was
used by the Indians of s. Arizona and California.
Vegetal cements were numerous,
and chief among these was the exudation from
coniferous trees, employed by northern tribes
for pitching the seams of bark canoes, baskets
of the

(w. H.)

etc.

Ceremony. A ceremony is the performance in a prescribed order of a series of formal
drama which has an
Ceremonies spring from
many diverse tendencies, which are the expression of some phase of religious emotion.
Many
features of the culture of the North American
ultimate

object.

Indians are regarded as ceremonies, such as
the

rites

which pertain to

and the

birth,

puberty,

but in the arbitrarily restricted sense in which the term is
here used a ceremony is understood to be a
religious performance of at least one day's
duration. These ceremonies generally refer
to one or the other of the solstices, to the
germination or ripening of a crop, or to the
most important food supply. There are ceremonies of less importance that are connected
with the practices of medicine-men or are the
property of cult societies. Ceremonies may
be divided into those in which the whole
tribe participates and those which are the
exclusive property of a society, generally a
secret one, or of a group of men of special
rank, such as chiefs or medicine-men, or of
an individual. Practically all ceremonies of
extended duration contain many rites in common. An examination of these rites, as they
marriage, death, war,

Pacific states.

v., A.

acts often constituting a

Sanonawantowane.

Gatschet in Am. Antiq., iv, 75, 1881. Shoneanawetowah. Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185, 1829. Shononowendos. Ibid. S'ho-ti-non-n5-wa— t6'-n3. Hewitt,
from Tuscarora informant, 1886 ('they are great pipes':
So-nus'-ho-gwa-to-war. Morgan,
council name.)
League Iroq., 423, 1851 ('great pipe': council name).
Soon-noo-daugh-we-no-wenda. Macauley, N. Y.,

—
—
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tops of deer horns boiled to a jelly the Virginia
Indians made glue that would not dissolve in

etc.,

are successively performed,

reveals the fact
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another in

that they follow one
order, as

The
which

some

do the events or episodes

is

prescribed

of the ritual.

or that part of the ceremony

ritual,

spoken or sung, predominates among
Pawnee; among others, as

tribes, as the

the Hopi,

it

greatly subordinated

is

to the

drama.
In enumerating the rites of the ceremonies
it may be noted, first, that they may be
divided into secret and public, the secret rites
being proprietary, and, as a rule, occupying
the mcjor part of the ceremony. The rites
of the public performance may be considered
The secret rites
as the actual play or drama.
are almost invariably performed in a specially
constructed lodge, room, or chamber, into
which none but the priests or initiated may
enter, and which is generally indicated in
such a manner that the public may not mistake it. Early in point of time in the secret
rites is the procession of the priests for objects

raw material to be used in the preparation
an altar, which may be either secret or

or
of

public,

or

to

be used for paraphernalia or
This

otherwise in the public performance.
procession

of

priests

generally

is

symbolic,

and the uninitiated may not accompany them.

The remaining

performances include
such rites as smoking, which may be either
fraternal or direct offerings in the nature of
secret

a sacrifice to the gods; thurification, similar
in origin to the rite of smoking, in which the
smoke of some sweet-smelling herb is offered
direct to the deity, or the priest bathes his

body, or some object of a special ceremonial
nature, in the smoke of the incense; sweatlodge purification; a ceremonial feast, preceded
or followed
of prayers,

direct

by a

sacrifice of food; the offering

which

appeal

to

may
the

be in the form of a
gods or through the

instrumentality of material prayer offerings,

upon which, or into which, the prayer has
been breathed; and the manufacture or redecoration of ceremonial masks and garments
to be worn during the public performance,
either

by the

priests

exclusively

or

by

all

those taking part in the ceremony.

Occupying

in point of

time a period between

the exclusively secret performances and the
public presentation of the
tain

semi-public

85

drama may be

performances,

which

cer-

take

ure,

or lodge, or within the secret lodge of

preparation, an altar
is

may be

especially the case with the

This
ceremonies of

erected.

Pueblos and of the Plains tribes (see
among which it is always symbolic,
and its explanation must generally be sought
the

Altars),

in the ritual.

It often symbolizes, as a whole,,

the earth or the heavens, or some god or the

home

of a

inent

feature

which

may

The most prom-

god or the gods.
of

the

altar

is

a palladium,

consist of a bufTalo skuU, an ear

of corn, a flint knife, or

some other object

of

supposed efficacious nature, within which it
is supposed to reside or which is typical or
symbolic of the spirit or deitj'. On the altar,
also, is generally found a recognition in one
form or another of the gods of the four or
six world -quarters, of the rainbow, of the
lightning, of vegetation, etc.
Falling within
this semi-public period is often a contest,
generally a foot race, the winner being favoured
by the gods or receiving some tangible object
which possesses magic potency.
The public performance is usually ushered
in by a stately procession of priests, the singing of traditional songs, rites of smoking,

and offerings of prayer. The
most prominent feature is the dance, which,
as a rule, is of a dignified and stately nature,
the dancers being appropriately costumed and
otherwise adorned. The costume worn in
public is often supplemented with paint upon
the body, or by masks over the face.
The
dancer, thus arrayed, generally represents a
minor deity, or he places himself, by virtue
of the character of his costume, in an attitude
of defiance to the deity and thus opposes his
magic power to that of the supernatural.
Following the dance, which may vary in
duration from a few minutes to several days,
is
generally a ceremonial removal of the
costume, whereupon the dancers undergo a
purification ritfe, often in the form of a powerful emetic.
This may be followed by an act

sacrifice of food,

of self-inflicted torture, which, however, often
forms an intrinsic part of the public performance.
During the entire ceremony, as a rule,
certain tabus are enforced, the most common

being a prohibition of the presence of
during menstruation.

women

The time of the performance of ceremonies
Some are held annually, or biennially,

place in the open but which are undertaken

varies.

by

at stated periods; such are the solstitial or

priests exclusively.

Such

is

the prepara-

tion of the site of the public performance, or

seasonal

the erection of a bower or lodge within which

provision

it is

to take place.

Either within this enclos-

ceremonies,
is

for

necessarily

which
made.

no

special

Some

are

held during certain seasons, of the year, but
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2
are dependent

the will of an individual

on

who may have pledged

taken a vow to
Others are held at

or

perform the ceremony.
any season, whenever occasion may demand;
such are the ceremonies of the medicine-men.
Inasmuch as ceremonies form intrinsic
features and may be regarded as only phases
of culture, their special character depends on
the state of culture of the people by which
they are performed; hence there are at least
as many kinds of ceremonies as there are
phases of culture in North America. A few
characteristic ceremonies may be considered
for

some

of the better-defined areas.

Among

ceremony

tacular

Sun

the

is

dance.

This varied from an annual performance, as
among the Ponca and some other Siouan
tribes, to
a presentation only as the direct
result of a vow, as among the Cheyenne,

v., A.

is

1912

The

the Buffalo, the Bear and the Elk.

basis

the acquisition and perpetuation

usually

of magic power, which, primarily, was derived
from the animal after which the society takes
its name and from which it is supposed to
have originated. A fourth group comprises
those of the medicine-men, and are either
ceremonies in which one or more meiiicinemen perform for the benefit of the sick, or,
more often, in which all the medicine-men of
the tribe join in a performance to make public
demonstration of magic power through sleightof-hand. The last group of Plains ceremonies

those connected with

includes

Plains tribes the most spec-

the

GEORGE

and reaping
of

game

coming

the hunting season, or the

in

of the fish

nected with the
of

the planting

of the maize, or the first killing

—

gift

first

may

be noted, conof food for the sustenance

all,

it

life.

On

Arapaho, and Siksika. In the Sun dance of
all tribes are found certain common features,

Columbia

such as the secret tipi or tipis of preparation;
the manufacture of objects to be used on the

1 to 4 days' duration abound.
These are
performances of cult societies, generally secret,

procession

it

the most prominent feature; the erection

and the characteristic dance
altai
from 1 to 4 days. During the public
performance the dancers are symbolically
painted and otherwise so adorned that their
evolutions are supposed to lead to a distinct
While the
result
the production of rain.
Sun dance varies from tribe to tribe, not
only in its symbolism but also in many important details, it seems primarily to have
been a rain ceremony, and its ritual generally
recounts the origin or the rebirth of mankind.
The second group of ceremonies are those
performed by cult societies, generally four or
more in number. Each society has its special
esoteric songs, its own paraphernalia, and
;

lasting

—

often distinct gradations in rank.

a limited

The mem-

generally exclusively male, although

number

of

maidens are admitted

into the societies of the Cheyenne, while the

which belongs exwhich there are
several gradations of rank.
The third group
comprises the performances of cult societies
in which the warrior element does not predominate; these are often spoken of as dances,

Arapaho have a

monies.

they

society

women,

clusively to the

although

who make'
an opportunity to display personal wealth.
In the ceremonies of the cult societies masks
are worn.
Those of the Kwakiutl of this
region are held in winter, at which time the
or of chiefs or lesser individuals

spying out the world; the ceremonial erection
which the centre pole

is

extending from

coast,

Alaska, ceremonies of from

of

of

of the great lodge, of

bership

s.

in

of

the

to

priests

altar; the

search

is

Pacific

N.
r.

an object generally symbolic

public

of

the

are,

Among

of

strictly

the best

speaking,

known

cere-

of these are

cult societies replace the gentile organization

which prevails
the society

war.

The

is

in

summer.

Membership

into

acquired by marriage or through

object of the winter ceremony

"to bring back the youth

who

is

stay with the supernatural being

is

supposed to

who is the
when he

protector of his society, and then,

has returned in a state of ecstasy, to exorcise
the spirit which possesses

him from

him and

to restore

These objects
During
are attained by songs and dances."
the performance of these ceremonies special
paraphernalia are worn in which the mask,
substantially made of wood, predominates,
the remainder consisting largely of rings of
cedar bark (see Bark) which constitute the
badges of the ceremony. The tribes to the n.
have societies and winter ceremonies similar
to those of the Kwakiutl, from whom they
are probably mainly derived.

Among

his holy

the

madness.

Eskimo extended ceremonies,

such as prevail over a large portion of North
America, are not found. They are rather to
be characterized as dances or festivals. These
are generally held in winter and are of short
duration. The most important of these are
the Feasts to the Dead; others among the
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Alaskan Eskimo are the Asking festival, the
Bladder feast, and the performances of the
medicine-men. In some of the festivals
wooden masks, representing supernatural or
superhuman beings, are worn.

As

may

be discovered only by taking into

consideration

human

universal

which develop along certain

tendencies

lines

according

to historical or geographical environment.

may

It was occupied by a family
same name who afterward moved to
Alaska and settled at Howkan.— Swanton,
ids.,

therefore be noted that the need for

Cont.

among

the Indians of North America varied

accordance with the character of their life.
Thus it is found that in those tribes or in those

Haida, 281, 1905.

Chabin

(from

qe,

the Assiniboin.

of

A

'mountain').

— Maximilian,

division

Trav.,

194,

1843.

Gens des Montagnes.

It

them

Brit. Col.

of the

stated at the outset, the root of cere-

monies

87

— Ibid.
A

Chahthulelpil.
old

body

of Salish of the

superintendency,

Victoria

pop. 104 in 1881.— Can. Ind.

Brit.

Col.;

AiT., 258, 1882.

in

extended forms abound where there
exists a sessile population or a strong form of
tribal government.
Hence the greatest number of extended and complicated ceremonies
are formed among the Pueblo people of the
S. W. and in the village communities of the
N. Pacific coast.
Second only in importance
to the ceremonies of these two areas are those
which are found among the tribes of the
Plains among which ceremonies abound, in
which the strongest sj'stem of government is
found. As a ceremony of any extended
duration makes great demands upon the tribe,
areas

Chaicclesaht {To'e'k'tlisath, 'large-cut-inbay people'). A Nootka tribe on Ououkinsh
and Nasparti inlets, w. coast of Vancouver
id., numbering
61 in 1911.
Acous is their
principal town.

Chaic-cles-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff.. 337,
kisaht.— Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868.

Chay-

1897.

Checkleslt.—

—

Can. Ind. AfT., 158, 1901.
Naspatl. Jacob in Jour.
Anthrop. Soc. Lond., xi, Feb., 1864. Naspatle.
Latham, Nat. Hist. Man., 301, 1850. Naspatte.

—
—

Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

—

i,

234, 1848.

Nespods. Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.
To'e'k'tlisath.- Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes, Can.,
1890.

and pre-supposes law and order, highly developed and extended ones are not possible

Chak ('eagle'). A name given by the
northern Tlingit to one of the two phratries
into which they are divided.

among

Chethl'.— Dall, Alaska,

the

Eskimo or the

tribes of California.

Cexeninuth. A tribe or division about
Queen Charlotte sd., Brit. Col.; possibly a
Gyeksem gens of the Kwakiutl.
Cex-e-ni-nuth.

— Kane,

Wand,

N. Am., app., 1859.
Ex e ni nuth.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribea, v, 488. 1855
in

(misspelt).

A

Chaahl (Tc'd'al).
on the N. w. coast
Charlotte

ids., Brit.

of

Col.

former Haida town

Moresby

id.,

Queen

This seems to have

been the Kow-welth of John Wark, who assigned to it 35 houses with 561 inhabitants
in 1836-41.
Old people recall the names of
28 houses, but many more are said to have
existed before a great fire which destroyed a
large part of the town.
In later times the
people moved to New Gold Harbour, on the
E. end of Maude id., and thence into Skidegate— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.
Cha-atl.

—

Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., Geol. Surv.,
Can., 168b, 1880.
Kaw-welth.— Kane, Wand, in N.
Am., app., 1859 (probably the same; misprint from
Wark. 1836^1). Kow-welth.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
V, 489. 1855 (probably the same; from Wark's table).

Chaahl (Tda'al). A former Haida town
on the E. coast of North id.. Queen Charlotte

Teak!.— Swanton,

414, 1870.
B. A. ^., 1904.

field notes,

(g. a. d.)

A Squawmish village community

Chakkai.

on the E. side of Howe sd., Brit. Col.
Tcakqal.-Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474,

A

Chala.

1900.

mentioned by Hutchins
in 1764 as living on the St. Lawrence in connection with the Abnaki, Micmac, and Malecite, and having 130 warriors.
Chalas.
Tribes,

tribe

— Hutchins

m,

(1764) quoted

by

Schoolcraft, Ind.

Chatas.—Smith

553, 1853.

(1785), ibid.

Chalkunts. A Squawmish village
munity on Gambler id., Brit. Col.
Tca'lkunts.— Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

comS.,

474,

1900.

Chants
on Burrard

A Squawmish

Tcants.—Hill-Tout

community

village

Brit. Col.

inlet,
in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

475, 1900.

Chatelech ('outside water'). The present
town of the Seechelt Indians on Trail bay,
at

the neck of

Seechelt penin.,

As a permanent settlement

it

Brit.

Col.

dates only from

Bishop Durien's time {ca. 1890), not having
been occupied before for fear of the Lekwiltok.
TcatEletc.

—Hill-Tout

in Jour.

Anthrop.

Inst.. 21, 1904.
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Chats-hadai

A

people').

'Teats river

xa'da-i,

(Teals

subdivision

Koetas,

the

of

a

Haida family belonging

to the Kaigani group.

They were probably

named from

so

a

camp-

ing place.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

Tceko'altc— Hill-Tout

12th Rep. N.

W.

Tribes,

Can., 23, 1898.

Rep. Brit. A. A.

474,

A Cowichan settlement on
Vancouver id., presumably
on the bay and river of the same name.
Chemainis. — Can. Ind. Aff. for 1891, map. Chemanis.

—

coast

of

map,

Brit. Col.

Victoria, 1872.

Chenachaath
of

A

(Tc'e'natc'aath).

division

a Nootka tribe.— Boas in
tribes Can., 32, 1890.

the Toquart,

W.

6th Rep. N.

Fraser

r.,

A

Naskotin

Brit. Col., at the

mouth

village
of

Quesnel

Chichula. —
Col. map, Victoria, 1872.
— Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s, 1893.
Mouth. —Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
Trans.
1884.
Tcentslthal'a. — Morice

on
r.

24,

Quesnel.
Quesnelle
Brit. Col., map,

in

Roy.

Soc.

of

the

Brit.

Cheatn. A town said to belong to the
Pilalt, a Cowichan tribe of lower ChiUiwak r.,

S.,

Chemainus.

Chentsithala.

— Boas,

in

1900.

Haida, 276, 1905.
TsiQua'gls stastaai'.

1912

v., A.

Chekoalch.
A Squawmish village community on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.

the E.

Chawagis-stustae {Tcawd'gis slAsld'-i, 'the
Stustas from Low-tide r.'). A subdivision of
the Stustas, a great Haida family of the Eagle
clan.
The creek where they camped and
which gave them the name is on the coast a
short distance s. of Naikun or Rose spit,
Graham id., Brit. Col.— Swanton, Cont.

GEORGE

but evidently containing representatives of other tribes as well; pop. 100 in

Can.,

1902.

Muchalat, situated back of Bligh id., Nootka
sd., Vancouver id.— Can. Ind. Aff., 264, 1902.

Brit. Col.,

Che-ahm.—Brit.
Can. Ind. Aff.,
Rep. Brit. A. A.

map,

Col.

pt.

158, 1901.

ii,

Cheatn.
Tce'lam.— Boas

Victoria, 1872.

—

A

Chechelmen.

munity on Burrard

Squawmish
in

com-

Col.

inlet, Brit.

Tcetce'lmen.— Hill-Tout

village

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474,

1900.

village

com-

inlet,

Brit.

Ind. Aff.,
in

pt.

160,

ii,

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

1900'

475, 1900.

A body

of Songish at Becher
Vancouver id. It perhaps
Pop. 32 in
includes the Kekayaken gens.

Cheerno.

bay,

s.

E.

end

of

Tche-a-nook.

Aff., 66, 1902.

Ind.

Can. Ind. Aff., 308, 1879 (probably the same).

A

Cheewack.

body

of Salish

under Wil-

liams Lake agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 9 in 1891,

when the name
Chawack.—Can.

last appears.

Ind. Aff.

78,

Cheewack.—

1878.

Ibid., 251, 1891.

Chegwalis

('spotted frog').

A

gens of the

{SlsEe'lis).

A

Cowichan

tribe

middle course of Harrison r.,
Chehalis and Koalekt were their

living along the
Brit. Col.
villages.

Pop.

(of

tribe or village)

1,171

in

1911.

Haida, 281, 1905.
'Gituns of

{Tcets-gitAnd'-i,

A

Haida family of the Eagle
clan, so named from an island in the upper
expansion of Masset inlet, Brit. Col., at the
mouth of Tsooskahli, where they once lived.
Chets

id.').

Afterward they moved to the mouth of
Masset inlet. They formed one group with
the Widjagitunai, Tohlka-gitunai, and Djushade.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
124, 1895.

— Harrison

in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can., sec.
Tsets gyit'inai'.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W.

Tribes Can., 23, 1898.

Cheuek.
on Fraser

r.,

A

village of the

above Lytton,

TcEue'q.— Hill-Tout

Ntlakyapamuk

Brit. Col.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can. for

in

Brit. A. A. A. S., 4, 1899.

Chehales.—Can.
Ibid., 1901, pt.

Ind. Aff. for 1880, 317.

ir,

Aff., Victoria, 1872.
S.,

169. 1900.

Chets (Tcels). A Haida town, formerly
occupied by the Chets-gitunai and Djushade,
on an island at the mouth of Tsooskahli,
Masset inlet, Brit. Col.— Swanton, Cont.

II,

A.

—

—

11,

Chichkitone.

Abnaki.

Chehalis

village

—

Chetsgitunai

Cheerno.— Can.

principal

map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872. Tca'tua.
Hill-Tout in Rep. on Ethnol. Surv. Can. for Brit. A. A. S.,
TcS'tawe. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
5, 1899.

1911.

—

The

Chetawe. A village of the Ntlakyapamuk,
on the E. side of Fraser r., about 16J/^ m.
above Yale, Brit. Col. Pop. 16 in 1897,
the last time it was separately enumerated.
Chataway. Can. Ind. Aff. for 1884, 230. Chatowe.—

Hist.,

Col.; pop. 18 in 1911.

Tcetcilqok.— Hill-Tout

Cheshish.

Brit. Col.

Chechilkok. A Squawmish
munity at Seymour cr., Burrard
Seymour Creek.-Can.

109, 1892.

in

454, 1894.

S.,

X, sec. 2,

Chehalis.—

Saells.— Brit. Col. map, Ind.
StsEe'Hs. Boas in Rep. Brit. A.

158.

454, 1899 (the village).

—

Chewas.
side of

Howe

A

Squawmish

sd., Brit.

Tce'was.— Hill-Tout

in

village

on the w.

Col.

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474, 1900.
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A Squawmish

Chiakamish.

village community on a creek of the same name, a tributary of Skwamish r., B. C.
Tcia'kamic— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474,
1900.
Tcia'qamic— Boas MS., B. A. E., 1887.

A

Chiaktel.

Chilliwak village in

Brit.

s.

Col.; pop. 43 in 1904.

TcIa'ktE'l.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1902.
Tyeachten.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. II, 160, 1901. Tzeach-

ten.— Ibid.,

224, 1902.

Chibaouinani
way.

— W.

also

known

A

J.).

as

La

{Shibd.u.naning,

'passage-

former Missisauga village,
Cloche, on Cloche id., in

lake Huron, n. of Manitoulin' id.

Chibaouinani.
Col. Hist.,

X,

— La Galissoniere

183, 1858.

(1748) in N. Y. Doc.

La Cloche.— Ibid.

Chichigoue (seemingly cognate with Chippewa shishikuoe, 'rattlesnake.' W. J.).
A
tribe mentioned by La Chesnaye as living n.

—

of lake Superior in 1697, and generally trading
with the English on Hudson bay.
They
cannot be identified with any known tribe,

(j. M.)
Chichigoue. La Chesnaye (1697) in Margry, D6c., vi,
Chichigoueks. La Potherie, Hist, de I'Am^r.,
7, 1886.
II,

—

49, 1753.

Tcitcile'Ek.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

com-

Brit. A.A.S., 475, 1900.

Pointe Bleue.

—

(j.

Checoutimi. Jefferys, French Dom. Am.,
Checoutimiens. Ibid.
Chegoutimis.
1661, 14, 1858.

developed

pohtical

internal

definite

land boundaries.

stituted

of

tribe

several clans or gentes

confederation of several tribes.
different Indian

communities the
varied

structure

political

with

structure

The

con-

is

and the

Among

the

social

and

Many

greatly.

band under a single chief and the intricate
permanent confederation of highly organized
tribes, with several kinds of officers and vary-

—

m.)

—

Jes.

Rel.

Chekoutimiens.— Bellin, map,

1755.

in

Hist., vii,

of

(

,

I,

185, 1885.

organization

functions required different grades of officers

them; hence various kinds and
There were in
certain communities, as the Iroquois and
Creeks, civil chiefs and subchiefs, chosen for
personal merit, and permanent and temporary
war chiefs. These several grades of chiefs
bear distinctive titles, indicative of their
to, perform

grades of chiefs are found.

diverse jurisdiction.
to

the

The

women, not

Indians a
a political officer whose distinctive functions
are to execute the ascertained wiU of a definite
group of persons united by the possession of
a common territory or range and of certain

and

to the dignity

title

community,

usually

who

to the chief,

to

its

usually owes

nomination to the suffrages of his female
most communities he is
installed by some authority higher than that

his

constituents, but in

Both

of his chieftaincy.

obligations,

the lowest and

in

the highest form of government the chiefs
are the creatures of law, expressed in welldefined customs, rites,

Among the North American
chief may be generally defined as

exclusive rights, immunities,

jurisdictions.

ibid.

Chicoutimi.— Jes. Rel. 1661, 13, 1858. Chixoutimi.— Johnson (1764) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 664,
1856. Montagnais of Lake St. John.— Can. Ind. A£f.

635.

pt.

With the advance in
political powers and
functions were multiplied and diversified, and
the multiplicity and diversity of duties and
related

18, 1761.

— La Tour, map, 1784. Chicontami. —
N. Y. Doc. Col.
658, 1856
Chicoutime. — Lords Trade 1764)

Johnson (1764)

Chiefs.

exercises legislative, judicative,

and executive powers delegated to him in
accordance with custom for the conservation
and promotion of the common weal.
The wandering band of men with their
women and children contains the simplest
type of chieftaincy found among the American
Indians, for such a group has no permanently
fixed territorial limits, and no definite social
and political relations exist between it and
any other body of persons. The clan or gens,
the tribe, and the confederation present more
complex forms of social and political organization.
The clan or gens embraces several
such chieftaincies, and has a more highly

belongs
i,

Chekoutimis.

Rep. 1884,

He

political

Chicoutimi. The name of a locality, the
head of ship navigation of Saguenay r.,
Quebec, by which the Lake St. John band of
Montagnais was sometimes referred to (Jes.
Rel. 1661, 13, 1858).
The French formerly
had a mission of the same name on the right
In 1911 the Monbank of the Saguenay.
tagnais of L. St. John numbered 583 and
most of them resided on a reservation at

.

and

to conserve their customs, traditions,

religion.

ing grades of councils of diverse but inter-

Chichilek. A Squawmish village
munity on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.

(misprint)

and

stages of social progress lay between the small

but they were evidently Algonquian.

—

89

and

traditions.

Only

wholly absent may the
simplest type of chieftaincy be found.

where agriculture

Where

the

is

civil

structure

is

permanent

there exist permanent military chieftainships,
as

among

merit

and

the Iroquois.

To reward

statesmanship

stituted a class of chiefs

the

whose

personal

Iroquois
office,

in-

upon
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the death of the holder,

remained vacant.

This latter provision was made to obviate
a large representation and avoid a change in
the established roll of chiefs. They were
called "the solitary pine trees,"and were installed

in

the same

manner

as

cized,

if

ostra-

committed crimes rendering

they

them unworthy of giving counsel.
Where the civil organization was

the

of

simplest character the authority of the chiefs

was most nearly despotic; even

in

some

in-

stances where the civil structure was complex
as among the Natchez, the rule of the chiefs

times became

at

in

a

measure tyrannical,

was due largely to the recognition
and the domination of certain
religious beliefs and considerations.
The chieftainship was usually hereditary
in certain families of the community, although
in some communities any person by virtue
but

this

of social castes

of the acquisition of wealth could proclaim

Descent of blood, property,
and official titles were generally traced
through the mother. Early writers usually
called the chief who acted as the chairman of
the federal council the "head chief" and somehimself a chief.

when the tribe or confederation was
powerful and important, "king" or "emperor,"
In the Creek
as in the case of Powhatan.
times,

confederation and

in

that of the

Iroquois,

the most complex aboriginal government n.
of

Mexico, there was, in fact, no head chief.
first chief of the Onondaga federal roll

The

acted as the chairman of the federal council,
and by virtue of his office he called the federal
council together.

With

this, all

pre-eminence

oyer the other chiefs ended, for the governing
power of the confederation was lodged in the
council.
The federal council was
composed of the federal chiefs of the several
component tribes; the tribal council consisted
of the federal chiefs and subchiefs of the tribe.
Communities are formed on the basis of a
union of interests and obligations. By the
union of several rudimentary communities
for mutual aid and protection, in which each
retained part of
its original freedom and
delegated certain social and political powers
and jurisdiction to the united community,
was evolved an assembly of representatives
of the united bands in a tribal council having

of the chiefs.

The enlarged community

con-

the Iroquois

of

1912

v., A.

were organized

There were therefore several

confederations.

In the council

confederation the subchiefs

had no voice or recognition.

Among

the

Plains

tribes

chieftaincy

the

seems to have been chiefly non-heredita^}^
Any ambitious and courageous warrior could
apparently, in strict accordance with custom,
make himself a chief by the acquisition of
suitable property and through his own force
of character.

Note.

n. b. h.)

(j.

— *By the terms of the Indian Act, Cap.

81, R.S. of

Canada, Sec.

94, Life Chiefs

men now

Councillors and head

living

and

may

continue to hold rank until death or resignation

by the Governor-inCouncil for dishonesty, immorality, intemperance or incompetency. The Act also provides
or until their removal

for the election of Chiefs

term

of

and Councillors

No Band

three years.

is

for a
allowed

more than one Chief and 15 Councillors and
the latter may be in the proportion of two for
every two hundred Indians. Elections may
be set aside by the Governor-in-Council for
cause and Chiefs and Councillors may be
deposed by the same authority on the ground
immorahty, intemperance or
Chief and Councillors may
make rules and regulations under the 98th
clause of the Act for the government of the
Band. A Municipal system may also be
adopted by the bands whenever the Governor(D. C. Scott,
in-Council deems it advisable.
MS., 1912.)
dishonesty,

of

incompetency.

Chignecto (from

Micmac

village

Frye (1760)

in

sigunikt, 'foot cloth').

Nova

in

in

1760.

Coll.,

1st

Scotia

Mass. Hist. Soc.

A
s.,

115, 1809.

X,

federal

a definite jurisdiction. To these chiefs were
sometimes added subchiefs, whose jurisdiction
though subordinate, was concurrent with that

tribes

grades of councils constituted.

the others.

They could not be deposed, but merely

From

stitutes a tribe.

A

Chikauach.
bay,

s.

end

Tcik.au'atc.

of

Songish band at McNeill

Vancouver

— Boas

in 6th

id.,

Rep. on N.

Brit. Col.

W.

Tribes Can.,

17, 1890.

Child

life.

The

subject of Indian child

has been but very lightly treated by
ethnologists, although the child is in fact the

life

bond of family life under a system
which allowed polygamy and easy separation.
Both parents alike were entirely devoted to
their children, and bestowed upon them the
fullest expression of affection and solicitude.
strongest

The
all

relation of parent

to

child

brings out

the highest traits of Indian character.

Among some

tribes,

notably those of the
new arrival the

plains, in anticipation of the

'Memorandum from Dept.

of Indian Affairs,

Canada.
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cradle which
is

wooden frame

be

to

is

No. 21a

the

prepares

father

its

of

the

portable bed until

The body

able to walk.
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it

of the cradle, with

ornamentation of bead or quill design,
and bangles, is made either by the
grandmother or by some woman noted in the
There were
tribe for her superior e.xpertness.
many well-marked vi^rieties of cradle, differing with the tribe.
Among the Choctaw,
Catawba, and other former tribes of the
Southern states, and among the Chinookan
and Salishan tribes of the Columbia, there
was used a special attachment which, by conits

fringes

With some Oregon and other coast

power.

were formerly regarded as abnorkilled.
There are
instances of deformed
well authenticated
children being put to death at birth.
On
the other hand, children crippled by accident
are treated by parents and companions with
tribes they

mal and one or both were

the greatest tenderness.

Among

Plains

the

ceremonial

the

tribes

boring of the ears for the insertion of pendants
is

made

often

public

the occasion of a more or less

while the investment of

celebration,

the boy with the breechcloth at the age of

tinued pressure upon the forehead while the

9 or 10 years

produced the so-called
"flat-head," esteemed with these tribes a
point of beauty.
One cradle was used for

rejoicing.

same family.
The newborn infant is commonly treated
at once to a cold bath, and turned over to
another matron to nurse until the mother's

boys passed through an
initiation ordeal at an early age, sometimes
as with the Zuni, as young as 5 years (see
Ordeals).
With the Hopi and Zuni the child
is lightly whipped with yucca switches when
initiated into the Kachina priesthood.
With
the Powhatan of Virginia, if we can believe
the old chroniclers, the boys, who may have
been about 10 years of age at the time, were
actually rendered unconscious, the declared
purpose being to take away the memory of
childish things so that they should wake up
as men.
On the plains the boys at about
the same age were formally enrolled into

bones were

soft,

still

successive infants in the

health

is

Among

restored.

the Hopi, ashes

newborn

or sacred meal are rubbed on the

Lactation

babe.

long continued, even for

is

2 years or more, and in rare cases

much

With

mother,

all

women

the

affection

completely

almost

are

the

of

longer.

ignorant

the
of

ordinary sanitary rules as to feeding, exposure,
etc., with the result that infant mortality is
high

exceedingly

many

almost

in

every

tribe,

children being born, but only a small

is

observed with a quiet family

The first

tatooing and the

tion of the labret are also celebrated
tribes practising such customs.

most

first inser-

among the

In

many

or

the

tribes

and

proportion coming to maturity, so that even

the

former times the tribal population remained
almost stationary. The child's sisters or
cousins of the baby are its attendants, while

put under regular instruction for their later

occupied with other duties, and
perform their work with the instinct of little

the

in

the mother

is

The

mothers.

child

is

kept

in

its

cradle

usually only during a journey or while being

and

carried about,

not, as

is

commonly supAt home it

posed, during most of the time.

about upon the grass or on the bed
without restraint. Formerly, except in extreme weather, no clothing was worn during
waking hours up to the age of from 5 to 10
rolls

years,

according to

and

some

in

the

tribe

tribes this practice

and climate,
still

prevails.

may

be named soon after birth, or
not for a year or more after, this child name,

The
like

child

the

first

or girl grows
significance.

teeth, being discarded as the

up

for

The

boy

another of more important
child

name

is

often

be-

stowed by the grandparent.
If;

:fe

:](

;{;

:f;

:};

:}:

society

responsibilities.

Children of both sexes have toys and games,
inclining to dolls and "playing
girls
house," while the boys turn to bows, riding,

and marksmanship. Tops, skates of rib-bones,
darts, hummers, balls, shinny, and hunt-thebutton games are all favourites, and wherever
it is possible nearly half the time in warm
weather is spent in the water. They are very
fond of pets, particularly puppies, which the

little girls

backs

Among
of

frequently dress and carry, upon their

like babies, in imitation of their

the

the Zuni and

Hopi wooden

mythologic

principal

mothers.
figurines

characters

distributed as dolls to the children

monial

performances,

thus

are

at cere-

impressing

the

sacred traditions in tangible form.
Girls

are

their

mothers'

companions and

are initiated at an early period into
arts of

Twins are usually regarded as uncanny,
and are rather feared, as possessing occult

degree of the warrior

first

home

and whatever
duties.

— sewing,

life

else

The boys

may

all

the

cooking, weaving,

pertain to their later

as naturally pattern

their fathers in hunting,

riding,

from

or boating
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Boys and
by their

alike

girls

are

carefully instructed

not only in household arts
and hunting methods, but also in the code of
ethics, the traditions, and the religious ideas
elders,

pertaining

to

the

tribe.

monial observances are
various

The

special

The prevalent

societies.

cere-

keeping of the

in the

idea

that

the Indian child grows up without instruction
is entirely wrong, although it may be said
that he grows up practically without restraint,
as instruction and obedience are enforced by

moral suasion alone, physical punishment
very rarely going beyond a mere slap in a

moment

As aggressiveness and the

of anger.

idea of individual ownership are less strong
with the Indian than with his white brother,

among

the chil-

almost unknown.

Every-

so quarrels are less frequent

and fighting

dren,

is

shared alike in the circle of playmates.
Indian child has to learn his language as

thing

The

is

other children learn theirs, lisping his words and
confusing the grammatical distinctions at first;
but with the precocity incident to a wild,

he usually acquires correct expression
at an earlier age than the average white child.
At about 15 years of age in the old days,
free

life,

throughout the eastern and central region,

made solitary fast and vigil to obtain
communication with the medicine spirit which
was to be his protector through life; then,
the boy

some
he was subjected, the youth was com-

Ojibwa,

GEORGE

a sympathetic sketch of the

1900,

career of an Indian

boy from birth to man-

hood,

(j.

Chilkat

(said

to be from

in

and 812

1880,

Smaller towns: Deshu, Dyea, Skagway. Social
divisions: Daktlawedi, Ganahadi, Hlukahadi,

Kagwantan, Nushekaayi, Takestina.

—

Cheelcat. Anderson quoted by Gibbs in Hist. Mag.,
vn, 75, 1862. Cheelhaats.— Scouler in Jour. Ethnol.
I,
242, 1848.
Checlkaats.— Ibid., 232.
Chelkatskie.— Elliott, Cond. Aff. Alaska, 227, 1875.
Chllcahs.— Scott in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 314, 1868.
Chilcaks.— Ibid., 309. Chilcales.— Halleck in Rep. Sec.
War, pt. 1, 38, 1868. Chllcat.— Kane, Wand, in N. A.,
app., 1859.
Chilcates.— Halleck in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep.

Soc.

Lond.,

Chilkaht-Kwan.— Dall in

1869, 562, 1870.

37, 1877.

I,

Aff.

—

—

Census,
Alaska,
1884. Chitl-kawt.
Jackson,
31,
Alaska, 242, 1880 (native pronunciation of name of Chilcat r.).
Tchilcat.— Beardslee in Sen. Ex. Doc. 105,
46th Cong., 2d sess., 31, 1880. Tschilkat.—Wrangell,
Ethnol. Nachr., 102, 1839. TschJlkfit-kdn.— Krause,

TUnkit

Ind.,

116,

Tschischlkhathkhoan.

1886.

kh&th.—Holmberg,

gathered

to

celebrate

and thenceforth child
was at an end.
dance,

her
life

puberty
for both

Consult Chamberlain, Child and Childin Folk Thought, 1896; Dorsey in 3rd
Rep. B. A. E., 1884; Eastman, Indian Boy-

hood

hood (autobiographic), 1902; Fewkes

(1)

in

Am.

Anthrop., iv, 1902. (2) in 21st Rep.
B. A. E., 1903; Fletcher in Jour. Am. Folklore,
1888; Gatschet, Creek Migr. Leg., i,
1884; La Flesche, The Middle Five, 1901
(autobiographic);

Mason

in

Rep. Nat. Mus.,

1887; Owens, Natal Ceremonies of the Hopi,
1892; Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii, 1877;

Spencer, Education of the Pueblo Child, 1899;

Stevenson in 5th Rep. B. A. E., 1887; and
Jenks, Childhood of Jishib, thg

especially

Cont. N. A.

Chilkahts.— Halleck in U. S. Ind.
Rep. 1869, 562, 1870. Chilkasts.— Dunn, Hist. Oreg.
288, 1844, Chilkat-qwan.
Emmonsin Mem. Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist., Ill, 232, 1903. Chilkats.— Halleck in Rep.
Sec. War, pt. 1, 38, 1868.
Chilkatskoe.— Veniaminoff,
Zapiski, ii, pt. 3, 30, 1840.
Chllkhat.— Petroff in 10th
Ethnol.,

tribes,

friends

Winter towns:

1890.

in

Chilkoot, Katkwaahltu, Klukwan, Yendestake.

Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., pt.

young man cultivated a degree of reserve
amounting even to bashfulness in the presence
At about the same time, or
of strangers.
perhaps a year or two earlier, his sister's

M.)

'store-

tct\-xdt,

houses for salmon'). A Thngit tribe about
the head of Lynn canal, Alaska;* noted for
the manufacture of the famous blankets to
which they have given ^heir name; pop. 988

after the initiatory ordeal to which, in

petent to take his place as a man among the
For a year or more before his
warriors.
admission to fuU manhood responsibilities the

1912

v., A.

Ethnol.

6, 132,

Skizz.,

TschishlkhSthkhdan.— Ibid.,

A

Chilkoot.

arm

of

Lynn

Tlingit

Tschishl-

map,

142,

1855.

11-12.

town on the

n. e.

Pop. at Chilkoot

canal, Alaska.*

mission in 1890, 106.

—

1883.

These people are often

regarded as a separate division of Koluschan,
but are practically the same as the Chilkat.
Chllcoot.

—Petroff

in 10th Census, Alaska, 31,

Chilkoot.— 11th Census, Alaska,

—Krause, Tlinkit

3,

1893.

1884.

Tschilkut.

Ind., 100, 1885.

A

Chilliwak.

Sahsh tribe on a river of

same name in British Columbia, now
speaking the Cowichan dialect, though anPop.
ciently Nooksak according to Boas.
the

330 in 1911.

Their villages, mainly on the

authority of Hill-Tout, are Atselits, Chiaktei,

Kokaia, Shlalki,

Skaialo,

Skaukel,

Skway,

Skwealets, Stlep, Thaltehch, Tsoowahlie, and

The Can. Ind. Aff. Reports
Koquapnt and Skwah (distinct from

Yukweakwioose.
give

Skway), and

Boas

gives Keles,

which are

not identifiable with any of the above.
ChlChillwayhook.— Mayne, Bri. Col., 295, 1861.
loweyuk.—Gibbs, MS. vocab. 281, B. A. E. Chilukweyuk. Wilson in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 278,

—

*Trade with the Indians of

Yukon

ter.
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Squahalitch.— Ibid.

186fi.

Tc'ileaue'uk..— Boas in
Tcll'Qe'uk.— HillRep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 3, 1902. TshlthTolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 120b,

Brit. A. A. S., lxiv,

Tout in
wyook.

If) t,

1894.

—

1884.

A Squawmish village community
bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col.

Chimai.
on the

left

Tcimai'.— Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit A. A.

Chimmesyan Family

S.,

474, 1900.

(from Tsimshian,

Skeena r.').
A small linguistic
family on Nass and Skeena rs., n. Brit. Col.
and the neighbouring coast as fars. as Milbanke
The 3 main divisions are the Tsimshian
sd.
of lower Skeena r., the Gitksan of upper
Skeena r., and the Niska of Nass r.
The
'people

93

of

was presided over by a house chief, while
eveiy family and every town had a superior
chief; under him were the members of his
household, his more distant clan relations,
and the servants and slaves.
There were four clans or phratries Kanhada
or Raven, Lakyebo ('On the Wolf), Lakski3'ek ('On the Eagle'), and Gyispawaduweda
or Grizzly Bear. Each clan comprised a great
number of subdivisions, concerning which the
information is conflicting, some regarding
them simply as names for the people of certain towns, while others treat them as family
:

groups, not necessarily confined to one place.
If

their organization

was anything Hke that

the subdivisions were at one

closest cultural affinities of these people are

of the Haida,

with the Haida of Queen Charlotte ids. and
the Tlingit of the Alaskan coast, though their

time local groups; but it is probable that
many of them have been displaced from their

and must be

ancient seats or have settled in more than
one place. This view is corroborated by the
account of the Niska tribes given by Boas
(10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 48, 49). Their
names, as far as obtainable, will be found
under the separate divisional headings. Descent is reckoned in the female line.
While

language

strikinglj' different

is

placed in a class by
of the N.

W.

itself

among

the tongues

According to their own tratribes, they

and those of neighbouring
have descended Nass and Skeena
ditions

recent

paratively

times

to

rs.

the

in

coast,

comdis-

placing the Tlingit.

In physical characters and social organization

and

the

Chimmesyan resemble

the

Haida

but the Kitksan, living farther

the present culture of the
is

Chimmesyan

some evidence of
most of the

peoples, there

is

inland,

assimilation.

In

type.

The Chimmesyan language

myths they appear primarily
tribe that lived by hunting, and

terized

by a very extensive use

Tlingit,

seem to have mixed with the Athapascan tribes, and more nearly approach their
is

charac-

of adverbial

home

is

prefixes principally signifying local relations,

waters of Skeena
land, origin of

other coast tribes, they obtain the largest part

from the sea and the rivers.
of salmon on the Skeena
and of eulachon into the Nass furnish them
with an abundance of provisions at certain
seasons.
Eulachon are a great source of
their food

The annual runs

revenue to the Niska, the oil being in great
demand all along the coast, and indispensable

their ancestral

the

r.

This suggests an

tribe,

and the

value of the traditional evidence

is

in-

historical

increased

by the peculiar divergence of their mythological tales from those of neighbouring tribes;
the most characteristic tales of the Tsimshian
being more like the animal tales of the w.
plateaus and of the plains than like the tales
of the N. W. Coast tribes, in which the human
element plays an important part. The Chimmesyan tribes have also adopted customs of
their s. neighbours on the coast, more par-

moun-

ticularly the winter ceremonial with its can-

nibal ceremonies, which they obtained from

particularly

by the

interior tribes.

Bear,

The horns

mountain goats are carved into handles
for spoons used at feasts and potlatches, and
are sold to other tribes for the same purpose.
Although good carvers and canoe builders,
the Chimmesyan are surpassed by the Haida,
from whom they still purchase canoes. Their
houses were often huge structures made of
immense cedar beams and planks, and accommodating from 20 to 30 people. Each
of

Tsimshian
an inland

as

and other wild animals are hunted,

for the great winter potlatches.

tain goats,

their recent

described as on a prairie at the head-

by an extreme use of reduplication, a great
abundance of plural forms, and numerous
temporal and modal particles (Boas). Like
of

tribes

similar to that of the neighbouring coast

the Bellabella.

In 1902 there were reported

3,389

Chimmesyan

with

the

in British Columbia; and
952 enumerated as forming Mr.
Duncan's colony in Alaska in 1890, the total
is about 4,341.
(j. r. s.)

=Chemme8yan. —Scouler

(1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc.

—

=Chiminesyan. Scouler in
=Chimsyans.
219, 1841.
=Chyniseyans.
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 487, 1855.
—Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. XHaldah.
Lond.,

I,

233,

1848.

Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond.,

i,

—
—

Scouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc. Lond., xr, 220, 1841.
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>Hydahs. — Keane

in Stanford,

>Naas.

Ethnol. Soc,

>Naas8.

—

il,

—

Gallatin in Trans.
1848 (includes other tribes).
>Nass. Bancroft, Nat. Races,

(includes other tribes).

Am.

Compend., 473, 1878

pt. I, e.

Ibid., 77.

—

—

=Nasse. Dall in
564, 1882 (includes other tribes).
= Northern. —Scouler
Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 36, 1877.
in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xi, 220, 1841. (includes many
=Tshiinsian. Tolmie and Dawson,
other tribes).
=Tslmpsi-an'.— Dall in
Vocabs. B. C, 114b, 1884.
Proc. A. A. A. S., 379, 1885.
III,

—

China Hat
Xd'exaes, their

(seemingly

own name).

a corruption

of

A

speaking the Heiltsuk dialect

Tolmie channel and Mussel

Kwakiutl tribe
and residing on

inlet,

Brit. Col.;

pop. 114 in 1901, 109 in 1911.
1884.
52,

—

Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. B. C, ]17b,
Oe'qaes.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Xa'exaes.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895,

Haihaish.
1890.

Kitasoo.

328 (own name).

Can. Ind.

Aff., Pt.

ii.,

8,

1911.

A

Ghinlak.
otenne

at

Stuart

rs.,

the

former village of the Tanof Nechako and
which had a flourishing

confluence

Brit. Col.,

population

that

the

Tsilkotin

practically

annihilated in one night.
Tcinlak.

— Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s,

Chinook jargon.

25, 1893.

The Indian

trade lan-

Columbia River legion and the
adjacent Pacific coast from California far up
into Alaska.
It was first brought to public
notice in the early days of the Oregon fur

guage

of the

trade, about 1810.

In addition to the Indian

now

incorporated numerous
words from various European languages, but
there can be no doubt that the jargon existed
as an inter-tribal medium of communication
long before the advent of the whites, having
its parallel in the so-caUed "Mobilian language" of the Gulf tribes and the sign language of the plains, all three being the outgrowth of an extensive aboriginal system of
The Indian
inter-tribal trade and travel.
foundation of the jargon is the Chinook proper,
with Nootka, Salish and other languages, to
which were added, after contact with the fur
companies, corrupted English, French, and pos-

elements

it

has

sibly Russian terms. Hale, in 1841, estimated the

number

of

words

in the jargon at 250; Gibbs,

about 500; Eells, in 1894,
counted 740 words actually in use, although
his dictionary cites 1,402, 662 being obsolete,
and 1,552 phrases, combinations of mamook
in 1863, recorded

('do'),

yielding

shows the share

209.

The

following

table

of certain languages in the

jargon as recorded at various periods of
existence,

although

there

are

great

its

differ-

ences in the constituent elements of the jargon
as spoken in different parts of the country:

Words contributed

GEORGE
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Northwest Territories, Canada,

Good Hope and between the

N. of Ft.

river

and Great Bear lake. Petitot often uses the
term synonymously with Kawchodinneh.
G3h-tau'-go ten'-ni.
A.

Gah-t6w-g6

E.

MS. vocab.,
du grand lac

— Ross,

MS.

tin'-ni.

notes on Tinne, B.

— Kennicott,

Hare Ind.

Gens du Poll.— Petitot,

B. A. E.

des Ours, 349, 1893.

Expl.

Ta-laottine.— Peti-

MS., B. A. E., 1865 ('dwellers at the end of the pine
Tchin-t'a-gottin6. Petitot in Bull. Soc.
trees').
G^og. Paris, chart, 1875. Tchin-tpa-gottin^. PetiTcln-tat'
tot, Autour du lac des Esclaveg, 362, 1891.
tot,

—

—

tSne'.— Everette, MS. Tutu vocab., B. A.

Chipewyan

(pointed

skins,'

wayanawok, from chipwa

E., 1883.

plural

'pointed,'

of Fort Churchill, newly established
on Hudson bay at the mouth of Churchill r.
for trade with the Eskimo, Maskegon, and
Cree. These last became known as the

Chipewyan proper, the Thilanottine,
Etheneldeli,
and Tatsanottine. The term
was originally applied to the Chipewyan who
Cree about lake Athabaska; subse-

quently the Cree and, following their example,
the whites, extended it to include all Atha-

pascan tribes known to

them, the whites
Tinneh, but it is
now confined to the linguistic group above
referred to, although the Tatsanottine, or
Yellow-knives, are generally separated in popular

as a

synonym

The

of

shirts worn by
had the queue behind
a poncho, and the tales told by the

usage.

deerskin

these people sometimes
onl}^, like

early travellers of a race of people living in

the far N., having a
sition

and being in a trananimal and man, had

tail

stage between

their foundation in the misrepresentation of

the descriptions

given by other Indians

these people with the pointed shirts.

(La

Mer

Glaciale,

303,

1887)

of

Petitot

characterized

these people as innocent and natural in their

post

Etheneldeli,

'eaters

of

reindeer

of

the

Chipewyan

as

and Athabaska and Great Slave

Churchill
lakes.

r.,

Ken-

nicott (MS., B. A. E.) said their territory ex-

tended as far n. as Ft. Resolution on the s.
shore of Great Slave lake, N. W. T., and

Drake (Bk. Inds., vii, 1848) noted that they
claimed from lat. 60° to 65° and from long.
100° to 110°, and numbered 7,500 in 1812.
In 1718, according to Petitot, the Chipewyan
were living on Peace r., which they called

meat,'

or

Theyeottine, 'stone-house people,' the latter

name

that they gave their proEnghsh. In 1779 the French
Canadians brought smallpox to the shores of
Ile-a-la-Crosse and Athabaska lakes.
Cree and
Chipewyan were decimated by the malady,
and the former, already driven back to the s.
shore of lake Athabaska by the martial attitude
of the Chipewyan, were now willing to con-

being the
tectors,

the

La Mer

clude a lasting peace (Petitot,

Glaciale,

There were 230 Cree at La-Crosse
lake in 1873, and 600 Thilanottine Chipewj'an,
many of whom were half-breeds bearing French
names. The Report of the Department of
Indian Affairs for 1911 enumerates 1,885
Chipewyans in the Northwest Territories,
Alberta, and Saskatchewan.
297, 1887).

—
—

Athabasca. Bancroft, Nat. Races, i, 114, 1874.
Athapasca. Gallatin in Drake, Tecumseh, 20, 1852.
Che-pa-wy-an. Macauley Hist. N. Y., ii, 244, 1829.

—

Chepayan.— Balbi,
ouyan.

— Ibid.

ChepeMS. Notes on

Atlas Ethnog., 58, 1826.

— Ross,

Chepewayan.
E. Chepewyan.

—
143,
Bk.
1848.
Chep— Balbi, Atlas Ethnog.,
1826.
Cheppeyans. — Gallatin
Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc,
1836.
Ghlpeouaian. — Dufiot de Mofras, Oregon, n, 337, 1844.
Chlpewan. — Keane
Stanford, Compend., 508, 1878.
Chipeway. — Harmon, Journal, 264, 1820. Chipewayan. — Kennicott, MS. vocab., B. A. E. Chipewyan. —
Tinne, B. A.
1809.

Chepeyan.— Drake,

pewyan.

Lewis, Travels,

Inds., vii,
58,

in

and manners, imbued with a sense of
justice, endowed with sound sense and judgment, and not devoid of originality. Ross
(Notes on the Tinne, MS., B. A. E.) gave the
lives

habitat

went

weyanaw

sign:

called the

it

of the Etchareottine, while a part

to live in the neighbourhood of the English

and behind; hence, the people who
wear them). An Athapascan linguistic group,
embracing the Desnedekenade and Athabaska,

using

and the forest between it and
Great Slave lake being then the domain of
the Etchareottine. The Cree, after they had
obtained guns from the French, attacked
these latter and drove them from their hunting
grounds, but were forced back again by the
Chipewyan tribes. As a result of this contest
the Thilanottine obtained for themselves the
upper waters of Churchill r. about Ile-a-laCrosse lake, th(^ Chipewyan proper the former

lake Athabaska

domain

before

assailed the

Tsades, the river of beavers, the shores of

Chib-

Cree

Cree name for the
parkas, or shirts of many northern Athapascan
tribes, pointed and ornamented with tails
ok

'skin,'

95

ii,

18,

in

Morse, System of Mod. Geog., I, 55, 1814. Chipewyan
Tlnneys.— Petitot in Can. Rec. Sci., i, 47, 1884. Chipiouan.— Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 58, 1826. Chippewayan. Howe, Hist. Coll., 380, 1851. Chippewayanawok. Ibid. (Cree name). Chlppewayeen. Kane,
Wanderings in N. A., 130, 1859. Chlppeweyan.

—
—

—

McLean, Hudson's Bay,

— Tanner,

i,

224, 1849.

—

Chlp-pe-wi-yan.

—

Nar., 390, 1830.
Chlppewyan. Schermerhorn (1812) in Mass. Hist. Coll., 2d s., ii, 42, 1814.
Mackenzie misquoted by Brackenridge,
Mexican Letters, 85, 1850. Chipwayan. Can. Ind.

Chippowyen.

—

—

Rep., 171, 1877.

Nat. Hist., pt.

6,

Chipwayanawok. Kingsley, Stand.
Chlpweyan.— Latham,
143, 1883.
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Essays, 275,

Chip-wyan. —Anderson, MS., B.

1860.

Chyppewan.—Snelling,

A. E.

Tales of N. W., 195,

—

D6ne Tchippewayans. Petitot, Autour du lac
Esclaves, 289, 1891.
Gens des Montagnes.

1830.

des

McLean, Hudson's Bay,

ii,

243, 1849.

Highlander.

—
—

Montag-

Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883.

— Petitot, Diet. Dend Dindji^, xx, 1876. Montagnees. — De Smet, Oregon Miss., 193, 1847. MontagMonnes.— Belcourt in Minn. Hist.
227, 1872.
tagnez. — Henry, Trav. in Can., 173, note, 1809. Mountains. —Hooper, Tents of Tuski, 403, 1853. Mountaineers. — Ross, MS. notes on Tinne, B. A. E. Mountain Indians. — Franklin, 2d Exped. Polar Sea, 152,
Oochepayyan. — McKeevor, Hudson's Bay, 73,
1828.

nais.

Coll.,

—

i,

Ouachipuanes. Jefferys, French Dcm. Am.,
Can. map, 1741. Shepeweyan. Engl. -nTiter (1786) in
Mass. Hist. Coll., 1st s., iii, 24, 1794. Tckippewayan.
Petitot, Expl. Grand lac des Ours, 363, 1893.
Tchip1819.

—

—
—

—

wayanawok. Petitot, Diet. Dene-Dindji^, xix, 1876.
Wachipuanes. Jefferys, Am. Atlas, map 2, 1776.
Wetshipweyanah. Belcourt in Minn. Hist. Coll., i,
226,

Yatchee-thinyoowuc.

1872.

Polar Sea,

—

i,

— Franklin,

Jour.

169, 1824 ('strangers': Cree name).

The common name

of

the

striped ground squirrel {Tamias slriahis),

of

1912

body, including the Ottawa and Potawatomi,
which separated into divisions when it reached
Mackinaw in its westward movement, having
come from some point n. or n. e. of Mackinaw.
Warren (Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 1885)
asserts that they were settled in a large village
at La Pointe, Wis., about the time of the
discovery of America, and Verwyst (Missionary Labours, 1886) says that about 1612,
they suddenly abandoned this locahty, many
of

them going back

to the Sault, while others

w. end of lake Superior, where
Father Allouez found them in 1665-67. There
is nothing found to sustain the statement of

settled ^t the

Warren and Verwyst

in regard to the early

residence of the tribe at

La

They

Pointe.

were first noticed in the Jesuit Relation of
1640 under the name Baouichtigouin (probably

Chipmunk.

v., A.

Bawa'tigowininiwiig,

'people

as residing at the Sault,

Sault'),

met them

possible that Nicollet

the

of

and
in

it

is

1634 or

which the variants chipmonk, chipmuck, chitmunk, and others occur. The word has been
usually derived from the "chipping" of the
animal, but (Chamberlain in Am. Notes and

In 1642 they were visited by Raym1639.
baut and Jogues, who found them at the
Sault and at war with a people to the w.,

clearly of Algon-

of the tribe resided n. of lake Superior after the

Queries,

quian

iii,

155, 1889)

it is

The word chipmunk

origin.

identical with the adjidaumo

is

really

('tail-in-air')

of

Longfellow's Hiawatha, the Chippewa atchit-

amo", the

name

of the ordinary red squirrel

{Sciuriis hudsonicus).

The Chippewa vocab-

ulary of Long (1791) gives for squirrel chetamon,
and Mrs. Traill, in her Canadian Crusoes,
1854, writes the English word as chitmunk.

By

folk etymology, therefore, the

Algonquian

word represented by the Chippewa atchitaino"
has become, by way of chilrmink, our familiar
chipmunk. The Chippewa word signifies 'head
first,'
from atchit 'heladlong,' a7n 'mouth,'
from the animal's habit of descending trees.
The Indian word applied originally to the
common red squirrel and not to the chipmunk.
(a. f. c.)

Chippewa

(popular adaptation of Ojibway,

puckered up,' referring to the
puckered seam on their moccasins; from ojib
'to

roast

'to

pucker-up,'

till

uh-ivay

'to

roast').

One

of

the largest tribes n. of Mexico, whose range
was formerly along both shores of lake Huron

and lake Superior, extending across Minnesota
to Tiu'tle mt., Manitoba.
Although strong in
numbers and occupjang an extensive territory,
the Chippewa were never prominent in history,
owing to their remoteness from the frontier
during the period of the colonial wars. According to tradition they are part of an Algonquian

A

doubtless the Sioux.

remnant or offshoot

main body moved s. to Sault Ste. Marie, or
when it had reached the vicinity of the Sault.
The Marameg, a tribe closely related to, if
not an actual division of the Chippewa, who
dwelt along the north shore of the lake, were
apparently incorporated with the latter while
they were at the Sault, or at any rate prior
to 1670 (Jesuit Rel., 1670).
On the n. the

Chippewa are so closely connected with the
Cree and Maskegon that the three can be
only

distinguished

bj'

those

intimately

ac-

and customs,
while on the s. the Chippewa, Ottawa, and
Potawatomi have always formed a sort of
quainted with

their

dialects

loose confederacy, frequently designated in the

century the Three Fires. It seems to
be well established that some of the Chippewa
have resided n. of lake Superior from time immemorial, These and the Marameg claimed
the N. side of the lake as their country.
Aclast

some

cording

to

living

of lake Superior in 1670-99,

s.

Perrot

of

the

Chippewa
although

relying chiefly on the chase, cultivated

some

maize, and were then at peace with the neigh-

bouring Sioux.

It

is

singular that this author

omits to mention wild rice (Zizania aquatica)
among their food supplies, since the possession

was one of the chief causes
wars with the Dakota, Foxes, and
other nations, and according to Jenks (19th
of wild-rice fields
of their
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Rep. B. A. E., 1900) 10,000 Chippewa in
the United States use it at the present time.
About this time they first came into possession of firearms, and were pushing their
way westward, alternately at peace and at
war with the Sioux and in almost constant

The French,

been

in

friendly

Christianity has

with the whites,
on them,
conservatism of the

relations

had but

owing largely to the

little effect

It is affirmed by Warwho is not disposed to accept any statement that tends to disparage the character

native medicine-men.
ren,

in 1692,

of his people, that, according to tradition, the

Shaugawaumikong, now La Pointe, Ashland co., Wis., which
became an important Chippewa settlement.

practised cannibaUsm, while Father Belcourt

conflict with the Foxes.

reestablished a trading post at

In the beginning of the 18th century the
Chippewa succeeded in driving the Foxes,
already reduced by a war with the French,
from N. Wisconsin, compelling them to take
refuge with the Sauk. They then turned
against the Sioux, driving

them

across the

and s. to Minnesota r., and continued their westward march across Minnesota and North Dakota until they occupied
the headwaters of Red r., and established
their westernmost band in Turtle Mt. dist.
It was not until after 1736 that they obtained
a foothold w. of lake Superior. While the main
divisions of the tribe were thus extending
Mississippi,

their

possessions in

the w.,

others overran

Huron and lake Erie,
which had long been claimed by the Iroquois
through conquest. The Iroquois were forced to
the peninsula between lake

withdraw, and the whole region was occupied
by the Chippewa bands, most of whom are
now known as Missisauga, although they
still call themselves Ojibwa.
The Chippewa
took part with the other tribes of the N. W.
in all the wars against the frontier settlements
to the close of the

war

of 1812.

within the United States

made

Those

living

a treaty with

the Government in 1815, and have since re-

mained peaceful,

all

residing on reservations

or allotted lands within their original territory

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
North Dakota, with the exception of the
small band of Swan Creek and Black River
Chippewa, who sold their lands in s. Michigan
in 1836 and are now with the Munsee in
Franklin co., Kans.
Schoolcraft, who was personally acquainted
with the Chippewa and married a woman of
the tribe, describes the Chippewa warriors
in

as equalling in physical appearance the best

N. W. Indians, with the possible
Their long and successful contest with the Sioux and Foxes
exhibited their bravery and determination,
yet they were uniformly friendly in their relations with the French.
The Chippewa are
a timber people. Although they have long
formed

of the

exception of the Foxes.

2lA—

La Pointe

division of the tribe residing at
affirms that, although the

Chippewa

of

Canada

treated the vanquished with most horrible bar-

barity and at these times ate

human flesh,

they

looked upon cannibahsm, except under such
Acco.'ding to Dr.
conditions, with horror.
William Jones (inf'n, 1905), the Pillagers of

Bear

id.

was occasionby the Chippewa

assert that cannibalism

ally practised ceremonially

and that since 1902 the eating
on Rainy r. during
It was the custom of the
stress of hunger.
Pillager band to allow a warrior who scalped
an enemy to wear on his head two eagle
feathers, and the act of capturing a wounded
prisoner on the battlefield earned -the disLike the Ottawa,
tinction of wearing five.
they were expert in the use of the canoe, and
in their early history depended largely on fish
There is abundant evidence that
for food.
polygamy was common, and indeed it still
occurs among the more wandering bands
Their wigwams were made of birch
(Jones).
bark or of grass mats; poles were first planted
in the ground in a circle, the tops bent together and tied, and the bark or mats thrown
over them, leaving a smoke hole at the top.
They imagined that the shade, after the death
of the body, followed a wide beaten path,
leading toward the w., finally arriving in a
country abounding in everything the Indian
of

Leech

of

human

desires.

northern

lake,

flesh occurred

It

is

a general belief
that the

Chippewa

among
spirit

returns to visit the grave, so long as the

the

often

body

not reduced to dust. Their creation myth
is that common among the northern Algonquians.
Like most other tribes they believe
is

that a mysterious power dwells in

all

objects,

and inanimate. Such objects are
manitus, which are ever wakeful and quick to
hear everything in the summer, but in winter
The
after snow falls, are in a torpid state.
Chippewa regard dreams as revelations, and
some object which appears therein is often
chosen as a tutelary deity. The Medewiwin,
or grand medicine society (see HofTman, 7th
Rep. B. A. E., 1891), was formerly a powerful
organization of the Chippewa, which conanimate
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trolled the

movements

formidable

obstacle

When

Christianity.

of the tribe

the

to

and was a

introduction

a Chippewa died

customary to place the body

in a

it

(Bear),

was

turtle),

scoop a
shallow cavity in the earth and deposit the
body therein on its back or side, covering it
posture, or to

w., often in a sitting

with earth so as to form a small mound,
over which boards, poles or birch -bark were
According to McKenney (Tour to
placed.
the Lakes, 1827), the

Chippewa

of

Fond du

Lac, Wis., practised scafTold burial, the corpse
in winter being

wrapped in birch bark. Mourn-

ing for a lost relative continued for a year,
unless shortened

by the 7neda or by

certain

exploits in war.

Authors

way from
of

names and number
which range all the

differ as to the

Chippewa

of the

gentes,

11 to 23.

Warren

gives 21 gentes,

which the following are not included among

named by Morgan: Manumaig (CatNebaunaubay (Merman), Besheu (Lynx),
Mous (Moose), Nekah (Goose), Udekumaig
(Whitefish), Gyaushk (Gull).
Some of them,
Warren says, have but few members and are
not known to the tribe at large. The Maskegon sprang from the Reindeer, Lynx, and

1912

Myeengun (Wolf), Makwa
Ahmik (Beaver), Mesheka (Mud
Mikonoh (Snapping turtle), Mesk-

following 23 gentes:

of

grave facing

v., A.

wadare (Little
Chueskweskewa

Ahdik

turtle),

(Snipe),

Kakake (Pigeon hawk),

[

(Reindeer),

Ojeejok (Crane),
= Kagagi, Raven],

Omegeeze (Bald Eagle), Mong (Loon), Ahah-

= Wa<=wa<', Swan], Sheshebe
(Duck),
(Duck),T^enabig (Snake), Wazhush (Muskrat)
Wabezhaze (Marten), Mooshkaooze (Heron),
Ahwahsissa (Bullhead), Namabin (Carp [Catweh

[

Nama

Kenozhe (Pike)
Tanner gives also the
Pepegewizzains
(Sparrow-hawk),
Mussundummo (Water Snake), and the forked tree
as totems among the Ottawa and Chippewa.

fish]),
[

= Kinozha,

It is

(Sturgeon),

Pickerel].

impossible to determine the past or

present numbers of the Chippewa, as in former

times only a small part of the tribe came in
contact with the whites at any period, and

those

they are

fish),

many
given.

now

so

mixed with other

tribes in

quarters that no separate returns are

The

principal

estimates

are

as

fol-

In 1764, about 25,000; 1783 and 1794,
about 15,000; 1843, about 30,000; 1851, about
It is probable that most of these
28,000.

low:

estimates take no account of more remote

In 1884 there were in Dakota 914;

Pike (Pickerel) gentes, which went to the n.
of lake Superior when the tribe moved w. from
Sault Ste. Marie.
Among some of the Chip-

in Minnesota, 5,885; in Wisconsin, 3,656; in

pewa

6,000 Chippewa and Ottawa, of

these gentes are associated in 5 phratries

the Awausee,

Businausee,

(Pickerel),

Whitefish and Sucker gentes

the Fish gentes.

—

The Businausee phratry

'echo-maker,'

name

being a

Mong.

called

distinct

and

The Noka
the

B

for

the

crane.

includes

the

Loon,

several

Morgan makes Ahahweh
them the 'Duck' gens.
Bear) phratry included

ar gentes, of v/hich there were formerly

named from

different

bear's body; but these are

now

parts

of

separately,

whom

and
per-

including the Nipissing,

called

(Ko-'ke,

returned

all

Goose, and Cormorant gentes, ahahweh being
a name for the loon, though the Loon gens
is

3,500

in-

cludes the Crane and Eagle gentes, businausee,

The Ahahweh phratry

Michigan,

haps one-third are Chippewa; in Kansas, 76
Chippewa and Munsee. The entire number
in the United States at this time was therefore
In Canada those of Ontario
about 16,000.

Ahahweh, Noka,

The Awausee phratry inthe Catfish, Merman, Sturgeon, Pike

and Mousonee.
cludes

bands.

the

consolidated

and no differences are recognized excepting
between the common and the grizzly bears.
The Mousonee phratry includes the Marten,
Moose and Reindeer gentes. Mousonee seems
to be the proper name of the phi-atry, though
it is also called Waubishashe, from the important Marten gens which is said to have sprung
from the incorporated remnant of the Mundua.
Morgan (Anc. Soc, 166, 1877) names the

numbered

in

1911

about 13,000, while in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories there were
about 8,000 under the same agencies. The
Chippewa now (1912) probably number 35,00038,000—21,000 in Canada and 14,000 in the
United States, exclusive of about 3,000 in
Michigan.
As the Chippewa were scattered over a
region extending 1,000 m. from e. to w., they
had a large number of villages, bands, and local
divisions.
Some of the bands bore the name
of the village, lake, or river near which they
resided, but these were grouped under larger
divisions or sub-tribes which occupied certain
fixed limits and were distinguished by marked
According to Warren there were
differences.
10 of these principal divisions:

Kechegumme-

wininewug, on the s. shore of lake Superior;
Betonukeengainubejig, in n. Wisconsin; Munominikasheenhug, on the headwaters of St
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Croix r. in Wisconsin and Minnesota; Wahsuahgunewininewug, at the head of Wisconsin
r.; Ottawa Lake Men, on Lac Courte Oreilles,
Kitchisibiwininiwug, on the upper
Wis.;

Mukmeduawinine-

Mississippi in Minnesota;

or Pillagers, on Leech lake, Minn.;
Sugwaundugahwininewug, n. of lake Superior;
Kojejewininewug, on Rainy lake and r. about
the N. boundary of Minnesota; and Omushkasug, on the n. w. side of lake Superior at the
Canadian border. Besides these general divisions the following collective or local names

wug,

are recognized as belonging to various settle-

bands,

ments,

or

divisions

of

the tribe

in

Canada: Nawash, Caradoc, Mississagi River,
Spanish River, Beausoleil, Cockburn Island,
Sheshegwaning, West Bay, Maganetawan,
Sheguiandah, Sucker Creek, Tahgaiwinini,
Wikwemikong, Parry Island, Fort William, Lake
Nipigon, Long Lake, Pays Plat, Pic River,

Batchawana, Garden
River, Mattawan, Dokis, Nipissing, Timagami,
Manitou Rapids, Lac la Croix, Assabaska,
Eagle Lake, Islington, Lac des Mille Lacs, Lac
Seul, Wabigoon, Oueschekgagamiouhmy, Walpole Island, Obidgewong, Michipicoten, Bagoache, Epinette (1744), Ouasouarini, Mishtawayawininiwak, Nopeming, and Nameulini,
in Ontario; Portage de Prairie in Manitoba;
and Nibowisibiwininiwak in Saskatchewan.

Rama,

Sarnia, Saugeen,

(j.

Achipoes.

M.

c. T.)

—Prise de Possession (1671) in Perrot, M6m.,

Achipoue.— Neill
1885.
Anchipawah.

293, 1864.

in

Min. Hist. Soc.

Coll.,'

— Boudinot, Star in the
West, 126, 1816 An-ish-in-aub-ag. — Warren in Minn.
Hist. Soc.
A45, 1885 ('spontaneous men').
wish-in-aub-ay. —
Axshissaye-runu.
37.
V,

398,

Coll., V,

Ibid.,

Gatschet,

name).

Wyandot MS
B. A. E
Baouichtigouin.— Jes. Rel.
,

—

,

1881

(Wyandot

1640,

34,

1858.

Bawichtigouek. Ibid
index.
Bawichtigouin.
Ibid. Bedzaqetcha.
Petitot, Montagnais MS. vocab.,
B. A E., 1869 ('long ears' Tsattine name). Bedzietcho.
—Petitot, Hare MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869 (Kawchodinne name).
Bungees. Henry, MS. vocab. (Bell
copy, B. A. E.), 1812 (so called by Hudson's Bay traders).
Cabellos realzados. Duro, Don Diego de Pcrialosa,
,

—

Johnson (1763)

in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 526, 1856-

Chlpeweighs.—Johnson (1763), ibid., 583,
Chlplwa.— Treaty of 1820, U. S. Ind. Treat., 369,
Chipoes.
Hist.,

—Prise de Possession (1671)

IX,

—

—

1882 (the Raised-hair tribe of Shea's Peiialosa;
Cheveux-relev^s of the French). Chebois. Gass, Jour.,
47, note 1807. Chepawas.
Croghan (1759) quoted by
Kauffman, West. Penn., 132, app., 1851. Chepeways.
43,

—

—

in

1871.

Chepowas.

Penn.,

ii,

Mass. Hist. Soc.

—Croghan

296, 1798.

Coll.,

4th

(1759) quoted

Cheppewes.

—Shirley

s.,

ix, 287,

by Proud,
(1755) in

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 1027, 1855. Chiappawaws.—
Loudon, Coll. Int. Nar., i, 34, 1808. Chibois.— Bouquet
(1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 4th s., ix, 295. 1871.
Chipawavvas. Goldthwait (1766) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 1st s., X, 122, 1809. Chipaways.— Croghan (1760)

—

ibid,.

4th

s.,

ix, 250,

1871.

Chipaweighs

—German

Flats conf. (1770) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., viii, 229,
1857.
Chipewas.— Lattrf, map U. S., 1784. Chipe-

ways.— Carver

2lA—7i

(1766) Trav., 19, 1778.

Chipeweghs.—

1873-

N. Y. Doc. Col.

in

Chlppawas.— Croghan

1855.

803,

1856-

(1759)

quoted by Jefferson, Notes, 143, 1825. Chlppawees.
Writer of 1756 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll 1st s., vii, 123,
,

—

1801.
Chippeouays. Toussaint, map of Am., 1839.
Chlppewaes.— Johnson (1763) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
VII, 525, 1856.
Chippewals.— Perrot (ca. 1721) in

Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., n, pt. 2, 24, 1864. Chippewas.
Washington (1754) quoted by Kauflman, West, Penn.,
67, 1851.
Chippewaus.— Edwards (1788) in Masi.
Hist, Soc. Coll., 1st

s.,

Chippeways.^

1S04.

IX, 92,

Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
556, 1853. Chippeweighs.— Johnson (1767) in N.Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 969, 1S56.
Chippewyse.— Ft.
Johnson conf. (1755), ibid., vi, 975, 1855. Chippoways.
Washington (1754) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st b.,
VI, 140, 1800.
Chippuwas. Heckewelder quoted by
Barton, New Views, app. 1, 1798, Chipwaes. Croghan
Chip(1765) in N. Y. Doc. Ccl. Hist., vii, 782, 1856.
was. Bouquet (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s.,
IX, 321, 1,871.
Chipways.— Croghan (1765), op, cit.
Cypoways. Beltrami quoted by Neill, Minn,, 350, 1858.
De-wa-ka-nlia. 'Hewitt, Mohawk MS. vocab,, B.A.E.
(Mohawk name.) Dewoganna's. BtUomont (1698) in
N, Y. Doc. Col. Hist,, iv,, 407, 1854, Douaganhas.—
Cortland (1687), ibid,, m, 434, 1853, Douwaganhas.
III,

—

—

—

—

— —

—

Dovaganhaes.

Ibid,

— Livingston

Dowaganahs.— Doc. of
Dowaganhas.—Cortland

—

1700,

(1691),
iv,

ibid,,

778.

ibid,,

1854.

701,

(1687), ibid,, in, 434, 1855.

Dowanganhaes. Doc. of 1691, ibid,, 776, Dshipowehaga.— Gatschet, Caughnawaga MS,, B,A,E,, 1882

—

(Caughnawaga name), Dwa-ka-nfi". Hewitt, Onondaga MS. vocab,, B. A, E, (Onondaga name), Dwika-nha'. Hewitt, Seneca and Onondaga vocab B. A.
E,, 1880 (Seneca and Onondaga name), Eskiaeronnon.
Jes. Rel, 1649, 27, 1858 (Huron name; Hewitt says it
signifies 'people of the falls'), Estiaghes.
Albany conf.(1726) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist,, v, 791, 1855, Estiaghicks.— Golden (1727), ibid,, iv, 737, note, 1854. Estjage.
Livingston (1701), ibid,, 899, 1854, Etchipoes.

—

,

—

—

—

Prise de possession (1671), ibid,, ix, 808, 1855,

ways.— Imlay, West

Ter,,

363,

1797.

Gibba-

Hahatona.—

Featherstonhaugh, Canoe Voy,, i, 300, 1847. Haliatonlapi Oaye, xiii. No. 2, 6, Feb,, 1884 (Sioux name).
Riggs, Dakota Diet., 72, 1852 (Sioux

wan.

—

Haliatorjwar).

—

HaKatonway.

name).

:

Croghan (1760)

99

1877

(Sioux

Rocky

mts,,

name).
ii,

— Matthews, Hidatsa
Ha-hot-tang. — Long,

Inds,, 150,

Ixxxiv, 1823 (Hidatsa

Exped.
name, incorrectly

—

rendered 'leapers'). Ha-ha-tu-a-. Matthews, Hidatsa
Ha-haInds., 150, 1877 (Hid.-.tsa name); K guttural),
twawns. Neill, Minn,, 113, 1858, Hah-hah-ton-wah

— Gale,

—

Uppe;- Mis,s,, 205, 1867.

—Ramsey
1872.

(ca.

Icbewas.— Boudinot,

(misprint),

Hrah-hrati-twauns.

1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Jibewas.

i,

50,

Star in the West, 126, 1816

— Smith

(1799) quoted

by Drake,

Trag. Wild,, 213, 1841. Jumpers.— Neill, Minn,, 36,
1858 (incorrect translation of Saulteurs), Khahkhahtons.— Snelliug, Tales of the Northwest, 137, 1830
(Sioux name). Khakbatons.
Ibid,. 144. Khakhatonwan. Williamson, Minn. Geol. Rep. for 18S4, 107.
Kutaki.— Gatschet, Fox MS,, B. A. E„ 1882 (Fox name).
Leapers. Hennepin, New Discov,, 86, 1698 (incorrect
Nation du Sault. Jogues
rendering of Saulteurs).

—

—

—

—

and Raymbaut in Jes. Rel. 1642, ii, 95, 1858. Ne-a-yaog'.— Hayden, Ethnog. and PhUol. Mo. Val,, 235, 1862
('those speaking the same language': Cree name).
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2

—

Cyr, oral inf n, 1886 (Winnebago name:
plural, Ne-gAtc-hi-ji").
Ninniwas. Rafinesque, Am.
Nations, i, 123, 1836.
Nwi-ka.— Hewitt, Tuscarora
MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1880 (Tuscarora name. Objibways. Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., pt. 6, 143, 1883.

Ne-g4-tc6.

St.

—

—

12

1

1

—

Long, Exped. St. Peter's R, ii, 151, 1824.
Ochipawa.— Umfreville (1790) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
VI, 270, 1859.
Ochipewa
Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
Ochlpoy.— Yorlc (1700) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
71, 1851.

O'chepe'wag.

—

Ochippewais.

Hist., IV, 749, 1854.

— Foster in Sen. Misc.

Doc. 39, 42d Cong., 3d sess., 6, 1873. Odchlpewa.
Hutchins (1770), quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
II,

38, 1851;

Odjibevcais.
in

Odglboweke.—Perrot, M^m.,

—

Od-jib-vfag.

Ibid.

Minn. Hist. Soc.

Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Coll.,

Tribes,

v,

—Schoolcraft quoted
Odjibwas.
Odjibwe.

1885.

35,

1851.

307,

i,

193, 1864.

Kelton, Ft. Mackinac, 153, 1884.
Odjibwek.— Belcourt (1850?) in Minn, Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 227, 1872.

Ogibols.— M'Lean Hudson Bay, ir, 323, 1849. O-jebway. Jone.?, Ojebway Inds., 164, 1861. Ojeebois.
Henry, MS. vocab. (Bell copy, B. A. E.), 1812. Ojib-

—

away.— Lewis and Clark, Trav., 53, 1806. Ojibbewaig.
Tanner, Narr., 315, 1830 (Ottawa name). Ojibbeways. Ibid., 36. Ojibboai. Hoffman, Winter in the
Far West, ii. 15, 1821. Ojibeways Perkins and Peck,
Annals of the West, 1850. Ojibois. Gunn in Smithson.

—

—

Rep.

—

400,

note, 1843.

—
—

Ojibua.— Maximilian,

1868.

O-jlb-wage.

Trav.,

135,

—Morgan, Consang. and AfEn.,

Ojibwaig.— Hale, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.
Ojibwas.— U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 454,
O-jib-wa-uk'.— Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 287,
Ojibways.—Am. Pioneer, ii, 190, 1843. Ojib-

287, 1871.

Val., 224, 1846.

1838.
1871.

way-ugs.
3d
1

U.

— Foster

sess., 6,

17, 1861
S.

in Sen.

Ojibwe.

1873.

(1641) quoted in

Ind. Aff. Rep. 1849, 70, 1850 (probably a misprint).

Oshibwsk— Belcourt
I,

Misc. Doc. 39, 42d Cong.,
of the Saints,

— Burton, City

Ontehibouse.— Raymbaut

.

Ostiagaghroones.

1872.

227,

(1?50?) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

—

Canajoharie conf.

OstlagaMinn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 397, 1885
(Iroquois name). Otchepose.
Proces verbal (1682) in
French, Hist. Coll. La., ir., 19, 1875. Otchipoeses.
La Salle (1682) in Margry, Dec, ii, 187, 1877. Otchi(1759) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 384, 1856.

horoones.— Neill

in

—

428,

of 1761 in

Mass. Hist. Soc.

Ouchlpawah.—Pike

1871.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

La Chesnaye
Ouchipoves.
pas.

—

s.,

ix,

quoted by

Ouchipoe.

563, 1853.

iii,

4th

Coll.,

(l806)

Margry, Doc, vi, 6, 1886.
Coxe, Carolana map, 1741. OutacheMcKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, iii, 79, 1854.
(1697)

in

bous.— Ibid.

Rel.

1667,

1670, 79, 1858.

24,

1858.

Outchi-

— Outchipoue.— Gallinee

OutchipMargry, D6c, i, 163, 1875.
wais. Bell in Can. Med. and Surg. Jour., Mar, and
Apr., 1886.
Outehlpoues. La Hontan, New Voy.,
Paouichtlgouln. Je.s. Rel., ni, index,
I, 230, 1703.
Paoultagoung.
Ibid. Paouitigoueieuhak.
1858.
Ibid. Oa-qa-to"-wa°.
Ibid. Paouitingouach-irini.
Dorsey, oral inf'n, 1886 (Sioux name). Ra-ra-to-oans.
—Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc Coll., v. 96, 1885.
(1669)

in

—

—

—

Ra-ra-t'wans.— Ramsey
1850 (Sioux name).
erie,

ii,

nois

48, 1753.

1817 (misprint).

—

—

in U.S. Ind. Aff.

Salteur.

Rep. 1849, 72,
la Poth-

— Bacqueville de

—
—

Santeaux. Brown, West. Gaz., 265,
Santena. Gunn in Smithson. Rep.

v., A.

in

(1745)

1912

Santeurs.— Dobbs, Hud-

—

Saulteaux. BeauharMinn. Hist. Soc Coll., v, 432, 1885.
Rel.
1670,
79,
1858.
Saul(ca.
1850) in Minn.
Hist. Soc.

Saulteurs.— Jes.
teuse.— Belcourt
Coll.,

Saulteux.— Gallinee

1872.

228,

I,

(1669)

in

Margry, D^c, i, 163, 1875. Sault Indians.— Vaudreuil
(1710) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 843, 1855.
Sauteaux. Gamelin (1790) in Am. St. Papers, iv, 94, 1832.
Sauters.— Schermerhorn (1812) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
2d s., II, 6, 1814. Sauteurs.— Jes. Rel. 1667, 24, 1858.
Sauteus. Cox, Columbia R., ii, 270, 1831. Sauteux.
Vaudreuil (1719) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 893, 1855.
Sautor.— Carver (1766), Trav., 97, 1778. Sautous.—
King, Journ, to Arct. Ocean, i, 32, 1836, Sautoux.
Ibid.
Schipuwe
Heckewelder quoted by Barton,
New Views, app., 1, 1798 (German form). Shepawees.
Lindesay (1749) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 538,
1855. Shepevvas.
Bradstreet (ca. 1765), ibid., vii, 694,
1856.
Shepuway. Heckewelder quoted by Barton,
New Views, app., 1, 1798. Sothuze.— Dalton (1783)
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., x, 123, 1890. Sotoes.
Cox, Columbia R., ii, 270, 1831. Sotoos. Franklin,
Journ. Polar Sea, 96, 1824. Sotto.
Kane, Wanderings
in N. A., 438, 1859.
Soulteaux.— Henry, MS. vocab.
(Bell copy, B. A. E.), 1812.
Souteus. Chauvignerie
(1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 556, 1853.
Souties. Am. Pioneer, ii, 192, 1843. Stiaggeghroano.
Post (1758) quoted by Proud, Penn., ii, app., 113,
1798. Stiagigroone.- Livingston (1700) in N.Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., IV, 737, 1854. Tcipu'.— Dorsey, Kansas MS.
vocab., B. A. E., 1882 (Kansa name). Tschipeway.
Wrangell, Ethnol. Nachr., 100, 1839. Tschippiweer.
Walch, map, 1805 (German form). Tsipu'. Dorsey,
Osage MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1883 (Osage name). Tw5'kS-nhS'. Smith, Cayuga and Oneida MS. vocabs.,
B. A. E., 1884 (Cayuga and Oneida name).
Uchipweys. Dalton (1783) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s.,
X, 123, 1809.
Wah-kah-towah.— Tanner, Narr., 150,
1830 (Assiniboin name).

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Chippewa
band

Lake Nipigon. A Chippewa
known by this name hunting in

of

officially

the vicinity of lake Nipigon, n. of lake Superior

They occupy reserves at Jackfish
286 acres, Grand bay, 585 acres and

in Ontario.

island,

Gull bay, 7,500 acres; all in lake Nipegon
The aggregate number in 1884 was 426, in
1901, 518, inl911, 406. They are connected with
the band at

Red Rock on Nipigon

Allenemipigons.

— Denonville

bay.

(j.

m.)

(1687), in Margry, D6c.,

VI, 52, 1886.

—

Outchibouec—Jes.

GEORGE

son Bay, 26, 1744 (misprint).

—

pois.— La Salle (1682) in French, Hist. Coll. La., i, 46,
1846.
Otchlpoises.— Hildreth, Pioneer Hist., 9, 1848.
Otchipwe. Baraga, Otchipwe Gram., title, 1878.
Otjibwek.—Perrot, Mem.. 193, 1864. Ottapoas.—
Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., 156, 1824. Oucahipoues.
La Hontan (1703), New Voy., ii, 87, 1735. Ouchibois.

—Writer

1867, 400, 1868 (misprint).

Chisedec.

A

Montagnais

tribe,

band, or

settlement about the bay of

Seven Islands
on the N- shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence.
The name appears to have been applied
to a locality and the people of that locality,

Relation
boasted of
their warhke actions "at Chichedek, country
of the Bersiamites, where they had killed 7
savages," probably Eskimo. In the Relation
of 1640 it is stated that in ascending the
St. Lawrence, after passing the Eskimo, "we
meet with the people of Chisedech and the
as

it

of

1645

is

stated

that

in

certain

the

Jesuit

savages
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two small nations

Bersiamites,

have but

of

name

that in his time (1609) the

which enters into or near the bay of Seven
was changed to Chi-sche-dec, an

Indian appellation (Hind). A Dutch map of
1621 names the bay or locality Chichedec.
It is possible, therefore, that the

who seem

name

Ouakouiechidek, used in 1660 as that of a
tribe in connection with the Outabitibek
(Abitibi), if intended for the Chisedec would

As the

indicate a locality in the distant n.

name dropped

from history at an early date.
Chichedec— Dutch map (1621) in

(c. t.)

N. Y.

Doc. Col.

Chichedek.—Jes. Rel. 1645, 37, 1858.
Hist., I, 1856.
Chisedech.— Ibid., 1640, 34, 1858. OuakSiechidek.—
Ibid., 1660, 12, 1858 (same?). Wakouiechiwek.— Ibid.,
Ill,

index, 1858.

A

Chiserhonon.

former Canadian tribe
Sagard (1632),

subordinate to the Ottawa.

Canada,

s.

end

Tck'unfte'n.

Songish band at McNeill

Vancouver

of

— Boas

Rep. N.

in 6th

W.

A

{Tco'mdath).

tribes Can., 17,

—

sept

gens of the
(j.

{Tdu'uga,

'to

m.)

go for cedar planks').

A

Haida town of the Gunghetgitunai, near
Houston Stewart channel and the abandoned
town of Ninstints, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

of

the

Toquart, a Nootka tribe. Boas in 6th Rep.
N. W. Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

A

Chukchukts.
munity on the

left

Squawmish village combank of Skwamish r.,

Brit. Col.

Tcuk"tcuk'ts.— Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474,

1900.

Chukeu

{Tcuq!e-u',

'mouth

of

the tide').

A Haida town on the s. w. coast of Moresby id.,
N. w. Brit. Col., said to have been so named
from an inlet in and out of which the tide
rushes with great force. It was occupied by
the Sakikegawai, a family of Ninstints.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

Chutil (named from a slough on which it
was situated). A former village or camp of
the Pilalt, a Cowichan tribe of lower Chilli-

wak

Brit. Col.

r.,

Cisco.
of fish

id.

1890.

Chomaath

Chuga

Tcuti'l.— Hill-Tout,

A

Chkungen.
bay,

—

1866.

iv,

A

applied

have been closely
connected with and possibly were a part of
the Bersiamite tribe, was that of the river
and referred only to a settlement. The name
to

designation of a people the

('snipe.')

Chippewa.

of the river

Islands

to the Indians,

Chueskweskewa

which we

Lescarbot says

knowledge."

slight

101

in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 48, 1902.

A name

found

apphed to various species

in the region of the great lakes,

particularly the lake herring (Coregonus artedi)

and the lake noon-eye (C. twyi). The word is
said to be taken from one of the Algonquian
but its origin is not clear.
a reduction of ciscoetle or siskomt.

dialects of the region,

Perhaps

it is

(a. f. c.)

Ghomonchouaniste. A name given on
several maps as that of a tribe formerly living
N.

w. of lake

St.

John, Quebec.

Probably a

Montagnais band or settlement.

—
—

Chemonchovanistes. Esnauts and Rapilly map, 1777.
Chomonchouanistes. Bellin map, 1755. Chomoncouanistes.
Istes.

— Letter map,

— Lattr^

ca.

1755.

Chomonehouan-

map, 1784.

body

the Similkameen group, in

of Okinagan, of

w. British Colum-

s.

bia; pop. 52 in 1901.

Cheh-chewc-hem.

— Can.

(Jhuchunayha.

—

wayha.— Ibid.,

1894, 278.

Ibid.,

Ind.

1901,

AfF.

pt.

ii,

for
166.

1883,

191.

Chuchu-

Chuckchuqualk ('red place'). A Shuswap
village on North Thompson r., Brit. Col.;
pop. 128 in 1911.

Chakchuqualk.— Can.
Chuchuqualk.— Ibid.,
Ibid.,

1885,
1887.

1892,
196,

312,

1886.

—

1900.

Siska Flat.— Can. Ind.

Civilization.

To

Aff. for 1880, 317.

the aboriginal inhabitant

of this continent, civilization entailed the over-

A

Chuchunayha.

Cisco {Si'ska, 'uncle'). A village of the
Lytton band of Ntlakyapamuk on Eraser r., 8
m. below Lytton, Brit. Col.; pop. 32 in 1902.
Si'ska.
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ir, 171,

Ind.

Aff.

1894,

277,

1895.

Chukchukualk.—
1893.
Chuk-chu-quaeh-u.— Ibid.,
Chukchuqualk.— Ibid., 1886, 230,
244, 1902.

North River.— Ibid 78, 1878. North Thomp74, 1878.
Tsuk-tsuk-kwalk'.— Dawson
,

8on.—Ibid.,

in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec.

ii,

44, 1891.

turning of his ancient form of government, the

aboUtion of

many

of his social usages, the re-

adjustment of his ideas of property and personal rights, and change of occupation.
No
community of natives was devoid of a social
organization and a form of government.
These varied, some tribes being much more
highly organized than others (see Clan and
Gens), but all possessed rules of conduct which
must be obeyed, else punishment would follow.
Native organization was based on kinship,
which carried with it the obligation of mutual
protection.
The tribe, wherever it chanced
to be, whether resting at home in the village,
wandering on the plains in pursuit of game, or
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scattered in quest of fish on

the rivers or sea,

always preserved its organization and authority intact, whereas the organization which
civihzation imposes on the native is based on
locahty, those Hving within certain hmits being,
regardless of relationship, subject to

common

laws and having equal responsibilities; mere
kinship warrants no claim, and the family is

In the tribal family

differently constituted.

husband and wife very often must belong to
According to the custom of
different units.
the particular tribe the children trace descent

through their father and belong to his gens, or
through their mother and are members of her

Modern

clan.

civilization

demands the abro-

gation of the clan or gens, and children must
inherit
theii-

from both parents and be_ subject to

authority, not that of a clan or gens.

Most

common

of the

occupations of tribal

are wiped out by civilization. Inter-tribal
wars have ceased, and war honours are no longer
po.ssible; the herds of buffalo and other animals
are gone, and with them the hunter, and the
makers of bows, arrows, spears, and other imlife

plements of the chase.

The

results of genera-

tions of training are of little avail to the civi-

male Indian.
Under tribal conditions woman held,
many cases, a place in the management
lized

tribal affairs.

Upon

cultivation of the

in
of

her devolved partly the

fields,

the dressing of skins,

the making of clothing,

the production

of

pottery and baskets, the preparing of food,

and

home.
work
and consigns her to the kitchen and the washtub, while the white man's factories supply
cloth, clothing, pots, pans, and ba.skets, for
none of the native industries can survive in
competition with machinery. Woman, moreover, loses her importance in public affairs and
all

that

v.'ent

to

conserve

the

Civilization puts an end to lier outdoor

the independent ownership of property that

was her

right

peoples on the
religious

by

tribal

law.

No

group of

continent were destitute of

behefs or of rites and

ceremonies

These beliefs were based
on the idea that man, in common with all
created things, was endowed with life by some
power that pervaded the universe. The
methods of appealing to this power varied
with the environment of the peoples, but the
incentive was the desire for food, health, and
long life, while the rites and ceremonies inculcated certain ethical relations between man
and man. As among all races, priestcraft
overlaid many of the higher thoughts and
expressive of them.

1912

v., A.

teachings of native religion and led to unworthy
the breaking down
forms of worship through the

Nevertheless

practices.

of the ancient

many

changes and restrictions incident to the
settlement of the country has caused the na-

much

tives
It is

and mental confusion.
it has been a slow and

distress

not surprising that

difficult

process for the aborigines to accept

and conform

to such radical changes of organi-

and beliefs as are required by
Yet many have done so, showing
a grasp of mind, a power to apprehend the
value of new ideals, and a wilhngness to accept
the inevitable, and evincing a degree of courage, self-restraint, and strength of character
that can not fail to win the admiration of
thinking men. The younger generation, born
zation, customs,

civihzation.

under the new conditions, are spared the abrupt
change through which their fathers had to

Wherever the envii'onment permits,

struggle.

now

the employments of the white race are

In one branch of the

those of the Indian.

Eskimo change has come through the

intro-

Already the Indian

duction of the reindeer.

to be found tilling his farm, plying the trades,
employed on the railroads, working in mines
and logging camps, and holding positions of
Indians,
trust in banks and mercantile houses.
of pure race or of mixed blood, are practising
as lawyers, physicians, and clergymen; they
have mac^e their way in literature and art, and
are serving the public in national and state
offices, from that of road master to that of
The school, the missionary, and the
legislator.
is

life are slowly but surely
changing the Indian's mode of thought as well

altered conditions of

as his

mode

and the old Hfe of his
becoming more and more a

of living,

and race
memory and a
tribe

is

tradition.

A

Clahoose.

ttalish

speaking the

Brit. Col.,

(a. c. f.)

on Toba

tribe

Comox

inlet,

dialect;

pop.

68 in 1911.
Clahoose.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 24.3, 1862. Clayhoosh.
Cle-Hure. Kane,
Whymper, Alaska, 49, 1869.
Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. Cle-Huse. Schoolcraft,

—

Ind. Tribes, v, 488, 1855.

Klahoose.

Klahose.— Ibid.,

for 1874, 142,

—
— Can.

1891, map.

—

Ind. Aft.

Klahous.

Col., app., 449, 1862 (name of
— Downie Mayne,
for 1874, 144.
Klashoose.— Can. Ind.
Col
Tlahoos. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs,
Brit.

in

Aff.

inlet).

Brit.

TIahu's.— Boas, MS.,

119b, 1884.

Clan and Gens.
or gens

is

an

,

B. A. E., 1887.

An American

intra-tribal

Indian clan
exogamic group of

persons either actually or theoretically consanguine, organized to promote their social and
political welfare,

denoted

bj^

a

the

members being

common

class

name

usually

derived
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fact relating to the habitat

its

usual tutelary being.

In

the clan lineal descent, inheritance of personal

and common property, and the hereditary right
to public office and trust are traced through
the female

line,

103

while in the gens they devolve

had the right to hold a council for the
purpose of choosing candidates for chief and
subchief of the clan, the chief matron of one of
the ohwachiras being the trustee of the titles,
chira

and the

step in the deposition of a chief

initial

was taken by the women's council

or sub-chief

of the ohwachira to

whom

There were clans

which several ohwachiras

line.
Clan and gentile
by no means universal among
the North American tribes; and totemism, the

possessed

possession or even the worship of personal or

and Oneida

communal totems by

individuals or groups of

which, however, has 3 chiefships and 3 sub-

not an essential feature of clan and
The terms clan and

possessed and worshiped, in addition to those

through

the

male

organizations are

persons,
gentile

is

organizations.

gens as defined and employed by Powell denote

and political
organization, and, no better names having been
useful discriminations in social

here

proposed, they are used
defined

practically as

by Powell.

in

the

have only 3

tribes

Every ohwachira

chiefships.

owned by

belongs.

The Mohawk

to chiefships.

titles

title

each of

clans,

of the Iroquois

more tutelary
which
were customarily the charge of wise women.
An alien could be taken into the clan and into
deities,

individuals, one or

oiaron or ochinagenda,

called

the tribe only through adoption into one of the

Consanguine kinship among the Iroquoian
and Muskhogean tribes is traced through the
blood of the woman only, and membership in a

ohwachiras.

clan constitutes citizenship in the tribe, conferring certain social, political,

member who had forfeited it by the killing of a
member of the tribe or of an alUed tribe, and it

privileges, duties,

possessed the right to spare or to take the

aliens.

By

and religious
and rights that are denied to

the legal fiction of adoption the

blood of the alien might be changed into one
of the strains of Iroquoian blood, and thus

be conferred on a
The primary unit of

All the land of an ohwachira

the exclusive property

of

its

women.

ohwachira was bound to purchase the

made

of prisoners

in its

behaK

life

was

The
of a

life

or offered to

it

for adoption.

The

clan

among

the Iroquoian and the

Musk-

citizenship in the tribe could

hogean peoples

person of alien lineage.

was developed apparmore
ohwachiras having a common abode. Amalgamation natm^ally resulted in a higher organization and an enlargement and multiplication
of rights, privileges, and obligations.
Where a
single ohwachira represents a clan it was almost
always due to the extinction of sister ohwachiras.
In the event of the extinction of an ohwachira through death, one of the fundamental
rules of the constitution of the League of the

the social and political organization of Iro-

quoian and Muskhogean tribes is the ohwachira,
a Mohawk term signifying the family, comprising all the male and female progeny of a

woman and

of all her female descendants in the
female line and of such other persons as may
be adopted into the ohwachira. An ohwachira

name of a tutelary or other deihead is usually the eldest woman in it.
It may be composed of one or more firesides,
and one or more ohwachiras may constitute a
clan.
The members of an ohwachira have (1)
the right to the name of the clan of which their

never bears the
ty.

Its

ohwachira

is

a member;

(2)

the right of inherit-

ing property from deceased members;

and

(3)

or

is

generally constituted of one

more ohwachiras.

It

ently through the coalescence of two or

Iroquois provides for the preservation of the
titles of chief

and sub-chief of the ohwachira, by

placing these
chira of the

titles in trust

same

clan,

if

with a sister ohwa-

there be such, during

the pleasure of the League council.

The

fol-

the heritage of particular ohwachiras.

lowing are some of the characteristic rights and
privileges of the approximately identical Iroquoian and Muskhogean clans: (1) The right

development

to a

the right to take part in councils of the ohwachira.

The

titles of chief

of

and sub-chief were

In the
a clan by the coalescence of

two or more actually or

theoretically related

ohwachiras, only certain ohwachiras obtained

the inheritance and custody of the titles of and
consequently the right to choose chief and sub-

Very rarely were the offspring of an
adopted alien constituted an ohwachira having
chief.

chiefship or subchiefship titles.

women

of childbearing age of

The married
such an ohwa-

of

common

an animal,

clan name, which

is

usually that

bird, reptile, or natm'al object

may formerly have been regarded as a
guardian deity.
(2) Representation in the
that

council of the tribe.

munal property
have

(3) Its

of the tribe.

share in the com(4)

The

right to

and sub-chief of the clan
confirmed and installed by the tribal coimcil,
among the Iroquois in later times by the League
its

elected chief
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council.
tribe.

(6)

its

(7)

The

monly named ha'nowa from

chief-

the clan designation

men

or

councils.

right to certain songs, chants,

women,
The

(9)

right of

burial ground.

women

(11)
(12)

The
The

okwawhich such titles are hereditary to
elect the chief and sub-chief.
(13) The right
of such women to impeach and thus institute
proceedings for the deposition of chiefs and
of the

chiras in

Bub-chiefs.
rites,

the tribe.

The

(14)

right to share in the reli-

ceremonies, and public festivals of

The

duties incident to clan

bership were the following:

The

(1)

mem-

obligation

not to marry within the clan, formerly not
even within the phratry to which the clan belonged; the phratry being a brotherhood of
clans, the male members of it mutually regarded
them.selves as brothers

and the female mem-

The joint obligation to
purchase the life of a member of the clan which
has been forfeited by the homicide of a member
of the tribe or of an allied tribe.
(3) The
bers as sisters.

(2)

obligation to aid and defend

by supplying
wrongs and
(4)

The

feUow-members
redressing

needs,

their

injuries,

and avenging

their

their death.

joint obligation to obtain prisoners or

other persons to replace

any ohwachira

members

lost or killed

which they are
related as father's clansmen, the matron of such
ohwachira having the right to ask that thia
obligation be fulfilled.
All these rights and
obligations, however, are not always found
of

of a clan to

clan or gentile

common name
which the clan

name

is

not usually the

animal or object after
be called, but denotes some

of the

may

salient feature or characteristic or the favourite

may

be an archaic name of it.
One of the Seneca clans is named from the deer,

haunt

of

it,

or

commonly called neogSx, 'cloven foot', while
the clan name is hadiniongwaiiu' 'those whose
,

and finelooking.' Another
Seneca clan is named from the sandpiper, which
has the onomatopoetic name dowisdowi' but
nostrils are large

,

the clan

of

different Iroquois tribes varies.

clans in the

The

number

smallest

is 3,

Wyandot

12.

Clans and gentes are generally organized

and phratries into tribes. Usufound in the modern
organization of tribes. The Huron and the
Cayuga appear formerly to have had 4, but the
into phratries

ally only 2 phi-atries are

Cayuga to-day assemble in 2 phratries.
or more clans may compose a phratry.

One
The

clans of the phratries are regarded as brothers

one to another and cousins to the members of
the other phratry, and are so addressed. The
phratry has a certain allotted space in every
assembly, usually the side of the fire opposite
to that held by the other phratry.
A clansman
in speaking of a person of the opposite

may

also say

"He

is

a child

phratry

my father's clansman," or
whom I have made," hence the

"He

is

obhgation resting on members of a phratry to
"find the word" of the dream of a child of the
The phratry is the unit of
other phratry.
organization of the people for ceremonial and
other assemblages and festivals, but as 'a
phratry it has no officers; the chiefs and elders
of the clans composing it serve as its directors.
The government of a clan or gens, when
analytically studied, is seemingly a development from that of the ohwachira. The government of a tribe is developed from that of the
clan or gens, and a confederation, such as the
League of the Iroquois, is governed on the same
principle.

The simpler unit of
of its autonomy

some

organization surrendered
to the higher unit so that

the whole was closely interdependent and cohe-

together.

The

but
have

the

right of the child-bearing

gious

hadiniaden', 'they

The number

1912

or both together, to hold

action of a constituent ohwachira.

common

v., A.

carapace,

right to certain personal

The

(8)

names, to be bestowed upon its members.
(10) The right to adopt aliens through the
right to a

upright necks.'

is

its

found in the Mohawk and Oneida,
while the Seneca have 9, the Onondaga 8, and

observances.

religious
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and sub-chief ships hereditary in its ohwa-

ships

chiras.

and

The right to the protection
The right to the titles of the

(5)

name

is

hodi'nesiio'

,

'those

from the clean sand,' referring

who come

to the sand-

piper's habit of running along the water's edge

where the sand is washed by the waves. Still
another clan is called after the turtle, com-

sive.

The establishment of each
new duties,

necessarily produced

higher unit
rights,

and

privileges.

According to Boas the tribes of the N.

W.

coast, as the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, Heilt-

and Kitimat, have animal totems, and a.
"maternal organization" in which the totem
groups are exogamic. The Kwakiutl, however,
although belonging to the same stock as the
last two, do not have animal totems, because
they are in "a peculiar transitional stage."
The Kwakiutl is exogamic. In the n. portion of
this coast area a woman's rank and privileges
always descend to her children. As the crest,
or totemic emblem, descends in the female line
through marriage among the Kwakiutl, a.
suk,
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has been brought
the Haida and

result

similar

Among

about among them.

the Tlingit there are respectively 2 phratries;
the Tsimshian have 4, the Heiltsuk 3, and the

Kitimat

The

6.

tribes of the

portion of the

s.

according to the same authority, are
"purely paternally organized." Natives do

Pacific coast,

for clothing

dresses

may sometimes
(j.

constitute
N. b. h.)

Clayoquot. A Nootka tribe living on
Meares id. and Torfino inlet, Clayoquot sd.,
Vancouver id., pop. 209 in 1911; having become reduced from about 1,100 in 67 years.

— Swan,

—

Clao-qu-aht.
Claucuad. Galiano,
Clayoquot. Mayne, Brit. Col.,
Relacion, 19, 1802.
Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog.
251, 1862, Clayoquotoch.
Claiakwat.
Can. Ind.

MS., B. A. E.

Aff. Rep., 357,

1897.

—

—

—

Clyoquot.— Bulfinch in H. R. Doc.
Clyquots.— EcUs in
1, 1840.

Soc, 211, 1861.

43, 26th Cong., 1st sess.,

Am.

Ilaoquatsh.

Antiq., 146, 1883.

Anthrop. Soc. Lond.,

ii,

Jour.

in

Klahoquaht.— Ibid.,

Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868.

—

— Jacob

Klah-oh-quaht.

Feb., 1864.

—

189.

Kla-oo-

Kla-oo-qua-ahts. Can.
quates. Jewitt, Narr., 37, 76, 1849. Klay quoit.
Findlay quoted by Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862.
Tlao'kwiath. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Tlaoquatch. Scouler in Jour. Geog. Soc.
31, 1890.
Lond., I, 224, 1841.
Xfaoquatsh. Latham, Elem.

—

Ind. Aff., 52, 1875.

—

Comp.

—

—

—

An

Clelikitte.
tribe about

(Wakashan)

unidentified

Queen Charlotte

sd., Brit. Col.

Cle-li-klt-te.— Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.

A

Clemclemalats.

Salish tribe speaking

the Cowichan dialect and residing in Cowichan
valley,

Vancouver

pop. 112 in 1911.

id.;

Clem-clem-a-lats.— Can.
Clem-clemalets.

—

Ind.

Aff.,

Aff.

Tlemtle'melets.

1872.

Victoria,

°

Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

A

Clocktoot.

body

loops agency, Brit. Col.;

Clock-toot.— Can.

Clo-oose.
of

80

Suwany
in

r.,

of

°

Shuswap

of

—

°

°

Kam-

pop. 194 in 1884.

Ind. Aff., pt.

i,

188, 1884.

A Nitinat village at the mouth
s. w coast of Vancouver id.
pop.
;

1902.— Can. Ind.

Clothing.

1899.

1898, 417,

ii, 164.
Clem-clemClymclymalats.— Brit. Col.

Ibid., 1901, pt.

a-lits.— Ibid., 308, 1879.

Map.

Ind.

The

Aff., 264,

1902.

tribes of northern

America

Climate, environment, elevation,

times.

for clothing as well as the

demand

usually

made

its

own

clothing.

The

typical

and more familiar costume of the Indian
was of tanned buckskin and consisted

man
of a

a breechcloth, leggings tied to a belt or

and low moccasins. The shirt,
was provided
with sleeves and was designed to be drawn over
the head. The woman's costume differed from
that of the man in the length of the shirt, whicb
had short sleeves hanging loosely over the
upper arm, and in the absence of the breechWomen also wore the belt to confinecloth.
the garment at the waist. Robes of skin,
woven fabrics, or of feathers were also worn,
but blankets (q.v.) were substituted for these
The costume presented tribal differences
later.
The free
in cut, colour, and ornamentation.
edges were generally fringed, and quill embroidery and beadwork, painting, scalp-locks, tails
waist-strap,

which hung

free over the hips,

of, animals, feathers, claws,

hoofs, shells, etc.,

were applied as ornaments or charms. The
typical dress of the Pueblo Indians is generally
similar to that of the Plains tribes, except that

made largely of woven fabrics.
The Alaskan Eskimo costume also is quite
similar, but the woman's coat is provided with
a hood, and legging and moccasin are made
it is

men wear

warmer

ing, under-Coat, under-trousers,

United States and the

for clothing.

Sinew from the tendons of the larger animals
was the usual sewing material, but fibres of
plants, especially the agave, were also employed.
Bone awls were used in sewing; bone needles
were rarely employed and were too large for
fine v/ork.
The older needlework is of exceptionally good character and shows great skill
with the awl. Unlike many other arts, sewing
was practised by both sexes, and each sex

into one garment, while the

s.

and

oceanic currents determined the materials used

belong in general to the wholly clothed peoples,
the exceptions being those inhabiting the
regions of

by

was worn
and even for

of the buffalo

by tribes of the plains,
and leggings by older people, but the
leather was too harsh for clothing generally,
while elk or moose skin, although soft, was too
thick.
Fabrics of bark, hair, fur, mountainsheep wool, and feathers were made in the n.
Pacific, Pueblo, and southern regions, and cotton has been woven by the"Hopi from ancient

shirt,

—

The hide

for robes

Philol., 403, 1862.

Clecksclocutsee. A former village 12 m.
inland from Clayoquot town, on the w. coast
of Vancouver id.
Bulfinch in H. R. Doc. 43,
26th Cong., 1st sess., 2, 1840.

throughout the greater portion of

birds sewed together were invariably used

not always consider themselves descendants of
the totem, but rather of some ancestor of the
An adopted
clan who obtained the totem.
of a tribe

Tanned

semi-clothed.

was generally the material

the country, and dressed fur skins and pelts of
the Eskimo.

a clan.

who were

skin of the deer family

coast,

remnant

105

and boots.

breeches

Besides the heavy fur outer cloth-

and

stockings.
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(the latter in s. Alaska of twined grass) are
found necessary by the Eskimo as a protection
from the cold. They also make waterproof
coats of the intestines of seal and walrus, which
In s.
are worn on hunting trips in the kaiak.
Alaska a long outer dress without hood, made
of squii-rel pelts, is worn, a costume indicating
Russian influence. In general the Eskimo
costume was more complete than that of any
The British
tribes within the United States.
Columbia tribes made twined robes of frayed
cedar bark and sagebrush bark, and bordered
them with otter fur. The Chilkat of s. e.
Alaska still weave remarkable ceremonial
blankets of mountain-goat wool over a warp of
twisted wool and bark.
Among the Pacific Coast tribes, and those

along the Mexican border, the Gulf, and the
Atlantic coast, the customary garment of

women was

a fringe-like skirt of bark, cord,

strung seeds, or peltry, worn around the

loins.

In certain seasons or during special occupations
only the loin band was worn. For occasional
use in cooler weather a skin robe or cape was
thrown about the shoulders, or, under excep-

woven of strips
Ceremonial costume was much

tional conditions, a large robe

of rabbit skin.

more elaborate than that for ordinary wear.
Moccasins and leggings were worn throughout
much of this area, but in the warmer parts and
in California their use was unusual.
Some
tribes near the Mexican boundary wear sandals,
and sandal-wearing tribes once ranged widely
in the S. W.
Those have also been found in
Kentucky caverns. Hats, usually of basketry,
were worn by many Pacific Coast tribes. Mittens were used by the Eskimo and other tribes
of the far N.
Belts of various materials and
ornamentation not only confined the clothing
but supported pouches, trinket bags, paint
bags, etc.
Larger pouches and pipe bags of
fur or deerskin, beaded or ornamented with
quillwork, and of plain skin, netting, or woven
stuff, were slung from the shoulder.
Necklaces', earrings, charms, and bracelets in infinite
variety formed a part of the clothing, and the
wrist-guard to protect the arm from the recoil
of the bow-string

was

general.

Shortly after the advent of whites, Indian

costume was profoundly modified over a vast
area of America by the copying of European
dress and the use of traders' stuffs.
Knowledge
of pre-historic and early historic primitive
textile fabrics has been derived from impresssions of fabrics on pottery and from fabrics
themselves that have been preserved by char-

ring in

fire,

1912

contact with copper, or protection

from the elements

A

v., A.

in caves.

synopsis of the costumes worn by tribes

living in the 1 1 geographical regions of northern

America

follows.

The

list

necessarily in-

is

complete, for on account of the abandonment

costumes the data are chiefly his-

of tribal
torical.
(1)

Eskimo

Men:

{Northern).

Shirt-coat

with hood, trousers, half or fuU boots, stockings, mittens,
Women: Shirt-coat with large
hood, trousers or legging-moccasins, belt and
mittens, needle-case, workbag, etc.
{Southern.)
Men: Robe, gown,
on gown or cap.
(2)

Men:
cloth,

hood

trousers, boots,

Athapascan {Mackenzie and Yukon).
Shirt-coat,

legging-moccasins,

Women:

hat and hood.

breech-

Long

shirt-

coat, legging-moccasins, belt.
(3) ALGONQtriAN-lROQUOis {Northern). Men:
Robe, shirt-coat, long coat, trousers, leggings,

moccasins, breechcloth, turban.

Men: Robe,

{Western.)

long dress-shirt, long

leggings, moccasins, bandoleer bag.

Women:

Long dress-shirt, short leggings, moccasins, belt.
Men: Long coat, open in front,
{Arctic.)
short breeches, leggings, moccasins, gloves or
mittens,

cap or head-dress.

Women: Robe,

shirt-dress, leggings, moccasins, belt, cap,

and

sometimes a shoulder mantle.

(o)

Plains.

Men:

Buffalo robe,

shii-t

to

knees or longer, breechcloth, thigh-leggings,
moccasins, head-dress.
Women: Long shirtdress with short ample cape sleeves, belt, leggings to the knees, moccasins.
(6)

North Pacific

ket or bark

mat

{Chilkat).

Men: Blan-

robe, shirt-coat (rare), legging-

moccasins, basket hat.

Women: Tanned

skin

shoulder-robe, shirt-dress with sleeves, fringed

apron, leggings(?), moccasins, breechcloth(?).

Consult the annual reports of the Bureau of
American Ethnology; Bancroft, Native Races;
Carr, in Proc. Am. Antiq. Soc, 1897; Catlin,
Manners and Customs N. Am. Inds., 1841;
Dellenbaugh, North Americans of Yesterday,
1901; Goddard, The Hupa, Publ. Univ. of
Cal., 1904;

Hariot, Vu-ginia, 1590, repr. 1871;

Mason, Primitive Travel and Transportation,
Rep. Nat. Mus., 1894; Schoolcraft, Indian
Willoughby in Am.
Tribes, i-vi, 1851-57;
Anthrop.,

vii, nos. 1, 3, 4,

1905.

(W. H.)
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America used clubs,
more effectual weapons, as the bow and the lance, clubs became
Clubs.

tribe in

but, after the adoption of

in man}' cases merely a part of the costume, or
•were relegated to

ceremonial, domestic, and

special functions.

There was great variety

the forms of this weapon or implement.

in

Most

were designed for warfare. Starting
from the simple knobstick, the elaboration of
the war-club may be followed in one line
through the straight-shafted maul-headed club
of the Zuni, Pima, Mohave, Paiute,Kickapoo,
Kiowa, and Oto, to the slungshot club of other
Pueblos, the Apache, Navaho, Ute, Oto, and
Sioux, to the club with a fixed stone head of
the Ute, Shoshoni, Comanche, Kiowa, and the
Siouan tribes. Another line begins with the
clubs

often flattened,

carved,

club of the typical

pueblos, the Zuni and Hopi, and includes the

musket-shaped club of the northern Sioux,
and the Sauk and Fox and other Algonquian
tribes, and the flat, curved club with a knobbed
head (Alg. pogamoggan, Fr. cassefete) belonging
to some Sioux, and to the Chippewa, Menominee, and other timber Algonquians. Clubs
of this type are often set with spikes, lanceheads, knife-blades, or the like, and the elk
horn with sharpened prongs belongs to this
class.

The

107

Plains tribes and those of the n. forest

country furnish many examples of dangerous
looking ceremonial clubs of this character.
There is, however, archteological evidence that
rows of flint splinters or horn points were set
in clubs by the Iroquois and the Indians of

North Carolina, foi'ming a weapon

like

the

covering the withe part and the rest of the staff

with wet raw-hide, which shrank in drying and
all fast.
In many cases, especially on the

held

was inserted in a socket bored
but this, it would seem, is a
modern process. The head of the slungshot
club was a round or oval stone, entirely inclosed
in rawhide, and the handle was so attached as
to leave a pliable neck, 2 or 3 in. long, between
the head and the upper end of the handle, also
plains, the handle

in the stone head,

inclosed in rawhide.

The heads

of the rigid clubs

were of hard

and otherwise worked into
shape, in modern times often double-pointed
and polished, catlinite being sometimes the
material.
The pemmican maul had only one
working face, the other end of the stone being
capped with rawhide. The hide-working maul
followed the form of the typical club, but was
stone,

usually

The

grooved

much

smaller.

tribes of British

Columbia and

Alaska made a variety of

s.

e.

clubs for killing

enemies, salmon, seal, etc., and for
ceremony.
These clubs were usually handsomely carved, inlaid, and painted. The Eskimo did not make clubs for war, but a few clublike mallets of ivory and deer-horn in their
domestic arts.
Mauls resembling clubs, and which could be
used as such on occasion, were found among
most tribes, the common form being a stone
set on a short handle by means of rawhide,
employed by women for driving stakes, beating
bark and hide, and pounding pemmican.
Ceremonial clubs and batons were used,
though few specimens of these now exist.
slaves,

man

Mohave

Aztec maquahuitl (Morgan, League of Iro-

The

quois, 359, 1851).

masher-shaped club in battle, and clubs of
similar shape have been found in caves in s.

A

series of interesting

paddle-shaped clubs,

chief

The

of the

carried a potato-

ancient and modern, often with carved handles,

Arizona.

are found in the culture area of the Salishan

monies huge batons made of agave flower stalks,
as well as some of their ordinary club weapons,
and in the New-fire ceremony of the Hopi a
priest carries an agave-stalk club in the form
Batons were
of a plumed serpent (Fewkes).
often carried as badges of office by certain
officers of the Plains tribes and those of the
N. w. coast.
Captain John Smith describes
The coup stick was often a
clubs 3 ells long.
ceremonial club. It is noteworthy that the
parrying club was not known in America.
Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 1897
Knight, Savage Weapons at the Centennial,
Smithson. Rep. 1879, 1880; Moorehead, Prehist. Irapls., 1900;
Morgan, League of the
Iroquois, 1904; Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus.

tribes.

They

are from 18 to 24

in. long,

made

wood, and, rarely, copper.
Shorter clubs, that could be concealed about
the person, were also used. Le Moyne figures
paddle-shaped clubs that were employed by
Floridian tribes which in structure and function suggest a transition toward the sword.
Outside the Pueblos few missile clubs are
found. Most Indian clubs are furnished with
a thong for the wrist, and others have pendants,
often a cow's tail, a bunch of hawk or owl
of

bone,

stone,

feathers, or a single eagle feather.

The stone-headed

clubs were usually

made

by paring thin the upper end of a wooden staff,
bending it round the stone in the groove, and

Zuiii

employ

in certain cere-
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1888, 1890;

Smith

1899;

Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E.,
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

1903.

(w. H.)

Cokah

A

(eyes 'open').

Cree band of 100

skin lodges on the Fishing lakes,

wan,

in

named from

1856;

Hayden, Ethnog. amd

Saskatche-

s.

their

Mo.

Philol.

chief.—

Val., 237,

1862.

Colchopa.
Lake agency,
last

A

body

of Salish of

Brit. Col.; pop.

time the

name

appears.

Williams

40 in 1889, the
Can. Ind. Aff.

—

for 1889, 271.

Comiakin (Qumie'qmi). A Salish tribe
speaking the Cowichan dialect and inhabiting
part of Cowichan valley, s. e. Vancouver id.;
pop. 61 in 1911.

Comea-kin.— Can.
Whymper,
Aff.,

417,

1S9S.

Comiaken.

Ind. Aff., 269, 1889.

Alaska, 62, 1869.

Comiakin.— Can.

Ko-ne-a kun.— Ibid.,

Xume'Xen.—Boas, MS

Commerce.

,

1880,

—

only domestic animal for long-distance trans-

and the sled.

In this respect

the north temperate zone of America was in
marvellous contrast with the same latitudes
of the

Old World, where most

of the

The

means

of land

merce was made up by the waters.
conditions in the section of the

com-

Natural

New World

circle and on Hudson bay,
continuously inhabited by the homogeneous

along the Arctic

Eskimo, in the
the
s.

inlets of

the Atlantic coast,

the neighbouring Caribbean area, and in

in

E.

archipelagoes

British

of

mica>

decoration and

Columbia and

Alaska, encouraged and developed ex-

Fur-

trade).

Iroquois bands that were employed in the fur

trade have been found on Rainy lake, on

Red

and Saskatchewan rs., even as far n. as the
Polar sea and as far w. as the Siksika of the
plains and the Takulli of British Columbia
(Havard in Smithson, Rep., 318, 1879;
Chamberlain in Am. Anthrop., vi, 459, 1904;
Morice, N. Int. Brit. Col., 1904.) See Caughnawaga.

The
gia

deficiency in the

obsidian,

money, as dentalium, abalone, conus, oliveUa,
and clam shells.
The Eskimo, to whom the Arctic area belonged, carried on extensive commerce among
themselves and with the western Athapascan
tribes and the Algonquian tribes to the E.
They knew where soapstone for lamps, jade
for blades, and driftwood for sleds and harpoons could be found, and used them for
traffic.
They lived beyond the timber line;
hence the Athapascans brought vessels of
wood and baskets to trade with them for oil
and other arctic products.
The Mackenzie- Yukon tribes were in the
lands of the reindeer and of soft fur-bearing
animals. These they traded in every direction

commer-

animals originated.

cial

for

The Russians in Alaska and the Hudson's Bay Co. stimulated them to the utmost
and taught them new means of capture, inRemnants of
cluding the use of firearms.

portation being the dog, used as a pack beast
for the travois

shells

for supplier to satisfy their needs (see

commerce and lude media of exchange in
North America are found in ancient shellheaps, mounds, and graves, the objects having
passed fiom hand to hand often many times.
Overland, this trade was done on foot, the

and

soapstone,

and

1912

316.

widespread

of

jade,

paint-stones,

v., A.

Ind.

B. A. E., 1887.

Evidences

copper,

as

GEORGE

Atlantic slope from Labrador to Geor-

was the

Iroquoian
bears,

foxes,

bays and

special

of

and turkeys.

inlets

crustaceans,

home

fish,

Algonquian and

Inland were found .deer,

tribes.

The

salt-water

not only supplied molluscs,
and aquatic birds in vast

numbers, but stimulated easy transportation
and commerce. The Great lakes and the St.
Lawrence, moreover, placed the tribes about
them in touch with the copper mines of lake

Through

Superior.

this

enlarging

influence

water craft for commerce. Better still
by far for the trader were the fresh-water

leading family of this area.

navigable for canoes, of the Yukon,
Mackenzie, St. Lawrence, Atlantic, Mississ-

exchange was invented in the shape of wampiun, made from clam shells.
The mounds

cellent

rivers,

ippi,

and Columbia systems,

in

which neigh-

bouring waters are connected for traffic by
easy portages, a condition contrasting with
that of Siberia, whose great rivers all end in
frozen tundras and arctic wastes.

The North American continent is divided
way conducive to prim-

into culture areas in a
itive

commerce.

Certain resom'ces of partic-

ular

areas were

in

universal demand,

such

the Iroquois were ennobled and became the

of the

s.

A medium

of

portion of this slope reveal artifacts

obsidian, and shell, which must
have been transported commercially from afar
along the water highways in birch-bark canoes
and dugouts.
The Mississippi area was a vast receiving
depot of commerce, having easy touch with
other areas about it by means of portages
between the headwaters of innumerable
of

copper,
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streams; with the Chesapeake bay, the Great

there were inter-tribal laws of commerce, and

and the Mackenzie basins through the
Ohio and the main stream; with the e. Rockies
and Columbia r. through the Missouri and

to its agents were guaranteed freedom

lakes,

other great branches of the Mississippi in the

w.

demanded

Buffalo skins and horns were

by the Pueblos, while pemmican and beads
enlivened trade. The mounds reveal dentalium

shells

from the

from the

Pacific, obsidian

Rockies, copper from lake Superior, pipes of

and black steatite from Minnesota
and Canada, and objects from the Atlantic.
catlinite,

********

The

Pacific

Coast tribes occupied two areas

that present quite opposite conditions in re-

From mount

gard to commercial activity.
Elias

to California, trade

s.

was

active, trans-

and

waters

the

lands

offered

natural products easy of access that stimu-

Copper, horn for spoons, eulachon, and Chilkat blankets were exchanged
for abalone and dentalium shells, and baskets
were bartered for other baskets and the teeth

lated barter.

and

(o. t. m.)

Comox.

An

important coast Sahsh tribe
Discovery passage, between
Chancellor channel and cape Mudge, Brit. Col.
Their proper name, Catlo'ltx, has been taken
by Boas as the designation of one dialect of

on both sides

of

coast Salish, including, besides this, the
Clahoose, Eeksen, Kakekt, Kaake, Tatpoos,

Homalko, and Sliammon.
Pop. of the tribe
38 in 1911; of those speaking the dialect,
about 300.
(j. R. s.)
Catlo'ltq.— Boas
10,

St.

portation being effected in excellent dugout
canoes; the

safety.

in 5th

Rep. N.

W.

Tribes of Can.,

Commagsheak.—Scouler (18-16) in Jour.
Co-moux.— School234, 1S4S.

1889.

Ethnol. Soc. Lend.,

i,

—

Comox. Mayne. Brit.
Comuxes. Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog.
K o'moks.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W.

craft, Ind. Tribe.s, v, 488, 185.5.

—

Col., 181, 18G1.

Soc, 293, 1857.

Tribes Can., 10, 18S9.
Ko-mookhs.—Gibbs in Cont.
K. A. Ethnol. i., 269, 1877. Komux.— Sproat, Savage
Life,

Kowmook. — Tolmie and Dawson,

1868.

311,

Vocabs. Brit. Col., 120b, 1SS4. S'komook.— Gibbs in
Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 269, 1877 (Uguultas name).
S'tlaht-tohtlt-hu. Ibid, (own name).
Xomoks.
Boas, MS,. B. A. E., 1887 (Lekwiltok name).

—

—

of a large southern shark, also for the furs
of the interior Indians.

The Haida

regularly

Tsimshian neighbours, to exchange
canoes for eulachon oil, wood suitable for
boxes, and mountain-goat horn, while the
Tlingit were intermediaries in diffusing the
copper that came from the n. On the Columbia r. camass and moose were articles of
commerce.
visited their

********

Commerce was

eration

greatly stimulated through

the coming of the whites

Confederation. A political league for
and defense was sometimes formed by
two or more tribes, who entered into a compact
or formal statement of principles to govern
their separate and collective action.
A looser,
less formal, and less cohesive alliance of tribes
was sometimes formed to meet some grave
temporary emergency. The unit of a confedoffense

by the introduction

or gens

is

the organized tribe, just as the clan

is

the unit of the tribe.

federation has a supreme council

The con-

composed

of

of domestic animals, especially horses, mules,

representatives from the several contracting

and poultry; by

tribes of which it is composed.
The tribes
forming a confederation surrendered to the
league certain powers and rights which they

donkeys,
the

cattle, sheep, goats

vastly

enlarged

demand

for

skins

of

and native manufactures;
and implewoven goods, and other European

anim,als, ivory, fish,

by

offering in exchange iron tools

ments,

products desired by the Indians.

The

effects

of this stimulated trade were profound, both
for good and evil.
from home. The

travelled

with

the

Indians were drawn far
Iroquois,
fur

for

traders

example,
into

n.

w.

Canada.

Many

individually.

kinds

into

of

world

Indian

The

executive,

judicial functions of the con-

by the supreme counthrough instruments appointed in the compact or afterward devised. Every tribe of the
federation were exercised
cil

confederation was generally entitled to representation in the supreme federal council.
chiefs of the federal council

handiwork have
commerce.
Money is
lavished on fine basketry, beadwork, wampum
belts, ivory carvings, horn spoons, wooden
dishes, silver work, costumes, feather and quill
work, and especially Navaho blankets and
Hopi and Zuni textiles. In ancient times
entered

had exercised
legislative, and

The

and the sub-chiefs

of each tribe constituted the local council of

the tribe.

The confirmation

of officials and
were functions delegated to
the confederation. The supreme

their installation

the officers of

federal council

had

practically the

same

officers

as a tribal council, namely, a speaker, fire-

keeper, door-keeper,

and wampum-keeper or
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In the Iroquoian confederation the
original 5 tribes severally had a supreme warchief, the name and the title of whom were
annalist.

hereditary

specified

certain

in

Tne

clans.

council, sitting as a court
without a jury, heard and determined causes in
accordance with established principles and

supreme federal

The

rules.

representation in the council of the

Iroquois confederation was not based on ths
clan as its unit, for

many

clans

had no repre-

sentative in the federal council, while others

had

The supreme

several.

this confederation

federal council of

was organized on the

Carmaron.— Champlain
Contareia.— Jes.

grounds to reject, the votes or conclusions of
the two other pliratries acting individually, but
having no right to discuss any question bej'ontl
suggesting means to the other phratries for
reaching an agi-eement or compromise, in the
event that they offer differing votes or opinions,

and at

all

times being jealously careful of

the customs, rules, principles, and precedents
of the council, requiring procedure strictly to

conform to these where

The

possible.

con-

stituent tribes of the Iroquois confederation,

the

Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and

Seneca, constituted three tribal phratries, of

which the Mohawk and Seneca formed the
first, the Oneida and Cayuga the second, and
the Onondaga the third but in ceremonial and
festal assembhes the last tribe affiliated with
;

the Mohawk-Seneca phratry.

Among

the looser confederations, properly

may

be mentioned that of the Chippewa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi; the 7 council
and the alliance of the
fires of the Dakota;
alhances,

and Maryland called the
Powhatan confederacy. To these may be
added the loose Caddo confederacy, which, like
the others, was held together largely by religious affiliation. The records are insufficient to
tribes of Virginia

define with accuracy the political organization
of these groups.

(j.

n. b. h.)

Conkhandeenrhonon. An Iroquoian tribe
living

s.

of St.

Lawrence

Gonkhandeenrhonons.
33, 1858.

r.

in Je8. Rel. for 1635,

Konkhandeenhronon.— Jes.

Rel. for 1640,

35, 1858.

Contarea.

One

of the principal

Huron

lages in Ontario in the 17th century;

near the present Lannigan lake,
Simcoe co. See Konlareahronon.

vil-

situated

Tiny

tp.,

Contarrea.

Kontarea.— Jes.

—

Rel. for

Copk Ferry. A body of Ntlakyapamuk,
piobabh' belonging to the Nicola band, under
the Kamloops agency, Erit. Col.; pop. 282 in
1882, 183 in

1911.— Can. Ind.

Reps.

Aff.

Cooptee. A Nootka winter village near the
head of Nootka sd., w. coast of Vancouver id.
Coopte.^Can. Ind.
tee.— J.-\\it(, Narr.,

Copper.
1

;d

use

Aff.

Rep. 1902, app.,

83.

Coop-

104, 1849.

Copper had come into very gcnethe tribes n. of Mexico before the

among

arrival of tlie v.-hite race in the

Mississippi

and the region of the Gieat lakes. The
icign of stone, which in early times had been
undisputed, was beginning to give way to the
dominion of metal. It is probable that copper
came into use in the n. as a result of the disvalley

covery of nuggets or small masses of the native
metal an^ong the debris deposited over a large
area

s.

of the lakes

by the sheets

of glacial ice

that swept from the N. aci'oss the fully exposed
surface of the copper-bearing rocks of the lake

Superior region.

These pieces

of copper

were at

first

doubtless

treated and used as were stones of similar size

and shape, but the peculiar qualities of the
metal must in time have impressed themselves
upon the acute native mind, and implement^
were shaped by hammering instead of by pecking.
At first the forms pi-oduced would be
much the same as those of the stone implements of the same people, but after a while the
celts,

hatchets, awls, knives,

drill.s,

spearheads,

would take on new forms, suggested by
the peculiar properties of the material, and
other varieties of implements would be evolved.
The metal was too soft to wholly supersede
stone as a material for the manufacture of
implements, but its pleasing colour and its capacity for taking a high polish must lit.ve led at
an early date to its use for personal ornaments,
and on the arrival of the whites it was in great
etc.,

demand

for this

purpose over nearly the entire

country.

A

in 1635.

—Breboeuf

1912

1612, 74, 185S.

of tribal phratries or

power to confirm, or on constitutional or other

v., A.

Rel. for 1656, 10, 1858.

Jes. Rel. lor 1636, 94, 1858.

basis

brotherhoods of tribes, of
which one phratry acted as do the presiding
judges of a court sitting without a jury, having

GEORGE

(1615), (Euvres, iv, 27, 1870.

knowledge

of the discovery of deposits of

copper in the lake region passed in course of
time beyond the local tribes, and it is not unhkely that it extended to Mexico, where the
metallurgic arts had made remarkable headway

and where the red metal was in great demand.
That any extensive trade sprang up between
the N. and the far S., however, seems improb-
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such communication would have led
to the introduction of southern
of manipulation among the more

able, since

inevitably

methods
advanced

tribes of the Mississippi valley

and

the Gulf coast and to the frequent presence of

Mexican artifacts in the burial
mounds.
There can be no question that the supply of
copper used by the tribes of e. United States
came mainly from the Lake Superior region,
peculiarly

although native copper in small quantities is
found in Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee,

New

Mexico, and Nova Scotia. It is
not at all certain, however, that the natives
utilized these latter sources of supply to any
Arizona,

considerable extent before the coming of the
whites.

copper

There seems to be little doubt that
was somewhat extensively used in

Alaska before the arrival of Eiu-opeans. It is
possible that a small percentage of the copper
found in mounds in the Southern states came
from Cuba and Mexico, but there is no way of
satisfactorily determining this point. The Lake
Superior copper can often be distinguished from
other copper by the dissemination through it
of minute particles of silver.
The processes employed in shaping copper
were at first probably confined to cold
hammering and gi-inding, but heat was employed to facilitate hammering and in annealing, and possibly rude forms of swedging
in m^oulds and even of casting were known,
although little evidence to this effect has yet
been obtained. It appears tha,t in dealing with
thin sheets of the metal, which were readily
made by hammering with stone implements
and by grinding, pressure with suitable tools
was employed to produce repousse effects, the
sheet being laid for treatment on a mould of
stone or wood, or on a pliable pad or a plastic
surface.
Certain objects of sheet copper with
repousse designs obtained from Indian mounds
in Illinois,

C';) c,

Georgia, and Florida have

attracted inacli attention on account of the

treatment shown. That primitive
manipulation well within the reach
of the aborigines are adequate to accomplish
similar results is shown, however, by experiments conducted by Cushing.
The very considerable progress of the native

very

skilful

methods

111

of

metallurgist in copper working is well shown
by examples of plating recovered from the
mounds in Ohio and elsewhere. A head-dress

made of sheets of copper
covered with indented figures, out of which
rise a pair of antlers imitating those of a deer.
high frontal piece

The

antlers are formed of wood and neatly
covered or plated with sheet copper (Putnam).
Other examples from the same source are spoollike objects,

probably ear ornaments, formed

wood base, and
Willoughby has very

of thin sheets of copper over a

most

skilfully executed.

effectively imitated this work, using a bit of
native copper with boulders and pebbles from

the beach as tools. Of the same kind of workmanship are numerous specimens obtained by
Moore from mounds on St. Johns r., Fla., the
most interesting being jaw-bones of wolves
plated with thin sheets of copper. Other
objects similarly treated are discs of limestone

and beads

of shell, bone,

wood, and possibly

other materials.

A

popular belief exists that the Egyptians

and other ancient nations, including the Mexicans and Peruvians, had a process for hardening copper, but there is no real foundation for

The reputed hardened product is
always an alloy. No specimen of pure copper
has been found which has a greater degree of
hardness than can be produced by hammering.
Although copper probably came into use
among the northern tribes in comparatively
recent times, considering the whole period of
aboriginal occupancy, there can be no doubt
of its extensive and widespread utilization
before the coming of the whites. That the
ancient mines of the Lake Superior region are
this belief.

is amply shown by their
by the implements left on the
ground; and the vast extent of the work warrants the conclusion that they had been oper-

purely aboriginal
character and

man

ated hundreds of years before the white

on American shores. It is true that
the influence of French and English explorers
and colonists was soon felt in the copper-producing districts, and led in time to modifications in the methods of shaping the metal and
in the forms of the articles made from it, and
that, later, foreign copper became an important
set foot

article of trade, so that, as a result, it is

now

draw a very definite line between
the aboriginal and the accultural phases of the
art; but that most of the articles recovered
from aboriginal sites are aboriginal and made
difficult to

of

native metal cannot be

seriously

ques-

tioned.

belonging to a personage of importance buried
one of the Hopewell mounds, near Chilli-

the origin and antiquity of certain objects of

cothe, Ohio, found

sheet copper, the most conspicuous of which are

in

by Moorehead,

con.sists of

a

Considerable discussion has arisen regarding
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2

human

several

figures in

elaborate repousse

work, from one of the Etowah mounds in
Georgia, and a large number of objects of sheet
copper cut in conventional patterns, found in

a mound on Hopewell farm, Ross co., Ohio.
Analysis of the metal in this and similar cases
gives no encoiu-agement to the theory of foreign
origin (Moore).

The evident

antiquity of the

which these objects were found and
the absence in them of other objects open to
the suspicion of foreign (European) origin or
influence tend to confirm the belief in their
American origin and pre-Columbian age.
The state of preservation of the implements,
utensils, and ornaments found in mounds and
other places of buiial varies greatly, but many
specimens are in perfect condition, some having

mounds

in

distribution

is

limited

GEORGE
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the district lying

immediately s. of the Great lakes. The socket
is usually formed by hammering out lateral
wings at the upper end of the implement and
bending them inward. The purpose of this
implement is not fully determined. With a
long and straight handle it would serve as a
spade or digging tool with the handle sharply
bent near the point of insertion it would become a hatchet or an adze, according to the
relative position of the blade and handle.
The
;

had already come to appreciate the
value of copper for knives, and blades of various forms were in use; usually these are drawn
natives

out into a long point at the haft end for insertion into a

wood

or

bone handle.

of various ordinary shapes are

Arrowheads

common,

and spear heads, the

as are

retained the high, surface polish acquired in

also lance

It happens that the presence of
copper objects in association with more perishable objects of wood, bone, shell, and textile
materials, has, through the action of the copper

sometimes shaped for insertion into the end of
the wooden shaft, but more frequently having
a socket, made as in the spud, for the insertion

long use.

carbonates,

resulted

in

the preservation

of

many

precious things which otherwise would
have entii-ely disappeared.
Of the various implements of copper, the
celt,

or chisel-like hatchet, has the widest dis-

tribution.

The forms

are greatly diversified,

and the weight ranges from a few ounces to
The implement is never perseveral pounds.
forated for hafting, although hafts were un-

doubtedly used, portions of these having been
preserved in a few cases. As with our own
axes, the blade is sometimes widened toward
the cutting edge, which

Many

is

convex

in outline.

specihicns, however, are nearly straight

on the sides, while others are long and somewhat narrower toward the point. They could
be hafted to serve as axes, adzes, or gouges.
Some have one face flat and the other slightly
ridged, suggesting the adze or gouge.

The

celt

forms grade into other more slender shapes
which have chisel edges, and these into drills
and graver-like tools, while following in turn
are needles and poniards, the latter being generally cylindrical, with long, tapering points, the
largest examples being 2 or 3 ft. in length and
weighing several pounds. The grooved axe is
of rare occurrence, and where found appears
to repeat the stone forms of the particular
district.
Squier and Davis illustrate a twoedged specimen with a hole through the middle
of the blade from face to face, supposed to have
been intended to aid in fixing the haft. Related in general shape to the axe is another type
Its
of implement sometimes called a spud.

of the handle.
etc.,

latter being

Drills, needles, pins, fishhooks,

occur in considerable numbers, especially

in the

Northern

states.

Personal ornaments are of great variety,
including beads, pendants, pins, ear-discs, earrings, bracelets, gorgets, etc.

The most mtercome within

esting objects of copper do not

either of the ordinary classes of ornaments,

although they doubtless served in some way as
adornments for the person, probably in connec-

These
and certain of their
features are suggestive of exotic, though not of
European, influence. The best examples are
from one of the Etowah mounds in Georgia.
Other remarkable objects found in mounds at
Hopewell farm, Ross co., Ohio, appear to have
been intended for some special symbolic use
rather than for personal adornment, as usual
means of attachment are not provided. The
tion with the ceremonial head-dress.

are

made

of sheet copper,

early voyagers, especially along the Atlantic

mention the use of tobacco pipes of
There is much evidence that implements as well as ornaments and other objects
of copper were regarded as having exceptional
virtues and magical powers, and certain early
wTiters aver that some of the tribes of the Great
lakes held all copper as sacred, making no
coast,

copper.

practical use of

it

whatever.

Copper was not extensively used within the
area of the Pacific states, but was employed
for various purposes by the tribes of the N.'W.,
who are skilful metal workers, employing to
some extent methods introduced by the
Formerly the natives obtained copper
whites.
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from the valley of Copper r. and elsewhere,
but the market is now well supplied with the
imported metal. It is used very largely for
ornaments, for utensils, especially knives, and
whistles, rattles, and masks are sometimes
made of it. Perhaps the most noteworthy
product is the unique, shield-like "coppers"
made of sheet metal and highly esteemed as

symbols of wealth or distinction. The origin
of these "coppers" and of their peculiar form
and use is not known. The largest are about
3 ft. in length. The upper, wider portion, and
in cases the lower part, or stem, are ornamented
with designs representing mythical creatures
(Niblack, Boas).

The

hterature of copper

extensive;

is

the

principal works, especially those contributing

Beauchamp in Bull. N.
Y. State. Mus, no. 73, 1903; Boas in Nat.
Mus. Rep. 1895, 1897; Butler in Wis. Hist.
Soc. Coll., VII, 1876; Gushing (1) in The Arch-

original material, are:

aeologist,

II,

no.

5,

Am.

1894, (2) in

Anthrop.,

1894; Davis in Smithson. Rep. 1874,
1875; Farquharson in Proc. Davenport Acad.,
Foster, Piehist. Races, 1878; Foster
I, 1876;
VII, no. 1,

and Whitney, Rep. on
Superior Land District

Geol. and Topog. L.

(H. R. Doc. 69, 31st

Cong., 1st sess., 1850); Fowke, Archseol. Hist.
Ohio, 1902; Gillman in Smithson. Rep. 1873,
1874; Hamilton in Wis. Archseol., i, no. 3,
1902; Hearne, Journey, 1796; Holmes in Am.
iii, 1901; Hoy in Trans. Wis. Acad.

Anthrop.,

Lapham, Antiq.

1878;

Sci., IV,

Lewis in Am. Antiq.,

Mound

of Wis., 1855;

xi, no. 5, 1889;

Builders, 1879;

Mason

McLean,

in Proc.

Nat.

Mus., XVII, 1895; Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., viii,
1843; Moore, various memoirs in Jour. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894-1905; Moore, McGuire,
et al. in Am. Anthrop., n. s., v, no. 1, 1903;

Moorehead

(1) Prehist.

Antiquarian,

"i,

1897;

Impl., 1900, (2) in

Nadaillac,

The

Prehist.

Amer., 1884; Niblack in Nat. Mus. Rep. 1888,
1890; Packard in Am. Antiq., xv, no. 2, 1893;

Nova Scotia Inst, of Sci., vii,
Putnam (1) in Peabody Mus. Reps.,

Patterson in
1888-89;

XVI, 1884, (2) in Proc. A. A. A.

S.,

xliv, 1896;

Rau

(1) .\rcha;ol. Coll. Nat. Mus., 1876, (2) in
Smithson. Rep. 1872, 1873; Reynolds in Am.
Anthrop., i, no. 4, 1888; Schoolcraft, Ind.
Tribes, i, 1851; Short, N. Am. of Antiquity,

Copper Impl., 1879;
Squier, Antiq. of N. Y. and the West, 1851;
Squier and Davis, Ancient Monuments, 1848;
1880;

Slafter,

Prehist.

Starr, First Steps in

Human

Progress, 1895;

Strachey (1585), Hist. Va., Hakluyt Soc. Publ.,
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VIII,

Thomas

1843;

Rep. B. A. E.,

in 12th

Whittlesey, Ancient Mining on Lake

1894;

Superior, Smithson. Cont., xiii,

Am.

loughby

in

Wilson,

Prehist.

Anthrop.,

Man.

v,

Wil-

1863;
no.

1903;

1,

Winchell

1862,

Engin. and Min. Jour., xxxii, Sept.

in

17, 1881.

(w. H. H.)

George

Copway,

stands forever.'— W.
chief,

(Kaglgegabo,

A

J.).

born near the mouth

in the

autumn

Trent r., Ontario,
His parents were

of

1818.

of

who

'he

young Chippewa

Chippewa, and his father, until his conversion,
was a medicine-man. George was educated in
and after acquiring considerable
Illinois,
knowledge in English books returned to his
people as a Wesleyan missionary. For many
years he was connected with the press of New
York city and lectured extensively in Europe
and the United States, but he is noted chiefly
as one of the few Indian authors. Among his
published writings are:

The

and

Life, History,

Travels of Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh (George Copway), Albany, 1847, and Philadelphia, 1847;
The Life, Letters, and Speeches of Kah-ge-ga-

gah-bowh, New York, 1850; The Traditional
History and Characteristic Sketches of the

Ojibway Nation, London and Dublin, 1850,
and Boston, 1851; Recollections of a Forest
Life, London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, 1851,
and London, 1855; Indian Life and Indian
History, Boston, 1858; The Ojibway Conquest,
a Tale of the Northwest, New York, 1850;
Organization of a New Indian Territory East
of the Missouri River, New York, 1850; Running Sketches of Men and Places in England,

New

France, Germany, Belgium and Scotland,

wrote a hymn in
the Chippewa language (London, 1851) and cooperated with the Rev. Sherman Hall in the
translation of the Gospel of St. Luke (Boston,
1837) and the Acts of the Apostles (Boston,
He died at Pontiac, Mich., about 1863.
1838).
York, 1851.

Copway

Coquitlatn.

A

also

coast Salish tribe speaking

the Cowichan dialect and inhabiting Eraser
valley just above the delta, in British
bia.

They owned no

Pop. 24 in 1911.

slaves of the Kwantlen.

Coquet-lane.— Can.

Colum-

land, being practically

Ind. Aff., pt.

i,

Co-

268, 1889.

—

Coquilain. Trutch, Map
Ccquitlam.— Can. Ind. Aff 413,
Brit. Col., 1870.
1S98. Coquitlan.— Ibid., 74, 79, 1878. Coquitlane.
Coquitlum.— Ibid., 316, 1880
1894.
Ibid.,
276,

quetlum.— Ibid.,

309, 1879.

,

Koquitan.

—

a town).

KwikotLem.— Boas

Brit. Col.

Map,

Kwi'kwitlEm.— Hill-Tout
1902.

in

(named a3
MS., B.A.E., 1887.

Victoria, 1872
in

Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

.54.
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Counting. Two systems of counting were
formerly in use among the Indians of North
America, the decimal and the vigesimal. The
latter, which was used in Mexico and Central
America, was also in general use n. of Columbia r., on the Pacific slope, while between
it was
employed by only a few tribes, as the Pomo,
Tuolumne, Konkau, Nishinam, and Achomawi.
On the Atlantic side the decimal system was
Both
used by all except the Eskimo tribes.
systems, based apparently on the finger and
hand count, were as a rule fundamentally
quinary. There are some indications, however,
of a more primitive count, with minor tribal
In Siouan and Algonquian the
differences.
word for 2 is generally related to that for
arms or hands, and in Athapascan dialects
In a few languages, the
to the term for feet.
Siksika, Catawba, Gabrieleno, and some others,
3 is expressed by joining the words for 2 and

that area and the border of Mexico

many

In

1.

others the

name

for 4 signifies

most of the Shoshonean dialects, and in Catawba, Haida,
Tlingit, and apparently Kiowa; the Pawnee
2 and

or 2 times

2,

formerly applied a
the

or

fingers,'

2,

as in

name

'fingers

signifying

of

the

'all

the hand,'

thus

thumb. Five has usually a
distinct name, which in most cases refers to
one hand or fist. The numbers from 6 to 9
are generally based on 5, thus, 6 = 5 + 1, 7 =
5+2, etc.; or the names refer to the fingers
of the second hand as used in counting; thus,
among the Eskimo of Pt. Barrow 6 is 'to the
other hand 1', 7 'to the other hand 2', and in
many dialects 6 = 'l on the other hand.' There

excluding

the

are exceptions to this rule, however;

ample, 6

3

is

dialects;

in

and 3

in

Bellacoola

and

for ex-

Haida and some other
the

name

signifies

Montagnais (Algonquian),
Although 7 is usually 'the
second finger on the second hand,' in some
cases it is based on 4, as among the Montagnais, who say '4 and 3.'
Eight is generally
expressed by 'the third finger on the second
hand'; but the Montagnais say '4 on each
side,' and the Haida '4 and 4'; in Karankawa
it signifies '2 fathers,' and in the Kwakiutl
and some other languages it is '2 from 10.'
'second

1,'

on each

'3

Im

in

side.'

a number of languages the name for 9
1 from
10, as with the Kwakiutl,

GEORGE

+ 1, 17 =
= 10+5+2.

count

is

15+2,

etc., or, in

Many

of the Indians could count to

carried

1912.
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16 being 15

out,

some

dialects, 17

some by a regular system, while

1,000,

a number
of languages, as Tlingit, Cherokee, etc., its
signification is 'great 100.'
In Ottawa the

meaning was 'one body';
box';

in

that

in

Iroquois dialects,

in

Abnaki,

'ten

'one

hand-claps,'

ten hundreds; in Kiowa, 'the whole

is

hand hundred.' Baraga and Cuoq give terms
for figures up to a million or more, but it is
doubtful

such were actually in use before

if

contact with Europeans.

The common Indian method
on the hands,

as perhaps

is

of

counting

usual with most

savage or uncivilized peoples, was to "tell off"
the fingers of the left hand, beginning with
the

little finger,

5; while in

the

thumb being

the

fifth or

counting the right hand the order

was usually reversed, the thumb being counted
6, the forefinger 7, and so on to the little
finger, which would be 10.
The movement
was therefore sinistral. Although the order
in counting the first 5 on the left hand was
m.ost cases as given above, the order of

in

counting the second 5 was subject to greater
variation.
It was a common habit to bend
the fingers inward as counted, but there were
several western tribes whose custom

was

to

begin with the clenched hand, opening the
fingers as the count proceeded, as

Among

Zuni.

among

the

the tribes using the vigesimal

system, the count of the second 10 was prac-

performed on the feet,
making the complete "man," and
often, as among the Eskimo and Tlingit, receiving names having reference to the feet.
tically or theoretically

the

20

The

Zuni,

however, counted the second 10

back on the knuckles.
Indians often

made

use of numeral classifiers

the number name was
modified according to the articles counted;
in counting,

thus,
tha

that

is,

the Takulli dialect of Athapascan

in

means

3 things; thane, 3 persons; that, 3

times; thatsen, in 3 places; thauh, in 3 ways;

Such classifiers are
thailioh, aU 3 things, etc.
found in many dialects, and in some are
quite numerous.
Certain numbers have been held as sacred
by most tribes; thus 4, probably owing to

signifies

the frequent reference to the cardinal points

the Eskimo of n. w. Alaska, the Pawnee, and
the Heiltsuk.

in ceremonies

The numbers from
formed
4, etc.,

in

11

to

19

are

both systems by adding

usually
1,

2,

3,

to 10; but in the vigesimal the quinary

sacred

or

and

religious acts, has

become

Among

Creeks,

ceremonial.

the

Cherokee, Zuni, and most of the Plains tribes,
For
7 is also considered a sacred number.
the Zuni, Cushing says it refers to the 4 car-
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dinal points plus the zenith, nadir, and centre

Some

Coast Indians
regard 5 as their sacred number. ."Vlthough
13 appears in most of the calendar and ceremonial counts of the cultured nations of
Mexico and Central America, its use as a
or ego.

of the

Pacific

or ceremonial number among the
Indians N. of Mexico was rare, the Pawnee,
Hopi, and Zurii being notable exceptions.

sacred

Consult Brinton, Origin of Sacred Numbers,
Anthrop., 1894; Conant, Number Concept, 1896; Cushing, Manual Concepts, Am.

Am.

Anthrop., 1892; Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
Mo. Val., 1862; McGee, Primitive Numbers,

19th Rep. B. A. E., 1900; Thomas, Numeral
Sj'stcms of Mexico and Central America, ibid.;

Trumbull, Numerals in American Indian
Languages, Trans. Am. Philol. Ass'h, 1874;
Wilson, Indian Numerals, Canad. Ind., i, 272,
1891.

(c. T.)

Coup

('blow,'

The

'stroke').

French-

Canadian term adopted to designate the formal

token or signal of victory in battle, as used

among

Coups are usually
was termed that is, credit

the Plains tribes.

"counted," as

it

—

was taken, for three brave deeds,
viz., killing an enemy, scalping an enemy, or
being first to strike an enemy either alive or
dead. Each one of these entitled a man to rank
as a warrior and to recount the exploit in
of victory

public; but to be first to touch the

enemy

was regarded as the bravest deed of all, as
it
implied close approach dming battle.
Among the Cheyenne it was even a point of
bravado for a single warrior to rush in among
the enemy and strike one with quirt or gun
before attempting to fire, thus doubly risking
his own life.
Three different coups might
thus be counted by as many different persons
upon the body of the same enemy, and in a
few tribes 4 were allowed. The stealing of a
horse from a hostile camp also carried the
right

to

count

coup.

The

stroke

(coup)

might be made with whatever was most convenient, even with the naked hand, the simple
touch

scoring

the

victory.

In

ceremonial

parades and functions an ornamented quirt
or rod was sometimes carried and used as a

The warrior who could strike a
tipi of the enemy in a charge upon a home
camp thus counted coup upon it and was
coup

stick.

entitled

to

reproduce

its

particular

design

upon the next new tipi which he made for
his own use and to perpetuate the pattern
in his family.
In this way he was said to

21a— 8i
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"capture" the tipi. Warriors who had made
coups of distinguished bravery, such as striking an enemy within his own tipi or behind
a breastwork, were selected to preside over
the dedication of a new tipi.
The noted
Sioux chief Red Cloud stated in 1891 that he
had counted coup 80 times.
M.)

(J.

A

Cowichan.

group of Salish tribes speak-

ing a single dialect and .occupying the

s.

e.

between Nanoose bay
and Saanich inlet, and the valley of lower
Fraser r. nearly to Spuzzum, Brit. Col. The
various bands and tribes belonging to this
group aggregated 2,991 in 1902. The following list of Cowichan tribes is based on information obtained from Boas: On Vancouver id.
Clemclemalats, Comiakin, Hellelt, Kenipsim,
Kilpanlus, Koksilah,Kulleets, Lilmalche, Malakut, Nanaimo, Penelakut, Quamichan, Siccameen, Snonowas, Somenos. Tateke, and Yekocoast of Vancouver

id.

—

laos.
On lower Fraser r. Chehalis, Chilliwak,
Coquitlam, Ewawoos, Katsey, Kelatl, Kwantlen, Matsqui, Musqueara, Nicomen, Ohamil,
Pilalt, Popkum, Scowlitz, Siyita, Sewathen,
Snonkweametl,
Skawawalooks,
Squawtits,
Sumas, Tait, Tsakuam, and Tsenes.

R. s.)

(j.

Caw-a-chim.— Jones

(1853) in H. R. Ex. Doc. 76, 34th

—

Ca-witchans. Anderson quoted by
Mag., vii, 74, 1863. Cowegans. Fitzhue
Rep. 1857, .329. 1858. Cowe-wa-chin.—
Douglas in Jour.
Starling, ibid., 170, 1852. Cowichln.
Roy. Geog. Soc, 246, 1854.
Cowitchens. Mayne,
Brit. Col., 247, 1862.
Cowitchins.— Kane, Wand, in
Halkome'lEm.— Hill-Tout in
N. Am., 220, 1859.
Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902 (name of Fraser R. CowMackay quoted
ichan for themselves). Hue-la-muh.
by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1891, sec. ii,
Ibid, ('the
7 ('the people': own name). Hum-a-luh.
people': name by which the Cowichan of Yale and Hope
Farmer,
Kaultchln.
Taylor
in
Cal.
call themselves).
July 19, 1862. K.au'itcin.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W.
Kawatskins.—Shea, Cath.
Tribes Can., 10, 1889.
Cong.,

Gibbs

1857.

5,

—

in Hist.

in U.S. Ind. AfF.

—

—

—

—

—

Kawichen.

Miss., 475, 1855.

Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

i,

—Scouler

(1846) in Jour.

—

Kawitchen. Scouler
1841. Kawitshin.

234, 1848.

—

Geog. Soc. Lond., i, 224,
Hale in U. S. Expl. Exped., vi, 221, 1846. Kawitsklns.
De Smet, Oregon, Miss., 59, 1847. Kowailchew.
Gibbs in Pac. R. R. Rep, i, 433, 1855. Kow-ait-chen.

in Jour.

—

—

—Stevens in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep, 455, 1854. Kowitchans.
Keane in Stanford, Corapend., 578, 1878. Kowitsln.

—

—Gibbs

in

—Boas,

Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

MS

,

Ind. Aff. Rep.,

B. A. E.,
Ix,

i,

1887.

181, 1877.

Oauitcln.
Can.

Quamitchan.

—

1877.

Cowichan Lake. A local name
who in summer live on a

Indians

for

Nootka

reservation

end of Cowichan lake, s. Vancouver
There were only 6 there in 1911. Can.

at the N.
id.

Ind. Aff., pt.

—

II,

10, 1911.
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In North American ethnology,
the device in which the infant was bound
during the first months of life. It served
Cradles.

for

both cradle and baby's carriage, more

especially

the latter.

In the arctic region,

where the extreme cold would have been
fatal, cradles were not used, the infant being
carried about in the hood of the mother's fur
parka; the Mackenzie River tribes put the baby
In the warmer regions
in a bag of moss.
also, from the boundary of Mexico southward,
frames were not universal, but the chUd,
wearing little clothing, was in some way attached to the mother and borne on her hip,
where it partly rode and partly clung, or
rested in hammock-like swings. The territory between these extremes was the home
of the cradle, which is found in great variety.
The parts of the cradle are the body, the bed
and covering, the pillow and other appliances for the head, including those for head
flattening, the lashing, the foot-rest, the bow,
the awning, the devices for suspension, and
the trinkets and amulets, such as dewclaws,
serving for rattles and moving attractions as
well as for keeping

away

Cradles

evil spirits.

and decoration. Materials and designs were often selected with
great care and much ceremony, the former
differ in form, technic,

being those best adapted for the purpose
that nature provided in each culture area,
'and they, quite as much as the wish of the

form and decoration.
These were used in the interior of Alaska and in the Mackenzie drainage
basin.
They were made of a single piece of
birch or other bark, bent into the form of a
trough, with a hood, and tastefully adorned
with quillwork. The bed was of soft fur,
the lashing of babiche. They were carried
on the mother's back by means of a forehead
band.
Skin cradles. Adopted in the area of the
buffalo and other great mammals.
The hide
with the hair on was rolled up, instead of
bark, and in much the same way, to hold the
infant; when composed of hide only they were
seldom decorated.
maker,

decided

Bark

Cradles.

Lailice cradles.

the

— On the plains,

of dressed skins
fiat

sticks,

cradles

were lashed to a

especially

among

made

lattice of

the

Kiowa,

Comanche, and others; but all the tribes now
borrow from one another. In these are to
be seen the perfection of this device. The
infant, wrapped in furs, was entirely encased.
Over the face was bent a fiat bow adorned

v., A.
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with pendants or amulets and covered, in the
best examples, with a costly hood. The whole
upper surface of the hide was a field of beadwork, quillwork, or other decoration, in which
symbolic and heraldic devices were wrought.
The frame was supported and carried on the mother's back or swung from the pommel of a
saddle by meaps of bands attached to the
lattice frame in the rear.
Among some tribes
the upper ends of the frame projected upward
and were decorated.
Board cradles. Nearly akin to the last named
is the form seen among the Iroquoian and
Algonquian tribes of the E., in which a thin,
rectangular board takes the place of the lattice.
It was frequently carved and gorgeously

—

The
bow was also bent to a right angle and decorated.
The infant, after swaddhng, was laid
painted, and had a projecting foot-rest.

upon the board, and lashed

fast

by means

of

a long band. The tree for the Pawnee cradleboard was carefuUy selected, and the middle
taken out so that the heart or life should be
preserved, else the child would die.
Equal
care

was taken that

the head of the cradle

The

should follow the grain.

spots on the

wildcat skin used for a cover symbolized the
stars, the bow the sky, and the crooked furrow cut thereon signified the lightning, whose
power was typified by the arrows tied to the

bow

(Fletcher).

Dugout

cradles.

AH the parts were symbolic.
— On the n. Pacific coast

the infant was placed in a

The

box

little

habit, acquired in canoe excavation,

manufactiu-e easy.

made

the

Interesting peculiarities of

these cradles are the

them

of cedar.

region furnished material, and the adze

method

of suspending

horizontally, as in Siberia, the pads of

shredded bark for head flattening, and the
relaxation

the

of

straight lacing.

child's

body

in

place

Decorative features are

of
al-

most wanting.
Mailing
cradles

parts

cradles.

and
are

made from

— Closely

similar

in

those found

to dugout
arrangement of

allied

the
in

contiguous

areas

the bast of cedar.

Basket cradles.

— On

the Pacific slope and

throughout the interior basin the basket cradle
piedominates and exists in great variety.

Form, structure and decoration are borrowed
from contiguous regions. In British Columbia
the dugout cradle is beautifully copied in
coiled work and decorated with imbrications.
The Salish have developed such variety in
basketry technic that mixed types of cradles
are not surprising.

In the coast region of N.
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California and Oregon cradles are
little

chairs

;

more

like

the child's feet are free, and it sits in

the basket as

getting ready for emancipation

if

The woman

fi'om restraint.

lavishes her skill

upon

this vehicle for the object of her affec-

tion.

Trinkets, face protectors, and soft beds

complete the
the baby

outfit.

lies flat.

Elsewhere in California
In the interior basin the

use of basketry in cradles
the Shoshonean tribes.

New

is

characteristic of

In certain pueblos of

Mexico wicker coverings are placed over

them.
Hurdle

cradles,

— These

consist of a

number

of rods or small canes or sticks arranged in a

plane on an oblong hoop and held in place by

The Yuman
made them. The

lashing with splints or cords.
tribes

and the Wichita

so

cottonwood bast, shredded, and the
child is held in place in some examples by an
artistic wrapping of coloured woven belts. The
Apache, Navaho, and Pueblo tribes combine
the basket, the hurdle, and the board cradles,
the Navaho covering the framework with
drapery of the softest buckskin and loading it
with ornaments. The ancient cliff-dweUers
used both the board and the hiu-dle forms.
Hammock cradles. Here and there were
tribes that placed their infants in network or
wooden hammocks suspended by the ends.
In these the true function of the cradle as a

bed

is

of

—

sleeping place

better fulfilled, other varieties

is

serving rather for carrying.

Among
cradle

is

the San Carlos Apache at least the

made

after the

baby

is

the body; later on a larger one

The

infant

born, to
is

was not placed at once

fit

prepared.
after birth

into the cradle after the washing; a certain

number

of days elapsed before the act was
performed with appropriate ceremonies. When
the mother was working about the home the
infant was not kept in the cradle, but was laid
on a robe or mat and allowed free play of

body and

limbs.

ual, the process

cradle distorted

The
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final

escape was grad-

taking a year or more.

The

the head by flattening the

occiput as a natural consequence of contact
between the resistant pillow and the immature
bone, and among certain tribes this action was
enhanced by pressure of pads. The Navaho
are said to adjust the padding under the
shoulders also.
Hrdlicka finds skull deformations more pronounced and common in males
than in females.
In many tribes scented herbs
were placed in the bedding. Among the Yuma
difference was sometimes made in adorning
boys' and girls' cradles, the former being

much more

costly.

Some

cradle for each child, but

make

tribes

among

a

new

the Pueblo

was a sacred
and the
number of children it had carried was frequently shown by notches on the frame. Its
sale would, it is thought, result in the death
tribes,

particularly, the

object,

handed down

cradle

in the family,

the infant died while in the

of the child.

If

helpless

the cradle was either thrown

away

age,

and

(Walapai

broken

Tonto),

up,

burned, or placed on the grave (Navaho and
Apache), or bm-ied with the corpse, laced up
inside, as in life (cliff-dwellers,

Kiowa).

The

a mother on the death of an infant is
intensely pathetic.
The doll and the cradle
were everywhere playthings of Indian girls.
grief of

Consult Fewkes

Hrdhcka

1897;
2,

1905;

3,

in

Mason

15th Rep. B. A. E.,

in

Am.

Anthrop.,

vir,

nos.

Rep. Nat. Mus., 161-

in

212, 1887; Porter, ibid., 213-235.
(O. T. M.)

Credit Indians. A Missisauga band formerly living on Credit r., 10 m. west of
Toronto.
About 1850 they removed to Tuscarora tp., on Grand r., Ontario, by invitation
of the Iroquois.— (Jones,

1861.)
pt.

I,

Ojebway

Pop. in 1911, 264

Inds., 211,

(Dept. Ind;

Aff.,

22, 1911.)

Cree (contracted from Kristinaux, French
form of Kenislenoag, given as one of their
own names). An important Algonquian tribe
of British America whose former habitat was
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, between Red
and Saskatchewan rs. They ranged northeastward down Nelson r, to the vicinity of
Hudson bay, and northwestward almost to
When they first became
Athabaska lake.

known

to the Jesuit missionaries a part of

them resided
it is

in the region of

James bay, as

stated as early as 1640 that "they dwell

rivers of the north sea where Nipissings
go to trade with them"; but the Jesuit Relations of. 1661 and 1667 indicate a region
farther to the n. w. as the home of the larger

on the

part of the tribe.

A

portion of the Cree, as

appears from the tradition given by L^combe
(Diet. Lang. Cris), inhabited for a time the
region about Red r., intermingled with the

Chippewa and Maskegon, but were attracted
by the buffalo, the Cree, like

to the plains

the

Chippewa,

being

Many bands

essentially

a

forest

Cree were virtually
nomads, their movements being governed
The Cree are
largely by the food supply.
people.

closely related,

of

Unguistically

and otherwise,
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Chippewa. Hayden regarded them as
an offshoot of the latter, and the Maskegon
another division of the same ethnic group.
At some comparatively recent time the
Assiniboin, a branch of the Sioux, in consequence of a quarrel, broke away from their
brethren and sought alliance with the Cree.
The latter received them cordially and granted
them a home in their territory, thereby forming
friendly relations that have continued to the
lo the

present day.

The united

tribes attacked

and

he says: "Of

all

v., A.
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the nations which I have seen

Knisteneaux women are
Their figure is generally
well proportioned, and the regularity of their

on

this continent, the

the most comely.
features

would be acknowledged by the more

civilized people of

has

less of

Europe.

Their complexion

that dark tinge which

who have

those savages

Umfreville, from

have copied

whom Mackenzie

in part

that they are

is

more

common

to

less cleanly habits."

what

is

appears to

here stated, saya
.

inclined to be lean of

body

drove southwestward the Siksika and allied
tribes who formerly dwelt along the Saskatchewan. The enmity between these tribes and
both the Siksika and the Sioux has ever since
continued. After the Cree obtained firearms
they made raids into the Athapascan country,
even to the Rocky mts. and as far n. as Mackenzie r. Mackenzie, speaking of the region
of Churchill r., says the original people of
this area, probably Slaves, were driven out

than otherwise, a corpulent Indian being "a
,much greater curiosity than a sober one."
Clark (Sign Language, 1885) describes the
Cree seen by him as wretchedly poor and
mentally and physically inferior to the Plains
Indians; and Harmon says that those of the
tribe who inhabit the plains are fairer and more

by the Cree.
As the people

in its natural state.

of this tribe have been friendly
from their first intercourse with both the English and the French, and until quite recently
were left comparatively undisturbed in the
enjoyment of their territory, there has been
but little recorded in regard to their history.
This consists almost wholly of their contests
with neighbouring tribes and their relations
with the Hudson's Bay Co. In 1786, according
to Hind, these Indians, as well as those of surr
rounding tribes, were reduced to less than half
their former numbers by smallpox.
The same
disease again swept off at least half the prairie
tribes in 1838.
They were thus reduced,
according to Hind, to one-sixth or one-eighth
of their former population.
In more recent
years, since game has become scarce, they have
lived chiefly in scattered bands, depending
largely on trade with the agents of the Hudson's
Bay Co. At present they are gathered chiefly
in bands on various reserves in Manitoba,
mostly with the Chippewa.
Their dispersion into bands subject to different conditions with regard to the suppl}^ and

character of their food has resulted in varying

hence the varying
Mackenzie,
who describes the Cree comprehensively, says
they are of moderate stature, well proportioned,
and of great activity. Their complexion is

physical

characteristics;

descriptions given

by

explorers.

copper-coloured and their hair black, as

mon among

Indians.

is

com-

Their eyes are black,

and penetrating; their countenance
open and agreeable. In regard to the women
keen,

cleanly than the others.

Their hair was cut in various fashions, according to the tribal divisions, and by some

men shaved

off

left

Henry says the young

the hair except a small spot on

the crown of the head.

Their dress consisted

of tight leggings, reaching nearly to the hip, a
strip of cloth or leather
ft.

about

1 ft.

wide and 5

long passing between the legs and under a

around the waist, the ends being allowed
hang down in front and behind; a vest or
shirt reaching to the hips; sometimes a cap for
the head made of a piece of fur or a small skin,
and sometimes a robe thrown over the dress.
These articles, with moccasins and mittens,
belt

to

constituted their apparel.

The

women consisted

materials, but the

shirt

of the

same

dress of the

extended to the knees, being fastened over

the shoulders with cords and at the waist with

a belt, and having a flap at the shoulders; the

arms were covered to the wrist with detached
UmfreviUe says that in trading, fraud,
cunning, Indian finesse, and every concomitant
vice was practised by them from the boy of 12
years to the octogenarian, but where trade
was not concerned they were scrupulously
Mackenzie says that they were naturhonest.
ally mild and affable, as well as just in their
dealings among themselves and with strangers;
that any deviation from these traits is to be
sleeves.

attributed to the influence of the white traders.

He

also describes

them

as generous, hospitable,

and exceedingly good natured except when under the influence of spirituous liquor.

Chastity

was not considered a virtue among them,
though infidelity of a wife was sometimes
severely punished.
Polygamy was common;
and when a man's wife died it was considered
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duty to marry her sister, if she had one.
The arms and utensils used before trade articles were introduced by the whites were pots
his

of stone, arrow-points,

spearheads, hatchets,

and other edged

flint,

tools of

knives of buffalo

fishhooks made out of sturgeon bones, and
awls from bones of the moose. The fibrous
roots of the white pine were used as twine for
sewing their bark canoes, and a kind of thread
rib,

from a weed for making nets. Spoons and
pans were fashioned from the horns of the
They sometimes made fishmoose (Hayden)
hooks by inserting a piece of bone obhquely
Their
into a stick and sharpening the point.
lines were either thongs fastened together or
braided willow bark. Their skin tipis, like
those of the n. Athapascans, were raised on
poles set up in conical form, but were usually
more commodious. They occasionally erect a
larger structure of lattice work, covered with
birch bark, in which 40 men or more can
.

assemble for council, feasting, or rehgious rites.
The dead were usually buried in shallow
graves, the body being covered with a pile of
stones and earth to protect

The grave was

it

from beasts

of

with branches,
some of the articles belonging to the deceased
being placed in it, and in some sections a sort
Where the
of canopy was erected over it.
prey.
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lined

deceased had distinguished himself in war his
body was laid, according to Mackenzie, on a

kind of scaffolding; but at a later date

Hayden

says they did not practise tree or scaffold

Tattooing was almost universal among
it was abandoned through the
The women were
influence of the whites.
burial.

the Cree before

content with having a line or two drawn from
the corners of the mouth toward the angles of

people designated by the early French writers.

Every small band, naming itself from
ing grounds, was described as a

The

nation."

first

its

hunt-

different

notice of the Cree divisions

given in the Jesuit Relation of 1658, which
states that they are composed of four nations
is

Alimibegouek, Kilistinons of the bay of Ataouabouscatouek, Kilistinons of the Nipisiriniens, and Nisibourounik.
or peoples, as follows:

At

least 3 of these divisions are erroneously

map

located on the Creuxius

of 1660,

and

it is

evident from the Relation that at least 3 of
them were supposed by the writer to have been

somewhere s. or s. w. of James bay.
Nothing additional is heard of them in the subsequent notices of the tribe, which is otherwise
divided into the Paskwawininiwug and Sakawininiwug (people of the plains and of the
situated

woods), the former subdivided into Sipiwinini(river and lowland

wug and Mamikininiwug
people),

the latter into Sakittawawininiwug

and Ayabaskawininiwug (those of Cross *lake
and those of N. Alberta). In 1856 the Cree
were divided, according to Hayden, into the
following bands,

names from

all

or nearly

their chiefs:

all

taking their

Apistekaihe, Cokah,

Mataitaikeok, Muskwoikakenut,
Muskwoikauepawit, Peisiekan, Piskakauakis,
Shemaukan, and Wikyuwamkamusenaikata,
besides several smaller bands and a considerable number around lac Ile-a-la-Crosse in N.
Saskatchewan who were not attached to any
band. So far as now known the ethnic divisions, aside from the Cree proper, are the Maskegon, and the Monsoni. Although these are
treated as distinct tribes, they form, beyond
doubt, integral parts of the Cree. It was to
the Maskegon, according to Richardson, that
Kiaskusis,

the lower jaw;

but some of the men covered
and figures. The Cree
of the Woods are expert canoemen and the

the

their bodies with lines

anciently

women

In 1776, before smallpox had greatly reduced
them, the population of the Cree proper was
estimated at about 15,000. Most of the estimates during the last century give them from
2,500 to 3,000.** In 1911, there were approximately 18,000 Crees in Canada.

by
the use ef the canoe, especially where lakes and
rivers abound.
A double-head drum and a
lighten considerably their labours

rattle are

used in

all religious

ceremonies except

those which take place in the sweat house.

Their religious beliefs are generally similar to

name Kihstenaux,

in its

many

applied, a conclusion

Henry apparently

gentile

form

(j.

of

social

organization

appears to be wanting. On account of the
uncertain application of the divisional names
given by the Jesuit missionaries and other
early writers

it is

impossible to identify

them

with those more modernly recognized. Richardson says: "It would, however, be an endless

task to attempt to determine the precise

was

which

agrees.

those of the Chippewa.

The

forms,

with

—

M.

c. T.)

Kutchin MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869
('foes':
Kutchin name). Annah. Mackenzie, Voy.,
Ayisiyiniwok.
291, 1802 ('foeg': Chipewyan name).
Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883 (name used
by themselves). Castanoe. Stanwix conf. (1759) in
Rupp, West. Penn., app., 140, 1846. Chahis.— Maxi-

Ana.

Petitot,

—

—

*Probably Lac Ile-a-la-Crosse.
•*Probably an error for " 12,500 to 13,000."

—
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milian, Trav.,

ii,

—
—

234, 1841 (Hidatsa name).

ChristaChriste-

neaux. Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., 156, 1824.
naux. Writer of 1719 in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 424,
1885.
Christeneaux. Hutchins (1764) quoted by

—

—

Chris'-te-no.
Lewis and Clark, Trav., 55, 1806. Christenois. Ibid.,
30.
Christianaux. La Harpe (1700), in French, Hist.
ColL La., HI, 27, 1851. Christianeaux. Gale, Upper
Christianux. Hutchins (1770)
Miss., map,
1867.
quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 37, 1851.
Christinaux.— Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 20, 1744. Christineaux. French writer (1716) in Minn. Hist. Soc.
Coll., V, 422, 1885.
Chrlstinos.— Proces verbal (1671)
in Margry, D6c., i, 97, 1875.
Chrlstlnou. Hervas
(ca. 1785) quoted by Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3, 348, 1816.
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

iii,

556, 1853.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Chritenoes. Fisher, Interesting Acct., 190, 1812.
Cithinistinee. Writer of 1786 in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll

,

1st

—

—

CUntinos. Ramsey in U. S.
Clistenos.— Rafines-

24, 1794.

s., Ill,

Ind. Aff. Rep., 72, 1850 (misprint).

que, introd. to Marshall, Ky.,

^La
Neill,

New

Hontan,

Voy.,

Clistinos.

32, 1324.

Cnistineaux.—
Crees.— Harmon, Jour., 313,

i,

Minn., Ill, 1858.

i,

231, 1703.

Cries.— De Smet, Missions,

map, 1820.

—

109,

1848.

—

Crlqs. Henry, Trav. in Can., 214, 1809. Criques.
Charlevoix (1667), New France, III, 107, 1868 (so called
by Canadians). Cris. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, map, 1744.
Cristeneaux. Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, ni, 556, 1853.
Cristinaux. Montreal treaty (1701) in N. Y. Doe. Col. Hist., ix, 722, 1855.
Cristineaux. Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649,

—

—

—

—

Crlstinos.— La Chesnaye (1697) in Margry, D6c.,
VI, 7, 1886.
Grists.— Vaudreuil (1716), ibid., 496.
Crus. Gunn in Smithson. Rep., 399, 1867. Cyininook. Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., pt. 6, 148, 1883.
Eithinyook. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii,
Eithinyoowuc. Franklin, Jour. Polar Sea,
23, 1836.
1883.

—
—

—

—

—

96, 1824 ('men':

their ow-n name).
Etinas. Petitot in
Can. Rec Sci., i, 49, 1884 ('strangers', 'enemies': Athapascan name). Eta. Petitot, Hare MS. vocab., B. A.
E., 1869 ('foe': Kawchodinne name).
Ethinu. Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 1, 1851. Ethinyu.
Ibid., 34.
Eythinyuwuk. Ibid., 1 (own name). Guilistinons.
Jes. Rel. 1670, 79, 1858.
Gfi'tskia'we.— ChamberIain, inf'n, 1903 ('liars': Kutenai name).
Hillini-Lle'ni.
Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 650, 1883.
Inlnyuwe-u. Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 33, 1851. Inninyu-wuk. Ibid., 70 (name used by themselves).
lyiaiwok.— Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883
('men': name used by themselves).
Ka-lis-te-no.^
Lewis and Clark quoted by Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3,
Keiscatch-ewan.— Hutchins (1770) quoted
408, 1816.
by Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 37, 1851 ('people of Saskatchewan r.'). Keiskatchewan. Ibid., 38. Kelis-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tenos.— Schoolcraft,

—

Ind.

Tribes, vi,

33,

1857.

Ke-

—

(German

Killistinoes.

form).

— Edwards

neaux.

—

—

—

Ibid., 247.
Killistinoes.
Harmon, Jour., 67,
1820.
Kinistinons.— Jes. Rel. 1672, 54, 1858. Kinistinuwok. Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883
(Chippewa name).
Kinsteneaux. Lewis and Clark,
Trav., 105, 1840.
Kinstinaux. Gallatin in Trans. Am.
Ethnol. Soc, 11, 104, 1848. Kiristinon.— Jes. Rel. 1640
Kislistinons.— Du Chesneau (1681) in N. Y.
34, 1858.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 161, 1855. Kisteneaux. Ramsey
in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 71, 1850.
Klistinaux.— Gallatin

—

—

—

—

Am.

in Trans.

Antiq. Soc,

Klistinons.

23, 1836.

ii,

Rel.

—

—
—

Soc, 649, 1883. Kneestenoag. Tanner, Narr 315,
1830 (Ottawa name). Knisteaux. Howe, Hi.st. Coll.,
Knistenaus. Lewis and Clark, Trav., 45,
357, 1851.
1806.
Knlstenaux. Schermerhorn (1812) in MassHist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., ii, 11, 1814.
Knisteneau.—

—

—

Farnham, Trav.,

,

Knisteneaux.

32, 1843.

Burton, City of the Saints, 117, 1861.

KiHsteno.

naux.—Jes.

—

Kilisti-

Rel. 1670, 92, 1858.
Kili.stlnon.— Jes.
Killstinos.— Du Lhut (1684) in
Margry, D^c, vi, 51, 1886. Kilistinous. Charlevoix
quoted by Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3, 407, 1816
Klllestinoes. Boudinot, Star in the West, 107, 1816. Killini.
Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 650, 1883.
Killisteneaux. Array officer (1812) quoted by Schoolcraft,
Ind. Tribes, in, 556, 1853.
Killistenoes.— Mass. Hist.
Soc. Coll., 2d B., X, 99, 1823.
Kllllstinaux— .Henry,
Trav. in Can., 247, 1809. Klllistini.— Duponceau
Rel. 1658, 20, 1858.

—

—

—

—

— Gass, Jour.,

Knisteneux.— Harmon, Jour.,

42, note, 1807.

Knisteno.—Wrangell,

313, 1820.

Knis"

Ethnol. Nachr., 100, 1839.

—Brackenridge, Views
1815. Knistinaux. —Gallatin
Trans. Am. Antiq., Soc,
1836.
Knistineaux. — Shea, Cath. Miss., 141, 1855. Knistinos. — Kingsley,
Nat.
148, 1883.
Krees.— Henry, MS. vocab. (1812), Bell copy, B. A. E.
Kricqs. — Bacqueville de
Potherie, Hist. Am.,
170,
1753.
Kri^s. — Baudry des Lozieres, Voy. a
242,
1802.
Kriqs.— Lettres
645, 1695.
Kris.—
Doms, map, 1760. Kristenaux. — KingsKristeneaux.—
Stand. Nat.
148, 1883.
1824.
Kristinaux. —
Franklin, Jour, to Polar Sea,
tenoos.

of La., 86,

in

ii,

StEind.

Hii5t.,

pt.

23,

6,

la

i,

la Le.,

Edif.,

Jefferys, Fr.

i,

i,

Hist., pt. 6,

ley,

.

96,

Am.

Gallatin in Trans.

no.— Morse,

—

Jes. Rel.

Antiq. Soc,

Boudinot,. Star

Naehiaok.

in

West,

— Kingsley,

wak.— Long,
hahwuk.

Exped.

—Tanner,

—

Keane in
Ministeneaux.

1878.
127,

1816

—

(misprint).

Stand. Nat. Hist., pt.

Nahathaway.—West,

1883.

KyristinSns.

Mehethawas.

521,

the

Kristi-

23, 1836.

Rep. to Sec. War, 34, 1822.

1641, 59, 1858.

Compend.,

Stanford,

ii,

Jour., 19, 1824.

St. Peter's R.,

i,

6,

148,

Nahea-

376, 1824.

Nah-

Narr., 315, 1830 (said to be their

—Prichard, Phys. Hisf. ManNahioak. — Maximilian, Trav.,

own name). '"Nahiawah.
kind, V, 410, 1847.

i,

Natawawa.—Hutchins

to Polar Sea, 96, 1824 ('southern men').

Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind, v, 410, 1847.

—

(1671) quoted by Ramsey in U. S. Ind. Aff.
Rep., 71, 1850.
Klistinos. Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog.

Jes.

—

Kenistenos.—

in

—

—

—
—

tenoo.— U.S.

—

(1788)

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ist 3., ix, 92, 1804. Killistinons.
Trav. in Can., 247, 1809. Klllistinous.
Jefferys, Fr. Dom?., i, 44, 1760.
Killistins.
Ibid.,
map. Kinishtiank. Bcleourt (before 1853) in Minn.
Hist. Soc Coll., I, 227, 1872 (trans.: 'being held by the
winds').
Kinishtino. Baraga, Eng.-Otch. Diet., 63,
1878 (Chippewa name). Kinisteneaux. Mackenzie
(1801) quoted by Kendall, Trav., ii, 289, 1809.
Kinlstinaux.— Henry, Trav. in Can., 214, 1809. Kinisti-

— Henry,

nlsh-t6-no-wuk. Morgan, Consang. and AfBn., 287,
1871.
Ke-nis-te-noag. Warren (1852) in Minn.
Hist. Soc. Coll., V, 33, 1885 (Chippewa name).
KenisInd. Aff. Rep. ,454, 1838.

1912

v., A.

quoted by Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883.
Killistinoer.
Vater, Mith., pt. 3, see. 3, 257, 1816

454,

1839.

Richardson, Arct. Expd.,
Ibid.

ii,

38, 1851.

(1770)

quoted by

Naka-we-wuk.

—Franklin, Journ,
Nathe'-wydu Grand Rat. —La

Nathehwy-within-yoowuc.

—

within-yu. Ibid., 71. Nation
Chesnaye (1697) in Margry, D^c, vi, 7, 1886. Ne-aya-6g.— Hayden, Ethnol. and Philol. Mo. Val., 235,
1862 ('those who speak the same tongue': own name).
Ne-heth-a-wa. Umfreville (1790) in Maine Hist. Soc.

—

Neheth^-wuk.— Richardson, Arct.
1851 ('exact men': own name). Nenote in Charlevoix, New Fr., in,
Nehethwa.—Umfreville (1790) quoted by

Coll., vr, 270, 1859.

Exped.,

II,

36,

hethowuck.
107, 1868.

—Shea,

Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3, 418,

1816.

Nehiyaw.—

Baraga, Ojibwa Diet., 1878 (Chippewa name). Nehlyawok. Lacombe, Diet., des Cris x, 1874 (own name;^

—
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Nenawehks. —
1878.
Nena-

of the first race').

Compend.,

525,

—

map, 1805. Nena Wewhok. Harmap, 1820. Nithe-wuk. Hind, Lab.
Northern Uttawawa. Hutchins
(1770) quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 38, 1851.
O'pimmitish Ininiwuc. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,
56, 1824 ('men of the woods').
Quenistinos. Iberville (1702) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 342, 1872.
Oueristinos. Iberville in Margry, D^c, iv, 600, 1880.
Re-nis-te-nos. Culbertson in Smithson. Rep. 1850,
122, 1851.
sa-he'.— Matthews, Hidatsa Inds
200,
1877 (Hidatsa name). Saie'kuun. Tims, Blackfoot
Gram, and Diet., 124, 1889 (Siksika name: sing.).
Schahi. Maximilian, Trav., ii, 234, 1841 (Hidatsa
name), sha-i-ye. Matthews, Hidatsa Inds., 200, 1877
(Assiniboinname). Shi-e-a-la. Hayden, Ethnol. and
Philol. Mo. Val., 235, 1862 (Sioux name); Shi-e-ya.—
mon,

—

Jour.,

Penin.,

10, 186.3.

ii,

—

—

—

—
—

,

—

—

—

—

(Assiniboinname: 'enemies,' 'strangers'). Southern Indians. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 95, 1744 (so called
Ibid.

—

by the Hudson Bay

traders).

Cumshewa (corrupted from Go'mshewah, or
Go'msewa, the name of its chief). A former
Haida town at the n. entrance of Cumshewa
inlet, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
By the
natives

most

was known

It was alby the Stawas-haidagai,
According to John Wark's estimate,

it

as Hlkenul.

entirely occupied

(q. V.)

1836-41, there were then 20 houses in the place

and 286 people. This agrees closely with that
still given by Cumshewa people as the former
number. Cumshewa was one of the last towns
abandoned when all the Indians of this region
went to Skidegate. Swanton, Cont. Haida,

—

279, 1905.

—
—

Downie in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi, 251,
1861.
Comshewars.— Dunn, Hist. Oreg., 281, 1844.
Crosswer. Downie, op. cit. Cumshawas. Scouler
in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xr, 219, 1841.
Cumshewa.
Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 168b, ISSO. Cumshewes.

Casswer.

—

—
—

Scouler in Jour. Ethnol. Soc Lond., i, 233, 1848. CumCan. Ind. Aff., 128, 1879. Cumshewa.—
Deans, Tales from Hidery, 82, 1899. Kit-ta-was.
Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 168, 1880 (Tsin.shian name).
Koumcbaouas. Duflot de Mofras, Oreg., i, 337, 1844.
Kunashahas. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 73,

shuvvaw.

—

—

Da'dens Inaga'-i.

Cont. Haida, 281, 1905
quoted
by

— Douglas

Ids., 162, 1880.

Dadjingits {Dadjt^ngils, 'common-hat village').
A Haida town on the N. shore of Bearskin bay, Skidegate inlet,
Brit. Col.

by part

known

was

It

Queen Charlotte

ids.,

occupied'^for a brief time

of the Gitins of Skidegate, afterward

as Nasagas-haidagai, during a

tempo-

rary difference with the other branch of the

group.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

Dagangasels (Ddganasels,

A

steamers').

'common food-

subdivision of the Kona-kega-

They were of low social
name was used probably in con-

wai of the Haida.
rank, and the

tempt.— Swanton, Cont. Haida,
Daggers.

Sharp-pointed,

273, 1905.

edged

implements, intended to thrust and stab. Daggers
of stone do not take a prominent place among
the weapons of the northern tribes, and they
are not readily distinguished from knives,

and

poniards, lance-heads,

projectile points,

save in rare cases where the handle was worked
in a single piece with the blade.
Bone was welt

making of stabbing implements
and the long 2-pointed copper poniard of the
region of the Great lakes was a formidable
weapon. The exact use of this group of objects as employed in prehistoric times must
remain largely a matter of conjecture. The
introduction of iron soon led to the making of
keen-pointed knives, as the dirk, and among
the N. W. Coast tribes the manufacture of
broad-b laded daggers of copper and iron or
steel, modelled after European and Asiatic patterns, became an important industry.
For daggers of stone consult Moorehead,
suited for the

Prehist. Impls., 1900;

Rau

in

Smithson. Cont.,

Thruston, Antiq. of Tenn., 1897;
for metal daggers, see Niblack in Rep. Nat.

(Haida name).

Lawn

cit.,

Brit.

Col.,

26,

cit.,

Dadens

{Da' dens).

coast of North

id.,

A Haida town on

the

it

would appear

Dahua
hill,

(w. h. h.)

{Da'xua).
at the

Queen Charlotte

figures prominently in accoimts of early voy-

from which

Mus. 1888, 1890.

A

either that

was still occupied in their time or that it had
only recently been abandoned.
(j. e. s.)

Haida town

mouth

id.,

of

Brit. Col.

s.

fronting Parry passage,

Queen Charlotte ids., British Columbia. It
was the chief town of the Yaku-lanas previous
to their migration to Prince of Wales id.;
afterward the site was used as a camp, but, it
is said, was not reoccupied as a town.
It

it

Tartanee.

Dawson, Queen Charlotte

—
Kumshewa. — Dawson, op.
168.
Kum—Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
1884.
Lke'nAl. — Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905
(Haida name). Tlkinool. — Dawson, op.
168

shiwa.

agers,

— Swanton,

(Inaga'-i ='town').

XXII, 1876;

1856.
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Skidegate
It

n.

of

inlet,

belonged to

the Djahui-skwahladagai, and was noted in
legend as the place where arose the troubles,

which resulted in separating the later N. W.
Coast Indians from those of Skidegate inlet.
It was also the scene of a great battle between
the inlet people and those of the N. W. coast^
in which the latter were defeated.
Swanton,

—

Cont. Haida, 279,

Daiyu
town')-

1905.

{Daiyu',

A

'giving-food-to-others

Haida town on Shingle bay,

e. of
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Welcome point, Moresby id., w. Brit. Col. It
was owned by a small band, the Daiyuahl-lanas

and usages, of which it has become a part. The
dance was a powerful impulse to their perform-

or Kasta-kegawai, which received one of

ance, not the motive of their observance.

names from that

of the town.

its

— Swanton, Cont.

Daiyuahl-lanas {Daiyu al la'nas, 'people
town where they always give away food').

of the

A

division of the

named from one
for the

Raven

clan of the Haida,

of its towns.

A

band was Kasta-kegawai

name

second

(Q'.a'sta qe'ga-

'those born at Skidegate cr.'
It formerly occupied the coast between Alliford bay
and Cumshewa point, but is now nearly extinct.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 269, 1905.
K"astak'e'rauai. — Boas, Fifth Rep. N. W. Tribes
wa-i),

Canada,

Qla'sta qe'ftawa-i.

26, 1889.

— Swanton, op.

Tai'otl la'nas.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N.
Canada, 24 ,1898.
cit.

Dance.
energy.
ive.

Nature
The dance

is
is

prodigal

of

W.

Tribes

energy;

it

is

universal and instinct-

the exuberance of Ufe and

the ready physical

means

of

manifesting the emotions of joy and of expressing the exultation of conscious strength and

—

achievement the
Like modern
music, through long development and divergent
growth the dance has been adapted to the
environment of many and diverse planes of
culture and thought; hence it is found among
both savage and enlightened peoples in many
complex and differing forms and kinds. But
the dance of the older time was fraught with
symbolism and mystic meaning which it has
lost in civilization and enlightenment.
It is
confined to no one country of the world, to no
period of ancient or modern time, and to no
the

ecstasy

of

successful

fruitage of well-directed energy.

plane of

human

the Indians n. of Mexico the dance

graceful gestures, attitudes,

and movements

of

the body and limbs, accompanied by steps
usually made to accord with the time of some

form

produced either by the dancer
by one or more attendant singers.
Drums, rattles, and sometimes bone or reed
flutes are used to aid the singers.
Every kind
and class of dance has its own peculiar steps,
of music,

or dancers or

rhythm, figures, song or songs with
words and accompanying music, and costumes.
The word or logos of the song or chant in
savage and barbaric planes of thought and
attitudes,

culture expressed the action of the orenda, or

and

life

Primarily the dance expresses the joy of

biotic exaltation,

Among

usually consists of rhythmic and not always

Haida, 279, 1905.

culture.

Strictly interpreted, therefore, the dance
seems to constitute an important adjunct rather
than the basis of the social, military, religious,
and other activities designed to avoid evil and
to secure welfare. A contrary view renders a
general definition and interpretation of the
dance complex and difficult, apparently requiring a detailed description of the various activities of which it became a part.
For if the
dance is to be regarded as the basis of these
activities, then these ceremonies and observances must be defined strictly as normal
developments of the dance, a procedure which
The truth appears to be
is plainly erroneous.
that the dance is only an element, not the basis,
of the several festivals, rites, and ceremonies
performed in accordance with well-defined rules

esoteric

magic power, regarded as immanent

in

the rite or ceremony of which the dance was a
dominant adjunct and impulse. In the lower
planes of thought the dance was inseparable
from the song or chant, which not only started
and accompanied but also embodied it.
Some dances are peculiar to men and others
to women.
Some dances are performed by a
single

dancer,

individuals,

others belong respectively

Hke those

the

of

to

Onthonronlha

among the Iroquois; other
who may wish to take part,
the number then being limited only by the
chants')

('one

dances are for

all

space available;

still

classes of persons,

others are for specified

members

societies, or fraternities.

of certain orders,

There

are, therefore,

personal, fraternal, clan or gentile, tribal,
inter-tribal dances;

and

there are also social, erotic,

comic, mimic, patriotic, miUtary or warlike,
invocative, offertory, and

mourning dances, as
and thanks-

well as those expressive of gratitude
giving.

Morgan (League

278, 1904) gives a

fist of

of the Iroquois,

i,

32 leading dances of

the Seneca Iroquois, of which 6 are costume

men and women, 11 for
and 7 for women only. Three of
the costume dances occur in those exclusively
for men, and the other 3 in those for both men
and women.
In general among the American Indians the
heel and the ball of the foot are lifted and then
brought down with great force and swiftness in
dances, 14 are for both

men

only,

such wise as to produce a resounding concussion.
Usually the changes of position of the
dancer are slow, but the changes of attitude
are sometimes rapid and violent.
The women
employ several steps, sometimes employed also
by the men, among which are the shuffle, the
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and the hop or leap. Holding both feet
together and usiiallj' facing the song altar, the
women generally take a leap or hop sidewise in
advance and then a shorter one in recoil, so
that every two hops the position is slightly
advanced. They do not employ the violent
steps and forceful attitudes in vogue among the
men. They keep the body quite erect, alterglide,

advancing either shoulder slightly,
which gives them a peculiar swaying or rocking
motion, resembling the waving of a windrocked stalk of corn. Indeed, among the
Onondaga, Cayuga, and other Iroquois tribes,
one of the names for "woman" {walhonwisas,
'she sways or rocks') is a term taken from this
rocking or swaying motion.
Among some tribes, when the warriors were
absent on a hunting or war expedition, the
women performed appropriate dances to insure
Among the same
their safety and success.
people in the dances in which women may take
part, these, under the conduct of a leader with
one or more aids, form a circle around the song
altar (the mat or bench provided for the singer
or singers), maintaining an interval of from 2
Then, outside of this circle the men,
to 5 feet.
under like leadership, form another circle at a
suitable distance from that of the women.
Then the two circles, which are usually not
closed between the leaders and the ends of the
circles, move around the song altar from the
nately

right to the left in such

manner that

at all times

the heads of the circles of dancers move along
a course meeting the advancing sun (their elder
brother), whose apparent motion is conversely
from the left to the right of the observer. In
the Santee Dakota dance a similar movement
around the "centre of the circle from right to left
is

also

tribes,

observed.

Among

however, the two

the

circles

Muskhogean
move in oppo-

men with t^e course of the
sun and the women contrary to it (Bartram).
Among the Santee the women may dance only

site directions,

the

at -the meeting of the "medicine society" of

which they are members; they alone dance the
scalp dance while the warriors sing.
Rev. John
Eastman says that in dancing the Santee form
3 circles, the innermost composed of men, the
middle of children, and the outermost of
women. According to Le Page Du Pratz,
these circles,

among

the Natchez,

women
men from

opposite directions, the
left to right,

and the

123

moved

in

turning from
right to left.

This movement of the circles from right to left
seems designed to prevent the dancer in the

entire course

around the song altar from turn-

ing his back to the sun.

The Mandan and other Siouan
in

tribes dance
an elaborate ceremony, called the Buffalo

dance, to bring

game when food

scarce, in

is

accordance with a well-defined ritual. In like
manner the Indians of the arid region of the
S. W. perform long, and intricate ceremonies
with the accompaniment of the dance ceremonies which,

the main, are invocations or

in

prayers for rain and bountiful harvests and the
creation of

life.

Among

the Iroquois, in the

so-called green-corn dance, the

shamans urge
show

the people to participate in order to

gratitude for bountiful harvests, the preservation of their lives,

and appreciation

sings of the expiring years.

of the bles-

The ghost dance,

the snake dance, the sun dance, the scalp dance,

and the calumet dance, each performed for
one or more purposes, are not developments
from the dance, but rather the dance has become only a part of the ritual of each of these
important observances, which by metonymy
have been called by the name of only a small
but conspicuous part or element of the entire
ceremony.
Consult Bartram, Travels, 1792; Jesuit Relations, Thwaites, ed. i-lxxiii, 1896-1901;
Margry, Dec, i-vi, 1875-86; Morgan, League
of the Iroquois, 1857, 1904; Lafitau, Moeurs
des Sauvages, 1724;

Le Page du Pratz,

de la Louisiane, 1758.

Dasoak

('flying').

(j.

A

Hist,

n. b. h.)

clan of the Huron.

Deer Skins.

Apparently a division of the
northern Athapascans, as they are mentioned
as belonging to a group including the Beaver
Hunters, Flatside Dogs (ThUngchadinne), and
Slaves.— De Smet, Oregon Missions 164, 1847.

Dekanawida
together.'

river-currents

('two

— Hewitt).

An

Iroquois

flowing

prophet,

who Uved probably
during the second and third quarters of the
15th century, and who, conjointly with Hiawatha, planned and founded the historical con-

statesman, and lawgiver,

federation of the five Iroquois tribes.
ing

born

to

a circumstantial

in the

vicinity

of

tradition,

Kingston,

Accordhe was
Ontario,

what then was probably Huron territory,
He was reputed to have been one of 7 brothers.
Definite tradition gives him rank with the

in

demigods, owing to the masterful orenda or
magic power with which he worked tirelessly
to overcome

the obstacles and difficulties of
he displayed in negotia-

his task, the astuteness
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and the wisdom he exhibited in framing
the laws and in establishing the fundamental
principles on which they were based and on
which rested the entire structm-e of the Iro-

tion,

quois confederation.

Omens foreshadowed

his

and portents accompanying this event
revealed the fact to his virgin mother that
Dekanawida would be the source of evil to her
birth,

referring

people,

to

the destruction of

the

Huron confederation by that of the Iroquois.
Hence at his birth his mother and grandmother
with true womanly patriotism, sought to spare
their country woes by attempting to drown
the new-born infant by thrusting it through a
hole made in the ice covering a neighbouring
Three attempts were made, but in the
morning after each attempt the young Dekanawida was found unharmed in the arms of the
Thereupon the two
astonished mother.
women decided that it was decreed that he
should live, and so resolved to rear him. Rapidly he grew to man's estate, and then, saying
that he must take up his fore-ordained work,
departed southward, first assuring his mother
that in the event of his death by violence or

river.

the otter skin flayed entire which,
with the head downward, he had hung in a
corner of the lodge, would vomit blood. Deka-
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not belong to the roU of 50 federal league chiefships,

(j.

Dekanisora.

N. B. H.)

An Onondaga chief who came

into prominence in the latter part of the 17th

century, chiefly through his oratorical powers
and his efforts to maintain peace with both the
French and the English. He was first mentioned by Charlevoix in 1682 as a member of
an embassy from the Iroquois to the French
He was also one of the embassy
at Montreal.
to the French in 1688, which was captured by
Adario (Le Rat), and then released by the wily
captor under the plea that there had been a
mistake, blaming the French for the purpose
of widening the breach between them and the
Iroquois.
Golden (Hist. Five Nat., i, 165,
1755) says Dekanisora was tall and well made,
and that he "had for many years the greatest

among

reputation

the Five Nations for speak-

and was generally employed as their
speaker in their negotiations with both French
and English." His death is supposed to have
occurred about 1730, as he i;^as a very old man
when he was a member of an embassy at Albany in 1726.
(c. t.)
ing,

sorcery,

nawida was probably a Huron by blood, but
perhaps an Iroquois by adoption. In the long
and tedious negotiations preceding the final
estabhshment of the historical confederation
of the five Iroquois tribes, he endeavoured to
persuade the Erie and the Neuter tribes also
to join the confederation;

these tribes, so far

as known, were always friendly with the

Huron

knew

and their representatives probably
of Dekanawida's Huron extraction.

Many

of the constitutional principles,

people,

laws,

and regulations of the confederation are attributed to him. His chief ship did not belong to
the hereditary class, but to the merit class,

commonly styled the 'pine-tree chiefs.' Hence,
he could forbid the appointment of a successor
to his office, and could exclaim, "To others let
there be successors, for hke them they can
advise you. I have estabhshed your commonwealth, and none has done what I have." But
probable that prohibition was attributed
in later times when the true nature of
the merit chiefs had become obscured. Hence
it is the peculiar honour of the merit chiefs of
to-day not to be condoled officially after death,
it is

to

him

nor to have successors to their chieftaincies.
For these reasons the title Dekanawida does

Dekaury, Konoka. The eldest son and
Choukeka Dekaury, born in 1747.
He was named Konoka ('Eldest') Dekaury,
and is often mentioned as "Old Dekaury," but
Beis equally well known as Schachipkaka.
fore his father's death, in 1816, Konoka had
joined a band of Winnebago who took part, in
1813, in the attack led by Proctor on Ft.
Stephenson, on lower Sandusky r., Ohio,
which was defended by Maj. George Crogsuccessor of

He

fought also in the battle of the
Canada. He was held for a time,
in 1827, as a hostage at Prairie du Chien for
the deUvery of Red Bird. His band usually

han.

Thames,

in

encamped

r., the
Mrs. Kinzie
(Wau-Bun, 89, 1856) describes him as "the

site of

at the portage of Wisconsin

the present Portage, Wis.

and venerable of his own
any other tribe," having a fine
Roman countenance, his head bald except for

most

noble, dignified,

or indeed of

a solitary tuft of long, silvery hair neatly tied
and falhng back on his shoulders, and exhibiting a demeanour always courteous, while his

was always neat and unostentatious.
du Chien Aug.
19, 1825, on behalf of the Winnebago, and
died on Wisconsin r. Apr. 20, 1836.
Other members of the family, whose name
has been variously written DeKaury, DeKaudress

He

signed the treaty of Prairie
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DayKauray, Day Korah, Dacorah, and

were noted. From Choukeka's
daughters, who married white men, are descended several well-known families of Wisconsin and Minnesota.

DeCorrah,

(C.

T.)

Delaware. A confederacy, formerly the
most important of the Algonquian stock, occupying the entire basin of Delaware r. in e.
Pennsylvania and s. e. New York, together
with most of New Jersey and Delaware. They
LenApe or Leni-len^pe,
called themselves
'real men,' or 'native, genuine
men'; the English knew them as Delawares
from the name of their principal river; the
French called them Loups, 'wolves,' a term
probably applied originally to the Mahican
on Hudson r., afterwards extended to the
Munsee division and to the whole group. To
the more remote Algonquian tribes they, together with all their cognate tribes along the
coast far up into New England, were known
as Wapanachki, 'easterners,' or eastern land

equivalent to

term which appears also as a specific
form of Abnaki. By
virtue of admitted priority of political rank
and of occupying the central home territory,
from which most of the cognate tribes had
diverged, they were accorded by all the Algonquian tribes the respectful title of "grandfather," a recognition accorded by courtesy
also by the Huron.
The Nanticoke, Conoy,
Shawnee, and Mahican claimed close connection with the Delawares and preserved
people,' a

tribal designation in the

the tradition of a

The

Len&,pe,

composed

Morgan

or

common

origin.

Delawares proper,

were

treated

3 principal tribes,

of

by

Munsee, Unami,
and Unalachtigo, besides which some of
the New Jersey bands may have constituted a fourth. Each of these had its own
territory and dialect, with more or less separas

phratries,

ate identity, the

viz:

Munsee

differentiated

far

as

particularly being so

frequently

to

be con-

sidered an independent people.

The
is

early traditional history of the

When

Lenape

national legend,

contained in their

Walam Olum.

they

made

the

their first

the Delawares
Shackamaxon, about
the present Germantown, suburb of Philadelphia, and under various local names occupied the whole country along the river. To
treaty

had

this

with Penn, in

1682,

their Council fire at

early

125

period belongs their great chief,

Tamehend, from whom the Tammany Society takes its name.
The different bands

frequently acted separately, but regarded themAbout the
selves as part of one great body.

year 1720 the Iroquois assumed dominion
over them, forbidding them to make war or
sales of lands, a condition which lasted until
about the opening of the French and Indian
war. As the whites, under the sanction of
the Iroquois, crowded them out of tneir ancient homes, the Delawares removed to the
Susquehanna, settling at Wyoming and other
points about 1742. They soon crossed the
mountains to the headwaters of the Allegheny
the first of them having settled upon that

stream in 1724. In 1751, by invitation of
the Huron, they began to form settlements
in E. Ohio, and in a few years the greater
part of the Delawares were fixed upon the
Muskingum and other streams in e. Ohio,
together with the Munsee and Mahican, who
had accompanied them from the E., being

by the same pressure and afterward consolidating with them. The Delawares being now within reach of the French
and backed by the western tribes, asserted
their independence of the Iroquois, and in
the subsequent wars up to the treaty of Greenville in 1795 showed themselves the most dedrive 1 out

termined opponents of the advancing whites.
The work of the devoted Moravian missionaries in the 17th and 18th centuries forms

an important part
tribes (see Missions)

of
.

the history of these

About the year 1770 the

Delawares received permission from the Miami
and Piankishaw to occupy the country between the Ohio and White rs., in Indiana,
where at one time they had 6 villages. In
1789, by permission of the Spanish government, a part of them removed to Missouri,
and afterward to Arkansas, together with a
band of Shawnee. By 1820 the two bands
had found their way to Texas, where the
Delawares numbered at that time probably
By the year 1835 most of the
at least 700.
tribe had been gathered on a reservation in
Kansas, from which they removed, in 1867,
and incorporated with the
to Oklahoma
Cherokee Nation. Another band is affiliated
with the Caddo and Wichita in w. Oklahoma,
besides which there are a few scattered remnants in the United States, with several hundred in Canada, under the various names of
Delawares, Munsee, and Moravians.
It is impossible to get a definite idea of
the numbers of the Delawares at any given
period, owing to the fact that they have al-

ways been

closely connected with other tribes,
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and have hardly formed one compact body
leaving

since

Atlantic

the

All

coast.

estimates of the last centui-y give

the

them and

(green

Tungulungsi (smallest
(7)
Welunungsi (httle turtle) t
(9)

(8)

Leekwinai (snapping
keesto (deer).

Munsee, is about 1,900,
"Moravians of the
distributed as follows:
Thames," Ontario, 335; ''Munsees of the
Thames," Ontario, 112, with Six Nations on

bird); (2)

ulation, including the

Grand

Ontario,

r.,

Incorporated with

171.

Cherokee Nation, Okla., 870; Wichita res.,
Oklahoma, 95; Munsee, with Stockbridges, in
Wisconsin, perhaps 260; Munsee, with Chippewa, in Kansas, perhaps 45.
According to Morgan (Anc. Soc, 171, 1877)
the Delawares have three clans (called by him
gentes), or phratries, divided into 34 subclans,

now extinct. These
same among the Munsee

not including 2 subclans

clans, which are the
and Mahican, are: (1) Took-seat ('round paw,'
'woK').
(2) Pokekooungo ('crawling,' turtle').
These
(3) Pullaook ('non-chewing,' 'turkey').
Wolf, Turtle, and Turkey — are comclans
monly given as synonymous with Munsee,
Unami, and Unalachtigo, the 3 divisions of

—

,

the Delawares, exclusive of the

New

Jersey

According to Brinton they are not
clans, but mere totemic emblems of the 3
geographic divisions above named. Of these
branch.

Unami

the

held the hereditary chieftainship.

The New

Jerjsey

branch probably formed a

The

1912

leaves);

turtle);

connected tribes from about 2,400 to
3,000, while the estimates within the present
centm-y are much lower. Their present pop-

their

v., A.

turtle);

Kwisaese-

(10)

Pullaook, or Turkey clan, has the fol-

lowing

12

subdivisions:

Lelewayou

wungwahoki

(eye

Moharala

(1)

(big

MookMooharmowi-

(bird's cry); (3)

pain);

(4)

karnu (scratch the path); (5) Opinghaki
(opossum ground); (6) Muhhowekaken (old
shin); (7) Tongonaoto (drift log); (8) Noolamarlarmo (hving in water); (9) Muhkrentharne
(red

digger);

(root

face);

Muhkarmhukse

(10)

Koowahoke

(11)

(pine

region);

Oochukham (ground scratcher).
The divisions of the Munsee, according

(12)

were

Ruttenber,

the

Minisink,

to

Waoranec,
Wawarsink,

Waranawonkong, Mamekoting,
and Catskill. He names among the Unami
divisions the Navasink, Raritan, Hackensack,

Aquackanonk, Tappan, and Haverstraw,
in N. New Jersey, but there were others
Pennsylvania,

Among

the

Unalachtigo

all

in
di-

Pennsylvania and Delaware were
probably the Neshamini, Shackamaxon, Passay onk, Okahoki, Hickory Indians (?), and
visions in

The Gachwechnagechga,

or Lewere probably of the Unami
Among the New Jersey bands not

Nantuxets.

high Indians,
division.

Yacomanshaghking, KahanKonekotay, Meletecunk, Matanakons,
Eriwonec, Asomoche, Pompton (probably a
classified are the

suk,

fom'th divisidn, but those bands broke up at

Munsee

and became incorporated with
the others. Many of them had originally
removed from the w. bank of Delaware r. to

Sewapoo (perhaps in Delaware),
Kechemeche, Mosilian, Axion, Calcefar, Assunpink, Naraticon, and Manta (perhaps a

an early

p)eriod

The 3
by Morgan are treated under
the better known geographic names.
The Took-seat, or Wolf clan, has the folescape the inroads of the Conestoga.

Munsee

clans as given

village,

(1) Maangreet (big
Weesowhetko (yellow tree); (3)
Pasakunamon (pulling corn); (4) Weyarnih-

lowing 12 subdivisions:
feet);

kato

(2)

(care

enterer,

Tooshwarkama

i.e.

cave enterer?);

(5)

Olumane
(vermilion); (7) PunaryOu (dog standing by
fireside);
(8) Kwineekcha (long body);
(9)
Moonhartarne (digging); (10) Nonharmin
(pulling up stream);
Longiishharkarto
(11)
(brush log); (12) Mawsootoh (bringing along).
The Pokekooungo, or Turtle clan, has the
following

10

extinct: (1)

(high

down
(5)

bank

(across the river)

subdivisions,

Okahoki

(ruler);

2

;

(6)

others

(2)

being

Takoongoto

shore); (3) Seeharongoto (drawing

hill); (4) Oleharkarmekarto (elector);
Maharolukti (brave); (6) Tooshkipakwisi

division), Rancocas, Tirans, Siconesses

(Chiconessex),

division).

The

Nyack

band,

or

Rockland co., N. Y., may have
The Papagonk band
belonged to the Unami.
and the Wysox probably belonged to the
Munsee.
The following were Delaware villages:
Achsinnink, Ahasimus (Unami ?), Alamingo, Allaquippa, Alleghany, Aquackanonk, Au Glaize,
Bald Eagle's Nest, Beaversville, Bethlehem
(Moravian), Black Hawk, Black Leg's village,
Buckstown, Bullets Town (?), Cashiehtunk
(Munsee ?), Catawaweshink (?), Chikohoki
in

(Unalachtigo),

moose

(?),

Chilohocki

Clistowacka,

(?),

Chinklaca-

Communipaw (Hack-

ensack), Conemaugh (?), Coshocton, Crossweeksung, Custaloga's Town, Edgpiiliik, Eriwonec, Frankstown, (?), Friedenshuetten (Moravian), Fridensstadt (Moravian), Gekelemuk"
pechuenk, Gnadenhuetten (Moravian), Gosh"
goshunk. Grapevine Town (?), Greentown (?),
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Gweghkongh (Unami(?), Hespatingh (Unami
(?), Hickorytown, Hockhocken, Hogstown (?),
Hopocan, Jacob's Cabins (?), Jeromestown (?),
Kalbauvane (?), Kanestio, Kanhanghton, Kat"
amoonchink (?), Kickenapawling (?), KiUbuck's

Town,

Kiskominitoes, Kittaning, Kohhokking, Kuskuski,
Lackawaxen. (?), Languntennenk, (Moravian)
Lawiinkhannek (Moravian), Lichtenau (MoKishakoquilla,

Kiskiminetas,

Macharienkonck (Minisink), Macock,
Mahoning, Mamalty, Matawoma, Mechgachkamic( Unami ?,) Meggeckessou (?), Meniolagomeka, Meochkonck (Minisink), Minisink
(Minisink), Mohickon John's Town (Mahican
?), Munceytown (Munsee), Muskingum, Nain,
(Moravian), Newcomerstown, New Town,
Nyack (Unami), Ostonwackin, Outaunink
(Munsee), Owl's Town, Pakadasank (Munsee ?), Pakataghkon, Papagonk (?), Passayonk,
Passycotcung (Munsee ?), Peckwes (?), Peixtan
(Nanticoke ?), Pematuning (?), Pequottink
(Moravian),
Playwickey,
Pohkopophunk,
Queenashawakee,
Rancocas,
Remahenonc
(Unami), Roymount, Salen (Moravian), Salt
Lick, Sawcunk (with Shawnee and Mingo),
Sawkin (?), Schepinaikonck (Munsee), Schipston (?), Schoe^brunn
(Moravian),
Seven
Houses, Shackamaxon, Shamokin (with Seneca
and Tutelo), Shannopin's Town, Shenango
(with
others),
Skehandowa
Sheshequin,
(with Mahicans and Shawnee), Snakestown (?),
Soupnapka(?) Three Legs Town (?), Tioga
(with Munsee and others), Tom's Town, Tullihas, Tuscarawas, Venango (?), Wakatomica
(with Mingo), Weehquetank (Moravian), Wekeeponall, Welagamika, White Eyes, White
W^oman, Will's Town (?), Wapeminskink,
Wapicomekoke, Wyalusing, Wyoming, W^ysox
ravian),

(?).

(j.

Abnaki.
see

strange

—

vocab., B. A. E., 1882 ('one

Mohawk name

tongue.

See

(Oneida

other

—

who stammers

in

used in derision of the
forms under Mahican).

Hewitt, Oneida MS. vocab., B. A.
name).
A-kots-ha-ka-nen. Hewitt,

A-ko-tca-ka-nha'.

—

Mohawk MS. vocab., B. A. E. (Mohawk form). A-kutca-ka"-nha'.— Hewitt, inf'n, 1886 (Tu.scarora form).
Ana-kwan'ki.— Mooney

19th Rep. B. A. E., 508.
an attempt at the Algonquian
in

1900 (Cherokee name;
Wapanaqli, 'easterners'). Auquitsaukon. Stiles (1756)
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., vir, 74, 1801. Delawar.

—

in

—Lords

(1761) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

Deleways.— Croghan

Trade (1756) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist vii,
120,
1856.
Delawaras. Mt. Johnson Conference
ibid., vi, 977, 1855.
(1755),
Delawares.— Lords of
Trade (1721), ibid., v, 623, 1855. De Lawarrs.— Watts
(1764) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., x, 524, 1871.
Delaways.— Cowley (1775) in Arch, of Md., Jour, of Md.
Convention, 94, 1892. Delewares.—Glen (1750) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist VI, 588, 1855. Delewars.— Campbell
of

,

—

,

(1760),

s

ix, 423, 1871.

,

248.

ibid.,

—

Deluas.

—

Dlllewars. Lewis and
Clark, Trav., 12, 1806. Lenais.— Boudinot, Star in the
West, 127, 1816. Lenalenape.— Am. Pion., i, 408,
1842. Lenalinepies.
Jefferson (1785?), quoted by
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 669, 1855.
Lenap.— Rafineaque, introd. to Marsha. 1, Ky., i, 31, 1824. Lenape.
Heckcwelder in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., x, 98, 1823.
Lenapegi. Gatschet, Shawnee MS vocab., B. A. E.,
1879 (Shawnee name). Lenappe.
Boyd, Ind. Local
Names, 44, 1885. Lenappys. Gordon (1728) quoted

Geog. Mex., 268, 1870.

Soc.

—

—

—

—

—

by Brinton,

Lenape

Leg.,

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

.\m.

Pion.,

Penn.,

ii,

65, 1851.

i,

—

Lenelenoppes. Proud,
Lenepee. Gale, I'pper Miss.,

1843.

189,

II,

295,

—

Lenawpes.
Lenelenape.—

1885.

33,

—

1798.

map, 1867. Leni-Lenape.— Xuttall, Jour 250, 1821.
Lenna-lenape. Drake, Bk. Inds vii, 1848.
Lennape. Ibid., bk. 5, 179. Lennapewi. Squier quoted
,

—

—

Beach,

in

Ind.

,

—

Miscel.,

28,

Lennl-lappe.—

1877.

—

Maximilian, Trav., 39, note, 1843. Lenni-Lenape.
Loskiel (1794) quoted by Barton, New Views, app. 1,
1798.
Lennl-Lennape. Barton, ibid., x. Lenno

—
N. Y. Hist. Soc. Proc, 80,
1844.
Lenno Lenapl. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
573, 1857. Lenno-Lennape. — Gallatin in Trans. Am.
Antiq. Soc,
Lenopi. — Easton treaty
44, 1836.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vn, 294, 1856. Lenop(1757)
pea. — Vater, Mith.,
Leonopl.
366, 1816.
—Thompson Jefferson, Notes, 283, 1825. Leonopy.
— Conference 1759 quoted by Brinton, Lenape Leg.,
34, 1885.
Linapis. — Rafinesque, Am. Nations,
121,
1836.
Llnapiwl. — Squier quoted in Beach, Ind. MisLenapees.

— Schoolcraft

in

vi,

ii,

in

pt. 3, sec. 3,

in

of

i,

Llnnelinopies.— Croghan (1759) quoted
Linni linapl.— Raf142, 1826.
inesque (1833) quoted by Brinton, Lenape Leg,, 162,
cel,,

by

28, 1877.

Jefferson, Notes,

— Boudinot, Star

1885.

Linnilinopes.

1816.

Llnnope.— McCoy, Ann.

in the

Reg,

West, 127,

Ind.

Aff.,

27,

Llenilenapes.— Nuttall, Jour,, 283, 1821. Loup.
'Wolf,' the name applied by the French to the Delawares, Munsee, and Mahican; for forms see under Mahican.
Mochonies. Yates and Moulton in Ruttenber,
Tribes Hudson R., 47, 1872 ('Grandfather': title given
to the Delawares by those Algonquian tribes claiming
descent from them). Nar-wah-ro.
Marcy, Red River,
273, 1854 (Wichita name)
Renapi.— Gallatin in Trans.

1836.
—

—

—

.

Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 44, 1836 (given as Swedish form, but
properly the form used by the New Jersey branch of the
tribe).

—

his speech':

E.

M.)

For various forms applied to the Delawares,
under Abnaki. A-ko-tc5-ka' ne"'. Hewitt, Mo-

hawk MS.

127

— Duponceau in Mass. Hist.
1822 (form used in New Jersey
Sag-a-na'-ga. — Morgan, League Iroq.,

Renni Renape.

Soc. Coll., 2d

s.,

and Delaware).

VII, note,

338, 1851 (Iroquois name).

Tca-ka'-ng".— Smith and

Hewitt, Mohawk and Onondaga MS. vocabs., B. A. E.,
1881 (Mohawk and Onondaga name). Tca-ka'-nha'.
Smith and Hewitt, Tuscarora, Cayuga, Seneca, Oneida,

—

and Onondaga MS. vocabs., B. A. E,, 1884 (Cayuga,
Oneida, and Onondaga name). Tsa-ka-nha'-o-na".

—

Ibid.
(Seneca
name). Wapanachki. For various
forms applied to the Delawares see under Ahnaki.

Desnedekenade

A

('people

of

the

great

Chipewyan group^of
the Athapascan family living along the banks
of Slave r., Alberta and Mackenzie. There
were 129 enumerated at Ft. Resolution and

river').

tribe of the

227 at Fort Smith

in 1911.

Des-nedhe-kk6-nad6.

— Petitot,

Esclaves, 363, 1891.

.A.utour

du

lac

dea
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2

Desnedeyarelottine

An

river

below').

living

on the banks

division

Etehareottine
of the

r., Nor. West. Ter.
Des-n6dhe-ya/56-rOttin6.

Esclaves, 363, 1891.

('people of the great

upper Mackenzie

—Petitot, Autour du des
— Petitot,
lac

Gens du Fort Norman.

Diet. Ddn^-Dindji^, xx, 1876. Tess-cho tlnneh.
Ross quoted by Gibbs, MS., B. A. E., 1866. TPi-kkaGottine. Petitot, Autour, op. cit. ('people on the

—

water').

Dictionaries.

made

have been
North American

Dictionaries

of at least 63 different

Indian languages belonging to 19 linguistic
many vocabularies of other

families, besides

Of 122 dictionaries mentioned
below more than half are stiU in manuscript.
Beginning with the Eskimauan family,
vocabularies of Greenland Eskimo have been
supplied by the labours of Egede (1750),
Fabricius (1804), Kleinschmidt (1871), Rink
(1877), and Kjer and Rasmussen (1893); of
of
Labrador Eskimo, by Erdmann (1864);
Chiglit (Kcpagmiut), by Petitot (1876); and
there are collections by Pinart of the Aleutian
Fox (Unalaskan Aleut) dialect (1871, MS.),
and of that of the Kaniagmiut (1871-72, MS.).
In the Athapascan languages there are the
languages.

dictionaries of Vegreville for the

(1853-90, MS.),

Chipewyan

the threefold dictionary of

Peau
Loucheux
the Kenai

Petitot for the Montagnais (Chipewyan),

de

Lievre

(Kutchin)

(Kawchodinne),

and

(1876); of Radloff for

(Knaiakhotana) (1874); of Garrioch (1885)
for the Beaver (Tsattine); of Morice for the
Tsilkotin (1884, MS.); of Matthews (1890,

MS.) and Weber
and of Goddard

(1905,

MS.)

for the

for the

Hupa

Navaho;

(1904, MS.).

Of the languages of the Algonquian family,
the Cree has dictionaries by Watkins (1865),

Lacombe

(1874), and Vegreville {ca. 1800,
MS.); the Montagnais, by Silvy {ca. 1678,
MS.), Favre (1696, MS.), Laure (1726, MS.),

and Lemoine (1901); the Algonkin, 3 by
anonymous Jesuit fathers (1661, 1662, 1667,
aU MS.) and 1 each by Andre {ca. 1688, MS.),
Thavenet {ca. 1815, MS.), and Cuoq (1886);
the Micmac, by Rand (Micmac-English, 1854,
MS., and English-Micmac, 1888) the MalecitePassamaquoddy, by Demillier (ca. 1840, MS.);
the Abnaki, by Rasles (1691, first printed in
1833), Aubery (1712-15, MS.), Lesueur {ca.
1750, MS.), Nudenans (1760, MS.), Mathevet
(ca. 1780, MS.), and Vetromile (1855-75, MS.);
the Natick Massachuset, by Trumbull (1903);
the Delaware, by Ettwein {ca. 1788, MS.),
Dencke {ca. 1820, MS.), Hemy (1860, MS.),
;
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Zeisberger (1887), and Brinton and
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Anthony

Ojibwa (Chippewa), by Belcourt
new ed. 187880), Wilson (1874), and F6rard (1890, MS.);
the Potawatomi, by Bourassa (da. 1840, MS.)
and Gailland {ca. 1870, MS.); the Ottawa,
by Jaunay {ca. 1740, MS.); the Shawnee, by
Gatschet (1894, MS.); the Peoria Illinois, by
Gravier {ca. 1710, MS.) and Gatschet (1893,
MS.); the Miami Illinois, by Le Boulanger
{ca. 1720, MS.); the Menominee, by Krake
(1882-89, MS.) and Hoffman (1892); the
(1888); the
{ca.

1840, MS.), Baraga (1853,

Blackfoot

(Siksika),

by Lacombe (1882-83,

MS.), Tims (1889), and McLean (1890, MS.)
In the Iroquoian languages there are dictionaries of the Huron (Wyandot), by Le
Caron (1616-25, MS.), Sagard (1632, repr.
1865), Breboeuf {ca. 1640, MS.),

Chaumonot

and Carheil (1744, MS.); of
the Iroquois Mohawk, by Bruyas (1862),
Marcoux (1844, MS.), and Cuoq (1882); of
{ca.

1680, MS.),

the Iroquois Seneca,
the

Iroquois

by

Jesuit fathers (MS.);

Onondaga,

by

Jesuit

fathers

(printed in 1860); of the Iroquois Tuscarora,

by Mrs. E. A. Smith (1880-82, MS.) and
Hewitt (1886, MS.); besides extended glossaries of the Cherokee, by Gatschet (1881,
MS.) and Mooney (1885, MS.; and 1900, 19th
Rep. B. A. E.).
Other lingiiistic families are represented by
dictionaries or extended glossaries as follows:
*
*
*
*
*
*
Koluschan,
Chilkat,
by Everette {ca. 1880, MS.);
Chimmesyan, Tsimshian, by Boas (1898,
MS.); Salishan, Kahspel by Giorda (1877and
MS.),
79), Twana by Eells (m. 1880,
NisqualUby Gibbs (1877); Chinookan, Chinook
by Gibbs (1863) and Boas (1900, MS.), and
Chinook jargon by Blanchet (1856), Gibbs
(1882), Prosch
(1863), Demers (1871), Gill
Coones (1891), Bul(1888), Tate
(1889),

Onge (1892, MS.), and
MS.); Kitunahan, Kutenai, by
*
*
Chamberlain (1891-1905, MS.).
mer

(1891, MS.), St.

Eells (1893,

******

(w. E.)

and
and other purposes were
manufactured by all Indian tribes. While
Dishes.

serving

of

Vessels for the preparation

food

their use as receptacles prescribes a concavity
of circular,

oval,

or oblong outline, there

is

a great variety of shape, decoration, etc.,
according to individual taste or tribal custom,
and a wide range of material, as stone, shell,
bone, ivory, horn, rawhide, bark, wood,
gourd, pottery, and basketry.
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were not used

vessels for serving food

to hold individual portions, for the Indians

common; but the little dishes held salt
and other condiments, small quantities of
ate in

The larger dishes contained

delicate foods, etc.

preparations of corn and other soft vegetables,

and the trays and
bread,

etc.,

platters

were for game,

or for mixing or preparing food.

many cases the cooking pot
mon meal, and portions were
In

held the com-

taken out by
means of small dishes and ladles, in which
they were cooled and eaten. Some dishes
had special uses, as platters, mats, and trays
for drying fruits, roasting seeds, etc., and as
ceremonial bowls, baskets, etc.
From archaeological sites have been collected
many examples of dishes. Some made of
fioapstone were found in several Eastern and

and in Wyoming and CaliVessels formed of seasheUs, cut prinfornia.
cipally from Busycon, and also from Cassis,
Sirombus, and Fasciolaria, were found in
Southern

states,

Iowa,
Arkansas,
Dishes of pottery come
parts of the United States and

Indiana,

Ohio,

Illinois,

Georgia and Florida.

from many

eome made of wood from Florida.
The Indians in general used dishes of wood,
and even where pottery, basketry and bark
were common, wooden vessels were made.
Each region supplied suitable woods. A predilection for burl wood and knots was general.
The n^ajority of existing wooden vessels were
fashioned with iron tools, but before metal

was introduced they were excavated by means
fire and stone tools. Eskimo wooden dishes
were sometimes cut from a single piece, but
they usually had a rim of bent wood fastened
to the excavated bottom and were oval in
shape. Those of the N. W. Coast tribes were
boxes of rectangular shape, with scarfed and

of

bent sides attached to the bottom; but the
Indians also had excavated dishes carved to
represent animal forms in great variety, and
small bowls of horn occur. The Salishan
tribes made dishes of wood and horn which
were elaborately carved. The northern Athapascans as a rule used dishes, platters, and
trays of birch bark folded and sewed, but
among some tribes the dishes were like those
of the Eskimo.

The Chippewa had

well-finished

wooden

dishes of rectangular, oval, or circular shape.

The

Iroquois

bowls,

etc.,

made
of

burl

excellent

wood,

dishes,

cups,

and sometimes

them with handles. The Plains
Indians also used in preference burl or knot

furnished

2lA—
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wood, and while as a rule their dishes were
simple in outline and homely, some specimens
were well carved and finished.
Consult Goddard in Univ. Cal. Publ., Am.
Archseol. and Ethnol., i. No. 1, 1903; Holmes
in 20th Rep. B. A. E., 1903; Moore in Jour.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., x-xii, 1894-1903; Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892; Nelson in
18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899; Niblack in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Swanton in Mem. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., v, 1905; Turner in 11th Rep.
B. A. E., 1894
(w.H.)
Djahui-gitinai

A

Eagles').

(Djaxui' giiind'i, 'seaward

division of the Eagle clan of the

They considered themselves a part

Haida.

of the Gitins of Skidegate, being simply those

who

lived farthest

outward down Skidegate

Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. They
formed the main part of the Eagle population
at Naikun and cape Ball.
Swanton, Cont.
inlet.

—

Haida, 274, 1905.

—

Boas, 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
12th Rep., 25, 1898. Tsaagwi' gylt'-

Dj'aaquig'lt 'ena'i.
26, 1889;

ibid.,

Inai'.— Ibid.

Djahui-hlgahet-kegawai

{Djaxui'lgd'-xet

born on the seaward side of
A subdivision of the Hlgahet-

qe' gawa-i, 'those

Pebble town').

the Haida of Queen Charlotte ids.,
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 274, 1905.

gitinai, of

Brit.

Djahui-skwahladawai
ga-i,

(Djaxui' sqoa'lada-

'down-the-inletSkwahladas').

Raven

A

division

They were
probably once a part of the Skwahladas who
lived on the w. coast of Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col., being distinguished from them
by the fact that they lived seaward {djahui)
down Skidegate inlet. Swanton, Cont. Haida,
of the

clan of the Haida.

—

269, 1905.
Can., 26, 1889.

—

Boas, 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Tsaagwisguatl'adegai'.— Ibid., 12th

Djaaqui'sk'uatl'adaga'i.
Rep., 25, 1898.

Djigogiga (Djigogi'ga). A legendary Haida
town of the Kasta-kegawai on Copper bay,
Moresby id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.

— Swanton,
Djigua
on the

N. shore of

Charlotte
tress

Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

{Dji'gua).

of

ids.,

the

A

legendary Haida town

Crumshewa

Brit. Col,,

inlet. Queen
whence the ances-

Djiguaahl-lanas,

Kaiahl-lanas,

Kona-kegewai, and Stawas-haidagai is said
to have come. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 94,

—

1905.

DjiguaahHanas
guatown

people').

{Dji'gua al la'nas, 'DjI'-

A

prominent division of
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2

the Eagle clan of the Haida, so named from
a legendary town on the n. side of Cumshewa
inlet,

the

whence

their ancestress,

ancestress

the

of

who was

also

Kona-

Kaiahl-lanas,

kegawai, and Stawas-haidagai, is said to have
come. They lived in the town of Kloo.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.
Boas, 12th Rep. N. W.

TsegoatI la'nas.

—

25, 1898.

v., A.

1912

by the actions of animals in their wild state.
The period of domestication began when he
held them in captivity for the gratification of
his desires or they became attached to him for
mutual

Tribes Can.,

GEORGE

Domestication. The Indian learned a
great deal from and was helped in his efforts

In

benefit.

this

process

there

are

gradations

Commensalism begins when food

1.

is

left

Masset dialect
Chawagis, 'always low water'). A Haida town
on a creek just s. of Naikun, e. coast of

for serviceable animals to devour, so that these

Graham id., n.w. Brit. Col. Anciently it
belonged to the Naikun-kegawai, but afterward to the Chawagis-stustae. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

mountain hon.

Djihuagits

{Djixudgits,

—

may

give notice of danger or advantage.

coyote

is

The

said to reveal the presence of the

Small animals are tolerated

and

flesh.
Plants would be
sown to attract such creatures as bees, and
tame animals would be regularly fed at later

for their skins

stages.

Djus-hade

A

island').

division of the Eagle clan of the

Haida, hving on an island of the same
at the entrance of Tsooskahli,
lotte ids.,

gitunai,

and

received

name

Queen Char-

closely related to the Widja-

Tohlka-gitimai,

They afterwards moved
Masset

Djus

{Djus-xade, 'people of the

and Chets-gitunai.

mouth

the

to

of

A

branch of the Kuna-lanas
the same name. Swanton, Cont.

inlet.

—

Haida, 275, 1905.
Dzos haedrai'.— Boas,

12th Rep. N.

W.

Tribes Can.,

23, 1898.

Dog Creek.
on upper Eraser
cotin

r.,

Brit.

A

Shuswap

village or

band

below the mouth of ChilPop. 14 m 1904.— Can.
Col.
r.

represented by such actiand other aquatic animals
in ponds; caging birds and carrying off their
young, gallinaceous fowl last; tying up dogs
or muzzHng them; corralling ruminants, and
hobbhng or tethering wild horses so as to have
them near, keep them away from their enemies,
or fatten them for eating.
The aborigines had
no difficulty in breeding some animals in confinement, but few wild birds will thus propagate, and the Indians could obtain those to
tame only by robbing nests. Lawson says of
the Congaree of North CaroUna that "they
take storks and cranes before they can fly and
breed them as tame and famiUar as dung-hill
2.

3.

west

coast').

{Do-gttAna'-i,

A

'Gitans

of

the

division of the Eagle clan

They are said to have branched
from the Mamun-gitunai, and, as the name
imphes, their towns and camping places were
on the w. coast of Queen Charlotte id., Brit.
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
Togyit'inai'.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes, Can., 22,
of the Haida.

off

1898.

from

A

Chippewa band,

is

fish

so

named

on a reservation of
39,030 acres at the head of French r., where it
leaves lake Nipissing, Ontario. They have a
large admixture of French blood, are Roman
Cathohcs, and obtain a livelihood by hunting
and fishing and by working in adjacent lumber
camps. The sale of valuable timber has made
their chief, residing

band the wealthiest in Ontario; their
capital funds amount to $757,000.00.
The
band numbered 62 in 1884 and 89 in 1911.
their

(j.

M.)

Keeping animals for

their service or pro-

duce, as dogs for retrieving
fish,

hawks

game

for kiUing birds;

or catching

various creatures

for their fleece, hides, feathers, flesh, milk, etc.,

and taming them

for

amusement and

for cere-

monial or other purposes, were a later development. Roger WiUiams says the Narraganset
Indians of Rhode Island kept tame hawks
about their cabins to frighten small birds from
the

Dokis Band.

keeping

fowls."

Ind. Aff. 1904, pt. 2, 72, 1904.

Do-gitunai

Confinement

vities as

flelds.

4.

Actually breaking them to work, training

dogs, horses,

hauhng

and

cattle for packing, sledding,

travois, and, later, for riding, consti-

tutes complete domestication.

In pre-Columbian times the dog was the
most perfectly subdued animal of the North
Americans, as much so as the Uama in w. South

America.

weU

But other

species of

mammals, as

as birds, were in different degrees rendered

tractable.
After the coming of the whites the
methods of domesticating animals were perfected, and their uses multiplied.
Moreover,
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horses, sheep, cattle, donkeys, hogs,

and poul-

try were added to the Ust, and these profoundly

modified the manners and customs of

many

Indian tribes.
Domestication of animals increased the food
supply, furnished pets for old and young, aided

above the plane of low
to go about, multiplied
his wants, furnished a standard of property
and a medium of exchange, took the load from
the back of women, and provided more abundant material for economic, artistic, and ceremonial purposes.
Domestication had a different development
in each culture area.
In the Arctic region the
dog was pre-eminent; it was reared with unrein raising the Indian

savagery, helped

mitting care, the
puppies;

all its

him

women

Ufe

it

often suckling the

was trained

to the sled.

it was
no easy task to drive a team of them; yet by
the aid of dogs and sleds, in combination with
umiaks, the whole polar area of America was
exploited by the Eskimo, who found these an
excellent means of rapid transit from Asia to

As the dogs were never

the Atlantic.

perfectly tamed,

In recent years the successful

introduction of the reindeer
tribes has proved a blessing.*

Yukon district is a canoe

among the Alaskan
The Mackenzie-

country, and domesti-

cation of the dog was not vigorously prosecuted

Hudson's Bay Company gave the
But southward, among the Algonquian and Siouan tribes of the Great lakes and
the plains, this animal attained its best as a
hunter and a beast of burden and traction.
It was also reared for food and for ceremonial
purposes. Not more than 50 pounds could be
borne by one dog, but twice that amount could
be moved on a travois. The coming of the
horse (q. v.) to the Great plains was a boon to
the Indian tribes, all of which at once adopted
the new instrument of travel and transportaimtil the

stimulus.

The horse was

tion.

apotheosized;

it

became

a standard of value, and fostered a greater
diversity of occupations.
But the more primi-

methods

tive

of domestication

were

still

prac-

throughout the middle region. In the N.
Pacific area dogs were trained to hunt; but
here and elsewhere this use of the dog was
doubtless learned from the whites. Morice
writes of the Athapascan tribes of the interior
of British Columbia:
"Owing to the semisedentary state of those Indians and the character of their coimtry, only the dog was ever
tised

•Have also been introduced into N.
Labrador.
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W. Canada and

domesticated among thein in the common sense
of the word.
This had a sort of wolfish aspect,

and was small, with pointed, erect ears, and
uniformly gray, circumstances which would
seem to imply that the domesticating process
had remained incomplete. The flesh of these
wolf dogs was relished by the employees of the
North West and Hudson's Bay companies,

who

did not generally eat that of those of

European descent.

In a broader sense, those

aborigines also occasionally domesticated

and

have continued to domesticate other animals,
such as black bears, marmots, foxes, etc., which
they took when young and kept as pets, tied
up to the tent post or free. Such animals, aa
long as they remained in a state of subjection,,
were considered as members of the family and
regarded as dogs, though often called by the
endearing names of

'sons,' 'daughters,'

'grand-

Birds were never caged, but might
be seen at times hobbling about with the tips
sons,' etc.

of their

wings cut."

A

Donnacona.

*

*

*

Huron

(o. t.

m.)

found by
Jacques Cartier, in 1535, residing with his
chief

people at the junction of St. Croix (present
St. Charles r.) and St. Lawrence rs., Quebec?,

Although Cartier was well received and kindly
treated by this chief, he managed, partly by
stratagem and partly by force, to convey the
latter aboard his vessel and carry him to
France where he soon died.
(c. T.)

Doosedoowe

('plover.'

—Hewitt).

A

clan

of the Iroquois.

Asco.
IX,

—French writer

Iroq.,

46,

(1666) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

— Morgan, League
Nicoh6s. — French
TS-wls-ta-wls. — Hewitt,

Doo-ese-doo-w6.

1855.

47,

1851

writer (1666), op.

(Seneca
cit.

form).

inf' n,

1886 (Tuacarora name).

Dostlan-lnagai

{Do-sL.'an-lnaga'-i, 'west-coast

A local

rear-town people').

subdivision of the

Stlenga-lanas, one of the larger

on the Raven
of

Haida

who hved on

side,

Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
of them was called

section

divisions

the n. w. coast
Col.

A

small

Kaiihll-anas.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.

Du Haade. —Harrison
Can., 2d

s.,

in Proc.

and Trans. Roy. Soo.

TostlEngllnagal'.
Tribes Can., 22, 1898.

n, sec. 2, 124, 1895.

W.

Boas, 12th Rep. N.

Dotuskustl

{Do't.'Ask.'AsL, 'those

the west coast').

A

who

lived

left

subdivision of the Sagua-

lanas, a division of the Eagle clan of the

The name seems

—

Haida.

to imply that they formerly-

on the w. coast of Queen Charlotte ids.,
but in historical times they were in

Brit. Col.,
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the town of Kung, in

Naden harbour, with the

2

other

Sagua-lanas.

—Swanton,

Cent.

Haida,

275, 1905.

Douglas. The local name for a body of
Lower Lillooet between Lillooet and Harrison
lakes, Brit. Col.;

pop. 67 in 1911.

Dramatic representation.

Among many

were dramatic in character.
Every religious rite had its dramatic phases or

tribes ceremonies

episodes

expressive

of

behefs,

emotions,

or

Consult Bandeher, DeUght Makers, 1900;
in Rep. Nat. Mus., 1895; Dorsey and
in Field Columb. Mus. Publ., Anthrop.
ser.; Fewkes (1) in 15th and 19th Reps. B. A.
E., 1897, 1900;

1900;

The most

elaborate of these exhibitions were those of the

Pueblo peoples and the tribes of the N.

W.

coast.

In the large wooden dwellings of the N. W.
myths and legends were dramatized. The
performance took place at one end of the house,
where concealed openings in the painted waU
admitted the actors who personated gods and
heroes, and there were devices to give reahstic
Songs
effect to strange and magical scenes.
and dances accompanied the dramatic presen-

(2)

Proc.

Wash. Acad.

various articles in

Sci., ii,

Am. Anthrop. and

Am. Folklore; Fletcher in Proc. A. A.
XLV, 1896; Matthews in Mem. Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist., VI, 1902; Powell in 19th Rep. B.
A. E., 1900; Stevenson in 23d Rep. B. A. E.,

of

the tribe were represented.

(3)

Jour.

mythical, in the cultural history or

life of

1912

Boas
Voth

A.

liistorical or

v., A.

public dances.

but in certain instances the dramatic
element dominated and became differentiated
irom the ceremony. In such cases there were
masked and costumed actors with stage setting,
effigies,
and other properties, and events,
desires,

GEORGE

Bandelier translates the name of the Koshare
of the Queres villagers, constitute a society
which performs comedies in the intervals of the

S.,

1905.

(a. c. f.)

Dreams and

Visions.

Most

revelations

what was regarded by the Indians

as coming
from the supernatiural powers were believed to
be received in dreams or visions. Through
them were bestowed on man magical abilities
and the capacity to foresee future events, to
control disease, and to become able to fill the
office of priest or of leader.
It was the common
behef of the Indians that these dreams or
visions must be sought through the observance
of

some

rite

involving more or less personal
in the

Mohave

dream seeks the

individ-

privation; an exception

is

found

who

believe that the

ual,

coming to him before

birth,

or during

life.

In general

infancy, as well as in matxu-e

the initiation of a man's personal relations to

tation.

of the great tribal ceremonies of the

the unseen through dreams and visions took

inland peoples, while religious in initiative,

place during the fast which occurred at puber-

Some
were

social in general character.

They

por-

trayed episodes in the past history of the tribe
for the instruction of the younger generation.
There were societies a part of whose function

was to preserve the history of its membership.
This was done by means of song and the dramatic representation of the acts the song commemorated.

The Pawnee were remarkable
in sleight-of-hand performances.

and the thing seen

medium

became the
and knowledge,

at that time

of supernatural help

and in some tribes determined his affiliations.
It had no reference
It was his sacred object.
to his kindred, but was strictly personal in its
efficacy, and he painted it on his person or his

—a

belongings as a prayer for assistance
help in directing his actions.

for their skill

Seeds were

sown, plants grew, blossomed, and yielded
fruit; spears were thrust through the body and
many other surprising feats performed in the

open lodge with no apparent means of concealment. During many dramatic representations, particularly those which took place in
the open air, episodes were introduced in which
a humorous turn was given to some current
event in the tribe. Sometimes clowns appeared and by their antics relieved the tensity
the dramatic presentation. Among the
Pueblo Indians these "dehght-makers," as

of

ty,

call for

Any dream

of

ordinary sleep in which this object appeared

had meaning
heeded.

him and its suggestions were
with a natural turn of mind

for

Men

toward the mysterious frequently became shaleaders in rites which dealt with the
Such persons, from the time of their
occult.

mans and
first fast,

to

have

dream and
came during

cultivated their ability to
visions;

the dreams

natural sleep, the visions during an ecstasy
the man was either wholly or partially
unconscious of his surroundings. It was gen-

when

erally

beheved that such men had power to

bring or to avert disaster through direct com-

munication with the unseen.
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of the elaborate ceremonies observed

the tribes were said to have been re-

ceived through visions, the actual performance
following faithfully in detail the prefiguration
of the vision.

So, too,

133

many of the

shrines

and

were believed to have been supernaturally bestowed in a vision upon some
one person whose descendants were to be the
their coatents

hereditary keepers of the sacred articles.

The

time for the performance of rites connected
with a shrine, and also other ceremonies, frequently depended on an intimation received
in a dream.
The dreams of a man filHng an important
position, as the leader of a war party, were
often regarded as significant, especially if he
had carried with him some one of the sacred
tribal objects as a medium of supernatural
communication. This object was supposed to
speak to him in dreams and give him directions
which would insure safety and success. Forecasting the future was deemed possible by
means of artificially induced visions. The skin
of a freshly killed animal, or one that had been
well soaked for the purpose, was wound around
the neck of a man until the gentle pressure on
the veins caused insensibiUty, then in a vision
he saw the place toward which his party was
all that was to take place was preIn some tribes a skin kept for this
special purpose was held sacred and used for
divining by means of an induced vision. Some

the object, and turned back and forth until a

hole

The

was bored.

bone or wood.

point was set in a socket

By

setting it in a transverse
handle increased pressure and leverage were
obtained, with increased penetrating power.
of

Artificially

perforated objects of bone,

fish

bones, ivory, pottery, stone, and wood, com-

mon

to all periods of the world's history, are

found in mounds, caves, shell-heaps, and burial
The holes vary from an
places of the Indians.
eighth to a half inch in diameter, and from a
fourth of an inch to 6

in.

or piore in depth.

and stone were drilled to make
beads. Stone pipes with b«wl and stem openings of different sizes were common, and whistTubes in
les were made of stone and bone.
Shell, bone,

stone, several inches long, with walls scarcely

an eighth of an inch thick, were accurately
The columella of the Busy con shell
was bored through for beads. The graceful
butterfly-shaped objects found throughout e.
United States were perforated with surprising
accuracy.
It has been said that in prehistoric
times the natives bored holes through pearls by
means of heated copper spindles. The points
of drills were made of copper rolled into a
hollow cyUnder or of pieces of reed, or of solid
metal,stone, shell, or wood. Boring by means
drilled.

was usual among

going and

of hollow drills

figured.

Europe, Asia, and Africa; it was common
also in Mexico, and instances are not rare in
the mounds of Ohio and elsewhere in the
United States, but in North America solid
Grass
drill points were generally employed.
and bristles were also used as drills, being
worked by twirUng between the thumb and the
index finger. Points of hard stone or metal
usually cut by direct contact, but where the
points were of wood, dry or wet sand proved
more effectual. At times the points were
separate from the shafts and were firmly

Indians employed plants, as the peyote, or

mescal button, for like purposes. That the
body and travelled independently,

spirit left the

and was able to discern objects distant both in
time and space, was believed by certain tribes;
others thought that the vision came to the
man as a picture or in the form of a complete
dramatic ceremony.

The

general belief concerning dreams and

have been that the mental
images seen with closed eyes were not fancies
but actual glimpses of the unseen world where
dwelt the generic types of "all things and where
all events that were to take place in the visible
world were determined and prefigured.
Consult Fletcher in 22d Rep. B. A. E., 1903;
Kroeber in Am. Anthrop., iv, no. 2, 1902;
Mooney in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896.
visions seems to

(a. c. f.)

The

early races

attached to the latter by strings of hide or
vegetal fibre. The rapidity with which a drill
cuts depends on the velocity of the revolution,

the weight and size of

its different parts,

the

hardness of the abrading material and of the
object drilled, the diameter of the hole, and its
depth. The point used is indicated by the
form of the perforation. The frequency with

which objects are found bored from both sides
is proof that the Indian appreciated the advantage of reducing friction.

and

all

of

Progress in the elab-

was a

oration of drills consisted mainly in heightening

of the primitive awl, a sharppointed instrument of bone, stone, or copper
which was held in one han^ pressed against

speed of revolution. If the drill-point be of
wood, much depends on its hardness, for when
too hard the wood grinds the sand to powder

Drills

development

Drilling.

first drill
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2
while

if it

The pump

be too soft the grains catch at the

drill, still

employed

1912

v., A.

in the arts, is

base of the cavity and cut away the shaft.
Only wood of proper texture holds the sand as

said to have been

a matrix and enables it to cut to the best
advantage. The insides of drill holes show by
the character of their striae whether the cutting
was accomplished by direct pressure or with

sists of

the aid of sand.

skin thong having sufficient play to allow

in

The

simplest form of

drill

was a straight

from a fourth to three-fourths
and from 10 in. to 2 ft.

shaft, varying

of an inch in diameter

known to the Iroquois and is
used by the Pueblo Indians. This drill cona shaft which passes through a disc of
or wood, and a cross piece
through which the shaft also runs; to each end
of the cross-piece is attached a string or buckstone,

pottery,

cross the top of the shaft

This
turned to wind the string about the
shaft; this raises the crosspiece.
By pressing
disc

is

down

the shaft was held horizontally,

been taken, the shaft

up and down the
point of the

was

rolled

thigh with the right hand, the

drill

being pressed against the

hand; or at times the
object was held between the naked feet while
object held in the

the

left

was revolved between the hands.
was in use at the time of Columbus
the only one represented in the Mexican

drill

This

and

drill
is

codices (Kingsborough, Antiq. of Mex.,

i,

pi.

With the exception of the strap drill,
which was apparently used only in the far N.,
this is the only form of drill referred to by
39).

early

American

The strap

writers.

used both as a fire drill and as
an improvement on the shaft

drill,

a perforator,

is

both in the number of its revolutions and
in the pressure which may be imparted to the
shaft.
The shaft is kept in position by means
of the headpiece of wood, which is held in the
teeth.
A thong that is wound once round the
shaft, one end being held in each hand, is pulled

and to the left. The
thong was sometimes furnished with hand
pieces of bone or bear's teeth to give a firmer
grip

the

to

known

strap.

This

apparently

drill,

to the cave people of France, as

it

was to the early peoples of Greece,
Egypt, and India, has been used by the Greenlanders from early times and is employed also
certainly

by

the Aleut.

drill

To

a person using the strap

the jar to the teeth and head

quite severe, but

much

of the

is

at

first

disagreeable

sensation disappears with use.

Closely related to the strap

drill,

but a great

improvement over the latter, is the bow drill,
which can be revolved with much greater
speed.
The head piece of the bow drill is held
in position with the left hand, while the strap

the crosspiece after a few turns have

is made to revolve and
the disc receives sufficient impetus to rewind
the string, which by successive pressure and

reciprocal movement
The speed attained by
the pump drill is much greater than with the
bow drill or the strap drill, and the right hand

continues

release,

is

to hold the object that

left free

is

being

The pump drill, although long
common use among the Pueblo Indians,
drilled.

*****

in
is

probably of foreign origin.
Consult Hough, Firemaking Apparatus,
Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1888; McGuire, A Study
of the Primitive Methods of Drilling, Rep. Nat.

Mus.

for 1894.

(j.

Duck Lake. A

local

name

for a

d. m.)

band

of

Okinagan in s. w. British Columbia; pop. 24
m 1901.—Can. Ind. Aff. for 1901, pt. ii, 166.

Dyes and Pigments. Most of the Indian
North America made permanent dyes
from organic materials. The demand for these
dyes arose when basketry, quillwork, and other
tribes of

textile industries

had reached a considerable

degree of advancement, and there was need
of diversity of colour in ornamentation, as well
as

permanency

of colour,

which pigments alone

could not supply.

The California tribes and many
who made baskets were usually satis-

Dyes.
others
fied

with natural colours. These are the red
of bark, the white of grass stems,

and black

the pale yellow of peeled rods or rushes, and
the brown of root bark. A few dyes were
known, however, notably a black or dark

grey on splints which had been buried in mud.
The Hupa obtained bright yellow from lichens, another colour from the roots of the
Oregon grape, and a brownish red from alder

attached to the two ends of a bow, and after
wrapping around the shaft, as with the strap
drill, is alternately revolved by a backward and

bark.

forward motion of the bow

red dyes.

is

the

necessary to cutting.

drill,

alternately to the right

to

cross-piece to reach close to the disc.

in length.
This shaft was revolved in alternating directions between the hands, or, when
it

it

and to permit the

Most

of the tribes of the S.

W.

use

only black for designs on baskets, and, rarely,

The Hopi, however, have a

larger
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of native dyes for basketry splints

number
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than any other tribe, and the Apache, Walapai,
and Havasupai have a number of vegetal
dyes that are not used in basketry. The

Abnaki and other tribes made fugitive stains
from pokeberries and fruits of the blueberry
and elder. Lichens, goldenseal, bloodroot,
and the bark of the butternut and other trees
were also used by the northern and eastern
tribes, and in southern regions the prickly
pear.
The Virginia Indians, according to
Hariot, used sumach, a kind of seed, a small
root, and the bark of a tree to dye their hair,
as well as to colour their faces red and to dye
mantles of deerskin and the rushes for baskets

and mats. The tribes of the N. W. coast
€mployed a number of harmonious vegetal
Most of the native
colours in their baskets.
dyes of the Indians were superseded by others
introduced, especially, in late years, by aniline

bearing minerals, such as ochres and other
ores,

and stained

and purple. The search for good
was assiduously pursued; quarries were
opened and a commerce in their products was
carried on.
White was derived from kaolin,
limestone and gypsum; black from graphite,
powdered coal, charcoal, or soot; green and
blue from copper ores, phosphate of iron, etc.
Pigments were used for facial decoration, red
being most prized, for which reason the vermihon of the trader was eagerly adopted, but
the intent of face painting was generally
totemic or religious, and not merely ornamental.
Pigments were rubbed into soft
tanned skins, giving the effect of dye, and
were mixed with various media for painting
the wood and leather of boxes, arrows, spears,
colours

shields,

robes,

tipis,

parfleche

Among

was genby beadwork, and the native
dyes employed in the art have fallen almost
into disuse. Some of the N. W. Coast tribes,
the Eskimo, and the northern Athapascans

pigments

were

paintings

while pigments

Quillwork, formerly widespread,

alone practise quill working in its purity, but
its former range was extensive.

Native vegetal blanket dyes are found in

among the Chilkat of Alaska, who
BtiU retain them in weaving their ceremonial
shawls. The Nez Perc6s and the Navaho foruse only

merly used permanent vegetal dyes of pleasing
coloms for wool. With the latter these dyes

have given way so recently to aniline colours
that the details of their manufacture have
not become lost. The use of dyes required a
knowledge of mordants; for this purpose urine
was commonly employed by the Navaho,
Hopi, and Zuni, besides an impure native
alum, and an iron salt mixed with organic
acids to produce black. It has been assumed
that, since the weaver's art seems to be accultm-al with the Navaho, the mordant dyes
may have been derived from the Pueblos,
who, in turn, may have received them from
the Spaniards.
Matthews, however, controthe opinion that the Navaho learned
the art of weaving from the Pueblos; and,

verts

is no reason why the Indians
have become acquainted with
various mordants through the practice of the
culinary art or other domestic arts in which
fire is employed.

indeed, there

should

not

Pigments. The inorganic colours used by
the Indians were mostly derived from iron-

furnished

low, orange,

colours.

erally superseded

These

earths.

various tints, as brown, red, green, blue, yel-

cases,

etc.

the Southwestern tribes, in particular,

mixed

sand

with
of

dry

for

earths or

iron

kaolin were employed for decorating pottery.

In connection with the preparation and use
of pigments are grinding slabs and mullers,
mortars and pestles, brushes and paint sticks,
and a great variety of pouches and pots for

them

carrying or for preserving

The media for

.

applying the pigments varied with the objects
to be decorated and with tribal or personal
In general, face paint was mixed
with grease or saliva, while the medium for
usage.

wood

or skin

was grease

or glue.

The N.W.

Coast Indians put grease on their faces before
applying

the

paint.

Among some

the

of

Pueblos, at least, an emulsion of fat seeds

made with

was

the pigment, aixd this was applied

by spurting from the mouth.
Consult

Dorsey

in

Publ., Anthrop. ser.;

Field

Coliunb.

Fewkes

in

Mus.

17th Rep.

B. A. E., 1898; Goddard, Life and Culture
of the Hupa, 1903; Holmes in Am. Anthrop.,

No.

V,

3,

1903;

May,

1898;

Hough

(1)

in

Am.

Anthrop.,

Rep. Nat. Mus., 1900
and 1901; Kroeber in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist., XVIII, pt. 1, 1902; Mason, Aboriginal
American Basketry, 1902; Matthews in 3d
Rep. B. A. E., 1884; Pepper, Native Navajo
Dyes, in Papoose, Feb., 1902; Stephen in
Intemat. Folk-lore Cong., i, 1898; Wissler,
in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xviii, pt. 3,

XI,

(2)

in

1904.

-

Eagle.

(w. H.)

Among

superstitious

the

many

birds

held in

and appreciative regard by the
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aborigines of North America, the eagle,

reason of

by

especial object of worship.

quillwork, shields, crests, totem poles, house

by the Indian for religious and aesthetic
purposes only. The wing bones were fashioned into whistles to be carried by warriors
or used in ceremonies, and the talons formed
eagle

powerful amulets or fetishes, having secondary value as ornaments; the feathers were,

however,

of

the

to the Indian, appear-

ing on pottery, basketry, textiles, beadwork,

expressed in the employment of the

is

known

of art expression

1912

and mysterious

majestic, solitary,

became an

nature,

This

its

v., A.

greatest

and grave

pipes,

and objects
It was also

rattles,

represented in the primitive

Many

with ceremonies.

drama connected

tribes possessed eagle

Kwahu, the

as the

deities,

eagle kachina of

the Hopi of Arizona, and the Eagle god of

Miwok of
Among the

the

The

importance.

posts,

pertaining to cult and ceremony.

California.

Haida, passes

made with

eagle

capture of eagles for their feathers was a

fans were thought to be effectual in conjuring,

hazardous branch of hunting, requiring great

and

Among some

skill.

delegated
difficulty

to
of

certain

tribes

men.

Owing

the

to

getting within bowshot of the

visited to secure the young.

this use reappears in many tribes.
The
wing-bones were often employed as sucking
tubes, with which medicine-men pretended to

remove

The

disease.

Tlingit

eyrie

was

Pacific tribes used eagle

Eagles are

still

sprinkling

was often trapped, or the

bird, it

was

eagle-killing

kept in captivity by the Pueblo Indians as
in the time of Coronado (14th Rep. B. A. E.,
The striking war bonnet of the
616, 1896).

and other North

down

for ceremonial

on the hair, masks, and dance
costume; it was also scattered in the air,
being blown through a tube or sprinkled by
hand. The Pawnee and other Plains tribes

down

made of eagle feathers and
was highly valued, for it is said that one pony
was the price of a perfect tail of 12 feathers
of the "war eagle," i. e., the white plimaes
with black tips. Other varieties, with bars

as well as the Pueblos also used the

across the feathers, are regarded as inferior

(Fewkes).

(Mooney).
Warriors of the Plains tribes
usually wore the feathers of the golden eagle
only, and it is probable that the customs of

The use of eagle feathers in religion is nowhere better shown than among the Pueblos,
when downy plumes are attached to masks,
rattles, prayer-sticks, and other cult objects
For this purentering into ceremonies.

Plains tribes was

many

tribes prescribed like discriminations as

Many

to feathers of different species.

tribes

and

it

wore one or more eagle feathers in the hair,
and these feathers were often cut, coloured, or
otherwise decorated with some cognizance of
the wearer. It was the custom of the

pose a great quantity of feathers

Chippewa to allow a warrior who
scalped an enemy to wear on his head two
eagle feathers, and the act of capturing a
wounded prisoner on the battlefield earned
the distinction of wearing five. Fans made of
the primary feathers of the eagle formed an
accessory to the costume of the Sioux and

nests eaglets,

other tribes.

The

Pillager

Eagle feathers were also attached as ornaments to the buckskin shirts
worn by men, and war costumes and paraphernaUa, including shields, were ornamented
with them. As one of the prominent totemic
animals, the eagle gave its name to many
clans

and

religious fraternities.

It is

probable

that nearly every tribe in the United States
recognizing clan or gentile organization had

an eagle clan or gens at some period

in its

history.

The

eagle held an important place in

bolic art.

It

was depicted by

all

sym-

the methods

in

was probably a general
custom. Among the Hopi the eagle is generally
associated with the Sky god, and its feathers
are used with discs to represent the Sun god
ceremonies,

required.

The Hopi

is

yearly

clans claimed the eagle

nests in the locahties where they formerly
resided,

monies.

and caught in traps or took from the
whose down was used in cere-

The

when

eaglets,

required

for

have their heads washed; they are
by pressure on the thorax, and buried

feathers,
killed

with appropriate

rites

in special

cemeteries,

which offerings of small wooden images
and bows and arrows are yearly deposited.
in

by Teit to
Near the present
Hopi villages there are shrines in which offerings of eagle eggs carved from wood are placed
interior Salish also are said

have property

in eagles.

during the winter solstice for the increase of
Among the Zuiii, feathers shed by
eagles.
their captive eagles have special significance,
though the feathers are also regularly plucked
and form a staple article of trade.
The mythology of almost every tribe is
replete with eagle beings, and the wide-spread
thunderbird myth relates in some cases to the
eagle.
In''Hopi myth the Man-eagle is a sky
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who lays aside his plumage after flights
which he spreads devastation, and the hero
who slays him is carried to the house in the
sky by eagles of several species, each one in
The Man-eagle
its turn bearing him higher.
myth is widely diffused, most tribes regarding
being
in

this being as a manifestation of either helpful

or maleficent power.

Fewkes, Property Rights in Eagles
the Hopi, Am. Anthrop., ii, 690-707,
1900; Hoffman in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896;
Mooney (1) ibid., (2) in 19th Rep. B. A. E.,
See

among

1900.

(w. H.)

Eagle

A

Assiniboin.

Hills

Assiniboin of 35 lodges living in

Bear
ed.,

II,

band of
1808 between

and South Saskatchewan

hills

katchewan.

— Henry-Thompson

Join-.,

r.,

Sas-

Coues

523, 1897.

Ecorce. A band of Nipissing living at Oka,
Quebec, in 1736. Their totem was the birch.
Chauvignerie calls them L'Ecoree, evidently
intended for L'Ecoree.
Bark

trihe.
Hist.,

Col.

— Chauvignerie (1736)
IX,

1053,

transl. in

L'Ecoree.

1855.

N. Y. Doc.

—Chauvignerie

quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 554, 1853.

with the whites were always cordial, and it
was through his influence that a missionary
was sent to Masset. Among other good
offices to the whites, he protected the crew of
an American vessel when threatened by other

He died about 1885. A monument
mentioning his kind treatment of the whites
stands in Masset.
(j. R. s.)
natives.

Edjao i^I'djao). A Haida town situated
around a hill of the same name, at the e end.
of Masset village. Queen Cbarlotte ids., Brit.
Col.
It was occupied by the Aoyaku-lnagai,
a branch of the Yaku-lanas, and, according to
the old men, consisted in later times of about &
houses, which would have contained nearly a

Later it came to be included within the limits of Masset. Swanton^
Cont. Haida, 99, 1905.

hundred persons.

—

—

Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23,
1898.
Ha-ju hade.— Krause, Tlinkit-Indianer, 304^
1885 ('people of Edjao'; probably the same).

Hai'ts'au.

Edjieretrukenade ('buffalo people'). An
Athapascan tribe of the Chipewyan group
Uving along the banks of Buffalo r.. Alberta.
Edjifere-tpou-kke-nade.

Spoken of
between Tadoussac
and Hudson bay, Quebec; destroyed by the
Iroquois in 1661. Probably a Montagnais band
Hving about the headwaters of the St. Maurice
Ouapichir., possibly about the lake named
ouanon in the Jesuit Relations.*
Ecureuil (French:

'squirrel').

as a tribe formerly living

Escurieux.—Jes.
Kenney and Hall,

Rel.,

1661.

20,

L'Ecureuil.— Mc-

Ind. Tribes, in, 79, 1854.

Edenshaw (or Edensaw, from a Tlingit
word referring to the glacier)
The Haida chief
.

best

known

to the whites.

He

succeeded early

in the 19th century to the chieftainship of the

strong Stustas kinship group which centered in

the town of Kioosta on the coast of
opposite North

id.,

Brit. Col.

Graham

id.

Shortly after

1860, his people having fallen off in numbers,
he moved with them to Kung, at the mouth of
Naden harbour, where he erected a large house,
which is still standing. Through the exercise
of his

exceptional abilities in trad^ and in

various other ways he became one of the
wealthiest of the
*

"Coucoucache;

Haida
river

chiefs.

and

lake,

His relations
Champlain cc;

about 1660 a party of Iroquois hid at the mouth of the
Coucoucache river, and, to draw their enemies into an
ambush, imitated the cry of the owl. The Attikamegs
thinking there was a flock (wache) of owls (cou-cou)
landed to hunt there, and were shot down by the Iroquois; later, "coucou-kwache" became 'coucoucache'."
(White, Place

Names

137

in Quebec.)

—Petitot,

Autour du

lac

do9

Esclaves, 363, 1891 ('buffalo people').

Education. The aborigines of North Amerhad their own systems of education,
through which the young were instructed in
their coming labours and obUgations, embracing
not only the whole round of economic pursuits
ica

—hunting,

-fishing,

and household

handicraft,

work—but

agriculture,

speech,

fine

art,

customs, etiquette, social obligations, and tribal
lore.
By unconscious absorption and by con-

boy and girl became the
accomplished man and woman. Motives of
pride or shame, the stimulus of flattery or
disparagement, wrought constantly upon the
child, male or female, who was the charge, not
of the parents and grandparents alone but of
stant inculcation the

the whole tribe

(Heckewelder)

.

Loskiel

(p.

139) says the Iroquois are particularly attentive to the education of the young people for

the future government of the state, and for this

purpose admit a boy, generally the nephew of
the principal chief, to the council and solemn
feast following

it.

The Eskimo were most
their

girls

and boys,

careful in teaching

setting

them

difficult

problems in canoeing, sledding, and himting,
showing them how to solve them, and asking
boys how they would meet a given emergency
Everywhere there was the
(see Child life.
closest association, for education, of parents
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who

with children,
of things in

learned the names and uses

At a tender age they

nature.

played at serious business, girls attending to
household duties, boys following men's purChildren were fiu-nished with approsuits.
priate toys; they became httle basket makers,
weavers, potters, water carriers, cooks, archers,
stone workers, watchers of crops and flocks,
the range of instruction being Hmited only by
Personal responsibilities were
tribal custom.
laid on them, and they were stimulated by the
tribal law of personal property, which was
inviolable.
Among the Pueblos cult images
and paraphernaha were their playthings, and
they early joined the fraternities, looking for-

ward to social duties and initiation. The
Apache boy had for pedagogues his father and
grandfather, who began early to teach him
counting, to run on level ground, then up and
down hill, to break branches from trees, to
jump into cold water, and to race, the whole
training tending to make him skilful, strong,
and fearless. The girl was trained in part by
her mother, but chiefly by the grandmother,
the discipHne beginning as soon as the child

could control her movements, but never be-

coming regular or

severe.

It consisted in rising

early, carrying water, helping

about the home,

At 6 the

cooking, and minding children.
girl

took her

yucca

first

little

lessons in basketry with

Later on decorated baskets,
beadwork, and dress were her

leaves.

eaddle-bags,

and settlement,

On

the coming of the whites a new era of
secular education, designed and undesigned,
All the natives, young and old, were
and all the whites who came in contact
with them were instructors, whether pm-posely
or through the influence of their example and

began.

pupils,

The undesigned

can
not be measured, but its effect was profound.
The Indian passed at once into the iron age;
the stone period, except in ceremony, was
moribund. So radical was the change in the
eastern tribes that
trate their true

life

it is

in

instruction

diSicult

museum

now

to illus-

collections.

An account of the designed instruction would
embrace

all attempts to
change manners,
customs, and motives, to teach reading and
writing in the foreign tongue, to acquaint the

Indians with new arts and industries, and to
impress or force upon them the social organization of their conquerors.
The history of this
systematic instruction divides itseK into the
period of (1) discovery and exploration, (2)

(3)

v., A.

1912

Colonial and

Revolutionary times, (4) the growth of the
national pohcy, and (5) the present system.
Portions of the area here considered were discovered and explored by several European
nations at dates wide apart.

All

of

them

aroused the same wonder at first view, traded
their
manufactures for Indian products,
smoked the pipe of peace, and opened friendly
relations.

The Norwegians began

their accul-

turation of Greenland in the year 1000.

The

Spanish pioneers were Ponce de L6on, Narvaez,
Cabeza de Vaca, Marcos de Niza, De Soto,
Coronado, Cabrillo, and many others. The
French appeared in Canada and in the Mississippi valley, and were followed by the English in Virginia and in New England, the Dutch
in New York, the Swedes in New Jersey, the
Quakers in Pennsylvania, and the Russians in
Alaska. Instruction, designed and undesigned,
immediately ensued, teaching the Indians many
foreign industrial processes, the bettering of
their own, and the adoption of firearms, and
metal tools and utensils. Domestic animals
(horses, donkeys, cattle, sheep, goats, poultry)
and many vegetables found congenial environment. It was through these and other practical lessons that

the missionaries and teachers

who came to Christianize
young Indians and bestow on them an education, were more successful instructors than they
of the early days,

knew.

By

the subtle process of suggestion,

the inevitable action of

care.

patronage.

colonization

GEORGE

mind upon mind, the

Indians received incalculable training in

all

and the fashion of hving. Failures to
accomphsh the most cherished object of the
missionaries grew out of the great distance
which separated the two races, and of the conarts

trary influences of
first

many of the whites who were

on the spot, not from lack

The Roman Catholic
most

efficient

agents

of zeal or ability.

clergy were at
of

direct

first

the

instruction;

besides carrying on their proper missionary

work they exerted themselves

to mitigate the

harsh treatment visited on the Indian. In the
16th century the expedition of Narvaez to
Florida was a companied by Franciscans under

Padre Juan Juarez, and the appearance of
Cabeza de Vaca in Mexico prompted Fray
Marcos de Niza's journey to the n. as far as
Zuni, and of the expedition of Coronado, who
left Fray Juan de PadiUa and a lay brother in
Quivira, on the Kansas plains, as well as a friar
and a lay brother at Tiguex and Pecos, respectively, all destined to be killed by the natives.
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history of the S.

series of disasters to the
ings,

W.

records a

immediate undertak-

but permanent success

in practical edu-

ham and Mary

In Maryland no
but the settlers and
Indians exchanged knowledge of a practical

The

kind.

In 1567 the agricultural education of Indians
was tried in Florida by the Jesuit Fray Rogel,
who selected lands, procured agricultural im-

cation in

plements, and built commodious houses (Shea).

Early in the 17th century Franciscan missions were estabhshed among the Apalachee
and neighbouring tribes, afterward to be abandoned, but forming the first Unk in the chain
of causes which has brought these Indians
through their minority under guardianship to
mature seK-dependence. Concentration for
practical instruction was established in Cahfornia by the Franciscans. The results achieved by
the missions inthe S. W. were chiefly practical
and social. Domestic animals, with the art of
domestication and industries depending on
their products, were permanently acquired.
Foreign plants, including wheat, peaches, and

gunpowder was
adopted in place of the bow, and new practices
and customs, good and bad, came into vogue.
The early French missions in North America
were among (1) the Abnaki in Maine, (2) the
Huron in Ontario, Michigan and Ohio, (3) the
Iroquois in New York, (4) the Ottawa in Wisconsin and Michigan, (5) the lUinois in the
middle W., and (6) the tribes of Louisiana.
Bishop Laval founded a school at Quebec for
French and Indian youth. Father de Smet
were

planted the

Sahsh

tribes,

introduced,

first

Catholic mission

and Canadian

among

the

priests visited the

natives on Puget sd. and along the coast of

Washington.

One

of the objects in colonizing Virginia,

College.

schools were founded,

cation.

grapes,

139

interesting chapter of Indian edu-

New England

includes, during the

17th century, the offering of their children for
translation of the Bible
instruction, the
their
language by EUot,
into
founding of Natick, the appointment
of
a superintendent of Indians (Daniel
Gookin, 1656-86), and the provision for Indian
youth in Harvard. The spirit and methods of
instruction in the 18th century are revealed in
the adoption of Indian children by the colonists
(Samson Occum, for example), the founding of

(1646-90)

the

Moor's charity school. Bishop Berkeley's

gift

to Yale, the labours of Eleazer Wheelock (1729),

and the founding

of

Dartmouth College

in

1754 (see Fletcher, Ind. Education and Civihzation, 1888)
In New York and other northern states large sums of money were appropri.

ated for the instruction of Indians, and in

Princeton College special provisions were

made

for their education.
of thrift and good
wherever they went

The Moravians, models
will,

had

in their hearts

the welfare of the aborigines as a private and
pubUc burden.
Between 1741 and 1761 began, under VitUs
Bering and his successors, the series of lessons

given for the acculturation of the Aleut, Eskimo, and Indians of Alaska. Schools were
formally opened in Kodiak in 1794, and a httle
This chapter in education inlater in Sitka.

Company's schools, as well
and church schools.
Pupils were taught the Russian and EngUsh
cludes the Russian

as miUtary, Government,

languages,

geography,

history,

arithmetic,

1606 and repeated
in that of 1621, was to bring the infidels and
savages to human civihty and a settled and
quiet government (Neill). Henrico College

geometry, trigonometry, and navigation. Industrial training was compulsory in many cases.
Dall (Alaska, 1870) speaks of the great aptness

was founded in 1618. The council of Jamestown in 1619 voted to educate Indian children
in religion, a civil course of life, and in some

areas the voyageur, the trapper, the trader, the

mentioned

in the charter of

George Thorpe, superintendent
of education at Henrico, gave a cheering account of his labours in 1621. Many youths were
taken to England to be educated. WiUiam and
Mary College was founded in 1691, and special
provisions were made in the charter of Virginia
useful trade.

for the instruction of Indians (Hist. College of

WiUiam and Mary,

1874).
Brasserton manor
was purchased through the charity of Robert
Boyle, the yearly rents and profits being de-

voted to a boarding-school foundation in Wil-

of the Aleuts in receiving instruction.

In

all

missionary, the settler, the school-teacher, and

Government

The

authorities were partners in edu-

contact, whenever it took place,
had its effect in a generation or two. The making of treaties with the Indians afforded an
object lesson in practical aflairs. Old things
passed away whose nature and very existence
and structure can be proved now only by impressions on ancient pottery or remains in
caverns and graves. The twofold education
embraced new dietaries, utensils, and modes of
preparing and eating food; new materials and
fashions in dress and implements for making
cation.
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clothing; new or modified habitations and their
appurtenances ^nd furniture; new productive

industries

and new methods

of quarrying,

and

mining, woodcraft, hunting, trapping, and fishing;

the introduction of gunpowder, domestic

animals, and foreign handicrafts; the adoption
of calendars

and

employment

for wages;

clocks,

and the habit

new

of steady

social institutions,

manners, customs, and fashions, not always
foreign words and jargons for

for the better;

new

ideas

and

activities;

new

aesthetic ideas;

changes in the clan and tribal life, and accessions to native beliefs and forms of worship

borrowed from the conquerors.
In the Canadian colonies little was done for
secular

and

industrial education

by the pro-

governments piior to confederation.
The Roman Catholic missions inherited from
the French, Anglican missions sent from the
mother country, the New England Company's
missions among the Six Nations and Mohawk,
and Methodist schools founded by Lord Elgin
and others, as well as those managed by Presbyterians, Baptists, and Congregationahsts, all
combined common school instruction and
training in the practical arts with their special
vincial

work

(see Missions).

After the confederation

was taken up systematically
and contract schools were estabUshed and put
into the hands of the Christian denominations.
In the older provinces agricultm-e and other
industries had largely taken the place of primi(1867) the subject

arts.
After the admission of British
Columbia, Manitoba, and the NorthwestTerritory into the Dominion, steps were taken to

tive

estabhsh systematic training in those provinces.
In 1911, there were 19 industrial, 54 boarding,

and 251 day schools in operation throughout
Dominion.
Day schools among the
tribes aim to secure the co-operation of the
the

parents; the boarding schools especially culti-

vate

industrial training

for

various

bread-

winning trades; normal schools and girls'
homes have been estabhshed to teach self-support under new conditions. Improvement iu
dwellings has developed a stronger attachment
to home, as well as bettered health and raised
the moral tone, for when houses are furnished
with stoves, beds, tables, chairs, musical instruments, and sewing machines, the tastes of
the occupants are elevated and other thoughts
stimulated. Indians become individual owners
of farms and of flocks and herds and sell the
produce; they partake of the benefits of commerce and transportation and acquire thrift.
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and exhibitions stimulates-and the new activiThe piu-pose of the Canadian govern-

Competition in

fairs

proficiency in both the old
ties.

ment has been

to encourage the Indians to
emerge from a condition of tutelage and continue voluntarily what they have learned under
close

supervision.

The

schools

discoiu-age

premature marriages and educate the young^
prospective mothers. Education has made the
aborigines law-respecting, prosperous, and contented.
Far from being a menace to or a
burden upon the commonwealth, they contribute in

many ways to its welfare.

bodied in the mixed farming

become

The

districts

able-

have

practically self-supporting (Pedley in

********

Can. Ind.

Aff. for 1904).

In addition to the works cited, see Reps.Can.
and subsequent

Ind. Aff., especially for 1898
years;

Biu-eau of Education Reports for 1870,.

339-354; 1871,402-411; 1872,405-418; 1873,
469-480; 1874,506-516; 1875,519-528; 1878,
281-286;
1880, 372-376;
1879, 278-280;
1886, app. 8

and 657-660;

1897, 1520-1522;

1888, 999-1004;

also circulars 3, 1883,

58-

4,34-43; Bulletin 1 of the New Orleans
Exposition, 541-544 and 746-754, 1889; Archseologia Americana, 1820-60; Bacon, Laws of
Md., 1765; Camden Soc. Pubhcations, i-cix,
1838-72; Canadian Ind. Aff. Reps.; Catesby,
Nat. Hist. Carolina, ii, xii, 1743; Eastman,
Indian Boyhood, 1902; Doc. Hist. N. Y., i-iv,
Fletcher, Indian Education and
1849-51;
Civihzation, 1888; Haihnann, Education of
73;

the Indian,

1904;

Hall,

Adolescence,

1904;.

Heckewelder, Narr. of the Mission of the
United Brethren, 1820; Jenks, Childhood of
Ji-shib', 1900; Hist. College of William and

Mary, 1660-1874;

La

Flesche,

The Middle

Five, 1900; Loskiel, Hist, of the Mission of the

United Brethren, 1794; Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
i-x, 1792-1809; Neill, Hist. Va. Co., 1869;.
Parkman, Old Regime in Canada; Pratt,
Reps, on Carlisle School in An. Rep. Commr.
Ind. Aff., especially 20th and 24th; Rawson et
al.. Rep. of Commissioners on Indian Education in 1844 (Jour. Leg. Assemb. Prov. of Can.,
VI,

1847);

Shea,

Catholic

Missions,

1855;

Oregon Miss., 1845, (2) New Indian
Sketches, 1865, (3) Western Missions and
Missionaries, 1863; Spencer, Education of the
Pueblo Child, 1899; Spotswood, Off. Letters
(1710-22), Va. Hist. Soc, i-ii, 1882-85;
Stevenson, ReUgious Life of the Zuni Child,

De Smet

(1)

1887; Stith, Hist. Va., repr. 1865.

(o. t. m.)
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A Salish tribe about
Vancouver id., speaking
the Comox dialect.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.
Eeksen

(E'exsen).

Oyster bay,

e. coast of

Eesteytoch. Given as a tribe on the Cascade inlet, Brit, Col.; probably a village group
of the Bellacoola.
Ees-tey-toch.

141

— Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app.,

Ekalualuin. A summer settlement of the
Akudnirmiut Eskimo on Home bay, Baffin
island.

Exalualuin.— Boas

Ekaluin. A summer settlement
Nugumiut Eskimo of Baffin island

head

1859.

Egan. An Algonquian settlement in Maniwaki township, Ottawa co., Quebec, containing 421 Indians in 1911.

Ehatisaht. A Nootka tribe on Esperanza
w. coast of Vancouver id., Brit. Col.;
pop. 101 in 1902,93 in 1911. Their principal
From their waters came the
village is Oke.
larger part of the supply of dentalium shells
extensively used on the Pacific coast as media
inlet,

Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

in 6th

Aitzarts.—
Ayhuttlsaht. Sproat,
Eh-aht-tis-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff„
308, 1868.
Ehateset.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1862.

Sav. Life,
52,

1875.

Ehatisaht.— Can.

ath.— Boas,

—

Ehatt-ls-aht.— Can, Ind.

W.

Tribes, Can. 31,

— Boas

in 6th

land

Rep. B. A.

map, 1888.

E.,

sd., Baffin island.

Exoluin.— Boas

in 6th

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Ekalukdjuak. A summer settlement
the Kingua Okomiut Eskimo at the head
Cumberland sd., Baffin island.
Exaluqdjuaq.

— Boas

it'.

— Hewitt). A

EhSae.— Jes.

Rel. 1641, 69, 1858.

New

Charlevoix,

Pierre et sainct

France,

Paul.—Jes.

ii,

Ehwae.—Shea,

Rep. B. A. E,, map, 1888.

in 6th

—

A

den).

Siksika

(q. v.),

264,

the St. Lawrence.

of

Perhaps

same

Einake

A

society

rades, in the Piegan tribe;

since

Grinnell,

it

Com-

has been obsolete

and perhaps earlier.
Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

about

—

A Huron

Ekhiondaltsaan.—Jes.

1860,

—

Rel.,

Jes.

Rel. 1637, 70, 1858.

E-koolth-aht.— Can. Ind. A£f., 308, 1879. Eku'lath.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890.
Equalett.— Kelley, Oregon, 68, 1830.

Ekuhkahshatin.
of

Thompson

tan

(q. v.),

r.,

A

Shuswap

Deadman

a small branch of

Brit. Col.

E-kuh-kah'-sha-tin.

— Dawson

E'kuiks.— Boas, MS., B. A. E.,
Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474,

Saincte Marie.

— Ibid.

Ekaloaping.

ment

in

Padh

A

ii,

6,

1858.

I'Isle

de

sec.

ii,

settle-

in 6th

Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

on

in

Trans.

Roy. Soc.

44.

Ekuks. A Squawmish village community on
bank of Skwamish r., Howe sd., B.C.

the right

1887.

£k"uks.— HiU-

1900.

Eleidlinottine ('people of the fork').

Padlimiut Eskimo

fiord, Baffin island.

Exaloaping.— Boas

village

a n. affluent
Pop., with Skichiscr.,

118 in 1904.

the Ottawa.
1649,

On-

EkionKhiondaesa-

i'' 8.

index,

Can. for 1891,

Rel.

in

Rel. 1G37, 162, 1858.

Ill,

Ekaentoton. The Huron name of Manitouhn id. and of the Indians (Amikwa) living
on it in 1649. It was the ancient home of
Ekaentoton.—Jes.

village

Ekoolthaht ('bushes-on-hill people'). A
Nootka tribe formerly inhabiting the shores
of Barkley sd., w. coast of Vancouver id.; pop.
48 in 1879. They have now joined the Seshart.

(E-ln'-a-ke, 'catchers,' or 'soldiers').

the Ikunuhkatsi, or All

Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.
E-ko'-to-pis-taxe. Morgan, Ano.

Iro-.

list.

of

—Hayden,

Ekiondatsaan.

datsaan.

quoian, as are some of the tribes mentioned
in the

1862.

Soc., 171, 1878.

han.—Jes.

s.

probably extinct.

e-ka-to'-pi-staks.

note

Rel. 1640, 95, 1858.

Ehressaronon. The Huron name of a
tribe mentioned by Ragueneau in 1640 as
living s. of St. Lawrence r. (Jes. Rel. 1640, 35,
It can not now be identified with any
1858).
tribe

division of the Piegan tribe of the

tario about 1640.

Sainct

1866.

153,

of

—

village of the Tionontati existing in 1640.

in

of

Ekatopistaks (half-dead 'meat' Morgan';
'the band that have finished packing'
Hayd-

Val.,

Aff. 1897, 357.

battered

('one

1890.

the

Ekaluin. A summer settlement of Talirpingmiut Eskimo on the s. shore of Cumber-

E'hatls-

Ind. Aff. 1901, pt. 2, 158.

6th Rep. N.

Ehouae

1849.

36,

the

at

of Frobisher bay.

Exaluin.

of exchange.
Ai-tiz-zarts.— Jewitt, Nar.,
Armstrong, Oregon, 136, 1857.

of

An

Etchareottine tribe at the confluence of Liard

and Mackenzie

rs.,

whose territory extends

La Martre, Grandin, and Tach4
Mackenzie, N.W.T.

to

Ekaluakdjuin. A summer settlement of
the Saumingmiut subtribe of the Okomiut

fel'6-idIin-Gottine.

Eskimo, n. of Cumberland sd., Baffin island.
Exaluaqdjuin.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 439, 1888.

de Geog. Paris, chart, 1875.

ves, 363, 1891.

lakes,

—

Petitot, Autour du lac des Escla£l6-idlin-ottine.— Petitot in Bull. Soc.

Mackenzie.—Petitot,

Diet.

Gens de
D^nd

la

fourche du

Dindji4, xx, 1876.
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Elhlateese. The principal village of the
Uchucklesit (q. v.) at the head of Uchucklesit
harbour, Alberni canal, Vancouver id.; pop. 35
in 1911.— Can. Ind. Aff., 265, 1911.

Given by Kelley (Oregon,
Nootka town on Vancouver

Elothet.
1830) as a

under

68,
id.

Wickaninish; possibly intended

chief

for Ucluelet.

Emitahpahksaiyiks

('dogs

naked').

A

division of the Siksika.

Dogs Naked.
1892.

—Grinnell,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 208,

E'-mi-tah-pahk-sai-ylks.

Emitaks

— Ibid.

society of

the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All Comrades, in the
Piegan tribe; it is composed of old men who
dress like, and dance with and like, the Issui,
though forming a different society. Grinnell,
Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

—

English

influence.

The

first

'

English

visitors to the coast of Virginia-Carolina

well received

by the

Indians,

whom

were

the early

chroniclers, as Hariot, for example, describe

as peaceful

and amiable people.

So, too, were

in the beginning the natives of the

land

coast,

but in

1605

Capt.

New

Eng-

Weymouth

forcibly carried off five Indians, and he soon
The good character
had many imitators.
ascribed by Pastor Cushman in 1620 to the
Indians of Plymouth colony was forgotten
when theological zeal saw in the aborigines
of the New World ''the accursed seed of
Canaan," which it was the duty of good

such as the Pequot, for example, foreperhaps, the result of their advent,
were inimical to the English from the first,
and the extermination of these Indians ensued
tribes,

seeing,

when the whites were strong enough

to ac-

complish it. It appears, however, that the
English colonists paid for most of the land
that they took from the Indians (Thomas in
18th Rep. B. A. E., 549, 1899). English

on

influence

tribal

government and land ten-

success

The

dehberately planned educational

of

institutions

for

the

benefit

of

Indian

the

during the early periods of American history
does not seem to have been proportionate to
the hopes and ideals of their foimders.

Har-

vard, Dartmouth, and the College of William

and Mary aU began,

whole or in part, as
but their graduates
of aboriginal blood have been few indeed,
while they are now all high-class institutions
The royal
for white men (see Education).
in

colleges for Indian youth,

charter of

Dartmouth College

(1769) specific-

be "for the education
and instruction of youths of the Indian tribes

ally states that it is to

in this land,"

and "for

civilizing

izing the children of pagans."

and ChristianThat of Har-

vard looked to "the education of the English
and Indian youth in knowledge and godliness."
Harvard had during the colonial period one
Indian graduate, Caleb Cheeshateaumuck, of

•whom hardly more than

Christians to exterminate.

When

rum and brandy among the Indians worked
infinite damage.
Some of the New England

ure was perceptible as early as 1641.

A

(E'-mi-taks, 'dogs').

1912
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name

his

is

known

dians soon occurred, and the former came to

James, English Institutions and the American Indian, 1894). The aim of the English
has ever been to transform the aborigines and

regard the latter as the natural enemies of

lift

the pohtical ambitions of the English

colonists were aroused conflicts with the In-

the whites in the onward march of civilization.
Unlike the French, they paid little attention
to

the pride of the Indians,

despising the

heathen ways and institutions more and more
as their power grew and their land hunger
increased.
With a few noble exceptions, like
Roger Williams and John Eliot, the clergy of
the English colonies were not nearly so sympathetic toward the natives as were the French
missionaries in Acadia and New France.
Scotchmen, however, in the S., in the W., in
the old provinces of Canada, and in the
Hudson's Bay Company's territories have
played a conspicuous part as associates and
leaders

of

the

Indians.

Even

men

like

Canonicus were always suspicious of their
English friends, and never really opened
their hearts to them.
The introduction of

(see

them at once to their own plane. When
commissioners visited the Cherokee they induced these to elect an "emperor," with whom
treaties could

be made.

The

Friends, from

the time of William Perm (1682)
present (see
193,

1898),

Mooney

in 17th

down

to the

Rep. B. A. E.,

seem to have furnished many
Roger

individuals capable, like the Baptist

Williams (1636), of exercising great personal
influence over the Indians. The Quakers still
continue their work, e. g., among the eastern
Cherokee (Mooney in 19th Rep. B. A.E., 176,
1900) and the Tlingit of Alaska. The New

England Company established for the propagation of the gospel in America (1649), whose
operations were transferred to

Canada

in 1822,

on at the present time work on the
Brantford Iroquois reserve and in other partg
of Ontario, at Kuper id., Brit. Col., and else_
carries
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Mohawk

Its

institute,

near Brant-

had a powerful Lafluence among the
Iroquois of Ontario. The pagan members of
these Indians have recently been investigated
by Boyle (Jour. Anthrop. Inst. G. B., n. s., in,
263-273, 1900), who tells us that "all for which
Iroquois paganism is indebted to European
culture" is the possession of some ideas about
God or the Great Spirit and "a few suggestions
respecting conduct, based on the Christian
ford, has

code of morals."
the young

men

The

constant mingling of

with their white neighbours

young women out to
more and
more the old ideas which are doomed "to disand the going
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service are nevertheless weakening

keep school,' which may be partly
from English and partly from German. A
Shawnee vocabulary of 1819 has for 'sugar'
melassa, which seems to be English 'molasses';
and a Micmac vocabulary of 1800 has blaakeet,
skulin, 'to

The English

'blanket.'

'cheese'

has passed

into the Nipissing dialect of Algonquian aa

The Chinook jargon (q. v.) contained
41 words of English origin in 1804, and 57 in
1863, while in 1894, out of 1,082 words (the
tchis.

number

origin is known,
Of recent yeara
"many words of Indian origin have been
dropped, English words having taken their
places."
In colonial days English doubtleaa
had some influence on the grammatical form
and sentence-contruction of Indian languages,
and this influence still continues: the recent
studies by Prince and Speck of the PequotMohegan (Am. Anthrop., n. s., vi, 18-45,
total

is

1,402)

whose

Eells cites 570 as English.

appear as a system long before the people die
That they have survived so long is
remarkable.
English influence made itself felt in colonial
days in the introduction of improved weapons,
tools, etc., which faciUtated himting and fishing and made possible the manufacture with
less labour and in greater abundance of ornaments, trinkets, and other articles of trade.
The supplying of the Indians with domestic
animals also took place at an early period.
Spinning wheels and looms were introduced
among the Cherokee shortly before the Revolution, and in 1801 the agent reported that at
the Cherokee agency the wheel, the loom, and
the plough were in pretty general use. The
intermarriage of Englishmen and Indians has
been greater all over the country than is commonly believed, and importance must consequently be attached to the effects of such
intermingling in modifying Indian customs
and institutions. Clothing and certain ornaments, and, after these, English beds and other
furniture were adopted by many Indians in
colonial days, as is now being done by the

ployed in pictographic work and in decoration,
the engraver's art did not rise to a high degree

tribes of the n. Pacific coast.

of artistic excellence

English influence on the languages of some
of the aborigines has been considerable. The

cabularies of the eastern Algonquian tribes

Mexico. As no definite hne can be drawn
between the lower forms of relief sculpture
and engraving, all ordinary petroglyphs may
be classed as engravings, since the work ia
executed in shallow lines upon smooth rock
smfaces. Point work is common on wood,

who have come

bone, horn,

out."

word Kinjames, 'King James,' in use among
the Canadian Abnaki, testifies to the power of

The

English ideas in the 17th century.

contain

other

in contact with the English

'cheese';

the

Rand's English-

loan-words.

Micmac Dictionary
others,

vo-

(1888)

following:

contains,

Jak-ass,

among

cheesawa,

koppee, 'coffee';

gubulnol, 'governor.'

mulugech, 'milk';
Brinton and Anthony's

469-476,

Enghsh

contain

1904),

influence has

evidence

made

of

this.

itself felt also in

W. Hill-Tout (Rep.
Ethnol. Surv. Can., 18, 1902) observes, concerning certain Salishan tribes, that "the
spread and use of English among the Indiana
the languages of the N.

is

very seriously affecting the purity of the

Even the Athapascan Nahane
Columbia have, according to
Morice (Trans. Canad. Inst., 529, 1903), added
a few English words to their vocabulary. See
also Friederici, Indianer und Anglo-Amerikaner
1900; MacMahon, The Anglo-Saxon and the
North American Indian, 1876; Manypenny,
Our Indian Wards, 1880.
(a. f. c.)
native speech."
of N.

British

Englishman.
Engraving.

surfaces.

See Sagaunash.

Although

shell,

extensively

among

em-

the tribes N. of

bark, metal, clay,

and other

own

particular

Each material has

its

and

the designs run the entire
from graphic to purely conventional representations, and the full range
of significance from purely symbolic through
technique,

gamut

of style

Lenape-English Dictionary (1889), represent-

esthetic to simply trivial motives.

ing the language of about 1825, has amel, 'hammer'; apel, 'apple'; nibil, 'beer'; mellik, 'milk';

perfect examples of engraving are those I of

Perhaps the most

artistic

and technically
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the N. W. Coast tribes of the present day,
executed on slate utensils and on ornaments
of metal (Niblack), yet the graphic productions
of the Eskimo on ivory, bone, and antler have
sometimes a considerable degree of merit
(Boas, Hoffman, Murdoch, Nelson, Turner).

With both

of these peoples the processes

em-

ployed and the style of representation have
probably undergone much change in recent
times through contact with white people. The
steel point is superior to the point of stone,

and this alone would have a marked effect
on the execution. The picture writings on
bark of many of the northern tribes, executed
with bone or other hard points, are good examples of the native engraver's art, although
these are not designed either for simply pictorial or for decorative effect.

mound

builders were

The

ancient

engravers,

clever

the

work being well
illustrated by examples from the mounds and
dwelling sites of Ross co., Ohio (Putnam and
WiUoughby), and by others from the Turner
mounds in Hamilton co., Ohio. Shell also
was a favorite material for the graver's point,
as is illustrated by numerous ornaments recovered from mounds in the middle Mississippi

technical excellence of their

vaUey.
In decorating their earthenware the native
tribes often used the stylus with excellent
The yielding clay afforded a tempting
effect.

and in some cases considerable skill
was shown, especially by the ancient potters

surface,

of the lower Gulf states,

who executed

elab-

orate scroll designs with gi-eat precision (Moore,

The point was used for incising,
and indenting, and among ancient
Pueblo potters was sometimes used upon dark-

Holmes).
trailing

painted surfaces to develop delicate figures in
the light colour of the underlying paste. Examples of engraving are given by Boas in 6th
1888; Fewkes in 17th Rep.
B. A. E., 1898; Hoffman in Nat. Mus. Rep.,
1895, 1897; Holmes (1) in 2d Rep. B. A. E.,
1883, (2) in 20th Rep. B. A. E., 1903; Hough

Rep. B. A.

in

Nat.

E.,

Mus. Rep.,

1901;

Moore, various

in Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., x-xii,
1894-1903; Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E.,
1892; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899;
Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Putnam and WiUoughby in Proc. A. A. A. S.,
XLiv, 1896; Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E.,

memoirs

(w. H. H.)

1894.

Enias.

A

local

name

for a

body

of

Upper

Lillooet on Seton lake, in 1902 reduced to a

single individual.

—
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Can. Ind. Aff., pt.

ii,

72>

1902.

Environtnent.
sm-rounded

that

The
the

natural

phenomena

aborigines

of

North

America, stimulating and conditioning their
contrasted greatly with
life and activities,
those of the Eirropean-Asiatic continent.

The

two environments do not
lie alone in physical geography and in plant
and animal life, but are largely meteorologic,
the sun operating on air, land, and water,
producing variations in temperatm-e and water
supply, and as a result entirely new vegetal
and animal forms. The planets and stars also
affected cultural development, since lore and
mythology were based on them. Within the
American continent n. of Mexico there were
ethnic environments which set bounds for
the tribes and modified their industrial,
aesthetic, social, intellectual, and religious hves.
differences in the

Omitting the Eskimo, practically all the peoFew imples dwelt in the temperate zone.
passable barriers separated the culture areas,
as

in

In some respects, indeed, the

Asia.

formed one environment, having
easy communications n. and s. and few barriers
E. and w. The climate zones which Merriam
has worked out for the U. S. Department of
Agriculture in regard to their animal and
vegetal life correspond in a measure with the
areas of linguistic families as delimited on
entire region

Powell's

map

(see Linguistic families).

The

environmental factors that determine cultural
development of various kinds and degrees
are (1) physical geography; (2) climate, to

which primitive peoples are especially amenable; (3) predominant plants, animals, and
minerals that supply the materials of drink,
food, medicines, clothing, ornaments, houses,
fuel,

furniture and utensils, and the objects

of hvmting, war, the industrial arts,
ities

connected with travel,

and

activ-

transportation,

and commerce. Twelve ethnic environments
may be distinguished. There are cosmopol-

common to several, but in each
an ensemble of qualities that
impressed themselves on their inhabitants and
differentiated them.

itan characters

area there

(1)

is

Arctic.

— The

characteristics of this en-

vironment are an intensely cold climate; about
six months day and six months night; predominance of ice and snow; immense archipelagos, and no accessible elevations: good
stone for lamps and tools; driftwood, but no
timber and

little fruit;

polar bear, blue fox,
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birds,
light,
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migratory

profusion,

in

and fish, supplying food, clothing, fire,
and other wants in the exacting climate.
Yukon-Mackenzie.

(2)

transcontinental

— This

coniferous

Merriam's

is

separated

belt,

from the arctic environment by the timber
line, but draining into arctic seas.
It has poor
material resources, and barren grounds here
and there. Its saving riches are an abundance
of birch, yielding bark utensUs, canoes, binding materials, and houses, and of spruce,
furnishing textile roots and other necessaries;
caribou, musk-ox, bear, red fox, wolf, white
rabbit,
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and other fur-bearing mammals, and

porcupines, migrating birds, and

fish.

necessitates snowshoes of fine mesh,

Snow

and im-

mense inland waters make portages easy for
bark canoes. Into this area came the Athapascan tribes who developed through its re-

myths and

tales related largely to the buffalo.

Travel was on

with or without snowshoes,

foot,

and transportation was effected by the aid of
the dog and travois. The horse afterward
wrought profound changes. The social order
and habit of semi-nomadic wandering about
fixed centres were the direct resxilt of the surroundings and discouraged agriculture or

much pottery. No canoes or other craft than
Mandan and Hidatsa skin boats.
From mount St.
(8) North Pacific coast.

the

EUas to the Columbia mouth, lying along the
by
mountains covered with snow, was the area inhabited by the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, Nootka, and coast Salish. It has a moist, temperate
chmate, a mountainous coast, with extensive,
island groups and landlocked waters favourarchipelago and .cut off from the interior

The

able to canoe travel.

by the warm cm-rent

sources their special culture,

—

Lawrence and Lake region. This is
a transition belt having no distinct lines of
separation from the areas on the n. and s.
(3) St.

days

in

seasons

different

shores are bathed

The

of the N. Pacific.

vary

greatly

in

The

material resources are black slate
for carving and good stone for pecking, grindlength.

and sawing; immense

It occupies the entire drainage of the great

ing

and includes Manitoba, e. Canada and
N. New England. It was the home of the
Iroquois, Abnaki, Chippewa, and their nearest
kindred. The climate is boreal.
There are
a vast expanse of lowlands and numerous ex-

spruce and other evergreen trees for houses,
canoes, totem-posts, and basketry; mountain

lakes

The

tensive inland waters.

are abimdant

— evergreens,

elm, berries, and

wUd

natural products

birch, sugar maple,

rice in the w.; maize,

squash and beans in the

s.;

moose, deer, bear,

and water birds in
immense flocks, whitefish, and, on the seacoast,
maiine products in greatest variety and
abundance. Canoe travel; pottery scarce.
beaver,

porcupines, land

— This environment

Plains.

lies

for lodge poles, willows for beds, the

blanche for roots,

pomme

but there were no fine
textile fibres.
Dependence on the buffalo and
the herbivorous animals associated with it
compelled a meat diet, skin clothing and dwellings, a roving life, and industrial arts depending on the flesh, bones, hair, sinew, hide and
horns of those animals. Artistic and symbolic
designs were painted on the rawhide, and the

21a— 10

etc.,

cedar,

of

goat and bighorn, bear, beaver, birds, and
sea food in great variety and in quantities

by savages. This environment
induced a diet of fish, mixed with berries,
clothing of bark and hair, large communal
dwellings, exquisite twined and checkered basketry to the discouragement of pottery, carvinexhaustible

wood and stone, and imfettered travel
dugout canoes, which provided opportunity
for the f uU development of the dispersive clan
ing in
in

system.
(9)

between
the Rocky mts. and the fertile lands w. of the
Mississippi. To the n. it stretches into N. Alta.
andSask., and it terminates at the s. about the
Rio Grande. The tribes were Siouan, Algonquian, Kiowan, Caddoan, and Shoshonean.
The Missouri and Arkansas and many tributaries drain the area.
The plants were bois
d'arc, and other hard woods for bows, cedar
(7)

forests

Columbia-Fraser region.

— This

includes

the adjoining basins of these streams and contiguous

patches,

inhabited

by

principally

Sahshan, Shahaptian, and Chinookan tribes.
In the s. is a coast destitute of islands.
At
the headwaters of its rivers it communicates
with the areas lying to the e. across the mountains.
Rich lands, a mild chmate, good minerals

for industries,

forests,
fruits,

textile

plants,

excellent

and an abundance of edible roots and
fish, molluscs, and waterfowl ready at

hand characterize this environment, with skin
and wool for clothing.
The manifold resources and varied physical featm-es fostered
a great variety of activities.

Consult Morice
Inter.

Brit.

Col.,

(1)

W.

1904;

D^n^s, 1894,

Merriam

(2)

(1)

N.

Life

Zones, Bull. 20, Biol. Sm-v. Dept. Agr., (2)
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2

N. A. Fauna, ibid., Bull. 3 and 16, (3) Bio.Geo. maps, 1892 and 1893; Powell, Lingiiistic
Families, 7th Rep. B. A. E., 1891; Sargent (1)
Distrib. Forest Trees, 10th Census, (2) Trees
(3) Silva, N. Am.; Chestnut
Poisonous Plants, Bull. 20, Div. Bot. Dept.
Agr., (2) Plants used by Inds. Mendocino Co.,
Cal, Cont. U. S. Nat. Herb., vii, 3, 1902;

N. Am., 1905,

of

(1)

Mammals

N. Am., Fewkes in In1903; Field Columb.
Mus. Publ., Zool., II, 1901; McGee, Beginning
Agr., Am. Anthrop., vin, no. 4, 1895; Mason,
Influence of Environment, Smithson. Rep.
1895, 1896; Barrows, Ethno-botany of Coahuilla Inds., 1900; Miller, N. Am. Land Mammals, Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xxx, no. 1, 1901;
EUiott,
ternat.

Geog.

of

Cong.,

Farrand, Basis of Am. Hist., 1904; Dellenbaugh, North Americans of Yesterday, 1901.
(o. T. M.)

Epinette.
A Chippewa band which formerly lived on the n. shore of lake Superior,
E. of Michipicoten r., Ontario.
Dobbs, Hudson's Bay, 32, 1744.

—

Erie (Huron: ySnresh,
ferring

to

Tuscarora,

eastern

the

kS^'raks,

is

'it

puma

'lion,'

the panther,' are derived.

or

panther;

modern
whence the

and Ri,
Rigue, and Rique,

Gallicised into Eri
tives Eri'e,

long-taUed,' re-

a

'at

use,

loca-

the place of

Compare the forms

Erieehronon, Eriechronon, and Riqu^ronon of
the Jesuit Relations, signifying 'people of the
panther.'

It is probable that in Iroquois the

puma and

the

lynx

originally

had gener-

ically the same name and that the defining
term has remained as the name of the puma
or panther). A populous sedentary Iroquoian
tribe,

inhabiting

in

territory extending

ably to Ohio

s.

the

17th

from

century

the

lake Erie prob-

E, to the lands of the

Conestoga along the e. watershed of Allegheny r.
and to those of the Seneca along the line of
the w. watershed of Genesee r., and n. to
those of the Neutral Nation, probably on a
hne running eastward from the head of Niagara
r. (for the Jesuit Relation for 1640-41 says
r.,

that the territory of the Erie and their allies
joined that of the Neutral Nation at the end
of lake Erie),

lake Erie and

and w. to the w. watershed of
r. to Ohio r.
Their lands

Miami

probably adjoined those of the Neutral
Nation w. of lake Erie. The Jesuit Relation
for 1653, speaking of lake Erie, says that it
"was at one time inhabited toward the s. by
certain peoples whom we call the Cat Nation;
but they were forced to proceed farther in-
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land in order to escape their enemies whom
they have toward the w." In this eastward

movement

of the Erie is probably found an
explanation of the emigration of the Awenreh-

ronon (Wenrohronon) to the Huron country
in 1639 from the e. border of the lands of the
Neutral Nation, although the reason there
given is that they had for some unknown
reason ruptured their relations with the Neutral Nation, with whom, it is stated, they had
been allied, and that, consequently, losing the
powerful support of the populous Neutral
Nation, the Wenrohronon, were left a prey totheir enemies, the Iroquois.

Relation

Jesuit

(for

But the

1640-41),

earlier

referring

un-

doubtedly to this people, says that a certain
strange nation, the Awem-ehronon, dwelt be-

yond the Cat Nation, thus placing them at
this time e. of the Erie and apparently separate
from the Neutral Nation; so that at that time
the Wenrohronon may have been either enindependent or else confederated with

tirely

the Erie.
Historically httle

is

definitely

known

of

the

Erie and their poHtical and social organiza-

but

tion,

it

may be

inferred to

have been

The

similar to that of the Hurons.

Jesuit

Relations give only a few glimpses of them
while describing their last wars with the Iroquois confederation; tradition,

however, re-

cords the probable fact that the Erie had

many
From

had

previous wars with these hostile tribes.
the Relations mentioned

that the Erie had
villages, that

divisions,

many

it

is

learned

sedentary towns and

they were constituted of several

and that they cultivated the

soil

and spoke a language resembling that of the
Hinons, although it is not stated which of

Huron dialects, usually called
"Wendat" (Wyandot) by themselves, was
meant. From the same source it is possible
the four or five

to

make a rough

estimate of the population

of the Erie at the period of this final war.

At the taking
1654

it is

of the Erie town of Riqu6 in
claimed that the defenders numbered

between 3,000 and 4,000 combatants, exclusive
of women and children; but as it is not likely
that aU the warriors of the tribe were present^
14,500 would probably be a conservative esti-

mate

of the population of the Erie at this

period.

The

Jesuit Relation for 1655-56 (chap, xi)

Thirty
ambassadors of the Cat Nation had been
delegated, as was customary, to Sonontouan,
the Seneca capital, to renew the existing peace.
gives the occasion of the final struggle.
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But through the misfortune of an accident
one of the men of the Cat Nation killed a SenThis act so incensed the Seneca that
they massacred all except 5 of the ambassadors in their hands. These acts kindled the
final war between the Erie and the confederated tribes of the Iroquois, especially the
eca.

Cayuga, Oneida, and Onondaga,
by the French the 'upper four tribes,'

Seneca,
called

or

Iroquois

'les

147

sup^rieurs.'

It

fm'ther

is

learned from the Jesuit Relation for 1654 that

was asked

or given

on either

side in this war.

After a stubborn resistance the Erie palisade
was carried, and the Onondaga "entered the

and there wrought such carnage among
children that blood was kneedeep in certain places." This was at the
town of Riqu^, which was defended by between 3,000 and 4,000 combatants, exclusive
of women and children, and was assailed by
about 1,800 Iroquois. This devastating war
fort

the

women and

when the

lasted until about the close of 1656,

country

Erie power was broken and the people were

some Hurons sought asylum among the Erie,
and that it was they who were actively fomenting the war that was then striking terror

destroyed or dispersed or led into captivity.
Six hundred siu-rendered at one time and were

on the

political destruction of their

among the

The

Iroquois tribes.

Erie were

reputed brave and warlike, employing only
bows and poisoned arrows, although the
Jesuit Relation for 1656 declares that they

were unable to defend one of their palisades
against the Iroquois on account of the failure

which

of their munitions, especially powder,

would indicate that they used firearms. It is
also said that they "fight like Frenchmen,
bravely

sustaining

who

the

first

charge

of

Only two of the Erie villages are known by
name— Riqu6 and Gentaienton. A portion of
the so-called Seneca now living in Oklahoma
are probably descendants of Erie refugees.

the

armed with our muskets,
and then f aUing upon them with a hailstorm of
Iroquois,

be adopted as
one of the constituent people of the Iroquois
tribes.
The victory at Riqu6 was won at
a great loss to the Iroquois; who were compelled
to remain in the enemy's country two months
to care for the wounded and to bury the dead.
led to the Iroquois country to

are

poisoned arrows," discharging 8 or 10 before
a musket could be reloaded. Following the

(j.

—

II,

ruptiu-e of amicable relations

between the Erie

and the Iroquois tribes in 1653, the former
assaulted and burned a Seneca town, pursued an Iroquois war party returning from
the region of the Great lakes, and cut to pieces
its rear guard of 80 picked men, while the Erie
scouts had come to the very gates of one of
the Iroquois palisaded towns and seized and
carried into captivity Annenraes (Annencraos),
"one of the greatest captains."
All this
roused the Iroquois tribes, which raised 1,800

men

to chastise the Erie for these losses.

young

A

one of the two leaders of this
levy, was converted by Father Simon Le
Moine, who chanced to be in the country at
chief,

the time, and was baptized.

These two

chiefs

dressed as Frenchmen, in order to frighten

—

—

Erieckronois.

180, 1829.

Erieehronons.

map, 1698.

Eriehronon.—Jes.
Erlelhonons.— Schoolcraft,
1858.

—

—Hennepin, New Discov.,
1641, 71,
— Rel.
for

—

—

(1646?) quoted by Barton, New Views, Ixv, 1798.
Errieronons.— Lahontan, New Voy., i, 217, 1703.
Eves. McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, in, 79, 1854
Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson R.,
(misprint). Gahkwas.
Ga-qua'-ga-o-no. Morgan, League Iroq.,
52, 1872.
Heries. Browne in Beach, Ind. Misc.,
41, 1851.
Irrironnons.— Day, Penn., 309, 1843.
110, 1877.
Irrironons. Harvey quoted by Day, ibid., 311. KahKwah.— Gale, Upper Miss., 37, 1867. Kahquas.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 290, 1853 (Seneca name).
Kakwas.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, ii, 344, 1852.

Nation des Chats.—Jes.

du Chat.—Jes. Rel. for
Rafinesque, Am. Nat., i,

one of the Erie strongholds, the converted
chief gently asked the besieged to surrender,
lest they be destroyed should they permit an
assault, telling them: "The Master of Life
fights for us; you will be ruined if you resist
him." "Who is this Master of our lives?"
the Erie defiantly replied. "We acknowledge
none but our arms and hatchets." No quarter

21a— 10^

name).

Jes.

Rel.

for

1666,

3,

Nation
Pungellka.—

Rel. for 1660, 7, 1858.

1641, 71, 1858.

138, 1836 ('lynx-like':

Rel. for 1661, 29, 1858 (misprint).

had surrounded

1858.

35,

Erieronons. Rafinesque, introd. Marshall, Ky., i, 36,
1824. Eries.—Jefferys, Fr. Doms., i, 103, 1760. Eriez.
Erlgas. Evans
Esnauts and Rapilly, map, 1777.

When

of invaders

1640,

Ind. Tribes, iv, 207, 1854.

the Erie by the novelty of then* garments.

army

for

Jes.

Rel.

Rhllerrhonons.— Jes.
(probably their Huron name).

this

N. B. H.)

Cat Indians. Smith quoted by Proud, Penn., ii, 300*
Cusic (ca. 1824) quoted by School1798. Cat Nation.
Ehrlehronnons.
craft, Ind. Tribes, vi, 148, 1857.
Jes. Rel. for 1654, 9, 1858. Brians.— Macauley, N. Y.,

1858.

Delaware
1858

Rel. for 1635, 33,

—

Rigneronnons. Jes.
Rlgueronnons.

—

Rlquehronnons.— Jes.

Rel. for 1660, 7, 1858.

Esbataottine (? 'bighorn people'). A Nahane tribe living in the mountains between
Liard and Peace rs., Brit. Col. They are said
to be of a very low grade of culture and to
practise cannibalism, probably under stress of
himger.
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Autour de grand
Dounle'Espa-tpa-Ottinfe.
lac des Esclaves, 301, 1891 ( ='goat people'). Esba-t'aotting. Petitot, Ethnog. chart in Bull. Soc. de G^ogr.
Parie, July, 1875 (= 'dwellers among the argali'). Espa-to-tl-na. Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. for
1887, 202b, 1889. Espa-tpa-Ottin6.— Petitot, Autour
Petitot,

—

—

du lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891 (trans, 'bighorn people').
Gens des Bois.—Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol, i, 32,
1877 (so called by Hudson's Bay people). Gens des
1891.
op.

—Petitot,

Autour du lac des Esclaves, 301,
Knife Indians. Campbell, quoted by Dawson,

chfevres.

—

cit.

Escoumains

(probably from ashklmin, or

<isMm'tn, 'early berry.'

band

— W.J.).

A

Montagnais
97 acres on the s.w.

on a reserve of
r., on the n. shore of the
St. Lawrence, in Saguenay co., Quebec. They
numbered 53 in 1884, 54 in 1911.
living

side of Escoumains

Escoumains.

— Can. Ind.

A£f.

Rep. for 1884,

pt.

r,

185,

1885.

One

Eskegawaage.

of the 7 districts of

the territory of the Micmac as recognized by
themselves. It includes E. Nova Scotia from
Canso to Halifax. Rand, First Micmac
Beading Book, 81, 1875.

—

A

Eskimauan Family.
North American

of

stock

linguistic

aborigines,

comprising

two well-marked

divisions, the Eskimo and
See Powell in 7th Rep. B. A. E.,

the Aleut.

(The following synonymy of the

1891.

71,

family

>Esklniauz.

—Gallatin

Soc',

II,

9, 305,

II,

pt.

1,

x.;t, 77,

Ind. Tribes,

iii,

401, 1853.

Physik. Atlas,

(1845)

—

lows Gallatin); Latham in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i,
182-191, 1848; Latham, Opuscula, 266-274, 1860.
in Proc. A.A.A.S., 266, 1869

Alaskan Eskimo and Tuski only)

Atlas,

map

;

(treats

Berghaus, Physik.

>Eski-

72, 1887 (excludes the Aleutian).

— Keane, app. to Stanford's Compend., Cent, and
So. Am., 460, 1878 (excludes Aleutian).
>Ounangan. — Veniaminoff, Zapiski,
1840 (Aleutians only).

anos.

ii, 1,

>lJniidun,— Dall

Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 22, 1877
his Orarian group). > Unangan.

in

—
—

(Aleuts a di\-ision of
Berghaus, Physik. Atlas, map 72, 1887. XNorthern.
ficouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xi, 218, 1841 (includes
Ugalentzes of present family).
XHaidah. Scouler,
ibid., 224, 1841 (same as his Northern family). >Ugal-

—

Jachmutzi.
402, 1853

— Gallatin

in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

60°,

—

—

in Proc. A.A.A.S., 266, 1869; Dall, Alaska, 374, 1870
(in

both places a

—

—

Eskimo. A group of American aboriginesj
forming part of the Eskimauan linguistic stock,
which formerly occupied nearly all the coasts
and islands of Arctic America from e. Greenand the N. end of Newfoundland to the westernmost Aleutian ids., even extending to the
E. coast of Siberia, a distance of more than
5,000 m. From remains found in Smith sd. it
is evident that bands formerly wintered as
far N. as lat. 79° and had summer camps up
At the present time they have reto 82°.
ceded from this extreme range and in the s.
have abandoned the n. shore of the gulf of
St. Lawrence, the n. end of Newfoundland,
James bay, and the s. shores of Hudson bay,
while in Alaska one Eskimo tribe, the Ugalakmiut, has practically become Tlingit through
intermarriage. The name Eskimo (in the form
Excomminquois) seems to have been first
It

is

said to

come

division

of

his

Orarian

ing 'eaters of
Innuit,

stance has
class

are

induced

many

ethnographers to

them with the Asiatic peoples. They
characterized by very broad faces and

narrow, high noses; their heads are also exis most marked
Mackenzie r. In
disposition the Eskimo may be described as
peaceable, cheerful, truthful and honest, but

ceptionally high.

among

the

tribes

This type
e.

of

exceptionally loose in sexual morality.

iii,

between Prince William sd. and
mount St. Elias, perhaps Athapascan^ >Aleuten.
Holmberg, Ethnog. Skizzen, 1855. > Aleutians. Dall
(lat.

—

raw flesh.' They call themselves
meaning 'people.' The Eskimo constitute physically a distinct type. They are of medimn stature, but possess uncommon strength
and endurance; their skin is light brownish
yellow with a ruddy tint on the exposed parts;
their hands and feet are small and well formed;
their eyes, like those of other American tribes,
have a Mongoloid character, which circum-

= Eskimo.— Berghaus

17, 1848; ibid., 1852;

croft, Nat. Races, iii, 562, 574, 1882.
> Esquimaux.
Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind, v, 367-371, 1847 (fol-

> Eskimo.— Dall

—

1848; Gallatin in Schoolcraft,

Coll.

Latham, Nat.
Hist. Man. 288, 1850 (general remarks on origin and
habitat); Buschmann, Spuren der aztek. Sprache, 689,
1859; Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol., 385, 1862; Ban-

•of

m

from the Abnaki Esquimantsic, or from
Ashkimeq, the Chippewa equivalent, signify-

and

1836; Gallatin in Trans.

map

1912

Am. Antiq.
Am. Ethnol.

in Trans,

Soc,

v., A.

—

given by Biard in 1611.

chronologic.)

is
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land and of Fox and Shumagin ids., with Akkhas of res
Bancroft, Nat. Races,
of Aleutian arch.). > Aleut.
562, 1882 (two dialects, Unalaska and Atkha). >Konjagen. Holmberg, Ethnog. Skizzen, 1855 (island of
=Orarians. Dall in Proc.
Koniag or Kadaik).
A.A.A.S., 265, 1869 (group name; includes Innuit,
Aleutians, Tuski); Dall, Alaska, 374, 1870; Dall in Cont.
N. A. Ethnol., i, 8, 9, 1877. XTinneh.— Dall in Proc.
A.A.A.S., 269, 1869 (includes "UgalensS"). > Innuit.
Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 9, 1877 ("Major group")
of Orarians: treats of Alaska Innuit only); Berghaus,
Physik. Atlas, map 72, 1887 (excludes the Aleutians).

family).

>Aleuts. Keane, app. to Stanford's Compend., Cent.
a»d So, Am.. 460, 1878 (consist of Unalaskans of main-

The Eskimo have permanent
conveniently

situated

for

settlements,

marking

certain

hunting and" fishing grounds.
In summer
they hunt caribou, musk-oxen, and various
birds; in winter they live principally on sea
mammals, particularly the seal. Although

t
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their houses differ with the region, they con-

form

main

in the

when they

summer,

to three types: In

travel,

they occupy tents of deer
Their winter

or seal skins stretched on poles.

made

dwellings are

either in shallow excava-

tions covered with turf

framework

of

and earth

upon a

laid

wood

built of snow.
their personal

149

or whale ribs, or they are
Their clothing is of skins, and

Among

adornments are few.

women

law is largely left to the individual, and bloodrevenge is universally exacted.
The Eskimo believe in spirits inhabiting
animals and inanimate objects. Their chief
is an old woman who resides
and may cause storms or withhold seals and other marine animals if any of
her tabus are infringed. Her power over these
animals arises from the fact that they are

deity, however,
in the ocean

their designs

by her father
when she first took up her abode
in the sea.
The chief duty of angakoks, or
shamans, is to find who has infringed the tabus
and thus brought down the wrath of the

usually consisting either of simple linear in-

supernatural beings and to compel the offender

cisions or of

animal forms executed with much
The people about Bering
life and freedom.
strait make some use of paints.
There has always been extensive intertribal
communication. The Eskimo have an exceptional knowledge of the geography of their
country. Poetry and music play an important part in their life, especially in connection

to

with their reUgious observances.

The central Eskisuppose two spirits to reside in a man's
body, one of which stays with it when it dies
and may temporarily enter the body of some
chUd, who is then named after the departed,
while the other goes to one of several lands
of the souls.
Some of the lands of the souls
lie above the earth's surface, some beneath,

most

tribes,

however, the

and some Alaskan

faces,

tattoo their

wear studs

tribes

in

openings through their cheeks. Considering
their degree of culture, the Eskimo are excel-

draughtsmen

lent

The Eskimauan

and

carvers,

social organization

is

ex-

In general the village is the
largest unit, although persons inhabiting a
certain geographical area have sometimes
taken the name of that area as a more general
ceedingly loose.

and it is often convenient for the
ethnographer to make a more extended use
In matters of governof this native custom.
ment each settlement is entirely independent,
and the same might almost be said for each
family, although there are customs and precedents, especially with regard to hunting and
fishing, which define the relations existing
between them. Although hardly deserving
designation,

the

name

of chief, there

is

usually

some ad-

visory head in each settlement whose dictum in
certain matters, particularly as to the change
of village sites, has

no power to enforce

The men engage
while

all

much

weight, but he has

his opinions.

in

hunting and

the household duties

fall

the

public confession or

mo

and the latter are generally more desirable.
Although the theory of Asiatic origin of
the Eskimo was long popular, many of their
ethnic pecuharities

are'

opposed to such a

and recent researches seem to indicate
that their movements have rather been from

notion,

E. to

W.

They

are pecuhar as being the only

race of American aborigines

who

certainly

had

contact with white people before the days of

Columbus,
the

for

Greenland was occupied during

10th and 11th centuries by Norwegians,

whose expeditions did not extend as far as the
American mainland.
Later Frobisher and
other European navigators encoimtered the
Eskimo along the e. coasts, while the Russians
discovered and annexed the w. portion of their
domain. This occupancy in its earUer period
proved disastrous to the Aleut in particular, who
were harshly dealt with and whose number was
greatly reduced during the Russian domination.

The larger portion of the Greenland and Labrador Eskimo have been Christianized by Moravian

women— they must

Monogamj'^, poall

make atonement by

confession to the angakok.

fishing,

clothes,

in others by the women.
lygamy and polyandry are

at the time

to the lot

cook, make and
and repair the kaiaks and boat
covers, pitch the tents, and dry the fish and
meat and stow them away for the winter. In
some tribes skin dressing is done by the men,
of

mend

sections of her fingers cut off

practised, their

occurrence being governed somewhat by the
relative proportion of the sexes; but a second

marriage is unusual where a man's first wife
has borne him children. The execution ef

and Danish

Alaskan
had Russian missionaries among them for more than
a century. Those of the central groups, howmissionaries, while the

representatives of the family have

owing to the remoteness of their situation
have always been much less affected by outside
influences.
The Eskimo have proved almost
ever,

indispensable assistants to Arctic explorers.

The Eskimauan
marked

stock embraces two well-

divisions, the

Eskimo proper and tha
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inhabitants of the Aleutian

ids.,

the Aleut.

Other divisions are rather geographical than
political or dialectic, there being great similarity

in language and customs from one end of the
Eskimo domain to the other. They can be

separated, however, into the following fairly

marked ethnological groups (based on

well

information furnished by Dr. Franz Boas):

The Greenland Eskimo, subdivided into
Greenlanders, West Greenlanders,

I.

the East

and Ita Eskimo, the last transitional between
the Greenland Eskimo proper and the next

^oup.
II. The Eskimo, of 8. Baffin island, Ungava,
and Labrador,embracing the following divisions
Akudnirmiut, Akuliarmiut, Itivimiut, Kaumauangmiut, Kigiktagmiut, Nugmniut, Okomiut, Padlimiut,

Sikosuilarmiut, Suhinimiut,

III.

The Eskimo

of Melville penin.,

island, n. Baffin island,

and the

Hudson bay, embracing

N.

Devon

w. shore of

the Agomiut, Aivilir-

miut, Amitormiut, Iglulirmiut, Inuissuitmiut,
Kinipetu, Koungmiut, Pilingmiut, Sauniktu-

miut.
IV.

now

The Sagdlirmiut

of

Southampton

id.,

v. The Eskimo of Boothia penin, King
William island, and the neighbouring mainland. These include the Netchilirmiut, Sinimiut,
Ugjulirmiut, Ukusiksalirmiut.

and CoroVI.
nation gulf, including the Kangormiut and
Kidnelik, which may, perhaps, be one tribe.
VII. The Eskimo between cape Bathurst and

The Eskimo

id.,

of Victoria island

mouth

including the

of

Mac-

may

be divided
into the Kitegareut at cape Bathurst and on
Anderson r., the Nageuktormiut at the mouth
kenzie

r.

Provisionally they

Coppermine r., and the Kopagmiut of
Mackenzie r. This group approximates the

of

next very closely.
VIII. The Alaskan Eskimo, embracing aU
those within the American territory. This

group includes the Aglemiut, Chingigmiut,
Chnagmiut, Chugachigmiut, Ikogmiut, Imaklimiut, Inguklimiut, KaiaUgmiut, Kangmaligmiut, Kaniagmiut, Kaviagmiut, Kevalingamiut, Kiatagmiut, Kinugumiut, Kowagmiut,

Kukpaurungmiut, Kunmiut, Kuskwogmiut,
Magemiut, Malemiut, Nimatogmiut, Nunivagmiut, Nuwukmiut, Nushagagmiut, Selawigmiut,

Norton
in

and

sd.

Kuskokwim

Nushagak

on the

1,952;

r.,

Sidarumiut,

Togiagmiut,
Utukamiut, and

Tikeramiut,

Ugalakmiut, Unaligmiut,
Utkiavimiut.
IX. The Yuit of Siberia.

Yukon

in the

valley,

1,439;

valley, 5,254; in the valley of

The Ugalakmiut

of Prince

s.

coast,

WiUiam

1,670.

sd.,

num-

bering 154, are reckoned with the Tliagit, but

were originally Eskimo, and for our
purposes are best placed in that

present

Adding

category.

these, therefore, the total

for this group, exclusive of the 968 Alfut,

13,298.

The Yuit

is

of Siberia are estimated

by Bogoras at 1,200. The Eskimo proper,
therefore, number about 31,200, and the stock
about 32,170.

(h.

Aguskemaig.—Tanner,

extinct.

Herschel

Hohn (1884-85) placed the number of East
Greenland Eskimo at 550. The w. coast
Greenlanders were given as 10,122 by the
Royal Greenland Co. in 1888, and the Ita
Eskimo numbered 234 in 1897, giving a total
The Eskimo of
for this group of 10,906.
Labrador were estimated at 1,300 in a recent
report by the Government of Newfoundland,
and the Dominion Government, in 1912, estimated the Canadian Eskimo at 4,600. According to the census of 1890, there were on the
Arctic coast of Alaska from the British border
to Norton sd., 2,729 Eskimo; on the s. shore of

they

Tahagmiut.

1912

v., A.

yfi'lilit.

— Bogoras, Chuckchee,

of alien language').

w. h.

j.

r. s.)

A'lva1904 (Chukchi: 'those

Narr.,

316,

11,

Anda-kpoen.

1830.

—Petitot, Diet. D^nS

(Loucheux name: trans, 'ennemis(Bastard Loucheux name,
Ara-k'6. Ibid.
pieds').
same meaning). Enna-k'6. Ibid., (Peaux de Lidvre
name, same meaning). En-na-k'i6. Ibid. (Slave name:
Dindjifi,

169, 1876

—

—

Eshkibod.

index, 1858.

Escoumlns.

who

1880 (Ojibwa:
Gordon, Hist.
'those

114,

—

—
—Baraga, Otchipwe-Eng.

trans, 'steppes-ennemis').

—

Jea. Rel., iii,

Diet.,

eat their food raw').

Mem.

N. Am., 117,
1820. Eskima.— Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 203, 1744. Esklmantslk.—Hervas, Idea deU' Uuiverso, xvii, 87, 1784.
Eskima'ntzik.— DaU in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 9, 1877
(Abnaki name). Eskimauk. Morse, N. Am., map,
1776. Eskimaux.— Lahontan, New Voy., i, 208, 1703.
Eskimeaux. Jefferys, French Dom. Am., pt. 1, map,
Eskimesi. Hervas, Idea dell' Universo, xvii,
1760.
Buschmann, Spuren d. Aztek. Spr.,
86, 1784. Eskimo.
Eskimos.—Hutchins (1770) quoted by
669, 1859.

Eskeemoes.

of

—

—

—
—

Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 38, 1851.
Phys. Hist., v, 367, 1847.

sic— Prichard,
Petitot, Diet.

Dto^

Dindji^, 169, 1876.

Esquimant-

Esquimau.—
Esquimaux.

—
—

Morse, Hist. Am., 126, 1798. Esquimeaux Indians.
McKeevor, Voy. Hudson's Bay, 27, 1819. Esquimones. Hennepin, Cont. of New Discov., 95, 1698.
Eusquemays. Potts (1754) quoted by Boyle, Archaeol.

—

—

Rep. Ont., 1905. Eicomminqui.— Jes. Rcl. 1612-14,
Thwaites ed., n, 67, 1896 (= 'excommunicated'). Excomminquois. Biard in Jes. Rel. 1611, 7, 1858.
Huskemaw. Packard in Am. Natural., xix, 555, 1885

—

—

—

in Labrador). Hiis'ky.
Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 9, 1877 (Hudson Bay
in
Bib. Ling, et Ethnol. Am.
Petitot
Innolt.
jargon).
In-nu. Lyon, ReIll, pt. 2, 29, 1876 (sing. Innok).
Innuees. Parry, Sec. Voy., 414,
pul.se Bay, 40, 1825.

(name given by a missionary

DaU

1824.

in

—

In'nOit.- Dall

—

in Cont.

N. A. Ethnol.,

i,

9,
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1877 (own name).
E., 42, 1892. Inuit.

Inuln. — Murdoch in 9th Rep. B.A.
— Bessels Archiv Anthrop.,
in

viii,

f.

KaladHt.— Nansen, Eskimo

1893
(name which the Greenland Eskimo give themselves,
said to be a corruption of Danish Skraeling). Kalallk.
Richardson, Polar Regions, 300, 1861. Kalalit.— Keane
Crantz,
in Stanford's Compend., 517, 1878. Karaler.
Greenland, ii, 291, 1820.
KaraUt.— Mass. Hist.
Keralite.— Heriot,
Soc. Coll., 2d s., IX, 233, 1822.
Travels, 34, 1813. Ki'imilit.— Bogoras, Chukchee, 21,
1904 (from fct'imi, an inhabitant of C. Prince of Wales:
Yuit name).
Nochways. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 12,
1744 (Algonkin: 'snakes,' 'enemies,' applied to people
of alien race regarded as natural enemies). Nodways.
Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 12, 1744 ('snakes': Siksika name).
<Enne.— Petitot, Diet. Ddnd Dindji^, 169, 1876 (LouOrarians. Dall in Proc.
cheux name: 'enemies').
A.A.A.S., XVIII. 265, 1870. Ot'el'nna.— Petitot, Diet.
DtoS Dindji^, 169, 1876 (Montagnais name: trans,
'steppes-ennemis'). Pa-erks.
Hooper, Tents of Tuski,
137, 1853 (Chukchi name for Eskimo of American coast).
Paya-lrkets.— Ibid., 103. Ro'C'hilit. Bogoras, Chukchee, 21, 1904 ('opposite shore people': Yuit name).
Seymds. Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 340. 1851 (used
by sailors of Hudson's Bay Co. 'a ships: derived from the
Eskimo cry of greeting Seymo or Teymo) Skraelings.
Schultz in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., xiii, pt. 2, 114, 1895.
Skraellingar.— Richardson, Polar Regions, 298, 1861
(Scandinavian name: 'small people'). S KraelHng8.
Crantz, Greenland, I, 123, 1820 (applied by the Norwegians).
Skrellings. Amer. Hist. Soc, 2d ser., i,
Portland, 1869. SkroeUngues. Morse, Hist. Am., 126,
1778.
SQckSmds.— Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 340,
1851 (same derivation as Seymds)
Ta-KUtchi. Ibid.
(Kutchin name: 'ocean people'). Tchiechrone.— PyrIeeus (,ca. 1748) quoted in Am. Antiq., iv, 75, 1881
(German form of Seneca name: 'seal people'). TciS'^kr(in6". Hewitt, inf'n (Seneca name).
Ultsehaga.
Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 408, 1851 (Kenai name:
'slaves').
Ultsehna. Ibid. Uske€-ni6s. Ibid., 55.
UsVee'mi.— Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 9, 1877
(Athapascan name). Uskees. O'Reilly, Greenland, 59,
107, 1875.

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

189,

—Middleton Dobbs, Hudson Bay,
Usquemows. —Coats, Geog.
Hudson

Uskimay.
1744.

in

of

Bay, 15, 1852. Weashkimek.— Belcourt (before 1853)
Minn. Hist. Coll., i, 226, 1872 (Saulteur name: 'eaters
of raw flesh'). Yikirga'uht.
Bogoras, Chukchee, 21,
1904 (Yuit name).
in

—

Esksinaituplks ('worm people')-

A division

of the Piegan.

—

Esk'-sin-ai-tOp-Iks. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales,
209, 1892. is-ksi'-na-tup-i.— Hayden, Ethnog. and
Philol.

Mo.

Val., 264, 1862.

Worm

People.—Grinnell,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 225, 1892.

Eskusone (now Eskasoni) A Micmac
Cape Breton.— Rand, First
Micmac Reading Book, 87, 1875.

A small Montagnais tribe
Lawrence in 1643 (Jes. Rel. 1643,
38, 1858), probably about the headwaters of
Saguenay or St. Maurice r.
Espamichkon.

N. of the St.

Songish at the

The
s.

B.

local

name

end of

1911.

8,

11,

A Montagnais mission
settlement on the N. bank of the St. Lawrence,
Esquimaux Point.

about 20 m.

Mingan, Quebec.

e. of

—Stearns, Labrador, 271,
Esquimaux. — Hind, Lab. Benin.,

Esquimaux

Point.

Pointe des

1884.

ii,

180,

1863.

Etagottine ('people in the air'). A Nahane
band or division in the valleys of the Rocky
mts. between the Esbataottine and the Tukkuthkutchin,

totem

is

lat. 66°,

British America. Their

the lynx.

Dabo'-tena

— Ross

quoted by Dawson in Rep. Geol.

Can.

1887-88, 200B,
Dunn, Hist. Oregon, 79, 1844.

Surv.

son, Arct. Exped.,

Daha-dinneh.—

1889.

DahadinnSs.

— Richard-

Daha-dtinne.- Rich-

ISO, 1851.

i,

ardson quoted by Petitot, Diet. Ddnd-Dindji4, xx, 1876.
Da-ha-dumies Hind, Expl. Exped., ii, 159, 1860.
Dahodinni. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 66,
1856.
Daho-tena. Bancroft, Native Races, i, 149,
1882.
Daho'-tena'— DaU in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i,

—

—

1824.

—

Dawhoot-dinneh.— Franklin,

33, 1877.

Ehta-GottinS.

Esclaves,

362,

Dte^-Dindji6,

6ta-Gottin6

1867

'mountain

(trans,

Autour du Grand

f^ta-OttinS.

claves, 301, 1891.

la

—

84,

people').

lao des

montagne Petitot,
Gens d' En-haut.

Es-

— Petitot, Grand lac dea

Ours, 66, 1893 (trans. 'Rocky mountain people').

de

ii,

Autour du lac des
Eta-gottln6.— Petitot, Diet.

1891.
xx,

—Petitot,

Narr.,

— Petitot,

Diet.

—

Gens

D^nd-Dindji4, xx,

1876.
Petitot, Autour du Grand
1891.
Gens des MontagnesRocheuses Petitot, Grand lac dea Ours, 66, 1893.
Gens en I'alr. Petitot, Autour, op. cit., 262. Hunlao des Esclaves, 363,

—

—

ters.— Prichard, Phya, Hist., v, 377, 1847. Mountain
Indian. Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 400, 1851
Naha-'tdinne.— Ibid. NoIi'ha-i-6.— Ibid., ii, 7, 1851
(so called by Kutchin).
Sicanees. Dall in Cont. N. A.Ethnol., I, 33, 1877 (sometimes so called by traders).
Y6ta-ottin6. Petitot, Autour du Grand lao des Es-

—

—

—

claves, 363.

1891 (trans, 'dwellers in the

air').

Etatchogottine ('hair people'). A division
of the Kawchodinneh dwelling n. and E. of
Great Bear lake and on Great cape, Mackenzie,
N. W. T. Their totem is a white wolf.
£hta-tch6-Gottind.

—Petitot, Grand

lao dea Oura, 66,

1893.

Etchaottine.
An Etchareottine division
w. and n. w. of Great Slave lake between
Liard r. and the divide, along Black, Beaver,
and Willow rs., Brit. Col. and Mackenzie.

living

village formerly in

Esquimalt.

16 in 1911.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. n, 66, 1902;
pt.

Life, 13,

—

1818.
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body of
Vancouver id.,
for a

under the Cowichan agency; pop. 15 in 1901,

The

Bistchonigottine and Krayiragottine are
two of the divisions.
D6n6 fetcha-Ottinfe. —Petitot, Autour du lao des
Esclaves, 301, 1891.

—

Ibid.

Dindji6,

Gens du
xx,

1876.

Esclaves.— Ibid.

lac la Truite.

Etcha-Otdnd.

— Petitot, Diet. Dtoft— Kennicott, MS.

Slaves proper.

vocab., B. A. E.

Etchareottine ('people dwelling in the
An Athapascan tribe occupying the
country w. of Great Slave lake and upper
shelter').
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Mackenzie

r.

to the

Rocky

mts., including the

lower Liard valley, Mackenzie, N.W.T. Their
range extends from Hay r. to Ft. Good Hope,
and they once lived on the shores of lake Athabaska and in the forests stretching northward
They were a timid,
to Great Slave lake.
pacific people, called 'the people sheltered by
willows' by the Chipewyan, indicating a
riparian

fisher folk.

Their Cree neighbours,

and plundered them and carried
bondage, called them Awokanak,
'slaves,' an epithet which in its French and
EngUsh forms came to be the name under
which they are best known. Early in the

who

harried

them

by the Cree, known only

followed

as

Enna, 'the enemy,' a name still mentioned
with horror as far as Great Bear lake. On
the islands where they took refuge a fresh
carnage took place. The ThUngchadinneh and
Kawchodinneh, who speak the same dialect
with them and bear a hke reputation for timidity, probably comprehended under the name
Awokanak, by the Cree, began their northerly
migration at the same time, probably under

La Mer Glaciale,
found among them a

the same impulsion (Petitot,
292,

Petitot

1887).

variety of physiognomy that he ascribed to a
mixture of races. Many of the males are cir-

cmncised in infancy; those who are not are
called dogs, not opprobriously, but rather
affectionately.

The bands

or

divisions

are

Eleidlinottine, Etchaottine, Etcheridiegottme,

and DesnedeyAutour du lac des Esclaves,
363, 1891). In his monograph on the DeneDindji^, Petitot restricted the term to the
Etcheridiegottine, whom he distinguished from
the Slaves proper, making the latter a separate
tribe with divisions at Hay r.. Great Slave
Etchesottine, Klodesseottine,
arelottine (Petitot,

lake,

and

Horn

Ft.

mts., the fork of the Mackenzie,

Norman.

—

Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 289,
1871 (trans, 'people of the lowlands'). Acheo-tenne.
Morgan in N. Am. Rev., 58, 1870. A-che-to-e-ten-nl.
Ross, MS. notes on Tinne, B. A. E. Acheto-e-Tinne. Kennicott, MS. vocab., B. A. E. Acheto-tena.
Achoto-e-tennL—Pope, MS.
Ball, Alaska, 429, 1870.
Sicanny vocab., B. A. E., 1865. A-tsho-to-ti-na.
Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., 1887-88. 200b, 1889.
Awokanak.—Petitot, La Mer Glaciale, 293, 1887
Brushwood Indians. Frank('slaves': Cree name).
lin, Journ. to Polar Sea, ii, 87, 1824. - Cheta-ut-tdinnd.
Richardson, Arot. Exped., ii, 7, 1851. Dan^ Esclaves Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves, 289, 1891.
Danltes Esclaves. Ibid., 305. Edchautawoot.
A-cha'-o-tin-ne.

—

—

—

—

—

ii,

v., A.

1912

Edchawtawhoot.

27, 1852.

— Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, 262, 1824.
—Tanner, Narr., 293, 1830.
—Gallatin Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc,
1836.
Edshawtawoots. —Schoolcraft,
Ind.
Tribes,
Esclaves.— Petitot, Autour du
542, 1853.
des Esclaves, 363, 1891. Etchap6-ottin6. — Petitot,
dinneh.

Edchawtawhoot tinneh.
Edchawtawoot.

in

19,

II,

iii,

lac

D^nS-Dindji^, xx, 1876. Etsh-tawfit-dinni.—
Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 69, 1856 (trans,
'thickwood-men'). Slave Indians. Hooper, Tents of
Tuski, 303, 1853. Slaves.— Petitot, Autour du lac des
Diet.

—

Esclaves, 363, 1891 (English form).
notes on Tinne, B. A. E. (so called

Slavey.— Ross, MS.
by fur-traders).

off into

18th century they were dispossessed of their
home, rich in fish and game, and driven northward to Great Slave lake, whither they were
still

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

—

Etcheridiegottine ('people of the rapids').
Etchareottine division which hunt along
Liard r. and neighbom-ing regions to the
border of the Etchaottine country near old
Ft. Halkett, n. British Columbia.
They have
intermarried with the Etchaottine and with
the Tsattine in the s., and have absorbed their
manners and customs and adopted their dialectal forms to such a degree that they have
been frequently confounded with the one tribe

An

or the other.

—
—

Bastard Beaver Indians.

Ross in Smithson. Rep.
Beaver. Franklin, Journ. to Polar
Erettchi-ottinS. Dawson in Rep.
Sea, 262, 1824.
Geol. Surv. Can., 1887-88, 200b, 1889 ('people of the
rapids':
Kawchodinneh name). Ettch6ri-di6-Gottln6. Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves, 363, 1891.
Liards Indians. Ross quoted by Gibbs, MS., B. A. E.
Liard Slaves. Pope. MS. Sicanny vocab., B. A. E.,
1865.
Ndu-tch6-ottinn6. Dawson, op. cit. Scethtessesay-tlnneh. Ross quoted by Gibbs, MS., B. A. E.
('people of the mountain river').
Slave Indians of Ft.
Liard. Ross, MS. notes on Tinne, B. A. E. Strong
bow. Mackenzie in Mass. Hist. Coll., 2d s., ii, 43, 1814.
TsUla-ta-ut' tinfi. Richardson quoted by Petitot,
TslUa-ta-ut'-tinn6.
Diet. D^n^Dindji6, xx, 1876.
Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 6, 1851. Tsillawadoot.
1866, 308, 1872.

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, n, 28, 1852.

—Gallatin

in

Trans.

Tslllawawdoot.

Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 19, 1836.
Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc.

Tslllaw-awd<Jt-dinni.

—

Lond., 69, 1856 (trans.: 'bush-woodmen'). Tslllawdawhoot-dlnneh. Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, ii, 87,

—

1824.
ces,

I,

Tsillawdawhoot Tinneh.

—Bancroft, Nat.

Ra-

145, 1882.

Etechesottine ('horn mountain people').
division of the Etchareottine occupying the
country between Great Slave and La Martre
lakes, Mackenzie dist., N.W.T. Franklin erro-

A

enously considered them Thlingchadinneh.
Deerhom mountaineers. —Franklin, Narr., ii, 181,
1824.

fet6-ches-ottln6.

Paris, chart, 1875.

—Petitot

Gens de

la

in Bull. Soc.

de Geog.

montagne la Corne.
Horn Moun-

Petitot, Diet. Ddn^-Dindji^, xx, 1876.

tain Indians.

—Franklin, Narr., 260, 1824.

An Athapascan tribe Uving e. of lake Caribou and lake
Athabaska, in the barren grounds which extend
to Hudson bay (Petitot, Diet. D^n6-Dindii6,
Franklin
XX, 1876).
(Journ. Polar Sea
Ettieneldeli ('caribou-eaters').
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n, 241, 1824) placed them between Athabaska
and Great Slave lakes and Churchill r.,

whence they resorted to Ft. Chipewyan. Ross
(MS,. B. A. E.) makes them a part of the
eastern Tinne, their habitat being to the n.

head of lake Athabaska, extending
Rocky r.
to the end of Great Slave lake.
In
separates them from the Tatsanottine.
the E. are the barren grounds to which they
resort every year to hunt the caribou, which
supplies practically all their needs. They were
a part of the migrating Chipewyan who descended from the Rocky mts. and advanced
eastward from Peace r. to dispute the Hudson
Bay region with the Maskegon and Cree. One
of their women who was held in captivity by
the Maskegon was astonished at the weapons,
utensils, and clothing of European manufacture that she saw among her captors, who
told her that they made these articles themFinding at last that they got them
selves.

and E.

of the

in barter for furs at Ft. Prince of Wales, she

made

her escape to the English and told

of her

own

people on Peace

furs

choicest

cheap.

The

them

who

held the

British

traders,

r.

eager to extend their trade, sent her with a
safe conduct to her people,

whom

she per-

suaded to migrate to the barren grounds near
Hudson bay, where caribou were abundant.
They settled around Reindeer, Big, and North
Indian lakes, and were called the Northern
Indians by the English and the Mangeurs des
Cariboux by the Canadian French, while the
neighbouring tribes called them by the same
name that they had given to the English,
Men of the Stone House. Hearne saw them
in 1769, and Petitot found them there still a
century later, numbering 900. About 300
traded at Ft. Fond du Lac at the head of
lake Athabaska.
There were 445 enumerated
at

Fond du Lac

MS.

—
—

—

notes, B. A. E. ('caribou people').

Fort-de-plerre.

—Petitot,

Esclaves, 363, 1891.
Diot. D^nd-Dindji^,

Autour du Grand

Gens du
lac

des

—Petitot,
Mlchinipicpoets. —

Mangeurs de cariboux.
xx,

1876.

Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 25, 1744 ('people of stone of the
great lake': Cree name). Northern Indians.
Ibid.,
17.
Rising Sun Folks. Richardson, Arct. Exped., ir,
Rising Sun men. Prichard, Phys. Hist., v,
5, 1851.
376, 1847. Sa-essau-dinneh.
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
II, 27, 1852 (trans, 'eastmen').
Sah-se-sah tinney.
Ross quoted by Gibba, MS. notes, B. A. E. (trans, 'eastern

—

people').
II,

5,

Sa-i-sa-'dtinnfe.

—

Keane in Stanford, Compend., 634, 1878. Sawcesaw-dinneh. Franklin quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind.
Tribes, in, 542, 1853.
Saw-cessaw-dinnah. Schoolcraft,
ibid.,
V,
172, 1855.
Saw-eessaw-dinneh.

—
—

—

— Richardson, Arct. Exped.,

1851 ('people of the rising sun').

Sawassaw-tln-

—

—

Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,

ii,

—

241, 1824 (trans. 'Indiana

from the rising sun,' or 'eastern Indians).' Sawessaw
tinney. Keane in Stanford, Compend., 464, 1878.
See-lssaw-dinni. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond.,
69, 1856 (trans, 'rising-sun-men').
Tli6-Ottin6. Pet-

—

—

—

MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1865 ('stone people'). Th6y6 Ottin6.— Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 651, 1883.
itot,

Th6-y6-Ottin6.

—Petitot, Autour du

lac des Esclaves,

363, 1891 ('people of the stone fort').

Ethics and Morals.

It

is

difficult for

a

person knowing only one code of morals or
manners to appreciate the customs of another
who has been reared in the knowledge of a

hence it has been common for
such a one to conclude that the other has no
different code;

manners or no morals.

Every community has
adapted to its mode of life and surroundings, and such rules may be found more
rigorously observed and demanding greater
self-denial among savages than among civilized men.
Notwithstanding the differences
which necessarily exist between savage and
civilized ethics, the two systems must evidently have much in common, for from the days
of Columbus to the present, travellers have
given testimony of customs and manners of
Indians, who were still in the barbarous or the
savage stage, which displayed a regard for
rules

the happiness and well-being of others.
It is often difficult to teU how much of
Indian manners and morals may have been
derived from white people; but there are still

some

which have held aloof from the
and have been Httle contaminated by it, and we have the testimony of
early writers to guide us. The latter may be
narrow in their judgment of Indian conduct
tribes

intrusive race

while they are accurate in describing

To

Cariboo eaters. Ross in Smithson. Rep. 1866. 306,
1872.
Eastern Folks. Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii,
Ethen-eldfeU.— Petitot, Diet. Ddnd-Dindji6,
5, 1851.
XX, 1876.
£:then-elt^Il.
Petitot, Autour du lac des
Esclaves, 363, 1891. Ettine-tlnney.
Rosa quoted by
Gibbs,

ney

in 1911.

—
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discuss the rise of ethics

among

it.

primitive

peoples would lead too far afield; but
clear

from

all

that

is

known

this continent that there existed

standards

of

Both from

folk-lore

of

right

it

is

of the natives of

among them

conduct and

character.

and other sources we learn
conscience among the Indians and of their

pangs. The Navaho designate
by a term which signifies "that
standing within me which speaks to me."
Abundant evidence might be adduced to
show that Indians are often actuated by motives of pure benevolence and do good merely

dread of

its

conscience

from a generous delight
Social ethics obtained

in the act.

among

all

the tribes,

and public opinion was the power that com-
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Percys and

many

other

2

A
pelled the most refractory to obedience.
system of ethics having once taken shape,

tribes lean a pole across the door to indicate

the desire for the approval of one's associates
and the wish to hve at peace furnished suffi-

the dwelling.

cient incentive for compliance with the less

onerous

rules.

sufficient in

But these motives were not

matters of graver import.

Some

had executive bands, which had limited

tribes

to punish .offenders in certain cases,
such as violation of the orders of the tribal

power

council; but

among

other tribes there was no

power to punish, nor were there
even the rudiments of a court of justice. The
pagan Indian is destitute of the faith in heaven
and hell, which affords a strong incentive to
moral life among many of our own people;
but he has faith in good and bad luck, and
frequently attaches different imaginary punestablished

ishments to different offences. Some regard
various inanimate objects as the agents of these
"May the cold freeze you!"
punishments.
"May the fire burn you!" "May the waters

drown you!"

When

during the tribal hunt runners were

sent out to seek a herd of buffalo, they had
to give, on their return to camp, their report

emblems

in attest-

ation of the truth of their statement.

Scouts

must report accurately or meet disgrace. The
successful warrior must not claim more than
his due; otherwise he would not be permitted
to receive the badge of honours rightfully won.
The common punishment for lying in many
of the tribes was the burning of the liar's
Not to
tent and property by tribal sanction.
keep a promise deliberately given was equivalent to lying. There are many instances of
Indians keeping their word even at the risk
of death.

Honesty was inculcated

in the

young and

In some commimities
the rule was limited in its operation to those
within the tribe itself, but it was not unexacted in the tribe.

common
allies

to find its obligations extended to

and

to all friendly tribes.

moved

all ethical barriers,

mate.

The steahng

pillage

of horses

As war rewas legiti-

was a common

object of war parties, but only from a hostile

When

a theft was committed the tribal
demanded restitution; the loss of
the property taken, flogging, and a degree of

tribe.

authorities

punishment of
the thief. Instances could be multipHed to
show the security of personal effects in a tribe.
The Zufii, for example, on leaving home, close
and seal the door with clay, and it remains

The Nez

the absence of the family, and no one molests

Murder within the tribe was always punby exile, by inexorable ostracism
and the making of gifts to the kindred of the
slain, or by suffering the murderer to become
ished, either

the lawful victim of their vengeance.

Truth, honesty and the safeguarding of
himaan life were everywhere recognized as
essential to the peace and prosperity of a
tribe, and social customs enforced their observance; the community could not otherwise
keep together, much less hold its own against
enemies, for except where tribes were allies,
or bound by some friendly tie, they were
mutual enemies. An unaccredited stranger
was always presumably an enemy.
Adultery was punished. The manner of
punishment varied among the tribes, the choice
being frequently

Among

are their imprecations.

in the presence of sacred

inviolate.

the

to disfigure

left

to the aggrieved party.

was the common custom
an erring woman by cutting off

Apache

it

her nose.

The

care of one's family was regarded as a
duty and was generally observed. This
duty sometimes extended to one's relations.
While the young were everywhere taught
to show respect to their elders, and while
years and experience were supposed to bring
wisdom, yet there were tribes among which
it was the custom to abandon or to put to
death the very old. Where this custom prevailed the conditions of life were generally
hard, and the young and active found it diflScult to secure food for themselves and their
children.
As the aged could not take care of
themselves, and they were an encumbrance to
travel, they acquiesced in their fate as a measure of prudence and economy, dying in order
that the young might live and the tribe
maintain its existence.
The cruel punishment of witchcraft everywhere among the tribes had its ethical side.
The witch or wizard was beheved to bring
sickness or death to members of the community;
hence for their security the sorcerer
must be put to death. The custom was due
to a lack of knowledge of the causes of disease
and to mistaken ethics.
(\ c v
w m
social

")

social ostracism constituted the

The interior of most native
was without complete partitions,
yet each member of the family had a distinct
space, which was as inviolable as a separate
Etiquette.

dwellings
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apartment enclosed by

In this space

walls.

the personal articles of the occupant were
stored in packs and baskets, and here his
bed was spread at night. Children played
together in their own spaces and ran in and
out of that belonging to the mother, but they
were forbidden to intrude elsewhere and were

never allowed to meddle with anyone's possesWhen more than one family occupied a
dwelling, as the earth lodge, the long bark

sions.

house, or the large
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wooden structure

of the

N. W., every family had its well-known limits,
within which each member had a place. A

When

the bearer of an invitation entered a

lodge, the person invited did not respond

if

a relative or friend was present, who would
accept for him, saying "Your uncle (or aunt)
has heard."

*****

Among

a number of tribes etiquette required that there should be no direct speech
between a woman and her son-in-law, and in

some instances a similar restriction was placed
on a woman addressing her father-in-law. In
many tribes also the names of the dead were
not likely to be mentioned, and with some
Indians, for a space of time, a word was sub-

name

space was generally set apart for guests, to
which, on entering, a visitor made his way.
Among the Plains tribes this place was at the

stituted for the

back part of the dwelling, facing the entrance,
and the visitor when entering a lodge and
going to this place must not pass between
Among many tribes
his host and the fire.
the place of honour was at the w., facing the
entrance. If he was a familiar friend, greetings were at once exchanged, but if he had come
on a formal mission, he entered in silence,
which was unbroken for some little time after
he was seated. On such occasions conversation was opened by reference to trivial matters, the serious purpose of the visit not being
mentioned until considerable time had elapsed.

forms of speech, and the distinction was carefully observed.
A conventional tone was observed by men and women on formal occasions
which differed from that employed in every-

When
older

a delegation was received, only the
of the party or of the tribe spoke;

men

the younger members kept silent unless called
on to say something. Among all the tribes
haste was a

mark

of

ill

breeding, particularly

•during official or ceremonial proceedings.

No

dwelHng of his host
without some parting words to show that his
visit was at an end.
visitor could leave the

Among many
when speaking

tribes etiquette required that

to a person a

term

be

used.

An

elderly

man

of relation-

name should

ship rather than the personal
or

woman was

usually addressed as grandfather or grand-

mother, and a similar title was also applied to
a man of distinction. Uncle or aunt might
be used for persons of about the same age as
the speaker, but to a younger man or woman
the term of address would signify younger
brother or sister. A friendly visitor from
outside the tribe was addressed by a term

meaning "friend,"

A member

of the tribe,

although of a different clan or gens, was spoken
to by a term of relationship; among the Iroquois, for example, one of the opposite phratry

was greeted

"my

cousin."

as

"my

father's

clansman," or

especially

some

day

if

tribes

of a deceased person,

the latter were prominent.

men and women

In
used different

life.

Etiquette between the sexes demanded that
the man should precede the woman while

walking or in entering a lodge "to make the

way

safe

for

her."

Famihar

conversation

could take place only between relatives; reserve characterized the general behaviour of

men and women toward

each other.
Respect must be shown to elders in both
speech and behaviour. No one could be interrupted when speaking or forced to speak
when inclined to be silent, nor could personal
questions be asked or private matters mentioned.
During certain ceremonies no one
may speak above a whisper. If it was necessary to pass between a person and the fire
permission must be asked, and if one brushed
against another, or trod

upon

his foot,

an

apology must be made. At meal time, if one
could not eat all that had been put upon hia
dish, he must excuse himself to show that it
was through no disUke of the food, and when
he had finished he must not push away his
dish but return it to the woman, speaking a
term of relationship, as mother, aunt, wife,
which was equivalent to thanks.
Among
some tribes, if a cooking vessel had been
borrowed, it must be returned with a portion
of what had been cooked in it to show the
owner the use that had been made of ttie utensil, and also, in courtesy, to share the food.
There was an etiquette in standing and
sitting that was carefully observed by the women. They stood with the feet straight and
close together, and if the hands were free,
the arms hung down, a httle toward the front,
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the fingers extended and the pahns hghtly
pressed against the dress. Women sat with
both feet under them, turned to one side.

Men

and grammatical speech began at an early
age, and the strict observance of etiquette
and the correct use of language indicated the
Class
rank and standing of a man's family.
distinctions were everywhere more or less observed.

On

the N. Pacific coast the differ-

ence between high caste and low caste was
strongly marked. Certain lines of conduct

such as being a too frequent guest, were denounced as of low caste. So, too, among the
Haida, it was of low caste to lean backward;
one must sit on the forward part of the seat
in an alert attitude to observe good form.
Lolhng in company was considered a mark of
bad manners among the tribes; and among
the Hopi one would not sit with legs extended
during a ceremony. Smoking, whether social
or ceremonial, had its etiquette; much form
was used in exchanging smoking materials
and in passing the pipe in smoking and in
returning

it.

In

certain

societies,

when a

was served, particular parts of the animal belonged by etiquette to the noted warriors present, and these were presented by
the server with ceremonial speech and movements. Among some tribes when a feast was
given a pinch of each kind of food was sacrifeast

Ceremonial
visitors usually made their approach known
according to the local custom. Annong some
of the Plains tribes the visitors dispatched a
runner bearing a httle bunch of tobacco to
apprise their host of their intended visit;
should their coming prove to be ill-timed, the
tobacco could be returned with an accompanying gift, and the visit would be postponed
without any hard feeling. There was much
in the fire before eating.

and varied
life,

detail in the etiquette of family

social gatherings,

and the ceremonies

of

Am. Geog. Soc,

— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

Etskainah

training of children in tribal etiquette

in Bull.

v., A.

1912

229, 1887
sec.

ii,

65,

1887.

usually sat cross-legged.

The

ficed

Et-se-kln.— Boas
Etsi-kln.

GEORGE

the Siksika;
Piegan, but

A society

(Eis-kai'nah, 'horns')-

of the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All
it is

still

obsolete

Comrades, among

among

the southern

exists T;^ith the northern

and the Kainah.

Piegan

regarded as having
originated with the latter and extended to the
other divisions. The Sinopah (Kit-fox) society
among the Southern Piegan is practically idenIt

is

it.
The present Etskainah society
have taken on some of the functions
of the Stumiks (Bulls), now extinct.
The
members carry a crooked staff and are supposed
to have magical powers (Wissler, inf'n, 1906).
See GrinneU, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221,

tical
is

with

said to

1892,

Ettchaottine

('people

A Nahane

who

act

contra-

which one division
lives on
Frangais lake, British Columbia,
another in the neighbourhood of old Ft. Halrily').

tribe of

r., B.C.
(Hardisty in Smithson.
Rep. 1866, 311, 1872).
Their name came
from their warlike habits. Ross (MS., B.A.E.)
gave their pop. in 1858 as 435.
Bad-people. Morice, Notes on W. D6n6s, 16, 1893.

kett, Liard

—

'Dtcha-ta-'uttinnn6.

—
—

Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 6,
Ettcha-ottinfe. Petitot, Diet. Dte&-Dindji6,
XX,
1876 ('people who act contrarily'). Mauvais
Monde. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 66, 1856.
Netsilley.
Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 401, 1851.
1851.

—
—

Slavfe

tion.

Indians.— DaU, Alaska,

—Richardson, op.

Eulachon.

One of the names of

fish (Thaleichthys pacificus), of

the candle-

the family Sal-

monidoB, closely related to the smelt

name

of this fish in

dialects.

It is

Pacific coast of

Wild Na-

429, 1870.

cit.

one

of the

from the
Chinookan
:

found in the waters of the N.
America and is much used by

the Indians of that region for food and the

production of grease and

oil.

Other forms

(Christian Union, Mar. 22, 1871) are hoolikan

and oolichan, and Irving (Astoria,
form uthlecan.

ii)

cites

the

(a. f. c.)

the various tribes living N. of Mexico.
(a. c. f.)

Etleuk. A Squawmish village commimity
on the right bank of Skwamish r., Howe sd.,

B.C.
Ela-a-who.— Brit. Adm.

Ewawoos. A Cowichan tribe whose town
was Skeltem, 2 m. above Hope, Fraser r., Brit.
Col.; pop. 15 in 1911.

Ewahoos.

Can. Ind.

Ibid., 1901, pt. 2, 168.

Chart., No. 1917

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

Etle'uq.—

1891.

474, 1900.

Etsekin. A winter village of the Kwakiutl
proper on Havannah channel, w. coast of British Columbia.

Aff., 309, 1879.
Ewa-woos.—
Ewa'wus.—Boas, MS., B. A. E.

Exchange, media

of.

Before the arrival

Europeans intertribal trade had resulted
almost everywhere in America in the adoption
of certain standards of value of which the most
of
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important were shell beads and skins. The
shell currency of the Atlantic coast consisted
of small white and black or purplish beads cut

from the valves

of

quahaugand other shells and

These
as wampum, (q.v.)
were very convenient, as they could be strung
together in quantities and carried any distance
for purposes of trade, in this respect having a
decided advantage over skins. In exchange
two white beads were equivalent to one black
familiarly

known

Dirring the early colonial period

one.

wamamong

pum was almost the only cm-rency
white people as well; but inferior, poorly
finished kinds, made not only out of shell, but
of stone, bone, glass, horn, and even wood, were
soon introduced, and in spite of all attempted
regulation the value of wampum dropped continually until in 1661 it was declared to be
legal tender no longer in Massachusetts, and a
year or two later the same fate overtook it in
the other New England colonies. In New
York

appears to have held on longer, its
latest recorded use as currency being in 1693.
Holm says, speaking of the Delawares of New
it

"In trade they measure those strings
their length," each fathom of
them being worth 5 Dutch guilders, reckoning
4 beads for every stiver. ''The brown beads
are more valued than the others and fetch a
higher price; a white bead is of the value of a
piece of copper money, but a brown one is
worth a piece of silver." Holm quotes another
authority, however, to the effect that a white
bead was worth one stiver and a black bead
Jersey:
[of

wampum] by

The

is

manner
by the length of

thumbs; from the end

of the nail to the

two.

latter says also that "their

of measuring the strings
their

first joint

On
and

makes

6 beads."

the Pacific coast between

s.

e.

Alaska

N. California shell currency of another

This was made from the
(money tooth-shell), a
slender imivalve found on the w. coasts of
Vancouver and Queen Charlotte ids. In the
Chinook jargon it was called hiaqua. The
principal place where it was obtained is said to
have been the territory of a Nootka tribe, the
Ehatisaht, in Esperanza inlet, w. coast of
kind was employed.
Dentalium.

Vancouver

preticsum

id.,

<3uatsino inlet.

was collected as far n. as
The method of procuring it is

but

it

described in one of the earliest accounts of this
region, the Narrative of John Jewitt.
According to Boas, a block of cedar was spUt up at
one end so that it formed a kind of brush which
opened when pushed down into the water and
closed

when
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pulled up, thus entangling the

were valued in proportion
In w. Washington
the standard of value was 40 to the fathom,
and the value fell off rapidly above that number, while very long single shells were worth
more than a dollar. A fathom of 40 was formerly equivalent to a slave, according to Gibbs,
and in his time would bring $5. In California
and on the plateaus farther n. the shells had
shells.

These

shells

to their individual lengths.

incised designs.

Among

the

Hupa

of Califor-

by being wrapped spirskin or snake skin, and in addi-

nia they are decorated
ally

with

fish

tion usually bear a tuft of red feathers, prob-

ably from the woodpecker's crest.

The

lowing further description of these

given

Goddard
"The individual

is

fol-

by

are measured and
by the creases on the
left hand.
The longest known shells were
about 23^ in. long. One of them would reach
shells

their value determined

from the crease

of the last joint of the little

on the palm opposite the
knuckle joint of the same finger. The value
of such a piece in early days was about $5.
Shells of this length were called dinket.
The
next smaller shells were called kiketHkiUxoi, and
measured about 2| in. They were worth about
finger to the crease

A

about If in. long was
Their value was from 25 to
50 cents. Shells smaller than these were not
rated as money and had no denomination.

$1.50 each.

shell

called tcwolahit.

The length of the shells smaller than the first
mentioned was determined by applying them to
the creases of the middle and other fingers of
the left hand.
"This money was strung on strings which
reached from the thumb nail to the point of
the shoulder. Eleven of the largest size filled
such a string and was therefore called moanala.
Twelve shells of the next smaller size composed
a string and were called moananax. Thirteen
shells are called moanatak, and 14 of the smallest shells, called moanadink, was the largest
niunber placed on a string. These strings are
approximately 25 in. long. This, as it appears,
was the least common multiple of the individual
standard lengths.
"Since

same

all

length,

hands and arms are not of the
it was necessary for the man,

when he reached

his maturity, to establish the

values of the creases on his hand

by comparison
with money of known length as measured by
someone else. He also had a set of lines tattooed on the inside of the left forearm. These
lines indicated the length of 5 shells of the
several standards. The measures were sub-
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divided, there being lines of moanala long and

skins, used for

moanala

coat, and are
4 skins of reindeer
fawns, or 40 skins of Parry's marmot or of the
muskrat for a coat, and these sets are known
by terms designating these bxmches." The

short,

and so on.

This was the princi-

The

pal

method

first

5 on the string were measiu-ed by holding

of

estimating the money.

first shell at the thumb nail and
drawing the string along the arm and noting

the tip of the

mark reached by the butt of the
In like manner the last and intermediate sets of 5 were measm-ed." This shell

making

fur coats or blouses, are

tied in lots sufficient to

sold in this way.

make a

It requires

the tattooed

pelt of a wolf or wolverene

fifth shell.

"skins" in trade, while a

money was

muskrats or Parry's marmot are required to
make the value of "a skin."

Among

carried in special elk-horn boxes.

the coast tribes n. of Vancouver

joined together at the distance of a foot, and

The whole

called naki eik ('bead clothing').

naki

eik,

made

according to Jones, "is equal to 24

beaver, and one of the lines

more beaver

is

one or

******

skins, according to the value of

the beads."

A

more usual standard of value among interior people, however, was the pelt, especially
the skin of the beaver. Even on the Atlantic
coast it was used from the very earUest times
side by side with wampum, and in 1613 the
statement is made that it was the basis of all
trade between the French of Canada and the
Indians.
it is

In 1670 (Margry, D6c.,

i,

164, 1878)

learned that a beaver skin was worth a

fathom of tobacco, a fourth of a pound of
powder, 6 knives, or a portion of little blue
beads. According to Hunter it was also the
standard of value among the Osage, Kansa,
Oto, Omaha, and their neighbours. He adds
that 2 good otter skins, from 10 to 12 raccoon,
or 4 or 5 wildcat (lynx ?) skins were valued at one
beaver skin. Here this standard passed out
very rapidly with the coming of white men;
but in the great fur regions of Canada it remained the basis of value first between French
and Indians, and afterward between English
and Indians. Up to the present time everything is valued in "skins," meaning beaver
skins, but the term has come to have a fixed
value of 50 cents in Canadian money.
In former days, before the arrival of the

among

Russians, the unit of value
of the lower
skin, to

Yukon was

a

full

the Eskimo

grown land-otter

which was equivalent the skin of the

large hair seal.

the beaver;

This has

and

all

now

given place to

other skins, furs, and

"a skin" and multiples and fractions of a "skin." "In addition
to this," says Nelson, "certain small, untanned
articles of trade are sold as

Among

id.,

dentaha were not so much in vogue, but were
used for ornamental purposes and in trade with
the interior Indians. The standard of value
among the Kutchakutchin and neighbouring
tribes consisted of hues of beads 7 ft. long

is

worth several

number

of pelts of

the northern tribes in the n. Pacific

coast area, where dentalia were not so

much

valued, elk and moose skins seem formerly t&

have constituted one

of the standards
although the skins of other animals
doubt used to some extent as well.
times all these were replaced by

of value,

were no
In later
blankets

Bay Company,
by points or marks

introduced by the Hudson's

which were distinguished
on the edge, woven into their texture, the best
being 4-point, the smallest and poorest 1-point.
The acknowledged unit of value, at least among
the Haida, was a single 2J^-point blanket,

worth in 1880 a Kttle more than $1.50, but on
the coast farther s. it is now rated at about 50
cents.
Everything was referred to this unit,
according to Dawson, even a large 4-point
blanket being said to be worth so many "blankets."

Another standard universal in this region
slaves, and perhaps the remarkable copper
plates should also be mentioned, though
strictly speaking they were legal tender of
varying value which had to be fixed by means

was

of

some other standard, such as blankets or
Pieces

slaves.

of

cedar bark prepared for

roofing sometimes appear as units of value
also.

By the interior Salish of British Columbia
Indian hemp bark was put up in bundles about
2

ft.

long and 2

ends,

and 6

in. in

of

diameter, and tied at both

these bimdles constituted a

"package," while dried salmon was generally
by the "stick," each stick numbering 100
*
' *
*
*
*
*
fish (Teit).
sold

Although
standards,

including

the

the foregoing

more prominent
by no means
where articles of

list

exhausts their nuimber, for

kinds were continually bartered,
numerous standards of a more or less evanescent natm-e arose. For a list of comparative

various

valuations in one tribe see Teit, cited below,
p. 260.

Consult Bourke, Snake Dance of the Moquis,
Chittenden, Am; Fur Trade, 1902;

1885;

Dawson, Report on Queen Charlotte

Ids.,
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Geol. Surv. of Can., 1880; Dixon in Bull.

Am.

one person, who

is

usually denominated the

Gibbs

in

Goddard

in

In view of the rights and obligations of the

Univ. Cal. Publ., Am. Archa;ol. and Ethnol.,
1903; Hardisty in Smithson. Rep. 1866, 1872;
Holm, Descr. New Sweden, 1834; Holmes in
2d Rep. B. A. E., 1883; Hunter, Captivity,
Jones in
Jewitt, Narrative, 1815;
1823;

father's clan to a person, in addition to those

Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii,
Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

pt. 3, 1905;
i,

1877;

Smithson. Rep. 1866, 1872; Loskiel, Missions,
1794; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899;

Powers

in

Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

Thompson
Hist.,

11,

iii,

1877; Teit,

Mem. Am. Mus.

Indians,

1900.

^3)

(J

Family.

There

are

important

and

differences in the organization

Nat.

material

in the func-

tions of the family as found respectively in

savagery, barbarism, and civilization, and even

within each of these planes of culture several

marked types

of the family, differing radically

one from another in

many

characteristic fea-

tures, exist.

To determine

definitely

organic features of

even

main

the

the family systems in a

majority, not to say

all, of the Indian tribes n.
not yet possible, owing to lack of

of Mexico,

is

material.

In communities like those of the

Muskhogean and the Iroquoian

tribes,

in

which the clan system has been so highly
developed, two radically different organic
groups of persons exist to which the term
family may properly be applied; and within
each of these groups a more or less complex
system of relationships definitely fixes the
status of every person, a status, that, acquired

by

birth or adoption, determines the civU or

other rights, immunities, and obligations of the

Among the Iroquois the ohwachira
common Iroquoian name for the maternal

person.
(the

blood family) was becoming merged into the
clan, so that in specific cases the 'two are
virtually

identical,

several ohwachira

although in other cases
comprised under one

are

The term ohwachira is common to all
the known dialects of the Iroquoian stock. On
clan.

the other hand there are found in these dialects
several different

names designating the group

called a clan, seemingly indicating the probability that

the family as an institution existed

long before the development of the clan organization,

mon

when

history

the several tribes

and

tradition.

still

But

had a comit

is

not

propositus.

inherited from the clan of the mother,

pears that the family group

ap-

were the performance of these clan duties
neglected. The tutelar of every person is
named and made by the members of the paternal clan. The duties just mentioned do not
end with the death of the person; if occasioned
by war or by murder the loss must be made
good by the paternal clan supplying a prisoner
or the scalp of an enemy.
Some of the duties and obligations of the
clan or clans whose sons have taken wives from
a clan stricken by death are to condole with it,
prepare the death feasts, provide suitable
singers to chant the dirges at the wake lasting^
one or more nights, guard and care for the bodylying in state and prepare it for burial, make
the bark burial case or wooden coffin, construct
the scaffold or dig the grave, and to perform
all the other needful duties due from clana
bound together by marriage. It was regarded
as unseemly for the stricken clan to do anything but mourn until the body of the dead had
been placed in its final resting place and imtil
after the feast of "re-associating with the
public," held ten days subsequent to the death,
of the deceased, at which his property was
divided among his heirs and friends. In case
of the death of a chief or other noted person
the clan mourned for an entire year, scrupulously refraining from taking part in pubHc
affairs imtil

the expiration of this period and

until after the installation of a successor to the

dead officer. During the interim the bereaved
clan was represented by the clan or clans bound
to it by the ties of maryage and offspring.
These two clans are exogamic groups, entirely

distinct

before the child's birth,

and

form two subdivisions of a larger group of
kindred the family— of which any given per-

—

son, the propositus,
of

or a clan a family.

an ohwachira a family,
The first and larger group

form incest groups

includes the entire

body

member

some

it

the Iroquois

and Muskhogean tribes is composed of the
maternal and paternal clans. The clan owes
the child of its son certain civil and religious
rights, and is bound to the child by obligations
which vitally concern the latter's life and welfare, present and future.
The youth's equipment for life would not be regarded as complete

strictly accurate to call

of kindred of

among

juncture.

of

is

Strictly

the

the local point or point
speaking,

both

in relation to him.

community

is

clans

Every

therefore the
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point of contact and convergence of two exo-

common

gamic groups of persons, for in these communities the clan is exogamic; that is to say, each
is an incest group in so far as its own members
are concerned. Within these clans or exogamic groups the mrmbers are governed by
rules of a more or less complex system of relationships, which fix absolutely the position and
status of everyone in the group, and the clan is
thus organized and limited. Those, then, who
have common blood with one another, or with
a third person, belong to the same family and
are kindred.
Both of these clans owe the off-

by adoption.

spring the rights and obligations of kindred,

that of his clan, the wife or wives to those of
their respective clans, and the children to those

but in differing degrees. Thus a person may
be said to have two clans, in some measure
that of his mother and that of his father. Both
clans exercise rights and are bound by obligations to "the household of which he is a member;
both have, moreover, in different measiu"e, the
rights and obligations of kinship to him.
The second and smaller group, the fireside or
household, includes only the husband, his wife
or wives, and their children. Where there are
several wives from several different families,
this group in its family relations becomes very
intricate, but is nevertheless under the rigid
control of family law and usage.
It is thus apparent that these two groups of
persons are in fact radically distinct, for the
group is not merely a portion of the

lesser

larger.

The relative

his wife, or wives,

status of the husband and
and their children makes this

evident.

Custom, tradition, and the common law do
not regard the wife, or wives, of the household
as belonging to the clan of the husband. By

between members of the same clan group, so
there are rules and usages governing the household or fireside and defining the rights and
obligations belonging to
relations of the various

are affected
it is

by the

of both parents,

wife or from her clan, and he, likewise, does not
become a member of his wife's clan.
But the fireside, or household, is the product
of the union by marriage of two persons of

which does not establish between the husband and wife the mutual rights
and obligations arising from blood feud and
from inheritance. It is precisely these mutual
rights and obligations that are peculiarly
characteristic of the relations between clansmen, for they subsist only between persons of
different clans,

member

of

— the husband to

but in different kind and

degree.

The dominating importance

of the family in

the social organization of a primitive people

is

one of the most vital institutions founded by private law and usage.
In
such a community every member is directly
apparent;

it is

obligated to the family,
tection

members

that

first of all, for

safeguards

his

the pro-

welfare.

The

which he belongs are
sureties.
In the grim

of the family to

his advocates and his
blood feud the family defends him and his
cause, even with their Uves, if need be, and this
care ends not with his death, for if he be murdered the family avenges his miu-der or exacts
payment therefor. In the savage and barbaric
ages, even to the beginning of civiMzat'on, the
community placed reliance largely on the
family for the maintenance of order, the
redress of wrongs, and the punishment of

crime.

Concerned wholly with the intimate relations
private life, family custom and law are
administered within the family and by its
organs;
such customs and laws constitute
lying motives,

her husband or from his clan. On the other
hand, the husband acquires no rights from his

The

of the fireside

fact that every

clan or higher kinship group

membership

rights of inheritance of

its jurisdiction.

members

directly subject to the general rule of the

of

and she acquires no
property either from

Therefore,

not belong to the same clan or family.
As there is a law of the clan or exogamic kinship group governing acts and relations as

marriage the wife acquires no right of membership in her husband's clan, but remains a member of her own clan, and, equally important,
she transmits to her children the right of
in her clan;

by birth or
husband and wife do

blood, whether acquired

daily rules of action, which, with their vmder-

embody

the

common

sense of

In a measure they are not
within the jurisdiction of public enactment,
although in specific cases the violation of
family rights and obligations incurs the legal
penalties of tribal or public law, and so sometimes family government comes into conflict
with public law and welfare. But by the increasing power of tribal or public law through
the community.

centralization of

power and

political organiza-

tion the independence of the family in private

good order
community, is gradually limited. And
when the family becomes a unit or is absorbed

feuds, regarded as dangerous to the
of the

in

a higher organization the individual acquires
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family^

matrons of the clans whose clansmen were the

one

fathers of the recruits from the other clans, for

a clan or family
depend primarily on the dearth or abundance
Hence the loss of a single
of its niunbers.

had only to interpose their
and authority to bring to naught the
best concerted designs and enterprises of these
ambitious war chiefs. This is ample evidence
that these women had an influence in some

certain rights at the expense of the

the right of appeal to the higher tribunal

is

these chief matrons

of these.

The wealth and power

of

is a great loss, and there is need that it
be made good by replacing the departed with
another or by many others, according to the
relative standing and importance of the person
For example, Aharihon, an
to be restored.

person

Onondaga
40

ficed

chieftain of the 17th century, sacri-

men

the great esteem in

among

show
which he held him. But

to the shade of his brother to

the Iroquois the duty of restoring the

does not devolve directly on the stricken
clan or exogamic kinship group, but upon all
loss

by

influence

degree exceeding that of the council of the
ancients and tribal chiefs.

In the blood feud the paternal kin did not
not interfere except by counsel; but to avenge
the death of a clansman of their father was an

Outlaws were denied family and

obligation.

The

tribal rights.

in the organic structure of the family with its
rights, immunities,

the birth or the adoption of many men in a
clan or exogamic kinship group is a great

clansman.

to

it

the ties of

—

advantage to

it;

men

be-

obligation

of

for although these

come separated through the

marrying into clans or such groups other than
theii' own, the children of such unions are
bound in a measure to the clan or exogamic
kinship group of their fathers. This is a prin-

matron
exogamic kinship might

ciple so well established that the chief

of the paternal clan or

oblige these offspring of diverse households (as

many

might

go to war in fulfilseemed good to her;
or she might stop them if they wished to undertake a war which was not, from its expediency,
pleasing to her and her advisers.
Therefore
this chief matron, having decided that the time
was at hand "to raise again the fallen tree" or
*'to put back on the vacant mat" one of the
clan whom death removed, would inform one
of the children whose fathers were her clansmen,
their honthonni' that it was her desire that he
form and lead a war party against their enemies

ment

as

suffice) to

of their obligation, as

,

purpose of securing a prisoner or a
scalp for the purpose named.
The person
whom she selected was one judged most capable
of executing her commission.
This was soon
iccomplished. She enforced and confirmed
this commission with a belt of wampum.
So
powerful was this chief matron of a clan that
for the

v.'hrn

the council chiefs did not favour the de-

signs of certain ambitious

war

chiefs in raising

levies for military purposes, fearing that

they
might injure the best interests of the tribe, one
of the surest methods they might employ to
frustrate those enterprises was to win the chief

21a— 11

and immunity

The fundamental concept

inhering in kinship.

what is termed
i. e., upon those whose fathers
hontonnishon'
So
are clansmen of the person to be replaced.
allied

renunciation of clan kinship

entailed the loss of every right

protection.

To

and obligations

is

that of

was

exercise the right of feud

lawful only to avenge the guilty murder of a

The

clan or family

was made

useful

by the

tribe as a police organization, through

which

was exercised over lawless men who
otherwise were beyond restraint. Every clan
had jurisdiction over the Uves and property
of its members, even to the taking of life for
control

cause.

The mutual obligations of kindred subsist
between persons who can act for themselves;
but there are duties of protection by these
toward those who cannot act for themselves
for any reason whatever, for it is a principle of
humanity that they who are legally independ-

who are legally deThe modern law of guardianship of

ent should protect those

pendent.

minors and imbeciles

evidently but a survival
obUgation of protection
in the primitive family and clan.
Speaking generally of the tribes of theN.W.
coast, Swanton (Am. Anthrop., n.s., vii, no. 4,

and extension

is

of this

1905) says that in addition to the "husband,
wife,

and

children,

increased by a

a household was often

number

of relations

who

lived

with the house owner on almost equal terms,
several poor relations or proteges who acted as
servants, and on the n. Pacific coast as many
slaves as the house owner could afford or was
able to capture."

In tribes where a clan or gentile organization

and the Muskhogean tribes does not exist, it is known that
the incest groups on the maternal and the
paternal sides are largely determined by the
system of relationships, which fixes the position
and status of every person within an indefinite

similar to that of the Iroquoian
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group, and the incest group is reckoned from
each propositus. That is to say, marriage and
cohabitation may not subsist between persons
related to each other within prescribed Hmits
on both the maternal and paternal sides,

although kinship

may be

recognized as extend-

Among

the

these relationships are defined

by

ing beyond the prescribed limit.

Klamath

reciprocal terms defining the relation rather

than the persons, just as the term "cousin" is
employed between cousins.
In speaking of the fierce, turbulent, and
cruel Athapascan tribes of the valley of the
Yukon, Kirkby (Smithson. Rep. 1864, 1865),
"There is, however, another division
says:
among them, of a more interesting and important character than that of the tribes just mentioned.
Irrespective of tribe they are divided
into three classes, termed, respectively, Chitsa,

Nate-sa, and Tanges-at-sa, faintly repre-

senting the aristocracy, the middle classes, and

a long fast the quantity of food taken was
It was not uncom-

of

regulated for several days.

mon for an adult
when about

to fast, as a prayer for success,

upon an important enterwar or hunting. Fasting was also a
means by which occult power was believed to
be acquired; a shaman had to fast frequently
to enter

prise, as

in order to

be able to

fulfill

Initiation into religious societies

tribe,

and ranged from midnight to

continued 4 days and nights.

from water as weU as
The reason for fasting has been explained by a Cherokee priest as "a means to
spiritualize the human nature and quicken the
spiritual vision by abstinence from earthly
ally included abstinence

Other tribes have regarded

thews in

Mem. Am. Mus.

Mooney

in 19th

mentioned above.

Apparently a similar social
among the Natchez, but
no detailed information on the subject is

^^^^^b^^(J.

N. B. H.)

Fasting. A rite widely observed among the
Indians and practised both in private and in
connection with public ceremonies.

The

fii'st

fast took place at puberty, when the youth wae
sometimes sent to a sequestered place and
remained alone, fasting and praying from
1 to 4 days, or even longer.
At this time
or during similar fasts which followed, he
was supposed to see in a dream the object
which was to be his special medium of communication with the supernatural.
Simple garments or none were worn when fasting.
Among some tribes clay was put upon the
head, and tears were shed as the appeals were
'

made

to the unseen powers.

At the conclusion

simset, or

Fasting gener-

food.

arrangement has had a most beneficial effect
in allaying the deadly feuds formerly so frequent among them." As no fiu-ther data are
given, it is impossible to say what, if any ,was

organization existed

was accom-

panied by fasting, and in some of the great
ceremonies all the principal actors were obliged
The length of
to fast prior to taking part.
these fasts varied with the ceremony and the

food."

three exogamic classes, with female descent,

the duties of hia

office.

the poorer orders of civilized nations, the
former being the most wealthy and the latter
the poorest. In one respect, however, they
greatly differ, it being the rule for a man not to
marry in his own, but to take a wife from either
of the other classes.
A Chit-sa gentleman will
marry a Tanges-at-sa peasant without the
The offspring in every
least feeling infra dig.
This
case belong to the class of the mother.

the internal structure and organization of these

1912

v., A.

it

remove "the smell"

as a

method by which

to

common

Occasionally chiefs or leaders

world.

have appointed a

of the

tribal fast in order to avert

thi'eatening disaster.

Consult Dorsey and Voth in Field Colmnbian
Publ., Anthrop. ser., iii, 1900-03; Fewkes

Mus.
(1)

in Joiu-.

Am.

Ethnol. and Archseol.,

Nat. Hist.,
Rep. B. A. E., 1900.

iv,

Mat-

1894, (2) in 19th Rep. B. A. E., 1900;
vi,

1902;

(a. c. f.)

Among

were

Feasts.
feasts,
ranging in importance from that of the little
child to its playmate up to those which were a
all

tribes there

part of the great sacred ceremonies. These
so-called feasts were never elaborate and were

simply served, each portion being ladled from
the kettle by the hostess, or by one appointed
for the task.

On

Feasts were held at stated times.
Pacific coast the

coming

of the

celebrated in a feast of thanksgiving
tribes able to secure the fish

Farther

rivers.

other

fruits

s.

was

the n.

salmon was

from

by

all

the

inlets or

the ripening of acorns and
similarly

observed.

The

maturing of the maize was the occasion for
tribal festivities; at that time the Creeks held
their S-days' ceremony known as the Bwsfc

when the new corn was eaten, the new fire
new garments worn, and all past
enmities forgiven. In November, when the
Eskimo had gathered their winter store, thye
kindled,

held a feast, at which time gifts were exchanged;
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this a temporary relationship was formed
between the giver and taker, which tended to
good feehng and fellowship. During the full

by

moon

of

December the Eskimo held a

which the bladders
year were brought.

feast to

of animals killed during the

These were "supposed to

contain the inuas, or shades of the animals."

On

the sixth and last day the bladders were

taken out to a hole made in the ice, and thrust
They "were
into the water under the ice.
supposed to swim far out to sea and then enter
the bodies of unborn animals of their kind,
thus becoming reincarnated and rendering

game more

plentiful" (Nelson).

Among

the

Iroquois a feast was held to keep the medicine
Religious ceremonies to insui'e fruitful-

alive.

ness took place at the planting of "the maize, at

which time a feast was held.
Feasts were given on the completion of a
house, at a marriage, and when a child was
named. Feasts in honor of the dead were
widely observed. The time which must elapse
after a death before the feast could be given
varied

among

the tribes.

Plains Indians

it

Among some

of the

occurred after 4 days, with

the Iroquois after 10 days, and with other
tribes after nearly a year.

their

memorial feast

late in

The Eskimo held
November. The

near relatives were the hosts, and the dead
were supposed to be present beneath the floor
of the dwelling where they enjoyed the festivihonour, partaking of the food and
water cast there for them, and receiving the
clothing put as a gift upon their namesakes.
At the feast for the dead held by the tribes on
the N. Pacific coast, the spirits of the departed
were also supposed to be present, but the portions of food intended for them were passed
through the fire and reached them in this
manner. The Huron held their ceremonial
feast in the fall, when all who had died during
the year were disinterred by their kindred, the
flesh stripped from the bones, and these wrapped in new robes and laid in the clan burial
pit.
The feast was one of tribal importance
and was accompanied with religious rites.
It was incumbent on an aspirant to tribal
honour to give feasts to the chiefs, and one who
desired initiation into a -society must piovide
feasts for the society.
Respect to chiefs and
leading men was expressed by a feast. On such
an occasion the host and his family did not eat
with their guests; they provided the food and
the dishes, but the head chief appointed one

the dishes used anything that would be tabu

any of his guests; a failure to observe this
important point would be considered an insult.
The meetings of secular societies among the
Plains tribes, whether the membership was of
one or both sexes, were always accompanied
with a feast. There was no public invitation,
but the herald of the society went to each lodge
and gave notice of the meeting. The food was
provided by the family at whose lodge the
society met, or by certain other duly appointed
to

persons.

of the guests to act as server.

At

all feasts

the

host was careful not to include in the food or

The preparation

for the feast varied

same tribe. In
some instances the food was brought ready
cooked to the lodge, in others it was prepared
in different societies within the

in the presence of the assembly.

The people

brought their own eating vessels, for at these
feasts one had to eat all that was served to
him or take what was left to his home.
In most tribal ceremonies sacred feasts occurred, for which certain prescribed food was
prepared and partaken of with special ceremony.
Feasts of this kind often took place
at the close of a ceremony, rarely at the beginning, although sometimes they marked a
particular stage in the proceedings.

the Iroquois, and

owner feasted

perhaps other

his fetish,

Among

tribes, the

and the ceremony

of

the calumet, according to early writers, was

always concluded with a feast, and was usually
accompanied by an exchange of presents.

*******

ties in their
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At every

feast of any kind, on any occasion,
where food was to be eaten, a bit or small
portion was first lifted to the zenith, sometimes
presented to the four cardinal points, and then
dropped upon the earth at the edge of the fire
or into the fire.
During this act, which was
an offering of thanks for the gift of food,
every one present remained silent and motionless.

Consult Dorsey and Voth in Field Columbian Mus. Publ, Anthrop. ser., iii, 1900-03;

Fewkes

in 15th, 16th, and 19th Rep. B.A.E.,
1897-1900; Fletcher in Publ. Peabody Mu-

seum; Gatschet, Creek Migr. Leg., i, 177,
1884; Hoffman in 7th and 14th Reps. B.A.E.,
1891, 1896; Jenks in 19th Rep. B. A. E., 1900;
Jesuit Relations, Thwaites ed., i-lxxiii, 18961901; Matthews in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
VI, 1902; Mindeleff in 17th Rep. B. A. E.,
1898; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 357, 1899.
(a. c. f.)

Featherwork.

The

feathers of birds en-

tered largely into the industries, decoratioDB
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war and worship

of the Indians.

species lent their

All

common

plumage on occasion, but

there were some that were especially sought
in the Arctic regions, water birds during their

annual migrations; the eagle everywhere; wild
turkeys in their habitat; ravens and flickers
on the N. Pacific coast; woodpeckers, meadow
crested quail, mallard ducks, jays,
larks,
blackbirds,

and

and in
hawks, turkeys, and
California;

orioles in

the Pueblo region, eagles,
parrots especially.

The prominent

every area were used.

*

*

medium

of exchange.
in

the bodies of performers in cere-

monies of the N. Pacific coast were copiously
adorned with down. Feathers worn by the
Plains tribes in the hair indicated rank by
their kind and number, or by the manner of
mounting or notching. The decoration of
the stem of the calumet (q. v.) was of feathers,
the colours of which depended on the purpose
Whole
for which the calumet was offered.
feathers of eagles were made into war-bonnets,
plumes and long trails for dances and solemnities.
In the Pueblo region feathers played
an important role in symbolism and worship
prayer-sticks, wands, altar decorations, and
The downy
aspergills were made of them.
feather was to the mind of the Indian a kind
of bridge between the spirit world and ours.
Creation and other myths spring out of fea-

—

thers.
its

Consult Bancroft, Native Races, i-v, 1874Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888; Dixon in
Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt. 3, 1905;
75;

Goddard in Publ. Univ. Cal., Am. Archseol.
and Ethnol., i, 1903; Hohnes (1) in 6th Rep.
B. A. E., 1888; (2) in 13th Rep. B. A. E., 1896;
Mallery in 10th Rep. B. A. E., 1893; Mason
(1) in

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1902, 1904,

(2) in

Muidoch

SmithRep.

B. A. E., 1892; Nelson in 18th Rep. B.A.E.,

*

connection with social customs and symbolism.

Feather technic in

ward.

*

striking uses of feathers were

The masks and

processes from the n. part of America south-

son. Rep.

could be tied or glued to the shaftment in
twos or threes. Among the Eskimo and some
of the southwestern Indians the feathers were
Among California tribes bird
laid on flat.
scalps were used as money, being both a

The most

1912

species in

Fans and other accessories of dress were
made of wings or feathers by the Iroquois
and other tribes. The uses of feathers in
The Western
decoration were numberless.
Eskimo sewed little sprays of down into the
seams of garments and bags made of intestinal
membranes, and the California Indians decorated their exquisite basketry in the same
manner. The quills of small birds, spht and
dyed, were used for beautiful embroidery and.
basketry in the same way as porcupine quills,
For giving directness to the flight of arrows
feathers were usually split so that the halves

standard' of value and a

v., A.

highest development

1886, 1889;

in 9th

1899; Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894;
Winship in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896.
(O. T. M.)

Fetish

(Portuguese:

'sorcery',

'enchantment'

fetish

—

;

adjective,

—-whence

'made by

the English

art',

'artificial',

'skiKully contrived'; hsLtin factitious,
art', 'artful

Among

by magic').

charm,'

'a

feitigo,

'made by

the American

Indians an object, large or small, natural or
artificial,

regarded as possessing consciousness,

and immortal life, and especially
orenda or magic power, the essential charwhich enables the object to
acteristic,
volition

accomplish, in addition to those that are usual,

abnormal results in a mysterious manner.
Apparently in any specific case the distinctive
function and sphere of action of the fetish
depends largely on the nature of the object
It is the
which is supposed to contain it.
imagined possession of this potent mysterious
power that causes an object to be regarded as
indispensable to the welfare of

its

In the belief of the Indians,

— men,

animate and incarnate
waters,

rocks,

plants,

trees,

possessor.

all

things are

beasts,

lands,

stars,

winds,

—

and night and all possess vohtion
and immortal life; yet many of these are
held in perpetual bondage by weird spells of
some mighty enchantment. So, although lakes
and seas may wTithe in billows, they cannot
traverse the earth, while brooks and rivers
may run and bound over the land, yet even
they may be held by the potent magic power
god of winter. Mountains and hills
of the
may throb and quake with pain and grief,
but they cannot travel over the earth because
they are held in thraldom by the powerful
Thus it is
spell of some potent enchanter.
that rocks, trees, roots, 'stocks and stones',
bones, the limbs and parts of the body, and
clouds,

belongs to South America, Central America,

the various bodies of nature are verily the

and Polynesia, but there

living

is

continuity in the

tombs

of

diverse

beings and spirits.
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the kingdom of the fetish, for even
the least of these may be chosen. Moreover,
a fetish is an object which may also represent

storms as the embodiment of as many personalities.
It is therefore erroneous to assign the

a vision, a dream, a thought, or an action.

times called hecasto theism.

Of such

is

*******

A

fetish is acquired by a person, a family,
a people for the purpose of promoting
welfare.
In return, the fetish requires from
its owner worship in the form of prayer,

or

feasts,

sacrifice,

votaries

its

it

and

receives

protection,

in accordance with the character of its behaviour toward them. Some fetishes are regarded as more efficacious than others. The
fetish which loses its repute as a promoter of

welfare gradually becomes useless and

degenerate into a sacred object
amulet, or a talisman

—a

may

charm, an

— and finally into a mere

ornament. Then other fetishes are acquired,
to be subjected to the same severe test of
efficiency in promoting the well-being of their
possessors.

The fetish is clearly segregated from the
group of beings called tutelars, or guardian
spirits, since it may be bought or sold, loaned
or inherited, while, so far as known, the tutelar
is never sold, loaned, or, with the Iroquois,
inherited.
Among the Santee and the Muskhogean and Iroquoian tribes the personal
tutelar, having a different origin, is scrupulously discriminated from all those objects and
beings which may be called fetishes. The
tutelar has a particular name as a class of
beings.
Rev. John Eastman says that this
is true of the Santee, and it is probably true
of

many

other tribes.

Some

fetishes are in-

k^wn

by

Mooney

says, in describing the fetish, that

may

be "a bone, a feather, a carved or painted stick, a stone arrowhead, a curious fossil
or concretion, a tuft of hair, a necklace of red
it

berries, the stuffed skin of

It

is

also acquired

by choice

for

may have one

person

The name

fetish

is

or

many

also applied to

lizard, the dried

charcoal mixed with

human

blood

— anything,

which the owner's medicine dream or
imagination might suggest, no matter how
uncouth or unaccountable, provided it be
Easily portable and attachable.
The fetish
might be the inspiration of a dream or the gift
of a medicine-man, or even a trophy taken
from a slain enemy, or a bird, animal, or
reptile; but, however insignificant in itself, it
had always, in the owner's mind at least,
some symbohc connection with occult power.
It might be fastened to the scalp-lock as a
in fact,

pendant, attached to some part of the dress,
hung. from the bridle bit, concealed between
the covers of a shield, or guarded in a special
repository

in

Mothers some-

the dwelling.

times tied the fetish to the child's cradle."

Consult Bourke in 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892;
Clark, Indian Sign Language, 1885; Gushing,
Zuiii

2d Rep. B.A.E., 1883; Jesuit

Fetishes,

des

Sauvages

1896-1901; Lafitau,
Ameriquains, 1724;

Maximilian, Travels, 1843; Mliller, Orig. and
of Religion, 1879; Murdoch in 9th

Growth

fetishes.

Rep. B. A. E., 1892; Nelson in 18th Rep.
B. A. E., 1899; Riggs, Gospel among the Da-

most

kotas, 1869.

multifarious reasons.

A

a

'hand of an enemy, a small bag of pounded

Moeurs

commerce.

must

for the tutelar.

from neighbouring tribes at a great

constituting a valuable article of intertribal

some-

distinct names, indicative of their

Relations, Thwaites ed.,

thus

fetish

functions: ochina'k&"'da' for fetish, and oidro"'

herited fron kindred, while others are bought
price,

The

be carefully distinguished from the tutelar of
every person. Among the Iroquois these are

and from

or good treatment

ill

fetish to the artificial stage of religion,

of

(j.

N. B. H.)

the articles found in the medicine sack of the

shaman, the pindikosan of the Chippewa.
These are commonly otter, snake, owl, bird,
and other skins; roots, bark, and berries of
many kinds; potent powders, and a heterogeneous collection of other things emploj'ed

by the shaman.

A

fetish

is

not a product of a definite phase

of religious activity,

ticular

much

less is it

the par-

prerogative of any plane of

human

culture; for along with the adoration of the
fetish

earth,

goes
life,

the

worship

of

trees, rivers, water,

the sun,

moon,

mountains, and

Two methods

Fire-making.

of

making

were in use among the American aborigines at the time of the discovery.
The
first method, by flint-and-pyrites (the progenfire

was practised by the
Eskimo and by the Athapascan and Algonquian
itor of flint-and-steel),

the continent from
Columbia to Newfoundland and around the entire Arctic coast, and
also throughout New England; as well as by

ranging

tribes

Stikine

r.

across

in British

the tribes of the n. Pacific coast.

ence

is

that this

method

of

The

infer-

fire-m.aking at
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one time was general in this area, but the observations on which its distribution is based
are from widely separated localities in. which
it is invariably used in connection with firemaking by wood friction. It appears probable
that flint-and-pyrites, in view of its distribution in northen Europe, was introduced into
America through Scandinavian contact, or is
The
accultural either from Europe or Asia.
flint-and-steel is clearly an introduction of
recent times.

The second method, by reciprocating mowood on wood and igniting the gi'Oimdoff particles through heat generated by friction,
tion of

was widespread in America, where it was the
most valued as well as the most effectual

known

process
paratus,

in

its

to

the aborigines.

simplest form,

The ap-

consists

of

a

These features

GEORGE

seem to have an

also

1912

v., A.

indis-

criminate distribution in the area mentioned.

The pump drill has been employed for firemaking only among the Onondaga of Canada,
who used it in making sacred fire for the
White-dog

feast;

but the

pump

daga also there

is

drill is of little

From

practical use in fire-making.

an example

the Onon-

of the fire

plough

which a stick
is held at an angle between the hands and
rubbed back and forth along a plane surface,
cutting a groove in which the wood meal
produced by friction ignites. The appearance
of these diverse methods in one tribe, in an
area where the simple drill was common, leads
to the assumption that they are of recent introduction. There is no other evidence that
like that of the Polynesians, in

the

fire

plough ever existed in the western

and a lower piece or hearth,
near the border of which the drill is worked
by twisting between the palms, cutting a
socket.
From the socket a narrow canal is

hemisphere.

cut in the edge of the hearth, the function of

Thus the weathered roots of the
Cottonwood were used by the Pueblos; the
stems of the yucca by the Apache; the root
of the willow by the Hupa and Klamath;
cedar by the N. W. Coast tribes; elm, maple,
and buttonwood by the eastern Indians. In
some instances sand was placed in the fire
cavity to increase friction; often two men
twirled the drill alternately for the purpose of
saving labour or when the wood was intract-

slender rod or drill

which

is

to collect the

by the
wood meal
off

This

is

powdered wood gi-ound

friction of the drill, as within this

the heat rises to the ignition point.

the simplest and most widely diffused

type of fire-generating apparatus known to
uncivihzed man. Among the Eskimo and

some other tribes the simple two-piece fire
drill became a machine by the use of a hand
or mouth rest containing a stone, bone, or
wood socket for the upper end of the drill,
and a cord with two handles or string on a

bow

for

revolving

the

drill.

By

these

in-

The wood
in

selected for the fire drill varied

the proper kinds and

different localities,

quahties being a matter of acquired acknowledge.

able.

A

similar discriiuination

selection of tinder.

observed in the
prized willow

is

The Eskimo

W.

ventions uniform and rapid motions and gi'eat
pressure were effected, rendering it possible to

frayed cedar bark; other tribes used fungi,

make

softened bark, grass, or other ignitible

fire

with inferior wood.

driU consisted of

two kinds:

The
(a)

four-part

The cord

which requires the co-operation of two
its working, and (6) the bow drill,
which enables one person to make fire or to
driU bone and ivory. The distribution of
these varieties, which are confined to the
Eskimo and their neighbours, follows no regular order; they may be used together in the
same tribe, or one or other may be used alone,
although the presumption is that the cord
drill is the older.
The hearth alone embodies
two interesting modifications which reflect the
environment. In one the canal leads down
to a step or projection from the side of the
hearth, and in the other the drilling is done
on a longitudinal slot in the middle of the
hearth, the object in both cases being to prevent the fire from falling into the snow.
drill,

persons in

catkins; the Indians of the N.

terial.

Touchwood

punk

or

coast used

ma-

for preserving fire

was obtained from decayed trees, or some
form of slow match was prepared from bark.

From

the striking of a spark to the well-started

camp-fire considerable

skill

and forethought

The glowing coal from the
was usually made to fall into a small

were required.
fire drill

heap of easily ignitible material, where it
was encouraged by fanning or blowing until
actual flame was produced; or the spark with
the small kindling was gathered in a bunch
of grass or a strip of

bark and swung

in the

air.

Fire-making formed an important feature of
a number of ceremonies. New fii-e was made
in the Green-corn ceremony of the Creeks,
the

White-dog feast

New-fire and

of

the

Yaya ceremonies

Iroquois,
of the

the

Hopi,
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and among many other tribes in widely separated localities. There are also many legends
and myths grouped about the primitive
method of obtaining fire at will. The Cherokee and other southern tribes believed that a
perpetual fire burned beneath some of the
mounds in their country, and the Natchez
built their

mounds with

a view,

it is

said, of

maintaining a perpetual fire. On the introduction of flint-and-steel and matches the art
of fire-making

feU into disuse

by the old methods speedily
among most tribes and was

perpetuated only for procuring the new

demanded by

fire

Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Hough in Rep. Nat. Mus.,

Consult Dixon in Bull.
1888 and 1890.

(w. h.)

vice of attatching the bait to the end of a
line,

the progressive order of fishhooks used

by the Indians seems to be as follows: (a)
The gorge hook, a spike of bone or wood,
sharpened at both ends and fastened at its
middle to a
ing birds;

line,

(6)

a device used also for catch-

a spike set obliquely in the end

(c) the plain hook; (d) the
barbed hook; (e)the barbed hook combined
with sinker and lure. This series does not

of a pliant shaft;

exactly

represent

evolution

stages

may have been

in

invention; the

effected

of the different species of fish

by the habits
and their in-

creasing wariness.
The material used for
hooks by the Indians was wood, bone, shell,
etone,

the

and copper.

recurved

spines

The Mohave employed
of

certain

species

of

which are natural hooks.
Data on the archaeology of the fishhook
have been gathered from the Ohio mounds
and the shell-heaps of Santa Barbara, Cal.,
unbarbed hooks of bone having been found
on a number of Ohio sites and gorge hooks at
Santa Barbara. The fishhook of recent times
may be best studied among the n. Pacific
tribes and the Eskimo of Alaska.
The Makah
of Washington have a modified form of the
gorge hook, consisting of a sharpened spine
of bone attached with a pine-root lash to a
whalebone. British Columbian and s. Alaskan
tribes used either a simple hook of bent wood
having a barb lashed to a point, or a compound
hook consisting of a shank of wood, a splint
of pine-root lashed at an angle of 45° to its
lower end, and a simple or barbed spike of
bone, wood, iron, or copper lashed or set on
the outer end of the splint. Eskimo hooks
cactus,

a curved, sharpened spike of metal set in the
lower end, or several spikes were set in, forming a gig.
Usually, however, the Eskimo hook
had the upper half of its shank made of stone
and the lower half of ivory, in which the

unbarbed curved spike

metal was

of

set,

the

by lashings of
split quill.
A leader of quill was attached to
the hook and a bait of crab carapace was hung
above the spike. This is the most complete
hook known in aboriginal America.
Lines and poles varied like the hook with
parts being fastened together

the fish, and the environment. The Eskimo
used lines of knotted lengths of whalebone,
quill,

Starting from the simple de-

Fishhooks.

consisted frequently of a shank of bone with

the customs of the fisherman, the habits of

religious rites.

XVII, pt. 3, 1905;

167

lines

hair,

or

sinew; the

of twisted bark,

and other

n.

Pacific

tribes lines of twisted fibre.

poles or none were used
N. Pacific tribes.

tribes,

pine root, and kelp;

Short

by the Eskimo and

In other regions

prob-

it is

able that long poles of cane or saplings were

In some regions, as on the N. W. coast,
a trawl, consisting of a series of hooks attached
by leaders to a line, was used for taking cerused.

The Haida, according to
Swanton, made a snap hook, consisting of a
hoop of wood, the ends of which were held
apart by a wooden peg. This peg was displaced by the fish on taking the bait, and the
ends of the hoop snapped together, holding
tain species of fish.

by the jaw.
Consult Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888;
Goddard in Univ. Cal. Publ., Am. Archseol.
and Ethnol., 1, 1903; Hoffman in 14th Rep.
B. A. E., pt. 2, 1896; Holmes in 2d Rep.
B. A. E., 1883; MiUs (1) in Ohio Archseol. and
Hist. Quar., ix. No. 4, 1901, (2) ibid., xv, No.

the fish

1, 1906; Moore
PhUa., XI. 1899;

XIII,

1905;

(1)

in Jour.

(2) ibid., xii,

Murdoch

in 9th

Acad. Nat.
1903;

Sci.

(3) ibid,.

Rep. B. A. E.,

1892; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E.,.pt.

1,

1899; Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890;

Palmer in Am. Nat., xii. No. 6, 1878; Putnam
Wheeler Surv. Rep., vii, 1879; Rau in
Smithson. Cont., xxv, 1884; Teit in Mem.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, Anthrop. i, 1900;
Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894.
in

(w. H.)

Fishing. At the first coming of the Europeans the waters of this continent were found
teeming with fopd fish, the great abvmdance
of which quickly attracted fleets of fishermen

from
list

all civilized

of

species

parts of the Old World.
living

in

American

The

waters
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by the Indians would fill a volume.
The abundance or scarcity of this food on the
utilized

varied with the

season.
In
appearance in vast
shoals in the spawning beds of the coast and
Capt. John Smith
in the bays and rivers.
relates, in his history of Vi gin'a, early in the
17th century, that on one occasion fish were
encountered in such numbers in the Potomac
The
as to impede landing from his boat.
annual spring run of herring above Washington is still almost great enough to warrant the
Fish life varied with locality and
assertion.
season.
On the northern and eastern coasts
the fish disappeared to a great extent when the
waters became cold at the approach of winter,
and many northe/n fishes went to more

Atlantic

coast

spring the fish

made

southerly waters.

their

Among

the better

known

food products furnished by the waters of the

country

may

be mentioned the whale, sea

lion,

GEORGE

brittle and were easily knocked off.
Those not immediately consumed were put
up in the intestines of animals and laid aside

very

for winter use.

Relations that
of the St.

recorded in the Jesuit

It is

many

Lawrence

came to the mouth
and were trapped by

eels
r.

who made

the Indians,

long journeys to get

the season's supply.

On the middle and s. Atlantic coast, fish are
found during the greater portion of, if not
throughout, the year, while farther n. fishing
is confined more to the spawning seasons and

months when the waters are free of ice.
Experience taught the natives when to expect
the coming of the fish and the time when they
would depart. In methods of capturing sea
food the native had little to learn from the
white man, even in killing the whale (v.hich
to the

was treated as royal game on the coast of
Vancouver id.), the sea lion, or the seal, or

seal, otter, swordfish, sturgeon, porpoise, cod,

in taking shellfish in the waters of the

haddock, halibut, pollock, salmon, trout, her-

and

ring, shad, perch, bass, mackerel, flounder, eel,
plaice, turbot, whitefish, catfish, smelt, pike,

dogfish,

and

all

varieties of shellfish.

By some

Apache, Navaho, and Zuiii, fish
were tabu as food; but where fish was used at
ajj by the
Indians, practically everything
edible that came from the water was consumed. The salmon of the Pacific coast are
still found in enormous schools, and in the
canning industry hundreds of persons are emtribes, as the

ployed.

Lobsters

inconsiderable

food

and

deposits of shells along
as well as

crabs

supply,
all

furnished

while

the

no
vast

tidewater regions,

many of the interior rivers, testify
made of shellfish by the aborigines;
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ocean

in the smallest streams.

Large

and marine mammals were cap-

fish

tured by means of the harpoon, while the
smaller ones were taken by the aid of bow

and arrow,

Fires

gigs, net, dull, trap, or weir.

or torches were used along the shore or on
boats, the gleam of which attracted the

or fish to the surface,

when they were

game
easily

taken by hand or with a net. Among the
Cherokee, Iroquois, and other tribes, fish were
drugged with poisonous bark or other parts
of plants; in parts of California extensive use

was made

and other plants for
Carved fishhooks (q.v.) of shell
and bone have been found in shell-heaps and
of soap root

this purpose.

Shellfish were dug or taken by
wading and by diving. Sahnon and
herring eggs formed one of the staple articles

In shape these resemble the hooks of metal from Europe,
though the natives of the Pacific coast used
fishhooks of wood and bone combined, made
in so primitive a manner as to indicate aboriginal origin.
Another ingenious device

of diet of the tribes of the n. Pacific coast.

employed along the

To

down

ing fish consisted of a straight pin, sharp at

under water at low tide a row of hemlock
branches, which were held in position with
weights; then branches were fastened together
and a float was fixed at one end, bearing the
owner's mark. When these boughs were
found to be covered with eggs they were taken
into a canoe, carried ashore, and elevated on
branches of a tree stripped of its smaller limbs,
where they were left to dry. When first
placed in pos'tion the eggs adhered firmly to
the boughs, but on taking them down great
care had to be exercised, because they were

both ends and fastened to a line by the middle;
this pin was run through a dead minnow, and,
being gorged by another fish, a jerk of the

to the use

they not only supplied a large part of the
daily food of the people, but were dried for
time of need.

hand

in

collect herring eggs these tribes laid

graves in the interior.

n. Pacific coast for catch-

string caused the points to pierce the
of the fish,

which was then

the water.

Artificial bait,

easily

made

bone combined, was used as a
quite as attractive to fish as

mouth

taken from

lure,

and
and was

the

artificial

is

of stone

bait of the civilized fisherman.

way

of catching fish

was by "pinching," by means

of a spht stick,

Still

another ingenious

which, like the

gig,

held the fish fast.
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In shallow rivers low walls were built from
one side of the stream to the other, having
a central opening through which

fish

were

Brushwood mats were

forced into a trap.

made, which were moved along

also

like seines, so

as to drive the fish into shallow or narrow

where they were readily taken by the
hand or with dipnets. Along the shores of
places,

men

themselves on
rocks or staging and speared fish as they
rapid streams

stationed

down

During winter,
when the northern waters were frozen, holes
were cut in the ice, and through these, fish
were shot, speared or netted. Probably the
most primitive of all methods of fishing, however, by which many salmon were and, doubtless are still, captured, was that of knocking
them on the head with a club. After a great
run of fish had subsided, single ones were
caught n shallow water by any of the above
methods. There are still indications that
from an early period a trade existed betiveen
the fishing Indians and those of the interior
who gained their livelihood by other means.
Great supplies of fish were cured by drying
in the sun or over fires, and sometimes the
product was finely ground and packed in
passed up or

stream.

Consult Adair, Hist. Am. Inds., 1775; Boas
in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888, (2) in Bull.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, pt. 1, 1901; Dawson, Queen Charlotte Ids., 1880; Dixon in Bull.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt. 3, 190.5; Gatschet in Am. Anthrop., v,' 361, 1892; Goddard
in Univ. Cal. Publ., Am. Archseol. and Ethnol.,
(1)

1903; Jesuit

ThwaiteS

Relations,

1896-1901; Lawson,

Lxxiii,

Hist.

340, 1714, repr. 1860; Lewis
Jour.,
v, 81,

i-viii,

in

ed.,

i-

Carolina,

and Clark, Orig.

1904-05; Margry, Decouvertes,

1883; Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., 1893;

Murdoch

Rep. B. A. E., 1892; Nelson
18th Rep. B. A. E., pt. 1, 1889; Rau, Prein 9th

Smith, Hist. Va., repr.

historic Fishing, 1884;

and most of the Salish of Puget sd. and British
Columbia were addicted to the practice, and
the term has been applied to all as a body and
Curiously
to some of the separate divisions.
enough,

1819; Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894.
(j.

D. M.)

— never

A name

applied to several dif-

in

official

Dawson imphcs

flattened the head.

(Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1891, sec.

that they were so

named

6)

ii,

by

(Tetes Plates)

flrst Canadian voyageurs because slaves
from the coast with deformed heads were
among them. For the names of the tribes to
which the term has been applied, see Flatheads

the

in the index.

(j.

A

Flowpahhoultin.

R. s.)

small body of Sahsb

of Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col., in 1878.

— Can.

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878.

The areas occupied by the Indians
be classed as supplying, predominantly,
animal food, vegetal food, and mixed diet.
Food.

may

No

tribes are
is

separate these classes, so that

strict lines

in regions

where

meat

commonly

it is

said that the

eaters exclusively, vegetal food

also of importance,

food stuff's are

and vice versa.

(1) pre-agricultural,

(2) agricultural, or (a)

Vegetal

or the gather-

ing of self-sown fruits, nuts, seeds,

and

roots;

the raising of root

crops, originating in the harvesting of roots
of wild plants,

and

of cereal products, con-

(b)

grown by the majority
and wild rice in the area of the
upper lakes, where a sort of semi-agricult\ire
was practised to some extent. See Agriculture.
Animal food was obtained from the game
of the environment, and the settlement and
movements of some tribes depended largely on
sisting chiefly of maize,
of the tribes,

the location or range of animals, such as the
capable of furnishing an adequate

buffalo,

food supply; while on the other hand, the
limit of habitat of water animals, as the salmon, tended to restrict the range of other
tribes to the places where the supply could be
gathered.

No

found,

ever existed, for while the capture

of

Flathead.

now known

people

the

reports as Flatheads— the Salish proper (q.v.)

and

skins or baskets for future use.

I,
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if it

pure

hunter

animals devolved on the

preparation of food on the

stage

can

man and

woman, the

be
the

latter

owing to the fact that
they were accustomed to flatten the heads of

added to the diet substances derived from the
vegetal kingdom. Similarly no purely agricul-

United

tural stage with exclusively vegetal diet existed,

ferent tribes usually

their

children

artificially.

In

s.

e.

Catawba and Choctaw were sometimes designated by the term Flatheads and
the custom extended to nearly all Muskhogean

States the

tribes

as

lumbia

well

as

to

In the N.

Tonika.
r.,

many

the

W.

of the

and no aboriginal domestication (q.
animals n. of Mexico is found except
case of the turkey and the dog.

Natchez and the

the Chinook of Co-

Vancouver

Id. Indians,

v.)

of

in the

In general, in the n. portion of the conwas three-fourths animal food;

tinent the diet
in

the

s.

part

it

was three-fourths vegetal; while
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with the tribes of the coast, mountains, lakes,
and plains, it varied according to the food
supply. The absence of milk food, other than

In some localities clay was eaten,
either alone or mixed with food or taken in
connection with wild potatoes to mitigate the

the maternal lactation, to a considerable extent limited the natural increase of the pop-

buffalo,

ulation.
The food supply also changed with
the seasons, causing the diet at different
periods of the year to vary in its ratio of
animal to vegetal constituents, and another

agav?.

griping effect of this acrid tuber.

animals most useful for food.

depended on

tribes

Some woodland

deer, while the coast

river tribes usually

made

and 'other pioducts

of the waters.

mammals

depended on religious customs and
habits which modified or regulated the food

ious

used.

food animal of

feature

In general,

the deer family, and fish were the

the porcupine

Amphib-

sustained the Eskimo,
is

and

special use of fish

while

have been the chief
the Montagnais. The range
said to

man

of

game animals

Vegetal food comprised a vast array of the

in

America quite as much as the distribution

which roots and seeds
The most important
food plant possessed by the Indians was
maize which formed and still forms their
principal subsistence.
Following maize in
order of importance came beans, peas, potatoes, squashes, pumpkins, melons and chile,
which were gi'own in variety. Uncultivated

of

products of plant

life,

of

were the most valuable.

plants also entered into the dietary, as seeds,
roots,

and flowers

of grasses

and other

plants,

food

plants

influenced the range of

predetermined

his

natural

diffusion.

Contrary to popular belief, the Indians, as
a ruh, preferred cooked food. The Eskimo,

whos3 name signifies 'eaters of raw flesh',, ate
uncooked meat only when absence of fuel
prohibited cooking, or as a side dish.

Vegetal

food especially requires the agency of fire to
render it fit for human digestion, whereas

animal food

may

be consumed in a raw

state,

or parts of plants used as greens, for flavouring,

certain parts, as the hver, often being eaten

In numberless cases wild plants have

way. AU the edible portions of the
animal were put to use, and in many cases
both animal and vegetal substances advanced
toward putrefaction were preferred, as salmon
eggs which were stored in sand, by the Alaskans, and immature corn in the ear, which
the Hurons are said to have soaked in water
until it became putrid, when soup was made

etc.

preserved tribes from starvation

when

culti

vated crops failed. In the S. W., cactus and
yucca fruits, mesquite beans, and the agave
were most important elements of the food
supply. As in Mexico, the roasted fleshy
leaves and leaf matrix of the agave were
prized as sweet, nourishing food. Tuckaho
for food by the
"tuckaho bread" was well

and other fungi were used
eastern Indians;

known in
much use

the S.
of the

lock and spruce.

The

n. Pacific tribes

made

the Pueblo Indians cooking

is

car-

to a remarkable degree of proficiency,

ried

approaching in variety and methods the art

among civilized peoples. Most tribes knew
how to prepare savoury and nom-ishing dishes,

salt

of the water of salt springs; in othsr localities

was obtained

it.

Among

Savours, flavours, and condi-

was tabued by the Onondaga and
lye substituted by some of the southern Indians, the former was in general use.
In
some cases salt was made by the evaporation
it

of

sweet inner bark of the hem-

ments, as well as sweets, were valued by the
Indian, who was also fond of chewing gum.

While

in this

in

crystal

lakes and springs, and

form from

commerce

salt

in this pro-

was widespread. Chile, which is of
Mexican origin, became known throughout
the S. W., and saffron, an introduced plant,
is still in uss there to flavour and colour food,
duct

some

which have been adopted by civilized
The methods of cooking among the

of

peoples.

meat-eating tribes were, in order of importance,
and boiling, the last-named

broiling, roasting,

being that

often

process
boiling."

The

tribes

known

whose

diet

as

"stone

was approx-

imately vegetarian practised all the methods.
The preparation of maize as food involved
almost numberless processes, varying with the
tribes.

In general, when maize reached the

edible stage the ears were roasted in pit ovens,

and

after the feasting the surplus of roasted

as are also the yellow flowers of the squash

ears

Throughout New England and s. e.
Canada sugar was produced by the evaporation of maple sap (see Maple sugar); in the
S. W. it was derived from the willow and the

grain

was dried for future use. The mature
was milled raw or parched, the meal

vine.

entering into various mushes,

wafers

and

soaked

in lye

cakes,

pones,

The grain was
obtained from wood ashes to

other

bread.
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remove the horny envelope and was then
boiled, forming hominy; this in turn was
often dried, parched and ground, reparched
and reground, making a concentrated food
of gi-eat nourishing power in small bulk,
which was consumed dry or in water as gruel.
Pinole, consisting of ground parched corn,
forms the favorite food of S. W. desert tribes.
The fermentation of corn to make beer was
not generally practised, and it is doubtful if
the process was known in America before the
discovery.
A yeast formed by chewing corn
has long been known to the Zuni and Hopi,
at least, and the former know how to preserve
it thi'ough the agency of salt.

Am.

Proc.

repr.

chile.

1851-57;

Vegetal food stuffs were preserved by dryand among the less sedentary tribes were

Soc,

155-190,

x,

1865;

Indian,

Schoolcraft,

Sturtevant,

Am.

Ind.

Tribes,

or

storage.

The

preservation

(W. H.)

of

etc., gave rise
and other storage devices. Animal food, from its perishable character, was
often dried or frozen, but at times was preserved by smoking. Dried meat was sometimes pulverized and mixed with berries,

to granaries

pemmican

(q. v.),

See also

Nat., xix, 225, 1885.

bibliographies under the articles above cited.

maize, mesquite beans, acorns,

grease, etc., forming

i-vi,

Corn and the

Indian

strung or tied in bundles for facility of transportation

1895;

New Sweden, 1834; Hough (1) in Am.
Anthrop. x, 1897, (2) ibid., xi, 1898; Jenkins,
The Moki Bread, Pop. Sci. Month., Jan., 1900;
Jenks in 19th Rep. B. A. E., 1900 Mason (1)
Migration and the Food Quest, Smithsonian
Rep., 1894, (2) Aboriginal American Zootechny
Am. Anthrop., i, Jan., 1899; Palmer (1) in
Am. Nat., xii, 402, 1878, (2) in Rep. Com'r
of Agr. 1870, 1871; Payne, Hist, America, i,
376-400, 1892; Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,
Ill, 1877; Sagard-Theodat, Grand Voy., 1632,

The 5 Iroquois and other eastern tribes
cooked maize with beans, meat, or vegetables.
The Pueblos add wood-ash lye to
their "paper bread," and prepare their bread
and mushes with meat, greens, or oily seeds
and nuts, besides using condiments, especially

ing,

Antiq.

Cabeza de Vaca, Narr., Smith trans., 1871;
Coville, Wokas, A Primitive Food of the
Klamath Inds., 1902; Cushing, Zuni Breadstuffs, The Millstone, ix and x, Indianapolis,
1884-85; Dixon in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
XVII, pt. 3, 1905; Fewkcs in Am. Anthrop.,
IX, 1896; Goddard in Univ. Cal. Publ., Am.
Archajol. and Ethnol., i, 1903; Holm, descr.

valued

Fortification

and Defence.

defences were furnished to
nature.

the

The

simplest

Indians by

In the forest regions battles were

fought in the shelter of trees, and in stony

from sheltering rocks. That war was
waged and defensive measures were necessary
in prehistoric times is shown by the remains
sections

mound

on journeys on account of its keeping
Fruits were pulped and dried or
properties.
preservation.
Nuts were often ground before
being stored, as were also maize, grass seeds,
and the legumes. Tubers were frequently
stored in the ground or near the fireplace;

United States. These are of different types,
the most common being the so-called hill
forts, where defensive walls of earth or stone
surround a peak or hiUtop or skirt a bluff
headland, as at Fort Ancient, Ohio.
There

the Virginian tribes preserved tubers for win-

are

for use

ter use in this

way.

fruit, as cider

fortifications

also

from manzanita ber-

used by the tribes of California, and a
beverage made from cactus fruit by the Pima
and neighbouring tribes of Arizona, are the
fermented beverages best known.
In addition to the reports of the Bm'eau of
ries,

in

circular,

the

square,

area of the

octagonal,

and

on the lowlands which are
generally supposed to have been built for
defensive purposes, but they could hardly
have been effectual unless stockaded. There
are, or were until recently, earthen embankments and inclosures in New York which, as
Squier has shown, mark the sites of palisaded
other

Infusions of leaves, roots, etc., of various
herbs were drunk by the Indians as medicine,
but no stimulating beverage of the character
of tea or coffee has been observed.
Drinks

made from

of

inclosures

forts similar to those of the Iroquois

by Champlain and

Cartier.

observed

These were often

polygonal, of double or triple stockades, as

that at Hochelaga which Cartier says was of

American Ethnology, consult Barber, Moqui

"three courses of rampires,

Food preparation, Am. Nat., xii, 456, 1878;
Barrows, Ethnobotany of Coahuilla Inds.,
1900; Carr, Food of Certain American Indians and their Method of Preparing It,

other."

one within an-

Some were strengthened by

braces

and had beams running round them near the
top, where stones and other missUes were
placed ready to be hurled upon besiegers
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were

The

walls of

20
w.

One of the polygonal forts in
York, however, was overlooked by a
from which arrows could easily be shot

some

of these fortifications

high.

ft.

New

hill

into the inclosure.

Most

these forts represent

fortresses or fortified houses
in use in a

few places.

cording

Boas,

two overlappings. When first seen by the
whites most of the villages from Florida to
the Potomac were protected with surrounding
stockades, which are represented in De Bry
as single with one opening where the ends overlap.

The

palisades

construction of these surrounding

was

were at one time
These defences, ac-

of the early figures

as

practically the same, whether

they inclosed a single house or 50 houses. In
some sections a ditch was usually dug, both
A few
within and outside of the palisade.
of the forts in s. New England were square,

1912
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had a fort of pickets, 150
ft. square, roofed over, and divided into compartments for families. No stockades seem
to have been used by the Ntlakyapamuk, but
also

them

having a
single entrance between overlapping ends of
the stockade; there is one, however (Underhill. News from America, 1638), which shows
of

The Clallam

to

consisted

of

logs

placed

lengthwise on the ground one above another

and covered with brush and earth, loopholes
being left at places between the logs. According to the same authority, some of the
stockades of British Columbia were provided
with underground passages as a means of
It has been a general custom of the
escape.
Indians

of

the

when

Plains,

in

danger of

being attacked by a superior force, to dig a
pit or pits in the loose, generally sandy soil,

throwing the earth around the margin to

in-

The fortress

bank of
a creek or a gully be ng selected when within
reach, as defense of one side only was necessary.
Native drawings of some of these defences are given by Mooney (17th Rep. B.A.E.,

at

271-274, 1898.)

but the circular form generally prevailed (Willoughby in Am. Anthrop., v"!!!. No. 1, 1906).
built by King Philip in the swamp
South Kensington, R.I., consisted of a
double row of palisades, flanked by a great
At
abatis, outside of which was a deep ditch.
one comer a gap of the length of one log was
left as an entrance, the breastwork here being
only 4 or 5 ft. high; and this passage was defended by a well-constructed blockhouse,
whilst the ditch was crossed by a single log
which served as a bridge. Stockaded villages
were also common as far w. as Wisconsin.
Stone walls which C. C. Jones considered
defensive, have been observed on Stone mt.,
mt. Yona, and other peaks of n. Georgia.
De Soto found strongly fortified villages in
his passage through the Gulf states and Ar-

kansas.

Vancouver (Voy., iii, 289, 1798) mentions
villages on Kupreanof id., situated on the
summits of steep, almost inaccessible rocks
and fortified with strong platforms of wood
laid upon the most elevated part of the rock,
which projected at the sides so as to overhang
the declivity. At the edge of the platform
there was usually a sort of parapet of logs
placed one upon another. This type, according to Swanton, was quite common on the
N. W. coast. The Skagit tribe, according to
Wilkes, combined dwellings and forts, and a
similar custom was followed by some of the
Haida clans. Wilkes mentions also inelosures
400 ft. long, which were constructed of pickets
about 30 ft. long thrust deep into the ground,
the interior being divided into roofed lodges.

crease the height of the defence, the

******

In addition to the authorities cited, consult
Bancroft, Native Races, i, 1886; Bry, Collectiones

1590-1634; Jesuit

Peregi'inationem,

Relations, Thw.ites ed., i-Lxxm, 1896-1901;

Mindeleff in 8th Rep. B.A.E.,

1891; C.
16th Reps. B. A. E.,
1896, 1897; Squier, Antiq. of N. Y., 1851;
Squier and Davis, Ancient Monuments, 1848;
V.

Mindeleff in 13th and

Thomas

Rep. B. A.

in 12th

E., 1894.
(C.

T.)

A

band of Upper Lillooet,
inhabiting, with the Shuswap, the village of
Huhilp, on the E. bank of Eraser r., above
Lillooet, Brit. Col.; pop. 244 in 1911.— Can.
Fountain.

Ind. Aff. 1910, pt.

II,

18, 1911.

French Indians.

A

term used by early

English writers to designate the tribes in the

French

interest,

their congeners

especially

on the

New

the Abnaki and
England frontier.

Frencii influence. The influence of the
French colonists on the Indians began very
early.
The use of glass beads in barter gave
an impetus to the fur trade, and the speedy
introduction of other commodities of trade
long-continued associations with the
Iroquoian tribes in particular. The influence
led to

French missionaries on many of the
Indian tribes was marked; for example, the
Montagnais and the Huron in the early days.
The supply of peltries was increased by furnishing the Indians with firfearms, which enof the
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abled them to travel with impunity and gave
them a superiority over the neighbouring tribes
which they were not slow to take advantage of;
hence almost from the beginning the French

and the government of New France
more or less sympathetic contact

settlers

came

into

with several tribes of the country. This state
of affairs arose both from the peaceful efforts
of the missionaries

and from the desire

the authorities to use the

aborigines

of

as

a

bulwark against the power of the English in
North America. To her alliances with the
Algonquian tribes of the Great lakes and the region s. and E. of them, including New France
and Acadia, France owed in great part her
strength on this continent, while on the other

hand the confederacy

of

the

Iroquois,

the

natural enemies of the Algonquian peoples

The

contributed largely to her overthrow.

French

character

impelled

the

to see in the Indian a fellow

colonists

human

being,

and

it is no wonder that the greatest intermixture between the Indian and the European
N. of the Mexican boundary, is represented by
the mixed-bloods of Canada and the N. W.

and

their

element

descendants,

who form no

small

in the population of these regions of

The French recognized the
and prejudices, and won his
confidence by respecting his institutions and

civilized

America.

Indian's pride

often sharing in his ceremonies.

while seeming to yield.

Least of

despise the languages of

They
all

ruled

did they

the aborigines,

as

the rich records of the missionaries abundantly
prove.

The

existence of

a large number

of

mixed-bloods able to speak both their own
tongue and French was a distinct advantage

The I'elations between the
French and the Acadian Indians, as pictured
by Lescarbot, were, to use the word of
Friederici, "idyllic," though there is doubtl ss
to the colonists.

some exaggeration

173

in these old accounts.

Several words of French origin crept very early
into the Eastern Algonquian tongues, such as

Montagnais, Naskapi, and IVhcmac, and later
a corresponding French element is to be found
in the Algonquian languages of the region
beyond Montreal (Chamberl in in Canad.
Indian, Feb., 1891).
The Chippewa vocab-

supposed to be derived the word for 'English'
a number of these languages: Micmac aglasedoo, Montagnais agaleshu, Nipissing aganesha,
formerly angalesha, Chippewa shaganash, Cree
akaydsiw, etc.
Another example of French
is

in

is
the contribution of Canadian
French to the Chinook jargon (q. v.). There
is also a French element in the modern tales
and legends of the Indians of the Canadian
Northwest and British Columbia, partly due

influence

to missionary teaching, partly to the
of the trappers, voyageurs,

fires

camp-

coureurs de

In tales of the n. Pacific cOast
etc.
appears 'Shishe Tie (i. e., Jesus Christ), and
in some of those of Indians on the^E. side of

bois,

Rocky mts., 'Mani' (i. e., the Virgin Mary).
The French are also the subject of many
the

Indian stories from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
the Abnaki intermixture began very

Among
early.
is

With them the term

for

mixed-blood

malouidit, 'of (St.) Malo,' indicative of the

source of the fathers in most of these mar-

The wheat introduced from France
was termed maloumenal, 'grains of (St.) Malo.'
In the 17th century the Abnaki called peas
riages.

wenutsiminar

term

'French seeds.'

,

for apple

is

The Micmac

wenjoosoon, 'French cranberry'

In the Iroquoian languages an example of
French influence is seen in Onontio ('Big
Mountain'), the term applied by the Mohawk
to the kings of France, which seems to translate Montmagny, the name of Champlain'a
successor as governor of Canada.
Another
example, noted by Hewitt,

hawk

is

that the

Mo-

Caughnawaga and other settlements
Lawrence r. speak far more rapidly

of

on St.
than do their brethren on Six Nation res.,
Ontario, and they also have a more copious

modern terms.
Under the leadership of

lexicon of

clergy of

New

Mgi*. de Laval the
France made strenuous oppo-

sition to the sale of liquor to the Indians,

and

succeeded in getting Colbert to prohibit the
traffic; but the necessities of the political
schemes of Frontenac and the fact that the
Indians turned to the English and Dutch,

word kapolewian, 'coat,' which is the French
capote, with the Chippewa radical suffix -xvaian,

from whom they could easily procure rum
and brandy, caused the reversal of this policy,
against the protests of missionaries and the
church.
To salve their feelings the matter
was referred to the Sorbonne and the University of Toulouse, the former pronouncing

'skin.'
In a Missisauga vocabulary of 1801
appears napaiie, 'flour.' The French hon jour!

latter declaring

ulary (Carver, Trav., 421, 1778) contains the

form hoju! is now the salutation in
several Algonquian dialects. From {les) anglais

in the

against the sale of liquor to the Indians, the
it

permissible.

of theoretical prohibition
of liquor selling resulted.

Finallj^ a sort

but actual toleration
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Consult Parkman (1) Jesuits in North
America, (2) Conspiracy of Pontiac, (3) Pioneers of France in the New World, and other
works; Jesuit Relations, Thwaites ed., i-lxxiii,
1896-1901.

(a. f. c.)

The name given by
Friendly Village.
Mackenzie (Voy., 351, 1802) to an Athapascan
upper
village, probably of the Takulli, on
Salmon r., Brit. Col., on account of his kind
treatment there.

Furniture.
ture

among
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were spread as bedding. Pillows such as are
described above were used, but in n. California
were of wood and were used only in the men's
Little children occupied crad-

sleeping lodge.

which varied in form and ornamentation,
but were all constructed on the general plan
of a portable box and adapted to the age
les

of the child.

made by

Among some

tribes a

folding a skin about

two

hammock,
was

ropes,

hung between posts and used to swing children
A crotched stick was thrust slanting
into the edge of the fireplace, and from the
crotch hung one or more smaller crotched
to sleep.

There was

the Indians, as

little

regular furni-

home life wag simple

and wants were few. The fiurniture of the tipi
differed from that used in the communal dwell-

for kettles in cooking.

ing, for the character of the habitation con-

was often served on a mat.

trolled its furnishing.

In aU classes of habi-

tations seats were generally arranged along the

Mats of plaited bark or of woven rushes
and skins dressed only on one side were spreftd
as seats, and pillows, formerly having skin

walls.

were stuffed with feathers, the hair of
elk, in some cases scrapings from
the hide, or, as in the S., the long, gray Spanish
moss, and used as cushions to sit on. Among
some tribes a bearskin was the seat of honour.
In the pueblos seats were of stone, or were
rectangular stools made from a single block of
wood, in addition to a masonry bench extendIn n.
ing round o; partly round the room.
In the
California stools were circular in form.
houses of the N. W. coast long settees were
cases,

sticks directly ove

'

the

fire,

serving as hooks

The household meal

In the dwellings
corn-growing Plains Indians the wooden
mo.'tar vsed for pounding nr-aizc was set at the
righ' of the entrance and held firmly in place
of the

by sinking

its pointed base well into the earthen
In every habitation a suspended pole or
rack was placed near the fire for the drying of

floor.

stationary couches, which served as seats

moccasins or other clothing. In the Pueblo
house the mealing trough occupied a corner of
the room, and was set at a sufficient distance
from the wall to permit the women to kneel
comfortably at their work and face the apartment. The trough was of stone and generally
contained three metates, varying in coarseness,
for hulling, cracking, and mealing the grain.
Niches in the walls served as shelves or closets.
Utensils varied with the methods of cooking in
the different parts of the coimtry; they were
baskets, wooden and pottery vessels, and later,
metal kettles. Household utensils, for cooking, eating, and drinking, were usually kept in
or near the space belonging to the housewife,

day and

and consisted

the deer or

placed facing the

fire,

against the partitions

that marked a family's space in the

communal

dwelling.

In the earth lodge and similar habitations

by
by night, were arranged against
These were made by planting in

as beds

the walls.

tall posts on which were supported
two shelves, or bunks, of wattled twigs, on
which the bedding was placed. Sometimes

the floor four

both shelves were used as beds, but generally
the upper one was used for storing the property
of the person to whom the compartment belonged. In the lodges of some tribes, hung on
a rod fastened across the two front poles, was a
reed curtain, which could be rolled up or
dropped to give seclusion to the occupant of
Another form of bed consisted of
the berth.
a mat of willows stretched upon a low platform
its tapering ends raised and fastened to tripods
which formed head and fqpt boards. The skin
animal, as the buffalo bull, killed in
of an
winter, was trimmed to 8^ the bed and served
as the mattress, on which robes or blankets

of baskets, boxes, platters,

and

bowls of wood or pottery, spoons of horn, wood,
gourd, or pottery, and ladles. Some of the
household utensUs were ornamented with
carving or painting, and not infrequently were
treasured

as

heirlooms.

Brooms

of

coarse

grass or twigs were used to sweep the floor, and

the wing of a bird served as a brush to keep the
central

bunch

fireplace

tidy.

The Pueblos

tied

a

of coarse grass near the middle, using

the butt end for brushing the hair and the other
for sweeping the floor.

Some

of the Plains

and Rocky Mt. tribes used a wooden spadelike implement to remove the snow from the
ground about the entrance of the lodge, and
the Pueblos employed a similar implement for
passing bread in and out of the ovens. The
Plains tribes stored their food and other articles
in packs made of parfleche and ornamented
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with painted designs; for preserving feathers
until needed, the Pueblos used wooden receptacles cut from a single stick, usually of cottonwood, and provided with a countersunk lid;
on the N. W. coast elaborately carved boxes

and frays were made

for this purpose.

In the lodges of the Plains tribes the orna-.
mented shields, weapons, saddles, bridles, and
various accoutrements were always

hung on

the posts within the lodge, and gave colour

and decorative
of

interior

effect

the

to the otherwise plain

native

dwelling.

In winter

painted or embroidered skins were suspended
between the inner circle of posts of the earth
lodge and, like an arras, inclosed the space

about the

fire,

adding

175

much

to the attractive-

ness of this picturesque habitation.

Among

the Eskimo the stone lamp was the essential
article of the household.
It furnished light

w. of the Great lakes and in the Hudson Bay
country exercised a great influence upon the
aborigines

by bringing

into their habitat a class

men, French, English, and Scotch, who
would intermarry with them, thus introducing
a mixed-blood element into the population.
Manitoba, Minnesota, and Wisconsin in particular owe much of their early development
to the trader and the mLxed-blood.
The
proximity of hunting grounds to the settlements beyond the Alleghanies favoured the
free hunter and the single trapper, while the
remote regions o" the N. W. could best be
of

exploited

by the

fur companies.

of the free trapper

and

The

activity

solitary hunter

meant

the extermination of the Indian where possible.
The method of the great fur companies, which

had no dreams
population,

of

rather

empire over a solid white
favoured amalgamation

and heat and served as a stove for cooking.
Such lamps, cut from steatite or basalt, cost
much labour, and were handed down from one

fur companies of early days, the Hudson's

generation to another.

Company

Consult Boas (1) in Rep. Nat. Mus., 1895,
6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888; Dixon in Bull.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt 3, 1905; Dorsey
(2) in

and Voth

in Field

Columb. Mus. Publ., An-

throp. ser.; J. 0. Dorsey in 13th Rep. B. A. E.,

Goddard in Univ. Cal. Publ., Am.
and Ethnol., i, 1903; Hoffman in
14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896; Holm, Descr. New
1896;

Archffiol.

Sweden, 1834; Hough in Rep. Nat. Mus., 1896;
Kroeber in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xviii,
pt 1, 1902; Mindeleff in 8th Rep. B. A. E.,
1891; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899.
(a. c. f.)

Fur trade.

The fur trade was an important

and settlement of North
America by the French and the English.
Canada and the great W. and N. W. were long
little more to the world than the ''Fur Country."
Lahontan (New Voy., i, 53, 1703) said:
"Canada subsists only upon the trade of skins
or furs, three-fourths of which come from the
people that hve around the great lakes."
Long before his time the profit to be gained in
factor in the conquest

the fur

traffic

adventurers to

with distant tribes encouraged

make

their

way

to the Missis-

and beyond, while the expenses of not a
few ambitious attempts to reach Cathay or
Cipangu through a N. W. passage to the South
sea were met, not out of royal treasuries, but
from presents and articles of barter received
from the Indians. The various fur and trading
companies established for traffic in the regions
sippi

with the Indians as the best means of exploiting
the country in a material way. The French

Bay

two centuries ruler of the major
portion of what is now Canada), the Northwest Company, the American Fur Company,
the Missouri Fur Company, the RussianAmerican Company, the Alaska Commercial
Company, and others have influenced the
development of civilization in North America.
The forts and fur-trading stations of these
(for

companies long represented to the Indian tribes
man and his civilization. That the
Hudson's Bay Company abandoned its line of
forts on the seacoast and went to he Indian
hunting grounds, ult'mately ta':'ng pos-:ession
f the vast intei'ior of Canada, was due largely
to the competition of riva' fuv traders, such as
Intimate contact
the Northwest Company.
with Indian tribes was thus forced on, rather
than initiated by, the Hudson's Bay Company.
The pioneers of the fur trade were the solitary
trappers and buyers, whose successors are the
free traders on the upper Mackenzie today.
They blazed the way for canoe trips, fur brithe white

gades, trading posts, and, finally, se tlements.
It

was often

at a portage,

where there were faUs

or rapids in a river, that the early white trader
established himself.
At such places afterward
sprang up towns whose
nufactures were
developed by means of the water power. The
Indian village also often became a trading post

m

and is now transformed into a modern city.
Portages and paths that were first used by the
Indian and afterward by the fur trader are now
changed to canals and highways, but other
routes used

by

fur traders are

still,

in regions
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of the

I"ar

N., only primitive paths.

Some,

like

the grande route from Montreal to the country
of lake Superior, are followed by white men

w.

for

summer

travel

In the N.

and pleasure.

he course of

the fur trade followed

all

W.

large
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two

years,

to Great Bear lake, within the last

much

has, I believe, very

of the northern Indians."

Indians of the

altered the character

The

effect

upon the

Atlantic region of the coming

s.

of the white trader

was early noted by Adair

eams, and in some parts the lead ng clans
derived much of their power from the control

and

of the waterways

agent in modifying aboriginal culture by the
introduction of Eui'opean ideas and institu-

st

Th

appearance and disappearance of furbearing animals, their retreat from one part of
the country to another, influenced the movements o' Indian tribes. This is particularly

movements

true of the

though the decrease

tribes

of-

Nat. Mus., 586-589, 1894). In the 16th century the Pecos obtained buffalo skins from the
Apache and bartered them again with the Zuni.

among

for the season of the chase

different sto ;ks, a

few

of

whi jh

may

extermination of the wild buffalo caused thedis"
continuance of the Kiowa sun dance (Mooney

Rep. B. A. E., 346, 349, 1898) and

affected likewise the ceremonies of other tribes.

In several tribes the buffalo dancj was an
important ceremony and buffalo chiefs seem to
have been e'ected for duty during the hunting
The importance of the northern hare,
season.
whose skin was used to make coats and tipis
by certain Indians of the Canadian Northwest,
is shown in the designation "Hareskins" for
one of the Athapascan tribes (Kawchogottine).
The Tsattine, another Athapascan tribe,
received their

name

for a like reason.

The

Iroquois war against the Neutral Nation was
pai'tiy

due to the growing scarcity

in the Iroquois countr^^

of the whites

The

of beavers

recent inroads

upon the musk-o.x of

arctic

Canada

are having their effect upon the Indian tribes
of that region.
74,

Before the advent of the Europeans the fur
trade had assumed considerable proportions in

various parts of the continent (Mason, Rep.

have become permanent. Thus the Kutenai,
Sarsi, Siksika, and Atsina have all hunted together on the plains of the Saskatchewan and
the upper Missouri. The occasional and finally complete disappearance of the buffalo from
these regions has weighed heavily upon the
Ind an tribes, the buffalo having been to some
of them what the bamboo is to the Malay and
the palm to the West African, their chief source
The
of food^ fuel, clothing, and shelter.

in 17th

tions.

game was

of the buffalo led to certain alUances

and unions

quently married into the tribe and became an

of the buffa'o (q. v.),

of other large

often the compelling motive of tribal m'gration.

The hunt

Here, too, the trader not infre-

others.

Bell (Jour.

Am.

Folk-lore, xvi,

1903) has noted the advance of the free

trader on Athabaska r. and ake, giving rise to
a barbarous border civilization, like that of
the whaler on the shores of Hudson bay
and the rancher and miner on the Peace and
other mountain si reams, which is having its due
effect on the natives: "The influx of fur traders
into the Mackenzie River region, and even

Acoma obtained deerskins from
The trade between Ottawa r.
and Hudson bay was well known to the Jesuit

The people

of

the Navaho.

missionaries in the beginning of the 17th cen-

In the time of Lewis and Clark the
Arikara obtained furs from other tribes and
tury.

them with the whites for various
and the SkiUoot used to get buffalo
skins from tribes on the upper Missom'i to
bartered
articles,

barter off with other Indian tribes.

kat proper and the Chilkoot even

The Chilnow act as

middlemen in the fur trade between the whites
and other Indian tribes. The tribes about the
mouth of the Columbia were also middlemen,
and their commerce influenced the conditions
of their social institutions, making possible,
perhaps, slavery, the existence of a class of
nobles, certain changes in the status of

The trade

women,

between the Eskimo of
Alaska and the peoples of extreme n. e. Asia
existed long before the advent of Europeans.
At Kotzebue sd. there is still held a summer
fair (Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 229, 1899).
Fur-trading voyages are common in this region.
The development of intertriba' commerce
among the Plains Indians was much stimulated
by the hunt of the buffalo and its material
rewards. By inducing the natives to trap and
hunt the wild animals of the northern portion of
the continent on a large scale for the sake of
their valuable skins the fur companies stimuetc.

in furs

lated the aboriginal talent in th

and use

production

and other devices, even if
they did not improve the morals of the Indians.
The introduction of the horse (q. v.) and the
gun led to the extermination of the buffalo by
Plains Indians and whites.
In certain parts
of snares

were a lasis of value
Kutenai, when he draws
a beaver, produces a picture, nbt of the animal,

of the continent skins

primitive money.

A
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With the Eskimo

cured skin.

of the

Yukon, even before the advent of the Russians,
the unit of value was "one skin"; that is, the
skin of the full-grown land otter, and of late

by the skin

years this has been replaced

beaver (Nelson, op.
otters,

cit.,

232).

of the

Skins of sea

beavers, and other animals were the

basis of the wealth, also, of

many

tribes of the

N. Pacific coast, until the practical extermina-

tion of

new

some

177

made

of these species

necessary a

Brit. Col.

band

of

It belonged to the Tadji-lanas, a
Ninstints.— Swanton, Cont. Haida,

277, 1905.

Gaesigusket {Ga-isiga's-q!eit, 'strait town
where no waves come ashore'). A Haida town
on Murchison id.,' at a point opposite Hot
Springs

Queen Charlotte

id..

So named because
It

it

Brit. Col.

ids.,

fronted on smooth water.

belonged to the Hagilanas of the Ninstints.
Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

— Swanton,

currency, provided in the blankets of the

Hudson's Bay Company, which were preferred
most other substitutes that were offered by
white men. Toward the interior the beaver
skin was the ruling unit, and to-day in some
parts such unit is the skin of the muskrat.
Among the Kutenai of s e. British Columbia
the word for a quarter of a dollar s khanko
('muskrat').
English traders reckoned prices
in skins and French traders in "plus" (pelus,
peaux).
Indiana counted their wealth in
skins, and in the potlatch of some tribes the
to

skin preceded the blanket as a unit of value in

During the colonial period
were legal tender in some parts of the

Gagihetnas-hadai

{G'Egihe't-?ias:had'd'i,

house people').
Given by Boas
(5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 27, 1889) as

'land-otter

the name of a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas,
a division of the Raven clan of the Haida in
Alaska.
It is in reality only a house name
belonging to that band. The Gagihet (Gagixi't)

human being who, in native mythmade insane by land otters.

a

is

ology, has been

(j. R. s.)

Gahlinskun

(Gdli'nskun,

A Haida town n.

point').

Graham

'high

of cape

up on a
on the

Ball,

the distribution.

E.

furs

by the Naikun-kegawai. Wark assigned

country;

also

variou

at

times and places

W. and N.
be co sid red one
of he most impo ant and interesting phases
of the intercourse between the Europeans and
the North Ameri an Indians.
Consult Bryc\ Remarkable History of the
Hudson's Bay Company, 1900; Chittenden,
American Fut- Trade o: the Fa- West, 1902;
Lau Siory of the Trar:per, 1902; Morice,
History of Northern British Co'umbia, 1904;
Wi 'son. The Great Company, 1900.
during the pioneer occupancy of the
Altoge her the fur rade
1

may

l

,

(a. f. c.)

Gachigundae

{Galc!igu'nda-i

ways moving to and

fro')

the N. E. shore o^ Alliford

Queen Charlotte

ids.,

Brit.

'village

al-

A

Haida town on
bay, Moresby id.,
Col., occupied by

a socially low branch of the Djahui-skwahladagai.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

Gado

{Gado').

stood on the

s.

A

side of

Haida town

said to

have

De la Beche inlet, Mores-

coast of

id.,

Brit. Col.,

occupied
to

it

120 people in 9 houses in 1836-41
A se-guang,
the name given by him, is said to have been
applied to some high land back of the town.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.
.

A

se guang.

(after

N.
skun.

in

—Schoolcraft,

A., app., 1859 (misprint

Brit.

Gali'n-

1905.

{GaiEgA'n kun).

A

Haida

have stood near Hot Spring id.i
Col- Swanton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905-

A

Galiano Island.
s.

1855

said to

(q. V.)

in

from Wark).

— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280,

Gaiagunkun
town

Ind. Tribes, v, 489,

A-se-quang.— Kane, Wand,

Wark, 1836-41).

who speak

E.

band

of the

Penelakut

a Cowichan dialect, residing

Vancouver

Ind. Aff. 1904, pt.

pop. 31 in 1911.

id.;

Gamgamtelatl.

— Can.

10, 1911.

ii,

A

gens of the Tenaktok,

a Kwakiutl tribe.

0'a'm3'amtElaL.— Boas

Ganadoga.

in

Rep. Nat. Mus., 331. 1895.

A

former Iroquois village on
the Canadian shore of lake Ontario, near the
site of Toronto.

—

by id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. Another
town of the same name is said to have stood on
the E. side of Lyell id., near the town of Hlkia.
—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.

Ganadoke.

Gaedi {Ga-idi, the name of a fish). A
Haida town on the n. e. shore of a small inlet
just N. E.of Houstoninlet, Queen Charlotte ids..

somewhere near the s. end of Alaska). A
Tlingit division which is said to have moved
from below the present town of For Simpson,

21a— 12

Homann Heirs' map, 1756, Ga-na'doque. Morgan, League Iroq., 473, 1851. Kanada*
gerea.— Doc. of 1676 in Doc. Col. Hist. N. Y., xiii, 502,

—

1881.

Ganahadi

('people of

Ganak,' an island
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and to have separated into several
which one settled at Tongas,
another at Taku, a third at Chilkat, a fourth
at Yakutat, and, according to one informant,
^
a fifth at Klawak.
(j. R. s.)

Gaspesien {Gaspe

Brit. Col.,

branches,

of

Ganax^'di.—Swanton, inf'n,
KanSch-adi.—Krause,
Ibid.
Kanach-tedl.— Ibid., 116.

1904.

Tlinkit Ind., 120, 1885.

from gachepe, or k4chpi,

— Vetromile).

end.'

Lawrence, Quebec.

Their dialect

village exist-

frequently crossed the gulf

ing about 1670 near Port Hope, Ontario, on

"Micmacs

Gaspe"

of

differs

In 1884 the

Maria

in

numbered

tp.

71 persons; pop. 110 in 1911.

the shore of lake Ontario.

(j.

—

Vaugondy, map (1753), cited in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 112, 1855. Ganatschekiagon.
Frontenac (1673) in Margry, D4c., r, 233, 1875.
Ganatoheskiagon. Frontenac (1673) in N. Y. Doc.
GandascheklaCol. Hist., IX, 112, 1855 (misprint).
gon. Frontenac (1674), ibid., 117. Gandaseteiagon.

Ganadatsiagon.

—

—

—
—Shea, note Charlevoix, New France, 110, 1868.
Gandatsiagon. —
map, 1755. Gandatskiagon. — Homann Heirs' map, 1756.
in

Ganeraske.

An

Iroquois village that stood

about 1670 at the mouth of Trent
near the n. e. end of lake Ontario.

—Bellin.'map,

1756.

r.,

—
—

Ganerask€.

—

—

Ganneious.

A

former Iroquois vi lage on

the N. shore of lake Ontario, on the present site

Napanee, Ontario.

—Lotter,

—
—

—

Frontenac, 140, 1883. Ganneious.— Denonville (1687)
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 362, 1855. Gannejouts.
Ganneous. Hennepin, New DisBellin, map, 1755.

—

in

—

101,

map, 1698.

1698.

Ganneouse.— Lahontan

quoted by Macauley, N. Y.,

ii,

191, 1829.

It is in possession of the

A Haida town
ids., Brit.

Col.

(1703)

Gonejou.

Crepy, map,

ca.

Gens.

Gens de
the

la Sapiniere (French: 'people of

s.

(j.

tribe

formerly

N. N.

Maskegon.^La Chesnaye

Margry, Dec,

in

vi, 7,

(1697)

1886.

Gens de Pied (French: 'foot people'). A
former band of Assiniboin in 33 lodges w. of
Eagle hills, Saskatchewan.— Henry (1808) in
Coues, New Light, ii, 494, 1897.
Foot Asslniboines.

Ibid., 523.

Ghost dance. A ceremonial religious dance
connected with the messiah doctrine, which
among the Paviotso in Nevada
about 1888, and spread rapidly among other
tribes until it numbered among its adherents

nearly

all

the Indians of the Interior basin,

from Missouri

r.

to or

beyond the Rockies.
was a young Paiute

of the religion

Indian, at that time not yet 35 years of age,

known among

his

own people

as

Wovoka

and commonly called by the whites
Jack Wilson, from having worked in the fapi('Cutter'),

r. s.)
ily

—

ton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

numerous

w. of lake Superior and trading
with the English on Hudson bay. Du Lhut,
in 1684, endeavoured to draw their trade to
the French. They were distinct from the Cree,
Chippewa, and Assiniboin, and may have been
living

The prophet

Gasins {Gast'ns, perhaps 'gambling sticks').
A Haida town on the n. w. shore of Lina id..
Bearskin bay. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.;
occupied by^the family Hlgaiu-lanas. Swan-

A

tree').

fir

ton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

were known to those farther

See Captives, Ordeals.

See Clan and Gens.

originated

M

1755.

Gauntlet.

Gaodjaos {Gaodja'os, 'drum village')- A
Haida town on the s. shore of Lina id.. Bearskin bay. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.,
occupied by the Hlgaiu-lanas family.
It is
often referred to in the native stories. — SwanGao-haidagai ('inlet people'). The name
asset inlet and of
by which the Haida of
the N. coast of Queen Charlotte ids. generally

family Do-gitinai.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

a part of the

—

map, ac. 1770. Gancydoes. EsRapilly, map, 1777.
Ganeldos. Alcedo,
Ganeious. Frontenac
Die. Geog., II, 183, 1787.
Ganejou.— Ho(1673) in Margry, Dgc, i, 233, 1875.
mann Heirs' map, 1756. Ganeousse. Lahontan
Ganeyont.—Parkman,
(1773), New Voy., i, 32, 1735.

Ganciou.
nauts and

eov.,

i,

Gatga-inans (Gd'tgaina'ns).
on Hippa id.. Queen Charlotte

— Fron-

Gonaraske. Homann Heirs' map, 1756.
Puandarosque. Crepy, map, ca. 1755.

of

cov.,

Ontario,

tenac (1673) in Margry, D^c, i, 233, 1875. Ganeroske. Alcedo, Die. Geog., ii, 183, 1787, GannaraskS. Denonville (1687) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
369, 1855.

M.)

— Lahontan, New Voy., 230, 1703 (common English form). Gaspesies. —Hennepin, New DisGaspeslans.

iii,

Bellin,

Ganaraske.

some-

Micmac. They
and made war on

of the other

the Eskimo and Papinachois.

A Cayuga

Gandaseteiagon.

1912

A name given by
eady French writers to a part of the Micmac
living about Gaspe bay on the gulf of St.
'the

what from that

Ganaxte'di.

is

v., A.

of a

ranchman named Wilson.

Wovoka

seems already to have established his reputation as a medicine-man when, about the
close of 1888, he was attacked by a dangerous
fever.
While he was ill an ecUpse spread
excitement among the Indians, with the re-
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Wovoka became

delirious

and im-

agined that he had been taken into the spirit
world and there received a direct revelation

times is the doctrine formulated on
Columbia r. by Smohalla. See Mooney, Ghost
Dance Religion, 14th Rep. B. A E., pt. ii
recent

God of the Indians. Briefly stated,
the revelat'on was to the effect that a new
dispensation was close at hand by which the

1896.

Indians would be restored to their inheritance
and reunited with their departed friends, and
that they must prepare for the event by
practising the songs and dance ceremonies
which the prophet gave them. Within a very
short time the dance spread to the tribes E.
of the mountains, where it became known
commonly as the Spirit or Ghost dance. The
dancers, men and women together, held hands
and moved slowly around in a circle, facing
toward the centre, keeping time to songs that
were sung without any instrumental accompaniment. Hypnotic trances were a common

A family of the Eagle clan of
This family, who are of low social
rank and are distributed among the houses of
the Gitins of Skidegate, once had a town in
connection with the Lana-chaadus, on Shingle
bay Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col., but

frorn the

Among

feature of the dance.

the Sioux in

Dakota the excitement, aggravated by

local

grievances, led to an outbreak in the winter
of 1890-91.

The

principal events in this con-

nection were the killing of Sitting Bull, Dec.
15, 1890,

Dec. 29.

and the massacre at

The

and the dance
social function.

doctrine has
exists

Wounded Knee,
now faded out,

only as an occasional

In the

Crow dance

of the

See Dance, Mythology.
(j.

Gitin-gidjats
the Gitins').
the Haida.

people of Kloo enslaved so

many

family

organization,

ibid., 26,

a

condition of pr'mitive simplicity a d happi-

probably as universal as the
race, and take
on special emphasis
ness,

is

human
among

peoples that have been long subjec'ed to alien

domination.

In some cases the idea seems to

have originated from a myth, but ,'n general
it may safely be assumed that it springs from
a natural human longing. Both the Quichua
of Peru and the Aztec of Mexico as well as
more cultured races, had elaborate messiah
traditions, of which the first Spanish invaders
were quic'c to take advantage, representing
themselves as the long-expected restorers of
ancient happiness. Within the United States
nearly every great tribal movement originated

some messianic prophet.
notably true of the Pontiac conspiracy
in 1763-64, and of the combination organized

in the teaching of

This

is

different

— Swanton,

1889.

Gitinka-lana

A

(Gi'linq.'a-ld'na).

shore of Masset

Brit.

inlet,

expands into the inner bay.
Haida, 281, 1905.

Gitins {GitVns).

An

Col.,

21a— 121

where

— Swanton,

of

it

Cont.

important subdivision
Gitins is a

of the Eagle clan of the Haida.
for

Eagle clan, and the name of the

subdivision would naturally have been Hlgaiu-

but the family was so prominent that,
it came to be
called simply Gitins. This was the subdivision
gitinai,

or family that owned the town of Skidegate,
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. It was divided into two principal branches Nayuimshaidagai and Nasagas-haidagai. Subordinate
branches were the Lagalaiguahl-lanas and the

—

Gitin-gidjats.— Swanton,

Cont.

Haida,

273,

1905.
Gylt't'ns.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. TV. Tribes Can., 24,
1898.

Gituns

{GitAns, dialectic variant of Gitins)

An

important family group of the Haida,
living at Masset, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col. Its prominence at Masset, like that of
the Gitins at Skidegate, was such that no
further designation

subdivisions

was used.

recognized, were

Two

principal

the

Mamun-

and the Undlskadjins-gitunai; inferior
were the Tees-gitunai and the
divisions
gitunai

Sadjugahl-lanas.
(j.

by Tecumseh (q. v.) and his brother, the
prophet Tenskwatawa (q. v.), shortly before
the War of 1812. Of similar nature in more

town

the Yagunstlan-lnagai of the Haida, on the

as in a similar case at Masset,

to

them

Gyitlngits'ats.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N.W. Tribes Can.,
Gyit'ingyits'ats.— Boas, Fifth Rep.,
24, 25, 1898.

have incorporated Ghost-dance features, including even the hypnotic trances.
The belief in the coming of a messiah, or
shall restore his people

the

entering

houses of the Gitins as servants.
Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.

synonym

who

of

that they gave up their town and independent

Cheyenne and Arapaho, a later development
from the Ghost dance proper, the drum is
used, and many of the ordinary tribal dances

deliverer,

M.)

'servants of

{Giiin-gl' djals,

R. s.)

Gyit'i'ns.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
1898.
Kitans. Harrison in Proc. and Trans. Roy

—

Soc. Can., sec.

ii,

125, 1895.
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Glen-Vowell Band. A
on the right bank of
4 m. above Hazelton, Brit.
pt.

II,

8,

Aff.,

Col.,; pop. 100 in

writings of Arctic explorers also goggles are

mentioned

1911.

— Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.
Guasi'la.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 53, 1890.
KwashiUa. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col.,
117b, 1884.

Ooasi'la.

Kwasila.— Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc,
Kwawshela.— Can. Ind. AfF. 1904, pt. 2,
Kwaw-she-lah.— Can. Ind. Aff., 145, 1879.

— Boas

Petermanns Mitt.,

in

Ouatsinas.— Scott
she-lah.— Boas in

Am. Geog. Soc,

Ouoislllas.— Brit. Col. map, 1872.

Golden Lake. A bahd of Algonkin occupying a reservation on Golden lake, Bonnechere r., Renfrew co., Ontario; pop. 86 in
1900, 139 in 1911.

Got

Quaw-

226,

1887.

phratries into which the Tlingit are divided.
Tlingit call this phratry Chak.
field

—

notes,

1904,

B.

A.

Kha-

E.

n(ikh. Dall, Alaska, 414, 1870 (the word for petrel
here used erroneously).

Godbout.

A

trading station of the

tagnais and Nask.api at

the

mouth

of

MonGod-

Goggles.

Inventions relating to the visor
and eyeshade, to reduce the amount of funlight penetrating the eye.
After the long
Ar ti2 winter comes the trying season of the

low sun which, glancing over :he snw, and
A ctic waters nearly blinds the hunter and
fisher.
AH northern peoples wear visors of
some kind, but it is not enough Ihat the
Eskimo should have his eyes shaded; he must
have a device through which the eyes look out
of narrow slits or small elliptical holes.
In-

many localities the shade and goggles
From E. to the farthest W. the

are united.

Eskimo have succeeded in perfecting such
apparatus. The Eskimo and Aleut spend
much pains and skill in the manufacture of
their goggles. They differ in materials, form,
workmanship, method of attachment, and
amoui' of foreign ac:ultu ation according to
locality and exposure.
Goggles or eye shades
were rarely worn by the Indians. In the
Report of the National
(pp. 281^06, figs. 15-35)

of the

two great

(j.

—

Museum

for

this device

is

Government

the welfare and prosperitj^ of

is

R. s.)

Koot.

—

the basis of

human

society.

A

government is an organic institution
formed to secure the establishment of jus, ice
by safeguarding rights and enforcing the performance of duties in accordance with the
experience and the established customs and

is

bout r., on the St. Lawrence, Quebec.
In
1904 the Indians there numbered 40, the poplation having been stationary for 20 years.

deed, in

One

Got. Swanton, Cont. Haida, passim, 1905.
Dawaon, Queen Charlotte Ids., 134b, 1880.

Government.

southern Tlingit to one of the two sides or

G5tc.— Swanton,

'eagle').

Ousisillas.— Can.

The name given by the

('wolf').

The northern

{(rot,

exogamic phratries or clans of the Haida. A
synonym for the term was Gitins, the mean'ng
of which is uncertain.
The Masset dialect
made these ^ot and Giluns, respectively.

Ind. Aff., 113,1879.

Goch

(o. t. m.)

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

in Ind. Aff. Rep., 316, 1868.

Bull.

1912

illustrated.

Gua-shll-la.

70, 1905.

v., A.

209, 1902; 212, 1904;

Go9siIa ('north people'). A Wakashan tribe
of Smith inlet, Brit. Col., speaking the Kwakiutl subdialect. The gentes are Gyigyilkam,
Sisintlae, and Komkyutis.
One of their towns
is Waitlas.
Pop. 48 in 1901; 28 in 1911.

226, 1887.

GEORGE

Consult also Boas, Mui-doch,
Nelson and Turner in the Reports of the
Bureau of American Ethnology.
In the

living

1911.- Can. Ind.

band of Kitksan
upper Skeena r.,

rules of conduct of the governed.

The

super-

measure of justice obtainable bj' government is found in the care and protection of the
young and the aged, the eady assistance
rendered to comrades and the unfortunate, the
maintenance of peace, the preservation of the
lative

equivalency of rights, the recognition of the
equality of persons, the liberty of judgment

and personal

activity,

and the substitution of
the punishment of

mercj^ for vengeance in
crime.

Among

primitive folk rules of conduct,

formulated by common consent or by customs
derived from high ancestral usage, are observed,

and these are enforced ultimately by corrective
But justice is not secured
thereby, and so some other method whereby
causes in contention may be more promptly
adjudicated is devised, and governments are

punitive measures.

organized.

Among

the Indians of North America there

many

planes of culture, everj' one of
which is characterized by widely differing
forms of government from the simplest family
group and village community to the most comare found

—

plex confederation of highly organized tribes.

In this area there are scores of distinct political
governments, all differing widely in degrees of
structural

complexity.

These differences

in

1894

organization are do ermined larg ly by the

well

extent to which the functions of government
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by the

are discriminated and

of the tribes of

correlative special-

made

necessary.

For

North America a

close

ization of organs thus

most

study and analysis of the social and political
organization are wanting, hence the generalizations possible may as yet be applied safely
only to those peoples that have been most

However,

carefullj' studied.

it

may

be said in

general that kinship, real or fictitious,

the

is

government among the Indians
North America, for the fundamental unit

basis

of

of
of

the social structure are groups of consangu'ne

kindred, tracing descent of blood through the

male or the female

The known

line.

units of the social

and

political

organization of the North American Indians
are the family, the clan or gens, the phraty,

the tribe, and
the

tribe

and

Of these

confederation.

the

the

confederation

are

The

only units completely organized.

the

struct-

two or three confederations are
known, and that of the Iroquois is the tj^pe
example. The confederation of tribes was not
ures of only

usual, because the union of several tribes
brought together many conflicting interests
which could not be adjusted without sacrifices
that appeared to overbalance the benefits of
permanent confederation, and because statesmanship of the needed breadth and astuteness
was usually wanting. Hence tribal government remains as the prevailing type of social

military were carefully discriminated from the
functions.

The

civil

government was

lodged in a chosen body of men usually called
chiefs, of whom there were commonly several
grades.

Usually the chiefs were organized in a

council

exercising

legislative,

judicial,

the weKare of the tribe. The civil chief was
not by virtue of his office a military leader.

Among

the Iroquois the civil chief in order to
go to war had to resign his civil function during
his absence on the warpath.

In tribal society every structural unit has,

The

known, the right to hold a

council.

ohwachira

can hold a council, the
family can hold a council, and the united
ohwachira councils with their officers form the
council of the clan or gens.
The clan or gens
has the right to hold a council. The chiefs of
the clans and gentes are the tribal chiefs, who

form the

tribal council;

men

council

of

but on occasions of

great emergencies a grand council

is

held,

of the tribe.

Besides, there

com-

posed of the chiefs and subchiefs, the matrons
and head warriors of the ohwachira, and the

the

is

So there are

the confederation.

family councils, clan councils, gentile councils,

and

councils,

tribal

respectively exercising

confederation

sway

councils,

in separate

and

independent jurisdictions.
In some regions nature is so niggard of her
bounties to man that savagery and barbarism
had not devised means to enable their sons to
dwell there in organized political communities;
hence here may be found some of the lowest
forms of social organization, if such it may be
named. Kroeber saj^s: "In general rudeness
of culture the California Indians are scarcely
above the Eskimo; and whereas the lack of
development of the Eskimo on many sides of
their nature is reasonably attributable in part
to their difficult and limiting environment, the
Indians of California inhabit a country naturally as favourable, it would seem, as might be.
If the degree of civilization attained by people
depends in any large measure on their habitat,
as does not seem likely, it might be concluded
from the case of the California Indians that
natural advantages were an impediment rather
than an incentive to progress" (Univ. Cal.
Publ.,

Am.

Archseol.

and Ethnol.,

ii,

no. 3, 81,

This question of the effect of environment on the activities and development of
1901).

peoples
study.

Some

is

******
one

still

of the tribes, like the

Tribes, the eastern Cherokee,
ui

New

much

requiring

Five CiviHzed

York, have written constitutions pat-

terned largely after European ideas.

the Seneca

New

scientific

and the Seneca

is

That

of

confirmed by the legislature of

York.

and

executive functions in matters pertaining to

so far as

leading

In most tribes the

organization in this area.
civil
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Governmental

policy.

The

N. B. H.)

policy of the

several governments* toward the Indians

The

policy and

method

and

administration inaugurated
by Sir William Johnson will be found referred to in the article
on the Indian Affairs, Dept. of. Thepolicy as to territorial
rights, which recognized that the Indian title was subject
to special surrender or treaty, and that the title of the
Crown was not unencumbered until the Indian rights had
been properly ceded, constantly governed Canadian action.
The greater portion of the territory now comprising the
Dominion ha? been ceded by the Indians to the Crown.
The important exceptions being Quebec, where a certain
state of Indian aflairs existed at the time of the conquest
and British Columbia which, before Confederation, had
followed certain policies with reference to Indiana which
did not recognize their right to the soil. The tie of sentiment which has led the Indian to consider the King as his
"great father " has also led the Government to adopt a
paternal position toward the Indians. They are considered
minors in the eye of the law, and their property is administered for them as such. About the year 1830, we
notice the first indication of all Government policy of civilization and, since then, tha fixed aim of all Government
administration to Canada has been to render the Indian
self-supporting and to gradually win him to complete
citfzenship.
But a thorough comprehension of the
Indian nature has led the Canadian Government to
*

of
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their methods of pursuing it were often at
variance, and therefore should not be confused.
The policy itself may have been just, equitable,
and humane, while the method of carrying it
into effect by those to whom this duty was entrusted was sometimes unjust, oppressive, and
dishonest. The governments, other than those
of the United States and the colonies, which

have had control of portions of the territory
N. of Mexico are Great Britain, France, Spain,
Russia, Denmark, Sweden, and The NetherAlthough the policy adopted by them
lands.
in their deaUngs with the Indians difTered in
some important respects, all agreed in assuming the right of dominion, based on discovery,
without regard to the natives. In all the con-,
tests between the European nations regarding
their claims to territory in the

The

earliest charters, as those to

Raleigh and Gilbert,
natives, while

the

nowhere were allowed to

rights of the Indians

intervene.

New World

most

make no

allusion to the

of those of the 17th cen-

and
end were made to some extent in
most of the colonies. The questions of most
importance in the relations of the whites with
the Indians were those relating to the title to
the soil. Although each government insisted
on the right of dominion in its acquired territory and that of granting the soil, the rights of
the original inhabitants were in but few instances entirely disregarded, though they were
tury

call briefly for their Christianization,

efforts to this

ted

allowed

usually

States

GEORGE

v., A.

the land

to

it

1912

claimed, whenever the boundaries between the

were duly recognized.
was the usual policy of the United States

different tribes
It

and other governments, as well
nies, in dealing
*

as tribes.

The

as of the colo-

*****

with the Indians to treat them
*

forming Indian reservations
was adopted from the necessity of bringing tribes under the more complete conplan

trol of the

of

Government and

of confining

them

to definite limits for the better preservation of
order,

and aimed especially to

less territory in

restrict

them

to

order that the whites might

obtain the use of the residue. This was a most
important step in the process of leading the
natives to abandon the hunter stage and to

depend

home

for their subsistence

on agriculture and

The same
was followed in Canada under both
French and English rule, and to some extent
by the colonies, and it was inaugurated by the
industries (see Reservations).

policy

United States in 1786. An incident indicative
phase of the policy of the colonies in
their dealings with and management of the
Indians is that Indian captives were held as
slaves in some of the colonies, while, under
various pretexts, during a period in the history
of South Carolina, Indians were forced to submit to the same fate.

of one

*****

Though the brief rule of the Dutch in New
York was marked chiefly by an irregular and

necessarily to a considerable extent curtailed

vacillating policy in their dealings with their

(Johnson and Graham's lessee

Algonquian

Mcintosh, 8
Wheaton, 583 et seq.). The Indians were
admitted to be the rightful occupants of the
lands, with right of possession over so much as
v.

was necessary for their use; yet the policy of
the various governments differed in the extent
to which the exercise of this right was conceded.
While Spain limited it to the lands actually
occupied or in use (Recop. de Leyes de los
Reynos de las Indias, i, lib. ii, 1774), the Uni-

neighbours,

established

a

into treaties with the Iroquois that were never

broken. In 1664 New Netherlands passed
under English control, and the ill-advised

English policy relative to the Indians of the

northern districts prevailed until 1765, when,
through the efforts of Sir William Johnson, a

more

satisfactory

and practical method

of

dealing with the Indians, especially as to their
territorial

rights,

was adopted.

make

haste slowly in the matter of wholesale or even individual enfranchisement. It has been deemed not inconsistent with the best interests of the Indians to maintain
reservations in which they have special protection. It has
thus followed that, up to the present time, the Canadian
Government has made no serious mistake by admitting
Indians into full citizenship although many of them may be
already quite prepared for that condition. The sacrediess
of obligation entered into between the Indians and the
Government has been so fully recognized that there have
never been hostilities between the two parties in Canada.
In the Riel Rebellion of 1885 certain Indians of North
Saskatchewan and Alberta, influenced by the Half-breeds,
went upon the war-path and committed serious depredations,
but these acts did not arise from any hostility occasioned
by the disregard of treaty stipulations. After the country
was pacified, these Indians, for a time, did not enjoy their
full rights under the treaties, but they were gradually readmitted and received no permanent punishment for their
overt acts.

they

trading post at Albany in 1615 and entered

*

*

*

(a. c. f.)

Grand River Indians.
on Grand

r.,

Ontario.

The Iroquois living
They numbered 3,230

in 1884, 4,050 in 1902, 4,466 in 1911.

Sweke-aka.

—

Gatschet, Tuscarora MS., B. A. E., 1885
(Tuscarora name).

Grangula (from French grande gueule, 'big
An Onondaga chief, whose right
name was Haaskouan ('Hisf mouth is large'),
but who was also known as Otreouati. The
governor of Canada equipped an army in 1684
mouth').
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to crush the Five Nations because they interfered with French trade.

among the
expedition, Gov-

Sickness

troops having prevented the

colour

other

or

distinctive

surfacing.

The

elaboration or embelUshment of sculptured or

men and beasts
anatomy, markings, etc.,

modelled figures or images of

ernor de la Barre crossed lake Ontario to offer
peace, which he sought to make conditional on

by adding

the restoration to French merchants of the
trade that the Iroquois had diverted to the

realism of the representation, comes also within

Enghsh.

Grangula,

the

representing

Five

details of

in colour or

by engraving, thus increasing the

the realm of the graphic as here defined. In
recent times, as the result of contact with the

much

progress has been

made by some

Nations, replied defiantly that the Iroquois

whites,

would trade with English or French as they
chose, and would continue to treat as enemies
French traders who supplied the Miami, Illinois, Shawnee, and other tribes with arms and
ammunition to fight them.

of the native tribes in the pictorial art;

but

the purely aboriginal work, although displaying

much rude

vigour, shows little advance toward

the higher phases of the art.
there

was

little

attempt at

Aboriginally,

effective grouping

of the subject save as required in decoration,

With the tribes n. of Mexico
that may be comprehended under the

Graphic
the arts

art.

term graphic are practically identical with the
is to say, such as represent
persons and things in a manner so realistic that
the semblance of the original is not entirely
Graphic delineations may be (1) simply
lost.
pictorial arts; that

that

pictorial;

is,

made

to gratify the pictorial

or aesthetic impulse or fancy;

(2) trivial,

in-

tended to excite mirth, as in caricature and the
grotesque; (3) simply decorative, serving to
embellish the person or object to which they
(4) simply ideographic, standing
be expressed, recorded, or conveyed;

are applied;
for ideas to
(5)

denotive,

marks

enumeration,

some

senting

names and

including personal

ownership,

of

and

etc.;

direction,

distinction,

religious,

(6)

symbolic, repre-

totemic,

heraldic,

or

however,
that in very many cases there must be uncertainty as to the motives prompting these
graphic representations; and the significance
attached to them, even where the tribes using
them come directly under observation, is often
other occult concept.

difficult to

It is manifest,

determine.

The methods

of expression in graphic art are

extremely varied, but may be classified as follows: (1) Application of colour by means of
brushes and hard or soft points or edges, and

by developing the form in pulverized pigments;
engraving, which is accomplished by
(2)
scratching and pecking with hard points;
(3) indenting and stamping where the surfaces

are

duction

plastic;

of

(4)

colouring

tattooing,

matter

the

into

intro-

designs

and

and shade and perspective were
unknown. Portraiture and landscape
belong apparently to much more advanced
stages of culture than have been reached by
any of the northern tribes. When the delinealight

entirely

tions are devoted to the presentation of nonsymbolic ideas merely, as in pictography and
denotive devices, there is a tendency in frequently recurring use to progressive simphfication; the picture as such has no reason to be
perpetuated, and this simplification in time
reaches a stage where a part takes the place of
the whole, or where semblance to the original
is entirely lost, the figure becoming the formal
sign of an idea.
The graphic art of the northern tribes, however, shows no very significant
progress in this kind of specialization, unless
modern alphabets, like those of the Micmac,
or certain inscriptions of somewhat problem-

Grave Creek Moimd tablet
and the Davenport tablet (Farquharson), are

atical origin, as the

considered.

Graphic delineations are most extensively
employed by the tribes in pictography examples of which, engraved or painted on
rock surfaces, are found in nearly every section
of the country.
Similar work was executed
by many of the tribes on dressed skins, on
birch-bark, and on objects of wood, ivory, bone,
horn, and shell. The delineation of life forms
in decorative and symbolic art is hardly less
universal than in simple pictography, and is
especially exemplified in the work of the more
advanced peoples, as the pottery of the mound
builders and Pueblos, the utensils and the

pricked or cut in the skin; (5) textile methods,
as in weaving, basketry, beadwork, feather-

carvings of the tribes of the n. Pacific coast,

work, and embroidery; and

of sacred

(6) inlaying, as in

mosaic, where small bits of coloured material are
so set as to form the figures.

drawn

The

figures are

in outline simply, or are filled in

with

and ceremonial costumes, and walls and floors
chambers among various tribes. The
graphic work of the Eskimo has a peculiar
interest, since it seems to have been somewhat
recently superposed upon an earlier system in
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which simple geometrical figures predominated,
and is much more prevalent where these people
have been for a long time in contact with the
whites, and more especially with the Athapascan and other Indian tribes skilled in
graphic work (Hoffman). A special feature of
the art of the Eskimo
ing scenes

and

is

the engraving of hunt-

exploits of various kinds

objects of ivory and bone

among

— works

on

the Indian tribes in the S. by such

examples as the Thruston tablet (Thruston,
Holmes), the Davenport tablet (Farquharson)
and the battle and hunting scenes of the Plains
tribes (Mallery, Mooney).
Skill in graphic work was highly regarded
among many of the tribes, and the artist took
particular pride in his work, and when especi-

became in a sense professional.
Usually decorative designs were executed without pattern or copy, and with much directness.
ally successful

The most

intricate patterns, applied to earth-

enware vessels and other objects, were not
sketched out but were drawn at once, and often
with remarkable skill. Among the N. W.
Coast tribes, however, patterns were often cut
out of cedar bark and the conventional life
forms worked in their handsome blankets and
capes were drawn out full size on a pattern

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

Kwakiutl tribe hving on

The gentes are GyigKwakowenok, and Kwikoaenok. Summer villages are Hohopa and Kunstamish.
inlet, Brit. Gol.

yilkam,

Pop. 46 in 1885.

—

Guau'aenoq. Boas
1890.
Guau'aenox.

Soc.

in 6th

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55,
in Rep. Nat. Mug., 331,

— Boas
—

Kwauaenoq. Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc,
1887.
Kwa-wa-ai-nuk. Dawson in Trans. Roy.
Can., sec. ii, 73, 1887. Kwa-wa-a-nuk.
Ibid.

1895.

—

—

—

Ouai-iunough. Brit. Col. map, 1872. Ouai-nu.
Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859. Quauaenoq.
Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887.

—

—

Guetela ('northern people')- A sept of
true Kwakiutl which formerly formed
one tribe with the Komoyue, but separated
on account of some quarrel. The clans are
Maamtagyila, Kukwakum, Gyeksem, Laalaksentaio, and Sisintlae.
They now live a Ft.
Rupert, Vancouver id., B.G.
the

.

Gue'tEla.— Boas in Nat. Mus. Rep., 330, 1895.
x^mut. Ibid. (='feIIows of the Kueha').

Kue'-

—

A

Guetela.
kiutl tribe.

clan of the Wikeno,

— Boas

a

Kwa-

Nat. Mus. Rep., 330,

in

1895.

Gueyniotiteshesgue

A

('four tribes').

phratry of the Caughnawaga Iroquois.

Guhlga

{Gu'lga).

A

legendary Haida town

The

native artist did not draw directly

on the

natiu-e,

but kept in view rather the pre-

the present town of Skidegate, Queen Char-

board.

from

Drury

228,

paralleled

A

Guauaenok.

it

in the con-

common to his tribe.

He might

sentation of the idea, delineating

ventional form

N. shore of Skidegate inlet, just

above

ids., Brit. Col., where there are now
works for refining dog-fish oil.
No native

lotte

have been able to produce a portrait, for example, but the desirability of portraiture does
not seem to have occurred to him. He might
have delineated a species of animal with accuracy, but was apparently content to suggest
the particular subject of his thought in a striking and forcible though conventional manner.
Among the numerous authorities to be consulted on this topic are Boas, Gushing, Fewkes,
Holmes, Mallery, Mooney, Murdoch, Nelson,
J. and M. C. Stevenson, and Turner in Reps.
B. A. E.; Boas, Hoffman, Mason, and Niblack
in Rep?. Nat. Mus.; Dixon, Kroeber, Matthews, Swanton,Wissler, and others in Memoirs
and Bulletins Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.; Farquharson in Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci., ii, 1877-

pretends to say what family occupied this

Had-

Lakweip, situated on a branch of upper Stikine

1880;

Grosse, Beginnings of Art, 1897;

don. Evolution in Art, 1895;

Anthrop.,

memoirs
1905;

n.

s.,

in Jour.

iii,

1901;

Acad. Nat.

Kroeber

in

Am.

Moore various
18941851-57;

Sci. Phila.,

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, i-vi,

Thruston, Antiq., 1897; various authors in the
ethnological and archaeological journals.
(w. H. H.)

town.

(j.R.s.)

Gu'lga.—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

cah.— Deans,

279,

1905.

Quilh-

Tales from Hidery, 67, 1899.

Gulhlgildjing

{GAllgi'ldjin,

probably 'mus-

A

Haida town on the s.
shore of Alliford bay, Moresby id.. Queen CharAnother name for this
lotte ids., Brit. Col.
place (or for one near it) was Skama. It was
occupied by a low social division of the
sel-chewing town').

Djahuiskwahladagai.— Swanton, Cont. Haida,
279, 1905.

Sqa'ma.

— Ibid,

man's needle

(probably identical with above: 'wo-

case').

Gunakhe.
r.,

The

principal

village

of

the

Brit. Col.

Gunaqa'.— Boas,

10th Rep. N.

W.

Tribes Can., 3i

1895.

Gunasquamekook

('long gravel

A

ba

oining

former Passamaquoddy vilNew Brunslage on the site of St. Andrew
The Indians
wick, on Passamaquoddy bay.
the island').

i
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were dispossessed
finally

at

settled

No. 21a

by the whites and were
Pleasant Point, Me.

Vetromile, Abnakis, 55, 1866.

Their language differs some-

what from that spoken by the Haida farther
N. The remnant lives principally at Skidegate.

— Harrison

—

Charlotte Ids., 169, 1880 (proper name of the village,
Ninstance being the name 'of the chief).

Gunghet

-

kegawai

'those born in

(GA'nxet-qe'gawa-i,

the Ninstints country').

the

of

Raven

clan

descended from

of

the Haida, probably

women who had

the Ninstints country.

It

is

married in

important
division of the same name at Ninstints which
belonged to the Eagle clan. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 270, 1905.

—

Gunghet-kegawai.

A

subdivision of the

—

270, 1905.

'owl-house people').

W.

(Fifth Rep. N.

name

former Niska village on Nass

Brit. Col.

Gu'nwa.

— Swanton,

ing to

(name ob-

Gwinwah. — Dorsey

in

Am.

always wantTsawatenok,
n Rep Nat. Mus.,

{G' dg' g ilak' a

A gens

kill people').

a Kwak'utl tribe.— Boas
331

1900-01

note.s,

field

tained from the Haida).
Antiq., xix, 281, 1897.

of the

1895.

Gyaushk

A

('gull').

gens of the Chippewa

(q. v.).

Gi-osiik.— Tanner, Narr.,
Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc.

Gyegyote

A

Gj'ote').

Gyaushk.

1830.

315,

Coll., v, 44, 1885.

{G''eg''d'te,
'descendants
of
subdivision of the Lalauitlela, a

gens of the Tlatlasikoala.— Boas in Rep. Nat.
Mus., 332, 1895.

A

Gyekolekoa *((? eg' o'ZgSoa).
Koskimo, a Kwakiutl

tribe,

gens of the

— Boas

in

Rep.

Nat. Mus., 329, 1895.

Gyeksem

('chiefs').

The

Kwakiutl

principal gens in

and septs:
Koskimo,
Nakomgyilisala
Tlatlasikoala,
Nakoaktok, Guetela, Walaskwakiutl, Matilpe,
Tenaktak, Hahuamis, and Wiwekae.
following

—
—

Ge'xsEtn. Boas
Gye'qsEtn. Boas

tribes

Rep. Nat. Mus., 329-331, 1895.
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 53-

in

in 6th

55, 1980.

Gutgunest-nas-hadai

the

A

Gwinwah.
r.,

the

Eagle clan of the Haida, belonging, as the
name implies, to one of the Ninstints or
Gunghet group. They were sometimes called
also Gunghet-gitinai.
Swanton, Cont. Haida,

had'd'i,

—

to be distin-

guished from another and more

subdivision of

low social rank of the Hlgahetgitinai, a family
of the Eagle clan of the Haida.
Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 274, 1905.

A

subdivision of the Stasaos-kegawai, a division

A

(GweA'ndAs).

Gyagyilakya

Royal Soc. Can., sec*
II, 125, 1895.
Cape St. James tribe. Poole, Queen
Charlotte Ids., 195, 1872,
GA'nxet Xa'-idAga-i.—
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905. Kunqit.— Swanton,
field
notes,
1900-1901.
KunxJt.— Dawson, Queen
in Proc.

R. s.)

(j.

Gweundus

R. S.)

(j.

Angit Haade.

was near the mountain called Kinggi, famous
native legend, on Queen Charlotte ids.,

in

Brit. Col.

Gunghet-haidagai ('Ninstints people')A part of the Haida living about the s. end
of Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
In the
Masset dialect their name is Anghethade. The
whites formerly called them Ninstints people,
from the name by which their chief town was
generally known.
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Gyeksemsanatl

nas:-

(Gutgune'st

Given by Boas

Tribes Can., 26, 1889) as

of a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas,

a division of the Raven clan of the Haida.
It is really only a house name belonging to
that family.

Gwaeskun

{Gwa-iskun,

'end

of

i.sland').

Formerly the northernmost Haida town on
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. It was named
from the cape near by and is said to have
been owned by the Stustas, but it has long
been abandoned.

— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281,

1905.

Gwaidalgaegins

{Gwai-dalga'-igi\s.

A

'

sland

former Haida fort belonging to the Kadusgo-kegawai of Kloo. It
that floats along').

'highest

Gyigyekemae

{G'l'g'EqEmae,

'chiefs').

A

gens of the Tsawatenok, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus., 331, 1895.

r. s.)

(j

{G'e'xs-Ems'anaij,

A

gens of the Koskimo, a Kwakiutl
tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus., 329, 1895.
chiefs').

Gyigyilkam

('those

who

receive

first').

A

gens or gentes, having the same name, in the
following Kwakiutl tribes and septs: Wikeno,
Tlatlasikoala, Goasila,

Komoyue

sept of the

true Kwakiutl, Koeksotenok, Tlauitsis,
kish,

Awaitlala,

wekae sept

Nim-

Guauaenok, Hahuamis, Wi-

of the Lekwiltok.

G'i'g'ilqam.- Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus., 328-331, 1895.
Gyi'SyElkam.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
55,

Boas

1890.
in

Gyi'gyilk

am.

Petermanns Mitt.,

ancestor).

— Ibid.
pt.

5,

Hamalakyause.
130, 1887

(name

of
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Gyilaktsaoks {Gyilaxtsa'oks, 'people

of the

canoe planks').
A Tsimshian family living
at Kitsalas, on the n. side of Skeena r., Brit.
Col
Boas in Ztschr. f. Ethnol., 232, 1888.

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

W

Laqse.—Boas

5, 131,
in 6th Rep. N.
Tribes Can., 54, 1890. La'xse. Boas in Rep. Nat.
Mu3., 330, 1895 (sig. 'going through').

1887.

pt.

—

—

Haanatlenok. ('the archers'). A gens of
Komoyue, a subdivision of the Kwakiutl.

the

Gyisgahast {Gyisg''ahd'st, 'grass people').
Nishka division of the Gyispawaduweda
clan, living in the town of Kitwinshilk, on
Nass r., and a Kitksan division living in the
town of Kitzegukla, on Skeena r., Brit. Col.—
Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 49-50,

A

1895.

—
—

Ha'anaLendx. Boas in Nat. Mus. Rep., 330, 1895.
Ha'anatlenoq. Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 54,
Ha'nartlno.

1890.

— Boas

A

Niska

Petermanns Mitt.,

The

Habitations.

pt. 5,

habitations of the In-

dians of Northern America

community houses

Gyiskabenak

in

131, 1887.

may

be classed as

(using the term

"commu-

division of the Lakskiyek clan, living in the

nity" in the sense of comprising more than
one family) and single, or family, dwellings.

town of Lakkulzap, on Nass r., Brit. Col.
Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 49, 1895.

is

(Gyisk'ab'End'q).

Gyispawaduweda
One of the

'bear').

Boas

{Gyispawaduw

W.

E'da,

Tribes Can., 49, 50,

1895.

GyispotuwE'da.

— Boaa

in 5th Rep., ibid., 9, 1889.

.

Gyitkadok {GyitHk'' ado'k'). A Niska division of the Kanhada clan, now living in the
town of Lakkulzap, at the mouth of Nass r.,
Col.— Boas

in 10th

W.

Rep. N.

Tribes

Can., 49, 1895.

Gyitktsaktl

the

subdivision of the Kitzilas

living in a village
Brit.

'people of

(Gyitxtsd'xtl,

A

lake shore').

Col.— Boas

on the

s.

Skeena

side of

Ztschr.

in

f.

r.,

Ethnol., 232,

1888.

Gyitsaek

(Gyits'd'eK).

'A

Niska division

town

of

— Boas

in

of the Lakskiyek clan living in the

Kitwinshilk, on Nass

W.

10th Rep. N.

division of the

town
Boas

r.,

Brit. Col.

{Gyttwulnaky'e'l).

A

Lakyebo clan Hving

in the

on Nass r., Brit. Col.
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 49,

1895.

Haaialikyauae {Haai'alik'auae, 'the shamans'). A gens of the Hahuamis, a Kwakiutl
tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus., 331, 1895.

Haailakyemae

('tha shamans').

A

gens of
the Kwakiutl proper, found ainong the Komoyue and Matiipe subdivisions.
Haai'Jak'Etnae.—Boas

Haailakyemae.
54, 1890.

— Boas,

in itself considered;

of their social condition

but

and

comparison with that of the southern
(Mor-

village Indians, is highly important."

gan)

.

The

typical

community

houses, as those

were 50 to 100 ft. long
by 16 to 18 ft. wide, with frame of poles and
with sides and triangular roof covered with

in Rep. Nat. Mus., 330, 1895.

6th Rep. N.

Halalikya'uae.

W.

bark,

usually

of

the elm; the interior was

divided into compartments and a smoke hole

was

left in

the roof.

Other forms, some community and others
Among the Eskimo,
not, are the following:
the karmak, or winter residence, for which a
pit of the required diameter is dug 5 or 6 ft.
deep, with a frame of wood or whalebone,
constructed within 2 or 3 ft. above the surface
of the ground and covered with a domeshaped roof of poles or whale ribs, turfed and
earthed over.
Entrance is gained by an
underground passageway.
The temporary
hunting lodge of the Labrador Eskimo was
sometimes constructed entirely of the ribs and
Another form of
vertebrae of the whale.

Eskimo dwelling
spiral courses.

Niska

of Kitlakdamix,
in 10th

outcome

is

the hemispherical snow

house, or iglu, built of blocks of

Tribes Can., 49, 1895.

Gyitwulnakyel

for

architecture of the northern tribes

importance

of the Iroquois tribes,

Gyitgyigyenik {Gyltgyigye'niB.)
A Niska
division of the Lakyebo clan, now in the town
of Andeguale, on Nass r., Brit, Col.— Boas in
10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.^ 49, 1895.

Brit.

of little

as an

four Tsimshian clans.—

Rep. N.

in 10th

"The house

Tribes Can.,

—Boas in Petermanns Mitt.,

The Kaniagmiut

snow

laid in

build large

permanent houses, caUed barabara by the
Russians, which accommodate 3 or 4 families;
these are constructed by digging a square pit
2 ft. deep, the sides of which are lined with
planks that are carried to the required height
above the surface and roofed with boards,
poles or whale ribs, thickly covered with grass;
in the roof

is

side a door.

other

a smoke hole, and on the eastern

The TUngit, Haida, and some

build substantial rectangular
houses with sides and ends formed of planks
and with the fronts elaborately carved and
tribes

painted with symbolic figures.
front of the house a totem pole

Directly in
is

placed,

and
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These
nearby a memorial pole is erected.
houses are sometimes 40 by 100 ft. in the
Nootka and Salish region, and are occupied
by a number of families. Formerly some of
the Haida houses arc said to have been built
on platforms supported by posts; some of

by

these seen

sut^h early

********

Consult Boas in Proc. Nat. Mus., xi, 1889;
Hrdlicka in Am. Anthrop., v, 385, 1903; vi,
1904; VII, 480,

51,

1905;

1906;

39,

viii,

De

Bry, Brevis Narratio, 1591; Hariot, Virginia,

Dixon

1874.

repr.

Am. Mus. Nat.

in Bull.

Manners and
Customs N. A. Indians, 1841; Goddard, Life
and culture of the Hupa, 1903; Bandelier in
Hist., XVII, pt. 3, 1905; Catlin,

various papers of the Archseol. Inst. America;

Morgan, Houses and House-life of the American Aborigines, Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iv, 1881;
Willoughby in Am. Anthrop., vm. No. 1, 1906;
Holm, Descr. New Sweden, 1834; Schoolcraft,
Ind.

Tribes,

Dellenbaugh,
Yesterday, 1901; MatLegends, 1897; also, the var-

Navaho

thews,

1851-57;

i-vi,

North Americans

of

ious reports of the B. A. E.: Boas,

Murdoch,

Nelson, and Turner for the Eskimo; Dorsey

Omaha; C. and V. Mindelefif for the
Navaho and Pueblos; Fewkes for the Pueblos:
Hoffman for the Menominee and Chippewa,
for the

etc.

(c. T.)

An

Ijachaath.

extinct

Nootka

which

—

A

Haena.
of

Maude

former Haida town on the e.
Skidegate inlet, Queen Char-

id.,

lotte ids., Brit. Col.

It

said to

is

pied in very early times by the
ladagai,

and

Raven people upon it. The town
was occupied by a Ninstints division of the
same name.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.
of all the

in recent years it

Hagi-lanas {Xdgi-la'nas, 'people
longing to the

Raven

on Hagi

of Hagi,

havebeen occuj ahui— skwahwas reoccupied

D

There are said to have been
13 houses, which would indicate a population
of about 150.
(j. R. s.)
Khina Haade. — Harrison in Proc. and Trans. Roy. Sec.
gate about 1880.

sec.

ii,

125, 1895

Harbour Village.
1880.

Xa'ina.

Hagi

(Khina = Haena)

— Dawson, Queen Charlotte

—Swanton,

{Xd'gi,

Cont.

said to

Haida,

mean

New Gold
Ids.,

279,

'striped').

168b,
1905.

A

Haida town on or near the largest of the Bolkus ids., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. It

"Queen Charlotte

the circumstance at-

— Swanton,

Hagonchenda. A former Iroquois town,
probably belonging to the people of Tequenondahi, and situated in 1535 no far from
the junction of Jacques Cartier r. with the
St. Lawrence.
The chief of this town gave a
small

to Cartier on his second voyage,

girl

and placed Cartier on

his guard against the
machinations of the chiefs of the peoples
dwelling around Stadacona and elsewhere on
the St. Lawrence. For this reason Cartier, in
his third voyage, in 1540, gave this chief 2
small boys to learn the language, and also a
"cloake of Paris red, which cloake was set
with yealow and white buttons of Tinne, and

S:e Cartier, Bref. R^cit, 67,

1863.

(j.

Hagwilget (Tsimshian:

N. B. H.)

'well dressed').

The

Hwotsotenne, on Bulkley
of Hazelton, Brit. Col.; pop. 500

chief village of the
r.,

3

m.

s. E.

in 1870, 165 in 1911.

—
—

Achwiget. Horetzky, Canada on Pac, 103, 1874.
Ahwilgate. Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., 1879-80,
20b, 1881.
Hagulget.— Scott in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep.

Hagwilget.— Can. Ind. Afif. 1904, pt.
Ha-gwn'-k6t.— Henshaw, MS. note, B. A.

1869, 563, 1870.
2, 73, 1905.

Tschah.— Morice

E., 1887.

form)

to Skide-

From

id.,

Huldanggats and the Keda-lanas.
Cont. Haida, 268, 1905.

nearer the traders, but, after a comparatively

moved

and occupying the

clan

tending their supposed origin (see Hagi) the
family claimed to be the oldest on the islands,
but it is now represented by only two or three
individuals.
There were two subdivisions, the

map, 1892.

Can.,

Col.

Brit.

ids.,

of striped

subdivision of the Haida, be-

town

by the west coast Haida, who desired to be
short occupancy, the people

A

town').

(?)

small belles."
tribe

formerly lived on or n. of Barkley sd., Vancouver id.
A-y-charts. Jewitt, Narr., 120, 1849. Aytch-arts.^
Ibid., 37.
Haca'ath.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 32, 1890. Hatca'ath.— Ibid., 31.

end

its name from a reef which, in local
mythology, was the first land to appear above
the waters of the flood, bearing the ancestress

derived

navigators as Van-

couver were 25 or 30 ft. above ground, access
being had by notched logs serving as ladders.
*
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Tsitsk.- Can.

Hahamatses

in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
Ind. AfT., 212, 1902 (Kitksun

('old mats').

or sept of the Lekwiltok, a

They

A

subdivision

Kwakiutl

tribe.

name because they were
the slaves of the Wiwekae sept. Recently they
have taken the name of Walitsum, 'the great
ones.'

received their

Pop. 53 in 1901, 43 in 1904.

Chachamatses.
1887.

—

Boas in Petermanns Mitt pt. 5, 131,
H'ah'amatses. Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc,

—

,

Kahk-ah-mah-tsis.— Can. Ind. AfF., 119,
1880.
Kakamatsis.— Brit. Col. map, 1872. Qa'qamatses. Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55,
1890.
Wa'-Ht-sum. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc.
230, 1887.

—

—
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Can., V, sec.
in Can.

Ind.

Ind.

189, 1884.

Afif.,

Wau-lit-sah-mosk.

65, 1887.

ii,

Aff.,

Waw-lit-sum.— Can.

1879.

149,

— Sproat

Xa'xamatSES.

— Boas

Rep. Nat.

in

v., A.
is

1912

that

by

Ensign Juan Perez, in the corvette Santiago,

He named

in 1774.

Mu3., 331, 1895.

GEORGE

certain account of their discovery

the n. point of the islands

Cabo
Hahekolatl

A

Hakolatl').

descendants

{Hd'heqolaL,

of

subdivision of the Lalauitlela,

a gens of the Tlatlasikoala (q. v.), a Kwakiutl
tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus., 332, 1895.

A

Hahuamis.

Wakeman
last

Kwakiutl

sd., Brit. Col.;

time they were

tribe

hving on

pop. 63 in 1901, the

They

officially reported.

Gyeksem,
Gyigyilkam, and Haaialikyauae.— Boas in Rep.
are

divided

into

Nat. Mus., 331,

gentes:

three

189.5.

Ah-knaw-ah-mish.— Can. Ind. AfT., 189, 1884. Ahknow-ah-mish.— Ibid., 314, 1892. Ah-wha-mish.—
Ibid., 364, 1897.

A-kwa-'amish.

— Dawson

in Trans.

—

Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. it, 65. A-qua-mish.
Kane, Wand, in N. Am. ,app., 1859. Chachua'mis.
Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887. EcquaBrit. Col. map, 1872.
H'ah'uamis. Boas in
inish.
Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 228, 1887.
Haqua'mis.— Boas,
6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55, 1890. Haxua'mis.—
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 331, 1895.

—

—

—

Haida
popular

{Xa'ida, 'people').

name

Charlotte

ids.,

The native and
Queen

for the Indians of the
Col.,

Bi-it.

Prince of Wales

and the

s.

end of

Alaska, comprising the

id.,

By the natives
(q. v.).
themselves the term may be applied generally
to any human being or specifically to one
speaking the Haida language. Some authors
Skittagetan family

have improperly restricted the application of
the term to the Queen Charlotte islanders,
calling the Alaskan Haida, Kaigani (q. v.).
Several English variants of this word owe
their origin to the fact that a suffix usually

accompanies it in the native language, making
it Ha'de in one dialect and Haidaga'i in the
other.

On

the ground of physical characteristics

the Haida, Tlingit, and Tsimshian peoples
should be gi'ouped together.
Language and
social organization indicate stiU closer affinities

between the Haida and Tlingit.
According to theu own traditions the oldest
Haida towns stood on the e. shore, at Naikun
and on the broken coast of Moresby id. Later
a portion of the people moved to the w. coast,
and between 150 and 200 years ago a still
larger section, the Kaigani, drove the Tlingit

from part of Prince
there.
Although it

of
is

Wales

id.

and

settled

not impossible* that

Queen Charlotte ids. were visited by
Spaniards during the 17th century, the first

the

*No Spaniards reached

it

before 1774.

de Santa Margarita.
Bodega and
Maurelle visited them the year after. In 1786
La Perouse coasted the shores of the islands,
and the following year Capt. Dixon spent more
than a month around them, and the islands
are named from his vessel, the Queen Charlotte.
After that time scores of vessels from England

and

New England

resorted to the coast, prin-

which business the
vo agers reaped golden harvests. The
most mpoi'tant expeditions, as those of which
there is some record, were by Capt. Douglas,
Capt. Jos. Ingraham, of Boston, Capt. Etienne
Marchand in the French ship Solide, and Capt.
Geo. Vancouver, R.N., (Dawson, Queen Charcipally to trade for furs, in

earlier

lotte ids., 1880).

The advent

of whites was, as usual, disas-

trous to the natives.

They were soon

stripped

through smallpox
and general immorality, thoy have been rebeen reduced in the last 60 years to one-tenth
of their former strength.
A station of the
Hudson's Bay Company was long established
at Masset, but is now no longer remunerative.
At Skidegate there are works for the extraction of dog-fish oil, which furnish employment
of their valuable furs, and,

to the people during

summer

all

much

of the year; but in

the Indians from this place and

Masset go to the mainland to -work in salmon
The Masset people also make many
canoes of immense cedars to sell to other coast
tribes.
The Kaigani still occupy 3 towns,
but the population of 2 of them, Kaso.an and
Klinkwan, is inconsiderable.
Neighbouring
salmon canneries give them work all summer.
canneries.

Mission stations are ma'ntained by the
Methodists at Skidegate, by the Church of
England at Masset, and by the Presbyterians
Nearly all the people
at Howkan, Alaska.
are nominally Christians.
The Haida, Tlingit, and Tsimshian seem to

show greater adaptability
to

display

many

less

'

religious

of the tribes farther

erally regarded

to civilization

conservatism
s.

as superior to

and
than

They are genthem by the

and they certainly showed themwar and in the arts. Of alt
peoples of the N. W. coast the Haida were
the best carvers, painters, and canoe and
house builders, and they still earn considerable
money by selling carved objects of wood and
slate
to traders and tourists.
Standing in
the tribe depended more on the possession of
white

settlers,

selves such in
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property than on ability in war, so that considerable interchange of goods took p ace and
the people became sharp traders. The morals
of the people were, however, very loose.

means 'people of the strait.' The people o
Masset inlet and the n. end of Queen Charlotte
ids. generally are called by their southern kins-

Canoes were to the people of this coast
what the horse became to the Plains Indians.
They were hollowed out of single logs of cedar,
and were sometimes very large. Houses were
built of huge cedar beams and planks which
were worked out with adzes and wedges made
anciently of stone, and put together at great
feasts called by the whites by the jargon word
^'potlatch" (q. v.). Each hous; ordinarily had

people,'

&

each of which

single carved pole in the middle of the gable
end presented to the beach. Often the end
posts in front were also carved and the whole
house front painted. The dead were placed
in mortuary houses, in boxes on carved
poles, or sometimes in caves. Shamans were
placed after death in small houses bu'lt
on prominent points along the shore. Among

the beliefs of the Ha'da reincarnation held a

prominent place.

1836 and 1841, gives a total of 8,328, embracing 1,735 Kaigani and 6,593 Queen Charlotte Islanders. Dawson estimated the number

on the Queen Charlotte ids. in 1880 as
between 1,700 and 2,000. An estimate made
for the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs in 1888 (Ann. Rep., 317) give; 2,500, but
the figures were evidently exaggerated, for
when a census of Masset, Skidegate, *and Gold
Harbour was taken the year after (Ann. Rep.,
This, however, left
272) it gave only 637.
out of consideration the people of New Kloo.
In 1894 (Ann. Rep., 280), when these were
first added to the list, the entire Haida population was found to be 639. The figures for
the year following were 593, but from that
time showed an increase and stood at 734 in
1902.
In 1904, however, they had suffered a
sharp decline to 587. Petroff in 1880-81 reported 788 Kaigani, but this figure may be
somewhat too high, since Dall about the same
time estimated their number at 300. According to the census of LSOO there were 391, aijd
they are now (1905) estimated at 300. The
entire Haida population would thus seem to
be about 900.
The Alaskan Haida are called Kaigani. By
the Queen Charlotte Islanders they are designated Kete-hade {Q.'els xa'de), which probably
of people

and Skidegate band,

239.

{Gao

xa'-ida-ga-i),

'inlet

and those living around the southern
point of the group are called Gunghet-haidagai
(GA'nxet-xd'-idAga-i) from the name of one of
the most southerly capes in their territory.
,

All of these latter finally settled in the

town

known to whites as Ninstints, and
hence came to be called Ninstints people.
The entire stock is divided into two "sides"
or clans — Raven (Hoya) and Eagle (Got)
afterward

into

is

subdivided and resubdivided
local groups, as given

numerous smaller

(The braces indicate that the families
grouped thereunder were related.
Theoretically each clan was descended from one
below.

woman.)

Raven
Aokeawai.
Hlingwainaas-hadai.

a.

An estimate of the Haida population made,
according to Dawson, by John Wark, between

*In 1911, Masset band, pop. 372

men Gao-haidagai

Taolnaas-hadai.
Daiyuahl-lanas (or) Kasta-kegawai.
6.

Dj ahui-skwahladagai
Hlgaiu-lanas.

Hlgagilda-kegawai.

a.

Kogangas.
Skwahladas.
a. Nasto-kegawai.
Hagi-lanas.
a.

Huldanggats.

b.

Keda-lanas.

Hlgahetgu-lanas
a.

Kilstlaidjat-taking-galung.

b.

Sels.

Stasaos-kegawai
a. Gunghet-kegawai.
Kadusgo-kega wai

Yaku-lanas.
a. Aoyaku-lnagai.
b.

(Alaskan branch.)
1. Kaadnaas-hadai.
2.

Yehlnaas-hadai.

3.

Skistlainai-hadai.

4.

Nakeduts-hadai.

Naikun-kegawai.
a. Huados.
Kuna-lanas.
a.

Hlielungukn-lnagai.

b.

Saguikun-lnagai.

c.

Teeskun-lnagai.

d.

Yagunkun-lnagai.
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Stlenga-lanas.
a. Aostlan-lnagai.

b.

Undlskadj ins-git unai.

b.

Dostlan-lnagai.

c.

Tees-gitunai.

d.

Sadjugahl-lanas.

c.

Teesstlan-lnagai.

Djus-hade.

d.

Yagunstlan-lnagai.

Sagua-lanas.

1.

Kaiihl-lanas.

Chets-gitunai.

a. Kils-haidagai.

Kogahl-lanas.

b.

1912

Dotuskustl.

a.

Kagials-kegawai.

v., A.

Ao-gitunai.

1.

There were two great divisions
name, the southern one with a sub-

Tohlka-gitunai.
Widja-gitunai.

Tadji-lanas.
of this

division called

Gunghet-kegawai.
Saki-kegawai.

Kaidju-kegawai.
Kas-lanas.
a.

(KianusiU.

Skidai-lanas.
[Stagi-lanas.

Lana-chaadus.

Sagangusili.

Salendas.

Skidaokao.

Koetas.

a.

Hlimulnaas-hadai.

b.

Nahawas-hadai.

a.

Hlkaonedis.

b.

Huadjinaas-hadai.

a.

Kawas.

c.

Nakalas-hadai.

b.

Kangguatl-lanas.

d.

Neden-hadai.

c.

Hlielung-keawai.

e.

Chats-hadai.

d. Hlielung-stustai.

Stustas.

Eagle
Djahul-gitinai.

e.

Nekun-stustai.

/.

Chawagis-stustae.

g.

Yadus.

Gitins of Skidegate.

1.

Ildjunai-hadai.

2.

b.

Nayuuns-haidagai.
Nasagas-haidagai.

3.

Naalgus-hadai.
Nakons-hadai.

c.

Lgalaiguahl-lanas.

4.

Otkialnaas-hadai.

d.

Gitingidjats.

5.

Otnaas-hadai.

a.

Hlgahet-gitinai.
a.

Djahuihlgahet-kegawai.

a.

Lanagukunhlin-hadai.

b.

Yaku-gitinai.

b.

Hotagastlas-hadai.

c.

Hlgahet-kegawai.

c.

Skahane-hadai.

d.

Kahlgui-hlgahet-gitinai.

d.

Stulnaas-hadai.

e.

Gweundus.

Sagui-gitunai.
a.

D

j

Kialdagwuns.

iguaahl-lanas

Taahl-lanas (clan uncertain).

The

principal towns

known

to

have been

occupied by large bodies of people in comparatively recent times, although not always

a.

contemporaneously, are the following, the
Kaigani towns being marked with an asterisk:

a. Stasaos-lanas.

Chaal, (on Moresby id.), Cumshewa, Dadens,
Gahlinskun, Haena, Hlielung, Howkan,* Kai-

Tlduldjitamae.
Kaiahl-lanas.

Kona-kegawai.
a.

Dagangasels.

b.

Sus-haidagai.

Stawas-haidagai
a.

Heda-haidagai.

b.

Kahligua-haidagai.

c.

Sa-haidagai.

fDo-gitunai.

(Gituns
I

Chaahl-lanas.

a.

(of

M asset).

Mamun-gitunai.

sun,

Kloo,

Kasaan,* Kayung, Kiusta, Klinkwan,*
Kung, Kweundlas,* Masset, Naikun,

Sukkwan,*
Of these only Howkan, Kasaan, Kayung, Klinkwan, Masset, and
Ninstints,

Skedans,

Skidegate,

Tigun, Yaku, and Yan.

Skidegate are now inhabited.
In addition there was formerly an immense number of small towns hardly distinguishable from camps, places that had been
occupied as towns at some former time, and
mytliic or semi-mythic towns.

The

following
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broken by the

a pa tial list of these: Aiodjus, Atana,
Atanus, Chaal (on North id.), Chatchini,

red, being

Chuga, Chukeu, Dadjingits, Dahua,
Daiyu, Djigogiga, Djigua, Djihuagits, Edjao,
Gachigundae, Gado, (2 towns), Gaedi, Gaesigusket, Gaiagunkun, Gaodjaos, Gasins, Gatgainans, Gitinkalana, Guhlga, Gulhlgildjing,
Gwaeskun, Hagi, Heudao Hlagi, Hlakeguns,

the long hair on each side, braided and wrapped

Hlgadun, Hlgaedlin, Hlgahet, Hlgai, Hlgaiha,
Hlgaiu, Hligihla-ala, Hlgadun, Hlkia, Hluln,
Hotao, Hotdj hoas, Hoya-gundla, Huados, Kadadjans, Kadusgo, Kae, Kaidju, Kaidjudal, Kaigani,* Kasta, Katana, Kesa, Ket, Kil, Koagaogit, Koga, Kogalskun, Kostunhana, Kundji,
(2 towns), Kungga, Kungielung, Kunhalas,
Kunkia, Kuulana, Lanadagunga, Lanagah-

among most

is

Chets,

Lanahawa

Ikehoda,

Lanas-lnagai

(2

towns), Lanahilduns,

towns), Lanaungsuls, Nagus,

(3

Sahldungkun, Sakaedigialas,

Sgilgi,

Sindaskun,

Sindatahia, Singa, Skae, Skaito, Skaos, Skena,

Skudus, Stlindagwai, Stunhlai, Sulustins Ta,
Te, Tlgunghung, Tlhingus, Tohlka, Widja,
Yagun, Yaogus, Yastling, Yatza, Youahnoe(?)
(j.

Haida.— Dawson, Queen
Haldah.

—Scouler

Charlotte Ids.,

R. s.)

103b,

1880.

Roy. Geog. Soc, xi, 184,
Hai-dai.— Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app.,
221, 1841.
1859 (after Wark, 1836-41). Hydahs.— Taylor in Cal.
Farmer, July 19, 1862. Hyder. Simmons in U. S. Ind.
Aff. Rep., 190, I860.* TIaldas.— Morgan, Anc. Soc, 176,
in Jour.

—

1877.

Haim.

A

body

of

Salish

of

Kamloops

agency, Brit. Col., numbering 26 in 1885.

Ha-lm.— Can.

Ind. A£E. 1885, 196, 1886.

Haimaaksto

A subdivision

{Hai'maaxsto).

the WalasRep. Nat Mus., 332, 1895.

the Tsentsenkaio, a clan of

of

kwakiutl.— Boas

in

beaver or otter skin, hanging down
The Nez Percys of
Idaho and neighbouring tribes formerly wore

in strips of

in front over the chest.

the hair long and unconfined, falling loosely

over the back and shoulders.

Hair dressing.

mode

Many

of cutting

tribes had a disand dressing the hair,

and the style occasionally suggested the nickname by which the people were called by
other tribes, as, for instance, in the case of

the Pawnee,

who

cut the hair close to the

head, except a ridge from the forehead to the

crown, where the scalp-lock was parted
in a circle, stiffened with fat

to stand erect,

and curved

and

like

paint,

off

made

a horn, hence

name Pawnee, derived from pariki, 'horn.'
The same style of shaving the head and roaching the hair was common among eastern and
western tribes, who braided and generally
hung the scalp-lock with ornaments. The
Dakota and other western tribes parted the

the

hair in the middle from the forehead to the

nape

of the neck,

the

line,

usually painted

of the

Pueblo

In the

men

S.

W.

the hair was

cut short across the forehead, Uke a "bang,'

and knotted behind.

The Eskimo wore the

hair loose

The

first

attended

from the

cutting of the hair was usually

with

Kiowa and

religious

Among

rites.

the

other southern Plains tribes a lock

first

clipping of the child's hair

tied to the forelock

was

Among many

(Mooney).

was believed to be closely connected with a person's life. This was true in
a reUgious sense of the scalp-lock. In some bi
the rituals used when the hair was first gathered
tribes the hair

up and cut from the crown
teaching was set forth that
the

life

of the child,

now

of a boy's

head the

this lock represents

placed wholly in the

and supernatural
power that alone could will his death. The
braided lock worn thereafter was a sign of this
dedication and belief, and represented the
man's life. On it he wore the ornaments that
marked his achievements and honours, and
for anyone to touch lightly this lock was regarded as a grave insult. As a war trophy the
scalp-lock had a double meaning.
It indicated
the act of the supernatural power that had
decreed the death of the man, and it served as
control of the mysterious

the warrior's prowess in
from the enemy. The scalper,
however, was not always the killer or the first
striker.
The latter had the chief credit, and
frequently left others to do the kilhng and
tangible

wresting

tinctive

that separated

circle

the scalp-lock, which was always finely plaited,

scalping.

proof of
it

With the Eastern

or timber tribes,

the scalper was usually the killer, but this was
not so often the case among the Plains Indians.

The scalp was frequently left on the battle
ground as a sacrifice. Among the Dakota a
bit of the captured scalp-lock was preserved
for a year, during which period the spirit was
supposed to linger near; then, when the great
death feast was held, the lock was destroyed
and the spirit was freed thereby from its
earthly ties.
There are many beliefs connected with the hair, all of which are interwoven with the idea that
connected with a person's
One can be bewi;ched and

it

is

life

mysteriously

and fortune.

made

subservient
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pop. 38 in 1901 (Can. Ind. Aff. for

to the will of a person who becomes possessed
of a bit of his hair; consequently combings are
usua"y carefully burned. According to Hrdli-

Brit. Col.;

cka the Pima, after killing an Apache, purified
themselves with smoke from the burnt hair of

Hammers. Few implements are of so much
importance to primitive men as the stone
hammer and the several closely allied forms
the sledge, the maul, and the stone-head club,
which may be described here rather than under
the caption Clubs. All of these implements
are employed, like the ordinary club, in striking

the victim.
Personal joy or grief was manifested by the
Young men often
style of dressing the hair.
spend much time over their locks, friends

The Pueblo
commonly used a stiff brush

assisting friends in the. toilet.

and Plains

tribes

combing and dressing the
while the Eskimo and the N. W. Coast

of spear grass for
hair,

A

tribes used combs.

pointed stick served

line.
These
were often carefully wrought, ornamented with embroidery on the handle, and
kept in an embroidered case. Perfumes, as
well as oils, were used, and wisps of sweet-

for parting

it

and painting the

sticks

young men

grass were concealed in the hair of

add to

to

*

their attractions.

One

Haisla (Xa-isld).

*

*

(a. c. f.)

of the three

Kwaki-

embracing the Kitimat
Boas in Rep.
(Haisla proper) and the Kitlope.
Nat. Mus., 328, 189.5.

utl dialectic divisions,

—

Hakouchirmiou

misprint

(probably

for

Mentioned by Dobbs (Hudson Bay, 23, 1744), as a tribe, on or near Bourbon (Nelson) r., Manitoba, at war with the
Maskegon. Possibly a division of the Cree or
Hakouchiriniou)

.

of the Assiniboin.

Halaut. A Shuswap village 3 m. below
Shuswap lake, Brit. Col.; pop. 162 in 1911.
Halant.— Can. Ind. Aff., 244, 1902. Ha-la-ut.— Ibid.,
Halaut.— Ibid., 22.3, 191U. Kell-aout.—
196, 1885.
Ibid.,
Naskant-Iines.— Ibid., 78, 1878.
188, 1884.
Neskainlith.— Ibid., pt. ii, 68, 1902. Niskahnuith.
Niskainllth.— Ibid., map, 1891.

—Ibid., 259, 1882.

South Thompson.

—Ibid.

Halkaiktenok

A

whale').
in

{Ha'lx'aix'tenox,

division of the Bellabella.

'killer

— Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus., 328, 1895.

Hamalakyauae.
kish gens, after

— Boas

in

whom

An
it

ancestor of a

Nim-

was sometimes

called.

Petermanns Mitt.,

Hamanao

(Xdmaridd)

.

pt. 5, 130, 1887.

A gens of the Quat-

sino tribe of the Kwakiutl, q. v.

— Boas in Rep.

Hameyisath

W.

{Ha'meyisath)

Nootka

tribe.

— Boas

A

.

in

sept of the

6th Rep. N.

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Hamilton Creek.
body

of Salish of

II,

The

local

name

for a

Kamloops-Okanagan agency.

166), after

which date the name

blows that stun, break, crush, or drive, the only
distinction to be drawn between the hafted
hammer and the club being that the one carries
the weight chiefly in the extremity or head,
which is usually of heavier or harder material
than the handle, while the other has the weight
Although the
distributed along the shaft.
several implements comprised in this group
have many features in common, they are
somewhat clearly differentiated in shape and
All are made of hard, heavy, tough
use.
materials, including stone, bone, ivory, antler,

Some

and metal.

are never hafted,
on occasion are used
unhafted, one or both hands being employed
according to the weight of the implement.
Haftings vary with the form and use of the
object as well as with the region and the people.
Hammers employed in shaping stone, especially in the more advanced stages of the work,
are usually unhafted and are held tightly in the
hand for delivering heavy blows, or lightly
between the thumb and finger-tips for flaking
They may be natural pebbles,
or pecking.
boulders, or fragments, but by prolonged use
they assume definite shapes or are intentionally
shell,

while perhaps nearly

modified to better

all

fit

them

for their purpose.

Globular and discoidal forms prevail, and the
variety employed in pecking and for other
light uses often has shallow depressions centrally placed at opposite sides to render the
The pecking and
finger hold more secure.
flaking work is accomplished by strokes with
the

periphery,

which

is

round

or

slightly

angular in profile to suit the requirements of
the particular work.

Hammers
and

intended for breaking,

driving,

killing are generally hafted to increase their

Sledge hammers, used in mining
and quarrying, were usually heavy, often rudely shaped, and the haft was a pliable stick or
withe bent around the body of the implement,
which was sometimes grooved for the purpose.
The fastening was made secure by the applicaIn the
tion of thongs or rawhide coverings.
effectiveness.

Nat. Mus., 329, 1895.

Seshat, a

1901, pt.

does not occur.
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quarries and copper mines great

flint

of

hammers

it

may be

numbers

of the

indeed,

above

or sledges were required;

and about the ancient
McCargol cove, Isle Royale,

said that in

copper mines of
Mich., there are to be seen tens of thousands
In
of wornout and abandoned sledge heads.

an ancient paint mine in Missouri, recently
exposed by the opening of an iron mine, upward of 1,200 rude stone sledges were thrown
out by the workmen. Heavy grooved and
hafted hammers, resembling somewhat the
mining sledges, though much more highly
specialized, were in general use among the tribes
of the great plains and served an important
purpose in breaking up the bones of large game
animals, in pounding pemmican, flint, and
seeds,

in

driving tipi pegs,

etc.

A

lighter

hammer, usually referred to as a war-club, was,
and is, in common use among the western tribes.
It is a globular or

doubly conical stone, care-

and often grooved, the haft being
strengthened by binding with rawhide. Closely
allied to this weapon is a kind of slung hammer,
fully finished

the roundish stone being held in place at the
of the handle by a covering of rawhide

end

that extends the full length of the haft. These
are very effectual implements, and decked with

streamers of horsehair and other ornaments
have been devoted, at least, in recent years to

ceremony and show.
Heavy hammers, often tastefully carved,
were and are used by the tribes of the N. W.
for driving wedges in splitting wood, for driving
piles, and for other heavy work; they are usu-

Many of the

ally called mauls, or pile-drivers.

larger specimens

have handles or

finger holes

carved in the stone, while others are provided
with handles of wood. The Eskimo also have
hammers for various purposes, made of stone,
bone,

and

ivory,

with haftings ingeniously

atta hed.

The literature of this topic is voluminous,
but much scattered, references to the various
kinds of hammers occurring in nearly all works
dealing with the archaeology and ethnology of
N. America.
For an extended article on the
stone hammer, see McGuire in Am. Anthropologist, IV, no. 4, 1891.

Hamtsit

{Hdmlsil,

A

from an ancestor).
Talio,

Brit.

Tribes Can.,

(w. h. h.)

'having food',

named

Bellacoola division at

Col.— Boas
3,
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n 7th Rep

N.

W.

1891.

Ntlakyapamuk, near Nicola r., 27 m.
Spence Bridge, Brit. Col. Teit in
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 174, 1900.

—

Harpoons. Piercing and retrieving weapons with a moveable head probably the most
ingenious and complicated device invented by
the North American aborigines. Before the
natives came into contact with the whites, they
made harpoons of wood, bone, walrus ivory,

—

and

sinew,

stone,

shell,

The

hide.

several

structural parts consisted of the shaft, foreshaft, loose shaft, ice pick, head, hinge, con-

necting

assembling

line,

eyelet,

rest,

line,

and

float,

main

hand

line,

detachers.

Besides

these there were a multitude of accessories,

such as

The

and canoes.

stools, decoys, ice scoops,

technic of every part represented

Indian's best

skill in

a

number

wood working, bone and ivory
ping and grinding stone;

the

of handicrafts

carving, chip-

shredding, twisting,

and braiding sinew; and dressing hides or
and the toughest possible thongs
or lines, and other parts.
There are two quite different varieties of
harpoons, based on the shape of the head the
barbed harpoon and the toggle harpoon. The
head of the barbed harpoon is attached to the
shaft by means of a cormecting line tied to the
butt or tang of the head. The toggle head is
attached to the line or sling by means of a hole
bored through the body; the head is driven
floats, canoes,

—

entirely into the animal, and, toggling under

the skin, gives firm hold. These two types
merge into each other, and some harpoons
possess the characteristics of both.

The

parts of a barbed harpoon are:

Head.

— Of

materials,

various

characters being the

same

the specific

as those of barbed

arrows; they differ in that the tang

and

fits

loosely

roughened, notched, or
pierced for the hingeing or connecting line.
Foreshaft.
That of the harpoon, as cominto a socket

is

—

pared with the arrow,

is

heavier,

and has a

socket in front for the wedge-shaped, conical,
or spindle-shaped tang of the head.

— Length,

from a few inches to many
from one-fourth of an inch to
an inch or more; outer end spliced or socketed
Shaft.

feet;

thickness,

to the foreshaft;

center of gi'avity furnished

with hand rest; inner end pointed, pitted for
hook of throwing stick, notched for a bowstring,
with or without feathers, or furnished with ice
pick.

Hanehewedl
near the

trail').

2lA— 13

by or
the Nicola band

(XanEXEtcei',

A

village of

'stone

—

line.
Of string or thong rudely
head and shaft or, in the finest speci-

Connecting
tied to
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mens, attached at one end through a hole in
the tang, the other end being bifurcated and
fastened like a martingale to the ends of the
When the animal is struck by the
shaft.
hm'led harpoon the head is withdrawn, the

by

foreshaft sinks

its

gi-avity,

and the shaft

impede the progress of the
game (see Nat. Mus. Rep. 1900, pi. 11).
The parts of a toggle harpoon are:
Consisting of body; blade of
Toggle head.
acts as a drag to

—

chipped .tone, ivory, or metal, usually
line hole or opening
through the body for the sling or leader of hide

slate,

fitted into a slit in front;

on which the toggle head hinges; line grooves
channeled backward from the line hole to protect the leader; barbs projecting backward at
the butt of the toggle head to catch into the
flesh and make the head revolve 90 degrees,
forming a T with the line; shaft socket, a
conoid pit in the butt of the toggle head to
receive front end of loose shaft; and leader or
sling, not always separate, but when so, either
spliced to the main line or joined by an ingenious detacher, which is sometimes prettily
Loose shaft

by convulsive movements

in the

game and

to

render certain the speedy detachment of the
toggle head.
One of the most interesting studies in connection with harpoons

materials,

of British

C

— the

is

environment

in relation

play between the needy and

man and

the resources of game,

and

In

tools.

e.

Greenland

is

found

the hinged toggle by the side of old forms;
w. Greenland a great variety of types from the
in

very primitive and coarse to those having
feathers of ivory and the hooks on the shaft.
In the latter area are also throwing sticks of

two kinds. On the w.
harpoons are heavy and

Davis strait
coarse, showing con-

side of

tact of the natives with whalers, especially the

Ungava Eskimo examples.

There

also are flat

types suggestive of n. Asia. From the Mackenzie River country the harpoons are small

and under the influence

of the

white trader.

Barrow Eskimo are
exhaustively discussed by Murdoch and those
from point Barrow southward by Nelson.
From mount St. Elias southward, within the

The harpoons

of the Pt.

timber belt where wood is easily obtainable,
har oon shafts are longer, but all the parts are
educed to their simplest form. For example.

1912

lumbia make

the toggle heads of thei two-pronged harpoons

by neatly lashing the parts toge her and to the
sennit leaders.
The Makah of Washington
formerly

made

the blade of the head from shell,

but now use metal

the leader is tied to a large,
painted float of sealskin, the shaft being free.

The

;

Quinaielt of Washington have the bifur-

float,
The Naltunne of
Oregon have a barbed harpoon, with prongs
on the blade as well as on the shank, while their

cated shaft, but no

cousins, the

Hupa

make

of n. California

the

do the Vancouver tribes, by attaching the parts of the head to a strip of rawhide.
See Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888; Goddard in Publ. Univ. Cal., Am. Archaeol. and
Ethnol., I, no. 1, 1903; Holm, Ethnol. Skizz.,
1887; Mason in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1900, 1902;
Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., iv, 1895; Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892; Nelson in
18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899; Niblack in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890; Powers in Cont. N. A.
toggle, as

Ethnol.,

Ill,

Nat. Hist.,

— A spindle-shaped piece of ivory

socketed to toggle head and foreshaft and
attached as a hinge to the leader or the foreIts object is to catch the strain caused
shaft.

ingenious

Ntlakyapamuk

v., A.

II,

1877;

Teit in

Anthrop.

i,

Mem. Am. Mus.

1900; Turner in 11th

Rep. B. A. E., 1894.

carved.

to culture
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Harrison River. The local name
Cowichan near lower Fraser r.,

(Can. Ind. Aff

for a

m.)

body

Brit. Col.

evidently the

for 1878, 78);

Scowlitz, or the Chehalis, or both.

An Algonquian

Hartwell.

taining 25 persons in

Quebec— Can.

settlement, con-

1884,

in

Ottawa

co.,

Ind. Aff., 1884.

Hastings Saw Mill. A local name for a
body of Squawmish of Fraser River agency
pop. 91 in 1898, the last time the
mentioned.

Brit. Col.;

name

is

Halsting's Saw Mills.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1889, 268.
Hastings Saw-mill. Ibid., 1898, 413. Hastings Saw

—

Mills.- Ibid., 1886, 229.

Hata.
of

Bond

Ha-ta.

A

Tsawatenok

sd., Brit.

village at the

— Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv., map,

Hatchets.
iron or steel,

head

Col.
1888.

These implements, made of
and hafted with wood, were an

important factor in the colonization of northern
America, a"nd the value of the hatchet, as well
as that of the axe, was soon recognized by the
natives, who obtained these tools through
Large numbers of hatchets and axes
trade.
of both French and English manufacture are
obtained from aboriginal dwelling sites. It is
not known with certainty ust what aboriginal
mplements and weapons were supplanted by
the European hatchet, but it probably super-
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seded, in large part, the grooved axe, the celt,

and probably the tomahawk or war club among
So far as
tribes that used these implements.
can be judged by the forms, the term "hatchet"
may be applied with equal propriety to both
the hafted axe and the haf ted celt, as both were
wielded usually with one hand and were
equally effectual in war and in the arts of
peace.
So far as colonial literature refers to
the uses of these implements, it would appear

tomahawk

that the

or club,

among

the eastern

was the weapon of war par excellence,
while the axe and the celt were employed more
especially in domestic work and for other
tribes,

ordinary

purposes

industrial

195

(McCulloch).

and profitable combination of the symbol of
To "take up the hatchet" was
to declare war, and "to bury the hatchet" was
According to some authors
to conclude peace.
the hatchet pipe was a formidable weapon in
war, but in the forms known to-day it is too
light and fragile to have taken the place of the
stone axe or the iron hatchet. It has passed
peace and war.

of the realm of weapons.
Consult C. C. Jones, Antiq. So. Inds., 1873,'
Jos. Jones, Aboriginal Remains of Tenn., 1876;
McCulloch, Researches, 1829;
McGuire in
Rep. Nat.
Mus., 1897;
Moore, various
memoirs in Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894-

entire'y out

Morgan, League

1905;

of the Iroquois, 1904;

Both the hatchet and the war club doubtless
rose on occasion to the dignity of ceremonial

Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890;
Thruston, Antiq. of Tenn., 1897; Wilson in

objects.

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1896, 1898.

not only from the practice of the
living tribes and of primitive peoples generally,
but from traces of handles remaining on both
It is clear,

stone and copper specimens obtained from the

mounds, that the

manner
of

celt

was hafted

An

of the hatchet.

implements showing that

chaic

method

after the

nteresting group
this

was the

the monolithic hatchets in which the blade and
Several specimens of this type are on record;

by Joseph Jones, in Tennessee, is
made of greenstone, and is 13H in. in length;
another, from a mound in York district,
one, found

C, now

in the TT. S.

National Museum,

is

from Mississippi CO., Ark., and is owned by Mr. Morris
of that county (Thruston)
the fourth, from a
mound in Alabama, and now in possession of
Mr. C. B. Moore, of Philadelphia, is 113/^ in.
long, of greenstone, and a superb example of
native lapidarian work. Specimens of this
class are much more numerous in the Bahamas
and the West Indies. As all are carefully
finished, some bein provided with a perforated knob or projection at the end of the handle
the third

also of greenstone;

is

;

j

for the insertion of a thong,

it is probable that
they served as maces or for some other ceremonial use. On the Pacific coast the stone
war club sometimes took the form of a mono-

lithic

hatchet (Niblack.)

The combination

of the iron hatchet

with

the tobacco pipe as a single implement, often
called the
in c

1

tomahawk

nial

and

later

pipe,
t

became very general

mos, and as no counter-

is found in aboriginal art, it
was probably devised by the whites as a useful

part of the device

2lA— ISi

Salish

of

A

(w. h. h.)

name

body of
Cowichan agency, Vancouver id.;
local

for a

pop. 4 in 1896, the last time reported.
Haltch Point.— Can. Ind.
Point.— Ibid., 1883, 197.

Hatzic.

ar-

of hafting celt-like objects, are

the handle are carved of a single piece of stone.

S.

Hatch Point.

Aff. for 1896, 433.

Hatch

See Katzik.

Hawmanao (Xdmando). A gens of the
Quatsino, a Kwakiutl tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat.
Mus.

for 1895, 329.

Health and Disease. There is little evidence to show what diseases prevailed among
the Indians n. of Mexico prior to the advent of
white people. The traditions of the Indians,
the existence among them of elaborate healing
undoubtedly ancient origin, their plantwhich curative properties are attributed
to many vegetal substances, and the presence
among them of a numerous class of professed
healers, honoured, feared, and usually well
paid, would seem to indicate that diseases were
not rare, but actual knowledge and even tradition as to their nature are wanting
The condition of the skeletal remains, the testimony
of early observers, and the present state of
some of the tribes in this regard, warrant the
conclusion that on the v/hole the Indian race
wa a comparatively healthy one. It was
rites of
lore, in

•

probably spared at least some of the epidemics
and diseases of the Old World, such as smallpox
and rachitis, while other scourges, such as
tuberculosis, j^^hilis (pre-Columbian), typhus,
cancer, etc., were rare,

cholera, scarlet fever,
if

occurring at

all.

Taking into consideration

the warlike nature of

many

the evidence presented

by

of the tribes

their

and

bones (especi-
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ally the

kuUs), injuries,

received

by

etc.,

particularly those

offensive weapons,

must have been

common, although fractures are less frequent
than among white people.
At the time of the discovery the Indians on
the whole were probably slowly increasing in
numbers. Frequent wars, however, had a
marked

most

have gradually diminished

some

and vegetables, and
of,

in later life to the

or over indulgence in, food, irregular

meals, the preference for fat, crudely prepared

have disappeared
have shown an in-

food, and, recently, the misuse of inferior bak-

ing powders and excessive use of coffee.

were the introduction of diseases

diseases are various forms O' malaria, bronchi-

tribes

num-

syphilis,

and

especially

tuberculosis,

destructive wars with the whites, and increased

mortality due to changes in the habits of the

people through the encroachment of civilization.
During recent years a slow augmentation in population has been noticed

number

of tribes,

among a

and as more attention

is

paid

to the hygienic conditions of the Indians, an
increase comparable to that in whites may be
expe ted in many sections. The least hopeful
conditions in this respect prevail among the
Dakota and other tribes of the colder northern

where pulmonary tuberculosis and

regions,

scrofula are very

common.

While preserving much of their robust constitution,

the Indians

—

— particularly

those of

mixed blood are at present subject to many
disorders and diseases known to the whites,
although the pure bloods are still free from
most of the serious morbid conditions and tendencies due to defective inheritance. They
suffer little from insanity, idiocy, and rachitis.
Cretinism is exceedingly rare, and general
with a large number of serious nervous
affections, has not yet been recorded among
paresis,

Diseases of the heart,

as well as typhoid

and

and
and kidneys,

arteries,

veins, serious affection of the liver

scarlet feve; are infre-

Congenital malformations are very
rare, although it is commonly heard among the
Indiana themselves that they do sometimes
occur, but that the afflicted infants are not
allowed to live. Fractures, and diseases of the
bones in general, as well as dental caries, are
quent.

is

to the universal consumption of raw, unripe

in strength, while

(particularly smallpox), the spread of alcohol-

less

in infancy

The most remarkable example of steady
the Navaho tribe. The causes of

decrease

them.

which

are due to improper feeding and particularly

lack

is

ism,

of the gastro-intestinal tract,

of the tribes

crease or even maintained their former
bers.

The most common disorders of health now
among Indians generally are those

While
most of the disorders thus introduced are of a
minor character, others, particularly in infants,
Other more common
are frequently fatal.

entirely.

gain

guarded against by

effectually

experienced

fruit

of the smaller tribes

Very few

less

1912

others.

Since

effect in limiting this increase.

their con act with whites

more or

v., A.

frequent than

among

the whites.

There

considerable doubt whether cancer occurs in

any form.

Venereal diseases, while predominant among the more degraded Indians, are

pneumonia, pleurisy, and measles in the
Whooping cough is also met with.
Inflammation of the conjunctivse is common
and often leads to ulceration, opacity, and
Defective
defect in or even total loss of vision.
hearing is occasionally found in the aged, and
Eczethere are rare instances of deaf mutes.
ma, favus, and acniE are among the more ordinary affections of the skin. Tuberculosis of
the lungs, and glandular tuberculosis, or scrofula, are frequent in many localities and are
tis,

young

common among

especially

the

reservation

Indians in the colder parts of the United States,

North Dakota, South Dakota,
and Montana, due to their present mode of life.
They live in small, insanitary hovels, which in
cold weather are ill ventilated, aid ol'ten overheated and crowded, while their dress is heavier
particularly in

than formerly, their daily

life less

active, their

food changed, and, what is most important,
there is complete ignorance of the contagious

nature of consumption. Some of these conditions, however, are being gradually bettered.
widely distributed, though seldom
particularly among
it
is found
some bands of the Sioux, and t occurs also
with some frequency among the Menominee,
Oneida, Crows, and White Mountain Apache.
Albinism occui's among a number of the tribes;
Goitre

is

prevalent;

the cases, however; are quite isolated, except

among the Hopi and, to a lesser degree, theZuni.
In 1903 there were 12 cases of albinism in the
former and 4 in the latter tribe, all of the complete variety.

Vitiligo

but the cases are few.
disturbances

much more

is

scattered

Diseases and functional

peculiar

to

women,

ncluding

much less comthan among the white

those of the puerper'.um, are

mon among Indians
women of this country.

Of diseases peculiar
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which affects particand occasional dementia, are

to old age, senile arthritis,

ularly the spine,

found
Senility proceeds slowly in the pureblood Indian, and the number of ndividuals
above 80 years of age, according to census
returns (which, however, should be regarded
with caution), is relatively gi-eater than among
the whites

1892,

Ibid.,

Hel-Ialt.— Ibid. ,^1889, 269. HelII, 164.V Oala'ltq.— Boas, MS.,

313.

lelt.— Ibid., 1901,

pt.

B.A.E., 1887.

Helshen
Burrard
Helcen.

('sandy beach';

A Squawmish

foot').

inlet, Brit.

references),

i-v,

1882;

Hrdlicka,

Physiological and Medical Observations

Among

'soft to

lit.,

village

the

community on

Col.

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

475, 1900.

S.,

Henakyalaso (He'nakyalaso).

Consult Bancroft, Native Races (with bibliographical
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An

ancestor

Kwakiutl tribe Tlatlasikoala,
was sometimes called. Boas in

of a gens of the
after

whom

it

—

Petermanns Mitt.,

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

the Indians (with bibliography). Bull. 33, B.
Jesuit Relations, Thwaites ed.,

A. E., 1906;

i-Lxxii', 1896-1901;

Josselyn,

New-England's

(1672), repr. 1865; Reports of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs; Report on
Indians, Eleventh U. S. Census (1890), 1894;

Rarities

Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, i-vi, 1851-57.
(A. H.)

adornment

A

Moravian Eskimo mission,
founded in 1830, on the e. Lab ador coast, lat.
58°.— Hind., Lab Renin., ii, 199, 1863.

Hebron.

Heda-haidagai

{Xe'daxa'-id^ga-i,

'people

A subdivision of
he low ground'
the Stawas-haidagai, a Haida fam-'ly of the
Eagle clan; named rom the character of the
ground on which their houses .'tood in the
town of Cumshewa. The town chief belonged
to this ubdivision.
Swan on, Cont. Haida,
living

on

.

—

273, 1905.

He' ha' me' law', 'descendants
subdivision o' the Laalaksentaio, a Kwakiut' gens.^Boas in Rep. Nat.

Hametawe

Mus.

i

A

).

for 1895, 332.

the warrior himself, and

(j.

R. s.)

Hekhalanois {Hexald'nois). The ancestor
of a Koskimo gens, after whom i was sometimes called. Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt.

—

131, 1887.

ceremonial

regulations.

The her a' die

—

Petermanns Mitt.,
Hellelt.

A

pt.

',

131, 1887.

Salish tribe

w. Vancouver
dialect
pop. 28

d.,

on Chemainus

r,,

speaking the Cowichan

in 1911.

Hal-alt.— Can. Ind. Aff., 308, 1879.
Hel-alt.— Ibid., 1883, pt.

79, 1878.

tipis,

i,

Haltalt.— Ibid.,
190,
Hellal.—

tipi,' 'star

The shield was more often known
name of the originator and maker of the

tipi,' etc.

by the
series,

but certain more noted

known

as the 'buffalo shield,' 'bird shield,' 'sun

series

were

the 'medicine' or protecting power
being believed to come from the buffalo, bird,
or sun spirits respectively. Shields of the
shield,' etc.,

same

origin were usually but not necessarily

retained in the possession of

members

of the

family of the original maker, and handed down
in time to younger members of the family,
unless buried with the owner.

An ancestor o" a gons of the
Nakomgilisala tribe of Kwakiutl. Boas in
Helikilika.

s.

was

which might number one-tenth of the whole
body, usually belonged to prominent families
by hereditary descent. The shield belonged
to the individual warrior, but several warriors
might carry shields of the same origin and pattern at the s"me time, while so fa- as known
the heraldic tipi had no con emporary duplicate.
Both tipi and shield were c'aimed as the
inspiration of a vision, an
the design and
decoration were held to be in accordance with
the instructions imparted to the first maker by
the protecting spirit of his dream. The tipi is
commonly named from the most notable feature of the painting, as the 'buffalo

Heiltsuk {He' -ill suq). A dialect of Kwakiutl embracing the Bellabella
after whose
native name it is called), the China Hat,
Somehulitk, Nohunitk, and Wikeno. The
numbe: of Indians speaking the dialect was
about 500 m 1904

5,

of

guarded by means of religious tabu and other

'

Hehametawe

of

Heraldry. Among the tribes of the Great
and perhaps o' other sections, there
existed a well-defined system of military and
family
designation
comparable with the
heraldic system of Europe.
It found its chief
expression in the pa nting and other decoration
of the shield and tipi, with the body paint and
plains,

A

certain price

must be paid and certain tabus constantly
observed by the owner of either shield or tipi.
Thus the heir to a certain heraldic tipi in the
Kiowa tribe must pay for it a captive taken in
war, while those

who

carried the bird shield

were forbidden to approach a dead bird, and
were under obligation on killing their first

enemy

in battle to eat a portion of his heart.
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the same shield generally used a
body paint and head-dress, pony decorations, and war cry, all having direct reference
to the spirit of the original vision, but no such
regulation appears to have existed in connecThe flag carried on the
tion with any tipi.
upper Columbia by the followers of the

Those

Hlakeguns

of

similar

prophet Smohalla is an instance of the adaptation of Indian symbolism to the white man's
usage (Mooney in 14th Rep. B. A. E., 1896).

Among the Haida and some other tribes of
W. coast, according to Swanton and

the N.

other authorities, is found the germ of a similar
system. Here, in many cases, the clan totem,
or perhaps the personal manito of the individual, has evolved into a crest which persons of

the highest rank,

i.

privileged to figure

e.

of greatest wealth, are

by carving or painting upon

inlet.

sufficient

number

of "potlatch" gifts to secure

recognition as chiefs or leading
tribe

The

of a

privilege

is

members

of the

not hereditary,

the

successor of the owner, usually his sister's son,

being obliged to

payment

to

make

secure the

the same ceremonial

continuance of the

privilege.

(j.

Heshque.

The

principal

village

m.)

of

Hesquiat (q. v.), on Hesquiat harbour, Vancouver id.— Can. Ind. AiT., 264, 1902.

by

id.,

{LgadA'n, 'suffering from overtown of the Skidai-lanas on Moresopposite and facing Anthony id., Queen

Charlotte group, Brit. Col.

Haida mythology.

Hesquiat. A Nootka tribe on Hesquiat
and the coast to the westward, Van-

couver id.; pop. 162 in 1901, 139 in 1911.
Their principal village is Heshque.
Esquiates.— Jewitt,
Boas

in 6th

Rep. N.

que-aht.— Can.

Narr., 37, 1849.

W.

He'ckwiath.

Tribes Can., 31, 1890.

Ind. Aff., 188, 1883.

—
—

Hesh-

Hesqulaht.

Ibid., 131, 1879.
Hesquiat.— Ibid., pt. 2, 158, 1901.
Hishquayaht.— Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868. Hoshque-aht.—Can. Ind. Aff., 186, 1884.

Heudao

{Xe-uda'o, 'the village that fishes

toward the south'). A Haida town of the
Kaidju-kegawai on the e. side of Gull pt.,
Prevost

id..

Queen Charlotte

ids., Brit.

Col.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

It is

— Swanton,

prominent in
Haida,

Cont.

277, 1905.

Hlgaedlin {Lga'-ihn, probably 'where they
wash the frames upon which salal berries are
dried').
A Haida town occupied by a branch
sitof the Kona-kegawai called Sus-haidagai
uated on the s. side of Tanu id., s. e. Queen
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.— Swanton, Cont.
;

Haida, 278, 1905.

Hlgagilda-kegawai

qe'-gawa-i,

{Lgagi'lda

'those born at Hlgagilda,

'i.

A

Skidegate).

e.,

subdivision of the Hlgaiulanas family of the

Haida.

— Swanton,

Cont. Haida, 269, 1905.

Hlgahet {Lgd'xel, 'pebble town'.) A former
Haida town near Skidegate, Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col.
It was purchased from its
earlier owners, the Kogangas, by a branch of

who were afterward known as
name of their

the Hlgahetgu-lanas, from the

town.

(j.

Kll-kait-hade.— Krause, Tlinkit Indianer,
('people of Hlgahet').

hai'bour

— Swan-

A

the Yaku-lanas

the

Col.

ids., Brit.

Hlgadun
work').

tattooing upon their bodies, or painting upon

payment

Queen Charlotte

town of th^
head of Masse*

ton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

their totem poles, houses, or other belongings,
their bodies in the dance, on

at the

r.,

1912

A

{Laqe' gAns).

Kuna-lanas on Yagun

A.

v.,

W.

Tlg'a'it.

— Boas,

R. s.)
304,

1885

12th Rep. N.

Tribes Can., 24, 1898 (misapplied to Old Gold Har-

bour).

Hlgahet-gitinai (Lgd'xel

A division

gitind'-i,

'Gitins

Eagle clan
of the Haida, for which Gitins was a second
name. They moved from Hlgahet, the old
town near Skidegate, to Chaahl on the w. coast,
along with other families (see Hlgahetgu-lanas)
Originally they and the Gitins of Skidegate
The Djahui-hlgahetconstituted one family.
kegawai, Yaku-gitinai, Hlgahet-kegawai, and
Gweundus were subdivisions.
(j. r. s.)
of Pebble-town')

Lga'xet gitina'-i.
Tl'e'a'it gyit'inai'.

.

of the

— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 274, 1905— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.t

24, 1898.

Hiluys. An unidentified tribe, said to have
lived on Laredo channel, Brit. Col., about lat.
52° 30' (Scott in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 316,
This is in the country of the Kittizoo.
1868).

Hlagi La'gi). A town of the Kaidjukegawai family of the Haida, on an island near the
E. end of Houston Stewart channel. Queen
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 277, 1905.

—

Hlgahetgu-lanas {Lgd'
ple

of

Pebble-town').

division of the

Raven

xet-gu-ld'nas, 'peo-

The most important

clan of the Haida, on the

w. coast of Queen Charlotte
It received its

name from an

ids.,

Brit. Col.

old

town near

Skidegate, where the people formerly lived.

Before this they were part of the Yaku-lanas

and lived at Lawn

hiU, but trouble arising,
they were driven away and purchased the
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town of Hlgahet from the Kogangas. Later,
another war forced them to move to the w.
coast.

(J.

Can., sec. ii,
Boas, 12th Rep. N.
Soo.

(j.

LgAn.—Swanton,
Swanton,

inf'n,

Cont. Haida, 280,
1905 (another form).

R. s.)

L€An.

1905.

—

Tlga'itgu la'nas.—

1895.

125,

W.

been so named on account of a rock which
it like the dorsal fin of a

stands up in front of
killer-whale.

R. s.)

—

Lga'xet-gu-la'nas. S^^^anton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.
Lth'ait Lennas. Harrison, in Proc. and Trans. Roy.

—

199

Tribes Can., 24, 1S9S.

Hlgihla-ala {Lgl'lA dla, probably 'town of
A former Haida town n. of cape
Ball, E. shore of Graham id.. Queen Charlotte
group, Brit. Col. It was occupied by the
Naikun-kegawai. ^Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280,
the ditches').

Hlgahet-kegawai

{Lga'xel-qe'gawa-i, 'those

A

born at Pebble-town').

subdivision of the

Hlgahet-gitinai, a family of the Eagle clan of

the Haida,
family.

or only another

— Swanton,

name

that

for

Hlgai {Lga'i). Said to have been the name
town at the head of Skedans bay, w. coast
Swanof the Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
of a

—

ton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.

Hlgaiha
put in').
Dead-tree
inlet.

from

{Lga'-ixa,

A

tgai 'to dig',

xa

'to

semi-legendary Haida town n. of

pt., at

entrance of

the

Queen Charlotte

ids.,

Skidegate

Brit. Col.

said to

have sprung.

— Swanton, Cont. Haida,

99, 1905.

A

Hlgaiu {Lgdi-u', probably 'place of stones').
town and camping place of the Djahui-

skwahladagai of the Haida,

s.

town of Skidegate
from this.

is

One

of

(j.

—

(j.

R. S.)

Cont. Haida, 269, 1905in Proc. and Trans. Roy. Soc.

125, 1895 (erroneously assigned to Old Gold

Can., sec. ii,
Harbour). Tlgaio la'nas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 24, 1898. Tlqaiu la'nas.— Boas, 5th Rep.

same, 26, 1889.

Graham

s.

'killer-whale's dorsal fin').

of Tigun,

'those

subdivision

lotte group, Brit. Col.
(j.

— Swanton,
Tlaiyu Haade. — Harrison

Haida town

A

R. s.)

Higaiu-lanas {Lgai-u' la'nas, 'Skidegate
town people'). A division of the Raven clan
of the Haida who originally owned the town of
Skidegate, Brit. Col., and hence came to be
called by the Haida name of the town.
Later
they gave the town to the Gitins in payment
for an injury inflicted on one of the latter, and
moved to Gaodjaos, farther up the inlet. A
subdivision was called Hlgagilda-kegawai.

Hlgan {LgAn,

qe'awa-i,

of Hlielung')

Haida, occupying a town at the mouth of
Hiellen (Hlielung) r., Graham id., Queen Char-

Haida, 279, 1905.

of

HIielung-keawai {Li'elAn
born at the town

of the Stustas, a family of the Eagle clan of the

Kit-hai-uass hade. Krause, Tlinkit Indianer, 304,
1885 (possibly identical). Lgai-u'. Swanton, Cont.

Lgai-u' la'nas.

R. s.)

pt.,

Dead-tree

said to have been derived

—

(j.

Hieller.- Deans, Tales from Hidery, 92, 1899. la'gEn.
—Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23, 1898. Li'eUn.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

Queen Charthe names of the

of

at the entrance to Skidegate inlet.
lotte ids., Brit. Col.

Hlielung (Li'elAn). A former Haida town
Kuna-lanas family on the right bank of
a river of the same name (Hi-ellen on Dawson's
chart), which flows into Dixon entrance at the
foot of Tow hill, N. coast of Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col.
The town was erroneously
thought by Dawson (Queen Charlotte Ids.,
165b, 1880) to be the Ne-coon of John Wark.
of the

From

this place the great Gitins family of Skidegate
is

1905.

Cont. Haida, 274, 1905.

on the w. coast

A
of

id., Queen Charlotte group, Brit. Col.,
occupied by 'the Dostlan-lnagai. The Koetas
are said to have lived at this place before they
moved to Alaska, and the town is said to have

R. S.)

12th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can. 23, 1898. ti'eUn qe'awa-i. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 276, 1905. Lthyhellun Kiiwe. Harrison in
Proc. and Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 125, 1895.
Dl'ia'lEn k'eowai'.— Boas,

—

,

—

Hlielungkun-lnagai {Li'elAn kun
'Li'elAn river point town-people').

A

Inaga'-i,

town

of

the Kuna-lanas, belonging to the Raven clan
of the Haida, situated on a river of the same

name

(called Hiellen

on Dawson's map).
(j.

Dl'ia'lEn kuntlnagai.'

—Boas,

Can., 23, 1898. Li'eUn
Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.

12th Rep. N.
kun Inaga'-i.

Hlielung-stustae {Li'elAn
of Hlielung').

A

R. S.)

W.

Tribes

—Swanton,

slAsla'-i, 'Stustas

subdivision of the Stustas,

an important family of the Eagle clan of the
Haida, occupying the town at the mouth of
Hlielung or Hiellen r., Qu en Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col.

keawai.

Possibly a

— Swanton,

synonym

of Hileliung-

Cont. Haida, 276, 1905.

Hlimulnaas-hadai {LimA'l na'as
'hlimul-skin-house people').

A

xd'-da-i,

subdivision of

the Salendas, a Haida family of the Eagle clan.
They were so called from one of their houses;
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hlimu was a name applied to the skins of cerSwanton, Cont. Hai-

tain mainland animals.

—

da, 276, 1905

Hlingwainaas-hadai {Lingwa'-i na'as
'world-house people').

da-i,

the Aokeawai, a family of the

A

xa'

subdivision of

Raven

clan of the

Haida; probably named from a house.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

Hlkaonedis (Tlingit: Lqa'onedis, 'people of
Lqao river'). A subdivision of the Koetas, a
family of the Raven clan of the Haida, living
They may have reprincipally in Alaska.
ceived their name from a camping place.—

1912

A.

v.,

Hochelayi

('at the place of the [beaver]
former Iroquoian town, situated in
1535 in a flat country not far from the junction
of Jacques Cartier r. with the St. Lawi'ence,
and probably near the present Pt. Platon,

A

dam').

Quebec
Achelacy.
Hochelai.
II,

n. b. h.)

(j.

Achelaci.— Cartier

R^cit,

—
Achelaly. —
—Cartier (1535) quoted
Ibid.

Ibid.

Hochelay.— Ibid.,

1889.

115,

Bref

(1535),

Cartier, Bref R^cit, op.

Hohopa

56a,

1863.

—

Achelayy. Ibid.
by Hakluyt, Voy.,

Ochelay.—

129.

eit.

A Koeksotenok vilBaker id., Brit. Col.
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. 2, 73,
(Ho-ho-pa).

lage on the w. coast of

Dawson

in

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

1887.

'chicken-hawk town' or 'sawformer Haida town on the
outer side of Lyell id., Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col.
It was occupied by the Kona-kegawai.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.

Hoindarhonon ('island people'). Hewitt.
The Huron name of a tribe subordinate to the
Ottawa — Sagard (1632), Canada, iv, cap.

Hluln (L'uln). A former Haida town in
Naden harbour, Graham id.. Queen Charlotte

Bute

inlet, Brit. Col.,

lect;

pop. 97 in 1911.

Hlkia

bill

{Lk.'id',

town').

A

gpoup, Brit. Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281,
1905.

Hochelaga

(dialectic

form

—

'Nations,' 1866.

A

Homalko.

Salish tribe on the e. side of

speaking the

A

former

Iroquoian town, strongly palisaded, situated
in 1535 on Montreal id., Quebec, about a mile

from the mountain first called "Mont Royal"
by Cartier. At that time it contained about
50 typical Iroquoian lodges, each 50 or more
paces in length and 12 or 15 in breadth, built
of wood and covered with very broad strips of
bark, neatly and deftly joined. Estimating
12 fires and 24 firesides, each of three persons,
to every lodge, the total population would have
been about 3,600. The upper portion of the
lodges was used for storing corn, beans, and
dried fruits.
The inhabitants pounded corn
in wooden mortars with pestles and made a
paste of the meal, which was moulded into
cakes that were cooked on large hot rocks and

Em-alcom. Can. Ind. Aff. for 1884, 187. Homalco.
—Ibid., 1891, map. Homalko.— Ibid., 1901, pt. ii, 158.
Ooe'qomatfxo.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

covered with hot pebbles. They also made
soups of corn, beans, and peas, of which
they had a sufficiency. In the lodges were

A

Homulchison.
munity

Squawmish

Capalino.— Can.
Creek.— Can. Ind.

Ind.

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

—Can.

276,

AfT.,

Aff., 308, 1879.
S.,

1894.
Capltano
Homu'ltcison.—

Hopedale.
on the

village

A Moravian Eskimo
e. coast of

in 1782 (Hind, Lab. Renin., n, 199, 1863).
Pop. about 155.

Horses.

The

first

horses seen

brought the horse into Florida and westward
to the Mississippi, while Coronado, on his

march

to Quivira in 1541,

introduced

ridden

— Map

(ca.

1543) in

Maine

354, 1869; Jes. Rel. 1642, 36, 1858.

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

by the main-

land Indians were those of the Spanish invaders of Mexico. A few years later De Soto^

subject to them with 8 or 9 other peoples along
"
the river
(j. n. b. h.)

—

mission

Labrador, established

misconception.

Hochelaga.- Cartier (1545), Bref R^cit, 9, 1863.
Hochelagenses. De Laet (1633) quoted by Barton,
New Views, xlii, 1798 (Latin name of the inhabitants).

Kapilano.

475, 1900.

Ind. Aff., 357, 1897.

which smoked fish was stored
They were not travellers like
those of "Canada" and "Saguenay," although,
according to Cartier, "the said Canadians are

for winter use.

com-

cr.,

the Indians of the great plains.

large vessels in

village

Burrard inlet, Brit.
Col.; the former headquarters of the supreme
chief of the tribe.
Pop. 39 in 1911.
at Capilano

many

Ochelaga.

dia-

of Hochelayi, 'at

the place of the [beaver] dam').

I,

Comox

it

to

When

the
Aztec saw the mounted men of Cortes they
supposed horse and man to be one and were
The
greatly alarmed at the strange animal.
classical

Centaur owed

A

its

origin

tradition existed

to

a like

among the

Pawnee that their ancestors mistook a mule
by a man for a single animal and shot
at it from concealment, capturing the mule
when the man fell.
The horse was a marvel to the Indians and
came to be regar:'ed as sacred. For a long
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was worshipped by (he Aztec, and by
was considered to have a

of the tribes

mysterious or sacred character. Its origin
was explained by a number of myths representing horses to have come out of the earth
through lakes and springs or from the sun.
When Antonio de Espejo visited the Hopi of

Arizona in 1583, the Indians spread cotton

on the ground for the horses to
walk on, believing the latter to be sacred. This
sacred character is sometimes shown in the
names given to the horse, as the Dakota sunka
wdkan, 'mysterious dog.' Its use in transportation accounts for the term 'dog' of en apscarfs or kilts

plied to

dog'

;

dwd,

it,

as the Siksika ponokdmila.

'elk

Cree mlstatlm, 'big dog' Shawnee mlsh(See Chamberlain in Am. Ur-Quell,
;

'elk.'

The southern

plains proved very favourable

and horses greatly multiplied. Stray and escaped horse's formed wild herds, and, as they
had few carnivorous enemies, their increase and
spread were astonishingly rapid. The movement of the horse was from s. to n., at about
an equal rate on both sides of the mountains.
It moved northward in three ways: (1) The
increase of the wild horses and their dispersal
into new regions was rapid.
(2) For 150 years
before the first exploration of the W. by residents of the United States, Spaniards from
the Mexican provinces had been making long
journeys northward and eastward to trade
with the Indians, even, it is said, as far N.
as the camps of the Kiowa, when these were
living on Tongue r.
(3) As soon as the Indians nearest to the Spanish settlements appreciated the uses of the horse, they began to

and

raiding expeditions to capture horses,

animal extended, the
began to procure
horses from those next s, of them. So it was
as

knowledge

of the

tribes still farther to the n.

s. had the first horses and
had the greatest number, while the
tribes farthest N. obtained them last and always had fewer of them. Some tribes declare
that they possessed horses for some time before they learned the uses to which they could
be put.
On the N. Atlantic coast horses were imported early in the 1 7th century, and the Iroquois
possessed them toward the end of that century
and were regularly breeding them prior to
1736.
For the northern plains they seem to
have been first obtained from the region w.

that tribes in the
alv/ays

o"

the

Shoshoni, and other tribes across the
tains,

about the year 1800.

who met

W.

moun-

T. Hamilton,

the Nez Percys, Cayuse, and other

Columbia region between

tribes of the

and 1850,

tells

of the tradition

1840'

among them

of the time when they had no horses; but
having learned of their existence in the s.,
of the purposes for which they were used, and
of their abundance, they made up a strongwar party, went s. and captured horses. It
is impossible
o fix he dates at which any
tribes procured their horses, and, since many
of the Plains tribes wandered in small bodies

which seldom met, it is likely that some bands
acquired the horse a long time before other
sections of the

same

tribe.

The Cheyenne

relate variously that they procured their first

from the Kiowa,
and from the Shoshoni, and all these statements may be true for different bodies. A
horses from the Arapaho,

1894.)

make

201

Rocky

tained their

mts.,

first

the Siksika having ob-

horses from the Kutenai,

very definite statement
ceived their

the time

first

made

is

when the Kiowa

The Cheyenne

that they re-

horses from the
lived on

Kiowa
Tongue

at
r.

did not cross the Missouri until

For
of the 17th century.
some time they resded on that stream, and
their progress in working westward and southwestward to he Black-hills, Powder r., and
Tongue r. was slow. They probably did not
encounter the Kiowa on Tongue r. long before
the middle of the 18th century, and it is possible that the Kiowa did not th n possess
toward the end

horses.
in his

Bla'^'k

Moccasin, reputed trustworthy
his dates, declared that

knowledge and

the Cheyenne obtained horses

about 1780.
have had horses
in hunting early in
and to
the 18th century. Carver makes no mention
of seeing horses among the Sioux that he met
in 1767 in w. Minnesota; but in 1776 the
elder Alexander Henry saw them among the
Assiniboin, while Umfreville a few years later
spoke of horses as common, some being branded, showing that they had been taken from
Spanish settlements
The possession of the horse had an important influence on the culture of the Indians
and speedily changed the mode of life of many
tribes.
The dog had previously been the
Indian's only domestic animal, his companion
in the hunt, and to some extent his assistant
as a burden bearer, yet not to a very great
degree, since the power of the dog to carry or
Before they had
to haul loads was not great.
horses the Indians were footmen, making short
journeys and transporting their possessions

known
have used them

The Pawnee

are

to
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mostly on their backs.
possessed an insignificant

The hunting Indians
amount of property,

was
was changed. An animal
had been found which could carry burdens
and drag loads. The Indians soon realised
that the possession of such an animal would
increase their fi'eedom of movement and enable them to increase their property, since one
horse could carry the load of several men.
Besides this, it insured a food supply and made
the moving of camp easy and swift and' long
since the quantity that they could carry

Now

small.

all this

journeys possible.

In addition to the use of

the horse as a burden bearer and as a means
of

moving rapidly from place

used as a

The

medium

to place,

it

was

of exchange.

introduction of the horse led to

new

war parties
were sent fortji, the purpose of which was the
capture of horses.
This at once became a
recognized industry, followed by the bravest
and most energetic young men. Many of the
intertribal

before they secured horses,

tribes,

guns,

relations; systematic

obtained

which gave them new boldness, and

horse and gun soon transformed those who, a
generation before, had been timid foot wanderers, to daring

On

and ferocious

the plains and in the S.

raiders.

W.

horses were

frequently used as food, but not ordinarily

when other

flesh

could be obtained, although

Apache preferred
mule meat to any other. It frequently happened that war parties on horse-stealing expeditions killed and ate horses.
When this
was done the leader of the party was always
careful to warn his men to wash themselves
thoroughly with sand or mud and water
before they went near the enemy's camp.
it is

said that the Chiricahua

Horses greatly dread the smell of horseflesh
or horse fat and will not suffer the approach
of

anyone smelling

of

value, for ob-

viously no two horses were alike.

A war pony

or a buffalo horse had a high, an old pack

pony a low, value. A rich old man might send
twenty horses to the tipi of the girl
he wished to marry, while a poor young man
might send but one. A doctor might charge
fifteen or

a fee of one horse or five, according to the
patient's means.
People paid as they could.

Among

and

1912

peaked pommel and cantle made of wood or
horn covered with raw buffalo hide, was common, and was the kind almost always used by
women but there was another type, low in front
and behind, often having a horn, the prong of a
;

The Indians rode
with a short stirrup ^the bareback seat. Today the young Indians ride the cowboy saddle,
with the cowboy seat the long leg. Cowdeer's antler, for a rope.

—

—

skin pads stuffed with the hair of deer, elk, ante-

mountain sheep were commonby some of the tribes
in running buffalo or in war, but among a
number of tribes the horse was stripped for
chasing buffalo and for battle.
Some tribes
on their horse-stealing expeditions carried with
lope, buffalo, or

ly used instead of saddles

them small empty pads, to be stuffed with
grass and used as saddles after the horses had
been secured. The Indians of other tribes
scorned such luxury and rode the horse naked,
reaching home chafed and scarred.
Horse racing, like foot racing, is a favourite
amusement, and much property is wagered on
these races. The Indians were great jockeys
and trained and handled their horses with
skill.
When visiting another tribe they sometimes took race horses with them and won or
lost large sums.
The Plains tribes were extremely good horsemen, in war hiding themselves behind the bodies of their mounts so
that only a foot and an arm showed, and on
occasion giving exhibitions of wonderful daring

and skill. During the campaign of 1865 on
Powder r., after Gen. Conner's drawn battle
with a large force of Arapaho and Cheyenne,
an Arapaho rode up and down in front of the
command within a few hundred yards, and
while his horse was galloping was seen to
swing himself down under his horse's neck,
come up on the other side, and resume his
seat, repeating the feat

it.

The horse had no uniform

v., A.

The horse was

many

times.

usually killed at the grave

of its owner, just as his

arms were buried with

him, in order that he might be equipped for
the journey he was about to take.

A

number

There
were songs about horses, and prayers were
made in their behalf. On the whole, however,
the horse's place in ceremony was only inof Plains tribes practised a horse dance.

cidental.

On

the occasion of great gatherings

Cheyenne the

horses were led into the circle of the dancers

plumage of two eagles used to be regarded as
worth a good horse. Forty horses have been

and there given away, the donor counting a
coup as he passed over the gift to the recipient.
In modern times the marriage gift, sent by a

the

Sioux

the

given for a medicine pipe.
Indian saddles varied greatly.
saddle of Moorish type, having

The
the

old

high

suitor to a girl's family consisted in part of
horses.

Amonp

Br.rru^ <»^Kr^r.

r.

father

ga.vr>

fiwnv
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a horse when his son killed his first big game
or on other important family occasions.
In
the dances of the soldier-band societies of most

men ride horses during
Their horses are painted, the tails
are tied up as for war, hawk or owl feathers
are tied to the forelock or tail, and frequently
a scalp or something representing it, hangs from
the lower jaw. The painting represents
tribes 2, 4, or 6 chosen

the dance.

wounds received by the

accumulated wealth in one grand distriwhich would entitle him and his
descendants to rank thereafter among the
chiefs.
In tribes where the clan system prevailed the duty of hospitahty and mutual
assistance within the clan was inculcated and
sacredly observed, anyone feeling at liberty
to call on a fellow-clansman for help in an
emergency without thought of refusal. The
his

bution,

painted the print of a hand on either
side of the neck to show that an enemy on

same obligation existed in the case of
formal comradeship between two men. Among
the Aleut, according to Veniaminoff, the stran-

foot has been ridden

ger received no invitation on arriving,

there

rider's horse, or often

is

down.

In preparing to

to go into a formal battle the horse as well as
his

received protective treatment.

rider

It

was ceremonially painted and adorned, as
described above, and certain herbs and medicines were rubbed or blown over it to give it
endurance and strength.
Among some of the Plains tribes there was
a guild of horse doctors who devoted themselves especially to protecting and healing
horses.

They doctored

horses before going

into battle or to the buffalo hunt, so that they

should not

and doctored those wounded
on the hunt, as well as the men

fall,

in battle or

hurt in the hunt. In intertribal horse races
Ihey "doctored" in behalf of the horses of
their
wn tribe and against those of their

but

decided for himself at which house he chose
to be a guest, and was sure to receive there
every attention as long as he might stay, with
food for the journey on his departure.

On

the other hand

it

cannot be said that

the Indian was strictly charitable, in the sense
of extending help to those unable to recipro-

cate either for themselves or for their tribes.

The life of the savage was precarious at best,
and those who had outlived their usefulness
were very apt to be neglected, even by their
own nearest relatives. Hospitality as between
equals was a tribal rule; charity to the helpless depended on the disposition and ability
of

the individual.

(j.

m.)

<

rivals.

Hotao

G. b. g.)

that

Hospitality.

from

charity,

every Indian

Hospitality,

distinguished

was a cardinal principle
tribe.

The

narratives of

pioneer explorers and settlers, from

in

many

De

Soto

and Coronado, Amidas and Barlow, John
Smith and the Pilgrims, down to the most
recent period, are

full of

instances of wholesale

hospitality toward the white strangers, sometimes at considerable cost to the hosts. Gift
dances were a feature in every tribe, and it

parties to

turning in

hundreds

summer season for large dancing
make the round of the tribes, rethe course of a month or two with

of ponies given in return for their

Every ceremonial gathering
was made the occasion of the most lavish
hospitality, both in feasting and the giving
of presents.
In some languages there was
but one word for both generosity and bravery,
and either was a sure avenue to distinction.
A notable exemplification of this was the inentertainment.

stitution

of

tribes of the

the potlatch

(q. v.)

among

N. W. coast, by which a

the

man

saved for half a lifetime in order to give away

A

legendary Haida town

w. coast

s.

Maude id., Queen Charlotte group, Brit.
Col.
From -this place, according to one acof

came the

count,
lanas.

— Swanton,

ancestress

of

the

Hlgaiu-

Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

Hotdjihoas

{Xo'idjixoa's, 'hair seals at low
former Haida town on Lyell id.,
near the n. end of Darwin sd., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
It was occupied by the
Hagi-lanas.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

A

tide').

—

was no uncommon occurrence on the plains
during the

(Xo'lao).

said to have stood on the

is

Hotnas-hadai
people').

{^'ot

nas xada'-i, 'box-house

Given by Boas (Fifth Rep. N. W.

Tribes Can., 27, 1889) as the

name

of a sub-

division of the Yaku-lanas, a family of the

Raven

clan of the

reality only a

Haida

in Alaska.

family.

Hoya
dialect.)

clans into

It is in

house name belonging to that
(j.

iXo'ya,

'raven'

in

the

r. s.)

Skidegate

One

of the two great phratries or
which the Haida are divided.
(j.

R. S.)

K

'oa'la.— Boas, Fifth and Twelfth Reps. N. W. Tribes
Canada, passim (improperly applied; if- od'Ja or Kfoa'laa
means simply 'people of another clan'). Y6hl. Swanton, inf'n, 1900 (name in Masset dialect).

—
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Hoyagundla (Xo'ya

A

ga'nla, 'raven

Haida town on a stream
Hecate

which flows into

of the

creek').

same name

A Kwakiutl
upper shores of
they were exterminated by the

('the troubled ones').

tribe formerly occupying the
sd.;

Koskimo.
Ho-ya.
II,

— Dawson
Xo'yalas.

70.

in Trans.

— Boas

V, pt. 2, 401, 1902.

in

Roy. Soc. Can.

for 1897, sec.

Mem. Am. Mus.

Xoya'les.

—

Nat. Hist.,
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.

for 1895. 332.

Huadjinaas-hadai

(X.u'Adji na'as xa'da-i,

A

'people of grizzly-bear house').
of the

British

subdivision

Koetas family of the Kaigani Haida of
Columbia.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272

1905.

Huados

(Kuado's, 'standing-water people,'

swampy nature

in allusion to the

of the land

around their towns). A division of the Raven
clan of the Haida, formerly occupying the e.
shore of
Brit.

Graham

id..

Queen Charlotte group,

Originally they were settled

Col.

at

Naikun, but on account of wars they moved
The Naikimkegawai seem to have been a sort of aristocratic branch of this family.
(j. b. s.)
Oua'dos. Boas, 12t.h Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada, 24,
1898. Xuado's.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.
to cape Ball, thence to Skidegate.

—

Huados.

A small Haida town,

inhabited

by

a family bearing the same name, near the
town of Hlgihla-ala, n. of cape Ball, Queen
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, Haida, 280, 1905.

—

Huhlip

(Hiih-ilp, 'on the edge').

A

village

Fountain band of Upper Lillooet, on
Fountain cr., an e. affluent of upper Fraser r.,
Brit. Col.
Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.
of the

—

for 1891, sec.

ii,

44.

Huikuayaken. Given as a gens
Squawmish on Howe sd., Brit. Col.
Xuikua'yaxen.— Boas, MS., B.A.E.,

Huldanggats

(XAlda'ngats,

of

the

1912

XAlda'ngats.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 268,

25, 1898.

Humelsom
village

{Hunmlsom).

community on Burrard

— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.
Hunting.

The

pursuit of

A

Squawmish

inlet, Brit.
S.,

Col.

475, 1900.

game may be

divided into two sets of activities, which correspond to military strategy and tactics, the

one including the whole series of traps, the
other hunting weapons and processes. Beginning with the latter, the following 9 classes
embrace all the hunting activities of the American Indians:

Taking animals with the hand without
Examples of this are
picking up marine animals on the beach to eat
on the spot, robbing birds' nests, and seizing
birds on their roosts on dark nights. Such
unskilled taking developed the utmost cunning, agility, and strength for pursuing, seizing,
climbing, diving, stealing upon, and deceiving,
and the same qualities were useful also in the
(1)

the aid of apparatus.

pursuit with weapons.

The climax

of

this

was the communal game drive, in
which a whole band or tribe would surround a
herd of animals and coax or force them into a
first

class

gorge, a corral, or natural cul-de-sac.
(2)

Gathering with devices.

To

this class

of activities belong substitutes for the fingers

or palms, such as rakes for drawing or piling

up sea food; a sharp stick for getting worms
by forcing them out of the ground; nets and
scoops for taking animals from the water; also

and bolas for reaching out and
This class reached its climax in the
partnership or communal net used by the
dulls, reatas,

grasping.

Eskimo and other
small

tribes for taking seal and also

fish.

The employment

of apparatus for strikbreaking bones, includ'ng
stones held in the hands, clubs with grips, and
hard objects at the end of a line or handle, like
(3)

ing,

bruising,

a slung shot.

or

The

n. Pacific tribes

took great

pains with their clubs, carving on them their

1887.

symbolism.

'slaves').

A

division of the Hagi-lanas, an important part

Raven clan among the Ninstints Haida
of Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
The native
story told to account for their name relates that
of the

a chief's wife was once giving these people food,
and since they never seemed to have enough,
she finally said, "Are you slaves?"

The name

clung to them ever

(j.

after.

v., A.

str.

—

Quatsino

GEORGE

— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada,

1905.

a short distance
s. of cape Fife, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
SwanIt was occupied by the Djahui-gitinai.
ton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

Hoyalas

Oalda'ngasal.

r. s.)

(4)

Slashing or stabbing with edged weapons.

The Indians had

little to do with metals and
were given almost altogether to the use of
stone, bone, reeds, and wood for stabbing and
slashing.
Both chipped and ground weapons
were used, either without a handle, with a grip,
or at the end of a shaft.
Every Eskimo had a
quiver of daggers for use at close quarters, and
so had the Indian his side arms.
Edged wea-
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pons, however, were not so

common

as the

division of game,

and the clan names connected

weapons of the next class.
(5) Hunting with piercing weapons, the most
common of all Indian methods of taking animals. The implements include the pointed

with hunting.

Besides, there were numberless

employments

and

stick or stone, the lance, the spear, the harpoon,

method

and the arrow (q. v.). Weapons of this class
were held in the hand, hurled from the hand,
shot from a bow or a blowgun, or slung from
the throwing stick. Each of the varieties went
through a multitude of transformations, depending on game, materials at hand, the skiU
of the maker, etc.
snares.
(6) The use of traps, pits, and
The Tenankutchin of Alaska capture deer
moose, and caribou by means of a brush
fence, extended many miles, in which at intervals snares are set; and the same custom was
practised by many other tribes in hunting the
larger game.
The Plains tribes and the ancient
Pueblos captured deer, antelope, and wolves

by means

of pitfalls.

Capturing game by means of dogs or
other hunting animals.
Indian tribes, with
few exceptions, had no hunting dogs regularly
trained to pursue game, but the common dog
was very efficient. Fowls of the air, marine
animals, and especially carnivorous animals,
such as the coyote, by their noises and movements gave the cue which aided the cunning
and observant hunter to identify, locate, and
follow his game.
(8) Hunting by means of fire and smoke.
In America, as throughout the world, as soon
as men came into possession of fire the conquest
of the animal kingdom was practically assured.
The Indians used smoke to drive the animals
(7)

out of hiding, torches to dazzle the eyes of deer

conveniences

associated

In order to use the harpoon it was
necessary to have a canoe, and with every
therewith.

of hunting were connected other employments which taxed the ingenuity of the
savage mind. There were also certain activities which were the result of hunting.
Ques-

tions presented themselves regarding transportation, receptacles, the discrimination of useful

and the construction of fences. A
knowledge of anatomy was necessary in
order to know where to strike and how to cut
up game. All these gave excellent training in
perception, skill, and cooperative effort.
Consult Allen, Rep. on Alaska, 138, 1885;
Boas, Central Eskimo, 6th Rsp., B. A. E.,
1888; Catlin, N. A. Inds., i-ii, 1844; Dixon
in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt. 3, 1905;
Hoffman, Menomini Inds., 14th Rep. B. A. E.,
1896; Mason, various articles in Rep. Smithson. Inst, and Nat. Mus.; Maximilian, Travels,
1849; Murdoch, Ethnological Results of the
Point Barrow Exped., 9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892;
Nelson, Eskimo about Bering Strait, 18th Rep.
species,

slight

B. A. E., 1899;
i-VT, 1851-57.

Huron
'bristled,'

Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes,
(O. T. M.)

(lexically from French hure, 'bristly,'
from hure, 'rough hair' (of the head),

man or beast, wild boar's head; old
French, 'muzzle of the wolf, Hon,' etc., 'the
scalp,' 'a wig'; Norman French, hure, 'rugged';

head of

Roumanian,

and the suffix
and employed

huree, 'rough earth,'

-on, expressive of depreciation

to form nouns referring to persons)

.

The name

in fresh-water pools in the Southern states
in
other sections soap root and buckeyes were

Huron, frequently with an added epithet, like
vilain, 'base,' was in use in France as early as
1358 (La Curne de Sainte-Palaye in Diet.
Hist, de I'Ancien Langage Frangoise, 1880) as
a name expressive of contumely, contempt,
and insult, signifying approximately an unkempt person, knave, ruffian, lout, wretch.

used.

The peasants who

and to attract fish and birds to their canoes,
and firebrands and prairie fires for game drives.
The
(9) Taking animals by means of drugs.
bark of walnut root served to asphyxiate fish
;

In connection with hunting processes there

were accessory activities in which the Indian
to be versed.
There were foods to eat and

had

and masks to wear,
shelters and hiding places to provide, and not
only must the hunter be familiar with calls,
imitations, decoys, whistles, and the like, but
foods tabued,

clothing

acquainted with the appropriate hunting songs,
ceremonies, and fetishes, and with formulas
for every act in the process, the time for the
chase of the various animals, the laws for the

rebelled against the nobility
during the captivity of King John in England
in 1358 were called both Hurons and Jacques

or Jacques bons hommes, the latter signifying

approximately 'simpleton Jacks,' and so' the
term Jacquerie was applied to this revolt of the
peasants. But Father Lalemant (Jes. Rel. for
1639, 51, 1858), in attempting to give the origin
of the name Huron, says that about 40 years
previous to his time, i. e., about 1600, when
these people first reached the French trading
posts on the St. Lawrence, a French soldier oi
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sailor,

seeing some

their hair cropped

name Hurons,

of these barbarians

wearing

and roached, gave them the

their heads suggesting those of

Lalemant declares that while
boars.
what he had advanced concerning the origin of
the name was the most authentic, "others
attribute it to some other though similar
But it certainly does not appear that
origin."
the rebellious French peasants in 1358, mentioned above, were called Hurons because they
had a similar or an identical manner of wearing
wild

the hair;

for, as

has been stated, the

name had,

long previous to the arrival of the French in
America, a well-known derogatory signification

So

in France.

name was
wretch or

A

is

quite probable that the

applied to the Indians in the sense

unkempt

of 'an

it

person,' 'a bristly savage,' 'a

confederation of 4 highly organized Iro-

quoian tribes with several small dependent
communities, which, when first known in 1G15,
occupied a limited territory, sometimes called
Hm'onia, around lake Simcoe and s. and e. of
Georgian bay, Ontario. According to the
Jesuit Relation for 1639 the names of these
tribes, which were independent in local affairs
only, were the Attignaouantan (Bear people),
the Attigneenongnahac (Cord people), the
Arendahronon (Rock people), and the Tohon{Atahonta'enrat

or

Toho7ila'enrat,

White-eared or Deer people). Two of the
dependent peoples were the Bowl people and
the Ataronchronon. Later, to escape destruction

by the

Iroquoian

Wenrohronon, an
and the Atontrataron-

Iroquois, the

tribe, in 1639,

non, an Algonquian people, in 1644, sought

asylum with the Huron confederation. In the
Huron tongue the common and general name
of this confederation of tribes and dependent
peoples was Wendat (Sendat), a designation of
doubtful analysis and signification, the most
obvious meaning being 'the islanders' or 'dwellAccording to a definite
ers on a peninsula,'
tradition recorded in the Jesuit Relation for

1639, the era of the formation of this confederation

was

v., A.

knew with

1912

certainty

the dwelling places and village sites of their
ancestors in the country for a period ,exceeding

200 years.

Having received and adopted the

other two into their country and state, they

were the more important. Officially and in
their councils they addressed each other by the
formal political terms 'brother' and 'sister';
they were also the more populous, having
incorporated

many

persons, families, clans,

and

name and memory
lived among the tribes

peoples, who, preserving the
of their

own

founders,

which adopted them as small dependent communities, maintaining the general

name and

having the community of certain local rights,
and enjoyed the powerful protection and shared
with it the community of certain other rights,

and obligations of the great Wendat
commonwealth.
The provenience and the course of migration
of the Rock and Deer tribes to the Huron

interests,

lout,' 'a ruffian.'

ta-'enrat

GEORGE

land, claimed that they

at that period comparatively recent,

at least in so far as the date of

membership

of

the last two tribes mentioned therein is conAccording to the same authority the

country appear to furnish a reason for the preall the Iro-

valent but erroneous belief that

quoian tribes came into this continent from the

There is
presumptive evidence that the Rock and the
Deer tribes came into Huronia from the middle
and upper St. Lawrence valley, and they appear
to have been expelled therefrom by the Iroquois, hence the expulsion of the Rock and the
Deer people from lower St. Lawrence valley
has been mistaken for the migration of the
entire stock from that region.
In his voyages to the St. Lawrence in 1534-43, Jacques Cartier found on the present sites
of Quebec and Montreal, and along both banks
of this river above the Saguenay on the n. and
above Gaspe peninsula on the s. bank, tribes
speaking Iroquoian tongues, for there were at
least two dialects, a fact well established by the
vocabularies which Cartier recorded. Lexical
comparison with known Iroquoian dialects
indicates that those spoken on the St. Lawrence
at that early date were Huron or Wendat.
valley of the lower St. Lawrence.

Cartier further learned that these St. Lawrence
tribes

were

in fierce

combat with peoples dwell-

ing southward from them, and his hosts com-

plained bitterly of the cruel attacks

made on

the Deer people about 30 years (traditional
time) previous to 1639, thus carrying back to

them by their southern foes, whom they called
Toudamani (Trudaraans or Trudamani) and
Agouionda [Ohkhiio^'thW is an Onondaga form),
the latter signifying 'those who attack us.'

about 1590 the date of the immigration of the

Although he

cerned.

Rock people were adopted about 50 years and

Rock people
first

into the

two principal

Huron country.

The

tribes in 1639, regarding

themselves as the original inhabitants of the

names

may have

recorded the native

as nearly phonetically as he

well-known

was

able,

not a distant approach to the
Tsonnontowanen of the early

yet the former

is
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French writers, a name which Champlain printed Chouontouaroiion (probably written Chonontouaronon), the name of the Seneca, which
was sometimes extended to include the Cayuga
and Onondaga as a geographical group. Lescarbot, failing to find in Canada in his time the
tongues recorded by Cartier, concluded that
"the change of language in Canada" was due
"to a destruction of people," and in 1603 he
"For it is
declared (Nova Francia, 170, 1609)
some 8 years since the Iroquois did assemble
themfselves to the numbor of 8,000 men, and
discomfited all their enemies, whom they sur-

Wyandot. The
"The Tionnontateheronnons of to-day are the same people
who heretofore were called the Hurons de la
nation du p6tun." These were the so-called
Tobacco nation, and not the Wendat tribes of
the Huron confederation. So the name Huron
was employed only after these Laurentian
tribes became settled in the region around lake
Simcoe and Georgian bay. Champlain and
his French contemporaries, after becoming
Guyandotte, and

and

prised in their enclosures;"

(p.

290) "by

such surprises the Iroquois, being in number
8,000 men, have heretofore exterminated the
Algoumequins, them of Hochelaga, and others
bordering upon the great river." So it is probable that the southern foes of the tribes along
the St. Lawrence in Cartier's time were the
Iroquois tribes anterior to the formation of
their historical league, for he

was

also informed

that these Agouionda "doe continually warre

—

one against another" a condition of affairs
which ceased with the formation of the league.
Between the time of the last voyage of Cartier
to the St. Lawrence, in 1543, and the arrival of
Champlain on this river in 1603, nothing definite is known of these tribes and their wars.
Champlain found the dwelling places of the
tribes discovered by Cartier on the St. Lawrence deserted and the region traversed only
rarely by war parties from extra-limital Algonquian tribes which dwelt on the borders of the
former territory of the expelled Iroquoian tribes.
Against the aforesaid Iroquoian tribes the Iroquois were still waging relentless warfare,
which Champlain learned in 1622 had then
lasted more than 50 years.
Such was the origin of the confederation of
tribes strictly called Hurons by the French and

Wendat (Sendat) in their own tongue. But
name Hurons was applied in a general way

the

to the Tionontati, or Tobacco tribe, under the
form "Huron du Petun," and also, although
rarely, to the Attiwendaronk in the form
"Huron de la Nation Neutre." After the

tion

Huron

and the more or

less

or

Wendat

confedera-

thorough dispersal of
it, the people who,

the several tribes composing

as political units, were originally called

Huron

and Wendat, ceased to exist. The Tionontati,
or Tobacco Tribe, with the few Huron fugitives, received the name "Huron du Petun"
from the French, but they became known to
the English as Wendat, corrupted to Yendat,

firially

to

Jesuit Relation for 1667 says:

:

destruction of the

207

^

acquainted with the Iroquois tribes of New
York, called the Hurons les bons Iroquois, 'the

good Iroquois,' to distinguish them from the
The Algonquian alliea
of the French called the Hurons and the Iroquois tribes Nadowek, 'adders,' and Iri"khowek,
'real serpents,' hence 'bitter enemies.'
The
singular Iri^kowi, with the French suffix -ois,
hostile Iroquois tribes.

has

become the

familiar

The

"Iroquois."

term Nadowe in various forms (e. g., Nottaway)
was applied by the Algonquian tribes generally
to all ahen and hostile peoples.
Champlain
also called the Hurons Ochateguin and Charioquois, from the names of prominent chiefs.
The Delawares called them Talamatan, while
the peoples of the "Neutral Nation" and of the

Huron

tribes applied to each other the term'

Attiwendaronk,

but

freely,

literally, 'their

speech

are stammerers,'

'they

facetiously to the dialectic difference

awry,

is

referring

between

the tongues of the two peoples.

In 1615 Champlain found all the tribes which
he later called Hm'ons, with the exception of
the Wenrohronon and the Atontrataronon,
dwelling in Huronia and waging war against
the Iroquois tribes in New York. When
Cartier explored the St. Lawrence valley, in

1534-43, Iroquoian tribes occupied the N. bank

northward and from
Saguenay r. westward to Georgian bay, with no
intrusive alien bands (despite the subsequent
but doubtful claim of the Onontchataronon to
of the river indefinitely

a former possession of the island of Montreal)

and

also

the

s.

basin w. to the

watershed

from

Gaspe

contiguous territory of the

Iroquois confederation on the line of the b.
watershed of lake Champlain.
The known names of towns of these Laurentian Iroquois are Araste,

Hagonchenda, Hoche-

laga, Hochelay, Satadin, Stadacona, Starnatan,
Tailla,

Teguenondahi, and Tutonaguy.

But

Cartier, in speaking of the people of Hochelaga,

remarks:

"Notwithstanding, the said Canathem with eight or nine

dians are subject to
other peoples

who

are on the said river."

All
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these towns and villages were abandoned previous to the arrival of Champlain on the St.

Of the towns of the Hu"There are about 20 or 25
towns and villages, of which some are not at
all shut, nor closed [palisaded], and others are

Xawrence

in 1603.

Tons, Sagard says:

with long pieces of timber in triple
ranks, interlaced one with another to the height
of a long pike [16 ft.l, and re-enforced on the

fortified

inside with broad, coarse strips of bark, 8 or 9
ft. in

height; below there are large trees, with

off, laid lengthwise on
very short trunks of trees, forked at one end,
to keep them in place; then above these stakes
and bulwarks there are galleries or platforms,
called ondaqua ('box'), which are furnished with
stones to be hurled against an enemy in time of
war, and with water to extinguish any fire
which might be kindled against them. Per-

their branches lopped

sons ascend to these

by means

of ladders quite

GEORGE

former being exercised by
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civil
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officers,

the

sometimes hapn
pened that the saine person performed the one
or the other kind of function, but to do so he
latter

military officers.

must temporarily

resign

It

his

civil

authority

be incumbent on him to engage in
military affairs, and when this emergency was
past he would resume his civil function or
should

it

authority.

In almost every family one or more chiefship
known by particular names, were here-

titles,

and there might even be two or three
But the candidate for the incumbency of any of these
dignities was chosen only by the suffrage of the
ditary,

different grades of chiefs therein.

mothers

The

among

the

women

of

his

selection of the candidate thus

family.

made was

then submitted for confirmation to the clan
council, then to the tribal council, and lastly
to the great federal council

composed

of the

which are made of
long pieces of timber wrought by many hatchet

accredited

strokes to hold the foot firm in ascending."

The tribes composing the Hurons recognized
and enforced, among others, the rights of
ownership and inheritance of property and
dignities, of liberty and security of person, in

poorly

made and

difficult,

Champlain says that these palisades were 35
In accord with the latter authorSagard says that these towns were in a
measure permanent, and were removed to new
sites only when they became too distant from
fuel and when their fields, for lack of manuring,
became worn out, which occurred every 10, 20,
ft.

in height.

ity,

30, or

40 years, more or

less,

according to the

situation of the country ,the richness of the

soil,

and the distance of the forest, in the middle of
which they always built their towns and vilChamplain says the Hurons planted
lages.
large quantities of several kinds of corn, which
grew finely, squashes, tobacco, many varieties
of beans, and sunflowers, and that from the
seeds of the last they extracted an oil with
which they anointed their heads and employed
for various other purposes.

The government of these tribes was vested
by law in a definite number of executive officers,
called "chiefs" (q. v.) in English, who were
chosen by the suffrage of the child-bearing
women and organized by law or coxmcil decree
into councils for legislative
poses.

There were

and

judicial pxir-

five units in the social

political organization of these tribes,

and

namely,

tribe, and confederawhich severally expressed their will
through councils co-ordinate with their several
jurisdictions and which made necessary various
grades of chiefs in civil affairs. In these communities the civil affairs of government were
entirely differentiated from the military, the

the family, clan, phratry,
tion,

delegates from

the various allied

tribes.

names, of marriage, in personal adornment, of
hunting and fishing in specified territory, of
precedence in migration and encampment and
in the council room, and rights of religion and
of the blood feud.
They regarded theft,
adultery, maiming, sorcery with evil intent,
treason, and the murder of a kinsman or a cotribesman as crimes which consisted solely in
the violation of the rights of a kinsman by
blood or adoption, for the alien had no rights
which Indian justice and equity recognized,
unless by treaty or solemn compact.
If an
assassination were committed or a solemnly
sworn peace with another people violated by
the caprice of an individual, it was not the rule
to punish directly the guilty person, for this
would have been to assume over him a jurisdic"
tion which no one would think of claiming; on
the contrary, presents designed to "cover the
death" or to restore peace were offered to the
aggrieved party by the offender and his kindred.
The greatest punishment that could be
inflicted on a guilty person by his kindred was
to refuse to defend him, thus placing him outside the rights of the blood feud and allowing
those whom he had offended the liberty to take
vengeance on him, but at their own risk and
peril.

The

religion of these tribes consisted in the

worship of

all

material objects, the elements
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and many creatures of a
teeming fancy, which in their view directly or

and bodies

When

of nature,

remotely affected or controlled their well-being.
These objects of their faith and worship were
regarded as man-beings or anthropic persons
possessed

of

vohtion,

life,

magic power of

different

and orenda or
and degree

kind

In this religion, ethics or
peculiar to each.
morals as such received only a secondary, if

The

and inter-repantheon one to
another were fixed and governed by rules and
customs assumed to be similar to those of the
social and the political organization of the
people, and so there was, therefore, at least
among the principal gods, a kinship system
any, consideration.
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status

lations of the persons of their

on the

the French established trading posts

St.

Lawrence at Three Rivers and

else-

where, the Hurons and neighbouring tribes

made annual

trips

down

the Ottawa

r.

or

down

the Trent to these posts for the purpose of trad-

Monwho came

ing both with theEuropeans and with the

tagnais of the lower St. Lawrence

meet them. The chief place of trade at
time was, according to Sagafd (Histoire,
170, 1866), in the harbour of cape Victory,

up

to

this
I,

in lake St. Peter of St.

Lawrence

r.,

about 50

miles below Montreal, just above the outlet of

the lake, where, on Sagard's arrival, there were

"already lodged a great

number

of savages of

various nations for the trade of beavers with
the French.

The Indians who were not

sec-

patterned after that of the people themselves.
They expressed their public religious worship

tarians in religion invited the missionaries into

performed at stated
annual festivals, lasting from a day to fifteen
days, and governed by the change of seasons,
Besides the stated gatherings there were many
minor meetings, in all of which there were
dancing and thanksgiving for the blessings of
life.
They believed in a life hereafter, which
was but a reflex of the present life, but their
The
ideas regarding it were not very definite.
bodies of the dead were wrapped in furs, neatly
covered with flexible bark, and then placed on
a platform resting on four pillars, which was
then entirely covered with bark; or the body,
after being prepared for burial, was placed in a
grave and over it were laid small pieces of
timber, covered with strong pieces of bark and
then with earth. Over the grave a cabin was

accepted the invitation, and Father Le Caron
spent the year 1615-16 in Huronia, and was
again there in 1623-24. Father Poulain was
among the Hiu-ons in 1622, Father Viel from

in elaborate ceremonies

their country.

In 1615 the Recollet fathers

1623 to 1625, and Father De la Roche Daillion
The labours of the Jesuits began
with the advent of Father Breboeuf in Huronia

in 1626-28.

in 1626,

but their missions ended in 1650 with

the destruction of the

Huron commonwealth

In aU, 4 Recollet and 25
Jesuit fathers had laboured in the Huron
mission during its existence, which at its prime

by the

Iroquois.

was the most important in the French dominions in North America. As the first historian
of the mission, Fr. Sagard,

though not a

priest,

deserves honom-able mention.

From

the Jesuit Relation for 1640

it

is

of the

learned that the Hurons had had cruel wars

dead, which occurred at intervals of 8 or 10

with the Tionontati, but at the date given
they had recently made peace, renewed their
former friendship, and entered into an alliance
Sagard is
against their common enemies.
authority for the statement that the Hurons
were in the habit of sending large war parties
to ravage the country of the Iroquois. The
well-known hostility and intermittent warfare
between the Iroquois and the Huron tribes
date from prehistoric times, so that the invasion and destruction of the Huron country and
confederation in 1648-50 by the Iroquois were
not a sudden, unprovoked attack, but the final
blow in a struggle which was already in progress
in 1535, when the French under Cartier first
explored the St. Lawrence. The acquirement
of firearms by the Iroquois from the Dutch was
an important factor in their subsequent successes.
By 1643 they had obtained about 40O

usually erected.

At the great

years, the bodies of those

interim,

from

all

feast

who had

died in the

the villages participating in

the feast, were brought together and buried in

a

common

grave with elaborate and

solemn

public ceremonies.

In 1615, when the Hurons were first visited
by the French under Champlain, he estimated

from the statements

of the Indians

themselves

that they numbered 30,000, distributed in 18

towns and villages, of which 8 were palisaded;
but in a subsequent edition of his work Champlain reduces this estimate to 20,000.

A

little

Sagard estimated their population at
30,000, while Breboeuf gave their number as
later

35,000.

But these

figures are evidently only

much above rather than
below the actual population, which, in 1648,
was probably not far from 20,000.
guesses and perhaps

21a— 14
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guns, while, on the other hand, as late as the
final invasion of their country the Hurons had

Among
fugitives

GEORGE V^

the Erie,

conquest by the Iroquois confederation of half
of the country e. of the Mississippi and n. of
the Ohio. In July, 1648, having perfected

bours, the Iroquois, with

supremacy
with the Hurons, the Iroquois began open
hostility by sacking two or three frontier towns
and Teanaustayae (St. Joseph), the major

their protectors

portion of the invading warriors wintering in

Huron country unknown

to the Hurons;
March, 1649, these Iroquois warriors
destroyed Taenhatentaron (St. Ignace) and St.
Louis, and carried into captivity hundreds of
Hiu-ons.
These disasters completely demoralized and disorganized the Huron tribes, for
the greater portion of their people were kUled

the

and

in

or led into captivity

among

the several Iro-

quoian tribes, or perished from hunger and
exposure in their precipitate flight in all directions, while of the remainder some escaped to
the Neutral Nation, or "Hurons de la Nation
Neutre," some to the Tobacco or Tionontati
tribe, some to the Erie, and others to the French
settlements on the island of Orleans, near
QuebeB.
The Tohontaenrat, forming the
populous town of Scanonaenrat, and a portion
of the

Arendahronon

of the

town

of St.-Jean-

Baptiste surrendered to the Seneca and were

adopted by them with the privilege of occupying a village by themselves, which was
named Gandougarae (St. Michel). As soon as
the Iroquois learned of the Huron colony on
Orleans id., they at once sought to persuade
these Hurons to migrate to their country. Of
these the Rear people, together with the Bowl
band and the Rock people, having in an evil
day promised to remove thither, were finally,
in 1656, compelled to choose between fighting
and migrating to the Iroquois country. They
chose the latter course, the Bear people going
to the

Mohawk and

Onondaga.

the

Rock people

The Cord people

to the

alone had the

inhabitants of the

new town

of

Michel (Gandougarae) were mostly Christian Hurons who preserved their faith under
adverse conditions, as did a large number of
other Huron captives who were adopted into
other Iroquois tribes. In 1653 Father Le
Moine found more than 1,000 Christian
Hurons among the Onondaga. The number
of Hurons then among the Mohawk, Oneida,
and Cayuga is not known.
St.

where their presence excited the

jealousy and perhaps the fear of their neigh-

whom

the Erie did
claimed that the

not fraternize.

It

Hm-on

foment war between
and the Iroquois, with the

is

also

fugitives strove to

result that, notwithstanding the reputed 4,000

warriors of the Erie and their

bow and arrow

skill in

the use of

them dextrously
to shoot 8 or 9 arrows while the enemy could
fire an arquebus but once), the Erie and the
unfortunate Huron fugitives were entirely
defeated in 1653-56 and dispersed or carried
away into captivity. But most pathetic and
cruel was the fate of those unfortunate Hurons
the

(permitting

who, trusting in the long-standing neutrality
of the Neutral Nation which the Iroquois had
not theretofore violated, fled to that tribe,
only to be, with the other portion of the Hiu-on
people stilt remaining in their country, held
in harsh captivity (Jes. Rel. 1659-60).
A portion of the defeated Hurons escaped
to the Tionontati or "Huron du Petun," then
dwelling dii'ectly westward from them. But
in 1649, when the Iroquois had sacked one of
the Tionontati palisaded towns, the remainder
of the tribe, in company with the refugee
Hurons, sought an asylum on the island of St.
Joseph, the present Charity or Christian id.,
in Georgian bay.
It is this gi'oup of refugees

who became

the

Wyandots

of later history.

Finding that this place did not secm-e them
from the Iroquois, the majority fled to Michili-

makinac, Mich., near which place they found
fertile lands, good hunting, and abundant
fishing.
But even here the Iroquois would not
permit them to rest, so they retreated east"
ward to Manitoulin island called Ekaentoton
by the Hurons. Thence they were driven to
ile Huronne (Potawatomi id., because formerly
occupied by that tribe), at the entrance to
Green bay, Wis., where the Ottawa and their
aUies from Saginaw bay and Thunder bay,
Manitoulin, and Michilimakinac, sought shelter

courage to remain with the French.

The adopted

1912

Huron
were those who sought asylum among

but very few guns, a lack that was the direct
cause of their fee.ble resistance and the final

their pfans for the final struggle for

A.

the most unfortunate of the

them. From this point the fugitive
Hurons, with some of the Ottawa and their
allies, moved farther westward 7 or 8 leagues
to the Potawatomi, while most of the Ottawa
went into what is now Wisconsin and n. w.
Michigan among the Winnebago and the Menowith

minee.

Here,

in

1657,

in

the

Potawatomi

country, the Hurons, numbering about 500
persons, erected a stout palisade.

watomi received the

fugitives the

The Potamore readily
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Mar-

since they themselves spoke a language cognate

so feared that the latter tribes during

with that of the Ottawa and also were animated
by a bitter hatred of the Iroquois who had in

quette's regime withdrew to the French settle-

former times driven them from their native
country, the N. peninsula of Michigan. This
first flight of the Potawatomi must have taken

by Nicollet in 1634.
Having murdered a party of Iroquois scouts
through a plot devised by their chief Anahotaha, and fearing the vengeance of the Iroquois,
the Hurons remained here only a few months
place anterior to the visit

longer.

Some migrated

on Orleans

id.,

to their compatriots
near Quebec, and the others, in

1659-60, fled farther w. to the Illinois country,

on the Mississippi, where they were well
received.
Anahotaha was killed in 1659 in a
fight at the Long Sault of Ottawa r., above
Montreal, in which a party of 17 French militia
under Sieur Dollard, 6 Algonkin under Mitameg, and 40 Huron warriors under Anahotaha
(the last being the flower of the Huron colony
then remaining on Orleans id.) were surrounded
by 700 Iroquois and all killed with the excep-

Frenchmen and 4 Hurons, who were
It was not long before the Hurons
found new enemies in the Illinois country.
The Sioux brooked no rivals, much less meddlesome, weak neighbours; and as the Hiu-ons
numbered fewer than 500, whose native spirit
and energy had been shaken by their many
tion of 5

captured.

'

misfortunes,

they could not maintain their

new foes, and therefore
withdrew to the source of Black r., Wis., where
they were found in 1660. At last they decided
to join the Ottawa, their companions in their
first removals, who were then settled at Chequamigon bay, on the s. shore of lake Supeposition against these

rior,

and chose a

village.

site

opposite the Ottawa

In 1665 Father Allouez, the founder

met them
La Fointe
du Saint Esprit between the Huron and the
Ottawa villages. He laboured among them 3
years, but his success was not marked, for these
Tionontati Hurons, never fuUy converted, had
relapsed into paganism. The Ottawa and the
Hurons fraternized the more readily here since
the two peoples dwelt in contiguous areas s. of
Georgian bay before the Iroquois invasion in

ments, since the treaty of peace between the
French and the Iroquois in 1666 had delivered
them from their chief enemies. The Ottawa,
however, returned to Manitoulin id., where the
mission of St. Simon was founded, while the

Hurons, who had not forgotten the advantageous situation which Michilimakinac had
previously aff'orded them, removed about 1670
to a point opposite the island, where they built
a palisaded village and where Marquette established the mission of St. Ignace.
of the

Hurons here

settled

moved

Ohio, others to Detroit, and

Later,

some

to Sandusky,

still

others to

The last probably became
what was latterly known as the Anderdon
band of Wyandots, but which is now entirely
Sandwich, Ontario.

the possible exception of a
very few persons.
In 1745 a considerable party of Hurons under
the leadership of the war chief Orontony, or
Nicholas, removed from Detroit r. to the marsh
lands of Sandusky bay. Orontony was a wUy
savage whose enmity was greatly to be feared,
and he commanded men who formed an alert,
unscrupulous, and powerful body. The French
having provoked the bitter hatred of Nicholas,
which was fomented by English agents, he
conspired to destroy the French, not only at
Detroit but at the upper posts, and by Aug.,
1747, the "Iroquois of the West," the Hurons,
Ottawa, Abnaki, Potawatomi, "Ouabash,"
Sauteurs, Missisauga, Foxes, Sioux, Sauk,
"Sarastau," Loups, Shawnee, and Miami,
indeed all the tribes of the middle W., with the
dissipated, with

exception of those of the Illinois country, had
entered into the conspiracy;

but thi-ough the

Huron woman the plot was
a Jesuit priest, who communicated

treachery of a

of the principal western missions,

revealed to

here and established the mission of

the information to Longueuil, the French com-

1648-49.

Father Marquette succeeded Father

Allouez in 1669 and founded the missions of the
Sault Ste. Marie and St. Frangois-Xavier-de-la

Baie-des-Puants.

The

Sioux, however, sought

every possible pretext to assail the settlements
of the Hurons and the Ottawa, and their

numbers and known cruelty caused them

21a— 14^

to be

mandant

at Detroit,

who

in turn notified all

the other French posts, and although a desultory warfare broke out, resulting in a

number

murders, there was no concerted action.
Orontony, finding that he had been deserted
of

by

his allies,

and seeing the activity and deter-

mination of the French not to suffer English
encroachments on what they called French
territory, finally, in Apr., 1748, destroyed his
villages and palisade at Sandusky, and re-

moved, with 119 warriors and their families,
Not long after he withdrew
to White r., Ind.
to the Illinois country on Ohio r., near the
Indiana line, where he died in the autumn of
1748.
The inflexible and determined conduct
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toward most of the conspiring
brought the coahtion to an end by May,

of Longueuil
tribes

1748.

After this trouble the Hvu-ons seem to have
returned to Detroit and Sandusky, where they
became known as Wyandots and gradually

acquired a paramount influence in the Ohio
valley and the lake region. They laid claim to
the greater part of Ohio, and the settlement of
the Shawnee and Delawares within that area

was with

their consent;

they exercised the

right to light the council fire at

all

intertribal

and although few in number they
joined all the Indian movements in the Ohio
valley and the lake region and supported the
councils,

After the
British against the Americans.
peace of 1815 a large tract in Ohio and Michigan was confirmed to them, but they sold a

under treaty provisions,
Upper Sandusky,
Ohio, and a smaller area on Huron r., near
large part of

it

in 1819,

reserving a small portion near
Detroit,

until

1842,

when

these tracts also

were sold and the tribe removed to Wyandotte
CO., Kans.
By the |;erms of the treaty of 1855
they were declared to be citizens, but by the
treaty of 1867 their tribal organization was
restored and they were placed on a small tract,
still occupied by them, in the n. e. corner of
Oklahoma.

That portion of the Hurons who withdrew
1650 and later to the French colony, were
accompanied by their missionaries. The mission of La Conception, which was founded by
them, although often changed in name and
in

situation, has survived to the present time.

The Hurons who wintered

in Quebec in 1649
did not return to their country after learning
of its desolation by the Iroquois, but were

placed on land belonging to the Jesuits at Beau-

and when the Huron fugitives came down
Quebec to seek protection, the others fol-

port,

to

lowed these in May, 1651, to Orleans id., setton the lands of Mademoiselle de Grandmaison that had been bought for them. Here
a mission house was erected near their stockaded bark lodges. In 1654 they numbered
between 500 and 600 persons. But again the
Iroquois followed them, seeking through every
ling
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under the guns of Quebec. In the same
year they mortally woimded Father Garreau,
near Montreal, and captured and put to death
selves

71 Hurons on Orleans

id.
These misfortunes
caused the Hurons to draw nearer to Quebec,
wherein they were given asylum until peace
was concluded between the French and the
Iroquois in 1666. The Hurons then withdrew
from the town about 5 m.. where in the following

year the mission of Notre-Dame-de-Ste. Foye
was founded. In 1693 the Hurons moved 5

m. farther away on account of the lack of wood
and the need of richer lands here the missionaries arranged the lodges around a square and
built in the middle of it a church, to which
Father Chaumonot added a chapel, patterned
after the Casa Sancta of Lorette in Italy, and
now known as Ancienne Lorette. Some years
later the mission was transferred a short distance away, where a new village. Younger LorAbout the
ette, or Jeune Lorette, was built.
;

remains of this mission

Hurons

still

dwell the so-called

of Lorette.

old estimates of

Huron population have

been previously given.

After the dispersal of

The
the

Huron

tribes in 1649-50, the

Hurons who

never seem to have exceeded 500 persons
Later estimates are 1,000, with
in one body.
300 more at Lorette (1736), 500 (1748), 850
fled w.

(1748),

1,250 (1765),

1,500

(1794-95),

1,000

Only the first of these
estimates is inclusive of the "Hurons of Lorette," Quebec, who were estimated at 300 in
In 1885
1736, but at 487, officially, in 1911.
those in Indian Ter. (Oklahoma) numbered 251,
and in 1905, 378, making a total of 865 in
Canada and the United States.
Nothing definite was known of the clans of
the Hurons until the appearance of Morgan's
(1812), 1,250 (1812).

Ancient Society in 1877, Powell's Wyandot
Government (1st Rep. B.A.E., 1881). and
Connolley's The Wyandots (Archseol. Rep.
Ontario, 92, 1899).

From

the last writer,

who

work of the former authorities, the
following list of Huron clans is taken: Great
Turtle, Little Water Turtle, Mud Turtle, Wolf,
corrects the

Bear, Beaver, Deer, Porcupine, Striped Turtle,

misrepresentation to draw the Hurons into
their own country to take the place of those

Highland Turtle, Snake, and Hawk. These,
according to Powell, were organized into foiu:
phratries or clan brotherhoods, but Connolley

who had

denies that four phratries ever existed.

means a

fallen in their various wars.

number

By

this

Hurons, remnants
of the Bear, Rock, and Bowl tribes, were persuaded in 1656 to migrate to the Iroquois country, a movement that met with such success
that the Iroquois even ventured to show themlarge

of the

The

evidence appears to indicate, however, that the
four-phratry organization was merged into one

which the Wolf clan constituted
one and acted as executive and presiding
of three, of

officer.
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tenc, Anonatea, Arendaonatia, Arente,

carant (3 small villages so called), Lorette,
Onentisati, Ossossan^, Ouenrio, Sandusky, Ste.

Agnes, Ste. Anne, St. Antoine, Ste. Barbe, Ste.
Catherine, Ste. Cecile, St. Charles (2 villages),
St. Denys, St. Etienne, St. Frangois-Xavier,
St.

Genevieve,

Joachim,

St.

St.

Louis,

St.

Martin, Ste. Marie (2 villages), Ste. Ter^se,
Scanonaenrat, Taenhatentaron (St. Ignace I,
II), Teanaustaya6 (St. Joseph I),Teandewiata,
Toanche, Touaguainchain (Ste. Madeleine),

and Tondakhra.
For sources of information consult Bressany,
Relation-Abreg6e (1653), 1852; Connolley in
Jesuit
Archseol. Rep. Ontario 1899, 1900;
Relations, i-iii, 1858, and also the Thwaites

WiUiam Trent

Journal of Capt.

;

Morgan, Ancient

(1752), 1871;

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i-xv,
1853-87; Perrot, M6moire, Tailhan ed., 1864;
Powell in 1st Rep. B. A. E., 1881.

Society, 1878;

(j.

N. B. H.)

^44 (probably from the
Post (1758) in
1798 (Delaware name).
Delamattenoos. Loskiel, Hist. United Breth., pt. 3,
Delemattanoes. Post (1758) quoted
16, 103, 1794.
by Rupp, West. Pa., app., 118, 1846. Dellamattanoes. Barton, New Views, app., 8, 1798. Ekeenteeronnon. Potier, Rac. Huron et Gram., MS., 1761
Ibid. (1611),

of a

Proud,

—

app.,

ii,

iii,

Delamattanoes.

chief).

Pa.,

—

120,

—

—

—

(Huron name

Hurons

of

Euyrons.

of Lorette).

—Van

Donck (1656) in N. Y. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., i, 209.
Garennajenhaga. Bruyas, Radices, 69, 1863.
Guyandot. Parkman, Pioneers, xxiv, 1883. Gyandottes. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, 103,
1848.
HahSendagerha. Bruyas, Radices, 55, 1863.

der

—

1841.

—
—
—
Harones. — Rasle (1724)
Mass.

in
Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s.,
HatlndiaSolnten.— Potier, Rac. Huron
246, 1814.
Gram., MS., 1761 (Huron name of Hurons of Lorette).
Hiroons. Gorges (1658) in Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., ii,
1847.
Houandates.—Sagard (1632), Canada
67,

— Champlain

(1609), CEu-

name of chief). Ochatagin.—
Ibid, 219. Ochataiguln.— Ibid, 174. Ochategin,—
Ochateguln.— Ibid. (1609),
Ibid. (1632), V, pt. 1, 177.
III,
175.
Ochatequins. Ibid., 198. Ouaouacke-

vres,

III,

176, 1870 (from

xxiv,

—

— Potier

cinatouek.

Ouendat.—Jes.

188.3.

Sendat.— Jes.

Rel.

Pioneers,

1640.

1858.

35,

Owandats.

1858.

50,

1639,

Rel.

Parkman,

by

quoted

—

Weiser (1748) quoted by Rupp, West. Pa., app., 16.
1846.
Owendaets.— Peters (1750) in N. Y. Doc. Col,
Hist.,

Owendats.

1855.

596,

VI,

—Croghan

(1750)

quoted by Rupp, West. Pa., app., 26, 1846. Owendot.
Hamilton (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., ix.
279. 1871.
Pemedeniek. Vetromile in Hist. Mag..
Quatoges.^
1st s., IV, 369, 1860 (Abnaki name).
Albany conf. (1726) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 79
1855.
Ouatoghees.— Ibid., vi, 391, note, 1855
Ouatoghies. Grangula (1684) in Williams, Vermont,
I, 504, 1809.
Ouatoghies of Loretto.— Colden, Five
Nations, i, 197, 1755.
Sastaghretsy. Post (1758) in
Proud, Pa., ii, app., 113, 1798. Sastharhetsi. La.
Potherie, Hist. Am. Sept., iii, 223, 1753 (Iroquois name),

—

—

—

—

—

—Walam Olum (1833) Brinton, Lenapc
Talamatun. —Squier
Beach, Ind.
XelamaJeno". — Hewitt after Journeycake, a Delaware ("Coming out
a mountain or
cave": Delaware name). Telematlnos. — Document

Talamatan.

in

Leg., 200, 1885.

in

Miscel., 28, 1877.

of

Lenape
1885.
Xh^sJchetci'.— Hewitt, Onondaga MS., B. A. E., 1888
(Onondaga name). Viandots. Maximilian, Travels,
1759 in Brinton,

Leg., 231,

—
—Barton, New Views,
Wandats. — Weiser (1748) quoted by Rupp, West. Pa.,
1846.
Wandots. —
Wantats. —
app.,
382,

Wanats.

184.

xlii,

Ibid.,

15,

Weiser

Schoolcraft,

in

Ind.

Wayandotts.— Hamilton
Hist., VI, 531, 1855.

—
—
—
Charioquois. —

Ahouandate. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 522, 1853.
Ahwandate. Featherstonhaugh, Canoe Voy., i, 108,
1847.
AttiSendaronk.—Jes. Rel. 1641, 72, 1858.
Bons Irocois. Champlain (1603), CEuvres, ii, 47, 1870.

name

Ochasteguin.

Nadowa.

.see

of

1896-1901

edition, i-lxxiii,
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were Andiata, AngouArontaen, Brownstown, Cahiague, Carhagouha,
Carmaron, Cranetown (2 villages), Ekhiondatsaan, Endarahy, laenhouton, Ihonatiria (St.
Joseph II), Jeune Lorette, Junqusindundeh(?),
Junundat, Khioetoa, Karenhassa, Khinonas-

The Huron

OF C AX ADA

I^'nIA^\S

Proud, Pa.,

296,

ii,

18.

Tribes,

(1749)

in

—

Wayundatts.— Doc.
VI,

262,

IX,

1749 in N. Y.

—

Ibid.

1824.

Wey-

preface, 59, 1852.

(1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Weyondotts.—Iljid.,

1871.

Wiandotts.—Ft. Johnson
Col. Hist., vii, 236, 1856.
in

—

of

Wayundotts.
N. Am. Inds., 156,

533, 1855.

Weandots. Buchanan,
Wendats. Shea, Miss. Val.,
s.,

1854.

605,

Wayondots. Croghan (1759) in
1798.
Wayondotts. Croghan,

Doc. Col. Hist.,

4th

iv,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Jour., 37, 1831.

—
—
andotts. — Croghan

179'

conf. (1756) in

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Morse, Modern Geog., i, 196, 1814.
Morgan in N. Am. Rev., 52, Jan. 1870.

—
—
—Garrard,

249.

N. Y. Doc.

Wiondots.—Edwards (1788)
1st s., ix, 95, 1804.
Wlyan-

dotts.
dote.
dotte.

,

WyanWyan-

—

Wahtoyah, 2, 1850. Wyandotts.
Croghan (1754) quoted by Rupp, West. Pa., app., 51,
1846.
Wyondats.—Croghan (1765) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., VII, 782. 1856.
Wyondotts. Croghan, Jour.,
Yendat. Parkman, Pioneers, xxiv, 1883,
34. 1831.
Yendots. Schoolcraft in N. Y. Hist. Soc. Proc, 86.

—

—

—

1844.

II,

et

—

(Diet.), IV, 1866.

1741.
La.,

1858.

Hounondate.

— Coxe, Carolana, 44,

Hourons.—Tonti (1682) in French, Hist. Coll.
1846.
Huron.—Jesuit Relation 1632, 14,
Hurones.—Vaillant (1688) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

169,

Hist.,

Ill,

Hist.,

9,

524,
1848.

1853.

Huronnes.

— Hildreth,

Hurrons.—Writer

Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

s.,

ix,

427,

of

1871.

Pioneer
1761 in Mass.

Lamatan.—

Rafinesque, Am. Nations, i, 139, 1836 (Delaware name).
Little Mingoes. Pownall, map of N. Am., 1776.

—
—

—

Menchdn. Duro, Don Diego de Peiialosa, 43, 1882.
Nadowa. For forms of this name applied to the Hurons

Husam.
Hahamatses
Col.;

now

A

former winter village of the

at the

mouth

of

Salmon

the seat of a salmon fishery.

—
—

r.,

Brit.

.

H'usam. Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 230,
Koo-sam. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for

1887.

1887,

sec. II, 65.

Husky.

According to JuUan Ralph (Sun.
14, 1895), "the common and only
name of the wolf-like dogs of both the white
and red men of our northern frontier and of
western Canada." Husky was originally one

N. Y., July
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A.

V..,

An Eskimo settlement on the
of Home bay, Baffin island, where the

names by which the EngHsh settlers in
Labrador have long known the Eskimo (q. v.)-

N. shore

The word, which seems

Akudnirmiut Eskimo gather to hunt bear

of the

to be a corruption of

one of the names of this people, identical with
our 'Eskimo' in the northern Algonquian dialects, has been transferred from man to the

Huthutkawedl
or near the

A

trail').

village of the Nicola

band of the Ntlakyapamuk, near Nicola
m. above Spence Bridge, Brit. Col.

Hist.,

in

II,

Hwades

174, 1900.

The prinKoskimo and Koprino at

{Xvde's, 'cut beach').

the

•cipal village of

Quatsino narrows, Vancouver id.
Hwat-es'. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for
Hwot-es. Dawson in Can.
sec. 11, 65, 1888.

—

Surv.,

23

in

1899.

Nat.

r.,

— Hill-Tout Rep. EthDol. Surv. Can.,
Mem. Am. Mus.
X'a'txOtkawei. — Teit

N'hothotko'as.
4,

by

{X'u'tx'utkawel, 'holes

—
Xude's. — Boas,

map, 1887.

Hwahwati
Englishman

(Qwa'qwa^i!)

Vancouver

r.,

MS.

Puntlatsh dialect.— Boas,

B. A. E., 1887.

A Hwotsotenne village on the
Babine lake, near its outlet, in n.
British Columbia.
1893.

1861

Whalatt.
(misprint).

— Downie

in

Whatatt.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

Mayne,
Downie

—

Geog. Soc, XXXI, 253, 1861.

x,

109,

Brit. Col., 453,
in

Roy.

Jour.

Wut-at.— Dawson

in

Geol. Surv. Can., 26b, 1881.

Hwotsotenne

('people of

Spider

river').

A Takulli tribe, belonging to the Babine branch,
living oji Bulkley

and hunting as far as
They are somewhat

r.

Francais lake, Brit. Col.

mixed with their immediate neighbours, the
Kitksan (Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., 27, 1893).
Their villages are Hagwilget, Hwotat, Keyerhwotket, Lachalsap, Tsechah, and Tselkazkwo.
Akwilg^t.— Morice, Notes on W. D^n§s, 27, 1893 ('well

—

Hwotso'tenne. Morice in
Outsotin. British

dressed': Kitksan name).

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., map, 1892.

—

Columbia map, 1872.

lahenhouton ('at the caves. '—Hewitt). A
Huron village in Ontario in 1637. — Jes. Rel.
for 1637, 159, 1858.

A Taho
British

{lalo'stimot,

'making good

fire').

among the Bellacoola of
Columbia; named from a reputed andivision

cestor.
lalo'stimot.
3, 1891.

—Boas

in 7th

T'a't'Entsait.

rain': secret society

E.,

441,

1888

(misprint).

A

grass').

village

Okomiut
Cumberland sd.,

Eskimo on the w. shore

of

Baffin island; pop. 11 in 1883.

—

Ejujuajuin. Kumlien in Bull. Nat. Mus., no. 15, 15,
1879.
Idjorituaktuin. Boas in
Deutsche Geog.
Bliitt., viir, 33, 1885.
Idjorituaqtuin. Boas in 6th
Rep. B. A. E., 426, 1888. Idjorituaxtuin.— Boas in
Petermanns Mitt., no. 80, 70, 1885.

—

—

Idjuniving. A spring settlement of Padlimiut Eskimo near the s. end of Home bay,
Baffin island.
Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., map,
1888.

A

igdlu, its

snow house

name

in the e.

Eskimo: from

of the

Eskimo

dialects.
(a. f. c.)

A winter

Iglulik.

settlement of the Aivilir-

miut Eskimo at the head

of

Lyon

Hud-

inlet,

son bay.
Igdlulik.— Rink in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 240, 1886.
Igdlumiut. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888 (the

—

Igloolik. — Parry,
Voy., 404,
—Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 253, 1881.

inhabitants).

Igloolip.

Sec.

1824.

Iglulik. A town of the Iglulirmiut Eskimo,
on an island of the same name, near the e.
end of Fury and Hecla strait, Franklin.
Boas in Zeitschr. Ges. f. Erdk., 226, 1883.

Iglulirmiut

A

houses').

on both
kill

('people

of

the

tribe of central

sides of

place

Eskimo

Fury and Hecla

strait.

with
living

They

walrus in winter on Iglulik and other

is-

harpoon seal in the fiords in early
spring, and throughout the summer hunt deer
Their
in Baffin island or Melville peninsula.

lands,

settlements

are

Akuli,

Arlagnuk,

Iglulik,

Kangertluk, Krimerksumalek, Pilig, PingitBoas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
kalik, and UgUrn.

—

444, 1888.
Iglullngmiut.

— Boas

in Trans.

Anthrop. Soc. Wash.,

HI, 96, 1885.

lalmuk ila'lmuq). A Squawmish village
community at Jericho, Burrard inlet, Brit.
Col.— HiU-Tout in Rep. B. A. A. S., 475, 1900.
lalostimot

map

Ibid.,

speaking the

Hwotat.

in Trans.

—

of the Talirpingmiut division of the

Iglu.

on

E. side of

Hwo'-tat.— Morice

Ipnitelling.

(misprint).

—

Salish tribe

id.,

Ipiutelling.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A.

1887,

Geol.

inf'n, 1906.

A

•

in

the spring.

Idjorituaktuin ('with

(a. f. c.)

dog.

Idiuteling.

—

Rep. N.

W.

Tribes Canada,

Ibid, ("a cave protecting

name).

from

Igpirto.

Eskimo

Nettilling

—Boas

A fall settlement

of Talirpingmiut

Okomiut tribe at the head of
fiord, Cumberland sd., Baffin island.
6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

of the

in

Ihonatiria.
A former Huron village in
Simcoe co., Ontario, built about 1634 and
depopulated by pestilence in 1636. The Jesuits
established there the mission of Immaculate
Conception.
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Ihonatiria.— Jea.
tirla.— Jes. Rel.

Conception.

Rel.

No. 21a

for

1637,

for

1635,
153,

30,

Ihonat-

1858.

Immaculate

1858.

—Shea, Cath. Miss., 173, 1855.

The northernmost summer

Ijelirtung.
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the circle, as among
when a temporary light
was wanted among the Indians of British

where a gap was
the Cherokee;

Columbia a

left in

or

little oil

was thrown on the

coals.

Akudnirmiut Eskimo of
Baffin island.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 441,

The

1888.

wood, or masses of resin were
almost never made, the form of the Indian
torch being of the most primitive character.

settlement

the

of

torches were of pine knots, rolls of bark,

cane, or other inflammable material, but bundles of resinous

A

Ijirang.

fabulous

Eskimo mythology.— Boas

people
in 6th

central

of

Rep. B.A.E.,

They were used by

640, 1888.

night for hunting

and

fish-

were "weequashed," or
"jacked," by means of torches, and fish were
speared and birds captured by light from pine
ing; for instance, deer

Ikwopsum. A Squawmish

commun-

village

on the left bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col.
Eukwhatsum. Survey map, U. S. Hydrog. Office.
ity

—

—

Ikwo'psum. Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A.
1900.
Yik'oa'psan.— Boas, MS., B. A. E.,

Ildjunai-hadai
able-house

{I'ldjuna-i

A

people').

A.

S.,

475,

1887.

xa'da-i,

subdivision

'valuof

the

Yadus, a family of the Eagle clan of the Haida
w. British Columbia. The name is derived
from that of a house. Swanton, Cont. Haida,
in

—

276, 1905.

He

A

Percee.

among

French mission, probably
on the gulf of St. Law-

the Micmac,

rence in the 17th century.

— Shea,

Miss. Val.,

knots, especially

among

the eastern Indians.

Lamps, however, have been possessed from
time immemorial by the Eskimo, and they are
the only aborigines of the hemisphere

the higher the latitude the longer the night,

85, 1852.

hence the greater need for

lUs ('spread-legs beach'). A Nimkish Kwakiutl village on Cormorant id.. Alert bay, Brit.
Col., opposite Vancouver id. Some Kwakiutl
proper come here dm-ing the salmon season.
Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 227, 1887.
I-lis.

— Dawson

in Trans.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

sec. ii, 65,

1887.

— Morice
— Morice,

Uhlchako.— Can.

Ind. AS., 285, 1902.

Illumination.
ficial light

Roy. Soc. Can., 109, 1892.
Notes on W. D6nfe, 25, 1893.

in Trans.

Tka-tco.

among

The employment

of

which

is

met

the lamp on

which the moss wick is placed, so that while
in s. Alaska the wick edge is 2 or 3 in. long,
in Smith sd. it is 36 in. in length, and between
these geographical extremes there is an inincrease in the size of the lamp from lower to
the United

In at least two localities in

fish were
burned for light the candle-fish of the N. W.
coast and a fresh-water fish of Penobscot r.
in Maine.
Torches and fires were used for signalling

States the bodies of

—

at night; the

Apache

set fire to -the resinous

spines of the saguaro, or giant cactus, for this
of arti-

the Indians was limited by

their simple habits and needs to the camp-fire
and the torch, in which respect they are found
in the same .culture grade as the Malay, the
Negro, and the majority of uncivilized peo-

The camp-fire, built for the purpose of
cooking food or furnishing heat, supplied most
of the needed light. On special occasions large
ples.

bonfires

light,

by lengthening the margin

higher latitudes.

Ilkatsho ('the big fattening'). A village
of the Ntshaautin on the lake at the head of
Blackwater r., Brit. Col. The population is a
mixed one of Takulli and Bellacoola descent.
ai'katco.

who

had such utensils. In s. Alaska the lamp has
a narrow wick-edge and is in the shape of a
flat-iron; along the tundra n. of St. Michael
it is a saucer of clay or stone; northward to
point Barrow it is gibbous with wide wickedge and made of soapstone. The length of
the wick-edge of the Eskimo lamp has been
observed to vary with the latitude, that is,

were made when ceremonies were

held and nocturnal illumination was required.

As a makeshift for the torch, a brand was taken
from the camp-fire. When a continuous light
was desired the fire was fed with slivers of
wood set up in a circle and fed from one end

purpose.

The picturesque and remarkable
Navaho described by Mat-

Fire-dance of the

thews

is

a good example of the use of illumin-

ation in ceremonies.

Among many

tribes fire

forms an essential part of a ceremony; in
some cases, where Indians have been induced
to rehearse a night ceremony by day, they do
not omit the fire, though artificial light is not
required.
A law of the Iroquois League required that a messenger approaching a camp
fire or village at night should carry a torch
in order to show the absence of hostile intent.
See Fire-making
Consult Hough (1) Development of lUumin
ation, Smithson. Rep. 1901, 1902, (2) Th
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Eskimo Lamp, Am. Anthrop.,
Apr. 1898, (3) The Lamp of the Eskimo, Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1896, 1898; Matthews, Mountain

Range

of the

implements,

described in detail

GEORGE
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A.

1912

and utensils may be de(Holmes in Rep. Nat. Mus.

1901, 501. 1903):

Hammers.

Chant, 5th Rep. B.A.E.. 1887.
(W. H.)

tools,

— These

were made of stone or

other hard substance, with or without han-

There were sledges, mauls, and piletwo or more men.
ifwwes.— These were made commonly of
chipped or ground stone. Teeth, bone, shell,
and wood were also used for the purpose
(McGuire in Am. Anthrop., iv, 1891).
Saws. These were of serrated stones,
shells, or other materials, and were worked
by rubbing with the edge, often with the aid
of sand with or without water.
Borers.
Many natural objects were used
for making holes in hard and soft objects,
dles.

Ilrak

A

{Frak).

former

village

of

the

Ntshaautin sept of the TakuUi of British
Columbia. Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., iv,

—

25, 1893.

Imigen

('fresh

water').

One

the two

of

winter villages of the Kinguamiut, a branch
of the Okomiut Eskimo, on an island at the

head

of

Cumberland

sd., Baffin

island;

17 in 1883.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Implements, Tools, Utensils.
tool

is

that with which something

pop.

map,

While a
made,

is

an implement that with which work is done,
and a utensil that in or on which something
is prepared or used up, they cannot always be
distinguished

among

primitive peoples,

who

one thing for many purposes. Many
forms are discussed under Arts and Industries
and in articles devoted to special activities.
It must be borne in mind that all such devices
were helpers of the skilful hand and a vast
deal of excellent work was done with it alone.
The Indians of North America were in the
stone age, and therefore every device with
which the arts of life were carried on, whether
utilize

implement, tool, or utensil, was in harmony
with this grade of cultui'e. The archaeologist
finds of such objects in ancient remains and
sites, either theu*

substantial portions, or the

perishable parts that have been accidentally
preserved, or impressions of
tery.

By comparing

them

left

on pot-

these relics with imple-

ments, tools, and utensils found in actual use
among the Indians one is able to partially
reconstruct ancient industry and read far

drivers for

—

—

either

by

volving.

pressure, striking, vibrating, or re-

They were

held directly in the hand

were grasped by one hand or
by both hands; held between the palms or
were worked by means of a strap, bow or
pump (McGuire in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1894, 623,
or were hafted;

1896).

Axes.

— The

stone

—

also a tool of
wide dispersion. In shape it resembled a
The rudest
chisel blade with a bevelled edge.
were sharp spalls of siliceous stone, held in
the hand with or without padding; others were

of

smooth materials

set into handles or grips

the savages saw implements, tools, 'and uten-

One

metal in the hands of Europeans, they
recognized the superiority of these and adopted them. It is interesting to note the modifications that were made in hafting and
using, in order to adapt the new devices to
As of old, manual
old habits and customs.
parts were still carved, painted, and hung
with symbols, without which they were
thought to be ineffectual.
The instruments of handicraft were of two

another for scraping wood.

sils

history.

of

classes

— general,

for

common

purposes,

pecial, for particular industries.

The

and

general

or

ment became an adze.
Scrapers. The scraper was

that

into

flaked

weight from a few ounces to many pounds in
the ceremonial axe, was universal. It was
held in the hand or attached in various ways
to a handle by means of rawhide, but was
never furnished with an eye for a helve. Other
substances were occasionally used, as shell,
iron ore, and copper, but the stone axe was
the main reliance. The blade could be easily
turned at right angles, and then the imple-

The moment that

backward

rudely

axe,

highly polished, plain or grooved, ranging in

snugly

variety was

A'^ippers.— These

workman's

the

fitted

made

for

include

scraping
all

hand.
hides,

devices

for

holding tightly an object or holding parts
together while being worked. Hinged varieties

were not known, but the Eskimo, especially,
had several inventions to do the work of
clamps, pincers, tweezers, or the vise with the
aid of wedges.

The simple mechanical powers, the wedge,
the lever, and the inclined plane, were universally understood. The screw was employed
but sparingly,

if

at

all.

The N.W. Coast

tribes
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beams
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by means
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skids/ and parbuckles to

rollers,

into place,
Elliott,

move

and the Alaskan

landed the walrus

of a sliding tackle looped over pegs

driven into cracks in the rocks and run through

The wheel and

axle were
most primitive
for doing work with
the devices just described was derived from
the muscle of the worker. The wind was
utilized here and there, blowing upon a fixed
mat erected for a sail, but nothing was known
of shifting sails.
The -Indians made good use
of fire in clearing ground for planting, in felling trees, excavating canoes, and making pitch
and glue. Bellows were not used, but the
blowtube existed.
Water wheels were unknown, and in the matter of using nature's
forces for work northern America was in a
slits

in the hide.

unknown, save in
form, the spindle. Power
entirely

their

The

primitive state of culture.

and

special imple-

employed in the
various aboriginal industries are enumerated
below. They are also treated more fully in
ments,

tools,

utensils

separate articles.

—

Digging sticks, hardened in
and sharpened, and often weighted; dib-

Agriculture.
fire

hoes,

bles,

scarecrows,

harvesting

devices,

husking pegs, granaries, and caches were common. For harvesting both wild and cultivated produce various tribes had tongs for
picking the cactus fruit, stone implements for
opening huUs or shells, baskets for gathering,
carrying and storing, -poles for reaching fruit,
harvesting apparatus for grass seed, wild rice,
camas, wokas, coonti, maize,

Bark

toorfc.— Peelers,

etc.

shredders,

twisters,

sewing tools, pitching tools.
Boat building. Axes, adzes, saws, borers,
hammers, knives, pitch and paint brushes,

—

and

fire.

Carrying.

walking

—'Packing

sticks, special

baskets,

hide

cases,

costumes, and a pro-

compact food, as pemmican, dried
The making up of burdens into neat loads for handUng and for the
back was understood and further completed
by means of headbands, breast straps, and
shoulder straps. The dog was here and there
a pack beast, and harness was devised.
Cooking. Besides open roasting, grilling
frames of wood, and pits for baking and steaming, there were stone slabs for parching seeds
and for baking bread; pottery and baskets
vision of
fish,

and

crisp bread.

—

for boiling (the latter

and soapstone
meat and other food.
stones,
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by the help

of heated

utensils for preparing

Curing food.

— Drying

frames, smoking de-

vices.

Fishing.

— Besides fishing implements proper,

the fisher's outfit included canoes,

dams, anchor stones,

weirs,

Plastic Art.

— In

paddles,

etc.

the technic of this industry

and implements used in quarrying clays and preparing them for the potter,
all devices employed in building up, smoothing,
polishing and decorating ware, and the apbelong

all tools

paratus for burning.
Quarrying, mining and stone working.

— Dig-

ging sticks, mauls, hammers, edge tools for
making lamps, and dishes and other receptacles of soapstones, chipping
tools

and

implements,

and other shaping

carrying

apparatus,

flakers, chippers, polishers.

—

Industries.
All
implements and
needed in gathering roots, stems, and
leaves as materials, and those used in preTextile

tools

paring these for matting, bagging, 'basketry,
robes, lacework, network, thread,

blankets,
string,

and rope;

finally, all

inventions emp-

ployed in manufacturing these products.
Whaling. Sui^of watertight clothing; kaiak
and paddle; harpoon, with line; skin floats;

—

lance.

Woodcraft.^ Axe, knife, saw, adze,

chisel,

borers, rasps, polishers, paint brushes, rollers,

moving and

setting up devices.
For serving and consuming foo d, knives
were necessary; spoons were fashioned of
natural objects, especially of wood, horn, and
gourd, but there were no forks or individual
dishes or tables.
Much food was consumed
on the spot where it was found. The Indiana
had manifold apparatus for making, preserving, and using fire; for cooking, lighting, and
heating. Shovels were used for baking bread.
The outfit for harvesting and preparing acorns
included gathering basket, for which the
woman's hat was often used, carrying hamper,
granary, hulling mill, mortar, hopper basket,
meal mat, leaching pit, cooking basket, mush'
basket, and eating bowls. Milling implements
in general included
natural boulders and
pebbles; mortars of wood, stone, bone, or
hide; pestles of the same materials; metates
of varying degrees of texture, with

manos

to

correspond; baskets to serve as hoppers and
to catch meal, and brooms.
Hunters' imple-

ments included a vast number of accessory
apparatus for making weapons effectual.
Devices for binding or permanently holding two parts together, pegs, lashings, and
cement were used.
In the absence of
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metal and rattan, rawhide, sinew, roots of
evergreen trees, splits of tough wood, pitch, and
animal glue performed the necessary function.
In the aboriginal economy no great stones
were moved, but large logs were sometimes
transported

many

miles.

Metric devices of the North Americans were
very crude compared with modern standards
but were exactly adapted to their needs. A
man fitted his boat and all its appurtenances
to his body, just as he did his clothing. The
basket-maker, potter, tent-maker,
hunter,

weighed and measured by means of the same
standard. For securing uniform thickness the
N. W. Coast tribes bored holes through hulls
of dugouts, and ran sleader plugs into them,
which were used as gauges. Usually the parts
of the body were the only gauges.
Straighteners were made of wood, stone,
horn, or ivory for bending wood and other
substances to shape. Digging sticks, dibbles,
and the whole class of implements for making
holes in the ground were used also for working
in quarries, for getting worms and the like
from the beach or the earth,-»and for digging
roots for food or for textile

purposes.

trial

Tongs

and other indusemployed in

were

moving hot stones, in gathering cactus
and in capturing snakes.

fruit,

Dwellings were of such varying types and
forms that their construction in different areas
required the services of different kinds of
work that of the tentmaker, the joiner, the

—

mason, or the snow worker, with their different
implements, including shovels, axes, trowels,
adzes, levers, parbuckles, etc. (see Architecture,
The joiner's outfit included
Habitations).

many devices, from those for hafting to those for
house building, tent framing, boat fitting, and
the use of roots and thongs. Puncheons were
hewn out, but there was no mortising. Hafting, the joining of the working part of a tool
to the manual part, was accomplished variously
by

driving

in,

groove, splice, socket, tongue-

and-groove, or mortising, and the fastening
was done with pegs or lashing.
For the shaping arts, the working of stone,
wood, and other hard substances, the apparatus varied with the material, and consisted
of knives, hammers, wedges, saws, files, polishers, borers, adzes,

and

cliisels,

made out

of

materials best suited always to their uses.

The

propelling of

all

sorts of

water craft

was done by paddling, by pohng, by dragging
over mud, and by towing. No oars or rudders
were used.

Vessels were

made

watertight with

by the

pitch or

1912

v., A.

The

swelling of the wood.

rope or rawhide line for dragging a canoe
along shore is known as a cordelle, the French-

Canadian term. Portage, the moving of a
bark canoe from one body of water to another,
was accomplished by carrying load and canoe
separately, sliding the empty canoe over mud,
or shooting rapids in

The making

of

it.

snowshoes was an important

occupation in the N., requiring great skill and
manifold tools and devices.
Ice and snow

implements and utensils used in the higher
latitudes include picks with ivory or stone
blades, shovels with' wooden blade and ivory
edge, creepers for the boots, boat hooks for
warding off and drawing canoes, sleds, and
the

indispensable

snowshoes.

The Eskimo

were ingenious in devising such implements.
They had shovels with edges of walrus ivory,
walking sticks for going over the snow, snow
goggles, snowshoes, and snow trowels and
knives for housebuilding; also ice picks and

crowbars and hooks and scoops for cutting
and moving ice.
See Arts and Industries, and the subjects
cited thereunder; also the articles describing

and utenand the materials from which they are
made.
(o. T. m.)
special tj^pes of implements, tools,

sils,

Incomappieux.

See

Incomeneeanetook'

note.

Incomecanetook {Income-can-etook) Given
by Ross (Advent., 290, 1847) as an Okinagan
.

tribe.*

Indian.

The common designation of the
The name first occurs
of Columbus dated Feb., 1493,

aborigines of America.
in a letter

wherein the discoverer speaks of the Indios
he had with him (F. F. Hilder in Am. Anthrop.,
n.

s., I,

It was the general belief
by Columbus, that in his
the Atlantic he had reached

545, 1899).

of the day, shared

voyage across
India.

This term, in spite of

its

misleading

connotation, has passed into the languages of

the civilized world: India in Spanish, Portuand Italian; Indian in French; Indianer

guese,

German, etc. The term American Indian,
which it has been proposed to substitute
Amerind (q.v.), is, however, in common use;
less so the objectionable term redskins, to
which correspond the French Peauz-rouges,
in

for

the

German

Rothhdute.

Brinton titled his

'Probably same as Incomappieux,
Upper Arrow lake, B,C.

falling into

name

of

a river
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New

aborigines of the

World,

^'The American Race," but this return to an
early use of the word Arnerican can hardly
be successful. In geographical nomenclature
the Indian

well remembered.

is

There are

Indian Territory, Indiana, IndianapoUs, InBesides these, the maps and
gazetteers record Indian arm, bay, bayou,

dianola, Indio.

beach, bottom, branch, brook, camp, castle,
cove,

creek,

diggings,

crossing,

draft,

fall,

field, fields, ford,

gap, grove, gulch, harbour,

head,

island,

hill,

hills,

lake,

mound,

mills,

mountain, neck, orchard, pass, point, pond,

swamp,
and wells,

ridge, river, rock, run, spring, springs,

town, trace,

trail,
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valley, village,

Indian cherry.—

The

(1)

service-berry,

june-berry {Amelanchier canadensis).

(2)

or

The

Carolina buckthorn {Rhamnus caroliniana)

Indian chickweed.

— The

carpet-weed {Mol-

lugo verticillata)

Indian
ican

chief.

cowslip

— A western name of the Amershooting-star

or

{Dodecatheon

meadia)

Indian cigar

tree.

{Catalpa catalpa), a

— The
name

common

catalpa
Pennsyl-

in use in

vania, Maryland, and the District of

Colum-

See Indian bean, above.
Indian corn. Maize {Zea mays), for which
an early name was Indian wheat.
Indian cucumber. Medeola virginiana, also

bia.

—

—

Canada and the United
The term Red Indian, applied to the
States.
Beothuk, has given Newfoundland a number

known

of place names.

{Silphium perfoliatum)
Indian currant. The coral-berry {Symphori-

in various portions of

Many

wild plants have been called "Indian"

in order to

mark them

from familiar

off

Use by Indians has been the

sorts.

origin of another

class of such terms.

The

Indian cup.

the Indian.

—

— (1)

The common pitcher-plant
The cup-plant
(2)

purpurea).

{Sarracenia

—

carpos vulgaris).

Indian dye.
root

following plants have been called after

as Indian cucumber-root.

— The yellow puccoon, or orangecanadensis);

{Hydrastis

also

known

as

yellow-root.

— The slippery elm {Ulmus fulva)

Indian elm.
Indian fig.

Indian apple. The May apple, or wild
mandrake {Podophyllum peltatum).
Indian arrow. The burning bush, or wahoo

prickly pear
Cereus giganteus, or
saguaro, the giant cereus of Arizona, Cali-

{Euonymus atropurpureus)

Mexico, and New Mexico.
Indian fog. The crooked yellow stone-crop
or dwarf house-leek {Sedum reflexum).
Indian gravel-root. The taU boneset or
joe-pye-weed {Eupatorium purpureuni).
i(l) The army-root {ApoIndian hemp.
cynum cannabinum), called also black Indian
hemp. (2) The swamp milkweed {Asclepias
incarnata) and the hairy milk-weed {A pulchra)
called also white Indian hemp.
(3) A West

—

The

(1)

{Opuntia opuntia).

eastern

(2)

fornia,

.

—

Indian arrow-wood. The flowering dogwood
or cornelian tree {Cornus florida)
Indian balm.— The erect trillium, or illscented wake-robin (Trillium erectum).
Indian bark. The laurel magnolia, or sweet
bay {Magnolia virginiana).
Indian bean.— {1} The catalpa, or bean-tree

—

{Calalpa catalpa): (2) A New Jersey name of
the groundnut {Apios apios).
Indian beard-grass. The bushy beard-grass

—

(Andropogon glomeralus).
Indian bitters.— A North Carolina name of
the Fraser umbrella or cucumber tree {Magnolia fraseri)

—

—

—

.

Virginia

name

linaria),

(4)

for the

The

yeUow

toad-flax {Linaria

velvet-leaf {Abutilon abuti-

Indian mallow.

lon), called also

— The

bowman's root {Porteranthus trifoliatus) caUed also Indian physic.
Indian hippo.

,

—

Indian black drink. The cassena, yaupon,
black drink or Carolina tea {Ilex cassine)

Indian boys and

girls.

—A

the Dutchman's breeches

western

name

{Bikukulla

of

cucul-

—

Indian lemonade. A California name, according to Bergen, for the fragrant sumac
{Rhus trilbata).
Indian lettuce.— The round-leaved wintergreen {Pyrola rotundifolia)

Indian mallow.

laria)

—

Indian bread. The tuckahoe {Scelerolium
giganteum)
Indian bread-root. '.The prairie turnip, or
pomme blanche {Psoralea esculenta).
Indian cedar. The hop-hornbeam, or iron-

tilon), also

wood

sis cuspidata).

—

—

{Ostrya virginiana).

— (1)

known

The

velvet-leaf {Abu-

as Indian

hemp.

(2)

The

prickly sida {Sida spinosa).

Indian melon.

— A Colorado name of a species

of Echinocactus.

Indian

millet.

— The silky oryzopsis

{Oryzop-
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moccasin.— The stemless lady'sslippei' or moccasin flower (Cypripedium acaule)
Indian mozemize, or moose misse.— The
American mountain-ash or dogberry (Sorbus

Indian

Indian
apios).

A

(2)

1912
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— (1)

The groundnut {Apios
western name for the squirrel-

potato.

corn {Bikukulla canadensis).

(3)

A

Califor-

nia name, according to Bergen, for

Brodiaea

capitata but according to Barrett (inf'n, 1906)

americana)

Indian paint.

— (1) The strawberry-bhte {Bli-

the term

many

indiscriminately given to

is

tum capitatum). (2) The hoary puccoon (Lithospermum canescens). (3) A Wisconsin name,

different species of bulbs

and corms, which

formed a considerable item

in the food

supply

according to Bergen, for a species of Tradescaniia.
(4) Bloodroot {Sanguinaria canaden-

of the Calif ornian Indians.

— The hoary puccoon

{Litho-

sis), called

red Indian paint.

puccoon {Hydrastis canadensis),
Indian paint.
Indian paint-brush.

The yellow

(5)

called yellow

Indian puccoon.

spermum
Indian

canescens).

— The

red-root.

red-root

{Gyrotheca

capitata.

— The

painted

scarlet

Indian rhubarb.— A Calif ornian name, ac-

cup {Caslilleja coccinea).
Indian peach. Ungrafted peach trees, according to Bartlett, which are considered to
be more thrifty and said to bear larger fruit.
In the South a specific variety of clingstone

cording to Bergen, for Saxifraga peltata.

peach.

or boneset {Eupatorium perfolialum)

—

Indian pear.— The service-berry
canadensis),

chier

called

wild

also

{AmelanIndian

Indian

physic.

{Porteranthus

hippo.

(2)

ulalus).

— (1)

trifoliatus)

The

bowman's-root

called

,

also

Indian

American ipecac (Porteranthus

(3) Eraser's

stip-

magnolia, the long-leaved

umbrella-tree {Magnolia fraseri)

Indian pine.^The
{Pinus laeda).
Indian pink.

loblolly, or old-field pine

—

cypress-vine {Quamoclil quamoclit).

(3)

The

pink {Silene virginica). (4) The cuckooflower, or ragged robin {Lychnis flos-cuculi).
(5) The fringed milkwort, or poly gala {Polygala paucifolia).
(6) The scarlet-painted cup
{Caslilleja coccinea).
(7) The wild pink {Silene
fire

.

—

(8) Silene califarnica.

—

saddle flower {Sarracenia purpurea).
plaintain.

—((1)

The

great

Indian

licifolia).

The

pale Indian plaintain {M. atrip-

(3)

The tuberous Indian plaintain
(4) The sweet-scented Indian

tuberosa).

plaintain {Synosina suaveolens).

—

Indian poke. ^^(1) American white hellebore
{Veratrum vivide).
(2) False hellebore {V.

spikenard

— The

shamrock.

common thorough wort

— The

ill-scented

wake-

robin, or erect trillium {Trillium erectum).
shoe.

— The

large yellow lady's-slip-

per {Cypripedium hirsutum).

Indian

slipper.

— The

pink lady's-slipper, or

moccasin-flower {Cypripedium acaule).

Indian soap-plant.

— The soap-berry,

or wild

Indian

strawberry.

— The

strawberry -blite

—

Indian posey. (1) Sweet life-everlasting
{Gnaphalium obtusifolium) (2) Large-flowered
everlasting {Anaphalis argaritacea)
(3) The
.

.

weed {Asclepias

—

Indian tea. Plants, the leaves, etc., of which
have been infused by the Indians, and after

them by whites;

decoction

the

also

made

therefrom, for example, Labrador tea {Ledum
groslandicum)

,

which in Labrador

Indian tea.
Indian tobacco.
belia

inflata).
(3)

{Antennaria
Jersey name,

common

— (1)

The

is

called

wild tobacco {Lo-

(2)

Wild tobacco {Nicotiana

The

plaintain leaf everlasting

plantaginifolia)

.

(4)

A New

according to Bartlett,

of

the

mullein {Verbascum thapsus).

— The

yellow puccoon, or

orange-root {Hydrastis canadensis).

—

Indian turnip. (1) The jack-in-the-pulpit
{Arisaema triphyllum), also called three-leaved
Indian turnip.
(2) The prairie potato, or
pomme blanche {Psoralea esculenta).
Indian vervain. 'A Newfoundland name,
according to Bergen, for the shining club-moss
{Lycopodium lucidulum)
Indian warrior. A California name for

—

—

woodii)

butterfly

sage.

Indian turmeric.
Indian

plaintain or wild collard {Mesadenia renifor-

{M.

Indian

ruslica).

Indian pipe. The corpse-plant or ghostflower {Monotropa uniflora).
Indian pitcher. The pitcher-plant or side-

(2)

aquatica).

{Blitum capitatum).

.

Indian

— Wild rice {Zizania
— The American

root.

China-tree {Sapindus niarginatus)

(1) The Carolina pink, or
worm-grass {Spigelia marylandica)
(2) The

pennsylvanica)

rice.

{Aralia racemosa).

Indian

pear.

mis.)

Indian
Indian

tuberosa).

Pedicularis densiflora.

—

Indian weed. An early term for tobacco.
Indian wheat.— An early term for maize, or
Indian corn.
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Indian whorl.— A Labrador and Newfoundland name for red bearberry or kinnikinnik
{Ardoslaphylos uva-ursi).
Indian wickup.— The great willow-herb or
fireweed {Epilobium angustifolium) although
,

Algonquian Indians called the basswood {Tilia
americana) wickup.
There are, besides, the Indian's dream, the
purple-stemmed cliff-brake {Pellaea alropurpurea), and the Indian's plume, Oswego tea

{Monarda didyma).
Another series of terms in which the Indian
is remembered is the following:
Indian bed.— A simple method of roasting
clams, by placing them, hinges uppermost, on
the ground, and building over them a fire of
brushwood.
Indian bread. — Bread made of maize meal
or of maize and rye meal.
Indian-corn hills.—

(1)

In Essex Co., Mass.,

hummocky

land resembling hills of Indian corn.
(2) Hillocks
covering broad fields near the ancient mounds
and earthworks of Ohio, Wisconsin, etc. (Lapham, Antiquities of Wisconsin).
Indian dab.— A Pennsylvania name for a
according to

Bartlett,

sort of battercake.

—

elsewhere.

— Something

Indian gift.
reclaimed
after
having been given, in reference to the alleged
custom among Indians of expecting an equivalent for a gift or otherwise its return.
Indian giver.— A repentant giver.
Indian ladder.— A ladder made by trimming
a small tree, the part of the branches near
the stem being left as steps.
Indian liquor.— A Western term for whisky

rum adulterated for sale to the Indians.
Indian meal.— Maize or corn meal. A mixture of wheat and maize flour was called in
earlier days "wheat and indian"; one of maize
and rye flour, "rye and indian.
Indian orchard.— 'According to Bartlett, a
term used in New York and Massachusetts to
designate an old orchard of ungrafted apple
trees, the time of planting being unknown.
Indian pipestone.— A name for catlinite,
the stone of which tribes in the region
or

of the upper Mississippi

made

their tobacco

pipes.

Indian pudding.—

—

Indian reservation or reserve. A tract o
land reserved by Government for the IndiansIndian sign.— A Western colloquialism of
the earUer settlement days for a trace of the
recent presence of Indians.

^

Indian sugar. One of the earlier names for
maple sugar.
Indian summer. — The short season of pleasant weather usually occurring about the middle
of November, corresponding to the European
St. Martha's summer, or summer of All Saints
(Matthews in Mon. Weather Rev., Jan., 1902.)
The name Indian appears sometimes in
children's games (Chamberlain in Jour. Am.
Folk-lore, xv, 107-116, 1902).

In Canadian-French the usual term applied

was "sauvage" (savage); and
hence are met such terms as "botte sauvage,"
"tratne sauvage," "tabagane," "th6 sauvage."
The "Siwash" of the Pacific coast and in the
Chinook jargon is only a corruption of the
"sauvage" of French-Canadian voyageurs.
to the Indian

(a. f. c.)

Indian Affairs, Department of.* The
development of the Department of Indian
Affairs of Canada can be traced from the
earliest Colonial times.

—

Indian file. Single file; the order in which
Indians march.
Indian fort. A name given to aboriginal
earthworks in w. New York, in Ohio, and

meal, molasses, etc.
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pudding made

Late in the 17th century the British Governnecessity of appointing a
staff of Officers who could deal directly with

ment recognized the

the Indians and become speciahsts in diplomatic relations with them. We find the first
special Commissioner to have been Arnout
Cornelius Veile who was appointed a Commissioner to the Five Nations in 1689. The
of the Colony of New York in
1696 appointed four Commissioners to superintend Indian Affairs, but the number had

Government

reached 30 in 1739.

Such abuses had crept
Commission that it was found necessary to place the power in the hands of a single
into the

Wilham Johnson, a man even
then distinguished for his ability to control the
aborigines was appointed by Governor Clinton
in 1726.
His methods of dealing with Indians
individual.

moulded the whole policy and practice of the
Department for 100 years, and it may be said
that his influence has not yet ceased. At the
Treaty of Paris there existed a strong Indian
administration upon which the vast conquered
territory could be grafted.

Sir William Johnson extended the northern district and appointed a Deputy to carry on his well considered policy. At this time there were prob-

of corn-

•Memorandum
fLlA

]\

)i

)il(i,

I

received from Mr. Frank Pedley, De-

ifl. cf Ircian Affairs.
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ably 40,000 Indians under his control. When
WiUiam Johnson died he was succeeded by
Colonel Guy Johnson, his son-in-law, who was
appointed temporarily by General Gage, and
who was confirmed in the position on the 8th
Sir

September, 1774. During the important period of the Revolution he was in charge of the
Indian Department, and held the position
until February, 1782, when he was suspended.

Department required
reorganization as irregularities had led to Sir
Guy's suspension. He was succeeded by Sir
John Johnson, son of Sir William, who, by
Royal Commission, was appointed Superintendent General and Inspector General on the
14th March, 1782. He continued at the head of
the Department although he was frequently
an absentee from duty, until the 25th June,
The head
1828, when the office was abohshed.
of the Department was then designated as
Chief Superintendent and Major Darling was
the first to occupy the new position. He received a salary of £600, and his headquarters
It

was

certain that the

were at Montreal. Subordinates throughout
the country were responsible for the local
administration but there was frequent friction
between the civil and military authorities as
to the responsibility for the conduct of Indian

The jurisdiction was clearly defined
by a general order of the 13th August, 1816, in
which the superintendence of the Indian Department and Indian Affairs was transferred
to the Mihtary Command.
This Military
Affau's.

administration

when

lasted

until

the

year

1830,

the then Secretary of State for the Colo-

George Murray, placed Indian Affairs
in the hands of the Civil authorities dividing
the country into two Departments, one for
Upper and one for Lower Canada. At the
head of the Department for Upper Canada
was Sir John Colborne, his immediate subordinate being Colonel James Givins, Chief Superintendent. The Department for Lower Canada was administered by the Military Secretary
of the Governor General at Quebec.
When
the change took place Lieutenant-Colonel
Cooper occupied this position.
LieutenantColonel D. C. Napier was the Secretary for
Indian Affairs for Lower Canada and drew the
pay of a Chief Superintendent. This organization continued until after the union of the
Provinces. Following a report of the Royal
Commission appointed by General Sir Charles
Bagot in 1842, Indian Affairs were placed under
the orders of the Civil Secretary of the Governor General, the two Provincial Departments
nies, Sir

v., A.
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were joined and the business was thereafter
conducted from the seat of Government. The

i-

report

recommended a

special clerk as assistant

Mr. George Varden,
was the first occupant of this office. Shortly
after, on the 1st July, 1845, the office of Chief
Superintendent was abolished, the then occupant being Mr. Samuel P. Jarvis who had
to the Civil Secretary.

succeeded Colonel Givins. The administration
by the Civil Secretary continued until the 1st
July, 1860.

For over 200 years control of Indian Affairs
had been maintained by the Imperial Govern-

The Indians were considered as adarm and until the third

ment.

juncts of the Mihtary

decade of the 19th century very little had been
done by Government for their education. Missionaries and private individuals were the
pioneers in evangelization and education.

The

Department
was to distribute the presents which the Indians had enjoyed from the earhest times and
which were rewards for allegiance and inducements to loyalty. These presents were a
heavy burden on the Imperial exchequer and
caused friction between the Home GovernCarement and the provincial authorities.
ful investigation showed that they could not
chief

duty

of the Military Indian

be continued in the best interests of the
Indians and they were gradually diminished
and finally done away with. The cessation of
this responsibility on the part of the Imperial
Government was synchronous with the assumption by the Provincial authorities of the
responsibilities for Indian

management.

The

administration of Indian Affairs was assigned
to the Department of Crown lands by Act 23

Cap. 151, and all Indian funds at that time
otherwise invested were capitahzed and taken
Vic.

over

by the Provincial Government. The
of Crown Lands, under the title

Commissioner

Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs,
administered the Department. The Hon. P.

of

N. Vankonghnet, Hon. Geo. Sherwood, Hon.

WiUiam McDougall, Hon. Alexander CampThe
bell, successively occupied this position.
term of office ceased with the old
Province of Canada on the 30th June, 1867.
After Confederation, Indian Affairs were attached to the Department of the Secretary of
State by Act 31 Vic. Cap. 42, and the title of
Superintendent of Indian Affairs was revived.
Hon. H. L. Langevin, Hon. Joseph Howe,
Hon. T. N. Gibbs, who were Secretaries of
State, were also Superintendents General of
Indian Affairs. When the Department of
latter's
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was created by 36

Vic. Cap. 24, Indian
were attached to that Department and
were conducted by the Minister of the Interior
except between the 17th October, 1878, and
the 4th August, 1885, when the Rt. -Hon.
Sir John A. McDonald, President of the
Privy Council, was Superintendent General.
By Act 43 Vic, Cap. 28, which was assented
to on the 7th May, 1880, Indian Affairs were
constituted and organized as a separate Department. The Minister of the Interior or the
head of any other Department appointed for
that purpose by the Governor General in
Council shall be the Superintendent General of
Indian Affairs. The office of Deputy Super-

Interior

Affairs

intendent was created by Order-in-Council,

WiUiam Spragge

17th March, 1862, and Mr.

occupied that position until his death 16th
April, 1874, when he was succeeded by Mr.

Lawrence Vankonghnet who administered until
His
successors in office have been Mr. Hayter Reed,
Mr. James A. Smart, and Mr. Frank Pedley.
his superannuation, 10th October, 1893.

Intietook

Given

(Inti-etook).

by

Ross

— Boas

in

study them. Among other ingenious devices
which would pass under the name of inventions are: the use of skids by the N. W. Coast

Inuhksoyistamiks.

{In-uhk'-so-yi-stam-iks,

'long tail lodge poles').

A band

division of the Siksika.

— Grinnell,

of the

Kainah

Blackfoot

Lodge Tales, 209, 1892.

An Eskimo tribe that
and the adjacent coast of

Inuissuitmiut.
occupied Depot

id.

Hudson bay before 1800. The
ant died some years ago. — Boas
Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, 6, 1901.
Inuksikahkopwaiks
iks,

'small

Piegan

brittle

Siksika.

last

descend-

in Bull.

Am.

{I-nuk-si'-knh-kopiva-

A

fat').

— Grinnell,

division

Blackfoot

of

the

Lodge

Inuksiks ('small

robes').

A

former divi-

sion of the Piegan Siksika.

—

A-miks'-eks. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
I-nuks'-iks.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
264, 1862.
Tales, 209, 1892. Little Robes.— Culbertson in Smithson. Rep. 1850, 144, 1851.
Small Robes.— Grinnell,
cit!,

225.

Invention. In the language of the Patent
Office, "an invention is something new and
The word applies to the apparatus
useful."
of

human

activities

and

natives for rolling logs into place in building

immense communal dwellings; the employment of the parbuckle to assist in the work
of moving logs; the use of a separate fly of
rawhide at the top of the tipi, which could
be moved by means of a pol« with one end
resting on the ground, so that the wind would
not drive the smoke back into the tipi; driving
a peg of known length into the side of a canoe
as a gauge for the adzeman in chipping out
their

the inside; the boiling of food in baskets or
utensils of wood, gourd, or rawhide, by means

attachment of inflated sealimpede
the progress of game through the water after
it was struck; the sinew-backed bow, which
enabled the Eskimo hunter to employ brittle
wood for the rigid portion and sinew string
The continuous motion spinfor propulsion;
dle; the reciprocating drill; the sand saw for
hard stone, and all sorts of signalling and
of hot stones; the

skins to the end of a harpoon line to

Tales, 209, 225, 1892.

op.

of culture

Second Voy., 430,
1835.
6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

settlement of the
n. coast of

Enook-sha-lig.— Ross,
Inugsulik.

fife

savagery to the highest civilization

Repulse

A summer

Eskimo on the
Hudson bay.

Aivilirmiut

bay, N.

The

from the lowest
is an increase in the artificialities of life. There were
no tribes in America without culture, and the
lowest of them had inventions. For instance,
the FuegiauB had learned to convert the fishspear into a barbed harpoon by fastening the
detachable head, which was set loosely in the
socket, to the end of a shaft by means of a
They had also inshort piece of rawhide.
vented a canoe of bark made in three pieces.
When they wished to move to a new bay or
inlet between which and the last there was a
dangerous headland, they could take the canoe
apart, carry it over the intervening mountain,
and unite the parts by lashing, covering the
joints with pitch.
The most ingenious savages on the continent, however, were the
Eskimo, all of whose apparatus used in their
various activities show innumerable additions
and changes, which are inventions. They
lived surrounded by the largest animals in
the world, which they were able to capture by
Their snow domes, watertheir ingenuity.

volved.

proof clothing, skin canoes, sinew-backed
bows, snowshoes, traps and snares in mjTiad
varieties, some of which they shared with
neighbouring Indian tribes, amaze those who

(Advent., 290, 1847) as an Okinagan tribe.

Inugsulik.
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to the processes in-

sign language.

Consult Mason (1) Aboriginal American
Mechanics, Mem. Internat. Cong. Anthrop.,
Chicago, 1894; (2) Origins of Invention, 1895;
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Study of the Primitive Methods
of Drilling, Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1894, 1896;
Holmes, development of the Shaping Arts,
Smithson. Rep. 1902. See also the various
Reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

McGuire,

(O. T.

Ipoksimaiks

A

M.)

{I'-pok-si-maiks, 'fat roasters')

—Hayden,

(='the band that fries fat')- Fat
Roasters.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 225, 1892.
Ih-po'-se-ma. Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171, 1877 (='webI'-pok-sl-maiks. Grinnell, op. cit., 209.
fat').
Val.,

264,

1862

—

—

Iroquoiati Family.

A linguistic

sisting of the following tribes

and

stock con-

tribal groups

Montreal, occupied by people of this
He visited the villages Hagonchenda,
Hochelaga, Hochelayi, Stadacona, and Tutonaguy. This was the first known habitat
site of

family.

an Iroquoian people.
territories

Champlain found

entirely

deserted

number

bled themselves to the

people), the Arendahronon (Rock people), the
Tohontaenrat (Atahontaenrat or Tohontaenrat. White-eared or Deer people), the WenTohronon, the Atarorjchronon, and the Atonthrataronon (Otter people, an Algonquian
tribe); the Tionontati or Tobacco people or
nation; the confederation of the Attiwendaronk or Neutrals, composed of the Neutrals
proper, the Aondironon, the Ongniarahronon,
and the Athagenratka (Atiraguenrek)
the
Conkhandeenhronon; the Iroquois confederation composed of the Mohawk, the Oneida,
the
Onondaga,
the
Cayuga,
and the
Seneca,
with the Tuscarora after 1726;
and, in later times, the incorporated remnants
of a number of alien tribes, such as the Tutelo,
the Saponi, the Nanticoke, the Conoy, and
the Muskwaki or Foxes; the Conestoga or
Susquehanna of at least three tribes, of which
one was the Akhrakouaehronon or Atrakouaehronon; the Erie or Cat nation of at least
two allied peoples; the Tuscarora confederation composed of several leagued tribes, the
names of which are now unknown; the Nottaway; the Meherrin; and the Cherokee composed of at least three divisions, the Elati,
the Middle Cherokee, and the Atali; and the
Onnontioga consisting of the Iroquois-Catholic
seceders on the St. Lawrence.
Each tribe was an independent political
unit, except those which formed leagues in
which the constituent tribes, while enjoying
local self-government, acted jointly in common affairs. For this reason there was no

surprised in their enclosures."

general

name

for themselves

common

to all

the tribes.
Jacques Cartier, in 1534, met on the shore
of Gaspe basin people of the Iroquoian stock,
whom, in the following year, he again encoun-

70

yfears

and Lescarbot found people roving over
this area speaking an entirely different language from that recorded by Cartier.
He
believed that this change of languages was
due to "a destruction oi people," because, he
writes, "some years ago the Iroquois assemlater,

the Hurons composed of the Attignaouantan
(Bear people), the Attigneenongnahac (Cord

;

1912

v., A.

the site of the city of

He found both banks of the
Lawrence above Quebec, as far as the

St.

these
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.

home on

Quebec.

of

division of the Piegan.

E-poH'-si-miks.

tered in their

and destroyed aU

of 8,000

men

whom

they

their enemies,

The new

lan-

guage which he recorded was Algonquian,
spoken by bands that passed over this region
on warlike forays.
The early occupants of the St. Lawrence
were probably the Arendahronon and Tohontaenrat, tribes of the Hurons.
Their lands
bordered on those of the Iroquois, whose territory extended westward to that of the
Neutrals, neighbours of the Tionontati and
western Huron tribes to the n. and the Erie
to the s. and w.
The Conestoga occupied
the middle and lower basin of the Susquehanna
s.

of the Iroquois.

which Algonquian
every

side,

The

tribes

n. Iroquoian area,
surrounded on nearly

embraced nearly the

therefore

entire valley of the St. Lawrence, the basins of

lake Ontario and lake Erie, the

s. e.

shores of

Hm'on and Georgian bay, all of the present
New York state except the lower Hudson

lake

valley,

all

and the
Maryland as far

of central Pennsylvania,

shores of Chesapeake

bay

in

Choptank and Patuxent rs. In the S. the
Cherokee area, surrounded by Algonquian
tribes on the n., Siouan on the e., and Muskhogean and Uchean tribes on the s. and w.,
embraced the valleys of the Tennessee and
upper Savannah rs. and the mountainous part
of Virginia, the Carolinas, and Alabama.
Separated from the Cherokee by the territory
of the eastern Siouan tribes was the area occupied by the Tuscarora in e. North Carolina
and by the Meherrin and Nottaway n. of
as

them in s. e. Virginia.
The northern Iroquoian

tribes,

especially

the Five Nations so called, were second to

no other Indian people n.
organization, statecraft,

of Mexico in political
and military prowess.

Their leaders were astute diplomats, as the
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wily French and English statesmen with

whom

they treated soon discovered. In war they
practised ferocious crVielty toward their prisoners, burning even their unadopted women
and infant prisoners; but, far from being a
race of rude and savage warriors, they were
a kindly and affectionate people, full of keen
sympathy for kin and friends in distress, kind
and deferential to their women, exceedingly
fond of their children, anxiously striving for
peace and good will among men, and profoundly imbued with a just reverence for the

commonwealth and for
its founders.
Their wars were waged primarily
to secure and perpetuate their political life
and independence. The fundamental princonstitution of their

ciples of their confederation, persistently main-:

tained for centuries by force of arms and

compacts
primarily

225

by

with other peoples, were based
on blood relationship, and they

and customs similar to those in vogue
and political organization of the
people, and there was, therefore, among at
least the principal gods, a kinship system
patterned on that of the people themselves.
The mental superiority of the Hurons (q.v.)
rules

in the social

over their Algonquian neighbours is frequently
mentioned by the early French missionaries.
A remainder of the Tionontati, with a few
refugee Hurons among them, having fled to
the region of the upper lakes, along with

Ottawa

escape the Iroquois
maintained among their
fellow refugees, a predominating influence.
This was largely because, like other Iroquoian
tribes, they had been highly organized socially
and politically, and were therefore trained in
definite parliamentary customs and procedure.
The fact that, although but a smaU tribe, the
Hurons claimed and exercised the right of
certain

invasion

in

tribes, to

1649,

shaped and directed their foreign and internal
polity in consonance with these principles.
The underlying motive for the institution of

lighting the council fire at all general gather-

the Iroquois league was to secure universal

the

peace and welfare (ne" sMn'710"') among men
by the recognition and enforcement of the
forms of civil government (ne" gd'i'hwiio)
through the direction and regulation of per-

of government,

sonal and public conduct and thought in accordance with beneficent customs and council
degrees; by the stopping of bloodshed in the
blood-feud through the tender of the prescribed
price for the kilhng of a co-tribesman; by abstaining from eating

human

flesh;

and, lastly,

through the maintenance and necessary exercise of power {ne" gd' shdsdo'^"sd'), not only
mihtary but also magic power believed to be
embodied in the forms of their ceremonial
activities.
The tender by the homicide and

murder or killing by accident
was twenty strings of wamthe dead person, and ten for

his family for the

of a co-tribesman

pum—ten

for

the forfeited

The
pressed

life of

the homicide.

religious activities of these tribes ex-

themselves

in

environing elements and

the

worship

bodies

and

of

all

many

creatures of a teeming fancy, which, directly

or remotely affecting their welfare, were re-

garded as man-beings or anthropic personages
endowed with life, voUtion, and peculiar
individual orenda, or magic power. In the
practice of this religion, ethics or morals, as
such, far from having a primary

had only a

secondary,

The

if

any, consideration.

status

and personal relations of the personages of
pantheon were fixed and regulated by

their

21a— 15

shows the esteem

ings,

held

by

in

their neighbours.

first tribe

which they were

The Cherokee were

to adopt a constitutional

embodied

form

in a code of laws

written in their own language in an alphabet
based on the Roman characters adapted by
one of them, though, in weighing these facts,
their large infusion of white blood must be
considered.

The
tribes

social

was

in

organization of the Iroquoian

some respects

similar to that of

some other Indians, but it was much more
complex and cohesive, and there was a notable
difference in regard to the important position

accorded the women.

Among

the Cherokee,

the Iroquois, the Hurons, and probably

among

the other tribes, the women performed important and esssential functions in their gov-

Every chief was chosen and retained
and every important measiu-e
was enacted by the consent and co-operation
of the chUd-bearing women, and the candidate
for a chiefship was nominated by the suffrages
of the matrons of this group.
His selection
by them from among their sons had to be
confirmed by the tribal and the federal councils respectively, and finally he was installed
into office by federal officers.
Lands and
houses belonged solely to the women.
All the Iroquoian tribes were sedentary and
agricultural, depending on the chase for only
ernment.
his

position,

a small part of their subsistence. The northern tribes were especiallj^ noted for their

and house-building. Their
were solid log structures, with

skill in fortification

so-called castles
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platforms running around the top on the inside, from which stones and other missiles

down upon

could be hurled

For the population
the

family see

Iroquoian

three grades of chiefs.

N. B. H.)

—

>Chelekees. Keane in Stanford, Compend., Cent.
and So. Am., app., 472, 1878 (or Cherokees). >Cherokees. Gallatin in Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 89, 306, 1836
(kept apart from Iroquois, though probable affinity

—

iii,

246, 1840; Prichard,

Phys. Hist. Mankind, v, 401, 1847; Gallatin in Trans.
Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, pt. 1, xcix, 77, 1848; Latham in
Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 58, 1856 (a separate group,
perhaps to be classed with Iroquois and Sioux) Gallatin

19ia

by one and the same class
commonly called chiefs in English,

who

(j.

asserted); Bancroft, Hist. U. S.,

of persons,

composing
Iroquois and the

descriptions of the various Iroquoian tribes.

v., A.

usually exercised

besiegers.

of the tribes

GEORGE

are organized into councils.

The

There are

chiefship

is

hered-

itary in certain of the simplest political units

the government of the tribe; a chief is
nominated by the suffrages of the matrons of
this unit, and the nomination is confirmed by
the tribal and the federal councils. The
in

functions of the three grades of chiefs are
defined in the rules of procedure. When the

Iroquoian tribes were organized into a
its
government was only a
development of that of the separate tribes,
five

confederation,

;

Ind. Tribes,

in Schoolcraft,

Latham,

1853;

401,

iii,

Opuscula, 327, 1860; Keane in Stanford, Compend.,
Cent, and So. Am., app., 460, 472, 1878 (same as Chelekees or Tsalagi "apparently entirely distinct from all
>Cheroki. Gatschet,
tongues").
other American
Creek Migr. Leg., i, 24, 1884; Gatschet in Science, 413,

—

Apr.

29,

= Huron-Cherokee.

1887.

— Hale

Am.

instead

of

Huron-Iroquois;

speaking, was composed of the progeny of a

relationship to Iroquois affirmed).

<Huron*Iroquols.
1840.

in

name

— Bancroft,

>Irokesen.— Berghaus

U. S., in, 243,
Physik. Atlas,
XIrokesen. Berghaus,

—
—
—

Ind. Tribes,

iii,

Latham

401, 1853.

in Trans.

Latham, Opuscula, 327,
Latham, Elements Comp. Philol., 463, 1862.
>Tjchirokies. Berghaus (1845), Physik. Atlas, map
> Wyandot-Iroquois. Keane in Stanford,
17, 1848.
Compend., Cent, and So. Am., app., 460, 468, 1878.

Philol. Soc. Lond., 58, 1856;

1860;

—

—

Iroquois (Algonkin:

Iri"akhoiw,

'real

The

ad-

ders/ with the French suffix

-ois).

federation of Iroquoian tribes

known

in history

of the

Five Na-

among

other names,

by that

con-

the blood of the
in

woman

only; kinship

a family,

her female descendants, counting

and

this

thi'ough the female line only; hence the clan

may

be described as a permanent body of

kindred,

who

socially

trace

actual

and pohtically organized,
and theoretical descent

through the female

line only.

units surrendered part of their

The simpler
autonomy to

the next higher units in such wise that the
whole was closely interdependent and cohesive.

The establishment of the higher unit created
new rights, privileges, and duties. This was
the principle of organization of the confeder-

The date
of this confederation (probably not the first, but the last of a series of
attempts to unite the several tribes in a federal
union) was not earlier than about the year 1570,
which is some 30 years anterior to that of the
ation of the five Iroquoian tribes.
of the formation

means

Huron tribes.
The Delawares gave them the name Mingwe.
The northern and western Algonquians called
them Nadowa, 'adders.'
The Powhatan
called them Massawomekes.
The English
knew them as the Confederation of the Five

turn

Nations, and, after the admission of the Tus-

comprising the Cayuga, Mohawk, OneiTheir name for
da, Onondaga, and Seneca.
themselves as a political body was Ongwano"sionni', 'we are of the extended lodge.' Among
the Iroquoian tribes kinship is traced through
tions,

membership

woman and

Hist.

(1845),

map, 17, 1848; ibid., 1852.
Physik. Atlas, map, 72 1887, (includes Kataba and said
= Iroquoian. Powell in
to be derived from Dakota).
7th Rep. B. A. E., 77, 1891. ,>Iroquois. Gallatin in
ii,
Am.
Antiq.
Soc,
21,
23, 305, 1836 (excludes
Trans.
Cherokee); Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind, v, 381, 1847
(follows Gallatin); Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc,
n, pt. 1, xcix, 77, 1848 (as in 1836); Gallatin in Schoolcraft,

government

of the clan was a development of
that of the several brood families of which it
was composed, and the brood family, strictly

—

Antiq., 20, Jan., 1883 (proposed as a family

government of each of the constituent tribes was a development of that of the
several clans of which it was composed. The
just as the

in

Moreover,

constitutes citizenship in the tribe, conferring

carora in 1722, as the Six Nations.

and religious privileges, duties and rights which are denied to
persons of alien blood; but, by a legal fiction
embodied in the right of adoptioUj the blood
of the alien may be figuratively changed into
one of the strains of the Iroquoian blood, and
thus citizenship may be conferred on a person
of alien lineage.
In an Iroquoian tribe the
legislative, judicial and executive functions are

names Maqua, Mohawk, Seneca, and
Tsonnontowan, by which their leading tribes
were called, were also applied to them collectively.
The League of the Iroquois, when
first known to Europeans, was composed of
the five tribes, and occupied the territory

certain

social,

political,

the

extending from the e. watershed of lake
plain to the w. watershed of Genesee

Chamr.,

and

from the Adirondacks southward to the

ter-
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The date of the
formation of the league is not certain, but there
is evidence that it took place about 1570,
occasioned by wars with Algonquian and
Huron tribes. The confederated Iroquois immediately began to make their united power
felt.
After the coming of the Dutch, from
whom they procured firearms, they were able to
extend their conquests over all the neighbouritory of the Conestoga.

ing tribes until their dominion

ledged from the Ottawa

r.

was acknow-

to the Tennessee

and from the Kennebec to Illinois r. and lake
Michigan.
Their westward advance was
checked by the Chippewa; the Cherokee and
the Catawba proved an effectual barrier in
the S., whUe in the N. they were hampered by
the operations of the French in Canada.
Champlain on one of his early expeditions
joined a party of Canadian Indians against
the Iroquois. This made them bitter enemies
of the French,

whom

they afterwards opposed

at every step to the close of the French regime
in

Canada

in 1763, while they

were firm

allies

of the English.
The French made several
attempts through their missionaries to win
over the Iroquois, and were so far successful
that a considerable number of individuals

from the different tribes, most of them Mohawk and Onondaga, withdrew from the several
tribes and formed Catholic settlements at
Caughnawaga and St. Regis, on the St.
Lawrence, and Oka, on the Ottawa.
The
tribes of the league repeatedly tried, but
to induce them to return,
and finally, in 1684, declared them to
be traitors. In later wars the Catholic Iroquois took part with the French against their

without success,

former brethren.

On

227

the breaking out of the

American Revolution the League

exception of the Oneida,

who

are settled near

Green Bay, Wis. The so-called Seneca of
Oklahoma are composed of the remnants of
many tribes, among which may be mentioned
the Conestoga and Hurons, and of emigrants
from all the tribes of the Iroquoian confederation.
of these

very probable that the nucleus
Seneca was the remnant of the an-

It is

cient Erie.

The Catholic

Iroquois of Caugh-

nawaga, St. Regis, and Oka, although having
no connection with the confederation, supplied
many recruits to the fur trade, and a large
number of them have become permanently

among the northwestern tribes of the
United States and Canada.

resident

The number

of the Iroquois villages varied

and from decade
In 1657 there were about 24, but
after the conquest of the Erie the entire country from the Genesee to the w. watershed of
lake Erie came into possession of the Iroquoian
greatly at different periods

to decade.

tribes, which afterwards settled colonies on the
upper waters of the Allegheny and Susquehanna and on the n. shore of lake Ontario, so
that by 1750 their villages may have numbered
about 50. The population of the Iroquois also
varied much at different periods. Their constant wars greatly weakened them. In 1689 it
it was estimated that they had 2,250 warriors,
who were reduced by war, disease and defections to Canada, to 1,230 in 1698.
Their
losses were largely made up by their system
of wholesale adoption, which was carried on
to such an extent that at one time their
adopted aliens were reported to equal or ex-

ceed the number of the native Iroquois. Disregarding the extraordinary estimates of some
early ^Titers,

it

is

evident that the

modern

of the Iro-

Iroquois, instead of decreasing in population,

quois decided not to take part in the conflict,

have increased, and number more at present
than at any former period. On account of
the defection of the Catholic Iroquois and the
omission of the Tuscarora from the estimates
it was impossible to get a statement of the

but

allow

to

what

itself

each

tribe

action

to

to

take.

decide

for

All

the

with the exception of the Oneida
and about half of the Tuscarora, remained
tribes,

loyal

to

revolution

the
the

British

Crown.

After

Mohawk and Cayuga,

other loyalist Iroquoian

tribes,

the

with

after several

temporary assignments, were finally settled
by the Canadian government on a reservation on Grand r., Ontario, where they
still reside, although a few individuals emigrated to Gibson, Bay of Quinte and Delaware, Ont.,
and to Caughnawaga,
Que.
All the
Iroquois in the United States
are on reservations in New York, with the

2lA— 15^

full

strength of the Iroquois until within re-

About the middle of the 17th
century the Five Nations were supposed to
have reached their highest point, and in 1677
cent times.

and 1685 they were estimated

at about 16,000.

In 1689 they were estimated at about 12,850,
but in the next 9 years they lost more than

by war and by desertions to Canada,
The most accurate estimates for the 18th
half

century gave to the Six Nations and their
colonies about 10,000 or 12,000 souls.

In 1774
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In
they were estimated at 10,000 to 12,500.
1911 they numbered about 16,000, including
more than 3,000 mixed-bloods, as follows
In Ontario: Iroquois and Algonkin at Watha
(Gibson), 130 (about one-half Iroquois);

hawk

of the

Bay

of Quinte, 1,343;

Mo-

Oneida

of

the Thames, 777; Six Nations on Grand r.,
4,299 (Mohawk, 1,867; Oneida, 362; Onondaga,

367; Tuscarora, 421;

Seneca, 219).

Cayuga,

1,063;

In Quebec Iroquois of Caugh:

v., A.

1912

gum, Matchasaung,
Middletown,
Mingo
Town, Mohanet, Nescopeck, Newtown (4
settlements), Newtychaning, Octageron, Ohrekionni, Onaweron, Onkwe lyede, Opolopong, Oquaga, OsewLngo, Oskawaserenhon,
Ostonwackin,
Oswegatchie,
Otiahanague,
OtskwLrakeron, Ousagwentera, Owego, PaUle
Couple, Pluggy's Town, Punxatawney, Runonvea. Saint Regis, Sawcunk, Schoharie, Schohorage, Sconassi, Scoutash's Town, Seveg6,

nawaga, 2,240; of St. Regis, 1,515; of Lake
There are also
of Two Mountains, 434.
Iroquois in the Michel reserve, w. of Edmonton, Alta.
It is interesting to note that they
are the descendants of the voyageurs of the
North West and Hudson's Bay companies.
Total in Canada, about 10,738.
The Iroquois of New York in 1904 were
distributed as follows: Onondaga and Seneca
on Allegany res., 1,041; Cayuga, Onondaga,
and Seneca on Cattaraugus res., 1,456; Oneida
on Oneida res., 150; Oneida and Onondaga

Town, Shamokin, Shannopin,
Shenango, Sheshequin, Sheoquage, Sittawingo,
Skannayutenate, Skehandowa, Solocka, Swahadowri, Taiaiagon, Tewanondadon, Tioga,
Tohoguses Cabins, Tonihata, TuUihas, Tuscarora, Tuskokogie, Tutelo, Unadilla, Venango,
Wakitomica, Wakerhon, Wauteghe, Yoghroonwago, Youcham. Catholic missions among

on Onondaga res., 513; St. Regis res., 1,208;
Cayuga and Seneca on Tonawanda res., 512;
Onondaga and Tuscarora on Tuscarora res.,

several tribal names.

410.

Total, 5,290.

In 1905 there were also 366 Indians classed
as Seneca imder the Seneca School, Okla.
The Algonquian and other Indiana included
with the Iroquois are probably outnumbered
by the Caughnawaga and others in Alberta

who are not separately enumerated.
The following villages were Iroquois, but
the particular tribes to which they belonged

Sewickly's Old

the

were: Caughnawaga,

Iroquois

Point,

La Montague, La

unknown

or are collective: Adjou-

quay, Allaquippa, Anpuaqun, Aquatsagana,
Aratumquat, Awegen, Blackleg's VLUage, Buckaloon,

Cahunghage, Canowdowsa, Caughna-

waga, Chartierstown, Chemegaide, Chenango,
Chinklacamoose, Chugnut, Churamuk, Codocoraren, Cokanuck, Conaquanosshan, Conejoholo,
Conemaugh, Conihunta, Connosomothdian, Conoytown (mixed Conoy and
Iroquois), Coreorgonel (mixed), Cowawago,
Cussewago, Ganadoga, Ganagarahhare, Ganasarage, Ganeraske, Ganneious, Gannentaha,
Glasswanoge, Goshgoshunk (mixed). Grand
River Indians, Hickory town (mixed), Janundat, Jedakne, Johnstown, Jonondes, Juniata,
Juraken (2), Kahendohon, Kanaghsaws, Kannawalohalla, Kanesadageh, Karaken, Karhationni,

Karhawenradon,

Kayehkwarageh,

Kaygen, Kente, Kickenapawling, Kiskiminetas
Kittaning, Kuskuski (mixed), Lawimkhannek,
Logstown, Loyalhannon (?), Mahusquechikoken, Mahican, Mahoning, Manckatawan-

and SauIt-au-Recollet. For

gatchie, St. Regis,

the other Iroquois settlements, see under the

N. B. H.)

(j.

—

Acquinoshionee. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 517
1853.
Acquinushionee. Schoolcraft in Proc. N. YHist. Soc, 80, 1844.
Aganuschionl. Macauley, N.
Y., II, 185, 1829. Agoneaseah.
Ibid.
Agonnonslonni. Charlevoix (1744) quoted by Drake, Bk.
luds., bk. V, 3, 1848.
Agonnousioni. McKenney and

•

—

—

—

—

—

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

iii,

Agonnsionni.— Clark,

79, 1854.

—
Aquanoscbioni. — Barton,
Aquanuschioni. — Drake,
Aquanuschionlg. — Vater,

Onondaga, i, 19, 1849. Akononsionni. Brinton,
Lenape Leg., 255, 1885. Akwinoshioni. Schoolcraft,

—

Ind. Tribes, vi, 138, 1857.

New Views, app.,
Bk. Inds bk. v,

1798.

7,

4,

,

are either

Indian
Oka, Oswe-

Prairie,

1848.

Aqulnoshioni.— SchoolAqulnushionee.
Caenoestoery.—Schuyler (1699)
Ibid., Ill, 532, 1853.
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 563, 1854.
Canaghkonje.
Mith., pt.

3, sec. 3,

craft, Ind.

309, 1816.

Tribes, vi, 188, 1857.

— Dellius (1697),
Cannassoone. — Doc.
120.
soone. —

Canaghkouse.— Ibid.

280.

ibid.,

of 1695, ibid,, 122.
CannlsCannossoene. Gov. of Can.
Canossoene. Doc. of 1695,
(1695), ibid., 122, note.
Canossoone. Ibid. Canton Indians.
ibid,, 120.

—
—

Ibid.,

—

Coenossoeny.— Ibid.,

Fletcher (1693), ibid., 33.

—

563,

Confederate Indians. Johnson (1760), ibid.,
VII, 432.
Confederate Nations. Mt. Johnson conf.
Confederates.— Johnson
(1755), ibid., vi, 983, 1855.
Erocoise.— Morton (ca.
(1763), ibid., vii, 582, 1856.
1650) in Me. Hist. Soc. CoU., m, 34, 1853.
Five
note.

Canton Nations.

—

—Jamisoji

(1696) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Five Indian Cantons.— Hunter
Five Mohawk Nations.—
(1711), ibid., V. 252, 1855.
Carver, Trav., 173, 177S. Five Nations.— Andros
Hist., IV, 235, 1854.

(1690) in R. I. Col. Rec, in, 284, 1858.
slionee.
Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185,

—

—

Gwhunnugh1829.

— Jes. Rel. for

1632, 14, 1858.

Morgan, League

—Hewitt,

,

inf'n,

—

Haugli-

—Shea, Cath.

goghnuclishionee. Ibid 185. Hirocoi.
Miss., 215, 1855.
Hiroquais. Ibid., 205
by French to both Hurons and Iroquois).

(first

applied

Hlroquois.

Ho-de'-no-sau-nee.—

Iroq., 51, 1851.

IIo-di-no"'syo'"ni'.

1886 ('they are of the house': own name
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—

Seneca form). Honontonchionnl. Millet (1693) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 78, 1854. Hotinnonchien-

dl.— Jes.
Shea,
189,

Hotlnnonslonnl.—

Rel. for 1654, 11, 1858.

Cath.

Bruyas

(ca.

note,

Miss.,

New

(Mohawk

France,

ii,

Hyroquoise.

form).

Sagard (1636) in note to Champlain, CEuv., in, 220,
Hyroquoyse. Ibid. Inquol. Boyd, Ind. Lo1870.
Names, 1885 (misprint). Irecoies. Lovelace
cal
Ire(1670) in N. Y. Doo. Col. Hist., in, 190, 1853.
quols.— Brickell, N. C, 283, 1737. Irlquol.— Boyd,
Iriquois. Thornton in
Ind. Local Names, 30, 1885.
Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 175, 1857. Irocols.— Champlain (1603), CEuv., IT, 9, 1870.
Irocquols.— Doo. of
1666 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iii, 134, 1853. Irognas.
Rasle (1724) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d 3., viii, 246,
1819.
Irokesen.— Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3, 30.3^ 1816
(German form). Ironois. Hennepin, Cont. of New
Discov., map, 1698.
Iroquaes. Bayard (1698) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 353, 1854. Iroque.— Smith
Iro(1799) quoted by Drake, Trag. Wild., 254, 1841.
quese. Hennepin (1683) quoted by Harris, Voy. and
Trav., II, 906, 1705.
Iroqueze.— Harris, ibid., i, 811
1705.
Iroquiese. Hennepin, New Discov., 19, 1698.
Iroquoi. Baraga, Eng.-Otch. Diet., 147, 1878. Iroquois.— Jes. Rel. for 1645, 2, 1858. Iroquos.— Drake,
Bk. Inds., bk. v, 41, 1848. Irriquols.— Pike, Trav.,
130, 1811.
Irroquois.— Talon (1671) in Margry, D6c.,
I, 100, 1875.
Irroquoys. La Montagne (1658) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 89, 1881. Ke-nunctioni.—
Macauley, N. Y., ii, 174, 1829. Konoshionl.— Gale,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Upper

Konossioni.— Dellius

Miss., 159, 1867.

(1694)

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., rv, 78, 1854. Konungzi
Oniga.— Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3, 309, 1816. Let-enugh-shonee.— Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185, 1829.
Mahongwis. — Rafinesque, Am. Nations, i, 157, 1836.
Masawomekes.— Smith (1629), Va., i, 120, 1819.
Massawamacs. Keane in Stanford Compend., 521,.
1878.
Massawomacs. Jefferson, Note.", 279, 1825.

in

—

Massavfomecks.

—

— Strachey,

(ca.

1612), Va., 40, 1849,

— Rafinesque, introd. to Marshall, Ky.,
Massawomekes.—Smith (1629), Va.,
33, 1824.
Massawonacks. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
74, 1819.
Massawonaes. — Boudinot, Star in the
130, 1857.
West, 127, 1816. Massowomeks.— Smith (1629), Va.,
Mat-che-naw-to-waig. — Tanner, Narr.,
119, 1819.
Massawomees.

i,

I,

VI,

I,

316, 1830 ('bad snakes':

Ottawa name

in contradistinction to the

for the Iroquois,

Hurons, called the 'good

— LaHontan (1703) quoted
1816 ('bad
Algonquian name). Mengua. — Heckewelder (1819)
Menguquoted by Thompson, Long
767, 1843.
es. — Bozman,
Menguy. — RaMd.,
481, 1837.
1824.
finesque, introd. to Marshall, Ky.,
Meng31,
we. — Heckewelder (1819) in Me. Hist. Soc.
216, 1859.
Mengwee.—Macauley, N. Y.,
185, 1829.
Mengwi. — Rafinesque, Am. Nations,
157, 1836.
MinckMessawomes. — Am. Pion.,
189, 1843.
snakes').

Matchinadoaek.

by Vater, Mith.,

pt. 3, sec. 3, 264,

Id.,

—
—

Mungv\'as. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 147, 1855
(Chippewa name, and may mean the Mundua). Nado-wage'. Morgan in N. Am. Rev., 52, 1870. Nado-

walg.— Schoolcraft,

Hotinonslonni.

1855.

205,

1700) quoted in Charlevoix,

1866
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pe"ople':

i,

Nado-

Ind. Tribes, v, 39, 1855.

— Schoolcraft, Pers. Mem., 446, 1851. Nddow6.
Baraga, Engl.-Otch. Diet., 147, 1878 (Chippewa name).
Nah-dah-waig. —Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
193, 1855.
Nahdooways. —Jones, Ojebway Inds., 32, 1861.
111.
Natuagl. —Gatschet, Creek
Nahdoways. —
was.

v,

Ibid.,

Migr. Leg.,

Warren

Naud-o-waig.

name).

61, 1884 (Creek

i,

Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 83, 1885.
Naudoways. Tanner, Narr., 88, 1830. Nautowalg.
Nautowas. Schoolcraft,
Ibid., 316 (Ottawa name).
(1852) in

—

—

Ind. Tribes,

—

Nautoway.—Tanner,

304, 1853.

i,

Nod-o-waig.— U.S.

310, 1830.

Nodoways.— Schoolcraft,
Nodswaig.— U.S. Ind. Aff.

Narr.,

Ind. Aff. Rep., 90, 1850.
Tribes,

Ind.

ii,

149,

1852.

Notinnon-

Rep., 83, 1850.

chioni.— Millet (1693) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 79,
Nottawagees.— Glen (1750), ibid., vi, 588,
1854.
Nottawegas. Mitchel in Hist. Mag., 1st s., iv,
1855.
Notteweges.— McCall, Hist. Ga., i, 243,
358, 1860.
1811.
Ofi-gwa-no'"syo"'nr.— Hewitt, inf'n, 1886 (Seneca form). Rodinunschiouni. Colden (1727) quo-

—

—

New

ted in Charlevoix,

—

France,

note,

189,

ii,

1866.

map, 1784 (German:
Six Allied Nations. Sharpe (1754) in
Six Nations').
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., v, 16, 1836. Six Nations.
—Albany conf. (1724) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 713,
Trokesen. Heckewelder (1819) quoted by
1855.
Thompson, Long Id., i, 76, 1843 (Dutch form; misprint).
Troquois. Gorges (1658) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., ii,
Tudamanes. Barcia, Ensayo,
66, 1847 (misprint).

Sechs Nationen.

Giissefeld,

—

—

—

Wassawomees.

1723.

16,

Marshall, Ky.,

Hewitt,

—
— Rafinesque,

introd.

to

Ya"kwa-na"-'8yan-ni'.—

(Tuscarora

Yrocois.
Yrokoise.

form).

(1632), (Euv., v, pt. 2, 46, 1870.

—Vaudreuil
1858.

1886

inf'n,

Champlain

33, 1824.

i,

(1760) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist,, x, 1092,
(1632) ,(Euv., v, pt. 2,

Yroquois.— Champlain

47, 1870.

The

Chippeways.

Iroquoise

Catholic

Iroquois and Nipissing settled at Oka, Quebec.

—Schermerhorn
CoU., 2d

II,

s.,

(1812)

in

Mass. Hist. Soc.

11, 1814.

A

Isalwakten.

body

of

SaUsh of Fraser

superintendency, Brit. Col.
Isalwakten.— Can.

Isalwalken.—

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878.

Ibid., 138, 1879.

A body

Isatnis.

intendency,

Brit.

of Salish of Fraser super-

Col.— Can.

Ind.

Aff.,

78,

ii,

i,

Coll., vi,

ii,

1878.

A body

Isamuck.

of

Sahsh

of

Fraser

superintendency, Brit. Col.

i,

ii,

quas.— Smitt (1660) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist,, xm, 164,
1881.
Mincquaas.— Doc. of 1660, ibid., 184. Min-

Mingoe. — Conestoga
— Doc. 1659,
106.
by Proud, Penn.,
132, 1797.
Mingos. — Homann Heirs map, 1756. Mlngwee.

gaes.

of

ii,

Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185, 1829. Minquaas.— Doc. of
1660 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 181, 1881 (also applied to the Mingo on Ohio r., on map in Mandrillon,
Spectateur Am^ricain, 1785). Minquaes. Doc. of

—

ibid.

95.

Mlnquas.—Van

der

Donck

(1656)

quoted by Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson R., 51, 1872.

Ind. Aff., 138, 1879.

Isamuck.—

Ibid., 78, 1878.

Isisokasimiks

ibid.,

council (1721) quoted

1658,

Isammuck.— Can.

shirts').

A

{I-sis'-o-kas-im-iks,

Hair Sliirts.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales,
1892.

'hair

division of the Kainah.

—

209,

I-sis-'o-kas-im-iks. Ibid. The Robes with
Culbertson in Smithson. Rep.

Hair on the outside.

—

1850, 144, 1851.

Isle
island').

aux Tourtes

A

(French:

'turtle-dove

French Sulpitian mission station,
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probably on Ottawa r., Quebec, begun for
the Algonkin and Nipissing about 1720, but
Shea,
shortly afterward removed to Oka, q.v.
Cath. Miss., 333, 1855.

—

Isle of St. Johns. A village or resort of a
band of Micmac, probably in Nova Scotia,*
in 1760.— Frye (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.
1st

115, 1809.

X,

s.,

An

de Jeremie.

Indian mission,
probably Montagnais, on the lower St. LawHind, Lab. Penin.,
rence, Quebec, in 1863.
Islets

—

179, 1863.

11,

Islyamen. A village w. of the Tlaamen
and N. of Texada id., on the mainland of
British Columbia.
Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff.,

—

Victoria, 1872.

Isquepah.
A Sumas village on the n.
bank of Fraser r., Brit. Col., opposite the lake.
—Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.
Istsikainah

A

'woods Bloods')

{Is-tsi'-kai-nah,

— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 209,
A

Itamamiou.

Montagnais mission
of Natashkwan, on the n. bank

1854, E.

in

—

Penin.,

ii,

In 1808,
Light,

it,

they were at enmity with the
Dakota, Shoshoni, and with some of the
Arikara and other tribes, but were friendly
with the Cree. They lived by hunting, conducting trade with the Hudson's Bay, North1897),

west,

and X. Y. fur companies.

to have paid

little

They

are said

attention to their engage-

ments and were great drunkards. In 1853
they numbered 10 lodges under chief Les Yeux
Oris.
(f. w. h.)
Gens de Feuilles. Lewis and Clark, Exped., i, 217,
1893.
Gens de la Feuille.- Badin (1830) in Ann. de
la Prop, de la Foi, iv, 536, 1843 (same?).
Gens des

—

fees or Girls.

—

Orig. Jour. Lewis and Clark, vi, 104
1905 (given as traders' nickname). Gens des filles.
Maximilian, Trav., 194, 1843. Gens des Tee.— Orig.
Jour. Lewis and Clark, op. cit.
Girls' band.
Hayden
quoted by Dorsey in loth Rep. B. A. E., 222, 1897.
Itsclieabinfi.
Maximilian,
cit.
Little
op.
Girl
Assiniboines. Coues, Henry and Thompson Jour.

—

—

—
—

(1808),

II,

522, 1897.

Na-co'-tah O-see-gah.— Orig.

—

Lewis and Clark, op. cit.
Osgeegah. Ibid.
Denig (1853) quoted by Dorsey,
cit.
Wi-ic'-ap-i-naH. Hayden, Ethnog. and

We-che-ap-pe-nah.

—

—

Philol.

Mo.

in 15th

Rep. B. A. E., 223, 1897.

The

(q.v.)

w. coast of

sd.,

Witci"ya"pina.— Dorsey

Val., 387, 1862.

Ittatso.

Ucluelet

Itamameou. Arnaud (1854) in Hind, Lab.
Itamamiou.—Hind, ibid., 180.
178, 1863.

Assiniboine

New

522,

of

the St. Lawrence, Quebec.

1912

v., A.

the United States.

according to Henry (Coues,

op.

Woods Bloods.—Ibid.

1892.
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Qu'Appelle, and

Souris,

Canada and

rs., in

Jour.

division of the Kainah.

Is-tsl'-kai-nah.

the

of

principal

village

of

the

on Ucluelet arm of Barkley
Vancouver id. Can. Ind. Aff.,

—

263, 1902.

Itijarelling.

Boas

A summer

Eskimo on Exeter

limiut

in

settlement of Pad-

sd.,

Baffin island.

6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Itivimiut. ('people of the farther side,' so
called by the Eskimo of Labrador proper). A
of

tribe

coast of

Ungava Eskimo inhabiting the e.
Hudson bay, from lat. 53° to 58°;

pop. estimated at 500.
the

interior

half-way

These people hunt
across

the

in

peninsula,

continually scouring the coast for seal and the

and

plains

hills for

caribou to obtain necessary

food and clothing.
Itivimiut.
1888.

— Turner Trans.
—Boas
in

Thiviment.

in

Roy. Soc. Can.,

Am.

Antiq.,

40,

ii,

Jack Indians. An unidentified tribe menby Dobbs (Hudson Bay, 13, 1744),
who states that in 1731, they came to trade
river,
Ontario.
at the mouth of Albany
Named as distinct from Moose River Indians
tioned

(Monsoni),

{Jack-quy-ome).
A body of
Kamloops agency, Brit. Col.; pop.
257 in 1884, when their name appears for the
last time.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1884, 188.
('people of the rocks').

An

Assiniboin band living in 1808 in n. w.

Man-

Jatonabine
itoba,

on the

left

A

Squawmish village community
bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col.

ftli'oq.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.
YI«e'q.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

Itscheabine.

A

S.,

474, 1900.

and having 40

—
Gens de Roche.—
306.
Gens
— Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
387, 1862. Gens des rosches.— U.S. Ind.
Rep., 289,
1854.
I'-aij-to'-an. — Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
Narr., 104, 1823.

division of the Assiniboin,

called

Island, lie St. Jean.

the

present

Prince

Ibid.,

Aff.

Mo.
1897

le-ska-pl.— Am. Natur., 829,
387, 1862.
I"ya"to"vi'a".— Dorsey in 15th Rep. B. A. E., 223,
'stone village').
Jatonabind. Maximilian,

Val.,

1882.

—

(=

Trav., 194, 1843.

French

tipis.

— Denig

quoted by Dorsey in loth Rep
B. A. E., 222, 1897 ('Stone Indians': "the original appellation for the whole nation").
Eascab. Franklin,

E-an-to-ah.

des Roches.

numbering 850, including 250 warriors, in 100
tipis, when seen by Lewis and Clark in 1804,
at which time they roved on the headwaters
*Tlie

(Nameuilini),

Jackquyome

(misprint).

Itllok.

Indians

Salish of

99,

1888

Sturgeon

and French Indians.

Edward

I,

109, 1898.

843

(so called

Rocks.— Larpenteur

(1829), Narr.,

Stone Indians.— Maximilian, Trav..
by the Enghsh).

194,
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Jones, Peter (Kahkewaquonaby, KahkeA mixed-blood Missisauga
chief, missionarj', and author; born Jan. 1,
His father was a
1802, died June 29, 1856.
white man of Welsh descent named Augustus
Jones, who maintained the closest friendship
Peter's
with Brant during the latter's life.
mother was Tuhbenahneeguay, daughter of
Wahbanosay, a chief of the Missisauga of
Credit. Peter and his brother John were born
at the extreme w. end of lake Ontario, on a

wagwonnaby)

tract of land

.

known

231

as

Burlington heights.

He

remained with his tribe, following their
customs and accompanying them on their

when

Ryerson (Ojebway Indians,
scribes Jones as "a

man

18,

de-

1861)

of athletic frame, as

man

well as of masculine intellect; a

of clear

perception, good judgment, great decision of

a sound preacher, fervent and
powerful in his appeals; very well informed
on general subjects, extensively acquainted
with men and things." His wife was an English

character;

woman, who with 4 sons survived him.

His

seventh son, Peter E. Jones, who bore his
father's name (Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by), was
editor of a periodical, The Indian, published
at Hagersville, Ont., in 1885-86.

In addition to the volume of hymns,

first

his father,

printed in 1829, repubhshed in 1836, and in

a government surveyor, had
him baptized by Rev. Ralph Leeming, an
Enghsh Episcopal minister, at the Mohawk
church on Grand r., near Brantford, Ont.
Having professed religion at a camp meeting
held near Ancaster, Ont., and taken an active
part in the religious exercises of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, Peter was sent on a

various enlarged editions in later years, Jones

excursions, until his 16th year,

who was then

missionary tour, in 1827, to lake Simcoe, lake St.

Muncey, and other points in w. Ontario,
although not yet ordained. He had by this
time entered upon his literary work, as in
Clair,

was pubHshed a hymn book translated by him into Chippewa.
He was constituted a deacon of the Wesleyan Methodist
conference in 1830, and as minister by Rev.
George Marsden at the Toronto conference
in 1833. The remainder of his Ufe was devoted
chiefly to missionary work among the Missisauga and Chippewa, and to some extent
this j-ear

among

His position as a Christian pastor and ruling chief of his tribe gave
him great influence, not only among his own
the Iroquois.

among all the Chippewa tribes.
England and New York, and made
repeated journeys to Toronto in the prosecution of his work and in behalf of his people.
It was largely through his efforts that the
titles of the Credit Indians to their lands were
perfected.
Although iniu-ed to out-door life
and of a somewhat robust frame, his constitution began to yield to excessive exposures,
people, but

He

visited

resulting in his death near Brantford, in 1856.

A monument

was erected

to his

memory, in
by the

1857, with the inscription: "Erected

Ojibeway and other Indian tribes to their
revered and beloved chief, Kahkewaquonaby
(the Rev. Peter Jones)."
A memorial tablet
was placed by his family in the Indian church
at the

New

Credit settlement.

Chippewa a volume of
an Ojibway Spelling
Book (1828), Part of the New Testament (1829)
The First Book of Moses (1835), and Part of
the Disciphne of the Wesleyan Methodist
Church in Canada (1835). He also wrote the
Life and Journals of Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by
(Rev. Peter Jones), 1860, and a History of the
Ojebway Indians, with Especial Reference to
Contheir Conversion to Christianity, 1861.
translated also into

Additional

sult

Hymns

(1861),

Algonq.

BibUog.

Pilling,

Lang.,

Bull.

B. A. E., 1891.

Kaake (Qd'aqe). A Salish tribe which formerly occupied the s. e. coast of Valdez id.,
It
Brit. Col., and spoke the Comox dialect.
is now extinct.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.
Kaayahunik. A Squawmish village on the
bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col. Brit.
Adm. chart. No. 1917.

—

w.

Kabahseh

('sturgeon').

A

gens

of

the

Abnaki.
Ka-baH'-seh.— Morgan, Anc. Soc,

—

Kadadjans

174,

1877.

inf'n,

1905

(modern

{QIadadja'ns,

said

to

basa. J. Dyneley Prince,
Francis Abnaki form).

plied to a person

who

KaSt.

be ap-

gets angry with another

and talks of him behind his back a backbiter)
A town of the Hagilanas of the Haida, on the
N. w. end of Anthony id.. Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col., on which also stood the town
;

of Ninstints.

—Swanton,

Cont.

Haida,

277,

1905.

Kadusgo (Q.'d'dAsgo). A Haida town or
camp on Louise id., Queen Charlotte group,
Brit. Col., at the mouth of a creek bearing the
same name, which flows into Cumshewa inlet
from the s. The family which occupied it
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Kahligua

Kadusgo-kegawai ('those
born at Kadus-go')- Swanton, Cent. Haida,

'people living

278, 1905.

inlet').

came

to be

called

—

Kadusgo-kegawai {Qla'dksgo qe'gawa-i,
A family
'those born at Kadusgo creek')belonging to the Raven clan of the Haida,
residing in the town of Kloo, Queen Charlotte
The name was derived from
ids., Brit. Col.

-

GEORGE

A subdivision of the Stawas-haidagai,
a family of the Eagle clan of the Haida in
Brit.

Col.,

so

named from

houses in the town.
Haida, 273, 1905.
their

Kahmitaiks

the

of Louise id., and the people claimed descent
from the Hlgahetgu-lanas of Old Gold Harbour; but until recent years they occupied a
low position socially. At present they form
one of the most numerous of the surviving

Buffalo Dung.

R. s.)

(j.

K'adas kee'owal.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Canada, 25, 1898.
0!3'dAS$o qe'^awa-i.— Swanton,
Cent. Haida, 269, 1905.

Kae

A former Haida

{Qd-i, 'sea-lion town').

town on Skotsgai bay, above Skidegate, Queen
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. It was occupied by
the Kaiahl-lanas, who took their name from
the place before they

moved

{Qa' gials

Kagials-kegawai

qe'gawa-i,

town

of]

Cumshewa,'

whence one portion of the Kagials-kegawai is
said to have moved.
Their own town was
Skedans, and their chief was one of the most
influential on the islands. Subdivisions of the
family were the Kils-haidagai and Kogaahllow social rank. The
Kagials-kegawai claim to have sprvmg from a
lanas, the latter being of

woman who

floated ashore at

Hot Springs

id.

a cockleshell. They were closely connected
with the Tadji-lanas, who appear to have
in

originated in the

same locahty.
(j.

K'agyalske'owai.— Boas,
Can.,

24,

1898.

12th

Lqe'nol

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 225,

{Qa'-ial

A

sea-lion town').

division

209.

'people

la'nas,

of

family of the Eagle clan

Haida, so called from the town which
they formerly occupied on Skotsgai bay, near
of the

Skidegate,

Queen Charlotte

ids.,

Brit.

Col.

After difficulties with their neighbom'S they

moved
town

to the w. coast,

Skidegate.

where they

The remnant

Kaisun.

of

built the

is

They claimed community

now

at

of origin

with the Kona-kegawai, Djiguaahl-lanas, and
Stawas-haidagai.
(j.

R. s.)

important family
of the Raven clan of the Haida, which derives
its name from a reef near Lawn hill, at the
mouth of Skidegate inlet, Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col., where some of the people
formerly lived. A second name was Lqe'noi'people of [the

Kaiahl-lanas

of

Cont.

R. s.)

K'ai'atl la'nas.— Boas in 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Oa'-ial la'nas.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 274,
24, 1898.
1905.

Oa'-ita la'nas.— Ibid.

An

'those born at Kagials').

la'nas,

— Grinnell,

Kah'-mi-taiks.— Ibid.,

to Kaisun.
(j.

A

('buffalo dung').

of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika.
1892.

position

—Swanton,

that of an old camping place on the n. side

family groups of the tribe.

1912

v., A.

haidagai {Qd'liguaxa'-idAga-i,
at the end of the town up the

Rep.

la'nas.

R. S.)

N. W. Tribes
Swanton, Cont.

—

Haida, 269, 1905.
Oa'gials qe'gawa-i.— Ibid.
notl la'nas. Boas, op. cit.

—

Tlki-

Kaiak, kayak. The men's boat of the
Eskimo of n. e. North America, from qajaq
(?

= German

ch),

dialects of the

the

name

in

the

eastern

Eskimo language.
(a. f. c.)

Kaidju {Qai'dju, 'songs-of-victory town').
A Haida town on a point opposite Danger
rocks, Moresby id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col., occupied by the Tadji-lanas. The Kaidju-kegawai, a subdivision of the Tadji-lanas,

took its name from this town.
Haida, 277, 1905.

—Swanton, Cont.

Kaidju. A Haida town in Hewlett bay,
on the E. coast of Moresby id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.

Kas-lanas.

It

was occupied by the

—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277,

1905.

Kaidjudal (Qai'djudal). A former Haida
town on Moresby id., opposite Hot Spring id.,
Queen Charlotte group, Brit. Col. It was
occupied by the Huldanggats. Swanton, Cont.

—

Haida, 278, 1905.

Kahlguihlgahet
gtlina'-i,

'the

-

gitinai

(Qalgul'-lga'xet

Pebble-town Gitt'ns hving on

the side of the town up the

inlet').

A

small

branch of a Haida family called Hlgahetgitinai Hving on the w. coast of Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
Swanton, Cont. Haida,

—

284, 1905.

Kaidju-kegawai

{Qai'dju

qe'gawa-i

those

born at Songs-of-victory town'). A subdivision
of the Tadji-lanas, a family belonging to the
Gunghet-haidagai (Ninstints people) of the
Haida of British Columbia. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 269, 1905.

—
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{K.'aigd'ni).

A

division

the

of

name is decamping place or summer

Haida, living in Alaska.
rived from that of a

Their

settlement ^here they were accustomed

to

assemble to meet incoming vessels and to
trade with the whites. The Kaigani emigrated from the n. w. end of Queen Charlotte
ids. between 150 and 200 years ago, drove the

Thngit (Koluschan) from the s. end of Prince
of Wales id., and took possession of their towns.
The most important of these settlements were
Sukwan, Ivlinkwan, Howkan, and Kasaan,
which bear their old Thngit names. The last
three are still inhabited.
Like many Thngit
tribes, but unUke other Haida, the Kaigani
subdivisions often took their names from the

name

given to some individual house. About
1840 the population was estimated at 1,735.
According to Petroff's report (10th Census,
Alaska) they numbered 788 in 1880; in 1890 the
population was given as 391. Their present

number probably does not exceed

300.

— Halleck

(1869) in Morris, Resources of

—

Alaska, 67, 1879. Kaigan. Terry in Rep. Sec. War, i,
1868-69.
Kaigani. Dawson, Queen Charlotte
40,

—

Ids., 104b, 1880.

Kegarnie.— Dunn, Hist. Oregon,
Kiganls.— Duflot de Motras, Oregon, i, 335,

281,

1844.

336,

1844.

Kigarnee.

— Ludewig,

Aborig. Lang. America,
Pioneer, ii, 189, 1843.
A. S., 269, 1869. KygaScouler in Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond., i, 219, 1841.

Kigenes.—Am.
157, 1860.
Kygani.— Dall in Proc. A. A.
nles.

—

—

Kygany. Gibbs after Anderson in Hist. Mag., 74, 1863.
Kygargey.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489, 1855 (after
Work, 1836-41). Kygarney.— Kane, Wand. N. A.,
app., 1859 (after Wark, 1836-41).

Kaiihl-lanas

{Qai-il Id'nas).

A

subdivision

group of the
Haida, named from a camping place on the w.
of the Dostlan-lnagai, a family

coast of

Queen Charlotte

Col.

ids., Brit.

(j.

Kainah

{Ah-kai-nah,

a-kai-im 'many,' ni'-nah

'many

A

from

division

now hving
on a reservation under the Blood agency in
southern Alberta, between Belly and St. Mary
rs.; area 540 sq. m.
The subtribes or bands
are Ahkaiksumiks, Ahkaipokaks, Ahkotashiks,
Ahkwonistsists, Anepo, Apikaiyiks, Aputosikof the Siksika (q. v.), or Blackfeet,

ainah, Inuhksoyistamiks, Isisokasimiks, Istsikainah,

Mameoya,

Nitikskiks, Saksinahmahyiks,

Siksahpuniks, and Siksinokaks.

According to
the Report of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs for 1858, there were then 300 tipis
and 2,400 persons. In 1911 there were 1,122
persons on the reservation.
Bloodies.— Hind, Red R. Exped.,
by half-breeds). Blood Indians.

157, 1860 (so called

—Writer

—

—

—

—
Indiens du Sang.—
339.
— Maximilian, Travels, 245, 1843. Kahna.
Mo.
Kai'-e-na. — Hayden, Ethnog. and
Beach, Ind. MisKaimd. — Browne
256, 1862.
1905
Kai'-na.— Clark Wissler,
1877.
form).
Kal'nau. — Tims, Blackfoot
(Piegan
1889 (Siksika name). Kainoe'Gram, and
170, 1824 (own
koon. — Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,
402 (Crow
name). Kam'-ne. — Hayden, op.
219, 1846
name). Ke'na.— Hale, Ethnol. and
Keneku'n). Ki-na. — Morgan, Consang. and
Kine'high minded people').
289, 1871
ne-ai-koon. — Henry, MS. vocab., 1808. Ki'-no. —
Ibid.,

Expl., n, 342, 1844.

Kaenna.

Philol.

Ibid.

in

Val.,
eel.,

inf'n,

81,

dialectic

Diet., 113,

i,

cit.,

Philol.,

(sing.,

(trans.:

Affin.,

Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171, 1877. Meethco-thinyoowuc.
—Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, i, 170, 1824. We'-wica-sa.— Cook, Yankton MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1882
(Yankton name).
{Qai'sun).
A former Haida town
w. coast of Moresby id., Queen
Charlotte group, Brit. Col. It belonged to

Kaisun

on the

N.

who

Kaiahl-lanas,

settled

there

of 1786 in

after

but before that
time the Kas-lanas are said to have occupied
it.
By the whites Kaisun was sometimes

moving from Skidegate

inlet,

called Gold Harbour, or, to distinguish it
from the town afterward built on Maude id.
by the west-coast people, Old Gold Harbour;
but this term is properly applicable to Skaito,
a camp on Gold Harbour, itself occupied by
Haida from all parts of the Queen Charlotte
ids.

during the time of the gold excitement.

Kaisun is the Kish-a-win of John Waxk's hst,
which was accredited by him with 18 houses
and 329 people in 1836-41. Since the old
people can still remember 17 houses, Wark'a
figures would appear to be trustworthy. The
few survivors of Kaisun now hve at Skidegate.

R. S.)

chiefs,'

'chiefs').

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., iii, 24, 1794. Blood
People. Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 289, 1871.
Blut Indianer.' Walch, map, 1805 (German form).
Ede-but-say. Anon. Crow MS. vocab., B. A. E.
(Crow name). Gens du Sang. Du6ot de Mofraa,

the

(j. R. S.)

Kaiaganies.

233

(j. R. s.)

Kaishun.— Dawson,
K'ai's'un.

Charlotte

Ids.,

168,

1880.

—Boas, Twelfth Report N.W. Tribes Canada,
Proc. and
Kaiswun Haade. — Harrison
in

1880.

24,

Q.

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 125, 1895. Kish-a-win.
—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489, 1855 (after Wark,
Qai'sun.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 287,
1836-41).
1905

Given as the Pigeon-hawk gens
Chippewa, but really the Raven (Kagigi)

Kakake.
of the

gens of that tribe.
Kagagi.
ner,

—Wm.

Narr.,

Morgan,

Jones,

314,

1830

inf'n,

1906.

('hen

—

Ka-kaik. TanKa-kake'.

hawk').

—

Anc. Soc, 166, 1877 ('pigeon hawk').

Kakapoya

('inside fat.'

—INIorgan).

Given

as a division of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

Perhaps the same as Inuksikahkopwaiks, q.v.
Inside Fat.— Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171, 1877. Ka-ka'po-ya.^Ibid.
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Kakawatilikya {Qd"

A

qawatilik'a).

of the Tsawatenok, a Kwakiutl tribe.
in

gens

—Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

Kakekt

An

(Xdx'eqt).

extinct Salish tribe

which formerly lived at cape Lazo, e. coast of
Vancouver id., and spoke the Comox dialect.
Boas, MS., B.'A. E., 1887.

N. shore of lake Ontario, inhabited chiefly

"Dowaganhaes" and reputed

(from kakow, 'porcupine').

A

Sennekes [Seneca] country." It was situated
near Tchojachiage, or approximately on the

Three nations, composing

county, Ontario.

16

came

"castles,"

Ganadatsiagon.

(j.

in

Tadoussac with other northern tribes and
were occasionally visited in their country by

1672,

44.

—

Ind.

40,

Aff.,

1641, 57, 1858.

1879.
KakSaKakouchac.

—

Kakouchakhi.— Ibid.,

1643,

—

Hist. N. France,

—

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

(Qd'logwis 'crooked beach')-

village of the Tlauitsis

Col.

on

Tumour

Kwakiutl

tribe

which

at

A

Brit.

id.,

was the legendary home

It

of

the

the transform-

all

Ka-!oo-kwis.

— Dawson

1887, sec.

72.

Roy. Soc. Can. for
Kar-Iuk-wees. Boas in Bull. Am.

—

Qa'logwis.— Boas,
Oalukwis.

beach')-

Geog. Soc, op.

— Rel. for 1641,
— Ibid, (mission name).

Kandoucho.
Saints.

('remarkable

settlement

inlet

Baffin island.

sd.,

— Boas

inf'n,

1906

in Bull.

Am.

cit.

Kalulaadlek {Kalulad'LEX, 'small house of
A village of the Ntlakyapamuk on the
E. side of Fraser r., about 24 m. above Yale,
Brit. Col.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

les

A

fiord').

Okomiut Eskimo

of

Saumia, at the head of an

Cumberland

Tous

75, 1858.

Jes.

Kangertloaping

summer

of

emptying into

—Boas

in 6th

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

A spring and fall
Eskimo on n. Melville penin. near the Fox channel coast, n.
Hudson bay. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., map,
Kangertluk

('fiord').

settlement of Iglulirmiut

—

1888.

Kangertlukdjuaq ('great fiord'). A summer settlement of Okomiut Eskimo of Saumia,
berland

sd.,

B. A. E.,

map, 1888.

in Trans.

Geog. Soc, 229, 1887.

(= 'crooked

Kandoucho.
A former village of the
Neutrals in Ontario, near the Huron country.

at the head of an inlet

ations of animals took place.
II,

of

118, 1866.

ii,

Kaksine (Qdk'sine). A Squawmish village
community on Mamukum cr., left bank of
Skwamish r., Brit. Col. Hill-Tout in Rep.
Kalokwis

Ibid.,

Ganatoheskiagon.

38.

Kakouchaki. Champlain, CEuvres, ii, 21, note, 1870.
Nation des Pore epics.— Jes. Rel. for 1638, 24, 1858.
Nation of the Porcupine. Winsor, Cartier to Frontenae,
171,
1894.
Porcupine Tribe.— Cliarlevoix,

Iro-

n. b. h.)

—Frontenac (1673) N. Y. Doc. Col.
Ganatcheskiagon. —
note.
—Ibid. Kanatiochtiage. — Doc.

1700, ibid., iv, 694, 1854.

Ibid.,

by

settle there

to

Hist., IX, 112, 1855.

Kacouchakhi.— Can.
zakhi.—Jes. Rel. for

Durham

Darlington or Port Hope, in

site of

small Montagnais tribe formerly living on lake
They frequently visited
St. John, Quebec.

the missionaries.

by

to be "near the

quois permission.

Kakouchaki

1912

v., A.

emptying into CumBoas in 6th Rep.

Baffin island.

—

Kangertlung ('fiord'). A summer settlement of Talirpia Okomiut Eskimo on the s.w.
coast of Cumberland sd., Baffin id. Boas in

—

6th Rep.

Rep. B. A.

E.,

map, 1888.

owl').

II,

of the Eagle

169, 1900.

between the rivers'). A
village at the junction of South Thompson and
North Thompson rs., Brit. Col., occupied by
Shuswap Salish; pop. 242 in 1911.
It gave

Kamloops

its

name

to

('point

Kamloops Indian agency.

— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for
1891,
7 (native name).
Kameloups. — De Smet,
Oregon, Miss. 100, 1847. Kamloops. — Cox, Columbia
Kam-a-loo'-pa.
sec.

River,

ii,

Kangguatl-lanas
clan

Salst

Kamlups.—Gatschet,

MS.,

of

British

K'anguatl la'nai.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.
OS'nguaL la'nas. Swanton, Cont. Haida

—

276, 1905.

Kanghishunpegnaka ('those who wear
crow feathers in their hair'). A division of
the Sihasapa or Blackfoot Sioux.

—

Kapgi-surj-pegnaka. Dorsey in 15th Rep. B. A.
Ka"xi-cu''-pegnaka. Ibid.

—

219, 1S97.

Kangivamiut

A

An

(j. R. s.)

22, 1898.

B. A. E. (Okinagan name, from Sajst, 'people').

Kammuck.

Haida

the

of

Columbia.

II,

87, 1831.

{Qd'hguai, Id'nas).

extinct subdivision of the Stustas, a family

('people

E.,

the head').

A

Eskimo Uving

in

at

former body of Salish of
Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.

subtribe of the Sunkinimiut

Kammack.— Can. Ind.
muck.— Ibid., 1878, 79.

Kangivamiut. Boas in 6th Rep.,.B. A. E., map, 1888.
Kan'gOk^Iua'luksoagmyut. Turner in 11th Rep.

Kanatiochtiage

Aff.

for

1879,

138.

Kam-

('place of wild rice').

A

former Iroquois settlement or village on the

the region of George

r.,

—

n.

Ungava, Que.

—

(='people of the great bay').
Kanflktlualuksoagmyut. Turner in Trans. Roy.
B.

A.

E.,

176,

1894

Soc. Can., v, 99, 1888.

—
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Kangtnaligmiut ('distant ones')Arctic Eskimo tribe between Manning pt.
and Herschel id. The name has been attached
to different local groups

Hope

Mackenzie

to

the

all

way from

pt.

Kapaslok (K'apasloq, 'sand roof). A vilNtlakyapamuk on Eraser r., above

lage of

Suk, Brit. Col. It was formerly a large settlement. Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

—

1899.

5,

r.

—

Kadjakians. Rink in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 240,
1886.
Kaktnalikg. Zagoskin, Descr. Rusa. Posb.
Am., pt. I, 74, 1847. Kanglugdllt.— Rink, op. cit., 240.

—
Kangmall-enyuln. — Richardson, Polar
1861.
Kangmallgmeut. — Murdoch

Regions, 300,

in
Ninth Rep.
B. A. E., 46, 1892. K5ngmali'gmut.— Dall in Cent.
N. A. Ethnol., j, 10, 1877. Kangmalilnnuln.
Simpson quoted by Dall, ibid. Kangmalik. Woolfe in
Kangnlalis.—
1893.
11th
Census,
Alaska,
130,

—

—

Kcane

in Stanford,

Kflnmd'd'Iin.

—

Innuit.— Dall

in

term

lective

Kanmall-

Compend., 517, 1878.

cnyuin.— Murdoch

Rep. B. A. E., 46, 1892.

in 9th

Ibid.,

43,

Western Mackenzie

46.

Franklin,

living

in

tribe of

Victoria

island,

N-W.T.

the

in

some distance
less

n. of Three Rivers, Que. DoubtMontagnais, and possibl}' the Papinachois,

q. v.

Kapkapetlp {Qapqapellp, 'place of cedar'
A Squawmish village community at
Point Grey, Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.— HillTout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.
[?]).

Karhadage

('in

the forest.'

—Hewitt).

An

I,

362,

Ling,

et

Ethnol.

—

Kanp-meut.— Petitot

1851.

ped.,

Am.,

1876

11,

iii,

White-Goose Eskimos.

Kanhada

— Franklin, op.

cit.,

Chimmesyan

Bib.

name).

42.

obscure).

which

all

stock are divided.

It is also applied specifically to various local

One such is found
Lakkulzap and one in

subdivisions of the clan.
in the Niska

town

of

—
—

each of the Kitksan towns. Kitwingach,
Kitzegukla, and Kishpiyeoux. Boas in 10th
Rep. N. W- Tribes Can., 49-50. 1895,

Kanlax
L'llooet

Eraser

An Upper

(Nxd'islEn, 'the point').

town at the junction

Bridge and
interior of British Columbia; pop.

rs.,

of

94 in 1911.
Bridge river.— Can. Ind.
Kan-lax'.

— Dawson

Nxo'istEn.

44.

Aff.

in Trans.

Rep. 1904, pt. 2, 72, 1905.
Roy. Soc. Can. for 1891,

— Boas,

inf'n, 1906.

Kapachichin ('sandy shore'). A Ntlakyapamuk town on the w. side of Eraser r.,
about 28 m. above Yale,

Brit. Col.; pop. 52

in 1901.

169, 1900.
164.

—

Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Kapatsitsan.— Can. Ind. Aff. for

Kapatci'tcin.

Klapatci'tcin.— Hill-Tout

Surv. Can.,

5,

in

1854).

Cf.

Karhagaghrooney, Kari(j.

Karhagaghrooney

{Karhagaronon,

According to

M.)
'

Sir

peo-

Wm.

Johnson a name applied by the Iroquois to
wandering Indians n. of Quebec; but as he
suggests Carillon on Ottawa r. as the best
point for a post of trade with them, they
were probably more to the westward. Dobba
placed them n. of lake Huron. The term is a
collective one, referring to wandering bands
of different tribes, possibly to the Tetes de
Boule, and to those called O'pimittish Ininiwac
by Henry.
Karhagaghrooneys.

— Johnson

(1764)

in

N. Y. Doc.

Kirhawguagh Roanu.—

Col. Hist., VII, 658, 1856.

Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 28, 1744.

Kariak. A summer settlement of Aivilirmiut Eskimo on Lyon inlet, n. end of Hudson
bay.— Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., 450, 1888.
Karigouistes.

The name given by the

Iroquois to the Catholic Indians of Canada,

probably more especially to the Caughnawaga.
The name seems to have reference to a long

gowns worn by the

priests.

ii,

(j.

1901, pt.

Rep. Ethnol.

Kopachichin.— Brit. Col. map,
1872.
North Bend.— Teit, op. cit.

(name given by whites).

Kaparoktolik.

899,

dress, possibly the
Hist.,

1899.

Ind. Aff., Victoria,

IV,

gouisles, Karrihaet.

ple of the woods').

meaning

(G'anhdda,

in

(Chiglit

of the 4 clans or phratries into

Indians of the

Canada, with which the Iroquois affirmed
they had made peace in 1701.
Mentioned
with the Chippewa, Missisauga, Nipissing and
others (Livingston in N.Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—

Kang-orr-Moeoot. Franklin, .lourn. to Polar Sea, ii,
43, 1S24.
Kanq-or-mi-ut. Richardson, Arct. Ex-

II,

Mentioned

1646) as a tribe living at

in

A

('goose people')-

Central Eskimo

II,

(2ff,

unidentified tribe, band, or village, probably

Kangormiut

Bee.

Kapiminakouetilk.
Jesuit Relations

Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 12, 1877 (colincluding Kopagmiut and Kangmalig-

miut),

One

235

Caraguists.— Colden
Karigouistes.
1753.

N. B. H.)

(1727), Five Nations, 163, 1747.

— Bacqueville

de

la

KarigSstes.— Dellins (1694)

Potherie,
in

iii,

200,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Hist., IV, 95, 1854.

A summer

settlement of

Karmakdjuin

A summer

{Qarmaqdjuin, 'large huts').

Tununirusirmiut Eskimo near the entrance to
Ponds inlet, Baffin island. M'Clintock, Voy.

Eskimo on Home bay,

of Fox, 162, 1859.

6th Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

—

settlement

of

the

Akudnirmiut
Boas in

Baffin island.

—
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A

Karmakdjuin.

of

village

PadUmiut

Eskimo on the coast just n. of Exeter sd.,
Baffin island.
Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., map,

—

Karmang

{Qarmang,

A summer
Okomiut Eskimo

'hut')-

settlement of Talirpingmiut

at the N.w. end of Nettilling lake, w. of

berland
E..,

Baffin id.

sd.,

Cum-

—Boas in 6th Rep. B. A.

map,1888.

Karrihaet. Given as the name of a tribe,
probably in Canada, -with whom the Iroquois
made peace in 1701. Mentioned with the
Chippewa, Missisauga, Nipissing, and others.
—Livingston (1701) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Cf. Karigouistes, Karhadage.
IV, 899, 1854.

Karsukan.
miut Eskimo

A

Saumia,

of

Baffin island, N. of

6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Karusuit

spring settlement of Oko-

on the coast of
sd.
Boas in

—

Cumberland
map, 1888.

A

('the caves')-

fiord,

W- shore of Cumberland

pop. 29 in

1883.

1912

coast

of

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.

Kassigiakdjuak (Qassigiaqdjuaq) A winter
Nugumiut Eskimo on Frobisher
bay, s.E. Baffin island. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A.
E., map, 1888.
.

settlement of

—

Kasta

A

iQ.'d'sta).

legendary Haida town

on Copper bay. Moresby id.. Queen Charlotte
group, Brit. Col. It was named for the creek
(Skidegate cr.), which ran near it, and was
occupied by the Daiyuahl-lanas. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

—

A

Kastitchewanuk.
Ontario,

N.

r.,

Cree band on Albany
Hutchins (1770)

1770.

in

—

Richardson, Arctic Exped.,

Katagemane

village of the

sd.;

v., A.

w.

the

Moresby id., Queen Charlotte group, Brit. Col.,
had no crests like the other Haida divisions,
and were regarded as barbarous by the latter.
Their principal town was in Tasu harbour.

in

Tahrpingmiut Okomiut Eskimo on Nettilling

They inhabited

Haida.

ii,

37, 1851.

{Kd-la'-gemd-ne,

Given by Morgan (Anc. Soc,

'starving').

1877) aa

171,

a division of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika,
q. V.

—

Kaiossult, Boas in Deutsche Geog. Blatt., viii, 32,
1885.
K'arussult. Boas in Petermanna Mitt., no.
Kemasuit.— Kumlien in Bull. Nat.
80, 70, 1885.
Mus., no. 15, 15, 1879. Kemesuit.— Ibid. Kimmocksowick. Wareham in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,
xn, 24, 1842.
Oarussult. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

—

—

—

'

Col., in possession of the Kagials-kegawai.

Katernuna
Given by Dawson

Kaska.

(Rep.

Geol.

Surv. Can., 199b, 1889) as a division of the

Nahane, comprising the Achetotena (Etchareottine) and Dahotena (Etagottine) tribes.
They are described as imdersized and of poor
physique, have the reputation of being timid,
and are lazy and untrustworthy, but are comparatively prosperous, as their country yields

good furs in abundance. According to Morice
(Trans. Can. Inst., vii, 519, 1892-93), however
"Kaska is the name of no tribe or subtribe,
but McDame cr. is called by the Nahane
Kasha
and this is the real word which,
corrupted into Cassiar by the whites, has
.

A

(perhaps jargon 'Kater land').
Talirpingmiut Eskimo village of the Oko-

miut tribe on Cumberland sd., Baffin island.
Howgate, Cruise of Florence, 84, 1879.

more served to designate the whole mining region from the Coast
range to the Rocky mts., along and particularly to the N, of the Stikine r."

Kaska

is

selves,

who form

The name

not recognized by the Indians themthe third division of Morice's

classification of the

Nahane.

They number

about 200.

(a. f. c.)

Kas-lanas

A

{Qlcis

Id'nas,

family of the

Raven

A

Kathlaram.
under

now no

lumbia;

body

Katluchtna
ped.,

I,

British

Co-

longer officially reported.

Kathlaram.— Canadian Ind.
larem.— Ibid., 138, 1879.

Knaiakhotana

formerly

of Salish

superintendency,

Fraser

Aff.,

79,

1878.

Kath-

('lovers of glass beads').

clan.

— Richardson,

Arct.

A
Ex-

407, 1851.

A

Katsey.

.

since a score of years or

people')

A former Haida town
Queen Charlotte group, Brit.

{KId'iana).
id..

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

426, 1888.

.

Katana

on Louise

Cowichan tribe occupying the
and Shuwalethet, on Pitt
emptying into the lower Fraser

villages of Seltsas

lake

and

river

Brit. Col.; pop.

78 in 1911.

—

—

Kaitze. Brit. Adm. Chart, no. 1917. Katezie.
Can. Ind. Aff. for 1878, 79. Katsey.— Can. Ind. Rep.
1901, pt. 2, 158.

Katzie.— Ibid.,

14,

ii,

1911.

Boas in Rep. 64th Meeting Brit. A. A.
Ke'tsl.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Katshikotin.
living

on

'pitch-town

Fortymile

clan of the

arv.

Yukon
r.,,

A
r.,

Ke'etse.—

S.,

454, 1894.

54, 1902.

part of the Hankutchin

a short distance below

near the Yukon-Alaska bound-
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— Dawson

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. for
Klat-ol-klln.— Schwatka, Rep. on
1885 (name given by Russian half-breeds).

Ka-tshik-otin.

in

1888, 202b, 1889.

Alaska, 86,

Two

Katzik.

bank

Indian settlements on the s.
below Sumas lake,
r.,

of lower Fraser
(Brit. Col.

Brit. Col.

map, Ind.

Perhaps the name

1872).

Hatzic

tribe.

Aff., Victoria,

refers to the

Katsey

a railway station on Can.

is

their

Kaudjukdjuak

(Qaudjuqdjuaq)

A

.

winter

settlement of the Akudnirmiut Eskimo be-

tween Frobisher bay and Cumberland sd.,
Baffin island.
Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., map,

—

1888.

Kauldaw.

The Kitksan

and town

division

lying farthest inland toward the headwaters
r., under the Babine and Skeena
River agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 37 in 1911.

of Skeena

Culdoah.—Horetzky, Canada on Pac, 212, 1874.
Gal-doe.—Can. Ind. Aff. Rep., 431, 1896. Gal Doe.—
1891.

Ibid.,

252,

doe.

Ibid., 415,

Gol-doe.— Ibid., 280, 1894. KalKaul-daw. Dorsey in Am.

—

1898.

Kuldo.—Brit.

Antiq., xix, 278, 1897.

—

Kuldoe. Can. Ind. Aff., pt.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

Col.

160, 1901.

ii,

map, 1872.
Kuldos.

—

Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.

(from the lake of the
same name, around which they chiefly dwell).

An Eskimo

tribe in

s. e.

closely related to the

—Hall,
— Boas

Karmowong.
Kaumanang.

Baffin island, probably

Richardson (Arct. Exped., ii, 3,
gave their habitat as the banks of
Mackenzie r. from Great Slave lake downward.
Hind (Lab. Renin., ii, 261, 1863) said they resorted to Ft. Norman and Ft. Good Hope on
the Mackenzie, and also to Ft. Yukon, Alaska.
Ross (MS., B.A.E.) said they resided in 1859
in the country surrounding Ft. Good Hope
on Mackenzie r., extending beyond the Arctic
circle, where they came in contact with the
Kutchin, with whom by intermarriage they
have formed the tribe of Bastard Loucheux

Researches,

Arctic

1865.

294,

Deutsche Geog. Blatt.,

in

1851)

(Nellagottine)
Petitot (Diet. Dene-Dindji6,
XX, 1876) said the Kawchodinne Uved on the
lower Mackenzie from Ft. Norman to the
Arctic ocean. They are described as a thick.

who subsist partly on fish and reinbut obtain their clothing and most of
their food from the hares that abound in their
coimtry.
Their language differs little from

deer,

that of the Etchareottine, while their style

Nugumiut.
viii,

—

1885 (misprint). K'aumauangmiut. Boas in
Petermanns Mitt., no. 80, 70, 1885.
Quaumauangmiut.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 421, 1888.

32,

dress and their customs are the same,
although through long intercourse with the
traders, for whom they have great respect,
most of the old customs and beliefs of the
of

tribe

Kauten

A

{Kau'len).

community on the
Brit.

right

Col—Hill-Tout

Squawmish village
bank of Skwamish

in

Rep. Brit. A.A.S.,

474, 1900.

Kawas

A subdivision

an important family of the
Eagle clan of the Haida. One of their chiefs
is said to have been blown across to the Stikine
country, where he became a chief among the
Stikine.

(j. R. s.)

— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada,
1898.
K !a'was.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
Kouas. — Harrison
Proo. and Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
K'a'was.

22,

in

II,

125, 1895.

Kawchodinne
'people':

have

'people

(fca

of

'hare,' cho 'great,'

the

great

hares').

dinne

An

Athapascan tribe dwelling n. of Great Bear
lake, Mackenzie dist., N.W.T., on Mackenzie
Macr., the lakes e. of it, and Anderson r.
kenzie (Voy., I, 206, 1802) said they were a
small tribe residing on Peace r., who spoke
the language of the^Chipewyan and derived

become

extinct.

They are on
The Kaw-

friendly terms with the Eskimo.

chodinne have a legend of the formation of
the earth by the muskrat and the beaver.

The dead
{K.'d'was, 'fish eggs').

of the Stustas,

sec.

the Arctic hare, their chief

set people,

Kautnauangmiut

r.,

name from

means of support. At another time (Mass. Hist.
Coll., II, 43, 1814) he placed them on Porcupine
r., Yukon and Alaska.
Franklin (Journ. to
Polar Sea, 261, 1824) placed them immediately
N. of the ThUngchadinne on the n. side of the
outlet of Bear lake.
Back (Journal, 497,
1833-35) located them on Mackenzie r. as far
N. as 68°.

Pac. ry.

—

237

are deposited in a rude cage built

above ground, the body being wrapped in
a blanket or a moose skin; the property of
relatives is destroyed, and their hair is cut as
a sign of mourning. When the supply of hares
becomes exhausted, as it frequently does, they
beUeve these mount to the sky by means of
the trees and return in the same way when
they reappear. Polygamy is now rare. They
are a peaceable tribe, contrasting with their
In personal combat
Kutchin neighbours.
they grasp each other by their hair, which
they twist round and round until one of the
contestants

falls

to

the ground.

They

are

not so numerous as formerly, a gi'eat many
having died from starvation in 1841, at which
time numerous acts of cannibalism are said to

have occurred. In 1858 Ross (MS., B.A.E.)
gave the population as 467; 291 males, 176
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Of these 103 resorted to Ft. Norman
Petitot (Diet.
and 364 to Ft. Good Hope.

females.

Dene-Dindjie, xx, 1876) arranged them in five
subdivisions: Nigottine, Katagottine, Katchogottine, Satchotugottine, and Nellagottine. In

1880.

Chintagottine. In a later grouping (Autour du
lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891) Petitot identifies

Katagottine

with

suppresses

Chintagottine,

Den6.— Petitot, Hare MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869.
Dene Peaux-de-Lifevre. Petitot, Autour du lac des

—

— Chappell,
Hudson Bay, 166, 1817. Hare Indians. — Mackenzie,
Jour. Roy.
Hareskins.— Petitot
Voy.,
206, 1802.
Geog. Soc, 650, 1883. Ka-cho-'dtinn6. — Richardson,
1851.
Kah-cho tinne. — Ross
Arct. Exped.,
hare people').
quoted by Gibbs, MS., B. A. E.
Trans. Am. Antiq.
Kancho. — Gallatin
1836.
Kat'a-got-tine. — Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A.
289,

1891.

Barefoot Indians.

in

I,

3,

ii,

('Arctic

Soc.,

in

ir,

K'a-t'a-6ottine.— Petitot, Diet. Dte^-Dindji^,

1867.

among

Kawchodinneh.

the hares').

—Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, 261, 1824. Kha-t'aottin6. Petitot in Bull. Soc. G6og. Paris, chart, 1875.
Khatpa-Gottine. Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves,

—

—

—

—

Kawchogottine

('dwellers

A

of

hares').

Kchegagonggo

division

among the

the

large

Kawchodinne.

Petitot, in 1867 (MS., B. A. E.), located

them

on the border of the wooded region n. e. of
Ft. Good Hope, and in 1875 (Bull. Soc. de
G^og. Paris, chart, 1875) on the headwaters
The
of Anderson r., n. of Great Bear lake.
same authority (Autour du lac des Esclaves,
362, 1891) says their habitat is on the large
lakes of the interior e. of Mackenzie r.
K'a-tch6-gottine.

—Petitot,

A

hawk').

DenS-Dindji^, xx,

Katcho-Ottine.— Petitot in Can. Rec. Sci., i.
1884.
Kha-tch6-gottine.— Petitot in Bull. Soc.

de G^og. Paris, chart, 1875.
Petitot,

among

Autour du

the

Natle-tpa-Gottine.

lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891

(

—Mor-

(Qle'da la'nas, 'strait people').

Ninstints belonging to the Raven clan of the
Haida.
They received their name from a
narrow strait in front of the town. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 268, 1905.

—

Kedlamik {Qe'^amix,
An Okinagan

bushes').

broad

lake, Brit. Col.
Lka'ianiix.

— Teit

in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Oe'iamix.— Ibid.

174, 1900.

Keinouche

{K^nozhd", 'pickerel').

='people

Kayung (Qlaya'n).
A Haida town on
Masset inlet. Queen Charlotte ids, Brit. Col.,
It was occupied by the
just above Masset.
Kuna-lanas, who owned the place, and the
Sagui-gitunai.
John Wark does not give

Hist.,

n

One of

the divisions or chief bands of the Ottawa,
q.v.

The

s.

of the

them
name Kinounchepirini,

Jesuit Relation of 1640 locates

at that time, under the
isle

of the

Algonquins (Allumettes

id.)

Ottawa r. This would place them, if taken
Uterally, some distance e. of lake Huron; but
as the knowledge then possessed by the French
was very imperfect, it is probable that the
Relation of 1643, which places them on lake
Huron, is more nearly correct. In 1658 they
appear to have lived along the n. shore of the
Between 1660-70 they, with the Kislake.
kakon and Sinago, were attached to the
mission at Shaugawaumikong (now Bayfield),
on the s. shore of lake Superior. It is probable
however, that at the time of Father Menard's
in

visit,

in

Mich.

1660, they were at

Keweenaw

bay,

In 1670-71 they returned to Mackinaw,
to

probable that the

Manitoulin

latter,

were included

in the Sable

Rel.

1670,

piirinik.- Ibid., 1658, 22 ,1858.

it

is

band.
(j.

Keinouche.— Jes.

but

id.;

or a part of them,

—

little reindeer').

patch of
Nicola

village near

1876.
49,

(q.v.).

subdivision of the Hagi-Ianas, a family of

some passing on
Diet.

{K'chi-gd-gong'-go, 'pigeon-

gens of the Abnaki

Keda-lanas

A

—

among the rabbits'). Kkpayttchare
ottinS.— Petitot, Hare MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869
(Chipewyan name). Nouga. Macfarlane (1857) in
Hind. Lab. Renin., ii, 258, 1863 ('spittle': Eskimo
name).
Peau de LiSvre Petitot in Bull. Soc. G^og.
Peaux-de-Li6vres. Petitot, AuParis, chart, 1875.
tour du lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891. Rabbitskins.—
McLean, Hudson Bay, ii, 243, 1849. Slave. RichardTa-na-tln-ne.—
eon, Arct. Exped., i, 242, 1851.
Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 289, 1871.
362, 1891 ('people

—

Ids.,

1905 (the people).

19,

E.,

XX, 1876 ('people

—Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23,
Kayung. — Dawson, Queen Charlotte
163b,
Oiaya'n Inaga'-l. — Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281,

gan, Anc. Soc, 174, 1877.

Satchotugottine, and adds Kfwetragottine.

Esclaves,

was at

(j. R. s.)

1898.

(Bull. Soc.

place

K'aya'ng.

Geog. Paris, 1875) in-

list

1912

v., A.

The

one time entirely abandoned, but two or three
families have recently returned to it.

stead of Nigottine he has Etatchogottine and

another

GEORGE

indicate about 175 people.

87,

M.

1858.

c. T.)

Kinonche-

Kinonchepirinik.

—

Kinouche.— Marquette (1670)
quoted by Shea, Miss. Val., xlix, 1852. Kinouchebiiriniouek. Jes. Rel. 1646, 34, 1858. KinouncheIbid., 1643, 61, 1858.

—

pirini.— Ibid., 1640, 34,
Champlain (1613), CEuvres,

Kekayeken

1858.
iii,

Ouenongebin.

—

298, 1870.

(K'ek'd'yek'-En).

separate figures for the population of this

division

town in 1836-41, but the old people estimate
the number of houses at 14, which would

Becher bay, s.
in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

A

Songish

between Esquimalt and
end of Vancouver id. Boaa

residing

—

17, 1890.
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A Squawmish village
community on the w. side of Howe sd., Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A.A.S., 474,
Kekelun

239

(K'e'kElun).

British Columbia.

Tribes Can.,

A

Kemanks.

1900.

— Boas

in 7th

body

of Salish

Kekertakdjuin

A

{Qeqerlaqdjuin,

settlement

spring

of

'big

is-

Kekertaujang

A

(Qeqerlaujang,

'like

an

is-

Okomiut Eskimo, on CumBoas in 6th Rep.

of the

berland penin., Baffin island.

—

The winter

('islands').

village

Kingnaitmiut Eskimo on the e. side of
Cumberland id., Baffin island;pop. 82 in 1883.
of the

K'exerten. — Boas
1885.
no. 15,

Petermanns Mitt., no. 80, 70,
Kikkerton. Kumlien in Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Qeqerten. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A.
15, 1879.
in

—

—

A

—Boas

Baffin island.

s. e.

Kekios. A Squawmish village community
on the right bank of Skwamish r., s. B.C.
Oaqlo's.— Boas, MS., B. A.
Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,

Lake. A Shuswap village or band
which flows into North Thompinterior of British Columbia; pop. 87

son

r.,

lake,

Canim Lake. Can. Ind. Aff., 18, ii, 1911. Kanim
Lake.— Can. Ind. Aff., 274, 1902. Kaninim Lake.—
1889.

271,

A. A.

S.,

474, 1900.

Kenipsitn.

was

Oe'qios.— Hill-

E., 1887.

S.,

ii,

72, 1902.

Col.

—Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit.

above Yale.

—Boas

in

Rep. Brit.

454, 1894.

Cowichan tribe in Cows. e. end of Vancouver

Ke-nip-sim.— Ibid.,

1886.

—Ibid.,

pt.

II,

164, 1901.

Can. Ind.

Kenozhe

1885

Narrative,

Morgan,

Wm.

Aff.,

ii, 8,

E., 1887.

1911.

iKtnozhd", 'pickerel').

the Chippewa.
44,

Khenlpsim.
190, 1883.
Khenlpsin.- Ibid., pt. ii,

Oe'nipsen.— Boas, MS., B. A.

Ke-noushay.

The uppermost Cowichan
on Eraser r., Brit. Col. Their town

A

pop. 40 in 1911.
Ka-nip-sum.— Can. Ind. Aff., 308, 1879. Kee-nlpsaim.— Ibid., 302, 1893. Kee-nlp-sim.— Ibid., 231,

69, 1904.

474, 1900.

{QEld'tl).

Asilao,

A. A.

pt.

id.;

V,

subtribe

Kaninis' Tribe.— Ibid., 190, 1884.

ichan valley, near the

Shenepsin.

Brit.

—

in 1902, 72 in 1911.

Kekwaiakin (Q'Ek'wai'akin). A Squawmish
village community on the left bank of Skwar.,

—
—

Kenim
on Canim

Nugumiut Eskimo on

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

mish

in

(1852)

{Qeqeiiuqdjuaq, 'big island')

in Frobisher bay,

in 6th

KelatI

—Warren

1885 ('rattlesnake').

Kenlm Lake.— Ibid.,

spring settlement of

an island

gens of the

Minn. Hist. Soc.
Ke-na'-blg. MorKinabik. Wm.
She-she-gwah. Tanner, NarraJones, inf'n, 1906.
She-she-gwun.— Ibid., 315 ('rattletive, 175, 1830.

Che-she-gwa.

gan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877 ('snake').

Ibid.,

E., 425, 1888.

Kekertukjuak

A

'snake').

snake').

B. A. E., map, 1888.

Kekerten

Kenabig {KlnaMk,
Chippewa.
Coll., V, 45,

winter village of the Saumingmiut,

a subtribe

officially reported.

Padlimiut

Eskimo at the end of Howe bay, Baffin island. —
Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., map, 1888.

land').

no longer

138, 1879);

of Eraser

(Can. Ind. AfT.,

superintendency, Brit. Col.
land')-

W

Rep. N.

1891.

3,

A gens

—Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Ke-no-zha. — Tanner,
(trans,

'pike').

1830
Anc. Soc, 166,
314,

('pickerel').

1877

Ke-no'-zhe.
Kinojan.

('pike').

—

Jones, inf'n, 1906.

{kent'a', 'field,' 'meadow').
A Cayuga village existing about 1670 on Quinte
bay of lake Ontario.
Kant6.— Bruyas (1673) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,.
1855.
Kent#.— Frontenac (1673), ibid., 96.
Kentsla. Homann Heirs' map, 1756. Kentsio.
Lotter, map, ca. 1770.
Quente. La Hontan, New
Quintay.- Frontenac (1672), op.
Voy., I, 32, 1703.
Quinte.- Doc. of 1698 in N. Y. Doc. Coll.
cit, 93.

792,

Kelketos (Qe'Z/ce/os, 'painted'). A Squawmish village community on the e. coast of
Howe sd., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.
A.A.S., 474, 1900.

tribe

—

—

—

Hist., IX, 681, 1855.

('rhubarb people').

A Nootka

on Clayoquot sd., Vancouver id.; pop.
1911. Their principal village is Yahksis.

Kepatawangachik.
but

Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868.

sibly the Papinachois.

Kils3mat.

— Mayne,

Brit. Col., 251, 1861.

{K'E'Uaqk'aua).

A

division of

the Nuhalk, a Bellacoola tribe of the coast of

Given as the name

of

a tribe formerly living near lake St. John, Que.,

80 in
Kel-seem-aht.— Can. Ind, Aff., 186, 1884. Kel-semaht.— Ibid., 357, 1897. Keltsma'ath.— Boas in 6th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890. Killsmaht.—

Keltakkaua

—
—

Kente

Keles (Qe'lEs).
A Chilliwak town on
upper Chilliwak r., Brit. Col. Boas in 64th
Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 454, 1894.

Kelsemaht

of

Cf. Keinoucke.

driven

off

1660, 12, 1858).

Abitibi

by the Iroquois

Named

(Jes.

Rel.

in connection

with

and Ouakouiechidek (Chisedec). Pos-

Keremeos. A Similkameen band of the
Okinagan; pop. 55 in 1897, when last separately enumerated.
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—

Kerem-eeos. Can. Ind. Aff. for 1883, 191. Keremeoos. Ibid., 1892, 313. Keremeos. -Postal Guide,
Ibid., 1897, 364.
Keremya'uz.
1912. Keremeus.
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 174, 1900.

—

—

—

A

Haida town on the w.
coast of Graham id., Queen Charlotte group,
Brit. Col.
It was occupied by the Tadjilanas before moving to Alaska. Swanton,

Kesa

(Qe'sa).

—

two

(.'land's

One of the
the Micmacs

end')-

divisions of the territory of

by themselves.

as recognized

Rand

it

the Hwotsotenne

According to

includes the districts of Eskegawaage,

and Annapolis (q. v.), emand e. Nova Scotia. In Frye's
list of 1760, Kashpugowitk and Keshpugowitk
are mentioned as two of 14 Micmac bands or
villages.
These are evidently duplicates, as
the same chief was over both, and were inThe
tended for the Kespoogwit division.
See
inhabitants are called Kespoogwitunak.
Micmac.
(j. m.)

—

Dawson

s.,

X,

— Frye (1760)

in

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.
Ibid, (men-

Keshpugowitk.

115-116, 1809.

wit.

— Rand,

First

—

Kespoog-

Kespoogwitun&'k.

Micmac Reading Book,

—

81,

1875.

Ibid, (the people of Kespoogwit).

A

Haida town
Queen CharIt was occupied by a
lotte group, Brit. Col.
branch of the Hagi-lanas, who from their
town were c&.lled Keda-lanas. Swanton, Cont.

Ket

{Q\et,

'narrow

on Burnaby

str.,

strait').

Moresby

id..

—

Brit.

r.,

Col.,

—

—

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., 20b, 1881.

A

Col.,

—

—
—

1881.

1st

in

Brit.

B.

Kashpugowitk.

village oi

Tatshiautin village on Tach6
under the Babine and Upper
Skeena River agency; pop. 24 in 1904.
Grand Rapids. Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ?, 70, 1902.
'Keztce. Morice, Notes on W. Di5n6s, 26, 1302. Kusche-o-tin. Dawson in Rep. Can. Geol. Surv., 30b,

r.,

Shubenacadie,

tioned separately, but evidently the same).

A

Keyar-hwotq^t. Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s, 27,
1902.
'3ey9Jhwotq3t. Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc.
Can., X, map, 1892.
Kyahuntgate. Tolmie and
Dawson, Vocabs. B.C., map, 1884. Kyahwilgate.

bracing

all of s.

on Bulkley

1912

v., A.

('old village').

lat. 55°.

Kezche.

Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

Kespoogwit

Keyerhwotket

C,

Kustsheotin.

— Tolmie

and Dawson, Vocabs.

123b, 1884.

Kezonlathut. A Takulli village on McLeod lake, Brit. Col.; pop. 85 in 1911.
McLeod's Lake.— Can.
Oezonlathflt.

— Morice

Ind. Aff., 1904, pt.
in Trans.

ii,

74, 1905.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

x,

109, 1892.

Kfwetragottine ('mountain people').
A
Kawchodinne living s. of Ft.
Good Hope, along Mackenzie r., Mackenzie
dist., N.W.T.

division of the

Kfw6-tpa-Gottin&.

—Petitot,

Autour du

lac

des Es-

claves, 362, 1891.

A

Khaap.

body

Ntlakyapamuk under

of

the Kamloops-Okanagan agency, Brit. Col.;

name

pop. 23 in 1901, the last time the

ap-

pears.

Khaap.—Can.

Ind. Aff.

Skaap.—

166.

1901, pt. 2,

Ibid., 1885, 196.

Haida, 277, 1905.

Ketlalsm

{Ke'tlals'm,

'nipping

grass,'

so

come here in spring to
A Squawmish vil'age
grass).

called because deer

eat the fresh

community on the e. side of Howe sd.,
Col.—HiU-Toutin Rep. Brit. A.A.S., 474,
Ketlaynup.
id.,

in

Brit.

1900.

A body of Salish of Vancouver

speaking the Cowichan dialect; pop. 24

1882.— Can. Ind.

Aff. for 1882, 258.

it is in

reality only a house

the

being

belong-

There seems to be an error

ing to that family.
in

name

designation,

the

word

for

qa-i.

'sea-Hon'

(j.

Kevilkivashalah.

A

body

of

E

.s.)

Salish

when

last separately

Kevll-kiva-sha-Iah.

—Can.

('at

of

enumerated.

Ind. Aff. for 1882, 258.

the

base

A Huron

of

the

village

in

Khioetoa. A former village of the Neutrals,
apparently situated a short distance e. of the
present Sandwich, Ontario.
(j.

Khioetoa.— Jes.
Ill,

N. B. H.)

Rel. for 1641, 80, 1858.

index, 1858.

St. Michel.

—

Kioetoa.—
Jes. Rel. for

1641, 80, 1858 (mission name).

Kiaken

(K'ldke'n, 'palisade' or 'fenced vil-

Two Squawmish

village communities
Columbia; one on the left bank of
Skwamish r., the other on Burrard inlet.
Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474, 475

lage').

in British

—

1900.

A

Kianusili {Kia'nusili, 'cod people').
family belonging to the

Victoria superintendency, Vancouver id. Pop.

31 in 1882,

—Hewitt).

Ontario in 1637.— Jes. Rel. for 1637, 126, 1858.

Jes. Rel.,

Ketnas-hadai {K'etnas '.had'a'i, 'sea-lion
house people' [?]). Given by Boas ) Fifth Rep.
N. W. Tribes Canada, 27, 1889) as the name
of a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas, a family of
the Raven clan of the Haida of s. w. Alaska;
but

Khinonascarant
mountain.'

Raven

clan

of

the

Haida. Kian is the name for the common cod.
This family group formerly lived on the w.
coast of Queen Charlotte ids., near Hippa id.,
Brit. Col.

(j.

R. s.^
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—

KianosUi. Harrison in Proc. and Trans. Roy. Soc.
Canada, ii, 123, 1895. Kiii'nusili. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 271, 1905. Kya'nusla.— Boas, 12th Rep. N.W.
Tribes Canada, 22, 1898.

—

Kiaskusis ('small gulls') A small Cree band
residing in 1856 around the fourth lake from
Lac Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan.
They were
formerly numerous, but had become
reduced to 30 or 40 families owing to persistent
Blackfeet raids. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.

Kigicapigiak
on Cascapedia

great estabhshment,'
former Micmac village

('the

A

or 'great harbom-').

Bonaventure

r.,

Quebec.

co.,

Vetromile, Abnakis, 59, 1866.

•

—

Mo.

Val., 237, 1862.

Kicham

{K''lcd'm).

community on

A

Burrard

village

Col.

Brit.

inlet,

Kichesipirini ('men of the great

Huron they were

By

Savages of the Island). Once an important
tribe living on Allumette id., in the Ottawa
river,
Quebec.
They were considered as
the tj^pical Algonkin, and in order to distin-

them from the other

under the term in
called "Algonquins
first

this restricted sense

were

the Island,"

name

of

applied by Champlain

As Ottawa

was the

r.

included

tribes

a

Algonkin).

(see

line of travel

between

the Upper Lake country and the French settle-

ments, the position of the tribe made it at
times troublesome to traders and voyagem-s,

although as a rule they appear to have been
peaceable.
In 1645 they, together with the
Hurons, made a treaty of peace with the
Iroquois; but

was

it

of short duration, for 5

years later both the Hurons and the Kichesi-

more distant regions.
them is not known. It is

(j.

M.

n. b. h.)

j.

V, pt. 2,

(see

of

Jes.

iv,

ibid.. Ill,

Ibid.,

pliriniouek.— Jes.

ni.— Ibid.,

i,

Rel. 1658, 22, 1858.

Kidnelik. A tribe of Central Eskimo hving
on Coronation gulf, Arctic ocean.

—

Schwatka in Science,
Kidelik.— Rink, Eskimo Tribes, 33, 18S7.

^Schwatka

in Science,

543,

1884.

in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 470, 1888.

21a— 16

at

village

A

Nakoaktok

village

on Sey-

inlet, Brit. Col.

—
—

Kil

—

'sand-spit-point

{Kill,

A

[town]').

small Haida town formerly on Shingle bay,
Skidegate inlet, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.

was occupied by the Lanachaadus,
it,
and the Gitingidjats, two
family groups of very low social rank. SwanCol.

It

who owned

—

ton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

Kilinigmiut
try').

A

('people of the serrated coun-

subtribe of the Suhinimiut

Eskimo

inhabiting the region about cape Chidley, n.

Labrador and Ungava.
lin'ig

myut.— Turner

Pop. fewer than 40.
in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 176,

Kilistinons of the Nipisiriniens.

Men-

tioned by the Jesuit Rel. of 1658 (Thwaites
ed., XLiv, 249, 1898) as one of the 4 divisions
of the Cree, so called because they traded
with the Nipissing.
They lived between
lake Nipigon and Moose r., Ontario, though
they were not very stationary. Their popula-

tion at the date given

was estimated at 2,500.

Kichesipiri-

Kichesipiriniwek.— Ibid.,
1646, 34, 1858.
Nation de 1' Isle.— Ibid., 1633, 34,
1'
1858.
Sauvages de
Isle.— Ibid., 1646, 34, 1S5S.
1640, 34, 1858.

Copper Eskimo.

Kwantlen

New

Ke-ques-ta. Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 226, 1887.
Kikwistoq. Ibid.
Te'-kwok-stai-e. Dawson in
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 65.

1894.

— Champlain (1632), CEuvres,
Algonkin for various forms
193, 1870
the
word). Ehonkeronons. —
Rel. 1039, 88, 1858.
Hehonqueronon. — Sagard (1632), Hist. Can.,
cap.
'Nations,'
1S66.
Honqueronons. — Sagard (1636),
620,
Honquerons. —
247.
Kichesi-

A

opposite

Kikwistok.

mour

What became

Algonquian tribe.
Algommequin de I'lsle.

Rep. B. A. E., 180,
in Trans. Roy. Soc.

99.

Westminster, on
lower Eraser r., Brit. Col.
pop., together with
the New Westminster village, 65 in 1902.
Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902.

Kl

of

ii,

Kikait (Kikait).
Brownsville,

pirini fled- for safety to

probable that they were consolidated with the
Ottawa or with some other northwestern

of food.

in 11th

;

;

of their residence they T^^ere

often designated Algonquins of the Island, and

guish

want

Kigukhtagmyut.—Turner

1894.

Can., 1887, sec.

Ehonkeronon

called

suffer for

Ki'giktag'myut.— Turner

from

river,'

kiche 'great,' sipi 'river,' iriniouek 'men.'

the

dogs instead of reindeer skins, use the bow
and arrow and the spear instead of firearms,

and often

Squawmish

Hill-Tc^At in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900

from the place

Kigiktagmiut ('island people'). A tribe
Eskimo inhabiting the islands of Hudson
bay ofT the Ungava coast, between lat. 56°
and 61°. They wear the skins of seals and
of

543,

1884.

Kidnelik.
Qidneliq. Boas

—

Killikinnick.

Kilpaulus.
ichan

valley,

See Kinnikinnick.

A Cowichan
Vancouver id.,

tribe

in

Cow-

consisting

of

only 4 people in 1911.

Kil-pan-hus.— Can.
panlus.— Ibid., 1901,

Ind.
pt.

Aff.
2,

for

1883,

164, 1902.

190.

Kil-

—

Kilpaulus

Tilpa'les.— Boas, MS., B. A. E.
Tlip-pah-lis.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1880 31
Tlip-pat-lis.— Ibid., 1879, 308.
Ibid.,

1887.

1911,

207.
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Kils-haidagai

branch of the Kagials-kegawai,
a family group belonging to the Raven clan
They took their name from a
of the Haida.
point at the outer end of the tongue of land
on which the Skedans formerly stood, and
where were most of their houses. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 269, 1905.

—

Kilstlai-djat-takinggalung {Ki'lsui-i djat
UakH'ngalAn,

A

'chief tainess' children').

sub-

division of the Hlgahetgu-lanas, a family of

Raven

the

clan of the Haida.

—Swanton, Cont.

Haida, 270, 1905.

Kilutsai

of the river's

(Gyilois'd'r, 'people

A

Tsimshian family and town near
Metlakatla, on the n.w. coast of British
Columbia.
arm').

Kinagingeeg

'peninsula

{K.'ils xd'-idAga-i,

A

people').

1912

v., A.

(Gyinaxangyi'ek

of

'people

A

Tsimshian town and
local group near Metlakatla, n. w. coast of
British Columbia.
the mosquito place').

—

Gyinaxangyi'ek. Boas in Zeitschr. fur Ethnol., 232,
1888.
Kenchenkleg. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app.,
1859.
Kinagingeeg. Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281,
1897.
Klnahungik. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.
Kinkhankuk.—Howard, Notes
on Northern Tribes, 1854, MS., B. A. E. Kin-nachhangik. Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885. Klnnakangeck.— Brit. Col. map, 1872.

—
—
—

—

A

of Shuswap who
Kootenay country
near Windermere, Brit. Col., from North
Thompson r., about 50 years ago and main-

Kinbaskets.

body

forced themselves into the

tained themselves there with the help of the

Assiniboin

the

until

appeared and

whites

wars came to an end.

Pop. 41 in 1891, 63

in 1911.

Gyllots'a'r.— Boas in Zeitschr. fur Ethnol., 232, 188Kel-ut-sah. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859KiIl,on,chan. Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes,
Killoosa. Horetzky, Canada on
1854, MS., B. A. E.,
Pacific, 212, 1874.
Killowitsa.— Brit, Col. map, 1872.
Killutsar.— Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885. Kllootsa.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 114b,
1884.
Kil-utsai.
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281,

—
—

—

—

—

Kinbaskets.— Can.

Shus-

Ind. Aff. 1902, 253, 1903.

wap Band. — Ibid.

Kincolith ('place of scalp').
A mission
on Nass inlet, Brit. Col., founded in
1867 and settled by the Niska. Pop. 267 in

village

1902, 250 in 1911.

1897.

Kingasereang (Qingaseareang)
A spring
of Kinguamiut Eskimo on an
.

Kimaksuk. A Kinguamiut Eskimo
on Cumberland sd., lat. 65°, Baffin
McDonald, Discovery of Hogarth

village

island near the entrance to

island.
sd.,

86,

Cumberland

Kimissing {Qimissing)

Nettilling fiord,

Baffin island.

— Boas

in

6th

tribe,

A

.

fall

The winter

.

on the s. side of Cumberland sd., Baffin
Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., map, 1888.

island.— Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., map, 1888.

Eskimo,

the

of

—

Kimsquit (probably from Ki'm-kuitx, applied to the Bellacoola of Dean channel by
the Heiltsuk). Given as the name of part of

— Brit. Col.
Kemsquits. — Ibid.

Athlankenetis.
Rep. N.

W.

Kingnaitmiut. One of the 4 branches of
Okomiut Eskimo of Baffin id., formerly
settled at Pagnirtu and Kignait fiords, but
now having their permanent village at Kethe

are

lages

map, Ind. Aff,, Victoria,
Ki'mkultq. Boas in 7th
1891.
Kinisquit.— Can.

—

Tribes Can., 3,
pt. II, 162, 1901 (perhaps identical).

Ind. Aff.,
Klnisquitt.— Ibid., 272, 1889. Kul-much-qui-toch.—
Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859.

Kimus

('brow' or 'edge').

between Yale and

e.

Si.ska,

(the last time the

A

village of the

side of
Brit. Col.

name

Eraser

r.,

Pop. in

appears), to-

gether with Suk, 74.

Ramus.— Can.

Ind.

Aff.

Mem. Am. Mus.

for

1880,

230.

Kimu's. —

and Nirdlirn.— Boas

A

Kingnelling.
limiut

Eskimo

in 6th

Rep. B.A.E., 437,

spring settlement of Pad-

at the

s.

end

of

Home

bay,

—^Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., map,

1888.

Kingua ('its head'). A Kinguamiut Okomiut summer village at the head of Cumberland

sd., s. E.

Kingawa.
1,

126,

Baffin

— Boas

1901.

id.

Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Kingoua.— McDonald, Discov.
in Bull.

garth Sd., 86, 1841.

kamus.— Ibid.,

subtribe of the

418, 1898.

vil-

1888.

Nat. Hist., ii, 169, 1900.
Sk'muc. Hill-Tcut in Rep. Brit. Ass. Adv. Sci., 5,
1899.
Sook-kamus.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1901, pt. 2,
164 (name combined with that of Suk, q. v.). Suuk-

—

summer

Kitingujang, Kordlubing, Niutang,

Baffin island.

Ntlakyapamuk on the

Their

kertdn; pop. 86 in 1883.

the "Tallion nation" or Bellacoola.

Teit in

(Qingmikiuq)

settlement of the Ugjulirmiut in King William

island.

1872.

Kingmiktuk

settlement

Okomiut

Talirpingmiut

1901

sd.,

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

1841.

of

settlement

Oingua.

— Boas

in 6th

xv, pt.
of

Ho-

Rep. B.

A. E., map, 1888.

Kinguamiut

('inhabitants of

Okomiut Eskimo

its

head').

A

living in the
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Imigen, and KingaCumberland sd., and

villages of Anarnitung,

seareang, at the head of

numbering 60 in 1883. Kimaksuk seems to
have been a former village.
Klgnuamlut.— Boas in Geog. Bliitt., viii, 3.3, 1885-

— Boas

Petermanns Mitt., no. 80, 69'
Olnguamiut.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 426-

K'inguamiut.
1885.

in

1888.

—

Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes
MS., B. A. E. Gylspaqm'ots. BoaB
Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada, 35, 1889. GylSpex
la'ots.— Boas in Zeitschr. fur Ethnol., 232, 1888.
Ki8ch-pach-liS-6t8.— Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 317, 1885.

Gpaughettes.

—

visited in 1854,
in 5th

—
—

Kishpochalots. Brit. Col. map, 1872. KishpokaDorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281, 1897. Kispa-cha-laidy. Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.
Kispachlohts.- Gibbs in Cent. N. A. Ethnol., i, 143,
1877.
Kitspukaloats. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocaba.
Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.
Kyspyox. Horetzky, Canada
on the Pacific, 212, 1874.
lants.

—

—

Kinipetu ('wet country').
mo tribe on the w. coast

A

central Eski-

Hudson bay,

of

from Chesterfield inlet 250 m.
s.
deer and musk-oxen, using the skins
for clothing and kaiak covers, coming to the
extending

They hunt

when

coast only in winter,

are easilj'

seals

taken.
Agutit.

— Petitot

1876.

Kiaknukmiut.— Boas

Hist.,

XV,

Ethnog. Am., in, x'
Am. Mus. Nat.

in Bui.

Kimnepatoo.

name).

Century Mag., xxir,

in

in 6th

76,

nepatu.
1885.
Kinnipetu.

Rep.

— Boas

Petermanns

in

Mitt.,

no.

A

rapids').

{Gyidnada'eks, 'people of the

former Tsimshian division and

town near Metlakatla,
Gyidnada'eks.— Boas

318,

—

Kinnstoucks.— Brit.

1885.

Kinuhtoiah.

map, 1872.

278,

xi.x,

Dawson, Vocabs.
Can. Ind.

Brit.

Col.,

Aff. 1904, pt.

2, 7.3,

—Tolmie

Col.

and Dawson, Vo-

cabs. Brit. Col., 114b, 18S4.

Kioch's Tribe.

A body

of Salish of Wil-

liams Lake agency, Brit. Col., numbering 45
in 1886, the last time the

name

appears.

An

Kisthemuwelgit.
the N. side of Nass

r.,

an E. tributary of the Skeena,
234 in 1911.
Aff.

xix,

Brit. Col.; pop.

Kis-themu-welgit.

Ind. Aff., 415, 1898.

278,

— Dorsey

in

Am.

Kishgahgahs.— Brit.

Col.

Kish-ga-gass.
1897.

Kisgegos.—
Kis-go-gas.—

—

map, 1872. Kishkeg-as.
Can. Ind. Aff., 272, 1889.
Kiskagahs. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocaba. Brit. Col.,
114b,
1884.
Kissgarrase. Horetzky,
Canada on
Pacifie, 212, 1874.
Kiss-ge-gaas.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
1891.
Kit-ka-gas.—
Dawson
in
252,
Geol. Surv. Can.,
20b, 1879-80.
Kitsagas.— Scott in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep.
Kits-ge-goos.— Can. Ind. Aff 358,
1869, 563, 1870.
Kits-go-gase.— Ibid., 280, 1894.
1895.

—

—

,

Kitahon.

A

Brit. Col., a

Kitawn.

— Dorsey

Kitaix.

A

former Niska village on Nass
few miles from tidewater.

Niska

Metlakatla, Brit. Col.

to Port Simpson.

21a— 16i

1859.

village near the

mouth

of

—

tak.— Ibid., 251, 1891. Kit-tek.— Ibid., 360, 1897.
Kitten.— Ibid., 1903, pt. 2, 72, 1904. Kit-tex.— Ibid.,
432, 1896.

Kitamat.

See Kitimat.

the

removed

app.,

Gitie'ks.-Swanton,. field notes, 1900-01. Kit-aix.—
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 279, 1897. Kitax. Can.
Kitlax.— Ibid., 280, 1894. KltInd. Aff., 416, 1898.

A

town formerly at
The people have now

Antiq., xix, 279,

Brit. Col.; pop.

the place of the fruit of the cornus').

and

Am.

28 in 1903, the last
time it was separately enumerated. In 1904
the combined strength of the Kitaix and
Andeguale people was 80.
r.,

inlet, Brit. Col.;

division

its

Pacific, 132, 1874.

of

Tsimshian

in

in.

'people

{Gyi^pexlU''ols,

near

Col.,

—Kane, Wand. N. Am.,
— Horetzky, Canada on the

Kitangata.

Kishpachlaots

town on

old Niska
Brit.

1897.

Nass

1904, pt. 2, 73, 1905.

1896.

431,

Ibid.,

Antiq.,

415,

mouth, and numbering about 50 inhabitants.
There is some question about the correctness
of the name. See Kitangala.

Kit-a-hon.

Kis-ge-gas.— Can.

—

1861.
Kispiox.
Tolmie and DawGeog. Board, 71, 1911. Kispyox.
Kitspayuchs.
son, Vocabs. Brit. Col. map, 1884.
Scott
in U. S. Ind. Aff.
Rep. 1869, 563, 1870.
Kits-piouse.— Can. Ind. Aff., 358, 1895. Klts-

r.,

Kishgagass. ('place of ancestor Gagass').
Kitksan division and town on Babine r.,

Can. Ind.

Kispiax.

Kish-pi-youx.—
Kispyaths. Downie in

Jackson, Alaska, 300, 1880.
Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi, 253,

— Can.

Ind. Aff. for 18S6, 232.

A

—

114b, 1884.
1905.

in Zeitsch. fur

—
—

Ind.,

—

Kish-pi-yeoux. Dorsey in Am.
Kispaioohs. Tolmie and
1897.

1895.

50,

pioux.— Ibid., 3.59, 1897. Klts-piox.— Ibid.,
1898.
Kits-pyonks.— Ibid., 304, 1893.

Brit. Col.

EthnoL, 232, 1888.
Keen-ath-toix. Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.
Kenath tui ex. Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes
Kinnato-iks. Krause,
visited in 1854, MS., B. A. E.

Tlinkit

—

ada,

—

80, 72, 1SS5.

Kinuhtoiah

Kispiox ('place of ancestor Piyeoux').
Kitksan division and town at the junction
of Kispiox and Skeena rs., Brit. Col. According to Boas there were two clans there,
Raven and Bear. Pop. 222 in 1911.
Gyispayo'kc. Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can-

A

Antiq.,

Kini-

1881.

KinB. A. E., 450, 18S8.
Boas in Trans. Anthrop. Soc. Wa.sh., in, 96,

petu.— Boas

—

(own

1901

6,

Schwatka

in Bib. Ling, et

—

A

Niska town on Nass

r.

or

pop. 30 in 1903, the last time

name

either

appears.
Probably identical with
Lakungida or Kisthemuwelgit.

Kitangata.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
gataa.— Ibid., 416, 1898.

pt.

ii.

68, 1902.

Kitan-
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An

Kitanmaiksh.

old

town and division

Kitksan just above the junction of Skeena
and Bulkley rs., Brit. Col. The new town is
now called Hazelton and has become a place
of some importance, as it stands near the

of the

Grand Trunk

Pacific

Ry.

crossing

of

the

Pop. 251 in 1911.

Skeena.

Get-an-max.— Can.

max.— Ibid.,

Ind.

Aff.,

1898.

415,

Git-an304,

Gyit'anma'kys.— Boas in 10th Rep. N. W.
Kit-an-maiksh.— Dorsey in
Tribes Can., 50, 1S95.
Am. Antiq., xi.x, 278, 1897. Kitinahs.— Tolnr.ie and
1893.

Dawson, Vocabs.

from

water,'

('great

'great,' garni 'water,'

lake Superior).

the

Chippewa name

A tribe living in

and

linguistically

Little

related.

1670, 90, 18-58), in which he says:

Illinois are thirty days'

journey by land

from La Pointe, the way being very difficult.
They are southwestward from La Pointe du
Kitchigamis,

One passes by the nation of the
who compose more than 20 large

lodges and live in the interior.

After that

the traveller passes through the country of
the

Miamiouek [Miami], and traversing great

deserts

he arrives at the country

(prairies)

of the Illinois."

It

appears from his statement

that they were at this time at
Illinois.

In the same Relation

stated that along Wisconsin

r.

war with the
(p.

are

100)

it

is

numerous

other nations; that 4 leagues from there "are

Kickapoos

the

and

the

Kitchigamis,

who

speak the same language as the Mascoutens."
Tailhan, who is inclined to associate them with
the

Illinois,

says the above statement

is

con-

firmed by the inedited relation of P. Beschefer.

As neither Marquette nor Allouez speaks

of

when they reach the section indicated,
but mention the Kickapoo, Mascoutcn and
Illinois, and as it appears that they had been
at war with the Illinois, it is probable that
the Kitchigami formed a part of the Kickapoo
or the Mascoutens tribe. They are not noted
ou Marquette's true map, but are located on
Thevenot's so-called Marquette map, under
the name Kithigami, as immediately w. of
tliem

(C. T.)

Ketchegamins.—Perrot
Ketchigamins.

higamins.— Ibid.,

mick.— Shea

1670,

Rel.

Memoire,

Jes. Rel., index, 1858.

221,

Kete-

Kischigamins.—

1670, 90, 1858.

chigamich.—Jes.
gami.

—

(1718-EO),

1683, Thwaite's ed., Lxii,

Rel.

Jes.

Kit-

1900.

193,

KitchigaKithi-

1858.

100,

in Wis. Hist. Coll., in, 131, 1857.

— Thevenot

quoted by Shea, Discov. Miss., 268,

1852.

A

for

1669-70, about

s.

Saint Esprit.

mouth of Wisdrop so suddenly

from history would indicate that

entirely

on reindeer moune. of Mackenzie r.
and at cape Bathurst, Mac-

Kitegareut

absorbed by the Mascoutens or the Kickapoo.
The fii'st mention of them is in a letter written
by Marquette, probably in the spring of 1670
(Jes. Rel.

fact that they

they became known under some other name.

tains').

has been recorded in relation to the Kitchigami, and after a few brief notices of them,
chiefly by Fathers Allouez and Marquette,
they drop from history, having probably been

"The

and

The

r.

kiichi,

w. Wisconsin, v/ith the Kickapoo
and Mascoutens, with which tribes they were
ethnically

consin

Brit. Col., 1143, 1SS4.

Kitchigami

central or

1912

the Mississippi, opposite the

1864.

Git-au-max.— Ibid.,

1891.

252,

A.

v.,

('dwellers

on Anderson

r.

They

kenzie.

Eskmo

tribe of

the most easterly tribe
Their country is known as

are

wearing labrets.

a source of stone utensils.

—

Anderson's River Esquimaux. Hind, Labrador,
Kitiga'ru.— Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A.

259, 1863.

—

ir,

E.,

Kitte-ga-re-ut. Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
45, 1892.
Kitte-garrCE-oot. Richardson in FrankI, 362, 1851.

—

Second E.xped., 174, 1828. Kit-te-ga'-ru.— Simpson quoted by Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E,, 48, 1892.
KPagmalit. Petitot, quoted by Murdoch, ibid.
Kpagmaliveit. Petitot in
KPagmaliveit. Ibid.
Bib. Ling, et Ethnog. Am., xi, 11, 1876 (='the real
lin,

—

—

—

—

Kpamalit.) Rink, Eskimo Tribes, 33,
KpavanaPtat. Petitot in Bib. Ling, et Ethnog.
KPoteyopeut.
Am,, xr, 11, 1876 (= 'easterners').
Kragmalit').

—

1887.

Ibid.

Kithateen.
A Chimmesyan division on
Nass r., Brit. Col. Kane, Wand, in N.A.,

—

app., 1850.

Given by Downie (Jour.
Kithathratts.
Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi, 253, 1861) as a Chimmesj^an village on the headwaters of Skeena
r., Brit. Col., in the territory of the Kitksan;
not identifiable with any present Kitksan
town.

Kitimat. A northern Kwakiutl tribe hvon Douglas channel, Brit. Col., and speaking

They

the Heiltsuk dialect.

are divided into

the Beaver, Eagle, Wolf, Salmon, Raven, and

Killer-Whale clans.

Pop. 287 in 1911.

— Boas,

5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9,
1889 (Chiir.m.esyan nameV Hai-shi-la. Daw.^on in
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 65, 1887. Hai-shilia.

Gyit'ama't.

—

Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

Brit.

Col.,

117b,

1SS4.

Hyshalla.— Scouler (1840) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond
Ket a Mats.— Colyer in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep.
233, 1848.
,

1SG9, 534, 1870.
2,

70,

1905.

Kitamat.

Kitamah.— Can.
Kitamaht.

—

Brit.

— Tolmie and Dawson, op.

Ind. Aff. 1004, pt.
Col.
cit.

map, 1872.
Kitamatt.

Kitimat.— Ibid

pt.
Can. Ind. Aff., 244, 1890.
1901.
Kit ta maat.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

1855.
app.,

Am

,

—

,

2, 162,
v,

487,

Kittamarks. Downie in Mayne, Brit. Col
Kit-ta-muat. Kane, Wand, in N.
452, 1862.
app 1859 (erroneously included under the Chim,

—

,
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Kauldaw,

Xa-isla'.— Roas

and Kitzegukla. To these must be added the modern
mission town of Meamskini-ht. A division

niesyan Sabassa).
Kittimat. Flpminpr, Can. Pac R.
R. Rep. Prog., 138, 1877.
Kittumarks.— Horetzky,
Can. on Paoifif, 212, 1874.
Oalsla'.— Boas, 6th Rep.

N.

W.

Tribes Can,', 52, 1890.

in Rep.

1897 (own name).

N:it. .Mus. 180.5, 328,

A summer

Kitingiijang.

settlement

of

Kingnaitmiut Eskimo at the head of
Kingnait fiord, Cumberland sd. Boa.-< in 6th
Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.
flic

—

According

(Tiinkit Indianer, 304,

h]-anfh of the Haida.

Krause

to

name

1885), the

known

is

Unidentified.

salmon weirs).
A Tsimshian
and town on Douglas channel, n. w.
coast of British Columbia.
Although formerly a large town, its inhabitants are said
by Bo&s to have been subject to the chief
fiom

their

division

of the Kitwilgioks, to

whom

—

Gyitkshan.— Boas in 10th Rep. ibid.,
Kiks^n. J. O. Dorsey in Am. .\ntiq., xix,
Kit-ih-shian.— Tolmie and Daw.5on, VoBrit. Col, IHb, 1SS4.
Kitksa'n. Dorsey in

—

9, 18.S9.

—

—

KitkaSt.— Krause,
Tiinkit Ind., 318, 1885.
Kitkaht.— Brit. Col. map,
Victoria, 1872.
Kit-kahta. Dorsey in Am. Antiq.,
XIX, 280, 1897.
Kit-kats.— Scott in U. S. Ind. Aff.
Vocabs.

Brit.

114b,

Col.,

1884.

—

Rep., 316, 1868.

— Boas

in 5th

Rep. N.

Keek heat

1855.

Keet-heat-la.

1859.

Keethratlah.— Mayne,

la.

W.

Tribes Canada,

—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

1889.

— Kane,

Wand,

9,

v, 487,

N. A., app.,

in

279,

1861.

Kitatels.— Scott in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 312, 1868.
cathla.— Mohun in Can. Ind. Aff., 153, 1881.

KitKit-

chatlah.
I,

— Scouler

Brit.

Col.,

(1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

Kithatla.

233, 1848.

— Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

Kithkatla.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
1891.
Kitkathla.— Brit. Col. map, Victoria,
251,
Kitkatla.—
Ind.
1872.
Can.
Aff., 432,
1896.
Kitkhall-ah. Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes visited
Kit-khatla.— Dorsey in Am.
in 1854, MS., B. A. E.
Kltoonitza.— Tolmie and
Antiq., xix, 280, 1897.
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 115b, 1884 (Kwakiutl
Brit.

Col.,

114b,

1884.

—

name). Kittralchia.— Krause, Tiinkit Ind., 318, 1885'
Sibapa. Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes visited in
1854, MS., B. A. E., (probably the name of the chief,
Djebasa)

—

Kitksan ('people of Skeena [Ksian]
One of the three dialectic divisions
Chimmesyan stock, affiliated more
with

the

proper.

NLska than with

The people speaking

the

enumerates

the

river').

of

the

closely

Tsimshian

the dialect live

along the upper waters of Skeena

Dorsey

cabs.

Antiq., xi.v, 277,

r.,

Brit. Col.

following

towns:

1.S07.

—
— Can.

Kit-ksum.

Aff., 3,59. 1897.

Kit-ksun.— Can.

Kitsun.— Ibid.,

194, 1911.

Ind.

Ind. Aff., 3.58, 1895.

Kitlakaous ('people on the sandy point').
former Niska village on Nass r., Brit. Col.,
near its mouth. It was entirely abandoned in
1885.— Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 270, 1897.

A

A

Kitlakdamix.
Nass r.,

division

Brit. Col.,

tidewater; pop. 169 in 1898,

and town

of the

about 25 m. from
126 in 1904,

84

in 1911.

Gitladamax.

—

Can. Ind. Aff.,
pt.
ii,
12,
1911.
Gyit'iaqda'mikc. Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 49, 1895.
Kilawalaks. Tolmie and Dawson,
Vocabs. Brit. Col., map, 1884. Kin-a-roa-lax.
Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. Kin-a-wa-lax.

—

—

Kinne-woolun.
Kitlacdamax. Can. Ind.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 487, 1855.

—

Brit.

map,

Col.

1872.

—

Kitlach-damak.— Can. Ind.
Kitlach-damax.— Ibid 416, 1898.
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 280,

1904, pt. 2, 69, 1905.

.Aff.

Kitkatla ('people of the sea'). A leading
Tsimshian division and town on Porcher id.,
N. w. coast of British Columbia; pop. 225 in
1902, 210 in 1911.
Gyitqa'tla.

—

1807.

Ni.ska on

Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes, Canada
Hartley Bay.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1904, pt. 2, 70,
1905.
Kll-cah-ta. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859.
Kitha-ata. Can. Ind. Aff., 271, 1889. Kitkaata.
Ibid.,
Kitkada.— Tolmie and Dawson,
432, 1896.

Gyitfi'a'ata.

1889.

8,

50, 1895.

they paid tribute.

Pop. 92 in 1911.

Pop.

Gyikshan. Boas in 10th Rep. X. W. Tribes Can., 50,
1895.
Gyitksa'n.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes

Am.

('people of the poles'; so called

Kitan-

Glen-Vowell band.

the

as

Kishpiyeoux,
Kitwinskole,

1,314 in 1911.

277,

of a

Kishgagass,

Kitwingach,

maik.sh,

Can.,

Kitkadusshade.

Kitkahta

245

271,

Aff.,

1889.

,

—

Kit-lak-damix.
1897.
Kitlatamox.

— Horetzky,

Canada on

Pacific,

128, 1874.

'the people who paddle
former T.simshian division
and town near Metlakatla, n. w. coast of
British Columbia; now at Port Simpson.

Kitlani

stern

{Gyitld'n,

A

first').

Gyitlii'n.— Boas in Zeitschr. fur Ethnol., 232, 1888.
Ketlane. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. Kltlan.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 114b,
Kitlani.
1884.
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281, 1897.
Kitlan Kilwilpeyot. Brit. Col. map of Ind. Tribes,
Victoria, 1872.
Kittiean.— Krause, Tiinkit Ind., 318,

—

—

—

—

1885.

Kitlope (Tsimshian: 'people of the rocks').
tribe living on Gardiner channel

A Kwakiutl

Brit. Col.; pop.

84 in 1901, 71 in 1904, 68 in

1911.

Gi'manoitx.— Boas in Rep. Nat Mus., 1895, 328, 1897.
Gyimanoitq. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9,
1889. Gyitlo'p.
Keimanoeitoh. Tolmie and
Ibid.

—

—

—

—

Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 117b, 1884. Kitloop.
map, 1872* Kitlop. Tolmie and Dawson,
op. cit.
Kit-lope. Kane, Wand, in N. A. ,app., 1859
Brit. Col.

—

(wrongly classed as Sabassa).

—

Kittlope.

Xana'ks'iala.— Boas
Mus. 1895, 328, 1897 (own name).

Aff.,

315,

1892.

Kitrauaiiks
Krause (Tiinkit

{Kitrau-ai-iks.)

—Can.

in

Rep,

Given

Ind.

Nat.

by

Ind., 318, 1885) as a division
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of the Tsimshian on Skeena r.,
southward; they are not now

Kitsalas

and

of

i.e.,

of the latter town, 144 in 1902; in 1911, 79.

9,

—Boas 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada,
Kisalas.— Can. Ind. Aff 416, 1898. Kit—Downie Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi, 252,
— Howard, Notes on Northern
Kitchu
Kitsalas. — Scott
1854, MS., B. A. E.
in

1889.

alaska.
1861.

,

in

lass.

Tribes visited in
in U.S. Ind. Aff.

Rep. 1869, 563, 1870. Kitsalass.— Can.

Ind.

Kitsallas.— Brit. Col. map,
Kit-se-lai-so. Kane, Wand, in N. A
1891.

252,

Aff.,

Victoria, 1872.

app.,

Kitselasslr.

1859.

1885.
1874.

1897.

—
—

—
— Krause,

visited in 1854,

Kitsumkalem.—Can. Ind.
Kltsumgallum.—Geog. Board, 72,
sumkalum. Horetzky, Canada on

,

Tlinkit Ind., 318,

Horetzky, Canada, on Pacific, 212,
Kit zilas. Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 279,
Kit-zilass.— Ibid., map.

—

Klt-zim-gay-lum.

1874.

1912

v., A.

Kitchlmkale.—

Ind. Aff., 271, 1889.

B. A. E.

Skeena r.) A Tsimshian division. The two
towns successively occupied by them bore
their name. The first, just above Kitsalas caiion
of Skeena r., Brit. Col., has been abandoned,
the people having moved, mainly in 1893, to
Pop.
New Kitsalas, just below the canon.
Gyits'ala'ser.

kalem.—Can.

Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes

identifiable.

the canon,'

of

('people

Brit. Col.,

— Dorsey

MS.,

Aff., 416,

1898.

1911.

Kit-

Pacific,

Am.

in

212,

Antiq.,

XIX, 279, 1897.

Kittizoo. The southernmost division and
of the Tsimshian, on the s. side of Swindle

town

w. of Milbanke sd., Brit. Col. The
now almost deserted.
Gyidesdzo'.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9,
1889. Ketyagoos.— Colyer in U.S., Ind. Aff. Rep. 1869,

id.,

N.

town

is

§34, 1870.

Kitestues.— Brit. Col. map, Victoria, 1872.
and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col.,
Kit-tlst-zu.— Gibbs in Cont. N. A. Eth-

—Tolmie

Kitistzoo.
114b, 1884.

—

Dorsey in Am. Antiq.,
I, 143, 1877.
Kit-tizoo.
Kityagoos. Scott in U.S. Ind. Aff.
Rep., 316, 1868. Whisklaleitoh.— Tolmie and Dawson,
Vocabs. Brit. Col., 114b, 1884 ('people across the aea':
nol.,

—

XIX, 280, 1897.

Heiltsuk name).

Kitsellase.

^itzimgaylum.
Kitsalthlal

See Kilsumgallum.

{Gyidzaxtld'il,

'people of

the

Kittsawat.

A

Ntlakyapamuk

village near

Lytton, Brit. Col., with 4 inhabitants in 1897
(Can. Ind. Aff. Rep.), the last time the name
appears.

Tsimshian division and
town on the coast of British Columbia,
between Nass and Skeena rs., probably near

Kituitsach-hade.
A name given by
Krause (Tlinkit Indianer, 304, 1885) to a
supposed branch of the Haida on Queen Char-

Metlakatla.

lotte ids., Brit. Col.

Gyidzaxtla'tl.—Boas in Zeitschr. fiir Ethnol., 232, 1888
Kitch-a-clalth.— Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859.
Kitche kla la. Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes
Kits-ach-ia-al'ch.—
visited in 1854, MS., B. A. E.
Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 317, 1885. Kitsaga-tala.—
xxxi, 253, 1861.
Geog.
Soc,
in
Roy.
Downie
Jour.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col.,
Kitsaltlilal.

Kitunahan Family. A linguistic
established by PoweU (7th Rep. B. A.

A

Balmon-berries')-

—

—

114b, 1884.

Given by

Kitsanaka.

Dawson

(Queen

Charlotte Ids., 134, 1880) as the name of one
of fom- Haida clans, the word being supposed

As there are only two
Raven (Hoya) and the Eagle
{Got), and the word for crow is k.'dldjida, it
Dawson misunderstood his
is evident that
"crow."

to signify

Haida

clans, the

informant.

(j.

Kitsumgallutn

R. s.)

('people on the upper part

—

A Tsimshian division
Boas).
and town on the n. side of Skeena r., Brit.
These people were
Col., below the canon.
originally Tongas, of the Koluschan stock, who
fled from Alaska on account of continual wars,
and settled at this point. In course of time
they came to speak the Tsimshian language.
of the river.'

Pop. 69 in 1902; in 1911, together with Port
Essington, 160.

— Boas

Gyits'umra'lon'.

Canada,

Wand,

in

9,

35,

N.

Schoolcraft,

A.,

Ind.

1889.
app.,

in

5th

Rep.

N.

W.

Kee-chum-a-kai-lo.
1859.

Tribes,

v,

Kee-chum
487,

1855.

Tribes

—Kane,

akarlo.

Kitchem-

Unidentified.

family
E., 85,

1891) to include the single Kutenai tribe. (q- v.).
is
adopted from Hale's term,

The name

Kitunaha, applied to the tribe. This family
has since been found to consist of two tribes
with shghtiy differing dialects, viz., the Upper
Kutenai and the Lower Kutenai, the former
being properly the Kitona' qa, the latter the
Certain other minor differAqkoqtl'atlqo.
ences exist between these two sections. The
following family synonyms are chronologic.
(a. f. c.)

= Kitunaha.—Hale

Expl. Exped., vi, 204, 535,
Gallatin in
1846 (between the forks of the Columbia)
Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, pt. 1, c. 10, 77, 1848 (Flatbow); Berghaus (1851), Physik. Atlas, map 17, 1852;
in

U.

S.

;

in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 70, 1856; Latham,
Opuscula, 338, 1860; Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol.,
395, 1862 (between lat. 52° and 48°, w. of main ridge of
Rocky mts.) Gatsohet in Mag. Am. Hist. 170, 1877 (on
Kootenay r). =Coutanies. Hale in U. S. Expl. ExLatham,
ped., VI, 204, 1846 (= Kitunaha). =Kutanis.
Nat. Hist. Man., 316, 1850 (Kitunaha). =Kituanaha.
Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 402, 1853

Latham

;

—

—

(Coutaria or Flatbows, N. of lat. 49°). =Kootanies.
Buschmann, Spuren der aztek. Sprache, 661, 1859.
= Kutani.— Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol., 395, 1862
Kitunaha). =Cootaiiie. Latham, ibid, (synon(or
ymous with Kitunaha). = Kootenai. Gatschet in Mag.

—

Am.

—

Hist., 170, 1877 (defines area occupied);

in Beach, Ind. Miscel., 446, 1877;

Gatschet

Bancroft, Nat. Races,
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=Kootenuha.
Brit.

Col

,

—Tolmie
—

and Dawson,

79-87, 188-4 (vocabulary of
Hale in U. S. Expl.

Upper Kootenuha). =Flatbow.

Exped., VI, 204, 1846 ( = Kitunaha); Gallatin in Trans.
Ethnol. Soc, ii, pt. 1, 10, 77, 184S (after Hale);
Buschmann, Spuren der aztek. Sprache, 661, 1859;
Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol., 395, 1862 (or Kitunaha);

Am.

Gatschet in Mag. Am. Hist., 170, 1877. =Flachbogen.
Berghaus (1851), Physik. Atlas, map 17, 1852.
XShushwaps. Keane in Stanford Compend. (Cent,
and So. Am.), app., 460, 474, 1878 (includes Kootenais
Flatbows or Skalzi). =Kitunahan. Powell in 7th Rep.

—

—

—

B. A. E., 85, 1891.

Kitunto

Kitwinshilk ('people of the place of hzards')
Niska town on the middle course of Nass r.,
N. w. British Columbia.
According to Boas

A

there were four divisions

A

the stock-

Tsimshian division and town

formerly near the mouth of Skeena r., Brit.
The people were related to the KishCol.

—

Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada,
Ket-an-dou. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app.,
Kitadah.—rDorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281,
Kit, an, doh. Howard, Notes on Northern

—
—

35, 1889.

1859.
1897.

Tribes visited in 1854, MS., B. A. E., Kittandd.—
Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885. Kitunto.— Tolmie
and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.

Their chief outranked

Col.

Brit.

Tsimshian

in

in

W.

5th Rep. N.

Tribes Can-

Kitwilgioks.— Tolmie and Dawson,

114b, 1884. Kit-will-coits.—
Kane, Wand,
N. A., app., 1859. Kitwill quoitz.^
Howard, Notes on Northern Tribes visited in 1854,
MS., B. A. E. Kit-wuIg-Jats.- Krause, Tlinkit Ind.,

Vocabs.

Col.,

Brit.

in

317, 1885.

Kitwilksheba

{GyUwulk&^ha').

A

Ind. Tribes, v, 487, 1855.

Canada on the Pacific, 129, 1874. Kit-win-shilk.
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 280, 1897. Kitwintshieth.
Ind. Aff., 271, 1889.
Kitwintshilth.— Ibid.,

416, 1898.

Kitwinskole

('people where the narrows
Kitksan division and town on a
w. branch of upper Skeena r., Brit. Col.; pop.
exclusive of about 115 Uving at Ayensk, Kineolith and Fishery bay,
Nass., was 47 in

A

pass').

1911.
in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes CanKitswinscolds. Scott in U.S. Ind. AfTRep. 1869, 563, 1870. Kltwancole.— Horetzky, Can.
ada on the Pacific, 116, 1874. Kit-wan-cool. Can.

—
Kit-wan Cool.—
252, 1891.
— Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 279, 1897'
Kit-wun-kool. — Dawson
Geol. Surv.
Can., 20b,
Ind. A£f., 415, 1898.

Ibid.,

Kit-win-skole.

Kitzeesh (Gyidzl's, 'people of the salmon
A Tsimshian division and town formerly near Metlakatla, Brit. Col. According
to the Haida, this family was descended from
weir').

woman

Gittci's.

Schoolcraft,

of

Skeena

r.,

Brit. Col.

extinct.

—

Gyitwulkseba'. Boas in Zeitschr. fUr Ethnol., 232,
Ket-wilk-ci-pa.- Kane, Wand, in N. A,, app.,
1888.
Kitwilksheba. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
1859.
Brit. Col.,
114b, 1884.
Kit,will,su,pat.— Howard,
Notes on Northern Tribes visited in 1854, MS., B. A. E.
Kit-wtilkse-be.— Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885.

—

('people of

place

of

plenty of

A division and town of the Kitksan
on the N. bank of Skeena r., Brit. Col., just
above the rapids; pop. 154 in 1904, 155 in
rabbits').

of their tribe.

—Swanton,

and the mouth
In 1884 it was almost

lakatla

of

1879-80.

Boas

in Zeitschr.

Ind.

f.

field notes,

1900-01.

Ethnol., 232, 1888.

Tribes, v,

Gyidzi's.

Kee-ches.—

Kee-chls.
Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. Keshase. Howard,
Notes on Northern Tribes visited in 1854, MS., B. A. E
Kitseesh. Brit. Col. map, Victoria, 1872. Kitsiisch.— Krause, Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885. Kltsis.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.
Kitzeesh. Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 281, 1897.
487,

1855.

—

—

—

Kitzegukla

('people of Zekukla mountain').
Kitksan division and town on upper Skeena
r., a short distance below Hazelton, Brit. Col.
There is an old and also a new town of this
name.
According to Boas there were two

A

Raven and Bear, the people of the
being called specifically Gytsg'a'hast.

clans here,

1911.

—Boas 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can1895.
Kilgonwah. —
Col. map, Victoria,
Kitcoonsa. — Downie
Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,

Gyitwung"-a'.

in

ada, 50,
1872.
XXXI, 253, 1861.

Brit.

in

Kitswingahs.— Scott in U.S. Ind. Afif.
Rep. 1869, 563, 1870. Kit-wang-agh.— Can. Ind. A£f.,
415, 1898.
Kitwanga. Ibit., 193, 1911. Kitwangar. Horetzky, Canada on the Pacific, 212, 1874.
Kit-win-gach. Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 279,
1897.
Kitwunga. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

—

—

ada, 49, 1895.

shian division in the neighbourhood of Met-

Kitwinga

—

Kitwanshelt.— Horetzky,

—Can.

a

Tsim-

these

lOth Rep. N. W. Tribes
sheik. Schoolcraft,

Ke toon ok

in

— Boas

1889.

35,

other

chiefs.

Gyitwulgya'ts.
ada,

all

first of

1911.

Gyitwunkse'tlk.— Boas

Gyltwuntlko'I.— Boas

Kitwilgioks {Gyitwulgyd'ts, 'people of the
A Tsimshian division in
camping place').
the neighbourhood of the mouth of Skeena r.,

The

belonged to the Wolf clan, the second and
third to the Eagle clan, and the fourth to the
Bear clan. Pop. 77 in 1898, 62 in 1904, 48 in

pachlaots.
Gyit'Enda.

Laktiaktl, Lakloukst,

:

Gyitsaek, and Gyisgahast.

Canada, 49, 1895.

{Gyil'endd, 'people of

aded town').

247

—

—

—

Brit. Col., 114b, 1884.

latter

Pop. of both, 91

63 in 1911.

in 1904,

Rep. N. W. Tribes CanKltseguecla. Dawson in Geol. Surv.
Canada, 20b, 1879-80. KItse-gukla.— Can. Ind. Afif.,
Kitsenelah.— Brit. Col. map, Victoria,
252, 1891.

Gyitsigyu'ktla.—Boas
ada, 50, 1895.

in 10th

—

1872.
Kit-se-quahla.— Can. Ind. Aff., 415, 1898.
Kit-se-quak-la.— Ibid., 358, 1895. Kitsigeuhle.—
Horetzky, Canada on Pacific, 116, 1874. Kitsiguchs.
—Scott in U. S. Ind. Afl. Rep. 1S69, 563, 1870. Kitsi-
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—

Tolmie and Dawson, Vooabs.
1884.
Kits-se-quec-la.— Can. Ind. Aff., 304, 1893.
Kitzegukla. Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 278, 1897.
guhll.

Brit. Col., 114f,,

—

—

See Kilsalas.

Kitzilas.

{KHil'slA, 'where the trail

Kiusta.
out'

A

[?]).

comes

former Haida town on the n.w.

coast of Moresby id., opposite North id.,
It was
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
owned by the Stustas. Possibly the town
given in John Wark's list as "Lu-lan-na,"
with 20 houses and 296 inhabitants in 1836-40,
included this place and the neighbouring town
The old people remember 9 houses
of Yaku.
After
as having stood here and 8 at Yaku.
the population of Kiusta had decreased considerably, the remainder went to Kung, in
(j.r.s.)
Naden harbour.
Kioo-sta.

162, 1880.
— Dawson, Queen Charlotte
— Harrison Proc. and Trans. Roy. SocIda.,

Kusta Haade.
Can., sec.

N.

W.

ii,

—

Klatanars.
Can. Ind. Aff.
wars.
Ibid., for 1879, 309.

A

Klatwoat.
Harrison

r.,

Brit. Col.

—

for

its

Brit. Col.

1886,

Klata-

229.

on the w. bank

of

junction with Fraser

r.,

village

near

1912

v., A.

map, Ind.

Aff., Victoria,

1872.

Kleaukt {Kleau'kt, 'rocky bar').
the Ntlakyapamuk on Fraser
North Bend, Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout

Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Kliksiwi

5,

village

below
Rep.

root at

mouth

r.,

1899.

{Lix'si'we'^, 'clover

—Boas).

A
in

of

A

former Kwakiutl village
at the mouth of Kliksiwi r., on the e. side of
Va.ncouver id.
All traces of it have disappeared.
of river.'

Klik-si-wi.
sec.

II,

— Dawson
Lixsi'we^.

72.

Roy. Soc. Can.

in Trans.

— Boas,

for 1887.

inf'n, 1905.

in

125, 1895.

A

Kivitung.
Oivitung.— Boas

fiord,

Baffin id.

A

river people').

division of the Etchareottine

settlement of Akudnirmiut

Eskimo on Padli

Klodesseottine ('hay

Ky'iu'st'a.— Boas, 12th Rep.

Tribes Canada, 22, 1898.

on Hay

r.,

Mac-

kenzie dist., N.W.T.
In 1904 there were 247
enumerated on the upper and 115 on the

lower river.

in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

Gens de

la riviere

au Foin.
Slaves of

— Petitot,

Diet.

Dene-

Kiyis {Ki'yis, 'dried meat'). A division of
the Piegan tribe of the Siksika. Grinnell,

Can. Ind.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 209, 225, 1892.

Hay

Klahosaht. A Nootka tribe formerly Uving
N. of Nootka sd., Vancouver id. (Sproat, Sav.
Boas was unable to learn
Life, 308, 1869).

Klokegottine ('prairie people'). A Nahane
division living between Mackenzie r. and lakes
La Martre, Grandin, and Tache, Mackenzie
dist., N.W.T.

—

anything about them, but the name seems to
occiu- in Jewitt's Narrative as the designation
of a small tribe -that had been "conquered and
incorporated into that of Nootka."
Klahars.

—Jewitt,

Narr.,

74,

Klahosaht.

1849.

—

Tlahosath.— Boas, 6th
Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 18C9.
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890.

An

Klamatuk.

old village, probably be-

longing to the Comox, on the

couver

id.,

opposite the

Kla-tna-took.

s.

e,

coast of Van-

end of Valdes

— Dawson, Geol. Surv. Can., map,

id.

1888.

A
Klaskino ('people of the ocean').
Kwakiutl tribe on Klaskino inlet, n. w. coast
of Vancouver id.,; pop. 13 in 1888, when last
separately enumerated.

Klarkinos.— Can.

— Dawson

Klas'-kaino.
Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 65.

Ind. Aff., 145, 1879.

in Trans.

Klass-ki-no.— Can. Ind. Aff., 189, 1884. L'a'sq'en6x.—Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 329, 1897.
L!a'sq!enoX". Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., v,
Tla'sk'enoq. Boas in 6th Rep. N,
pt. 2, 354, 1902.
W. Tribes Canada, 53, 1890. Tlats'e'noq. Boas in
Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887 (misprint).

—

Klatanars.
r.,

Brit.

Col.

—

A

band

of

—

Cowichan on Fraser

Pop. 36 in 1886, when last

enumerated separately.

Dindji^,

xx,

1876.

Lower Hay

Aff. 1904, pt. 2, 82, 1905.

River.

— Ibid.

K16-kke-Gottine.

River.

—

Slaves of Upper

— Petitot,

Autour du lac des Es
K16-kke-ottine.— Petitot, MS.
A.
E,,
1865.
Kl'o-ke-ottine.— Ibid.
vocab.,
B.
Thlo-co-chassies. Campbell quoted by Dawson in
Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., 200b, 1889. Tlotoene.— Morice
MS. 1-tter, 1890 (TakuUi name). TIo-to"-na.— Ibid.
claves,

362,

1891.

—

(trans, 'grass people').

Klondike

(el dorado, a rich strike, a forThis word, which entered the English
language of America during the Yukon gold

tune).

fever of 1896-1900,

Yukon

is

the

name

of a tributary

of Yukon.
Klondike is a corruption of the name of this
stream in one of the Athapascan dialects
In the literature
prevailing in that region.
of the day, 'Klondiker,' and even 'to Klondike'
Of the name Baker (Geog. Diet.
also occur.
Alaska, 244, 1902) says: "This [Klondike]
river was named Deer river by the Western
Union Telegraph Expedition, in 1867, and so
appeared on various maps. Later it was called
Raindeer and afterwards Reindeer. Ogilvie,
writing Sept. 6, 1896, from Cudahy, says:
'The river known here as the Klondike'; and
in a footnote says: 'The correct name is Thron
of

the

in

the

territory
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Duick.' It has also been called Clondyke and
Chandik, or Deer."

the Kona-kegawai, Djiguaahl-lanas,
Kadusgo-kegawai, to the first of which

families,

the town chief belonged.

JohnWark

assigned 40 houses and 545

(1836-41)

inhabitants

to

town; old people still remember 26
houses. Although abandoned, the houses and
poles here are in better condition than in most
uninhabited Haida villages.
(j. R. s.)
this

Clew.— Can.

Cloo.— School1855 (after Wark, 1836-41).
form.
Kloo. Common geographic
Klue. Poole,
Queen Charlotte Ids., passim, 1872. Klue's Village.
Ind. Aff. 1S94, 280, 1895.

craft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489,

—

—

—

Dawson, Queen Charlotte Ids., 169, 18S0 (so called from
chief).
Lax-sklk. Ibid. (Chimmesyan name; Laxkikey = 'those of the Eagle clan').
T'ano. Boas in 12th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 25, 1898. Tanoo.— Dawson,
op. cit. (own name; the tiame of a kind of sea grass).
Tanu Haade. Harrison in Proc. and Trans. Roy. Soc.

—

—

—

Tlu.— Ibid.

Can., 125, 1895.

in

war and was indispensable

of the arts of
in

C.)

(A. F.

Kloo (A'e-M, 'southeast,' the name of a
town chief). A former Haida town at the e.
end of Tanu id., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.
It was one of the largest towns in the
Haida country and was occupied by three
and

life,

A

Kloo.

temporary settlement on the

Cumshewa

inlet,

n.

occupied by Haida

from the older town of Kloo for a few years
before they passed on to Skidegate.(j. R. s.)
Kltlasen {QUld'smi). A Songish band at
McNeill bay, s. end of Vancouver id. Boas
in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 17, 1890.

—

Klukluuk

every branch

in

raw materials,
and in shaping

in acquiring

preparing them for use,

whatever was made. Knives served also in
symbolism and ceremony, and one of the most
cheri.shed symbols of rank and authority was
the great stone knife chipped with consummate
.skill
from obsidian or flint.
According to
Culin the stone knife is used among the
Pueblos as a symbol of divinity, especially of
the war gods, and is widely used in a healing
ceremony called the "knife ceremony. "Differentiation of use combined with differences in
material to give variety to the blade and its

woman's knife

hafting; the so-called ulu, or

Eskimo, employed in various culinary
differs from the man's knife, which is

of the
arts,

used in carving wood and for various other
purposes (Mason); and the bone snow knife
of

the Arctic regions

The copper

(Nelson).

a species by

is

knife

distinct

is

itself

from

the stone knife, and the latter takes a multitude

forms,

of

pa.ssing

from

normal

the

types in one direction into the club or mace,

and

in another into the scraper,

into the dagger;

side of
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head and

the

and

can be drawn between them save

definite line

when the complete
spearhead or

and

is

it

is

is

curved

and great beauty.

Two

in evidence.
is

like a

The

straight like a

hook or

sickle,

frequently bevelled on one or both

The ceremonial

edges.
size

haft

knife blade of flint

flaked

another

in

blends with the arrowspearhead so fully that no
it

*****

knife

is

often of large

(from Lowu'q, 'slides,' apphed
where gravel, small stones, or sand
shdes or falls down). A village of the Spence
Bridge band of the Ntlakyapamuk, on Nicola
r., 8 m. from Spence Bridge, Brit. Col.

and some towns received their names
from the knife, as Conshac ('reed knife'), a
name for the Ci'eeks; the town of Kusa among
the Choctaw, and the Ntlakyapamuk of

Kluklu'uk.— Hill-Tout

Thompson

to places

1899.
II,

LOLOwu'q.

— Teit

in
in

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

173, 1900.

by the northern tribes in their manufacture.
Every material Capable of taking
and retaining an edge was utilized wood,
reed, bone, antler, shell, stone, and metal.
Teeth are nature's cutting tools and the
exercised

—

teeth of animals

(shark,

much employed by

beaver,

etc.)

primitive men,

as

were
also

were sharp bits of stone and splinters of wood
and bone, the natural edges of which were
artificially sharpened, and natural forms were
modified to

make them more

effectual.

uses of the knife are innumerable;

it

The
served

three

r.,

tribes

of

Indians,

various

Brit. Col.

Consult Boas
(2) in

Knives. Cutting tools are indispensable to
primitive men, and the greatest ingenuity was

or

clans,

(1) in

6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888,

Nat. Mus. Rep. 1895, 1897;

13th Rep. B. A. E.,

1896;

Fowke

Goddard

in

in

Pub.

ser., i, 1903; Holmes
Mus. Rep. 1901, 1903; Mason (1) in
Rep. Nat. Mus. 1890, 1891; (2) ibid., 1897,
1901; (3) ibid., 1886, 1889; Moorehead, Pre-

Univ. of Cal., Anthrop.
in Nat.

1900; Murdoch in Rep. B. A.
Nelson on 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899;
Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1888, 1890;
Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii, 1877; Rau
in Smithson. Cont., xxii, 1876; Rust and
Kroeber in Am. Anthrop., vii, 688, 1905;
Thruston, Antiq. of Tenn., 1897; Wilson in
Rep. Nat. Mus. 1897, 1899.
hist.

Impls.,

E., 1892;

(W. H. H.)
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The

Knots.
Eskimo,

whose

Indians,

and

difficulties

lines in a frozen area

especially the
with unfastening

made them ingenious,
many kinds of knots

tied for various purposes

and sphces

in

bark,

stems,

and

roots,

sinews,

There were knots

thongs, strings, and ropes.

tuvk's heads in the ends of lines for but-

and toggles and for fastening work,
loops and running nooses for bowstrings and
tent fastenings, knots for attaching one line to
another or to some object, the knots in netting
for fish nets and the webbing in snowshoes
and rackets, knots for attaching burdens and
for packing and cinching, decorative knots in
the dress of both sexes, and memorial
knots used in calendars and for registering
accounts and in reUgion. The bight, seen on
Yuman carrying baskets, was universal, and
the single, square, and granny knots and the
In 1680
half hitch were also quite common.
the Pueblo Indians communicated the number of days before their great uprising against
the Spaniards by means of a knotted string,
and some of their descendants still keep personal calendars by the same means, but in
North America the quiqu was nowhere so
highly developed as it was in Peru. Boas (Bull.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, 1901) illustrates the
many splices, hitches, loops, and knots of the
Eskimo; Murdoch (9th Rep. B. A. E., 1892
tons

has treated the knots used in nets, snowshoes,
and sinew-backed bows; Dixon (Bull. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, 1905) shows the knots
of the northern

Mason

Maidu

of

California;

and

(Smithson. Rep. for 1893) gives details
bows and arrows.

of those generally used on

Charlotte

ids., Brit. Col., in

Djahui-gitinai.

—Swanton,

possession of the

Cont. Haida, 279,

1905.

Koapk

Koalekt

{Kod'lEqt).

49, 1898.

Koatlna

the headwaters
in s.w. British

A

Chehalis village at

Columbia.

r.,

— Boas, MS., B.A.E.,

A

(Q'oa'-Lna).

Bellacoola village

on a bay of the same name at the s. entrance
of Bentinck arm, coast of British Columbia.
Koa'tlna.—Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3,
1891.
O'oa'Lna. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

—

11,

48, 1898.

Kodlimarn

A

(Qodlimarn).

-summer

set-

tlement of the Eskimo of the plateau of Nugumiut, on the e. entrance to Frobisher bay,
Baffin

id.

—Boas

Koekoaainok
Kwakiutl

tribe.

6th Rep. B. A. E., map.

in

{Qoe'qoaaindx,

A

the river Koais').

from

'people

gens of the Tenaktak, a

—Boas in Rep.

Nat. Mus. for

1895, 331, 1897.

Koekoi (K'oe'koi). A Squawmish village
community on the w. side of Howe sd., Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474
1900.

Koeksotenok

A

Kwakiutl

The

Gyigyilkam,

(people of the other side').

tribe

gentes

are

on Gilford id., Brit. Col.
Naknahula, Memoggyins

and Nenelpae.
Mamalelekala

In

lived with the

former
the

1885 they

town

called

Pop. 50 in 1885, the last time

village.

name

in a

Kwakwakas was probably a

Memkumlis.

appears.

— Boas

in 6th

Rep. N.

Kwick-so-te-no.— Can.

—

W.

Tribes Can.,

Ind. Aff., 189, 1884.

Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 227,
Kwik'-so-tino. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc.
1887.
Qoe'xsot'enSx. Boas in
Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 74.
Quick-sul-lRep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 330, 1897.
nut. Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.
Qwe'q"
sotle'nox". Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., v, pt.

Kwiksot'enoq.

—

—

—

—

156, 1902.

Koetenok

{Q'oe'tenox, 'raven').

the Bellabella,

Kwakiutl

a

tribe.

A

clan of

—Boas

in

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 328, 1897.

A

{Qo'ga).

merly on

of a w. tributary of Harrison

(Q'oa'px).

—

II,

Koga

1900.

One

of the Talio towns
head of South Bentinck arm, coast of British Columbia.
K.'oa'pQ.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3,
1891.
O'oa'px. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

1,

Koalcha {Qod'ltca). A Squawmish village
community at Linn cr., Burrard inlet, Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475,

Petermanns Mitt.,

of the Bellacoola at the

54, 1890.

and rushing
waters').
A former Haida town on the n.
shore of Bearskin bay, Skidegate inlet. Queen
{Koaga'ogit, 'wide

in

pt. 5, 130, 1887.

K'we'k'sot'enoq.

(o. T. M.^

Koagaogit

—Boas

sometimes named.

1912

v., A.

McKay

small Haida town for-

harbour,

Queen Charlotte ids.,
occupied by a family

of

Cumshewa

inlet.

which was
the same name, of

Brit.

Col.,

low social rank, who afterward moved to
Skedans. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.

—

1891.

Koanalalis {Koand'lalis)
The ancestor of
a Nimkish gens after whom the gfens was
.

Kogahl-lanas
town of Koga').

(Qo'gat ]d'nas, 'people of the

A

small

division

of

the
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Kagials-kegawai family group of the Haida.

They were of low social rank. Their town,

McKay

called

Cont. Haida, 269, 1905.
'sand-spit

kun,

A former Haida town on Masset
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col., occupied by the Aostlan-lnagai. Swanton, Cont.
point').
inlet,

—

An

'sea-otters').

extinct family group belonging to the

Raven

Their towns stood near
the modern town of Skidegate, Queen Charclan of the Haida.

lotte ids., Brit. Col.

(j. R. s.)

K'oga'ngas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada.
1905.

and

in the adjacent portion of Ontario.

—

—

(1838) in

Kokaia

s.

Canada,

Can.,

—

32, 1890.
('to

pick berries').

Ntlakyapamuk on the

A

village of

e. side of

Fraser

r.,

25 m. above Yale, Brit. Col.

—

Name given by whites. Koia'um.
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 169, 1900.
Ouiyone.— Brit. Col. map, Ind. A£F., Victoria, 1872

Boston Bar.
Teit in

(probably identical).

Koikahtenok

on

'whale

peo-

A clan of the Wikeno, a Kwakiutl
tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 328,

Koikoi {Xoe' xoe, a supernatural being,
sometimes described as living in ponds; used

mask by the Lillooet, many coast Salish,
and the southern Kwakiutl. Boas) A Squawmish village community on Burrard inlet,
as a

—

.

— Boas, inf

in

—

Mus.

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474, 1900.

a bush the

which is used for making twine; some
a &tuwigh or Athapascan name, but
A village of the Nicola
this seems doubtful).
band of Ntlakyapamuk near Nicola r., 29m.
above Spence Bridge, Brit. Col.; pop. 52 in
bark

—
Koqueightuk.—
—Boas Rep. Nat.

O'o'qa-itx.

in

for 1895, 328, 1897.

'snow-

{Kok'-nas:had'd'i,

family group.
R.

(j.

Matsqui

Cowichan
S.,

r.,

S.)

village of the

at the

lake, near Fraser

Rep. Brit. A. A.

in

A

{Kokoae'uk').

tribe of

Sumas

Boas

s.

w. point

Brit.

Col.

454, 1894.

of

Kokoiap

it is

1901, the last time the

name

appears.

II,

Kuinskanaht.— Can. Ind. Aff.
Kwois-kun-a'. Dawson in Trans. Roy.
Pitit Creek.— Teit., op.
1891, sec. ii, 44.

174,

for 1892, 313.

Soc. Can. for

1900.

—

cit.

(name given by whites).

cit.

Ouinskanaht.— Can.

Qaiskana'.

Ind.

Aff.

for

—Teit,
1898,

A

ries').

{K'okolap',
village

op.

419.

of

'place

the

in

strawber-

of

Ntlakyapamuk on

—

Hill-Tout
r., above Siska, Brit. Col.
Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5, 1899.

Fraser

Koksilah.

—

Koaskuna'. Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
1899.
Koiskana'.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist.,

map, 1872.

Koknas-hadai

of
koes, or kwo'es,

Bellabella, living

owl house people'). Given by Boas (5th Rep.
N. W. Tribes Canada, 27, 1889) as a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas, a family of the
Raven clan of the Alaskan Haida, but in reality it is only a house name belonging to that

n, 1905.

Koiskana (from
say

Kokaitk. A division of the
N. Milbanke sd.

Kokoaeuk

OoiQoi.— Hill-Tout

in

1902.

son, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 117b, 1884.

Brit. Col.

Xoe'xoe.

An

on Chilliwak r.,
Rep. Ethnol. Siu-v.

village

K'o'k'altq.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 52,
1890.
Kok-wal-y-toch. Kane, Wand, in N. Am.,
Kook-wai-wai-toh. Tolmie and Dawapp., 1859.

ple').

1897.

1839.

because

there in summer).

Col.— Hill-Tout

4,

Brit. Col.

(Qol'k'axiendx,

sess., 9,

'maggot-fly,'

{Qd-Qai'd,

many found

abandoned Chilliwak
Brit.

—

H. R. Doc. 107, 25th Cong., 3d

there are

Koiaum

—Lewis and Clark, Trav— Long, Exped.

Kocheche Wenenewak.

1806.

Ko-Je-je-win-in-e-wug.
St. Peter's R., ii, 153, 1824.
Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 84, 1885.
Kotchitchi-wlninlwak. Gatschet, Ojibwa MS., B. A.
Kutcitciwlnlniwaft.— Wm. Jones, inf'n,
E., 1882.
Lac la Pluie Indians. Hind, Red River Ex1906.
Rainy-lake Indians. Schoolcraft
ped., I, 82, 1860.

Kohatsoath. A sept of the Toquart, a
Nootka tribe. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes

the

for 1883,

A division of
resided; Inlnlwug, 'people').
the Chippewa formerly living on Rainy lake
and river on the N. boundary of Minnesota

Ooga'fias.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 269,

1S98.

24,

Quss-kan-aht.— Ibid,

{KucMchlwlnlnlw^g;
Kojejewininewug
from kuchlchlw, referring to the straits and
bends of the rivers and lakes on which they

els, 55,

{Qogd'has,

Quls-kan-aht.

Ibid, for 1901, 166.

Algonqulns of Rainy Lake.

Haida, 281, 1905.

Kogangas

—

harbour,

—

(Klogd'ls

Quinskanht.

Ibid, for 1886, 232.

191.

and
Koga, once stood in
they are said to have been won in a gambling
Swanton,
contest by the Kagials-kegawai.

Kogals-kun
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valley,

e.

Admiral

id.;

—

A

Cowichan

tribe in

coast of Vancouver

id.,

Cowichan
opposite

pop. 12 in 1904, 16 in 1911.

Cokesilah. Can. Ind. ^S., Ixi, 1877. Kokesallah.
Koksilah.
Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.
Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 164, 1901. Kulkuls41a.— Boas,
MS., B. A. E.. 1887.
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Koksoagmiut

A

('people

big

of

Koksoak

n.

r.,

bered fewer than 30 individuals in 1893.

—

—

E.,

—

—

They are more
id.
known by the war name Kueha ('slayers').
The gentes are Gyigyilkam, Haailakyemae, Haanatlenok, Kukwakum, and Yaaithe N. end of Vancouver

hakemae.

Pop. 42

Kueh'a.— Boas

A Squawmish

(Qdle'laQom).

community on Bowen
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

Howe

village

id.,

Brit.

Brit. A. A. S.,

sd.,

474, 1900.

Koltsiowotl {K' oltsl' owoll)
A division of
Nanaimo on the e. coast of Vancouver
id.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 32,
.

the

25 in 1904, 14

in

Am. Geog. Soc,

Bull.

in

Kue'qa.

'murderers').

— Boas

in

6th

Kue'xa.— Boas

Tribes Can., 55, 1890.

Mus. for 1895, S30, 1897 (war name:
Kuicha. Boas in Petermanns Mitt.,

227, 1SS7
Rep. N. W.
in Rep. Nat.

'the murderers').

—

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Kwe-ah-kah.— Can. Ind. Aff., 189, 1884. Kwi-ahkah.— Ibid., 3G4, 1897. O'o'moyue.— Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. for 1895, 330, 1897.
Qua-kars.— Lord,
N.ntur. in Brit. Col., i, 165, 1866.
Queackar.— Can.
Ind. AfT., 143, 1879.
Quee ha Qna colt.—Warlc
by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 488, 1855.
Ouee-ha-q«a-coll. Wark (1836-41) in Kane, Wand.
in N. A. Am., app., 1859 ( =Kueha XKwakiutl).

—

A

Koluschan Family.

linguistic family

embracing the Tlingit (q.v.). The name is
said by Dall to be derived from Russian
kalushka, 'a little trough,' but by others from
the Aleut word

signifying

kaluga,

dish,'

'a

the allusion being to the concave dish-shaped

Komenok

An

('wealthy people').

extinct

K'o'm'enoq.
55, 1890.

— Boas

in 6th

O'o'ni'enox.

time they were separately enumerated.

— Boas

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
in Rep. Nat. Mus. for

Kemps

— Boas

Ibid.

A

Bellacoola vilBrit. Col.,

r.,

mouth. It was one of the eight villages called Nuhalk.
K-6motF,s. — Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3,
its

Kougotis.— Mayne,

O'o'mqiitis.

Brit.

— Boas in Mem.

Col.,

Col.)— Hill-Tout

Kona-kegawai

—

(Q'o'mqutts).

the right

147,

Am. Mus. Nat.

1862.

Hist.,

ii,

)

Rep.

village

Skwamish

r.,

Brit. A. A. S.,

{Q.'o'na qe'gawa-i,

'those

descent from one

K

"unak'e'owai.

Can.,

.

woman.

— Boas

25, 1898.

(j.

r. s.)

N. W. Tribes
Q'.o'na qe'gawa-i.— Swanton, Cont.
12th Rep.

in

Haida, 272, 1905.

Kontareahrnon.

A

in

of

born at Skedans'
One of the most important
families of the Eagle clan of the Haida, part
of whom lived at Skedans, while the remainder
resided at Kloo, which was owned by their
The Kona-kegawai, Djiguaahl-lanas,
chief.
Stawashaidagai, and Kaiahl-lanas, claimed

49, 1898.

Komkyutis

bank

474, 1900.

Quilchena on Nicola lake, Brit. Col.
Fish Lake. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
174, 1900 (name given by whites).
Komkona'tko.

A Squawmish

(Komps).

Brit.

side of Bellacoola

Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 331,

in

1S97.

Komkonatko ('head water,' or 'head lake').
An Okinagan village 21 m. from the town of

s.

division

with the Wi-

live

Ah-mah-oo.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1887, 309, 188S. K'6moyue.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55, 1890.

community on

Komkutis

They

weakam at the village of Tatapowis, on
Hoskyn inlet, Brit. Col. Pop. 32 in 1887, the

1895, 332, 1897.

lage on the

Kueha

gens of the

the Lekwiltok.

O'o'moyuS.

sept of the Lekwiltok, a Kwakiutl tribe.

A

Komoj'ue.
of

last

worn by the Tlingit women.

labrets

1898.

in 1901,

quoted

1889.

near

division of

1911.

6th Rep. B. A. E., 463, 470, 1888.

Kolelakom

A

('the rich ones').

the true Kwakiutl living at Fort Rupert, near
often

Koakramint. Boas in Am. Antiq., 40, 1888 (misKoksoagmyut. Turner in 11th Rep. B. A.
Koksoak Innuit.— Ibid., 179. Kok176, 1894.
soak river people. Ibid. Kouksoarmiut. Boas in
print).

K-onioyue

river').

Eskimo living on
They numUngava, Que.

subtribe of the Sukinimiut

1912

v., A.

The Huron

m me

of a

sept of the

people mentioned in the 17th century as living

Kwakiutl proper, living at Fort Rupert, Brit.
Col., and said to count 70 warriors in 1866.
Boas in 1890 called them a gens of the Walas-

of St. Lawrence r., on the authority of
Ragueneau's map. The name evidently designated the inhabitants of the Huron village of
Contarea (q. v.). See Jesuit Rel. 1640, 35,

('the rich side').

kwakiutl; in 1895 a sept of the tribe.

—
—

Kane, Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.
Boas in Petermanns Mitt., 131, 1887.
K'o'mkyutis. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
54, 1890.
Kum-cutes. Lord, Natur. in Brit. Col., r,

Cum-que-kis.
Komiu'tis.

165, 1866.
kuili'la.

—

—

Kumkewtis.— Brit.

— Boas

in

1897.

Col.

Petermanns Mitt.,

0'5'mkutis.— Boas

in

Rep.

Nat.

map, 1872.

L6'-

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Mus.

1895,

330,

s.

1858.

(j.

N. B. H.)

Given by Dawson (Queen
Charlotte Ids., 134, 1880) as the name of one
of the 4 Haida clans.
There were only 2
clans, however, and the Wolf was not one of
them.
(j. B. s.)

Kooji

('wolf').
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A

(Kooqdlld'ne).

Bellacoola

Brit.

town of Nuskelst, Bellacoola r.,
Col.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes

Can.,

3,

division at the

KoquahpUt.— Ibid.,

1878.

Koquapilt.— Brit.

78.

map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872. Kwaw-kwawapiet.— Can. Ind. Aff., 413, 1898. Kwawkwawapilt.
Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 158, 1901.
Col.

1891.

Koonahmich. A body

under the
Pop. 15

when

in 1882,

Kooskoo
the Abnaki

enumerated.

last separately

Koo-nah-mich.— Can.

Ind. Aff.,

{Koos-koo',
(q.v.).

2.58,

A

'crane').

— Morgan,

Kopaalk.

Oordlubing.— Boas
gens of

map, 1888.

E.,

tribe

VanThe gentes are Gyekolekoa, Gyek-

couver id.
sem, Gyeksemsanatl,

—

Rep. B. A.

inhabiting the shores of Quatsino

under Fraser
Can. Ind. AfT.,

of Salish

superintendency, Brit. Col.

in 6th

An important Kwakiutl

Koskimo.

Anc. Soc, 174,

See Kutenai.

A body

settlement of the

Kingnaitmiut Eskimo near the head of an
inlet emptying into Cumberland sd. from the
N. side, Baffin id.

1882.

1877.

Kootenay.

A summer

Kordlubing.
of Salish

Victoria superintendency, Brit. Col.

sd.,

Hekhalanois(?),

kukemalenok, Naenshya, Tsetsaa, and
huamis.

Their winter village

summer

1878.

78,
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Maate.

village,

Hwades;

is

KwaWotheir

Pop. 82 in 1904, 52

in 1911.

Kopagmiut ('people of the
An Eslcimo tribe at the mouth

great river')of

Mackenzie

According to Dall
Mackenzie^ N.W.T.
they formerly extended up this river 200 m.,
but are now confined to islands at the
mouth and the Arctic coast e. of Herschel id.
r,,

—

Aiienepit. Petitot in Bib. Ling, et Ethnol., iii, 11,
1S76 ( ='Eskimo of the east': so called by Hudson Bay,
Labrador, and Greenland Eskimo). Chiglit. Ibid.,
10.
Kopag-mut.— Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 10,
1877.
Kopang'-meun. Richardson, Polar Regions,
1861.
Kukhpagmiut. Eleventh Census, Alaska, 130,

—

—
—

Kupunmiun.— Murdoch

1893.

in

9th Rep. B. A. E.,

Kurvik.—Petitot in Bui. Soc. de Geog., 6th
Mackenzie River Eskimo. Richards., X, 182, 1875.
Tareormeut.
son, Arct. Search. Exped., 354, 1851.

Kooskimo.

— Tolmie

and Dawson, Vocabs.

Kosimo.— Can.
Kos-keemoe.— Ibid.,

IISb, 1884.
1905.

keemos.

— Grant

Brit. Col.,

Ind. Aff., 1904, pt.
1884,

189,

1885.

2,

71.

Kos-

Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.
6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 53,
1890.
Koskiemo.— Mayne, Brit. _Col., 251, 1862.
Kos'-ki-mo. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for
in Jour.

Kosk e'moq.— Boa.?,

—

69.
Koskimos.— Can. Ind. Aff., 145,
Kos-ki-mu.— Ibid., 1894, 279, 1895. Koskumos.— Ibid., 113, 1879. Kus-ke-mu.— Kane, Wand,

18S7,

sec.

II,

1879.

—

N. Am., app., 1859.
Qo'sqemox. Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.
Oosqimo.— Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887. Roskeemo.— Powell in

in

Can. Ind.

Aff., 1.30,

1879 (misprint).

1854.

4.5,

—

—

—
—

Ta,jeopmeut. Ibid.,
Monogr., map, 1876.
11 (='those who live by the sea').
Tarreor-meut.
Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 10, 1877. Tchiglit.—
Petitot, Monogr., 11 (applied to Mackenzie and Anderson r. tribes). Tciglit.— Ibid.
Petitot,

Koprino. A Kwakiutl tribe speaking the
Koskimo subdialect. They lived formerly at
and were divided
into the Koprino and Kotlenok clans, but they
are now amalgamated with the Koskimo
the entrance of Quatsino

sd.,

Pop. 14 in 1884, the
were separately enumerated.

proper.

Ga'ptenox".
pt.

393,

2,

— Boas in

1902.

Mem.

last

Koskimo. A Kwakiutl sub-dialect spoken
by the Koprino, Klaskino, Koskimo, and
Quat ino.

Kostun-h^na
means

xa'na;

{Q.'O'slAn

A

'crab').

former

q.'o'stAn

Haida town,

in

Kogangas family group, a
of Skidegate, Queen Char-

possession of the

short distance e.

There does not appear
more than two
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279,

lotte ids., Brit. Col.

to be space at this point for
or three houses.

—

1905.

time they

Kotlenok

Mus. Nat. Hist., v,
C'o'p'enox.— Boas in Rep. Nat.
.im.

Keope-e-no.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
Keroopinough.— Brit. Col. map, 1872,

{Q'o' Lenox).

Kwakiutl

prino, a

Mus. 1895,

tribe.

A

gens of the Ko-

— Boas

in

Rep. Nat.

329, 1897.

Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.
190,

1S83.

— Dav,-son Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887.
sec.
G5.
Koprinos.— Can.
145, 1879,
Kyo'p'enoq. — Boas
Gth Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 53.
Kiawpino.

in

In.!.

II,

Aff.,

Kotlskaim (Qoilskaim, 'serpent pond'). A
Squawmish village community on Burrard
inlet,
Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.

in

1890.

Koprino.
Koquapilt.

A

gend of the Koprino,

A

q. v.

Chilliwak town in lower

Chilliwak valley, Brit. Col.; pop. 16 in

22

1904,

A. A.

S.,

475, 1900.

Kouchnas-hadai
'[grizzly-]

(Qd'ulc

bear house people').

(Fifth Rep.

nas

:had'a'i,

Given by Boas

N. W. Tribes Can., 27, 1889) as

a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas, a family of

in 1911.

Co-qua-piet.— Can. Ind. Aff pt. i, 268, 1889. Coquopiet.— Ibid., 300, 1879. Coquopilt.— Ibid., 74,

the

Raven

clan of the Haida.

It is in reality

,

only a house

name

belonging to the familj'.
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—Can. Ind.

A

Talirpingmiut

Knaut.

Eskimo village of the Okomiut
on Nettilling lake, Baffin id.
Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

tribe formerly

Can. Ind.

Koukdjuaq

('big river')-

A

Kounaouons.

—Boas

6th

in

tribe or band, probably

Quebec near the Maine frontier, mentioned
as allies of the French in 1724.
K8na8ons.— Rasle (1724) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d
1819.

Koungmiut
Kinipetu,
in

('river

on the w. coast

tribe

Hudson bay,

in the region of

Am. Mus. Nat.

Bull.

A

Kowailchew.

An Eskimo

people').

of

s.

Churchill.

Hist., xv,

of the

—Boas
1901.

6,

coast SaUsh tribe said

by

Gibbs (Pac. R. R. Rep., i, 433, 1855) to live
N. of the Semiamu, principally if not altoUnless intended for the

gether in Brit. Col.

Cowichan they are not mentioned elsewhere.
Krayiragottine ('willow people'). A division
on Willow r., Mackenzie

of the Etchaottine
dist,

— Petitot,

lac des

Es-

claves, 319, 1991.

Kk'a-lon-Gottin6.

— Petitot,

Grand

lac des Ours, 66,

1893 ('people at the end of the willows'). Kkpay-lonPetitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves, 362,

Krimerksumalek. An

Eskimo
Hudson bay. M'Iglulirmiut

on the av. coast of
CHntock, Voyage of Fox, 165, 1881.

village

(Qsd'loqul)

Xanaimo on the
Boas

in 5th

Ksapsem

e. coast of

Rep. N.

W.

Kueha.

in 5th

s.

Rep. N.

Vancouver

of the true

war name.

—

Kue'qa. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 660,
1891.
Kwe-ah-kah-Saich-kioie-tachs.—Can. Ind.
1890 ( = Kueha Lekwiltok). Kwiha.—
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 119b, 1884.
Oueeakahs. Brit. Col. map, 1872. Quee-ha-nicul-ta. Wark (1836-41) quoted by Kane, Wand, in
N. A., app., 1859 (=Kueha Lekwiltsk).
Quieha Ne
cub ta. Wark as quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

Aff. 1889, 227,

V, 488, 1855.

Mission

A Kyuquot

Kyuquot

id.,

Kukkuiks

A

Songish division

Vancouver

end

of

W.

Tribes Can., 17,

A

winter residence of the

[Kud'humtc^n).

id.

A

'pigeons').

Comrades,

Kukoak

(Quqod'q).

A

Songish division at

—

McNeill bay, s. end of Vancouver id. Boas
in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 17, 1890.

residing at

A

(Ququ'lEk).

Cadboro bay,

s.

Songish division

end

of

Vancouver

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

17,

{K'ukulwo'm, 'waterfall').

A

in 6th

1890.

Kukutwom
Squawmish

Howe

of

community on the e. side
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

village

sd.,

Squawmish, on Howe sd., coast
British Columbia.
Boas, MS., B. A. E.,

—

1887.
at the head of
of British

lumbia; pop. 83 in 1904, 99 in 1911.

Kukwakum

Co-

('the real Kwakiutl').

A

gens

Kwakiutl proper, consisting of two septs,
the Guetela and the Komoyue.
K'kwa'kum. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 54,

of the

—

Kukwa'kum.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895,
Kwakoom. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
1897.

1890.
330,

Given as a

division of the

Kuaut. A Shuswap vill^-ge
Shuswap lake, interior

Aff., 264, 1902.

{Kuk-kuiks',

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

Akuliarmiut on North bay, Baffin

Kuakumchen

on

in the Piegan tribe; it is made up of men who
have been to war several times.— Grinnell,
Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

id.

Can., 32, 1890.

Kuaiirnang.

village

w. coast of Van-

sd.,

society of the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All

id.—Boas

Kuaiath.
A division of the Seshat, a
Nootka tribe.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes

Little

—

—
—

id.

1890.

of

Wiweakam, Komoyue, and
The Komoyue sept
Kwakiutl have this name for their

Pop. 25 in 1889.

Kukulek
the

division of

Tribes Can., 32, 1889.

{Qsd'ps'Em).

residing at Esquimalt,

—Boas

A

.

—

Roy. Soc. Can. for

into three gentes:

—

Ksalokul

in Trans.

Little

couver id.— Can. Ind.

Kraylongottine ('people at the end of the
A Nahane division hving between
Mackenzie r. and Willow lake, Mackenzie
dist, N.W.T.
Their totem is the otter.

—

Kueha ('the murderers'). A division of the
Lekwiltok living between Bute and Loughborough inlets, Brit. Col. They are divided

willows').

Gottlnfe.
1891.

419.

Kukamukamees.
Autour du

Kroaout.

Shuswap.— Can. Ind.
Aff. for 1878, 74.
Little Shuswap Lake.— Ibid., 1882,
259.
Little Suswap Lake.— Ibid., 1879, 309.
Sushwap.— Ibid., 1878, 78.

N.W.T.

Kkpayipa-Gottine.

1898,

— Dawson

1891, sec. n, 44, 1892.

in

s., VIII, 246,

Kwout.

1902.

Kualt.— Ibid., 1895, 361.
Ku-a-ut.— Ibid., 1885,

Aff. for 1883, 189.

Kuant.— Ibid.,
196.

Aff., supp., 60,

1912

v., A.

Brit. Col., 118b, 1884.

Kulatsen {Ku'latsE7i). A Squawmish vilcommunity on the e. side of Howe sd.,
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,

lage

474, 1900.

KuUeets.

A Cowichan

bay, Vancouver

id.;

tribe

on Chemainus

pop. 73 in 1911.
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Ku-leet8.—

Ind. Aff. for 1879, 308.

KuUeets.— Ibid.,

Ibid., 1880, 316,

1901, pt.

ii,

164,

O'ale'ts.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

Kuna-Ianas (Ku'na

Id'nas, 'town people
important family of the
Raven clan of the Haida. According to one
story it was so named because its people lived
on a point in the legendary town of Skena
(see Tadji-lanas) but more probably it refers

An

of the point').
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Kunhalas (Ku'nxalas). A former Haida
town or camp just inside of Cumshewa pt.,
Queen Charlotte ds., Brit. Col. It belonged to
the Kona-kegawai.

—Swanton,

Cont. Haida,

278, 1905.

A former Haida town
North id., Queen Charlotte
Col.—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281,

Kunkia
on the

Brit.

ids.,

{Q.'A'nkia).

N. coast of

;

Naikun where these people

to the point at

were at one time

The Teeskun-lnagai,

settled.

Hlielungkun-lnagai, Saguikun-lnagai, and Ya-

gunkun-lnagai were subdivisions.
(j.

Ku'na

R.

S.)

— Swanton,

Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.
Kun la'nas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Canada,
23, 1898.
Kwun Lennas. Harrison in Proc. and
Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, sec. ii, 125, 1895.
lanas.

1905.

Kunnas-hadai {Kun

—

Kundji {Ku'ndji).
A legendary Haida
town on the s. shore of Copper bay, Moresby
The
id., Queen Charlotte group, Brit. Col.
family living there is said to have been the
Daiyuahl-lanas. Another town of this name
formerly stood on the w. side of Prevost
in

the

Ninstints

country.

—Swanton,

id.,

Cont.

A

{Qune'tcin).

of

sept

Queens

The founder of
have come from Fort

reach, Jervis inlet, Brit. Co.
is

said to

Rupert.— Hill-Tout

in Jour.

Anthr.

In.st.,

23,

1904.

a former

(Qati).

by the Sakua-lana
harbour,

Graham

Brit. Col.

,

Haida town, owned

mouth of Naden
Queen Charlotte group,

at the

id..

Possibly this

by John Wark

is

the place referred

as Nigh-tasis (q. v.), where

there were said to be 15 houses and 280 in-

Old people remember
The inhabitants have all

habitants in 1836-41.
12 houses there.

moved

to Masset.

(j.

K'ang.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. W.
1898.
Nigh- tasls.—Wark (1836-41)
Charlotte

Ids.,

173b,

1880.

r. s.)

Tribes Can., 23,
in

Dawson, Q.

OaS.— Swanton,

Cont.

Haida, 281, 1905.

Kungga

(Q.'A'nga,

received

'help

unex-

A

former Haida town occupied
by the Kona-kegawai, on the s. shore of Dog
id.. Queen Charlotte group, Brit. Col.
The
pectedly').

inhabitants

moved

to Kloo.

—Swanton,

Con.

Haida, 278, 1905.

Kungielung

.

A

Guauaenok Kwakiutl on the

Claydon

Dawson
sec.

[Kun-sla-mish)

bay.

Wells

passage,

R. s.)

village of
e.

side of

Col.

Brit.

Roy. Soc. Can.

in Trans.

for

1887,

73.

II,

Kutaiitnaks
laugh').

A

{Kut'-ai-lm-iks, 'they

do not

division of the Piegan tribe of the

1S92.

— Grinnell,

Ka-ti'-ya-ye-mix.

{KIu'ngiclAn).

A

former Hai-

da to'rni on the w. side of the entrance to
Masset inlet. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.

—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

281, 1905.

Blackfoot Lodge Tale?, 225,
Ane. Soc, 171,

— Morgan,

—

1S77 (='never laugh'). Ko-te'-yi-miks. Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 264, 1862 (='the band
Kut'-ai-im-iks. Grinnell, op.
that do not laugh').
cit., 209.
The People that don't laugh.— Culbert-

—

son in Smithson. Rep. 1850, 144, 1851.

Kutaisotsiman

Kung

to

the

Don't Laugh.

Seechelt

which formerly lived at the head
this division

(j.

Kunstamish

Silvsika, q. v.

Haida, 279, 1905.

Kunechin

'whale-

nas:had'd'i,

house people'). Given by Boas (Fifth Report
N. W. Tribes Can., 27, 1889) as the name of
a subdivision of the Yakulanas, a family of
the Raven clan of the Haida, but in reality
it is only a house name belonging to that group.

of the

('no parfleche').

A division

Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

—

Kut-al-sot'-si-man. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales,
No Parfleche.— Ibid., 225.

209, 1892.

Kutchin ('people'). A group of Athapascan
Alaska, inhabiting
in Canada and
the Yukon and its tributhe region of
tribes

taries

basin,

above Nuklukayet, the
and the lower Mackenzie

Peel
valley.

River

They

have decreased to half their former numbers
owing to wars between the tribes and the
killing
of
female children.
and
Chiefs
medicine-men and those who possess rank
acquired by property have two or more wives.
They usually live in large parties, each headed
by a chief and having one or more medicinemen, the latter acquiring an authority to
Their
which even the chiefs are subject.
dances and chants are rhythmical and their
games are more manly and rational than those
of their congeners.
Thej- have m-estling bouts
which are begun by little boys, those next in
strength coming on in turn until the strongest
or freshest man in the band remains the fina]
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which the women go through the
same progressive contest. They are exceedvictor, after

ingly hospitable, keeping guests for months,
of a family takes his turn in

and each head

on which occasion

feasting the whole band,

etiquette requires

him

to fast until the guests

have departed (Hardisty in Smithson. Rep.
The Kutchin tribes are Tefor 1866, 313).
nankutchin, Natsitkutchin, Kutchakutchin,
Hankutchin, Trotsikkutchin, Tutchonekutchin
Vuntakutchin, Tukkuthkutchin, Tatlitkutchin,
Nakotchokutchin, and Kwitchakutchin.
Dehkewl.— Petitot, Kutchin MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869

—

(Kawchodinneh name). Dendjye. Petitot, MS. voDi-go-thi-tdinne. Richardson,
Exped., i, 378, 1851 (Kawchodinneh name).

cab., B. A. E., 1865.

—

Arct.

—

Dindjle. Petitot in Bui. Soc. de G^og. Pari.s, chart,
1875.
Dindjie. Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclave.s,
361, 1891. Dindjie Loucheux.— Ibid., 289. Erkileit.
Irkpeleit.
Ibid., 163 (Greenland Eskimo name).
Ibid.
Koochin. Anderson (1858) in Hind, Lab. PenKoo-tchin'. Morgan in N. Am.
in. II, 260, 1863.
Kucliin. Ibid. Kutchin. RichRev., 58, 1870.
Ku-t'qin. Morice,
ardson, Arct. E.xped., 214, 1851.
Notes on W. Den^s, 15, 1893. Kutshi.— Latham, Nat.

—

—

—

—

—

Kutshin.— Ibid.,

Races, 293, 1854.
Schoolcraft,

—
—

Ind. Tribes,

ii,

292.

1852.

27,

Loo-choos.

Loucheux.

—

1824 (Canadian
French, 'squint-eyes'). Louchioux. Ross, MS. notes
Quarrelers.
on Tinne, B. A. E. Louchoux. Ibid.
Franklin,

Polar

Journ.

Sea,

83,

ii,

—

Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Tribes,

27,

ii,

—

1852.

Sharp-eyed

— Richardson in Franklin, Second Exped. Polar
Squint Eyes. — Franklin, Journ. Polar
Sea, 165, 1828.
Zanker-Indianer. — Buschmann,
Seas,
83, 1824.
Indians.
II,

Spuren der aztek. Sprache, 713, 1859.

Kutenai

(corrupted form, possibly by ,way
language of the Siksika, of Kutondqa,
one of their names for themselves). A people
forming a distinct linguistic stock, the Kituof the

nahan family

of Powell,

who

inhabit portions

n. Montana and
from the lakes near the source of
Columbia r. to Pend d'Oreille lake. Their
legends and traditions indicate that they originally dwelt E. of the Rocky mts., probably
in Montana, whence they were driven west-

of

s.

E. British

Columbia and

Idaho,

grammatical structure with the Shoshonean
tongues seem to exist. The language is incorporative both with respect to the pronoun

and the noun

subdivisions: Akiskenukinik,

The lower Kutenai
nomadic,

latter,

Sahantla ('bad people')-

Assiniboin

(Tlutlamaeka,

the Cree (Gutskiawe,

The Kutenai language
slightly differing dialects.

Kutenai.

A

'cut-throats'),

and

'liars').

spoken in two
Upper and Lower

is

few uncertain points of similarity

are

more primitive and

management. The Upper
Kutenai keep nearer the settlements, often
obtaining a living by serving the settlers and
miners in various ways. Many of them have
practically ceased to be canoeman and travel
by horse. Both the Upper and Lower Kutenai
hunt and fish, the latter depending more on
Physically, the Kutenai are
fish for food.
well developed and rank among the taller
Indications of
tribes of British Columbia.
race mixture seem to be shown in the form of
the head.
Then general character from the
time of De Smet has been reported good.
Their morahty, kindness, and hospitality are
noteworthy, and more than any other Indians
of the country they have avoided drunkenness
and lewd intercourse with the whites. Their
mental ability is comparatively high, and the
efforts of the missionaries have been rewarded
are skilful in their

now more

entertained also a bad opinion of the

Akamnik, Aka-

under the influence of the Catholic church, and more given to gambling.
They have long been river and lake Indians,
and possess peculiar bark canoes that resemble
some of those used in the Amur region in Asia
(Mason in Rep. Nat, Mus., 1899). Of late
years many of them have taken to horses and

name

They

suffixes

less

necessary.

they give the

and

nekunik, and Akiyenik.

from the plains
they often had joint hunting expeditions.
Recollection of the treatment of the Kutenai
in the

Prefixes

object.

abound, the prefix aq{k)- in nouns occurring
with remarkable frequency. As in the Algonquian tongues, the form of a word used in
composition differs from that which it has
independently.
Reduplication is very rare,
occurring onlj^ in a few nouns, some of which
are possibly of foreign origin.
There are a
few loan words from Salishan dialects.
The Upper Kutenai include the following

with success.

by the Siksika remains, however,

1912

in

ward by the Siksika, their hereditary enemies.
The two tribes now live on amicable terms,
and some intermarriage has taken place. Before the buffalo disappeared

v., A.

They

are not excessively given

to emotional instability, do not lack a sense
of interest,

and can concentrate attention when
Their social system is simple, and

no evidence

of the existence of

societies has

been found.

totems or secret

The

chieftainship,

was probably hereditary, with limitations; slavery of war prisoners was formerly in vogue; and relatives were
or less elective,

responsible for the debts of a deceased person.

Marriage was originally polygamous; divorced

women were

marry again, and
Adoption
by marriage or by residence of more than a
allowed

to

adultery was not severely punished.
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year was common. Women could hold certain
kinds of property, such as tents and utensils.
A wergild was customary. Religion was a sort
of sun worship, and the belief in the ensoul-

ment

and

of all things

in reincarnation pre-

The land of the dead was in the sun,
from which at some time all the departed
would descend to lake Pend d'Oreille to meet
vailed.

the Kutenai then living.

In the old da.ys the

medicine-men were very powerful, their influence surviving most with the Lower Kutenai, who still paint their faces on dance
occasions; but tatooing is rare. Except a sort
of reed pipe, a bone flute, and the drum, musical instruments were unknown to them; but
they had gambling, dancing, and medicine
songs. The Lower Kutenai are still exceedingly
addicted to gambling, their favourite being a
noisy variety of the wide-spread guess-stick

The Kutenai were

game.

in former days
Firearms have driven
and arrow, save as children's

great buffalo hunters.

out the

bow

toys or for killing

birds.-

Spearing, the basket

and wicker weirs were much in use by
the Lower Kutenai. Besides the bark canoe,
they had dugouts; both skin and rush lodges
were built; the sweat house was universal.
Stone hammers were still in use in parts of
trap,

their coimtry in the last years of the

century.
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The Lower Kutenai

are

still

19th

noted

deer,

moose, mountain lion, rabbit,
duck, eagle, grouse, goose,

dog,

skunk,

squirrel,

magpie, owl, snowbird, tomtit, trout, whale,
butterfly, mosquito, frog, toad, and turtle.

Most

of the

cosmogonic legends seem to be-

many

of the

coyote tales belong to the cycle of the

Rocky

long to the N.

Av.

Pacific cycle;

Mt. region, others have a Siouan or Algonquian aspect in some particulars. Their deluge
mj'th

"Seven Heads" and "Lame Knee" suggesting
Old World analogies. The story of the man
in the moon is probably borrowed from French
sources.

While few evidences

way

in the

of their arti.stic ability

birchbark drawhave been reported, the Kutenai are
no mean draughtsmen. Some of them possess
an idea of map making and have a good
of pictographs,

ings, etc.,

sense of the physical features of the country.

Some

of their

drawings of the horse and the

The ornamentation

accurate.
casins
is

and other

articles,

of

the work of

do not seem to have made pottery, nor to
have indulged in wood carving to a large
extent.
The direct contact of the Kutenai
Their word for white man, Suyiipi,

is

large part of their food supplj'

now obtained from

the whites.

For food,

medicine and economical purposes the Kutenai
use a large number of the plant products of
their environment (Chamberlain in Verb. d.
Berl. Ges.

f.

They were

Anthr., 551-6, 1895).

gifted also with aesthetic appreciation of several

plants and flowers.

The diseases from which
most are consumption and

the Kutenai

suff'er

ophthalmic

troubles;

Interesting

rare.

venereal

maturity

diseases

ceremonies

are
still

The mythology and folk-lore
Kutenai consist chiefly of cosmic and
ethnic myths, animal tales, etc. In the animal
tales the coyote, as an adventm-er and deceiver,
is the most prominent figure, and with him
survive in part.
of the

are

often

associated

the

chicken-hawk,

grizzly bear, the fox, the cricket,

Other creatures which appear
are the beaver,

21a— 17

buffalo,

in

and the

the
wolf.

these stories

caribou,

chipmunk,

They

decorative art being the Oregon grape.

with

A

their

often elaborate, one of the motives of their

dress

willow bark.

and quite
mocthe wom.en

buffalo are characteristically lifelike

for their watertight baskets of split roots.

In
they originally resembled the Plains
Indians rather than those of the coast; but
contact with the whites has greatly modified
their costume. While fond of the white man's
tobacco, they have a sort of their own made of

A num-

peculiar in several respects.

is

ber of tales of giants occur, two of the legends,

the

whites

is

comparatively
is

recent.

identical

with the Nez Perce Sueapo (Parker, Jour., 381,
1840), and is probably borrowed.
Otherwise
the white man is called Nutlu'qene, 'stranger.'

They have had few

serious troubles with the
and are not now a warlike people. The
Canadian Kutenai are reservation Indians.
The United States seems to have made no

whites,

direct treaty with the tribe for the extinguish-

ment of their territorial rights (Royce in 18th
Rep. B. A. E., 856).
Within the Kutenai area, on the Coliunbia
lakes, live a colony of Shuswap (Salishan)
known as Kinbaskets, numbering 63 in 1911.
In that year the Kutenai in British territory
were reported to number 517, as follows:
Lower Columbia Lake, 72; Lower Kootenay
(Flatbow), 154;

Tobacco

St.

Plains, 57;

Mary
Arrow

Steele),

212;

lakes (West

Koo-

(Ft.

These returns indicate a decrease
about 185 in 20 years. The United States
census of 1890 gave the number of Kutenai in
Idaho and Montana as 400 to 500; in 1905
those under the Flathead agency, Mont., were
reported to number 554.
The Kutenai have
tenay), 22.
of
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name

to Kootenay r., the districts
and North Kootenay, Brit. Col.,
Kootenay lake, Brit. Col., Kootenay pass, in
the Rocky mts., Kootenai co. and the town
of Kootenai, Idaho, and to other places on
both sides of the international boundary (Am.

given their

of East, West,

Anthrop.,

iv,

348-350, 1902.

Consult Boas, First Gen. Rep. on the Inds.
of Brit. Col. in Rep. B.A.A.S., 1889; Chamberlain, Rep. on the Kootenay Inds. in Rep.
B. A. A.

S.,

same author

1892, also various articles

Am.

since 1892 in

by the

Anthrop.,

Join-.

and Am. Antiq.; Hale in U. S.
Expl. Exped., VI, 1846; Maclean, Canadian
Savage Folk, 1896; De Smet (1) Oregon MisFolk-lore,

New

Indian Sketches, 1863;
Dawson, Comp. Vocabs. Brit.

1847, (2)

sions,

Tolmie and
Col., 1884.

(a. f. c.)

Catanoneaux.
Soc. Coll., 2d

—Schermerhorn

s., II,

(1812)

in Mass.

Hist.

42, 1814 (wrongly applied to Peigan;

corrupt Indian with French termination). Catawain U.S., Ind. Aff. Rep., 292, 1846. (mis-

hays.— Moore
print).

Cat-tan-a-h^ws.

— Lewis

own name).

57, 1806 (said to be their

—

and Clark, Discov.,

Cattanahaws.

—

by the French). Cattanahowes.
Harmon,
Maclcenzie, Voy., map, 1801. Cautonee.
Cautonies. Ibid., 313. Conta1820.
map,
Jour.,
mis. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, i, 457, 1851 (probably a
Contenay. Lane in U.S., Ind. AfF. Rep.,
mis-print).
Ibid, (so called

—

—

—

—
Contonnes. — Catlin,

N. Am. Ind., passim,
Cootanais. Ross,
1844 (said to be French name).
Advent., 213, 1849. Cootanles. Parker, Jour., 307,
Milroy in H. R. Misc. Doc. 122, 43d
1840. Cootneys.
Cong., Ist sess., 5, 1875. Cootomles. Wilkes, Hist.
158, 1850.

—

—

—

—

—
—

Oregon, 44, 1845. Cootonalkoop. Henry, MS. vocab.,
1808 (so called by the Blackfeet). Cootonais.^Cox,
Advent., ii, 75,1831. Cootonay. Ibid., 154. Cootounles.— Robertson, Oregon, 129, 1846. Cotones. HinP,
Red River Exped., ii, 152, 1860. Cottonois. Irving,
Rocky Mts., i, 187, 1837. Counarrha. Vocabulaire
des Kootenays Counarrha ou Skalza, 1883, cited by
Coutanies.— Hale in U. S.
Pilling, Proof Sheets, 1885.

—

—
—

—

Schoolcraft,
Expl. Exped., VI, 204, 1846. Coutaria.
Coutenay.—Lane (1849)
Ind. Tribes, in, 402, 1853.
in Sen. Ex. Doc. 52, 31at Cong., 1st sess., 169, 1850.

—
—

Coutnees. Bonner, Life of Beckwourth, 226, 1856.
Coutonais. Maximilian, Trav., 509, 1843. Coutonois.— Pendleton in H. R. Rep. 830, 27th Cong., 2d
Coutouns. Morse, Rep. to Sec. War,
sess., 21, 1842.
Flatbows. See Lower Kutenai. Kattana34, 1822.
in
Stanford, Compend., 470, 1878 (apKeane
haws.
Ki'tona'qa. Chamberplies to Upper Kutenai only).
Kit-too-nuh'-a.
lain, 8th Rep. N. W. Tribes, 6, 1892.
Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 124b, 1884 (apKituanaha. Schoolcraft,
plied to Upper Kutenai).

—

—

—

—

—

Ind. Tribes, in, 402, 1853.

Kitunaha.— Hale

in U. S.

Exped., VI, 204, 535, 1846. Kltunana.—
Stevens, Rep. on N. Pac. R. R., 440, 1854. Kltunaxa.
Kodenees. Meek in H. R. Ex. Doc. 76,
Ibid., 635.
Expl.

—

30th Cong., 1st sess., 10,
Smet, Letters, 170, 1843.

Koetenay.

—

Ibid., 203.

1848.

Koeetenays.

— De

Koetenals.— Ibid., 183.
De Smet quoted

Koetlnays.

—

H. R. Ex. Doc. 65, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 141, 1860.
Koo-tames.— Gibbs in Pac. R. R. Rep., i, 417, 1855.

in

Kootanalse.— Mayne,

Brit. Col., 298, 1862.

Koota-
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—Taylor Cal. Farmer, Feb. 1863. Kootamies.— Stevens U.S. Ind.
Rep., 460, 1854. Kootanle. — Nicolet, Oregon, 143, 1846. Kootenai. — Brown
Beach, Ind. Misc.,
1877.
Kootenaies. — Gibbs
Rep. N. Pac. R. R., 437, 1854. Kootenays.— De
Smet, Letters,
1843.
Kootenia. — Emerson, Indian
Myths, 404, 1884. Kootenuha. — Tolmie and Dawson,
Comp. Vocabs., 124b, 1884. Koote-nuha. —
5b.
Kootones. — Henry (1811) quoted by Maclean, Canad.

nay.

in

27,

in

Aff.

in

77,

in

37,

Ibid.,

Sav. Folk, 138, 1896.
Kootoonais.— Stevens in U.S.
Ind. Aff. Rep., 461, 1854. Koutaines.— Ibid., 462. Koutanis.
Duflot de Mofras, Explor., ii, 173, 1844. Kou-

—

tonais.— H. R. Rep. 98, 42d Cong., 3d sess., 429, 1873.
KuspSlu. Gatschet, MS., B. A. E. (Nez Perc6 name:
'water people'). Kutana'.
Maximilian, Reise, ii, 511,
1841.
Kutanas. Maximilian, Trav., 242,
1843.
Kfitanl.— Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol., 395, 1862.
K6tanls.— Latham, Nat. Hist. Man, 316, 1850. Kute-

—

—

—

nae.—Maclean, Canad.
name:

sing.,

Sav. Folk, 137, 1896 (Siksika

Kutenaekwan)

.

— Mason
—

Kutenai.

in

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1899, 529, 1901. Kutenay.— Brinton,
Amer. Race, 108, 1891. Kutneha'. Maximilian,
Kutnehas. Maximilian, Trav.,
Reise, ii, 511, 1841.
Kfltona. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
242, 1843.
Mo. Val., 256, 1862. Kutonacha. Maximilian, Trav.,
Kutona'qa. Boas, 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes,
500, 1843.
Kutonas.— Maximilian, Trav., 245, 1843.
10, 1889.

—
—

—

—

—

Skaisl. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, map, 200, 1853.
Skalza.— Gibbs in Pac. R. R. Rep., i, 416, 1855.
Skalzi.— De Smet, Letters, 224, 1843. Skalzy.— Ibid.,
Skels5-ulk.—Gatschet, MS., B. A. E. (Salish
203.
name: 'water people'). Skolsa. Gibbs in Pac. R. R.

—

Rep.,

I,

416, 1855.

Kutssemhaath

(Ku'tssEmhaath).

sion of the Seshart, a

6th Rep. N.

Knu-lana

W.

Nootka

tribe.

A

divi-

—Bpas in

Tribes Canada, 32, 1890.

{K.'u'u

A

la'na).

occupied by the Koetas, in
Graham id., Queen Charlotte

Haida town

Naden harbour,
ids., Brit.

Col.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

Kwae

(Kwa'-e).

A summer

Tsawatenok at the head
Brit. Col.

—Dawson

for 1887, sec.

Kwakiutl

ii,

of

in Trans.

village of the

Kingcome

inlet,

Roy. Soc. Can.

73.

(according to

their

own

folk-

etymology the name signifies 'smoke of the
world,' but with more probabiUty it means
'beach at the north side of the river'). In its
and most restricted sense this term is

original

applied to a group of closely related tribes or
septs living in the neighbourhood of Fort

Ru-

These septs are the Guetela,
Komkutis, Komoyue, and Walaskwakiutl, and
pert, Brit. Col.

their principal village Tsahis, surrounding Fort

Rupert.

Other former towns were Kalokwis,

Noohtamuh, Tsaite, and Whulk, of
which the last two were summer villages
shared with the Nimkish during the salmon
Those who encamped at Tsaite beseason.
longed to the Komoyue sept. In comparatively recent times a portion of the Kwakiutl
Kliksiwi,
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known

separated from the rest and are

The population

the Guetela alone.

stock

linguistic

subdialect under this.
The following is a
complete classification of the Kwakuitl divisions and subdivisions, based on the investigations of Boas: Haisla dialect — Kit^mat
and Kitlope. Heiltsuk dialect Bellabella,
China Hat, Nohuntsitk, Somehulitk, and
Wikeno.
Kwakiutl dialect Koskino sub-

—

—

—Klaskino,

Koskimo,

Koprino,

Nawili subdialect

Quatsino.

and

—

Nakomgilisala
Kwakiutl subdialect
Awaitlala, Goasila, Guauaenok, Hahuamis,
Koeksotenok, Kwakiutl (including Matilpe),
Lekwiltok, Mamalelekala, Nakoaktok, Nimkish, Tenaktak, Tlauitsis, and Tsawatenok.
The Hoyalas were an extinct Kwakiutl division
the minor affinities of which are unknown.
The total population of the Kwakiutl
branch of the Wakashan stock in 1904 was
2,173, and it appears to be steadily decreas-

and

Kwakowenok
the Guauaenok,

—

Tlatlasikoala.

Consult Boas, Kwakiutl Inds., Rep. Nat.

For further

illustrations,

see Koskimo.
R.

(j.

s.)

Coqullths.— Dunn, Hist. Oregon, 239, 1844. Fort
Rupert Indians.— Scott in H. R. Ex. Doc. 65, 36th
Cong., 1st

Kwa'g'ul.

8633., 115, 1860.

Am. Mus. Nat.

—Boas

Mem.

in

Kwagutl.

Hist., v, pt. 2, 271, 1902.

—

and For. Bib. Soc, 380, 1885.
Kwahkewlth.—Powell in Can. Ind. Aff., 119, 1880.
Kwaklool. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocaba. Brit. Col.,
118b, 1884.
Kwa'-kiutl'.— Gibbs in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., I, 144, 1877.
Kwa-kuhl. Tolmie and Dawson,
Eighty-first Rep. Brit,

—

—

Vocabs. Brit. Col., 118b, 1884.
Sproat in Can. Ind. Aff., 147, 1879.
Sproat in Can. Ind. Aff., 270, 1889.

Kwat-kewlth.—
Kwaw-kewlth.

—

Kwawkwelch.—

Oa gutl.— Hall, St. John
Quackeweth.— Can. Ind.
Ouackewlth.— Can. Ind. Aff.,

Ibid., 189, 1884.

in Qa-gutl,

Lond.,

Aff.,

1880.

1884.

Ouackolls.— Grant
Oua-colth.

Ouac68.— Galiano,
Scouler

in

in Jour.

— Kane,
Jour.

Wand,

Ethnol.

Ouahkeulth.—Can.

Soc.

Ind.

Lond.,

Aff.,

52,

92,

1876.

Quagheuil.
i,

233,

1875.

1848.

Qual-

quilths.— Lord, Natur. in Brit. Col., i, 165, 1866.
Quaquiolts. Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862.
Ouawguults. Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1861. Quo-

—
—

quoulth.— Sproat, Savage

2lA— 17i

Life, 311, 1868.

gens of

—Boas

in

(KwdkuqEmdl'endx).

gens of the Koskimo, a Kwakiutl tribe.

Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

in

Kwakwakas

(Kwa-kwa-kas)

probably

Dawson

A former

.

lage on the w. coast of Gilford

id.,

to the Koeksotenok.
Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.

belonging
in

Kwalewia

{Qwale'wia;

named from

a large

A

former

boulder in the stream close by).

camp

village or

of the Pilalt, a

of lower Chilliwak
in Ethnol. Surv.

Kwanaken

A

tain')-

vil-

Brit. Col.,

Brit.

r.,

Can.

48, 1902.

(Kwdna'ken,

Squawmish

Skwamish

'hoUow in mouncommunity on
Hill-Tout in Rep.

village

Col.

Brit.

r.,

Cowichan tribe
Col.— Hill-Tout

—

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

Kwane
Scott, N.

cupied

{Kwd-ne)
A former village at cape
end of Vancouver id., probably oc.

by the

Nakomgilisala.

— Dawson

in

Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.

An

Kwantlen.
between Stave

r.

important Cowichan tribe
and the mouth of the s. arm

Col.
Pop. 125 in 1904.
Kwantlen, Skaiametl, Skaiets,
and Whonnock. Kikait and Skaiametl were
the original Kwantlen towns before the advent
(j. r. s.)
of the Hudson's Bay Company.
Brit.

r.,

Villages: Kikait,

Kaitlen.— Dall,
241, 1877.

N. A. Ethnol., i,
Meeting
454, 1894. Ku661t-e.— Wilson in Jour.
after Gibbs, in Cont.

Koa'antEl.

—Boas

B. A. A. S.,
Ethnol. Soc. Lond., 329, 1866.
MS. vocab., B. A. E., no. 281.

in Rep. 64th

Kwahnt-Ien.— Gibbs,

Kwaltlens.— De Smet
Oregon Miss., 58, 1847. Kwa'ntlsn.— Hill-Tout in
K wan tUn.—Tolmie and
Ethnol. Surv. Can., 53, 1902.
Dawson, Vocaba. Brit.
Mayne, Brit. Col., 243,
Qualtlln.
I,

234,

Aff.

Kwantlum.
Kwantlun.—Ibid., 295.

Col., 120b, 1884.

1861.

— Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc.

1848.

Ouant-lums.— Fitzhugh

Rep. 1857, 329, 1858.

Lond.,

in U.S., Ind.

Qua'tl.— Wilson

in

Jour.

Ethnol. Soc. Lond., 278, 1866.

316,

Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.
in N. Am., app., 1859.

Relacion, 103, 1802.

Rep.

in

A

{Kwd'kowenSx).
a Kwakiutl tribe.

Kwakukemlaenok

A

of Fraser

ing.

Mus. 1895, 1897.

gens of the

— Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

other

(the

being the Nootka), and to a dialect and a

dialed

A

{KiOd'hok'Uh).

Nakoaktok, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 330, 1897.

of the

Kwakiutl proper in 1904 was 163.
In more extended senses the term Kwakiutl
is applied to one of the two great divisions of

Wakashan

Kwakokutl

as

These and the Komoyue are enumerated separately by the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs, thus limiting the term
Kwakiutl to the Guetela, Komkutis, and
Walaskwakiutl. In one place it is applied to
Matilpe.

the

259

Kwantlen.

The main Kwantle.n

situated at Langley, on lower Fraser

village,
r.,

Brit.

Col.; pop. 39 in 1911.

Kwa'ntlEn.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can.,
Langley.—Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 72, 1902.

54, 1902.

Kwatsi. A Kwakiutl village at Macdonald
Knight inlet, Brit. Col., inhabited by
the Tenaktak and Awaitlala; pop. 171 in 1885.
pt.,
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— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887,
65.
Qoatse. — Boas in Bui. Am. Geog. Soc, 229,

Kwa-tsi.
sec.

II,

1887.

Kwaustums
place.'

{Gwd'^yasdErnse,

—Boas).

A

'feasting

winter village of the Koek-

sotenok on Gilford

Brit. Col.; pop.

id.,

263 in

1885.

Gwa"yasdEmse.
1,

— Boas in Mem. Am.

stums.

156, 1902.

Mus. Nat.

—

—

Hist.,

— Ibid.

Kwekweakwet

A Shuswap

('blue').

village

11 m. above Kelley

r.,

cr.,

Brit. Col.
Probably the town of the High
Bar band, which numbered 54 in 1904.
High Bar.— Can. Ind. Aff., 274, 1902. Kwe-kwe-a-

— Dawson

Soc Can., sec

Trans. Roy.

in

ii,

44,

1891.

mish

Squaw-

sd., Brit.

A. A.

474, 1900.

S.,

Kwikoaenok

A

village').

Guauaenok, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

474, 1900.

Adams

interior

the

gens of the

—Boas

in

Rep.

village at the outlet

upper South Thomp.5on r.,
with
British Columbia; pop.,

of

(q. v.),

196 in 1910.

Adams Lake.— Can.

— Dawson

in

Ind.

1882.

259,

Aff.,

Trans. Roy.

Soc Can.

Kwi-

for 1891,

sec

44.

Kwilchana

{QwiUca'na,

band

village of the Nicola

muk, on Nicola

doubful).

sig.

Name

of

name

id.— Hale

Aff.,

313,

1892.

Koiltca'na.—
1899.
KuiQuilchena.

4,

—

—

Oulnshaatin. Ibid., pt. ii,
Owiltca'na.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus.

1901.
II,

in

U.

S.

Expl. Exped.,

the Awaitlala, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

A

Kyuquot.

Nootka

226 in 1911.

tribe

id.;

1846.

vi, 569,

(K-ek-k-'enox).

A

gens of

— Boas in Rep.

on Kyuquot

sd.,

pop. 305 in 1902,

Its principal villages are

Aktese

and Kukamukamees.
Laalaksentaio. A gens of the true Kwaembracing the subdivisions Laalaksentaio, Alkunwea, and Hehametawe.
Laa'laqsEnt'aio. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
kiutl,

—

—

Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.
Lalachsent'alo.— Boas in Peter-

La'alaxsEnt'aio.

1895,

330,

manns

Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

1897.

Ornaments worn in holes that
lips.
Cabeza de Vaca
notes of Indians of the Texas coast: "They
likewise have the nether lip bored, and
within the same they carry a piece of thin
Labrets.

office.

174, 1900.

Kwitchakutchin

It is quite

custom prevailed for some
distance inland along the Colorado r. of Texas
and in the neighbouring regions, while large
labrets were also found by Cushing among
the remains on the w. coast of Florida. Outside of this region they were almost restricted
to an area in the N. W., the habitat of the
Aleut,

Haida,

and Eskimo
to Anderson

Heiltsuk,

tribes,

Tlingit,

Tsimshian,

extending from Dean inlet

They were
r. on the Arctic coast.
adopted by some of the western Athapascans.
Here the lower lip alone was pierced.
While the southern tribes made a single aperture
in the middle of the lip, and consequently used
but one labret, the Aleut and Eskimo usually
punctured a hole below each corner of the
mouth and inserted two. Moreover, among
also

appears.

Ind. Aff., 302, 1893.

Ind.

post

Nat. Hist.,

Ntlakyapa-

of the

Hill-Tout in Rep. Ktlmol. Surv. Can.,

saatin.- Can.

A

lake, Brit. Col.; pop. Ill in

1901, the last time the

Kinsaatln.— Can.

Rep. Brit.

Kwoneatshatka. An unidentified division
of the Nootka near the n. end of Vancouver

cane about half a finger thick."

lake,

Slahaltkam

1912

A.

v.,

in

certain that this

A Shuswap

Kwikooi.

166,

S.,

GEORGE

Col.— Hill-Tout

are pierced through the

{Kwl'koaendx, 'those at

lower end of the

kooi'.

A

(Kwi'tclenEm).

community on the w. side of
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.

village

Howe

II,

A. A.

54, 1890.

Kwichtenem

of

Brit.

w. coast of Vancouver

near upper Fraser

kwet'.

r.,

Kyekykyenok

Gwayasdums. Can. Ind. Aff.,
Kwa-us-tums. Dawson in Trans.
218,
1911.
Qoaiastems.^
Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 73.
Boas in Bui. Am. Geog. Soc, 228, 1887. Qua-yaV, pt.

mish

('people of the steppes').

A

the southern tribes the ornament was worn

Kutchin tribe inhabiting the country between Mackenzie and Anderson rs., lat. 68°,

only by women, while Aleut

Mackenzie, N.W.T.

generally, as one proceeded northward, until

Kodhell-v^n-Kouttchln.

— Petitot,

Autour du lac dcs
Esclaves, 361, 1891 ( ='people of the margin of the .sterile
Eskimo lands'). Kutch'-a kutch'in. Ross, MS.
notes en Tinne, B. A. E. = 'people in a country without

—

casionally

beyond the Yukon the use
confined to males.
Tlingit,

men

used

oc-

it

and Eskimo men more and more
of

labrets

Among the Haida,

was

Heiltsuk,

and Tsimshian the labret was a mark

(

Kwltcha-Kuttchin.

mountains').

Dene-Dindji^,
tot, in Bull.

1876.

Soc de G^og.

Kwolan
village

xx,

{K'wo'ldn,

— Petitot,

Kvvitchia-Kutchin.

Diet.

— Peti-

Paris, chart, 1875.

'ear').

community on the

right

A Squawmish
bank of Skwa-

of high birth,

superseding in this respect the

headflattening of the tribes living farther

The

piercing

s.

was consequently done during

potlatchcs, a small aperture being bored

first,

which was enlarged from year to year until
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sometimes became so great that the hp
proper was reduced to a narrow ribbon, which
was hable to break, and sometimes did. The
labrets were made of wood, stone, bone, or
abalone shell, often inlaid, and present two
general types, namely, a long piece inserted
into the lip at one end, or a round or oval
stud hollowed on each side and protruding but
slightly from the face. George Dixon noted one
it

of this latter type that

The

was 3j

long by 2|in.

in.

used were small plugs
of silver, and the custom has now been entirely abandoned.
On account of the use of
these ornaments the Tlingit were called
Kolosch by their northern neighbours and the
Russians, whence the name Koluschan, adopbroad.

ted for the linguistic stock.
Among the Eskimo and Aleut bone labrets
predominated, though some very precious

specimens were of jade. They were shaped
like buttons or studs, or, in the case of some
like

The

sickles.

of

lips

men were pierced only at puberty, and the
holes were enlarged successively by means of
plugs, which were often strung together afterwards and preserved.
Consult Dall (1) in 3d Rep. B. A. E., 1884,
(2) in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 1877; Dawson,
Rep. on Queen Charlotte Ids., Geol. Surv.
Canada, 1880; Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E.,
(j. R. S.)

A

Lachalsap.
on Bulkley
alsap. —

r.,

Hwotsotenne

village of the

Brit. Col.; pop. 164 in 1911.

—Can.

Ind. Aff., pt.

70,

2,

1902,

Lack-

Moricetown.—

1903, pt. 2, 73, 1904.

Ibid.,

Cireen from Niska, the inliabitants having
been drawn from the villages of Kitaix and
Kitkahta. Pop. 183 in 1902, 145 in 1911.'

GreenvilIe.~Can. Ind. .-^ff. for 1889, 272 (name given
by whites). Kach-als-ap. — Dorsey in Am. Antiq.,
LachXIX, 281, 1897 (misquoted from Can. Ind. Aff.).
alsap.
Can. Ind. Aff., 416, 1898. Lack-al-sap.
Ibid.,
Lak-kul-zap. Dorsey in Am.
272,
1889.

—

—

—

Antiq., xix, 281, 1897.

Lakloukst

Ibid., 70, 1902.

A

{Laqlo'ukst).

Niska division

town of

of the Lakskij^ek clan, living in the

Kitwinhilk, on Nass

W.

10th Rep. N.

Lakseel

Brit.

r.,

Col.

— Boas

in

Tribes Can., 40, 1895.

{Laqse'i-l, 'on

the ocean').

Kanhada

division belonging to the

A

Niska

clan, living

towns of Andeguale and Kitlakdamix
on Nass r., Brit. Col. Boas in 10th Rep.
N. W. Tribes Can., 49, 1895.
in the

—

{Laqski'yek, 'on the eagle'). One
Chimmesyan clans. Local subdivisions
bearing the same name are found in the Niska

Lakskiyek

of the 4

towns of Lakkulzap and Kitlakdamix, and in
Boas in
10th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 49, 50, 1895.

the Kitksan town of Kitwingach.

Laktiaktl

A

(Laqt'ia'k'tl).

of

—

Niska division

Lakyebo (Wolf) clan, settled in the town
Boas in
Kitwinshilk, on Nass r., Brit. Col.

of the

—

W.

10th Rep. N.

1892; Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899.

Lachalsap.

Lakkulzap ('on the town'). A modern
Chimmesyan town, foimded in 1872 by a Mr.

last labrets

worn by women,
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Tribes Can., 49, 1895.

Laktsenielik {Laqts' Eme'ltH, 'on the beaA Niska division of the Lakskiyek clan,
living in the town of Kitlakdamix, on Nass r.,
Brit. Col.— Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes
ver').

Can., 49, 1895.

Boas (Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887) as
the ancestor of a gens of the Quatsino; also
applied to the gens itself.

Lakungida (perhaps a Ilaida name). A
Niska town near the mouth of Nass r., Brit.
Col.
In 1870 its inhabitants exceeded 400,
but in 1897 it contained not more than 50.
Dorsey in Am. Antiq., xix, 279, 1897.

Lahaui {Ld'qaui). A
men tribe of Cowichan at

—Boas).

Laenukhuma

Given

[Lae'mixuma).

by

village of the Nico-

the

mouth

of

Wilson

isolated

Athapascan

re-

tribe,

land canal, Alaska, but having quarrelled with
the Niska are now on the headwaters of

Lahave (named from Cap de la Heve,
A Micmac village in 1760 near the
mouth of Lahave r., Lunenburg co.. Nova
France).

Scotia.

Stikine

r.,

Brit.

Col.

Their chief village

is

Gunakhe.
Lackweips.— Scott

in U.S.

Ind. Aff. Rep. 1869,

563,

Laq'uyi'p.— Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 34, 1895.
Naqkylna. Ibid. (Tsetsaut name:
1870.

Chachipp^.— Jes.

— Frye

115-116,

(Niska: Laq'uyi'p, 'on the prairie.'

An

lated to the Tahltan, formerly living on Port-

on the s. side of Eraser r., Brit. Col.
Boas in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 454, 1894.
cr.,

Have.

Lakweip

Rel.

(1610-13),

i,

153,

(1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

1809.

Lahave.

— Present

name

La

1896.
s.,

x,

adjacent
island.
La Heve.— Doc. of 1746 in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., X, 70, 1858. Port de la Heve.
Lescarbot (1609)
quoted by Thwaites, Jes. Rel., i, 153, note, 1896.

—

of

—

'on the other side').

Lakyebo

{Laqkyeho,

of the 4 clans into

are divided.

'on the

which

The name

all

is

the

One
Chimmesyan

wolf')-

applied specifically
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2

being one such in the Niska town of Lakkulzap
in the Kitksan town of Kispiox.
—Boas in 10th Rep. N. W. tribes Can., 49,

and another
50, 1895.

Lalauitlela (Ld'l&uiLEla, 'always crossing
sea').
A gens of the Tlatlasikoala, subdivided into the Gyegyote and Hahekolatl.
the

Boas

in

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

La Montagne

A

(Fr.: 'the mountain').

mission village estabHshed in 1677 for Caugh-

nawaga and other Cathohc Iroquois on a hill*
on Montreal id., Quebec. They were afterward joined by others, many of whom were
not Christians. The village was temporarily
deserted in 1689 on account of the Iroquois.
In 1696 a part of the converts estabhshed a
new mission village at Sault-au-Recollet, and

were joined by the others until
Montagne was finally abandoned.

1704

in

La

M.)

(j.

The Mountain.—Shea,

Cath. Miss., 309, 1855.

Lana-chaadus {La'na

A

Ica'adAs).

family

of low social rank belonging to the Eagle clan
of the Haida.

Before becoming extinct they

occupied, with the Gitingidjats, a town on

Shingle bay, Queen Charlotte

Some
lanas.

ids.,

Brit. Col.

are said to have lived with the Kaiiahl-

—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 274, 1905.

Lanadagunga

{La'na dd'gAna,

'bad

[or

common] vUlage'). A former Haida town,
owned by the Saki-kegawai, on the coast of
Moresby id. s. of Tangle cove. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
It was so called by the
people of Hagi, opposite, because the Lanadagunga people used to talk against them.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

Lanagahlkehoda {Ldna'ga

Iqe'xoda,

'town

A

Haida
town on a small island opposite Kaisun, w.
coast of Moresby id., Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col.
It was so named becauses it faces
N. This is a semi-mythical town, said to have
been occupied by the Kas-lanas. Swanton,
that the sun does not shine on').

—

Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.
qA'nlin

xa'da4, 'resting-the-breast-on-a-town people').
subdivision of the Chaahl-lanas, a family of

the Eagle clan of the Haida.

was the name

of

a

chief.

A

GEORGE

V.,,

A.

1912

{La'na zd'iva, 'swampy village').

former Haida town on the w. coast of Graid., opposite Hippa id.. Queen, Charlotte

ham

It was also called Lanaheguns {Ld'na xe'-gAns, 'town where there is
a noise [of drums]') and Lanahltungua {Ld'-na
llA'ngua, 'town where there are plenty of
feathers'). It was occupied by the Skwahladas
and Nasto-kegawai before they moved to
Rennell sd., and afterward by the Kianusili.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

group, Brit. Col.

A

Lanahawa.

former Haida town on the
id., Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit Col., s. of the Ninstints town of Ket.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.
w. coast of

Burnaby

Lanahilduns {La'na

'moving vilfrom the name

hi'ldAns,

lage'; also called Cha}ilolnagai,

of the inlet on which it was situated).
A
former Haida town on the s. w. side of Rennell
sd., Graham id.. Queen Charlotte group, Brit.
Col.; occupied by the Nasto-kegawai or the
Skwahladas family group. Swanton, Cont.
Haida, 280, 1905.

—

•

Lauaslnagai {Ld'nas Inagd'-i, 'peoples'
The name of three distinct Haida
towns on Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. One
stood on the e. coast of Graham id., s. of cape
Ball, and was owned by the Naikun-kcgawai;
another belonged to the Kuna-lanas and was
on the w. side of Masset inlet, where it broadtown').

ens out; the

third,

which belonged to the
Yagun r. Swanton,

—

Yagunstlanlnagai, was on

Cont. Haida, 280, 281, 1905.

Lanaungsuls
hides itself).

A

Queen Charlotte

{Ld'na^A'nsAls, 'town [that]

Haida town on Masset
ids., Brit. Col.,

the Aoyaku-lnagai.

—Swanton,

inlet,

belonging to

Cont. Haida,

281, 1905.

Lances. As an implement of the chase or
war the lance had a wide distribution among
the ancient and the modern tribes of the
North America. Though none of the objects
of chipped stone called lance-heads that have
been found in numbers on widely separated
of

archaeological sites are attached to shafts, there

reason to beUeve that many of the leafshaped blades were lance-heads. The only
is

Lanagukunhlin-hadai {La'na gu

A

Lanahawa

there

various local subdivisions as well,

to

Lanagukunhhn

—Swanton,

Haida, 276, 1905.
* Probably Montreal mountain.

Cont.

survivals of the use of the ancient lance are

found among the Hupa of CaUfornia and the
western Eskimo, but earlier writers have mentioned their existence among various tribes.
Lances for the chase were used occasionally
in war by the Eskimo, but the Plains Indians,
whenever, possible used two distinct varieties
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for hunting,

the hunting lance

The

blade being shorter and heavier.

lance

appears to have originated through the need
striking animals from some distance in
order to escape personal danger and to pro-

of

results than were possible with a
stone knife or other implement used at close
quarters. The efficiency and range of the lance

duce surer

Tvhen thrown from the Tiand was increased
by the throwing stick, and the original
lance or spear developed into a number of
varieties under the influences of environment,
the habits of animals, acculturation, etc.

The

forms sprang up among
the Eskimo, whose environment was characterized by a great variety and alteration of
animal Ufe, while in most other regions a

number

greatest
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of

consonant sounds to which we are unaccustomed and which seem to give them a harsh
character.
Particularly frequent are sounds
produced by contact between the base of the
tongue and the soft palate, similar to the
Scotch ch in loch, and a number of explosive
I's, which are produced by pressing the tongue
against the palate and suddenly expeUing the
air between the teeth.
Harshness produced
by clustering consonants is peculiar to the
N. W. coast of America. Sonorous vocahc
languages are found in a large portion of the
Mississippi basin and in Cahfornia. Pecuhar
to many American languages is a slurring of
terminal syllables, which makes the recording
of grammatical forms difficult.
Contrary to the prevalent notion, the vocabularies are rich and their grammatical

simple lance was perpetuated.
The Plains tribes, as a rule, Uving in a region

structure

conducive to warfare and aggression through

to the wealth of derivatives

its

lack of physical boundaries,

made more

use of the lance in war than did, coast, wood-

mountain

land, desert, or

tribes.

Since the

general occupancy of the plains appears to

have been coincident with the introduction
of the horse, the use of the war lance has been
associated with that animal^ but it is evident
that the tribes that occupied the plains were
acquainted with the lance with a stone head
as a hunting implement before they entered

A Kiowa

this vast region.

National

Museum

a sword blade and

is
is

lance in the U.S.

headed with a part of
reputed to have kiUed

number

accord with

the tendency of objects

designed for especially important usuage to
take on a rehgious significance, the lance has
become an accessory of ceremonies among the
Plains Indians.

Elaborately decorated sheaths

were made for lances, varying according to
the society or office of the owner.

of

words

A

considerable

variety

grammatical

of

common

structure exists, but there are a few
traits that

seem

American

languages.

The

grammar

is

expressed

by separate words

complexity

many

often great because

of

ideas

in the languages

of other continents are expressed
ical

most

to be characteristic of

by gi'ammat-

processes in the languages of the Indians.

At home

classification of words differs somewhat
from the familiar grouping in Indo-European
languages.
The demarcation between noun
and verb is often indistinct, many expressions
being both denominative and predicative.
Often the intransitive verb and the noun are

identical in

only

is

form, while the transitive verb

truly verbal in character.

tied horizontally above the tipi door, or fastened lengthwise to an upright pole behind
the tipi.
In both earUer and recent times

phenomena

were made to springs,
specimens having been

offerings of lance-heads

formed

taken from a sulphur spring at Afton, Okla.
Consult Holmes (1) in 15th Rep. B. A. E.,
1897, (2) in

in

defined in English dictionaries.

languages the transitive verb

Mooney

to

any American
language; but it is certain that in every one
there are a couple of thousand stem words
and many thousand words, as that term is
estimate the

the lance was leaned against the shield tripod,

exquisitely

is difficult

it

The

16 persons.

In

Owing

systematic and intricate.

is

Am.

in 14th

Anthrop.,

iv, 108-129,

1902;

Rep. B. A. E., 988-990, 1896.
(W. H.)

Languages. The American languages show
considerable variety in phonetics and structure.
While some are vocalic and appear
melodious to our ear, others contain

many

the intransitive only

is

is

In other

nominal, while

truly verbal.

are generally accompanied

These

by the

use of possessive pronouns with the nominal

and

of personal

pronouns with the verbal

class

In other cases the verbal forms
are differentiated from the noun, but the close
relationship between the two classes is indiof words.

cated by the similarity of the pronominal
The intransitive verb generally in-

forms.
cludes

the

languages

which

ideas

express

by means

Indo-European
of

adjectives.

Independent pronouns are often compounds,
and the pronoun appears in most cases subordinated to the verb.
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Fl^lllRRIEf^
2

a

in

person, are often distinguished the combination

significance,

and persons addressed, and speaker
and persons spoken of, the so-called inclusive
and exclusive forms.
The demonstrative pronouns are analogous
to the personal pronoun in that they are gen-

ments.

of speaker

developed in three forms, indicating
respectively the thing near me, near thee,
erally

Their development is sometimes
near him.
even more exuberant, visibility and invisibility,
present and past, or location to the right,
front

and back

of,

left,

and above and below the

speaker, being distinguished.

The subordination
verb

is

of the

pronoun to the

often carried to extremes.

In

many

languages the pronominal subject, the object,
and the indirect object are incorporated in
the verb, for which reason American languages
have often been called "incorporating languages." There are, however, numerous languages in which this pronominal subordination
does not occur. In some the process of incorporation does not cease with the pronoun;
but the noun, particularly the nominal object,
is treated in the same manner.
Where such
incorporation is found the development of
nominal cases is slight, since the incorporation
renders this unnecessary.

The occurrence of other classes of words
depends largely on the development of another feature of American languages, which
is probably common to them all, namely, the
number

of special ideas

of either affixes or

stem modifica-

expression of a great

by means

On

account of the exuberance of such
elements American languages have been called
tion.

"polysynthetic."

The

of the ideas

In

that are

subordinated are instrumental (with the hand,
the foot, or the Hke; with the point or the
edge of something, etc.); in others they include

kinds of qualifying ideas, such as are
generally expressed by auxiliary verbs, verbal
all

compounds, and adverbs. The Eskimo, for
instance, by composition of other elements
with the stem "to see," may express "he only
orders him to go and see"; a Chimmesyan
composition with the verb to go is, "he went
with him upward in the dark and came against
an obstacle."
The existence of numerous
subordinate elements of this kind has a strong
effect in determining the series of stem words

is

highly developed

iyi2

v., A.

this

method

many

of

special

by stems of very general
combined with qualifying ele-

ideas are expressed

Their occurrence

is

also the cause of

the obviousness of Indian etymologies.

These

elements also occur sometimes independently,
so that the process is rather one of coordinate
composition than of subordination.
The
forms of words that enter composition of this
kind sometimes undergo considerable phonetic
modification by losing affixes or by other pro-

In such cases composition apparently
brought about by apocope, or decapitation
of words; but most of these seem to be reducible to regular processes.
In many languages polysjmthesis is so highly developed
that it almost entirely suppresses adverbs,
cesses.

is

prepositions,

The

and conjunctions.

categories of Indo-European languages

do not correspond
languages.

This

ideas of gender

strictly to those of

Indian

true particularly of the

is

and plurahty.

Grammatical

gender based on sex distinction is very rare
in America.
It is based on other qualities, as
animate and inanimate, or noble and ignoble,
and often relates only to shape, as round,
long or flat. Complete absence of such classification is frequent.
Plurality is seldom
clearly developed; it is often absent even in
the pronoun; its place is taken by the ideas
of

collectivity

and

distribution,

which are
Tense

expressed more often than plurality.

also weakly developed in many languages,
although others have a complex system of
tenses.
Like other adverbial ideas tense is
is

often expressed

by

Moods and voice
sometimes undeveloped

affixes.

of the verb are also

and are expressed by adverbial elements.
In the use of grammatical processes there

character of the sub-

ordinated elements shows great variations.

some languages most

composition

GEORGE

Whenever

language.

In the singular are distinguished self (or
speaker), person addressed, and person spoken
of; in the plural, corresponding to our first

is

great

diversity.

Suffixes

occur

alm^ost

everywhere; prefixes are not quite so frequent.
Infixes seem to be confined to the Siouan languages,

although

infixation

occurs in other languages also.
is

by metathesis
Reduplication

frequent, sometimes extending to triplica-

tion; but in some gi'oups of languages it does
not occur at all. Other forms of modification

of

stem also occur.

Indian languages tend to express ideas with
much graphic detail in regard to localization
and form, although other determining ele-

ments which Indo-Eiu-opean languages require
may be absent. Those languages are, therefore, not so well adapted to generalized statements as to Lively description. The power to
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not given to purely abstract specuabstract terms always appear in
close connection with concrete thought; for
instance, qualities are often expressed by

Indian

is

his

nominal terms, but are never used without
possessive pronouns.

According to the types of culture served
by the languages we find holophrastic terms,
These,
expressing complex groups of ideas.
however, are not due to a lack of power to
classify, but are rather expressions of form of
culture, single terms being intended for those
ideas that are of prime importance to the
people.

shows

differentiation of stocks into

dialects

some stocks compris-

gi'eater variation,

while others embrace

ing only one dialect,

many

that are mutually uninteUigible. While
the Eskimo have .retained their language in
all its minor features for centuries, that of the
Salish,

who

are confined to a small area in the

N. Pacific region,

The

split

is

up into innumerable
is

probably

due as much to the morphological

traits of

dialects.

the language

contact

fate of each stock

itself

with

to

as

other

the effects of

of the tribe.
In incantations
formal speeches of priests and shamans a peculiar vocabulary is sometimes used,
containing many archaic and symbolic terms.

and

in the

(f. b.)

Laprairie.
The first
the Catholic Iroquois, estabhshed in 1668 on

mission village of

the

bank

s.

Laprairie

reaching effect through assimilation of syntactic structure and, to a certain extent, of

There is, however, no historical
proof of the change of any Indian language
since the time of the discovery comparable
with that of the language of England between
the 10th and 13th centuries.
A few peculiarities of language are worth
phonetic type.

mentioning.
tion speaking
in their

As various parts of the populamodern English differ somewhat

forms of expression, so similar varia-

tions are found in

tween the language
This difference

One

American languages.

of the frequent types of difference
of

may

men and

that be-

is

that of

women.

be one of pronunciation,

among some Eskimo

tribes, or

may

consist

in the use of different sets of imperative

declarative articles, as

among

and

the Sioux, or

in other differences of vocabulary; or

it

of the St.

co.,

Quebec.

Lawrence, at Laprairie,
The first occupants

were chiefly Oneida with other Iroquois,
but it soon contained members of all the
neighbouring Iroquoian and Algonquian tribes.
The Mohawk, from Caughnawaga, N. Y.,
finally gained the leading position and their
language came into vogue in the settlement.
In 1676 the Indians removed to Portage r., a
few miles distant, and built the present Caughq. v.

Laprairie.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 202, 185'.5. La Prairie
de la Madelaine. Frontenac (1674) in N. V. Doe. Col.
Laprairie de la Madelaine.
Hist., IX, 116, 18.55.
La Prairie de la
Letter of 1756, ibid., x, 480, 1858.
Magdelaine.— La Barre (1683), ibid., ix, 202, 1855.
Saint-Franfois-Xavier-des-Pres. Jes; Rel., iii, inShea, Cath.
St. Francis Xavier des Pres.
dex, 1858.
Miss., 268, 1855 (mission name). St. Franfois Xavier ^
Laprairie de la Magdeleine. Jes. Rel. (1675) quoted
by Shea, Cath. Miss., .304, 1855. S. Xavier des Praiz.
S. Xavier des Prez.— Ibid.
Jes. Rel. 1671, 12, 1858.

—

—

—

—

—

1672, 16, 1858.

its

Wherever

languages.

abundant reduplication, phonetic changes in
the stem, and strong phonetic modifications
in composition occur, changes seem to be
more rapid than where grammatical processes
are based on simple laws of composition.
Contact with other languages has had a far-

as

women

of the

nawaga,

The
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form abstract ideas is nevertheless not lacking,
and the development of abstract thought
would find in every one of the languages a
Yet, since the
ready means of expression.
lation,

OF CAXADA

/A7)/.1.V,S-

may

be more fundamental, due to the foreign origin

Lathakrezla. A Nataotin village on the
Babine lake, Brit. Col.

N.

side of

—

Lathakrezla. Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. 1892,
Na-tal-kuz. Dawson in Geo!. Surv. Can.,
109, 1893.
26b, 18S1. Ni-to-atz.— Ibid., 27b.

—

Leitli ('the junction').

The

village of the

Tanotenne situated at the confluence of
Stuart and Eraser rs., Brit. Col.
Fort George. Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s, 25, 1893.
leitli.

— Ibid.

—

leit'ji.

— Morice

in Trans.

Roy. Soc.

Can. 1892, 109, 1893.

Lekwiltok. A large Kwakiutl tribe living
between Knight and Bute inlets, Brit.
They were divided into five septs:
Col.
Wiwekae, Hahamatses or Walitsum, Kueha,
The last is now
Tlaaluis, and Komenok.
extinct. The towns are Hussam, Tsakwalooin,
Total pop. 218
Tsaiiyeuk, and Tatapowis.
in 1904.

Acolta.

En289, 1872.
—Poole, Queen Charlotte
Euclataw.—
142, 1879.
Ind.
Mayne,
1876.
EucUtus. — Downie
Ids.,

clataws.— Can.

Aff.,

in

Ibid., 92,

Brit.

Laek-que-libla.— Kane, Wand, in
N. A.jipp., 1859. Laich-kwll-tacks.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
Scouler in Jour. Ethnol
Leequeeltoch.
142, 1879.
Soc. Lond., I, 233, 1848. Lekwildafx"-— Boas in Mem.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., v, pt. 2, 318, 1902. Le'kwiltok".
Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55, 1890 (Salish
name). Le'kwlltoq. Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5,
Col.,

448,

1861.

—

—
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Llenkwiltak.— Can. Ind. Afif. for 1901, pt.
Liew-kwil-tah.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1895, 362,
2, 166.
1896. Li-kwil-tah. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocaba.
Brifc Col., 118b, 1884.
Likwiltoh.— Ibid. Neaquil131, 1887.

—

tough.

—

—

Brit. Col. map, 1872.
Ne-cul-ta. Kane,
in N. A., app., 1859.
Salch-kioie-tachs.
Can. Ind. AS. 1883, 190, 1884. Saich-kwil-tach.—
Sproat, ibid., 145, 1879.
Tah-cul-tus.
Lord,
Natur. in Brit. Col., i, 155, 1866. Toungletats.
De Smet, Oregon Miss., 56, 1847. Ucaltas. Anderson
quoted by Gibbs in Hist. Mag., 74, 1863. Uchulta.—
Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862. U-cle-ta.—

—

Wand,

—

—

—

Mayne,

Brit.

Col.,

Ucle-tah.— Ibid.,

1862.

74,

243.

—Keane in Stanford, Compend., 541, 1878.
— John, Sea Mts.,
1877.
Ucul—Dawson Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887,
Ucultas. — Lennard and Barrett,
36,
1862.
Yookllta. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit.
Cr"., 118b, 1884.
Yukletas.— Grant
Jour. Roy.
Geog. Soc, 293, 1857. Yu'kwilta. — Boas
PeterUcletes.

Uctetahs.

of

St.

ta.

ii,

16,

in

sec.

74.

Brit.

ii,

Col.,

in

in

manns

Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Lelaka

komgilisala gens

the gens.

—Boas

ancestor of a Na-

who

also gave his name to
Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5,

in

Lelek (Le^eA;). A Songish band residing
at Cadboro bay, s. end of Vancouver id.
Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 17, 1890.
Lelewagyila

{Le'lEwagila

makers': mythical

name

of

'the

heaven

A

the raven).

1891.

Lgalaiguhl-lanas

A

{L'gala'-igul la'nas).

The name may mean

of Lgalai.'

'people of the

—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

274,

1905.

Stla'tHumH.— Boas

in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10,
1889 (own name).
Stla'tliumQ. Boas in 6th Rep.
Tribes Can., 80, 1890. Stla'tlumQ.
Boas as
quoted by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1891,

—

One

of the 4 prin-

Columbia, situated on Fraser r. around the
mouths of Cayoosh cr. and Bridge r., on Seton
and Anderson lakes, and southward from them
to Harrison lake. Pop. 1,201 in 1911. Bands:
Anderson Lake, Bridge River, Cayoosh Creek
(2), Douglas, Enias, Fountain, Kanlax, Lil-

Pemberton Meadows
and Schloss. It is sometimes divided into the
Lower Lillooet, including the Douglas and
Pemberton Meadows bands, and the Upper
looet (2), Mission, Niciat,

LiUooet, including

Ill,

—

N.W.
sec.

II, 5.

A band

and town of Upper Lilwhere it is joined by Cayoosh cr. The Canadian Reports on Indian
Affairs give two divisions of the Lillooet band
of which one numbered 86 and the other 13
Lillooet.

looet

on Fraser

r.,

in 1911.

Lillooet.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep., pt. ii, 72, 1902. SEt.L
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172, 1900 (native
of the village of Lillooet).

Lilmalche {L^ma'tlca).
One of the two
Cowichan tribes on Thetis id., off the s. e.
coast of Vancouver id. pop. 19 in 1904. Given
as a band of the Penelakut (q. v.) by the Canadian Dept. of Indian Affairs.

Lema'«ca.—Boas, MS.,
Can. Ind.
1897,

362,

1898.

Llmalches.— Ibid.,

Indians,

all

in

the

rest.

Consult Teit,

Mem. Am. Mus.

pt. 5, 1906.

Chin Nation.—Schoolcraft,

(j.

Nat.

R. s.)

Ind. Tribes, v, 173, 1S55.

Lillooet.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1889, 115, 1890. Lilowat.—Gibbs in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 268, 1877.
Loquilt Indians.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 299, 1862.
Sclavthamuk. Brit. Col. map. Ind. Aff., Victoria,

—

Lilmalche.—

B. A. E., 1887.

Aff. for 1901, pt.

Ll-mache.— Ibid.,

164.

ii,

Ll-mal-che.— Ibid.,

1898,

417.

1883, 190.

The

hnguistic

di-

perhaps the most

is

remarkable feature of American ethnology.
While certain general features, such, for example, as incorporation, use of verb and
pronoun, employment of generic particles, use
of nongrammatical genders, etc., usually occur, most of the languages of the New World
exhibit analogies justifying their classification,

on psychic grounds at
Lillooet ('wild onion')-

cipal Salish tribes in the interior of British

Hist.,

1912

U. S. N., 1882. Stlateium.
Can. Ind. Aff.
Rep., 1911, 267.
Stiat-Umuh.— Mackay quoted by
Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1891, sec. ii, 5.

versity of the Indians

former division of the Gitins of Skidegate,
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col., a family of
the Eagle clan of the Haida. It has long been

Lillooet

A.

Office,

Linguistic families.

gens of the Tsawatenok, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

extinct.

5,

ii,

V.,^

— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc.
Stetlum. — Survey map, Hydr.

;

131, 1887.

town

Sta'-tlum-ooli.

Can., sec.

name

An

(Le'lacha).

1872.

of

speech;

least, as

nevertheless,

the

a single family

comparison of

their vocabularies leads to the recognition of

the existence of a large

number

of hnguistic

famihes or stocks having lexically no resemblance or connection with each other. Boas
(Science, xxiii, 644,

howeyer,

that,

1906)

is

considering

of the opinion

the

enormous
mor-

differences in the psychological bases of

phology in American Indian languages, such
psychic unity in one family of speech can
hardly be predicated with confidence. Also,
it

may be

that the Paleo-Asiatic languages of

may, perhaps, belong with the American tongues.
This hnguistic diversity was
perceived and commented on by some of the
early Spanish historians and other writers on
American subjects, such as Hervas, Barton,
and Adelung; but the "founder of systematic
philology relating to the North American
Siberia
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Indians"

than one-thii'd of the total number, while

Gallatin,

some other stocks (Algonquian, Athapascan,
Siouan, Shoshonean, Eskimauan) have a very

(in the words of Powell) was Albert
whose Synopsis of the Indian Tribes
within the United States East of the Rocky
Mountains and in the British and Russian
Possessions in North America was published
in 1836 in the Transactions and Collections
of the American Antiquarian Society (Archseologia Americana, ii), of Worcester, Mass.
The progress of research and of Unguistic

cartography since Gallatin's time are sketched
in Powell's epoch-marking article, "Indian
linguistic families" (7th Rep. B. A. E., 1-142,
1891), with accompanying map, embodying
the author's own researches and those of the
experts of the Bureau.
Taking vocabulary

and dictionary as the factors

of discrimina-

tion, Powell recognized, N. of the Mexican
boundary, the following 58 "distinct linguistic families" or stocks: Adaizan (since
determined to be a part of the Caddoan),
Algonquian*, Athapascan, Attacapan, Beothukant, Caddoan, Chimakuan, Chimarikan,
Chimmesyan, Chinookan, Chitimachan, Chumashan, Coahuiltecan, Copehan, Costanoan,
Eskimauan, Esselenian, Iroquoian,
KalaKiowan,
pooian,
Karankawan,
Keresan,
Kitunahan, Koluschan, Kulanapan, Kusan,
Lutuamian, Mariposan, Moquelumnan, Muskhogean, Natchesan, Palaihnihan (since consolidated with Shastan), Piman, Pujunan,
Quoratean, Salinan, Salishan, Sastean (Shastan), Shahaptian, Shoshonean, Siouan, Skittagetan,
Takilman, Tanoan, Timuquanan,
Tonikan, Tonkawan, Uchean, Waiilatpuan,
Wakashan, Washoan, Weitspekan, Wishoskan,
Yakonan, Yanan, Yukian, Yuman, Zunian.
This is the working list for students of American languages, and, with minor variations,
will remain the authoritative document on

the classification of American linguistic stocks.
(See Kroeber in

Am. Anthrop,

vii,

570-93,

1905, where modifications are proposed.)

A

revised edition of the map, containing the reof the latest investigations, appears in

sults
this

A

Handbook.*!
marked feature

of the distribution of
Indian linguistic families n. of Mexico is the
presence or former existence in what are now

the states of California and Oregon of more

wide distribution. The Pacific coast contrasts
with the Atlantic by reason of the multiplicity
of its hnguistic families as compared with the
few on the eastern littoral. The distribution
of the Eskimauan family along the whole
Arctic coast from Newfoundland to Bering
sea,

and beyond

Beothuk

•

Names

in italics are linguistic

families

found in

t In

Newfoundland

A map

only.

showing the distribution of the Aborigines
of Canada, Newfoundland, Greenland and Alaska, has
been specially compiled and has been inserted in lieu
of the Bureau of Ethnology map.
*t

a portion of Asia,

Newfoundland are

of

Catawba and
prove the

is

extinct

really the only

The

small families of the Atlantic slope.

related tribes in the Carolinas

earlier possession of that

country

by the primitive Siouan, whose migrations
were generally westward. The Tuscarora and
related tribes of Virginia and southward show
the wanderings of the Iroquois,

Navaho and Apache those
In 1896

McGee (The

as

do the

of the Athapascans.

Smithson.

Inst., 1846-96,

estimated the number of tribes
belonging to the various linguistic famihes as
follows: Algonquian, 36, Athapascan 53, Atta377,

1897)

capan 2, Beothukan 1, Caddoan 9, Chimakuan
Chimarikan 2, Chimmesyan (Tsimshian) 8,
Chinookan 11, Chitimachan 1, Chumashan 6,
Coahuiltecan 22, Copehan 22, Costanoan 5,
2,

Eskimauan

70,

Esselenian,

Iroquoian 13,

1,

Karankawan

Keresan 17,
Kitimahan 4, Koluschan 12, Kulanapan 30, Kusan 4, Lutuamian 4, Mariposan
24, Moquelumnan 35, Muskhogean 9, Nahuatlan ?, Natchesan 2, Palaihnihan 8, Piman 7,
Pujunan 26, Quoratean 3, Salinan 2, Salishan
Kalapooian

Kiowan

8,

1,

1,

64, Sastean 1, Serian 3, Shahaptian 7, Shoshonean 12, Siouan 68, Skittagetan (Haida) 17,
Takilman 1, Tanoan 14, Timuquanan 60, Tonikan 3, Tonkawan 1, Uchean 1, Waiilatpuan 2,
Wakashan (Kwakiutl-Nootka) 37, Washoan
1, Weitspekan
6, Wishoskan 3, Yakonan 4,
Yanan 1, Yukian 5, Yuman 9, Zunian 1. Of

this

large

number

of

tribes,

some are

of

importance, while others may be local
divisions and not tribes in the proper sense of
little

the term.

This

is

two
Kitunahan
the Algonquian

true, for example, of

at least of the divisions of the
family,

and of not a few
Some families,

of

be seen,
Beothukan,
Chitimachan, Esselenian, Karankawan, Kiowan, Takilman, Tonkawan, Uchean, Washoan,
Yanan, Zunian; but of these a few (such as
Zunian and Kiowan) are very important. The
amount of linguistic variations serving as an
"tribes."

consist

Canada.

in

it

The Uchean and the

remarkable.

of

but a single

it

will

tribe:

index of tribal division varies considerably,
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2

and

many

in

cases, especially

with the older

writers, the delimitations are very imperfect.

now

Researches
elucidate

some

in

progress

will

doubtless

of these points.

common to several linguistic
Thus, groups may be distinguished

peculiarities, etc.,

within the 56 families of speech, embracing

two or more

them which seem

of

gramor in both

to be

matically or syntactically related,

these respects, while in nowise resembling
each other in lexical content. From considerations

of

this

sort

between several

of

Boas finds resemblance
the

N.W.

Pacific

coast

Grammatically,
the
Kolu.schan
(Thngit) and Skittagetan (Haida) and the
Athapascan seem to be distantly related, and
some lexical coincidences have been noted.
The occurrence of pronominal gender in the
Salishan and Clumakuan stocks is thought by
Boas to be of great importance as suggesting
families.

relationship between these

two

families.

adverbs,

haps, to a

similarities

common

source

extinct,

1912

A.

and but

small vocabularies of them have been preserved.

Of

who

sm-vive in hmited
hke the Chim^akuan,
Chimarikan, Chitimachan, Chuma.shan, Coaothers,

still

pointing,

(Mem.

huiltecan, Costanoan, Kalapooian, Mariposan,

Moquelumnan, Natchesan, Pujunan, Salinan,
Takilman, Washoan, AVeitspekan,
Yakonan, and Yukian, the vocabularies and

Shastan,

texts collected are not very extensive or con-

The Algonquian, Athapascan, Eskimauan, Iroquoian, Muskhogean, Salishan,
Skittagetan, Koluschan, and Siouan families
are represented by many grammars, dictionaries, and native texts, both published and in
manuscript. The extent and value of these
materials may be seen from the bibliographies
clusive.

of the late J. C. Pilling, of the Algonquian,

Athapascan,

Chinookan, Eskimauan, IroMuskhogean, Sahshan, Siouan, and
Wakashan stocks, published as bulletins by
the Bureau of American Ethnology.
quoian,

(a.

The

Wakashan (Kwakiutl-Nootka), Salishan, and
Chimakuan stocks all possess suffix-nouns and
inflected

utterly

v.,

or decreasing numbers,

Besides the classification noted above,
based on vocabulary, certain others are possible which take into consideration grammatical
families.

Karankawan, are

GEORGE

per-

Internat.

Lintchanre

('flat

c.)

f.

A

sides of dogs').

clan

or division of the Thlingchadinne living n.

and E. of the n. arm of Great Slave
Mackenzie dist., N.W.T.

lake, in

—

Klin-tchanae. Petitot, Autour du lac d?s Esclaves,
klin-tchoD,oeh.— Ibid., 303. Lin-tchan-

Cong. Anthrop., 339-346. 1894).

363, 1891.

rS.— Petitot

Morphological peculiarities,, possessed in
common, according to some authorities, indicate a relationship between Piman, Nahuatlan
(Mexican), and Shoshonean. The Kitunahan
of N. Idaho and s. e. British Columbia has

some

structural

those

of

characteristics
resembling
Shoshonean, particularly the
method of object-noun incorporation. Gatschet, in 1891 (Karank,
Inds., 1891), sug-

the

a Muskhogean dialect. The now extinct
Beothukan of Newfoundland has been suspected of having been a mixed and much dis-

xx, 1876.

encj^, Brit. Col.

Leon's Creek.

— Can.

Creek.— Ibid.,

1879, 138.

Long Lake.

A

Lion's

Ind. Aff. for 1S78, 78.

Chippewa band on Lo

lake N. of lake Superior, between lake Nipigon

and

Pic.

r.,

Ontario; pop. 311 in 1884, 278 in

1911.

Lorette.
N.

A

Huron

village

w. of Quebec, Canada.

situated 8

The present

properly distinguished as Jeune

m.

village,

Lorette,

is

to Algonkin

some miles distant from Ancienne Lorette,
the old village w. of, and nearer to, Quebec,
which was abandoned for the present location
after 1721.
The inhabitants are a remnant
of the Hurons (q.v.) who fled from their

of material extant in the lan-

After stopping on the island of Orleans, they

torted dialect of one or other of the great
families of the region adjacent.
Brinton (Amer. Race, 68, 1891) was of opinion
that "the general morphology seems somelinguistic

what more akin

to

Eskimo than

examples."

country on account of the Iroquois about 1650.

guages of the various stocks, as well as the
about them, is in nowise uniform.
Some, like the Beothukan, Esselenian, and
literature

E., 1865.

Lions Creek. The local name for a former band of Sahsh under Eraser superintend-

is

The amount

Soc. de G6og. Paris, chart, 1875.

—

gested the probability of some relationship

between the Karankawan, Pakawa (Coahuiltecan), and Tonkawan.
It is nearly certain
also, as supposed by Brinton, that Natchez

in Bui.

'Lin-tchanpe.— Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A.
L'in-tchanP^.— Petitot, Diet. D^ne-Dindjie,
PIats-c6tes-de-chien du fort Rae. Ibid.

removed

In
in 1693 to Ancienne Lorette.
1884 they numbered 289; in 1904, 455. See

Huron Missions.

(j.

m.)
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Lorett.

—German Flats

Hist.,

vm,

pt. 1,

map, 1761.

Doc. Col. Hist.,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Loretta.— Jefferys, Fr. Dom.,
Lorette.— Clinton (1745) in N. Y.
Loretto.— Doc. of 1693,
276, 1855.

VI,

Pematnawlak.

1855.

—Gatschet,

Pen-

obscot MS., B. A. E., 1887 (Penobscot name).
(Fi-.:

'squinters')-

by the Tatlitkutchin, Vuntakutchin, Kutchakutchin, Natsitkutchin, and Trotsikkutchin
(Hardisty in Smithson. Rep. 1866, 311, 1872).
the Hudson's Bay

The term was extended by

Co. men to include all the Kutchin, though
the Tukkuthkutchin, or they and the Tatlitkutchin together, constituted the Loucheux

—

—

— Boas,

ibid.
Arc Plattes. Mayne, Brit.
Arcs-a-plats.— De Smet, Greg. Miss.,
Arcs Plats.— Duflot de Mofras, Expl., ii,
Arcs-plattes. Anderson quoted by Gibbs

Col., 298, 1862.

112, 1847.

—

335, 1844.
in

Mag.,

Hist.

map

Physik. Atlas,
for

AfT.

1902, pt.

Expl. Exped.,

VI,

Flachbogen.— Berghaus,

1863.

80,

1852.

17,

2, 74.

Flat

Bow.—Can.

Flat-bows.— Hale

The Loucheux of Alaska are reported by
Hardisty to have been divided into three
castes, Chitsah,

Tangeesatsah, and Natsingh,

names which seam to signify 'fair,'
swarthy,' and 'swarthy,' respectively.

'partly

Those
of the first caste hved principally on fish, and
those of the last mentioned by hunting. They
occupied different districts, and marriage between two individuals of the same caste was
Petitot gives the names
almost prohibited.
of these bands as Etchian-Kpct, 'men of the
left,' Nattsein-Kpet, 'men of the right,' and
Tsendjidhaettset-Kpet, 'men of the middle.'
children belonged to the mother's clan,

but lived usually with that of the father,
these people are said to have exchanged
countries

slowly

in

successive

generations.

The three clans or castes are now represented
by the Chitsa, Tangesata, and Natesa. According to Strachan Jones (Smithson. Rep.,
cit.,

326), this system of castes of succes-

rank prevailed generally among the
Kutchin. For the sjmonomy, see Kutchin.
sive

Lower Kutenai. A

Kutenai
(q.v.) hving on Kootenay lake and r., and in the
neighbouring plains of Idaho and British
From the time of their earliest
Columbia.
contact with the whites they have been called
Flatbow?, for what reason is not known.
There are four bands in British Columbia, viz.
St. Mary, pop. 212;
Tobacco Plains, 57;
Lower Columbia Lake, 72; Lower Kootenay,
the Arrow Lake band, pop. 22, are
154;
Shuswaps that married into a Kootenay
family.
They numbered 495 in British
Columbia in 1911, and 79 from Idaho were
connected with the Flathead agency, Montana.
division of the

Ind.

in U.

S.

204, 1846 (said to be a translation of

Kutenai name of Kootenay r., but this is
doubtful).
Indians of the Lower Kootenay.
Chamberlain, op. cit., 6. Kertanl. Kingsley, Stand.
Aqkoqtldtl, the

—

—

Nat.

Hist.,

Lake Indians.— Henry

1883.

140,

VI,

(18U) quoted by Maclean, Canad. Sav. Folk,

138, 1896.

Lower Kootanais.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 298, 1862.
Lower Kootanie. Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 124b, 1884.
Lower Kootenay. Boas, op. cit.,
10.
Lower Kootenays. Chamberlain, op. cit., 6.

—

—

—

proper.

op.

—

,

The Kutchin

speaking the dialect of the Tukkuthkutchin.
This language, which resembles more nearly
the Chipewyan than the intervening Etatchogottine and Kawchogottine dialects, is spoken

As the

—

Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 124b,
1884 (corruption of Aqkoqtla'tlqo). AkuchSklactas.
Wilson in Trans. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., .304, 1866 (corruption of AqkoqUa'llqo).
Aqkoqtia'tlqo. Chamberlain
in 8th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 6, 1892.
Aquqenu'kqo.
Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can 10, 1889. Aquq-

Akoklako.

tla'tlqo.

Loucheux
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conf. (1770) in

229, 1857.

ibid., IX, 557,

CANADA

I^tDIANS OF

Lower Thompson Indians. The popular
name for the Ntlakyapamuk living on Fraser
between Siska and Yale, Brit. Col.
Canon Indians. — Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Lower Thompson Indians.— Ibid.
11,
168, 1900.
r.,

Lower Thompsons.
(own

1906

('people below':

Uta'mqt.

Uta'mqtamux.

— Boas,

— Teit,

inf'n,

op.

cit.

referred to

by

own name).

A Haida town

Lulanna.

Wark

— Ibid.

name).

in 1836-41.

perhaps intended for
Yaku, opposite Graham id.. Queen Charlotte
ids., Alaska, or it may have been that town'
and Kiusta considered as one. Its population
was estimated by Wark at 296 in 20 houses.

—

Lu

Ian na. Wark
Su-lan-na.

It is

in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489,

— Kane,

1855.

Wand. N.

A.,

app.,

1859

(misprint from Wark).

An abbreviation in common
Lunge.
among the English-speaking people of

use
the

region of the Great lakes, particularly the n.
shore of lake Ontario, for muskeliinge, a variant
of

maskinonge

(q.v.).

The form

longe repre-

The name

sents another variant, maskalonge.
is

applied also to the Great

velinus

Lake trout

namaycush)

(Sal-

(a. f. c.)

Lytton band. One of 4 subdivisions of
Upper Thompson Indians, in the interior
of British Columbia. In 1911 they numbered
470, under the Kamloops agency.
the

— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat; Hist.,
Lytton
NLak'a'pamux. — Ibid, (generally used

Lkamtci'nEmux.
II,

170, 1900 ('people of Lkamtci'n [Lytton]').

band.
for

— Ibid.

all

Ibid, (the

Ntlakyapamuk). NLakapamux'o'e.
Nlakii'pamux proper).

the

Maakoath

{Maa'koalh).

—

A

Toquart, a Nootka tribe. Boas
N. W. Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

sept
in

of

—

the

6th Rep.
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Maamtagyila.
A gens of the Kvvakiutl,
found in two septs, the Guetela and the
Matilpe.

—

Maa'mtafe'ila. Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 330,
Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5,
1897. Mataki'la.

—

131, 1887.

Maate {Ma-ale). A summer village of the
Koskimo on the s. side of Quatsino sd., Vancouver id. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.

—

There are authentic accounts from

Magic.

many

New

parts of the

World, from the earliest historical period to
the present time, that the Indians practised
The earlier
so-called magic arts, or sorcery.
writers marvelled at these arts, and evidently
wished their readers to marvel. They often
attributed the power of the Indians to Satan.
Father Acosta, in the 16th century, spoke in
awe of the Mexican magicians flying through
the air, assuming any form they pleased and
having telepathic knowledge of events occurring at distant places, and the same may be
The
said in a general way of the Eskimo.
Rev. Peter Jones wrote in the fu-st decade of
the 19th century: "I have sonetimes been
inclined to think that,

if

it

aborigines

America."

of

witchcraft

His

still

exists

among

the

personal

ex-

to be found

in the world,

is

The
was among the Chippewa.
Nipissing were called Jongleurs by the French
on account of the expertness in magic of their
perience

Some

medicine men.

writers of the present

day marvel as much as did

then- predecessors;

but instead of attributing the phenomena to
Satan, seek the cause in spirits or something
equally occult. The feats of Indian magicians,
as a rule, may be easily explained as sleightof-hand tricks, and their prophecy and telepathy as the results of collusion. Their tricks
are deceptions, very ingenious when it is considered how rude their tools and apphances
are, but not to be compared with the acts of
civihzed conjurors who make no claim to

superhuman

aid.

Distinct from such tricks of illusion and

still

1912

but was used on

many other occasions. A very common trick
among Indian charlatans was to pretend to
suck foreign bodies, such as stones, out of the
persons of their patients. Records of this are
found among many tribes, from the lowest in

among

culture to the highest, even

the Aztecs.

Of course such trickery was not without some
it, like many other
proceedings of the shamans, was designed to
cure disease by influence on the imagination.

A

Hidatsa residing in Dakota in 1865 was
the name Cherry-in-the-mouth because he had a trick of producing from his
mouth, at any season, what seemed to be
fresh wild cherries. He had found some way
of preserving cherries, perhaps in whiskey, and

known by

it was easy for him to hide them in his mouth
before intending to play the trick; but many

of the Indians considered

The most

it

wonderful magic.

astonishing tricks of the Indians

were displayed in their fire ceremonies and in
handhng hot substances, accounts of which
performances pertain to various tribes. It is
said that Chippewa sorcerers could handle
with impunity red-hot stones and burning
brands, and could bathe the hands in boiling
water or syrup; such magicians were called
"fire-dealers"

and

"fire-handlers."

There- are

authentic accounts from various parts of the

world of fire-dancers and fire-walks among
barbarous races, and extraordinary fire acts
are performed also among widely separated
Indian tribes.
Among the Arikara of what

now North Dakota, in the autumn of 1865,
when a large fire in the center of the medicine
lodge had died down until it became a bed
is

and the fight in the lodge
was dim, the performers ran with apparently
bare feet among the hot coals and threw these
around in the lodge with their bare hands,
of glowing embers,

******

causing the spectators to

flee.

Consult the works of H. H. Bancroft, Carver,
Fewkes, Fletcher, Hoffman, Peter
Jones, Lummis, Matthews, Mooney, M. C.
Stevenson, and others, in the Bibhography.
Catlin,

deceit, there is evidence that the Indians

and

in the treatment of disease,

v., A.

much employed

therapeutic efficacy, for

for 1887, sec. n, 69.

various observers in

GEORGE

Sleight-of-hand was not only

were

are versed in hypnotism, or, better,

Carver (1776-78) speaks of it
among the Sioux, and J. E. Fletcher observed
it among the Menominee about the middle

(w. M.)

"suggestion."

of the last century.

pictures
dians.

the

Mooney describes and
among modern In-

condition

Maguhleloo

('caribou').

A

gens of the

Abnaki, q.v.

—

Magalibd. J. D. Prince, inf'n, 1905 (modern St.
Francis Abnaki form). Ma-guli-le-loo'. Morgan,
Anc. Soc, 174, 1877.

—
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(q.v.)

witchcraft," but adds, "hence the French name
Micmac is a substitute for Mareschite," as he

of

writes the name.

The

Mahcoah.
Toquart
w. coast
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principal

the

of

village

on Village passage, Barkley sd.,
Vancouver id.— Can. Ind. Aff., 263,

According to Chamberlain

name they apply to themselves is Wulaslnk-

1902.

the

Mahktosis. The principal village of the
Ahousaht (q. v.), on Matilda cr., Clayoquot
Can. Ind. Aff.,
sd., w. coast of Vancouver id.

wiuk, 'dwellers on the beautiful river,' or, as
given by Maurault, Ouaraslegouiaks, 'those of

—

264, 1902.
as the name of a body
on the s. side of Chemainus lake, near
Brit. Col. map,
coast of Vancouver id.

Mahsolamo. Given
of Salish

—

the E.

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Maktlaiath {Ma'ktl'aiath). A sept of the
Nootka tribe. Boas in 6th Rep.

—

Seshart, a

W.

N.

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Makwa

A

('bear').

gens of the Chippewa,

q. V.

Ma-kwa'.— Morgan, Anc.
kwaw. Tanner, Narrative,

—

Ramsey

Soc,

166,

314, 1830.

MukMuk-wah. —
1877.

in U.S., Ind. Aff. Rep., 91, 1850.

Malakut {Ma'lexaL). A Sahsh tribe on
Saanich inlet, s. e. end of Vancouver id.,
speaking the Cowichan dialect; pop. 14 in
1901, 10 in 1904.
Mal-a-hut.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1889, 270, 1890. Malakut.— Ibid., 1901, pt., 11, 164. Ma'leqa(L— Boas, MS.,
B. A. E., 1887.

Malashaganay. A name of the sheepshead
drum (Haplodinotus grunniens).
Through Canadian French malashigane or
or fresh-water

malashigane, from manashigan in the Chippe-

wa-Nipissing dialects of the Algonquian stock,
signifying 'ugly ashigan.'

The ashigan

black bass of Canadians.

Male

A

(Md'le).

a Cowichan

the

is

(a. f. c.)

village of the

tribe, situated N. of

Musqueam,

Seabird

id.,

in

the delta of Fraser r., Brit. Col. According to
Hill-Tout it was claimed by the Squawmish.

Ma'le.—Hill-Tout

in

Rep.

S.,

54,

1894.

explanations

of

this

A. A.

Brit.

Ma'-li.— Ibid., 473, 1900.

Malecite.

Various

name have been
berlain

given.

According to Cham-

from their Micmac name Malisit,

it is

'broken talkers'; Tanner gives the form as

Mahnesheets, meaning 'slow tongues'; Baraga
derives it through the Cree from mayisit or
malisit, 'the disfigured or ugly foot';

Lacombe

Baraga and gives
the etymology as mayi or mal, 'deformed,' and
(Diet. Cris, 707) agrees with

sit, 'foot.'

different

Maurault's explanation

from

all,

as he says

or Malouidit, 'those

is

radically

from Maroudit

are of Saint

Male'

"comes from malike, which
old Abnaki and also in Delaware means

Vetromile says
in

who

it is

it

the river whose bed contains sparkling objects.'
The Malecite belong to the Abnaki group

Algonquian stock. Maurault makes a
between the Malecite and the
Etchimin, but adds that "the remnants of
this tribe and the Etchimins are called at the
Their closest linpresent day Malecites."
guistic affinity is with the Passamaquoddy,
the language of the two being almost identical,
and is closely allied to the New England
dialects, but more distant from that of the
of the

distinction

Micmac.
Although the New Brunswick coast was
visited by or soon after the middle of the 16th
century, and St. John r. indicated on maps as
early as 1558, making it quite probable that
the people of this tribe had come in contact
with the whites at that early date, the earliest
recorded notice of them is in Champlain's
He found
narrative of his voyage of 1604.
the country along the banks of the St. John in
the possession of Indians named "Les Etche-

mons," by

whom

hospitality

and

was received with
and says they were
the "first Christians" who had been seen by
these savages, which may have been true of
the particular party he met, but doubtful in
the broader sense. That these were Malecite
there is no reasonable doubt. "When we were
seated," says Champlain, "they began to
smoke, as was their custom, before making
any discourse. They made us presents of
game and venison. All that day and the
his party

rejoicing,

night following they continued to sing, dance,
and feast until day reappeared. They were
clothed in beaver skins."
Early in the 17th century Ft.
built

on

St.

John

r.,

point of the tribe,

La Tour was
which became the rallying

who

there learned the use

and first obtained cooking vessels
of metal and the tools and instruments of
civilized life. The few French settlers on this
of firearms,

intermarried with the Indians, thus
forming a close alliance, which caused them
to become enemies of the New England settlers, between whom and the French there
After the
was almost constant warfare.
EngHsh came into possession of the country
there were repeated disputes between them
and the Malecite in regard to lands until 1776.
river
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In
Afterward lands were assigned them.
1856, according to Schoolcraft, "the Tobique

and the small tract at Madawaska,
Meductic Point, and Kingsclear, with their

river,

small rocky islands near

John, containing

St.

15 acres," constituted all the lands held or
claimed by them in the country which was
formerly their own. In 1884 they numbered

whom

New

584 were in

Brunswick
and the others in Quebec province. According
to the report of Canadian Indian Affairs for
1904 their number was 805, of whom 103 were
in Quebec province and 702 in New Brunswick.
of

767,

(j.

Amalecites.

—Chauvignerie

M.

C. T.)

(1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

1855.
Amalicites.— Clinton (1749),
Amalingans. Shea, Cath. Miss.,
Amallstes.— Am. Pioneer, i, 257, 1842.
Amelestes. Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., 156, 1824.
Hist.,

IX,

1855.

Amelicks.
553,

III,

—

—

— Smith

(1785) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

— Vetromile,
—Hutchins (1764)

Amelingas.

1.S53.

Amelistes.

1866.

in

Abnakis, 50,
Schoolcraft,

Amelistis.— Imlay, West

Ind. Tribes, in, 553, 1853.

Amenecis.—VV^riter

Terr., 293, 1797.

1757 in LettAmllicites. Keane in
of

—
Stanford, Compend., 522, 1878.
Canoemen. —Gallatin
Trans. Am.
Soc,
1836.
Echemins. —
Am. Pioneer,
Estechemalns. — Champ408, 1842.
Edifiantes,

res

in

Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Tribes,

i,

698,

1838.

Aiitiq.

ii,

31,

(1603), CEuvres,

ii,

Estecheminfes.—

1870.

49,

Barton (probably from De Laet, 1633), New Views,
xxxs'ii, 1797.
Estechemins. Champlain, CEuvres, ii,

—

8,

1870.

Etchemins.— La

Doc. Cal. Hist

x,

,

Galissoniere (1750) in N. Y.

Etchemons.— Champ-

227, 1858.

lain (co. 1604) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 674, 1855.

—

Etchimins. Ibid., 22 (said.to be derived from tchinem,
'men').
Etchmins. McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes,
III, 79, 1854.
Etechemjes.— Bobe (1723) in N. Y. Doc.

—

Etechemin.—Jes.

Col. Hist., IX, 913, 1855.

—

Rel. 1611,

Etechemines. Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3,
389,1816. Etechemlnii.— Du Creux map (1660), yide
Vetromile, Abnakis, 21, 1866. Etecheneus.
McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, iii, 79, 18.54. Etemanklaks.
5,

1858.

—

Maurault, Histoire des Abenakis, 5, 1866 ('those of the
country of the skins for rackets'). Eteminquois.
Jes. Rel. 1611, 8, 1858.
Etlchimenes.— Lords of Trade
(1721) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 592, 1855.
Etschimlns.— Vetromile, Abnakis, 130, 1866. Kiukusvi'6skitchimi-flk.— Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A. E.,
1882 ( = 'muskrat Indians' one of the names applied to
them by the Micmac, on account of their hunting the
muskrat). Mahnesheet. James in Tanner, Narrative, 333, 1830.
Malacite.— French trans, in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., VI, 564, 1855. Malecetes. Dawson,
Inds. of Canada, 2, 1877.
Malachites. Baraga, Eng.Otch. Diet., 299, 1878. Malecltes.— Vaudreuil (1722)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 912, 1855.
Malesit.—
Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A. E., 1882. Malicetes.

—

;

—

—

McKenney and

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

iii,

—

79, 1854.

Mali-

cites.— Begon (1715) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 932,
1855.
Malisit.
Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A. E.,
1882 (Micmac name; pi., Malisitchik). Maneus.
Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1052,

—

1855.

—

Marachite.— Drake,

Marashites.
sions, 361,

162,

v,

—

Melicite.—

1855.

38,

Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A. E., 1882. Melisceet.
Brinton, Lenape Legends, 11, 1885.
Milicetes.

Keane

in Stanford,

Schoolcraft,

soaks.

Ind.

Compend., 522, 1878.

Tribes,

— Rouillard,

—
—

Mcuskoua-

1855.

674,

v,

Milicite.

Noms

G^ographiques, 11, 1906
('water-rats':
Abnaki name). SarastegSiaks. Maurault, Histoire des Abenakis, 6, 1866 (includes Norridgewock in part). St. John's (tribe). Penhatlow (1726)
in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 123, 1824.
St. John's
river [Indians].— Gyles (1726) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Ill, 357, 1853.
Ulastekwi. Gatschet, Penobscot MS.,
B. A, E., 1887 (Penobscot name; pi. Ulastekwiak)
Wu'lastOk'-wiOk.— Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A.
E., 1882 ( = 'dwellers on the beautiful river'; name used
by themselves. Boyd (Ind. Local Names, 1885) gives
the Indian name of the river as Looshtook, 'long river').

—

—

—

18'29.

— Wood

1845.

Bk.

(1769) quoted

vi,

1848.

by Hawkins, Mis-

— Maca\iley, N. Y.,
— Vetromile, Abnakis, 23,

Marechites.

.Mareschites.

Inds.,

ii,

A

Maluksilak (Maluksilaq).

the Avilirmiut Eskimo on Lyons
bay, Franklin.

— Boas

in 6th

settlement of
inlet,

Hudson

Rep. B. A. E.,

476, 1886.

Mamakume

{Ma'-mak'ume).

A

village of

the Matequi tribe of Cowichan on the
of Eraser

Brit. Col., opposite

r.,

side

s.

Matsqui

serve.— Boas in 64th Rep. Brit. A. A.

re-

S.,

454,

on

Vil-

1894.

i,

lain

1912

10.52,

ibid., VI, 540, 1855.

144,

v., A.

—

1866 (old French name). Marisizis. Cadillac (1692)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 548, 1855.
Melecites.

Mamalelekala.
lage

id.,

A

Kwakiutl

tribe

According to Boas they

Brit. Col.

were divided into four gentes: Temtltemtlels,
Wewamaskem, Walas, and Mamalelekam.
Their only town is Memkumlis, which they
occupy jointly with the Koeksotenok. The
population was estimated at about 2,000 in
1836-41; in 1911

it

Mah-ma-lil-le-kulla.

numbered

— Sproat

1879.

—

Mahmatilleculaats. Brit. Col. map,
Mamaleilakitish. Tolmie and Dawson, Vo-

1885.

189,

90.

Can. Ind. Aff., 145,
Mah-ma-lil-le-kullah.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1884,
in

1872.

—

cabs. Brit. Col

,

Mamaleilakulla.— Ibid.

118b, 1884.

—

Ma'malelek-ala. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
1890.
54,
Ma'maleleqala. Boas in Petermanns
Mama-lil-a-cula.— Mayne,
Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887.
Col.,
1862.
Brit.
Ma-ma-lil-li-kulla.— Can.
249,
Ind. Aff. 1894, 279, 1895.
Ma'-me-li-li-a-ka.— Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 65.
Tolmie
Mam-il-i-li-a-ka.
and Dawson, Vocabs.
Brit., Col., 118b, 1884.
Mar-ma-li-la-cal-la.— Kane.
Wand, in N. Am., app., 1859.

—

—

Mamalelekam.

A

gens of the

Mamale-

lekala.

Ma'leleqala.

— Boas

in

Petermanns Mitt.,

Ma'malelek'am.— Boas

1887.

Tribes,

Can.,

54,

1890.

in

6th

pt.

Rep.

Ma'maleleqala.

5,

N.

— Boas

130,

W.
in

Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895, 330, 1897.

Mameoya
sion of the

Fish Eaters.
144,

1877.

Mo,

('fish-eaters').

Kainah

A

former?) (divi-

tribe of the Siksika, q.v.

— Culbertson

in

—

Smithson. Rep. for 1850,

Ma-me-o'-ya. Morgan, Anc. Soc, 171,
Mum-i'-o-yiks.
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.

1851.

Val,. 264, 1862.

—
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Matnikininiwug

('lowland

A

people').

coast of Vancouver

name
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id.

their

Cree.

Manna-wousut.— Mayne,

Mamikiwlniniwag.
mlkiylniwok.

—Wm.

Jones,

Ma-

1906.

inf'n,

— Lacombe, Die. Langue Cris,

x,

1874.

Mamtum.

Given as the name of a body
of Indians on Cowichan lake, s. end of Vancouver id. (Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria,
1872).
Perhaps the Quamichan or the Comiakin of Cowichan valley.
,

Mamun-gitunai
tuns of

Mamun

r.').

'Gi'-

The most important

division of the Gituns, a family of the Eagle

Queen
They derived their

clan of the Haida, living at Masset,

Charlotte

ids., Brit.

Col.

name from

that of a small stream which falls
Masset inlet near its head, where they
used to camp. A subdivision in the town of
Yaku was called Ao-gitunai. ^^Swanton, Cont.
into

—

Manabozo. See Nanabozo.
The mysterious and unknown

life and of the
As taken over from Algonquian
the vocabulaiy of the white man, it has

potencies and powers of

uni-

verse.

into

nified spirit, good, bad, or indifferent;

god or

sig-

Indian

demon, guardian genius loci,
spelling manitou indicates

devil,

fetish, etc.

The

French influence, the

earlier writers in English

Cuoq

using manitto, manetto, manitoa, etc.

says that the Nipissing manito was formerly

pronounced

manitou.

Some writers use
Good or Great

manito, or good manito, for
Spirit,

18.

Man-

Swan, MS., B. A. E.

Mau-os-aht.—Can.

Ind. Aff.

1883, 188, 1884.

Manumaig
of the

(Mydnamak,

Chippewa,

'catfish').

A

gens

q.v.

Cat Fish.— Morgan, Anc. Soc,

—^Warren Minn. Hist.
Myanamak. —Wm. Jones,
in

Man-um-

166, 1877.
Soc. Coll., v, 44, 1885.

inf'n, 1906.

Many

Horses.
A Piegan Siksika chief,
sometimes mentioned as 'Dog' and also as
'Sits in the Middle'; born about the close of
the 18th century. He was noted not only for

but for the large number
he acquired; hence his name. According to the account given by the Indians

his warlike character
of horses

to Grinnell (Story of the Indian, 236, 1895),

Haida, 275, 1905.

Manito.

numbered

Brit. Col., 2.51. 1862,

oh-ah-sahts.—Can. Ind. Aff., 52, 1875. Ma'noosath.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. 'W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890.
Mano-saht.— Sproat, Sav. Life, 308, 1868. Manosit.

aig.

{Md'm''^n glt^na'-i,

In 1883, the last time

appears, they

subdivision of the Paskwawininiwug, or Plains

and evil manito for the devil. It
by some that the signification

declared

is

he commenced to gather and to breed horses
immediately after the Piegan first came into
possession of them from the Kutenai (1804-06),
and also made war on the Shoshoni for the
His
purpose of taking horses from them.
herd became so extensive' that they numbered
more than all the others belonging to the
tribe

and required a

large

signer of the first

number

of herders

Horses was a
treaty of his tribe with the

to take care of them.

Many

whites, on the upper Missouri, Oct. 17, 1855,
which he signed as "Little Dog." He was
killed in 1867 at the battle of Cypress Hills
between the Piegan and the allied Crows and
Hidatsa, at which time he was an old man.
(C. T.)

of

such terms as Kitchi manito. Great Spirit,
has been modified by missionary influence.
The former manito of English literature

In some of the Eastern
States and parts of Canada the production
of maple sugar and syrup is one of the thriving

comes from one of the e. Algonquian dialects,
the Massachuset manitio, he is a god, the

industries of the country.

Narraganset (Williams,

1643) manil, god, or

the Delaware ynanitto.

The form manitou

comes with French intermediation from the
central dialects, the Chippewa, and Nipissing,
or Cree manilo (Trumbull in Old and New, i,
337, 1870). The term has given rise to many
place-names in Canada and the United States.
For a discussion of manito from the Indian
point of view,

consult Jones in

Jour.

Am.

Folk-lore, xviii, 183-190, 1905.
(a. f. c.)

Manosaht
Nootka
pt.,

('houses-on-spit

people').

tribe formerly dwelling at

between Nootka and Clayoquot

2lA— 18

A

Hesquiat
sds.,

w.

Maple sugar.

of 1900

The census

statistics

show that during the year 1899 there

were made in the United States 11,928,770
pounds of maple sugar and 2,056,611 gallons
The total values of the sugar and
of syrup.
syrup for 1899 were, respectively, $1,074,260
The production of maple
and $1,562,451.
syrup seems to have increased somewhat, while
that of maple sugar appears to have declined.

This industry is undoubtedly of American
Indian origin. The earliest extended notice
of
of maple sugar is "An Account of a sort
Sugar made of the Juice of the Maple in
Canada," published in the Philosophical Transactions of the

where

it

is

Royal Society

stated that

for

1684-85,

"the savages have
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practised this art longer than any

among them can remember."

now

living

In the Philo-

sophical Transactions for 1720-21

is

printed

is

indicated also

who

Lafiteau,

make

it

by

notices in Joutel;

states directly that "the

whom

they have learned

Bossu,

who

how

French

women from

better than the Indian

to

make

it";

gives similar details about French

1912

Maquinna

pt.
See Narrative of the Advenand Sufferings of John R. Jewitt, in
various editions from 1815 to 1869.

tures

an account of sugar-making in New England
by a Mr. Dudley. The Indian origin of maple
sugar

v., A.

(j.

Marameg

R. s.)

Man-um-aig, Chippewa,
for 'catfish.'
Verwyst).
Evidently a band
or division of the Chippewa, which seems tohave been, at the dawn of the history of the
Upper Lake region, in the process of disinte(from

—

sugar-making in the Illinois country; and other
early writers. In various parts of the country
the term "Indian sugar" (Canad. Settlers'
Guide, 66, 1860) has been in use, affording

gration. The first
by Dablon in the

further proof of the origin of the art of

making
maple sugar among the aborigines. Some of
the Indian names of the trees from which the

They were then ia close union with the Sauteurs, or Chippewa of Sault Ste. Marie.
Dablon, speaking of the Chippewa of the

sap is obtained afford additional evidence,
while maple sap and sugar appear in the
myths and legends of the Menominee, Chip-

Sault,

pewa and other tribes. The technique of
maple-sugar making also reveals its Indian
not merely in the utensils employed,
but also in such devices as straining through
hemlock boughs, cooling on the snow, etc.
For maple sugar cooled on the snow the Caorigin,

nadian-French dialect has a special term,
besides a large
sucrerie,

snowball';

number

tire,

of special words, like

'maple-sugar bush'; toque, 'sugar
trempette, 'maple-sugar sop,' etc.

The English vocabulary

of maple-sugar

terms

not so numerous.
Humbo, a New Hampshire term for 'maple syrup,' is said to be of
Indian origin. The details of the evidence of
the Indian origin of this valuable food product
is

will

be found in H. W. Henshaw, "Indian

Origin of

Maple Sugar," Am. Anthrop., iii,
"The Maple

341-351, 1890, and Chamberlain,

amongst the Algonkian tribes," ibid., iv, 39-43,
1891, and "Maple Sugar and the Indians,"
ibid., 381-383.
See also Loskiel, Hist. Miss.
United Breth., 179, 1794.
^.
{A. „
F. ^^
C.)

A

chief of the

tribe, who
who captured

Mooachaht, a

them

is

that given

Jesuit Relation of 1670, at

which time they resided on lake Superior, apparently along the e. half of the n. shore.

"These are united with three
who are more than 550 persons,
to whom they granted Uke rights of their
native country
These are the Noqueta
says:

other nations,

who are spread along the s. side of lake Superior,
where they are the originals; and the Outchibous with the Marameg of the n. side of the
same lake, which they regard as their proper
country." Here the Chippewa of the N. side
of the lake are distinguished from those of
Sault Ste. Marie to the same extent as are the
Marameg and Noquet. The Chippewa settlement at the Sault, where the fishing was
excellent, seems to have drawn thither the
other divisions, as this gave them strength
and control of the food supply. The early
notices of the Marameg and Noquet appear
to indicate that these two tribes became
absorbed by the Chippewa and their tribal
or subtribal distinction lost, but there are
reasons for believing that these two peoplea
were identical.
Tailhan, in his notes on
Perrot's Memoire, assumes without question
were incorporated
that the two
tribes
with the Chippewa of the Sault,who were
distinguished

Maquinna.

notice of

rini.

by the name Pahouitigouchiare mentioned under

The Marameg
name Malamechs

Nootka

attained notoriety as the

the

chief

the brig Boston, in Mar.,

of the Prise de Possession in 1671 as present

in

the Proces-verbal

1803, and massacred all of her crew except
the blacksmith, John Jewitt, and a sailmaker

at the conference on that occasion.

named Thompson.

Relation of 1672-73 as being near
the Mascoutin, who were then on Fox r.,
Wis. If, as supposed, the people of this tribe
are those referred to by La Chesnaye (Margry,

After being held in cap-

tivity until July, 1805, they

were liberated by

Capt. Hill of the brig Lydia, also of Boston.
The story of the captivity of these two men
was afterward extracted from Jewitt by Roland Alsop, of Middletown, Conn., and published in

A

America and Europe.

the entrance of Nootka sd.

is

point near

now

called

Accord-

ing to Shea they are mentioned in the

MS.

Jesuit

under the name "Malanas ou gens de
Barbue," they must have resided in 1697,

VI, 6)

la

in part

at least,

at

Shaugawaumikong (the

present Bayfield, Wis.), on the

s.

shore of
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lake Superior. The attempt to identify them
with the "Miamis of Maramek" mentioned in
a document of 1695 (N. Y. Doc. Hist., ix,

Maramec (Kalamazoo)

619) as residing on
in Michigan,

certainly erroneous,

is

Gens de

la

Barbue.

D6c., VI,

6,

1886.

(1671), ibid.,

op.

—

Marameg.

cit.

—

m.

(j.

r.,

c. t.)

La Chesnaye (1697) in Margry,
Malamechs. Prise de Possession
1875.
Malanas. La Chesnaye,

97,

i,

—

—

Jes. Rel. 1669-70,

Thwaites

A Micmac

township, Bonaventure

settlement in Maria

Quebec, contain-

co.,

group an actual sale of the girl is rare.
Tsimshian, coast Salish, and
Bellacoola send gifts to the girl's parents; but
presents of nearly equal or even superior value
are returned.
Monogamy predominates. la
of the

The

Tlingit,

case of separation Salish parents divide their
children

Among

according

to

agreement.

special

the TUngit, Haida, Tsimshian,

and

ed.,

Liv, 133, 1899.

Maria.

27S

ing 80 Indians in 1884, 110 in 1911.

Heiltsuk the children always belong to the
mother. If a husband expels his wife from
caprice he must return her dowry; if she has
been unfaithful he keeps the dowry and may

*******

demand

his

wedding

gifts.

Marian. The Christian Hurons, so called
by their pagan brethren on account of their
frequent repetition of the name of Mary.

system,

Shea, Cath. Miss., 183, 1855.

They seem

Marriage. Except that marital unions depend everywhere on economic considerations,
there is such diversity in the marriage customs
of the natives of North America that no
general description wiU apply beyond a single

commonly, the younger sisters of a first wife
being potential wives of the husband. Among
the Pawnee and the Siksika the essential
feature of the marriage ceremony was the pre-

great cultural group.

case of elopement the subsequent presentation

The Eskimo, except

those tribes of Alaska

that have been led to imitate the institutions
of neighbouring tribes of alien stocks,

a mate

is

kinship.
selection.

barred only by specified degrees of
and convenience govern the

Interest

The youth

housewife, the
is

have no

Accordingly the choice of

clan organization.

girl for

looks for a competent

There

a skilled hunter.

no wedding ceremony.

The man

obtains

the parents' consent, presents his wife with

garments, and the marriage

is

consummated.

Frequently there are child betrothals, but
these are not considered binding. Monogamy
is prevalent, as the support of several wives
is possible only for the expert hunter.
Divorce
is as informal as marriage; either party may
leave the other on the slightest pretext, and

may

remarry.

The husband may

shrewish or miserly wife,

amd

discard a

the wife

may

abandon her husband if he maltreats her or
fails to provide enough food.
In such cases
the children generally remain with the mother.
On the N. W. coast marriage between
members of the same clan is strictly forbidden.
The negotiations are usually carried on by
the parents.
The Kwakiutl purchases with
his wife the rank and privileges of her family,
to be surrendered later by her father to the
children with interest, depending on the num-

*

*

Of the Plains Indians some had the gentile
while

others

lacked

to have practised

sentation of gifts to the

it

completely.

polygamy more

girls'

of gifts legitimized the marriage

parents.

In

and removed

the disgrace which would otherwise attach to

The men
girl and her family (Grinnell).
had absolute power over their wives, and separation and divorce were common. The Hidatsa,
Kiowa, and Omaha had no purchase. The
women had a higher social position, and the
Wives
wishes of the girls were consulted.
Each consort
could leave cruel husbands.
could remarry and the children were left in
the custody of their mother or their paternal
grandmother. Separation was never accompanied by any ceremony.
East of the Mississippi the clan and gentile
The
systems were most highly developed.
the

gens
were strictly enforced. Descent of name and
property was in the female line among the
Iroquoian, Muskhogean, and s. e. Algonquiaii
tribes, but in the male line among the Algonquians of the n. and w. Among some tribes,
such as the Creeks, female descent did not
prevent the subjection of women. As a rule,

rules against marriage within tlae clan or

however, women had clearly defined rights.
Gifts took the place of purchase. Courtship

was

practically alike in all the Atlantic tribes

is

paid the

Algonquian stock; though the young
the matter themselves, the parents generally arranged the
match. A Delaware mother would bring some

father has redeemed his daughter,

and the

game

ber of offspring.

When

marriage

is

news

payment.

his

the debt

annulled unless the husband re-

21a— 18^

Among

the other tribes

of the

men sometimes managed

killed by her son to the girl's relatives
and receive an appropriate gift in return. If
the marriage was agreed upon, presents of
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this kind were continued for a long time.
A
Delaware husband could put away his wife
at pleasure, especially if she had no children,
and a woman could leave her husband. The
Hurons and the Iroquois had a perfect matriarchate, which limited freedom of choice.
Proposals made to the girl's mother were submitted by her to the women's council, whose
decision was final among the Hurons.
Iroquois unions were arranged by the mothers
without the consent or knowledge of the
couple.
Polygamy was permissable for a
Huron, but forbidden to the Iroquois. Divorce
was discreditable, but could easily be effected.
The children went with the mother.
Monogamy is thus found to be the prevalent
form of marriage throughout the continent.
The economic factor is everywhere potent,
but an actual purchase is not common. The
marriage bond is loose, and may, with few
exceptions, be dissolved by the wife as well
as by the husband.
The children generally
stay with their mother, and always do in
tribes having maternal clans.

han, in his notes to Perrot, gives as doubtful

Consult Crantz, History of Greenland, 1767;
Boas, Central Eskimo, 1888; Nelson, Eskimo

Otter Nation (see Amikwa), a conclusion with

about Bering

which Verwyst (Missionary Labours) agrees.

Strait, 1899; Krause, TlinkitIndianer, 1885; Boas, Reps, on N. W. Tribes

of Can.

to

Brit.

A. A.

1889-98; Powers,

S.,

Tribes of California, 1877;

J.

O. Dorsey,

(1)

Omaha

Maskegon

{Musklgok,

the marshes
Algonquian tribe so
closely related to the Cree that they have
appropriately been called a sub tribe. According to Warren the Maskegon, with the Cree
and the Monsoni, form the northern division
of the Chippewa group, from which they separated about eight generations before 1850.

swamps.'— W.

or

J.).

'thej' of

An

The traders knew them as Swampy Crees.
From the time the Maskegon became known
as a distinct tribe until they were placed on

by the Canadian government they
were scattered over the swampy region stretching from lake Winnipeg and lake of the Woods
reserves

to

Hudson bay,

including the basins of Nelson,

Hayes, and Severn rs., and extending s. to the
watershed of lake Superior. They do not appear to be mentioned in the Jesuit Relations
or to have been known to the early missionaries as a distinct people, though the name
"Masquikoukiaks" in the Proces-verbal of the
Prise de Possession of 1671 (Perrot, Mem.,
293, 1864)

may

refer to the

Maskegon.

Tail-

equivalents "Mikikoueks ou Nikikoueks," the

Nevertheless their association with the "Christines"

and

(Cree),

"Assinipouals"

(Assiniboin),

"all of those inhabiting the countries of

Sociology, 1884; (2) Siouan Sociology,
Farrand, Basis of American History,
1904; Goddard in Univ. Cal. Pub., Am. Ar-

the north and near the sea" (Hudson bay),
would seem to justify identifying them with
the Maskegon. If so, this is their first appear-

chaol. and EthnoL, i, No. 1, 1903; Mooney,
Calendar Hist. Kiowa, 1900; Grinnell, (1)

ance in history.
Their gentes probably differ but little from
those of the Chippewa. Tanner says that the
Pezhev/ (Besheu) or Wildcat gens is common
among them. No reliable estimate can be
formed of their numbers, as they have generally had no distinct official recognition. In
1889 there were 1,254 Maskegon living with

1897;

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 1892, (2) Pawnee Hero
Stories, 1889; Cushing, Adventures in Zuni,

Century Mag., 1883; Powell, Wyandot Government, 1881; Morgan, League of the Iroquois, 1851; Heckewelder, Hist. Manners and
Customs Indian Nations, 1876; Voth in Am.
Anthrop., ii, No. 2, 1900; Owen, Musquakie
Folk-lore, 1904;

Dixon

Hist., XVII, pt. 3, 1905;

Mus. Nat.
Descr.

New

Hist.,

Am. Mus.Nat.
Kroeber in Bull. Am.

in Bull.

xviii,

pt.

Sweden, 1834.

1,

1902; Holm,

(r. u. l.

l. f.)

Maskasinik.
A division of the Ottawa,
mentioned in the Jesuit Relation for 1657-58
with the Nikikouek, the Michesaking (Missisauga), and others, as nations long known to
the French in Canada.
There is no other
known reference to them. They may possibly
be the same as the Achiligouan.
(.r.

N. B. n.)

Chippewa on reservations

Manitoba at
and Poplar rs.,

in

Birch, Black, Fisher, Berens,

Norway House, and Cross lake. The Cumberland band of Saskatchewan and the Shoal
Lake, Moose Lake, Chemawawin, and Grand
Rapids bands of Manitoba, numbering 621
in 1911, consisted of Maskegon, and they

formed the majoi'ity of the Pas band, numbering 427, and part of the John Smith
and James Smith bands of Duck Lake agency,
numbering 392.
There were also some under
the Manitowpah agency and many among the
1,201 Indians of St. Peter res., in Manitoba.
(j.

M.)
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B|g-Heads.— Donnelly

in Can. Ind.

Aff. for 1883, pt. 1,

—

1884 (but see TUes de Boule). Coast Crees. Back,
Cree of the lowArct. Land Exped., app., 194, 1836.
lands. Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 287, 1871.
Mashkegonhyrlnis. Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist.
Am., I, 168, 1753. Mashkegons.— Belcourt {ca. 1850)
10,

—

—

Minn. Hist. See. Coll., i, 227, 1872. Mashk^gous.—
Mas-ka-gau.
Petitot in Can. Rec. Sci., i, 48, 1884.
Kane, Wanderings of an Artist, 105, 1859. Maskego.
Writer of 1786 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ist s., iii, 24,
1794.
Maskegonehirinis. Bacqueville de la PotheMaskegons. Henry,
rie, Hist. Am.,
I,
177, 1753.
Mask^gous. Petitot in Jour. Roy.
Trav., 26, 1809.
MaskSgowuk.—Hutchins
1883.
Geog. Soc,
649,
(1770) ruoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 37, 1851.
Maskigoes. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, ii, 36, 1852.
Maskigonehirinis. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 25, 1744.
in

—
—

—

—

—

—

Masquikoukiaks.

—
— Prise

de Possession (1671)

Masqulkoukioeks.

Mfmoire, 293, 1804.

rot,

in Pcr-

— Prise

de Possession (1671) in Margry, D6c., i, 97,
Meskigouk.— Long, Exped. St. Peter's R., ii, 151,
Mis-Keegoes. Ross, Fur Hunters, ii, 220,
Mlskogonhlrinis. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 23,

—
—
Muscagoes. — Harmon,

gees.

2d

—Schermerhorn

to pt.

64,

1,

Tribes,

84,

—

1855.

1744.

Muscono-

1820.

—
— Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Muskagoes.— Harmon (1801)
Ojebway Inds., 166, 1861. Mus-ka-

quoted by Jones,
go-wuk. Morgan, Consang. and

Muskeegoo.

1824.

1857.

33,

vi,

Jour.,

—Jones,

Muskeg.— Hind, Red

—

Ojebway

Affin.,

R. Exped.,

i,

287,

1871.
1861.

178,

Inds.,

Musk-

112, 1860.

—

West, Jour., 19, 1824. Muskegoag.
Tanner, Narr., 315, 1830 (Ottawa name). Muskegoe
Muskegons. Gallatin in Trans. Am. AnIbid., 45.

eggouck.

—

tiq.

Soc,

(1852) in

—

II,

24, 1836.

Minn.

—Warren
Muske(common form). Muskigos. —
Musk-keeg-oes. —
1841.
Muskego Ojibways.

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 378, 1885.

goo. Can. Ind. Aff.
Maximilian, Trav., ii, 28,

Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v,
Mustegans. Hind, Labrador Penin., ii,

—

Omashkekok.
Coll.,

I,

— Belcourt

227-8,

(ca.

People of the Lowlands.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Reid

— Morgan,

Consang. and

Savannas.— Chauvignerie

Affin., 287, 1871.

Nouv.

Fr.,

1863.

1850) in Minn. Hist. Soc.

Omush-ke-goag.—Warren
Omushke-goes.— Ibid., 85.

1872.

(1852), ibid,, v, 33, 1885.

Charlevoix,

45, 1885.
16,

ix,
i,

1054,

1744.

277,

(1736) in

Savanois.—

1855.

Swampee.—

Anthrop. Inst, of G. Br., vii, 107, 1874.
Swampies. M'Lean, Hudson Bay, ii, 19, 1849.
Swamp Indians. West, Jour 19, 1824. Swanipy
Creek Indians. Hind, Labrador Penin., i, 8, 1863 (for
Swampy Cree Indians). Swampy Crees. Ffanklin,
Swampy Krees.
Journ. to Polar Sea, 38, 1824.
in Jour.

—

—

Keane

in Stanford,

—

Compend., 536, 1878.

Hind, Labrador Penin.,

Warren (1852)

,

—

i,

323,

1863.

masquinonge and ma.skinonge, iTidicate, the
terminal e was once sounded. The origin of
the word is seen in mashkinonge or maskinonge, which in the Chippewa and Nipissing
dialects of Algonquian is applied to this fish;
although, as the etymology suggests, it might
According to
also be u.sed of other species.
Cuoq (Lex. Algonq., 194, 1886), mashkinonje
is derived from mash, 'big,' and kinonje, 'fish.'
This is perhaps better than the etymology of
I.acombe and Baraga, which makes the first
component to be mdshk or mdsk, 'ugly.' The
folk-etymological masque allonge of Canadian
French has been absurdlj^ perpetuated in the
pseudo-Latin mascalongus of ichthyologists.
(a. f. c.)

1875.

(1812) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Pike, Exped., app.

Muscononges.
Mushkeags.
1810.

11, 1814.

s., II,

—

Swampys.
Waub-ose.—

Masks. Throughout North America masks
were worn in ceremonies, usually religious or
but sometimes purely social in
Sometimes the priests alone were
masked, sometimes only those who took part,
and again the entire company. In all cases
quasi-religious,

character.

the

mask served

realistic

masks did not stand

regions.
The word is variously
maskmonge, mascalonge, muskelunge,
muskellunge, etc., and abbreviated into lunge
or longe. As one of the earlier forms of this
word, masquinongy, and the Canadian French

adjacent

spelled

for the actual

but for the generic type,
within it was for the time en-

and the man
dowed with or possessed of its essence or distinctive quality where the belief obtained that
the mask enabled the wearer to identify himself for the time being with the supernatural
being represented. A ceremony of purification
took place when the mask was removed (Culin)
Among the Eskimo the belief prevailed "that
in early days all animated beings had a dual

existence,

becoming at

will either like

now wear;
human form

the animal form they

if

man

or

an animal

the forearm,
wLshed to assume its
wing or other limb was raised and pushed up
the muzzle or beak as if it were a mask, and
the creature became manlike in form and
features.

The

idea

called the inua,

A species of pike {Esox estor)
Great lakes and the waters of the

or

simplest form of

buffalo, deer, or elk,

wug).

in the

mythical animal

The

ma.sk was one prepared from the head of an
These
animal, as the buffalo, deer, or elk.

,

Maskinonge.

the

supernatural person.

lieved that

found

to intensify the idea of the

actual presence of

Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll v, 86, 1885
('rabbit';
Chippejva name, referring to their peaceful
character; applied also to the Tugwaundugahwininein

277

power.

many

is still

held,

animals

now

and

it is

be-

possess this

The manlike form thus appearing

is

supposed to represent
the creature, and at death

and

is

the thinking part of
becomes its shade. "Many of the masks of the
N. and the Pacific coast are made with double

"This is done
animal fitted over
and conceaUng the face of the inua below, the
outer mask being held in place by pegs so

faces to illustrate this belief.

by having the muzzle

of the
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arranged that it can be removed quickly at
a certain time in the ceremony, thus symbolSometimes the
izing the transformation."
head of a bird or animal towered above the
face mask; for instance, one of the sand-hill
crane was 30 inches long, the head and beak,
with teeth projected at right angles, about
24 inches; the head was hollowed out to admit"
a small lamp which shone through the holes
xepresenting the eyes; below the slender neck,
on the breast, was a human face. The shaman
Tvho fashioned this mask stated that once when
lie was alone on the tundra he saw a sandhill
crane standing and looking at him. As he
approached, the feathers on the breast of the
bird parted, reveahng the face of the bird's
inua.
In certain ceremonies women wore
"The
masks upon the finger of one hand.
•mask festival was held as a thanksgiving to
the shades and powers of earth, air, and water
for giving the hunters success."

(Nelson in
18th Rep. B. A. E., 1899.)
In the N., on the Pacific coast, in the S.W.,
among some of the tribes of the plains, and
among probably all the eastern tribes, including the ancient pile dwellers of Florida,
masks made of wood, basketry, pottery or
hide were carved, painted, and ornamented
with shell, bark fibre, hair, or feathers. They

might be either male or female. The colours
used and the designs carved or painted were
always symbolic, and varied with the mythology of the tribe. Frequently the mask was
provided with an interior device by which
the eyes or the mouth could be opened or
closed, and sometimes the different parts of
the mask were so hinged as to give the wearer
power to change its aspect to represent the
movement of the myth that was being ceremonially exemplified. With the sacred masks
there were prescribed methods for consecra-

v., A.

1912

by a hidden man. Altars
were formed by masks set in a row, and sacred
meal was sprinkled upon them. The mask of
the plumed serpent was spoken of as "quiet";
it could never be used for any purpose other
carried on a pole

than to represent this mythical creature; nor
could it be repainted or adapted to any other
purpose, as was sometimes done with other
masks. Masks were sometimes spoken of as

many of them represented these
and mythical beings, and the youth
who put on such a mask was temporarily
kachinas, as
ancestral

transformed into the kachina represented.
Paint rubbed from a sacred mask was regarded
as efficacious in prayer, and men sometimes
invoked their masks, thanking them for services rendered. Some of the Hopi masks are
very old; others are made new yearly. Certain masks belong to certain clans and are in
their keeping.
No child not initiated is allowed to look upon a kachina with its mask
removed, and certain masks must never be
touched by pregnant women.
Among the
Hopi also a mask was placed over the face
of the dead; in some instances it was a mere
covering without form, in others it was made
more nearly to fit the face. "A thin wad of

pimched holes for the eyes,
and is called a raincloud, or prayer to the dead to bring the rain."
(Fewkes in 15th Rep. B. A. E., 1897.)
Yoxmg people sometimes indulged in festivities and made queer masks with which to
disguise themselves; for example, masks of
bladder or rawhide representing the head of
the Thunder-bird were made by the boys of
the poorer classes among some of the Siouan
tribes when the thunder was first heard in
Covering their heads and faces
the spring.
with the masks, the boys proceeded to their
uncles' tents and, imitating the sound of
cotton, in which
is

laid

upon the

is

face.

.

.

among the
only with the
left hand.
This tribe, according to Fewkes,
also observed rights of bodily purification
before painting the masks. Some of the latter

thunder, struck the doorfiaps with sticks.
Then, with much merriment at the expense
of the boys, the uncles invited them in and gave

were a simple face covering, sometimes con-

sionally

tion, handling, etc.; for instance,

Hopi they were put on or

off

cealing only the forehead; to others

was

tached a helmet, symbolically painted.

at-

The

Hopi made their masks of leather, cloth, or
basketry, and adorned them with appendages
of wood, bark, hair, woven fabrics, feathers,
herbs, and bits of gourd, which were taken
off at the close of the ceremony and deposited
in some sacred place or shrine.
The mask
was not always worn; in one instance it was

them presents

On

of leggings, moccasins, or blan-

W.

masks were occaamusement of
But generally the mask was a
children.
serious representation of tribal beUefs, and all
over the country the fundamental idea embodied in it seems to have been that herein
kets.

the N.

made

coast

as toys for the

described.

In addition to the authorities cited, consult

Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895; Dall in 3d
Rep. B. A. E., 1884; Dorsey and Voth in
Field Columb. Mus. Pub. Nos. 55, 56, 1901,
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VI, 1902;
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Mem. Am. Mus.

Nat. Hist.,
Nelson in 18th Rep. B. A. E.," 1899.
(a. c. f.)

Massassauga. A western species of rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus) This reptile is more
properly termed Mississauga (q.v.) and derives
its appellation from the place and ethnic name
Missisauga (Chamberlain, Lang, of Mississagas, 59, 1892), from the Chippewa misi, 'great,'
and sdg or sauk, 'river mouth.'
(a. f. c.)
.

AfT.

1904,

pt.

2,

Massetta.— Schoolcraft,

1905.

69,

Ind. Tribes, v, 489, 1855 (after

Mas-

Wark, 1836-41).

— Scouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc. 219, 1841.
Mass hade. —Krause, Tlinkit Indianer, 304, 1885.
Mossette. — Kane, Wand, in N. Am. ,app., 1859 (after

settes.

,xi,

Wark, 1836-41).

Ut-te-was.— Dawson,

Q. Charlotte

Ids., 183, 1880.

Mastohpatakiks
ven

bearers').

A

{Ma-sloh'-pa-ta-klks,

'ra-

society of the Ikunuhkahtsi,

or All Comrades, in the Piegan tribe of the
Siksika.

—Grinnell,

Blackfoot

Lodge

Tales,

221, 1892.

Masset. A Haida town on the e. side of
Masset inlet, near its mouth. Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col.
Its name in the Masset dialect
is Ataiwas (^at^e'was, 'white slope,' which in
the Skidegate dialect appears as Gatgai'xiwas).
According to the inhabitants the sea formerly
came in over the ground now occupied by
houses, but the latter were then situated on
higher ground just back of the present site.
At that time, too, there was an independent
town around a hill called Edjao (^I'djao),
which stands at the eastern end. Until lately
the band holding possession was the Skidaokao. According to John Wark's estimate
made between 1836 and 1841 there were 160
houses and 2,473 people at Masset, but this
enumeration must have included all the
neighbouring towns, and probably numbered
the smokehouses. The number of houses,
eniunerated by old people, in the two towns,
Masset proper and Edjao (27 and 6 respectively) would indicate a total population of about
528, 432 in the former and 96 in the latter.
Adding to these figiu-es the estimated numbers
in the two neighbouring towns of Yan and
Kayung, the grand total would be 1,056, or
less than haK of Wark's figure.
It is probable,
however, that the population had decreased
between Wark's time and that which the old
men now recall. According to the Canadian
Report of Indian Affairs for 1911 there were
372 people at Masset; these include the remnant of all the families that Uved once between
Chawagis r. and Hippa id. A few people have
moved to the neighbouring town of Kayung.
A mission of the Anglican Church is maintained
at Masset, the oldest on the Queen Charlotte
ids., and all the Indians are nominal Christians,

(j.

—

R. s.)

sAte'was. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905 (native
name). Gat'aiwa's. -Boas, Twelfth Report N. W.
Tribes, Canada, 23, 1898.
Qat^axlwsis. Ibid. (Skide-

—

—

—

Mataitaikeok

—

Matawachkarini

—

aouchkairlni.

— Ibid.,

iii,

kairinlk.— Ibid., 1658,

ouek.— Ibid.,

shal-

1672,

index,

54,

1858.

MatMataouch-

1858.

MataouchkalrinlMataouchkalriniwek.

22, 1858.

1646, 34, 1858.

Mataouchkarini.— Ibid., 1640,
Matawachkairini.— Ibid., in, index, 1858.
Matawachwarini.
Ibid. Matou - ouescatinl.
Ibid., 1646, 145, 1858.

34, 1858.

Champlain

—

—

(1613), CEuvres, in, 302, 1870.

Matchedash.

—A

name formerly used

to

designate those Missisauga living at Matche-

dash bay, s. Georgian bay, Ontario.
Matchedach.— Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc.
Matchedash.
Matchltashk.— Ibid.

Hist., IX, 1056, 1855.

35, 179, 1809.

Memoir

Col.

—Henry, Travels,
Matechitache.

of 1718 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 889, 1855.

Matilpe ('head of the Maamtagyila'). A
Kwakiutl sept which has recently branched off
from the rest of the true Kwakiutl. The
gentes are Maamtagyila, GyekseiH, and Haailakyemae. The principal village is Karlukwees.
Pop. of the Matilpe and Klawatsis bands in
1911, 97.

—Can. Ind.

N. Am., app., 1859.

Ind.

the

—

MataoOakirlnouek.—Ibid.,

Dunn,

Massett.—Can.

of

Madaouaskairini. Champlain, (Euvres, in, 302, 1870.
Mataouachkariniens. Jes. Rel.' 1643, 61, 1858.

Mah-tee-cetp.

Hist. Oregon; 281, 1844.

('people

lows.'— Hewitt). A small tribe or band hving
in 1640 on middle Ottawa r., but found in 1672
in the vicinity of the s.- end of Hudson bay,
near the Monsoni. They were doubtless one
of the bands, known to the French as Algonkin,
which were broken and dispersed by the Iroquois invasion about 1660. See Mattawa,

gate dialect). Maasets. Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soe. Lond., i, 233, 1848.
Masseets. Scouler in
Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xi, 219, 1841.
Massets.

—

'many

{Ma-tdi-lai-ke-6k,

A

former Cree band, named from
their chief, who was known to the French as
Le Sonnant. In 1856 they roamed and himted
in the country along Wood mt., s. Saskatchewan and traded with the Hudson's Bay
Co. and with the fur companies on the Missouri near the mouth of the Yellowstone.
They numbered about 300 lodges. Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 237, 1862.
eagles').

Ibid., pt. 2, 166, 1901.

Ind. Aff., 145, 1879.

Aff., 189, 1884.

—

Mahtilpi.

Mahtulth-pe. Sproat in Can.
Mar-til-par.— Kane, Wand, in
Matelpa. Tolmie and Dawson,

—
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Brit. Col.

map,

,

Matelth-pahs.
Ma-tllhpi. Dawson

1884.

Victoria, 1872.

—

Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887, sec. ii, 65. Ma'tilpe.—Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 54, 1890.
Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1911 219. Ma'tilpis.—
Matilpi.
Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887. Mat-ulBrit.
pai.
Tolmie am! Dawson, Comp. Vocabs

in Trans.

—

—

Col.,

118b,

Mur

1884.

par.

til

— Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Tribes, v, 488, 1855.

(Mal-la-len).
A summer village
Wiweakam between Bute and Lough-

Matlaten
of the

borough inlets, Brit. Col.; pop. 125 in 1885.
Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 230, 1887.

Matsqui

A

Cowichan

1912

v., A.

stretching cloth from the nose to the tips of

—

fingers
the arm being extended and
thrown strongly backward or to estimate an
eighth of a yard by the length of the middle

the

—

The use

finger.

measure

lineal

Within the

of the

span as a standard of

also

is

quite

still

common.

has been a custom
for traders to sell cloth to Indians by the
natural yard or by the brace, and although
this measure on a trader of small stature might
be much less than 3 feet, the Indians preferred
it

last

30 years

Below

to the yardstick.

what may be

it

given a list of
measures which

is

on
Fraser r. and Sumas lake, Brit. Col. Their
Pop.
villages are Mamakume and Kokoaeuk.
40 in 1911.
Ma'cQui.— Boas in 64th Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 454, 1894.
Malsqul.— Brit, Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

are known to have been employed by Indians.
Some of the larger measures have been in
general use among many tribes, while some of
the smaller ones have been used by the Navaho

Mamskey.

other sacred objects and in executing their

(Md'gQui).

tribe

—Custer quoted by Gatschet, notes, B. A. E.

Matsqui.—Can.

Mattawa

Ind. Aff. for 1901, pt.

of

('river

— Hewitt).

A

popular name for the Algonquian Indians
hving on Mattawa r., a branch of upper
Ottawa r., Ontario. They are probably a part
of the Nipissing or of the Timiskaming, q. v.
(j.

Mataotiiriou.— Jes. Rel. 1672, 46,
La Hontan (1703), New Voy., map,

Wm.

Mauthaepi

i,

M.)

MatawSng.
Matawin.

—

87, 1849.

('dirty

river.'

— Hewitt).

A

Montagnais tribe in 1863 on the reservation
at Manikuagan, on St. Lawrence r., Saguenay
CO.,

Quebec.

Mayne

— Hind, Lab. Benin.,
The

124, 1863.

ii,

name

body
of Sanetch on the s. e. coast of Vancouver id.;
pop. 20 in 1911.— Can. Ind. Aff. for 1902 and
Island.

local

for a

1911.

Meamskinisht

('porcupine-foot

grove').

A

Tsimshian mission village founded in 1889
and settled by the Kitksan. In 1897 the
population was about 50. Dorsey in Am.

—

Antiq., xix, 280, 1897.

Measurements.

Pueblo

women

civilized people,

in

Linear measures.
finger in the

to estimate a yard

by

One

finger width: the

2.

Two

finger

and second fingers held closely
in the palmar aspect.
3.
Three finger widths': the greatest width of the
terminal joints of the first, second, and third
fingers,
Four finger
taken as above. 4.
widths: the width of the terminal joints of all
four fingers of one hand, taken under the same

joints of the first

together,

taken

The

of a
middle
phalanx of the little finger. 6. The palm: the
width of the open palm, including the adducted
thumb. 7. The finger stretch: from the tip
of the first to the tip of the fourth finger, both
8.
The span: the
fingers being extended.
same as our span, i. e., from the tip of the
thumb to the tip of the index finger, both

conditions.

single

5.

digital

joint:

phalanx,

the length
the

usually

stretched as far apart as possible.

from the

tip of the

The

9.

thumb

to the

tip of the little finger, all the digits being ex-

short cubit

women

—^1.

palmar aspect.

measurements became standardized, it is not
long since they were all determined directly
from the human frame. It is still common,
even for white men, in the absence of a graduated rule, to compute the inch by the transfor

and

the greatest width of the terminal

tended, while the

verse dimension of the terminal joint of the

sacrificial

greatest width of the terminal joint of the little

previous to the introduction of the metric
system, linear measurements were derived
mostly, if not exclusively, from the human
body, and, although in later centuries these

thumb, and

making

are also employed by
making and decorating their

pottery.

great span:

Among

in

Some

dry-paintings.

widths:

Mataovan.

1858.
1735.

Jones, inf'n, 1905 (correct form).

McLean, Hudson Bay,

and Pueblo shamans

158.

ii,

shallows.'

called natural

strongly adducted.

thumb and little finger are
10. The cubit: from the

point of the elbow to the tip of the extended

middle

finger,
:

the

arm being

from the point

bent.

of the

11.

The

elbow to the

extended little finger. 12. The natufrom the middle of the chest to the
end of the middle finger, the arm being outstretched laterally at right angles with the
body; this on a tall Indian equals 3 feet or
more among some tribes the measure is taken
tip of the

ral yard:

;
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from the mouth to the
13.

The

middle finger.
measured

tip of the

natural fathom, or brace:

on the outstretched arms, across the
from the tip of one middle finger to the

laterally

chest,

tip of the other;

this

or about 6 feet.

twice the natural yard,

is

The

men

stature of white

usually equals or exceeds this measure, while

among
arm of

Indians the contrary

the rule

is

— the

the Indian being usually proportionally

than the arm of the white. This
standard was commonly adopted by Indian

longer

They

traders of the N. in former days.
it

called

"brace," a word taken from the old French.

There seems to be no evidence that the foot
was ever employed by the Indians as a standard of linear measure, as

European

was among the

it

but the pace was employed
in determining distances on the surface of the
races;

earth.

circle

—

1.
The grasp: an apformed by the thumb and

Circular measures.

proximate

index finger of one hand.

2.

The

finger circle:

the fingers of both hands held so as to enclose
a nearly circular space, the tips of the index
fingers
ing.

tips of the

The contracted

thumbs

just touch-

finger circle:

like the

but diminished by making the
and second joints of one index finger over-

finger
first

and the

3.

circle

lap those of the other.

the arms held in front as
of a tree, the tips of

4.

The arm

circle:

embracing the trunk
the middle fingers just
if

meeting.

known on

the

western continent previous to the discovery.
There is no record of standards of dry or liquid
measure, but
size

it is

probable that vessels of uni-

may have been

used as such.
(W. M.)

Medals. From time immemorial loyalty
has been rewarded by the conferring of land
and titles of nobility, by the personal thanks
of the sovereign, the presentation of medals,

and the bestowal of knightly orders, the insignia
of which were hung on the breast of the recipient.
With the Indian chief it was the same.
At first he was supplied with copies of his own
weapons, and then with the white man's implements of war when he had become accust-

omed

to their use.
Brass tomahawks especiwere presented to the Indians. Tecumseh
carried such a tomahawk in his belt when he

ally

was

and engraved
with the royal arras; silver gorgets to be worn
suspended from the neck and having the royal
arms and emblems of peace engraved upon
chiefs silver hat-bands, chased

them; and silver belt buckles, many of which
exceeded 3 in. in diameter. The potency of
the medal was soon appreciated as a means of
retaining the Indian's allegiance, in which it
played a most important part. While gratifying the vanity of the recipient,
to

him

ship,

emblem

as an

and

in

it

appealed

of fealty or of chieftain^

time had a place in the legends of

the tribe.

The

medals issued for presentation
North America have become
extremely rare from various causes, chief
among which was the change of government
under which the Indian may have been living,
as each government was extremely zealous in
searching out all med*als conferred by a previous one and substituting medals of its own.
Another cause has been that within recent
years Indians took their medals to the nearest
silversmith to have them converted into
gorgets and amulets. After the Revolution
the United States replaced the English medals
with its own, which led to the establishment of
a regular series of Indian peace medals. Many
of the medals presented to the North American
Indians were not dated, and in many instances
were struck for other purposes.
earlier

to the Indians of

French Canadian Medals.— The

Scales and weight were not

form

281

killed at the battle of the

Thames,

in s.w'.

Ontario, and his chief warrior, John Naudee,

removed it and the silver belt buckle from the
body. There were also presented to the Indian

earliest

record of peace medals in connection with the
is found in Canada Correspondence General, vol. iv, in which mention
is made of "a Caughnawaga chief, November
27, 1670, who holds preciously a medal presented to him by the king." Leroux (p. 14)
includes a medal caused to be struck by Car-

Canadian Indians

dinal Richelieu in

1631 for presentation to

Canadian Indians. A large medal was issued
in France in commemoration of the reigning
family; this example proved so acceptable to
the Indians that a series of
in design

and

in size

from

varying slightly

six,
Ifij-

to

issued for presentation to them.

the originals are

now known

3yV in., was
Very few of

to exist, but

have been made from the
Musee Monetaire at Paris.

restrikes

many

dies in the

1693. Obverse, head of the king to right, laureated;

Ludovicus Magnus Rex Chrisiianissimus. Rebusts in field;
legend, Felicitas Domus
Augustce.
Seren Dolph, Lud. D, Burg. Phid D. Card.

legend,
verse,

four

D. Bitur. M.D.C.X.C.UI.

After the death of the Dauphin, in 1712, the
reverse type

was changed, two

figures replacing
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2
the four busts of Louis, the Dauphin, and his
two sons. Of this medal only restrikes are
now known.
171-. Obverse, bust of king to right;
ticus

XIIII, D. G. FR.

Roman

warriors;

NAV. REX.

legend,

LudoReverse, two

legend,

HONOR ET VIRTUS.

Silver; bronze, size, 2 J in.

In the succeeding reign a smaller medal of
was issued, bearing on the obverse the head of the king to the right, draped
legend, Louis

XV Rex

Christi-

A copy of this medal has been
found with the legend erased and George III
stamped in its place (McLachlan, p. 9).
Silver; bronze; size, 2 in.
The General de L6vis medal of 1658, and
that of the first Intendant-General of Canada,
Jean Varin, of 1683, though included by Leroux
(p. 15) among the peace medals, are excluded
by Betts and other writers. Leroux (p. 17)
figures the French Oswego medal of 1758 as
belonging to the peace medal series. "As
medals were freely distributed about this time,
some of them may have been placed in Indian
hands" (Beauchamp, p. 64.)
anissimus.

1758. Obverse, head of king to

flowing;

legend, Ludovicus

XV

left,

nude and hair

Orbis Imperator;

in

Reverse, in field four forts; legend,
Wesel, Oswego, Port Mahon; in exergue, Expung. 8ti_
Davidis Arce et Solo Equata. Silver; brass; size, li in.

exergue,

1758.

British Medals.— The earliest medals presented to American Indians by the English
colonists are those
series.

By Act

38,

known as the Pamunkey
Laws of Virginia, in the

14th year of King Charles II, March, 1661 (see
Hening's Statutes, ii, 185), there were caused
to be made, possibly in the colony, "silver and
plated plaques to be worn by the Indians when
They were
visiting the Enghsh settlements."
plain on the reverse, in order to permit the
engraving of the names of the chiefs of the
Indian towns.

On the capture of Montreal by Sir Jeffrey
Amherst, Sept. 8, 1760, an interesting series
of medals, known as the conquest medals, was
issued.
McLachlan says they "were evidently
made in America, and presented to the Iroquois
and Onondagas, and other chiefs who assisted
in the campaign."
To each of the 23 chiefs,
though they did but little fighting, was presented a medal by Sir WiUiam Johnson, who,
in his diary, under date of July 21, 1761, says:
"I then delivered the medals sent me by the
General for those who went with us to Canada
last year, being twenty-three in number."
Beauchamp (p. 61) says: "In 1761 Johnson

v., A.

1912

1760. Obverse, view of a town, with bastions, on a
river front, five church spires, island in river; in fore-

ground, to

left, a bastion with flag of St. George;
in
exergue, in an incused oval, D. C. F.; this side is cast
and chased. Reverse, in field engraved, Montreal,
remainder plain for insertion of name and tribe of the

recipient.

similar design

and laureated;

GEORGE

had similar medals for the Oneidas, but none
of them have been found."

Silver; size.

Beauchamp

(p.

Hi

in.

66)

Pewter;

size, li in.

"Two

says:

medals,

Montreal and conquest of Canada, seem more likely to have been
given by Johnson to the Indians in 1761. As
the two medals have Indian symbols, and one
Amherst's name, and that of Montreal, they
seem to suit every way Johnson's lavish distribution of medals at Otsego, when sent by his
relating to the capture of

leader."
1761. Obverse, a laureated

nude

figure, typifying

the

Lawrence, to right, reclining, right arm resting on
the prow of a galley, paddle in left hand, a beaver
climbing up his left leg; in background a standard
inscribed Amherst within a wreath of laurel, surmounted
St.

by a lion. In exergue, a shield with fleur-de-lis; above,
a tomahawk, bow, and quiver; legend, Conquest of
Canada. Reverse, a female figure, to right, seated
beneath a pine tree; an eagle with extended wings
standing on a rock; before the female a shield of France,
with club and tomahawk; legend, Montreal Taken,
MDCCLX; in exergue, Soc. Promoting Arts and Commerce.

Silver; size, li in.

King George, to right, nude,
with flowing hair, laureated; legend, George II. King.
Reverse, female figure seated beneath a pine tree, to
left, weeping, typical of Canada; behind her a beaver
climbing up a bank; legend, Canada Subdued; in exergue, MDCCLX.; below, S. P. A. C.
Silver; bronze;
1761. Obverse, head of

size; 1} in.

To commemorate
III

was

the marriage of George

and Queen Charlotte a small

special

medal

struck, in 1761, for general distribution to

insure the allegiance of the savages in the newly

acquired province (McLachlan, p. 13).
1761. Obverse, bust of king and queen facing each
above, a curtain with cords and tassels falling
midway- between the heads. Reverse, the royal arms,
with ribbon of the Garter, and motto on ribbon below,
Dieu et Mon Droit. Silver; size, IJ in., pierced for
other;

suspension.

The

following series of medals

have been struck

is

supposed to

for presentation to Indian

Canada

at the close of the French and
There were five in the series,
differing in size and varying slightly in design;
they were formed of two shells joined together;
one of lead and others of pewter, with tracings
of gilding, have been found.
chiefs in

Indian wars.

1762. Obverse, youthful bust of king, to right, in
armour, wearing ribbon of the Garter, hair in double curl
over ear; legend, Dei Gratia. Reverse, the royal arms
encircled by the ribbon of the Garter, surmounted by a
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crown, supported by the lion and the unicorn; legend,
Honi Soit qui Mai y Pense; on a ribbon below the motto,

Dieu

el

Mon

Droit.

Silver; size, 1}

by SJ

in.

In 1763 Pontiac rebelled against British rule,

and the Government entered into treaty with
the remaining friendly chiefs. A council was
held at Niagara in 1764, at which time the
medals known as the "Pontiac
conspiracy medals" was presented to the chiefs

series of three

and principal

warriors.

1764. Obverse, bust of king, to

left,

in

armour and

in

very high relief, long hair tied with ribbon, laureated;
legend, Georgius III. D.A.M. BRI. FRA. ET HIB.
REX. F.D. Reverse, an officer and an Indian seated
on a rustic bench in foreground; on the banks of a river,
to right, three houses on a rocky point; at junction of
river with ocean, two ships under full sail.
The Indian
holds in his left hand a calumet, with his right grasps
the hand of the officer; at left of Indian, in the background, a tree, at right a mountain range; legend,
Happy While United; in exergue, 1764. In field,
stamped in two small incused circles, D.C.F. and
Silver; size, Zt5 by 3| in.; loop, a calumet and
York.
an^eagle's wing.

N

In 1765 a treaty was

made with

the British

his chiefs were presented by
WilUam Johnson, at Oswego, with the
medals known as "the lion and wolf medals."
A large number of these were distributed, and
two reverse dies have been found. The design
represents the expulsion of France from Canada

and Pontiac, and

The following medals were presented, until
about the time of the war of 1812, to Indian
chiefs for meritorious service, and continued
in use possibly until replaced by those of 1814
(Leroux, p. 157)
1775. Obverse, bust of the king, to
curled, wearing ribbon of the Garter;

Parkman, Pontiac Conspiracy, chap, xxxi;
Leroux, p. 156; McLachlan, p.

Betts, p. 238;
13).

1765. Obverse, bust of king to right, in armour, wearing
the ribbon of the Garter; legend, Georgius III Dei
Gratia.
Reverse, to left, the British lion reposing under

a tree; to right, a snarling wolf; behind lion, a church
and two houses; behind wolf, trees and bushes. Silver;
size,

A large body of Indians assembled in general
council at Montreal, Aug. 17, 1778, representing

the Sioux, Sauk, Foxes, Menominee, WinneIt

is

Potawatomi, and Chippewa.

generally supposed that at this time the

presentation of the medals took place, in consideration of the assistance rendered the Bri-

campaigns of Kentucky and lUinois
and during the War of the Revolution. Gen.
Haldimand, commander in chief of the British
forces in Canada, also gave a certificate with
each medal (see Hoffman in 14th Rep. B. A. E.,
tish in the

1896; Betts, p. 284-286).
1778. Obverse, bust of king to right, wearing ribbon

Reverse, the royal arms, surrounded by
ribbon of the Garter and motto, surmounted by a crown,
supported by the lion and the unicorn; at bottom ribbon, with motto, Dieu et Mon Droit; shield of pretense
crowned. Silver; size, 2f in., with loop for suspension.
of the Garter.

with hair

1794. Obverse, bust of king to right, in armour, wearing
ribbon of the Garter, hair long, cloak over shoulders;
two laurel branches from bottom of medal to height of
shoulders of bust; legend, Georgius III Dei Gratia; in
exergue, 1794.
Reverse, on plain field, the royal arms
with supporters, surmounted by helmet and crest, encircled by ribbon of the Garter, and below ribbon and

motto.

Silver; size, IJ in.

At the

close of the war of 1812, the Government, desirous of marking its appreciation of
the services rendered by its Indian aUies, be-

sides

making other presents and grants

of land,

caused the following medal, in three sizes, to
be struck in silver for presentation to the
chiefs

and principal warriors (Leroux,

p. 158)

1814. Obverse, bust with older head of king to right,

an ermine mantle, secured in front
with a large bow of ribbon, wearing the collar and jewel
Georgius III Dei Gratia BritanGeorge;
legend,
of St.
niarum Rex F. D.; under bust, T. Wyon, Jun. S. Reverse, the royal arms of Great Britain with shield of
pretense of Hanover, surmounted by a crown and crested
helmet, all encircled by ribbon of the Garter and supporters, below a ribbon with motto, Dieu et Mon Droit;
above ribbon, a rose, thistle, and shamrock; behind
helmet on both sides, a display of acanthus leaves; in
laureated, draped in

exergue, 1814-

The

Silver; size, 21 to

4jJ

in.

following medal, in three sizes,

waa

struck in 1840 for participants in the early

2| in.

bago, Ottawa,

left,

legend, Georgius

III Dei Gratia. Reverse, the royal arms with supporters; surmounted by crown and ribbon of the Garter;
below, ribbon with motto, Dieu el Mon Droit. Silver;
size, 2\ in., with loop for suspension.

Sir

(see

283

Queen's reign. It is possible
been presented also to the
Indians of Lower Canada who took no part in
the abortive uprising of 1837 (McLachlan, p.
treaties of the

that

it

may have

36; Leroux, p. 161):
1840. Obverse, bust of Queen, to right, crowned;
legend, Victoria Dei Gratia Britanniarum Regina F. D.;

under neck W. Wyon, R. A. Reverse, arms of Great
Britain, surmounted by crown and crested helmet,
encircled by ribbon of the Garter, supported by the lion,
and the unicorn; below, ribbon with motto, Dieu et
Mon Droit, the rose and thistle; in exergue, 1840. Silver; sizes, 2| to

4^

in.

The medal known

as the Ashburton Treaty
medal was given through Lord Ashburton, in
1842, to the Micmac and other eastern Indians
for services as guards and hunters, and assistance in laying out the boundary between the
United States and Canada.
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1S42. Obverse, bust of queen in an inner dentilated

garland of roses around psyche knot; under bust,
B. Wyon; no legend. Reverse, arms of Great Britain
in an inner circle, surmounted by a crowned and crested
helmet, encircled by the ribbon of the Garter; legend,
Victoria Dei Gratia Britanniarum Regina Fid. Def.
Ribbon in lower field backed by the rose and thistle
circle,

Silver; size,

(Betts, p. 159).

2h

in.

1848 the Peninsular
issued, to be given to any

War medal was

missioned

who had

In

officer,

or soldier

officer,

non-compartici-

pated in any battle or siege from 1793 to 1814.
In general orders, dated Horse Guards, June 1,
1847, were included the battles of Chateaugay,
Oct. 26, 1813, and of Cryslers Farm, Nov.

Canada by
army in 1813. "The medal was
also conferred upon the Indians, the names of
the battles engraved on clasps, and the name
11, 1813,

covering the invasion of

the American

of the recipient

on the edge

of the medal, with

below bust, 1848, and W.
Victoria Regina;
Wyon, R. A. Reverse, figure of the queen in royal robes,
dais,
crowning
with a wreath of laurel the
standing on a
Duke of Wellington, who is kneeling before her; by side
legend,

of dais a crouching lion; in exergue, 1703-1814-

2J

in.,

The

1912

more were

no

1872. Obverse, bust of queen to right, within an inner
having milled edge ground, with veil and necklace;
legend, Dominion of Canada; below. Chiefs Medal, 1872;
circle

below bust,

S. Wyon.
Reverse, in inner circle Britannia
seated with lion and four female figures, representing
the four original provinces of the Canadian confedera-

legend, Juvenatus

tion;

1867;

rata,

Territories.

The

et

Patrius Vigor Canada Instau-

in outer circle, Indians of the
Silver;

bronze;

3|

size,

North West

in.

following medal

to replace the large
described,

was struck especially
and inartistic medal last

and was intended

for presentation

at future treaties:
1873. Obverse, head of queen to right, crowned with

and necklace, draped; legend, Victoria D. G. Britt.
F. D.; below bust, J. S. Wyon.
Reverse, a

REG.

1848. Obverse, bust of the queen to right, crowned;

size,

but found so cumbersome
used" (Leroux, p. 219).

veil

warrior" (Leroux, p. 177).

title of

v., A.

the Indians subsequent to the acquisition of
the Hudson's Bay Company's territory, at
which time the Indian title to a large area was
extinguished.
"Twenty-five were prepared,

Silver;

with loop for suspension.

general officer in

full

uniform, to right, grasping the

hand of an Indian chief who wears a feather headdress
and leggings; pipe of peace at feet of figures; in background, at back of Indian, several wigwams; back of
officer,

a half sun above horizon;

No.

,

on lower edge, 187-.

legend, Indian Treaty
Silver;

size, 3 in,,

with

loop for suspension.

Prince of Wales on his visit to

Canada
was received by Indians in full ceremonial dress. Each chief was presented with
a large silver medal, while the warriors received
This medal is known as the

A series of three medals was struck by the
Hudson's Bay Company for presentation to
the Indians of the great Northwest for faithful
services.
These were engraved by G. H.
Kuchler of the Birmingham mint, 1790 to

Prince of Wales medal.

1805.

in 1860

smaller medals.

I860. Obverse, head of queen to right, undraped

and

crowned; legend, Victoria D. G. Regina F. D. In lower
right-hand field, the three feathers and motto; lower

1793. Obverse, bust of king to left, long hair and
draped; legend, Georgius III D. G. Britanniarum Rex
Fidei. Def.; under bust, G. H. K,
Reverse, arms of the

left-hand field, 1860. Reverse, the royal arms surmounted by a helmet, crown, and lion, with ribbon of
the Garter, and on the ribbon below, Dieu ei Mon Droit;
\t back, roses, .shamrock, and thistle; in exergue, 1860.

Hudson's Bay Company; argent, a cross gules, four
beavers proper, to the left, surmounted by a helmet and
crest, a fox supported by two stags; motto on ribbon.

Silver; size, 2 in., with loop for suspension.

In 1860, when the Government had acquired
the lands of the Hudson's
territory

land

and

titles,

Bay Company's

after the extinction of the Indian

the following medal was presented

to the Indians under Treaty No.

Report

of the

Commissioners

it is

In the

1.

stated: "In

Pro Pelle Cutem (Leroux,
by 3 in.

p. 59).

Silver;

sizes, \\i in.

Consult Beauchamp, Metallic Ornaments of
the

New York

Indians, 1903; Betts, American

Colonial History Illustrated by Contempora-

neous Medals, 1894;

ments

of

Carr, Dress

Certain American

and Orna-

Indians,

1897;

Silver;

Medals of the British Army, 1861;
Catalogue du Musee Monetaire, 1833; Clark,
Onondaga, 1849; Fisher, American Medals of
the Revolution, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s.,
vi;
Halsey, Old New York Frontier, 1901;
Hawkins, Medallic Illustrations of British
History; Hayden, Silver and Copper Medals,
in Proc. Wyo. Hist, and Geol. Soc, ii, pt. 2,

medal of 1867,
with an extra rim soldered on it, was used in
1872 for Treaty No. 2. It was presented to

du Canada, 1888; McLachlan in
Canadian Antiq. and Numismat. Jour., 3d s.,
II, 1899;
Wheeler, Trail of Lewis and Clark,

addition each Indian chief received a dress, a
and a medal as marks of distinction."

flag,

These medals at

first

were not struck for this

occasion.
I860. Obverse, head of the queen to right, crowned;
legend, Victoria Regina; under bust, J. S.
S. C.

for the engraving of
size,

and B. Wyon,

Reverse, two branches of oak, centre

name and

field

tribe of recipient.

plain

1886;

Sfu in.

The very

Carter,

large Confederation

Irwin,

Medaillier

War

Medals,

1899;

Leroux,
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Miner, History of Wyoming Valley,
O'Callaghan, Documentary History of
the State of New York, 1856-87; Penhallow,
History of the Wars of New England, 1824;
1900;

figurines of mythical animals, representations of

1845;

the sun, of lightning,

Pinkerton, Medallic History of England, 1790;

Snowden, Medals

of

Washington

in the

Mint, 1861.

U.

S.

(3^3)

Medicine and Medicine-men.
is

Medicine
an agent or influence employed to prevent,

some pathological condition
The scope of such agents
among the Indians was extensive, ranging, as
alleviate, or cure

or

symptoms.

its

among

other primitive peoples, from magic,

and a multitude of
symbohc and empirical means, to actual and
more rationally used remedies. Where the
prayer, force of suggestion,

Indians are in contact with whites the old

methods
giving
tion.

of

combating physical

way to the curative
The white man in

are slowly

ills

agencies of civiliza-

from the Indians a number

turn has adopted
of valuable medic-

etc.,

scarifying,

cupping (by sucking), blood-letting,

poulticing, clysmata, sweat bath, sucking of

snake poison or abscesses, counter irritation,
tooth pulling, bandaging, etc. Dieting and
total abstinence from food were forms of treatment in vogue in various localities. Vegetal
medicines were, and in some tribes still are,
numerous. Some of these are employed by
reason of a real or fancied resemblance to the
part affected, or as fetishes, because of a sup-

posed mythical antagonism to the cause of the
sickness.
Thus, a plant with a worm-Uke
stem may be given as a vermifuge; one that
has many hair-like processes is used among the

Hopi to cure baldness.

etc.

the sacred tule pollen

many

to

of pre-

venting disease or of counteracting its effects.
Mechanical means of curing consist of rubbing,
pressure with the hands or feet, or with a sash
or cord (as in labour or in painful affections of
the chest), bonesetting, cutting, cauterizing,

inal plants, such as cinchona, jalapa, hydrastis,

In general the tribes show

and are supposed

embody a mysterious power capable

Among
known

the Apache

as ha-dn-tin

is

but the actual agents
with the tribes and localities,
as well as with individual healers.
Magic,

supposed supernatural beneficial effect. Other plants are
employed as remedies simply for traditional
reasons, without any formulated opinion as to

prayers, songs, exhortation, suggestion, cere-

their

of action.

Finally, all the tribes

and certain specifics and
mechanical processes are employed only by
the medicine-men or medicine- women; other

are familiar with and

employ cathartics and

similarities

in regard to medicine,

employed

monies,

specific

fetishes,

remedies or procedures are proprietary,

generally

while

differ

among

many

a few old

women

in the tribe;

vegetal remedies and simple mani-

pulations are of

common knowledge

in a

given

locality.

The employment

of

magic consists

in

oppos-

ing a supposed malign influence, such as that of

a sorcerer, spirits of the dead, mythical animals,

by the supernatural power of the
and other means. Prayers
dressed to benevolent deities and
etc.,

healer's

fetishes

are adspix'its,

invoking their aid. Healing songs, consisting
of prayers or exhortations, are sung.
Ha-

given or applied because of

modes

emetics;

in

some

its

cases

also

dotes.

The

parts of plants used as medicines are

most often roots, occasionally twigs, leaves, or
bark, but rarely flowers or seeds. They are
used either fresh or dry, and most commonly
in the form of a decoction.
Of this a con-

much as a cupful, is
administered at a time, usually in the morning.
Only exceptionally is the dose repeated.
siderable quantity, as

Generally only a single plant is used, but
among some Indians as many as four plants
are combined in a single medicine; some of the

rangues are directed to evil spirits supposed
to cause the sickness,, and often are accentu-

Opata mix indiscriminately a

ated by noises to frighten such spirits away.

substances.

Suggestion is exercised in many ways directly
and indirectly. Curative ceremonies usually
combine all or most of the agencies mentioned.
Some of them, such as Matthews describes
among the Navaho, are very elaborate, prolonged, and costly. The fetishes used are
peculiarly shaped stones or wooden objects,

sold at a high price.

lightning-riven

wood,

feathers,

claws,

hair,

diaphoretics,

cough medicines, etc. Every tribe
has also knowledge of some of the poisonous
plants in its neighbourhood and their anti-

diuretics,

The

far as they are

value, but

large

proprietary

Some

of

are

of these plants, so

known, possess

many

number

medicines

real medicinal

are quite useless for the pur-

pose for which they are prescribed. There is
a prevalent belief that the Indians are acquaint-

ed with valuable specifics for venereal diseases,
snake bites, etc., but how far this belief may
be true has not yet been shown.
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Animal and mineral substances are

also occa-

used as remedies. Among Southwestern tribes the bite of a snake is often
treated by applying to the wound a portion of
the ventral surface of the body of the same
snake. The Papago use crickets as medicine;
the Tarahumare, lizards; the Apache, spider's
eggs. Among the Navaho and others red ochre
combined with fat is used externally to prevent
sunburn. The red, barren clay from beneath
a campfire is used by White Mountain Apache
women to induce sterility; the Hopi blow
charcoal, ashes, or other products of fire on an
inflamed surface to coxmteract the supposed
fire which causes the ailment.
Antiseptics are
unknown, but some of the cleansing agents or
healing powders employed probably serve as
such, though undesignedly on the part of the
sionally

The

manner of therapeutic action is
as absolutely unknown to the Indian as it is to
the ignorant white man. Among some tribes
exact

the term for medicine signifies "mystery," but
others a distinction is made between
thamnatm-gic practices and actual medicines.
Occasionally the term "medicine" is extended
to a higher class of greatly prized fetishes that
are supposed to be imbued with mysterious
protective power over an individual or even
over a tribe. Such objects form the principal

among

contents of the so-caUed medicine-bags.

many

In

localities there

was prepared on

a tribal "medicine." The
such a remedy for healing
wounds, and the Hopi still prepare one on the

special occasions

Iroquois

used

occasion of their Snake dance.
tribes

who prepare

Among

the

tiswin, or lesvino, particu-

Apache, parts of a number of bitter
aromatic, and even poisonous plants, especially
a species of datura, are added to the liquid to
make it "stronger" these are termed medicines.
The causation and the nature of disease
being to the Indian in large part mysteries, he
larly the

;

assigned

them

to supernatural agencies.

In

general, every illness that could not plainly be

connected with a visible influence was regarded
as the e£fect of an introduction into the body,
by malevolent or offended supernatural beings
or through sorcery practised by an enemy, of
noxious objects capable of producing and
continuing pain or other symptoms, or of
absorbing the patient's vitality. These beliefs,
and the more rational ones concerning many

minor indispositions and injuries, led to the
development of separate forms of treatment,

and

varieties of healers.

v., A.

1912

In every Indian tribe there were, and in
some tribes still are, a nimiber of men, and
perhaps also a number of women, who were
regarded as the possessors of supernatural

powers that enabled them to recognize, antagonize, or ciu-e disease; and there were others
who were better acquainted with actual remedies than the average.
These two classes were
the "physicians." They were oftentimes distinguished

designation

in

and

differed

in

influence over the people as well as in responsi-

Among

bilities.

wakan

witshasha,

the Dakota one was called

'mystery man,' the other

among

pejihuia witshasha, 'grass-root man';

the Navaho one is khathali, 'singer', 'chanter',
the other izeelini, 'maker of medicines' among
the Apache one is laiyin, 'wonderful,' the other
;

simply

ize,

'medicine.'

The mystery man,

Indians.

GEORGE

was

or thaumaturgist,

believed to have obtained from the deities,
usually through dreams, but sometimes before

powers of recognizing and removing the
mysterious causes of disease. He was "given"
appropriate songs or prayers, and became

birth,

possessed of one or more powerful fetishes.

He announced
and

or exhibited these attributes,

after convincing his tribesmen that

he

possessed the proper requirements, was accept-

ed as a healer.
to treat

In some tribes he was called

diseases, in others his functions

all

were specialized, and his treatment was regarded as efficacious in only a certain line of

He was feared

affections.

as well as respected.

In numerous instances the medicine-man combined the functions of a shaman or priest with
those of a healer, and thus exercised a great
influence

among

believed

to

his people.

possess

All priests

some healing

were

powers.

Among most

of the populous tribes the medicine-men of this class were associated in guilds
or societies, and on special occasions performed

great healing or "life (vitahty) giving" cere-

monies, which abounded in songs, prayers,
and drama, and extended over a period

ritual,

of a

few hours to nine days.

The ordinary procedure

of

the medicine-

about as follows: He inquired into
the symptoms, dreams, and transgressions of
tabus of the patient, whom he examined, and
then pronounced his opinion as to the nature
He then
(generally mythical) of the ailment.

man was

prayed, exhorted, or sang, the

last,

perhaps,

accompaniment of a rattle; made passes
with his hand, sometimes moistened with
and finally
saliva, over the part affected;
placed his mouth over the most painful spot
to the
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extract the immediate

hai'd to

principle of the ilhiess.

This result he appar-

ently accomplished, often

by means

of sleight-

of-hand, producing the offending cause in the

shape of a thorn, pebble, hair, or other object,
which was then thrown away or destroyed;
finally he administered a mysterious powder
or other tangible "medicine," and perhaps left
also a protective fetish.
There were many
variations of this method, according to the
requirements of the case, and the medicineman never failed to exercise as much mental
influence as possible over his patient.
For
these services the healer was usually well
compensated. If the case would not yield to
the simpler treatment, a healing ceremony
might be resorted to. If all means failed,
particularly in the case of internal diseases or
of adolescents or

man

younger adults, the medicine-

often suggested a witch or wizard as the

cause,

and the designation

of

some one as the

culprit frequently placed his life in jeopardy.
If

the medicine-man lost several patients in

he himseK might be suspected
either of having been deprived of his supernatural power or of having become a sorcerer,
the penalty for which was usually death.
These shaman healers as a rule were shrewd
and experienced men; some were sincere, noble
characters, worthy of respect;
others were
succession,

charlatans to a greater or less degree.
are

still

to be found

among

but are diminishing in

losing

their

influence.

Medicine-women

of

of the

medicine-

practised also a primitive surgery, and

aided,
in

number and

were found among the Apache and

some other tribes.
The most accomplished

men

They

by

external manipulation

difficult

labour.

The

and otherwise,

highest

surgical

achievement, undoubtedly practised in part
at least as a curative method, was trephining.
This operation was of common occurrence and
is still practised in Peru, where it reached its
highest development among American tribes.
Trephining was also known in quite recent
times among the Tarahumare of Chihuahua,
but has never been found north of Mexico.
The other class of medicine men and women
corresponds closely to the herbaUsts and the
old-fashioned rural mid-wives among white
people.
The women predominated. They
formed no societies, were not so highly respected or so much feared as those of the other class,
were not so well compensated, and had less
responsibility.

more common sense

in

In general they used

much

were

their practice,

acquainted with the beneficial effects of sweating, poulticing, moxa, scarification, various
manipulations, and numerous vegetal remedies,
such as purgatives, emetics, etc. Some of
these medicine-women were frequently

moned
were

in cases of childbirth,

sumand sometimes

of material assistance.

Besides these two chief classes of healers
there existed among some tribes large medicine

composed principally

societies,

patients

of

cured of serious ailments. This was particularly the case among the Pueblos.
At Zuni
there still exist several such societies, whose

members

include the greater part of the tribe

and whose organization and functions are

The ordinary members

complex.

are

actual healers, but are believed to be

not

more

competent to assist in the particular line of
which are the specialty of their society
and therefore may be called by the actual
medicine-men for assistance. They participate
diseases

own

also in the ceremonies of their

society.

For writings on the subject consult Hrdlicka,
Physiological and Medical Observations, Bull.
33, B. A. E., 1908 (in press).

(a. h.)

Medoctec. A former Malecite village on
St. John r.. New Brunswick, about 10 m. below
the present Woodstock. In 1721 the name
occurs as that of an Abnaki tribe. Present
village is called Meductic.

the less civilized

tribes,

this class

287

(j.

M.)

Madocteg.— St. Maurice (1760) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., X, 1064, 1858.
Medock tack. —Gyles (1736) ia
Drake, Trag. Wild., 78, 1841. Medoctec—Writer of
1723 in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vii, 5, 1876. Medocteck.
Memoir of 1724 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 940, 1855.
Medoctek.—Vaudreuil (1721), ibid., 904. Medoctet.

Beauhamois

Medocthek.

(1745), ibid., x, 13, 1858.

—

MeMedostec—

Iberville (1701), ibid., ix, 733, 1855 (the river).

doktek.— Shea, Cath.
Lotter,

of

map,

ca.

Miss., 143, 1855.

1770.

Me:y;ikumlis ('islands in front'). A village
the Mamalelekala and Koeksotenok, on

Village

id.,

at the

mouth

of

Knight

inlet,

215 in 1885; 90 in 1911.
Mem-koom-lish. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.
for 1887, sec. ii, 65.
Metnkumlls. Boas in Bull. Am.
Brit. Col.; pop.

—

—

Geog. Soc, 227, 1887.

Memoggyins
traps').

A

kiutl tribe.

{Me'mogg'ins, 'having salmon
gens of the Koeksotenok, a Kwa-

— Boas in Rep. Nat.

Mus.

for 1895,

330.

Memramcook
gated')

Book

in

(same as amlamkook, 'varieMentioned by Rand (First Reading
Micmac, 81, 1875) as one of the 7

districts of

the

Micmac

country.

Name

is
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perpetuated in a town and a river in West-

morland CO., N.B.
Memruncook. Alcedo,

—

Die. Geog.,

147, 1788.

iii,

An Ottawa village,

Menawzhetaunaung.

about 1818, on an island in the lake of the

Woods.

(j.

tau-naung.

—

Ibid.,

Ibid., 236.

Mer, Gens de la (French: 'people of the
sea,' or Gens de la Mer du Nord, 'people of

A

term applied by the early Jesuits to the Algonquian
tribes about Hudson bay.
(j. m.)
Gens de la Mer du Nord.—Jes. Rel. 1670, 79, 1858.
Gens de Mer.— Ibid., 1643, 3, 1858.
the sea of the north').

Mesheka

collective

'mud turtle'). A gens
v.— Morgan, Anc. Soc,

(Me-she'-kd,

of the Chippev;^a, q.

1912

v., A.

descendants of Indian slaves
brought from the U. S.). Wissakodewinlni. Baraga,
Otchipwe-Eng. Diet., 421, 1880 (Chippewa name: 'halfburnt wood man'; from wissakode, 'burnt trees', referring to their mixed light and dark complexion; pi.
Wissdkodewininiwog
He gives aiahitdwisid as the literal
for

—

.

word

for 'half-breed').

M.)

— Tanner, Narr., 202, 1830.
198.
Me-naw-zhe—

Me-nau-zhe-tau-naung.
Me-nau-zhe-taw-naun.

Bermuda

(used in

Metlakatla. A Tsimshian town 15 m. s. of
Port Simpson, Brit. Col. Anciently there were
many towns in this neighbourhood, and while
the mission station of the Church of England
(estabhshed in 1857 at a Tsipishian village

same name) was conducted by Rev.
Duncan, Metlakatla was a flourishing

of the

Wm.

Trouble arising over the conduct of
work, Duncan moved in 1887 to Port

place.
his

The

Meskwadare (for Mtskwadds^, 'small waterturtle.'— W. J.).
A gens of the Chippewa,

Metlakatla, on Annette

id.,

town contained 191 inhabitants

old

New

1911.

166, 1877.

New

Chester, or

Alaska, and most of the Indians followed him.
in

whites

including

Metlakatla,

and Indians, numbered 823 in 1890 and
465 in 1900. See Missions.
(j. R. s.)
Metlah Catlah.— Horetzky, Canada on Pac 148, 1874.
,

—

q.v.

Me-skwij-da'-re.

Miskwadas'.

—Morgan,

Anc.

—Wm. Jones, inf

Methy,

n,

Soc,

1877.

166,

1906.

Metlahcatlah. Tolir.ie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit.
map, 1884.
Metlahkatlah. Heming in Can.

{Lota maculosa), the

Canadian French, a fish common
in the waters of N. W. Canada.
The word
is taken from the name of this fish in the
Wood Cree dialect of Algonquian, the Cree
proper term being mihyey, according to Lacombe.
La Loche or Methy 1. at headwaters
of Churchill r., Saskatchewan is named from
this fish; also a lake in Ungava.
loche of the

(a. f. c.)

Metis ('Mixed,' from French

metis, a de-

Aff., pt.

A

term used by the French-speaking population of the N. W. to designate persons of
mixed white and Indian blood. Among the
Spanish-speaking population of the S. '^. the
word mestizo, of the same derivation, is used,

but

is

applied more especially to those of

and

mustce, a corruption of mestizo,

"half-breed"

is

In the

loosely applied to all persons

(j.

fide Sibley (1805) in

730, 1832.

Am.

M.)

State Pa-

Mestizos.-WUliams,

—

Vt.,

I,
Mestizo. Correct Spanish
494, 1809 (misprint).
form; feminine mestiza. Metis. Correct French form.
Mustees.— Report of 1741 in Carroll ,Hist. Coll., S.C,

—

II,

353,

1836.

Metlakahtla.—

1902.

68,

—

Ids., 123b, 1880.

Metstoasath (MEtsto' asath). A sept of
the Toquart, a Nootka tribe. Boas in 6th
.

—

Rep. N.

W.

tribes of

Miahwahpitsiks

dom

31, 1890.

(Mi-ah-wah'-pit-slks,

A

lonesome').

Canada,

'sel-

division of the Piegan

tribe of the Siksika.

Mi-ah-wah'-pit-siks.

— Grinnell,

Lodge

Blackfoot

Seldom Lonesome.— Ibid.,

Tales, 209, 1892.

Miawkinaiyiks

225.

A

('big topknots').

divi-

sion of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

—

Big Topknots. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 209,
1892.
Mi-aw'-kin-ai-yiks.- Ibid., 225.

Michacondibi

{mitcha,

'large,'

indibe,

or

gindibe, 'head,': 'big head' (Baraga), possibly

referring to the Tetes de Boule).

An

Algon-

Cree or of the Maskegon, formerly on a river
same name (Albany r.?) entering the
Lahontan
s. end of Hudson bay from the s.w.
placed them about the headwaters of Ottawa

bloods,

I,

1877.

Metlakatla. Can. Ind.
Metla-katla.— Dawson, Queen

was formerly
W. the term

mixed white and Indian blood, without
regard to the proportion of each. See Mixed-

pers, Ind. Aff.,

iii,

quian(?) tribe or band, probably a part of the

of

Maitiffs.— Brevel

Prog.,

The term

half -Indian blood.

in use in the Gulf states.

Rep.

Alaska, 59, 1869.

II,

Charlotte

rivative of Latin miscere, 'to mix'), or metif.

half -white

Ry.

Pacific

Whymper,

The burbot

—

Col.,

Musteses.- Bermuda Royal Gazette,

July 13, 1875, fide Jour. Anthrpo. Inst

,

v, 491,

1876

of the

r.

—

Machakandibi. Lohontan, New Voy., i, 231, 1703.
Machandibi. Lahontan (1703), New Voy., map, 1735.
Machantiby. La Chesnaye (1697) in Margry, D^c,

—
—

VI,

6,

1886.

Michacondibis.

Potherie, Hist. Am.,

Michipicoten

ii,

— Bacqueville

de

la

49, 1753.

{MisMblgivadunk, 'place of

bold promontories,' or 'region of big places.'
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designation of the Algonquian
Indians living on Michipicoten r., Ontario, N.

W.

J.).

The

In Canada
they are officially classed as "Michipicoten
and Big Heads," consisting of two bands
The smaller
belonging to different tribes.
of lake Superior, and northward.

band consists of Chippewa and are settled
on a reservation known as Gros Cap, on the
w. side of the river, near its mouth; the other
band belongs to the Maskegon and resides
mainly near the Hudson's Bay Co.'s post on
Brunswick lake, on theN. side of the heigh t-ofland. The two bands together numbered 283
See Teles de Boule.
in 1884, and 358 in 1906.
(j.

Micmac {Migmak,

'allies';

M.)

Nigmak, 'our

The French called them
important Algonquian tribe
that occupied Nova Scotia, Cape Breton and

allies.'— Hewitt).

Souriquois.

An

Prince Edward ids., the n. portion of New
Brunswick, and probably points in s. and w.
Newfoundland. While their neighbours the
Abnaki have close linguistic relations with the
Algonquian tribes of the Great lakes, the
Micmac seem to have almost as distant a
relation to the group as the Algonquians of
the plains (W. Jones). If Schoolcraft's supposition be correct, the

been among the

first

Micmac must have

Indians of the n. e.

coast encountered by Europeans, as he thinks
they were visited by Sebastian Cabot in 1497,
and that the 3 natives he took to England

were of this tribe. Kohl believes that those
captured by Cortereal in 1501 and taken to
Most of the early
Europe were Micmac.
voyagers to this region speak of the great
numbers of Indians on the N. coast of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, and of their fierce

and warlike character.

They

early

became
was

friends of the French, a friendship which
lasting

and

which

the

English

treaty of Utrecht in 1713,

was ceded to them

— after

the

by which Acadia

— found impossible to

have

transferred to themselves for nearly half a

Their hostility to the English prevented for a long time anj' serious attempts
at establishing British settlements on the n.
century.

coast of

Nova

New

Scotia and

s.

and

e. coasts of

Brunswick, for although a treaty of
peace was concluded with them in 1760, it
was not until 1779 that disputes and difficulties
In the early wars
with the Micmac ceased.
on the New England frontier the Cape Sable
Micmac were especially noted.
The missionary Biard, who, in his Relation
of 1610, gives a somewhat full account of the

21a— 19
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habits and characteristics of the

Micmac and

adjacent tribes, speaks in perhaps rather too
favourable terms of them. He "says: You
could not distinguish the young
the

girls,

except in their

way

men from

of wearing their

For the women are girdled both above
and below the stomach and are less nude than
the men.
Their clothes are trimmed with
leather lace, which the women curry on the
side that is not hau-y. They often curry both

belts.

.

sides of

.

elk

variegate

it

.

skin, like our buff skin, then
very prettily with paint put on

in a lace pattern,

and make gowns

the same leather, they

make

of it;

their shoes

from
and

The men do not wear trousers.
they wear only a cloth to cover their nakedness."
Their dwellings were usually the
ordinary conical wigwams covered with bark,
Biard says that "in sumskins, or matting.
mer the shape of their houses is changed; for
they are broad and long that they may have
more air." There is an evident attempt to
show these summer bowers in the map of
Jacomo di Gastaldi, made about 1550, given
in vol. Ill of some of the editions of Ramusio.
Their government was similar to that of the
New England Indians; polygamy was not
common, though practised to some extent by
the chiefs; they were expert canoemen, and.
drew much of their subsistence from the waters.
Cultivation of the soil was very limited, if
practised at all by them, when first encountered by the whites. Biard says they did not
strings.

till

the

.

soil in his

.

.

day.

According to Rand (Micmac First Reading
Book, 1875), they divided their country,
which they called Megumage, into 7 districts,
the head chief living in the Cape Breton district.
The other six were Pictou, Memramcook, Restigouche, Eskegawaage, Shubenacadie, and Annapolis. The first three of these
formed a group known as Siguniktawak; the
other three formed another group known
as Kespoogwit.
In 1760 the Micmac bands
or villages were given as Le Have, Miramichi,
Tabogimkik,
Pohomoosh, Gediak
(Shediac), Pictou, Kashpugowitk (Kespoogwit), Chignecto,

Edward

id.),

Isle

of

St.

Nalkitgoniash,

Johns,

(Prince

Cape

Breton,

Minas,
Chigabennakadik
(Shubenacadie),
Keshpugowitk (Kespoogwit, duplicated), and

Rishebouctou (Richibucto). The Gaspesians
are a band of Micmac differing somewhat in
dialect from the rest of the tribe.
In 1611 Biard estimated the Micmac at
In 1760 they were reported
3,000 to 3,500.
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had been

at nearly 3,000, but

much

lately

wasted by sickness. In 1766 they were again
estimated at 3,500; in 1880 they were officially
reported at 3,892, and in 1884 at 4,037. Of
these, 2,197 were in Nova Scotia, 933 in New
Brunswick, 615 in Quebec, and 292 on Prince
In 1911, according to the Report
of Canadian Indian Affairs, they numbered
2,941, of whom 423 were in Quebec province,

Souriquosii.— De Laet (1633)
quoted by Barton, New Views, xxxv, 1798. Sourriquois. Vetromile in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 208, 1859.
Suriquois.— Lords of Trade (1721) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

—

Hist., V, 592, 1855.

Miemissouks. Given as the name of a
somewhere between Bellingham bay and
Eraser r., in Washington or British Columbia.

id.

tribe

1,046 in

New Brunswick, 2,026 in Nova Scotia,

Mie-mis-souks.

Chignecto,

bour,

Isle of St.

Maria,

Lahavc,

Eska.soni,

Indian Village,

Johns, Kespoogwit, Kigicapigiak,

Minas,

Mii-amichi,

Nalkit-

goniash, Nipisiguit, Pictou, Pohomoosh, Restigouche, Richibucto, Rocky Point, Shediac,
Shubenacadie, and Tabogimkik.
(.1.

Acadcan.

—Latham

M.

C. T.)

Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 59,

in

—

1856 (misprint). Acadian Indians. Jefferys, French
Doms., pt. 1, 66, 1761 (Dawson in Hind, Lab. Penin., ii,
44, 1863, says Acadia is a Micmac word used in composition to denote the local abundance of objects referred
Bark Indians. Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., 156,
to).
1824.
Kincltenioeks.— Rasle (1724) in Mass. Hist.
Soc. Coll., 2d s., VIII, 248, 1819 (misreading of MS. or
misprint).
Matu-fis'-wi skitchi-nu-Ok. Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B, A. E., 1882 (Malecite name, meaning 'porcupine Indians'; so called on account of their
Mecliiu.sing porcupine quills in ornamentation).
macks.— Boudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1816. Megum. Rand, Micmac First Reading Book, 81, 1875 (a
Micmac so calls himself). Megumawaacii. Rand,
Eng.-Micmac Diet., 169, 1888. Miclimacs.— Trader
Mickemac.
in Smith, Bouquet's Exped., 69, 1766.
Lahontan (1703) quoted by Richardson, Arctic Exped.,
Mickmacks.— Longueuil (1726) in N. Y.
II, 38. 1851.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 956, 1855. Mickmaks. Quotation
Micmacks.—
in Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 137, 1848.
Longueuil (1726) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 956, 1855,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Micmaks.— Begon

(1725), ibid., 943.

Mic Macs.—

MicPotter in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., iv, 192, 1856.
macs.— Doc. of 1696 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 643,

Miggaamacks.

1855.

ques, 63, 1906.

223, 1703 (given also
as their

—

Mikmak.— Cocquard

Hist., X, 658, 18,58.

529.
1824.

409,
ibid.

i,

by Gatschet, Penobscot MS., 1887,

Penobscot name, 'MikCniak'; singular, MikeVaudreuil (1757) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

Mikmacs.

ma).

— Rouillard, Noms G^ographi— Lahontan, New Voy.,

Mikemak.

Mukmacks. — Buchanan,

(1757), ibid.,

N. Am. Inds.,

i,

139,

in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc,
Slianung. Gat.schet, quoting Latham,
SJiawnuk. Gatschet, ibid. ShonSck. Lloyd,

Sliannok.— Gatschet

1885.

—

—

—

quoting Payton, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., iv, 29, 1875
Soricoi.
Du Creux
('bad Indians': Beothuk name).
map of Canada (1600) cited by Vetromile, Abnakis, 21,
1866 (Latin form). Sorriquois. Vetromile in Me.

—

—

Hist. Soc. Coll., VI, 210, 1859.
(160.3),

1652,

(Euvies,

26,

IS.'iS.

ii,

58,

1870.

Souricois.— Champlain
Sourikols.— Jes. Rel.

Sourikwosiorum.— Dc

T>aet

(1633)

Souriquios.—

Jes. Rel. 1611, 8, 1858.

Edward

and 2921 on Prince Edward id. The number
in Newfoundland is not known.
The Micmac villages are as follows: Antigonish (?), Beaubassin (mission), Boat Har-

1912

v., A.

quoted by Tanner, Narr., 329, 1830.

Probably Salishan, otherwise unidentifiable.

— Starling

Misonk.— Ibid.,

1852.

in

U.

S.

Ind.

Aflf.

Rep., 170,

171.

Migichihiliniou {Miglziwlnlnlwug, 'people
the Eagle clan'; or perhaps MlglslwtnInlwug, 'people with wampum', or 'people with
the cowrie shells.'
W. J'.). Given by Dobbs as

of

—

name

band of (Algonquian?) Indians
residing on the "Lake of Eagles," between lake
Winnipeg and lake of the Wood.s probably
the

of a

—

Eagle lake, about 60 m. e. of lake of the
Woods. He thinks they were related to the
As.siniboin, "because of the great affinity of
their language." As this statement is in contradiction to his subsequent assertion, known
from other evidence to be correct, that the
Assiniboin dwelt w. of lake Winnipeg, it may be
inferred that these "Eagle-men" belong to

who have among

the Chippewa,

their gentes

one named Omegeeze, "Bald Eagle."
(j.

M.

C. T.)

—

Eagle ey'd Indians. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 24, 1744.
map. MigichihiUniEagle Eyed Indians.— Ibid
,

OU8.

— Ibid

,

24.

A

Mihtukmechakick.

Key

liams'

209,

1794),

name, signifying

which, according to Roger Wil-

'tree eaters,'

(Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., iii,
referred to "a people so called

between three or four hundred m. w.
from their eating mih-luck-quash
They are men eaters; they set no
'trees.'
corn, but live on the bark of chestnut and
walnut and other fine trees. They dry and
eat this bark with the fat of beasts and sometimes of men. This people are the terror of
The name Adthe neighbouring natives."
(living

into the land)

irondack

(q. v.),

applied

by the Iroquois

certain Algonquian tribes of

Canada,

'they eat trees.'

Mikonoh

—

A Micmac

A

q. v.

Mi'kina^k. Wm. .lones, inf'n,
Morgan, .\nc. Soc, 166, 1877.

Minas.

c.t.)

(j.m.

{Ml'ktna'k, 'snapping turtle').

gens of the Chippewa,

to

signifies

lOOfi.

village or

Mik-o-noli'.

band

in

—

Nova

Scotia in 1760.— Frye (1760) in Mass. Hist.
Soc. Coll., 1st

s.,

X, 115, 1809.
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for all the Indians for several hundred miles
around. The name occurs in the grant of the
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on the

r.,
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Mingan {Ma'ingun, 'wolf'). A Montagnais
(Algonquian) village near the mouth of Minn. shore of

rence, Quebec.

t<

It is

it about 1730 on account of the
ravages of an epidemic, and removed to St.
They subsequently sold
Francis, Quebec.

abandoned

their claims in

Vermont

to the

"Seven Nations

established there soon after (Hind, Lab. Penin.,

Chauvignerie in 1736 gives 180
as the number of their warriors, indicating a
population of SOO. They seem to have been
on peaceable terms with the Iroquois.

The village numbered 178
43-44, 1863).
inhabitants in 1884, and 198 in 1911. (j. m.)

Masiassuck.

seigniory in 16G1,

and a mission was probably

of

Canada."

Ma'Ingan.

— W'm. Jones,

Minishinakato. A band of the Assiniboin.
Gens du Lac. — Ilaydcn, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Vat,
Min'-l-shi-nak'-a-to.— Ibid.

387, 1862.

century,
village or

lat

X,

s.,

Coll., 1st.

(1700)

s., Ill,

Mass. Hist. Soc.

in

Miramichi.

100, 1704.

(1745) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Stiles (1761)

in

Mass.

Mlzamichis.— Shea,

1S09.

x, 5,

Coll.,

Hist. Soc.

—Beauharnoi.s
1st

x,

s.,

116,

Miss. Val., 86, 1852 (mis-

print).

Mishtawayawininiwak.
name for that part of

The
the

Chippewa

tribe

living

in

Canada.

—

One

Miskouaha.

1905
Gatsehet,

inf'n,

—

S.

B. A. E., 1882 (lOiHrnixiaA

(c=s/0.

Ojihwa

(iens

at

du Sang.

the

of the 4 divisions of the

lake

— Chauvit;nerie

Col. Hist., IX, 1053, 18.55.

1643, 38,

1858 (same?).

op.

Miskuakes.

c'it,

Mislskoui.—

Beauharnois (1744) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist ix, 1110,
1855 (village). Missiassik. Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec.
Misslscoui.— De Bougainville (17.57) in
3, 390, 1810.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 607, 1858. Missiskouy.—
Doc. of 1746, ibid., 32. Wanderers. Chauvignerie,
op. cit. (given as .synonymous with Michiskoui).

—

One

of the three bodies of Seton
on the w. side of Seton lake,
under the Williams Lake agency, Brit. Col.;
pop. 63 in 1911.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 18,

Mission.

Lake

Lillooet

1911.

Mission (Burrard Inlet). The name given
by the Canadian Dept. of Indian Affairs to
six divisions of Squawmish under
one of
the New Westminster agency, Brit. Col. pop
;

221 in 1911.

(17:i())

in

N. Y. Doc.

Mlkouachakhi.—Jcs. Rel.
Miskouaha.— Chauvignerie,

— Chauvignerie

a^

iinotc'd

by

The

local

name

of a

band

of Salish of Fraser* superintendency, Brit. Col.

—Can.

= 'people').

of Two Mountains,
Quebec, in 1736. Their totem was blood, for
which rea.son they were also called Gens du
Sang.
Nipis.«ing

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 553, 1853.

Mission Valley.

Mictawayang. Wm. Jones,
Mishtawaya-wlniniwak. A.
MS.,

Boudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1810 (possibly the
Michiskoui. Chauvignerie (1736) in
Missisauga).

Mirlmichy.

1858.

Soc. Coll.,

Hi.st.

1755'..

Messiaslcs.—

1784.

there in the 17th

Merrimlchi.— Mass.

1809.

115,

map,

C. T.j)

185,

i,

,

and in 1760 there was a Micmac
band of that name.
(j. M.)

Merimlchi.— Frye

Summary,

—

Miramichi. A former Micmac village on
the right bank of Miramichi r., New Brunswick,
where it flows into the gulf of St. Lawrence.

The French had a mission

— Douglass,

Massassuk.— La Tour,

inf'n, WOti.

M.

(j.

I,

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878-79.

From the very discovery of
Missions.
America the spiritual welfare of the native
tribes was a subject of concern to the various
colonizing nations, particularly Spain and
France, with whom the Christianization and
civilization of the Indians were made a regular
part of the governmental scheme, and the
was frequently the pioneer exIn the
and diplomatic ambassador.

missionary
plorer

Scliooloraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 5.)4, 1853.

Missiassik (on tlie etymology of the name,
see McAleer, Study in the Etymology of Missisquoi, 1906).
An Algonquian tribe or body
Indians belonging to the Abnaki group,
formerly living on Missisquoi r. in n. Vermont.
of

Whether they formed a

distinct tJ'ibe or a de-

tatched portion of some;
is

uncertain.

known Abnaki

able, as the

name

ajiplied to

them,

"^^'anderers"
it

is

r.,

in

vilhige at the

Franklin

21a— 19J

co.,

was .sometimes

possible they were re-

lated to the Sokoki or to the

had a large

ti'ibe

the latter, which seems prob-

If

(jn

Pequawket. They

mouth

English colonization, on the other hand, the
work was usually left to the zeal of the individual philanthropist or of voluntary organizations.

First in chronological order,

historical

tablLshinents within the present United States
were those begun by the Spanish Franciscan

of Missisquoi

lake Champlaiii, hu(

im-

number of establishments, and population, come the Catholic missions, conducted
in the earlier period chiefly by Jesuits among
the French and by Franciscans among the
The earliest mission esvSpanish colonies.
portance,

"

I'robably in present

New

Wcstniinster agency.
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Padilla,
Juan de la Cruz, and
Descalona of the Coronado expedition, among
the Quivira (Wichita), Pecos, and Tigua in
1542. Three years later the work was begun
among the Texas tribes by Father Olmos. A
century thereafter the first Protestant missions
(Congregational) were founded by Mayhew

also, a considerable body of ChrisCayuga and other Iroquois, together with
some adopted Hm-ons, crossed lake Ontario
from New York and settled on the n. shore in
the neighbourhood of Quinte bay.
At their re-

and Eliot in Massachusetts. From that period
the work was carried on both N. and S. until
almost every denomination was represented,
including Orthodox Russian in Alaska and

Indians had either returned to their original
country or scattered among the other Canadian missions. In 1676 the Catholic Iroquois

Fathers,

the

Mormons

*

in

quest Sulpician priests were sent to minister
to them, but, within a few years, the immigrant

La Montague was founded

mission town of

by the Sulpician

Utah.

*

In 1668,

tian

*

*

*

*

The New York mission began in 1642,
among the Mohawk, with the ministration of

Montreal,

with

on the island

fathers

a

well-organized

of

industrial

school in charge of the Congregation sisters.

In consequence of these removals from the

the heroic Jesuit captive. Father Isaac Jogues,

Iroquois country and the breaking out of a

who met a

hands of the
same savages 4 years later. During a temporary peace between the French and the
Iroquois in 1653 a regular post and mission
church were built at Onondaga, the capital

new war with

by permission of the league.
The Oneida, Cayuga, and Seneca invited and
received missionaries. Much of their welcome
was undoubtedly due to the presence in the Iroquois villages of large numbers of incorporated
Christian captives from the destroyed Huron
nation. The truce lasted but a short time, however, and before the summer of 1658 the
missionaries had withdrawn and the war was
again on. In 1666 peace was renewed and with-

each other as

cruel death at the

of the confederacy,

a short time missions were again founded
among all the tribes. In 1669 a few Christian
in-

Iroquois, sojourning
of

Lorette,

near

at

the

Quebec

Huron mission
city,

withdrew

the Five Tribes in 1687, the

New York were brought to
In the seven years' war that followed
Christian Iroquois of the missions and heathen

Jesuit missions in

a close.

Iroquois of the Five Nations fought against

French or English,

allies of

re-

La Montague was abandoned in
and the mission transferred to a new

spectively.

1704,

the Sault-au-Recollet, n. of Montreal.
In 1720 this was again removed to the lake

site at

Two Mountains (Oka or Canasadaga) on the
Ottawa r., 20 m. above Montreal, where the Iroquois were joined by the Nipissing and Algonkin, of the former Sulpician mission town

of

of Ile-aux-Tourtres.

Among the

identified with

of the scholarly Sulpician

order,

may

Mathevet,
Guichart,

it, all

noted workers

be named Revs. Dt^peret, Giien,
1746-81;

De

Terlaye,

1754-77;

Dufresne, and Jean Andre Cuoq,
Several of these gave attention also

and formed a new mission settlement near
Montreal, at a place on the St. Lawrence
known as La Prairie, or under its mission name,

to the Algonkin connected with the

St. Franfois-Xavier-des-Pres, the precursor of

stations.

the later St. Franfois-Xavier-du-Sault and the

the Iroquois laiiguage, and have

modern Caughnawaga. The new town soon
became the rallying point for all the Christian
Iroquois, who removed to it in large numbers

contributions to philology, particularly Cuoq,

from

all

ularly

the tribes of the confederacy, particMohawk towns. There also

from the

1843-90.

sion,

and

to the Iroquois of St. Regis

All of

them were

same misand other

fluent masters of
left

important

whose "Etudes philologiques" and Iroquois
dictionary remain our standard authorities.
All effort

among

the villages of the con-

federacy was finally abandoned, in consequence

mutual

France and England.

gathered the Huron and other Christian captives from among the Iroquois, us also many
converts from all the various eastern Algon-

of the

quian tribes in the French alliance. To this
period belongs the noted Jesuit scholar, Etienne de Carheil, who, arriving in 1666, devoted
the remaining 60 years of his life to work among
the Cayuga, Hurons, and Ottawa, mastering
all three languages, and leaving behind him

sentation on the St. Lawrence at Oswegatchie,

a manuscript dictionary
Latin and French.

of

Huron

radices in

hostility of

In 1748 the Sulpician Father Francois Picquet
founded the new mis.sion settlement of Prethe present Ogdensburg, N. Y., which within
three years

had a prosperous population

of

nearly 400 families, drawn chiefly from the

Onondaga and Cayuga
the

still

existing mission

tribes.

town

About 1756
of St. Francis

(St. Regis), on the s. side of the St
Lawrence where the Canada-New York bound

Regis
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was founded under Jesuit
ary intersects
auspices by Iroquois emigrants from Caughnawaga mission. The Oswegatchie settlement
declined after the Revolution until its abandonment in 1807. Caughnawaga, St. Regis, and
Lake of Two Mountains still exist as Catholic
Iroquois mission towns, the two first named
it,

*****

being the

Mexico.
*

largest

Indian

settlements

Newfoundland,

Canada East;

n.

of

etc.

—

Canada, being originally a French po.ssession,
the mission work for a century and a half was
almost entirely with the Catholics. Port Royai,
now Annapolis, Nova Scotia, was founded in
in 1605, and the resident priest. Father Fldche,
divided his attention between the French
In
settlers and the neighbouring Micmac.
1611 the Jesuits, Fathers Peter Biard and
Enemond Masse, arrived from France, but
finding work among the Micmac made difficult
by the opposition of the governor, they went
to the Abnaki,

among whom they

a mission on Mt. Desert

established

Maine, in 1613.
The mission was destroyed in its very beginning by the EngUsh Captain Argall.
In 1619 work was resumed among the
Micmac and the Malecite of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and lower Quebec under the
R^coUet Franciscans and continued for at
least half a century. The most distinguished
of these R^collets was Father Chrestien Le
Clercq, who, while stationed at the Micmac
mission of Gaspe, at the mouth of the St.
Lawrence, from 1655 to about 1665, mastered
the language and devised for it a system of
hieroglyphic writing which is still in use in
the tribe. Another of the same order is said
to have been the first to compile a dictionary
of a Canadian language, but the work is now
lost.
The eastern missions continued, under
varying auspices and fortunes, until the taking
of Louisburg,

1745,

and

when

New

all

Nova

id.,

Scotia,

by the Enghsh

the missionaries in

Nova

in

Scotia

Brunswick were either deported or

compelled to seek other refuge. In their absence the Abb6 Maillard, of Nova Scotia,
ministered for some years to the Micmac and
the Malecite, at

first in

secret

after the peace of 1760.

Micmac grammar and a
toms

of the Indians.

the last century,
tarian jealousies

the

It

when

had

293

and then openly

To him we owe

a

treatise

on the cus-

was not

until within

international

and

sec-

largely passed away, that

work was resumed, continuing without

interruption to the present time.

Work was begun in 1615 by the RecoUets
among the roving Montagnais and Algonkin
of the Saguenay, Ottawa, and lower St. Lawrence region.
The pioneers were Fathers
Dolbeau, Jamet, and Du Plessis, together with
Father Le Caron in the Huron field. In 1636
Dolbeau had extended his ministrations to
the outlying bands of the remote Eskimo of
Labrador. The principal missions were established at Tadoussac (Montagnais), the great

trading resort at the mouth of the Saguenay;
Gaspe (Montagnais and Micmac) and Three
Rivers (Montagnais and Algonkin), all in
Quebec province; Miscou, N. B., for the Micmac, and on Georgian bay for the Hurons. In

1625 the R6collets called the Jesuits to their
and a few years later, withdrew entirely,
leaving the work to be continued by the latter
aid,

order.

In 1637 the Jesuit mission of St.Joseph

was founded by Le Jeune at Sillery, near
Quebec, and soon became the most important
colony of the christianized Montagnais and
Algonkin. In 1646, at the request of the Abnaki, Father Gabriel Druillcttes was sent to
that tribe.

In consequence of the later

New

England wars, large numbers of the Abnaki
and other more southerly tribes took refuge in
the Canadian missions.
In 1641 Fathers Charles Raymbault and
Isaac Joguea, among the Ottawa bands on the
headwaters of the river of that name, accompanied a party to the far W. and discovered the
great lake Superior, planting a cross and preaching in the camps about the present Sault Ste.
Marie,

Mich.

In the next year a regular

mission was established among the Nipissing,
on the N. shore of the lake of the same name.

Other missions followed, continuing until the
dispersion of the Algonkin tribes by the Iro-

Most of the fugitives fled westward, roving along the shores of lake Superior
without missionary attention until visited by
the Jesuit AUouez in 1667. Other names con-

quois in 1650.

nected with this early Algonjcin mission were
those of Pijart, Garreau, and the pioneer exIn 1657 the first Sulplorer Ren6 Menard.

Quebec from France, and
soon afterward began work among the neighbouring tribes, but with principal attention
to the Iroquois colonies on both shores of
lake Ontario, at Quinte and Oswegatchie.
To this period belongs the wonderful
picians arrived at

canoe voyage of discovery by the two Sulpicians, Galin^e and Dollier de Casson, in 166970, from Montreal up through the Great, lakes
to Mackinaw, where they were welcomed by
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the Jesuits Dablon and Marquette, and then

home, by way of French r., Nipissing, and the
Ottawa. No less important was the discovery
of an overland route from the St. LawTence
to Hudson bay in 1671-72 by the Sieur St.
Simon, accompanied by the Jesuit Charles
Albanel.
Ascending the Saguenay from Tadoussac they crossed the divide, and after 10
months of toilsome travel finally reached the
bay near the mouth of Rupert r., where Albanel,
the first missionary to penetrate this remote
region, spent some time preaching and baptizing among the wandering Maskegon along
In 1720 a number of the christianized Iroquois, with fragments of the Algonkin
bands, after years of shifting about, were
gathered into a new mission settlement at
the shore.

all of

GEORGE

1912
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the Oblate order, and each

(1873-88-h),
the author of some important contribution to

Rev. Charles Guay has
given attention to the language among the
Micmac of New Brunswick. In recent years
the most prominent name is that of Father
J. A. Cuoq, Sulpician, already noted, missionary at Oka for more than half a century,

American philology.

beginning in 1847, master of the Mohawk and
Algonkin languages, and author of a dictionary
of

each,

besides

numerous other important

linguistic works.

According to the Indian Affairs Dept.
Report for 1911 the Catholic Indians of the
five

numbered

eastern provinces

cluding

all

those of Prince

in-

19,652,

Edward

Id.,

Nova

years with the Montagnais and the Algonkin,
from 1669, leaving behind him a manu.script

and New Brunswick, five-sixth of those
Quebec, and one-third of the Christian
Indians of Ontario. Every settlement of importance had a church, school, or vi.siting priest,
the standard for industrj^ being fair, for temperance good, and for honesty and general
morality exceptionally high.
The noted Huron missions hold a place by
themselves. The beginning was made by the
RecoUet, Joseph le Caron, who accompanied
Champlain on his visit to the Huron country
in 1615.
The tribe at that time occupied the
shores of Georgian bay, Ontario, and with

dictionary of the Algonkin, besides a great

other incorporated bands

body

10,000 souls or

Oka, or lake

of

Deux Montagues),

Two Mountains
also

(Lac des

known under

its Iro-

quois name of Canasadaga, on the n. bank
of the Ottawa, above the island of Montreal.
It still exists as one of the jirincipal Indian
settlements.

Among

the earlier missionaries in this region

who have made important contributions to
Algonquian philology may be noted: Father
Louis Andre, Jesuit, who spent more than 40

Antonio Silvy,
Jesuit, of the same period, author of a manuscript Montagnais dictionary; Father Pierre
Laure, Jesuit, with the Montagnais, 1720-38,
author of a manuscript Montagnais grammar
and dictionary, and other works; Father Jean
Mathevet, Sulpician, at Oka, 1746 to 1781, the
author of an Abnaki dictionary; Father Vincent Guichart, ministering to Algonkin and
Iroquois at Oka from 1754 until his death in
1793, master of both languages and author of
a manuscript Algonkin grammar; the Abbe
Thavenet, Sulpician, at Oka, from about 1793
to 1815, author of an Algonkin grammar and
dictionary and other miscellany, still in manuscript; Father J. B. La Brosse, Jesuit, with the
Montagnais and Malecite, 1754 to his death
in 1782, author of a number of religious and
teaching works in the Montagnais language.
of other material; Father

Among

the most distinguished labourers with-

in the last century in the Montagnais,

Algonkkin, and Maskegon territories, stretching from
the St. Lawrence to Hudson bay, may be
named Fathers Durocher (1829-73), Garin
Laverlochere
(1845-51),
Lebret
(1845-57),
(1861-69), Gu(^guen ( 1 864-88 -f-), and Prevost

Scotia,
of

higher), in

may have numbered
more (some estimates are much
from 15 to 30 towns or villages,

several of which were strongly palisaded.

They

were probably then of strength equal to that
of their hereditary enemies and final destroj-ers, the Iroquois of New York.
In more or
less close alliance with the Hurons were the
cognate Tionontati and Neutrals, farther to
the s. and s. w., in the peninsula between lakes
Erie and Huron. Le Caron spent the winter
with the Hurons and Tionontati, established
the mission of St. Gabriel,

made

a brief dic-

tionary of the language, and returned to the

French settlements in the spring. The work
was continued for some years by other Recollets,

Gabriel

author

Sagard,

of

a

Huron

dictionary and a history of the Recollet missions,

and Nicolas

Viel,

who was drowned

in

Que. in 1625;
or maliciously is im-

the Sault-au-RecoUet, Laval

co.,

whether

accidentally

certain.

In 1625 the Jesuits arrived in

Canada

and the next year the
heroic Jean de Breboeuf and another Jesuit,
to assist the R^collets,

with Father Joseph Dallion, Recollet, reached
St. Gabriel.
The Neutrals also were now
visited,

but without successful

result.

Th
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to a temporary close

English occupancy of

29S

Canada

by the

was stationed, was repulsed,

after

which the

Iroquois retired.

in 1629.

the restoration of French

This was the death-blow to the Huron nation.

time by

Fifteen towns were abandoned and the people

was resumed,

this

the Jesuits alone, with Breboeuf as superior,
then or later by Fathers Daniel,

assisted

Garnier, Jogues, and others of less note.

The

scattered in every direction.

Two

whole town

populations submitted to the conquerors and

removed

a body to the Seneca country.

in

who were now

mission church of Immaculate Conception was

Others

built in 1637 at Ossossani, one of the principal

turn invaded by the Iroquois and compelled,
by burning and massacre, with the killing of

towns; St. Joseph was established at Teananstayae, the capital, in the next year; the
principal

war

chief of the tribe

and Christianity began

was baptized,

to take root, in spite

of the suspicions engendered

by two wasting

epidemic visitations, for which the missionaries
were held responsible and solemnly condemned
to death, until the current of opposition was
turned by Breboeuf 's courageous bearing. In
1639 there were 4 established missions with
13 priests working in ^e Huron country and
visiting in the neighbouring tribes. St. Mary,
on Wye r., had been made the general headquarters.

A

visitation

of

smallpox

again

spread terror through the tribe and for a time
rendered the position of the missionaries
imsafe.

In consequence of these successive

epidemics within a few years, several towns

fled to the Tionontati,

in

Fathers Garnier and Chabanel, to abandon
and flee with the rest. Others

theu- country

took refuge on the islands of lake Huron. Some
who soon after met the

joined the Neutrals,

same

fate.

For the next 50 years the history of the
confederated Huron and Tionontati remnants
is a mere record of flight from pursuing enemies the Iroquois in the E. and the Sioux in
the W.
A considerable body which sought

—

the protection of the French,

removals was

Chaumonot

finally settled

after

several

by Father M.

J.

1693 at Jeune Lorette, near
Quebec, where their descendants still reside
(see

in

Hurons;

Lorette).

To Chaumonot we owe

a standard grammar and dictionary of the
Huron language, only the first of which is

had been depopulated and the tribe so much
weakened as to leave it an easj^ prey for the
invading Iroquois, whose im-oads now became
more constant and serious than before.
In 1641 the Iroquois invaded the Huron
country in force, killed many, and carried oS

yet published.

many

lake Huron; Mackinaw; the
Green bay. Wis.; westward to
the Mississippi; back to Green bay, where
they were visited by the Jesuit Menard in
1660; to Chegoimegon, near the present Bayfield, Wis., on the s. shore of lake Superior,
where the Jesuit Allouez ministered to them
for several years; back, in 1670, to Mackinaw,
whence another party joined the Iroquois
and finally down to Detroit, Mich., when that
post was founded in 1702. In 1751, a part of
these, under Father de la Richard, settled at
Sandusky, Ohio From this period the Wyandot,
as they now began to be called, took their
place as the leading tribe of the Ohio region
and the privileged lighters of the confederate

others to captivity.

In 1648, after a

temporary truce, they resumed the war of
extermination, with perhaps 2,000 warriors
well armed with guns obtained from the
Dutch, while the Hurons had only bows. On
July 4, Teananstayae, or St. Joseph, on the
site of the present Barrie, was attacked and
destroyed, the missionary. Father Anthony
Daniel, killed with several himdred of his
flock, and about 700 others were carried off
as captives. The whole country was ravaged
throughout the fall and winter, and one town
after another destroyed or abandoned.
On
Mar. 16, 1649, a thousand warriors attacked
St. Ignatius town and massacred practically
the whole population, after which they proceeded at once to the neighbouring town of
Louis, where the burning and massacre
were repeated, and two missionaries, Breboeuf
and Father Gabriel Lalemant killed after
hours of the most horrible tortures. An attack on St. Marv where Father Ragueneau

St.

In the meantime, in 1656-57,

two-thirds of this band had bodily removed
to the Iroquois

country to escape

destruc-

tion.

The other

fugitives,

composed largely or

principally of Tiononotati, fled successively to

Manitoulin

Noquet

id. in

ids. in

.

Their last Jesuit missionary,
council fire.
Father Peter Potier, died in 1781, after which
they were served by occasional visiting priests

and

later

by the Presbyterians and the Meth-

odists, until

to

Kansas

about the period of their removal

in 1842.
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Language,' for the

the Iroquois of New York,
began about 1700 and continued in Canada
after the removal of a large part of the confedIn 1763
eracy from the United States.
Rev. Thomas Wood of Nova Scotia, havacquainted with the
Abb6
ing become
Maillard and obtained the use of his Micmac
manuscript, applied himself to the study of

use of mission workers.
In 1835 a mission was established also on
Thames r., among the Munsee, a remnant of
those Delaware refugees from the United

the language, dividing his ministrations thence-

of the tribe.

between the Indians and the whites
He preached in the
until his death in 1778.
native tongue, in which he produced several
This seems to have
religious translations.
been the only work recorded for this denomination in this part of the Dominion, and in
the Rep. of the Indian Affairs Dept. for 1911
no Indians are enumerated under this heading
in the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

Of 21,291 Christian Indians officially reported in 1911 in Ontario province, 7,652, or
moi-e than one-third^ are credited to the Epis-

forth

wick, or Prince

Edward

Id.

In Quebec province

the same report gives this denomination 1,015

Abnaki at St. Francis
and 49 Montagnais at Lake St. John, 344 at
Rupert House, 200 at Waswanipi lake, 175
at lake Mistassini and 151 at Eastmain.
In Ontario province, besides the work already noted among the Iroquois, active and
successful missionary effort has been carried
on by the Episcopalians among the various
Chippewa bands and others since about 1830.
One of the principal stations is that at Garden
River,
below Sault Ste. Marie, begun in
1835 by Rev. Mr. McMurray, who was succeeded a few years later by Rev. F. A. O'Meara,
afterward stationed on Mantoulin id., and
later at Port Hope on lake Ontario.
Besides
building up a flourishing school, Mr. O'Meara
found time to translate into the native language the Book of Common Prayer, considerable portions of both the Old and New
Testament, and a volume of hymns, the last
in co-operation with the Rev. Peter Jacobs.
He died about 1870. Of the more recent period
the most noted worker is Rev. E. F. Wilson,
who began his labours under the auspices of
the Church Mission Society in 1868. To his
efforts the Indians owe the Shingwauk and
Wawanosh homes at Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
where some 60 or 80 children are cared for,
educated and taught the rudiments of trades
and simple industries. A school journal, set
up and printed by the Indian boys, has also
been conducted at intervals, under various
titles, for nearly 30 years.
Mr. Wilson is the
Indians, including 40

author of a number of Indian writings, of
the most important is probably a

which

who for so many years of the colonial
period had been the object of Moravian care.
States

One

of the pioneer workers.

Rev. Mr. Flood,

translated the church liturgy into the language

copal or Anglican church, including
in various bands,

— Iroquois

2,881; "Chippewas,

Mun-

and Oneidas of the Thames", 487;
"Ojibbewas of lake Superior," 554; "Chippewas and Saulteaux of Treaty No. 3"
(Manitoba border), 879; "Munsees of the
Thames," (originally Moravian converts from
the United States), 50; "Ojibbewas and Ottawas of Manitoulin and Cockburn ids.," 178;
Chippewa and Potawatomi of Walpole id.,
390; Garden River res., 194, and one or two
sees

smaller groups.

The work among the Eskimo
dor coast

of the

Labra-

— officially a part of Newfoundland

conducted by the Moravians. In 1752 a
missionary party landed near
the present Hopedale, but was attacked by
the natives, who killed Brother J. C. Ehrhardt

is

reconnoitring

and 5 sailors, whereupon the survivors returned
home and the attempt for a long time was
abandoned. One or two other exploring trips
were made for the same purpose, and in 1769
permission to establish missions on the Labrador coast was formally asked by the Moravians and granted by the British government. In 1771 the first mission was begun
at Nain, apparently by Brother Jens Haven.
It is now the chief settlement on the Labrador
coast. In 1776 Okkak was established by Brother Paul Layritz, followed by Hopedale in
To these have
1782, and Hebron in 1830.
more recently been added Zoar and Ramah.
The efforts of the missionaries have been most
successful, the wandering Eskimo having been
gathered into permanent settlements, in each
of which are a church, store, mission residence,
and workshops, with dwelling houses on the
model of the native iglu. Besides receiving
religious instruction,

the natives are taught

mechanical arts, but
against their innate improvidence,
sionaries have found it necessary to
the communal system, by taking
the

simple

to

guard

the mis-

introduce
charge of
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food supplies to distribute at their own
discretion. All the missions are still in flourall

worker, and considered the most competent

Chippewa

now under

their

linguist in the Methodist mission,
conducted a monthly journal, 'Petaubun,' in

influence about 1,200 of the estimated

1,500

the language, at the Sarnia station.

ishing

operation,

having

Eskimo along a coast of about 500 m. in
length. The total number of mission workers
(see Hind, Labrador Peninsula).
Moravian workers we owe a voluminous body of Eskimo literature grammars,
dictionaries, scriptural translations, hymns,
and miscellaneous publications. Among the
prominent names are those of Bourquin, about
1880, author of a grammar and a Bible history;
is

about 30

To

these

—

Burghardt, gospel translations, 1813; Erdmann, missionary from 1834 to 1872, a dictionary and other works; Freitag, a manuscript grammar, 1839; and Kohlmeister, St.
John's Gospel, 1810. The majority of these
Moravian publications were issued anonyIn 1820 the Wesleyan Methodists, through
Rev. Alvin Torry, began work among the
immigrant Iroquois of the Ontario reserva-

was carried on with notable
long term of years by Rev.
William Case. In 1823 Mr. Case extended
his labours to the Missisauga, a band of the
Chippewa, n. of lake Ontario. The most important immediate result was the conversion
of Peter Jones (q.v.) (Kahkewaquonaby), a
half-breed, who was afterward ordained, and
became the principal missionary among his
people and the more remote Chippewa bands
which

success for a

He is known as the
author of a collection of hymns in his native
language and also a small 'History of the
Ojebway Indians.' Another noted missionary
until his death in 1856.

convert of this period was Shawundais,

the

Thames,"

nearly

all

the

of

"Missis-

and Algonquins of
"Moravians of the Thames,"
the "Six Nations" on Grand r.

saguas," and

"Iroquois

Watha," 310 of
and one-sixth of
Those in Quebec province are
of the Oka, St. Regis, and

chiefly Iroquois

Caughnawaga

settlements.

Of other denominations, the same

official

report enumerates 1,078 Baptists in Ontario,

among the Six Nations on
with 18 Congregationalists, 16 Preshyterians, and a total of 406 of all other denominations not previously noted. In the
other eastern provinces Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Id.
there is no representation with the exception
of 17 in Quebec accredited to "Other Christian
almost entirely

mously.

tions,

According to the oflBcial Canadian Indian
Report for 1911, the Methodist Indians of e.
Canada numbered 4,513, in Ontario, and 536
in Quebec, a total of 5,039, none being reported for the other eastern provinces. Those
in Ontario included half the "Chippewas of

or

Grand

r.,

—

Beliefs."

The work of Rev. Silas T. Rand among the
Micmac of Nova Scotia stands in a class by
Educated in a Baptist seminary, he
became a minister, but afterward left that
denomination to become an independent
worker. His attention having been drawn to
itself.

the neglected condition of the Indians, he
began the study of the Micmac language, and
in 1849 succeeded in organizing a missionary
society for their special instruction.

Under its
and from

John Sunday. Another native worker of a
somewhat later period was Rev. Henry Steinhauer, Chippewa, afterward known as a

auspices until

missionary to the Cree. Still another pioneer
labourer in the same region was Rev. James

and to the study

Evans, afterward also missionary to the Cree
and inventor of a Cree syllabary. Contemporary with the transfer of Evans and Steinhauer to the Cree in 1840, Rev. George Barnley

tionary and of a collection of tribal myths as

was sent to establish a mission at Moose
Factory, James bay, which, however, was soon
after abandoned.
Beginning in 1851, Rev.
G. M. McDougall established Methodist
mission stations among the Chippewa along
the N. shore of lake Superior, at Garden River
and elsewhere, but afterward transferred his
operations also to Cree territory. In 1861-62
Rev. Thomas Hurlburt, already a veteran

its

dissolution in 1865,

that time until his death in 1889, he gave his

whole

effort to the teaching of the

ditions.

He

is

the author of a

Micmac
and

tra-

Micmac

dic-

of their language

numerous minor works, religious
and miscellaneous.
Canada, Central (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta).— In the Great Plains region
Hudson bay southweststretching from
ward to the Rocky mts., the former battle
ground of Cree, Assiniboin, and Blackfeet,
the Catholics were again the pioneers, antedating all others by a full century. Accord-

well as of

ing to Bryce, "the

first

heralds of the cross"

within this area were the French Jesuits accompanying Verendrye, who in the years
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1731-1742 explored the whole tcrritovy from
to the upper Missouri and the

who founded two

Mackinaw

the upper North Saskatchewan and spent also

Saskatchewan, establishing trading posts and
making alliances with the Indian tribes for
the French government. Among these missionaries the principal were Fathers Nicolas
Gonor, who had laboured among the Sioux
as early as 1727; Charles Messager, and Jean
Aulneau, killed by the same tribe in 1736.
No attempt was made during this period to
form permanent mission settlements.
Then follows a long hiatus until after the
establishment of the Red River colony in
the early part of the 19th century by Lord
Selkirk, who in 1816 brought out from eastern
Canada Fathers Severe Dumoulin and Joseph
Provencher, to minister both to the colonists
and to the Indian and mixed-blood population
of the Winnipeg country.
In 1822 Father
Provencher was made bishop, with jurisdiction
over all of Ruperts Land and the Northwestern
Territories, and carried on the work of sj^stematic mission organization throughout the whole
vast region until his death in 1853, when the
noted Oblate missionary, Father Alexandre
Tachc, who had come out in 1845, succeeded
to the dignity, in which he continued for many

much time with

years.

The Catholic work in this central region
has been carried on chiefly by the Oblates,
by the Grey nuns. The first permanwas St. Boniface, established
opposite the site of the present Winnipeg
by Provencher and Dumoulin in 1816.
St.
assisted

ent

mission

Paul mission on the Assiniboine later became the headquarters of the noted Father
George Belcourt, who gave most of his

(Chippewa of
and who, from 1831
to 1849, covered in his work a territory
stretching over a thousand miles from e.
to w. For his services in preventing a serious
uprising in 1833 he was pensioned both by
the Government and by the Hudson's Bay Co.
He is the author of a grammatic treatise and
attention

to

the

Saulteux

Saskatchewan region),

of a manuscript dictionary

of

the Saulteur

(Chippewa) language, as well as of some
minor Indian wi-itings.
In the Cree field the most distinguished
names are those of Fathers Albert Lacombe
(1848-90), Alexandre Tache (1845-90). Jean
B. Thibault {ca. 1855-70), Valentin Vegreville
(1852-90), and Emile Petitot (1862-82), all
of the Oblate Order, and each, besides his
religious work, the author of important contributions to philology. To Father Lacombe,

sides

missions

a

manuscript

the Cree of

we owe,

the Blackfeet,

several religious

lations,

among

be-

and text-book transBlackfoot

dictionarj'

and a monumental grammar and dictionary
of the Cree language.
Father Vegreville
laboured among Cree, Assiniboin, and the
remote northern Chipewyan, founded five
missions, and composed a manuscript gram-

mar, dictionary, and monograph of the Cree
Father Petitot's earlier work

language.

among

the Cree has been overshadowed

his later great

bj'

work among the remote Atha-

pascans and Eskimo, which will be noted hereafter.
Among the Blackfeet the most prominent name is that of Bishop Emile Legal,

Oblate (1881-90), author of several linguistic

and ethnologic studies

of

the

tribe,

all

in

manuscript.
Episcopalian work in the central region

may

be said to have begun with the ai-rival of Rev. John West, who was sent out
by the Church Missionary Society of England
in 1820 as Chaplain to the Hudson's Bay Go's
establishment of Fort Garry (Winnipeg), on
Red r. In the three years of his ministrations,
besides giving attention to the white residents,
he made missionary journeys among the Cree
and others for a distance of 500 m. to the w.
He was followed by Rev. David Jones in 1823,
by Rev. Wm. Cochrane in 1825, Rev. A. Cowley
in 1841, and Rev. R. James in 1846, by whom,
together, the tribes farther to the n. were
visited and brought within mission influence.
In 1840 a Cree mission at The Pas, on the
lower Saskatchewan, was organized by Henry
Budd, a native convert, and in 1846 other stations were established among the same tribe
at Lac la Ronge and Lac Ile-a-la-Crosse, by
jjroperly

James Settee and James Beardy
also native converts.
for Indian

respectively,

In 1838 a large bequest

missions within Ruperts Land, as

the territory was then known, had been

made

by Mr. James Leith, an officer of the Hudson's
Bay Co., and generously increased soon after
by the company itself. With the assistance
and the active effort of four missionary societies of the church, the work grew so that in
1849 the territory was erected into a bishopric,
and on the transfer of jurisdiction from the
Hudson's Bay Co., to the Canadian government in 1869 there were 15 Episcopal missionaries labouring at the various stations in the

regions stretching from

upper

Saskatchewan,

Hudson bay
the

most

to the
important
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being those at York Factory (Manitoba),
berland, and Carlton (Saskatchewan).

Cum-

Among the most noted of those in the Cree
may be mentioned in chronological

countr}^
order.

Rev. Archdeacon James Hunter and
(1844-55), joint or separate authors

his wife

of a
of

number

Common

of translations, including the

Book

Prayer, hymns, gospel extracts,

and a valuable treatise on the Cree lanBishop John Horden (1851-90), of
Moose Factory, York Factory, and Ft. Churchill stations, self-taught printer and binder,
master of the language, and author of a number
of gospels, prayer, and hymn translations;
Bishop William Bompas (1865-90), best known
for his work among the more northern Athapascan tribes; Rev. W. W. Kirkby (1852-79),
author of a Cree 'Manual of Prayer and Praise,'
but also best known for his Athapascan work:
Rev. John Macka}-, author of several religious
translations and of a manuscript grammar;
and Rev. E. A. Watkins, author of a standard
dictionarj'. Among the Blackfeet, Rev. J. W.
Tims, who began his work in 1883, is a recognized authority on the language, of which he
has published a grammar and dictionary and
etc.,

guage;

a
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go.spel translation.

cast from the sheet-lead lining of tea boxes
and cut into final shape with a jackknife. In
this primitive fashion

many copies
among the
hymn collections
"By means of

he printed

of the syllabary for distribution

wandering bands, besides
and scripture translations.

Indian can memorize
an hour or two all the characters, and in
two or three days read the Bible or any other
book in his own language" (MacLean). In
this syllabary a clever
in

later years, the credit for

this invention

by some

was

Rev. William Mason. Rossville for years continued to
be the principal and most prosperous of all
the Methodist missions in the central region.
Rev. William Mason remained at Rainy
unsuccessfully claimed

lake until that

station

for

was temporarily

dis-

continued in 1844; he was then sent to Rossville (Norway House), where he was stationed
until 1854, when the mission was abandoned

by the Wesleyans.

He

then attached himself

which he had
formerly been connected, and was ordained in
the same year, labouring thereafter at York
to the Episcopal church, with

Factory on Hudson bay until his final return
to England in 1870, with the exception of 4
years spent in that country supervising the

Methodist (Weslejan) effort in the Cree and
In that
adjacent territories began in 1840.
year Rev. James Evans and his Indian assist-

publication of his great Bible translation in

Rev. Henry Steinhauer, both already
noted in connection with previous work in
Ontario, were selected for the western mission,
and set out together for Norway House, a
Hudson's Bay Go's post at the n. end of lake
Winnipeg. Evans went on without stop to
his destination, but
Steinhauer halted at
Rainy lake to act as interpreter to Rev.
William Mason, who had just reached that
spot,
having been sent
the
out under
same auspices, the Wesleyan Missionary Society of England, by arrangement with the
Canadian body. The joint control continued
until 1855, when the Canadian Methodists
assumed full charge. Mr. Evans had been
appointed superintendent of Methodist work
for the whole region, and after establishing
Rossville mission, near Norway House, as his
central station, spent the next six years until

lations, e.xcepting a

ant.

his health failed,

in traversing the long dis-

tances, founding several missions,

mastering

and devising for it a
syllabary, W"hich has ever since been in sucthe

Cree language,

purpose in the

tribe.

printing in the syllabary was

done

own making, with

types

cessful use for all literary

His

first

upon a

press of his

the Cree language,

printed in 1861.

with several other Scripture and

hymn

This,
trans-

Gospel of St. John; was
under the auspices of the Episcopal
Church Missionary Society. In his earlier
linguistic (Methodist) work he was aided by
Rev. Mr. Steinhauer and John Sinclair, a
half-breed, but in all his later work, especialljin the Bible translation, he had the constant
assistance of his wife, the educated half-breed
daughter of a Hudson's Bay Co. officer. Rev.
Mr. Steinhauer, after some years with Mr.
issued

Mason, joined Mr. Evans at Norway House
He afterwards
teacher and interpreter.
filled stations at Oxford House (Jackson bay),
York Factory, Lac la Biche, Whitefish Lake,
Victoria, and other remote points, for a term
of more than 40 years, making a record a,s
"one of the most devoted and successful of
as

our

native

Indian

missionaries"

(Young).

Among later Methodist workers with the Cree
may be mentioned Rev. John McDougall, one
of the founders of Victoria station, Alberta,

and Rev. Ervin Glass, about 1880,
author of several primary instruction books
in 1862,

and charts in the syllabary.
At the same time (1840) that Evans and
Mason were sent to the Cree, Rev. Robert T
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Rundle was

sent,

by the same

make acquaintance with

the

authority, to

more

remote

Blackfeet and Assiniboin ("Stonies") of the

upper Saskatchewan region. Visiting stations
were selected where frequent services were
conducted by Rundle, by Rev. Thomas Woolsey, who came out in 1855, and by others,
but no regular mission was established until
begun by Rev. George M. McDougall at
Edmonton, Alberta, in 1871. In 1873 he
founded another mission on Bow r.. Alberta,
among the Stonies (western Assiniboin), and
continued to divide attention between the
two tribes until his accidental death 2 years
later. Another station was established later at
Macleod, in the same territory.
The most
distinguished worker of of this denomination
among the Blackfeet is Rev. John MacLean
(1880-89), author of a manuscript grammar
and a dictionary of the language, of several
minor linguistic papers, 'The Indians: Their
Manners and Customs' (1889), and 'Canadian
Savage Folk' (1896).

work was inaugui'ated
in 1865 by the Rev. James Nisbet, among the
Cree, at Prince Albert mission on the Saskatchewan. No data are at hand as to the work
Presbyterian mission

of the

denomination

in this region,

but

it

is

credited in the official report with nearly a

thousand Indian communicants, chiefly among
the Sioux and the Assiniboin, many of the
latter being immigrants from the United
States.

According to the Report of Indian Affairs
1911, the Indians of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and the Northwest Territories, classified under treaties 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7r 8 and 10, designated as Chippewa, Cree,
Saulteaux, Sioux, Assiniboin, Blackfeet, Bloods,
Piegan, Sarsi, Stonies,

and Chipewyan, are
Anghcan

credited as follows: Catholic, 8,736;

(Episcopal), 6,951; Methodist, 4,290; Presbyterian, 1,174; Baptist, 75; all other

denomin-

ations, 149; pagan, 4,650.

British

Columbia

and Metlakatla).

(including

— The

earliest

Vancouver
missionary

entrance into British Columbia was made by
the Catholics in 1839.
In 1838 the secular
priests

bishop)

v., A.

1912

or Carriers, before arriving at their destination

James on Stuart

Return was
and on descending the Fraser he found that the Shuswap had

at Ft. St.

made

lake.

in the following spring,

already erected a chapel.

In the meantime De Smet and the Jesuits
had arrived in the Columbia region, and
between 1841 and 1844 had established a chain

throughout the territory, including
among the Kutenai,
Shuswap, and Okinagan. De Smet himself
extended his visitations to the headwaters of
1845-47 Father
the Athabaska, while in
of missions

three in British Columbia,

labouring among the upper
penetrated to the Babines on the
lake of that name. The most remote point

John

Nobili,

tribes,

for

id.

GEORGE

Columbia, preaching, baptizing, and giving
instruction by means of a pictograph device
of Father Blanchet's invention, known as the"Catholic ladder."
Copies of this "ladder"
were carried by visiting Indians to the more
remote tribes and prepared the way for later
effort.
A second journey over the same route
was made by Father Demers in the next year,
and in 1841 he preached for the first time to
a great gathering of the tribes on lower Fraser
r.
In the following year, 1842, by arrangement with the local Hudson's Bay Co. officers,
he accompanied the annual supply caravan on
its return from Ft. Vancouver, on the Columbia, to the remote northern posts.
On this
trip, ascending the Columbia and passing over
to the Fraser, he visited successively the
Okinagan, Kamloops, Shuswap. and Takulli

Demers and Blanchet (afterward archhad arrived at Fort Vancouver,

Washington, to minister to the employees of the
Hudson's Bay Co. In the next year an Indian
mission was organized at Cowlitz, with visiting
stations along the shores of Puget sd., and
Father Demers made a tour of the upper
Columbia as far as the Okinagan in British

was among the Carriers, at Stuart
first Hudson's Bay post
had been established on Vancouver id. at
Camosun, now Victoria, and the beginning of
missionary work among the Songish and the
Cowichan was made by the secular priest,
Father John Bolduc, already well known
among the Sound tribes, who had for this
reason been brought over by the officers in
charge to assist in winning the good will of
visited

lake.

In 1843 the

their Indian neighbours.

communication and
it was found
necessary to abandon the British Columbia
missions, except for an occasional visiting
priest, until the work was regularly taken up

Owing

to difficulty of

pressing need in other

by the Oblates about

fields,

1860.
Before 1865 they
had regular establishments at New Westminster, Sti. Marys, and Okinagan, besides others
on Vancouver id., and in that year founded
St. Joseph mission near Williams lake, on
the upper Fraser, under Rev. J. M. Mc-
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missionary

first

the

to

Tsilkotin

few years he exremoter
tended his ministrations to the
Sekani and Skeena.
In 1873 the Stuart
Lake mission was established by Fathers
Lejacq and Blanchet, and in 1885 was placed
in charge of Father A. G. Morice, Oblate, the
distinguished ethnologist and author, who had
already mastered the Tsilkotin language in
three years' laboui- in the tribe.
Aside from
his missionary labour proper, which still continues, he is perhaps best known as the intribe.

Within the next

Den6

ventor of the

syllabary,

by means

of

which nearly all the Canadian Indians of the
great Athapascan stock are now able to read
and write in their own language. His other
works include a Tsilkotin dictionary, a Carrier
grammar, numerous religious and miscellaneous translations, an Indian journal, scientific
papers, 'Notes on the Western Denes' (1893)
and a 'History of the Northern Interior of
British Columbia' (1904).
Father J. M. Le

among
Thompson River and Shuswap Indians

Jeune, of the same order, stationed
the
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is also noted as the inventor of a
shorthand system, by means of
which those and other cognate tribes are now

since 1880,

Columbia, in Oct. 1857, and after
some months spent in learning the language
and making acquaintance with the tribe, then
numbering 2,300, opened his first school in
June, 1858. By courage and devotion through
danger and difficulty he built up a civilized
of British

Christian body, which in 1860 he colonized to
the number of about 340 in a regular town

abandoned vilm. s. of Fort Simpson. By systematic improvement of every industrial opportunity for years the town had grown to a
established at Metlakatla, an

lage site 16

community of
by reason of difficulties
with the local bishop, upheld by the colonial
government, Mr. Duncan and his Indians
were compelled, in 1887, to abandon their
town and improvements and seek asylum

prosperous,

self-supporting

1,000 persons, when,

under United States protection in Alaska,
where they formed a new settlement, known
as New Metlakatla, on Annette id., 60 m. n.
of their former home.
The island, which is
about 40 m. long by 3 m. wide, has been reserved by Congress for their use, and the
work of improvement and education is now

successful

progressing as before the removal, the present
population being about 500.

own languages. He is also
number of religious and text
books in the same languages and editor of a
weekly Indian journal, the 'Kamloops Wawa,'

The first Episcopal bishop for British Columbia and Vancouver id. was appointed in
1859.
In 1861 the Rev. John B. Good, sent

able to read in their

the author of a

which are printed on a copying press in
own stenographic characters. Another

all of

his

distinguished veteran of the

Bishop

Paul

recent

death,

Durien,

since

same order
1854

until

labouring successively

is

his

among

out also by the London Society, arrived at
Esquimau, near Victoria, Vancouver id., to
preach alike to whites and Indians. At a later
period his work was transferred to the Indians
of

Thompson and lower

quarters at St. Paul

Fraser

mission,

rs.,

with head-

Lytton.

He

the tribes of Washington, Vancouver id. (Ft.
Rupert, in Kwakiutl territory), and Fraser r.

has translated a large part of the liturgy into
the Thompson River (Ntlakyapamuk) lan-

Episcopal work began in 1857 with the remarkable and successful missionary enterprise
undertaken by Mr. William Duncan among
the Tsimshian at Metlakatla, first in British
Columbia and later in Alaska. The Tsimshian
at that time were among the fiercest and most
degraded savages of the N. W. coast, slavery,
human sacrifice, and cannibalism being features of their tribal system, to which they were
rapidly adding all the vices introduced by
the most depraved white men from the coast-

guage, besides being the author of a gi'ammatic
sketch and other papers. In 1865 Kincolith

ing vessels.

Moved by

reports of their miser-

Mr. Duncan voluntarily resigned a remunerative position in England to
offer himself as a worker in their behalf under
the auspices of the London Church Missionary
able condition,

Society.

He

arrived at Port Simpson, n. coast

was established among the Niska
branch of the Tsimshian, on Nass r., by Rev.
R. A. Doolan, and some years later another
one higher up on the same stream. Kitwingach
station, on Skeena r., was established about
the same time.
In 1871 Rev. Charles M.
Tate took up his residence with the Nanaimo
on Vancouver id., labouring afterward with the
Tsimshian, Bellabella, and P'raser River tribes.
In 1876 Rev. W. H. Collison began work
among the Haida at
asset, on the n. end of
the Queen Charlotte ids., and in 1878 Rev.
A. J. Hall arrived among the Kwakiutl at
Fort Rupert, Vancouver id. Other stations in
the meantime had been established throughmission

M
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out the s. portion of the province, chiefly under
the auspices of the London Churcli Missionary
Society.

The first Methodist (Wesleyan) work for the
Indians of British Columbia was begun in 1863
Nanaimo, Vancouver id., by Rev. Thomas
Crosby, who at once apphed himself to the
study of the language with such success that he
was soon able to preach in it. In 1874 he
transferred his labour to the Tsimshian at
Port Simpson, on the border of Alaska, who
had already been predisposed to Christianity
by the work at Metlakatla and by visiting
Other stations were
Indians from the S.
established on Nass r. (1877) and at Kitimat in
at

the Bellabella tribe.

show that the

Statistics

Methodist work has been particularly successalong the N. W. coast and in portions of
Vancouver id.
There is no record of Presbyterian mission
work, but some 415 Indians are officially
credited to that denomination along the w.

ful

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

sionary to Cree, Assiniboin, and Chipewj^an,
of which languages he spoke fluently;
founder of the Chipewyan mission of St. Peter
on Caribou lake, Athabaska, besides .several
others farther s.; and author of a manuscript
grammar and dictionary of the Cree language,
another of the Chipewyan language, and other
all

ethnologic and religious papers in manuscript.

In 1867 Father Laurent Legoff arrived at
Caribou Lake mission, where he was still
stationed in 1892.
He is best known as the
author of a grammar of the Montagnais, or
Chipewyan language, published in 1889.
By far the most noted of all the Oblate
missionaries of the great Northwest

is Father
Emile Petitot, acknowledged by competent
Canadian authority as "our greatest scientific
writer on the Indians and Eskimos" (MacLean).
In 20 years of labour, beginning in
1862, he covered the whole territory from

the "first
martyr
Mackenzie district and
buried at Ft. Good Hope, almost under the
In 1846 Father Alexandre
Arctic circle.

Winnipeg to the Arctic ocean, frequently
making journeys of six weeks' length on
snowshoes.
He was the first missionary to
visit Great Bear lake (1866), and the first
missionary to the Eskimo of the N.W., having
visited them in 1865 at the mouth of the
Anderson, in 1868 at the mouth of the Mackenzie, and twice later at the mouth of Peel r.
In 1870 he crossed over into Alaska, and in
1878, compelled by illness, he returned to the
S., making the journey of some 1,200 m. to
Athabaska lake on foot, and thence by canoe
and portages to Winnipeg. Besides writing
some papers relating to the Cree, he is the
author of numerous ethnological and philosophical works, dealing with the Chipewyan,
Slave, Hare, Dog-rib, Kutchin, and Eskimo
tribes and territory, chief among which are
his Dene-Dindjie dictionary (1876) and his

Tache, afterward the distinguished archbishop

'Traditions Indiennes' (1886).

Vancouver

coast of

id.

According to the Report of Indian Affairs
for 1911 the Christian Indians of British Columbia are classified as follows: Catholic,
11,609; Episcopal (Anglican), 4,245; Method3,529; Presbyterian, 418;

ist,

Northwest

Canada,

aries

of

Franklin).

the

earliest

is

r.

the

priests

n.

North
mission-

Canadian Northwest,

great

which Mackenzie
were the Catholic

— The

other, 226.

Alberta,,

Yukon,

Mackenzie,

Saskatchewan,

Keewatin,

all

(n.

of

central artery,
of

the

Oblate

The pioneer may have been a Father

order.
Grollier,

mentioned

as

of apostleship" in the

of

Red

a

Cree

River, arrived at Lac Ile-Jl-la-Crosse

Churchill

r.,

in

upper waters of
Saskatchewan, and, a few

on the

station,
n.

months later, crossed over the divide to
the Chipewyan tribe on the Athabaska
river.
Here he established St. Raphael
mission, and, for the next 7 years, with the
exception of a visit to Europe, divided his

time between the two tribes. In 1847 or 1848
Father Henry Faraud, afterward vicar of the

Mackenzie district, arrived among the Chipeof Great Slave lake, with wliom and

wyan

their congeners he continued for 18 years.
liim

we owe a

To

Bible abridgment in the Chipe-

\\yan language.

In 1852 arrived Father Val-

entin Vegreville, for

more than 40 vears mis-

Throughout the Mackenzie region the Cathhave now established regular missions or

olics

visiting stations at every principal gathering

among

most important being a
below Great
Slave lake, and a school, orphanage, and hospital conducted since 1875 by the Sisters of
Charity at Chipewyan on Athabaska lake.
Episcopal effort in the Canadian Northwest
dates from 1858, in which year Archdeacon
James Hunter, already mentioned in connecpoint,

mission at

the

Fort

Providence,

tion with the Cree mission,

Mackenzie

made

a reconnoitr-

which
Rev. W. W. Kirkby, then on parish duty on
Red r., was next year appointed to that field
and at once took up his headquarters at the
ing visit to

r.,

as a result of

nAxnnooK of ixdiaxs of can Ada
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remote post of Ft. Simpson, at the junction
Liard and Mackenzie rs., 62° n.. where,
with the assistance of the Hudson's Bay Go's
officers, he built a church and school.
In 1862,
after several years' study of the language, he
(le,scended the Mackenzie nearly to its mouth
of

and crossed over the divide

to the

Yukon,

Kutchin and making some study of the language, after which he returned to Ft. Simpson.
In 1869 he was appointed to the station at York
Factory, on Hudson bay, where he remained
until his retirement in 1878, after 26 years of

Manitoba and the Northwest
number of religious translations in the Chipewyan and Slave languages.
The work begun on the Yukon by Kirkby
was given over to Rev. (Archdeacon) Robert
McDonald, who established his headquarters
at St. Matthew mission on Peel r., Mackenzie
efficient service in
is

the author of a

"one mile within the Arctic circle."
Here he devoted himself with remarkable industry and success to a study of the language
of the Takudh Kutchin, into which he has
translated, besides several minor works, the
district,

Book

Common

Prayer (1885), a small col(1889), and the complete
Bible in 1898, all according to a sjdlabic system of his own device, by means of which the
Indians were enabled to read in a few weeks.
In 1865 Rev. Wm. C. Bompas, afterward bishop
of

lection of

who has
in

devised a syllabary for the language,

which he has published several devotional

translations, beginning in 1878.

hymns

greater

Northwest has been under the auspices
Church Missionary Society of London.

of the

American historj'
no more inspiring chapter of heroism,
self-sacrifice and devotion to high ideals than
that afforded by the Indian missions. Some
of the missionaries were of noble blood and
had renounced titles and estates to engage in
the work most of them were of finished scholarship and refined habit, 'and nearly all were
of such exceptional ability as to have commanded attention in any community and to
have possessed themselves of wealth and
reputation, had they so chosen; yet they deliberately faced poverty and sufferings, exile,
and oblivion, ingratitude, torture, and death
itself in the hope that some portion of a
darkened world might be made better through
In the four centuries of

there

is

;

To the student who knows what
forms of cruelty, brutishne.ss, and
filthiness belonged to savagery, from Florida to
their effort.
infinite

Alaska,

it is

beyond question

that, in spite of

sectarian limitations and the shortcomings of
individuals,

good

the missionaries have fought

Where they have

fight.

plish large results the reason lies in the irre-

pressible selfishness of the white

of a primer in each of these languages, as well

ington,

num-

a

accom-

failed to

Athabaska and, later, of Mackenzie River,
arrived from England. In the next 25 years
ho laboured among the Chipewyan, Dog-ribs,
Beavers, Slave, and Takudh tribes of the remote Northwest, and gave some attention
also to the distant Eskimo. He is the author
of

as in Cree and Eskimo, together wath a

The

portion of the Episcopal work in the Canadian

just

within the limits of Alaska, preaching to the

He

303

man

or in

the innate incompetence and unworthincss of

the people for

whom

they laboured.

Consult: Aborigines Committee, Conduct of
Friends,

1844;

Bancroft,

Alaska,

Histories,

Washparnum, Innuit Lan-

British Columbia, California, Oregon,

guage,

etc.,

1886-90;

1901; Bressani, Relation,

1653,

repr.

ber of gospel and other religious translations.

1852; Brinton, Lenape, 1885; California, Mis-

Another notable name is that of Rev. Alfred
Garrioch, who began work in the Beaver tribe
on Peace r.. Alberta, in 1876, after a year's
preliminary study at Ft. Simpson. He is the

sions of, U. S. Sup. Ct., 1859; Brycc,

founder of Unjiga mission at Fort Vermilion,
and author of several devotional works and

Pioneer, 1900; Cranz, History of the Brethren,

f)f

a considerable vocabulary in the Beaver

language.

To

a somewhat later period belong

Rev. W. D. Reeve and Rev. Spendlove, in the
Great Slave Lake region. Among the principal
stations are

Chipewyan on Athabaska

Bay

Co.,

1900;

Hudson's

Catholic Bureau of Indian

Missions, Reports; Clark, Indian Sign Lan-

guage, 1885; Coues,

On

the Trail of a Spanish

1780; DcForcst, Indians of Connecticut, 1851;

Duflot de Mofras, Expl. de I'Orcgon,

Dunbar, Pawnee Indians, 1880;
Years,

1886; Engelhardt,

Fletcher,

Eells,

Franciscans,

1844;

Ten
1897;

Indian Education and Civilization

lake,

1888; Gookin, Christian Indians, Archa;ologia

Ft.

Simpson on the middle Mackenzie, and
Macpherson and Lapierre in the neighbourhood of the Mackenzie's mouth. Work
has also been done among the Eskimo of
Hudson bay, chiefly by Rev. Edunind Peck,

.\mcricana, 1836; Harris, Early Missions, 1893;

Fts.

Harvey, Shawnee Indians, 1855; Heckcweldcr,
United Brethren, 1820; Hind, Labrador, 1863;
Howe, Hist. Coll. Ohio, ii, 1896; Jackson (1)
Alaska, 1880, (2) Facl.s about Alaska, 1903;
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Jesuit

Relations,

Jones,

Ojebway

Thwaites

ed.,

1896-1901;

Inds., 1861; Krehbiel,

Men-

nonites, 1898; Loskiel, United Brethren, 1794;

Lossing,

Record,

Moravian Missions, American Hist.
1872; MacLean, Canadian Savage

McCoy, Baptist Indian Missions,
McDougall, George Millard McDougall

Folk, 1896;

1840;
the Pioneer, 1888; Minnesota Hist. Soc. Coll.,
1900;
I, 1872; Mooney, Myths of Cherokee,

Northern British Columbia, 1904;
Morse, Report, 1822; Palfrey, New England,
Morice,

I,

1866; Parkman,

neers,

(1) Jesuits,

Pilling,

1883;

(Bulletins of Bur.

Am.

Indian

1867, (2) Pio-

Bibliographies

Eth.), 1887-91; Pitezel

Lights and Shades, 1857; Riggs, Tah-koo
Wahkan, 1869; Rink, Tales and Traditions

Eskimo, 1875; Ronan, Flathead Indians,
Ryerson, Hudson's Bay, 1855; Shea,
Catholic Missions, 1855; de Smet, Oregon
of

1890;

Am. Anthrop.,
Summer in Prairie

Missions, 1847; Stefansson in
VIII,

1906;

Sutherland,

Land, 1881; Thompson, Moravian Missions,
1890; Tucker, Rainbow in the North, 1851;
Wellcome, Metlakahtla, 1887; Whipple, Lights
and Shadows, 1899.
/j
^^
%

Missisauga (Chippewa:

misi, 'large,' sdg or

sauk, 'outlet (of a river or bay)' = large'outlet,'
referring to the mouth of Mississagi r.—

Hewitt.)

Although

this

Algonquian tribe

is

a

division or subtribe of the Chippewa, having
originally

formed an integral part

of the latter,

has long been generally treated as distinct.
When first encountered by the French in 1634,
the Missisauga lived about the mouth of the
Mississagi r., along the n. shore of the North
it

channel of lake Huron, and on the adjacent

Manitouhn

id.

Although so closely

allied to

the Chippewa, they do not appear to have
been disposed to follow that tribe in its
is no evidence
found in early times
so far w. as Sault Ste. Marie, but appear
to have clung to their old haunts about
Early in
lake Huron and Georgian bay.
the 18th century, influenced by a desire to
trade with the whites, they began to drift to-

progress westward, as there

that they were ever

ward the s.E. into the region formerly occupied
by the Hurons, between lakes Huron and Erie.
Although they had destroyed a village of the
Iroquois near Ft. Frontenac about 1705, they
tried in 1708 to gain a passage through the

coimtry of the latter, to trade their peltries
with the English. At this time a part or band
was settled on lake St. Clair. About 1720 the

French established a station at the w. end

of

lake Ontario

for

GEORGE

trade with the Missisauga.
the

first half of

v., A.

1912

the purpose of stimulating

Near the

close of

the century (1746-50), having

joined the Iroquois in the war against the

French, the Missisauga were compelled by
the latter, who were aided by the Ottawa, to

abandon

a portion at least
Seneca e. of lake Erie. Others,
however, appear to have remained in the
vicinity of their early home, as a delegate
from a Missisauga town "on the north side of
lake Ontario" came to the conference at Mt.
Johnson, N. Y., in June, 1755. As it is also
stated that they "belong to the Chippewyse
confederacy, which chiefly dwell about the
lake Missilianac," it is probable that "north
side of lake Ontario" refers to the shores of lake
Huron. Being friendly with the Iroquois at
this time, they were allowed to occupy a
number of places in the country from which
the Hurons had been driven. This is inferred
in part from Chauvignerie's report of 1736,
which places portions of the tribe at different
points on Mississagi r., Maniskoulin (Manitoulin?) id., lake St. Clair, Kente, Toronto r.,
Matchitaen, and the w. end of lake Ontario.
The land on which the Iroquois are now settled at Grand r., Ontario, was bought from
them. For the purpose of sealing their alliance with the Iroquois they were admitted as
the seventh tribe of the Iroquois league in
1746, at which date they were described as
It is
living in five villages near Detroit.
therefore probable that those who went to live
with the Seneca first came to the vicinity of
Detroit and moved thence to w. New York.
The alliance with the Iroquois lasted only
until the outbreak of the French and Indian
their

country,

settling near the

war a few years

later.

According to Jones (Hist. Ojebways), as
soon as a Missisauga died he was laid out on
the ground, arrayed in his best clothes, and
wrapped in skins or blankets. A grave about
ft. deep was dug and the corpse interred
with the head toward the w. By his side were
placed his hunting and war implements. The
grave was then covered, and above it poles
or sticks were placed lengthwise to the height
of about 2 ft., over which birch-bark or mats
were thrown to keep out the rain. Immediately after the decease of an Indian, the near
relatives went into mourning by blackening
their faces with charcoal and putting on the
most ragged and filthy clothing they possessed.
A year was the usual time of mourning for a
husband, wife, father, or mother.
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As the Missisauga are so frequently confounded with the Chippewa and other neighbouring tribes who are closely connected,
it is difficult to make a separate estimate of
In 1736 they were reported
their numbers.
to number 1,300, about 250 being on Manitoulin id. and Mississagi r., and the rest in
the peninsula of Ontario; in 1778 they were
estimated at 1,250, living chiefly on the N.
side of lake Erie, and in 1884 the number was
given as 744. The population was officially
reported in 1911 as 856, of whom 195 were
at Mud Lake, 97 at Rice lake, 33 at Scugog,

263 at Alnwick, and 266 at

New

Credit,

On-

The New Credit settlement forms a
township by itself and the Indian inhabitants
have often won prizes against white competitors at the agricultural fau's. The New Credit
tario.

Indians (who

left

the Old Credit settlement in

1847) are the most advanced of the Missisauga

and represent one of the most successful
attempts of any American Indian group to
assimilate the

culture of the

The

whites.

Alnwick res. dates from 1830, Mud Lake from
1829, Scugog from 1842. Beldom, Chibaouinani, and Grape Island were former settlements.

See Credit Indians, Matchedash.

Consult Chamberlain

(1)

Language

of the

Mississagas of Skugog, 1892, and bibliography
therein;

and

Am.

Notes on the History, Customs

(2)

beliefs of the

Folk-lore,

Achslsaghecks.

i,

Mississagua Indians, Jour.
1888.

150,

(j.

—Colden (1727) note

m.

c. t.)

N. Y. Doc. Col.
IV,
1854.
Achsissaghecs. Colden in
Hist.,
737,
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 517, 1853.
Aghsiesagichrone.— Doc. of 1723 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v,
695, 1855.

Aoechisacronon.— Jes.

in

—

Rcl. 1049, 27, 1858

—

(Huron name). Assisagh. Livingston (1701) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., IV, 899, 1854. Assisagigroone.
Livingston
Jes.

Rel.,

(1700),

ibid.,

index,

Ill,

(1636), Can.,

i,

Awechisaehronon.
Cheveux leves. Sagard
Cheveux relevez.— Cham-

737.

1858.

192, 1866.

—

plain (1615), ffiuvres, iv, 24, 1870.

Ishisagek.Roanu.

— Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 1744 (Iroquois name). Mase-sau-gee. — Jones, Ojebway
164, 1861 (proper
form). Massasagues. — Macauley, N. Y.,
249, 1829.
Massasaugas. — Morgan, League
1851.
Massasoiga. — Chapin (1792)
Am. State Papers, V.
27,

Inds.,

ii,

Iroq.,

91,

in

Ind. Aff.,

I,

242, 1832.

S.

Massesagues.— Nilcs

{ca.

1761)

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., v, 541, 1861. MasslBoudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1816.
Lindesay (1751) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
VI, 706, 1855.
Messagnes. Drake, Ind. Chron., 180,
1836.
Messagues.— Shirley (1755) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., VI, 1027, 1855.
Messasagas. Ft. Johnson conf.
Messasagles.— Perkins
(1757), ibid., vii, 259, 1856.
and Peck, Annals of the West, 423. 1850. Messasa-

in

nagues.

—

Mesasagah.

—

—

—

goes.— Proctcr(1791) in Am. State Papers, U.S. Ind. Aff.,
I, 158, 1832.
Messasagues.— Writer of 1756 in Mass.
Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., VII, 123, 1801.
Messasaugues.
Lincoln (1793), ibid., 3d s., v, 156, 1836. Messassa-

—
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—Albany conf. (1746) N. Y. Doc. Col.
Messassagne8. — Drake, Bk. Inds.,
1848.
Messassagues. — Homann Heirs map, 1756. Messesagas. — Lindesay (1751)
N. Y. Doc. Col.
Messesagnes.— Drake, Bk. Inds., bk.
729, 1855.
1848.
Messesago. — Procter (1791)
Am. State
gas.

in

Hist., vi,

322, 1855.

ix,

in

Hist., vi,
5,

in

4,

Papers, U.S. Ind. Aff., i, 163, 1832. Messesagues.— Colden (1727), Five Nations, app., 175, 1747.
Messessagues. Carver, Travels, map, 1778. Messessaques.

—

Goldthwait (1766)

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., x,
Boudinot, Star in the
West, 107, 1816. Messisagas. Ibid., 100. Messlsages.
Albany conf. (1746) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi,
321, 1855.
Messlsagftes. Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3,
406, 1816.
Messlsaugas.— Edwards (1788) in Mass.
Messisaugers.
Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., IX, 92, 1804.
Barton, New Views, xxxiii, 1798. Messlssagas. Albany conf. (1746) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 322, 1855.
Messissauga. Petition of 1837 in Jones, Ojebway
Inds., 265, 1861.
Messlssauger. Adelung and Vater,
in

Messlnagues.

1809.

122,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mithridates, in, pt. 3, 343, 1816. Mlchesaking.—Jes.
Rel. 1658, 22, 1858.
Michlsagnek.— Ibid., 1648, 62,

Mislsaga's.— Johnson (1763)

in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Mlsisagey.— Claus (1777), ibid.,
Misitagues. Lahontan, New Voy., i,
map, 1735. Missada. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 31, 1744.
Mlssages. German Flats conf. (1770) in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., VIII, 229, 1857.
Missasagas. Lindesay
Missasago.— Harris, Tour,
(1749), ibid., vi, 538, 1855.
Missasague. Durant (1721) in N. Y. Doc.
205, 1805.

1858.

Hist., VII, 526, 1856.
VIII,

—

719, 1857.

—

—

—

—

Col. Hist., V, 589,

1855.

Mlssassagc— Rupp, West

Mlssassugas.— Johnson

(1764) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 661, 1856. Missaugees.
Trader (1778) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 560, 1853.
Missequeks.— Clinton (1745) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Mlssesagas. Ft. Johnson conf. (1757),
VI, 281, 1855.
Pa., 280,

1846.

—

ibid., VII, 259, 1856.

Mlssesagoes.— Procter

(1791) in

Am. State PapeVs, U.S. Ind. Aff., i, 163, 1832. Missesagues.— Doc. of 1747 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 391,
Missesaques.
1855.
Missiagos.— Johnson

—
—

— Clinton
(1760),

(1749),
ibid.,

ibid.,

484.

434,

1856.

vii,

Mlsslnasagues. Boudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1816.
Mlssiosagaes. Quotation in Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson
Mlssiquecks.— Clinton (1745) in N. Y.
R., 29, 1872.
Doc. Col. Hist., VI, 276, 1855. Mlssisagaes.— Mt.
Johnson conf. (1755), ibid., 975. Mlsslsages. Coxe,
Carolana, map, 1741. Misslsagls. Doc. of 1764 in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 641, 1856. Missisagos.—
Canajoharie corff. (1759), ibid., 384. Missisagues.
Lahontan, New Voy., i, 230, 1703. Missisaguez.
Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist. Am., iv, 224, 1753.
Mlssisaguys. Charlevoix, Voy., ii, 40, 176i. Missisak.—Jes. Rel. 1672, 33, 1858. Mlssisakis.— BacqueMisslsville de la Potherie, Hist. Am., ii, 48, 1753.
aque.— Clinton (1749) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 484,
ibid.,
742.
Missisaquees. Colden,
1855.
(1751)
1861.
Mlssisaugas. Jones, Ojebway Inds., 208,
Mlssisauges. Carver, Travels, 171, 1778. Mississaga. Mt. Johnson conf. (1755) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., VI, 976, 1855.
Misslsagets. Aigrcmont (1708),
Misslssageyes. Mt. Johnson
ibid., IX, 819, 1855.
Mlssissagez.—
conf.
(1755), ibid., vi, 983, 1855.
Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist. Am., iv, 245, 1753.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Mississagles.

— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
Can. Ind.
form
—

v,

Misslssaguas.

—

—

Official

in

143, 1855.
Aff.

Mis-

Mississaguras.
Beauchamp in Am. Aritiq., iv, 329, 1882. Mlsslssakis.
Du Chesneau (1681) in Margry, D^c, ii, 267, 1877
Mississaques. Clinton (1749) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

sissague.

—

Jes. Rel. 1670, 79, 1858.

—
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Y.,

II,

1878.

Macdonald

Can. Ind.

in

Missltagues.
Mussisakles.

II,

Mlsslssguas.

555, 1853.

iii,

New
and

Voy.,

215,

i,

1703.

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

iii,

(1636), Can.

Naywaunaukau-raunuh. — Macauley,
name

180, 1829 (the

—

1884 (misprint).

AfF. 1883, xiii,

— Lahontan,
— McKenney

Nation de Bois.— Sagard

1854.

190, 186C.

Y.,

N.

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

79,

— Macauley,

Misslssauges.— Carver, Travels, 19,
Keane in Stanford, Compend.,
Mississaugues.— Chauvignerie (1736) in

250, 1829.

Misslssaugics.

1778.
522,

Mtssissaugers.

1855.

Hist., VI, 486,

,i,

N.

here seems to refer to the

—

Nua'ka'hn. Gatsehet, Tuscarora MS.,
1885 (Tuscarora name). Oumisagal. Jes. Rel. 1640,
lcu6.— Sagarcf (1636), Can., i, 192,
1858.
Polls
34,
Sisaghroana. Post (1758) in Proud, Pa., ii,
1866.
Missisauga).

—

—

app.,

1798

113,

French Dom.,
Weiser (1748)

(same?).

pt.

I,

Rupp, West

in

Tisagechroann.
Pa.,

Twakanhahors.— Macauley, N.
Wisagechroanu.
in

Rupp, West

16,

250,

1829.

(1748) in Schoolcraft, Ind.
Zlsagechroann. Weiser (1748)

—

Pa., app., 22, 1846.

MS. (German,

Zeisberger

Geneva MS.,

ii,

—

1846.

app.,

Y.,

— Weiser

Tribes, iv, 605, 1854.

—Jefferys,

Sissisaguez.

1761.

17,

Zisagechrohne. —

1750) in Conover,

Kan and

Mistassin (from ytiisla-assini, 'a great stone,'
huge isolated rock in lake Mistassini, which the Indians regarded with venAn Algonquian tribe that lived on
eration).
lake Mistassini, Quebec. They were divided by
early writers into the Great and the Little
Mistassin, the former living near the lake, the
latter farther

s.

became known

They

in the mountains.

first

French about 1640, but

to the

were not visited by missionaries until some
They were attacked by the
years later.
Iroquois in 1665, and in 1672 their country
was formally taken possession of by the
French with their consent. Although spoken
of by Hind in 1863 as roving bands with Montagnais and Naskapi over the interior of
Ungava, it appears that in 1858 a portion
of the tribe was on the lower St. Lawrence.

Very

little

has been recorded in regard to
It is recorded

their habits or characteristics.

when attacked by the Iroquois in 1665
they liad a wooden fort, which they defended
Their
successfully and with great bravery.
only myth mentioned is that in regard to the
great rock in the lake, which they believe to
that

be a manito.
Matassins.

(j.

— Charlevoi.K

(1721),

m.

.lournal,

i,

c. t.)
letter

xi,

—

Mattasslns. Barton, New Views, app.,
Misiassins (Petits).— La Tour, map, 1779
12, 1798.
(misprint; the Grands Mistassins are correctly named).
Misstasslns. Report of 1858 in Hind, Lab. Pcnin., i,
Mistapnis. McKenney and Hall, Ind.
1863.
12,

276,

1761.

—

—

Tribes, in, 81, 18.54.
38, 1858.

Doc. Col. Hist.,

IX,

Rel. 1672, 55, 1858.
I,

S,

1863.

Mistasiniouek.— Jes. Rel. 1643,
Memoir of 1706 in N. Y.

Mistasirenois.

—

791, 1855.

Mistasirlnins.

—

Jes.

Mistassini.— Hind, Lab. Penin.,

Mistassinni.

—

Ibid., 272.

Mistassins.

—

—

1G40, 34,

1858.

Mustassins.— Jes.

Rel.

1676-7,

Mitlmetlelch {Ml'tlmetle'ltc). ASquawmish
community on Passage id., Howe sd.,
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,
village

474, 1900.

To gauge accurately the
Indian blood in the veins of the
white population of the American continent
Mixed-bloods.

amount
and

of

to determine to

aborigines have in

what extent the surviving
them the blood of their

conquerors and supplanters

is

the absence of scientific data.

impossible in

But there

is

reason to believe that intermixture has been

much more common than is generally assumed.
The Eskimo of Greenland and the Danish
the

referring to a

1912

LX, 244, 1900.

traders

See Massassauga.

v., A.

—

Rel.

B. A. E.

Mississagi.

GEORGE

map, 1755 (Grands and Petits Mistassins).
Mistassirinins.— Jes. Rel. 1672, 44, 1858. Mistisslnnys. Walch,
map, 1805. Mitchitamou. Jes.
Bellin,

and

first,

colonists

have intermarried from

so that in the territory immediately

under European supervision hardly any pure
remain. The marriages of (Danish
fathers and Eskimo mothers) have been very
fertile and the children are in many respects
an improvement on the aboriginal stock, in
the matter of personal beauty in particular.
According to Packard (Beach, Ind. Miscel.,
69, 1877) the last full-blood Eskimo on Belleisle str., Labrador, was in 1859 the wife of an
Englishman at Salmon ba}'. The Labrador
intermixture has been largely with fishermen
from Newfoundland of English descent.
Some of the Algonquian tribes of Canada
mingled considerably with the Europeans
during the French period, both in the E. and
toward the interior. In recent years certain
French-Canadian writers have unsuccessfully
sought to minimize this intermixture. In the
Illinois-Missouri region these alliances were
favoured by the missionaries from the begin-

natives

ning of the 18th century.

member

of the

La

As

early as 1693 a

Salle expedition married the

daughter of the chief of the Kaskaskia. Few
French families in that part of the country are
free from Indian blood.
The establishment of
trading posts at Detroit, Mackinaw, Duluth,
etc.,

aided the fusion of races.

the activities of the Hudson's

gave

rise

in

The spread of
Bay Company

the Canadian Northwest to a

mixed-bloods of considei'^ble
importance, the offspring of Indian
mothers and Scotch, French, and English

population

of

historic

Manitoba, at the time of its admisthe dominion, had some 10,000
mixed-bloods, one of whom, John Norquay

fathers.

sion

into
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afterward became premier of the Provincial

government. Some of the employees of the
fur companies who had taken Indian wives
saw their descendants flourish in Montreal and
other urban centres. The tribes that have
furnished the most mixed-bloods are the Cree
and Chippewa, and next the Sioux, of n. w.
Canada; the Chippewa, Ottawa, and related
tribes of the Great lakes; and about Green bay,
the Menominee. Toward the Mississippi and
beyond it were a few Dakota and Blackfoot
mixed-bloods.
Smithson.
Harvard
(Rep.
Inst. 1879) estimated the total number in 1879
at 40,000.
Of these about 22,000 were in
United States territory and 18,000 in Canada.
Of 15,000 persons of Canadian-French descent
in Michigan few were probably free from
Indian blood. Some of the French mixedbloods wandered as far as the Pacific, establishing settlements of their own kind beyond
the

The

Rocky mts.

first

wife of the noted

was the daughter of
an Irish gentleman by a Chippewa mother,
another of whose daughter.s married an
Episcopal clergyman, and a third a FrenchCanadian lumberer. Although some of the
English colonies endeavoured to promote the
intermarriage of the two races, the only notable
case in Virginia
is
that of
Pocahontas
and John Rolfc. The Athapascan and other
tribes of the extreme N.W. have intermixed but
little with the whites, though there are Russian
ethnologist Schoolcraft

In British Columbia
and the adjoining portions of the United States
are to be found some mixed-bloods, the
result of intermarriage of French traders and
*
*
employees with native women. *

mixed-bloods in Alaska.

*

*

*

*

*

The peoples

*

of Iroquoian stock

have a large admixture of
white blood, French and English, both from
captives taken during the wars of the 17th and
18th centuries and by the process of adoption,
much favoured by them. Such intermixture
contains more of the combination of white
mother and Indian father than is generally the

Some

case.
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The

is

captured near Albany in 1755, have, respectSimilar
ively, 1,100 and 400 descendants.
cases are found

among

the

New York

Iroquois.

Mo., xlv, 1894) has made
an anthropometric study of the mixed-bloods,
Dr. Boas (Pop.

Sci.

covering a large

amount

especially

of data,

concerning the Sioux and the eastern Chippe-

wa.

The

total

numbers investigated were 647
As compared with the

men and 408 women.

Indian, the mixed-blood, so far as investigations

have shown,

Mohawk

eat

'they

the

Narraganset

(animate)

The most

hence 'man-eaters').

exhibiting

women.

(cognate with

Mohoiuauuck,

men

taller,

is

greater divergence than

things,'

easterly tribe

the Iroquois confederation. They called
themselves Kaniengehaga, 'people of the place
of

of the

flint.'

In the federal council and in other intertribal assemblies the

phratry, which

is

Mohawk sit with the tribal

formally called the "Three

and

which the other
and the Onondaga.
Like the Oneida, the Mohawk have only 3
clans, namely, the Bear, the Wolf, and the

Elder

Brothers"

members

Turtle,

of

are the Seneca

The

tribe

is

represented in the federal

council

by 9

Chiefs),

being 3 from every clan.

chiefs of the

known by

rank

of roianer (see

The.se chief-

names, which
were conferred with the office. These official
titles
are Tekarihoken, Haienhwatha, and
Satekarihwate, of the first group; Orenrehkowa, Deionhehkon, and Sharenhowanen, of
the second group; and Dehennakarine, Rastawenserontha, and Shoskoharowanen, of the
third group.
The first two groups or clans
formed an intra-tribal phratry, while the last,
or Bear clan group, was the other phratry.
The people at all times assembled by phratries,
and each phratry occupied a side of the council
fire opposite that occupied by the other phratry.
The second title in the foregoing list has
been Anglicized into Hiawatha.
From the Jesuit Relation for 1660 it is
learned that the Mohawk, during a period of
60 years, had been many times both at the top
ships were

specific

field, Mass., in 1704, and adopted and married
within the tribe, flows in the veins of 125
descendants at Caughnawaga;
Silas Rice,

and the bottom of the ladder of success; that,
being insolent and warlike, they had attacked
the Abnaki and their congeners at the e., the
Concstoga at the s., the Hurons at the w. and
N., and the Algonquian tribes at the n.; that
at the close of the 16th century the Algonkin
had so reduced them that there appeared to
be none left, but that the remainder increased

captured at

.so

still

in process in Ontario.

Regis,

Iroquois of St.

Caughnawaga, and other

agenc^ies can

hardly boast an Indian of jnire blood. According to the Almanach Iroquois for 1900, the
blood of Eunice Williams, captured at Deer-

1,3.50

Marlboro, Mass., in 1703, has
descendants; Jacob Hill and John Stacey

2lA~20i

rapidly that in a few years they in turn had
overthrown the .\lgonkin. This success did
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so vigorously for 10 years that

inland trade was carried on between the Dutch
and the Mohawk. The latter were at war

for the second time the

Mohawk were overthrown so complotely that they appeared to be
extinct.
About this time (?1614) the Dutch

with the Mohegan and other New England
tribes with only intermittent periods of peace.
In 1623 a Mohegan fort stood opposite Castle

arrived in their country, and, being attracted
their beaver skins, they furnished the Mo-

id. in

not

long.

last

against

them

by

hawk and

their congeners with firearms,

in

order that the pelts might be obtained in
greater abundance. The purpose of the Dutch
was admirably served, but the possesssion of

by the Mohawk and their confederates
it easy for them to conquer their
adversaries, whom they routed and filled with
terror not alone by the deadly effect but even
by the mere sound of these weapons, which
hitherto had been unknown. Thenceforth the
Mohawk and their confederates became formidable adversaries and were victorious almost
everywhere, so that by 1660, the conquests of
firearms

rendered

the Iroquois confederates, although they were
not numerous, extended over nearly 500 leagues
of territory.

The Mohawk

at that time

num-

bered not more than 500 warriors and dwelt in
4 or 5 wretched villages.

The accounts

of

Mohawk

migrations previ-

ous to the historical period are largely conjectural.
Some writers do not clearly differentiate between the Mohawk and the Huron
tribes at the n. and w. and from their own
confederates as a whole. Besides fragmentary
and untrustworthy traditions little that is
definite is known regarding the migratory
jnovements of the Mohawk.
In 1603, Champlain, while at Tadoussac,
lieard of the Mohawk and their country.
On
July 30, 1609, he encountered on the lake to
which he gave his own name a party of nearly
200 Iroquois warriors, under 3 chiefs. In a
skirmish in which he shot two of the chiefs
dead and wounded the thii'd, he defeated this
party, which was most probably largely Mohawk. Dismayed by the firearms of the
Frenchman, whom they now met for the first

time, the Indians fled.

The Iroquois

of this

party wore arrow-proof armour and had both
stone and non hatchets, the latter having been
obtained in trade. The fact that in Capt.
Hendricksen's report to the States General,
Aug. 18, 1616, he says that he had "bought

from the inhabitants, the Minquaes [Conestoga], 3 persons,

being people belonging to this

company," who were "employed in the service
of the Mohawks and Machicans," giving, he
says, for them, in exchange, "kettles, beads,

and merchandise," shows how extensively the

the Hudson and was "built against their
enemies, the Maquaes, a powerful people."
In 1626 the Dutch commander of Ft. Orange
(Albany), and 6 of his men, joined the

Mohegan

an expedition to invade the Mohawk country.
They were met a league from the fort by
a party of Mohawk armed only with bows and
arrows, and were defeated, the Dutch commander and 3 of his men being killed, and of
whom one, probably the commander, was
cooked and eaten by the Mohawk. Tliie

in

intermittent

Mohegan were

warfare

continued

until

the

withdraw from
the Hudson. They did

finally forced to

the upper waters of
not however relinquish their ten-itorial rights
to their native adversaries, and so in 1630 thay

began to sell their lands to the Dutch. The
deed to the Manor of Renssalaerwyck, which
extended w. of the river two days' journey,
and was mainly on the e. side of the river, was
dated in the year named. In 1637 Kilian Van
Renssalaer bought more land on the e. side.
Subsequently the Mohegan became the friends
and allies of the Mohawk, their former adversaries.

In 1641 Ahatsistari, a noted Huron chief,
with only 50 companions, attacked and defeated 300 Iroquois, largely Mohawk, taking

some prisoners. In the preceding summer he
had attacked on lake Ontario a number of large
canoes manned by Iroquois, probably chiefly
Mohawk, and defeated them, after sinking
several canoes and killing a number of their
crews.
In 1642, 11 Huron canoes were
attacked on Ottawa r. by Mohawk and Oneida
warriors about 100 m. above Montreal.

the same year the

In

Mohawk

captured Father
Isaac Jogues, two French companions, and
some Huron allies. They took the Frenchmen
to their villages, where they caused them to

undergo the most cruel tortures. Jogues, by
the aid of the Dutch, escaped in the following
year; but in 1646 he went to the Mohawk to
attempt to convert them and to confirm the
peace which had been made with them. On
May 16, 1646, Father Jogues went to the
Mohawk as an envoy and retiu'ned to Three
Rivers in July in good health. In September
he again started for the Mohawk country to
establish a mission there; but, owing to the
prevalence of an epidemic among the Mohawk
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to the failurie of theii- crops, they accused
Father Jogues of "having concealed certain
charms in a small coffer, which he had left with
his host as a pledge of his return." which caused
them thus to be afflicted. So upon his arrival
in their village for the third time, he and his
companion, a young Frenchman, were seized,
Father
stripped, and threatened with death.
Jogues had been adopted by the Wolf clan of
the Mohawk, hence this clan, with that of the
Turtle, which with the Wolf formed a phratry
or brotherhood, tried to save the lives of the
Frenchmen. But the Bear clan, which formed
a phratry by itself, and being only cousins to
the others, of one of which Father Jogues was
a member, had determined on his death as a
sorcerer.
On Oct. 17, 1646, the unfortunates
were told that they would be killed, but not
burned, the next day. On the evening of the
18th Father Jogues was invited to a supper in
a Bear lodge. Having accepted the invitation,
he went there, and while entering the lodge a
man concealed behind the door struck him
down with an axe. He was beheaded, his head
elevated on the palisade, and his body thrown
The next morning Jogues'
into the river.
companion suffered a similar fate. Father
Jogues left an account of a Mohawk sacrifice
to the god Aii'eskoi (i. e., AregwS^s' gwd', 'the
Master or God of War'). While speaking of
the cruelties exercised by the Mohawk toward
their prisoners, and specifically toward 3
women, he said: "One of them (a thing not
hitherto done) was burned all over her body,
and afterwards thrown into a huge pyre."
And that "at every burn which they caused,
by applying lighted torches to her body, an
old man, in a loud voice, exclaimed, 'Daimon,

and

Aireskoi,

burn

we

offer thee this victim,

thou mayest be

whom we

with
her flesh and render us ever anew victorious
over our enemies.' Her body was cut up, sent
to the various viUages, and devoured."
Megafor thee, that

filled

a contemporary of Father
Jogues, says that when the Mohawk were unfortunate in war they would kfll, cut up, and
polensis
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(1644),

fire for

The

some days and then cat them up.

common

people eat the arms, buttocks ,and

trunk, but the chiefs eat the head and the
heart.'

The

Jesuit Relation for 1646 says that, pro-

perly speaking, the French had at that time

Mohawk, who were their
who gave them the most
trouble, and that the Mohegan (Mahingans or
Mahinganak), who had had firm alliances with
peace with only the
near neighboiu-s and

the Algonkin allies of the French, were then
already conquered by the Mohawk, with whom
they formed a defensive and offensive alliance;
that during this year some Sokoki (AssokSekik)

murdered some Algonkin, whereupon the latter
under a misapprehension, to
massacre some Mohawk, who were then among
them and the French. But, fortunately, it
was discovered from the testimony of two
wounded persons, who had escaped, that the
determined,

murderers spoke a language quite different
from that of the Iroquois tongues, and suspicion was at once removed from the Mohawk,
who then hunted freely in the immediate
vicinity of the Algonkin, N.of the St. Lawrence,
where these hitherto implacable enemies frequently met on the best of terms. At this
time the Mohawk refused Sokoki ambassadors
a new compact to wage war on the Algonkin.

The introduction of firearms by the Dutch
among the Mohawk, who were among the first
them, marked an
important era in their history, for it enabled
them and the cognate Iroquois tribes to subjugate the Delawares and Munsee, and thus
to begin a career of conquest that carried their
of their region to procure

war parties to the Mississippi and to the shores
of Hudson bay.
The Mohawk villages were
in the valley of Mohawk r., N. Y., from the
vicinity of Schenectady nearly to Utica, and
their territory extended n. to the St. Lawrence
and s. to the watershed of Schoharie cr. and

On

the E. branch of the Susquehanna.

the e.

Mahican,
position on

their territories adjoined those of the

who

held

Hudson

r.

From

their

roast a bear,

the E. frontier of the Iroquois confederation
the Mohawk were among the most prominent

to this

of the Iroquoian tribes in the early Indian

and then make an offering of it
war god with the accompanying prayer
"Oh, great and mighty Aireskuoni, we know
that we have offended against thee, inasmuch
as we have not killed and eaten our captive
enemies

we

— forgive

will kill

us

and eat

this.
all

We

hereafter take as certainly as

and now eat

promise that

the captives

we

we have

shall
killed

this bear."
He adds: "Finally,
they roast their prisoners dead before a slow

and

wars

in official negotiations with the colonies,

so that their
tribes of

synonym

name was

frequently used

by the

New England and by
for

the

the whites as a
confederation. Owing to

their position they also suffered

much more

than their confederates in some of the Indian
and French wars. Their 7 villages of 1644 were
reduced to 5 in 1677. At the beginning of the
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Revolution the

Mohawk

took the side of the

British, and, at its conclusion, the larger portion

of them, under Brant and Johnson, removed
to Canada, where they have since resided on

lands granted to them by the British government. In 1777 the Oneida expelled the remainder of the tribe and burned their villages.

Mohawk had

an estimated population of 5,000, which was probably more than
their actual number; for 10 years later they
were estimated at only 2,500. Thenceforward
the}' underwent a rapid decline, caused by
their wars with the Mahican, Conestoga, and
other tribes, and with the PYench, and also by
the removal of a large part of the tribe to
Caughnawaga and other mission villages.
The later estimates of their population have
In 1650 the

been:

1,500 in 1677 (an alleged decrease of

3,500 in 27 years), 400 in 1736 (an alleged
decrease of 1,100 in 36 years), 500 in 1741, 800
in 1765,

500

in 1778, 1,500 in 1783,

1,200 in 1851.
little

and about

These estimates are evidently

better than vague guesses.

In 1884 they

were on three reservations in Ontario: 965 at
the baj' of Quinte near the e. end of lake Ontario,
the settlement at Gibson, and the reserve of
the Six Nations on Grand r. Besides these
there are a few individuals scattered among the
different Iroquois tribes in the United States.
In 1911, the Tyendinaga res. on the bay of
Quinte, contained 1,343; there were 130 (including "Algonquins") at Watha, the former
Gibson band which was removed earlier from
Oka; and the Six Nations included 1,867.

The Mohawk

participitated in the following

treaties with the

United States:

Ft. Stanwix,

N. Y., Oct. 22, 1784, being a treaty of peace
between the United States and the Six Nations
and defining their boundaries; supplemented
by treaty of Ft. Harmar, O., Jan. 9, 1789.
Konondaigua (Canandaigua), N. Y., Nov. 11,
1794, establiishing peace relations with the Six

Nations and agreeing to certain reservations
and boundaries. Albany, N. Y., Mar. 29,
1797, by which the United States sanctioned
the cession by the Mohawk to the state of New

York

of all their lands therein.
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Mahacks.—Schuyler (1699), ibid., iv, 563, 1854.
Mahacqs. Meadows (1698), ibid., 395. Mahakas.

quess.

—

—

—

Mcgapolensis (1644) in N. Y. Hist. Soc.

Mahakes.— Andros

Coll.,

2d

s.

Me.
Mahakinbaas. Hazard
Hist. Soc. Coll., V, 42, 1857.
Mahakinbas.—
Mcgain Am. State Pap., i, 520, 1792.
polensis (1644) in N. Y. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., in, pt. 1,
Mahakobaas. Ibid. Mahaks. Whar1857.
153,
Ill,

pt. 1, 153, 1857.

(1680) in

—

—

ton (1673) quoted

in Hist.

Hist.,

—

Mag., 2d

s.,

.300,

i,

1867.

153, 1858.
Maha— Hist. Mag.,
— Megapolscsis (1644) quoted in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Mahakuasse. — Megapolensis
1856.
496,

Mahakuaas.
kuase.

1st

s., ii,

I,

(1644) quoted

by Vater, Mith.,

Mahakwa.— Shea,

MakquSs.— Denonville (1687)
Makwaes.—
Hist., in, 518, 1853.

Wassehaar (1632) quoted by Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson
R., 58, 1872.

Maqaise.— Bleeker

(1701) in N. Y. Doc.

Maqas.— Doc. of 1676,
— Map of 1614, ibid., i,

Col. Hist., IV, 919, 1854.

Maquaas.

XIII, 500, 1881.

Maquaes.— Doc.

of 1651, ibid., xiii, 28, 1881.

quaese.— Bellomont

Maquais.— NicoUs

—

(1698),

ibid.,

347,

iv,

(1616), ibid., in, 117, 1853.

ibid.,

1856.

Ma1854.

Ma-

Maquas.
quaise. Bleeker
De Laet (1625) quoted by Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson
Maquasas.— Doc. of 1655 in N. Y. Doc.
R., 34, 1872.
Col. Hist., XII, 98, 1877. Maquase.— Doc. of 1678, ibid.,
Maquases. Lovelace (1669), ibid.,
XIII, 528, 1881.
XIII, 439,

(1701), ibid., iv, 920,

—
Maquash. — Romer

1881.

1854.

(1700), ibid., iv,

Maquass.— Talcott (1678), ibid., xiii, 517,
Maquasse.— Doc. of 1687, ibid., in, 432, 1853.

800, 1854.
1881.

Maquees.

— Bradstreet (1680) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.

3d s., VIII, 334, 1843.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., I,
(171,0),

ibid.,

Maques.—Clobery (1633) in N.
Maquese.— Livingston

78, 1856.

1855.

227,

v,

(1662), ibid., Xlii, 227, 1881.
(1687),
(1669),

ibid.,

ibid.,

ill,

437,

xiii,

1853.

439,

(1698), ibid., iv, 430, 1854.
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d

—

Maqueses. Gardner
Maquess. Harmetsen
Maquesyes. Lovelace

—
—

Maquez.— Graham
Maquis.— Davis (ca. 1691)

1881.

s., i,

108, 1825.

Maquoas.

Doc. of 1697 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 75, 1855.
Maquols.—Jes. Rel. for 1647, 34, 1858 (Dutch form).

I.

Maukquogges.

1853.

118,

Rec,

Col.

of

Mauquas.— Salisbury

1794.

Hist., xin, 519,

Mauquauogs.

1881.

Mauquavfogs.

(1637), ibid

Mauquawos.— Williams

— Williams

s.,
,

{ca.

238, 1863.

vi,

s,,

(1648), ibid., 3d

— Williams

in, 180,

s.,

(1678) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

1638) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

Mauquaw.—Williams

— Warner

Mauquaoys.—

140, 1856.

i,

Eliot (1680) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ist

ix, 272, 1846.

4th

vi,

s.,

20L
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Mauques. Andros (1675) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist,
1644
by
1877.
Mawhakes.
Rec.
"f
quoted
XII, 520,
1863.

—

(1650),

ibid.,

—

Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 2, 90, 1848. Mawliauogs.—
Williams (1637) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., vi, 207,
Mawhawkes. Haynes (1648) in Mass. Hist.
1863.
Mawques.— Hubbard
Soc. Coll., 4th s., VI, 358, 1863.
Meguak. Gatschet,
(1680), ibid., 2d s., vi, 629, 1815.
Penobscot MS., 1887 (Penobscot name.) Megual.
Megue. Ibid. Megwe. Ibid. Mequa. VeIbid.
tromile in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 215, 1859 (Abnaki
name). Moacks.— Vaillant (1688) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., in, 528, 1853.
Moak.— Doc. of 1746, ibid x, 54,
1858.
Moawk.— Doc. of 1758, ibid., 679. Mockways.—Wadsworth (1694) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

—

—

—

—

—

,

Mocquages.— Sanford,

102, 1852.

s.,

I,

2d

s.,

VII, 81,

R.

I.

Col.

Mocquayes.

1818.

Rec,

(1657), ibid.,

—Sanford (1657)
—Clarkson
in

Moliaakx.

1856.

362,

I,

MoMoMo-

(1694) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 93, 1854.

liacks.— Colve

liacques.— Doc.
(1696),

1881.
1854.

— Miller

Mohaes.—Pouchot, map

(1758),

—

Mohaks.—Wessells

Mohaq^— Doc.

—Wessells

(1692), ibid., in, 817,

1695, ibid.,

of

(1693),

ibid.,

59.

(1666), ibid., in, 137, 1854.

Mason (1684) in N. H.
Mohaugs. Quanapaug

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

—

Coll., 1st

—

Mohaggs. Livingston (1691), ibid.
Mohags. Livingstone (1702), ibid., iv,

781, 1853.

988, 1854.
1853.

xiii,

Mohacs.

ibid., X, 694, 1858.
Ill,

ibid.,

of 1698, ibid., 337.

183.

ibid.,

478,

(1698), ibid., iv, 393,

(1673),

hacqs.— Meadows

Winthrop

115, 1825.

in N. Y. Doc. Col.

HI,

Hist.,

(1644) in R.

A. A. A. S., .xxvi
1666 in N. Y. Doc

Proc.

in

Col.

Mahau-

Cath. Miss., 208, 1855.

— Mallery

Mauhauks.— Doc.

Mohaqs.

—

Wars,

Mauguawogs.
352, 1877.

pt. 3, sec. 3, 330, 1816.

kes.— Doc. of 1666 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 118,
Mahogs. Church (1716) quoted by Drake,
1853.
Ind.
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s.,

VI,

in

(1675)

206, 1800.

iv,

120,

1854.

Mohaques.
Mohaucks.
ii,

Mass.

200, 1827.
Hist.

Soc.

Mohaukes.— Doc. of 1666
in, 118, 1853.
Mohauks.—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Gardener (1660) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., iii, 154,
Mohawcks. Owaneco's rep. (1700) in N. Y.
1833.
Doc. Col. Hist., IV, 614, 1854. Mohavfkes. Doc. ca,
1642 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., in, 162, 1833.
Mohawks.—Hendricksen (1616) in N. Y. Doc. Col..
Hist., I, 14, 1856.
Mohawques.-Schuyler (1691),
in

—

—

Mohaws.— Conf. of 1774 in Rupp,
801, 1853.
Penn., app., 223, 1846. Mohegs.— Dongan (1688)

ibid.. Ill,

W.

N. Y. Doc. CoL Hist., in, 621, 1853. Mohoakk.—
Schenectady treaty (1672), ibid., xiii, 464, 1881. Mohoakx. Ibid., 465. Moliocks. Vincent (1638) in
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., vi, 29, 1837. Mohocs.—
Boudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1816. Mohoges.
Schuyler (1694) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 82, 1854.
in

—

—

Mohoggs.— Livingston (1711),
Mohogs.— Hogkins (1685) in N.
Hist.,

xni,

226,

Mohoukcs.— Harmetsen
Mohowaugsuck.
Coll., 1st
(ca.

s.,

1881.

1855.

in, 209, 1794.
s.,

vi,

Mohox.—Vaillant

— Doc.

in, 436,

225.

1853.

Mass. Hist. Soc.
Mohowawogs. Williams
in

239, 1863.

Burnet (1720) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

88, 1836.

272,

Mohoks.— Ibid.,

(1687), ibid.,

—Williams (1643)

1638), ibid., 4th

hucks.

v,

H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i,
Moliokes.— Gardner (1662) in N. Y. Doc.

221, 1824.

Col.

ibid.,

—

Mohowks.—

Hist., v, 578, 18.55.

(1688), ibid., ni, 527,

1853.

Mo-

1676 quoted by Drake, Ind. Chron..
Mokaus.—Alcedo, Die. Gcog., iv, 604, 1788.
of
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Mokawkes.— Doc. ca. 16S4 in N. H. Hist.
220, 1824.
Moohags.— Church (1716)

Soc. Coll.,

i,

quoted by
Wars, 50, 1825. Moquaes. Wessells
(1698) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 372, 1854.
Moquakues. Gardener (16G0) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d a..
Ill, 154, 1833.
Moquas.—Andros (1678) in N. Y. Doc.
Drake,

—

Ind.

—

Col. Hist.,

in Mass. Hist. Soc.

wes.— Hubbard
(1669) in E.

(1678),

—
—

Moqui. Doc. of
Mosquaugsett. Baily

(1680), ibid., v, 33.

210, 1825.

s., i,

Rec,

Col.

I.

—Talcott

Moquauks.—Winthrop(1645)
Coll., 2d s., vi, 460, 1815.
Moqua-

Gardener (1652)

Mouhaks.—

274, 1857.

ii,

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., vii, 62,
Mowacks.—Treaty of 1644, ibid., in, 430, 1856.

1865.

in

Mowakes.

—Winthrop (1637),

Bradford

(ca.

Mowhaks.—Bradford

361.

—

(1640), ibid., vi, 159, 1863.

—Gardener (1660),
(1637),
Mowhauks. — Mason (1643),

Mowhakues.

ibid.,

Mowhaugs.—WiUiams

1833.
1846.

—

Mowaks.
Mowhakes. Ibid.,

ibid., 358.

1650), ibid., 431.

3d

s.,

ibid.,

4th

ibid.,

s.,

301,
vii,

first

in the Jesuit Relation for

is

In that of 1672 they .are placed on the
James bay, about the mouth of
Moose r., which, according to Richardson,
of

received

name from them. They are rename Aumonssoniks in

its

ferred to under the

the Proces verbal of the Prise de possession
(1671), but were not represented at the cere-

mony, though Charlevoix asserts the contrary.
Although Dobbs (1744) speaks of them as

Moose River Indians, he locates a village
band on the w. bank of Rainy r., near
Rainy lake, and others on the n. shore of
the
or

in, 152,
ix,

The

1671.

shore

1881.

517,

1690, ibid., 3d

Moquase.

271, 1853.

Ill,

xiii,

ibid.,

them

notice of

1912

v., A.

related to the northern Chippewa.

Some

this lake.

confusion has arisen in regard

the habitat and linguistic connection of

to

Mowhauogs.—Williams (1637), ibid., 3d
Mowhawkes.—Haynes (1643), ibid.,
I, 230, 1825.
Mowhawks.— Clinton (1743) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., VI, 250, 1855. Mowhoake.— Patrick

the tribe from the fact that the geographic
designation "Moosonee" is frequently used to
include all that portion of n. Ontario and

(1637) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

N. Manitoba
from Moose

411,
s.,

1865.

IX, 300, 1846.

Mowhoks.

—Gardener

vii,

s.,

323, 1865.

(1662) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—

225, 1881.
Mowquakes. Gardener (1660) in
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s., in, 152, 1833. Oyanders.
Shea, Cath. Miss., 214, 1855 (probably a Dutch form of
Agniers).
Sankhlcani. Heckewelder quoted by Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, n, 46, 1836 (Delaware
name: 'flint users'). Teakawreahogeh. Macauley,
N. Y.. II, 174, 1829. Tehawrehogeh.— Ibid., 185.
XIII,

—

—

Tehur-Iehogugh. —

Tekau-terigtego-nes.

-Ibid.

Tgarih6ge.

Ibid., 174.

ted in
schet,

Am. Antiq., iv,
Wyandot MS.,

—Pyrlseus MS.

75, 1882.

B. A. E.,

(ca.

1750) quo-

—

Yanieyer6no. Gat1881 (Huron name:

Mohotlath

Mousonee.

(j.

Rep. N.

W.

sept of the

—

A summer

Moisie.

A

{Mo-hotVath).

— Prise de possession

a Nootka tribe. Boas in 6th
Tribes Canada, 32, 1890.

and Naskapi

village of

mouth

Montagnais

Moisie r., on
the N: shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence,
Quebec (Hind, Lab. Penin., i, 290, 1863). In
1911 the Montagnais and Naskapi at Moisie
at

the

of

and Seven Islands numbered

Mokumiks

('red

round

402.

robes').

A band

1892.

{Mang,

(q.v.).

Mahng.

Wm.

Grinnell, Blackfoot

Red Round Robes.—Ibid.,

Mong
pewa

—

Cf.

—Tanner,

Jones,

MS., B. A.

inf'n,

E., 1882.

'loon').

A

Lodge Tales, 210,

—

Mang,.
Ojibwa
Mong.—Warren (1852) in Minn.
314,

1830.

— Gatschet,

Hist. Soo. Coll., V, 44, 1885.

Monsoni

(Mongsoaeythinyuwok,

'moose
Algonquian tribe in
N. Ontario, often classed as a part of the
Cree, to whom they are closely related,
although they seem to be almost as closely
people.'

—Franklin).

An

—

c. t.)

—

—

McMigsoa Eithynin Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, n, 24, 1836.
Mongsoa-eythlnyoowuc. Franklin, Journ. to Polar
Monsaunis. Bacqueville de la
Sea, I, 96, 1824.
Monsonics.
Potherie, Hist. Am. Sept., i, 174, 1753.
Keane in Stanford, Compend., 523, 1878. Monsonies.
Monsonis.
Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, 56, 1824.
rie.

Hist.

Am.

Sept.,

174, 1753.

i,

yook.—Gallatin

—

—Chauvignerie (1736)

in

—

—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Monsounic—Jes.

zonl.— Lahontan, New

—

Rel. 1671, 30, 1858.

Voy.,

i,

231,

1703.

ix, 1054,

MonMoose-

Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, i, 96,
Moose Indians. Horden, Bk. of Common
1824.
Prayer in Language of Moose Indians, title-page, 1859.
Moose River Indians. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 13, 1744.
Morlsons. Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft,
Mousonis.
Ind. Tribes, in, 556, 1853 (misprint).

deer Indians.

225.

gens of the Chip-

Mank.

1906.

—

m.

(1671) in Perrot,

Aumossomiks. Verwyst, Missionary Labours, 232, 1886. Aumoussonnites. Prise de
possession (1671) in Margry, D6c., i, 97, 1875, Crees
of Moose Factory. Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea, i,
Gens de marais. Bacqueville de la Pothe96, 1824.

1855.

Maak.
Narrative,

Aumonssoniks.
M^m., 293, 1864.

—
of

the Piegan division of the Siksika.
Mo-kiim-'lks.

Hudson bay

northward to Nelson r., a
region occupied chiefly by the Maskegon.
The usual and most permanent home of the
Monsoni, however, has been the region of
Moose r.
According to Chauvignerie their
totem was the moose.
In the Indian Aff.
Report for 1911, 320 are enumerated at Moose
Factory and 34 at New Post on the Abitibi,
80 m. above its confliience with Moose r. See

'bear people').

Opitchesaht,

along

stretching
r.

—

McKenney and

—
—

—

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

—
—

iii,

80, 1858.

Nation

of the Marshes.
Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 24, 1744. OuMonssonis. Tailhan, note to Perrot, MSm., 293, 1864.
Wamussonewug. Tanner, Narr., 316, 1830 (Ottawa

—

name)

Montagnais (French

'moimtaineers,' from

the mountainous character of their country).

A

group of closely related Algonquian tribes
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means of support. Mr. Chisholm
them as honest, hospitable, and

in

the soil as a

r.

describes

Quebec, extending Iroui ;ibont St. Maiu'icc
almost to the Atlantic, and from the St.
LawTence to the watershed of Hudson baj'.
The tribes of the group speak several well-

marked

dialects.

They

are the Astouregam-

igoukh, Attikiriniouetch, Bersiamite, Chisedec,

Escoumains, Espamichkon, Ivakouchaki, Mauthsepi,
Miskouaha, Mouchaouaouastiirinoek,
Naskapi,
Nekoubaniste,
Otaguottouemin,
Papinachois,
Oukesestigouek, Oumamiwek,
Tadoussac, and Weperigweia. Their linguistic
relation appears to be closer with the. Cree
of Athabaska lake, or Ayabaskawininiwug,
than with any other branch of the Algonquian

Champlain met them at the mouth
Saguenay in 1603, where they and other
Indians were celebrating with bloody rites the
family.
of the

Six years later

capture of Iroquois prisoners.

he united with them the Hurons and Algonkin
an expedition against the Iroquois. In the

in

first Jesuit Relation, written by Biard (1611-16)
they are spoken of as friends of the French.
From that time their name has a place in
Canadian history, though they exerted no
decided influence on the settlement and growth
of the colony.
The first missionary work

among them was begun

in 1615, and missions
were subsequently estabhshed on the upper
Saguenay and at lake St. John. These were
continued, though with occasional and long
interruptions, until 1776.
The Montagnais
fought the Micmac, and often the Eskimo,
but their chief and inveterate foes were the
Iroquois, who drove them for a time from the
banks of the St. Lawrence and from their
strongholds about the upper Saguenay, com-

pelling
points.

them

313

to seek safety at

more distant

After peace was established between

the French and the Iroquois they returned to

but very superstitious.
Those
to settle on the lower St.
Lawrence appear to be subject to sickness,
which is thinning their numbers. All who have
not been brought directly under rehgious influence are licentious.
Conjuring was much
practised by their medicine-men.
Some of
the early missionaries speak highly of their
They bury their dead
religious susceptibility.
in the earth, digging a hole 3 ft. deep and occasionally lining it with wood. The corpse is
usually laid on its side, though it is sometimes
placed in a sitting position. Above the grave
is built a little birch-bark hut and through a
benevolent,

who were induced

window the relatives thrust bits of tobacco,
venison and other morsels. No reliable estimate can be given of their former numbers,
but it is known that they have greatly decreased from sickness and starvation consequent on the destruction of game. In 1812
they were supposed to number about 1,500;
in 1857 they were estimated at 1,100, and in
1884 they were officially reported at 1,395,
living at Betsiamits (Bersimis), Escoumains,
Godbout, Grand Romaine, Lake St. John, and
Mingan, in Quebec. In 1911 they, together
with the Naskapi, numbered, according to
the Canadian ofiicial report, 2,302, distributed
as follows: Bersimis, 550; Escoumains, 54;

Natashkwan, 73; Grand Romaine, 259; Lake
John, 583; Mingan, 198; St. Augustine,
183; Seven Islands and Moisie, 402.
Consult Chamberlain in Ann. Archaeol. Rep.

St.

Ontario 1905, 122, 1906.

The bands and

villages of the Montagnais
Ashuapmuchuan, Attikameg,
Chicoutimi,
Eskimo
Esp6rance,

are: Appeelatat,

Bonne

Point, Godbout,

He Perc^e

miu

(mission),

Ilets

reducing their numbers. Turner (11th Rep.
B. A. E., 1894) says they roam over the areas
s. of Hamilton inlet as far as the gulf of St.

(mission), Itamade Jeremie (mission),
Kapiminakouetiik, Mauthsepi, Mingan, Moisie,
Mushkoniatawee, Muskwaro, Nabisipi, Natashkwan, Pashashibu, Piekouagami, Rom-

Lawrence.

aine,

and

their

usual haunts.

Lack

of

proper food,

epidemics, and contact with civihzation are

ly

known.

Their western limits are imperfectThey trade at all the stations

along the accessible coast, many of them at
Rigolet and Northwest River. Sagard, in 1632,

them as Indians of the lowest type
Canada. Though they have occasionally
fought with bravery, they are comparatively
timid.
They have always been more or less
nomadic, and, although accepting the teachings of the missionaries, seem incapable of
resigning the freedom of the forest for life in
villages, nor can they be induced to cultivate
described
in

St.

Augustine.
(j.

—

Algonkin Inferieures. Hind., Lab.
Jes.
1863. Algonqulns Inferieurs.

—

M.

c. T.)

Penin.,

ii,

10

Rel., in, index,

Bergbewohner.—Walch, map of Am., 1805
Chauhagueronon. Sa(German: 'Mountaineers').
gard (1632), Hist. Can., iv, 1866 (Huron name). Chauoironon.— Ibid. Kebiks. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v,
40, 1855 (on account of their warning cry of "Kebikl"
when approaching in canoes the swift water of the St.
Lawrence near Quebec). Lower Algonklns. Jefferys,
Montagnais.—Jes. Rel.
Fr. Doms., pt. 1, 46, 1761.
1858.

—

—

—

Montagnaits.—Jes. Rel. 1633, 3, 1858.
Montagnards.—Jes. Rel. 1632, 5, 1858. Montag-

1611, 8, 1858.
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mars.— Champlain

(Euvrcs,

(1600),

Montagn6s.—Champlain

(1603),

iii,

ibid.,

l'J4,

1870.

9,

1870.

ii,

— Rel.
(1603), (Euvies,
— Lahontan, New Voy., 207,
288, 1865 (misprint).
rets.— Me. Hist. Soc.
Montagues. — McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes,
1854 (misprint). Montaignairs. — Champlain (1015),
Montalgners. — Champlain
22,
1870.
<Eu\'res,
Montaignes. — Champlain (1603),
113.
(1618),
Montaignets.— Ibid. (1609),
u, 49, 1870.
Montainiers. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
144.
40,
Montanaro. — Hervas
1855.
1785) (luoted by
Montaniak. —
Vater, Mith.,
347, 1816.
Montagnets.

IGU,

Jes.

— Champlain

Montagnez.
1870.
MontagMontag1703.

15, 1858.
8,

ii,

nols.

i,

Coll.,

i,

iii,

81,

iv,

ibid.,

v, pt.

ibid.,

v,

1,

(en.

pt. 3, sec. 3,

Gatschet,

10,

of

Bellin,

pt. 6,

in

(rai.sprint).

Am.

Ethnol. Soc,

ish.— Mass.

ii,

Hist.

eiii,

Soc.

Sheshatapooshsho-

1848.
Coll.,

1st

s.,

vi,

16,

18C0.

in

Jour.

ShoudSmunk. — Peyton

quoted by Lloyd
29, 1875 ('good Indians':

Inst., iv,
Beothuk
Skatapushoish. Keane in Stanford, ConiSketapushoish. Mass. Hist. Soc.
Tshe-tsi-uetin-euerno.
1st s., VI, 16, 1800.

Anthrop.

—

name).

—

pend., 536, 1878.
Coll.,

Hind, Lab. Penin.,
northeast':

mees.

1912

may

have been a part of the Naskapi.
Mont- Peles. Keane in Stanford, Compcnd., 5'23,
1878.
Nation des Monts pelez. — .Tes. Rel. 1601, 29,

—

1858.

Mooachaht

('deer

the N. side of Nootka

A

people').

on

tribe

Vancouver id. This
is the tribe to which the term Nootka was
applied by the discoverers of Vancouver id.
sd.,

Pop. 135 in 1911. Their principal village is
Yuquot. The noted Maquinna (q. v.) wa.s

6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890. Mooach-aht.—
Can. Ind. Aff., 188, 1883. Mooacht-aht.— Ibid., 357,

3, sec. 3,

Ji,

v., A.

1863) thinks they

i,

—

—
New Voy., 230, 1703. Mountanees. —Vater, Mith.,
Neconbavistes. — Lattrf, map,
pt.
344, 1816.
1784 (misprint). Ne-e-no-il-no. — Hind, Lab. Pcnin.,
1863 ('perfect people', one
the names used by
Nat,
themselves). Nehiroirinl. — Kingsley,
Stand.
Nekoubanistes.—
map,
Hist.,
149, 1885.
Neloubanistes. — Esnauts and Rapilly, map,
1755.
Sheshatapoosh. — Gallatin
Trans.
1777
pt.

ii,

chief of this tribe in 1803.

—

Mountain Indians.

Hist.,

Penin.,

Penobscot MS., 1887 (Penobscot, name)
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., vi, 16,
Kingsley, Stand. Nat.
Mountaneers. Lahontan,
6, 149, 1885.

Mountaineers.
1800.

Hind (Lab.

Ii,

name used by

—Tanner,

—

101, 863 ('people of the north-

Narr.,

Uskwawgo-

themselves).

316,

Ussagfene'wi.

1830.

—

—

Bo-wat-chat. Swan in Smithson. Cont., xvi, 56, 1870.
Bowatshat. Swan, MS., B. A. E. Moachet.
Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1862. Mo'atcath. Boas in

—

—

1897.

—

—

Ibid.,

52,

Life,

308,

1868.

Moo-cha-ahts.

aht.— Sproat,

Sav.

MoouchMouchatha.—

1875.

—

Mowaches. Armstrong, Oregon,
Mo-watch-its.— Jewitt, Narr., 36, 1849.
136, 1857.
Mowatshat. Swan, MS., B. A. E. Mowitchat.
Swan in Smithson. Cont., xvi, 56, 1870. Nootka.
Swan, MS., B. A. E.

—
—

—

Schedule of Reserves, Can. Ind.

Aff.,

Suppl. to .^nn.

Rep., 82, 1902.

Moodyville Saw Mills. The local name
body of Salish of Fraser River algeney,

for a

Brit. Col.; pop. 86 in 1889.

Moodyville Saw Mills.
Moonyville

—Can.

268, 1890.

Rep. 1886, 229, 1887.

Saw

Ind.

Mills.

AfT.

Rep.

—Can.

1889,

Ind.

AfT.

(Misprint).

Gatschet, Penobscot M.S., 1887 ('people of the outlet'
Penob.scot

[Howittl:

Ussaghenick.

name).

—A'etro-

mile, Abnakis, 50, 1866 (Etchimin name),

An Ath,<ipascan group, comChipewyan, Athabaska, Etheneldeli, and Tat.sanottine tribes, which, though
now Uving on the plains and in the valleys
of Canada, migrated from the Rocky mts.
For
Petitot, Diet. Dene-Dindjic, xx, 1876.
synonymy, see Chipewyan.
Montagnais.
the

prising

Montagnard. An ethnic and geographic
Athapascan group comprising the Tsattine,
.Sarsi, Sekani, and Nahane tribes living in, and
near, the Rock}' mts. of western Canada. The
name was also formerly applied to the eastern
Algonquian people now known as Montagnais.
Montagnardes.
143, 1885.
ji6,

XX,

— Kingsley,

Stand. Nat. Hist., pt.

Montagnards.— Petitot,

1876.

Mountaineers.

Diet.

— Morgan

Mooshkaooze
Chippewa,

6,

Dend-Diudin

N. Am.

Rev., 58, 1870.

Monts Peles. A tiibe, called from the
nature of their country the Nation des Monts
Peles ('nation of the bare mountains'), living
in the e. portion of Quebec in 1661.*

('heron').

A

gens of

——

Moosli-ka-oo-ze'. Morgan, Anc. Soc., 166, 1877Moshika'u'sig. ^Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906.

Moravians. Mahican, Munsee, and Delawares who followed the teachings of the
Moravian brethren and were by them gathered into villages apart from their tribes. The
majority were Munsee. In 1740 the Moravian
missionaries began their

Shekomeko

work

at the

—

shore

of gulf

originally,

tribe

pointe des

of St.

living near pointe des

Monts

Lawrence, long.

usually considered as the

mouth

Pel^s

—on

W., and
Lawrence r.

67''-15'

of the St.

north

Mahican

New

York. Meeting
with many obstacles there, they removed
with their converts in 1746 to Pennsylvania,
where they built the new mission village of
Friedenshuetten on the Susquehanna.
Here
they were more successful and were largely
recruited from the Munsee and Delawares,
almost all of the former tribe not absorbed
by the Delawares finally joining them. They
made another settlement at Wyalusing, but on
the advance of the white population removed
to Beaver r. in w. Pennsylvania, where they
village of

in

built the village of Friedensstadt.

*The name indicates a

Monts

the

q. v.

They

re-

maine(I here about a year, and in 1773 re-

moved

to

bourhood

Muskingum

r.

in Ohio, in the neigh-

of the others of their tribes,

and
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occupied the three villages of Gnadenhuetten,
Salem, and Schoenbrunn. In 1781, during the
border troubles of the Revolution, the Hurons

removed them
and iSoioto, in

Sandusky

to the region of the

Motwainaiks

(licm from the hostility of the frontiers-

treacherously attacked

when they were

by a party

of border

and the greater part massacred in the
most cold-blooded manner, after which their
villages were buined.
The remaining Moravians moved to Canada in 1791, under the
leadership of Zeisberger, and built the village
of Fairfield on the Thames in Orford tp.,
Kent CO., Ontario. In 1813, their village was
burned by the American troops.
In 181.5,
they returned and built New Fairfield now
Moravaniantown on the opposite bank from
the old town.
The number in 1884 was 27.5,
but had increased in 1911, according to the
Canadian official report, to 335. There were
until recently a few in Franklin co., Kans.
ruffians

—

—

Sec Missions.

(j.

Big Beavers.— Rupp, W. Pa

m.

c. t.)

band

of the

225,

Tale.s,

Mouchaouaouastiirinioek. A MontagnCanada in the 17th century Jes.

—

ais tribe of

Rel. 1643, 38, 1858.

men. The next spring a party of about 140
were allowed to return to their abandoned
villages to gather their corn,

A

('all chiefs').

Piegan division of the Siksika.
All Chiefs.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
1892.
Mo-twai'-naiks.— Ibid., 209.

prevent their

n. Ohio, either to

giving information to the colonists or to protect

315

Mous

{Mo"s,

Chippewa,

q. v.

A

'moo.se').

— Gatschet, Chippewa MS.,
— Wm. Jones,
1906.

Mons.
Mo"s.

inf'n,

A.

Chippewa

gens

one of

its

of

the

1882.

K.,

— Tanner,

(1852) in Minn.

1885.,

A

{Mo''sone, 'moose').

of the
is

B.

Moons.

Mous.— Warren

Narrative, 314, 1830.
Hist. Soc. Coll., V, 45.

Mousonee

gens

phratry

The Mous (Moose)

(q. v.).

leading gentes, as

is

Waubishashe (Marten).
Warren
phratry the Waubishashe group.

—
—

also the

calls
(j.

Gens de Orignal. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 33,
(same?).
Monsone. Warren in Minn. Hist.

—

the

m.)
1744
Soc.

M6"8one. Wm. Jones,
inf'n, 1906.
Monsoni. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 33, 1744
(same?). Mosonique.
Ibid. (.same?). Mous-o-neeg.
Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 50, 1885.
Coll., V, 44,

1885 (misprint?).

—
—

—

Muchalat.
arm of Nootka

A Nootka
sd.,

tribe on Muchalat
w. coast of Vancouver id.;
Their principal village is

47, 1846 ("Chri-tian
Indians or Big Beavers," because of their residence about
1770 on (Big )Beaver cr. in w. Pa.), Christian Indi-

pop. 52 in

ans.

Match-clats. Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1862. Matchitl-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1884, 186, 1885. Michallts.—
Armstrong, Oregon, 136, 1857. Mich-Ia-its. Jewitt,
Narr., 36, 1849.
Mo'tclath.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 31, 1890.
Muchalaht.— Brit. Col. map,

,

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 495, 1855 (frequently
used as synonymous with Munsee, but properly refers
only to those of the tribe under Moravian teachers).
Moravins.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 65, 1906 (misprint).

Moss-bag.

Some

Athapascan and
w. Canada never
use cradles for their infants, but employ instead a "moss-bag," made of leather or skin,
lined in winter with hare skins.
A layer of
moss is put in, and upon this is placed the
babe, naked and properly secured.
"This
machine," says Bernard Ross (Smithson. Rep.
1866, 304), "is an excellent adjunct to the rearing of children up to a certain age, and has
become almost, if not universally, adopted in
the families of the Hudson's Bay Company's
employees." Consult also Milton and Cheadle,
N. W. Passage, 3d ed., 8.5, 1865. (a. t. c.)
Cree Indians

of

of the

extreme

N.

Motahtosiks {Mo-tah'-tos-iks, 'many medA band of the Siksika. Grinnell,

—

icines').

Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 208, 1892.

Motahtosiks.
Conjurers.
Medicines.
1892.

— Morgan,
— Grinnell,

A band
.\nc.

of the Piegan.

Soc,

Blackfoot

Mo-tah-'tos-iks.— Ibid.,

1877.

171,

Lodge
209.

Many

Tales,

225,

Mo-ta'-to-sls.

Morgan, Anc. Soc. 171, 1878. Mo-ta'-tots.
JOthnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.. 264, 1862.

— Hayden,

1911.

Cheshish.

—

—

1872.

Muchlaht.—Sproat,

Mukchiath.
Nootka

tribe.

Canada,

32,

Muncey.
CO.,

A

— Bo.as

name.)

—

J.

in

of the Toquart, a
6th Rep. N. W. Tribes

1890.

A Munsee

Ontario, on the

A"'ti-ha"'.

Sav. Life, 308, 1868.

sept

village in Middlesex

Thames

N. B. Hewitt,

r.

inf'n,

1887 (Tuscarora

Munceytown. — Common name.

Mundua

{Mondawd, 'one that keeps calling
word used
for the whippoorwill by the Chippewa about
Kenora, lake of the Woods. W.J.).
A
tribe, or supposed tribe, which the Chippewa
claim to have exterminated at an early period,
with the exception of a remnant incorporated
into their tribe and whose descendants constitute the Wabezhaze or Marten gens.
The
or sounding [through the nightl'; a

—

statements in regard to them, if identified with
the Mantouek of the Jesuit writers, are at
variance,

groups.

and may

relate

The Mantoue

of 1640 are

to

two

different

of the Jesuit Relation

placed apparently on the upper
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peninsula of Michigan, not far w. of Sault
In the
Ste. Marie, a little n. of the Noquet.

Lehigh

Relation of 1858 they appear to be placed
farther w. and associated with the Sioux. In

New Jersey line. They had the Mahican and
Wappinger on the n. and e., and the Delawares
on the s. and s. e., and were regarded as the
protecting barrier between the latter tribe
and the Iroquois. Their council village was

the Relation of 1671 apparently the same
people appear to be situated under the name
Nantoue, near Fox r. and in the vicinity of
the Miami band, which once resided in this
region with or near the Mascoutens.

In the

by Warren, the scene of the
between the Chippewa and this people
indefinite, but the period assigned appears

tradition given
conflict
is

to antedate the entrance of the people into
Wisconsin, and thus Schoolcraft interprets it.

The

Warren's ascan be considered history, is
so exaggerated and indefinite as to date and
locality as to render doubtful the propriety of
identifying the Mundua of the tradition with
the Mantouek of the Jesuit writers. Moreover,
tradition, notwithstanding

sertion that

it

Warren's tradition in regard to the Marten
gens cannot be reconciled with the tradition
regarding the Mundua and with what is stated

by the Jesuit Relations in regard to the
Mantouek. It has been suggested that Amikwa, Noquet, and Mundua or Mantouek,
respectively Beaver, Bear, and Whippoorwill
gentes, are all names for one and the same
people.

(j.

Mantoue.—Jes.

Rel. 1640, 34, 1858.

M.

Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist. Am.,

Mantouek.

ec— Map
1856.

1850.
Coll.,

—

Jes. Rel.

1658, 21, 1858.

ii,

1753.

81,

Mantoueou-

of 1671 (?) in Wis. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

131,

iii,

Meendua.— Ramsay in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 83,
Mun-dua.—Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc.
Mundwa. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
V, 50, 1885.

T, 39, 1855.

Munsee

NantoUe'.—Jes.

Rel. 1671, 42, 1858.

{Min-asin-ink, 'at the place where

stones are gathered together.'

— Hewitt).

of the three principal divisions of the

the others being the

from

c. T.)

Mantouecks.—

whom

Unami and

One

Delawares

Unalachtigo,

their dialect differed so

much

that

they have frequently been regarded as a disAccording to Morgan they have
tinct tribe.
the same three gentes as the Delawares proper,
viz, WoK (Tookseat), Turtle {Pokekooungo)

and Turkey

(Pullaook).
Brinton says these
were totemic designations for the three geographic divisions of the Delawares and had
no reference to gentes (see Delaware). However this may be, the Wolf has commonly been
regarded as the totem of the Munsee, who
have frequently been called the Wolf tribe of

the Delawares.

The Munsee

originally occupied the head-

waters of Delaware r. in
and Pennsylvania,

Jersey,

New

York,

extending

New
s.

to

r.,

and

also held the

Hudson from the

w. bank of the

Catskill mts. nearly to the

Minisink, probably in Sussex co., N.J. According to Ruttenber they were divided into
Minisink, Waoranec, Warranawonkong,
Mamekoting, Wawarsink, and Catskill. The
Minisink formed the principal division of the
Munsee, and the two names have often been
confounded.
The bands along the Hudson
were prominent in the early history of New
York, but, as white settlements increased, most
of them joined their relatives on the Delaware.
In 1756 those remaining in New York were
placed upon lands in Schoharie co. and were
the

incorporated with the
ulent treaty,
chase," the

known

By

Mohawk.
as

main body

a fraud-

the "Walking Purof the

Munsee was

forced to remove froin the Delaware about

the year 1740, and settled at Wyalusing on

by
removed
to Alleghany r.. Pa., where some of them had
settled as early as 1724. The Moravian missionaries had already begun their work among
them (see Missions; Moravians), and a considerable number under their teaching drew
off from the tribe and became a separate
the Susquehanna on lands assigned them
the Iroquois.

Soon

after this they

The others moved w. with the
Delawares into Indiana, where most of them
were incorporated with that tribe, while others
joined the Chippewa, Shawnee, and other
organization.

tribes, so that the

Munsee

practically ceased

to exist as an organized body.

Many

moved

their rela-

tives,

Canada and settled near
the Moravian Indians.
to

re-

On account of the connection of the Munsee
with other tribes, it is impossible to estimate
In 1765 those
their numbers at any period.
on the Susqueh3,nna were about 750. In 1843
those in the United States were chiefly with
the Delawares in Kansas, and numbered about
200, while others were with the Shawnee and
In
Stockbridges, besides those in Canada.
1885

the only

Munsee

officially

recognized

United States were Uving with a band
of Chippewa in Franklin co., Kans., both together numbering only 72. The two bands were
in the

united in 1859, and others are incorporated
with the Cherokee in Oldahoma, having

them about 1868. These Munsee were
more commonly known in recent years as

joined
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In Canada the band of Munsee

"Chi-istians."

Chippewa on Thames r., in
Middlesex co., Ontario, numbered

settled with the

Caradoc

tp.,

119 in 1886, while the Moravians, who are
mainly Munsee, living near them in Orford
township, Kent

co.,

numbered 275

in

1884.

According to the Indian Affairs Dept. Rep. for
1911, the Moravians of the Thames numbered
335 persons, and the "Munsees of the Thames"
numbered 112. There are also a few with the
Stockbridges at Green Bay agency, Wis.
The Munsee have been parties to the following treaties with the United States: Treaty
of Fort Industry, O., July 4, 1805, with the

Ottawa, Wyandot, and other tribes. Appendix
Menominee treaty with the United States
at Green Bay, Wis., Oct. 27, 1832, by the
Stockbridges, Munsee, Brothertons, and others.
Treaty of Stockbridge, Wis., Sept. 3, 1839, by
Stockbridges and Munsee. Treaty of Stockto the

bridge, Wis., Feb.

1856,

5,

amending treaty

of the

Delaware gentes;

three

divisions

in

N.

Quebec.

— Stearns^

Muskeg

Inris.,

Co.,

8,

—

Mincces. Winfield, Hudson
121, 1861.
Minci. Morgan, League Iroq., map,
1874.
Minissi.— Barton, New Views, app., 2, 1798.
Minseys. Heckewelder in Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, n.

—

1851.

—

IV,

s.,

in

368,

Mlnsimlni.—Walam

1834.

Olura (1833)
Stuyve-

Mlnsis.

Brinton Lenape Leg., 214, 1885.

—

sant (1660) quoted by Ruttenber, Tribes Hudson R.,
Moncey.—Writer of 1842 in Day, Penn.,
140, 1872.
1843.

640,

Monsays.— Croghan

(1765)

in

Monthly

—

(1756) in

Monsees. Barton, New
Monseys. Ft. Johnson conference
Col.
Hist.,
vii, 178, 1856.
Monsi.
N. Y. Doc.

German

Flats Conference (1770) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

Am.

Jour. Geol., 271, 1831.

—

Views, xxvii, 1797.

—Vater,

Mith., pt.

Hist., VIII, 243, 1857.

sec.

3,

3,

367,. 1816.

Monsys.

Monsles.—

— Loskiel, Hist. Mission

United Breth., pt. 3, 119, 1794. Monthees.— Aupaiimut (1791) in Brinton, Lenape Leg., 45, 1885.
Montheys.
Brinton, Lenape Leg., 36, 1885.
Munceys.

—

—

Schoolcraft,

Ind.

Tribes,

495,

v,

1855.

Muncies.^

Washington-Irvine Corr.,
377, 1882.
Muncy.— Rupp, West. Pa., 178, 1846.
Munsays. Hutchins (1778) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
VI, 714, 1857.
Munsees.— Trader (1778) in SchoolWriter of 1782

in Butterfiold,

—

Ind. Tribes,

craft,

iii,

1853.

561,

—

Mun-see-wuk.
1871.
Munses. —

Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 289,
Croghan (176.5) in Rupp, West Pa.,

1798.

3,

173,

1846.

in

Hist., VII, 285, 1856.
sec.

app.,

— Easton Conference (1757) N. Y. Doc. Col.
Munseyis. — Vater, Mith.,
Munsi. — Barton, New Views,
367, 1816.

Munsey.

pt. 3,

x,

Munsles.—Croghan
Nunseys.

Rupp, West. Pa.,
Bouquet Exped., 89,

(1768) in

Munsy.— Smith,

app., 181, 1846<

— Delaware

treaty (1765) in N. Y.
1856 (misprint).
Ptukslt.
Brinton, Lenape Leg., .39, 1885 ('Round foot', referring
to the Wolf; the toteniic designation of the Munsee).
Took'-seat.— Morgan, Ann. Soc, 172, 1878 ('Wolf, one
1760.

Doc. Col. Hist.,

VII, 741,

—

village

maskydgi,

Labrador, 271, 1884.

'grassy

Kickapoo,

muskig;

(Chippewa,
bog.'

— W.J.).

Low, wet

swamp, the equivCanadian French. A word
parts of Ontario, w. and n. w.

land; a quagmire, marsh,
alent of savanne in

much used

in

Canada, and the adjoining regions of the
United States; spelled also maskeg. In the
(a. f. c.)
N. W. muskeg is the usual form.

Muskwaro.
A former Montagnais rendezvous and mission station on the n. shore
of the gulf of St. Lawrence, opposite Anticosti
id.
The Indians deserted it in recent years
for

Romaine.

Bd., 92, 1911.

way

Montagnais

shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence,

quarro.

—

A

Mushkoniatawee.
on the

Humenthi.—Gatschet, Shawnee

MS., B. A. E. 1882
(Shawnee name; pi. Humenthigi, from minethl, 'island').
Mantuas. Authority of 1840 quoted by Jones, Ojeb-

—
—

are

Aupaumut

of

1839.

3,

according to Brinton

Wemlntheew.
not gentes).
Brinton, Lenape Leg., 20, 1885
(1791)
Mahican name). Wolf tribe of the Dela wares.
The Munsee have frequently been so called.
these

Treaty at Sac and Fox agency,
Kans. July 16, 1859, in connection with certain Chippewa.
(j. m.)
Sept.

317

— McLean, Hudson
— Hind, Lab. Benin.,

Mashquaro.
Maskouaro.

313,

—

1881

Ibid.,

Bay,

Muskwaro.

26.

Can.

Musquahanos.— Can.

(applied

band

the

to

Musquarro.— Hind,

Lab. Benin.,

Muskwoikakenut
shoots bears with

ii,

53,

180, 1863.

ii,

1849.

Mas-

Geographic

Ind. AfT. 1880,

there;

misprint?).

133, 1863.

ii,

{Mus-kwoi-kd-ke-nut, 'He

A

arrows').

Cree

band

so called after its chief, living in 1856 in the
vicinity of

Ft.

de Prairie, Saskatchewan.
Philol. Mo. Val, 237,

Hayden, Ethnog. and
1862.

Muskwoikauepawit

{Mus-kwoi-kdu-e-pdCree band, so called
after its chief, living in 1856 about Ft. de
Hayden, Ethnog. and
Prau-ie, Saskatchewan.

A

wil, 'standing bear').

—

Philol.

Mo.

Val., 237, 1862.

Musquash. A name

for the

muskrat (Fiber

used in Canada and n. and w.
portions of the United States. In early writings
on Virginia the forms mussasms and musquassus (Capt. John Smith, 1616), inuscassus (Hakzihelhicus),

and others occur. Cognate words
Algonquian dialects are the Abnaki
muskwessu, and the Chippewa miskioasi, signifying 'it is red,' which was therefore the
luyt, 1609),
in other

original signification

of

whereof Smith's word

the Virginian

name

a corruption, and
referred to the reddish colour of the animal.
is

(a. f. c.)

Musqueatn. A Cowichan

tribe

occupying

the N. porton of the Eraser delta, Brit. Col.;

pop. 98 in 1911.

Male

is

their village.
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Miskwlam.

— Tolmie

and Dawson, Vocabs., Brit.
Mlsqueam.—Can. Ind. Aff. for 1880,

Col., 119b, 1884.

316,

1881.

Musqueam.— Ibid.,

1901,

pt.

ii,

158.

Musqueeam. — Ibid., 1877, LI. Musqucom. — Ibid.,
1902, 72.
OmE' ckoyim.— Boas in 64th Bep. Brit.
Omuski'Em. Hill-Tout in EthA. A. S., 454, 1894.

—

nol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902.

Mussundumtno

('water snake')

— Tanner,

Given as one of the totems
among the Ottawa and Chippewa. It may
be an Ottawa totem, as it is not mentioned
by Morgan or Warren.
Narr., 314, 1830).

A name

Mustoo.

Dawson

given by

to a

supposed town on Hippa id., Queen Charlotte
ids., Brit. Col., but in reality the word is a
corruption of Nast6, the Haida name for
Hippa id., on which there were several towns
See Alanus, Gatga-inans, Sulu-sHns. (j.r.s.)

Muswasipi (cognate with Chippewa MoswaThe name of one

siM, 'moose river.'— W.J.)

.

Upeshipow, an AlgonUngava, living in 1770 on

of the divisions of the

quian tribe

Moose
Exped.,

of

Ontario.

n.

r.,

— Richardson,

Arctic

38, 1851.

II,

Mutsiks

A

(Miit'-siks, 'braves').

society of

the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All Comrades, in the

Piegan tribe; it consists of tried warriors.
Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

Myeengun

{Ma'i'ngfm, 'wolf').

the Chippewa,

Mah-een-gun.
B. A. E,, 1882.

My-een'-gun.

gens of

q. v.

— Warren

Coll., V, 44, 1885.

A

in

Minn. Hist. Soc.

Ma'i'ngan.— Wm.

Jones, inf'u, 1900.

(1852)

Ma'-lngan.

— Morgan,

—Gatschet, Ojibwa MS.,

Anc. Soc, 106, 1877.

Mythology. The mythology of the North
American Indians embraces the vast and complex body of their opinions regarding the genesis, the functions, the history and the destiny
not only

of

themselves but

also

of

every

subjective and of every objective phenomenon,
principle,

or thing of their past or present

environment which in any marked manner
had affected their welfare.
Among savage tribal men a myth is primarily
and essentially an account of the genesis, the
functions, the history, and the destiny of a
humanized fictitious male or female personage
or being who is a personification of some body,
principle, or

phenomenon

of nature, or of a

faculty or function of the mind,

and who per-

forms his or her functions by imputed inorenda, or
lierent
magic power, and by
whose being and activities the inchoate reasoning of such men sought to explain the
existence and the operations of the bodies and

v., A.

1912

Such a being or
personage might and did personify a rock, a
tree, a river, a plant, the earth, the night,
the storm, the summer, the winter, a star, a
the principles of nature.

dream, a thought, an action, or a series of
actions, or the ancient or prototype of an
animal or a bird. Later, such a being, always
humanized in form and mind, may, by his
assumed absolute and mysterious control of
the thing or

phenomenon

personified,

become

a hero or a god to men, through his relations
with them— relations which are in fact the
action and interaction of

men

A

of their environments.

with the things

mythology'

is

com-

posed of a body of such myths and fragments
thereof. But of course no myth that has come
down to the present time is shnple. Myths
and parts of myths have necessarily been

employed to define and explain other myths
or other and new phenomena, and the way from
the first to the last is long and often broken.
Vestigial myths, myths whose meaning or
symbolism has from any cause whatsoever
become obscured or entirely lost, constitute a
great part of folk-lore, and such myths are
also called folk-tales.

A

study of the

lexic derivation of the

"myth" and "mythology"

will

terms

not lead to a

definition and interpretation of
denoted by either term, for the genesis
of the things so named was not understood
when they received these appellations. In its
broadest sense, mythos in Greek denoted
whatever was uttered by the mouth of man
a saying, a legend, a story of something as
understood by the narrator, a word. But in
Attic Greek it denoted also any prehistoric
story of the Greeks, and these were chiefly
stories of gods and heroes, which were, though
this fact was unknown to the Greeks them-

satisfactory

what

is

selves,

phenomena

of nature.

And when

the

meaning it fell into
discredit, because the origin and true character of myths not being understood, these
prehistoric stories, by the advance in knowledge, came into disrepute among the Greeks
term received

this specific

themselves, and, after the rise of Christianity,

they were condemned as the wicked fables of
a false religion. Hence, in popular usage, and
quite apart firom the study of mythology, the

term "myth" denotes what is in fact nonexistent
a nothing with a name, a story
without a basis of fact "a nonentity of which
an entity is affirmed, a nothing which
said
to be something."
Besides mylhos in Greek,
logos, signifying 'word,' was employed origin-

—

—

i.-^
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with approximately the same meaning in
ordinary speech at the time of Homer, who
But
sometimes used them interchangeably.
ally

strictly speaking, there

the beginning which,

was a difference from
by the need for pre-

cision in diction, finally led to a

wide diver-

gence in the signification of the two terms.
Logos, derived from legeiyi, 'to gather,' was
seldom used by Homer to denote 'a saying, a
speaking, or a signification,' but to denote
usually

gathering,' or, strictly,

'a

casting up, or counting.

came

to

mean not only

'a

telling,

In time, this term
the inward constitu-

outward form

tion but the
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of thought,

and

denote exact thinking or reason
not only the reason in man, but the reason
in the universe— the Divine Logos, the Volition of God, the Son of God, God Himself.
finally to

mon-sense of the community, and which, later,
owing to its imputation of apparently impossible attributes to fictitious personages to
account for the operations of nature, became,
by the growing knowledge of man, a myth.
A myth is of interest from three view-points,
namely, (1) as a literary product embodying
a wondrous story of things and personages;
(2) for

the character of the matter

it

contains

human thought and the
human experience and (3)

as expressive of

in-

terpretation of

for

the purpose of comparison with the mj-ths of
alien or of cognate peoples

and

for the data

contains relating to the customs, arts,
archa;ology of

people

the

it

and

among whom

it

exists.

With the

it is as yet imposwith satisfactory clearness all

available data,

sible to define

It is so

or men-beings of the

is

employed in the opening lines of the
chapter of the Gospel of St. John. Such
a brief outline of the uses of the two terms

the objective realities of the personal agencies

first

In Indian thought these personages are con-

which in their primal signification formed the
term "mytholog}'^," from which but little can
be gathered as to what constitutes a myth.

stantly associated in function, and sometimes

Up

to a certain point, there

substantial

is

agreement among students in the use of the
term myth. But this means but little. To
the question, What is the natiu-e and origin
of a myth? wholly different replies, perplexing
in number, are given, and for this reason the
study of mythology, of a definite body of
myths, has not yet become a science. By
careful study of adequate materials a clue
to the meaning and significance of myths may
be found in the apprehension vague in the

—

beginning, increasingly definite as the study
progresses

— that

all

these things, these tales,

these gods, although so diverse, arise from one

simple though

common

basis or motive.

Every body, element, or phenomenon

of

nature, whether subjective or objective, has
its

myth

or story to account for

manner

history and

of action.

its

origin,

Portions of

these myths, especially those concerning the

most striking objects

of

an environment, are

American Indian myths.

they exercise derivative powers or are joined

mysterious kinship groups, always com-

in

bining the symbolism of personified objective

phenomena with imputed

life, mind, and voand with the exercise of attributed
orenda, or magic power, of diverse function
and potency
Moreover, the size and the
muscular power of the objective reality personified have little, if any, relation to the
strength of the orenda exercised by the man-

lition,

being.

To

explain in part the multiform

of different

phenomena

and successive environments, the

philosophic ancestors of the Indians of to-day

subconsciously imputed mind and immortal
to every object and phenomenon in nature,
and to nearly every faculty and affection of
Concomitantly
the human mind and body
life

with this endowment of lifeless things with life
and mind was the additional endowment with
orenda, which differed in strength and function
with the individual. These dogmas underlie
the mythology and religion of all the Indians,

woven together by some master mind into a
cycle of myths, and a myth of the beginnings,

as

a genesis, or creation,

])henomena of nature life and death, dreams
and disease, floral and faunal growth and reproduction, light and darkness, cold and heat,
winter and summer, rain and snow, frost and
The term "animism"
ice, wind and storm.
has been applied by some to this doctrine of
the possession of immortal life and mind by
lifeless and mindless things, but with an insufficient definition of the objective for which

storj' is

The -horns and the cloven
stripes of the

beaver, the

thus developed.

feet of the deer, the

chipmunk's back, the

flat

tail of the
nose of the otter, the rattles

of the .snake, the tides of rivers, the earth-

quake,
short,

the meteor, the aurora borealis; in
every phenomenon that fixed the at-

tention required and received an explanation
which, being conventional, satisfied the com-

the}'

reasoning

supplied

to

satisfactory

—

the

latter's

explanations

inchoate
of

the
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The uses and definitions of this
now so numerous and contradictory

stands.

it

term are

student cannot afford to
employ it without an exact objective definition.
Primarily, animism, or the imputation of life
that the critical

was selected to express what
was considered the sole essential characteristic
basis of the complex institutions called mythology and religion. But if the ascription of
to lifeless things,

is animism, then it befundamental importance to know
exactly what kind of life is thus ascribed. If
there is one difference between things which
should be carefully distinguished, it is that
between the alleged ghosts of dead human

life

to lifeless things

comes

of

beings and those other alleged spiritual beings

which never have been real human beings—
the animal and the primal spirits. Does animism denote the ascription of only one or of
all

these three classes of spirits?

explanation

is

here lacking.

Definite

So, as

a key to

the satisfactory interpretation of what constitutes

mythology and

animism as
to meet the

religion,

has failed
such scholars as Spencer, Max
MilUer, and Brinton, and so has fallen into
that long category of equivocal words of which
fetishism, shamanism, solarism, ancestor-worship, personification, and totemism are other
heretofore

criticism

defined

of

Every one

members.

terms,

these

of

as

commonly employed, denotes some important
phase or element

religion

in

or

mythology

which, variously defined by different students,
does not, however, form the characteristic
basis of

The
pert,

mythology and

religion.

great apostle of ancestor-worship, Lip-

makes animism a mere subdivision

the worship of

ancestral

spirits,

or

of

ghosts.

But Gruppe, adding to the confusion of ideas,
makes animism synonymous with fetishism,
and describes a
disembodied

tenement of a
or ghost, and er-

fetish as the

human

spirit

flicting

that fetishism

the

Max

definitions.

1912

declares

really the "very last stage in

is

downward

v., A.

Miiller

course of religion."

when a sky

Gruppe

a star
becomes a totem, then the idea of "sons
of heaven" or "children of the sun," is developed in the human mind, and so, according
to this doctrine, every religion, ancient and
modern, may be explained by animism, fetishism, and totemism.
Moved by this array of
further holds that

fetish or

fetish

conflicting

Max

definitions.

Miiller

declares

and sober reasoning, these three terms should be entirely discarded, or, if used, then let animism be dethat, to secure clear thinking

fined as a belief in the worship of ancestral

whence arises in the mind the simplest
and most primitive ideas of immortality; let
fetishism be defined as a worship of chance
spirits,

objects having miraculous powers; and, finally,
let

totemism be defined as the custom

choosing some

mark

emblem

to which worship

is

human

regarded as the

of

as the family or tribal

paid and which

or

is

superhuman an-

Miiller has failed to grasp the facts

cestor.

clearly, for

no one

of these excludes the others.

Stahl (1737), adopting and developing into
modern scientific form the classical theory of
the identity of life and soul, employed the
term "animism" to designate this doctrine.
Tylor (1871), adopting the term "animism"
from Stahl, defines it as "the belief in spiritual
beings," and as "the deep-lying doctrine of
spiritual beings, which embodies the very
essence of spiritualistic as opposed to materialistic philosophy"; and, finally, he says,
"animism is, in fact, the groundwork of the
philosophy of religion, from that of savages up to that of civilized man." He further

makes the

mum

belief in spiritual beings "the mini-

of

definition

Tylor, animism

is

religion."

Hence,

with

broadly synonymous with

religion.

the result of

But, strict definition shows that a belief in

a widely prevalent belief in the power of the

spiritual beings, as such, did not, does not,

human ghost to take possession of any object
whatsoever, to leave its ordinary dwelling,

primitive thought has developed

roneously holds that fetishism

is

and cannot form the

sole material out of

which

its

gods and

therefore,

animism

the remains of the human body, to enter some
other object, such as the sky, the sun, the moon,
the earth, a star, or what not. Even the chief
gods of Greece, Rome and India are by some

deities.

regarded as fetishes developed through the

taking the form of what
"animism," and declares that the
belief that inanimate objects possess souls or
spirits is common to all religions and many
philosophies, and that it is not a trait characteristic of primitive faiths, but merely a sec-

exaltation of ancestral ghosts to this state.

Their cult
fetishism,

which

is,

worship.

is

regarded as a development of
is an outgrowth of animism,

which

in turn, a

To

add

development
to

this

of ancestor-

array

of

con-

To

this

extent,

does not furnish the key to an accurate and
valid explanation of mythology and religion.
Brinton (1896) denies that there is any special religious activity

Tjdor

calls
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of the rehgious sentiment.

Further, he insists that "the acceptance of

the doctrine of 'animism' as a sufficient explanation of early cults has led to the neglect,
in English-speaking lands, of their

profounder

analysis."

So far as is definitely known, no support is
found in the mythologies of North America for
the doctrine of ancestor-worship. This doctrine seeks to show that savage men had
evolved real gods from the shades of their
own dead chiefs and great men. It is more
than doubtful that such a thing has ever been
done by man. Competent data and trained
experience with the Indians of North America
show that the dominant ideas of early savage
thought precluded such a thing. One of the
most fundamental and characteristic beliefs
of savage thought is the utter helplessness of
man unaided by the magic power of some favouring being against the bodies and elements

The

of his environment.
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deities,

the masters

must eschew the habit of giving only an
etymology rather than a definition of the things
having the names of the mythical persons,
which may be the subject of investigation.
Etymology may aid, but without con-oborative testimony it may mislead.
Many are the causes which bring about the
decline and disintegration of a myth or a
of myths of a definite people.
The
migration or violent disruption of the people,
the attrition or the superposition of diverse

cycle

change or reformation
based on a recasting of opinions and like causes, all tend
alien cultures, or the

of the religion of the people

and dismemberment and the

to the decline

a

final loss of

myth

or a mythology.

common blood and speech are
bound together by a common mythology and
All tribes of

by a

religion

mythology.

body

founded on the teachings of that
These doctrines deal with a vast

of all kinds of knowledge, arts, institu-

and customs.

It is the creed of

was generally supreme and incomprehensible.

such a
knowledge and wisdom,
all their rites and ceremonies, and all that
they possess and all that they are socially and
politically, have come to them through direct
revelation from their gods, through the beneficence of the rulers of the bodies and elements

Human

of their environment.

and

controllers

— the

gods

of

times

later

people that

body and

in

the potency of the magic power exercised

bj'

differed greatly in strength of

them, in knowledge and in astuteness of mind;
but each in his own sphere and jurisdiction
shades, or ghosts, did not or could
not attain to these godlike gifts. To change,
transform, create by metamorphosis, or to

govern, some

body

or clement in nature,

is

and the function of a
a controller— humanly speaking, a

at once the prerogative

—

master

tions,

god.

The
known

The

attribution
is,

of

power to

do

things

to perform a function in

and

political bonds of every
founded esentially on real or
fictitious blood kinship, and the religious bonds
that hold a people to its gods are founded on

social

tribe arc

the truth of the teachings of their
No stronger bonds than these are

faith in

myths.

magically, that

their

all

known

to

these,

by whatever

savage

The

men.

cause,

disruption

results

in

fo

the

a mysterious and incomprehensible manner,
was the fundamental postulate of savage mind

destruction of the people.

to account for the ability of the gods, the

physical environment to secure welfare was a
warfare against elements ever definitely and

personages of its mythology, to
perform the acts which are in fact the operations of the forces of nature. To define one
such man-being or personage, the explanation,
to be satisfactory, must be more than the mere
statement of the imputation of life, mind, and
the human form and attributes to an objective thing. There must also be stated the fact
of the concomitant possession along with
these of orenda, or magic power, differing from
fictitious

individual to individual in efficacy, function,

and scope of action.
While linguistics may greatly aid

in

com-

The constant

man

with

his

and humanized by him,
thus unconsciously making his surroundings
quite unreal, though felt to be real; and his
struggle with his environment

was a ceaseless
with animals and plants and trees in
like manner ever mythically personified and
strife

humanized by him; and,
struggle with other

men

finally,

for

his tireless

supremacy and

was therefore typical, not only fundamentally and practically, but also mythically
and ideally; and so this never-ceasing struggle
was an abiding, all-pervading, all-transforming
welfare

theme

the thought,

impelled

the concept; and the student

of

vividly personified

prehending myths, it is nevertheless not
always safe for determining the substance of

21a- 21

struggle

of his thoughts, and an ever-impending,
over-absorbing business of his life, suffered and

by

his ceaseless

yearning for welfare.
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An environment would have been regarded
by savage men very differently from what it
would be by the cultured mind of to-day. To
the former, the bodies and elements composing
it were regarded as beings, indeed as manbeings, and the operations of nature were
ascribed to the action of the diverse magic
powers, or orendas, exercised by these beings
rather than to the forces of nature; so that
the action and interaction of the bodies and

elemental principles of natm-e were regarded
as the result of the working of numberless

Among most
North America the earth is
regarded as a humanized being in person and
form, every particle of whose body is living
substance and potent with the quickening
power of life, which is bestowed on all who
feed upon her. They that feed upon her arc
the plants and the trees, who are indeed
beings living and having a being because
they receive life substance from the earth,
hence they are like the primal beings endowed
with mind and volition, to whom prayer
may be offered, since they rule and dispo.se in
beings through their orendas.

known

tribes in

their several jurisdictions unless they are over-

come by some more powerful
prayer

is

orenda.

Now, a

psychologically the expression of the

fact that the petitioner in need

secure what

is

is

unable to

required for the welfare, or in

GEORGE
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environmental resource and exigency acting
together so immediately and so exclusively of
mental agency as students are apt to assume.
As a rule they are rather the product of these

—

these factors and conditions of environment acting very indirectly and sometimes very subtly and complexly through the
condition of mind wrought by long-continued
life and experience therein, or, again, acting
through the state of mind borne over from
one environment to another. It is the part
of wisdom to be more cautious in deriving
ideas and concepts, arts, or even technical forms
of a people too instantly, too directly, from the
environing natural objects or elements they

things

—

may

simulate or resemble.
The motive, if
not for the choice, at least for the persistency,
of a given mode of a concept in relation to

any objective factor is alwaj^s a psychical reason, not a mere first-hand influence of environment or of accident in the popular sense
of this term.
This disposition of the "mere
accident" or "chance" hypothesis of origins
dispels

many

perplexities in the formation of

exact judgment concerning comparative data,
in the identifications of

concepts

for instance, in the

ences

cognate forms and

among widely separated

particularly

peoples;

drawing of sound
regarding

their

infer-

common

or generic, specific or exceptional, origin

and

fare, of himself or his kind.

The substance

growth, as shown by the data in question.
As it is evident that independent processes

of the prayer merely tells in

what

and diverse

distress to prevent

what

will result in the

ill-

direction

what respect this inability exists. In
turn, the animals and men live on the products
-of the trees and plants, by which means they
renew life and gain the quickening power of
hfe, indirectly from the earth-mother, and thus
by a metaphor they are said to have come up
out of the earth. As the giver of life, the earth
is regarded affectionately and is called Mother,
but as the taker of life and the devourer of
or in

dead bodies, she
and a cannibal.

their

is

regarded as wicked

In the science of opinions, mythology is
found to be a fruitful field in which to gather
data regarding the origin and growth of

human

concepts relating to man and the
world around him. A study of the birth and
evolution of the concepts of the human mind
indicates clearly that the beginnings of conventional forms and ideas and their variations
along the lines of their development are almost never quite so simple, or rather quite
80 direct, as they may seem
are seldom, even
in the beginning, the direct product of the

—

factors

combined cannot be alike

in every particular in widely separated parts
of the world, there

is

found a means for de-

termining, through minute differences in simrather than through general similarities
howsoever striking they may appear,
whether such forms are related, whether or
not they have a common genesis whence they
Hence
have inherited aught in common.
caution makes it incumbent on students to
beware of the alluring fallacy lurking in the
frequently repeated epigram that "human
nature is everywhere the same." The nature
of men differs widely from differences of origin,
from differences of history, from differences of
education, and from differences of environment.
Hence, to produce the same human

ilarity,

alone,

nature everywhere, these factors must ever}'where be the same.
The environments of

no two peoples are ever precisely the same,
and so the two differ in their character, in
their activities, and in their beliefs.
To the primitive inchoate thought of the
North American Indian all the bodies and ele-
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and objective environment were humanized beings man-beings, or
merits of his subjective

—

beings that were persons, that were

man

in

form and attributes and endowed with immortal Hfe (not souls in the modern acceptation of this term), with omniscience, and with
potent magic power in their several jurisdictions. These beings were formed in the image

man, because man was the highest type
of being known to himself and because of his
subjective method of thought, which imputed
of

to outside things, objective realities, his

own

form and attributes. He could conceive of
They sometimes,
nature in no other way.
however, had the power of instant change or
transmigration into any desired object through
the exercise of peculiar magic power.
The world of the savage was indeed of small

by

boundless igcountries bordering on his

extent, being confined

his

community; these were the agnostics of the
ages, the prophets of change and reformation.
Every ethnical body of myths of the North
American Indians forms a circumstantial narration of the origin of the world of the mythmakers and of all things and creatures therein.
From these narratives it is learned that a
world, earlier than the present, situated usually

above the

visible sky,

existed from the be-

ginning of time, in which dwelt the first or
prototypal personages who, having the form

and the attributes of man, are herein called
man-beings. Each of these man-beings possessed a magic power peculiar to himself or herself, by which he or she, was later enabled to
perform his or her functions after the metamorphosis of all things. The life and manner
of living of the Indians to-day
after that of these

man-beings

is

patterned;

in their first

They were the prototypes
now on this earth.

the

of

norance to the
own, a little, if any, beyond his horizon.
Beyond, this he knew nothing of the world,
nothing of its extent or structure. This fact
important and easily verified, and this
is
knowledge aids in fully appreciating the teachings of the philosophy of savage men. Around

estate.

and through this limited region travelled
sun, the moon, the stars, the winds, the
teors, and the fire dragons of the night,
the fitful auroral cherubim of the north.

the

changed, and the former state of tranquillity

meand

phosis of

these were, to him, man-beings.

and

plants

All trees

— the sturdy oak, the tall pine, and
— were such beings rooted to

wild parsnip

All

the
the

by the mighty spell of some potent
wizard, and so, unhke the deer, they do not
earth

ordinarily travel from place to place.

In like

and mountains and the waters
of the earth may sometimes be thus spellbound by the potency of some enchantment.
Earthquakes are sometimes caused by mounmanner,

hills

tains which, held in pitiless thralldom by the
orenda of some mighty sorcerer, struggle in

agony to be

freed.

And even

the least of

these arc reputed to be potent in the exercise

But rivers run and rills and
of magic power.
brooks leap and bound over the land, yet even
these in the ripeness of time, maj' be gripped
to silence by the mighty magic power of the
god of winter.

Among
all

all

peoples and in

all

times and in

planes of cultiu-e there were persons whose

things which are

This elder world is introduced in a state of
peace and harmony. In the ripeness of time,
unrest and discord arose

among

these

first

minds of all, except a verybecoming abnormal, were

beings, because the

small

number,

was soon succeeded by a complete metamorall things and beings, or was followed
The
by commotion, collision, and strife.
transformed things, prototypes, were banished
from the sky-land to this world, whereupon
it acquired its present appearance and became peopled by all that is upon it man,
animals, trees, and plants, who formerly were
In some cosmologies man is
man-beings.
brought upon the scene later and in a peculiar
manner. Each man-being became transformed
into what his or her attributes required, what
his primal and unchangeable nature demanded,
and then he or she became in body what he
had been, in a disguised body, before the
transformation. But those man-beings whose
minds did not change by becoming abnormal,
remained there in the sky-land— separate,
peculiar, and immortal.
Indeed they are but
shadowy figures passing into the shoreless sea.

—

of oblivion.

Among

the tribes of North American In-

dians there

is

a striking similarity in

thcii-

cycles of genesis myths, in that they treat of

opinions were orthodox, and there were also

several regions or worlds.

Sometimes around

persons whose opinions were heterodox, and

tlie

were therefore a constant protest against the

and above the mid-world,
myth, are placed a group

common

the east, one at the south, one at the west,

opinions,

2U—2U

the common-sense of the

of

habitat of the

worlds— one

at
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one at the north, one above, and one below

number seven

in

the principal colours

is

which, with the midworld,

Even each

all.

of

Hence, to
the primitive mind, the cosmos (if the term be
allowed here) was a universe of man-beings

assigned to

whose

its

appropriate world.

activities constituted the operations of

To

nature.

it

nothing was what

it is

to scien-

was a world wholly
It was the product of
artificial and fanciful.
the fancy of savage and inchoate thinking, of
thought.

tific

the

common

Indeed,

it

So far as is definitely known, the variojis
systems of mythology in North America difTer
much in detail one from another, superficially,
giving them the aspect of fundamental difference of origin and gi'owth; but a careful
study of them discloses the fact that they
accord with all great bodies of mythology in
a principle which underlies all, namely, the
principle of change, transmigration, or metamorphosis of things, through the exercise of
orenda, or magic power, from one state, con-

By

things

this

means

what they now

have become

are.

something from
In these
nothing has no place in them.
mythologies, purporting to be philosophies, of
course, no knowledge of the real changes
which have affected the environing world i.s
to be sought; but it is equally ti'ue that in
them are embedded, like rare fossils, and precious gems, many most important facts regarding the history of the human mind.
then,

Strictly,

For a

of

definite people in a definite plane of

culture, the
liefs

creation

myths and the concomitant be-

resting on them, of their neighboiu-s, arc

not usually true, since the personages and the
events narrated in them have an aspect and

an expression quite
although they

may

different

from their own,

in the last analysis, express

fundamentally identical things

— may

in

fact

the Iroquois and the eastern Al-

Thunder jjcople, human
in form and mind and usually four in umnber,
are most important and staunch friends of
man. But in the Lake region, the N. W. coast
to Alaska, and in the northern drainage of
the Mississippi and Missouri valleys, this
conception is replaced by that of the Thunder•gonquian tribes, the

bird.

Among

some midnight sky like fiery reptiles
sheathed in lambent flames. It is believed of
them that they fly from one lake or deep
bottom of which they
bound by enchantment to dwell, for should
they be permitted to remain on the land they
would set the world on fire. The Iroquois
river to another, in the

are

applied their

name

for the fire-dragon, 'light-

to the lion

thrower,'

when

the Algonquian and the Iroquoian

is

name

their

homed

for

this

misnamed

tigers

of

the

Algonquian tribes do.
it

was the deeds

Peoria

Among

and other

the Iroquois

of the fire-dragon that hasten-

ed the occasion for the metamorphosis of the
primal beings.

As

early as 1868 Brinton called attention

to the curious circumstance that in the

myth-

ology of those Eskimo who had had no contact
with European travellers, there were no

changes or transformations of the world affecting the aspect and character of the earth.
In this statement he is followed by Boas (1904),

who

animal myth proper
Eskimo mythology,
although there are now in this mythology
some animal myths and weird talcs and accoimts regarding monster.^ and vampire ghosts
and the thaumatui'gic deeds of shamans and
also claims that the

did not belong orighially to

This is in strong contrast with the
content of the mythologies of the Indian tribes
wizards.

that have been studied.

In its general aspects the mythology of the
North American Indians has been instructively and profitably discussed by several American
anthropologists, who have greatly advanced
the study and knowledge of the subject.
these are Powell, Brinton, Boas, Curtin,

Fletcher,

Matthews, Gushing,

Fewkes,

and

Dixon.

Powell treated the subject from the philosophical and evolutional point of

view,

and

sought to establish successive stages in the
develo]:)ment of the mythological thought or

making them imputation, personifiand deification; and the product he
divided into four stages from the character
of the dominant gods in each, namely, (1)

concept,
cation

Now., the fire-dragon

drous attributes of man;

the personifica-

The

mythic being.

serpent does not belong here, but the

sonality, volition,

in fact

thus

seen,

The Ottawa and Chippewa

the fire-dragon.

myths regarding the so-called firedragon are at once striking and important.
tribes the

is

first

missibizi, or missibizhu, literally 'great lynx,'

Among

spring from identical motives.

Among

the stars, the larger meteors appear

against

indicating their conception of the fierceness of

sense of savage thought.

dition, or form, to another.

among

1912

v., A.

Flying through the air

tion of the meteor.

hecaslolhcisrn,

wherein everything has hfe, per-

and design, and the won(2) zolheism,

wherein
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not attributed indiscriminately to

life is

things, the attributes of

man

lifeless

are imputed to

the animals and no line of demarcation is
drawn between man and beast, and all facts
and phenomena of nature are explained in
the mystic history of these zoomorphic gods;
(3)

physitheism, wherein a wide difference

man and

ognized between

is

re-

the animals, the

powers and phenomena of nature are personiand the gods arc anthropomorphic; and
(4) i)sycholheism, wherein mental attributes
and moral and social characteristics with
which arc associated the powers of nature
are personified and deified, and there arise
gods of war, of love, of revelrj^, plenty and
fortune. This last stage, by processes of mental
integi'ation, passes into monotheism on the
one hand and into pantheism on the other.
It is found that these four stages are not thus
successive, but that they may and do overlap,
and that it is best perhaps to call them phases
rather than stages of growth, in that they
fied,

may

exist side

by

calls attention to

body

large

of

much

also

His studies include

etymological analysis of mythical

and legendary names, which

is

unfortunately

largely inaccurate, analysis being apparently

made
what

to accord with a preconceived idea of
it

should disclose.

This vitiates a large

of the objective realities of the agents

mythology.

He

Naaik

A

also treats in his in-

urge, or the culture-hero or hero-god; but

hero-god

is

in

mind that here the

it

the fact that the cultru-e-hero of that area

was not always prompted by

altruistic

mo-

shape
credited with

tives in "giving the world its present

man

his arts."

The hero

is

well as with successes, and in
an "egotist pure and simple." On
the other hand, Boas finds in the life and character of the Algonquian Nanabozho (q. v.)
altruistic motives dominant.
This tendency
to displace the egotistic motives of the primitive transformer with pre-eminently altruistic
ones is strongly marked in the character of
the Iroquoian Tharonhiawagon a parallel
if
not cognate conception with that of
the Algonquian Xanabozho.
As showing a
failures

as

character

is

in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. u,
N'a'lF.k.— Teit. in Mem. Am. Mug. Nat.

174,

ir,

1900.

N'e'iEk— Ibid.

Ni-ack.— Can.,

Naalgus-hadai

{Na^a'lgAsxd'da-i,

'dark-

house people'). A subdivision of the Yadus,
a family of the Eagle clan of the Haida.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 276, 1905.

Given as a Chimmesyan vilSkeena r., n. Brit.
Col.— Downie in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi,

Naas-Glee.

lage at the headwaters of

253, 1861.

Nabisippi.

See Napisibi.

An Eskimo

Nachvak.

missionary station

Moravians in Labrador, 110 miles
south of cape Chidley.— Duckworth in Proc.
Cambridge Philos. Soc, x, 288, 1900.
of

the

Naden-hadai {Ne'dAn

not solely or even chiefly such in

the N. w. Pacific Coast tribes. Boas points out

and

— Dawson

1891.

Hist.,

Ntlakyapamuk

appears.

iVa-ai-ik.
44,

of

pop. 141 in 1901, the last time the

Brit. Col.;

name

band

39 m. above Spence Bridge,

r.,

so-called

In discussing the hero-myths of

character.

(N'a'iEk, or N'e'iEk, 'the bear-berry')

village of the Nicola

near Nicola

found

structive style the various cults of the demi-

must be borne

the Iroquois the trickster

and buffoon has been developed alongside
that of the dcmi-urge, and is sometimes reputed to be the brother of death. The mink,
the wolverine, the bluejay, the raven, and the
coyote are represented as tricksters in the
myths of many of the tribes of the Pacific
slope and N. W. coast.
(j.n.b.h.)

part of his otherwise excellent identifications
in the

among

of falsehoods,

the dis-

American character of the
myths and tales rehearsed among

tinctively native

the American aborigines.

stage on the waj' to altruism,
Boas states that the transformer among the
KwakiutI brings bout the changes for the
benefit of a friend and not for himself.
While
there are some Algonquian myths in which
Nanabozho appears as a trickster and teller
transitional

Ind. AfF. 1884, 189, 188.5.

side.

Brinton learnedly
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people').

A

subdivision

xa'da-i,

of

'Naden river
Koetas, a

the

family of the Raven clan of the Haida. Unlike the rest of the family this subdivision

remained on Queen Charlotte ids. and settled
on Naden r. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272,

—

1905.

Nadowa.

A

name, expressing utter detestby various Algonquian tribes to
a number of their neighbouring and most
inveterate enemies. Its u.se was not limited
ation, applied

to the tribes of a single linguistic stock, the
historical references
in

some

showing that

it

was applied

instances, in a modified form, to Eski-

mo, Siouan, and Iroquoian peoples.

For syn-

onyms see Eskimo, Iroquois and Nottoway.
The etymology of the term is in doubt.
The analysis proposed by Gerard (Am. An-
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throp., VI, 319, 326, 1904), namely, 'he goes to

seek flesh to
sible,

eat,'

while grammatically permis-

being

improbable,

historically

is

too

United States the original
application of the word appears to have been
to various small, dark-coloured, poisonous ratIn

general.

tlesnakes,

n.

the

inhabiting

lake

and

prairie

regions, such as the Crotalophorus tergeminus

iSistrurus catenalus),

and possibly

to

Cuoq

landi, the black massasauga.

C

kirt-

gives as

the meaning of the term nalowe, a "kind of
large serpent formerly quite common in the

neighbourhood of Michillimakina, i. e., Mackinac, the flesh of which the Indians ate; the
Algonkin and all nations of the Algonquian
tongue give this name to the Iroquois and to

The Meno-

tribes of the Iroquoian stock."

:minee (Hoffman) apply the term to the mas-

sasauga rattlesnake, and the Chippewa, (Tanner) to a "thick, short rattlesnake."
In
Tanner's list of Ottawa tribal names are found
Naulowaig, Naudoways, 'rattlesnakes,' and
Matchenawtoways, 'bad Naudoways,' and in a
footnote to the word Anego, 'ant,' it is stated
that these same Naudoway Indians relate a
fable of an old man and an old woman to the
effect that these two watched an ant-hill until
the ants therein became transformed into
white men, and the eggs which these ants were
carrying in their mouths were transformed into
bales of merchandise. But in none of these
references are the people so named thereby
defined in such manner that without other
information they may be recognized by other
nomenclature.

The word "Sioux"
of

the

diminutive

is

itself

of

this

Nadowe-is-iw, literally 'he

is

an abbreviation
term, namely,
a small massa-

sauga rattlesnake,' the sense-giving part of the
word being dropped, but signifying 'enemy,'
This diminutive form, with the
'enemies.'
qualifying epithet Mascoutens, was a name of
the Iowa and the Teton. In Virginia the
term, which became Anglicized into "Nottoway," was applied to an Iroquoian tribe resident there. In this locality it is probable that
the name was applied originally to the rattlesnake common to this eastern region.
(j.

N. B. H.)

Naenshya {Nae'nsx-a, 'dirty teeth'). The
name of two Kwakiutl gentes, one belonging
to the Koskimo, the other to the Nakomgilisala.— Boas in Nat. Mus. Rep. 1895, 329, 1897.

Nageuktormiut ('horn
of Eskimo who summer at

people').

the

mouth

permine r. and winter
Mackenzie dist., N.W.T.

tribe

of

Cop-

1912

A.

Richardson

r.

—

Deer-Horn Esquimaux. Franklin, Journ. to Polar
Sea, II, 178, 1824.
Na-gS-uk-tor-m&ut.— Richardson, Arct. Exped.,

i,

362, 1851.

Naggiukto/)-in6ut.—

Ethnog. Am., in, xi, 1876.
Naggoe-ook-tor-moe-oot. Richardson in Franklin,
Second Exped., 174, 1828.
Nappa-arktok-towock.
Franklin, .louni. to Polar Sea, ii, 178, 1824.
Petitot in

Bib.

Ling,

ot

—

Nagus

—

A town
Haida on an
inlet on the s. w. coast of Moresby id., Queen
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.— Swanton, Cont.
(Nd'gAs, 'town inhabited').

of the Hagi-lana.s family of the

Haida, 277, 1905.

Nahane ('people of the west.'— A. F. C).
An Athapascan division occupying the region
of
British Columbia and Yukon between
the Coast range and the

Rocky

mts., from the
about 57° n., to that
of the Kutchin tribes, about 65° n.
It comprises the Tahltan and Takutine tribes forming
the Tahltan division, the Titshotina and Etagottine tribes forming the Kaska division, and
the Esbataottine and Abbatotine (considered
by Petitot to be the same tribe), Sazeutina,
N. border of the Sekani,

Ettchaottine,

Kraylongottine,

Etagottine,

Klokegottine, and perhaps Lakuyip and Tset-

They correspond with Petitot's Montagnard group, except that he included also the
Sekani. The language of the Nahane however
saut.

constitutes a dialect by itself, entirely distinct
from Sekani, Carrier, or Kutchin. The western divisions have been powerfully influenced
by their Tlingit neighbours of Wrangell, and
have adopted their clan organization with
maternal descent, the potlatch customs of the
coast tribes, and many words and expressions
of their language.
The two principal social
divisions or jjhratries are called Raven and
Wolf, and the fact that Sazeutina and Titshotina seem to signify 'Bear people' and 'Grouse
people' respectively, leads Morice to suspect

that these groups are really phratrics or clans.

The

eastern

Nahane have a

loose

paternal

organization like the Sekani and other Atha-

pascan tribes farther e. According to Morice
the Nahane have suffered very heavily as a
He estimates the
result of white contact.
Consult
entire population at about 1,000.
Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., vii, 517-534, 1904.
See Tahltan.
(j. r. s.)

Dene

des

Montagnes-Rocheuses.

Ddnd

Dindjie, xx, 1876.

Rep.

N.

W.

Tribes Can.,

Montagnals.

A

on

v.,

362,

1891.

— Petitot,

— Petitot,

KunanS.— McKay
38,

1895

Diet.

in 10th

(Tlingit name).

Autour du lac des Esclaves.
Naa'-anee. Petitot quoted by Dall in

Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

i,

—

32, 1877.

Na-ai'.— Dawson

in
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Na"anc.— Morice

<3eol. Surv. Can. 1SS7-8, 201b, 1889.

on

Notes

—Petitot,

W.
MS.

D6nfe,

19,

vocab.,

B.

Na-an6-ottin6.
Na'an-n6.

1893.

A.

ane.

— Morice

Na"
Nah"-

Diet. DdnS-DindjiiJ, xx, 1876.

in

Can.

Tran.s.

Nahan^s.— Moricc

vii,

517,

1904.

Inst,,

112,

1889.

In.st.,

Can.

Proc.

in

—

Nah'an^s t6n6. Morice, letter, 1800. Nahanies.
Dunn, Hist. Oregon, 79, 1844. Nahanis.— Duflot de
Mofras, Explor. de I'Oregon,

— Petitot,

-'n6.

Autour du

ii,

—

183,

Nahan-

1844.

lac des Esclavcs, 362, 1891

Nahannle.— Hind, Labrador

Pcnin.,

1863,

261,

ii,

Nahaunies. Hardisty in Smithson. Rep. 1866, 311,
1872.
Nah-aw'-ny. Ross, MS. notes on Tinne, B.
1865.

—Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A.
— Mackenzie cited by Morice
Nehanes. — Ban517, 1904.
map, 1882. Nehanies. — Anderson

Nat. Races,

i,

(1868) in Hind, Labrador Benin.,

nee.

—

— Bancroft, Nat.

i,

Nehan-

260, 1863.

ii,

Nehannes.

149, 1882.

Nehanni.

1874.

125,

Ibid.,

Races,

— Latham

—

haunay MS. vocab., B. A. E. NehSunees. Dall,
Balbi, Atlas EthAlaska, 429, 1870. Nohannaies.
Nohannies. Gallatin in Trans. Am.
nog., 821, 1826.

—

—

Antiq. Soc,
Hist.,

V,

19, 1836.

ii,

377,

Nohannis.— Prichard, Phys.

— Richardson, Arct.
Nohhannies. — Franklin, Journ.
Ndhhanfe.

1847.

Exped., I, 179, 1851.
Polar Sea, ii, 87, 1824. Rocky
Mackenzie, Voy., 163, 1801.

Mountain Indian.—

Nahawas-hadai {Na xawa's
tery-house

people').

A

'wa-

xa'da-i,

subdivision

of

the

Salendas, a family of the Eagle clan of the

Haida.

They used

to

give

They

originally came.

are

After abandoning Nai-

numerous.

away

much

so

lived a long time at cape Ball with the

Huados, and moved with them to the town
Skidegate.

of

R. s.)

(j.

—

Dean.s, Tales from the
Ellzu cath!ans-coon-hidery.
Hidery, 15, 1899 (='noble Gahlins-kun people'). Nae
kun k'eraua'i. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

—

26, 1889;

Na-iku'n qe'gaw-i.—

12th Rep., 25, 1898.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905. Nekwun Kiiwe.—
Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 125, 1895.

Nain.
K,

A Moravian Eskimo

mission on the

begun

coast of Labrador, lat. 56° 40',

1771 (Hind, Lab. Renin.,
son,

Moravian

ii,

199, 1863;

Missions,

228,

in

ThompSee

1886).

Missions.

Trans-

in

Nehaunay.— Ross, Ne-

Philol. Soc. Lond., 69, 18.56.

fairly

kun they

—

Nathannas.

in Trans. Can. Inst., vii,
croft,

still

Na,^i-an-ottine.

A. E.
E.,

whence the family

1865.

E.,

Petitot in Bull. Soc. do G6og. Paris, chart, 1875.

ann&s.— Petitot,
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Nakalas-hadai {Na

xa'da-i,

qla'las

'clay-

house people'). A subdivision of the Koetas,
a family of the Raven clan of the Haida, living
Swanton, Cont. Haida,
principally in Alaska.

—

272, 1905.

Nakalnas-hadai

nas

{Na-k''al

xa'da-i,

'empty-house people'). Given by Boas (Fifth
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 27, 1889) as a subdivision of the Yaku-lanas, a family of the
Raven clan of the Haida; but in reality it is
only a house-name belonging to that family.

Na k"al nas

:had'a'i.

— Boas, op.

cit.

grease at their feasts that the floor of their

house was said to be "muddy" with it,, hence
the name. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 276, 1905.

—

Naikun

{Na-ikvn, 'house-point')-

A

semi-

legendary Haida town that stood near the fam-

ous sand-spit at Graham id., B.C., which
bears its name. Anciently it was occupied by
several families, including the Huados, Kunalanas, and Stlenga-lanas, but owing to internal
troubles they separated, abandoning the town.
Later on the Naikunstustai settled there, and
John
still
later the Kuna-lanas returned.
Wark, in 1836-41, assigned to Naikun 5 houses
and 122 inhabitants. This must have been
the Kuna-lanas town. It has been long abandoned,

(j. R. s.)

Naeku'n.— Boas in 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23,
1898.
Nai-koon.— Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 34b,
1880.

Na-ikVin.— Swanton, Cont. Haida,

—

Ne coon. Schoolcraft, Ind.
k6n hade. — Krause, Tlinkit

280,

1905.

Tribes, v, 489, 1855.

Ne-

Indianer, 304, 1885.

Naikun-kegawai {Nd-iku'n qe'gawa-i,
born at Naikun').

'those

An

important family of
the Raven clan of the Haida. It seems to have
been a sort of aristocratic branch of the Huados, receiving its

Naikun, or Rose

name from
spit,

the old town at
Queen Charlotte ids.,

Nakeduts-hadai {Na
ple of the house that

q.'e'dAis xa'da-i,

A subdivision of the Yaku-lanas,
of the

Raven

'peo-

went away discouraged').
a great family

clan of the Haida;

name was taken from

probably the

that of a house.

— Swan-

ton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

Nakkawinininiwak ('men

A

mixed tribe
katchewan r.

— Belcourt

Nakkawinininiwak.
Hist. Soc. Coll.,

I,

of divers races').

Cree and Chippewa on Sas-

of

(ca.

Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist. Am.,

Naknahula
other tribes').

{Naxna'xula,

A

.330,

in

Minn.

?

i,

170, 1753.

'rising

above

gens of the Koeksotenok, a

Kwakiutl tribe.— Boas
1895,

1850)

Nakoukouhirinus.—

227, 1872.

in

Rep.

Nat.

Mu.s.

1897.

Nakoaktok

{Nd'q'oaqloq,

or

Nd'k.'wax

-

A

Kwakiutl tribe on
Seymour inlet, Brit. Col., with the Gyeksem,
Kwakokutl, Sisintlae,Tsitsimelekala, and Walas
according to Boas. According to
gentes,
da^x", 'ten-gens tribe').

Dawson the winter town

of these people in
1885 was in Blunden harbour, to which they
had moved from an older town, Kikwistok.

Their

summer

village

was named Mapakum,
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and they had a

Awuts.

fishing station called

jeek.

—

Nahcoktaws. Brit. Col. map, 1872. Nah-keoockto.— Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 226, 1887. Nahkeuch-to.— Sproat in Can. Ind. Aff., 148, 1879. Nahknock-to.— Can. Ind. AfT. 1883, pt. i, 190, 11
Nahkwoch-to. Sproat, op. cit., 145. Nahwahta.

—

—

pt.

ii,

W.

1G6, 1901.

Na'k'oartok".— Boa:

Tribes Can., 53, 1890.

Nakoktaws

—Tolmie

ii,

— Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897. Naqoartoq.— Boas
Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887. Nar-kock-tau.
Kane, Wand, in N. A.,"app., 1859. Nuk wul tuh.
Tolmie and Dawson, op. cit., 119b.

in
in

MS. notes on Tinne,
Nak.i-aztli

flowed with arrows of the

('it

A

enemy').

Nikozhautin at the
Pop. 178 in

village of the

outlet of Stuart lake, Brit. Col.

Na'kraztli.

—

Ibid.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

Salmon

in Trans. Can. Inst., 188, 1890.
Na'kraztti. Morice in
Trans.

—

x, 109,

Nakuntlun.

1892.

The

original

Kwakiutl tribe
T\fhich formerly lived at cape Scott, at the n. end
of Vancouver id., but has since moved to Hope
id., farther s.
This and the Tlatlasikoala together receive the name of Nawiti from the
whites.
The two tribes numbered 73 in 1897.
The Nakomgihsala gentes are Gyeksem and
Naenshya. Pop. of Nuwitti band, 57 in 1911.
Nak'o'mgyilisila. —-Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Mus. 1895,

— Boas Rep. Nat.
Naqomqilis. — Boas in

Naqd'mg'ilisala.

Can., 53, 1890.

1897.

329,

Am. Geog. Soc,

in

Bull.

Ne-kum'-ke-lis-la.

1887.

226,

—

Blenkinsop quoted by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
sec.

II,

65,

1887.

Nokumktesilla.

— Brit.

Col.

map,

r.,

Nakoontloon. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit.
122b, 1884. Nakunt'liin.
Morice in Trans.
Roy. Soc. Can., x, 109, 1892, Tsoolootum. Gamsby
in Can. Pac. Ry. Rep,, 179, 1877.

—

Nalekuitk

Nalkitgoniash.

qons

in

Mass. Hist. Soc.

Nama

'great-

Soc

Coll., 1st

Anc. Soc,

166,

chodinneh, in

lat.

68°

as Anderson
caribou.

r.,

n.. Ion.

e. of

and

133° w.

Their

the Mackenzie as far

their chief

game

is

the

In former days they waged inter-

mittent warfare against the Eskimo of Mackenzie r., with whom, however, they have

always traded.

men numbered

Their

50 in

1866.
Bastard.

— Dawson

in

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. for 1888,

—

200b, 1889. Gen9 de la Grande Riviere. Ross, MS.
Franklin, Journ.
notes on Tinne, B. A. E. Loucheux.
Polar Sea, 261, 1824. Mackenzie's R. Louchioux.

—

Ross,

chin.

MS.

Nakotcho-Kutt-

notes on Tinne, B. A. E.

—Petitot

in Bull.

Soc de GSog.

Nakotchpfi-ondjig-Kouttchin.
lac des Esclaves, 361, 1891

(

= 'people

Autour du

of the river

with

gens of the

Nama.—

1877.

—Gatschet,

Ojibwa
Minn.

(1852) in

Nam-a'-bin.

A

{Niimdhln, 'sucker').

—Tanner, Narr,, 315, 1830
— Morgan, Anc Soc, 166,
—

Nah-ma-bin.

gens of

(trans, 'carp').

1877 (trans,

Namabin. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906
Numa-bin. Warren (1852) in Minn.
'sucker').

'carp').

Namaycush.

One

(sig.

Hist.

names of the lake
Mackinaw trout, or

of the

trout (Salmo namaycush),

great lake trout, called togue in Maine; from
namekus, which in the Cree dialect of Algonquian signifies 'trout', the Chippewa word
being namegos. Namekus is a diminutive of
namew, 'fish'. The word originated in n. w.

Canada.

(a. f. c.)

Names and Naming.

Among

the Indians

personal names were given and changed at the
critical

the

epochs of

first

life,

such as birth, puberty,

war expedition, some notable

feat,

elevation to chieftainship, and, finally, retire-

ment from

active

Paris, chart, 1875.

— Petitot,

A

Coll., V, 45, 1885.

Namabin

Soc. Coll., V, 45, 1885 ('sucker').

hunting grounds are

1809.

x, 115,

Numa.—Warren

E., 1882.

Haida, 276, 1905.

A Kutchin tribe dwelon the lower Mackenzie r., n. of the Kaw-

s.,

Name.

1906.

the Chippewa.

Nakotchokutchin.

the

A Micmac village or band
Nova Scotia. — Frye (1760)

house people'). A subdivision of the Yadus,
a family of the Eagle clan of the Haida, named
from one of their houses. The Yadus were a
part of the Stustas (q. v.).— Swanton, Cont.

ling

of

See Nameuilini.

NS-ma.—Morgan,
Wm. Jones, inf'n,
MS., B. A.

clan

— Boas in Picp. Nat.

{Niimd, 'sturgeon').

Chippewa.

Hist.

xd'da-i,

perhaps in

in 1760,

—

A

{Nd'lekuitx).

Wikeno, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Mus. 1895, 328, 1897.

1872.

Nakons-hadai {Na

the

but now almost deserted.

—

A

staying in their country').

of

village

on Nakuntlun lake at the head of
Brit. Col., and once the mo.st popu-

Tsilkotin,

lous,

'always

(Naqd'mg'ilisala,

—

474, B. A. E.

Col.,

Nakomgilisala

Ross ( = 'half-caste
ku'tchln. Ross,

from

notes

1902, 170 in 1911.

Na'q'oaqtoq.

1887.

65,

MS.

Na'-kutch-u'-un-jOk

Na-ka-ztli.— Morice

—

Soc. Can., sec.

—Gibbs,

Indians').

and

—Can. Ind. Aff., 215, 1911.
Na'klwax'da'x",
Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 226, 1887.
Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., v, pt. ii
Na'-kwok-to. Dawson in Trans. Roy
322, 1902.

—

—

Nakwakto
Nakwartoq.— Boas in

Nakwahtoh.
Brit. Col. map, 1872.
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., IISb, 1884.

1912

v., A.

Nakotchoo-ondjig-Kuttchln. PetiDene-Dindji^, xx, 1876. Na-kutch-oo-un-

banks'),

tot, Diet.

Pop. 104 in 1901, 90 in 1911.

Can. Ind. Aff.,
in 6th Rep. N.

high

tion of the

life

name

was marked by the adop-

of one's son.

names may be divided

into

two

In general,
classes:

(1)
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True names, corresponding to our personal
names, and (2) names which answer rather to
our titles and honorary appellations.
The
former define or indicate the social group into
which a man is born, whatever honour they
entail being due to the accomplishments of
ancestors, while the latter

mark what the

indi-

vidual has done himself.

There are characterictic tribal differences in
names, and where a clan system existed each
clan had its own set of names, distinct from
those of all other clans, and, in the majority of
cases, referring to the totem animal, plant, or
object.
At the same time there were tribes in
which names apparently had nothing to do
with totems, and some such names were apt to
occur in clans having totemic names. Most
Siouan clans and bands had names that were
apphed in a definite order to the boys and girls
born into them. A Mohave child born out of
wedlock received some ancient name, not
commonly employed in the tribe. Among the

where there were no clans,
names were usually inherited in both the male
and female lines for several generations,
though new names were continually introduced
that were taken from dreams or noteworthy
events.
Loskiel records that a Delaware child
was often named in accordance with some
dream that had come to its father. According
interior

Sahsh,

among some of
Athapascan tribes lost his name
to Ross, a father

as

the

child

of

his

and distribution of property, and an invited
chief publicly announced the name given.

Names even

originally belonging to the higher
were bestowed upon young people among
the Haida and Tlingit when their relatives had
potlatches, and it thus resulted that names
individually acquired became in time hereditary and were added to the list of common
class

names owned by the
The second name,

clan.

or

title,

was sometimes,

as has been said, bestowed on account of some-

brave or meritorious action. Thus a Pawnee
"was permitted to take a new name only after
the performance of an act indicative of gi-eat

and it was
done during a public ceremonial. Among the
Siouan tribes a similar custom seems to have
prevailed, but among the Maidu of California
entrance into the secret society took its place
ability or strength of character,"

as a reason for the bestowal of

the N.

W.

coast a

latch, or sacred,

new

man adopted

names

one

titles.

On

of the pot-

of his predecessor

when

he gave the mortuary feast and erected the
grave post. At every subsequent potlatch he
was at liberty to adopt an additional title^
either one used by his predecessor or a new one
commemorative of an encounter with a supernatural being or of some success in war or feast-

Along with

giving.

as soon as a

a Kwakiutl obtained the right to certain sacred

favourite

dog.

Among

the Maidu, infants might be named
with reference to some incident occurring at
the time of birth, but many received no names
other than such general appellations as 'child,'
'baby,' or 'boy,' until they were old enough to
exhibit some characteristic which suggested
something appropriate. The father and mother
addressed a boy all his life by his boyhood
name. A girl, however, received different
successive names at puberty, child-birth, and
in old age.
The Kiowa, being without clans,
received

The naming of a rich man's child among the
was accompanied by a great feast

coast Salish

the northern

male child was born and was thenceforth called
after the name of his son; a Thhngchadinne
changed his name after the birth of each successive child, while an unmarried man was

known

329"

names suggested by some passing
commemorate a warlike exploit

incident or to

his place in a secret society

names which had been received by the

first

holder of his position from the spirit patron of

the society and were used only during the
season of the ceremonial, like the titles employed in the fraternal and other societies of
civilized life.
The second name among this
people also marks individual excellence rather
than the attainment of a hereditary position,
for the person did not succeed to the office,
but had to pass through a long period of

and labour to be accepted. After a
name was held in abeyance for a
longer or shorter period, and if it were taken
from the name of some familiar object, the
name of that object often had to be altered,
but the tabu period was not longer than
would allow the person's successor to collect
his property and give the death feast, and a
training

man

died his

of some ancestor.
Sometimes, however, they
were hereditary, and in any case they wer*
bestowed by the grandparents to the exclusion
of the parents.
Young men as they grew up
usually assumed dream names, in obedience to

change often satisfied all
Changes of this kind seem to have
been carried to greater extremes by some tribe-s,
notably the Kiowa, where, on the death of any

visions.

names, while

simple

phonetic

scruples.

member

of a family all the others take
all

the

new

terms suggesting the
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name

of the

dead person are dropped from the

language for a period of years. Among the
coast Sahsh a single name was often used by

name might

to its owner, but at

was

it

on account

largely

Among

that an Indian

and

Iroquois

cognate

tribes,

according to Hewitt, the official name of a
chieftaincy is also the official name of the
officer who may for the time being become

and the name of this chieftaincy
is never changed, no matter how many persons
may successively become incumbents of it.
Unlike the Indians of most tribes, a Pueblo,
installed in

it,

although bearing several names, usually rename throughout life. In many

tained one

tribes a curious

custom prohibited a

man from

directly addressing his wife, his mother-in-law,

and sometimes

father-in-law,

his

and vice

versa.

men and women were usually,
always, different. When not taken

Names

of

though not
from the totem animal, they were often grandiloquent terms referring to the greatness and
wealth of the bearer, or they might commemorate some special triumph of the family, while,
as among the Navaho, nicknames referring to
a personal characteristic were often used.
The first name frequently refers to something
which especially impressed the child's mother
at the time of its birth.
Often names were
ironical and had to be interpreted in a manner
directly opposite to the apparent sense.

A

understand this, along with faulty
has brought about strange,

failure to

interpretation,

sometimes
the

name

ludicrous,

of a

Dakota

misconceptions.
chief, translated

man-afraid-of-his-horses,'

really

Thus

'Youngsignifies

'Young man whose very horses are feared.'
Where the clan system did not flourish, as

among the Salish, the name often indicated
the object in nature in which a person's guardian spirit was supposed to dwell.
Names for
houses and canoes went by families and clans
like personal names and property in general.

Names

some

1912

v., A.

unknown

to

of

even

all,

period in

critical

confidentially revealed to him.

successive chiefs for four or five generations.

the

GEORGE

long remain

It

life

was

sacred character

this

commonly refused to give his
proper designation, or, when pressed for an
answer,

Among

asked

someone else to speak
it was not customary,

Maidu

the

addressing a person, to use the

it.

in

name descriptive

of his personal characteristics.

In modern times the problem of satisfactorily
naming Indians for purposes of permanent
record has been very puzzling owing to their
custom of changing names and to the ignorance

on the part of persons in authority of native
customs and methods of reckoning descent.
According to Mooney, Setimkia, 'Bear bearing

down
name

(an

antagonist),'

of a

noted Kiowa

'Stumbhng Bear.'

the honourable
chief, is

Tenepiabi,

into sight', has been popularly

war

mistranslated

coming

'Bird

known

as

'Hum-

mingbird' since he was a prisoner in Florida in
1875, probably a mistake for 'Coming bird.'
Hajo, a Creek war title signifying 'recklessly
brave,' is popularly rendered 'crazy,' as in the

case of Chito Hajo, leader of the Creek oppo-

whose name is popularly
rendered 'Crazy Snake.' Even

sition to allotment,

and

officially

when

translated

correctly

an Indian name

often conveys an impression to a white

man

quite the reverse of the Indian connotation.

Thus

'Stinking Saddle Blanket' (Takaibodal)

might be considered an opprobious epithet,
whereas it is an honorary designation, meaning that the bearer of it, a Kiowa, was on the
warpath so continuously that he did not have
time to take

off his

name

saddle blanket.

'Unable-

Haida chief, instead of
indicating his poverty, commemorates an
occasion when a rival chief did not have enough
to-buy,' the

of a

property to purchase a copper plate he offered
for sale.

In recent years the United States Office
Indian Affairs has made an effort to

could often be loaned, pawned, or
even given or thrown away outright; on the

of

other hand, they might be adopted out of
revenge without the consent of the owner.

for

The

the office set forth the following principles

possession

of

a

name was everywhere

and it was considered discourteous or even insulting to address one
directly by it.
This reticence, on the part of

systematize the names of some of the Indians
the

ments,

purpose of
etc.

By

facilitating

land

circular issued Dec.

1,

allot-

1902,

some Indians at least, appears to have been
due to the fact that every man, and every
thing as well, was supposed to have a real name
which so perfectly expressed his inmost nature

governing the recording of Indian names
The father's
agency rolls, etc.:
(1)
name should be the family surname; (2) the
Indian name, unless too long and clumsy,
should be preferred to a translation; (3) a
clumsy name may be arbitrarily shortened (by
one familiar with the language) without losing

as to be practically identical with him.

its

jealously guarded,

This

on

identity;

(4)

if

the use of a translation
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seems necessary, or if a translation has come
into such general and accepted use that it
ought to be retained, that name should be
written as one word.
Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 1897;
Cook in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1904, 423-427, 1905

Dixon

1905;

3,

Am. Mus. Nat.

in Bull.
J.

Hist., xvii, pt.

O. Dorsey in 3d Rep. B. A. E.,

1884; Fletcher in Am. Anthrop., Jan. 1899;
Hill-Tout (1) in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 1902, (2)

Am.

in

Anthrop.,

vii,

Creek Migr. Leg.,

no.

i,

4,

when compared one with
times

Loskiel

1794;

apparently

another, are some"

and incon-

contradictory

the

gruous, relating, as these stories do, to

unrelated

and

objects

subjects

nature.

in

The conception named Nanabozho

many

the diverse functions of
this

life

exercises

and he

persons,

He
many forms

and needs.

likewise suffers their pains

struggling with the

is

of

want, misfortune, and death that come to the
bodies and beings of nature.

The

Gatschet,

1905;

1884-88;

ii,

Hist, of Missions ©f United Brethren,

Mooney, Calendar
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embodied
Nanabozho has been

true character of the concept

in the personality called

Horatio

misconceived.

Hale,

example,

for

Chippewa Nanabozho a fantastic
declaring him to have no relation to the

Kiowa, 17th Rep. B.
1898; Riggs, Dakota-Eng. Diet., 1852;

calls

Sapir in

Iroquois Te'horo"'hiawa'k'ho''', whereas he

ibid.;

Am. Anthrop., ix, no. 2, 1907; Speck,
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,

but minor details identical with
the Iroquoian conception embodied in the
latter personality.
Few, if any, of the characteristic acts and functions of the one may
not safely and correctly be predicated of the
other, and it is a remarkable parallel if the one
is not a concept borrowed by the people of one

A. E.,

Hist.

no. 4, 1900.

(j. R. s.)

Nameuilini {Numdwlninl, 'sturgeon man.'
W. J.) A band living n. w. of lake Superior,
between Rainy lake and lake Nipigon, Ontario,

•

—

Chauvignerie says their totem

about 1760.

was a sturgeon. They are probably the
gens of the Chippewa.

—

644,

1886.

St.

Pierre (1753) in Margry,

Namawinlnl.—Wm.

Bay, 23, 1744.

Jones, inf'n, 1906.

— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, ni, 556, 1853
NameSilinls. — Chauvignerie (1736) in N.

Nameanllieu.
(misprint).

Y. Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 1054, 1855. Namewilinis.—
Doc. of 1736 in Wis. Hist. Soc. Coll., xvii, 246, 1906.
Sturgeon Indians. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 13, 1744.

—

Nanabozho.

The demi-urge
the

logical traditions of

known among

of the

Algonquian

cosmotribes,

the various peoples by several

on some marked
characteristic or dominant function of this
unrelated

personage.

names,

based

Among

these

names

are

Jamum,

from the thought

independent

creations,

made like errors in the events
connected with the life history of each. In
the Iroquois legend the brother of Te'horo"'hiawa'k'ho" is reputed to have been embodied
in chert or flint, a statement based on a misconanalysis have

ruler clothed in frost, ice,

of

life,

—

manifested and embodied in the myriad
forms of sentient and physical nature. He is
life

therefore reputed to possess not only the

power

to live, but also the correlative power of renewing his own life and of quickening and therefore of creating

life in

others.

He impersonates

an unlimited series of diverse personaliwhich represent various phases and conditions of life, and the histories of the life and
acts of these separate individualities form an
entire cycle of traditions and myths which,
life in

ties

origin

of

some terms denotive of ice on the one hand and
A like error gave rise
of chert on the other.
to the Chippewa name for chert or flint
{?miskivam) which signifies 'ice-stone,' and
the connection between malsum, 'wolf,' and

wholly or in material parts.
apparently the impersonation
the active quickening power of life of

common

ception arising from the

m&'halic,

is

of the other.

they agree in so
many points that it is more than probable that
the one suggested the other. Even the play
popular interpretation and etymological
of
If

Kloskap (Gloskap), Manabozho, Messou,
Michabo, Minabozho, Misabos, Napiw, Nenabozho, Wieska, Wisakedjak, and their dialectic
variants.
The etymologies proposed for the.se
several names are most probably incorrect,

Nanabozho

is

in everything

linguistic family

Dec,
Nakonkirhlrinous.— Dobbs, Hudson

Klnongeouilini.
VI,

Nama

deity,

the

,

'a

flint

Chakekenapok,

The confusion
fied

or chert,'

is

with chert or

of

name

a

also

brother

the

of

Nanabozho.

that the ruler of winter, the

flint,

and snow,

is

in Iroquois too,

identi-

because

between the terms for
and the smooth glisten-

of the identity of origin

crystal or sparkling ice

ing surface of chert or

flint.

In Potawatomi and cognate tradition Nanabozho is the eldest of male quadruplets, the

beloved Chipiapoos being the second, Wabosbo
the third, and Chakekenapok the fourth.
They were begotten by a great primal being,
who had come to earth, and were born of a

reputed

daughter of

Nanabozho was the
of the

human

race.

the

children

of

men.

professed and active friend

The mild and

gentle but

332
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unfortunate Chipiapoos became the warder of
the dead, the ruler of the country of the manes,
Wabosso ('Maker
after this transformation.

went to the
northland, where, assuming the form of a white
hare, he is regarded as possessing most potent
manito or orenda. Lastly, Chakekenapok,
named from chert, flint, or firestone (?fire),
was the impersonation originally of winter,
and in coming into the world ruthlessly caused
of White'), seeing the sunUght,

Having attained the age

of

manhood, Nana-

still feeling deep resentment for the
death of his mother, resolved to avenge it by

bozho,

the destruction of his brother Chakekenapok.
The two brothers soon grappled with each

Chakakenepok finally turned and fled,
but Nanabozho pursued him over the world,
finally overtaking and striking him with a
deerhom or a chert, fracturing or chipping
pieces from various parts of his body, and
destroying him by tearing out his entrails.
The fragments from Chakekenapok's body
became huge rocks, and the masses of flint or
chert found in various parts of the world show
where the conflicts between the two brothers
other.

took place, while his entrails became vines.
Before the Indians knew the art of fire-making
Nanabozho taught them the art of making
hatchets, lances, and arrowpoints.

Nanabozho and Chipiapoos dwelt together
removed from the haunts of mankind. They were noted for excellence of body
and beneficence of mind, and for the supreme
character of the magic power they possessed.
These quahties and attributes excited the bitin a land far

antagonism of the evil manitos of the air,
and waters, who plotted to destroy
Nanabozho, who was
these two brothers.
immune to the effects of adverse orenda and
from whose knowledge nothing, was barred,
knew their snares and devices and hence eluded
and avoided them. He, however, warned
ter

earth,

Chipiapoos, his less-gifted brother, not to leave
their lodge or to separate

from him even for a

moment. But, disregarding this admonition,
one day Chipiapoos ventured out of the lodge
and went on the ice of a great lake, probably
lake Michigan. This temerity was the opportunity sought by the manitos, who broke the ice,
causing Chipiapoos to sink to the bottom of
the lake, where his body was hidden by the
manitos. Upon returning to the lodge, Nanabozho, missing Chipiapoos and surmising his
fate, became inconsolable.
Everywhere over
the face of the earth he sought for him in vain.

v., A.

war against

all

1912"

relentless

manitos, wreaking vengeance

multitude of them into the
abyss of the world. He next declared a truce
in order to mourn for his brother, disfiguring
his person and covering his head to indicate
grief, bitterly weeping, and uttering from time
to time the name of the lost and unhappy

b}' precipitating a

Chipiapoos.

It

is

said

Nanabozho secluded

himself for six years in his lodge of mourning.

During

the death of his mother.

GEORGE

Then he became enraged and waged

this truce the evil manitos,

knowing

the imlimitcd powers of Nanabozho and recollecting the destruction of the vast

numbers

of

manitos by their metamorphosis to gratify his
anger, consulted together to devise

pacifying Nanabozho's wrath;

means

for

but through

came
At last four of the manitos, hoary
with age and ripe in experience and wisdom,
and who had not been parties to the death of

fear of their great adversary their plans
to naught.

Chipiapoos, undertook a mission of pacifica-

Having

tion.

built a lodge of condolence near

that of Nanabozho, they prepared a feast of

welcome, filling with tobacco a pipe the stem
of which was a calumet, and then silently and
ceremoniously moved toward their antagonist.
The four ambassadors severally carried a bag
made from the entire skin of an otter, a lynx,
a beaver, or of some other animal, which contained magically potent medicines and powerArriving at the lodge of Nana-

ful fetishes.

bozho, they chanted to him with ceremonial
formality their good intentions and kind greetings,

and asked him

to

be pleased to accompany

Moved by these gi-eetNanabozho uncovered his head, and,
arising, washed himself and then accompanied

them

to their lodge.

ings,

them.

On

offered

him a cup

his entering the lodge the

of

purification

manitos
medicine-

preparatory to his initiation into the Mid^^.
or Grand Medicine Society.
Nanabozhopartook of the draught, and at once found
himself completely freed from feelings of resent-

ment and melancholj'. Then the pi'escribed
ritual was performed by the manitos.
The
proper dances and the chants of the Mide were
chanted, and the four manitos, humanized
primal beings, gently applied to Nanabozho
then- pindikosan, or magically potent medicine-

bags, which, after ceremonially blowing their
orenda or magic power into hira, they cast on
the ground. At every fall of the medicinebags Nanabozho became aware that the melancholj% sadness, hatred, and anger that op-

pressed

him gradually

affection

and

left,

and that beneficent

feelings of joy arose in his heart.
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the completion of his initiation he joined
and in the chanting; then they

living being

would share with

it

a

common

des-

expressed thanks to his hosts for initiating him

As a perversion of an earlier tradition, it is said that Nanabozho has placed
four beneficent humanized beings, one at each

into the mysteries of the grand medicine.

of the four cardinal points or

in the dances
all

and smoked together, and Nanabozho

ate

To

show

good will, the manitos,
by the exercise of their magic powers, brought
back the missing Chipiapoos, but, owing to his
metamorphosis, he was forbidden to enter the
further

Having

lodge.

through a

their

received

a

torch

lighted

chinlv in the walls of the lodge,

was required

he

to go to rule the country of the

manes, where, with the lighted torch he carried, he should kindle a fire that should never
"be extinguished, for

—

the pleasure of his uncles

—

and aunts namely all men and women who
would repair thither. Subsequently, Nanabozho again descended upon the earth, and at
once initiated all his familj^ in the mysteries of
the grand medicine. He provided each of
them with a medicine-bag, well supplied with
potent medicines, charms, and

fetishes.

He

upon them the need of
perpetuating the accompanying ceremonies
among their descendants, explaining to them
that these pi-actices faithfully observed would
cui'e their diseases, obtain for them abundance
in fishing and hunting, and gain for them com-

also strictly enjoined

plete victory over their enemies.

Some hold

Nanabozho

to the doctrine that

created the animals for the food and raiment
of

man; that he caused those plants and

roots

to grow whose virtues cure disease and enable
the hunter to

away

kill

wild animals in order to drive

These plants he confided to the
watchful care of his grandmother, the greatgrandmother of the human race, Mesakkummikokwi, and lest man should invoke her in
vain she was strictly forbidden ever to leave
famine.

when

truction.

world quarters,

promoting the welfare of the human
race the one at the e. supplies light and
starts the sun on his daily journey over the
sky; the one at the s. supplies warmth, heat,
and the refreshing dews that cause the growth
of the soothing tobacco plant, and of corn,
beans, squashes, and all the herbs and shrubs
that bear fruit; the one at the w. supplies
cooling and life-giving showers; lastly, the one
at the N. supplies snow and ice, enabling the
tracking and successful pursuit of wild animals,
and who causes them to hibernate, to seek
places of concealment from the cold of winter.
Under the care of the man-being of the s.
Nanabozho placed lesser humanized beings
dominantly bird-like in form, whose voices are
the thunder and the flashing of whose eyes is
the lightning, and to whom offerings of tobacco
are made when their voices are loud and
menacing.
Like the Iroquois and Hmon sages, the
Algonquian philosophers taught that the disembodied souls of the dead, on their journey
to the great meadow in which is situated the
to aid in

—

must cross
by a tree
continual motion. Over

village of their deceased ancestors,

a swift stream precariously bridged

was in
manes of the

trunk, which
this the

justified pass in safety,

while the shades of the vicious, overcome

by

the magic power of adverse fate, fail at this
ordeal, and, falling into the abyss below, are
lost.

Another and equally credited tradition

is

to

the effect that a manito or primal man-being

collecting plants, roots,

formed a world which he peopled with man-

and herbs for their natiu'al and magic virtues,
an Algonqiiian Indian faithfully leaves on the
ground hard by the place whence he has taken
the root or plant a small offering to Mesakkummikokwi.
It is said that Nanabozho in his many jour-

beings having the form but not the benevolent

her lodge.

So,

neys over the earth destroyed many ferocious
monsters of land and water whose continued
existence would have placed in jeopard j' the
fate of

mankind.

It

is

believed

by the faithful

that Nanabozho, resting from his

on a great island of
in

the

northland,

toils,

dwells

on a large sea
the seraphim of

ice floating

where

auroral light keep nightly

vigil.

It

is

also

believed that shoidd he set foot on the land

the world would at once take

fire

and every

attributes of

man, and that these primal man-

beings, doing nothing but evil, finally caused

the destruction of the world and themselves

by a

flood;

that having thus satisfied his dis-

pleasure the primal man-being brought

the
world aga-n out of the waters and formed
anew a fine looking young man, but, being
alone, the latter seemed disconsolate and
weary of life. Then, pitying him, the primal
man-being brought him as he slept a sister for
a companion. Awaking, the young man was
rejoiced to see his sister,

together for

many

and the two dwelt

years in mutual

amusement

and agreeable discourse. Finally the young
man dreamed for the first time, and he related
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had been
his dream
revealed to him that five young man-beings
would that night visit their lodge, and that
she was forbidden to speak to or in any manner
recognize any of the first four who would seek
admission to the lodge, but that she should
welcome the fifth when he would seek admisto his sister, saying that

sion.

This advice she followed.

it

After then-

metamorphosis these four primal young manbeings became respectively Sama or Tobacco,
who, receiving no answer from the sister, died
Wapekone or Squash; Eshkeof chagrin;
tamok or Melon, and Kojees or Bean, who
first.
But Mandamin
was answered and welcomed
and he entered the lodge and

make an attempt
of the waters.

was

told

him that

bottom
his

depended on the

own

result

So the otter yielded to their
He remained in the depths
of the waters a longer time than did the beaver,
but, like him, he came to the surface without

The

success.

impossibility of finding a place

to dwell where they could subsist left

them

nothing more to hope, when the muskrat
offered to attempt to find the bottom, and he
flattered himself that he would bring back

Although the beaver and the

much

and soon from their graves
up respectively tobacco, squashes,
melons, and beans in such quantity as to supply them for the year, and tobacco enough to
enable them to make offerings to the primal
man-beings and to smoke in council. From

to find earth at the

urging and dived.

sand.

Then Mandamin buried

1912
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of his effort.

or Corn, the

by the sister,
became her husband.

It

safety, as well as theirs,

shared the fate of the
fifth,

GEORGE

address themselves to the otter to ask that he

otter,

stronger than he, had not been able to

accomplish the task, they encouraged him,
if he succeeded in his

promising even that,

his four comrades,

attempt, he should be the ruler of the whole

sprang

world.

union sprang the Indian race.
In one version of the prevailing Algonquian
cosmogonic story it is said that, before the
formation of the earth, there was only water;
that, on the surface of this vast expanse of
water, floated a large raft on which were the
animals of the various kinds which are on the
earth and of which the Great Hare was the
chief.
They sought a fit and firm place on
which to disembark but as there were in sight
only swans and other waterfowl, they began
to lose hope, and, having no other, they requested the beaver to dive for the pm-pose of
this

;

bringing up some earth from the bottom of the
water, assuring him in the name of all the ani-

mals present that, should he retm-n with only
a single particle, it would produce an earth
sufficiently spacious to contain and nourish all.

But the beaver sought an excuse for refusal,
saying that he had already dived around the
He
raft and had failed to reach the bottom.
was pressed so strongly to make anew so
worthy an attempt, however, that he took the
hazard and dived. He remained without
returning for so long a time that the suppli-

him drowned. Finally they
saw him appear nearly dead and motionless.
Then all the animals, seeing that he was in no
condition to remoimt the raft, at once interested
themselves to take him into it. After examining carefully his paws and tail, they found
nothing. But the little hope left them of being
able to save their lives compelled them to

cants believed

The

muski'at then cast himself into

and

bravely dived into the
remaining therein nearly
an entire day and night he appeared motion-

waters

the

After

depths.

less at

the side of the raft, belly uppermost

The other animals careclosed.
took him out of the water, opened one of
his paws, then a second, then a third, and finally the fourth, where there was a small grain
of sand between his claws.
The Great Hare,
who was encouraged to form a vast and spacious earth, took this grain of sand and let it

and paws
fully

which became larger. He took
it, which caused the mass
When it was of
to increase more and more.
the size of a mountain he willed it to turn,
and as it turned the mass still increased in size.
As soon as it appeared quite large he gave
orders to the fox to examine his work with
power to enlarge it. He obeyed. The fox,
having learned that the earth was of such size
fall

on the

raft,

a part and scattered

that he could easily take his prey, returned to
the Great Hare to inform him that the earth

enough to contain and nourish all the
After this report the Great Hare
went over his work, and, on going around it,
found it imperfect. He has since not been
disposed to trust any one of all the other animals, and ever keeps on enlarging the earth
by ceaselessly going around it. The rumblings heard in the caverns of mountains confirm the Indians in the belief that the Great
Hare continues the work of enlarging the
earth.
He is honoured by them, and they
regard him as the god who has formed the

was

large

animals.

land.

Such

is

what the Algonquians teach regard-

ing the formation of the earth, which they be-
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Concerning the sea
is borne on a raft.
and the firmament, they assert that they have

the earth

all

all

After the formation of

time.

the other animals withdrew into

the places most fitted to them, where they

The

could feed and find their prey.

first

of

Hare caused men
cadavers, even from

these having died, the Great
to be born

from

their

those of the fish which were found along the

banks of rivers which he had made in forming
the earth, and gave each a different language
or dialect.
Because some ascribed their origin
to the bear, others to the elk, and thus to all
the different animals, they believed that they
had their being from these creatures.
(j.

Nanaimo

N. B. H.)

(contraction of Snanaimux).

A

Cowichan dialect,
living about Nanaimo harbour, on the e. coast
of Vancouver id. and on Nanaimo lake, Brit.
Salish tribe, speaking the

Their gentes are
Col.
Pop. 158 in 1911.
Anuenes, Koltsiowotl, Ksalokul, Tewetken,
and Yesheken.

Nanaimos.— iVIayne, Brit. Col.,
muk. Gibbs, quoted by Dall in

—

—

Nanai-

1861.

165,

Cent. N. A. Ethnol.,

I,
Nanainio. Douglas in Jour. Roy.
241, 1877.
Geog. Soc, 246, 1854. Snanaimooh. Tolmie and
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 120b, 1884. Snanainiuq.
—Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 32, 1889. Suanaimuchs. Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.

—

—

and when they visit the coast the two tribes
the same stations.
When in the
neighbourhood of Ungava bay they are
freqiient

known

Naplslpi.

A

former

N. shore of

Montagnais station

the gulf of St. Lawrence,

long. 50°, Quebec.

—

Nabisippi. Stearns, Labrador, 269, 1884.
slpl.
Hind, Lab. Pcnin., ii, 180, 1863.

—

Nasagas-haidagai {Na

saga's

xd'idAga-i,

A

subdivision

'people of the rotten house').
of the Gitins of the

Haida

longing to the Eagle clan.

Napls-

of Skidegate, be-

They were unable

to restore their house for such a long time

that

it

began to

fall to pieces,

hence the name.

They once occupied a separate town.
Na

s'a'gas qa'edra.

Can., 24, 25, 1898.

— Boas
Na

in 12th

Rep. N.

(j. r. s.)

W.

Tribes

— Swanton,
qa'etqa. — Boas

saga's xa'-idAga-i.

Cont. Haida, 273, 1905. Na s'a'yas
N. W. Tribes, Can., 26, 1898.
Nisigas
Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can., 125, 1895.

in 5th Rep.

Haade.

—

Naskapi

(a term of reproach applied by
Montagnais).
The most north-easterly
of the Algonquian tribes, occupying the elevated interior of Quebec and Ungava penin.,

the

N. of the gulf of St. Lawrence and extending
from the vicinity of lake Mistassini to Ungava
bay on the n. They call themselves Nan^not,
"true, real men.'
Many of them have intermarried with their congeners the Montagnais,

as

Ungava

Indians.

They

are shorter

and of lighter build than the Montagnais, and
have delicately formed and clear-cut features,
small hands and feet, and large, rather soft
eyes.

According to their traditions the Naskapi
were driven into their present country in
times by the

early

Iroquois.

They

assert

that, originallj', they lived in a region to the

w., N. of a great river (supposed to be the

Lawrence) and toward the e. lay an enorof water (believed to be Hud-son
bay). When they reached the Ungava region
their only neighbours were Eskimo, who
occupied the coast strip and with whom they
became involved in war, which continued
St.

mous body

until after the arrival of the whites.

peoples are

now on terms

The two
The

of intimacy.

Naskapi do not have the endurance of their
Eskimo neighbours against fatigue and hunger,
although equally able to withstand the rigour.s
of their harsh climate. The children are obedient; disrespect toward their elders is unknown, and in their dealings one with another
The Naskapi are
there is no quarrelling.

generally

healthy;

their

prevailing

diseases

the limgs and bowels— the former re-

are of

on the
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lieve

existed for

CANADA

I^'nIANS OF

wet
and cold and their insanitary houses the latter
due to their gluttony after long fasting from
Those who go to the coast
scarcity of food.
to reside, as many have in recent years, appear to be more subject to diseases than those
Medical treatment consists
in the interior.
of shamanistic incantations and the use of
powders and liniments, both native and those
procured from traders. Marriage is effected
without ceremony and is conditioned on the
consent of the parents of the young woman
and the ability of the prospective husband to
support a wife; after the marriage the bond
may be severed by either party on slight provoaction.
Polygamy is common, the number of
wives a man may have being limited only by
The sexual
his means of supporting them.
relations of the Naskapi are very loose; but
sulting from exposure to the extremes of
;

their

confined to their own
is
The division of labour is similar to
among most tribes; the women perform

immorality

people.

that
all

domestic work, including the transport-

ation of game, fetching the fuel, erecting the
tipis,

the

hauling the sleds

men

when

travelling, etc.;

are the providers. Girls reach puberty
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and are taken as wives at
even an earlier age. Mothers usually do not
bear more than 4 children; twins are rare.
The Naskapi suspend the bodies of their
dead from branches of trees if the ground be
much frozen, and endeavour to return when
Interthe weather is warm to bury them.
ment, however, has been practised only since
at 14 or 15 years,

the advent of missionaries. A man of distinction is often buried at once, after a fire
has been built in a tipi to thaw the earth.

They have no
known,

it

is

their clothing

horror for the dead, having been
to rob Eskimo corpses of

said,

and accompanying implements.

Like other Indians, the Naskapi believe
-that every object, animate or inanimate, is
possessed of a form of spirit which, in order
that it may perform its services for the welfare of the people, must be propitiated with

The medicine-men are
supposed to be in direct contact with all
forms of spirits, and are consulted when it
is desired to overcome their baneful influence
by means of the shaman's art.
The subsistence of the Naskapi is gained
by the chase, which is engaged in chiefly
during the winter. In the spring, men, women
acceptable offerings.

are ornamented with extravagant painted de-

Moccasins are rarely ornamented, except
with beads or with strips of coloured cloth.
Beaded head-bands are used for bearing burdens, especially for carrying canoes when
making portages. In winter the men wear
the coat with the fur side inward and with a
hood attached. In summer the women wear
calico dresses, thin shawls obtained through
trade, and moccasins; in winter their apparel
consists of a reindeer skin robe, a sleeveless
gown reaching a little below the knees, often
highly ornamented with painted designs, beadwork and fringe; and blanket shawl, shoulder

The

dwellings, for both winter

are tents or tipis of

gether, and measuring 10 to 18 ft. at the base
and 10 to 14 ft. high. The floor is carpeted
with young spruce branches, except around
the central fire-place; the smoke escapes
through an opening in the top of the tipi
where the supporting poles are brought together. The place of honour is the side opposite

the

apparatus, clothing, etc. are hung in convenient

The outer edge

sleeping

rabbits, porcupines, beaver, and, in stress of

by means

hunger, an occasional lynx, are also eaten;
the eggs of wild fowl are consumed in enor-

poured.

in all stages of incubation.

Poles extend across the tipi for

fire.

the suspension of pots and kettles, and hunting

products of civilization. The reindeer forms
the chief source of their food and clothing,
although fish, ptarmigan, ducks, geese, hares,

and

and cap.
and summer,
reindeer skins sewed to-

cape, leggings, moccasins,

places.

cjuantities

1912
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signs.

and children repair to the trading posts,
chiefly Ft. Chimo, where they trade furs,
ptarmigan feathers, etc., for the articles and

mous

GEORGE

a

affording

vv'ith

of

the

interior

above the centre of the

slightly raised

slope

for

their feet

is

floor,

the occupants when
toward the fire. Sweat-

lodges of small poles covered with tent skins
are in

common

and are heated, as usual,
on which water is
The domestic utensils of the Nasuse,

of hot stones

kapi consist of thin vessels of spruce or birch,
of various sizes, for holding liquids

and

for

Reindeer are speared from canoes while crossing a stream, or snared or shot from ambush
while passing through a narrow defile, or, in

use as drinking cups; berry dishes or baskets

snowbank and speared.

buckskin top and drawstring; bags made of
the skins of reindeer legs sewed together; and
spoons or ladles of wood nicely carved. They
are inordinately fond of smoking, chewing,
and snuffing tobacco the latter, however, is
practised only among the aged, especially the

winter, are driven into a

In these slaughterings an incredible number
of carcases and skins are left to decay. Wol-

and foxes are never eaten.

verenes, wolves,

The flesh of game animals
made into pemmican, and

is

dried,

pounded,

stored in baskets

tinct for the

also

with

of

two

the

sewed

roots;

like the

wooden

vessels

baskets of birchbark with

—

When camped

at the trading posts

the Indians boil together tobacco and molasses,

sexes; the clothing varies

to which water is added; this compound is
drunk until stupefaction ensues. Pipes are
made usually of sandstone or slate, with stem
of spruce, often ornamented with beadwork,
and are valued according to the coloiur of the
stone. Transportation and travelling are conducted by means of canoes made of slats or

season,

Naskapi
as

That

is

the extremes of
of the

men

con-

tanned reindeer coat, breeches, leggings, moccasins, gloves or mittens, and cap
Seams arc sewed with sinew,
or head-dress.
of

all the garments except the leggings,
which arc mostly hidden by the long coat.

and

split

quite dis-

the

climate are very great.
sists

with

women.

iind bags for future use.

The apparel

of birchbark,

ribs covered

with birchbark, sleds or tobog-
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and snowshoes of four
framed with wood and netted. Bows

gans

{td-bas-kd7i)

styles

made

Reindeer snares are
thin,

times trapped in a sort of net.
ice scoops

of reindeer

narrow thongs and
tanned skin. Beaver are some-

parchment cut into
plaited, or of

and

picks, hair

Knives, awls,

combs and comb

cases, porcupine tails for cleaning the

and

fishing tackle are

implements

The

among

combs,

the necessary

every Naskapi household.
chief amusements of the men are games
of

of draughts or checkers,

of

which they are

exceedingly fond, and cup-and-ball.

Feasts,

accompanied by dance and ceremony, may
be given by a man who has been unusually
successful in hunting.
Drums and drum-hke
rattles are used for musical accompaniments
in their ceremonies; other rattles, as well as

bows and arrows, which
targets, are used by the

boj^s,

while elabor-

ately costumed dolls are

made

for the girls.

Like

Naskapi

other

tribes,

the

are shot at effigy

have

an

abundance of folk -tales, the chief subject of
which are the animals common to their environment.

In

these

tales

the

wolvei'ene

seems to play a prominent part. (See Turner
in 11th Rep. B.A.E., 267 et. seq., 1894.)
On account of their wandering habits, the
nature of their country, and their mixture
with the Montagnais, it is impossible to give
an exact statement of their numbers. In 1858
they were estimated at about 2,500. In 1884
the Naskapi of the lower St. Lawrence were
officially reported to number 2,860, and the
Indians of Ungava peninsula were returned
as 5,016. In 1906, there were 2,183 Montagnais and Naskapi officially noted as such, and
2,741
of

unnamed Indians

whom were

in the interior, 1,253

in the unorganized territories of

and Saguenay.
In 1911, the
Montagnais and Naskapi of Lake St. John
agency numbered 863; of Bersim-s agency,
606; of Mingan agency, 1,115, and of Ungava
Chicoutimi

district, 1,246; total, 3,828.

See Montagnais,

Nilchequon.

Cuneskapi.

— Lauro

quoted by Hind, Lab. Penin., i, 34, 1863 (misprint for Ouneskapi).
Es-ko-piks.
Walch, Map Am., 1805. Nascopi. Stearns, Labrador, 262, 1884. Nascopie.
McLean, Hudson Bay, ii,
NascupL— Steams, Labrador, 262, 1884.
53, 1849.
Naskapis. Hocquart (1733) quoted by Hind, op. cit.,
n. Naskapit. Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., pt. 6,

—

(.1731)

—

—

21a— 22

—

Naskopie.— Turner

149, 1885.

,

and arrows are now almost discarded for guns;
but blunt-pointed arrows are still used for
killing small game, and by boys. The reindeer
spears, aheady referred to, consist of a shaft
6 ft. long with a steel head made from a flat
file.
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Naskopis.

1894.

183,

Naskupls.— Hocquart

pt. 6, 149, 1885.

by Hind, Lab. Penin.,
Stearns,

Labrador,

(correct

Rep. B. A. E.,
Stand. Nat. Hist.,

in 11th

— King.sley,
1884.

262,

—

—

— C'artwright

Nasquapicks.

form).

(1733) quoted

Naspapees.
Nasquapees. Ibid,

1863.

96,

ii,

(1774)

quoted by Hind, Lab. Penin., ii, 101, 1863. Ne n6
not.— Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 183, 1894 ('true
men': own name). Neskaupe. Kingsley, Stand. Nat.

—

Ounachkapiouek.

Hist., pt. 6, 148, 1885.

Ounascapls.— Hind, Lab.

1884.

262,

Ounescapl.

1863.

Gallatin in

—

Trans.

— Brinton,
munk. — Gatschet
Secoffee.

map,

Bellin,

Lenape, Leg.

Am.

1799, in Mass. Hist. Soc.

Unescapis. — La Tour, map,
— McLean, Hudson Bay,
ii,

ciii,

It,

Skoffie.
1st

275,

—

1848.

Shouda-

Soc, 409, 1885
Writer ca.

Philos.

Coll.,

i,

Scoffies.

11, 1885.

Beothuk name).

Jes. Rel.

Labrador,

Penin.,

1755.

Am. Ethnol. Soc,

in Trans.

('good Indians':

—

— Steams,

Ounadcapls.

for 1643, 38, 1858.

s.,

—

vi,

16,

ISOO.

Ungava Indians.

1779.

53, 1849.

Naskotin.
A Takulli sept dwelling in
Chentsithala and Nesietsha villages on Fraser
r., near the mouth of Blackwater r., Brit. Col.
Pop. 68 in 1911, having become reduced from
90 in 1890 through alcoholic excesses.
Blackwater.— Can.
Nanscud-dlnneh.

Ind.

— Balbi,

—

AS., pt. ii,
1911.
16,
Atlas Ethnog., 821, 1826.

Nascotins. Domenech, Deserts, ii, 62, 1860. Nascud. Cox, Columbia R., 327, 1S31. Nascud Denee.
Mackenzie, Voy., ii, 175, 1802. Nashkoten. De
Smet, Oregon Miss., 100, 1847. Naskoaten. Macfie,
Vancouver Id., 428, 18G5. Nas-koo-talns. Harmon,
Jour., 245, 1820.
Naskotins. Cox, Columbia R., ii,
Na-sku-tenne.— A. G. Morice, inf'n, 1890.
346, 1831.

—

—

—

—
—

—

Nasrad-Denee.

— Vater, Mithridates,
— Gallatin Trans.

Nauscud Dennles.

rii,

in

421,

1816.

Am. Antiq.

Niscotins.— Hale in U. S. Expl.
Soc,
20,
Exped., IV, 451, 1845. Tslstlatho band. Can. Ind.
II,

1836.

—

Aff., 214, 1902.

Nasto-kegawai

(Nasto'

qe'gawa-i,

'those

born at Nasto [Hippa] id.'). A branch of the
Skwahladas, one of the most important families of the Raven clan of the Haida, living
on the w. coast of Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.

Natalsemoch. Given by Kane
of a tribe in

Smith

inlet, Brit.

as the

Col.

It

name

cannot

be identified with that of any tribe in this
it may have been applied to the
Kwashela band (pop. 29 in 1911) who live on
region, but

Smith

inlet.

—
—

Nalal se moch. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 488, 1855.
Nalatsenoch. Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc.
Lond., I, 233, 1848. Natal-se-moch.— Kane. Wand,
in N. Am., app., 1859.

Nataotin. A Takulli tribe living on Middle
and Babiners and Babine lake, Brit. Col. Dawson gave their number as about 300 in 1881.
Morice (Notes on W. Den6s, 27, 1892) said
that they were in 3 villages on the n. half of
Babine lake and numbered 310. They are
the people formerly known as Babines, but
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Morice gave that name
sotenne,

there

as

is

language, and both

perfect

wear labrets. In
Babine and at the

ti'ibes

1911 the two bands at Ft.
old fort

numbered

Hwotcommunity of
to the

also

The names

318.

villages are Lathakrezla

of their

and Neskollek.

— Domenech, Deserts N. Am., 440, 1860.
Babine Indians.— Hale, Ethnog. and
202, 1846.
Babin Indians. — Latham in Trans. Philol. Soo. Lond.,
Bablnas.

of

i,

Br.,

vir,

1878.

206,

GEORGE
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v., A.

NatUantin.— McDonald, Brit.
Natleh-hwo 'tenne. Morice,

—

Columbia, 126, 1862.
Notes on W. D^n^s, 25, 1893 (= 'people of Natleh').
Natliantlns. Domenech, Deserts N. Am., ii. 62, 1860.
Natliautln.— Hale, Ethnog. and Philol., 202, 1846.
Natlo' tenne. Morice, Notes on W. Dto^s, 25, 1893.
Nau-t!e-atln.— Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv. 1879-80,

—
—

.30p,

1881.

1890

(

CEtsoenhwotenne.

= 'people

of

— Morice,

another kind':

MS.

letter,

Nikozliautin name).

Philol.,

06, 1856.

Bablnls.— Domenech,

op.

cit.,

ii,

62, 1860.

Big-lips.— Kane, Wand, in N. Am., 241, 18.59. NahtoBrit. Col. map.
Naotetalns. Prichard, Phys.
tln.
Nataotin. Anderson quoted by
Hist., V, 377, 1847.
Gibbs in Jlist. Mag., vii, 76, 1863. Na-taw-tin.
Dawson in Geol. Surv. Can. 1879-80, 30b, 1881. Nateote-talns.— Harmon, .lour., 203, 1820. Natotln Tln6.
Am. Nat., xii, 484, 1878. Na-to-utenne.— A. G.
Ntaauotin. Latham in Trans.
Morice, inf n, 1890.

—

—

—

—

—

—

A summer

Naujan.

settlement

A Montagnais rendezvous,
by the Naskapi, at the mouth
Natashkwan r., on the n. shore of the gulf

the

—

of

446, 1888.

Naujateling.
An autumn settlement of
Talirpingmiut Okomiut Eskimo on an island
near the s. w. coast of Cumberland sd., near
the entrance; pop. 20 in 1883.

Philol. Soc. Lond., 66, 1856.

of

Eskimo on Repulse bay, n. end
Hudson bay. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Aivilirmiut

—Boas

in

6th

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Natashkwan.
visited also
of

of

St.

Lawrence,

Quebec.

contained

It

73

people in 1911.

— Geog. Board, Rep.,
— Hind, Lab. Penin,,
—

Natashkwan.
Natashquan.
Nataskouan.

ii,

93,

1911.

map,

1863.

Ibid., 180.

Nation, The. The term Les Nations was
used by Canadian French writers of the 17th
and 18th centuries (and occasionally in
to designate the heathen
were distinguished into Les
Grandes Nations and Les Petites Nations.
The riviere de Petite Nation in Ottawa
CO., Quebec, preserves this designation. Specifically Le Petit Nation was the Weskarini, q.v.
a. f. c.)
(h. w. h.

English
ti'ibes,

writings)

who

Natkelptetenk
pine

little slope')

•

{N'atqelptE'tEnk,

'yeUow-

A village of the Lytton band

Ntlakyapamuk, on the w. side of Fraser r.,
about a mile above Lytton, Brit. Col. Teit
of

—

in

Mem. Am. Mus.
Natleh

('it

Nat. Hist.,

[the salmon]

ii,

comes

172, 1900.

again').

A

Natliatin village at the discharge of Fraser

lake into Nechako

r.,

Brit. Col.

;

pop. 53 in 1902,

67 in 1911.
Frazer's Lake Village.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 78, 1906.
Natle.— Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. 1892, sec. 2,
Natleh.— Morice, Notes on W. T>6n6a. 25,
109, 1893.
1893.

Nawiti. A term with three applications."
A Kwakiutl town formerly at cape Commerell,
coast of Vancouver id.; (2) a modern
town, properly called Meloopa, a short distance s. of the preceding, from which it received its name; (3) by an extension of the
town name it came to be a synonym for the
Nakomgilisala and Tlatlasikoala collectively,
whose language constitutes the "Newettee
.sub-dialect" of Boas.
Pop. 57 in 1911.
(1)

i>i.

—

Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii,
1887.
Nah-witte.— Can. Ind. Aff., 145, 1879.
Nah-wlttis.— Scott in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 316, 1868.
Nau6te.— Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 227, 1887. Nawee-tee. Kane, Wand, in JV. A., app., 1859. Nawiti.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 118b, 1884.
Neu-wlttles. Dunn, Oregon, 242, 1844. Newatees.
Irving,
Sproat, Savage Life, 314, 1868. Neweetec.
Astoria, 107, 1849.
Neweetees. I^ee and Frost, Oregon, 54, 1844.
Neweetg. Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July
1862.
Newettee.— Dunn, Oregon, 242, 1844.
19,
NewltUes. Armstrong, Oregon, 136, 1857. Newittees.
Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.
Newittl. Brit. Col. map, 1872. Niouetlans. Nouv.
Ann. Voy., ix, 14, 1821. Nl-wlttai.— Tolmie and DawMel'oopa.
70,

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Noo-we-tee.—
son, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 118b, 1884.
Can. Ind. Aflf. 1883, 190, 1884. Noo-we-ti.— Ibid.,
Nouitlies.- Duflot de Mofras, Oregon, i,
145, 1879.
Nu-wlttl.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1894, 279, 1895.
139, 1844.
XumtSspe.— Boas in Nat. Mus. Rep. 1895, 379, 1897
(own name for the town).

Nawkaw

'Wood'). A Winnebago chief,
Carrymaunee ('Walking Turtle')
because he was a member of the Walking

known

(?

also as

sept inhabiting the

Turtle family, the ruling family of the tribe.

one at each end of
Fraser lake, Brit. Col. Pop. 135 in 1892; 122
In 1911, the Stella band had a
in 1906.

and died at the advanced
His residence was
at Big Green lake, between Green baj' and
Ft. Winnebago (Portage), Wis., and 30 m.
from the latter. The earliest recorded notice

Natliatin.
villages

A TakuUi

Natleh and

Stella,

population of 90.
Chinloes.— Taylor in Cal, Farmer, July 19, 1862.
Nantley Tine. Hamilton in Jour. Anthrop. Inst. Gt.

—

He was born

in 1735,

age of 98 years in 1833.

of

Nawkaw relates

to his presence, as principal
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Thames,
and that he was beside

The town

chief of Skidegate be-

chief of his tribe, at the battle of the

Skidcgate.

Canada, Oct.

longed to this division.

5,

1813,

Tecumseh when the
XIV, 86, 1898).
his

If

latter fell (Wis. Hist. Coll.,

the statement in regard to

Nawkaw was at that time
That he was active in behalf

age be correct,

78 years of age.

(j.

Na yu'ans
Can., 24,
Rep.,

qa'edra.

2.5,

1898.

in

12th Hop. N.

n. s.)

W. Tribes

Na yu'ans qa'etqa. — Boa.s in 5th
Na yu'.ins xa'-ld.iea-i.

—

1889.

26,

ibid.,

— Boas

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.

of his tribe in peaceful measures for the re-

maining years of his life is evident from the
fact that he was one of the chief agents of the
Winnebago in making settlements and treaties
on their behalf. His name, in various forms
(Carimine, Karry-Man-ee, Nan-kaw, Nau-kawkary-maunie, Karamanu, and Onunaka), is
attached to the treaties of St. Louis, Mo.,
June 3, 1816; Prairie du Chien, Wis., Aug. 19,
1825; Butte des Morts, Wis., Aug.- 11, 1827;
Green Bay, Wis., Aug. 25, 1828; and Prairie
du Chien, Aug. 1, 1829. But his mo.st important acts in behalf of peace were his efforts
in keeping his people from taking part in the
Black Hawk war in 1832.
"The policy of
Nawkaw." say McKenney and Hall (Ind.
Tribes, i, 316, 1858), "was decidedly pacific,
and his conduct was consistent with his judgment and professions. To keep his followers
from temptation, as well as to place them
under the eye of an agent of our government,

he encamped with them near the agcncj^
under the charge of Mr. Kinzie."
It was

through his exertions that Red Bird
and his accomplices in the Gagnier murder
were sm-rendcred, and through his influence
that clemency was obtained for them, for which
chiefly

purpose he visited Washington in 1829; but
the pardon for Red Bird came after he died
in prison at Prairie du Chien.
Nawkaw was
a large man, 6 ft. tall and well built.
Mrs.
Kinzie (Wau-Bun, 89, 1856) says he was a
stalwart Indian, with a broad, pleasant coun-

was

tenance, the great peculiarity of which

an immense under
chin; this

is

lip,

hanging nearly to

his

seen to some extent in his portrait.

He

is described as a sagacious man, of firm,
upright character and pacific disposition, who
fiUed his station with dignity and commanded
respect by his fidelitj'. One of his daughters,
Flight-of-Gcese, married Choukeka, or Spoon
Dekaury (Wis. HLst. Coll., xiii, 455, 1895).
A descendant of Nawkaw was living at Stevens

Point, Wis., in 1887.

^^,

Nayuuns-haidagai {Na yu'Ans
'people of the great house').

A

^

,

2lA— 22i

A

slope').

red

village of the

little

Nchekus

A

ii,

('red rising

or
the

hill

of

side of Fraser r.,

15 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.
Hist.,

side

Lytton band

Ntlakyapamuk on the w.

Am. Mus. Nat.

or

(Ntce'qlcEqqokenk,

'the

—Teit

Mem.

in

172, 1900.

ground or eminence').

band of the Ntlakyapamuk, about a mile back in the moimtain.'?
village of the Nicola

from Quilchena, B. C.
NtcS'kus. — Teit in Mem. Am.
1900.

StcS'kus.— Ibid.

Hep. Ethnol. Suiv. Can.,

Nebaunaubay
son').

A

Mu.s. Nat. Hist.,

174,

ii,

S'tcukosh.— Hiil-Tout

in

4, 1899.

{Nibanabd,

per-

'sleeping

mj^thic character whose

home

said

is

on the floor of the sea; the term is also
Hence the
applied to an under-water bear.
"Merman" gens of the Chippewa (Warren,
to be

Ojibways, 44, 1885).

Nechimuasath
of the Seshart, a

Rep. -N.

W.

(w.

{NEtcimu'asalh).

Nootka

tribe.

—Boas

j.)

A

sept

in

6th

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Nedlung. A Talirpingmiut autumn village
Okomiut Eskimo tribe near the s. e.
extremity of Nettilling 1., Baffin island. Boas
of the

—

in

6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Neeskotting. The gaffing of fish in shallow water at night with the aid of a lantern.
A long pole with a hook at the end is used
The -ing is the
(Starr, Amer. Ind., 51, 1899).
English

suffix,

and

neeskot

is

probably the equi-

valent in the Massachuset dialect of Algon-

quian of the

Micmac

nigog, 'harpoon' (Ferland,

HI, 1865), which appears as
(a. f. c.)
Canadian French.

Foy. Canad.,
nir/ogue in

Given as a division

Neeslous.

of

Tsim-

shian on Laredo canal, n. w. coast of British

The Haida speak

Columbia.

of Nislas as a

"I'simshian chief living in this district.

—

Neecelowes. Gibbs after Anderson in Hist. Mag., 74,
Neecelows. Coues and King.sley, Stand. Nat.
1802.
Nees-lous. Kane, Wand, in
Hist., pt. 0, 136, 1885.
N. A., app.,

—

—

18.59.

xd'idAga-i,

subdivision

Haida of Skidegatc, Brit.
Col., so named from a large house that the
family owned at Hlgahot, an old town near
of the Gitins of the

Nchekchekokenk
Ntceqtceqkokinnk,

Negabamat, NoeL A converted Montagwho lived at Sillery, Quebec; born

nais chief,

about the beginning of the 17th century. He
was baptized, with his wife Marie and his son
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Although generally peaceful after embracing Christianity, he frequently
engaged in war with the Iroquois, always enemies of the Montagnais. In 1652, he was a

Charles, in 1639.

member

of a delegation sent

by

his tribe to

New

England,
appeared in
behalf of his people and acted on the part of
the French during the convention at Three
Rivers, Quebec, in 1645, where a treaty of
peace was made with the Iroquois and other
tribes.
He was selected by Pere Druillettes
to accompany him on his visit to the Abnaki
in 1651, at which time he was alluded to by the
French as "Captain Sillery." It was through
his efforts that peace was made by the French
with one of the tribes on the coast s. of Quebec,
neighbours of the Abnaki, seemingly the Malecite or Norridgewock.
On his death, Mar. 19,
1666, his war chief, Negaskouat, became his

from Gov. Dudley, of

solicit aid

He

against the Iroquois.

also

Negabamat was a firm friend of
the French, and, after his conversion, was their

successor.

chief counsellor in regard to their

on the lower

St.

movements

Lawrence.

„

/„

X,

no. 84, 28) says of the

"Although one observes

1912

the Indian type, the admixture of negro and

white blood has materially changed them."
The deportation of the Pequot to the Bermudas
after the defeat of 1638

ture

may have

led to

admix-

The Pequot of Groton, Conn.,
1832 numbered but 40, were reported

thei-e.

who

in

mixed with white and negro
and the condition of the few represe-

as considerably

blood,

tatives of the Paugusset of Milford in 1849

was about the same (De Forest,
Conn., 356, 1853). Of the Indians

we read

"None

Hist. Ind.
in

Ledyard

pure Pequot
race are left, all being mixed with Indians of
other tribes or with whites and negroer."
Long Island presents another point of Indian(ibid.,

445)

:

of the

Of the Shinnecock on the
in 1889 (Am. Antiq., xi,
390, 1889) observes: "There are 150 individuals now going under this name, but they are
nearly all mixed with negro blood, dating from
the times of slavery in the Northern states."

negro admixture.
s.

Gatschet

shore,

M.

Still later

s

(C. T.)

v., A.

Gay Head Indians."
much that betokens

XVI, 37,

lore,

R. Harrington (Jour. Am. Folk1903) notes the occurrence in

Negro and Indian. The first negro slaves
were introduced into the New World (1501-

many

03) ostensibly to labour in the place of the

dently have not been so completely Africanized

Indians,

who showed themselves

ill-suited to

moreover, were being
exterminated in the Spanish colonies. The
Indian-negro intermixture has proceeded on a
enforced

and,

tasks

South America, but not a little
has also taken place in various parts of the
northern continent. Wood (New England's
larger scale in

Prospect, 77, 1634)

tells

how some

Indians of

coming across a negro
in the top of a tree, were frightened, surmising
that "he was Abamacho, or the devil."
Nevertheless, intermixtiue of Indians and negroes
has occurred in New England. About the
middle of the 18th century the Indians of
Marthas Vineyard began to intermarry with
negroes, the result being that "the mixed race
increased in numbers and improved in temperance and industry." A like intermixture with
similar results is i-eported about the same time
from portions of cape Cod. Among the Mashpee in 1802, very few pure Indians were left,

Massachusetts

there being a
Soc. Coll.,

Prince in

I,

in 1633,

number of mulattoes (Mass.

206;

Am.

Robert Rantoul

iv, 206, ibid.;

Anthrop.,
in

1833

ix,

2d

s., iii,

no.

(Hist.

3,

Coll.

Hist.
4;

cf.

1907).

Essex

XXIV, 81) states that "the Indians are
said to be improved by the mixture."
In
Inst.,

1890,

W. H. Clark

(Johns Hopk. Univ. Circ,

individuals of both Indian and negro

somatic

These Shinnecock

characters.

evi-

The remnant of
authorities believe.
Montauk in East Hampton are reported
by W. W. Tooker (Ind. Place-names, iv, 1889)
as

some

the

to be

mixed with negroes, though

nizable

on

of

by

their aboriginal features.

recog-

The

regi-

Chesapeake bay furnishes evidences

The

Indian-negro intermixture.
out

still

by Brinton (Am.

fact,

of

pointed

Antiq., ix, 352, 1887),

numerals 1-10 given as
Nanticoke in a manuscript of Pyrlseus, the
missionary to the Mohawk, dating from 1780,

that the

is

really

list

of the

Mandingo

language,

or a closely related African

indicates

contact or intermixture.

Of the Pamunkey and Mattapony of Virginia,
Col. Aylett (Rep. Ind., U. S. Census 1890,
602) states that there has been a considerable
mixture of white and negro blood, principally
the former. Traces of Indian blood are noticeable, according to G. A.

ner's

Townsend

Mag., no. 72, 518, 1871), in

freeborn negroes of the

e.

many

(Scribof the

shore of Maryland.

According to Mooney (Am. Anthrop., iii, 132,
1890), "there is not now a native full-blood
Indian speaking his own language from Delaware bay to Pamlico sound," those who claim
to be Indians having much negro blood.
We
find not only Indian-negro intermixture, but
also the practice of negro slavery among the
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Atlantic and Gulf states.

s.

Hancock co., Tenn., but
formerly resident in North Carolina, are said
to be "a mixture of white, Indian, and negro"
(Am. Anthrop., ii, 347, 1889). The so-called
Croatan (q. v.) of North Carolina and Redbones of South Carolina seem to be of the same
mixture. The holding of negro slaves by the
tribes

of

the

of

Carolinas led to

considerable

There has been much negro
admixture among the Seminole from an early
period, although the remant still living in
intermarriage.

Florida

is

of comparativelj^ pvire Indian blood.

Of the other Indians of Muskhogean stock the
Creeks seem to have most miscegenation,
fully one-third of the tribe having perceptible
In the time of

negro admixture.

De

Soto a

Yuchi ran away with one of his
negro slaves. Estevanico, the famous companion of Cabeza de Vaca, the explorer, in
1528-36, was a negro, and the importance of
negro companions of Spanish explorers has been
discussed by Wright (Am. Anthrop., iv, 217Of Algonquian peoples the Shaw28, 1902).
nee, and the Chippewa of Minnesota, etc.,
furnish some cases of Indian-negro intermarriage the fathers negro, the mothers Indian.
The Canadian Tuscarora of the Iroqu,oian
stock are said to have some little negro blood
among them, and Grinnell reports a few per"queen"
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Crane (Pop. Sci., Mo. xviii, 324-33,
and Gerber (Jour. Am. Folk-lore, vi,
245-57, 1893) assume the African origin of
practically all these myths, and hold that such
borrowing as has taken place has been from
stories,

1881)

the negroes bj' the Indians.

Remus,

Uncle

introd.,

Powell (Harris,

1895)

and Mooney

(19th Rep. B. A. E., 232-34, 1900) entertain
the opinion that a considerable portion of the

myths

in question are indigenous with the
Indians of s. e. United States. The latter
points out that "in all the southern colonies
Indian slaves were bought and sold and kept

and worked in the fields side by
up to the time of the Revolution."
The conservatism of the Indian and
his dislike or contempt for the negro must
have prevented his borrowing much, while the
imitativeness of the latter and his love for
in servitude

side with negroes

comic stories led him, Mooney thinks, to
absorb a good deal from the Indian. He also
holds that the idea that such stories are necessarily of negro origin is due largely to the common but mistaken notion that the Indian has
no sense of humour.
In addition to the writings cited, consult a
special study by Chamberlain in Science, xvii,
85-90, 1891.

(a. f. c.)

A body

Nehaltmoken.

Sahsh under

of

sons of evident negro blood among the Piegan
and Kainah. Some of the Indian tribes of the

the Fraser superintendency, British Colum-

and the far W. have taken a disUke to
the negro, and he often figures to disadvantage
Marcy, in 1853,
in their myths and legends.
reports this of the Comanche, and in 1891 the

Nehowmean {Nx'oml'n, meaning doubtful)
A village of the Lytton band of Ntlakya-

present writer found

Nehowmean.

—

meen.— Can.

Ind. Aff. 1892, 312, 1893.

plains

of

the Kutenai of

it

s.

true to a certain extent
e.

British

Columbia.

Nevertheless, a few cases of intermarriage are

reported from this region.

The Caddo, former

and e. Texas, appear to
have much negro blood, and, on the other hand

bia.— Can. Ind.

Aff., 79,

1878.

.

pamuk, on the w.

side of Fraser

r..

11 m.

above

Lytton, Brit. Col.

—

Can. Ind. Aff., 79, 1878. N'homl'n.
Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1899. Nhu-

Brit. Col.

Teit in

Map,

Nohomeen.—

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Mem. Am. Mua.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

Nx'oml'ii.

—

172, 1900.

residents of Louisiana

it is

probable that

many

of the negroes of the

whole lower Atlantic and Gulf region have
much of Indian blood. Lewis and Clark reported that some of the N. W. Indians, for
mysterious reasons, got their negro servant to
consort with the Indian women, so much were
they taken with him. According to Swanton
the richest man among the Skidegate Haida
is a negro.
In the Indian-negro half-breed, as
a rule, the negro type of features seems to
predominate. The relation of the folklore of
the negroes in America to that of the American
aborigines has been the subject of not a httle
In regard to the "Uncle Remus"
discu.ssion.

Neiuningaitua. A settlement of the AiviEskimo on an island n. of the entrance
to Lyons inlet, at the s. end of MelviUe penin.,
lirmiut

FrankUn.
Neyuninfi-Eit-duS.

—Parry,

Second Voy., 162, 1824.

Winter Island.— Ibid.

Nekah

{Nl'ka,

'goose').

A

gens

of

the

Chippewa.
Ne-kah.
Wra.

—Warren, Hist. Ojibways,

Jone.=i,

4.5,

1885.

Ni'ka.

—

inf n, 1906.

Nekoubaniste.

A

tribe,

probably

Mon-

tagnais, formerly living n. w. of lake St. John,

Quebec*
'Probably on Nikabau

r.

and

1.
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— Lattre,

map, 1784 (misprint). Neikoubanistes. Bellin, map, 1755; Alcedo, Die. Geog.,
Neloubanistes.— Esnauts
in, 28, 290; iv, 210, 1788.
and Rapilly, map, 1777 (misprint).

Neconbavistes.

—
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with the British in the war of 1812-14, reaching
the seat of hostilities in time to join Tecumseh in the fighting at Ft. Meigs, Ohio, and,

engaged in the attack on Ft. Sandusky
(Grignon's Recollections in Wis. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

later,

Nekun-stustai {Neku'n

'theStust-

slAstd'-i,

A subdivision of the Stustas,
as of Naikun').
a family of the Eagle clan of the Haida (q. v.).
As their name imphes, they lived near the
great sand point called Naikun, or Rose

R. S.)

(j.

Naeku'n
Can., 23,

stastaai'.
1898.

— Boas in

Neku'n

Rep. N.

12tli

stASta'-i.

spit.

W.

— Swanton,

Tribes
Cont.

Haida, 276, 1905.

Neokautah was one

1857).

of the

representatives of his people at the peace con-

Mackinaw, Mich., June 3, 1815,
and was a signer of the treaty of Prairie du
Chien, Wis., Aug. 19, 1825, under the French
ference at

name "Les

quatres jambes," as leading repre-

sentative of his tribe.
is

Nellagottine ('people at the end of the
A division of the Kawchodinne,
occupying the country on Simpson 1. and
along Anderson r., n. w. of Great Bear
Anlake, Mackenzie, next to the Eskimo.
derson and others (Hind, Labrador Penin.,

269,

Ill,

His Winnebago name
it seems to have

given as Hootshoapkau, but

been seldom used.

(c. t.)

world')-

260,

II,

1863)

them

called

half

Kawcho-

dinne and half Kutchin. Macfarlane (ibid.,
259) said they erect lodges of turf on poles.
Ross said, in 1859, that the Kawchodinne
residing in the country around Ft. Good Hope
extended beyond the Arctic circle on Mackenzie r., coming into contact with the Kutchin, with whom, by intermarriage, they have
formed the tribe Bastard Loucheux.

—

B&tard Loucheux. Hind, Labrador
Batards-Loucheux. Petitot,
1863.
Loucheux-Batards.
dji^, XX, 1876.

—

Penin.,

ii,

Nn6-ia-gottinfe.— Petitot in Bui. Soc. G6og.
Nn6-lla-Gottlnfe.— Petitot, AuParis, chart, 1875.
rinS.

du

lac

— Ibid.

des Esclaves, 362,

(='ocean people').

called

tribe.

N.

A

gens of the

— Boas

in

Rep.

—

1895, 330, 1897.

Neokautah (Four Legs). The Menominee
name of a Winnebago chief whose village,
commonly known as Four Legs Village, was
r.

leaves lake

the present Neenah,
According to Drapes-

site of

Wis.

<Wis. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

x,

114,

(w. m. b.)

W.

of

sept

—

the

6th Rep.

in

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Nesietsha. A Naskotin village at the confluence of Blackwater and Eraser rs., Brit.
Col.

Black-Water.— Morice, Notes on W. D«n6s,
Nasietcah.

— Morice

in

Trans.

24, 1893.

Roy. Soc. Can., 109,

1892.

Nesikeep

deep hollow or

('little

ac-

cut',

'destroyed', referring to the

Upper Eraser band
Ntlakyapamuk, on the w. side of Eraser r.,
38 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col. Pop. 12 in
1901, the last time the name was officially
village belonging to the

of

town.

co..

had

men

60

killing

Neshasath {NE'c'asath). A
Nootka tribe. Boas

Seshart, a

reported.

Winnebago, on the

great

of his brother he

gesting his French name.

A
'people from

Fox

and so

his

own hand (Jes. Rel., 1656, 1663).
He was an Onondaga named Aharihon, sug-

Nenelpae {Ne'nelpae, 'those on the upper
end of the river'). A gens of the Koeksotenok,
a Kwakiutl tribe. Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.

situated at the point where

of

incidents of a story, according to Hill-Tout).

See Nanabozho.

river').

1663,

with his

Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

1888), while

Neokautah for a time claimed tribute
from Americans who passed his village. With
Diekaury and other Winnebago chiefs he fought
living here

memory

cording to Teit;

the headwaters of the
Nimkish, a Kwakiutl

Winnebago

In

burned 80 captives, besides

—

Nenelkyenok {Ne'rieWenox,

in

by the French because

cruelty.

1891. Tpa-pa-GotVleux de la Mer.

Ibid.

Nenabozho.

Montreal

quois, taken near

of the Iro-

260,

Diet. D6n6-Din-

— Ross, MS., B. A.

E., 1859.

tour

The "captain general"

Neron.

N'cek'p't.

Dawson

—Hill-Tout
—

gives

in Rep.

this

as

a Lillooet

Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,

Nesikeep.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 166, 1901.
Nes-i-kip. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii,
Nesykep.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1892, 312, 1893.
44, 1891.
Nisucap.— Ibid., 78, 1878. NsE'qtp.— Teit in Mem.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172, 1900.
1899.

NeskoUek.

A

Nataotin village on Babine

lake, Brit. Col.
N^s'qdll^k.

— Morice

in

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

x,

109,

1892.

Netchilik.

A

spring

settlement

of

the

Netchilirmiut Eskimo, on thew. side of Boothia
penin.,

Erankhn.

NetchllHk.— Boas

in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

map, 1888.
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Netchilirmiut ('people
sessing seal').

A

of

the place pos-

large tribe of the Central

Eskimo, occupying Boothia pcnin., Franklin,
and the adjoining mainland, in lat. 70°. They
have become mixed with the Ugjulirmiut.
Their villages are Angmalortuk, Netchilik,
North Herndon, and Sagavok. In recent
years a large portion of the tribe has moved to
Hudson bay and lives in the region between
cape Fullerton and Repulse bay.

—

Boothians. Ross, Second Voy., app., x, 1835. Nachillee.
Schwatka quoted in Science, 543, 1884. NatsUik.— Rink, Eskimo Tribes, i, 33, 1887. Nechjllli.—

—

Amundsen in Geog. Jour., xxix, 505, May, 1907. N6itNeitchiliee.— M'Clintock, Voy. of Fox, 253, 1881.
chllles.— Hall, Second Arct. Exped., 277, 1879. Neltschillik.— Boas in Zeitschr. d. Gea. f. Erdk., 1883.
Neltteelik.— Hall, SeNeitschllllt-Esklmos.— Ibid.
Netchillik.— Schwatka
cond Arct. Exped, 256, 1879.
Netchillirmiut.—
in Century Mag., xxii, 76, 1881.
Boas in Trans. Anthrop. Soe. Wash., in, 101, 1885.
Netidll'wl.
Stein in Petermanns Mitt., 198,
1902.
Netschilluk Innult. Schwatka in Science, iv, 543,
Net-tee-Iek.— M'Clintock, Voy. of Fox, 163,
1884.

—
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net;

with the function, as inclosing net, drag

net, casting net, dip net,
drift net,

and hand

gill net,

arresting net,

net.

Beginning at the far N. with the Eskimo,
question of tribal distribution may be
considered.
Not all the Eskimo used nets for
fishing.
Boas never saw any among the Central Eskimo, but mentions them as existing in
Labrador and westward of Hudson bay;
the

while Murdoch's account of netting at point

Barrow, Alaska, is full. Netting needles of
antler and walrus ivory, and mesh sticks of
bone or antler were employed, both of peculiar
patterns.
The materials are sinew twine
(generally braided), rawhide thong, and whalebone. The knot is the usual becket hitch.
Small seal are caught in large meshed nets of
rawhide, 18 meshes long and 12 deep, with
length of mesh 14 in. These nets are set under
the ice in winter and in shoal water in summer.

by

Seals are enticed into the nets

scratching on the

ice,

whistling,

or with rattles.

are taken in

Nets, Netting,

and Network.

In every

Canada and the United States the
Indians and the Eskimo used some kind of

part

of

These were made
from animal tissues and vegetal fibres wool
and hair, hide, sinew, and intestines; roots,
Animal skins
stems, bast, bark, and leaves.
were cut into long delicate strips, while sinew
and vegetal fibres were separated into filaments
and these twisted, twined, or braided and
made into open-work meshes by a series of
technical processes ranging from the simplest
weaving or coiling without foundation, to
The woman's hands were
regular knotting.
the most useful implements in net making;
but the seine needle, or shuttle, exhibits a
variety of forms from the mere stick for winding, as on a bobbin, to the elaborately ornamented needles of the Eskimo. The meshing
also shows a variety of processes, through more
nets, netting, or network.

—

A

specimen

made

gill

by

Whitefish

1881.

nets set under the ice in rivers.

in the

U.

S.

Museum,

National

of fine strips of whalebone,

79 meshes

is

by 21 deep, with meshes 3j in. deep.
Murdoch, who figures a conical dip net, or fish

long

trap, made of twisted sinew, also gives the
spread of various kinds of fish nets, and surmises that the American Eskimo learned the
use of the net from the Siberians.

****
An

interesting

****

*

use

of

netting

brought to light by Holmes

has

been

in his studies of

ancient American pottery.
In many places
have been found vessels and sherds that show
net impressions on the surface. In some parts
of the Atlantic slope vessels of clay were
moulded in network, taking the impressions of
the texture.

In the description

of

ancient

garments especially those in which feathers
bore a conspicuous part, precisely
methods of netting are described.

the same

This fur-

Maidu

nishes to archaeologists an excellent check-off

netted caps, to the world-wide netting knot

in their studies, since in later times all other
forms of textile work, excepting the figure
weaving, were abandoned.
Consult Boas (1) in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888,
(2) in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, 1901;

and more

intricate loopings, as in the

(Dixon).

Netting was used for the capture of animals,
the lacings of snowshoes and lacrosse

for

carrying-frames

sticks,

for

netted

caps, for

—

and

wallets,

for

the foundation of feather-

Dixon

Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xvii, pt.
Goddard in Univ. Cal. Pub., Am.
and Ethnol., i, 1903; Holmes (1) in

in Bull.

whatever had meshes.
Nets for the capture of animals differed with

3,

the creatures caught, as bird net, fish net, seal

3d Rep. B. A.

with the form, aS rectangular
net, circular net, conical net, bag net, or purse

IX, no. 1,

work

in

short,

net, crab net;

for

1905;

Archseol.

1892;

1907;

Teit in

Am. Anthrop.,
Murdoch in 9th Rep. B. A. E.,
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

E., 1884, (2) in
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where he had
He had the villagers

1900; Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894;
Willoughby in Am. Anthrop., vii, no. 1,

sixth,

1905.

tribe for the purpose of declaring to

II,

(O. T. M.)

Nettotalis. Given as an Indian village
between Yale and Hope, on the w. bank of
Fraser r., Brit. Col. (Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff.,
This would be in the country
Victoria, 1872).
of the Cowichan.

self.

1912

been told to establish himcall

a council of the

them

his

He was

adopted by the tribe, being
given to Tsohahisscn (Souharissen?), the pre-

mission.

Daillon says of the Neutrals:

siding chief.

"They
have

are inviolable observers of

once

"father

among

all

what they

decreed."

His

had ever
neighbouring tribes, for he

and host,"

travelled

and

concluded

Tsohahissen,

own village, but even
whole tribe, composed of about
28 villages, villas, and towns, constructed hke
those of the Hurons, besides many hamlets of

Neutrals. An important confederation of
Iroquoian tribes living in the 17th century n.
of lake Erie in Ontario, having four villages e of
Niagara r. on territory-extending to the Gene-

was

the western bounds of these
were indefinitely w. of Detroit r. and lake
They were called Neutrals by the
St. Clair.
French because they were neutral in the
known wars between the Iroquois and the
Hurons. The Hurons called them Attiwan-

7 or 8 lodges for fishing, hunting, or for the

.

see watershed;
tribes

daronk, denoting 'they are those whose language is awry,' and this name was also applied

by the Neutrals in turn to the Hurons. The
Iroquois called them Atirhagenrat (Atu-haguenrek) and Rhagenratka. The Aondironon,
the Wenrehronon, and the Ongniaahraronon
are names of some of the constituent tribes of
the Neutrals. Champlain, reporting what he
saw in 1616, wrote that the "Nation Neutre"
had 4,000 warriors and inhabited a country
that extended 80 or 100 leagues e. and w.,
situated westward from the lake of the Seneca;
they aided the Ottawa (Cheueux releuez)
against the Mascoutens or "Small Prairie
people," and raised a great quantity of good
tobacco, the surplus of which was traded for
skins, furs, and porcupine quills and quillwork
with the northern Algonquian peoples. This
writer said that the Indians cleared the land
"with great pains, though they had no proper
instruments to do this. They trimmed all the
limbs from the trees, which they burned at the
foot of the trees to cause

them

to die.

Then

they thoroughly prepared the ground between
the trees and planted their grain from step to
step, putting in each hill about 10 grains, and
so continued planting until they had enough
for 3 or 4 years' provisions, lest a bad year,
sterile and fruitless, befall them."
The Rev. Father Joseph de la Roche Daillon,
a RecoUet, spent the winter of 1626 among
this people for the purpose of teaching them
Christianity.

or

All

The

Saints,

first

village,

welcomed him.

Kandoucho,

He

then

went through four other villages, meeting with
a friendly reception, and finally reached the

chief not only of his

of those of the

cultivation of the

soil.

Daillon said that there

was then no known instance of a chief so absolute; that Tsohahissen had acquired his position and power by his courage and from having
been at war many tim.es against 17 tribes, and
had brought back heads (scalps?) and prisoners
from all. Their arms were only the war club
and the bow and arrow, but they were skilful
Daillon also remarked that he
in their use.
had not found in all the countries visited by
him among the Indians a hunchback, one-eyed,
or deformed person.
But the Hurons, having learned that Father
Daillon contemplated conducting the Neutrals

the trading place in the harbour of cape
Victory in lake St. Peter of St. Lawrence r.,
approximately 50 m. below Montreal, spread
to

about him, declaring to the Neuhe was a great magician, capable of
filHng the air of the country with pestilence,
and that he had then already taken off many
Hurons by poison, thus seeking to compass his
death by fomenting suspicions against him.
The bearing of the accusation may be judged
when it is known that sorcerers were regarded
as pubhc enemies and outlaws and were remorselessly slain on the slightest pretext.
The father declared that there were an
false reports
trals that

incredible

number

of

deer

in

the

country,

which they did not take one by one; but by
making a triangular "drive,"- composed of two
convergent hedges leading to a narrow opening,
with a third hedge placed athwart the opening
but admitting of egress at each end of the last
one, they drove the game into this pen and
slaughtered them with ease. They practised
toward all animals the pohcy that, whether
required or not, they must kill all they might
find, lest those which were not taken would
tell the other beasts that they themselves had
been pursued, and that these latter in time of
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need would not permit themselves to be taken.
There were also many elk, beaver, wild-cats,
black

bustards,

squirrels,

turkeys,

cranes,

and other birds and animals, most of
which were there all winter; the rivers and
lakes were abundantly supplied with fish, and
the land produced good maize, much more
bitterns,

than the people required;

there were also

squashes, beans, and other vegetables in sea-

They made

son.

flower,

from the seeds of the sunreduced to meal and
boiling water which caused the
oil

which the

then placed in

girls

was then skimmed with wooden
spoons. The mush was afterward made into
cakes and formed a very palatable food.
Daillon said that the hfe of the Neutrals was
oil

to float;

"not

less

and that

it

indecent" than that of the Hurons,

customs and manners were very
Like those of the Hurons,
the lodges of the Neutrals were formed like
arbours or bowers, covered with the bark of
trees, 25 to 30 fathoms long and 6 to 8 in
breadth, and had a passage running through
the middle, 10 or 12 feet wide, from one end to
the other. Along the sides was a kind of
shelf, 4 ft. from the ground, whereon the occupants lay in summer to avoid the fleas. In
winter they lay on mats on the ground near the
fire.
Such a lodge contained about 12 fires
and 24 firesides. Like the Hurons they removed their villages every 5, 10, 15, or 20 years,
from 1 to 3 or more leagues, when the land
became exhausted by cultivation for, as they
did not make use of manure to any great
degree, they had to clear more new and fertile
land elsewhere. Their garments were made
from the skins of various wild beasts obtained
by the chase or through trade with the Algonkin, Nipissing, and other hunting tribes, for

much

their

the same.

;

maize, meal,

wampum, and

fishing tackle.

The Seneca attacked and destroyed a town
Aondironon in 1647. This seemingly
unprovoked invasion was undertaken to avenge
the capture among the Aondironon by the
Hurons. and the subsequent death of a Seneca
warrior who had been among the Tionontati
for the purpose of committing murder.
This
seeming rupture of the traditional neutrality
existing between the Iroquois and the Neutrals
caused the latter to prepare for war, and for a
time both sides were on the alert and stood
of the

defiant.

Finally

the

Neutrals

decided

to

attempt to recover their captives by some
peaceable means, and to await a more favourable opportunity to avenge themselves for this
But the sudden and complete destrucloss.

tion of the political integrity of the Huron.4

by

their several defeats in

1648-49 by the Iroquois,

caused the Neutrals

now

power

to fear the rising

and they vainly
sought to gain their good will by committing
an act of hostihty against their unfortunate
of the Iroquois tribes,

Huron neighbours.

When

the Iroquois had

sacked the most strongly palisaded towns of
the Hurons, the Huron fugitives sought asylum

and many

in all directions,

their

trust

in

the

of them, placing

long-standing neutrality

between the Iroquois and the Neutrals,
which neither had yet sought to rupture, fled
to the Neutral towns for refuge; but, instead
existing

them protection, the Neutrals
them as prisoners, and also that portion
of the Hurons still remaining in their own
country,, and led them into captivity (Jes. Rel
affording

of

seized

1659-60).

Immediately after the

political destruction

Hurons by the Iroquois the latter again
attacked the Neutrals. The entire conquest
of the Neutrals in 1650-51 was the result of
this war, and some remnants of the Neutral
of the

were incorporated chiefly with the Seneca
New York.
The Neutrals were visited in 1640-41 by
Fathers Breboeuf and Chaumonot. The tribe
was then engaged in vigourous war against the
western tribes, especially the Mascoutens.
These two missionaries visited 18 villages or
tribes

villages in

towns, stopping in 10 of

own

them and expounding

whenever they could
assemble an audience. In these 10 settlements
they estimated about 500 fires and 3,000 persons.
On their return journey the fathers
their

religious faith

remained at Teotongniaton, situated midway
between the chief town, Ounontisaston, and
the town nearest the Huron country, Kandoucho, where they were compelled to remain
on account of snow. While there, their hostess

was

at great pains to shield

them from the

abuse to which they were constantly subjected;
she also aided them to learn the language and
to harmonize it with that of these Neutrals.
The Awenrehronon, who had formerly lived
eastward of the Erie or Panther tribe, took
refuge in Khioetoa, or St. Michel, a few years
before this visit of the two fathers, and they

were disposed to

listen to the teachings of the

missionaries.

As a

sign of

mourning

for their friends

and

kin the Neutrals customarily blackened not
only their own but also the faces of the dead.

They tattooed the
feathers

and other

corpse and adorned
trinkets;

if

it

with

the person died
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in war, a chief delivered an address over the
body, around which were assembled the friends
and kin of the dead, who were urged by the

The
orator to hasten to avenge the death.
Neutrals figuratively resurrected the dead,
especially great chieftains

and persons noted

and wisdom, by the substitution of
some person whom they thought was like the
The
•deceased in person, age, and character.
selection was made in council, by the clan of
for valour

the deceased person then all the people except
the one chosen arose, and the master of ceremonies, gently lowering his hand to the earth,
feigned to raise the illustrious dead from the
tomb and to give life to him .in the person of
;

the chosen one, on whom he then imposed the
name and dignity of the dead chieftain, and
the newly-made chieftain then arose amid the
ceremonial acclaim of the people.
In 1643 the Neutrals sent an expedition of
2,000 warriors against the "Nation du feu,"
some of whom they attacked in a palisaded
village defended by 900 men, who bravely

withstood the

first

assaults; but, after a siege

of 10 days, the Neutrals carried the palisade
and killed on the spot many of its defenders
a.nd took about 800 captives.

After burning

70 of the best warriors of the Nation du feu,
they put out the eyes and girdled the mouths
of the old men, whom they afterward aban-

doned to starve

(Jes. Rel.

1643-44).

The same

authority also says that the Nation du feu
alone was more populous than all the Neutral
nation, all the Hurons, and all the Iroquois,
showing that the term had not yet become
restricted to those now called Mascoutens, or
"Small Prairie people," but included all the socalled Illinois tribes as well.

From

tribes at A'otonatendie (Akotonatendike?) sit-

uated 3 days' journey southward from Skia'e
(Sault Sainte Marie) that the Tobacco Nation
wintered in 1653 at Tea'onto'rai, and the
;

Neutrals, numbering 800, at Sken'chio'e

(i.

e.,

place) in the direction of Te'o'chanontian,

probably Detroit; that these two tribes would
rendezvous in the autumn of 1653 at A'otonatendie, where they had assembled more than
2,000 warriors. This is perhaps the last
historical mention of the Neutrals as an inde-

pendent body.
ly,

whom

It is these Neutrals,

apparent-

Perrot (M^moire, chap, xiv, 1864)

v., A.

nation neutre" and

la

1912

"Hu-

rons neutres."

In 1640 the Hurons offered a present of 9
hatchets (costly articles at that time) to the
chieftains of the Neutral council, in the
of inducing

to

it

hope

order the assassination of

Fathers Brebo'uf and Chaumonot, but after
on the proposal all night the
council refused to accept the gift.
As has been seen, Daillon said the Neutrals

deliberating

occupied 28 villages in 1626.

them 40

ascribed to

In 1640, BrebcEuf

villages with a

minimum

population of 12,000 persons, including 4,000
warriors.
Only a few of the names of these

have been preserved, among them being Kandoucho or Tous les Saints, Khioetoa or Saint
Michel, Ongniaahra ("Ouaroronon," probably
on the site of Youngstown, N. Y.,;- a form of
Niagara), Ounontisaston, and Teotongniaton
or Saint Guillaume.
(j.

N. B. H.)

Aragarltkas.— N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 908, 1S54
Atlaonrek. Jes.
to be composed of 7 tribes).

(said

—

1656,

Atlouandaronks.— Ibid.,

1858.

34,

1635,

Rel.
33,

Atioiiendaronk.— Ibid., 1644, 97, 18.58. Atlraguenrek. Ibid., 1656, 34, 1858. Atirhagenrenrets.
Jes. Rel. quoted by Parkman, Jesuits, xliv, 1867.
1858.

—

—

Atl-rhagenrets.

— Shea

in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv,

Atiwandaronk.— Shea,

1854.

208,

Cath.

Miss.,

24,

— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
Attihouandaron.— Sagard (1632), Hist.
201, 1854.
1866.
Attinoindarons. — Sagard (1626),
Can.,
Attionandarons. — Gallatin
Can.,
408, 1860.
1848 (misprint).
Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc,
Attionldarons. — Sagard (1626) quoted by Parkman,
Rel. 1641,
1867.
Attiouandaronk. —
Attenonderonk.

1855.

iv,

IV,

in

II,

ii,

ciii,

Jes.

Jesuits, xliv,
72,

At-

AttlSandarons.Ibid., 1639, 88, 1858.

1858.

tiouendarankhronon.— Ibid., 1640, 35, 1858. AttiSagard
Ibid.
Attluoindarons.
ouendaronk.
Attlwandaronk.—
(1626), Hist. Can., ii, 334, 1862.
Royce
Shea, Miss. Val., lix, 1852. Attiwondaronk.

—
—

—

Smithson. Misc. Coll., xxv, art. 5, 95, 1883. HatiHewitt, inf'n, 1886 ( = 'their speech is
awry'; from hati 'they', owa''ta 'voices', runh 'is awry':

in

the Journal des PP. Jesuites for 1652-

53 it is learned that the portions of the Tobacco
Nation and of the Neutral Nation then remaining independent bodies of people were
assembling with all neighbouring Algonquian

Fox

"Huron de

calls

GEORGE

wa^ta-runh.

—

—

Tuscarora name).
Hall, Ind.

Tribes,

Nation Neuht. McKenney and
Neuter Nation.—
81, 1854.

iii,

—

Neuters. Shea, Miss.
Neutral Nation. Ibid., lix. Neutre
Val., Ix, 1852.
Nation.— Champlain (1616), CEuvres, iv, 58, 1870.
Neutrlos. Duro, Don Diego de Peiialosa, 43, 1882.
Rhagenratka. Shea in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv,

Morgan, League

—

Iroq., 9, 1851.

—

—

208, 1854.

Newcastle Townsite.

The

local

name

for

a body of Salish of Cowichan agency, Brit.
Col. Pop. 26 in 1896, the last time the name
occurs.

Newcastle Toronsite.— Can. Ind. A£f. Rep. 1891, 250,
1892 (misprint). Newcastle Townsite.— Ibid., 433,
1896.

Newchemass.
tioned

by Jewitt

An

unidentified tribe

(Narr.,

77,

repr.

men-

1849)

a=
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living far to the n. of,

and inland from, Nootka

sd., B.C., early in

Their lan-

the 19th century.

guage differed from that of the Nootka, but was
understood by the latter. Their coniplexiori

was said to be darker, their stature shorter,
and their hair coarser than those features of
other nations. The locality assigned to them
corresponds with that of the Nimkish.
Nuchimases.

— G.aliano,

Relacion, 94, 1802.

218

in 1884,

264

They numbered

in 1911.

Newhuhwaittinekin. A Shuswap village
4 m. above Cache cr., Bonaparte r., Brit. Col.;
pop, 160 in 1906; 147 in 1911.

Bonaparte Indians.— Can.

Ind. Aff. 1,S85, 91, 1886 (so

— DawTluh-

son in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 44, 1891.
ta-us.— Can. Ind. Af=f. 1885, 19G, 1886.

Nhaiiken
village,

near

4,

Bridge,
in

one

origin,

the earliest forms of this place-name

is

written Onguiaahra,

print for Ongniaahra, and

name

of a Neutral

to-day bears this

evidently

it is

town and

there

a

mis-

made

the

which
designation, although Ongof the river

onon, signifying 'people of Ongniarah.'

The

Iroquois and their congeners applied it to
the place whereon the village of Youngstown,

Niagara co., N. Y., now stands.
On the
Tabula Novae Francise, in Historise Canadensis
sev Novffi-Francise (bk. 10, Paris, 1664, but
made in 1660 by Franciscus Creuxius, S. J.),
the falls of Niagara are called "Ongiara catar-

Much

ingenuity has been exercised

in attempts to analyse this name.
The most
probable derivation, however, is from the
Iroquoian sentence-word, which in Onondaga

and Seneca becomes

O'hni&'ga',

and

in

Tus-

carora U'hnia'kd'r, signifying 'bisected bottom
land.'

or

Its first use

Huron

was perhaps by the Neutral

tribes.
(j.

See Ongniaahra.

of the

gulls').
An Okomiut
Kinguamiut subtribe,

sd., Baffin id.

— Howgate,
Nlantillc. — Kumlien
Naintillc.

Cruise
in

Florence,

of

50,

Nat. Mus. no.

Bull.

1877.
15,

15,

Nibowisibiwininiwak

A

('Death

river peo-

Chippewa

living

Manitoba, n. of lake Winnipeg.
Onepowesepewenewak.
Lake Winnipeg band. Smithson, Misc. Coll.,

Cf.

ple').

subdivision of the

in

—

1878.
Nibowi-sibi-wininiwak.
35,
Ojibwa MS., B. A. E., 1882.
6,

Nichikun.

See l^itchequon.

The

Niciat.

iv, art.

—Gatschet,

name

local

a body of

for

around Seton lake, interior
of British Columbia.
Pop. 44 in 1911.
Lillooet

Necait.— Can.

Ind. AIT. Rep., pt.

—Ibid.,

272.

pt.

II,

i,

Niciat.

277, 1902.

Nicola Band.

One of four subdivisions
Upper Ntlakyapamuk in the interior

of
of

British Columbia.

N. B. H.)

—

Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
170, 1900 ('people of the creek,' i. e., Nicola r.).
Nicola
band. Ibid. Tcawa'xamux. Ibid. Tcua'qamuq.
—Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5, 1899.

—

—

is

marahronon of the Jesuit Relation for the year
1640 appears to be a misprint for Ongniarahr-

ractes."

Eskimo village
on Cumberland

Cawa'xamux.

that in the Jesuit Relation for 1641, in which
it

6th Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

r.,

Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

Being of Iroquoian

in

Niantilik ('with the

the

Thompson

1899.

Niagara.
of

Spence

Col.— Hill-Tout

Brit.

Can.

A Ntlakyapamuk

(N'hai'ikEn).

Nlaqonaulang.— Boas

Upper

Ne-whuh-walt'-tln-e-kin.

by whites).

called

An Akudnirmiut Eskimo

Niakonaujang.

settlement on Padli fiord, Baffin island.

1879.

New Credit. A Missisauga settlement in
Tuscarora township of the Six Nations res.
on Grand r., Ontario.
These Missisauga
formerly lived on Credit r., but removed to
their present situation about the year 1850 by
invitation of the Six Nations.

347

The

Nicola Valley Indians.

number

nation of a large

official desig-

of local groups in

British Columbia, principally Cowichan, Lillooet,

549

and Ntlakyapamuk Indians, numbering

in 1911.

Nicomen.

A

Cowichan

on Nicomen
Wilson cr., lower
Fraser r., Brit. Col.
Their villages are
Skweahm and Lahaui, but the name has be-

mouth

slough and at the

come attached
which

in

to the latter

1894.

The agNicomen and Skweahm

— Boas Rep. 64th Meeting
A. A.
Nacomen.— Can. Ind.
78,
1878.
— Boas, op.
Nicoamen. — Can. Ind.
in

S.,

cit.

309, 1879.

men. —Ibid.,

Brit.

Aff.,

NeK.'a'mEn.
Aff.,

of the tribe,

in 1911.

LEk.'a'mEl.
454,

town

1911 had 13 inhabitants.

gregate population of

was 41

tribe

of

pt.

Nightasis.

Nicoamin.— Ibid.,
I,

76,

1878.

Nico-

276, 1894.

A

Haida town

given in John Wark's

list,

houses and 280 inhabitants.
sible to identify the

of this

name

is

1836-41, with 15
It

name with

seems imposthat of any

known town. On other grounds Kung, in
Naden harbour, would appear to be the town
intended.

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FISHERIES
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2

Nigh tan.— Wark

(1836-41) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribea,

NJgh-tasis.

V, 489, 1855.

— Dawson,

Queen Charlotte

Ids., 173b, 1880.

Nigottine ('moss people'). A part of the
Kawchogottine division of the Kawchodinne
living along the outlet of Great Bear lake,
Mackenzie, N.W.T.
Nl-gottin6.
1875.

1865.
claves,

— Petitot

in Bull. Soc.

—
—

de G6og. Paris, chart,

Nnea-gottine. Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A. E.,
Nni-Gottin6. Petitot, Autour du lac des EsNnl-ottine.— Petitot, Diet. Dend363, 1891.

Dindji^, xx, 1876.

Nikaomin

{Neqa'umin,

Nqmi'min, so

or

named because the water comes from a

lake

from
A Ntlakyapamuk town on
Thompson r., 10 m. above

called Nqaunia'tko, 'wolf lake or water';

sqaum,
the

'wolf').

side

s.

of

Thompson by

Lytton, Brit. Col. It is called
the whites. Pop. 49 in 1911.

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

Nikozliautin ('people of the river covered
with the enemy's arrows'). A TakuUi clan or
division on the s. half of Stuart lake and on
Pinchi r., Brit. Col.
They inhabit two vil-

NakraztU and Pintce. The name comes
from a legend of a tribe of dwarfs who once
attacked their village in such numbers that
the surface of Stuart r. was covered with
floating arrows (Morice in Trans. Can. Inst.,
The Nikozliautin are devout
188, 1891).
Cathohcs, sober, law-abiding, and hospitable.
Their main resources are hunting, trapping,
and fishing. Pop. 234 in 1906.
lages,

Na-kas-le-tin.

— Dawson

in

Rep.

Geol.

Surv.

—

ztli-'tenne.
Morice, Notes on W. D^n6s, 26,
Nancaushy Tine. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., vii,
1878. Nekaslay.— McLean, Hudson's Bay, i,

Ibid.,

of

Nicomen.—.Ibid., 309, 1879. Nlcomln.— Ibid,
map, 1891. Nikaomin.— Ibid., pt. ii, 166, 1901.

Philol.,

N'kau'men.

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878.

1886.

1899.

—Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,
Thompson. —Ibid,
op.

4,

Nqau'mln.-Teit

Nikikouek (from the Chippewa
nate dialectic term nikig
suffix -owefc

= 'otter

'otter,'

people.'

or a cog-

with anim.

A

mikig).

little

Nilsutnack.
A Salish band, probably
Cowichan, under the Eraser superintendency,
Brit. Col— Can. Ind. Aff., 78, 1878.

Perrot says

the form with initial m, Mikikouet, is from their
own language; such is the case in the cognate

Menominee

II,

cit.

(modern name).

pi.

known Algon-

quian tribe that formerly dwelt e. of the
Missisauga, among the rock caverns on the

They are described as
N. shore of lake Huron.
lacking in courage, and having much to do
with the tribes northward. Twice a year, like

A

Niltala.
Brit. Col.

Wikeno

—Boas

in

village on Rivers inlet,
Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5,

130, 1887.

Nimkish {^NE'mges. A Kwakiutl tribe
on and about the river of the same name in
According to Rev. A. J.
N. E. Vancouver id.
Hall they derived their name from that of a
mythical

halibut,

which caused a

Num-hya-ll-gi-yu,

called

tide-rip off the point of the

the Missisauga, they deserted their village to
fish along the lake for sturgeon and

bay.

and there obtained bark for conother
structing canoes and lodges. On the approach

lamin, and Tsetsetloalakemae.

hunt and

fish,

of winter they frequented the lake shores to

kiU beaver and elk, whence they returned in
the spring to plant and tend their corn. In
1653, jointly with the Saulteurs and the
Missisauga, they so completely defeated an
Iroquois war-party of 120 men that but few

The

gentes,

Gyigyilkam,

N. B. H.)

la Loutre.

—Perrot 1724), M^moire, 83,
Mikikouet.—
219.
— Bacqueville de Potherie,
(ca.

83.

Mikikoues.— Ibid.,
Nation de la Loutre.

Hist.

Amfo.

Sfept., II, 48,

Nation of the Otter.—
Nigik.- Kelton, Ft. Macki-

1753.

Heriot, Trav., 209, 1807.
nac, 20, 1884.

Ibid.,

la

Nikicouek.

Nikikouek.-Jes.

—

Jes. Rel., in, index, 1858.

Rel. 1658, 22, 1858.

Perrot, Mfimoire, index, 1864.

Nikikoues.—

Boas,

are

Tlatle-

SisLntlae,

Pop. 151 in

1901, 134 in 1906, 163 in 1911.

^NE'mges.

— Boas in Mem. Am. Mus.

Nat. Hist., v, pt.
N. W.
Tribes, Can. 54, 1890, NE'mqic. Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.
I,

1895,

NE'mk.ic— Boas

1902.

133,

331,

1897.

Nemqisch.

in 6th Rep.

—Boas

in

Petermanns

Nim-keesh.- Can. Ind. Aff.
Nimkis.— Taylor in Cal. Farmer,
190, 1885.
Nim-klsh.— Kane, Wand, in N. A.,
19, 1862.

Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887.

1884,

July

Num-kes.
Can., sec,

1864.

according to

Nenelkyenok,

Nimpkish. — Mayne,
— Hall quoted by Dawson

Brit. Col,, 179, 1862.

app., 1859.
(j.

Gens de

1893.

—
206,
262,
1849. Nekaslayans. —
Nekasly. —
263.
269.
Nikozliantin. — Macdonald, British Columbia,
126, 1862.
Nikozliantins.— Doraenech, Deserts
N.
Am,,
NikozliSutln. — Hale, Ethnog. and
62, 1860.
Indians.
1846.
Stewart's
Lake
Can.
202,
—
Ibid.,

—

NEqa'umin. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
Nl-ca-o-min.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1885, 196,
171, 1900.

Can.,

—

Nakaz6teo-ten. De Smet, Miss, de I'OreNa-ka-ztli-tenne.— Morice, letter, 1890.
NakoozStenne.— Can. Ind. Aff., 215, 1902. Na-'kra30b, 1881.

gon, 63, 1844.

ii,

in Trans.

Roy. Soc.

72, 1887.

Ninstints.

A

Haida town which formerly

stood on Anthony id., at the s. end of Queen
The native name
Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
was SgA'nguai ('Red-cod island'), Ninstints
being the white man's corruption of the townchief's

name, Nungstins {NAn

slins, 'he

who
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All the people from this end of Moresgathered there in comparatively recent

two').

by

id.

times.

The remnant have

since

abandoned

the place and settled at Skidegate. It is impossible to identify absolutely the name of

town with that of any given in John
Wark's list of 1836-41, but it is probably
referred to as "Quee-ah," a town to which he
assigned 20 houses and a population of 308.
At the present day there are probably not a
dozen Ninstints people left. The family to
which the chief of this town belonged was
the Sakikegawai. See Swanton, Cont. Haida,
this

105, 277, 1905.

(j.

New

Micmac village on
mouth of Nipisiguit

The French mission

of

—

Nlpigiguit.—
Nipisiguit.— Membr4,

Vetromile, Abnakis, 59, 1866.
quoted by Shea, Miss. Val., 86, 1852.

— McKenney

New France,

the

little

water or

(1636), Can.,

i,

ii,

95, 1866.

Epe-

172, 1866.

—

Epissingue.— Writer of 1756 in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., X, 485, 1858. Ilgonquincs.— La
Salle (1682) in French, Hist. CoU. La., i, 46, 1846.

Juskwaugume.

—Jones, Ojebway Inda., 178,
— Lamberville (1686) in

1861.

Kekerannon-rounons.
Doc. Col. Hist.,
lake,' re-

1632,

(Euvres,

.

readily accepting the Christian teachings of

Although having a

fixed

home, they were semi-nomadic, going s. in
to the vicinity of the Hurons to fish
and prepare food for ihe winter, which they
pa.ssed among them.
They cultivated the

nutumn

a slight extent only, traded with the
Crce in the n., and were much given to jug-

soil to

glery and shamanistic practices, on which
Account the Hurons and the whites called them

Ill,

iii,

—

Jes.

Nation des Sorciers.— Jes. Rel.
Nebicerini.— Champlain (1613),

1858.

14,

295, 1870.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

N. Y.

Longs Cheveux.

489, 1853.

Rel. 1671, 35, 1858.

ferring to lake Nipissing; Nipisirinien, 'little-

missionaries.

—

—

sirlniens.— Charlevoix (1744),

water people') A tribe of the Algonkin. When
they fii'st became known to the French, in
1613, they were residing in the vicinity of
lake Nipissing, Ontario, which has been their
home during most of the time to the present.
Having been attacked, about 1650, by the
Iroquois, and many of them slain, they fled
for safety to lake Nipigon (Mackenzie, Voy.,
xli, note, 1802), where AUouez visited them
in 1667, but they were again on lake Nipissing
in 1671.
A part of the tribe afterward went
to Three Rivers, and some resided with the
Catholic Iroquois at Oka, where they still
have a village. Some of these assisted the
French in 1756. It is their dialect which is
represented in Cuoq's Lexique de la Langue
Algonquine.
They were a comparatively
imwarlike people, firm friends of the French,
the

—

Rel.
Hewitt).
AskikSanelironons. Jes.
AweatIbid.
1641, 81, 1858. Askikouaneronons.
siwaenrrhonon. Jes. Rel., Thwaites ed., x, 83, 1897.
Bisserains. Champlain (.ca. 1624), CEuvres, v, 2d pt.,
Blsserinlens.— Sagard (1636), Can., i, 190,
79, 1870.
1866.
Bissiriniens.— Jes. Rel. 1635, 18, 1858. Byscerers'

La., VI, 135, 1753.

Rel. 1645, 35, 1858.

('at

m.)

former

Sainte Magdalen was there in 1645.
Nepegigoiiit.— Jes.

(j.

1639, 88, 1858 (='sor-

Rel.

and Hall, I'nd. Tribes, in, 80,
1854.
Epicerinyens.— Sagard (1636), Can., in, 727,
1866.
Epicerinys.— Ibid., iv, Huron Diet., 1866.
Eplciriniens.
Sagard (1636) quoted by Parkman,
Pioneers, 351, 1883.
Episingles.— Dumont, Mem. of

Brunswick.

Nipissing

Miskouaha.
AskicSaneronons.— Jes.

Ebicerinys.— Sagard

the site of Bathurst, at the
r.,

numbers
have been recorded. The Indians now on a reservation on lake Nipissing are officially classed
as Chippewa; they numbered 162 in 1884, and
285 in 1911. A Nipissing division was called

sengles.

A

No

beaver, birchbark, squirrel, and blood.
reliable statistics in regard to their

—

cit.

Nipisiguit.

Their chiefs were elective, and their

Sorcerers.

totems, according to Chauvignerie (N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., X, 1053, 1855), were the heron,

—

b. s.)

NEnsti'ns.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 25,
Ninstance.-— Dawson, Queen Charlotte Ids.,
1S98.
169, 1880.
Nlnstence.— Poole, Queen Charlotte Ids.,
Dawson, op. cit. Sg'a'nguai.
195, 1872. Ninstints.

— Boas, op.
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Neperinks.

—Clinton (1745)

Hist., vi, 276, 1855.

in

Nepesangs.—

—

Exped., pt. 1, app., 62, 1810. Nepesinks.
Clinton (1745) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 281, 1855.
Pike,

—
—
—

Nepessins. Buchanan, N. Am. Inds., i, 139, 1824.
Nepicerinis. Lahontan, New Voy., i, 143, 1703.
Nepicinquis. Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by SchoolNepicirenians.
craft, Ind. Tribes, in, 554, 1853.
BacqueHeriot, Trav., 195, 1807. Nepiciriniens.
ville de la Potherie, ii, 48, 1753.
Nepiscenicens.
Boudinot, Star in the West, 127, 1816. Nepiseriniens.
—La Barre (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 196,
1855.
Nepisin. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, map, 1744.
Nepisinguis. Mackenzie, Voy., xlii, 1801. Nepisirlni.— Lahontan, New Voy., i, 231, 1703. Nepisseninlens.
Doc. of 1695 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 599,
1855.
Nepissens. Boudinot, Star in the West, 127,
1816.
Nepisseriens.— Du Chesneau (1681) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 160, 1855. Nepisseriniens. Doc.
of 1697, ibid., 669.
Nepissings.— Doc. of 1695, ibid.,
599.
Nepissingues. Ibid., 602.
Nepissiniens.
Ibid., 596.
Nepissiriens.
Du Chesneau (1681), ibid.,
160.
Nepissiriniens.— Doc. of 1693, ibid., 566. Nibissiriniens. Parkman, Pioneers, 351, 1S83. Nipeceriniens.— Colden (1727), Five Nations, 28, 1747.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

~

—

—

—

—

Nipercineans.— Schoolcraft,
Nipicirlnien.

—

—Cox, Columbia
Henry, Trav.,

Ind. Tribes,

Jes. Rel. 1639, 14, 1858.

— Champlain (1615), OEuvres,
30,

R.,

ii,

1809.

iv, 21,

1S70.

i, 307, 1851.
Nipisierinij.

Nipisings.

Nlpisingues.—
Nipisinks.— German Flats

142,

1831.

Doc. Col. Hist., vni, 229, 1857.
Nipisiriniens.— Jes. Rel. 1036, 69, 1858. Nipissings.
of 1741 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1080, 1855.
Nipissingues.— Du Chesneau (1679), ibid., 133. Niplsslns.— Smith, Bouquet's Exped., 69, 1766. Nipisconf. (1770) in N. Y.

—Doc.
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2
siriniens.— Jes. Rel. 1641, 81, 1858.

—Trumbull, Algonk. Names Man,
lake men'). Nipistingues.— Lettres
Nippsingues. — Frontenac (1682)
for

in

Nipsang.— Lear

Hist., IX, 182, 1855.

Pap., U. S. Ind.

Aff.,

i,

Niplssirinioek.
1871 ( ='small

18,

Edif.,

696, 1838.

i,

N. Y. Doc. Col.
(1792) in

Am.

St.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., m, 489, 1853.
Nypsins,— Long, Exped. St. Peters R., ii, 151, 1824.
Odishk-wa-gami. Baraga, Eng.-OtcR. Diet., ii, 1878
(Chippewa name; Cuoq renders it 'at the last water,'
but Chamberlain prefers '[people] on the other side of
the lake'). Odishkwa-Gamig. Trumbull, Algonk.
Names for Man, 18, 1872 ('people of the last lake'; from
ishkwa 'at the end of, garni 'lake' or 'water': Chippewa
name).
O-dish-quag-um-eeg. Schoolcraft,
Ind.
berville (1686) in

—

—

—

Tribes,

139, 1852.

ii,

O-dish-quag-um-ees.

— Ramsey

Odishquahgumme.—

Wilson, Ojebway Lang., 157, 1874 (='Algonquin Indi-

Otick-waga-mi.

ans').

Outiskouagami.— Jes.
quagamis.

— Cuoq,
Rcl.

Lex. Iroq., 42, 1882.

1671, 35,

Outis-

1858.

— Andre (1671) quoted by Shea, Cath. Miss.,
Pislerinii.— Champlain (1616), (Euvres,

365, 1855.

differences

The
atory

Quieunontateronons.
nanes.
544,

— Mess,

—

Ibid.,

Skecaneronons.

ibid., 582.

iii,

Skagh-

750, 1866.

1763 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

of

Skaghquanoghronos.—Johnson

1856.

vii,

(1763),

— Sagard (1636), Can., in,

1866.
Skekaneronons.— Ibid., i, 148, 1866.
727,
Skekwanen-hronon. Cuoq, Lex. Iroq., 42, 1883 (Mohawk name). Skequaneronon. Sagard (1632), Can.,
IV,
Huron Diet., 1866. Skighquan. Livingston

—

—

—

(1701) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 899, 1854.

SorCan. Savage Folk, 359, 1896 (English rendering of name by which they were known to
early French missionarie.s).
Squekaneronons. Sagard (1636), Can., i, 172, 1866 (Huron name). Tuskwawgomeeg. Tanner, Narr., 316, 1830 (Ottawa
name).
cerers.

— Maclean,

—

—

A summer

Nirdlirn.

of

of

the

—

map, 1888.
('bustard').

A

or

tribe

division

mentioned with other Algonquian tribes of
the region between lake Superior and Hudson
bay in the Prise de Possession (1671) in Perrot,
M6m., 293, 1864. They were perhaps a gens
of the Ottawa.

Nisibourounik. One of the four divisions
Cree.— Jes. Rel. 1658, 22, 1858.

of the

The dialectic name
Chimmesyan divisions,

Niska.
three

for

one of the

the other two

being the Kitksan and the Tsimshian.
tradition,

art,

and manner

of

living

three divisions are closely alUed,

geographic
occur.

differences

In language

vocabulary

is

less

common

as

would

In
these

with such
naturally

than one-third of the
to

all,

a like propor-

tion varies in accent, while the remainder
different

and more

Niska includes ObservNass bay, and the drainage basin
and its tributaries, but those nor-

Nass

r.

thern sources that

interlock with the

Iskut

and the Stikine rs. are claimed also by the
Tahltan, and over this contention have occurred many wars that have always kept
these people apart. The Niska villages have
always been on the main river and show evidence of considerable

The

size.

houses, in a

single row, follow the contour of the shore;

they are built of hewn timbers in the form of
a parallelogram, with a central open fireplace
of gravel,

and a smoke-hole

in the roof.

Carved

heraldic columns stand in front, in which the
crest of the deceased is

shown

at the base

and

and in one
old village grave-houses of logs surmounted
by animal and bird forms in wood and stone,
representing the totemic emblems of the dead,
rest on the river bank in the midst of the
that of the successor at the top,

columns.

With the establishment
older villages have

of

generally

missions

the

been deserted

and the people are being concentrated

at three

under the supervision of missionaries
of the Church of England, and small modern

points,

a credit

comand the
to both

The

villages,

dwellings are taking the place of the old

settlement

Kingnaitmiut subtribe of the Okomiut Eskimo
on the N. coast near the head of Cumberland
sd., Baffin island.
Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Niscak

marked be-

territory of the
inlet,

61,

—

less

the coast.

iv,

1870.
Pisirinins.— Ibid., 63, 1870.
Qulennontateronons. Sagard (1636), Can., iv, index, 1866.

much

are

1912

tween the two interior river divisions than
between either of them and the T.simshian of

Nypissings.— Lam-

244, 1832.

in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 91, 1850.

lectic

v., A.

local in character.

is

Dia-

munal house.

Modern

ideas prevail,

condition of the people
their teachers

past

is

and themselves.

and present, together with the more

important village sites, are: Kincolith, Kitaix,
Lakkulzap or Greenville, Gwinwork, Lakungida or Ankeegar, Kisthemuwelgit or Willshilhtumwillwillgit, Qunahhair, Kitwin.shilk,
Sheaksh, Aiyansh, Kitlakdamix, and Kitwinlkole.
Other town names have been given, a&
follows, but these, wholly or in part, may
duplicate some of the above: Kitahon, Kitangata, Kitlakaous, and Andeguale.
The Niska were divided geographically into
the Kitkahteen ('people of the lower valley'),
including those below the canon, and the
Kitanweliks ('people of the upper river'),
comprising those above this point.
Tradition tells that long ago when the principal village was across the river to the southward, some little boys were amusing themselves by catching salmon, cutting slits in
their backs in which they inserted flat stones,
and then letting them go, playing they were
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This so incensed the guardian spirit
that, rising from the mountain to the southward enveloped in a wide spreading black
cloud that changed day into night, with eyes
of flame and voice of thunder, he rolled down
whales.

the mountain side as a river of
the village away.
river

was

The people

and took refuge on the
restored,
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when they

fire

and swept

fled across

hills until

divided,

the

quiet

some

Kitlakdamix and there retaining the
old name of Kitauwihks, while the others,
founding Kitwinshilk on the rocks overlooking
the rapids, were ever afterward known by
the name of their village as 'The people among

in Zeit.

Can. Ind.
op.

eit

Brit.

,

fur

Niska.

113b,

Nasxa.

Nishgar.—
Nishka.— Horetzky,.

Rep., 432, 1896.

Aff.

219.

Col.,

Hist. Oregon, 279, 1844.

Ethnol., 231,

— Tolmie

1888.

and Dawson, Vocabs.
Nisk"a'.— Boas in 10th Rep.
Nls-kah.— Gibbs in

1884.

N. W. Tribes Can., 48, 189,5.
Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 143, 1877.

NOss-ka.- Krauae,
Oldnass.- Scott in H. R. Ex.

Tlinkit Ind., 318, 1885.

Doc. 65, 36th Cong., 1st

sess.,

115,

1860 (probably

identical).

set-

tling at

N&88.— Dunn,

1897.

—Boas

A band

Nitakoskitsipupiks ('obstinate').
Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

of the

—

Ne-ta'-ka-ski-tsl-pup'-iks. Hayden, Ethnog. and
Mo. Val., 204, 1802 (trans, 'people that have
their own way').
Nit'-ak-os-kit-si-pup-iks.
Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Talcs, 209,1892.
Obstinate.—

Philol.

—

Ibid., 225.

the lizards.'
is founded upon
dependent upon the existence of four exogamous parties, distinguished
by their crests, who intermarry and who
supplement one another on all occasions of
ceremony. These parties are subdivided into
families who are represented by minor crests
but who still retain the party emblem. These
four parties are: (1) Laghkepo, represented by
the wolf and having as its subdivisions the
Brown-bear, Crow, Crane, and Red-wing
flicker; (2) Laghkeak, represented by the Eagle
and having as its subdivisions the Beaver,
Owl, Dog-fish, and Squirrel; (3) Kanhadda,
represented by the Raven and having as its
subdivisions the Frog, Sea-lion, Sculpin, and
Star-fish; (4) Kishpootwada, represented by
the Killer-whale and having as its subdivisions
the Osprey and the Bear-under-water. (Boas
gives the following subdivisions: Gyitkadok,
Lakseel, Laktiaktl, Gyitgyigyenik, Gyitwulnakyel, Gyiskabenak, Lakloukst, Gyitsaek,
Laktsemelik, and Gyisgahast. He assigns the
first two to the Raven phratry, the next three

Nitawaliks. Given as a Chimmesyan tribe
on upper Nass r., Brit. Col. Tolmie and
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col, 113b, 1884.

Wolf phratry, the four following to the
Eagle phratry, and the last to the Bear

Nettinat.— Taylor
Niten aht. Brit.

The

social

organization

matriarchy, and

is

to the

phratry.)

The Niska

look to the river for their food

supply, which consists principally of salmon

—

Nitawyiks
Lone

Eaters.

— Grinnell,

—
—

toria,

1872.

126, 1874.

—

Rep. 1S69,
Aff.,

Vic-

Nascars. Horetzky, Canada on Pac,
Dorscy in Am. Anti(]., xix, 277,

Nasqa.

—

Blackfoot Lodge Talcs, 225,

small tribe or divi.sion

—

Nitikskiks

A band
tribe

—

{Nil'-ik-skiks,

'lone

fighters').

Piegan and also of the Kainah
Blackfoot
the Siksika.
Grinnell,

of the

—

of

Lodge Tales, 209, 1892.

A Nootka tribe on a tidal lake
same name, near the s.w. coast of Van-

Nitinat.
of the

couver
are

Pop. 180 in 1911. Their villages
Tso-oquahna, and

id.

Carmanah, Clo-oose,

Wyah.
Farmer, Aug. 1, 1862.
map, Victoria, 1872. Nitlnaht.— Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868. Nitinat.
Boas, 6th Rep.
Galiano, Viaje, 28, 1802. Ni'tinath.

—

in

Cal.

Col.

—

—

N.

W.

Nlttanat.— Kelley, OreNitten-aht.— Can.
Nittenat.— Scouler (184«) in

Tribes Can., 31, 1890.

gon, 68, 1830 (given as a village).

Kill Close By.

map, Ind.

the

Nitchequon. Hind, Labrador Penin., ii, 117, 1863.
Nitchik Irinionetchs. Bellin, map, 1755. Nitchlk
Irinlonetz.
La Tour, map, 1779. Nitcliiks. Jefferys, French Dom., pt. 1, map, 1761.

was 842:

Col.

of

about Nichikun lake, Ungava, Quebec;
probably a Naskapi band. Pop. in 1911, 65.

band

in U.S. Ind. Aff.

A

Nitchequon.

has been given to the river.
In 1902 the population of the Niska towns

Naas River Indians.— Scott
.563. 1870.
Nascah.— Brit.

A band

living

Whymper,

(g. t. e.)

eaters').

Nl-taw'-yiks.— Ibid., 209.

1892.

and eulachon.
Indeed it is owing to the
enormous number of the latter fish that run
in to spawn in the early spring that the name
Nass, meaning 'the stomach, or food depot,'

in 1906, 814; in 1911, 738.

('lone

Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

Ind.

Aff.,

1883.

188,

Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

i,

Travels, 74, 1869.

234, 1848.

Nittinalits.

Nittlnat.— Mayne,

—

Brit.

Col., 251, 1862.

Nitotsiksisstaniks ('kill close by').
of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

1892.

—

Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Talcs, 225,
Ni-tot'-si-ksis-stan-iks.— Ibid., 209.

Niutang.

A

village of the

E.

Kingnaitmiut

Okomiut Eskimo on Kingnait
Baffin island.
Boas in 6th Rop.

subtribe of the
fiord,

.A.

B. A. E., map, 1888.

—
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Nkahlimiluh {N' -kah-li-mil-uh) A Ntlakyapamuk village near the mouth of Upper
Nicola r., Brit. Col. Dawson in Trans. Roy.
.

—

Soc. Can., sec.

A

Nkaih.

44, 1891.

ii,

Ntlakyapamuk village not far

from Stryne, in the interior of British CoPop. 4 in 1896, after which date it
seems to have been confused with a town
called Nkya.
Nialh.— Can. Ind. Aff., 4,?4, 1896. N-wa-ih.— Ibid.,

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

above Yale, Brit. Col., near Keefer station,
but on the opposite side of the river. Pop.

name

87 in 1901, the last time the
Ne-kat-sap.

— Can.

Nkatsam.

Ibid.,

—

Ind. Aff.
pt.

ii,

1883, pt.

1884.

189,

Nkattsl'm.

1901.

166,

appears.
i,

—

Mem. Am. Mus.

Teit in

Nat. Hist., ii, 169, 1900.
N'ka'tzam.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5,
1899.

lumbia.

1885, 196, 1886.

Nkakim

of

down upon by the Spuzzum people).
village of Ntlakyapamuk in the neighbour-

looked

A

hood

Spuzzum, Fraser

of

N'ka'kim.

—

Brit. Col.

r.,

Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

.5,

1899.

Nkaktko

{Nqa'ktko,

of

Fraser

r.,

Upper Fraser
Ntlakyapamuk on the w. side of
28 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.

—

4,

Hist.,

Nkamaplix. A division of Okinagan under
the Okanagan agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 270
in 1911.

NkamapHx.— Ibid.,

gan.

—

Ibid., pt.

A

Nkoiam

s.

side of

junction with the

the

laiBt

Brit.

time the

and

'entrance').

Nic-com-sln.— Can.

Thompson

r.,

at

Nicola, about 24| m.

appears.

Ind. Aff. 1883, pt.

Brit.

i,

189,

1884.

sec. ii, 44,

in

II,

II,

173, 1900.

166, 1901.

Nkumcheen.— Can.

division under the

Brit. Col.

Pop. 15 in 1897, when last the

Nkuaikin.— Can.

N'okoie'Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1899.
1898, 418, 1899 (in combination with "Stryne-Nqakin", Stryne being another town).
Nqoi'kin. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172,
Ind. Aff. 1892, 312, 1893.

kEn.— Hill-Tout in Rep.
Nqakin.— Can. Ind. Aff.

—

1900.

Nquakin.— Can.

Pop. 70

in 1904;

—

A

'log

bridge

across

Ntlakyapamuk

lage on the E. side of Fraser

'canoes

474, 1900.

Nkuoosai

A

(Nkud'osai).

Squawmish gens

on Howe sd., coast of British Columbia.—Boas, MS., B.A.E., 1887.

Nkuoukten

r.,

(Nkuo'ukten)

Howe

gens living on

sd.,

.

A

Squawmish

coast of British Co-

lumbia.— Boas, MS., B. A.

Nkya

E., 1887.

{Nqdia, from nqa'iEx, 'to swim').

Lytton band

name

about 38 m.

A

Ntlakyapamuk

appears.

— Brit.

Macayah.— Can.

Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Aff., 79,
1878. Nikai'-a.—
Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 44, 1891.
N'kai'a.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1899.
Nkaih.— Can. Ind. Aff., 363, 1897 (confused with Nkaih,

Dawson

Ind.

in Trans.

Nkya.— Ibid,, pt. II, 104, 1901. Nqa'ia.— Teit
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 171, 1900. Nyakai. —

q. v.).

vil-

of

on the w. side of Fraser r., Brit. Col., 2 m.
below Lytton. Pop. 71 in 1901, the last time
Macaiyah.

{Nkaltsi'm,

Ind. Aff., 230, 1886.

{N'k'u'kapenatc,

transformed to stone'). A Squawmish village
community on the right bank of Skwamish
r., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.S.,

the

—Hill-Tout).

A

appears.

En-ke-mip.— Can. Ind. Aff, 1883, pt. i, 191, 1884.
N-Kamip. Ibid., pt. ii, 166, 1901. Osooyoos.— Ibid.,
79, 1878.
Osoyoos.— Ibid., 1882, 259, 1883.

Nkattsim

{Nqoi'kin, 'black pine ridge').

thickly there.

62 in 1911.

stream.'

Surv.

1899.

village of the

An Okinagan

Cisco,

Lytton band of Ntlakyapamuk
on the E. side of Fraser r., 8 m. above Lytton,
Brit. Col.; so-called because young firs grew

Ethnol.

Surv. Can., 4, 1899.

Nkamip.

Ntlak-

Ind. Aff., pt.

N'kum'tcln.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

Okanagan agency,

5,

Nkoikin

Aff.,

in

Hist.,

A

'eddy').

living

—
Col. map, Ind.
Victoria, 1872.
Nicola Mouth. — Present white man's name. N'kamsheen. — Dawson
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
1891.
Nkamtci'n. — Tcit
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Nicola.

Nat.

village of the

Pop. 81 in 1901,

Col.

name

{N'kd'lam',

Nkukapenach

Spence Bridge band of Ntlak-

yapamuk, on the
above Lytton,

191,

i,

Okana-

166, 1901.

('confluence,'

village of the

its

ii,

Mem. Am. Mus.

in

173, 1900.

II,

yapamuk village on Fraser r., below
Brit, Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol.

68, 1902.

II,

Nkamchin

Ind. Aff. 1883, pt.

pt.

— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Nqde'itko.— Teit

1899.

name

Can., 4, 1899.

En-ke-map-o-tricks.— Can.

village

Lytton, Brit. Col.
N'koakoae'tko.

of the

Nqa'ktko. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ir, 172,
1900. N'ta'-ko.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

1884.

A

rotten water,'

'little

A village

or 'bad water').

—Hill-Tout).

Spence Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk
on the s. side of Thompson r., 30 m. above
of the

Can.,

band

{Nqoe'itko, 'little lake or pond'

'yellow water'

('despised'),

were

this place

because the people of
low social status and much

Nkoeitko
Teit;

in

Can. Ind.

.Vff.

1898, 418, 1899.
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A Kwakiutl
end of Wikeno lake,
British Columbia.— Boas in Rep. Nat.

Nohuntsitk
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(No'xunts'itx).

Yuquot

but subsequently extended to

(q. v.),

tribe living at the lower

all

coast of

These extend from cape Cook on the n. to beyond port San Juan, and include the Makah of
cape Flattery, Wash. Sometimes the term has
been so used as to exclude the last-named tribe.
The Nootka form one branch of the great
Wakashan family and their relationship to the
second or Kwakiutl branch is apparent only
on close examination. In 1906 there were
435 Makah and 2,159 Vancouver Id. Nootka;*
total, 2,594.
They are decreasing slowly but

Mus. 1895,

328, 1897.

Noieltsi

body')

'burnt

{Noie'ltsi,

A

.

Ntlakyapamuk village on the w. side of Fraser
r., about 23 m. above Yale, Brit. Col.
Teit
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 169, 1900.

—

Noka

of the

(1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44,

No-kaig.— Ibid.,

1885.

A 'gens

(No'ke, 'bear foot').

Chippewa.
Noka.— Warren

87

Nok'e.—Wm.

(plural).

the tribes speaking a similar

the reduction in population of the

steadily,

Jones, inf'n, 1906.

Nootka

{No'qEm, from s'no'k, 'valley'). A
village of the Spence Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk at a place called by the whites
Drynoch, on the s. side of Thompson r., 16 m.
above Lytton, Brit. Col. Teit in Mem. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172, 1900.

Nokem

—

Nomas

The

{No' mas).

Tlauitsis gens, after

sometimes

called.

whom

—Boas

in

ancestor

the gens

of

a

was

itself

Petermanns Mitt.,

Nomasenkilis {NomasinxUis).

The an-

whom

gens,

(?), KyuMakah, Manosaht, Mooachaht, Mucha-

Nitinat,

lat,

Pacheenaht,

NuchatUtz, Oiaht, Opitchesaht,
Toquart, Uchucklesit,

Seshart,

and Ucluelet.

(j.

r. s.)

—

after

Aht. Sproat, Savage Life, 312, 1868. Nootka.
Hale in U. S. Expl. Exped., vi, 220, 569, 1846. NootkaColumblan. Scouler in Jour, Roy. Geog. Soc, xi,

—

Nakomgiwhom the gens itself was
Boas in Petermanns Mitt.,

Mofras, op. cit., 335, 345. Southern. Scouler, op.
cit., 224.
Tc'Eca'atq. Boas, op. cit., 9 (Skokomish
name). Wakash.
Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc,

The ancestor

called.

(probably extinct), Kwoneatshatka
quot,

in

—Boas

itself was sometimes called.
Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

gens

sometimes

:

Noutka.— Duflot de Mofras, Expl., ii, 344,
Nuqueno. Galiano, Relacidn, 30, 1802. Nutka.
Ibid.
O'mene. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 9, 1889 (Comox name).
Ouakichs. Duflot de

cestor of a Tlatlasikoala gens, after

lisala

Vancouver id. alone having exceeded
250 between 1901 and 1906. The Nootka
tribes are Ahousaht, Chaicclesaht, Clayoquot,
Cooptee, Ehatisaht, Ekoolthaht, Hachaath
(extinct),
Hesquiat, Kelsemaht, Klahosaht
of

—

pt. 5, 130, 1887.

Nomoqois.

language.

the

of a

—

221, 1841.

—

An

.

uniden-

—

—

15, 306, 1836.

II,

Nopeming
(Nooh-ta-muh)

—

—

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Noohtatnuh

—

1844.

'people

of

(for

No plmlnglasMnenlwug

the bush.'^W.

J.).

A

northern

that anciently stood on the w. end
Harbledown id., Brit. Col., in Kwakiutl
territory.- -Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv., map,

branch of the Chippewa, living in Ontario,
N. E. of lake Superior and w. of lake Nipissing,
and sometimes ranging e. as far as Ottawa r.

1887.

From

tified village

of

—

Noot

A

{No' 61, or Nsrd't, allied to ro'ii, 'sleep').
village of the Lytton band of Ntlakyapamuk

on the w. side of Fraser

r.,

12 m. above Lytton,

1900.

1895

—Teit

Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 172,
N6'6t.— Ibid. Tent.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1894, 277,
(misprint).
Yent.— Ibid., 1898, 418, 1899.
in

YEo't.— Hill-Tout

Yeut.— Can.

in

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Ind. Aff., pt.

Ibid., 1886, 230, 1887.

ii,

166,

Ze-ut.— Ibid.,

1901.

4,

1899.

Yout.—

.

1885, 196, 1885.

Noothlakimish. An unidentifiable Bellacoola division on North Bentinck arm, Brit.
Col.;
mentioned by Tolmie and Dawson,

A name
(q. v.) of
id.,

2lA— 23

originally applied to the

Nootka

and to

—

Men

of the woods. Maclean,
1849 (so called by other tribes).

sd.,

w. coast of

their principal town,

Hudson Bay,

i,

—

74,

Muskegoag. Tanby the Otta-wa to them as
well as to the Maskegon).
Noapeeming'. Schoolcraft, Miss. Val., 299, 1825.
Nopemen d'Achirini.—
Lahontan, New Voy., i, 231, 1703. Nopemetus Anineeg. Tanner, Narr., 315, 1830 (Ottawa name).
ner, Narr., 315, 1830 (applied

—

—

— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, 145, 1855.
— Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
Nopemit Azhlnneneeg. — Tanner, Narr.,
(Ottawa name). Nopiming daje ininl. —

Nopemings.

Nopemin
1S51.

39,

315, 1830

Vocabs. Brit. Col., 122b, 1884.

Nootka.
Mooachaht
Vancouver

likewise confused with the Tetes de Boule,
q. V.

Brit. Col.
NErd't.

their frequently resorting to Sault Ste.

Marie they have often been confounded with
the band at that place, and they have been

of Achirini.

v,

ii,

Cuoq, Lex. Algonquine, 129, 1886 ('men of the interior
Nipissing name). No'pimingtashineniwag. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906 (correct name).

of the lands':

—

''

In 1911, there were 1,984.
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NubenalgoochJng.— Can.

Ope-

Ind. Aff., 16, 1875.

—

meiis U'Acheliny. Du Lhut (1684) in Margry, D6c.,
O'pimittlsh Ininlwac. Henry, Trav.,
VI, 51, 1886.
Wood Indians. Ibid.
(0, 1809.

—

—

upper Fraser r., Brit. Col.
No-qui-quahko.— Can. Ind. Aff.,

—

—

—

Nanrantsoak.— Rasles

'people

the Abnaki confederacy, the typical tribe of
the group. Their closest relationship was

and
Wewenoc. Their territory embraced the Kennebec valley nearly to the river's mouth, Norridgewock, their principal village, being on the
left bank just below the rapids, near the present
Norridgewock, Me. The French established a
Arosaguntacook,

Penobscot,

the

mission at their village in 1688. In 1695 the
Jesuit Father Rasles took up his residence there

and succeeded in attaching the tribes so warmly
to the French cause that they soon came to be
regarded as dangerous enemies of the English
In 1724 an expedition was sent
colonists.
against the Norridgewock, which resulted in
the destruction of their village, the dispersion

and the death

of the tribe,

A

St.

They

of Rasles.

fled in different parties to the

Passamaquoddy, and to

Penobscot and

Francis in Canada.

number afterward returned and

settled in

home, but, owing to the continued

their old

unfriendly disposition of the whites,

who

again

attacked their village in 1749, returned at the
breaking out of the French and Indian war in
1754 to St. Francis. A few families that re-

mained behind
their

way

for

found
See Ahnaki, Mis-

some years

Canada.

also to

finally

Homann

map, 1756.

Heirs'

1775) in

{ca.

M.)

(j.

map,

Me.

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

bas.— McKenney and

i,

—

— Ibid.

iii,

Canibas.

79, 1854

— Doc.

1689 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 433, 1855.

bas.— McKeen in Me.
Cannlbas.—Jes. Rel.

Cam-

459, 1865.

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

Canabas.

(misprint).

—

Aridgewoak.
Arransoak. Montresor
1755.

of

Canna-

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 327, 1857.

1611,

5,

1858.

Carrlbas.—

in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 895, 1855
Kanibals. Vetromile, Abnakis, 22, 1866.
Kanibas.— Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 105, 1848. Kanibats.— Frontenac (1691) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
Maurault, Hist, des
495, 1855. Kanibesinnoaks.

Aubery (1720)

—

misprint).

—

Abenak-s,

5,

1866.

beca.— Smith
III,

22, 1833.

Kanlbesslnnoaks.

—

Ibid.

Kena-

(1631) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s.,
Kenabes.—Willis in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Kenebecke Indeans.— Pateshall (1684),
Kenebeke.— Purchas (1625), ibid.,
Kennebeck Indians.— Sewall (1721), ibid..

Me.

1652,- 24,

1858.

—

—Gyles (1726) Me. Hist. Soc.
357, 1853. Narangawock. —
Narantsoak.
— Charlevoix (1744) quoted by Drake, Bk.
bk.

Narangawock.

in

Coll.,

Ibid.

Ill,

Inds.,

harnois (1744) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1107, 1855.
Narantsouans. Vaudreuil (1724), ibid., 937. Na-

—
— Rasles (1721) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
2d
262,
1819. Narantswouak. — Beauharnois
(1744)
N. Y. Doc. Col.
1107, 1855. Narautsouak. — Vaudreuil (1721),
Narau903.
wings.— Boudinot, Star
the West, 127, 1816. NarentchSan. — Chauvignerie (1736)
N. Y. Doc. Col.
1052, 1855. Narent Chouan. — Chauvignerie
rantsSuk.

Coll.,

VIII,

3.,

in

Hist., ix,

ibid.,

in

in

Hist., IX,

quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

(1726) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 4th

Narridgwalk.— Writer
Narridgwock.

1819.

v, 364, 1861.

s.,

of 1724, ibid., 2d

s.,

Hist. Soc, Coll

,

1st

s.,

I,

—Gookin (1674)

162, 1806.

in

Mass.

Kennebeki— La

245,

viii,

—Pemaquid treaty (1693) quoted

by Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 121, 1848. NaurantspUak.
—Vaudreuil (1724) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 934,
1855.
Naurautsoak. Doc. of 1718, ibid., 880.
Naurautsouak. Ibid., 881.
Navidgwock. Niles

—

{ca.

Neridgewalk.

— Niles

vi, 235,

s.,

(ca.

1837

1761), ibid., 4th

Nerldgewok.— Drake, Bk. Inds., bk.
Neridgiwack.— Church (1716) quoted by
Wars, 201, 1825. Neridgwock.— Casco

V, 335, 1861.

3, 128,

1848.

Drake, Ind.
conf.

(1727) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Nerldgwook.
175,

—

—

1761) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 3d

(misprint).
s.,

—

Me.

—

Ibid.

Oakman
1809.

conf.

(1727)

Nerridgewock.

Nolongewock.^Pynchon

Ibid., 445.

261, 1827.

ii,

— Drake, Ind. Chron.,

Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 407, 1853.

Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
109,

Nerigwok.

Nerridgawock.-Falmouth

1836.

(1663) in N.

Noridgawock.

XIII, 308, 1881.

—

by Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3,
Neridgewalk.- Kendall, Trav., in, 48,
1848.
Noridgewoc. Ibid.
Noridgewock. Church
(ca.

1690) quoted

—

—

(1689) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 4th

Noridgwoag.— Jefferys,
Noridgwock.

Doms.,

Fr.

— Pemaquid

treaty

Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 3, 121, 1848.
McKenney and HaU, Ind. Tribes,

—

v, 222, 1861.

s.,

pt.

123,

1,

1761.

quoted by
Norredgewock.—

(1693)

iii,

82, 1854.

Nor-

ridegwock. Me. Hist. Soc. CoU., iii, 357, 1853 (misNorridgawock. Doc. of 1752, ibid., iv, 170,
print).
1856. Norridgewalk.— Colman (1726) in N. H. Hist.
Norridgewocks. Dummer
Soc. Coll., I, 17, 1824.

—

—

(1726) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., 1st

s.,

Norridgewock.

in

Coll.,

vi. 111,

in

1800.

Me. Hist. Soc.
—Treaty
(1749)
Norridgwak. —
1856.
map,
Norridgwalk. — Homann Heirs' map, 1756.

IV,

jour.

Giissefeld,

145,

1784.

Kennebecks.

1853.

553,

iii,

Naridgewalk.—PenhaUow (1726) in N. Y. Hist. Soc.
Coll. I, 20,
1824. Naridgwalk.— Falmouth treaty

Norridgwocks.— PenhaUow (1726) in N. H.
Norridgwog.—Rasles
CoU., I, 129, 1824.

351, 1853.

3,

Narantsouak.— Vaudreuil (1724) in Me.
NarantsSak.— Beau-

126, 1848.

Hist. Soc. Coll., VI, 240, 1859.

ibid., V, 91, 1857.

Ill,

Nan-

Naragooe.— Purchas (1625)
Naranchouak.
Naranchouek.— Ibid., 30,

IV, 96, 1856.

156.

1809.

63,

1866.

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 156, 1857.

Rel.

Jes.

iii,

(1724) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

1855 (misprint).

IX, 934,

in

in

sions,

Aridgevoak.— Bellin,

—

—

tribe of

with

(1722) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 910,

tansouak.—Vaudreuil

A

water between rapids').

still

— Vaudreuil

—

Nanrantswacs. Kendall, Trav.,
Nanrantsv^ak. Vetromile, Abnakis, 24,

Norridgewock (from Nar^aHswak,
of the

(1712)

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., viii, 258, 1819. Nanrantsouak. Rasles (1721) ibid., 252. NanrantsSak.

in

1855.

78, 1878.

1912

v., A.

Tour, map, 1779. Kinnebeck Indians. Doc. of 1660
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 190, 1881.
Nalatchw&nlak. Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A. E., 1887
(Penobscot name). Namgauck. Dudleyin Me. Hist.
Soc. Coll., V, 429, 1857.

Noquiquahko. A former Salish band of
Fraser superintendency, apparently on or near
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Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU., Ist

wogg.— Coffin

(1796) in

s.,

Me.

x, 137, 1809.

Hist. Soc.
(ca.

1720)

Norridg-

Hist. Soc. CoU., iv, 313,
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Noixlgawake. Portsmouth treaty (1713), ibid.,
Norrlgewack. Dudley (1704) quoted
VI, 250, 1859.
by Drake, Ind. Wars, 220, 1825. Norrigewock.—
1856.

Niles

(co.

—

1761) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d

s.,

vi, 247,

Norrigwock.— Church (1716) quoted by Drake,
Norrijwok.— Jefferys, Fr.
1825.
Ind. Wars, 247,
Norrlwook. La Tour,
Doms., pt. 1, map, 119, 1761.
map, 1782. Norrywok. Jefferys, Fr. Doms., pt. 1,
1837.

(N'pdk'ivis).
A Squawmish vilcommunity on the right bank of Skawmish r., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.

Npokwis

lage

A. A.

Norwldgewalks.

— Doc.

of 1764 in

N. Y.

—

Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 641, 1856. Nurhantsuaks.
Quenebec
Maurault, Histoire des Abenakis, 5, 1866.
Indians.— Douglass, Summary, i, 184, 1755. Wawrlgweck.— Smith (1616) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d s.,

474, 1900.

S.,

Npuichin

—

—

map, 1761.
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A

{Npuilci'n, 'low ridge shore').

village of the

Lytton band

Ntlakyapamuk

of

on the w. side of Fraser r., 8 m. above Lytton,
Brit. Col.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
172, 1900.

II,

Assiniboin as recognized about the middle of
the 19th century and earlier. Perhaps the

Nsisket {Nsi'sqEt, 'the little split or divide',
perhaps because near a deep or rocky gulch).
A village of the Nicola band of Ntlakyapamuk
near Nicola r., a few miles from the w. end of
Nicola lake, Brit. Col. Pop. 21 in 1901, the
last time the name is given.

same as the Tschantoga (q. v.), or Gens des
Bois of Maximilian, and the Wood Stoneys or

N'cickt.

Wawrlgwick.— Smith

VI, 107, 1837.

(1631), ibid.,

iii,

22, 1833.

A

Northern Assiniboin.

division of the

Stonies of northern Alberta of the present day,

although Denig (1854) says they were so called
because they came from the n. in 1839. In
Denig's time they numbered 60 lodges under

Hun-ka-sis-ket.— Can.

—Jefferys, Am. Atlas, map
North. — Jefferys, French
Gens du Nord. — Hay-

—

North-

Val., 387, 1862.

by Dorsey

in

15th Rep.

B. A. E., 223, 1897. Tokum'-pl.— Hayden, op. cit.
Wah-ze-ah we-chas-ta. Denig, op. cit. Wah'-zi-

ah.

—

— Hayden, op

cit.

at

Dame

Netchilirmiut Eskimo

harbour,

Felix

FrankUn— Ross, Second
Notre

Boothia

penin.,

Voy., 249, 1835.

A

de Foye.

former mission

by some Hurons
from Huronia, who removed to Lorette in
village near Quebec, settled

Nottoway.

See Nadowa.

Noutchaoff.
town on a river
Columbia.

An

lage
Brit.

imidentified

of the

Nout-chaoff.— Mayne,

Npapuk

Bellacoola

same name

in British

A

Hist.,

1900. Nyiskat.— Can. Ind.
kat.— Ibid., 1886, pt. 1, 232,
pt.

II,

('white hollow').

Ntlakyapamuk, so

{Nsqa'qaultEn,

looking-

Ntlakya-

the s. side of Thompson r., 23 m.
above Lytton, and }^ m. below Spence Bridge,
Brit. Col.

Nsqa'qaultEn.
II,

172, 1900.

— Teit

in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Spence Bridge [Indians].— Can. Ind

Ntekem

{Nte'qEm,

'to

make muddy',

or

'muddy creek').
A village of the Spence
Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk on the n. side of
Thompson r., about 1 m. from stream and 39
m. above Lytton,

Pop. 18 in 1911.

Brit. Col.

N'tal'kum.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
1899.
Nte'qEm. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
II, 173, 19(K).
Oregon Jacks. Name given by whites.

—

Nthaich

—

A

Squawmish
Skwamish r., Brit.

{N'cai'tc).

on the right bank
Hill-Tout in Rep.

vil-

of

village

Col.

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

called,

A

village of the

according to Hill-

place,' 'place for crossing the river').

Ind. Aff. 1886, 230, 1887.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Npikti'm. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
1900. S'tnpflkti'm.— Ibid.

N'pEk'5,

Hist.,

band

lage of the Lytton

Kanaka

of

A

vil-

Ntlakyapamuk

at

about 11 m. below
Lytton, Brit. Col., with 52 inhabitants in 1911.
Some Indians class it with the Lower Ntlakbar,

Fraser

r.,

yapamuk.

used for cleaning wool, etc. Pop. 19 in 1897,
the last time the name officially appears.

2lA— 231

'little

village of the

pamuk on

—Ibid., 230,

in

A

for-game place')-

Hlakklaktan.— Can.

—

Nzis-

1895.

Nzyshat.— Ibid.,

1887.

166, 1901.

Nskakaulten

Tout, because it was the place where the
Indians obtained the white clay they burnt and

tEHi.— Hill-Tout

361,

Aff.,

ii,

Ntlaktlakitin {N LaqLa'kUin, 'the crossing

Squawmish

474, 1900.

Mpaktam.— Can.

4,

Aff.

Brit. Col., 147, 1862.

{N'pdpuk').

community on the e. side of Howe sd.,
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,

Npiktim

191, 1884.

Aff., 79, 1878.

A

North Herndon.
village

1,

in

in

Le Robe de Vent.
Assinlboels of the North.
Asslniboins of the
8, 1776.
Dom. Am., pt. 1, map, 1761.
den, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.
ern People. Denig quoted

Ind. Aff. 1883, pt.

— Hill-Tout Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,
1899.
Neyiskat.- Can. Ind.
1894, 277, 1895.
Nsi'sqEt. — Teit
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
174,

hlu-natan.

—

1886.

pt. 1, 196, 1886.

NLaqLa'kJtin.

HIuii, 164, 1901.
Hlukhiukatan.
Hluk-kluk-a-tan.— Ibid., 1885,
Ind. Aff. 1392, 312, 1893.

Ibid., pt.

Kanaka Bar.— Ibid., 1897, 363, 1898.
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,

— Teit

171, 1900.

1899.

ii,

169,

Ntlakyapamuk.

One

of

the four great

Salish tribes inhabiting the interior of British
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Columbia and popularly called Thompson
Indians, from the river on which a large part
of them live.
Internally they are divided into
the Lower Thompsons, living from a short
distance below Spuzzum on Fraser r., nearly
to the village of Cisco, and the Upper Thompsons, whose towns extend from the latter point
nearly to Lillooet on the Fraser, to within a
short distance of Ashcroft on the Thompson,
and over aU of Nicola valley. The Upper
Thompsons are subdivided by Teit into 4
minor bands, the Lytton band, the Nicola
band, the Spence Bridge band, and the Upper
Fraser band.
divisions are

In addition the following submentioned Ainslie Creek, Booth:

Lake Indians, Cook Ferry,
Rhaap, Skowtous, and Snakaim. Total popuroyd.

Canoe

The

lation 1,826 in 1902, 1,727 in 1911.

lowing

list

of villages

fol-

was obtained principally

Chetawe,
Kalulaadlek, Kapachichin, Kapaslok, Kimus,
Kleaukt, Koiaum, Nkakim, Nkattsim, Nkoiam, Noieltsi, Npiktim, Ntsuwiek, Sintaktl,
Skohwak, Skuzis, Skwauyik, Spaim, Spuzzum,
Villages of the

Lower Thompsons:

Taqwayaum, Tikwalus,
Tzauamuk.

Stahehani, Suk,

Villages

Cisco,

of the

Kittsawat,

Lytton band:

Anektettim,

Natkelptetenk, Nchekche-

Upper Fraser band: Ahulka,
Nkaktko, Ntlippaem, Skekaitin,

Villages of the

name, from name

of

Nat. Hist.,

Thompson

ii>

r.).

— Bancroft, Nat. Races, 311, 1874. Couteaux. — Taylor
Cal. Farmer, July
1862.
Klackarpun. — Survey map, Hydrog.
U.
N., 1882.
Knife Indians. — Teit, op.
(name given by employees Hudson's Bay Co.). Knives. — Anderson quoted

Clunsus.

i,

in

19,

Office,

S.

cit.

by Gibbs
Teit,

Mag., vn, 76. 1863. Liikatimu'x.
(Okinagan name). Neklakapamuk.

in Hist.

op.

cit.

Can. Ind.

Neklakussamuk.— Brit.

Aff., 15, 1879.

Col.

map, Ind.

Aff., Victoria, 1872.
N-hla-kapm-uh.
Mackay quoted by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
sen. II, 6, 1891.
Nicoutameens. Mayne, Brit. Col.,

—

Nicoutamuch.— Ibid.

296, 1862.

Nicute-much.—

—
—

Anderson, op. cit. Nitlakapamuk. Good Offices in
Nitlakapamuk, 1880. Nko'atamux. Teit, op. cit.,
167 (Shuswap name). N-ku-tam-euh.
Mackay, op.
cit., 5.
NkutSmixu. Gatschet, MS., B. A. E. (Okinagan name). NLak'a'pamux. Teit, op. cit. (own
name, sometimes given to Lytton band alone). N'tlaka'pamuQ. Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 10,
1889. N-tia-ka-pe-mooh.
Dawson in Trans. Roy.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ntlakya'pamuQ. Boas in
5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. Sa'lic— Teit,
op. cit. (Okinagan name).
Saw-meena. Anderson,
op. cit., 71 (so called by the Tait, a Cowichan tribe).
SEma'mila. Teit, op. cit. (so called by the Cowichan
of Fraser delta).
Ske-yuh. Mackay, op. cit. ('the
people': own name).
Somena. Ibid, ('inland hunters'
Thompson River Indians.
Cowichan name)
Soc. Can., sec.

ii, 6,

1891.

—

—

:

—

.

Dawson,
—Ibid.

ibid.

,

(name given by whites)

6

Thompsons.

.

Ntlippaem

(NTuip'pa'Em, 'to extract mar-

row', according to Teit;

A

HiU-Tout).

band

of

Fraser

r.,

according to

'deep',

Upper Fraser

the

of

Ntlakyapamuk on the w. side of
22 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.

Nick-el-palm.
1872.

village

—

Col.

Brit.

Nitlpam.— Can.

— HiU-Tout

in

NLip'pa'Em.

map, Ind.

Rep.. Ethnol.

— Teit

in

Surv.

Victoria,

Aff.,

N'kMpan.

Ind. Aff., 78, 1878.

Can.,

Mem. Am. Mus.

4,

1899.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

172, 1900.

Tiaks.

Atthe Spence Bridge band:
Klukluuk, Nkamchin, Nkoeitko,
Nokem, Nskakaulten, Ntekem, Nukaatko,
Pekaist, Pemainus, Semehau, Snapa, Spatsum,
Villages

167, 1900 (Lillooet

1912

v., A.

Mem. Am. Mus.

in

Tlikt-

kokenk, Nehowmean, Nikaomin, Nkoildn,
Nkya, Noot, Npuichin, Ntlaktlakitin, Staiya,
Stryne, Tlkamcheen, Tuhezep.
Nesikeep,

— Teit

—

from Teit:

laketin,

CS'qtamux.

of

chitchiken,

Stlaz, Tlotlowuk, Zakhauzsiken.

Hanehewedl,
Huthutkawedl, Koiskana, Kwilchana, Naaik,
Nchekus, Nsisket, Ntstlatko, Petutek, ShaVillages of the Nicola hand:

—

Mus. Nat.

To these the following names must be added,
although one or two of them may possibly be
synonyms: Cheuek, Kokoiap, Nhaiiken, Nkahlimiluh, Nkaih, Nzatzahatko, Paska, Schaeken,
Shkuet, Shkuokem, Shuimp, Skappa, Snakaim,
Spapium, Timetl, Tsuzel.
For detailed information consult Teit in
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, pt. iv, 1900,
and Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Hist.,

ii,

174, 1900.

Ntshaautin ('people down against the
A TakulU sept dwelling along
Blackwater r. and upper Nechako r., Brit. Col.,
island').

in the villages of Tluskez, Ilkatsho,

katchek.

hanik, Tsulus, Zoht.

Brit. A. A. S.,

Ntlkius (NLki'us). An Okinagan town on
Similkameen r., Brit. Col. Teit in Mem. Am.

Ilrak,

Former

now abandoned.

(j.

R. 8.)

and Peltand

Tsitsi

in 1893.

— Domenech, Deserts N. Am., 442,
1847.
1860. Nazeteoten.— De Smet, Oregon Miss.,
Col. map, Ind.
Victoria, 1872.
Nechao-tin. —
Neguia Dlnais. — Mackenzie, Voy 309, 1801. Neote1855. Ntshaantain. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
Natcotetains.

i,

100,

Brit.

Aff.,

,

v, 59,

— Domenech, Deserts N. Am., 62, 1860. NtshaPhilol., 202, 1846.
Nu— Morice in Trans. Can.
25,
1893.
Nu-tca-'tenne. — Ibid.
tin.

ii,

dutln.— Hale, Ethnog. and
tcah-'tenne.

Inst.,

Ntstlatko {NtsLa'tko,

1889.

were
Pop. 135

villages

lage of the Nicola

band

'cold water').

of the

iv,

A

vil-

Ntlakyapamuk
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near Nicola r., a few miles from the w. end of
Nicola lake, Brit. Col.

— Teit
174, 1900 (white
NtSLa'tko — Ibid
Coldwater.

Mem. Am. Mus.

in

man's name).

Nat. Hiat., n,

Ntsa^a'tko.

— Ibid.

Ntsuwiek {Nisuwi'ek). A
Ntlakyapamuk on the w. side

village

The

principal

in

the

of

of Fraser

m. above Yale, Brit. Col.— Teit
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 169, 1900.

r.,

27

Mem. Am.
the

of

village

Nuchatlitz on Esperanza inlet, w. coast
Vancouver id.— Can. Ind. Aff., 264, 1902.

of

let.

—Armstrong,

—Mayne,

NeuNeuchal-

Narr,, 36, repr. 1849.

Oregon,

136,

Brit. Col., 251, 1862.

1857.

(-mx'

N. W. Tribes
= 'people
(-m//

Mus. Nat.

Nooch-alh-laht.— Ibid., 1883,
Noochartl-aht.- Ibid., 1894, 276, 1895.
Noochatl-aht.— Ibid., 52, 1875. Nutca'tlath. Boas
Ibid., 1896, 430, 1897.

1884.

—

W.

Hist.,

It

is

Tribes Can., 31, 1890.

A summer

Nukaakmats

— McDonald,

Discov. of Hogarth's Sd., 86,
Nudlung.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 441,

('inhabitants of the cape').

Cumberland

Frobisher bay and

Seahng on the

island.

walrus at the

killing

permanant

Operdniving,

floes

sd.,

Nat. Hist.,

II,

with the harpoon
and hunting

are their occupations.

Nugumiut,
are
Tuarpukdjuak, and

villages

Tornait,

Other settlements are Akbirsiarbing, Ekaluin, Kassigiakdjuak, Kekertukjuag,
Kodlimarn, and Nuvuktualung. Pop. about
80 in 1883.
New Gummi Lurk. British Admiralty chart. Nugumeute. Kumlien in BuU. Nat. Mus. no. 15, 15,
Ukadlik.

—

—

1879.

Nugumiut.- Boas

in

6th Rep. B. A. E., 422,

Nukaatko

Eskimo

at

Nugumiut

the entrance to Frobisher bay,

Baffin island.

—Boas

in 6th Rep.B.A.E.,

map,

1888.

Nuhalk

on the N. side

A

Bellacoola division

embracing the following 8 villages, at the
of BeUacoola r., Brit. Col.: Atlklaktl,

mouth

of

Lytton, Brit. Col.

Nukits

A

Ntlakyapamuk,
43 m. above
Mem. Am. Mus.

Thompson

—Teit

in

r.,

173, 1900.

II,

{Nuk'l'ts).

A

Bellacoola village on

above Snutele,

r.,

or

viUage of

Brit. Col.

Nu'kHits.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3,
1891. Nuk'i'ts.- Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
49, 1900.

Nukitsoink

{Nuxitso'mx).

lage on Rivers inlet, Brit. Col.

manns

A Wikeno vil-

—Boas

in Peter-

Mitt., pt. 5, 130, 1887.

A

Nuklako.
inhabitants on

Hankutchin

Yukon

r.,

village

near the

—

of

mouth

Klondike r., s. e. of the boundary
tween Alaska and British Columbia.

82
of

fine be-

Fort Reliance. PetrofI in 10th Census, Alaska, map,
Schwatka, Rep. on Alaska, 86,
1884. Nu-kla-ko.
1885. Takon Indians.— Ibid., 84. Tchi-car-gutko-tan. Ibid., 86 (Ingalik name).

—

—

Nulaautin.
in

A

the village of

sept of the Takulli Hving

Nulkreh, on Noolki lake,

Brit. Col.; pop. 56, in 1879.

—

Brit. Col. map, 1872.
Nool-ke-o-tin.
Rep. Can. Geol. Surv. 1879-80, 30b, 1881.
Domenech, Deserts N. Am., ir, 62, 1860.
NulaSutin.— Hale, Ethnog. and Philol, 202, 1846.
Stony Creek band.— Can. Ind. Aff., 214, 1902.

Nalo-tin.

in

—

Nulkreh. The Nulaautin village on Noolki
Morice in
s. of Nechako r., Brit. Col.
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., x, 109, 1893.

lake,

(Nuxa'lkA).

Bridge band of

the Spence

Nulaantins.

winter viUage of

Nukad'iqo,

{Nukaa'lko,

NEkaa'lko, 'one httle water').

Dawson

1888.

Nugumiut. A

—

49, 1898.

Baffin

floe edge,

summer

deer in the

Their

An

occupying the peninsula between

tribe

r.,

Nuk'a'aqmats. Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Nuqa'axmats. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus.
3, 1891.

II,

Nugumiut

A BeUacoola
above Asenaue, Brit.

(Nuq&'axmats).

Col.

Bellacoola

Eskimo

in

49, 1898.

ii,

town on Bellacoola

settlement of the

island.

1841.

—
Nuqa'lkmn.-Ibid,
— Boas Mem. Am.

1898.

Akudnirmiut Eskimo on Howe bay, Baffin
Noodlook.

1891.

3,

Nuxa'lk'!.

one of the Taho towns.

Nat. Hist.,

Nudlung.

Can.,
of).

Nuiku (Nu'iku). A Bellacoola village at
the head of South Bentinck arm, Brit. Col.

Noochahlaht.

Savage Life, 308, 1868. Nooch-aht-aht.—
Can. Ind. Aff. 1894, 357, 1895. Nooch-ahtl-aht.—

in 6th Rep. N.

the

Nuchalkmx'- Boas in Petermanns Mitt., pt. 5, 130,
= 'people'). Nuqa'lkn. Boas in 7th Rep.
1887

Sproat,

188,

in-

Keltakkaua, Potlas, Siatlhelaak,
Spukpukolemk, and Tokoais gentes.
clude

—

1902, 62, in 1904; 52 in 1906; 41 in 1911.
chalits.

They

—

—

—Jewitt,

Sakta,

Peisela,

Nu'ik'.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
Nu'iku. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,

Nuchatlitz ('mountain house.' Sproat)
A Nootka tribe occupying the village of Nuchatl and others on Nuchatlitz and Esperanza
Pop. 74 in
inlets, w. coast of Vancouver id.
Neu-chad-Uts.

Osmakmiketlp,

Komkutis,

Selkuta, Stskeitl, and Tkeiktskune,

—

.

Nuchatl.

357

—

Nun {Nun). The name of an ancestor of
one of the Koskimo gentes, sometimes apphed
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to the gens

itself.

—Boas in

Petermanns Mitt.,

A

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Nunetnasekalis {Nu'nEmEasqdlis,

A

the beginning')-

Kwakiutl

from

'old

gens of the Tlauitsis, a

Nu'nEmasEqaiis.

Can., 54, 1890.

Mua. 1895,

6th ReR. N.

in

— Boa3

in

W.

Tribes

Rep. Nat.

330, 1897.

Nurata.
A settlement of the Sikosuilarmiut, e. of King cape, Baffin island. Boas
in 6th Rep. B.A.E., 421, 1888.

—

Nusatsem (Nusd'tsEm). A Bellacoola settlement at the junction of Nusatsem and Bellacoola

Brit. Col.

rs.,

Nat. Hist.,

Nuskek

—Boas in Mem. Am. Mus.

49, 1898.

II,

A

North Bentinck arm,

Mem. Am. Mus.
Nuskilst

village of the

Ntlakyapamuk on Fraser

Brit.

Col.,

just

town on
Col.— Boas in

Bellacoola

Brit.

Nat. Hist.,

A

(NusqlE'lst).

48, 1898.

ii,

Bellacoola vil-

above Tskoakkane, Brit,
Col. The people of this place were subdivided
into 3 gentes, 2 of which were called Tlakaumoot and Kookotlane.
Nu'sk'Elst. Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3,
(-£mft = 'people').
Nu8k"E'lstEinH. Ibid.
1891.
NusqlE'lst. — Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
lage on Bellacoola

r.

—

—

49, 1898.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

—

Can., 3, 1891.

5,

in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Nuvujen

('the

kimo winter

map, 1888.

An Okomiut

capes').

Eson
pop. 26 in

village of the Talirpingmiut

the w. shore of Cumberland sd.;
1883.

A

Chippewa, and Ottawa
of lake Wolsey,
Manitoulin id. lake Huron, Ontario, containing 17 inhabitants in 1884, but reduced to 7
Their reserve consists of 800 acres.
in 1911.
They cultivate the soil, are good bushmen,
and in winter cut ties and posts and peel
bark; also load vessels in summer.

—

Obidgewong. Canadian official form. Wabi'tigwayang. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1905 (correct name).

—

Occow. Okow.

The yellow pike perch
of

the northern great

mentioned by Richardson in Franklin's
Narrative (1823) and again in the Fauna Bor.
Amer., ii, 1836. The name has since been
adopted in ichthyological works. It is from
Cree okaw, cognate with Chippewa oka.
lakes,

(w. R.

(q. V.)

A

Odiserundy.

— Kumlien

Nuvujen.— Boas

in Bull. Nat.
in

Mus., no. 15,

15,

6th Rep. B. A. E., 426,

1885.

Nuvuktualung. A summer village
Nugumiut Eskimo on Frobisher bay,
Baffin island.

—Boas

in 6th

of the

Revolution, often called John the Mohawk,
and in chief command of a war party in 1777.

The name

now

is

lightning has struck.'

written

In the

Deseronto,

New York

Nuvung.
village

An

Aivilirmiut

on Melville penin., n.

Lyons

Noowook.
Boas

'the

State

is
a letter from John
dated Bay of Quinte, Nov.,
1796. where he headed a band of Mohawk.
He was present at a treaty with the United

at

Albany

Deserontyon,

States after the Revolution.

Deseronto, Ont.,
(w. m. b.)

Oealitk {O'ealUx). A sept of the Bellabella,
a Kwakiutl tribe inhabiting the s. shore of
Milbanke sd., Brit. Col.
O'ealltq.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 52,
1890.

1897.
1859.

—

Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 328,
O'ealitx.
Onie-le-toch. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app.,
Owia-lel-toh. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

—
—

Brit. Col., 117b, 1884.

Oyelloightuk.— Brit.

Col.

map,

inlet,

Am. Mus. Nat.

vukdjuaq.— Boas in
NuTung. Ibid., 449.

—

the entrance

Franklin.

British Columbia.

Oe'Litx.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 328, 1897Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 52'
Oe'tlitq.
Okatlituk. Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria'
1890.
Tolmie and Dawson, VocabsOwit-lei-toh.
1872.
Weetle-toch.— Kane, Wand
Brit. Col., 117b, 1884.

—

in

—

N. A., app., 1859.

—

Wei tie

toch.

— Schoolcraft,

Ind

Tribes, V, 487, 1855.

— Lyons, Priv. Jour., 345,

in Bull.

Eskimo winter

e. of

Oetlitk {Oe'Litx). A sept of the Bellabella,
which, according to Tolmie and Dawson, occupied the middle section of Milbanke sd.,.

e.

s.

Rep. B. A. E., map,

1888.

to

G.)

prominent warrior in the

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Newboyant.
1879.

in

1899.

bears his name.

Nuvujalung.
An autumn settlement of
Talirpingmiut Okomiut Eskimo, on the s. w.
shore of Cumberland sd., Baffin island.— Boas

r.,

—Hill-Tout

settlement on the w. shore

Library

Nutltleik (NuLLe'ix). A Bellacoola village
on Bellacoola r., above Nuskelst, Brit. Col.
NuLLe'ix. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,
1898. NutltlS'lq.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes

'clear water').

below Cisco.

{Lucioperca americana)

(Nusxe'q!).

1912

v., A.

(N'zatzahatko,

Obidgewong.

tribe.

Nunemasek"a'Us.— Boas

GEORGE

Nzatzahatko

1824.

Nuvuk.

Hist., xv, 6, 1901.

Nu-

6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

Ohamil.

A

of lower Fraser

Cowichan
r.,

pop. 53 in 1911.

tribe

on the

Brit. Col., just

s.

side

below Hope;
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Ohamlel.—Can.
pt.

11,

Ind. Aff

Ohamll.— Ibid.,
OhaOmall.— Brit.

78, 1878.

,

O'HamU.— Ibid.,

160, 1901.

mllle.— Ibid.,
Col. map, Ind.

1889, pt.

309, 1879.

268, 1890.

1,

1872 (given aa the

Aff., Victoria,

name

of a town).

Oherokouaehronon
country.'

—Hewitt.

('people of the grass

An

unidentified

tribe

mentioned with many others in a list of peoples dwelling above Sault St. Louis (Lachine
raps.) St. Lawrence r. in 1640 (Jes. Rel.

The hst is
names given

as separate tribes.

A Mohawk

Ohrante.

warrior

in

1776,

Oteroughyanento when he and Joseph
Brant met Lord Germain in London, Mar. 14
of the year named. He seems to be the Aruntes
whose name appears on one of the Montreal
medals, several of which have been connected
with Indians of that period.
(w. m. b.)
called

A

Nootka
Vancouver

Oiaht.

on Barkley sd.,
Brit. Col.
Ahad-

tribe

w. coast of
id.,
zooas is their principal village.

Pop. 159 in

Rep. N.

in 6th

W.

1890.
Ohey-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff.
Ohlat.— Mayne, Brit. Col, 251,
270.

Oiaht.— Can.

—
—

Oiatuch. Grant
Oyty-aht. Brit.

Ind.

in Jour.

Ojeejok {Uchlchak,
Chippewa.

315,

— Mayne, op.

1883,

Aff.

1881.

Ohyaht.—
188,

1884.

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

A

'crane').

—
—

Ad-je-iawk. Tanner, Narr.,
ingochronon. Jes. Rel. 1640,

Aud-je-jauk.^Ramsey

1880,
1861.

Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.

Map,

Col.

Tribes Can., 31.

Ohyats.

Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868.
cit.,

315,

gens of the

1830.

Attoch-

1858 (Huron name).
Aff. Rep., 91,
Anc. Soc, 166, 1877.

35,

in U. S. Ind.

O-jee-jok'.— Morgan,
Uj-e-jauk. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44,
1885.
Utcitcak. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906 (proper
1850.

—

—

Oka. A modern village of Iroquois, Nipand Algonkin, on lake of Two Mountains,
Ottawa r., near Montreal. Cuoq says oka
issing,

name for goldfish or pickerel
The Iroquois name, Kanesatake,

the Algonkin

(see Occow).

signifies 'on the hillside,'

mountain

The

from onesata

'slope or

was

settled in 1720

by CathoUc

who were previously at the Sault
au R^collet, and who numbered about 900 at
the time of removal. Soon after they were
joined by some Nipissing and Algonkin, who
removed from a mission on isle aux Tourtres,
the latter place being then abandoned. The
two bodies occupy different portions of the
Iroquois,

village separated

by the church, the Iroquois

using the corrupted

Mohawk

the others speak Algonquian.

M.

(j.

J.

N. B. H.)

—Johnson (1767) N. Y. Doc. Col.
Canasadagas. — Johnson (1763),
958, 1856.
582.
Canasadauga. — Eastburn (1758) quoted

Canaghsadagaes.

in

Hist., VII,
ibid.,

by Drake, Trag. Wild., 283, 1841. Canasadogh.— La
Tour, Map, 1779. Canasadogha.— Ibid., 1782. Canasatauga. Smith (1799) quoted by Drake, Trag.

—

Wild.,

1841.

181,

Canassadaga.— Colden

(1727),

—

Five Nat., 172, 1747. Canassategy. Weiser (1753)
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 795, 1855. Caneghsadarundax. Message of 1763, ibid., vii, 544, 1856
(should be Canasasaga, Arundax [Adirondacks])
Ca-

in

—
nessedage. —Governor
1854.

120,

799,

(1695),

Cannusadago.—Petition

—

of

ibid.,

1764,

iv,

ibid.,

Canossadage. Romer (1700), ibid.,
Conaghsadagas. Canajoharie Conf.

1856.

614,

VII,

.

Canada

of

1854.

—

Conasadagah.— Stoddert
1855. Conasadago.— Murray

(1759), ibid., vii, 393, 1856.
(1750),

582,

vi,

ibid.,

Conasaii, 357, 1871.
(1758) quoted by Drake, Trag.
Conessetagoes.— Clinton (1745) in

(1782) in Vt. Hist. Soc. Coll.,

dauga.

—Eastburn

Wild., 271, 1841.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 276, 1855. Conestauga.—
Smith quoted by Day, Penn., 118, 1843. Conissadawga.— Hale in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., ii, 93, 1827.
Connasedagoes. Bouquet (1764) quoted by Jefferson,
Notes, 147, 1794. Connecedaga. Long, Voy. and
McKenney and
Trav., 25, 1791. Connecedegas.

—

Ind.

Hall,

Tribes,

Hutchins (1778)

—
—

iii,

80,

Connefedagoes.—

1854.

in Schoolcraft, Ind.

Connesedagoes.^Croghan

1857.

Tribes, vi, 714,

(1765) in

Monthly

Am. Jour. Gecd., 272, 1831. Connosedagoes. —
Thompson quoted by Jefferson, Notes, 282, 1825.
Connosldagoes.
Col.

— Boudinot,

Star in

Connossedage.— Hansen
805,

Hist., IV,

Flats Conf.

the West,

(1770), ibid., viii,

126,

(1700) in N. Y. Doc.

Ganagsadagas.

1854.

229,

— German

1857.

Ganesa-

Kanassa— Doc. 1741,
1079, 1855.
1887
tagi lunuak. — Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A.
Lex.
(Penobscot name). Kanesatake. — Cuoq,
1883 (Mohawk name). Kanesatarkee. — King,
Kanossadage. — Freer1836.
Journ. Arc. Ocean,
N. Y. Doc. Col.
1163, 1854.
man (1704)
Lac de deux Montagne. — Stoddert (1750),
1855.
Lac de deux Montagues. — Johnson
582,
tague.

ibid., ix,

of

E.,

Iroq.,

10,

i,

11,

Hist., iv,

in

ibid., vi,

side,' ke 'at or on.'

village

of them removed to Watha (Gibson), Ontario,
where they are now established, numbering
130, making the total number at both settlements about 630. For an account of these
Indians see Life of Rev. Amand Parent,
Toronto, 1886, in which the religious troubles
are related from a Protestant point of view.

1816.

form; tc=ch).

is

both was 375 in 1884, and 501 (434 IroIn 1881 a part

quois, 67 Algonkin) in 1911.

IV,

1902, 145 in 1906; 131 in 1911.

Ho'alath.— Boas

of

imperfect, contain-

1640, 35, 1858).

ing duplicate

359

language, while

The total number

(1763), ibid., vii, 582, 1856.

tains.— Shea, Cath. Miss.,

Lake

Two MounOka.— Can. Ind.

of the

333, 1855.

Scawendadeys.—Johnson

(1747) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 359, 1855. Scenondidies.Stoddert (1753), ibid., 780. Schawendadies.— Ft.
Johnson Conf. (1756), ibid., vn, 239, 1856. Shoeniibid.,
vi,
1855.
538,
dies.- Lindesay
(1749),
Shouwendadles. Ft. Johnson Conf. (1756), ibid.,
Skawendadys. Canajoharie Conf.
VII, 233,
1856.
ibid.
392.
Two-Mountain Iroquois.
(1759),
Village of
Morgan, Systems Consang., 153, 1871.
Aff., 31, 1878.

—

Ihe
1761.

Two Mountains.— Jefferys,

—

Fr.

Dom.,

pt. 1, 14,
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A Moravian Eskimo

Okak.

mission on an

Okak

bay, coast of Labrador, estabThe first Christian Eskimo
lished in 1776.
convert in Labrador was baptized here in the
island in

In 1851 the natives of the vicinity
It is still a
suffered severely from famine.
flourishing station and the seat of an orphan

same

year.

asylum.

McLean, Hudson Bay,

ii,

lake in

Ok-

229, 1890.

O'Kok.—

1863.

157, 1849.

Okanagan Lake.
of

The

local

Okinagan on the w. shore

name
of

for a

Okanagan

w. British Columbia; pop. 37 in
name appears.

s.

Helowna.— Can.

Oke.

of

Ind. Aff., pt.

ii,

166, 1901.

Kelowna.

town.

The

principal village of the Ehatisaht

on Esperanza inlet, w. coast of Vancouver id., Brit. Col.— Can. Ind. Aff., 264, 1902.
(q. v.),

Okinagan (etymology

doubtful).

A name

originally applied to the confluence of Simil-

kameen and Okanagan rs., but extended
to include a small band and afterward
large

and important division

first

to a

of the Salishan

They formerly inhabited the w. side
Okanagan r., Wash., from old Ft. Okanagan
to the Canadian border, and, in British Columbia, the shores of Okanagan lake and the surfamily.
of

rounding country. Later they displaced an
Athapascan tribe from the valley of the Similkameen. In 1906 there were 527 Okinagan on
Colville res., Wash., and 824* under the Kamloops-Okanagan agency, British Columbia;
total, 1,351.
Gibbs in 1855 gave the following
list
of Okinagan bands on Okanagan r.
Tkwuratum, Konekonep, Kluckhaitkwu, Kinakanes, and Milakitekwa. The Kinakanes
appear to be the Okinagan proper. He also
classed the Sanpoil with them, but says "these
are also claimed by the Spokans," and in fact
they are still oftener placed by themselves.
To Gibbs' hst should be added the Intietook

band

of Ross.

The

following villages or bands

are enumerated in the Canadian Reports of

Indian AfTairs: Ashnola, Chuchuwayha, Keremeos, Nkamaplix, Nkamip, Okanagan Lake,

Shennosquankin, and Spahamin.
Kedlamik, Komkonatko, Ntlkius, and Zutsemin. Dawson adds
Penticton,

Teit gives four others:

Whatlminek.

•In 1911, there were 795 Indians under the

agency.

Okanagan

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

N. W. Tribes
Kutenai name). Kina-

in 5th Rep.

1889 ('flatheads':
in Pac. R. R. Rep., i, 412, 1855.
K5kEnu'k'ke. Chamberlain in 8th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
7, 1892 (Kutenai name).
Oakanagans.- Ross, Fur
Hunters, i, 44, 1855. Oakinacken. Ross, Adven10,

—

—

tures, 287, 1847 (used collectively

—

Oakinagan.-

to a subdivision).

Okanagon.

—

290,

—

i,

—

1871.

Okanaken.— Boas in

230, 1843.

Diet.,

Okanagam. Duflot de Mofras, Oregon,
Okanagan.—Parker, Journal, 298, 1840.
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,

O-kan-5-kan. Morgan, Consang. and
Okanakanes. De Smet, Letters,

1900.

167,

Kalispel

—

100, 1844.

II,

—

and also as applying
Cox, Columb. R., ii,

Ochlnakiln.-Giorda,

1831.

86,

Affin.,

1901, the last time the

—Name

Can.,

— Boas

kanes.—Gibbs

439, 1877-79.

Okak.— Thompson, Moravian Miss.,
kak.— Hind, Labrador Penin., ii, 199,

body

Kank"utia'atlam.

6th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Stevens in H.

O'Kanles-Kanles.

Can., map, 1890.

—

R. Doc. 48, 34th Cong., 1st sess., 3, 1856. Okenaganes. Shea, Cath. Miss., 477, 1855. Okenakanes.
De Smet, Letters, 224, 1843. Oklakanes.- Stevens
Oklnaganes.in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1856, 190, 1857.
De Smet, op. cit., 37. Okinagans. M'Vickar, Exped.
Lewis and Clark, ii, 386, 1842. Oklnahane. Stevens
in Sen. Ex. Doc. 66, 34th Cong., 1st sess., 12, 1856.
OKinakaln. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii,
Okinakan.— Hale in U. S. Expl. Exped., vi,
27, 1848.
Okinakanes.— Stevens in U. S. Ind. Aff.
205, 1846.
Rep., 392, 1854. O'Kinakanes.- Taylor in Sen. Ex.
Doc. 4, 40th Cong., spec, sess., 26, 1867. Okina'k"en;
Boas in 5th Rep. N.W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. O'kina'k'en. Chamberlain in 8th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Okinekane.— De Smet, Letters, 215, 1843.
7, 1892.
Okin-e-Kanes. Craig in H. R. Ex. Doc. 76, 34th Cong.,
3d sess., 171, 1857. O-kln-i-kaines.— ShawinH. R.Ex.
Doc. 37, 34th Cong., 3d sess., 113, 1857. Okinokans.
Watkins in Sen. Ex. Doc. 20, 45th Cong., 2d sess., 5, 1878.
O-kl-wah-klne. Ross in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 27,
Oknanagans.— Robertson (1846) in H. R. Ex.
1870.
Doc. 76, 30th Cong., 1st sess., 9, 1848. Okonagan.
Wilkes, U. S. Expl. Exped., iv, 431, 1845. Okonagon.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—Dart in
Wilkes,

U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 216, 1851.

ibid., 461, 1854.

Omahanes.

Okonegan.

— Stevens

in §en.

Ex. Doc. 66, 34th Cong., 1st sess., 10, 1856. Onkinegans. Lane in Sen. Ex. Doc. 52, 31st Cong., 1st sess.,
Oo-ka-na-kane. Dawson in Trans. Roy.
170, 1850.

—

—

1891 (Ntlakyapamuk name).
Oukinegans. Lane in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 159, 1850.
Schlt-hu-a-ut. Mackay quoted in Trans. Roy. Soc.
Can.,

Soc.

sec.

—

ii,

6,

—

—Ibid.
— Mackay
quoted by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
Soo-wan'-a-mooh. — Dawson,
1891 (own name).
5 (Shuswap name). Su-a-na-muh. — Mackay
TcitQua'ut. — Boas in 5th
Dawson,
quoted by
1889 (Ntlakyapamuk
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
name). U-ka-nakane. — Mackay quoted by Dawson,
Can.,

sec.

SinkuaiU.

ii,

—

6,

1891.

Schlt-hu-a-ut-uh.

Gatschet, MS., B. A. E. (properly Ison-

kuaili, 'our people':

own name).

Ske-luh.

sec.

ii,

7,

ibid.,

ibid.

10,

op.

cit., 6.

Okomiut

('people

of

the lee

side')-

An

Cumberland sd,,
They embrace the TalirpingBaffin island.
miut, Kinguamiut, Kingnaitmiut, and Sau-

Eskimo

tribe

dwelling on

mingmiut. When whalers first visited them,
about 1850, the population amounted to 1,500,
but it was reduced to 245 in 1883. Their villages and settlements are: Anamitung, Aukardneling, Ekaluakdjuin, Ekaluin, Ekalukdjuak,
Idjorituaktuin, Igpirto, Imigen, Kangertloa-
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ping,

On June

ang, Kingua, Kitingujang, Kordlubing,

was burned, and Chief Joseph was tried for
He
the offence, but was not convicted.
died suddenly, Feb. 8, 1881, at Caughna-

Kangertlung, Kangertlukdjuaq, Karmang, Karsukan, Karusuit, Katernuna, Kekertaujang, Kekerten, Kimissing, Kingaseare-

Kouk-

djuaq, Naujateling, Nedlung, Niantilik, Nird-

waga.

Nuvujalung, Nuvujen, Pujetung, Sakiakdjung, Saunutung, Tikerakdjung,
Tuakdjuak, Tupirbikdjuin, Ugjuktung, Ukiad-

hawk

Niutang,

lirn,

Umanaktuak, and Utikimiting.
Oqomlut.— Boaa in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 424,

living,

Oxomlut.

— Boas

A

Okpaak.
John
(1769)

1888.

no. 80, 69, 1885.

Malecite village on middle St.

B., in 1769.

—

— La

Tour, map, 1784. Okpaak. Wood
quoted by Hawkins, Miss., 361, 1845. OugJefferys, Fr. Doms., pt. 1, map, 119, 1761.

Ocpack.
pauk.

N.

r.,

Petermanns Mitt.,

in

—

The Nipissing name

of the river').

Algonkin,

properly

still

('people of lower part
for the

survivors

called,

of

and at Three
Lexique Algonquine,

at B^cancour

live

Rivers, Quebec.^

so

— Cuoq,

Otnanitsenok {Omanits'enSx,

'the

on Klaskino

people
Brit.

inlet,

A

gens of the Klaskino, a Kwakiutl
tribe.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329,
Col.).

Epistles to the Hebrews.

Ondatra.

A name

for the

muskrat {Fiber

derived from one of the Huron
dialects of the Iroquoian language early cur-

zihelhicus),

rent in the Hochelaga region of Canada.

more common name

is

1897.

A

musquash, of Algon(a. f. c.)

An Algonquian

Ondoutaouaka.

tribe or
probably a part of the Montagnais,
Hving in 1644 about 100 leagues above "Saguen6," (Saguenay), Quebec.
division,

—

—

of Omanis,' a place

and a

(1880)

volume of hymns. At the time of his death
he was engaged in translating the remainder
of the Bible, having reached in the work the

Ondoutaoiiaheronnon.
Ondoutaouaka. Ibid.,

193, 1886.

Mo-

his translations into the

dialect are the Gospels

quian origin.

Omamiwininiwak

whom

Among

Oka

Catholic church of

15, 1877, the

Oneida

common

-Jes.

Rel.

1644,

99,

18 58.

1641, 10, 1858.

(Anglicized compressed form of the

Iroquois term tiionSn'iote'

it-rock has-set-up (continuative),'

that something set

up and

is

'there

,

i.

still

it

a rock

e.

standing,

referring to a large syenite boulder near the

Omatl

(Omatl).

The name

of

an ancestor

site of

one of their ancient

A

villages).

tribe

of a Tlatlasikoala gens, sometimes applied to

of the Iroquois confederation, formerly occu-

Petermanns Mitt.,

pying the country s. of Oneida lake, Oneida
N. Y., and latterly including the upper
waters of the Susquehanna. According to
authentic tradition, the Oneida were the second

the gens

itself.

—Boas

in

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Omegeeze

CO.,

A gens

(Miglzi 'bald eagle').

of

the Chippewa.

—Tanner, Narr., 314,

1830.
Me-gizzee.
Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44, 1885. Ml'glsl.— Gatschet, Ojibwa MS., B. A. E., 1882. MIgizi.
^Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1907 (correct form). O-me-geeMorgan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877.
ze'.

Me-giz-ze.

Warren

in

—

—

Ommunise

—W.

(Omunlse,

'he

gathers

fire-

A

Chippewa or Ottawa band
formerly living on Carp r., Mich.; also a place
between lake of the Woods and Winnipeg, so
wood.'

J.).

called because of the scarcity of

Carp River band.— Smith in U.
1851.
Omanise. Wm. Jones,

—

form).

Ommunise. — Smith,

op.

Onasakenrat ('White

A Mohawk

S.

wood.

Ind. Aff. Rep., 53,

inf'n,

1905

(correct

cit.

Feather')

reUgious works into his native language.

was born on
Quebec, Sept.

was sent

his
4,

father's

1845;

He

farm, neap Oka,

at 14 years of age he

Montreal College to be educated
for the priesthood, remaining there about 4

years.

to

He was

federal chieftains of the highest rank.

afterward converted to Pro-

testantism and became an evangelical preacher.

Like

Mohawk,

the Oneida have only 3 clans, the
Turtle, the Wolf, and the Bear, each clan being
represented by 3 of the 9 federal representathe

tives of this tribe (see
far as eldership as a

Clan and Gens). In so
of a clan phratry

member

and the right
coming
the council fire, the Oneida

can give precedence in

Joseph.

noted for his translations of

chief,

Dekanawida
and Hiawatha to form a defensive and offensive
league of all the tribes of men for the promoIn the
tion of mutual welfare and security.
federal council and in other federal assemblies
they have the right to representation by 9
tribe to accept the proposition of

roll-call

to discuss first in order all matters

before

its

side of

are the dominant tribe within the tribal phratry
called the

Four

(originally

Two) Brothers and

"Offspring," to which they belong.

In tribal

assemblies the Turtle and the Wolf constitute
a clan phratry, and the Bear another. The
Oneida have usually been a conservative people in their dealing with their allies and with
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In 1635 they, with the Onondaga, Cayuga, and Mohawk, sought to become
parties to the peace concluded in the preceding
other peoples.

year between the Seneca and the Hurons.
At this period they were called sedentary and
very populous, but only from Indian reports.
The Jesuit Relation for 1646 (p. 3, 1858)
says that, with the exception of the Mohawk,
there was no treaty, properly speaking, then

between the Iroquois tribes inOneida and the French. From
the same Relation it is learned that "Onnieoute" (Oneniote), the principal Oneida village
of that time, having lost the greater portion
of its men in a war with the "upper Algonin existence

clusive of the

quin,"

was compelled

Mohawk

reason that the

of

organization of the

1648

(p.

From

46)

first definitely

describes the Oneida.

the Relation for 1641

(p.

74)

it is

gath-

ered that the Jesuit fathers had learned that
the Oneida had a peculiar form of government
in which the rulership alternated between the

two

sexes.

This statement

is

with the

Mohawk

were the least populous of

the Iroquois tribes.

The

Jesuit Relation for

1669-70 speaks of the Oneida being present
at a "feast of the dead" held at the Mohawk
village of Caughnawaga, showing that in a
modified form at least the decennial ceremony
of the so-called "Dead Feast" was practised

among

the Iroquois

when

first

known.

On

Jan. 30, 1671, the Oneida began the torture of

time.
It is held by some that the town defended by four lines of paUsades closely fastened
together and attacked by Champlain in 1615
with his Huron and Algonquian allies, was an
Oneida village, although other authorities
place it elsewhere, in Onondaga territory. In
fact, the wars of the Oneida were those of the
League, although like the other tribes they
seem to have put forth most energy against
the tribes who in some manner had given

the institution and
League (see Confederation).
The Cayuga and the Tuscarora are
likewise called "Offspring," but not for the
reason above given. The Jesuit Relation for
the time

Bruyas suffered for food for a part of the year
and was compelled to sustain life on a diet of
dried frogs. By the end of the year 1669 he
had baptized 30 persons. In 1660 the Oneida

ceremonially

call

relationships estabhshed between the several

at

1912

because he in whose stead she had been given
was burned at Conestoga for that length of

ception of the fictitious political kinships and
tribes

v., A.

mission Father

by granting
it was for

the Oneida their daughter or
This story is probably due to a miscon-

son.

this

a captive Conestoga woman, and the torture
was prolonged through 2 days and 2 nights

to lend aid in repeopUng the village

and pubhcly

While on

Mohawk

to request the

thereto a colony of men, and that
this

the Oneida.

likewise appar-

them the greatest offence. The Catawba and
the Muskhogean tribes, as well as the Susquehanna river Indians, the Conestoga, gave most
occupation to the Oneida warriors.
After the conquest of the tribes on the Susquehanna and its tributaries and those on the

by the warriors

ently due to a misconception of the fact that

Potomac,

among

the Cayuga, and the Seitfca, and those tribes
which had submitted to Iroquois rule, a ques-

Iroquois tribes the titles to the chief-

ships belonged to the

women

of certain clans

and not to the men, although men
were chosen by the women to exercise the
rights and privileges and to perform the duties
pertaining to these chiefships, and that there
were, and indeed still are, a number of women
in the tribe

filling federal

name

chiefships bearing the

the highest class.

These

women

of

chieftains

have approximately the same rights, privileges,
and immunities as the men chiefs, but exercise
them fuUy only in emergencies; they, too,
maintain the institutions of society and government among the women.

The

Jesuit Relation for 1667

(lii,

145, 1899)

declares that the Oneida were at that time the
least tractable of the Iroquois tribes.

It

was

at this period that Father Bruyas was stationed
at the mission of St. Frangois-Xavier

the Oneida.
that the

It is also learned

from

among

this source

Mohegan and the Conestoga menaced

chiefly

of the Oneida,

tion arose as to the propriety of the

who had not

Mohawk,

given any aid in subduing these

from
Hence for a time the Mohawk received no emolument from this soiurce,
until the Iroquois tribes became divided and
peoples, sharing in the income arising

land sales there.

Mohawk sold the lands in the Wyoming
Valley region of Pennsylvania to the Susquehanna Land Co. of Connecticut. This, then,
the

in 1728,

moved the great federal council of the
Onondaga to send Shikellamy, an

league at

Oneida chief, as a superintendent, to the forks
Susquehanna for the purpose of watching over the affairs and the interests of the Six
Nations of Iroquois in Pennsylvania. At first
of the

Shikellamy exercised a general supervision
over the Shawnee and the Delawares, who
thereafter were required to consult him in all
matters arising between them and the pro-
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So well did he perform
Shikellamy was made
full superintendent over all the dependent
tribes on the Susquehanna, with his residence
He showed great astuteness in
at Shamokin.
prietary government.

his

the

duty that

in 1745,

management

of the affairs intrusted to his

promote the interSuch was the influence
ests of his people.
which the Oneida exercised on the Susquecare, seeking at all times to

hanna.
In 1687 the Oneida were included in the
warrant of the King of Great Britain to Gov.
Dongan of New York, authorizing him to
protect the Five Nations as subjects of Great
Britain.
In 1696 Count Frontenac burned
the Oneida castle, destroyed all their corn, and
made prisoners of 30 men, women and children.

In 1645-46 the Oneida were at war with the
and one band of 17 warriors from

Nipissing,

"Ononiiote" defeated an Algonkin party under
Teswehat, the one-eyed chief of this people,
killing the chief's son and taking 2 women prisoners.
This Iroquois party was afterward
defeated by 30 Hurons and the 2 women were
recaptured.

lers.

The

colonists,

however, recollecting the

ancient feud between the Southern and the
Northern Indians, allied themselves with the

Catawba and some Muskhogean

tribes.

The

Tuscarora, sustaining several severe defeats,

were finally driven from their homes and
hunting grounds. This act of the Southern
Indians made the hatred of the Iroquois
against the

Catawba more

bitter

and merci-

less.

The Oneida were at times friendly to the
French and to the Jesuit missionaries, while
the other Iroquois were their determined enemies.
A great part of the Oneida and the
Tuscarora, through the influence of Rev.
Samuel Kirkland, remained neutral in the
Revolutionary war, while the majority of the
confederation of the Iroquois were divided and
did not act as a unit in this matter. Early in
that struggle the hostile Iroquois tribes at-

tacked the Oneida and burned one of their
them to take refuge near the

villages, forcing

Americans in the vicinity of Schenectady,
where they remained until the close of the war.
Shortly after the main body of the tribe returned to their former homes. At a later

number emigrated to
r. and Thames r.,

In the Jesuit Relation for 1666-68 Father
Bruyas writes that the Oneida were reputed
the most cruel of all the Iroquois tribes; that
they had always made war on the Algonkin
and the Hurons, and that two-thirds of the
population of their villages was composed of
the people of these two tribes who had become
Iroquois in temper and incUnation. This
missionary adds that the nature of the Oneida
was then altogether barbarous, being cruel,
sly, cunning, and prone to bloodshed and

Ontario. Another small band, called Oriskas,
formed a new settlement at Ganowarohare, a
few miles from the main body in Oneida co.,
N. Y. At different earlier periods the Oneida
adopted and gave lands to the Tuscarora, the
Stockbridges, and the Brother tons. The Tuscarora afterward removed to land granted by
the Seneca in w. New York. In 1846, having
sold most of their lands in New York, the

carnage.

greater part of the Oneida, together with their

In 1655 a party of 60 Oneida warriors was
sent against the Amikwa, or Beaver Indians.

two adopted tribes, removed to a tract on
Green bay. Wis., where they now reside.
Among those living in New York at the time
of removal were two parties known respectively
as the First Christian, and the Second Christian
or Orchard party.
The Oneida entered into treaties with the
United States at Ft. Stanwix, N. Y., Get. 22,
1784; Ft. Harmar, O., Jan. 9, 1789; Canandaigua, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1794; Oneida, N. Y.,
Dec. 2, 1794; Buffalo Creek, N. Y., Jan. 15,
1838; and Washington, D. C, Feb. 3, 1838.
They also held no fewer than 30 treaties with
the State of New York between the years 1788
and 1842.
The estimates of Oneida population at
different periods are no more satisfactory than

This war was

still

in progress in 1661, for in

that year, 2 bands, one of 24 and the other of

30 warriors, were encountered on their
fight the

way

to

Amikwa.

Chauchetiere (letter in Jesuit Relations,
Thwaites ed., lxii, 185, 1900) says that "war
is blazing in the country of the Outaouaks,"
that the Iroquois, especially the Oneida, con-

tinued their hatred of the Outagami (Foxes)

and the

many

Ilhnois,

Illinois.

and so have

slain

and captured

In 1681 they killed or captured

about 1,000 of these unfortunate people.
In 1711, about half of the Tuscarora tribe,
then dwelling in North Carolina, seems to have
conspired with several alien neighbouring
tribes and bands to destroy the Carolina sett-

period a considerable

Canada and

settled

on Grand

last

those relating to the other Iroquois tribes.
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The earliest account (1660) gives them 500.
They are placed at 1,000 in 1677 and 1721.
In 1770 they were estimated at 410, in 1776 at
628, and in 1795 at 660, and were said to have
been decreasing for a long time. They number
at present (1906) about 3,580, of whom 286
are still in New York, 2,151 under the Oneida
School Superintendency in Wisconsin, 783* on

Mass. Hist. Soc.

Coll.,

2d

Vernon (1697),

Schoherage,

Ostogeron,

Tegasoke,

Teiosweken, and Tkanetota.

Sevege,

Teseroken,

(j.

n. b. h.)

Anaylnts.-^Pa. Col. Rec, iv, 584, 1851. Anayot
h&ga. Pyrlfeus (ca. 1750) quoted in Am. Antiq., iv,
75, 1881.
Annegouts. Bacqueville de la Potherie.
Hist. Am6r. Septent., in, 3, 1753.
Anoylnts. Mall-

—

—

ery in Proc. A. A. A.

S.,

—

xxvr, 352, 1877.

—
—

Hogh-na-

you-tau-agh-taugh-caugh. Macauley, N. Y., ii,
176, 1829.
Honnehlouts. Hennepin, New Discov.,
map, 1698.

Hunledes.— Doc. of 1676 in N. Y. Doc.
Janadoah. Morse, Am.

—

Col. Hist., XIII, 500, 1881.

Geog.,

I,

Janitos.

454, 1819 (here used for Iroquois generally).

— Lawson

Tribes, VI, 326,

(1700) quoted

by Schoolcraft, Ind.

1857 (incorrectly given as Lawson's
Jennitos. Lawson (1709), Hist. Car., 82,

form).

—

Nation de

Pierre.— Jes. Rel. 1669, 7, 1858.
Ne-ar-de-on-dar-go'-war. Morgan, League Iroq.,
1860.

la

—

—

Neharontoquoah. Weiser
Rec, v, 477, 1851. Ne-haw-re-

98, 1851 (council name).

(1750)

in Pa.

tah-go.

Col.

— Macauley, N. Y., n, 185,
— Beauchamp in

re-tah-go-wah.

1829.

Bull. 78,

Ne-hawN. Y. State

Ne-haw-teh-tah-go.— Cusick, Six
Nations, 16, 1828. Ne'yutka.— Gatschet, Seneca MS.,
B. A. E., 1882 (Seneca name). Ne'yutkanonu'ndshunda. Ibid, (another Seneca name). Niharuntagoa. Pyrlaeus (ca. 1750) in Am. Antiq., iv, 75, 1881.
Niharuntaquoa. Weiser (1743), op. cit., iv, 664, 1851.
Nihatlloendagowa.— J. N. B. Hewitt, inf'n, 1907
('they are large trees': political name).
NihorontaMus., 161, 1905.

—

gowa.

—

—

— Benson quoted by Drake, Bk.

Inds., bk. 5, 111,

1858.

35,

Coxe,

Carolana,

celles (1670) in

—

—

—

—

—

1741.

Margry, D^c,

—

One'iout.

178, 1875.

i,

—
—

1858

(village).

—

—

Oneoutchoueronons.—Jes. Rel. 1656, 10. 1858.
Oneyades.— Doc. of 1679 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
xiii, 536, 1881.
Oneydas.— Doc. of 1677, ibid., xin,
510, 1881.
Oneydays.— Albany Conf. (1748), ibid., vi,
447, 1855.
Oneyders. Markham (1691), ibid., in,
807, 1853.
Oneydes.— Livingston (1677), ibid., xin,
510, 1881.
Oneydese.— Livingston (1720), ibid., v,
565, 1855.
Oneydeys.— Albany Conf. (1751), ibid., vi,
719, 1855.
Oneydoes.— Marshe (1744) in Mass. Hist.
Soc. Coll., 3d s., VII, 196, 1838.
Oneydos.— Clarkson

—

(1691) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
—Fletcher (1693), ibid., iv,

Dongan

(1688),

ibid.,

521.

Oneyds.

in, 814, 1853.
55,

1854.

Oneyede.—

— Boudinot,
—
—

Oneyonts.

Star in the West, 100, 1816. Oneyoust.
Denonville
(1685) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 282, 1855. Oneyuts. Macauley, N. Y., ii, 176, 1829. Oniadas.

—

Carver, Travels, 172, 1778. Oniades.— Coursey (1682)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xin, 557, 1881.
Onids.—
Horaann Heirs map, 1756. Oniedas. Vetch (1719)

—

in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Albany Confr (1746), ibid.,

v, 531.

Rel. 1646, 3, 1858.

1855.

vi, 317, 1855.

Coxe, Carolana, 56, 1741.

Oniedes.—
Onioets.—

Onloutcheronons.

Oniouts.— Schoolcraft,

—

Jes.

Ind. Tribes,

—

the
Oniyouths. Boudinot, Star
O-ni-yu-ta.— Macauley, N'. Y., ii,
1829. Oniyutaaugha.— Ibid.,
Onneio176,
274.
chronnons. Jes. Rel. 1648, 46, 1858. Onneiotchronnons. Jes. Rel. 1658, 3, 1858. Onneioust.
Bruyas (1673) in Margry, D^c, i, 242, 1875. OnneiV,

154,

1855.

in

West, 128, 1816.

—
—

—

— Vaudreuil

chronons.

—

1858.

34,

Oneiouks.
Oneiouronons. Cour-

Ibid., 1639, 67, 1858.

56,

Rel. 1640,

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., x, 146, 1849. Onejda.
Wraxall (1754) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 857, 1855.
Onejdes.— Cortland (1687), ibid., iii, 435, 1853.
Onejoust.— Louis XIV (1699), ibid., ix, 698, 1855.
Oneotas. Mallery in Proc. A. A. A. S., xxvi, 352.
1877.
Oneout.— Jes. Rel. 1656, 10, 1858 (village).

O-na-yote'-ka-o-no. Morgan, League Iroq., 52,
1851. Oncidas.
Keane in Stanford, Compend., 527,
1878 (misprint). Oncydes. Humphreys, Acct., 294,
1730 (misprint). O-nea-yo-ta-au-cau. Barton, New
Views, app., 6, 1798. Onedes. Albany Conf. (1737)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 98, 1855.
Onedoes.—
Golden (1738), ibid., 123. Oneladas.—Writer of 1792

—

Oneijdes.—Wea-

OneiStcheronons.—
Oneioutchronnons.— Ibid.,
1656, 17, 1858.
Onei-yu-ta-augh-a.— Macauley, N.
Y., II, 185, 1829.
Oneiyutas.— Edwards (1751) in

out.

—

—

OnelSchronons.

Nlondago'a.— Gatschet, Seneca MS., B. A. E.,
1882 ('large trees': Seneca name). Niunda-ko'wa.
Gatschet, Seneca MS., 1882 ('large trees'). Onayauts.
^Writer quoted by Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 5, 4, 1848.
Onayiuts. Golden (1727), Five Nat., app., 58, 1747.
1848.

Oneidas.

viii, 244, 1819.

s.,

Onelochronon.—Jes.
Oneiotchronons.— Ibid., 1646,

Jes. Rel. 1646, 34, 1858.

Stockbridge,

287, 1806.

ibid., iv, 289, 1854.

Jes. Rel. 1656, 12,

Ossewingo,

i,

sels (1693), ibid., 60.

Catholic Iroquois.

Solocka,

s.,

—Doc. of 1676 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 502, 1881.
Oneides.— Andros (1679), ibid., in, 277, 1853. Oneldoes.— Colhoun (1753), ibid., vi, 821, 1855. Oneids.—

Thames r., Ontario, besides those settled
among the other Iroquois on Grand r., Ontario.
There are no means of learning the number of
Oneida who joined the several colonies of
The Oneida towns, so far as known, were:
Awegen, Brothertown, Cahunghage, Canowdowsa, Cowassalon, Chittenango, Ganadoga,
Hostayuntwa, Oneida, Opolopong, Oriska,

1912
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Oneiadds.— Doc. of 1687 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., m, 432,
1853.
OneJades.— Allyn (1666) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 3d s., X, 63, 1849.
Oneidaes.— Dudley (1721) in
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

ronons.— Jes.
Rel.

1664,

1660, 6, 1858.

Louis

1858.

34,

34, 1858.

Onneioutchoue-

—

Onnelouthronnons.- Jes.

Jes.

Rel.

—

Onnetoute.
OnneiStheronnon. Jes.

Onnejioust.— Bellin, map,

—

XIV

(1712), ibid., 41.

Rel. 1656, 14, 1858.

1652, 35, 1858.

Jes.

Rel.

Rel. 1657,

OnnejoOnnejoust.—

1755.

(1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 697,

Onnejouts.— Jes. Rel. 1669, 7, 1858. Onneydes.— Dongan (1687) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ni, 438,
1853. Onneyotchronon.
Jes.
index,
1858.
Rel.,
Onneyouth. Charlevoix, Voy. to N. Am., n, 25, 1761,
Onnogontes. Charlevoix (1736) in Schoolcraft, Ind.
1855.

—
—

—

Onnoyotes. — Lahontan, New
157, 1703.
Onnoyoute. —
map. Ono— Coxe, Carolana, map, 1741. Onoiochrhonons.

Tribes, in, 555, 1853.

*In 1911, there were 777.
tin 1911, there were 362 Oneidas
res.

on the Grand

river.

Voy.,

on the Six Nations

dos.

—

I,

Jes. Rel. 1635, 34, 1858.

Ibid.,

Onojake.— La Montagne
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Ooo-

(1664) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xni, 355, 1881.

yats.— Mallery

in Proc. A. A. A. S., xxvi, 352, 1877.

Onoyauts.—Greenhaigh

N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., HI, 252, 1853.
Onoyote. Pouchot, map (1758),
ibid., X, 694, 1858.
Onoyouts. Lahontan, New Voy.,
I, 23, 1703.
Onoyuts.— La Tour, map, 1779. Onyades.— Greenhaigh (1677) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in,
250, 1853.
Onydans.— Harris, Voy. and Trav., ii, 311,
1764. Onyedauns.— Leisler (1690) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., Ill, 700, 1853.
Otatsightes.— Macauley, N. Y.,
II, 176,
1829 (chief's name). Ouiochrhonons. Jes.
Rel.
1635,
34,
1858 (misprint). Oun^youths.—
Baudry des Lozidres, Voy. a la Le., 243, 1802. Tauhur-Un-dagh-go-waugh. Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185,
1829. T'wa-'r<i-na.— Hewitt, inf'n, 1886 (Tuscarora
name). Unlades.— Coursey (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., XIII, 558, 1881.
Uniutdka. Gatschet, Tuscarora MS., 1885 (former Tuscarora name).
W't&ssone.
Heckewelder, Hist. Inds., 99, 1876 ('makers of stone
pipes': Delaware name; applied also to other Indians
(1677)

—
—

in

—

—

—

—

who

excelled in that art).

A body

Oneidas of the Thames.

of

Oneida, numbering 777 in 1911, residing on a

Thames

reservation of 5,271 acres on

Delaware

tp.,

Middlesex

co.,

r.,

in

near Strathroy,

is day
them are good farmers.
They are industrious and law-abiding, and
while some of them are progressing well, on the

Their principal occupation

Ontario.
labour,

and a few

of

whole their progress

is

Onentisati. A Huron village in Tiny
Simcoe co., Ontario, first mentioned in

1635.

(w. M. B.)

—

rence

and Ottawa

Onnentissa-

Jes. Rel. 1635, 39, 1858.

by the Hurons, who were then their enemies,
and that the survivors of the war had taken
refuge with the Abnaki or the Iroquois or had
the Hurons. Hochelaga, the village
found on the island by Cartier in 1535, was
occupied by an Iroquoian tribe, but, according
to Gatschet, the remains of a second village
about 2 m. from its site have been discovered.
This would clear the confusion as to the stock
Shea
of the former occupants of the island.
suggests that the names Huron and Iroquois
have been transposed, which is likely. Charlejoined

voix says that there was a tradition that the
Ononchataronon were at one time at war with
the Algonkin, and that they were drawn into
an ambuscade and entirely destroyed. He

adds that at the time

had ceased to

of St.

Lawrence

r.

unidentified tribe living

in

1640.—Jes.

s.

Rel. 1640, 35,

1858.

Ongniaahra

('bisected

A

bottomland').

village of the Neutrals, situated in

1626-50 on

Niagara r., one day's journey from the Seneca.
This is the French spelKng of the ancient
Huron pronunciation of the name, which,
written by English writers from Iroquois utterance, has become "Niagara" (q.v.).
(j.

—

Ongmarahronon. Jes.
print for ni; name of the

Rel.

N. B. H.)

1640, 35, 1858

—

Onguiaahra. Jes.
Ouaroronon.
Sagard, Hist, du Canada, iii,

people).

—

804, 1866 {u misprint for n, and second o for a).

Onismah.
s.

A

settlement in port San Juan,

w. coast of Vancouver

id.,

Brit. Col.,

ably inhabited by the Pacheenaht.

U.

S.

—

prob-

Brit,

and

Survey Map, 1882.

Ononchataronon

they

According to the Jesuit Repeace of 1646 the French
induced the Ononchataronon to settle again
on the island, but they soon scattered on
account of the Iroquois. It seems they were
met with as early as 1609 by Champlain, as
Iroquet, one of their chiefs, was with him at
as

The

arrogant,

missionaries described

them

given to superstition and de-

bauchery, and very cruel.

(j.

m.)

Nation d'Iroquet.— Jes. Rel. 1633, 29, 1858. Onnoncharonnons. Jefierys, Fr. Dom. Am., pt. 1, 9, 1761.
Onnontcliaronnons. Charlevoix, Jour. Voy., i, 174,

—

—

Onontchataranons.—Jes. Rel. 1646, 34, 1858.
1761.
Onontchataronons.—Jes. Rel. 1641, 57, 1858. Onontchateronons.

—

tazonons.— Jes.

Rel.

Jes. Rel. 1643, 61, 1858.

1641,

29,

—

1858.

Snatcha-

Ounontcha-

McKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, in, 81,
Ounountchatarounongak. Jes. Rel. 1658,
Ountchatarounounga.
Jes. Rel. 1640, 34,
22, 1858.
Yroquet.— Champlain (1615), CEuvres, iv, 56,
1858.
ronnous.

—
—

1854.

1858.

(m mis-

Rel. 1641, 75, 1858 {ui misprint forni).

Deb. la Roche Dallion in

of his visit (1721)

This tradition, however,

exist.

seems doubtful.

this time.

An

Oneronon.

and wintered near

rs.,

In 1642 they were but a remnant. They claimed to have been the original
occupants of Montreal id. and of a large territory on both sides of the St. Lawrence. They
said they had been conquered and dispersed
the Hurons.

lations, at the general

slow.

tp.,

Onentisati.
ti.— Ibid.

365

(Huron name).
An
Algonkin tribe or band that occupied the
district near Montreal,, between St. Law-

Onondaga

on top of,
important tribe of
the Iroquois confederation, formerly living on
the mountain, lake, and creek bearing their
name, in the present Onondaga co., N.Y., and
extending northward to lake Ontario and southward perhaps to the waters of the Susquehanna.
In the Iroquois councils they are known as
the

hill

{Onontd"ge',

or mountain').

'on, or

An

Hodisennageta, 'they (are) the name bearers.'
Their principal village, also the capital of the
confederation,

Onondaga

was

Castle;

it

called Onondaga, later
was situated from before
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1654 to 1681 on Indian

town

hill,

in the present

Pompey, and in 1677 contained 140
cabins.
It was removed to Butternut cr.,
where the fort was burned in 1696. In 1720
it was again removed to Onondaga cr., and
of

their present reserve

The Onondaga
have 9
tle?),

clans,

is

in that valley, a

(Beauchamp,

of the lake

DQiiles s.

Canada,

of Six Nations res.,

namely:

few

inf'n, 1907).

Wolf, Tortoise (Tur-

Bear, Deer, Eel, Beaver, Ball, Plover

(Snipe?),

and Pigeon-hawk. The Wolf, Bear,
and Pigeon-hawk clans have each

Plover, Ball,

only one federal chief ship;

the Beaver, Tor-

and Eel clans have each two federal
chiefships, while the Deer clan has three.
The
reason for this marked difference in the quotas
toise,

of chiefships for the several clans
nitely

known, but

it

not

is

defi-

may be due to the adoption
who

of groups of persons

already possessed

In federal ceremonial and
social assemblies the Onondaga by right of
chiefship

titles.

membership therein take their places with the
tribal phratry of the "Three Brothers," of
which the Mohawk and the Seneca are the
other two members; but in federal councils
those in which sit the federal representatives

—

of all the five (latterly six) Iroquois tribes

—the

Onondaga

tribal

tribe

itself

phratry, while the

constitutes

Mohawk and

a

the Seneca

together form a second, and the Oneida and

the Cayuga originally, and, latterly, the Tuscarora,

a

council

third

tribal

phratry.

The

federal

organized on the basis of these three

is

tribal phratries.

The

daga -phratry are

in

functions of the Onon-

many

respects similar to

those of a judge holding court with a jury.
The question before the council is discussed

by the Mohawk and Seneca tribes
on the one side, and then by the Oneida, the
Cayuga, and, latterly, the Tuscarora tribes on
respectively

the other, within their

own

phratries.

When

these two phratries have independently reached

the same or a differing opinion,

it is then submitted to the Onondaga phratry for confir-

mation or

common

rejection.

opinion or of

The confirmation

of a
one of two differing

opinions makes that the decree of the council.
In refusing to confirm an opinion the Onondaga

must show that it is in conflict with established
custom or with public policy; when two differing opinions are rejected the Onondaga may
suggest to the two phratries a course by which

may be able to reach a common opinion;
but the Onondaga may confirm one of two
differing opinions submitted to it.
Each chieftain has the right to discuss and argue the
they

GEORGE
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question before the council either for or against

adoption by the council, in a speech or
speeches addressed to the entire body of coun-

its

and to the public.
Champlain related that in 1622 the Montagnais, the Etchemin, and the Hurons had
been engaged for a long time in seeking to
bring about peace between themselves and the
Iroquois, but that up to that time there was
always some serious obstacle to the consummation of an agreement on account of the fixed
distrust which each side had of the faith of the
other.
Many times did they ask Champlain
himself to aid them in making a firm and
durable peace. They informed him that they
understood by making a treaty that the interview of the ambassadors must be amicable,
the one side accepting the words and faith of
the other not to harm or prevent them from
hunting throughout the country, and they on
their side agreeing to act in like manner toward
their enemies, in this case the Iroquois, and
that they had no other agreements or compacts
precedent to the making of a firm peace.
They importuned Champlain many times to
give them his advice in this matter, which
cillors

they promised faithfully to follow. They
assured him that they were then exhausted and
weary of the wars which they had waged against
each other for more than fifty years, and that,
on account of their burning desire for revenge
for the

murder

of their kin

and

friends, their

ancestors had never before thought of peace.

In this last statement is probably found approximately the epoch of that historic feud
mentioned in the Jesuit Relation for 1660
(chap, ii) and by Nicholas Perrot, which made
the Iroquois tribes, on the one hand, and the
Algonkin on the Ottawa and St. Lawrence rs.,
on the other, inveterate enemies, although this
may have been but a renewal and widening of
a still earlier quarrel. In 1535 Cartier learned
from the Iroquoian tribes on the St. Lawrence
that they were continually tormented by enemies dwelling to the southward, called Toudamani (probably identical with Tsonnontouan,
or Seneca, a name then meaning 'Upper Iroquois'), who continually waged war on them.
In Sept. 1655 the Onondaga sent a delegation of 18 persons to Quebec to confer with
Governor de Lauzon and with the Algonkin
and Hurons. The Onondaga spokesman used
24 wampum belts in his address; the first 8
were presents to the Hurons and the Algonkin,
whose leading chiefs were there; each present
had its own particular name. The Onondaga
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him

professed to speak for the "four upper Iroquois

some presents and

nations," namely, the Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida,

off secretly at night.

and Onondaga, thus leaving only the Mohawk,
the "lower Iroquois," from this peace confer-

unexpectedly encountered 300 Onondaga making canoes to cross the lake for the purpose of
avenging his death (believing he had been
killed by the Hurons), and awaiting the arrival

ence, but the Onondaga speaker promised to
persuade the Mohawk to change their minds
and to make peace. The Onondaga asked for
priests to dwell among them and for French
soldiers to aid them in their war against the
Erie.

In

May

1657, 10 years after the dispersion

Hurons from their motherland, the
Onondaga sought by the giving of numerous
presents and by covert threats of war to persuade the Hurons who had fled to the vicinity
of Quebec to remove to their country and to
form with them a single people. The Mohawk
and the Seneca also were engaged in this busiFinally, the Hurons were forced to
ness.
submit to the persistent demands of the Irothe

of

quois tribes.

In 1686 the Onondaga were at war against
the

Cherermons

(Shawnee?).

They

divided into two bands, one of 50 and
of 250, 50 of the latter being

were

another

from other

tribes.

Onondaga were much under
French influence and were regarded as the
chief among the Iroquois tribes.
But

in 1688 the

In 1682, at Albany, the Onondaga, with the

Mohawk,

the Oneida, the Cayuga, and the

provisions, they sent

Crossing lake Ontario, he

800 Seneca and Cayuga reinforcements.
His countrymen regarded Annenraes as one
risen from the dead.
He so conducted himself
that he persuaded the 300 Onondaga to give
up all thought of war for that of peace, whereupon the band, without waiting for the expectof

to Onondaga,
was held, in which it was
resolved to send an embassy with presents to
the Hurons for the purpose of commencing
negotiations for peace. The chief of this embassy was by birth a Huron named Soiones,

ed

returned

reinforcements,

where a

tribal council

so naturalized in the country of his adoption
it was said of him that "no Iroquois had
done more massacres in these countries, nor
blows more wicked than he." He was accompanied by three other Hurons, who had not
long been captives at Onondaga. The em-

that

bassy arrived at St. Ignace July

9,

1647, finding

the Hurons divided as to the expediency of
acquiescing in the

Onondaga

proposals,

the

Bear tribe of the Hurons justly fearing the
dupHcity of the enemy even though bearing
presents.
But the Rock tribe and many vil-

Seneca, entered into a treaty of peace with the

lages desired the conclusion of peace in the

commissioners from the colony of Maryland,
who contracted not only for the white settlers,

hope that a number of their kin, then captive
at Onondaga, would be returned to them.
After many councils and conferences it was
found expedient to send an embassy to Onondaga in order the better to fathom this matter.
For presents the Hurons took valuable furs,

but also

for the

Piscataway Indians.

With the exception of a part of the Seneca,
the Onondaga were the last of the five tribes
originally forming the

League of the Iroquois

to accept fuUy the principles of the universal

peace proposed by Dekanawida and Hiawatha.
Early in 1647 a band of Onondaga on approaching the Huron country was defeated by
a troop of Huron warriors, the Onondaga chief
being killed and a number taken prisoners.
Among the latter was Annenraes, a man of
character and authority among the Onondaga.
In the following spring he learned that some

Hurons who had been bitterly disaplife had been spared intended to kill him. To some of his Huron
friends he related what he had heard, and that
of the

pointed because his

he intended to escape to his own country. His
resolution, with the reason for making it, having been reported to the leading Huron chiefs
of the council, they concluded to aid him in his
purpose, .trusting that he would render them
some valuable service in return. Giving him

Onondaga used belts of
Huron embassy was well
received at Onondaga, where a month was
spent in holding councils. Finally the Ononwhile the Iroquois

wampum.

The

daga resolved to send back a second embassy,
headed by Skanawati (Scandaouati), a federal
chieftain, 60 years of age, who was to be accompanied by two other Onondaga and by 15
Huron captives. One of the Huron embassy
remained as a hostage. This embassy was 30
days on the way, although it was in fact only
10 days' journey. Jean Baptiste, the returning
Huron delegate, brought back 7 wampum
belts of the largest kind, each composed of
3,000

or

4,000 beads.

By

these

belts

the

Onondaga sought to confirm the peace, assuring
the Hurons that they could hope for the deliverance of at least 100 more of their captive kin.
The Onondaga desired this peace not only
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because the life of Annenraes had been spared
but also because they were jealous lest the Mo-

hawk, who had become insolent from their
and were overbearing even to their
allies, might become too much so should the

victories

Hiu-ons

fail

to unite all their forces against

them, and further because of fear of the power
In this Onondaga project
of the Conestoga.
of peace the Cayuga and Oneida showed favourable interest, but the Seneca would not listen
to it, and the Mohawk were still more averse
to it as they were jealous of what had been

done by the Onondaga.

Hence these

last

two

tribes sent forces to assail the village of St.

Ignace at the end of the winter of 1647-48.
following incidents show the character of

The

some of the
Onondaga:

chief

men and statesmen

of the

Early in Jan. 1648 the Hurons decided to
send another embassy to Onondaga. They
sent 6 men, accompanied by one of the 3 Onondaga ambassadors then in their country, the
other two, including Skanawati, the head of
the Onondaga embassy, remaining as hostages.
But, unfortunately, the new Huron embassy
was captured and kiUed by a force of 100 Mohawk and Seneca who had come to the borders
The Onondaga accomof the Huron country.
panying this embassy was spared,- and two
Hurons escaped. Early in April, when the
distressing news reached the ears of Skanawati,
the proud Onondaga ambassador remaining
with the Hurons as a hostage, he suddenly
disappeared. The Hurons believed that he
had stolen away, but, a few days after his disappearance, his corpse was found in the forest
lying on a bed of fir branches, where he had
taken his own life by cutting his throat. His
companion, who was notified in order to

was the shame he felt at the contempt shown for the sacredness of his person
by the Seneca and the Mohawk in going to the
Huron country and massacring the Huron
people while his life was in pledge for the keeping of the faith of his people.
Of such men
was the great federal council of the Iroquois
composed.
The Onondaga had good reason for fearing
.

v., A.

1912

Mohawk had

been greatly humbled by the

Algonkin, and that, after they had regained
somewhat their former standing, the Conestoga, in a

war

lasting 10 years,

exterminated the
ever,

had

Many

exonerate the Hurons, said that the cause of
his despair

GEORGE

they felt too weak to defend themselves they
should send the Conestoga word by an embassy.
The Hurons eagerly seized this opportunity by sending on this mission 4 Christian
Indians and 4 "infidels," headed by one Charles
Ondaaiondiont. They arrived at Conestoga
early in June 1647.
The Huron deputies
informed their Conestoga friends that they
had come from a land of souls, where war and
the fear of their enemies had spread desolation
everywhere, where the fields were covered
with blood and the lodges were filled with
corpses, and they themselves had only hfe
enough left to enable them to come to ask
their friends to save their country, which was
drawing rapidly toward its end. This spirited
but laconic address moved the Conestoga to
send an embassy into the Iroquois country to
urge on the Iroquois the advantage of making a
lasting peace with their Huron adversaries.
Jean Baptiste, a Huron ambassador mentioned
before, being at Onondaga at the end of summer, learned that this embassy of the Conestoga had reached the Iroquois country, as he
even saw some of the Conestoga presents. It
was the purpose of the Conestoga to bring
about firm peace with the Hurons and the
Onondaga, the Oneida and the Cayuga, and, if
possible, the Seneca, and to renew the war
against the Mohawk, should they then refuse
The Conestoga did
to become parties to it.
not fear the Mohawk. The Jesuit Relation
for 1660 states that about the year 1600 the

Mohawk, who

partially recovered

of the

Onondaga

had nearly
how-

since,

from the defeat.

joined the CathoUc

Iroquois colonies on the St. Lawrence, and, in

was said to be living
Canada. On the breaking out of the
American Revolution in 1775 nearly all the
Onondaga, together with the majority of the
1751, about half the tribe

in

other Iroquois tribes, joined the British, and,
at the close of the war, the British

government

granted them a tract on Grand

r.,

Ontario,

1647-48 states that in a single village of the
latter people there were at that time 1,300 men

where 367 of them still reside. The rest are
still in New York, the greater number being
on the Onondaga res., and the others with the
Seneca and Tuscarora on their several reser-

capable of bearing arms, indicating for this

vations.

the Conestoga,

for

the Jesuit Relation for

village alone a population of

more than

4,500.

At this time the Conestoga chiefs, through
two messengers, informed the Hurons that if

The Onondaga made
with the state of

or joined in treaties

New York

at Ft. Schuyler

(formerly Ft. Stanwix), Sept. 12, 1788; Onon-
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daga, Nov. 18, 1793; Cayuga Ferry, July 28,
1795; Albany, Feb. 25, 1817, Feb. 11, 1822,

and Feb.

They

28, 1829.

also joined in trea-

between the Six Nations and the United
States at Ft. Stanwix, N. Y., Oct. 22, 1784;
Ft. Harmar, O., Jan. 9, 1789; Canandaigua,
N.Y., Nov. 11, 1794, and Buffalo Creek, N.Y.,
ties

dages.—Louis XIV
697, 1855.

1855 (village).

VI, 846,

— Hewitt,

Hennepin, Cont.

and

those on the St. Lawrence.

In 1851

Morgan

estimated their total number at about 900,
including 400 on Grand r. In 1906 those in
New York numbered 553, the rest of the tribe
being with the Six Nations on the Six Nations
In 1911, there were

near Brantford, Ont.

367 Onondagas on this reserve.

of

0-n6n-

inf'n,

New

Onnondaga.

Discov., 93, 1698.

(1666) trans, in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—
—
—
—

Onnondages. Livingston (1677), i'uid.,
Onnondagoes. Doc. of 1688, ibid.,
III, 565, 1853.
Onnondagues. Schuyler (1702), ibid.,
IV, 983, 1854.
Onnonlages. Hennepin, Cont. of New
Discov., 95, 1698 (misprint). Onnontae.
Jes. Rel.
Onnontaehronnons. Jes.
1654, 8, 1858 (village).
Rel. 1648, 46, 1858.
Onnontaeronnons. Jes. Rel.
1647, 46, 1858. Onnontaghfe.— Jes. Rel. 1658, 8, 1858
(village).
Onnontagheronnons. Jes. Rel. 1657, 15,
1858.
Onnontagk. Narrative of 1693 in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., IX, 572, 1855 (village).
OnnontaguS. Jes.
Rel. 1670, 75, 1858 (village).
Onnontaguehronnons.
Jes. Rel. 1656, 30, 1858.
Onnontagueronnons.
Ill,

125, 1853.

510,

xiii,

1,150 (1778), but these figures do not include

—

Onendagah.— Doc.
v, 528, 1855.

1887 (correct form). Onnandages.— Deed of 1701 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., rv,
Onnatagues.— Lahont;in (1703) quoted by
910, 1854.
Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 5, 5, 1848. Onnentagues.—
ta'-k6.

—French Doc.

as 1,250 (1721), 1,000 (1736), 1,300 (1765),

(1754), ibid.,

One-daugh-ga-haugh-ga.

Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185, 1829.
1719 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

In 1660 the Jesuits estimated the Onondaga
at about 1,500 souls, while Greenhalgh in 1677
placed them at 1,750, probably' their greatest
strength.
Later authorities give the numbers

(1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,

Ondlondagc— Lords of Trade

Jan. 15, 1838.

res.

369

1881.

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Onnontaguese.—Macauley,
N. Y., II, 185, 1829. Onnontaguez.— Jes. Rel. 1670,
Onnontatae.— Denouville? (1688) in N. Y.
6, 1858.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 377, 1855 (village)
OnnontoeronJes. Rel. 1656, 17, 1858.

The Onondaga towns, so far as known, were
Ahaouete, Deseroken (traditional), Gadoquat,
Gannentaha (mission and fort), Kaneenda),
Gistwiahna, Onondaga, Onondaghara, Onondahgegahgeb, Onontatacet, Otiahanague,Tei-

Onnotagues. LaJes. Rel. 1657, 8, 1858.
hontan. New Voy., i, 231, 1703. Ononda-agos.—
Vater, Mith., pt. 3, 314, 1816,
Onondades.— Leisler
(1690) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iii, 700, 1853. Onon-

Touenho (Goienho),
Tueadasso, and some transient hunting and

—Doc. of 1765 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Onondagah.— Doc. of 1719, ibid., v, 529,

onnontatases, Tgasuhto,
fishing hamlets.

—
—

Anandagas.

Audouard, Far West, 178, 1869. Desonontage. Macauley, N. Y., ii, 190, 1829 (quoted
from some French source; evidently the name Onondaga
with the French article des). Ho-de'-san-no-ge-ta.
Morgan, League Iroq., 97, 1851. Honnontages.
Hennepin, New Discov., 18, 1698. Hutchistanet.

—
—

Gatschet, Seneca MS., 1882 (Seneca form of council
name). Jenondages. Markham (1691) in N. Y. Doc.

—

Col. Hist.,

Ill,

(1677), ibid.,

La Montagne.—Greenhalgh
252 (French name for Onondaga Castle).
808, 1853.

—

Let-tegh-segh-nig-egh-tee. Macauley, N. Y., ii,
Montagneurs. Green185, 1829 (an official name).
halgh (1677) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 252, 1853 (so
called
ibid.,

X,

1858

1093,

Hennepin, Cont.
translation).

—
— Vaudreuil (1760),
(misprint?).
Mountaineers. —

Montagues.

by French).
of

New

1698 (English

Discov., 92,

—

la Montagne.
Nondages.—Writer of 1673

Nation de

1669, 8, 1858.

Jes.

in

Rel.

N. Y.

'Nontagues.— Beauharnois (1727), ibid., ix, 968, 1855. Nontaguez.
Beauharnois (1734), ibid., 1041. Omates. Narrative
of 1693, ibid., 567 (misprint for Onouta^).
Onadago.
Deed of 1789 in Am. St. Papers, U.S. Ind.Aff., i, 513, 1832.
Doc. Col. Hist.,

II,

594,

1858.

—

Onandaga.—Albany
Hist.,

VI,

319,

quoted by Rupp,

Conf. (1746) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

1855.

W.

—

Onandagers.—Weiser

Pa., app., 16, 1846.

(1748)

Onandages.

—Vernon (1697) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 289, 1854.
Onandago. Rupp, Northampton, etc., Cos., 49, 1845.
Onandages. Procter (1791) in Am. St. Papers, U. S.
Ind. Aff., I, 156, 1832. Onandogas.— Chalmers in Hoyt,

—
—

—

Antiq. Res., 159, 1824. Onantagues.
Chauvignerie
(1736) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 555, 1853.
On-

21
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—

—

daeronnons.

—

Onondagaes.

Jes. Rel. 1646, 16; 1858.

— Dongan (1684)

vii, 719, 1856.

Onon-

1855.

Mass. Hist. Soc. CoU. 4th s.,
IX, 187, 1871.
Onondagez. Bacqueville de la Potherie. Hist. Am., iv, 128, 1753.
Onondaghas. Burnet
(1720) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 577, 1855. Onondaghe.—Jes. Rel. 1647, 9, 1858 (village). Onondagheronons. Ibid. Onondagoes. Ind. Problem N.
Onondagos.— Greenhalgh (1677) in N.
Y., 196, 1889.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., Ill, 250, 1853. Onondagues.— Doc.
Onondajas. Johnson
of 1676, ibid., xiii, 500, 1881.
dages.

n. b. h.)

(j.

.

nons.

in

—

—

—

—

—

Hall Conf. (1765),

La Montagne
gaws.

ibid., vii, 719, 1856.

Onondakes.—
Onondaw-

(1664), ibid., xiit, 355, 1881.

map and note, 1761.
—Jefferys, Fr. Doms:,
— Johnson (1757) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
pt. 1,

Onondegas.
vii,

278,

1856.

Onontae.—Jes.

Rel.

in the Relation for 1656, p. 7,

(tribe;

1858
used as the

1642, 83,
it is

—

Onontaehronon. Jes. Rel.
1637, 111, 1858.
Onontaerhonons.— Jes. Rel. 1635,
Onontaeronons.— Jes. Rel. 1656, 2, 1858.
34, 1858.
Onontaerrhonons. Jes. Rel. 1635, 34, 1858. Onontaez.
La Salle {ca. 1682) in Hist. Mag., 1st s., v, 198,
1861.
Onontager.—Weiser (1737) in Schoolcraft, Ind.
Tribes,
iv,
Onontages. Humphreys,
325,
1854.
Acct., 305, 1730.
Onontaghes.— Doc. of 1695 in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 596, 1855. Onontago. Weiser in
Pa. Col. Rec, iv, 778, 1852-56 (village). Onontagu6.
Onontagueronon.
Jes. Rel. 1656, 7, 1858 (village).

name

of

the

village)

.

—

—

—

—

—
— Sagard

(Huron name).
Voy. and Trav., ii, 928, 1705.
Onontahe.—Writer of 1695 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Onontaheronons. Jes. Rel.
IX, 599, 1855 (village).
Hennepin, New Discov.,
1656, 10, 1858.
Onontake.
(1632), Hist. Can., iv, 1866

Onontaguese.

— Harris,

—
—
map, 1755.
Onontatacet. —
316, 1698.
thagues. — Doc.
1695
N. Y. Doc. Col.
Onoontaugaes. — Edwards (1751)
612, 1855.
Bellin,

of

in

Onon-

Hist., ix,
in

Mass
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Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

8.,

Onoundages—

146, 1809.

X,

Doc. of 1684 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Ontagues.— Frontenac
O-nun-da'-ga-o-no.

(1682),

ibid.,

— Morgan,
—

iii,

ix,

League

347, 1853.

1855.

186,
Iroq.,

52,

Onundaggga. Gatschet, Seneca MS.,
Onundag6ga-non6''d8hunda.
(Seneca name)

1882
Gatname).
mountain
people':
a
Seneca
Bchet, ibid, ('large
Onundawgoes. Dudley (1721) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
1851.

—

.

—

—

Oonontaeronnons. Jes.
Sagosanagechteron. Weiser in
Rel. 1647, 46, 1858.
Pa. Col. Rec, v, 477, 1852-56 (council name). Seuh2d

Coll.,

s.,

VIII,

244, 1819.

—

—

nau-ka-ta. Cusick, Five Nat., 21, 1848 (council
name). Seuh-no-keh'te. ^W. M. Beauchamp, inf'n,

—

1907 ('bearing the names':

own name).

ka-ta.— Macauley, N.

ii,

Y.,

—

Seuh-now-

1829

185,

(an

official

Ibid., 176 (given as a name
but evidently another form of Atotarho, the
Coursey
hereditary title of a chief). Unedagoes.
(1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xm, 558, 1881. Yagochsanogechti. Pyrlaeus {ca. 1750) quoted by Gat-

Tha-to-dar-hos.

name).

for the tribe,

—

—

schet in

Am.

An Onondaga who

suc-

ceeded a chief of the same name. The latter
was a French partisan and was condoled in
1728.
The former attended a council with
Gov. Beauharnois in 1742, being the Onondaga
speaker. Weiser, who lodged in his house in
1743,
tJeen

He may have
calls him Annawaraogon.
the Kayenwarygoa who attended the

Boston Council of 1744, but

this is doubtful.

(W. M. B.)

Ontarahronon

An
s.

people.'

('lake

—Hewitt)t

unidentified sedentary tribe probably hving

of St.

35,

Lawrence

r.

in 1640.

Jes. Rel. 1640,

An

Iroquois term, having

Onondaga

dialect,

freely rendered 'one utters unintelligible

speech,'

hence

synonymous
Hteral meaning is

approximately

'alien,' 'foreigner.'

Its

'one rolls (or gulps) his words or speech.' This

epithet

was

originally applied in ridicule of

the speech of the Algonquian tribes, which

was uncouth, particularly to
the northern and western tribes of this stock,
to Iroquois ears

the Chippewa, Ottawa,

Miami

or Twightwigh,

Shawnee, the "Far Indians" in(or Neghkariage (of two
castles), the Ronowadainie, Onnighsiesanairone, Sikajienatroene or "Eagle People," Tionontati (only by temporary association with
the foregoing), Chickasaw (?), Mascoutens(?),
Ronatewisichroone, and Awighsachroene. Thus
the term was consistently applied to tribes

Amikwa

dwelling in widely separated localities.
times, but rarely,
in use

—

Mohawk

name). Atwagannen.
Hennepin, Descr. La., 80,
1880.
Dawaganhaes.— Letter (1695) in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., IV, 124, 1854.
Dawaganhas.— Doc. (1695),
ibid.,
123.
Dewaganas.— Ibid., Gen. Index, 1861.
foreign language',:

Bruyas as quoted by Shea

Dewogannas.

— Nanfan

in

Narr.

it

Some-

may have been confounded

with Tsaganha

(q. v.),

or Agotsaganha,

which had a similar origin but was applied to
a different group of Algonquian tribes.
(j.

N. B. H.)

(1698), ibid.,

407,

iv,

Douaganhas.— Cortland (1687), ibid., iii, 434,
Douwaganhas. — Ibid. Dovaganhaes. Doc.

1854.

1853.

IV,

ibid.,

23.

ganhoes.

—

—

Dowaganhaas. Livingston (1700),
Dowaganhaes.— Doc. (1693),
Dowaganhas. Cortland, op. cit. Dowa-

(1691), ibid., 778.
ibid.,

1854.

648,

— N.

—

Y. Doc. Col. Hist., Gen. Index, 1861.
Doc. (1691), ibid., in, 776, 1853.
Hontouagaha.^ Hennepin, Descr. La., 80, 1880.
Houtouagaha. Hennepin, New Discov., 59, 1698 (for
Ontwaganha; probably Shawnee). Onkoiiagannha.

—
—
—

Dowanganhaes.

—

Ont6agannha.

Jes. Rel. 1670, 5, 1858.

— Lalemant

(1661-63) in Jes. Rel., Thwaites ed., xlvii, 145, 1899.

—

Ontdagaunha. Jes. Rel. 1662, 2, 1858. Ontoouaganha. MS. 1679 in Jes. Rel., Thwaites ed., lxi, 27,
1900.
Ontouagannha. Le Mercier (1670) in Jes.

—

Thwaites

Rel.,

gennha.—Jes.

1899.

ed., liii, 48,

Jes. Rel. 1660, 7,

1858

(

OntSagannha.—
OntouaOntwagannha.

="Nation du Feu").

Rel. 1692, 25, 1858.

—
—

—

Shea, Cath. Miss., 285, 1855. Takahagane.
La Salle
(1682) in Margry, D6c., ii, 197, 1877. Taogarias.
Gravier (1701)
Senex, Map N. Am., 1710. Taogria.

—

quoted by Shea, Early Voy., 124, 1861 (=Shawnee;
evidently another form for Ontwaganha). Toagenha.
GalUn6e (1670) in Margry, D^c, i, 130, 1875. Toa-

—

guenha.— Ibid.,

Tongarols.— La Harpe

136.

in French, Hist. Coll. La., in, 30, 1851.

Rafinesque

in

Marshall,

Touagannha.— Jes.
guenhas.

—Gallin^e

Towaganha.

1875.

Ky.,

Rel. 1670,

—

i,

iii,

(1703)

Tongorias.

introd.,

34,

30, 76, 1858.

—

1824.

Tou-

Margry, D6c., i, 133,
Message of 1763 in N. Y. Doc.

(1670)

in

Twa"ga'ha'.— Hewitt, inf'n,
1907 (Seneca form). Waganhaers. Doc. (1699) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 565, 1854. Waganhaes.—
Livingston (1700), ibid., 691. Wagannes.— Schuyler
and Claese (1701), ibid., 891. Wahannas. Romer

—

—

(1700), ibid., 799.

Ookwolik.

man

A

Eskimo about SherKing WiUiam id., Keewatin.

tribe of

inlet opposite

—Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 199, 1881.

Oomiak. The large skin boat or "woman's
boat" of the Eskimo; spelled also umiak; from
the

name

of this vessel in the eastern

Eskimo

dialects.

Missisauga,
cluding the

1912

v., A.

Radices, 40, 1863 ("to speak a

Col. Hist., VII, 544, 1856.

here the phonetics of the

with

—

1858.

Ontwaganha.
and

— Bruyas,

—

Antiq., iv, 75, 1881.

Onowaragon.

AtSagannen.

(a. f. c.)

Operdniving ('spring place'). A Nugumiut
Eskimo spring village La Countess of Warwick
sd.,

near Frobisher bay, Baffin island.

—

Oopungnewing. Hall quoted by Nourse, Am. Explor.,
Operdniving.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
191, 1884.
Oppernowick.— Ross, Voy., 164, 1819.
422, 1888.

Opichiken.

A Salish band or village under

the Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.

—Can.

Ind. Aff., 79, 1878.

Opitchesaht. A Nootka tribe on Alberni
Somass r., and neighbouring lakes
Vancouver id., Brit. Col. Anciently this tribe

canal,
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Intimately connected with ordeals of this

Mohotlath,
Their principal
Tlikutath, and Tsomosath.
Pop. 62 in 1902, 48
village is Ahahswinnis.

were contests between individuals and
individuals, for it was supposed
that victory was determined more by superA case is
natural than by natural power.
recorded among the Comanche where two
men whose enmity had become so great as to
defy all attempts at reconciliation were allowed
to fight a duel. Their left arms having been

said to

is

septs,

have spoken Nanaimo

according

Boas,

to

(q. v.)-

are

in 1911.

Hopetcisa'th.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

31,

Opechlsaht.— Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868.
Opecluset.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1862. Ope-eisaht.— Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872. Opetches-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff., .308, 1879. Opitches-aht.
1890.

—

Ibid.,

187,

Upatsesatucb.

1884.

— Grant

in Jour.

bodies of

was placed in the right
and they fought until both fell.
A similar duel is recorded in one of the Teton
myths, and it is probable that the custom was
almost universal. Resembling these were the
contests in vogue among Eskimo tribes. When
two bodies of Eskimo met who were strangers
tied together, a knife

hand

Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.

The permanent village of the
Opitsat.
Clayoquot (q. v.), on the s. w. shore of Meares
id., w. coast of Vancouver id., Brit. Col.; pop.
245 in 1902, 209 in 1911.

—

Opetsitar. Gray and Ingraham (1791) quoted in H.
R. Doc. 43, 26th Cong., 1st sess., 3, 1840. Oplsat.—
Can. Ind. Aff., 263, 1902. Opisitar. Kendrick deed

—

(1791), ibid., 10.

Ordeals. An ordeal is strictly a form of
determine guilt or innocence, but the
term has come to be applied in a secondary
trial to

sense to any severe trial or test of courage,

endurance, and fortitude.

class

In accordance with

these two usages of the term, ordeals

may

among

of each,

to each other, each party selected a champion,

and the two struck each other on the side of the
head or the bared shoulders until one gave in.
Anciently NetchiUrmiut and Aivilirmiut champions contested by pressing the points of their
knives against each other's cheeks. Such contests were also forced on persons wandering
among strange people and are said to have
Chinook
been matters of life and death.

which the name was originally appUed were those undertaken to determine
witches or wizards. If it was believed that a
man had died in consequence of being bewitched, the Tsimshian would take his heart
out and put a red-hot stone against it, wishing
at the same time that the enemy might die.
If the heart burst, they thought that their
wish would be fulfilled; if not, their suspicions
were believed to be unfounded.
A Haida

myths' speak of similar tests of endurance
between supernatural beings, and perhaps
Differences bethey were shared by men.
tween towns on the n. Pacific coast were often
settled by appointing a day for fighting, when
the people of both sides arrayed themselves
in their hide and wooden armour and engaged
in a pitched battle, the issue being determined
by the fall of one or two prominent men.
Contests between strangers or representatives
of different towns or social groups were also
settled by playing a game. At a feast on the
N. Pacific coast one who had used careless or
slighting words toward the people of his host
was forced to devour a tray full of bad-tasting
food, or perhaps to swallow a quantity of

shaman repeated the names

urine.

the North American tribes

be divided

and to
those undergone for

into (1) those used to establish guilt
settle differences,

and

(2)

the sake of some material or supernatural

advantage.

The

ordeals

corresponding closest to the

tests to

of all persons in

Two

persons often contested to see

the village in the presence of a live mouse

which could empty a tray the more expedi-

and determined the guilty party by watching

tiously.

A

Thngit suspected of witchcraft was tied up for 8 or 10 days to extort a
confession from him, and he was liberated at
the end of that period if he were still alive.
But as confession secured immediate liberty
and involved no unpleasant consequences except an obligation to remove the spell, few
were probably found innocent. This, however,
can hardly be considered as a real ordeal,

its

motions.

since the guilt of the victim

was

practically

assumed, and the test was in the nature of a
torment to extract confession.

21a— 241

Ordeals of the second class would cover the

upon a growing boy to make
and regulations to which
was subjected at puberty, and those

hardships, placed

him
a

strong, the fasts

girl

which a youth underwent

in order to

supernatural helpers (see Child

as well

who

desired

as the solitary fasts of persons

to

become shamans,

or of

shamans who de-

sired greater supernatural power.
is

obtain

life),

Finally,

especially applicable to the fasts

and

it

tor-

tures undergone in preparation for ceremonies
or

by way

of initiation into a secret society.
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The first of these may best be considered
under Education and Puberty customs, but,
although some of the ceremonies for the purpose of initiating a youth into the mysteries
of the tribe took place about the time of
puberty,

their

connection

therewith

is

not

always evident, and they may well be treated
here. Thus Pueblo children, when old enough
to have the religious mysteries imparted to
them, went through a ceremonial flogging,
it is related of the Ahbamu and other
Indian tribes of the Gulf States, that at a certain time they cause their children to pass in

and

array and whipped them

till

they drew blood.

The huskanaw or huskany, was an ordeal
among Virginia Indians undertaken for
the

purpose

of

preparing

higher duties of manhood.

youths
It

for

the

consisted in

soUtary confinement and the use of emetics,

"whereby remembrance

of the past

was sup-

posed to be obliterated and the mind
for the reception of

new

impressions."

left free

Among

those tribes in which individuals acquired supernatural helpers a youth was compelled to

go out alone into the forest or upon the
mountains for a long period, fast there, and
sometimes take certain medicines to enable
him to see his guardian spirit. Similar were
the ordeals gone through by chiefs among the
Haida, Tlingit, Tsimshian, and other n. Pacific Coast tribes when they desired to increase their wealth, or success in war, or to

obtain long life, as also by shamans who
wished increased powers. At such times they
chewed certain herbs supposed to aid them
in seeing the

drink"

by

spirits.
The use of the "black
Muskhogean tribes was with

similar intent, as also were the emetics just

referred to in use

among

the Virginian peoples.

While undergoing initiation into a secret
society on the n. Pacific coast a youth fasted
and for a certain period disappeared into the
woods, where he was supposed to commune
with the spirit of the society in complete
solitude.
Anyone discovering a Kwakiutl
youth at this time could slay him and obtain
the secret society privileges in his stead.

On

impeded his progress he waa not
allowed to touch either thongs or skull with
his hands. During the ceremony of Dakhpike,
or Nakhpike, among the Hidatsa, devotees
ran arrows through their muscles in different
parts of their bodies; and on one accasion a
to his

also

is

way

out.

to

body by means

made

When

itself felt.

Omaha

introduced into

Washashka, one
was shot in the Adam's apple by something
said to be taken from the head of an otter.
As part of the ceremony of initiation among
the Hopi a man had to take a feathered prayerstick to a distant spring, running all the way,
and return within a certain time; and chosen
men of the Zuiii were obliged to walk to a
lake 45 m. distant, clothed only in the breechcloth and so exposed to the rays of the burning sun, in order to deposit plume-sticks and
pray for rain. Among the same people one
of the ordeals to which an initiate into the
Priesthood of the Bow was subjected was to
sit naked for hours on a large ant-hill, his flesh
exposed to the torment of myriads of ants.
At the time of the winter solstice the Hopi
priests sat naked in a circle and suffered gourds
the

of

ice-cold

society,

called

water to be dashed over them.

Ordeals of this kind enter so intimately into
ceremonies of initiation that

it

is

often

diffi-

them.
Certain regulations were also gone through
before war expeditions, hunting excursions, or
the preparation of medicines. Medicines were
cult to distinguish

compounded by individuals after
women, and isolation
the woods or mountains. Before going to

generally

the skewers until they tore their

known

have tied a thirsty horse
of thongs passed through
holes in his flesh, after which he led him to
water, restrained him from drinking without
touching his hands to the thongs, and brought
him back in triumph. The sp»cial ordeal of
a Cheyenne society was to walk with bare
feet on hot coals.
A person initiated into the
Chippewa and Menominee society of the
Midewiwin was "shot" with a medicine bag
and immediately fell on his face. By making
him fall on his face a secret society spirit or
the guardian spirit of a N. W. Coast shaman
warrior

fasts,

Another participant would have the thongs

1912

obstacles

Sun dance

had skewers run through the
fleshy parts of their backs, to which thongs
were attached, fastened at the other end to
the Sun-dance pole. Sometimes a person was
drawn up so high as barely to touch the ground
and afterward would throw his weight against

v., A.

fastened to a skuU, which he puUed around
the entire camping circle, and no matter what

the plains the principal participants in the
(q.v.)

GEORGE

in

abstinence from

a hunt the leader of a party fasted for a certain length of time and counted off so many
days until one arrived which he considered
his lucky day.
On the N. W. coast the war-

bathed in the sea in winter time, after
which they whipped each other with branches
riors
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until the first encounter took place they

fasted

and abstained from water

possible.
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as

much

as

Elsewhere warriors were in the habit

of resorting to the sweat-lodge.

Among

the

Returning to America a graduated physician,
he practised for a time in Toronto. He married a grand-daughter of Joseph Brant (Thayendanegea), the celebrated Mohawk, by whom

and some others, prisoners
were forced
to run between two lipes
of people armed with clubs, tomahawks, and
other weapons, and he who reached the chief's
house or a certain mark in safety was preserved.
Inasmuch as the object behind most
tortures was to break down the victim's selfcommand and extort from him some indication of weakness, while the aim of the victim
was to show an unmoved countenance, flinging
back scorn and defiance at his tormentors
until the very last, burning at the stake and
its accompanying horrors partook somewhat
of the nature of an ordeal.
(j. r. s.)

he had a son and a daughter. Oronhyatekha
was an enthusiast in secret society work. He
was a prominent member of the Good Tem-

Orehaoue. A Cayuga chief who opposed
the Jesuits and caused Father Carheil's withdrawal. He aided the Enghsh of Albany in
preventing Penn's purchase of Susquehanna
lands, and visited De la Barre in 1684.
In
1687 Denonville seized him and sent him to
France.
He was then called Goiguenha

would take him for a high-class Englishman,
were it not for those racial marks which betrayed his Indian origin. He was an expert
parliamentarian, of dignified and suave yet
forceful address.
He was a keen debater,
poignant and witty when occasion demanded,
could tell a good story, and had a faculty of
withdrawing from any situation without leaving behind him rancour or injured feeUngs"
(New Indian, Stewart, Nev., Mar. 1907).
Oronhyatekha was the author of an article on

tribes of the E.

[Cayuga]-Oreouahe, and often Taweeratt; also

Wahawa by
yuga wished

the Onondaga.

In 1688 the Ca-

for "Taweeratt, the chief warrior

who is lamented amongst them
every day."
Returning in 1689, Orehaoue
became attached to Count Frontenac and
fought for the French. He died in 1698 and
was buried with high honours as "a worthy
of Cayouge,

Frenchman and good Christian."

(w. m. b.)

Oronhyatekha ('It [is a] burning sky'). A
noted Mohawk mixed-blood, born on the Six
Nations res., near Brantford, Ontario, in 1841
died at Augusta, Ga., Mar. 4, 1907. In his
childhood he attended a mission industrial
school near his home, and later, entered the
Wesleyan Academy at Wilbraham, Mass., and
Kenyon College at Gambler, Ohio, where he
remained two years, £tting himself for Toronto
University, which he afterward entered. To
cover expenses during his college vacation, he
hired some white men, whom he dressed in
Indian garb and exhibited with himself in a
"Wild West" show.
While a student at
Toronto, in 1860, the chiefs of the Six Nations
deputized Oronhyatekha to deliver an address
to the Prince of Wales (King Edward VII) on
the occasion of his visit to America. The Prince
invited

him

to continue his studies at Oxford,

which he entered under the tutelage of Sir
Henry Acland, Regius professor of medicine.

and

Masonic fraternity, and in
was elected president of the
National Fraternal Congress. He was founder
of the Independent Order of Foresters and
held the office of Grand Ranger from 1881
until the time of his death.
He delivered an
plars

of the

1902, at Chicago,

address at the Indian centennial at Tyendinaga,
Ontario, Sept.

4,

One who knew him

1884.

personally described Oronhyatekha as "a man
of extraordinary parts. He impressed all with
his

remarkable

refinement.

The

stranger

Mohawk language, printed in the Proceedings of the Canadian Institute (n. s., x,

the

182-194, 1865; xv, 1-12, 1878).

Oskenotoh
of the Hurons.

(Os-ken'-o-toh).

The Deer

clan

—Morgan, Anc. Soc, 153, 1877.

Oskquisaquamai.
A fish-eating people
mentioned in connection with Assiniboin, Cree,
and Maskegon, in the middle of the 18th
century; probably a band of Cree.
Oskquisaquamai.
Am.,

I,

176, 1753.

— Bacqueville

de

Osqulsakamals.

la Potherie, Hist.

— Dobbs, Hudson

Bay, 25, 1744.

Osmakmiketlp {Osmaxmik' e'lp)

A

.

BeUa-

coola village on the n. side of Bellacoola r.,
at its mouth, in British Columbia; it was one
of the eight

Nuhalk towns.

Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist.,

ii,

Ossossane (a mound').
Huron village, belonging

—Boas

in

Mem.

49, 1898.

A former important
to the

Bear

clan,

situated between lake Simcoe and Georgian bay,
Ontario. It was known under various names
at different periods.

La

Conception

was

In 1639 the mission of
removed there from

Ihonatiria.

(j,

—

n. b. h.)

Immaculate Conception. Shea, Cath. Miss., 177,
1855.
La Conception.—Jes. Rel. 1640, 63, 1858.
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La Rochelle.—Jes.
Jes. Rel. 1639, 88,

1858 (changed in errata to Os.soasane).

Ossosandug.—Jes.
Ibid.,

Ossosanfi.—
Rel. 1637, 70, 1858.
Ossossandue. Ibid., 70. Ossossan^.
1636, 123, 1858. Ossossarie.— Jes. Rel. 1640,

—

—

131.

Jea. Rel.

Ossonane.—

Rel. 1636, 123, 1858.

—

1858 (misprint).
Quevindoyan. Mfemoire of
1637 in Margry, D6c., i, 4, 1875 (sig. 'at the base of the
mountain.'
Hewitt).
Ouieuindohain.
Sagard
Ouleuindohian.— Ibid.,
(1686), Can., ii, 422, 1866.
63,

—

—

1,

Sainct Gabriel.— Ibid., note.

200, 1866.

nonquiaye.

— Champlaiu
—

Teque-

(1615), CEuvres, iv, 28, 1870.

Tequeunoikuaye.^Sagard (1636), Can., i, 200, 1866.
Tequeunonklaye. Sagard misquoted in Champlain,
(Euvres,

1870.

iv, 28, note,

Otaguottouemin. An Algonquian tribe
mentioned by Champlain (CEuvres, iv, 20,
1870), who heard of them during his passage
up the Ottawa r. in 1615. They dwelt in a
sparsely inhabited desert and lived by hunting
and by fishing in rivers, ponds and lakes. The
Jesuit Relation of 1640 describes them as
dwelling n. of the Kichesipirini. They seldom
descended to trade with the French.
Kotakoutouemi.—Jes. Rel. 1640, 34, 1858.

—

touemi. Jes. Rel.,
18ek.—Jes. Rel. 1650,

O

tee toochinas.

in,

index,

Otoko-

8ta8kot8ein-

1858.

(1791) in Schoolcraft, Ind.

ndas xd

(^ot k.'idl

A

'Eagle's-legs-house people').

'da-i,

subdivision of

were painted in diverse colours,
and their ears bordered
with trinkets. The chief of this band gave
Champlain to understand that they had come
to that place to dry huckleberries to be used
in winter when nothing else was available.
In the following year Champlain left the
Huron villages and visited the "Cheueux Reluez" (Ottawa), living westward from the
Hurons, and he said that they were very joyous
at "seeing us again."
This last expression
seemingly shows that those whom he had met
on French r. in the preceding year lived where
he now visited them.
He said that the
Cheueux Reluez waged war against the Mastheir faces

their noses pierced,

coutens (here erroneously called by the Huron
Asistagueronon), dwelling 10 days' jour-

name

ney from them; he found
hunters,

house people).

xd'da-i,

A subdivision

Haida family on the Eagle

'Eagle-

Yadus, a
which was in
Swanton, Cont.

of the

side,

turn a branch of the Stustas.

—

Haida, 276, 1905.

Otontagan.

An Ottawa band

living before

1680 on Manitoulin id., lake Huron, Ontario,
whence they were driven out by the Iroquois.
Otontagans.

Outaouas

— Lahontan,
—

of Talon.

New

Voy.,

93,

i,

1703.

Ibid.

Ottawa

(from dddwe, 'to trade,' 'to buy
a term common to the Cree, Algonkin,
Nipissing, Montagnais, Ottawa, and Chippewa,

and

sell,'

and applied

Ottawa because in early
and also during the historic

to the

traditional times

period they were noted

bours

as

intertribal

among

traders

their neigh-

and

barterers.

dealing chiefly in corn-meal, sunflower

and

skins, rugs or mats, tobacco,

roots

On

and

oil,

furs

and medicinal

herbs).

French r., near its mouth, on Georgian
bay, Champlain in 1615 met 300 men of a tribe
which, he said, "we call les cheueux releuez."
Of these he said that their arms consisted

chiefs

who

district;

great warriors,

ruled each in his own
they planted corn and

other things; they went into

many

regions

500 leagues away to trade; they made
a kind of mat which served them for Turkish
while

ndas

this tribe populous;

men were

and fishermen, and were governed

country or

276, 1905.
(^ot

1912

and the club; that they wore no
and that their bodies were much
tatooed in many fashions and designs; that

4(X) or

Otnaas-hadai

v., A.

breech-clout,

the Yadus, a branch of the Stustas, one of
the greatest of the Haida families. It belonged
to the Eagle clan. Swanton, Cont. Haida,

—

GEORGE

arrow, a buckler of boiled

leather,

by many

Tribes, V, 262, 1855.

Otkialnaas-hadai

bow and

the majority of the

34, 1858.

— Swan

only of the

rugs; the

women had

those

of

the

their bodies covered,

men were

uncovered,

saving a robe of fur like a mantle, which was

worn

in winter but usually discarded in summer; the women lived very well with their
husbands; at the catamenial period the women retired into small lodges, where they had
no company of men and where food and
drink were brought to them.
This people
asked Champlain to aid them against their
enemies on the shore of the fresh-water sea,
distant 200 leagues from them.
In the Jesuit Relation for 1667, Father Le
Mercier, reporting Father Allouez, treated the
Ottawa, Kiskakon, and Ottawa Sinago as a
single tribe, because they had the same language and together formed a common town.
He adds that the Ottawa (Outaoiiacs) claimed
that the great river (Ottawa?) belonged to
them and that no other nation might navigate it without their consent.
It was, for
this reason, he continues, that, although very

who went to
name Ottawa,

different in nationality, all those

the French to trade, bore the

under whose auspices the journey was undertaken. He adds that the ancient habitat of
the Ottawa had been a quarter of lake Huron,
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whence the fear of the Iroquois drove them,
and whither were borne all their longings,
Of the
as it were, to their native country.
Ottawa the Father says: "They were Uttle
disposed toward the faith, for they were too

much

given to idolatry, superstitions, fables,

polygamy, looseness of the marriage tie, and
to all manner of license, which caused them
to drop all native decency."
According to tradition (see Chippewa) the
Ottawa, Chippewa, and Potawatomi tribes of
the Algonquian family were formerly one
people who came from some point n. of the
Great lakes and separated at Mackinaw, Mich.
The Ottawa were placed by the earliest
writers and also by tradition, on Manitoulin
id. and along the n. and s. shores of Georgian
bay.

Father Dablon, superior of the missions of
the Upper Algonkin in 1670, said:
these people

them from

Upper Algonkin

tlhe

lower Algonkin

"We

call

to distinguish

who

are lower

Tadoussac and Quebec.
People commonly give them the name Ottawa,
because, of more than 30 different tribes which
are found in these countries, the first that
descended to the French settlements were the
Ottawa, whose name remained afterward attached to all the others." The Father adds

down,

in the vicinity of

that the Saulteurs, or PahoiiitingSach

Irini,

whose native country was at S^ult Sainte
Marie, numbering 500 souls, had adopted
three other tribes, making to them a cession
of the rights of their own native country, and
also that the people who were called Noquet
ranged, for the purpose of hunting, along the
side of lake Superior, whence they originally
came; and the Chippewa (Outcibous) and the
Marameg from the n. side of the same lake,
which they regarded as their native land. The
Ottawa were at Chagaouamigong or La Pointe
de Sainte Esprit in 1670 (Jes. Rel. 1670, 83,
s.

1858).

Father Le Mercier (Jes. Rel. 1654), speaking
of a flotilla of canoes from the "upper nations,"
says that they were "partly Ondataouaouat, of
the Algonquine language, whom we call 'les

Cheueux Releuez."' And
1665 the same Father says

in the Relation for

of the

Ottawa that

they were better merchants than warriors.
In a letter of 1723, Father S^bastien Rasles
says that he learned while among the Ottawa
that they attributed to themselves an origin
as senseless as

it

375

was

ridiculous.

They

in-

formed him that they were derived from three
families, each composed of 500 persons.
The

first

was that

of

Michabou

gigantic

man who

Nanabozho),

(see

or the Great Hare, representing

him

to be a
fathoms of
armpits and

laid nets in 18

water which reached only to his
who was born in the island of Michilimackinac,
and formed the earth and invented fish-nets
after carefully watching a spider weaving its
web for taking flies; among other things he
decreed that his descendants should burn their
dead and scatter their ashes in the air, for if
they failed to do this, the snow would cover
the ground continuously and the lakes would
remain frozen. The second family was that
of the Namepich, or Carp, which, having

spawned

its

eggs on the shore of a river and

the sun casting

its

rays on them, a

woman

was thus formed from whom they claimed descent. The third family was that of the Bear's
paw, but no explanation was given of the manner in which its genesis took place. But when
a bear was killed a feast of its own flesh was
given in its honour and an address was made
to it in these terms: "Have thou no thoughts
against us because we have killed thee; thou
hast sense and courage; thou seest that our
children are suffering from hunger; they love
thee, and so wish to cause thee to enter their
bodies; and is it not a glorious thing to be
eaten by the children of captains?" The first
two families bury their dead (Lettres Edif iv,
.,

106, 1819.).
It has

that

been stated by Charlevoix and others

when they

first

became known

to the

French they lived on Ottawa r. This, however, is an error, due to the twofold use of
the name, the one generic and the other
specific, as is evident from the statements by
Champlain and the Jesuit Relations (see Shea
in Charlevoix,

New

home was

France,

ii,

270, 1866)

;

and w. of the Huron
ritory.
No doubt Ottawa r., which they
quently visited and were among the
early

n.

this
terfrefirst

western tribes to navigate in trading expeditions to the French settlements, was named

from the Ottawa generically so called, not
from the specific people named Ottawa. There
is unquestioned documentary evidence that as
early as 1635 a portion of the Ottawa lived
on Manitoulin id.
Father Vimont, in the
Jesuit Relation for 1640, 34, 1858, says that

"south of the

Amikwa

[Beaver Nation] there

an island [Manitoulin] in that fresh water
sea [lake Huron], about 30 leagues in length
inhabited by the Outaouan [Ottawa], who ar'
a people come from the nation of the Standing
Hair [Cheueux Releuez]."
This information
is
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he received from Nicolet, who visited the

Ottawa there

in 1635.

On

the

Du

Creux

map

on a large island approximating the
of Manitoulin id., the "natio surrectorum capillorum," i.e. the Cheveux ReThey were allies
leves, or Ottawa, is placed.
and firm friends of the French and the Hurons,
and conducted an active trade between the
After the
western tribes and the French.
destruction of the Hurons, in 1648-49, the
Iroquois turned their arms against the Ottawa,
who fled with a remnant of the Hurons to the
islands at the entrance of Green bay, where
the Potawatomi, who had preceded the Ottawa
and settled on these islands, received the fugitives with open arms and granted them a
of 1660,

location

However, their residence here was
home.
but temporary, as they moved westward a
few years afterward, a part going to Keweenaw
bay, where they were found in 1660 by Father
Menard, while another part fled with a band
of Hurons to the Mississippi, and settled on
an island near the entrance of lake Pepin.
Driven away by the Sioux, whom they had
unwisely attacked, they moved n. to Black r.,
Wis., at the head of which the Hurons built a
fort, while the Ottawa pushed eastward and

on the shore of Chaquamegon bay.
They were soon followed by the missionaries,
who established among them the mission of
settled

Harassed by the Sioux, and a
St. Esprit.
promise of protection by the French having
been obtained, they returned in 1670-71 to
Manitouhn id., in lake Huron. According to
the records. Father Allouez, in 1668-69, succeeded in converting the Kiskakon band at
Chaquamegon, but the Sinago and Keinouche

remained deaf to his appeals. On their return
to Manitoulin the French fathers established
among them the mission of St. Simon. There
Court-OreiUes was
is a tradition that Lac
formerly called Ottawa lake because a band
of the Ottawa dwelt on its shores, until they

were forced to move by the attacks of the
Sioux (Brunson in Wis. Hist. Coll., iv). Their
stay on Manitouhn id. was brief; by 1680
most of them had joined the Hurons at Mackinaw, about the station established by Mar-

The two tribes lived together until about
1700, when the Hurons removed to the vicinity
of Detroit, while a portion of the Ottawa
this

time seems to have obtained a

foothold on the w. shore of lake

Four divisions

sented

by a deputy

v., A.

1912

were repre-

of the tribe

at the treaty signed at

The band which had
Montreal in 1700.
moved to the s. e. portion of the lower Michigan
peninsula returned to Mackinaw about 1706.
Soon afterward the chief seat of a portion of
the tribe was fixed at Waganakisi (L'Arbre
Croche), near the lower end of lake Michigan.

From

this point

they spread in every direction,
e. shore of

the majority settling along the

s. as St. Joseph r., while a few
found their way into s. Wisconsin and n. e.
Illinois.
In the n. they shared Manitoulin id.
and the N. shore of lake Huron with the Chippewa, and in the s. e. their villages alternated
with those of their old allies the Hurons, now

the lake, as far

called

Wyandot, along the shore

of lake Erie

from Detroit to the vicinity of Beaver cr. in
Pennsylvania. They took an active part in
all the Indian wars of that region up to the

War

close

of the

chief

Pontiac was a

of

1812.
The
member of

celebrated
this

tribe,

and Pontiac's war of 1763, waged chiefly around
Detroit, is a prominent event in their history.
A small portion of the tribe which refused to
submit to the authority of the United States
removed to Canada, and together with some
Chippewa and Potawatomi, is now settled on
Walpole id. in lake St. Clair. The other Ottawa
in Canadian territory are on Manitoulin and
Cockburn ids. and the adjacent shore of lake
Huron.
All the Ottawa lands along the w. shore of
lake Michigan were ceded by various treaties,
ending with the Chicago treaty of Sept. 26,
1833, wherein they agreed to remove to lands
granted them on Missouri r. in' the n. e. corner of Kansas.
Other bands, known as the
Ottawa of Blanchard fork of Great Auglaize
r.,
and of Roche de Boeuf on Maumee r.,
resided in Ohio, but these removed w. of
the Mississippi about 1832 and are now hving
in Oklahoma.
The great body, however, remained in the lower peninsula of Michigan,
where they are still found scattered in a number of small villages and settlements.
In his Histoire du Canada (i, 190, 1836),
Fr. Sagard mentions a people whom he calls
He met two canoe loads
'la nation du bois."
'

quette in 1671.

about

them.
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Huron be-

tween Saginaw bay and Detroit, where the
Potawatomi were probably in close union with

of these Indians in a village of the Nipissing,

describing

them

as belonging to a very dis-

tant inland tribe, dwelhng he thought toward
the "sea of the south," which was probably
lake Ontario.

ents of the

He

says that they were depend-

Ottawa (Cheueux Releuez) and

formed with them, as

it

were, a single tribe.
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which the
he says, were apparently greatly
shocked, although scarcely less indecent themselves. Their faces were gaily painted in many
colours in grease, some with one side in green
and the other in red; others seemed to have
the face covered with a natural lace, perfectly

Niscak, Ommunise, Otontagan, Talon, and
Thunder Bay. Chauvignerie in 1736 distinguished the Ottawa of Grand River, lake Nipissing, Michilimackinac, Detroit, and Saginaw.
According to Morgan the names of the Ottawa
gentes are unknown, but Chauvignerie in 1736
mentioned the bear, otter, grey squirrel, and

well-made, and others in

black squirrel as the totems of different bands of
the tribe. According to Charlevoix the Ottawa

entirely naked, at

Hurons,

He

still

different styles.

says the Hurons had not the pretty work

many small toys and
"Gens de Bois" had. This

nor the invention of the
trinkets which this

been definitely identified,
but it may have been one of the three tribes
mentioned by Sagard in his Dictionnaire de
la Langve Hvronne, under the rubric "nations,"
as dependants of the Ottawa (Andatahoiiat),
namely, the Chis^rhonon, Squierhonon, and
Hoindarhonon.
Charlevoix says the Ottawa were one of
the rudest nations of Canada, cruel and barbarous to an unusual degree and sometimes
guilty of cannibalism.
Bacqueville de la
Potherie (Hist. Am. Sept., 1753) says they
were formerly very rude, but, by intercourse
with the Hurons, they have become more intelligent, imitating their valour, making themselves formidable to all the tribes with whom
they were at enmity and respected by those
with whom they were in alliance. It was said
of them in 1859: "This people is still advancing
in agricultvu-al pursuits; they may be said to
have entirely abandoned the chase; all of them
live in good, comfortable, log cabins; have
fields inclosed with rail fences,
and own
domestic animals." The Ottawa were expert
canoe-men; as a means of defence they sometimes built forts, probably similar to those of
the Hurons.
In the latter part of the 17th century the
tribe has not yet

tribe consisted of 4, possibly 5, divisions.
is

It

repeatedly stated that there were 4 bands,

and no greater number
yet 5 names are given, as

is

ever mentioned,

follows: Kishkakon,

Sinago, Keinouche, Nassauaketon, and Sable.

La Mothe Cadillac says there were 4 bands:
Kiskakon, Sinago, Sable, and Nassauaketon
(Verwyst, Miss. Labors, 210, 1886).
Outaoutiboy, chief of the Ottawa, speaking at the
conference with Gov. de Callieres, Sept. 3,
1700, said: "I speak in the name of the four
Outaouais nations, to wit: The Outaouaes of
the Sable, the Outaouaes Sinago, the Kiskakons
and the people of the Fork" (Nassawaketon)
In addition to these chief divisions there were
minor local bands, as Blanchard Fork, Kajienatroene, Maskasinik, Negaouichiriniouek,

signed with a hare the provisional treaty con-

At the great

cluded at Montreal in 1700.

Maumee

on »the

conference

they

1793

in

In Tanner's

signed with the otter totem.

Narrative is given a list of 18 totems among
the Ottawa and Chippewa, but there is nothing
to

indicate

which

are

Ottawa and which

Chippewa.

The Ottawa entered

into

numerous

treaties

Mc-

with the United States, as follows: Ft.
intosh, Jan. 21, 1785; Ft.

Harmar, Ohio, Jan.

1789; Greenville, Ohio, Aug.

9,

Industry, July
17, 1807;

4,

1795;

3,

Ft.

1805; Detroit, Mich., Nov.

Brownstown, Mich., Nov.

25, 1808.;

Greenville, Ohio, July 22, 1814; Spring Wells,

Mich., Sept.

8,

1815; St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 24,

1816; on the Miami, Ohio, Sept. 29,
St.

Mary's,

Ohio,

Sept.

17,

1818;

1817;

L'Arbre

Croche and Michilimackinac, Mich., July 6,
1820; Chicago, 111., Aug. 29, 1821; Prairie du
Chien, Wis., Aug. 19, 1825; Green Bay, Wis.,
Aug. 25, 1828, Prairie du Chien, Wis., July
29, 1829; Miami Bay, Ohio, Aug. 30, 1831;

Maumee, Ohio, Feb.

18,

1833; Chicago,

111.,

Sept. 26, 1833; Washington, D.C.,

Mar. 28,
1836; Council Bluffs, Iowa, June 5 and 17,
1846; Detroit, Mich., July 31, 1855, and Washington, D.C., June 24, 1862.
The population of the different Ottawa
groups is not known with certainty. In 1906
the Chippewa and Ottawa on Manitoulin and

Canada, were 1,497, of whom
were Ottawa; there were 197
Ottawa under the Seneca School, Okla., and
in Michigan 5,587 scattered Chippewa and
Ottawa in 1900, of whom about two-thirds
are Ottawa.
The total is therefore about

Cockburn
about

ids.,

half

4,700.

The

following are or were

AegakotcheisLng,

Ottawa

Anamiewatigong,

villages:

Aponti-

goumy, Machonee, Manistee, Menawzhetaunaung, Meshkemau, MichiUmackinac, Middle
Village, Obidgewong (mixed), Oquanoxa, Roche
de Bceuf, Saint Simon (mission), Shabawywyagun,
Tushquegan,
Waganakisi,
Walpole
Island, Waugau, Wolf Rapids.
(j.

M.

J,

N. B. H.)
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Ahtawwah. — Kane, Wanderings in Nor. Amer.

—
—McKenney

Algonquins Superieurs.

Andata honato.
1854.

in, 79,

1670,

Rel.

Jes.

and

Andatahouats.

,

23, 1859.

1858.

78,

Hall, Ind. Tribes,

— Sagard

(1632), Hist,

Can., i, 192, 1866 (Huron name). Andatohats.
Atawawas. Golden
1741.
Coxe, Carolana, map,
Atowas. Schoolcraft,
(1727), Five Nations, 29, 1747.

du

—
— Askin

Ind. Tribes, v, 143, 1855. Attawas.
Minn. Hist. See. Coll., v, 460, 1885.

Parkman,

Pioneers,

(1812) in

Attawawas.
Autawa. Abnaki

1883.

347,

—

—

Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 247, 1859.
Autouacks. Clark, Onondaga, i, 204, 1849. Cheuleud.
Sagard, Hist, du Can., i, 192, 1866.
polls
ou
eux
Cheueux releues. Champlain (1616), QJuvres, iv, 58,
Lapham, In^s. Wis., ii, 1870.
1870. Courterrielles.
Dewagamas. McKenney and HaO, Ind. Tribes, in,
Speller (1830) in

—

—
—

—
Dewaganas. — Golden (1727), Five Nations,
—

79, 1854.

1747 ('mumblers': Iroquois name). Ku'taki.
Gatschet, Fox MS., B. A. E. (Fox name). Oadauwaus. Parkman, Pioneers, 347, 1883. Octogymists.
—Fort James couf. (1683) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiv,
42,

—

Odahwah.— Jones, Ojebway

1883.

773,

Inds.,

178,

—Warren (1852) Minn. Hist. Soc.
Odawas. — Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
1885.
Ondataouatouat. — Charlevoix, New
1855.
Ondatauauat. — Bressani
270, note. 1866.

Odahwaug.

1863.

in

Coll., V, 31,

145,

V,

France,

ii,

quoted in note to Charlevoix, ibid. Ondatawawat.
1858 (Huron name), probably derived
from the Algonkin). Ondatouatandy. Jes. Rel.
1648, 62, 1858 (probably identical, though Lalemant
supposed them to be a division of the Winnebago).
Jes. Rel. 1656, 17,

—

Ondoutaoiiaheronnon.

—

OndStaSaka.— Jes. Rel. 1642,
—Doc. of 1695 in N. Y. Doc.

1644,

Rel.

Jes.

Shea

La.,

ed.,

276,

(1766) in Schoolcraft,

Onontakaes.

10, 1858.

Col. Hist., ix, 596, 1855

Ontaanak.

(confounded with the Onondaga).
Rel. 1648, 62, 1858.

1858.

99,

—

Ontaonatz.—Hennepin (1683),
1880. Ontdwawies.— Clarkson
Ind. Tribes, iv, 269, 1854. Ont-

taouactz.— Hennepin (1683), La., Shea, ed., 52,
Otahas. Smith (1785), quoted by Schoolcraft,

—

Tribes,

Otaoas.

554, 1853.

III,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Jes.

—

1880.

Ind.

Denonville (1687) in

OtaSais.— Conf.
Otaoiiaks.— Jes. Rel. 1670,

Hist., ix, 336, 1855.

of 1751, ibid., x, 232, 1858.

Otaous.— Denonville (1687) in N. Y. Doc.
Otauas.— Doc. of 1668 in
Col. Hist., IX, 336, 1855.
French, Hist. Coll. La., ii, 138, 1875. Ota'wa.— Gat6,

1858.

(Chippewa name).
O-ta'-wa.— Hewitt, Onondaga MS., B. A. E., 1888
(Onondaga name). Otawas. Denonville (1687) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., Ill, 466, 1853. Otawaus.— Albany
schet,

Ojibwa MS., B. A.

E., 1882

—

Otawawas.— Ibid.,
Otoways.— Pike, Exped., pt. 1, app., 63, 1810.
Ottah-wah.—Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Ot-tah-way.— Ibid., 282. Ottaouais.
V, 193, 1885.
—Doc. of 1759 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 982, 1858.
conf. (1726), ibid., v, 791, 1855.

795.

Ottaouets.

— Perkins and Peck, Annals of the West, 33,

Ottauwah.— Macauley, N.

1850.

Ottawacks.— Albany
Hist.,

V,

791,

525,

1856.

Mass. Hist. Soc.

conf. (1726) in

174,

ii,

1829.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Ottawacs.— Courcelles (1671),
Ottawaes.— Johnson (1763), ibid.,

1855.

ibid., IX, 85, 1855,
VII,

Y.,

Ottawagas.^Goldthwait
Coll., 1st

s.,

x, 122, 1809.

(1766)

in

Ottawaies.

Otta4th
249, 1871.
— Croghan (1760),
1824.
Peter's R.,
wak. — Long, Exped.
Tribes
Ottawas. —Writer
1684 quoted by Ruttenber,
ibid.,

s.,

ix,

St.

ii,

151,

of

Hudson

R., 171, 1872.

Ottawawa.— Doc. of 1695 in
Ottawawaas.—
iv, 122, 1854.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Livingston (1687), ibid., in, 443, 1853.

Dongan

(1687), ibid., 476.

Ottavvawe.
Ottawawooes. Doc.

—

v., A.

1912

— Croghan (1760) in Mass.

Ottaway.—
Coll., 4th s., ix, 250, 1871.
Schuyler (1698) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 406, 1854.
Tanner, Narr., 36, 1830. Ottawwawwag. Ibid., 315 (Ottawa name). Ottawwawwug.
Hist. Soc.

Ottawwaws.

—

—

Parkman, Pioneers, 347,
Taylor, Rep.

,23, 1843.

Markham

—

1883.
Ottewas. Lang and
Ottoawa. Livingston (1687)

—

in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

iii,

Ottova.—

443, 1853.

—

(1764), ibid., vii, 674, 1856.

Ottowaes. Johnson
Ottowais. Dongan {ca.

1686), ibid., in, 395, 1853.

Ottowas.— Chauvignerie

(1691),

(1736) quoted

by

808.

ibid.,

—

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

iii,

554, 1853

Ottowata.— Treaty of 1829 in U. S. Ind. Treat., 164,
1873.
Ottowaus.— Edwards (1788) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 1st 3., IX, 92, 1804.
Ottowauways. Doc. of

—

1747 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 391, 1855. OttoLamberville (1686), ibid., in, 490, 1853.
Ottowawe.— Valiant (1688), ibid., 522. Ottowaws.
Carver, Trav., 19, 1778. Ottawayer. Vater, Mith.,
pt. 3, sec. 3, 406, 1816.
Ottoways.— Lords of Trade
(1721) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 622, 1855. Ottowose. Valiant (1688), ibid., in, 522, 1853. Ottwasse.

—

wawa.

—

—
— Dongan

Ouatawals.

(1686), ibid., ix, 318, 1855.

Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761. Ouatouax.
La Barre (1683) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 202, 1855.

Jefferys, Fr.

Outaois.— Vaudreuil

Outaolse.Outaonacs. Warren
Outaoiiacs.— Jes. Rel. 1671, 25, 1858. OutaSacs. Doc. of
1693 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 562, 1855. 8ta8acs.—
Doc.

(1703), ibid., 743.

—
—

of 1748, ibid., x, 151, 1858.

(1852) in

Minn. Hist. Soc.

Doc.

1695,

of

(1673),

Coll., v, 407, 1885.

Outaoiiaes.

604.

ibid.,

— Frontenac

95.
StaSaes.— Montreal conf. (1700),
OutaSaes. Ibid., 720. Outaouagas.

ibid.,

—

719.

ibid.,

La Galissonidre (1748), ibid., x, 182. 1858. Outaouaies.— Denonville (1687), ibid., ix, 365, 1855.
Outaouais. Talon? (1670) quoted by Neill, Minn.,
120, 1858.
OutaSais.— Doc. of 1695 in N. Y. Doc. Col.

—

StaSals.— Doc.

Hist., IX, 598, 1855.

Outaouaks.
Jes.

Rel.

—

of 1695, ibid., 601.

Outaouan.
Outaouaos. Frontenac
Outa-

Jes. Rel. 1656, 38, 1858.

1640,

34,

1858.

—

(1681) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 146, 1855.

ouas.

—Writer

of 1660 in

OutaSas.— Doc.

of 1746 in

Margry, D6c., i, 55, 1875.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 51,

8ta8as.— Denonville

1858.

Outaouats.— Doc.

—
—
—

(1688), ibid., ix, 384, 1855.

of 1757, ibid., x, 630, 1858.

Outa-

ouaus. Doc. of 1691, ibid., ix, 521, 1855. Outaouax. La Barre (1683), ibid., 201. Outaouays.
Writer of 1690 in Margry, Dfec, i, 59, 1875. Outaoues. Frontenac (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
Outaoiiois.— Courcelles (1670), ibid., 788.
176, 1855.
OutaSois.— Doc. of 1695, ibid., 611. Outaoutes.
Lamberville (1684), ibid., 259. OutaSuas.— Beauharnois (1744), ibid., 1112.
Outaovacs. Crepy, Map,
ca. 1755,
Outaovas. Hennepin (1683) in Harris, Voy.,
II, 917,
1705.
Outaowaies. Boudinot, Star in the
West, 212, 1816. Outarwas.— Lords of Trade (1721)
Outauaes.
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 621, 1855.
Frontenac (1682), ibid., ix, 180, 1855. Outauas.
Denonville (1686), ibid., 295. Outauies.— Parkman,

—

—

—

Outauois.— Frontenac (1682) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 182, 1885. Outavis.-Writer
of 1761 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., ix, 428, 1871.
Outavois. Tonti (1694) in Margry, D6c., iv, 4, 1880.
Outawacs.— Courcelles (1671) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Pioneers, 347, 1883.

—

IX, 79,

1855.

47, 1761.

— Jefferys, Fr. Dom.,
(1670) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
1855.
Outawase. — Doc.
1671,
Outawawas. —Writer of 1756 in Mass.
Outawais.

pt.

1,

Outawas.— Talon

Hist., IX, 65,
IX, 84, 1855.

of

Ottawaws.

1688, ibid., 565.

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

of

Ist

s.,

vn, 117, 1801.

ibid.,

Cutaway.—
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Charlevoix, Voy. to N. Am., ii, 47, 1766.
Boudinot, Star in the West, 100, 1816.

Doo.

A

Outawles.
Outawols.

1746 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 34, 1858.
Outduaois. Bouisson (1699) quoted by Shea, Early
Voy.,
45,
1861.
Outeonas.— Chauvignerie (1736)
quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 554, 1853.
Oudmacs.— Iralay, Wast. Ter , 292, 1797. Outontagans.— Lahontan (1703) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
606, note, 1855.
Outouacks. Coxe, Carolana, 46,
1741. Outouacs.— N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iii, 489,

Chippewa tribe living in 1640 on Georgian
bay, Ontario, n. of the Hurona (Jes. Rel. 1640,

of

—

—
— Parkman, Pioneers, 347, 1883.
Outouaouas.^St. Cosme
1700) in Shea, Early
Voy., 47, 1861. Outouvas. — Perkins and Peck, Annals
of the West, 33, 1850.
Outowacs.—Jefferys, Fr. Dom.,
map", 1761.
Outtamacks. — Croghan (1765)
Outouals.

note, 1853.

(ca.

pt.

in

1,

Monthly Am. Jour.

1831.

272,

Geol.,

Outtaois.—

Vaudreuil (1703) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 743, 1855.
Outtaouacts. Hennepin, Cont. of New Discov.', 129,
1698. Outtaouatz.— Ibid., 85.
OuttaSes.— De Calliopes (1700) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 708, 1855.
Outtaouis.— Vaudreuil (1707), ibid., 810. Outtauois.
Vaudreuil (1704), ibid., 760. Outtawaats.—

—

—

Parkman, Pioneers,

347,

1883.

Outtawas.

— Denon-

(1686) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 300, 1855.
Outtoaets. Parkman, Pioneers, 347, 1883. Outtouatz. Hennepin, New Discov., 87, 1698. Sontaouans.— Doc. of 1691 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 518,
1855 (confounded with the Seneca). Tawaa. Campbell (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. CoO., 4th s., ix, 357,
1871. Tawas.— Bouquet (1760), ibid., 322.
Tawaws.
Trader of 1778 quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
III, 560,
1853.
Taways.— Croghan (1760) in Mass.
Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., ix, 275, 1871 (Delaware form).
Touloucs.— Lamberville (1686) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
ville

—

—

—

34, 1858).

Hist.,

HI,

Olum

489,

1853

Schoolcraft,

Lenape

Towakon.

Delaware name).

Towako.—Walam

(misprint).

(1833) in Brinton,

Ind. Tribes, v,

—

Leg., 206, 1885 (old

Traders.

Ibid., 198.

145,

1855.

—

Uda'wak.

Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A. E., 1887 (Penobscot
name). Ukua'yata. Gatschet, Wyandot MS., B. A.
E., 1877 (Huron name).
Utaobaes. Barcia, Ensayo,

—

—

Utawas.— La Tour, Map,

297, 1723.

1779.

Utawa-

was.— Colden (1727), Five Nations, 22, 1747. Utoyautes. Barcia,
Ensayo, 236,
1723.
Uttawa.
Colden (1764) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 667, 1856.
Waganhaers.— Doc. of 1699, ibid., iv, 565, 1854.
Waganhaes. Livingston (1700), ibid., 691. Waganha's.— Hunter (1710), ibid., v, 168, 1855 ('stammerers':
Iroquois name). Waganis.
Markham (1691), ibid..
Ill, 808, 1853.
Wagannes.— Bleeker (1701) ibid., iv,
891, 1854.
Wagenhanes.—Wessels (1093), ibid., iv,
61, 1854.
Wagunha.— Colden (1727), Five Nations,
108, 1747.
Wahannas.— Romer (1700) in N. Y. Doc.

—

—

—

Hist.,

IV,

799,

1854.

Watawawlniniwok.—

Baraga, Eng.-Otch. Diet., 300, 1878 (trans.: 'men of the
bulrushes';
so called because many rushes grew in

Ottawa

r.).

Wd&wo.

— Abnaki

Book

Spelling

(1830)

quoted in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vi, 247, 1859 (Abnaki
name). W'tawas. Heckewelder in Ma.ss. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 2d s., X, 128, 1823.

—

Otzenne
tribe

living

('intermediate people').

A Sekani

between the Saschutkenne and

the Tselone on the w. side of the

Rocky

mts.,

Brit. Col.

Otzen-ne.

— Morice in Trans. Can.

Ouasouarini

Inst., 29, 1893.

(probably for

nlwtig, 'people of the

Bullhead

—W..J.).

are probably identical with
r.

Ouasaouanik, spoken of
in 1658 as a well-known tribe hving near the
Sault Ste. Marie. The Ouassi were found by
J. Long in 1791, mixed with other Chippewa,
on the N. shore of lake Superior, almost exactly
in 1736;

also with the

the locaUty assigned them by

in

Dobbs

in

Chauvignerie estimated their number
in 1736 at about 300 souls, and stated that the
catfish (bullhead) was their totem, which was
also the totem of the Awausee (q. v.), one of
the Chippewa bands at Sault Ste. Marie.
Aouasanlk.—Jes. Rel. 1648, 62, 1858. Awasatcl".
1744.

Wm.

Jones

inf'n,

1905

Ouac6.— Chauvignerie
IX,

1054,

Chippewa

(correct

Ouall.— Chauvignerie

1855.

form).

(1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

in,

quoted

(1736)

556, 1853 (misprint).

Ouasaouanik.— Jes. Rel. 1658, 22, 1858. Ouasouarim.— Jes. Rel. 1640, 34, 1888. Ouassi.— Dobbs,
Hudson Bay,

32,

index,

Wasses.

1858.

1744.

Wasawanlk.— Jes.

— Long,

Rel., in,

and Trav., 45,

Voy.

1791.

Guenrio.

A Huron

village,

situated,

ac-

cording to the Jesuit Relation for 1635, about
1 league from Ossossan^.
Father Jones (Jes.
Rel., XXXIV, 255, 1898) places it in Tiny tp.,
about 3 m. N. e. of Lafontaine, Ontario. Its
people had previously been a part of those of
Toanche and Ihonatiria. In 1635 three feasts
were held here to satisfy a dream, the description of the accompanying ceremonies giving a
fair idea of such performances (Jes. Rel., x,
In 1637 an epidemic caused great
201, 1897).

distress to the inhabitants of Ouenrio, carrying
off

many and

creating a desire to have the

Jesuit missionaries dwell

among them.

In his

Relation for 1635 Le Jeune says their cabins
were better than the hovels of the Montagnais

and were constructed

like

bowers, or garden

and
some were covered with cedar bark,

arbours, of which, instead of branches
grass,

others with broad strips of ash, elm,

fir, or
spruce bark; and although those of cedar were
regarded as best, they were very inflammable,
wherefore so many similar villages had been

burned.

(j.

Oueschekgagamiouilimy

n. b. h.)

(possibly

for

Ushasha^tagamiwlnlnlwiXg, 'people of the ridge')

The Caribou gens
Minn.

of the

Chippewa

of

Rainy

r.,

1753 (Margry, D6c., vi,
649, 1886) spoke of them as near Rainy lake,
St. Pierre in

Ontario.

Ouikaliny (misprint

Awaslsiwlnl-

clan.'

They

the Ouassi, found in the vicinity of Nipigon

—

Col.

379

No. 2la

N.

of lake Superior in

(w.
of Onikaliny).

1697,

j.)

A tribe

who sometimes
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traded with the French, but generally with the
Enghsh on Hudson bay. They may have

been the Maskegon.
Gens de I'Outarde. La Chesnaye

—

D^c,

Ouikaliny.

VI, 7, 1886.

Ouinebigonhelini

—

Margry,

(1697) in

Ibid., 7.

(probably

Winl-

for

unpleasant
W. J.). A tribe or band, doubtless
water.'
of the Maskegon, Hving on Hudson bay at the
mouth of Nelson r. in the middle of the 18th
higowlnlniwug

the

of

'people

,

—

century.

—

Ouenebegonhellnls. Dobbs, Hudson Bay,
Ouinebigonhelini.— Ibid., 23.

1912

v., A.

the Jesuit Relations, says the Bersiamite were

next to Tadoussac and the Oumamiwek inland
in the n. e.
The Relation of 1670 places them
below the Papinachois on the St. Lawrence.
It is, however, certain that the Papinachois
were chiefly inland, probably about the head-

waters of Bersimis r. From a conversation
with an Oumamiwek chief recorded by Father

Henri Nouvel

(Jes. Rel.

1664)

and other tribes
Lawrence were in the habit

it is

learned that

of the lower St.

his people

at that early

day

of visiting the

Hudson Bay region.

of this tribe

were readily brought under the

The people

24, 1744.

influence of the missionaries.

Oukesestigouek

(Cree: uklslsllgwek, 'swift-

—

water people.' Gerard). A Montagnais tribe
or band, known to the French as early as 1643.
They lived about the headwaters of Manikuagan r., n. of the Papinachois, with whom they
appear to have been in close relation. They
are spoken of as a quiet and peaceable people,
willingly receiving instructions from the missionaries,

(j.

— Keane

Ocliessigiriniooeli.

M.)

Compend.,

Stanford,

in

Ochessigiriniouel£.— Albanel {ca. 1670)
526, 1878.
quoted by Hind, Lab. Penin., ii, 22, 1863, Ochestgooetch. Keane in Stanford, Compend., 526, 1878.
Ochestgouetch.— Hind, Lab. Penin., ii, 20, 1863.
Ochestigouecks. Crepy, Map, ca. 1755. Ouchessi-

—

—

Ouchestlgirlniouek.— Jes. Rel. 1670, 13,
goiJek.— Jes. ReL 1665, 5, 1858. Oucliestigouetch.
1858.

ReL

Jes.

Map,

—

Ouchestigouets.— Bellin,
Oukesestigouek.— Jes. Rel. 1643. 38,

1664,

1755.

1858.

13,

1858.

Oukiskimanitouk

(probably

fisher people' )

A clan of

.

the

Okiski-

for

manisiwog, 'whetstone-bird people',

i.

e.

'king-

Chippewa of lake

Chauvignerie in 1736 noted the
Oskemanettigons, an Algonquian tribe of 40
Superior.

warriors on Winnipeg

having the fisher
as (kingfisher?) its totem. This maybe identical.
Oskemanettigons.

556,

1853.

1858.

22,

— Chauvignerie

(1736)

in

N.

Y.

—

Oukiskimanitouk.- Jes.

Ushkimani'tigog.

—Wm.

Rel.

Jones,

whom
1641

A

1658,

of
in

Doubtless a

(Jes. Rel. 1641, 29, 1858).

part of the Attikamegue.

(Montagnais

:

umdmiwek,

—

'down-stream people.' Gerard). A tribe or
band of Montagnais, closely related to, if not
identical with, the Bersiamite.

that the two were

members

It is possible

one tribe, each
distinct organization.
Shea (Char-

having

its

levoix,

New

France,

ii,

—

1641, 57, 1858.

8mami8ek.—
8mami8ekhi.— Jes. Rel.

Jes. Rel. 1670, 13, 1858.

1650,

1858.

41,

Oumamiwek.— Bailloquet

Hind,

Lab. Penin., ii, 20,
Homann Heirs map, 1756

Saguenay
nois.

(located

and possibly a distinct

r.,

— Hind, Lab. Penin.,

a writer of 1664).
53, 1858 (identical?).

ii,

(1661) in

Oumaniouets.

1863.

about head

—
of

Ouma-

tribe).

21, 1863 (perhaps quoting

Ouramanlchek.

—

Jes.

Rel.

1644,

Gumatachi. An Algonquian band hving
between Mistassini and Abitibi lakes, Quebec,
in the 18th century.

—

Oumataclii. Jefferys, French Dom., pt. 1, map, 1761.
Oumatachiiiiouetz. La Tour, Map, 1779 (should be

—

Oumatachiriniouetz)

Ounontisaston

—Hewitt).

('at

moun-

the foot of the

An

important Huron village
visited by De la Roche Dallion in 1626 (Shea,
Cath. Miss., 170, 1855) and mentioned by

tain.'

Sagard (Can., ni, 805, 1866) in 1636. Its
situation is uncertain, but it was probably not
far from Niagara r., and the name may refer
to its situation at the foot of the Niagara
(w. m. b.)

escarpment.

Outaouakamigouk

(probably for Uldwdkd-

mlguk, 'people of the open country or land.'
Gerard). A tribe or band on the n. e. coast
of lake Huron in 1648; probably a part of the

Ottawa.

Ouraouakmlkoug.— Jes. Rel. 1658, 22, 1858.
ouakamigouk.— Jes. Rel. 1648, 62, 1858.

Montagnais band, part
gathered at Three Rivers, Quebec,

Oumamiwek

Rel.

inf'n,

1906.

Oukotoemi.

Jes.

r.,

Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 1054, 1855. Oskemanitigous.
Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
III,

Oumamiois.

of

243, 1866), following

Outchichagami

(Montagnais:

gdmi, 'people near the water.'

name

Outa-

Utchlkd-

—-Gerard).

The

Albany r., in
They speak a Chippewa
Patricia dist., Ont.
dialect fairly well understood by the Chippewa
of a small tribe living n. of

of the N. shore of lake Superior.

(w.

j.)

—

Otcitca'konsag. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906. Outchicliagami. Jefferys, French Dom. Am., i, map', 1761.
Outchicliagamiouetz. La Tour, Map, 1779.

—

Outchougai.
on the

E. side of

—

A

band that lived in 1640
Georgian bay, Ontario, and
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Probably s. of French r. They were connected
with the Amikwa. In 1736 they were living
at Oka, Quebec, and were described by Chauvignerie as a clan of the Nipissing, with the
heron as their totem.
Achagufi.— Chauvignerie (1736) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Achaque. Chauvignerie (1736)
Hist., IX, 1053, 1855.
quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, m, 554, 1853.
Archouguets.— Jes. Rel. 1643, 61, 1858. Atchougek.

—

—

1658,

Rel.

Jes.

1648, 62,

22,

Outchougal.— Jes.

1858.

chouguets.

—

Atchoughe.—Jes.

1858.

Atchouguets.

1858.

381

—

Rel.,

Jes.

iii,

Rel. 1640, 34, 1858.

Rel.

index,

Out-

Jes. Rel., iii, index, 1858.

Outimagami (Nipissing: 'deep-water peoAn unidentified Algonquian tribe or

The

Painting.

tribes n. of Mexico, as well

as those of every part of the continent except,

perhaps, the higher arctic regions, deUghted in
the use of colour.
It was very generally

employed

for embellishing the person

graphs upon natural surfaces of

in

many

kinds,

and the walls of caverns, and in
preparing the symbolic embelhshments of altars
and sacred chambers. Colour was applied to
the person for decorative purposes as an essenas

on

cliffs

feature of the toilet:

for impressing be-

ple').

tial

band formerly living n. of lake Nipissing, toward
Hudson bay (Jes. Rel. 1640, 34, 1858). The

holders with admiration or fear;

name appears to be identical with that of lake
Timagami and they probably resided on it.

personal, or

(a. f. c.)

and

applying decorative and symbolic designs to
habitations, sculptures, masks, shields, articles
of bark, skin, pottery, etc., in executing picto-

of obscurity

and deception;

in

for purposes

applying

other denotive devices;

tribal,

in

the

application of symbolic designs, especially on

and as a means of proand the sun (see Adornment).
The native love of colour and skill in
its use were manifested especially in decorative
work. This is illustrated by the wonderful
masks and totem poles of the N. W. Coast
tribes (Boas), and in the artistic polychrome
ceremonial occasions;
tection from insects

Outurbi

uturibi,

'turibi

[Coregonus artedii,

of the white-fish] people.'— Gerard).

a congener

A former Algonquian

band in Ontario,
and wandering to the

tribe or

living N. of lake Nipissing

Hudson bay.

region of

Otaulubis.-^Bacqueville de

Outouloubys.

49, 1753.

D6c., VI, 51, 1886.

la Potherie, Hist.

— Du Lhut (1684)

Outurbi.— Jes.

in

Am., ii,
Margry.

Rel. 1640, 34, 1858,

pottery of the Pueblos (Fewkes). Little advance had been made in representative or
pictorial art, yet

Owiyekumi
town

pal

sec.

princi-

on Forward inlet,
w. coast of Vancouver id.
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. for 1887,

of the Quatsino

Quatsino

Dawson

The

{Ow'-i-ye-kumi).

n.

sd.,

in

65, 1888.

II,

Pachenaht. A Nootka tribe on San Juan
harlDour,
Vancouver id. Their village is
Pachena, at the mouth of San Juan r. Pop.
Pacheena.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt.
cheenaht.— Sproat, Savage Life,
nett.— Mayne, Brit. Col.,
Whymper, Alaska, 79, 1869.

ii,

PaPachee-

1901.

158,

308, 1868.
1862.

251,

Pachenah.—

—

Pachenaht.
Can. Ind.
Patcheena. Grant in Jour. Roy.
Geog. Soc, 293, 1857. Patclna'ath.— Boas in 6th
Aff.pt.

II,

Rep. N.

16, 1911.

W.

Padli.

—

Tribes Can., 31, 1890.

A

Padlimiut Eskimo settlement at

the head of the fiord of the same

name where

the Akudnirmiut and Padlimiut gather in sum-

mer
E.,

to catch salmon.

paintings on

—Boas in 6th Rep. B. A.

map, 1888.

Padlimiut. A tribe of Central Eskimo
occupying the e. coast of Baffin island from
Exeter bay to cape Hooper and numbering 43
in 1883. Their villages are Ekaloaping, Idjuniving, Itijarelling, Karmakdjuin, Kekertakdjuin, Kingnelling, Padh, and Siorartijung.
Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 441, 1888.

of the productions are

skins

described

by

Mooney,

although some of the latter show unmistakeable
evidence of the influence of the whites.
The pigments were derived from many
sources, but were mainly of mineral origin (see
Dyes and Pigments), especially the oxides

The
carbonate of copper.
were skilled in preparing the
mineral colours, which were usually ground in
small mortars or rubbed down on a flat stone,
and in extracting stains and dyes from vegetal
substances. The colours were applied with a
dry point or surface, as with a piece of chalk,
charcoal, or clay; or, when mixed with water
or oil, with the fingers or hand, or a stick,
brush, or pad, and also sprayed on with the
mouth, as in Pueblo mask painting. Brushes
were rude, consisting often of fibrous substances, such as bits of wood, bark, yucca, or
reeds, chewed, beaten, or rubbed at one end
of

71 in 1897, 56 in 1911.

some

noteworthy, as illustrated in the Hopi katcina
work (Fewkes) and in the Kiowa ceremonial

and

iron

aborigines

until sufficiently pliable to deliver the colour;

and great

skill

was shown by many

tribes in the use of these crude tools.

was not

in

Hair

although excellent

now made by the more advanced
The brushes used by the tribes of the

brushes are
tribes.

general use,

of the
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N. W. coast were often provided with beautiVery interesting paintfully carved handles.
ing implements are seen in

some

sections.

Paddle-shaped or spatulate bits of wood are
used, applied edgewise for thin lines and flatwise for covering spaces; and striping tools
having two or three points and neatly carved
of bone and ivory are in use by the Eskimo
(Turner). The Plains tribes employed a flat
piece of spongy bone from the knee joint of a

has a sharp edge of rounded
outline which serves for drawing lines, while
the flat side serves for spreading the colour
buffalo or an ox;

it

over large areas. These tools, being porous,
have the advantage of holding a quantity of
Shells were frequently used for
liquid colour.
paint cups, while for this purpose the Pueblos

made miniature

jars

and bowls

of pottery,

sometimes in clusters. Colours in the form of
powder, sand, clay, and meal were used, and
still used, by several tribes in preparing
dry-paintings for ceremonial purposes which

are
are

executed on

chambers or

altars

Fewkes).
Consult Boas
(2) in

the

of

ceremonial

(Matthews,

Stevenson,

floors

and

tractable

6th Rep. B. A. E., 1888,
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, Anthrop.

(1) in

Mem. Am.

1898;

Rep. 1903, 1904; Mooney in 17th
Rep. B. A. E., 1898; Niblack in Nat. Mus.
Rep. 1888, 1890; Stevenson (1) in 5th Rep.
B. A. E., 1887, (2) in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894;
Turner in Uth Rep. B. A. E., 1894.

v., A.

1912

Charlevoix

inoffensive.

that this and other tribes of the
same section had become extinct in his day.
As late as 1721 they joined in a letter to the
believed

governor of
Massachusetts. Chauvignerie
mentions a people of the same name living n.
of lake Superior in 1736, numbering 20 warriors
and having the hare as their totem, but these
were a distinct people.
(j. m.)

Oupapinachiouek.— Jes.

8papi-

Rel. 1643, 38, 1858.

nachlSekhi.— Jes. Rel. 1641, 5, 1858. OupaplnachiSkti.— Ducreux in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 170,
note, 1858.
Papenachois. McKenney and Hall, Ind.
Tribes, ni, 81, 1854.
Papinachaux. Cliauvignerie
(1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 556,
1853.
Papinaches.— Doc. of 1748 in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., X, 170, 1858.
Papinachiois.— Jes. Rel. 1666,
PapinachiSekhl.—Jes. Rel. 1642, 39, 1858.
3, 1858.
Papinachois. Bailloquet (1661) quoted by Hind,
Lab. Renin., ii, 20, 1863. Papinakloises.— Jes. Rel.
Paplnakois.— Cliauvignerie (1736) in
1666, 3, 1858.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 1054, 1855. Papinanchois.
Bacqueville de la Potherie, i, 207, 1753.
Papipanachols.— Lahontan, New Voy., i, 207, 1703. Paplragad'ek.— Jes. Rel. 1640, 12, 1858. Paplvaches.

—

—

—

—

—

Paponeches.— Ibid.,

Barcia, Ensayo, 184, 1723.

Poplnoshees.

183.

— Schoolcraft, Upper Miss., 93, 1834.

Pashashibu

Dorsey in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 1894;
Fewkes in 17th, 21st, and 22d Reps. B. A. E.;
Hoffman in 7th Rep. B. A. E., 1891; Holmes

I,

them

Pdshashibu,
(Montagnais
A Montagnais village near the mouth of the Pashashibu r., n.
shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence. Stearns,
Labrador, 271, 1884.
'swollen river.'

:

—Gerard).

—

Paska.

in Smithson.

near

A

Ntlakyapamuk

Thompson

r.,

the last time the

Pasha.— Can.

Ind.

Brit. Col.;

name
Aff.,

on or

village

pop. 17 in 1897,

appears.
363,

Paska.- Ibid.,

1897.

230, 1886.

Paskwawininiwug

(W. H. H.)

The

('prairie people').

Plains Cree, one of the two great subdivisions

Pani Blanc.

A

former band of the Cree

living N. E. of lake Winnipeg.

Panis Blanc.

— Dobbs, Hudson Bay, map, 36,

Panquechin.
B. E.

portion of

1744.

A

Ind. Aff. Rep., 66, 1902.

Pauk-

1879.

Papiak {Pdplak'). A Squawmish
community on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.
Tout in Rep. B. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

village

—Hill-

Papinachois (Opdpinagwa, 'they cause you
Hewitt). A Montagnais tribe or

to laugh.'

headwaters of the Manikuagan and Outarde
N.

Ammlsk-watche^'-thlnyoowuc.

of

the

Bersiamite.

They

visited

Tadoussac and received religious instruction
from the missionaries, and by 1664 the
latter had penetrated their country, finding

— Franklin, Journ. to

Polar Sea, i, 168, 1824. Beaver HUl Crees.— Ibid.
Cree of the Prairie. Morgan, Consang. and AflSn.,

—

—

Grandes pagnes. Petitot, in Jour. Roy.
Geog. Soc, 649, 1883. Mus-ko-td-we-ne-wuk.
Morgan, Consang. and Affin., 286, 1871. Paskwawi286, 1871.

—

yinlwok. —-Lacombe, Diet, de la Langue des Cris, x,
1874.
People of the Prairie. Morgan, Consang. and
Plain Crees.— Robinson, Great Fur
Affin., 286, 1871.
Land, 186, 1879. Prairle-Crees. Petitot in Jour.
Roy. Geog. Soc, 649, 1883. Prairie Indians.— Hind,

—

—

Red River Exped.,

—

division hving in the 17th century about the

rs.,

and

Mamikininiwug.

band of Sanetch in the
Vancouver id.; pop. 64 in 1911.

Panquechin.— Can.
wechin.— Ibid., 308,

of the Cree, subdivided into Sipiwininiwug

151, 1860.

Pasquayah. An Assiniboin
where Carrot
N.

Manitoba,

r.

Canada.

The

says that at the time of his

New

Light,

elder

visit, in

Henry
1775,

it

The younger Henry

consisted of 30 tipis.

(Coues,

village situated

enters the Saskatchewan, in

ii,

470,

1897) found

it

in 1808, previous to the smallpox epidemic
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Ouaddy Indians.- U.

a place of general rendezvous for different
tribes.

Pasquayah.

—Henry,

New

Coues,

Jefferys, Fr.

Light,

Trav., 256, 1809.

Poscoiac.

469, note, 1897.

Poskoyac.

ii,

Dom. Am.,

pt. 1,

Passamaquoddy

—

small tribe be-

dialect as the Malecite.

They formerly occupied all the region about
Passamaquoddy bay and on St. Croix r. and
Schoodic

on

lake,

boundary

the

between

Maine and New Brunswick. Their principal
was Gunasquamekook, on the site of
They were restricted by
St. Andrews, N. B.
the pressure of the white settlements, and in
village

1866 were settled chiefly at Sebaik, near Perry,
on the s. side of the bay, and on Lewis
id.
They had other villages at Calais, on
Schoodic lake in Washington co., Me., and
on St. Croix r. in New Brunswick. They were
estimated at about 150 in 1726, 130 in 1804,
379 in 1825, and from 400 to 500 in 1859. The
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot tribes send to
the Maine legislature a representative who is
permitted to speak only on matters connected
with the affairs of the Indian reservations
(Prince in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, xxxvi, 481,
1897).

See Abnaki.

Machias Tribe.—Winthrop
4th

M.)

(1633) in Mass. Hist. Soc.

Machles tribe.—Gyles

292, 1856.

Ill,

s.,

(1726) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 357, 1853 (applied to
a part of the Passamaquoddy living on Machias r.)
Pasamaquoda.— Pownall (1759), ibid., v, 368, 1857.

Passamacadie.- Willis

{ca.

Passamaquoda.—Pownall
Passamaquodda.

1830), ibid.,

i,

27,

1865.

(1759), ibid., v, 371, 1857.

— Penhallow

N. H. Hist.
Soc. Coll., I, 33, 1824.
Passamaquoddy. Penhallow
Passa(1726) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 92, 1824.
maquodie. Williamson in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., vii,
203, 1876.
Passamequado.— Dudley (1704) quoted
by Drake, Ind. Wars, 220, 1825. Pas-sam-ma-quod(1726)

in

—

—

—U. Ind. Rep., app., 1824. Passamma— Macauley, N.Y.,xii, 162, 1829. Passemaquoddy. — Church (1716) quoted by Drake, Ind. Wars,
dies.

Aff.

S.

2,

quoddies.
200,

1825.

64, 1818.

Passimaquodies.— Trumbull, Conn.,

Pennoukady.—Vaudreuil

Doc. Col. Hist.,

— Hoyt,

Bk. Inds., xii, 1848. Unchechauge.— Androa
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiv, 709, 1883.
Uncheckauke. Doc. of 1677, ibid., 733. Unque
(1675)

in

—

—

chauge. Andros (1675), ibid., 695. Unshagogs.—
Keane in Stanford Compend., 541, 1878. Vncheckaug.

—Doc. of 1667 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiv,
Vnquechauke. —Doc. of 1668, ibid., 605.

Patameragouche.

(1721) in N. Y.

PeskadamSkkan.

IX, 904, 1855.

ii,

—

Aubery (1720), in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 895, 1855.
Peskadamukotlk. Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A.
Peskadaneeoukkantl.
E., 1887 (Penobscot name).
MoKenney and Hall, Ind. Tribes, iii, 79, 1854. Peska-

—

—

—

maquonty. Vetromile, Abnakis, 54, 1866. Pesmaquady.— Gyles (1726) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 357,
Pesmocady.— Cadillac (1692), ibid., vi, 279,
1853.
1859.
Pesmokanti.— Abnaki letter (1721) in Mass.

602, 1883.

Given by Alcedo

(Die.

Geog., IV, 117, 1788) as an Indian [Micmac]
village

Canso

on the

Nova

e. coast of

Not

str.

Scotia, near

identified.

Patshenin. A tribe or band formerly living
with the Saponi and Tutelo under Iroquois
protection on Grand r., Ontario. They probably came from the

Hale thinks they

with those tribes, and
been the Occan-

S.

may have

eechi.

—

Botshenlns. Hale in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, Mar.
Patshenins. Ibid.
1883.

—

Pawating.
Bawl'llgunk,

Chippewa
the s. bank of
cient

Mich.

the rapids.'

is

— W.J.)

An

an-

on

village at Sault Ste Marie,
St.

Mary

r.,

Chippewa

Wm.

According to Dr.

village site

2,

{BavA'tlng, a cognate form of
'at

A

co.,

Jones the old

the most sacred spot

the old-time Chippewa.
(j.

Coll.,

Rep., 99, 1828. St. Croix
Antiq. Res., 220, 1824. Scootuks.—
Unchagogs.
in Stanford, Compend., 534, 1878.

Indians.

— Drake,

longing to the Abnaki confederacy, but speak-

same

Inds., x, 1848.

•

(PeskM&makddi, 'plenty

A

Ind. Aff. Rep., 144, 1827.
Quoddy In-

S.

Ouoddies.- Drake, Bk.
dians.- U. S. Ind. Aff.
Keane

map, 1744.

of pollock.'— Gatschet).

ing nearly the
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known

to

Chippewa who has

been to the rapids has made a holy pilgrimage, because there his ancestors were created,
there the manitos blessed the people, and from
there was the dispersion round about lake
Superior.
The people, from the situation of
their village were called Saulteurs by the early
French writers, and, as the French became acquainted with more remote bands of Chippewa,
the term came to designate the whole tribe.
The Jesuit mission of Sainte Marie-du-Sault
was established at Pawating in 1669. (J. m.)
Bahwetego-weninnewug.
Bahwetig.
1640,

34,

Hist.

Soc.

—

Ibid.,

1858.
Coll.,

64.

— Tanner,

Narr., 63, 1830.

Baouichtigouin.

—

Jes.

Rel.

Bawateeg.— Schoolcraft in Minn.
Bawating.- Ibid.
V,
398, 1885.

—
—

Bawltigowininiwag. Kelton, Ft. Mackinac, 145,
1884.
Bawi'tigunk. Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906. Bawit'ing.
Ibid.
Bawiting. Baraga, Eng.-Otch. Diet.
Bow-e-ting.— Warren (1852) in Minn.
206, 1878.
Bungee. McLean,
Hist. Soc. Coll., V, 38, 1885.

—

—

—

Twenty-five Years' Service,
people. Richardson, Arct.

—

i,

195,

Exped.,

1842.

n,

Cascade
37,

1851.

D'AchiUny.— Neill in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 413,
1885.
Fall Indians.— Tanner, Narr., 63, 1830. Gens
du Sault.—Jes. Rel. 1640, 34, 1858. Habitans du

—

Am.

Sault.— Jes. Rel. 1642, 97, 1858. Opendachiliny.
La Chesnaye (1697) in Margry, D^c, vi, 6, 1886.
Pagouitik.- Jes. Rel. 1658, 22, 1858. Pahoulting-

Soc, XXXVI, 479, 1897 (own name).
Quaddies.— James quoted by Tanner, Narr., 327, 1830.

dachirini.— N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 161, note, 1855.
PahouitingSach Irini.— Jes. Rel. 1670, 79, 1858.

Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d

s.,

viii, 262,

1819.

tiak.— Chamberlain, Malesit MS., B. A.
cite name).
Pestumagatiek. Prince

—

Philos.

P6s-ta-moka'E., 1882 (Malein

Proc.
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Pah-witing-dach-irlni.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 362,
1852.
Pahwittingdach-irinl. Shea, Discov. Miss.
Val., xlvii, 1852.
Panolrigoueiouhak. Charlevoix
Paoultagoung.
(1744), Jour., I, 285, 1761 (misprint).
PaoiiltigoUeieuhak.—
Jes. Rel. 1648, 62, 1858.
Paouitikoungraentaouak.
Jes. Rel. 1642, 97, 1858.
PaGallinee (1669) in Margry, D6c., i, 163, 1875.
troniting Dach-Irinl.— Heriot, Trav., 206, 1807.

—

—

—
—

Paiioirifeoijeieuhak.

— Charlevoix (1744), New

Fr.,

ii,

Pauoltigoueieuhak.—Jes. Rel. 1642, 97,
Pauotigoueleuhak.—Warren (1852) in Minn.
Soc. Coll., V, 397, 1885.
Pawateeft.— Schoolcraft

137, 1866.

1858.
Hist.

Minn. Hist. Soc. CoU.,

in

Ibid.

Paweteko

Peter's R.,

ii,

Pawating.—

v, 398, 1885.

Wenenewak.

— Long,

Exped. StPawichtigouek.— Trumbull

154, 1824.

Pawls(1870) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 398, 1885.
tucienetnuks. Domenech, Deserts, i, 443, 1860 (misprint).
Pawitagou-ek. Trumbull (1870) in Minn.
Hist. Soc. Coll., V, 398, 1885.
Sainte Marie de Sault.
Shea, Cath. Miss., 361, 1855 (the mission). Sault
Sainte Marie.— Henry, Trav., 60, 1809. Saut Indians. Kelton, Ft. Mackinac, 145, 1884.

—

—

—

—

Montagnais

on

village

Piashti bay, n. shore of gulf of St. Lawrence,

Que.— Stearns, Labrador,
Peisela (Pe'isEla).

271, 1884.

A

was one

Brit.

town

at

Mem. Am. Mus.

Nat. Hist.,

villages
ii,

(Boas in

48, 1898).

opposite

Pacific

Surv.

Can.,

55,

Pelkatchek ('wherewith one catches

A village of

N. Brit. Col.
Pel'catzfek.

— Morice

in Trans.

Roy. Soc. Can., 109,

Pe-rka-tc6k.— Morice. Notes on W. D6nfe,

1892.

Pemainus {PEmai'nus:

according to Teit,

underneath or near the brow or steep,'
because a low flat extends along the river here
'the flat

for

some

'grassy

according to

distance;

hills').

A village of

Ntlakayapamuk, on the s. side of
r., 28 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.

of

Thompson

Pop. 5 in 1897, including Pekaist.
1900.

Surv. Can.,

— Teit

in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
Pimai'nus.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol.
Piminos.— Can. Ind. Aff., 196,
4, 1899.

1885.

Meadows. The

Pemberton
for

a body of Lower Lillooet

Pekaist {PE'qaist, 'white stone'). A village
of the Spence Bridge band of the Ntlakyapamuk, on the s. side of Thompson r., 32 m.
above Lytton, Brit. Col.; pop. 5 in 1897 (the
last time the name appears), including Pemainus.

ruption of Cree nipimin&n,

Ethnol.

in Trans.

II,

Surv.

Can.,

—Teit

'P'kai'st.
4,

1899.

Roy. Soc. Can. 1891,

sec.

44, 1892.

Pekan.
pennanli).

A name of the fisher {Mtistela
The word is used by Charlevoix

(Nouv. France, iii, 134, 1744) and came into
English through Canadian French, where it
occurs also as pecan.
It seems to be of Al-

gonquian origin, though not western,
animal is called in Chippewa otchig,

for the

Cree
Abnaki
pekane, mentioned by Rasles, which Trumbull

otchek.

It is referred

by some

in

to an

(Natick Diet., Bull. 25, B.A.E., 260,
thinks means this animal.
•Probably Touchwood

hills, N.

1903)

(a. f. c.)

w.

Hill-Tout,

the Spence Bridge

and

in

25,

1893.

1862.

—

— Hill-Tout Rep.
Pukaist'. — Dawson

fat').

the Ntshaautin on Cheslatta lake,

fruit of

1900.

they were

1902),

identical with the Bellacoola.

Peisiekan
(Pe-i-si-e-kan, 'striped').
A
of Cree occupying 40 or 50 tipis and
roving and hunting near Tinder mts.,* in 1856.
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 237,

Pc'qaist.

who
Bay,

local

living

name
n.

of

Lillooet lake, Brit. Col.; pop. 259 in 1911.

band

Pakeist.— Can. Ind. Aff., 230, 1886.
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 173,

Alert

Probably, as Hill-Tout suggests

Col.

(Ethnol.

PEtnai'nus.

Bellacoola

Nuhalk

of the

on the

settled

173,

the entrance to the valley opening on the n.
side of the mouth of Bellacoola r., Brit. Col.

1912

v., A.

Said by the Kwantlen

(Pe'lqeli).

to have been a division of their people

band

A

Peashtebai.

It

Pelheli

of Qu'Appelle, Sask.

A Canadian name for the acid
Viburnum opulus, the high-bush cran-

Pembina.

berry, a plant growing in low ground, along

streams, from

New

Brunswick

to Pennsylvania.

s.

far westward,

The word

i.e.,

the fruit of a plant growing

by,

water; not
since

stated,

'water-berry,'

is

a cor-

in,

or laved

has been
nipimin; and,
as

not watery. The name of
derived from the habitat of the

besides, the fruit

the fruit

would be

that

is

'watered-berry,'

plant that bears

is

(w. r. g.)

it.

Pemmican.

A

food

preparation

(also

used in the wilds of the
northern parts of North America, and made by
spelled

pemican)

cutting the
slices,

smoke

meat

of

the reindeer into thin

drying the latter in the sun or over the

of a slow fire, pounding them fine between stones, and incorporating the material
with one-third part of melted fat. To this
mixture, dried fruit, such as choke or June
berries, is sometimes added.
The whole is
then compressed into skin bags, in which, if
kept dry, it may be preserved for four or five
years. Sweet pemmican is a superior kind of
pemmican in which the fat used is obtained
from marrow by boiling broken bones in
water. Fish pemmican is a pemmican made
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the Indians of the remote regions of the
N. W. by pounding dried fish and mixing the
The Eskimo of
product with sturgeon oil.
Alaska make a pemmican by mixing chewed
deer meat with deer suet and seal-oil. "This
food," observes Lieut. Ray, "is not agreeable
to the taste, probably owing to the fact that

Pipe of Peace, a Chippewa newspaper, edited
by the Rev. E. F. Wilson in English and
Chippewa, was published monthly at the
Shingwauk Home, in Sault Ste. Marie from

the masticators are inveterate tobacco-chewers." The word is from Cree plmlk&n, 'manu-

1886, the editor being the chief Kahkewaquonaby (Dr. Peter E. Jones). Although it
was printed mainly in English, some Chippewa articles were included. There were,
moreover, two periodicals in English edited
by the Rev. E. F. Wilson, one entitled Our
Forest Children, published monthly at the
Shingwauk Home from Feb. 1887, to Sept.
1890, and the other entitled The Canadian
Indian, published monthly at Owen Sound,

by

factured grease,' from plmlkeu, 'he (or she)

makes
off the

is, by
skimming

manufactures) grease,' that

(or

boiling crude fat, phmi, in water and

supernatant

The verb

oil.

is

now used

the Cree in the sense of 'he makes

by

The word

mican.'

pem-

cognate with Abnaki

is

pSmlkdn.

(w. r. g.)

Penelakut. A Cowichan tribe on Kuper
and Galiano ids., off the s. e. portion of VanThe Lilmalche and Tsussie are
couver id.
perhaps parts of the same. Pop. of the Penelakut proper, 181 in 1902, 138 in 1911.
PenaiaPena'Ieqat.— Boas, MS., R.
Penalikutson. Mayne, Brit. Col., 165,
1887.
Penduhuts.— Brit. Col., map, Ind. Aff., Vic-

Pa-nel-a-kut.— Can.

huts.— Ibid.,
A. E.,
1861.

lix,

Ind. Aff., 308, 1879.

1877.

Penelakut.— Can.

toria, 1872.

Penticton.

Aflf.,

164, 1901.

village

at

the

called
ville,

Ont., from Oct. 1890, to Sept. 1891.

Aff., pt. ii,

14, 1911.

Begin-

ning with Mar. 1896, the publication of "a

monthly journal

Chippewa

in

[chiefly

lan-

guage] devoted to the interests of the Franmissions among the Ottawa and
ciscan

Chippewa Indians," under the title Anishinabe
Enamiad, was commenced at Harbor Springs,
Mich., by Father Zephyrin Engelhardt, and
is still conducted by the Franciscan fathers

*****

at that place.

Four periodicals printed

lake, Brit. Col.; pop. 160

See Can. Ind.

in 1911.

Ind.

An Okinagan

Okanagan

outlet of

—

A fortnightly paper
till Sept. 1879.
The Indian was published at HagersOnt., from Dec. 30, 1885, till Dec. 29,

Oct. 1878,

by

Indian

the

missions near the Pacific coast are worthy of

One of these, The Youth's Companion
which the Rev. J. B. Boulet was editor, a
juvenile monthly magazine, published for the
benefit of the Puget Sound Catholic mission,
was set in type, printed, and in part was written
by the pupils of the industrial boarding
schools on the Tulalip res. in Snohomish co.,
Wash., from May, 1881, to May, 1886. Another, the Kamloops Wawa, is a little magazine
in the Chinook jargon, written in stenographic
characters reproduced by a mimeograph, published irregularly by Father J. M. R. Le Jeune
at Kamloops, British Columbia, from May,
Another is The Paper
1891, to Dec. 1904.
that Narrates, a monthly printed for two years
mention.

Pepatlenok (P'e'paLenox, 'the flyers'). A
gens of the Tenaktak (q. v.). — Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

Pepawitlenok {Pe'pawi Lenox,

A

'the flyers').

gens of the Klaskino, a Kwakiutl tribe.

Boas

in

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

Pepegewizzains (Chippewa:
'pigeon-hawk.'— Gerard).
of the

Chippewa and

A

pipikiwiseH,

gens or society

also of the

Ottawa.

Tanner, Narr., 314, 1830.

The

Periodicals.
in

any

of

first

periodical printed

the North American Indian lan-

guages was the Cherokee Phoenix, a weekly
newspaper in English and Cherokee, edited

by

Boudinot a native Indian, and
published in Georgia at New Echota, the
capital of the Cherokee Nation, from Feb. 21,
Elias

1828, to Oct. 1835.

The earliest periodical for the Chippewa
Indians was entitled Petaubun, Peep of Day,
published monthly at Sarnia, Ont., by the
Rev. Thomas Hurlburt, beginning in Jan.,
1861.

It

was

in

English and Chippewa, and

was continued through 1862 or
21

A—25

later.

The

of

Stuart

at

Lake,

Brit.

in the
Dene
by Father A. G.

Col.,

syllabic characters invented

number
The fourth

which appeared
Hagaga, printed
in Nass and English at Aiyansh Mission, Nass
r., Brit. Col., from June, 1893, until at least
Morice, the

first

in Oct. 1891.

of

is

as late as Feb. 1895.

Petutek

{Petu'tEk, or Pti'tEk,

A

(of water]').

'little

village of the Nicola

spring

band

of

Ntlakyapamuk, 41 m. above Spence
Bridge, Brit. Col.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus.

the

Nat. Hist.,

II,

174, 1900.
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See Peashtebai.

Plashti.

Lawrence

St.

r.,

tribe living

Canada,

in 1534.

Wilkes, U.

S.

ii,

342, 1844.

Expl. Exped., iv, 471, 1845.

1912

A.

v.,

Trav., 227, 1843.

— Duflot de Mofras, Explor.,

Picquemyam. An Algonquian
on lower

GEORGE

Piekann.— Maximilian,

2.

Pigans.

Plkani.—
Pikun'-i.—

PilPhilol. Mo. Val., 256, 1862.
gans.—Wilkes, U. S. Expl. Exped., iv, 471, 1845 (misTeagans.—U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 473, 1838

Hayden, Ethnog. and

Cartier (1536), Bref R6cit, 40, 1866.

print).

A

Pic River.

Chippewa settlement

at-

the

(misprint)

on the n. shoreof lake Superior,
Ontario, occupied in 1884 by 245 and, in 1911,
by 220 Indians.

Piekouagami (a form seemingly cognate
with the Cree Piyakwagami and with Pakwagami, the Algonkin name of the Montagnais,

Pictou. A Micmac village or band at the
northern end of Nova Scotia in 1760. Frye
(1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s., x, 116,

the elements of which are

mouth of

Pic

r.,

—

Piegan {Pikuni,

referring to people having

One

badly dressed robes).
the Siksika

of the 3 tribes of

or Blackfoot confederacy.

(q. v.)

Its divisions, as given

by Grinnell

Ahah-

are:

pitape,

Ahkaiyikokakiniks, Kiyis, Sikutsipu-

maiks,

Sikopoksimaiks, Tsiniksistsoyiks,

taiimiks, Ipoksimaiks, Sikokitsimiks,

Ku-

Nitawy-

Apikaiyiks, Miahwahpitsiks, NitakoskitInuksisks, MiawkinaiInuksikahkopwaiks, Kah-

Nitikskiks,

sipupiks,

yiks, Esksinaitupiks,

water,' the

Nitotsiksisstaniks,

and Motahtosiks.

Motwainaiks, Mokumiks,
Hayden (Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 264,

1862) gives also Susksoyiks.
In 1858 the Piegan in the United States were
estimated to number 3,700. Hayden 3 years
later estimated the population at 2,520.

In

1906 there were 2,072 under the Blackfeet
agency in Montana, and 493* under the Piegan

agency

in Alberta.

Muddy

River Indians.

— Franklin, Journ. to Polar Sea,

Paegan.— Umfreville (1790) in Me. Hist.,
Soc. Coll., VI, 270, 1859. Pa-e-guns.— Prichard, Phys.
Pagans.— U. S., Ind. Aff.
Hist. Manlcind, 414, 1847.
1824.

—

Paygans. Kane, Wanderings in N.
Peagan. Henry, MS. vocab.. Bell copy
Peagln. Robinson, Great Fur Land,
B. A. E., 1812.
Peaginou. Ibid., 188. Pe-ah-cun-nay.
195, 1879.
Pecavocab.,
B. A. E. (Crow name).
Crow MS.
neaux.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 179, 1855. PedRep., 593, 1837.

—
—

A,, 366, 1859.

Ind. Aff. Rep., 292, 1846.

Peegans— Proc.

Smet, Oregon Miss., 326, 1847.

nech. Deserts,

i,

443, 1860.

—

Pegan.
Peganes. Dome-

Brit. A. A. S., Sept. 1885, 2 (pronunciation).

De

—

Pe-gan-o.—Warren

(1852)

Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 34, 1885 (Chippewa name).
Peganoe'-koon. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, 97, 1824
Peganoo-eythlnyoowuc.
(form used by themselves).
Peigans. Keane in Stanford, Compend., 531,
Ibid.
Pe-kan-ne.
Morgan,
Consang. and AfBn.,
1878.
Pekanne-koon.— Alex. Henry, MS., 1808.
240, 1871.
Picaneaux. Mackenzie, Voy., Ixvii, 1802. Picaneux. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 256,
Pickan. Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc.,
1862.
Piedgans. Culbertson in Smithson.
II,
21, 1848.
Rep. 1850, 144, 1851. Piegan.— Maximilian, Trav.,
in

—
—
—

—

—

508, 1843.
•

—

—

—

Piekane.—Proc.

There were 448

in 1911.

Brit. A. A. S., Sept. 1885,

pdkkwa

-garni 'lake,'

'shallow

'expanse of

two elements together signifying

The

and especially

beaver,

in

porcupines.

For

who dwelt on the shores
received the name Kakouchac

this reason the people
this

lake

not from kdkwa,
from a term which is
the source of both, namely, kdkk, 'rude, rough,
or harsh to the touch'; whence, Kdkkasewok,
'they have skin harsh to the touch').
According to the Jesuit Relation for 1641
(57,
1858), the Kakouchaki, or Porcupine
people, were one of a number of inland tribes
which, having heard, the gospel in their own
countries, were expected to remove to the residence of St. Joseph at Sillery, although the fear

{Kdkkasewok,

'porcupines,'

'porcupine,' but rather

of the Iroquois, the

common enemy

of all these

was a great obstacle to the contemplated
removal and consolidation of small tribes.
The Porcupines were reputed good, docile, and
tribes,

quite easily

—

gans.— U.S.,

and

so-called vocalic change transforms pdkkwa into piyakkwa, which with -garni
forms Piyakkwagami, or, as sometimes written,
Piakwagami, originally the name given to lake
St. John, Canada, by the Kakouchaki, or
Porcupine tribe. From the Jesuit Relation
for 1672 (44, 1858) it is learned that the country around lake St. John was beautiful, and the
soil was good and land abounded in otter, elk,

of

Kutaisotsiman,

mitaiks,

97,

'flat,'

'flat lake.'

1809.

iks,

(water),'

won

to the Christian faith.

From

the Jesuit Relation for 1672 (44, 1858),
appears that at that early time (1641-72) lake

it

John was a trading centre for all the tribes
Hudson bay and St. Lawrence
r.
that more than 20 tribes had been seen at
this place; that the Porcupines were greatly
reduced in numbers by their recent wars with
the Iroquois and by smallpox; but that since
the general peace of 1666 the population had
increased by small additions from other tribes
arriving there from various places.
St.

dwelling between
;

The

Jesuit Relation for 1647 (65, 1858), in

"It is surrounded
country ending in high mountains
distant from 3, 4, or 5 leagues from its banks;
it is fed by about 15 rivers, which serve as

describing the lake, says:

by a

flat
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highways to the small

tribes

which are inland

come to fish therein and to maintain the
trade and friendship which exist among them.
.... We rowed for some time on this lake, and
finally we arrived at the place where the Indito

ans of the 'nation of the Porcupine' were."
This would indicate that the dwelling-place of
the Kakouchaki, or Porcupine people, was
some distance from the outlet of the lake.
(j.

N. B. H.)

Narion du Pore-Epic— Jes. Rel. 1641, 57, 1858. Peikuagamiu. Arnaud (1880) quoted by Rouillard,

—

PeokSagamy.— Crespieul
1906.
G6og., 82,
Peyakwagami. Lafl^che quoquoted, ibid.
Piagouagami. Jes. Rel.
ibid.
(Cree name).

Noms

—

(1700)
ted,

1652,

16,

Piakouakamy.— Normandin (1732)
Piakuakamlts. Lemoine (1901) quoPichouagamis. Toussaint, Map of Am.,

1858.

—

quoted, ibid.

—
205,
Pickovagam.— Alcedo, Die. Geog.,
1839.
Piekouagamiens. — Jefferys, Fr. Doras.,
1788.
Plekouagamis.— La Tour, Map, 1779.
1761.
18,
Plekovagamiens. — Esnauts and Rapilly, Map, 1777.
Plkogami. — Homann Heirs' Map, 1784. Pockaguted, ibid.

iv,

pt.

ma.— Schoolcraft
3d

sess., 9,

(1838) in

H. R. Doc.

The

Algonkin

107, 25th Cong.,

name,

Hurons and Algonkin; he was authorized to
punish delinquents, "and especially those who
committed any fault against religion. It is
wonderful

how he

(Jes.
discharged his office."
He was present

Rel. 1647, XXXI, 287, 1898.)

and made a speech at the conference between
the French governor and the Iroquois and other
Two
tribes at Three Rivers, Quebec, in 1645.
years later, while a large body of Iroquois were
going on a pretended visit to the governor,,
some of their scouts met Pieskaret near Nicolet.
r., and treacherously killed him while off his
(c. t.)

guard.

A

Pikiulak.

winter and spring settlement

of the Aivilirmiut

Eskimo on Depot
Hudson bay.

id., n.

e.

of Chesterfield inlet,

Pikiulaq.— Boas

6th Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888,

in

i,

1839.

Pieskaret.

387

often

written Piskater, of a noted Algonkin (Adirondack) chief, who lived on the N. bank of the

below Montreal, in the
According to
first half of the 17th century.
Schoolcraft (W. Scenes and Remin., 87, 1853)
the dialectic form in his own tribe was Bisconace ('Little Blaze'). Although he became
noted by reason of his daring, comparatively
few incidents of his hfe have been recorded.
Charlevoix (New France, ii, 181, 1866) says
he was "one of the bravest men ever seen in
Canada, and almost incredible stories are told
His most noted exploit ocof his prowess."
curred during an excursion into the Iroquois
country with but four followers, well armed
with guns, when they encountered on Richelieu
r., in five boats, a band of 50 Iroquois, most of
whom they killed or captured. On another
occasion Pieskaret ventured alone within the
Iroquois domain, and coming to one of their
villages, by secreting himself during the day,
succeeded in killing and scalping the members
of a household each night for three successive
nights.
He was ultimately brought under the

river St. Lawrence,

influence of Catholic missionaries and in 1641
was baptized under the name Simon, after
which he was commonly known among the
whites as Simon Pieskaret. After his acceptance of Christianity so much confidence was
placed in his prudence and ability that he was

commissioned to maintain peace between the
French and the Indians, as well as between the

A Cowichan tribe on lower Chilliand part of Fraser r., Brit. Col. According to HiU-Tout they numbered 25 in
Their villages were Chutil, Kwalewia,
1902.
Skelautuk, Skwala, and Schachuhil. Boas
adds Cheam, but if he is right that town must
Pilalt.

wak

r.

contain several tribes.

—

Pallalts.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 295, 1862. PEla'tlQ.
Boas in Rep. 64th Meeting B. A. A. S., 454, 1894. PilTolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 120b,
alt.
Pila'tlq.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 48,
1884.

—

1902.

Primitive dwellers along

Pile dwellings.

the shallow margins of the sea, on the banks of
bayous, tide-water rivers, and lands in general
subject to inundation found

it

necessary to

raise the floors of their dwellings

above the

reach of tide and flood. This was done by
erecting mounds of earth or shells, or by plant-

******

ing poles or piles in the yielding earth to which
floor

timbers could be attached at suitable

levels.

houses raised on high
that, " according
to Vancouver, amongst the Kwakiutl of John-

Niblack refers

logs

stone

or

stilts.

strait,

to°

He

states

there were dwelUngs 'raised

and

supported near 30 ft. from the ground by
perpendicular spars of very large size' with
'access formed by a long tree in an inclined
position from the platform to the ground, with
notches cut in it by way of steps about a foot
and a half asunder.' " According to Boas the
Bellacoola

also

erected

pile

dwellinj^s.

See

Architecture, Habitations.

Consult Niblack in Rep. Nat. Mus. 188S,
1890, Vancouver, Voy., 1801.
(W. H. H.)
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Pilingmiut. A tribe of Eskimo in w.
Baffin island, on the n. e. coast of Fox basin.
Their village is Piling, whence their name.
Peelig.— Parry, Sec. Vpy., 355, 449, 1824 (the
Piling.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 444, 1888
Pilingmiut.

age).

Pilteuk

wap

— Ibid,

on a w.

Clinton.— Can.

A

Ind. Aff., pt.

A

in

Trans.

r.,

man's

Roy.

Poiam.

A Squawmish

lin.— Lyons, Priv. Jour., 403, 1824.

A

of Pin river').

vil-

x, 116,

community

village

Poia'm.— Hill-Tout in Rep. B. A. X.
P'oyam.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

Pokaiosum
Squawmish
mish

lirmiut Eskimo in n. Melville penin., Frank-

s.,

band

—Frye

r.,

w.

Brit.

S.,

474,

1900.

Col.

A.

r.,

{Po'kaio'sum,

village

Soc.

winter settlement of Iglu-

Pintce ('confluence

(1760) in Ma.ss. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

in 1906.

162, 1901 (white

ii,

—

Shus-

affluent of

Columbia; pop. 50

name). Pil-te'-uk. Dawson
Can., sec. ii, 44, 1891.

Pingitkalik.

Scotia.

1809.

(the vil-

Thompson

a n. tributary of

interior of British

Nova

in

1912

v., A.

village or

on the right bank of Skwamish

{Pil-te'-uk, 'white earth').

r.,

probably

1760,

(the tribe).

village at Clinton,

Bonaparte

village).

in

GEORGE

A Micmac

Pohomoosh.

on the

left

Col.— Hill-Tout

Brit.

A

'slide').

bank
in

of

Skwa-

Rep. B. A.

474, 1900.

S.,

Ponokix (Po-no-kix', 'elk').
Morgan (Anc. Soc, 171, 1877) as

a division of

the Kainah tribe of the Siksika.

Cf. Siksino-

Given

by

kaks, 'Black Elks'.

lage of the Nikozliautin on Stuart lake, Brit.

mouth

Col., at the

of Pintce

r.;

Pontiac.

pop. 38 in

An Ottawa chief, born about
on Maumee r., Ohio, about the

1720, probably

1911.
Pinchy.

— Harmon, Jour., 205, 1820.

in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

x,

Pintce.

— Morice

Piskakauakis {Apistikdkdkis, magpie, lit.
Hewitt). A Cree band living
in the vicinity of Tinder mtn.,* in 1856. They
occupied 30 earth lodges and log cabins, and
cultivated small patches of corn and potatoes; during the winter they hunted buffalo
and traded the hides to the Hudson's Bay
Co. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
'small raven.'

—

—

237, 1862.

Piskaret.

See Pieskarei.

An

Piskitang.
tribe or

Algonquian

unidentified

band formerly

living near the Nipis-

sing in Canada.

Plskatang—Jes.
Piskitang— Jes.

Pissuh
lynx.'

—W.

of the Auglaize.

Though

his paternity

not positively established, it is most likely
that his father was an Ottawa chief and his

mother

a

Chippewa

woman.

J.

Wimer

(Events in Ind. Hist., 155, 1842) says that as
early as 1746 he commanded the Indians
mostly Ottawa who defended Detroit against

—

—

the attack of the northern tribes.

It is supposed he led the Ottawa and Chippewa warriors at Braddock's defeat.
He first appears
prominently in history at his meeting with

Maj. Robert Rogers, in 1760, at the place
where Cleveland, Ohio, now stands. This
officer had been despatched to take possession
of Detroit on behalf of the British.
Pontiac
objected to the further invasion of the territory,

Thwaites

Rel.,

ed.,

xlv, 105,

1899.

Rel. 1653, 32, 1858.

with

(cognate
J.).

A

Chippewa

pljl'^,

gens of the Abnaki.

—

A

tribe

or

supposed

tribe formerly residing near the e. side of

James

bay, Quebec; probably a band of the Cree.
Pltchiboucouni.— La Tour Map, 1784. Pitchiboueounl.— La Tour Map, 1779, PitchibSrenik.- Jes.
Rel. 1660, 11, 1858.
Pitehiboutounibuek.— Jes. Rel.
for 1672, 54, 1858.

Pitiktaujang.

A summer

—

446, 1888.
•Probably, Touchwood

hills,

Sask.

and was the means
latter by a body
of Indians at the mouth of the strait.
That
which gives him most prominence in history
and forms the chief episode of his life is the

of

the

an attack on the

plan he devised for a general uprising of the
Indians and the destruction of the forts and
settlements of the British.

He was

for a time

disposed to be on terms of friendship with the
British

and consented to acknowledge King

George, but only as an "uncle," not as a superior.

village

Eskimo on Repulse bay, n. extremHudson bay. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

Aivilirmiut

had been de-

of Detroit to the British,
of preventing

—

Pitchibourenik.

but, learning that the French

feated in Canada, consented to the surrender

Pezo. J. D. Prince, inf'n, 1§05 (modern St. Francis
Abnaki form). Piji".— Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906 (Chippewa form). Pis-suh'. Morgan, .\nc. Soc, 174, 1877.

ity of

mouth
is

109, 1892.

Failing to receive the recognition

he

considered his due as a great sovereign, and
being deceived by the rumour that the French

were preparing for the reconquest of their

American possessions, he resolved to put his
scheme into operation. Having brought to
his aid most of the tribes N. w. of the Ohio, his

TJASDBOOK OF
SESSIONAL PAPER
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—

—

It was not long
Sandusky, St. Joseph,
Miami (Ft. Wayne), Ouiatenon, Michilimackinac, Presqu'isle, Le Boeuf, and Venango were
taken and the garrison in most cases massacred;

the adjacent settlements.
the

posts

at

but the main points, Detroit and Ft. Pitt,
were successfully defended and the Indians
This was a severe
forced to raise the siege.
blow to Pontiac, but his hopes were finally
crushed by the receipt of a letter from M.
Neyon, commander of Ft. Chartres, advising
him to desist from further warfare, as peace
had been concluded between France and Great
However, unwilling to abandon
Britain.
entirely his hope of driving back the British,
he made an attempt to incite the tribes along
Being
the Mississippi to join in another effort.
unsuccessful in this attempt, he finally made
peace at Detroit, Aug. 17, 176.5. In 1769 he
attended a drinking carousal at Cahokia, 111.,
where he was murdered by a Kaskaskia Indian.
Pontiac, if not fully the equal of Tecumseh,
stands closely second to him in strength of
mind and breadth of comprehension.
Consult Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac;
Randall, Pontiac's Conspiracy, in Ohio Archseol. and Hist. Quar., Oct. 1903;
Hough, Diary
of the Siege of Detroit in the

War

with Pontiac,

1860.

(c. T.)

Popkum.
the same
r.,

A Cowichan

name on Popkum

tribe in a
res.,

town

of

lower Fraser

Brit. Col.; pop. 11 in 1911.

Pa'pk'um.— Boas

Popcum.— Can.

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

Ind. Aff., pt.

ii,

S.,

160, 1901.

454,

1894.

Popkum.

—Ibid., 309, 1879.

Population.

The
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plan was to make a sudden attack on all the
at St.
British posts on the lakes at once
Joseph, Ouiatenon, Michilimackinac, and Detroit
as well as on the Miami and Sandusky,
and also attack the forts at Niagara, Presqu'isle, Le BcEuf, Venango, and Pitt (Du Quesne).
The taking of Detroit was to be his special
task.
The end of May 1763 was the appointed
time when each tribe was to attack the nearest
fort and, after kiUing the garrison, to fall on
before

OF CANADA

question of the

of the native population of America,

number
and par-

of the United States and British
America, at the coming of the white man, has
been the subject of much speculation. Extre-

ticularly

miste on the one hand have imagined a popu-

on the other hand the
untenable claim has been made, and persistently repeated, that there has been no decrease,
but that on the contrary, in spite of removals,
lation of millions, while

epidemics,

wars,

and

dissipation,

and

the

patent fact that the aboriginal population of

whole regions has completely disappeared, the
Indian has thriven under misfortune and is
more numerous to-day than at any former
period.
The first error is due in part to the
tendency to magnify the glory of a vanished
past, and in part to the mistaken idea that the
numerous ancient remains scattered over the
country were built or occupied at practically
that the
the same period. The contrary error
Indian has increased is due to several causes,
chief of which is the mistake of starting the

—

—

calculation at too recent a period, usually at

establishment of treaty relations.

the

The

between the discovery of America
and the beginning of the federal government,
the aboriginal population had been subjected
fact

is

that,

nearly three centuries of destructive in-

to

which had already wiped out many
and reduced many others to
mere remnants. Another factor of apparent
increase is found in the mixed-blood element,
which is officially counted as Indian, although
frequently representing only fV> aV or even
fluences,

tribes entirely

^

of Indian blood, while in the late Indian Ter.

(Oklahoma)
rolls

it

is

well

known

that the tribal

contain thousands of names repudiated

by the former

tribal courts.

The Indian

the discovery period was a full-blood;

of

the

Indian of to-day is very often a mongrel, with
not enough of aboriginal blood to be distinguishable in the features, yet, excepting in a

few

tribes,

The

no

chief

importance,

official distinction is

made.

causes of decrease, in order of

may

be classed as small-pox and

other epidemics; tuberculosis; sexual diseases;

whisky and attendant dissipation; removals,
starvation and subjection to unaccustomed
conditions; low vitality due to mental depression under misfortune; wars.
In the category
of destroyers all but wars and tuberculosis may
be considered to have come from the white
man, and the increasing destructiveness of
tuberculosis itself is due largely to conditions
consequent upon his advent. Smallpox has
repeatedly swept over wide areas, sometimes
destroying perhaps one-half the native population within its path.
One historic smallpox
epidemic originating on the upper Missouri in
1781-82 swept northward to Great Slave lake/
eastward to lake Superior, and westward to the
Pacific.
Another, in 1801-02, ravaged from
the Rio Grande to Dakota, and another, in
1837-38, reduced the strength of the northern
Plains tribes by nearly one-half.
A fever
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year 1830 was
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A modern

Port Simpson.

v., A.

1912

town, formerly

visitation about tiie
estimated to have killed 70,000 Indians in
California, while at about the same time a
malarial fever epidemic in Oregon and on the
Columbia said to have been due to the plough-

British Columbia between Metlakatla and the

ing up of the ground at the trading posts

Tsimshian Indians.

officially

—

—

ravaged the tribes of the region and practically
exterminated those of Chinookan stock. The
destruction by disease and dissipation has been
greatest along the Pacific coast, where also the
In
original population was most numerous.
California the enormous decrease from about
a quarter of a million to Less than 20,000 is

due

and wholesale
massacres perpetrated by the miners and early
to

chiefly

settlers.

the

cruelties

The almost complete extermination

of the Aleut

is

attributable to the sanie causes

during the early Russian period. Confinement
in mission establishments has also been fatal
to the Indian, in spite of increased comfort in
living conditions.
Wars in most cases have
not greatly diminished the number of Indians.
The tribes were in chronic warfare among
themselves, so that the balance was nearly
even until, as in the notable case of the Iroquois, the acquisition of firearms gave one

an immense

superiority over

its

body

neighbours.

Among the wars most destructive to the Indians
may be noted those in Virginia and southern
New England, the raids upon the Florida
missions by the Carolina settlers and their
savage allies, the wars of the Natchez and
Foxes with the French, the Creek war, and the

war waged by the Iroquois for a period of
thirty years upon all the surrounding tribes.

A

careful study of population conditions for

the whole territory

n. of Mexico, taking each

geographic section separately, indicates a total
population, at the time of the coming of the

white man,
is

of nearly 1,150,000 Indians,

which

believed to be within 10 per cent of the actual

number.

Of

this total 846,000

were within the

limits of the United States proper, 220,000 in

British America, 72,000 in Alaska,

The

in Greenland.

and 10,000

original total

is

duced to about 403,000 a decrease

of

per cent.

The

now

re-

about 65

report of the Dept. of Indian

Affairs for 1911 states that the total native

population of Canada
4,600 Eskimos.

is

108,261

—including
,

s

Port Essington. A modern town, occupied by Tsimshian and whites, at the mouth
of Skeena r., Brit. Col.
It is important as a
port and as a centre of the canning industry.
Pop.

in 1911,

with Kitsumgallum, 160.

called Fort Simpson, on the n. w. coast of

mouth of Nass r., built up around a Hudson's
Bay Co.'s stockade. In 1911 it contained 717

Potawatomi

(J.

B.

speaking

Bottineau,

Chippewa and Cree fluently, gives Potaivatamink or Potawaganink, i.e. 'People of the
fire,' as the primary form of the
This derivation is strongly confirmed

place of the

name.

by the Huron name Asistagueroiion (Champlain,

1616),

for

Otsistd'ge'ronnofi,'

likewise

which
was applied by them to their enemies who
dwelt in 1616 on the w. shores of lake Huron.
signifying 'People of the place of

The

Jesuit Relation for 1671

the following passage:

fire,'

(42,

1858) has

"Four nations make

abode here, namely, those who bear the
(i.e., the Winnebago), who have
always lived here as in their own country,
and who have been reduced to nothing from
being a very flourishing and populous people,
having been exterminated by the Illinois,
their enemies; the Potawatomi, the Sauk, and
the Nation of the Fork (la Fourche) also live
here, but as strangers (or foreigners), driven
by the fear of Iroquois [The Neuters and Ottawa] from their own lands which are between
the lake of the Hurons and that of the Illinois."
The Jesuit Relations employ the expression
"Nation of Fire," until in the one for 1670
(p. 94) occurs the first use of "Makskouteng,"
who are represented as living then on Fox r.
Hence it seems
in what is now Wisconsin.
clear that the term "nation of fire" was originally applied to the Potawatomi and their close
neighbours, the Sauk and the "Nation of the
Fork," dwelling on the w. shore of lake Huron.
their

name Puans

And
tribe

since a part at least of the

bears

known

the

name

Potawatomi

Maskotens,

officially

Band," and the tribe
as a whole was a part of those who were called
as the "Prairie

"People of the Fire," a natural confusion arose
to the application of these two names,
and so the term "Fire Nation" at last became
as

permanently affixed to a people whose proper
name was "People of the Small Prairie," latterly known as the Mascoutens.— Hewitt). An
Algonquian tribe, first encountered on the
islands of Green bay. Wis., and at its head.
According to the traditions of all three tribes,
the Potawatomi, Chippewa, and Ottawa were
originally one people, and seem to have
reached the region about the upper end of
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Here they separated, but
Huron
the three have sometimes formed a loose confederacy, or have acted in concert, and in
1846 those removed beyond the Mississippi,
lake

together.

asserting their former connection, asked to be

again imited.

Warren conjectured that

it

had

than three centuries since the Chippewa became disconnected as a distinct tribe
from the Ottawa and Potawatomi. In the
Jesuit Relation for 1640 the Potawatomi are
spoken of as living in the vicinity of the
Winnebago.
Verwyst (Missionary Labours,
211, 1886) says that in 1641 they were at
Sault Ste. Marie, fleeing before the Sioux.
The Jesuit Relation of 1642, speaking of the
meeting of Raymbault and Jogues with the
tribes at Sault Ste. Marie, says that "a certain
nation farther away, which they called Pouteatami, had abandoned its country and taken
refuge with the inhabitants of the Sault in
order to escape from some other hostile nation
which was continually harassing them." At
the "feast of the dead" attended by Raymbault
and Jogues in 1641, somewhere e. or n. e. of
lake Huron, the Chippewa and Potawatomi
appear to have been present. In 1667, Allouez
met 300 of their warriors at Chaquamegon
bay.
A portion of them were dwelling in
1670 on the islands in the mouth of Green bay,
chiefly about the Jesuit mission of St. FrangoisXavier. They were then moving southward,
and by the close of the 17th century had established themselves on Milwaukee r., at
Chicago, and on St. Joseph r., mostly in
territory that had previously been held by
the Miami.
After the conquest of the
Illinois, about 1765, they took possession of
the part of Illinois lying n. e. of the country
seized by the Sauk, Foxes, and Kickapoo, at
the same time spreading eastward over southern Michigan and gradually approaching the

been

less

Wabash.

391

At the treaty

of Greenville, in 1795,

they notified the Miami that they intended
to move down upon the Wabash, which they
soon afterward did, in spite of the protests of
the Miami, who claimed that whole region.
By the beginning of the 19th century they were
in possession of the country around the head
of lake Michigan, from Milwaukee r. in Wisconsin to Grand r. in Michigan, extending
s. w.
over a large part of n. Illinois, e.
across Michigan to lake Erie, and s. in Indiana
to the Wabash and as far down as Pine
cr.'
Within this territory they had about
50 villages. The principal divisions were those
of St. Joseph r. and Huron r., Mich., Wabash

and the Prairie band of Potawatomi in
and Wisconsin.
The Potawatomi sided actively with the
French down to the peace of 1763; they were
prominent in the rising under Pontiac, and,
on the breaking out of the Revolution in 1775,
took arms against the United States and
r.,

Illinois

continued
ville in

hostilities until

the treaty of Green-

They again took up arms in
interest in 1812, and made final

1795.

the British

As the settlements
upon them, they sold their

treaties of peace in 1815.

rapidly pressed

land by piecemeal, chiefly between the years
1836 and 1841, and removed beyond the
Mississippi.

A

large part of those residing in

Indiana refused to leave their homes until
driven out by military force. A part of them
escaped into Canada and are now settled on

Those who
Walpole id. in lake St. Clair.
went w. were settled partly in w. Iowa
and partly in Kansas, the former, with
whom were many individuals of other tribes,
being known as Prairie Potawatomi, while
the others were known as Potawatomi of
the Woods.
In 1846 they were all united
on a reservation in s. Kansas. A part of them
was known as the Keotuc band. In 1861 a
large part of the tribe took lands in severalty

and became known as Citizen Potawatomi,but in 1868 they again removed to a tract in
Indian Ter. (Oklahoma), where they now are.
The others are still in Kansas, while a considerable body, part of the Prairie band, is
yet in Wisconsin, and another band, the
Potawatomi of Huron, is in lower Michigan.

The Indians

of this tribe are described in

the early notices as "the most docile and affectionate toward the French of all the savages
of

the west."

They were

also

disposed toward Christianity,

more humane and
tribes.

civilized

more kindly
besides

being

than the other

Tailhan says: "Their natural polite-

ness and readiness to oblige was extended to

which was very rare among these
to this time (1764) they have
resisted the rum and brandy with which the
Anglo-Saxons have poisoned the other tribes."
Sir William Johnson, however, complained in
1772 of robberies and murders committed by
them through the intrigues and jealousy of
the French traders. Their women were more
reserved than was usual among Indians, and
showed some tendency toward refinement in
manners. The Potawatomi of Milwaukee r.,
who were considerably intermixed with Sauk
and Winnebago, were described about 1825
strangers,

peoples.

Up
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The

as being lazy fellows, as a rule preferring to

summer long rather than to
and noted players of the moccasin game and lacrosse, heavy gamblers and
given to debauchery. Polygamy was common
among the Potawatomi when they were visited
by the early missionaries.
According to Schoolcraft, it is believed by
the Potawatomi that there are two spirits
who govern the world: one is called Kitchemonedo, or the Great Spirit; the other Matchemonedo, or the Evil Spirit; the first is
good and beneficent, the other wicked. But

fish

and hunt

all

cultivate corn,

all this is

the result of Christian teaching.

In

former times the Potawatomi worshipped the
sun to some extent— at least they sometimes
ofTered sacrifice in honour of the sun in order
that the sick might recover or that some
They were accusdesire might be obtained.
tomed, as were several other tribes of the
N. W., to hold what has been called the
"feast of dreams," during which their special

was selected. Dog meat
was the flesh chiefly used at this feast. Burial
was probably chiefly by inhumation, though
there is some evidence that scaffold exposure
was practised by the western part of the tribe.
or individual manito

Sir Daniel Wilson alludes to certain graves
surmounted by small mounds, which the surveyors informed him were Potawatomi burial
Other gfaves of the same character
places.
foimd in Iowa are also known to have been

burial

places

of

people of the same tribe.

Cremation was sometimes resorted to, but
this appears to have been limited exclusively
to those belonging to the Rabbit gens. About
the year 1825 many of them took up the
doctrine of the Kickapoo prophet Kanakuk.
The Potawatomi have a tendency to' elide
vowels and syllables, due to the rapidity with
which the dialect is spoken as compared with
that of the Ottawa and the Chippewa (W.
Jones, inf'n, 1906).

and crane.

According to Morgan (Anc. Soc, 167, 1877) they have 15 gentes,
as follows: (1) Moah, 'Wolf; (2) Mko, 'Bear';

tortoise, crab,

(3) Muk, 'Beaver'; (4) Misshawa 'Elk'; (5)
Maak, 'Loon'; (6) Knou, 'Eagle'; (7) Nma,
'Sturgeon' (8) Nmapena, 'Carp' (9) Mgezewa,
'Bald Eagle'; (10) Chekwa, 'Thunder'; (11)
Wabozo, 'Rabbit'; (12) Kakagshe, 'Crow'; (13)
;

;

Wakeshi, 'Fox'; (14) Penna, 'Turkey'; (15)
Mketashshekakah, 'Black Hawk.'

v., A.

1912

probably never greatly exceeded

them

3,000 souls, and most estimates place

below that number. The principal estimates give them about 1,500 in 1765, 1,750

far

in 1766, 2,250 in 1778, 2,000 in 1783, 1,200 in

and 1,800

1795, 2,500 in 1812, 3,400 in 1820,

The

in 1843.

estimate does not include

last

who had recently fled to Canada. In
1908 those in the United States were reported

those

number

to

2,522,

distributed

as

follows:

Potawatomi in Oklahoma, 1,768;
Prairie band in Kansas, 676; and Potawatomi
of Huron in Calhoun co., Mich., 78.
A few
Citizen

their an-

besides these are scattered through

and at various other points.

cient territory

Those

prov-

in British territory are all in the

and number about 220, of
whom 173 g.re living with Chippewa and
Ottawa on Walpole id. in L. St. Clair, and the
ince of Ontario

remainder (no longer officially reported) are
divided between Caradoc and river Ausable,
where they reside by permission of the
j.n.b.h.)
(j.m.
Chippewa and Munsee.

— Canajoharie conf. (1759) N. Y. Doc.
corrupAsistagueronon. — Champlain (1616), CEuvraa,
Asistageuroiion. — Ibid. (1616),
275, 1870.
Assestafiueronons. — Schoolcraft, Ind.
58, 1870.
ReL.
Assistaeronons. —
Tribes,
206, 1854.

Adawadenys.

in

Col. Hist., VII, 384, 1856 (probably an Iroquois
tion).
V,

pt.

1,

IV,

Jes.

iv,

1670-71, as quoted

by

gueronon.— Sagard

(1636). Hist. Can.,

—

Rel.

1858.

1646, 77,

i,

194,

1870.

as

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv, 244, 1854.

non.— Jes.

Assista1864.
Assistaquoted by

Schoolcraft, ibid., 244.

Champlain (1632), CEuvres, v, map,
queronons. Champlain (ca. 1630),

Athistaeron-

Atowateany.

—Post

(1758) quoted by Proud, Penn., ii, app., 113, 1798.
Atslstaehronons. Jes. Rel. 1641, 72, 1858. Atsistaheroron. Champlain, CEuvres, iv, 58, note, 1870.
Atsistarhonon Sagard (1632), Hist. Can., Huron
Attlstae.
Schoolcraft,
Diet., 1866 (Huron name).
Ind. Tribes, iv, 244, 1854 (misquoted from Jes. Rel.

—

—

—

1640, 35, 1858).
1858.

—

Attistaehronon.— Jes.

Attistaeronons.

—

Schoolcraft,

ibid.,

206.

1836

Rel.

Gens de Feu.

(1616), (Euvres, iv, 58, 1870;
53,

— Champlain

Sagard, Grande Voyage,

Gens feu.— Sagard,
Kunu-hayanu.
(misprint).
1865.

MS., B. A.

Rel. 1640, 35,

1640 quoted by
Fire Nation.—
244, 1854.

Jes.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv,

I,

Chauvignerie (1736) mentions among the
Potawatomi totems the golden carp, frog,

tribe

Hist. Can.,

—Gatschet,

E., 1884 ('watermelon people,'

i,

194,

Caddo

from kmiu,

—

Caddo name). Nation du Feu. Jes.
Rel. 1641, 72, 1858. Nation of Fire.— Jefferys, French
Doms., pt. I, 48, 1761. NdatonSatendi. Potier,
Racines Huron, MS., 1751 (Huron name). Ondatouatandy.—Jes. Rel. 1648, 62, 1858. Oupouteouatamik.—Jes. Rel. 1658, 21, 1858. Patawatimes.
Greenville treaty (1795) quoted by Harris, Tour. 249,
1805.
Patawattamies.— Turkey Creek treaty (1836)
in U. S. Ind. Treaties, 648, 1837.
Patawattomies.
Hunter,
Captivity,
1823.
Pattawatamies.
14,
Hamtranck (1790) in Am. St. Papers, U.S. Ind. Aff., i,
Pattawatima.— Ft. Harmar treaty (1789),
87, 1832.
ibid., 6.
Pattawatimees. Jone.s, Ojebway Inds., 238.
'w-atermelon'

:

—

—
—
—

—
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Pattawatomie.—

Pattawatimy.— De Butts

1861.

Papers, U.S.

Ir.d. Aff., i,

(1795)

565, 1832.

Washington treaty (1868) in U. S. Ind. Treat., 691,
Pattawattamees. Wilkinson (1791) quoted
1873.
by Rupp, W. Penn., app., 236, 1846. Pattawatto-

—

mies.— Hunter,

Pattawattomis.—

Narr., 192, 1823.

New

Views, app., 3,
1798.
Pattiwatlma.— Knox (1789) in Am. St. Papers,
U.S. Ind. Aff., I, 8, 1832. Pa-tu-atami.— Gatschet, Kaw

Heckewelder quoted by Farton,

MS.

Pauta-

vocab., B. A. E., 27, 1878 (Kansa form).

watimis.

— Doc.

61, 1867.

1712 quoted by Gale, Upper Miss.,
Pautawattamies.— Conf. of 1766 in N. Y.
of

Pauteauamls.—
Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 854, 1856.
Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
Pedadiimies. Schoolcraft, ibid., v,
556, 1853.

—

III,

Peki'nenl.— Gatschet, Fox MS. vocab.,
B. A. E., 1882 (Fox name; plural Pekineni'hak, 'grouse
Peoutewatamie. Ft.
people,' from peki, 'grouse').
196,

1855.

—

Harmar treaty (1789)
Po-da-wand-um-ee.

U.

in

Ind. Treat., 27, 1837.

S.

— Schoolcraft,

Tribes,

Ind.

ii,

Po-da-waud-um-eeg.— Warren (1852) in
139, 1852.
Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 32, 1885. Poes.— Long, Voy.
and Trav., 144, 1791. Ponkeontamls. Morse, N.
Am., 256, 1776 (misprint). Ponteatamies. Gage
Ponte(1764) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 656, 1856.
dtamies. Bouquet (1764) quoted by Jefferson, Notes,
143,
1825.
Pontewatamis.— Lattr^, map, 1784.
Pontowattimies. Carver, Trav., 19, 1778. Pooda-

—

—

—

—

wahduhme. — Jones,
Potavalamla.— Tonti,

Ojebway
de

Rel.

180,

Inds.,
la

Le.,

100,

w'a-to'-me.— Long, Exped. St.
(own name). Potawatomls.
tamies.

—Wilkinson (1791)

—

Peter's R.,
Ibid.,

i,

Po-ta91, 1824

—

PotawattoTanner, Narr., 245, 1830.
Potawatumies.
Warren (1852) in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 124, 1885
Pd-ta-waw-to'-me. Dunn, True Indian Stories, 299,
1908 (given as Keating's pronunciation).
P6-ta-w6tme. Ibid, (given as a Potawatomi pronunciation).
Potawtumies. Lindesay (1749) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Hist., VI, 538, 1855.
Poteotamis. Montcalm (1757),
ibid., x, 553, 1858.
Poteoiiatami.— Jes. Rel. for 1671,
Poteouatamis. Vater, Mith., pt. 3, sec. 3,
25, 1858.
351, 1816.
Potewatamies. Gallatin in Trans. Am.
Ethnol. Soc., II, civ, 1846.
Potewatamik. Gatschet,
Ojibwa MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Chippewa name). Potiwattimeeg. Tanner, Narr., 315, 1830 (Ottawa name).
Potivcattomies. Ibid. Po-tosh'. Dunn, True Indian Stories, 299, 1908 (Miami nickname).
Poto(1836) in U. S. Ind. Treat., 709, 1873.

mies.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—
— Du Ponceau in Mass. Hist. Soc.
1822.
Potowatamies. — Croghan (1765)

watameh.
IX,

XV,

Coll.,

Potowotamies.

Antiq. Soc,

ii,

New

121, 1836.

—

Potta-wat-um-ies.— Warren

(1852)

in

Poues.— Cadillac

—

Montreal conf. (1756) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 447,
Poulx teattemis. Prise de Possession (1671)
1858.
Pous.— Dunn,
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 803, 18.55,
True Ind. Stories, 299, 1908 ('lice': French name, of
Poutauatemis.
accidental meaning; see Poux, Pouz)
Vaudreuil (1712) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 863,
1855.
Poutawatamies. Johnson (1772), ibid., viii,

—

.

—

—

Poutawottamies.— Imlay, W. Ter., 372,
Pouteamis.— Lamberville (1682) in N. Y. Doc.

292, 1857.

1793.

Col. Hist.,

i.x,

— Allouez

Di.scov. Miss. Val., 71,

Rel.

— Lamberville (1682)

in

1852.

Pouteati-

1858.

1642, 97,

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Pouteauatamls.— Doc.

192, 1855.

Hist., ix,

of 1748, ibid., x,

— Harris, Voy. and Trav.,
Rel. for 1667,
—
—

Pouteotamls.

150, 1858.

919,

Poiiteaoiiatatnl.

798, 1855.

by Shea,

(1677) quoted

Pouteouatami.— Jes.

1705.

ii,

18,

Pouteouatamiouec. Jes. Rel. for 1667, 18,
1858.
Pouteouatamis. Chauvignerie (1736) in N.
PouteSatamls.—
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 1058, 1855.
Doc. of 1695, ibid., 619. Pouteouatlml.— Doc. of
1858.

1748, ibid.,

x,

—

Pouteouetamites. Gallinte
Pouteouitamls.

171, 1858.

(1661) in Margry, D^c.,T, 144, 1875.

—La Galissoniere

(1748) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Pouteouotamis.
Poutewatamies. Doc.

x,

182,

—Coxe,

Carolana, 19, 1741.
of 1746 in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Poutoualamls.— Tonti, Rel. de la
Hist., X, 34, 1858.
PoutoUamis. Writer of 1756 in N.
Le., 100, 1720.
1858.

—

—

Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

X,

Poutouatamis.— Du

401, 1858.

Poutouatamittes.

Che.sneau (1681) ix, 161, 1855.

PoutouGallinee (1669) in Margry, Dfic, i, 142, 1875.
otamis. Coxe, Carolana, map, 1741. Poutouwatamis. Le Sueur (1700) quoted by Neill, Minn., 156,

—

1S5S.

—

Poutowatomies.— Pike,

Poutuatamis.

— Le

Early

94,

Voy.,

Sueur
1861.

Trav., 18, note, 1811.

quoted by

(1700)

Poutwatamis.

(1754) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Shea,

— Duquesne

263, 1S58.

x,

Pouu-

Poux.— FronteRel. 1640, 35, 1858.
nac (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 182, 1855.
Pouz.— Doc. of 1748, ibid., x, 142, 1858.- Powtawatamis. Trader of 1766 quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind.
touatami.— Jes.

—

—
—

Powtewatamis. JefTerys, Fr.
Powtewattimies. Council of
1786 in Am. St. Papers, U.S. Ind. Aff., i, 8, 1832. Powtowottomies. Carver, Trav., 349, 1778. Puotwatemi.— York (1700) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 749,
1854.
Putavatlmes. Croghan (1759) quoted by
Rupp, W. Penn., app., 138, 1846. Putawatame.
Doms.,

Pottawataneys.

.84,

(1836),

— Boisherbert (1747) in

1858.

—

Tribes, in, 556, 1856.

—
—

X,

(1695) in Margry, Dfic, v, 120, 1883 (abbreviated form
used by French).
Pouhatamies. Boudinot, Star in
Poulteattemis. Prise de Posthe West, 128, 1816.
Poulx.
session (1671) in Margry, D^c, i, 97, 1875.

s.,

—

1817.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

N.

—Hopkins (1766) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii, 993,
1856.
Pottawatimies.— Treaty (1806) in U. S. Ind.
treat., 371, 1873.
Pottawatomies.— De Smet, Letters, 26, 1843.
Pottawattamies. Brown, W. Gaz.,
348,

Poueatamls.

ibid., 150, 1873.

(1846) in U. S. Ind.

Pottowotomees.— Treaty

in

Gallatin in Trans. Am.
Pottawatameh. Barton,
Pottawatamie. Treaty of

Views, xxxiii, 1797.
1821 in U. S. Ind. Treat., 152, 1873.

— Council Bluffs treaty

Treat., 182, 1873.

2d

Y. Doc. Col. Hist., VII, 784, 1856. Potowatomies.—
Trader (1778) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in,
561, 1853.

wautomie.

mies.

quoted by Rupp, W. Penn.,
Tippecanoe treaty

Potawattimie.

—

1720.

Potawat-

81.

—
—

Pouteatami.— Jes.

—

treaty (1815) in U. S. Ind. Treat., 173, 1837.

Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 81, 1885. Pottawaudumies.
Pottawotamies. Shea, Cath. Miss.,
Ibid., 218.
Pottawottomies. Brownstown treaty
1855.
397,
Pottewate(1809) in U. S. Ind. Treat., 194, 1873.
mles.— Hildreth, Pioneer Hist., 75, 1848. PottlwatPottowatamies.
tamies. Harris, Tour, 195, 1805.
Rupp, W. Penn., 345, 1846. Pottowatomy.— Smith
Wild.,
PotTrag.
221, 1841.
(1709) quoted by Drake,
towattomies.— Flint, Ind. Wars, 89, 1833. Potto-

—

1861.

Potawahduhmee. Jones, Ojebway Inds., 178, 1861.
Potawatama. — Perkins and Peck, Annals of the West,
PotawatamiBB.— U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 144,
295, 1850.
1827.
Potawatamis.— Johnson (1765) in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist, VII, 711, 1856. Potawatimle.— Spring Well*

app., 236, 1846.

393

pt. 1, 144, 1761.

—

—

Ft.

Wayne

treaty (1810) in U. S. Ind. Treat., 374, 1873.

Putawatimes.
Penn.,

ii,

— Croghan

296, 1798.

(1759)

quoted

by Proud,

Putawatimies.- Treaty of 1806
Putawatimis.— Ibid.

in U. S. Ind. Treat., 373, 1873.

Putawatomle.

— Brown,

wawtawmaws. — Dalton

W.

Gaz., 45,

(1783)

in

1817.

Puta-

Mass. Hist. Soc.
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Coll., 1st

Gram, and
ta-daq.

Pii-te-wa-ta.— Riggs, Dak.

123, 1809.

s., X,

Pfi-te-waCro-

Diet., 184, 1852 (Sioux form).

— Ibid.

Putewatimes.

(Santee form).

—

ghan (1759) quoted by Rupp, W. Penn., app., 132, 1846.
Putowatomey's. Croghan (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Puttawattimies.
Coll.,
4th s., IX, 289, 1871.

—

Grouseland treaty (1803)

—

in

U.

S.

Ind. Treat., 370, 1873.

Puttcotungs. Beatty, Jour., 63, 1798 (misprint).
Puttewatamies. Croghan (1765) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Puttowatamies. Bouquet
Hist.,
VII,
1856.
781,
(1760) in

—

—

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th

Puttwatimees.— Croghan

s.,

Tch6-

shtalalgi.— Gatschet, Koassati MS., B. A. E., 1885
('watermelon people,' from Creek Ichi'stali, 'watermelons':
Koassati name adopted from the Creeks).
TJndatomatendi. Gatschet, Wyandot MS., B. A. E.,
1881
(Wyandot name). Wah-ho'-na-hah. Dunn,
True Ind. Stories, 299, 1908 (Miami name). WShiueaqd. Dorsey in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., vi, pt. 2, 664,
1890 (Omaha name). WShlfiyaha. Dorsey, Kansas,

—

—

—

MS. vocab., B. A. E.,
na-ha.— Long, Exped.

1882 (Kansa name).
St. Peter's R.,

Miami name).

makers':

Wapoos.

quoted by Parkman, La Salle,
Woraqa. Dorsey, Tciwere MS.

—

(Iowa, Oto, and Missouri name).
inf'n,

i,

Wa-h'o-

92, 1824

— La

Salle

('fire-

(1680)

A

(Po'tlas).

voczb., B. A. E., 1879

Wo-ra-q6.

—

St.

Cyr,

gens of the Nuhalk

people, a Bellacoola subdivision of the coast
of British

Columbia.— Boas

Tribes Can.,

3,

in

7th Rep.

N.W.

1891.

The great winter ceremonials
the tribes of the n. Pacific coast from

Potlatch.

among

Oregon to Alaska. The word has passed into
popular speech along the N. W. coast from
the Chinook jargon, into which it was adopted
from the Nootka word patshatl, 'giving,' or
'a gift.'

Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. for 1895.
See Fasting, Feasts, Hospitality.
(j. R. s.)

Puhksinahmahyiks

('flat

in different

parts

of the coast, these potlatches were
mainly marked, as the name implies, by the
giving away of quantities of goods, commonlj^
blankets.
The giver sometimes went so far

as to strip himself of nearly every possession

except his house, but he obtained an abundant

own

A band

bows').

of the Siksika, or Blackfeet.

Flat
1892.

Bows.— Grinnell,

Blackfoot

Puh-ksi-nah'-mah-yiks.

—

Lodge Tales, 208,
Ibid.

Puisascamin. An unidentified tribe or
band formerly in the neighbourhood of Hudson
bay or the Upper lakes, trading with th^ French.

—La Barre

(1683) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,

798, 1855.

Pujetung. A spring settlement of Kingua
Okomiut Eskimo on an island in Cumberland
sd.,

near the

Baffin island.

entrance to

—Boas

in

NettillLng

fiord,

6th Rep. B. A.

E.,

map, 1888.
Puntlatsh.
and Puntledge

A
r.,

estimation, in the respect

with which his fellow-townsmen afterward
regarded him, and when others "potlatched"
he, in turn, received a share of their property
with interest, so that potentially he was
richer than before,
During the festival in
which the gifts were made, houses and carved
poles were raised, chiefs' children were initiated into the secret societies, their ears, noses,
and lips were pierced for ornaments, and sales
of copper plates, which figured prominently
in the social and economic life of the people
of this region, took place. Among the Haida,

Baynes
Vancouver

Salish tribe on

sd.

e. coast of

id.

In 1893 they numbered 45; in 1896, the last
time their name appears in the Canadian Reports on Indian Affairs, the "Punt-ledge, Sail-

up-Sun, and Comox" numbered 69, since which
time they have apparently been classed with
the Comox. The Puntlatsh dialect embraces
the Puntlatsh, Saamen, and Hwahwatl.
(j.

—

Boas in 5th Rep. N.
Puntlatsh. Tolmie and

P"E'iitlatc.

1889.

Brit. Col.,

—

119b, 1884.

W.

R. s.)

Tribes Can,, 10,

Dawson,

Vocabs.

Punt-ledge.— Can.

Ind. Aff.

for 1893, 302, 1894.

(Khai-ler-te'-tang)
Amazons
Eskimo mythology. They have no
men among them, but masked figures of them
mate the couples in a SaturnaUan festival.

Oailertetang

Although varying considerably

reward, in his

were then tattooed. All was accompanied with dancing, singing, and feasting.

childi'en

180, 1883 (identical?).

1886 (Winnebago name).

Potlas

191

ix, 295, 1871.

(1760), ibid., 262.

—

v., A.

.

of Central

Boas

in 6th

Rep. B. A. E., 605, 640, 1888.

Qanikilak {Q'anikilaq). An ancestor of a
Nakomgihsala gens, after whom the gens itself
was sometimes called. Boas in Petermanns

—

Mitt., pt.

5,

131, 1887.

Ouahaug.

A name in use in the

Maritime

pro vs. for the round or hard clam {Venus mercenaria); spelt also quahog.
This word is

probably a reduction of poquaiihock in the
Narraganset, the same as poquahoc in the
Massachuset dialect of Algonquian, the InThe last half
dian name for this shell-fish.
of the word has survived in English, while in
Nantucket the first part has come down as
poaquaw. The word appears also as cohog,
and even in the truncated form hog.
As a
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it
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a village

appears in Quogue,
N. Y.

(a. f. c.)

A

Ouamichan.
valley,

s. e.

Cowichan

Salish tribe in

Vancouver

speaking the Cow-

id.,

wdage, the 'scathless' or 'invulnerable' beast;

from the root kwlkkw, klkkw, 'to be just
grazed', but not hit, by a blow or shot aimed
at; 'hard to hit' would be a concise interpre-

Kwaw-ma-chln.— Can.

— Ibid.,

MS., B. A.

pt.

1879.
OuaXuamltsan.^Boas

Ind. Aff., 308,

164, 1901.

II,

E., 1887.

(w. R. G.)

tation,

ichan dialect; pop. 300 in 1901, 245 in 1911.

michan.

395

A former

Quinaouatoua.

in Ontario, w. of lake Ontario,

Iroquois vil

between Hamil-

ton and Grand river.

Quinaouatoua. —
— La Tour, Map, 1784.

Map, 1755. Quinaoutoua.
Tinaoutoua. Homann Heirs

Bellin,

Ouane.

Given by Kane (Wand,

app., 1859) as the
N. w.

name

end of Vancouver

of a tribe at cape Scott,
id.,

but Boas explains

name

as merely the native

it

N. A.,

in

for the cape.

The people included under the designation,
number 260, must have been part of the

said to

Nakomgilisala.

Ouatsino

(j.

r. s.)

(Gudts'enox, 'people of the north

Map,

—

1756.

An economically important spesalmon (Salmo quinnat) of the Pacific
coast of North America: the common salmon
of the Columbia, known also as tyee salmon,
Chinook salmon, etc. From t'kwinnal, the
Ouinnat.

cies of

name

of this fish in Salishan dialects current in

the

the Columbia R. region.

€ntrance of the sound of the same name at the
N. end of Vancouver id., Brit. Col.
Their
gentes are Hamanao and Quatsino (or Guatse-

the Upper Chinook form

A

country').

Ivwakiutl tribe

at

living

Their principal winter village in 1885

nok).

was Owiyekumi, and another called Tenate
was occupied in summer. Pop. 20 in 1911.
(j.

Gua'ts'enoq".
53, 1890.

— Boas

6th Rep. N.

Gua'ts'endx.

Kwat-se-no.— Can.

329, 1897.

—

Ind. A£F., 279, 1894.

Kwats'enoq. Boas in Petermnans Mitt., xxxni, 131,
1887.
Kwatslno. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit.
118b,

Col.,

no.— Can.

—

Kwat-zi-no.— Ibid. Kwawt-se189, 1884.
Quatsenos.— Can.
Quatsino.— Mayne, Brit. Col.,
Ouat-si-nu.— Kane, Wand, in N. A.,
1884.

Ind.

Aff.,

Ind. Aff., 113, 1879.
251,

1862.

(a. f. c.)

Quisaht (prob. 'people on the other side').
name given to the Nootka settlements

A

"beyond the Yuclulaht" (Ucluelet).
Savage Life, 303, 1868.

R. S.)

W.

Tribes Can.,
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895,

in

Ounahair

A Cowichan town

Ouawqualalp.

opposite Yale, Brit. Col.

r.,

map, Ind.

—

the caiion.

on lower

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Oueeah.

Given

John

in

Wark's

list

(Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489, 1885) as the

name

a Haida town of 20 houses with 308
inhabitants in 1836-41. It was perhaps Ninof

stints (q. v.),

which was on an island, Queeah
'it is an island,'

being merely Guai-a,

(j.

Ouelshose.
Aff., 78,

Given

officially

1878) as a Salish

band

R. s.)

(Can.

Ind.

or village of

Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.;

perhaps

identical with Clahoose.

Ouickhatch

A

name,

An

inhabited

A

variety of large herring found

Passamaquoddy bay, Me. From the place
and ethnic name Passamaquoddy, PeskSdSin

makddi, according to Gatschet (Nat. Geog.
Mag., VIII, 23, 1897), which signifies 'abund-

ance of pollock' in the Passamaquoddy dialect.
The truncated form Quoddy appears also in
place nomenclature. There are also "quoddy
boats" in this region.

(a. f. c.)

Rabbit Assiniboin.

A

small band of Assi-

niboin living in 1829 in Saskatchewan, w. of

the

Red River band.

— Henry,

Jour.,

ii,

522,

1897.

Race names. The names given to

man by

(also quickehatch, quiquihaich,

.

(g. t. e.)

Ouoddy.

Brit. Col.

('pleasant place')

—Sproat,

Niska village of 5 old-fashioned houses with
totem-poles in front; situated on a gravel flat
at the edge of the woods, on the s. bank of Nass
In 1906
r., Brit. Col.,
just below the canon.
the inhabitants were about to leave it and to
settle several miles above, at the lower end of

app., 1859.

Fraser

According to Boas,
is igiinat.

the white

the various Indian tribes exhibit a

wide range

of etymological signification, since

mentioned by

the newcomers received appellations referring

Ellis in 1748, applied

by the Enghsh residents
Hudson Bay country to the wolverene,
Gulo luscus. The word is from Cree kwlkkwd-

to their personal appearance, arrival in ships,

of the

arms, dress, and other accoutrements, activ-

queequhalch)

haketsh

.

= Prairie Cree

derogative suffix

-s

first

klkkwdhakes

or -sh)

= (minus

the

Chippewa qwlng-

merchandise and articles brought with
them, as iron, and fancied correspondence to
figures of aboriginal myth and legend. A few
ities,
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words to designate the white
man, probably before they actually saw him.
Some others extended the term at first employed for Englishmen or Frenchmen to in-

tribes bori-owed

clude

men with whom they

white

all

ward had

to do.

after-

In the following examples

the native names have been simplified so far
as possible.

—

Algonquian names. Among the various
languages of the Algonquian stock a number
of different terms for white man are to be

The Arapaho has niaiha, nanagakanel,
The last signifies 'yellow

found.

nihanatayeche, etc.
hide,'

the second 'white-skinned.'

Mooney

Of niatha

(14th Rep. B. A. E., 1020, 1896) says:

"The word signifies literally expert, skilful, or
wise, and is also the Arapaho name for the
Arapaho,

spider."

Kroeber (Trad,

says the

name

Arapaho

traditions corresponding to the Al-

is

of

8,

1902)

given to the character in

gonquian Nanabozho, Napi, etc., and the
Siouan Ishtinike, while at the same time it is
now "the ordinary word for white men in
just as in Cheyenne the name of the
mythical character Vihho has been applied to
the whites."
(See also Wake, Nihancan, the
White Man, Am. Antiq., xxvi, 224-31, 1904.)

Arapaho

man

In Siksika a white
in

which the -ekwan

is

is

called napiekwan,

a kind of ethnic suffix

As a general term for 'white
man' we have the Chippewa wayahlshkiwdd,
'one who is white' (generally referring to Eng-

i.e.,

;

;

inf'n,

1906).

The former Chippewa term

corresponds with

the

Cree wapiskisiiv and
The Dela-

'the true white men.'

for whites

v.,

1912

A.

The Navaho term

Belagana, a corruption of the

is

Spanish word Americano.

—

Eskimo names. The representative Eskimo
term for 'white man' is kablunak, according
to Rink (Am. Anthr., xi, 181-87, 1898), a
corruption by Europeans of keydlunak, 'wolf,''
preserved in this sense only in the EskimO'
language of the far west, the name having been
given with reference to the

myth

of

"the

girl

and the dogs." Aiiother etymology derives
the word from the root qauk, 'daylight,' 'white
day,'

that

so

very light

it

ultimately signifies 'having
Petitot favours a derivation

skin.'

which indicates the European fashion

of

"wear-

ing a cap or hat covering their foreheads
to the

eyebrows

(kablut)."

down

In the secret lan-

guage of the central Eskimo medicine-men
(Boas in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, 35,
the

1901)

word

'European'

for

is

kidlatet,

evidently a derivative of kidlak, the secret

term for 'iron.' When the crew of the Plover
reached point Barrow (Richardson, Polar Reg.,
300, 1861), they were termed

shakenatanagmeun,
sun,'

and emukhlin,

by the Eskimo

from under the
men,' but commonly

'people
'sea

The Green-

nelluangmeun, 'unknown people.'

land Eskimo called the Danes ukissut, 'winterers.'

of the person.

lishmen only) Miami, wdbkSloketa, 'white skin'
(a white man)
equally common with these
terms for whites in general is misha'kigandslwug, 'they of the hairy chest' (Wm. Jones,

GEORGE

to

Iroquoian names.— The Cherokee, according
Mooney, call the white man yufuvxmega,

from yumvi

'person,'

and unega

'white.'

Cuoq

(Lex. Iroq., 112, 1882) gives for 'white man,'

kihnaraken, 'my skin
'I

am

is

and ohna

white,'

from keraken
Another Iro-

white,'
'skin.'

asseroni, 'he makes axes,' the
by the Iroquois to the first
Dutch colonists, and in Canada, in the form

quoian term

name

is

applied

related words in cognate dialects.

onseronni,

ware woapsit, 'white person,' signifies literally
'he is white.' Delaware also has for 'European'
schwonnach, 'person from the salt (sea).' The
Chippewa term for 'Englishman,' shaganash,
has been extended to mean 'white man,' just

names now or formerly in use are Wyandot or
Caughnawaga tulhaesaga, said to mean 'moi'ning-light people,' and ashalecoa, or assaricol,
said to mean 'big knife'; Huron agnonha,

as has also the

Micmac word

to

the French.

Other Iroquoian
:

'Frenchman.'

for 'Frenchman',

wenooch, Penobscot awenoch, Abnaki awanoch,

Kilunahan

names.— The

Kutenai

call

a

cognate with such other Algonquian terms
for 'white man' as the Narraganset aivaundgus,
Scaticook xoanux, Fequot-Mohegan wonnux,

white man suyapi, a term identical with sueapo,
given by Parker (Jour., 381, 1840) as the Nez
Perce word for 'American.' Another Kutenai

Passamaquoddy wenoch,

de-

term

from awan, 'who,' 'somebody,' the
European being looked upon as 'somebody

sion,

coming.'

*

etc.,

primarily

rived

Athapascan names.

— According

Morice
(Anthropos, i, 236, 1906), the Western Dene
call the whites neto, and the French su-neto,
to

is

nutlukene, 'stranger.'

A

third expres-

kamnuqtlo aklsmakinik, 'white man,' is
probably a translation of the English term.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Siouan names. — Long (Exped. Rocky Mts'.
II., Ixxx, 1823) gives the name for 'white man,
in Oto as mazonkka, 'iron-makers,' and the
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as wahta, 'makers.'

lary of about 1819 has

Omaha

A

vocabu-

wahe, Hidatsa

i. e.
masi. More modern vocabularies
and dictionaries give the following Siouan
words for 'white man': Dakota, washechu;

washi,

Mandan, wuashi; Assiniboin, wahsheechoon
These and related words signify 'rich people,'

The Hidatsa

or perhaps 'generous people.'

term (Matthews, Hidatsa
'white'
siictia,

(American)
i.

e.

is

Haida has
white,' and

Ind., 183, 1877) for

or mael-

maetsihateki,

for

— The Skidegate dialect of

'white

'man

man' kelgadaa,

yets-haidagai,

people,'

'iron

the

— The

The Micmac to-day

call

the

United States Bostoon, and an American
Bosloonkawaach; the Nipissing Baslone, the
Canadian Abnaki Basloni, and the Mohawk
Iroquois Wastonrnon, signify not merely the
inhabitants of Boston, but the New Englanders
or the people of the United States in general.
The share of the men in Boston in the development of the Oregon country is recalled by the
term Boston, which in the Chinook jargon

word passed

Nootka word

for

into a

From the jargon this
number of the languages
Klamath, Boshlin;

of the Pacific coast region:

Kutenai, Bosten; D6ne (Carrier) Boston.
eastern

latter being the usual term.

Wakashan names.

the Pacific coast.

designates'American.'

'long or big knife.'

Skittagetan names.
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Dene name

of the big knives.'

is

The

Beslcorh-o'-linne, 'people

The Navaho have adopted
from

Svhite man' or 'European,' mamatlne, signifies

Pelikano,

on water,'
the ships of the newcomers.

The Hopi name is Mellycawno
(Bourke, Moquis of Arizona, 317, 1884), but
among themselves they use the term Pahana,
'eastern water people.' The Zuni call American

really 'house adrift

in reference to

The word

in

the Claj'oquot dialect is mamatle.
The examples cited show the variety existing in the names for 'white man' among the
linguistic stocks n. of

Mexico and the

inter-

ways in which such appellations have
been made up from peculiarities of a physical,

esting

*******
— The

American, or inhabitant

what is now the
United States, received from the Indians
during and after the wars which preceded
and followed the Revolution, names which
distinguished him from the Frenchman and
of the English colonies in

the Englishman.
of

the

soldiery

Probably from the swords
several

tribes

designated

Americans as 'big knives,' or 'long knives.'
This is the signification of the Chippewa and
Nipissing chlmo^koman, from kechimo'koman,
'great knife,' Cree kitchimokkiiman, Delaware
m'chonsikan, 'big knife' (i.e., Virginian), and
cognate terms in some of the Algonquian
dialects.
In Menominee is found mokuman
{mo'koman, 'knife'); in Wyandot (1819), saraujnigh in Shawnee, shemanes'', 'big knife'
in Oto (1823), mahehunjch; in Omaha (1823),
ynahhetunguh; in Dakota (1823), menahashah;
in Hidatsa (1823), manceechleel.
These, like
the Yankton minahanska and Teton milahanska, signify 'long or big knife.'

In 1871

Roehrig gave the Dakota word for 'American'

The

the

Spanish

Melikanakwe (Cushing, in Millstone, x, 100,
The Cherokee called Americans
Aniwatsini, 'Virginians,' from Watsini 'Virginia' (Mooney).
June, 1885).

English.

lishman'
'he

— One of the earliest terms for 'Eng-

is

the Natick wautacone, 'coat man,'

who wears

clothing.'

Others, the Pequot,

waimnux, 'somebody coming,' the term used
also for 'Frenchman' in several eastern Algonquian dialects; and the Narraganset chauquaquock, 'knife men.'

In the latter language

Roger Williapis cites Englishmannuck, and the
form Englishmansog, both plurals, as also in
The modern Canadian Abnaki has
use.
Iglizmoji.
A Shawnee vocabulary of 1819
(Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, i, 290, 1820) has
Englishmanake. To another group belong the
Micmac Aglaseaoo, the Abnaki Anglis, the
Nipissing Aganesha, the Prairie Cree Akayasiw,
the Chippewa Shaganash (which possibly is
connected with 'spearman' or the 'contempible
spearman' Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906), the
Ottawa Saganash, the Cree Akaias, etc., all

—

which are thought to be corruptions of the
French 'Anglais' or 'les Anglais.' The older
forms of these words, as the Missisauga (1801)
zaga7iassa, the Montagnais (1800) Agaleshou,
the Micmac (1800)
Angalsheeau,
Naskapi
Naggaleshou, and the Nipissing Angalesha,
of

Siksika term

seem

to justify this belief, although

signifies 'big-knife person';

sible

some

as isangtanka, 'big knife.'

omak kistoapikwan

Melikano,

'Americano.'

mental, or social character.

Americans.

or

of

these words

it is

pos-

may have been

ommakistoivan has about the same meaning.
of Boston in the early history
of the United States led to its name being

lishman' was Iglismon (Maurault, Abenakis,

used for 'American' on both the Atlantic and

VII, 1866),

The prominence

corrupted

from

instead

of

from

'Anglais.'

The Abnaki corruption

of

'Eng-

'English'

Delaware Ingelishman.

Long (Ex-
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ped.

Rocky

Mts., 1823) gives for 'British' in

Oto ragarrashing, and in Omaha sukanash,
both loan words from, the Algonquian. In
the language of the Siksika 'Englishman' is
nitapiapikwan, 'real white man.' The Cana-

dian

Mohawk

Quebec,

Two

of

lake

of

Mountains,
Horhensaka,

'Englishman'

an

call

Long, early in the
'inhabitant of the east.'
century, gave for 'British' in Hidatsa bosheiitochresha, which he interprets as meaning 'the

men who

bring black cloth.'

In the Chinook

jargon the word for 'English' is Kintshauish,
and for 'Englishman' Kintshautshman, from
'King George,' the reigning monarch at the
period in which the jargon arose.

From the

jargon these terms have passed into a number
of the languages of the Pacific coast region;
Klamath, Sking dshudsh or King Dshutch;

Kutenai, Skindjatsh, 'Canadian,' 'Englishman.'
The western D6ne, according to Morice (AnEngUsh
thropos, I, 236-7, 1906) call the

an Algonquian loan-word the eastern

sagcenaz,

;

Dene term them

tse-o'tinne,

In Creek

rocks.'

the

(of

inhabitants of the

Muskhogean

stock)

Englishmen miklUsi, 'subking,' with which goes
Choctaw and Chicasaw minkilisi.
Scotch.— According to Cuoq (Lex. Iroq., 166,
Gatschet

jects

cites for

the

of

great

Mohawk

1882), the

lake of

of

Two Moun-

Quebec, called the first Scotchmen
(settlers) with whom they came into contact

tains,

reference

in

kentahere,

to

their

O'Shanter,' which reminded

'Tam

Chippewa wemltigosM,

canoes,' probably akin to the

v., A.

1912

wooden
Fox wdme'tego-

wlsU"-, 'one who is identified with something
wooden,' probably referring to something about
clothing or implements. The Fox name for a

Frenchman is wdmS'tSgosM<^ (Wm. Jones, inf'n,
1906); Menominee, wameqtikosiu; Missisauga,
wamitigushi, etc.
Lahontan translated the
the old Algonkin mittigouchiouek, 'builders of

which Trumbull (Trans. Am.

Philol.

Asso., 154, 1871) considered incorrect,

though

vessels,'

he saw in

a reference to the 'wooden boats'

it

of the French, miiigo

meaning 'wooden.'

An

aged Missisauga woman related (Chamberlain,
Lang, of Mississagas, 60, 1892) that the word
referred to the boxes carried by the early
French traders, but this may have been merely
a folk etymology suggested by mitigwash,
'trunk,' 'valise.'

The

Siksika word for 'French-

A Shawnee vocabulary
1819 gives Tola, and Cotton's old Massachuset vocabulary has the plural form Punachman'

is

nitsappekwan.

of

monog, evidently taken from the Fnglish
The Abnaki corruption of
'Frenchman.'
'Frenchman' was Pelajemon (Maurault, AbAn Hidatsa name is
enakis, viii, 1866).
masik'li, 'true white.'
The Hasinai of Texas,
according to Bolton, called the French Canos;
in allusion to this fact the Spaniards named
an Arkokisa partisan of the French, Canos.
The Mohawk of Lake of Two Mountains,

headdress,

Quebec,

them

Cuoq

of a

GEORGE

'people of the

a Frenchman onseronni, which

call

(Lex.

Iroq.,

69,

1882)

interprets

as

Wilson (Ojebway Lang.,
343, 1874) gives Scolchmun as the term in
Canadian Chippewa. Another Chippewa name

'maker of hatchets,' from konnis 'I make,' and
This is the same name as
osera 'hatchet.'
aseronni, the appellation conferred on the first

'he who speaks differently.'
Micmac Skojemen.
French. — The Algonquian languages in par-

Dutch colonists of New York by the Iroquois,
and apparently a more or less general term

cow-dropping

is

(ota).

Opitoloweiv,

Rand

gives in

several

furnish

ticular

special

words

for 'white man.'

The term

for

in

Chinook jargon

is

many

of the tribes of this stock, as settlers,

plural sufRx uks.

coureurs des bois, and hunters and trappers,

also 'foreigners,'

often

having

Indian

wives

and

becoming

members of aboriginal communities.
The
Micmac term was wenjooch (in composition

for

Frenchman

Pasaiuks, which Hale (Chinook Jarg., 49,
1890) derives from 'Frangais' with the Chinook

'Frenchman,' individuals of that nationality
having come into very close contact with

It has

been used to signify

and has passed into several

Indian languages of the Pacific coast region,
the Klamath Pashdyuks. The Kutenai

e. g.,

call

a

Frenchman

notlukene, 'foreigner, "stran-

sometimes
even to the English, but originally and spe-

ger.'

According to Grossman (Smithson. Rep.

1871,

412,,

Frenchman and
'somebody coming.' That this was

parlesick (plural paparlesick)

wenjoo),

cifically

applied

to

to

the

white

men,

signifying
its

original

1873) the

ish, padre),

'priest.'

Pima

called a

Frenchman

from parle (SpanThe Athapascan TakuUi
,

scot awenoch, the Pequot wanux, the Passa-

a Frenchman neto or nado.
German. Some of the Indian tongues have
special words for 'German.'
The Chippewa

maquoddy wenoch, etc. Another Algonquian
term for Frenchman is the Cree wemistikojiw,

term is Anima, a modification of the French
Allemand, introduced by traders or mission-

signification

words

the related eastern Algonquian

for 'white

man'

indicate, as the

Penob-

call

—
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Baraga (Otchipwe

aries.

1880), says:

"The Indians

Diet.,

pt.

also call a

36,

2,

German

'Detchman,' a corruption of 'Dutchman,' as
the Germans are improperly called in some
parts of this country."
From the French
comes also the Micmac Alma. The Sauk and
Fox have Tuchi'<^, from 'Dutch.' In Klamath
the term for 'German' is Detchmal, while in
the Modoc dialect of the Lutuamian stock the

name

German

applied to the

tchuleks

gitko,

Klamath

Inds.,

'thickset

settler

is

muni

(Gatschet,

fellow'

Mooney (Myths

1890).

ii,

of

Cherokee, 141, 1902) mentions a noted Cherokee chief about 1830 who was named Tahchee,
or 'Dutch.'
He gives the plural Cherokee

According to

word

haired.'

negro,

Ramah. An Eskimo mission established
on the coast of Labrador by the Moravians
in 1871.— Thompson, Moravian Miss., 230,
1890.

Rawhide.

The great strength and toughrawhide rendered it useful to the
Indian in an almost equal degi'ee with sinew
and among aU tribes it was prized for these
aquatic

1775),

kish tarakshe (ibid., 7.).

Negro.

name
This

is

certain

negro

signifies

Indian

into

and

rawhide,

varying, according to the animal, in thinness,

In preparing rawhide

the

flesh.'

buffalo or cow-skins were used as covers for

the bull-boats of the Sioux and other tribes

upper Missouri, and deerskins and seal
by sewing, covered
the canoes, kaiaks, and umiaks of the tribes
of the far N.
Pieces of rawhide were folded
or sewn to form the parfleche trunks and
knife, feather, and arrow cases, pouches, and
pemmican bags of the Plains tribes, who used

etc.

signifies 'black face.'

him

as 'black man,'

which

is

the sense of the Nipissing makatewinini, the
kuispi, etc.

'Black Indian'

is

the mean-

ing of the Kutenai kamkokokotl aktsemakinek,

the latter term signifying 'Indian' as distin-

from

'Kutenai.'

'man,'

'black'

titkat,

The Delaware

a similar signification.
alone

is

and

kitonaqa,

nesgessit lenape has

Sometimes the word
used, as the Kutenai

With several tribes 'black
white man,' or, in some cases, 'black foreigners,' is the real meaning of the term for negro,
as the Mohave waiko kwanil and the Comanche
duqtaivo, from duq, black, and taivo, 'white
man' or 'foreigner'; also the Siksika siksapikkamkokokotl, etc.

wan, napikwan signifying 'white man'; and
the Kiowa konkyaon-k'ia, 'man with black on,
or incorporated into, him.'

The Narraganset

Roger Williams' time "called a blackamoor
suckauttacone, a coal-black man, for sucki is
black and wautacone one that wears clothes";
according to Trumbull (Natick Diet., 226)
sucki means 'dark-coloured,' not 'black,' and
Wautacone was one of the names by which
an Englishman was designated; hence, 'black
Englishman' might be a fair rendering of the
word. Analogous is the Menominee word for
negro, apesen wameqtikosiu, 'black Frenchman.'
of

made

were

The
Some

others designate

for

skins of various large land

animals

the skin was fleshed, dehaired, and stretched
till it dried, when it was ready for use.
Whole

tribes

simply 'black

the Cree kaskite wiyas,

Delaware nescalenk

guished

The

quaUties.

the meaning of the Chippewa ma'ka-

dawlyas,

Yuchi

of

colour, strength, etc.

— Among

of the

'buffalo-black-

In Klamath waiha, applied to the
signifies 'servant,' and the Timucua

*********

was yah yah algeh, 'those whose talk
was ja ja.' The Chickasaw name was kish

Anitiitsi

Kiowa Apache

the

means

alemimachu means 'his black slave.'
The
Klamath have besides adopted from the
whites the term nigga, from which is derived
niggalam shaamoksh, the term for monkey,
meaning literally 'negro's kinsman.'

ness

as

Gatschet

for negro, lizhena,

(Cherokee MS. vocab.,
B. A. E., 1887). A Blackfoot word for 'German' is kistappekwan. The Creek name for
a German, according to Adair (Am. Inds., 66,

name
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of the

and

sea-lion skins, joined

also circular pieces of thick hide for

or

fruit

Buckets,

mortars.

pemmican

dippers,

cups,

drumheads, rattles, shields, cradles, etc., were
made of rawhide by many tribes, and helmet
masks were made of the same material by the
Pueblos.

The property which
of

greatly

use

of

in

shrinking

green

rawhide has

drying

in

many ways — notably

was made
for

casing

handles and heads of stone clubs, for mend-

broken articles, and for making drumheads and lacing them.
Sometimes rings
of rawhide from the tails of animals were
shrunk on club handles or pipestems, like
bands of iron.
Soles of moccasins were
ing

made

of this material in

the

W., and

the

Plains tribes often utilized old parfleche cases
for this purpose.
sizes,

Cut

whiplashes, wattling, for
etc.

in

strips of differing

rawhide was used for harness, thongs,

Narrow

strips,

making

called

cages, fencing,

babiche by the

French, were employed for fishing and har-

poon

lines, nets, lacing for

snowshoes, rackets.
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and gaming wheels.

ball sticks,

limes called by their Algonquian

Bags (some-

name muske-

workmanship were knit of baBraided babiche was the material of
halters, cinches, and carrying-straps.

moots) of fine
biche.
Teatas,

(W. H.)

Kraus^

by

Quoted

Rchauutass-hade.

name

(Tlinkit Indianer, 304, 1885) as the

a branch
Brit.

of the

Col.

Haida

It

Queen Charlotte

of

of

ids.

not identifiable with any

is

An

band, estimated in 1829 at 24

Henry-Thompson

Jour.,

ii,

Assiniboin

tipis

(Coues,

522, 1897), living

w. of the Otaopabine (Watopapinah),
Saskatchewan and Alberta.

A

Reservations.*

in

natural result of land

land for cultivation, but to avoid disputes in
regard to boundaries and to bring them more

under control

them

of the

Government by

to given limits.

This pohcy,

was followed under both French and English
control.

It

may

be

attributed

primarily

to the increase of the white population

and

consequent necessity of confining the
population to narrower limits.
This involved a very important, even radical,
change in the habits and customs of the Indians, and was the initiatory step toward a reli-

the

aboriginal

ance upon agricultural pursuits for subsistence.
Resei'vations were formed chiefly as the
result of cessions of land; thus a tribe, in
ceding land that it held by original occupancy,
reserved from the cession a specified and definite part thereof, and such part was held under
the original right of occupancy, but with the
consent of the Government, as it was generally
expressly

stated

in

Island the

most

of

In the province of Quebec

the Indians reside.

at the time of the Conquest, the Indians had
been settled on their raserves, which were, in
some few cases, held by seigneurial title; others
were set apart by private gift and the larger
number by direct grants from the King. In
the province of Upper Canada there was a

The earliest
now the p.-ovince of Ontario
purchase made by Governor Haldi-

liberal palicy a3 regards reserves.

what

is

was the
mand from the Mississaugas

When

of the Six Nations.

for the

which secured to the province

cessions of land

they

occupancy

the various con-

p 'ovided

we

ample reserves

for

e

made
the

for

The whole of Manitoulin island was
set apart in 183S upon the recommendation
of Sir John Colborne and the treaty known as
the Robinson-Superior Treaty, mads in 1850,
Indians.

by the Indians to the British
Government and, later, to the Dominion
was the establishment of reservations for the
This was necessary not only in
natives.
order to provide them with homes and with

easily

1912

A.

reserves in that Province on which

the Indian rights to the territory

cessions

confining

v.,

Edward

for the Indians of Prince

reserve in

known group.
Red River Assiniboin.

GEORGE

the treaty defining the

bounds that the part so reserved was "allotted

secured to the Indians the lands on which they

had been accustomed to hunt and eside.
Under the Treaties which are numbered from
1 to 10, the reserves were usually allotted in an
a ea of on square mile to every family of five.

Some

n th

of the reserves

particularly in Treaty

than

basis

thi

Columbia were

7,

weotern treaties,
were on a mo e liberal

The

.

?

reserves

in

Brit sh

under arrangement
with the Provincial Government by an officer
specially appointed. They were more numerous
in this province than in any other in the Dominion in all about 1200. They consist for the
most part, of small plots of land, fishing
set apart

stations, etc.

The Indian Act provides

special legislation

admini tration of Indian reserve lands.
They cannot be sold without the special consent
of the Indians and the concurrence of the
Government. The timber and other natural
resources are also protected and white persons
are not allowed to occupy nor use any reserve
for the

lands.

(D.C. Scott.

and Appendix I

MS,

See Treaties

1912.)

.

to" or "reserved for" the given Indians, thus
recognizing

title in

the Government.

Restigouche. An important Micmac vilbank of Restigouche r., near its
mouth, in Bonaventure co., Quebec. The
French mission of Sainte Anne was established

lage on the N.

—The Colonial Governments

Note

Scotia and

provision for
it

of

Nova

New

Brunswick made adequate
reserves for the aborigines, but

was

left for

This

article

private benefaction to secure

there in the 17th century.

contained 464 souls;

published, refers to

have been made and additional information has been
included.

Canada

is

A

list

of

the principal Indian reserves in

given in Appendix

I.

—Can.

— Bradley,

Atlas, 1885.

Mission Point.

Ind. Aff. for 1884, xxv, 1885.

Mistigouche.—

Cross Point.

much abbreviated and, as
Canada only.
Some corrections

has been

Beauharnois (1745)
1858.

In 1884 the village

in 1911, 513.

in

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Octafiouche.— Coffen

—

(1754),

ibid.,

De Levis (1760),
Papechigunach.— Vetromile,

1855.

Ouristigouche.

1100,

1858.

vi,

15,

x,

835,

ibid.,

x,

Abnakis,
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1866

59,

gouche.—Can.

—Le

Clercq

RestlRistigouche.

amusements').

Ind. Aff. 1880, 32, 1881.

(ca.

1852.

Val., 86,

No. 21a

spring

for

1685) quoted by Shea, Diacov. Miss.
Rlstigutch.— Vetromile, Abnakis, 59,

Salnte-Anne de R^stigouche.

1866.

— Roy,

Noras

G^ographiquea, Quebec, 336, 1906.

Rhaap.

Given as the name

Ntlakyapamuk

sion of the

The

of a subdivi-

r.,

the

initial letter in

Brit. Col., in

name

prob-

is

ably a misprint.

A

Rice Lake.

of the MisNorthumberland,
Ontario, usually called "Rice Lake Indians"
on account of their proximity to that body of

settlement

county

in

water.

In 1911 they numbered 97.

first

the

of

In the

were noted

half of the 19th century they

for their skill in "medicine."
Indians of Rice Lake. Chamberlain in Jour. Am.
Folk-lore, r, 151, 1888.
Rice Lake band.— Can. Ind.

—

Aff.

Rep. 1906,

17, 1907.

the

at

village

Richibucto r., in Kent co., N.B.
Elagibucto.— Vetromile, Abnakis, 58, 1866. Rlchibouctou. BoUan (1748) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ist
Richibuctos.— Keane in Stanford,
a., VI, 136, 1800.
Compend., 533, 1878. Riglbucto.— Vetromile, Ab-

mouth

of

—

nakis,

Risliebouctou.— Frye

1866.

58,

Mass. Hist. Soc.

bucta.— Ibid.,

Coll.,

1st

s.,

116,

x,

(1760)

1809.

in

Rishe-

115.

River Desert. A band of Algonkin occupying the Maniwaki res., comprising about
44,537 acres, on Desert r., at its confluence
with Gatineau r., Quebec. The members of
this band, numbering 421 in 1911, gain their
livelihood by lumbering, river-driving, hunting, and fire-ranging, and engage to a limited
extent

in

moccasins,

The

agriculture.

mittens,

baskets,

women make
etc.,

(or Argenteuil)

co.,

Quebec, contain-

ing 31 Indians in 1884.—-Can. Ind. Aff. 1884,

Rocky Point. A former Micmac
in Prince Edward Island.

Roundhead

War

A Wyandot

{Stiahta).

who espoused

ron) chief

(Hu-

the British cause in

with
Nothing is kno\^^l
of his early history, and though spoken of as a
fine-looking man and a celebrated Indian chief,
his history as recorded reiers only to the time
of the wai- mentioned.
He was with Maj.
Muir, of Procter's command, on the Miami
near Ft. Miami, Ohio, Sept. 27-28, 1812, and
the

of 1812, being connected chiefly

command.

urged in vain the English commander to hold
position and fight the American forces.
In Oct. following he accompanied Maj. Muir

his

later in the same year he met
Gen. Procter, in a letter dated Oct.
23, 1813, states that "the Indian cause and
ours experienced a serious loss in the death of
Round Head." A village in the s. w. corner
of Hardin co., Ohio, his early home, bore his
name, which sm-vives in that of the present
town of Roundhead built on its site. Roundhead had a brothei known as John Battise, a

and

his forces,
his death.

man

"of great size

who was

killed at Ft.

and personal strength,"
Meigs while fighting for

the British.

(c. T.)

Saamen.

A

Salish tribe

coast of Vancouver

E.

Puntlatsh

dialect.

id.

on Kwalekum

r.,

They speak the

Probably identical with

the Quah'cum cited below,

who numbered

15

in 1911.

Kwa-le-cum.—Can.
le-cum.— Ibid., 308,
164,

cum.

1901.

— Ibid

,

Kwan-

Ind. Aff. 1880, 316, 1881.

Qualicum.— Ibid.,

1879.

pt.

ir,

Ouawlicum.— Ibid., 120, 1880. Quhlimap, 1891. Saamen. Boa.s, M.S., B.A.

—

Romaine

Saanich.

{Ordmdnishipu, 'vermilion

river,'

—

mouth of Romaine
numbered 239.

r.

In 1911 the inhabitants

Sabassa. A Collective term applied to the
Indians of Laredo and Principe channels, Brit.
Col.
By Kane it was made to include the
Kitkatla, Kitkahta, and Neeslous of the Tsimshian, and the Kitimat and Kitlope of the
Kwakiutl.
Sabassa.
Indians.

Grand Romaine.— Can.

Ind. Aff.

Olomanosheebo.*

See Sanelch.

village

from Montagnais ordmdn 'vermilion,' shipu
'river.'
Gerard). A Montagnais village and
trading station, Saguenay co., Quebec, at the

1884.

445, 1855.

E., 1887.

184, 1885.

185, 1885.

sent

while the

men manufacture snowshoes and axe-handles.
River Rouge. An Algonkin settlement in
Ottawa

They

a friendly message to the Seneca in 1715.
Livingston (1715) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v,

to River Raisin, where Procter was gathering

A Micmac

Richibucto.

name

Iroquois

ing about the upper Great lakes.

Col. Procter's

sisauga

The

Ronatewisichroone.

of a tribe, probably Algonquian, formerly liv-

residing on or near

the middle course of Fraser
1880.

401

Rep. 1884,

pt.

1,

— Stearns, Labrador, 264,

Romaine.— Ibid.

bassa.

— Dunn,
— Kane,

— Dunn,

Hist.

Wand,

Oreg.,
in

273,

1844.

N. A., app.,

Sabassas
Se-

1859.

op. cit.

Sadjugahl-lanas

{S^adjugal Id'nas).

*01omano3hibo

river

2lA—26

is

125 miles east of Romaine.

claim to

A

They
be descended from a woman named

family of the E.agle clan of the Haida.
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Hehlu-keingans, along with the Kona-kegawai,
Djiguaahl-lanas, Stawashaidagai, and KaiahlUntil recently they did not stand very
lanas.

sagornoh (Rosier,

high in the social scale, but owing to his personal popularity their chief in 1901 had become
town chief of Masset. This family is said to

Massachuset Indians. Josselyn uses the word
sagamorship (of which he apparently was the

have had 4 unnamed subdivisions.

Chiefs, Government.

—Swanton,

mo, and

alth Lennas.
1895.

Sagaiguninini ('lake people,' from sagaigun
A tribe which lived s. w.
'lake,' ininl 'man').

Ottawa

r.,

Ontario, about 1640.

SagachlganiriniSek.—Jes.
Sagahlganirini.—Jes. Rel.
ganinlni.

—Wm.

Jones,

for

1646,

1906

1858.

34,

for 1640, 34, 1858.

inf'n,

Sakahiganiriouek.— Jes.

Sagakomi.

Rel.

longing to the

of a certain

hiixture, or substitute for tobacco, applied also

which has come into EngUsh through Canadian French, is not, as some have supposed
(Richardson, Boat Voyage, ii, 303, 1851), a
corruption of the sac-d-commis of the voyageurs

and coureurs de bois

of the N.W., but is of
Algonquian origin. It is derived from sagdkomin which, in Chippewa and closely related

'smoking-leaf berry.'

signifies

The

the

See

A

family be-

They
Naden harbour, Queen

clan of the Haida.

in

and are said to have
Swanton,

ids., Brit. Col.,

—

—

Sahagungusili. Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can.,
125, 1895.
Sg'aga'ngsilai.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N.

W.

Tribes Can., 23, 1898.

Sagaunash
Potawatomi

to the bearberry bush {Ardostaphylos uva-ursi)
or other shrubs the leaves and bark of which
The word,
are used for the same purpose.

dialects,

for S3.chemship.

been related to the Skidaokao.
Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.

form).

smoking

among

(w. r. g.)

Raven

hved at one time

Safeai-

(correct

Rel. for 1648, 62, 1858.

The name

synonym

author) as a

Charlotte

1898.

of

term applied by

Sagangusili {Sa^gd'nusUi).

—Harrison

in Proc. Roy.
Sg'adze'guatl la'nas.—
Boas, Twelfth Report N. W. Tribes of Canada, 23,

Sahajugwan

A

(2)

early writers to the lesser sachems

Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
Soc. Can., sec. ii,125,

1603), sogomo, sagomo, saga-

sagamour.

A mixed-blood

('Englishman').

known

as Billy Caldborn in Canada about 1780. His father
according to report, was an Irish officer in the
British service, and his mother a Potawatomi.
Sagaunash was educated in Roman CathoUc
schools, learned to write English and French
with f acihty, and was master of several Indian
chief, better

well,

From 1807

dialects.

Thames

to

the battle of the

was in the British
and was intimately associated with
Tecumseh, whose secretary he is said to have
1813, he

in Oct.

interest

been.

After the battle referred to he trans-

ferred

his

allegiance

to

the United States,

establishing his residence at Chicago in 1820.

form sagakomi occurs in Lahontan (Voy., ii,
and other writers of the early years

and during the Winnebago excitement

of the 18th century.

was, with Shabonee, of great service to the

53, 1703)

Sagamite.

A

(a. f. c.)

porridge of boiled corn, a

favourite dish of the early settlers, derived from
the Indians. The word occurs early in Canadian French, being found in Sagard-Theodat
(1632), and survives still in Louisiana, whither
it

was

New

carried from

France.

As Cuoq

In 1826 he held the

office of justice of

His wife was a daughter of NeesSagaunash died at Council Bluffs,
Iowa, Sept. 28, 1841, aged about 60 years.
(c. T.)

A

Sagavok.
s.

Netchihrmiut Eskimo

Sagavoq.— Boas

and

closely related

it

in

was taken.

The word

Nipissing,

Chippewa,

Algonquian

dialects,

'the

broth (agami) is hot' {kisdgamitew 'it is a hot
Uquid' Baraga)
In English the word occurs
also as sagamity as in Lewis and Clark (Trav

—

Sagamore.
Abnaki name

(a. f. c.)

A

corruption of sang'man, the

for the chief or ruler of a tribe,

the dignity of which was elective, the choice
usually falling on an individual who was at the
head of a prominent clan. Other spellings are

in

6th Rep.

B.

A. E., map,

1888.

Voy., 324, 1835.

Sagdlirmiut. An exceedingly primitive
tribe, having had little intercourse

Eskimo

with neighbouring people, formerly inhabiting

Southampton

.

in, 2, 1817).

village,

of Felix harbour, Boothia penin., Frankhn.

Shag-a-voke.—Ross, Second

signifies

1827

cotnemeg.

(Lex. Algonq., 15, 1886) points out, the term

kisagamite

of

Americans.

never meant 'soup' or 'porridge' in the lan-

guage from which

the peace,

basin,

n.

B.

E.,

A.

id.

Hudson
444,

and the

islands of

Fox

(Boas in 6th Rep.
In 1900 they
1888).

bay,

451,

were estimated to number about 300, but,
owing to the establishment of a whaling
station on their island soon afterward and
the introduction of outside natives with
modern guns and superior appliances, by which
the food supply of the islanders was quickly
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destroyed, the Sagdlirmiut became extinct

Am.

the spring of 1903 (Boas in

by

Anthr., vi,

Sead-ler-me-oo.— Parry, Second Voy.,

Sagewenenewak

250, 4G4, 1824.

and abbrev.

(contr.

Chippewa S&ginawlntnlwak

'people

of

of

the

—Gerard.

Another form, Saginaw). A Chippewa division Uving at the
mouth of Red r., Manitoba.
Sage Wenenewak. Long, Exped. St. Peters R., ii,
river-mouth.'

—

1824.

Sagitawawinlniwag.

—Wm.

Jones,

inf'n,

1906 (correct name).

Sagnitaouigama. An Algonkin tribe or
band living in 1640, s.w. of Ottawa r. in Ontario
They were pos(Jes. Rel. 1640, 34, 1868).
sibly the same as the Sinago.
Sagua-lanas {Sa'gua Id'nas 'people of the
town up the inlet'). A family of the Eagle
The inlet referred to in
clan of the Haida.

name is probably Virago sd. or Naden
harbour. They are said to have branched off
their

from the Tohlka-gitunai, but were afterward
so closely associated with the Stustas as to be
usually regarded

among

the Stustas families.

Their town was Kung, at the entrance of

A

harbour.

subdivision

was

called

Naden
Dotus-

kustl.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
Sa'gua

— Swanton,

—

Sak'Ia'nas.
Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 22, 1898.
Shagwau Lennas. Harrison in Roy. Soc. Can., sec.
la'nas.

op.

cit.

—

II,

124, 1895.

Saguenay (French

corruption of iSdginawa

'river-mouth,' variously spelled sagina, sagui-

—Gerard.

Another form,
Saginaw). A group of Naskapi bands that
lived on Saguenay r., Quebec.
Saguenay.— Dutch map (1616) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
nau,

Hist.,

and

I,

saguina.

1856.

Saquenets.

— French

writer

in

Me.

Hist. Soc, Coll., VI, 212, 1859.

—

Haida, 274, 1905.

—

Sagui' gitAna'-i. Swanton, op. cit. Saqgui' gyit'inai'.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23,
1898.
Shagwikltone. Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc.

—

ii,

the

Raven

called Kunalanas, belonging to

clan.

—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271,

125, 1895.

Saguikun-lnagai

'

Stawas-haidagai, a family of the Eagle clan of
the Haida, so called from the nature of the

ground on which

their houses

stood.—Swan-

ton, Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.

Sahldungkun

A

{S^d'tdAn kun).

town of the Sagui-gitunai family
on the w. side of Yagun r., at

former
Haida,
mouth.

of the
its

—

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

A

Saikez.

Takulli village, probably of the

Tatshiautin, s. of Nechako r., Brit. Col., about
lat. 53° 55' N., long. 124° w.
Sai'kez.

— Morice

Trans.

in

Sy-cus.— Harmon,

1892.

A

Sailupsun.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

109,

x,

Jour,, 202, 1820.

body

of Salish of

Cowichan

agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 69 in 1896, including
the

and Comox, but no longer

Puntlatsh

separately enumerated.

Pall-uk-sun.— Can.

Ind. Aff. 1894, 278, 1895.

sun.— Ibid.,

188,

1884,

1885.

Sallk-

Sail-up-sun.— Ibid.,

1895, 360, 1896.

Saint Andre.
sion des Apotres

and abandoned

A dependency of the Miswhich was founded in 1640

in the following year; situated

in one of the 9

towns

of the Tionontati,

an

Iroquoian tribe inhabiting the hill country s.
and s. w. of Nottawasaga bay, in Grey, Bruce,

Huron counties, Ontario.
known reference to this mission is

The

and

only

given in the

Jesuit Relation for 1640, 95, ed. 1858.

Sainte Anne. A Malecite mission in 1760
on an island in St. John r., near the present
Fredericton, N. B.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 154,
Saint Antoine. A Huron village in 1640,
and one of the dependencies of Mission de la
Conception, established among the Bear tribe;
situated probably in Simcoe co., Ontario (Jes.
Nothing is known of its
Rel. 1640, 78, 1858).
history or of

its

exact position.
(j.

N. B. H.)

A

Naskapi and Montagnais station at the mouth of St. Augustine
r., on the n. shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence,
Quebec. Pop. 183 in 1911.

Saint Augustine.

Sainte Elisabeth. An Algonquian village
the Hurons in Ontario in the 17th

among
{Sgul'kun

the inlet point-town people').

21a— 261

Sa-haidagai {Sa xa' -idhga-i 'people living
on the high ground'). A subdivision of the

1855.

Sagui-gitunai {SaguV gilAna'-i, 'GitAns
living up the inlet').
A family of the Eagle
clan of the Haida.
They originally formed one
family with the Djahuigitinai, but separated
from them on account of some internal differences and settled in Masset inlet; hence their
name. They occupied haK of the town of
Kayang, just above Masset. A part of them
was called Kialdagwuns. Swanton, Cont.

Can., sec.

Haida family
1905.

746, 1904).

153,

403

Inagd'-i,

A

branch

'up
of a

century.
Salncte Elizabeth.—Jes. Rel 1640,

90, 1858.
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A Catholic mission

Saint Francis.

1912

v., A.

occupied principally by Abnaki, on St. Francis
near Pierreville, Yamaska county, Quebec.
After the removal of the Christian Indians

Quebec. They were
soon joined by the remaining inhabitants of
SiUery, which was then abandoned.
In 1700'
they removed to the new village.

hither from Chaudiere

St. franfois

village,

r.,

r.

they received con-

and Pennacook, especially the former, who had been
driven out of New England by the advance of

stant accessions from the Abnaki

After the death of
Pere Rasles in 1724 the greater part of the
Abnaki fled to St. Francis, which thus became

the English settlements.

an Abnaki

The Arosaguntacook

village.

now used

At the beginning of the French and Indian war in 1754 a
large number of the hostile Scaticook joined
the settlement. As the St. Francis Indians
had been driven from their homes, they retaliated upon the New England settlers at every
opportunity and soon became noted as the
that

In

1759 a force was organized and sent under
Maj. Rogers against the village, which then
contained about 700 inhabitants. St. Francis

—

was surprised and burned, 200 of the Indians
men, women, and children being killed, and
the remainder scattered. These afterward
returned, and the village was rebuilt, but the
faU of the French power in America put an
end to further hostility on the part of the
Indians. A number of them joined the British forces in the Revolution, and again in the
War of 1812. They numbered 360 in 1821,
387. in 1858, 335 in 1908, and 313 in 1911.

—

still

hunting,

spend a great part
as

well

as

baskets, moccasins,

in

of their

time in

making and

selling

and other Indian wares.

See Missions.

(j.

m.)

—

Alslgdntegok. J. D. Prince, inf'n, 1905 (present Abnaki
name. Arsikantekok. Ibid.
(old
Abnaki
name). Nessa8akamigh€. Rasles
Abnaki
(1691),
Diet., 458, 1833 ('where fisla is dried by smoke': Abnaki
name). Salnt-Franfais.— Kendall, Trav., it, 53, 1809.
S. Francals de Sales.
Le Sueur (1734) quoted by

—

—

—

Kendall,
in

ibid., 294.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

de Sales.— Jes.

A

Saint Jacques.
Tionontati

r.,

(q. v.) in

Pel., lxiii, 123, 1901.

former village of the

Ontario, in 1640.

Sainct lacques.— Jea. Rel. 1640,

95, 1858.

A

Saint Jacques-et-Saint Philippe.
lage of the Tionontati

(q.

v.)

vil-

in Ontario in

1640.
sainct lacques et sainct Piiilippe.

—

Jes.

Rel.

1640,

95, 858.

in the village.

bitterest enemies of the English colonies.

They

Lawrence

of the St.

ac-

quired the leading position, and their dialect
is

s.

St.

Francis.— Chauvignerie

Hist., ix, 1052, 1855.

St.

(1736)

Francis

de Sales. —Shea, Cath. Miss.,
1855.
St. Franco!.
—CUnton (1745) N. Y. Doc. Col.
281, 1855.
St. Francois.— Albany
713, 1855.
(1724),
Saint Francois du Lac. —
Lxxi, 311, 1901.
Skensowalineronon. — Cuoq., Lex., 155, 1882 ('people
142,

in

Hist., vi,

Saint Jean.

The

chief

town

of the

Wolf

clan or phratry of the Tionontati in 1649, in

which the Jesuit fathers had maintained a
mission for some years; situated probably in
the hill country of Bruce co., Ontario, on the
E. frontier of

the Tionontati territory, fronting

their enemies, the Iroquois.

According to the

Jesuit Relation for 1650 (p. 8, ed. 1858) this

town contained 500 or 600 families, which,
following the rate of 7^ to 8 persons to a
family (ibid., p. 3), would give a total population of 3,750 to 4,800, apparently a rather high

estimate.
In Nov. 1649 the Jesuit fathers
then resident on Christian id., Georgian bay,
Ontario, learned from two Huron converts

who had

just escaped

from a band of 300 Iroenemy was undecided

quois warriors that the

whether to attack the Tionontati or the Jesuit
fathers and their converts on the island.
This information was conveyed to the Tionontati, who received the news with joy, for,
exulting in their prowess, they regarded the

Having

hostile troop as already conquered.

awaited the attack of the Iroquois for some

and especially the men
on Dec. 5, to go against
the enemy lest they escape; but the Iroquois
having learned from two captives the practicdays, the Tionontati,
of St. Jean, resolved,

ally defenceless condition of St. Jean,

to attack

whom

it

hastened

before the return of the warriors,

they had failed to meet.

they appeared before the town, set

On
fire

Dec. 7
to the

from skensowah, a corruption of St.
ronon 'people': Caughnawaga name).
Za Plasua. Wzokhilain quoted by Pilling, Bibl. Algonq. Lang., 539, 1891 (Abnaki pronunciation of "St.

bark cabins, and slaughtered the defenceless
According to the Jesuit Relation
for 1650, Father Gamier refused to attempt to
escape, but ran everywhere to give absolution
to the Christians he met, and to seek in the
burning cabins the children, the sick, and the

Francis").

neophytes,

conf.

ibid., v,

Jes. Rel.,

at St.

Francis,'

Francois, ne

'at,'

—

Saint Francis. A mission village founded
in 1683 by some Algonkin and Montagnais
converts from Sillery at the falls of Chaudiere r .,

inhabitants.

whom he baptized. While thus
engaged he was shot twice, and later his skull
was crushed by hatchet blows. In the R^cit
d'un Ami de I'Abbe de Gallin(^e (Margry, Dec,
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said that, before being killed.

Father Garnier shot 3 Iroquois with a gun.
Two days later the Tionontati warriors returned to find their town in ashes, and the
mutilated bodies of their people. This disaster
caused them to abandon their country.
(j.

Rel. 1640, 90, 1858.

Saint Joachim. A mission village among
the Hurons in Ontario in 1640.
S. loachim.— Jes. Rel. 1640, 90, 1838.
settlement

Iroquois, situated on the

of

bank

s.

Catholic

of the St.

Lawrence, at the boiuidary between the United
States and Canada, with a reservation extending several miles along the river on both sides
of the line. They call the place Akwesasne,
'where

the

drums,'

partridge

referring

to

sounds made by a cascade at that point. The
village was established about 1755, during the
French and Indian war, bj^ a party of Catholic
Iroquois from Caughnawaga, Quebec, and it

became the

seat of the Jesuit mission of Saint

The

Frangoi.s-Regis.
in population,

and

able part of those

Oswegatchie.

village rapidly increased

in 1806, received a consider-

who had been

When

driven from

the boundary between

the two countries was surveyed the village was

found to be thereon, and, since then, a portion
of the reservation has been under control of
the United States, while the rest is under the

Canadian government. The St. Regis Indians
numbered 2,850 in 1909, having 1,501* in Quebec and 1,349 in New York. They have
sometimes been known as "Praying Indians,"
and formed a part of the "Seven Nations of

Canada."

(j.

Aghquessaine.—Ft. Stanwix Treaty
Doc.

Col.

Hist.,

viii,

129,

m.)

Y»
Aghquissasne.
Ah-qua-sos'1856.
(1768) in N.

1857.

—

Johnson (1763), ibid., vii, 582,
ne. Morgan, League Iroq., 474, 1851. Akusashronu. Gatschet, Caughnawaga MS., B. A. E., 1882
(Caughnawaga name for tribe). Akwesasne. Cuoq,
Lex. Iroquois, 2, 1883 (Caughnawaga name). Aquasasne. Shea, Cath. Miss., 339, 1855. Oughquissasnies.
Johnson (1775) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., viii,
'<360, 1857 (the band).
Qua-sos-ne. Morgan, League
Iroq., map, 1851.
St. Bigin.—Writer of 1756 in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., X, 405, 1858 (misprint). Saint Francis

—

—

—

—
—

—

Regis.— Shea, Cath.

Miss.,

Pouchot map (1758),

in

1855.

A. E.,

340,

1855.

St.

A

Saint Simon-et-Saint Jude.
the Tionontati

Simon

village of

1640.

(q. v.) in

et sainct Jude.

—

Rel.

1640, 95,

village of the

Tionon-

Jes.

Regis.—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 694,
Wakui-saskeono. Gatschet, Seneca MS., B.
1882 (Seneca name of tribe).

—

Sainct

Thomas.—Jos.

Rel. 1640, 95, 1858.

A

Saint Xavier.
Hurons in Ontario

mission village of the

in 1640.

Sainct Xauier.— Jes. Rel. 1640,

81, 1858.

Saitkinamuks ha Shumahadletza
Cumaxd'T-^'tza,

The

Cumaxa^E't^a').

Spence Bridge.
Hist.,

—Teit

(Sd'it-

'people of (chief)

inhabitants of 2 or 3

small villages on Fraser

r.,

Brit.

Cob, just above
Nat.

Mem. Am. Mus.

in

171, 1900.

IT,

Saiyiks (Sai'-yiks,
Siksika,

'liars').

A

band

— Grinnell,

Blackfeet.

or

Lodge Tales,

of the

Blackfoot

208, 1892.

Sakaedigialas (Saqai'dAgialas, 'he threw
grease, dropping from a bird split open, around

A Haida town formerly on, or
Kuper id., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.
It was owned by the Kas-lanas, who
were subsequently exterminated, it is said, by
the house').

near,

the people of Kaisun.

(r.

—Swanton, Cont.
SaqaI'dAgi'lgaiia Inaga'-i. —

Saqaid.\-gialas.

Haida,

r. s.)

280,

1905

Ibid.

A

Sakahl.
Fra.ser

Fort

band

of

Brit. Col.;

r.,

Cowichan

at

Hope, on

pop. 79 in 1911.

—

Hope.—Can.

Ibid., 309, 1879.

1872.

Victoria,

Ind. Aff. Rep., 78, 1878. Hope.
Sakahl.— Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff.,
Tskaus.—Wilson in Trans. EthnoL

Soc. Lond., 278, 1866.

Sakawithiniwuk ('people of the woods').
The Wood Cree, one of the several division^ of
the Cree. They are divided into the Sakittawawithiniwuk and the Athabaskawithiniwuk

—

Ayabaskawiyiniwag. ^Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906 (own
name). Cree of the Woods. -Morgan, Consang. and
Na-he'-ah-wuk. Ibid. Northern
Affin., 286, 1871.

—

—

Crees. -Franklin,

Journ.

Polar

Sea,

ii,

213,

1824.

—

People of the Woods. Morgan, op. cit., 286. Sackawefithinyoowuc. Franklin, op. cit., 168. Sakawiyiniwok. Lacombe, Diet, de la Langue des Cris, x,

—

—

—

Strongwood Cree. Maclean, Hudson Bay, ti,
Thick Wood Crees.— Franklin, op. cit.,
264, 1849.
Upper Cree.—Cox, Columbia R., n, 207,
168, 1824.
1831. Wood Crees.— Hind, Lab. Penin., ir, app., 262,
1874.

1863.

Sakiakdjung. A .^pring settlement of Kingua Okomiut Eskimo at the head of Cumber
land

In 1911, there were 1,515 in St. Regis reserve, Que.

A

Saint Thomas.
tati in 1640.

kinamuxs ha

A

Saint Regis.

—

1858.

Saint Jean-Baptiste. A mission in Onabout 1640, visited by the Hurons and
Totontaratonhronon
lean Baptiste.— Jes.

Saint Simon. An Ottawa mission about
1670 on Manitoulin id. in lake Huron. Shea,
Cath. Miss., 365. 1855.

Sainct

N. B. H.)

tario

S.

405

sd.,

Baffin island.

Sakiaqdjung.— Boasiu 6th Rep.

B. A. E.,

map, 1888.
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1912

Saki-kegawai. {Sa'ki qe'gawa-i, 'those born
up the inlet')- A prominent family of the
Eagle clan of the Haida. They belonged to the
Gunghet-haidagai, or Ninstints people, and

Although lexically distinct from one another,
the Salish, Chimakuan, and Wakashan languages belong to the same structural type and

were said to be a part of the Gunghet-kegawai.
Their chief was town chief of Ninstints, which
received its name among the whites from one
of his names, Nungstins {NAn stins, 'One who
Swanton, Cont. Haida. 272, 1905.
is two').

quian.

—

Sakittawpwithiniwuk
mouth of the river.' W.

—

Saksinahtnahyiks

A

'short bows').

was one

It

mouth

of the 8

Mem. Am. Mus.
Salal.

A

Tales, 209, 1892.

of Bellacoola

Nuhalk

berry-bearing

(Gaultheria shallon)

ii,

the

name

Salendas

— Boas

in

49, 1898.

evergreen

plant

which has been an important
written also

of this fruit in the

kl'kwu-shalla.

(S^alA'ndas).

A

Chinook
(a. f.

r:.)

family of the

Eagle clan of the Haida; one of those that
migrated to Alaska. One branch settled
among the Tongas^ and another at Sitka, while
the Haida portion became subdivided into two
house groups, the Hlimul-naas-hadai and the
Nahawashadai.— iSwanton, Cont. Haida, 276,
1905.

S'alE'ndas.— Boas, Twelfth Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
22, 1898.

Salishan Family.
habiting the

s.

E.

A

hnguistic family in-

portion of Vancouver

id.

Ihurlow id. to Sooke bay, and all
the s. mainland of British Columbia as far
as Bute inlet and Quesnel lake, with the
exception of that portion held by the Kutenai,
although within the Kutenai area, at the Cofrom

lumbia lakes,

An

is

and

of resemblance with Algon-

Physically and

culturally

the coast

interior Salish belong to different groups,

the former being affiliated to some extent with
the other coast people to the n., and the interior Salish

resembling interior stocks in their

own neighbourhood.
If his own statements may be

relied

Juan de Fuca (1592)* was probably the

upon,
first

white man to visit the country inhabited by
people of this family. After his time several
Spanish navigators passed along their coasts,
but their position exposed them less frequently
to visits from vessels than that of the Nootka

and tribes farther n. Later, British and
American vessels came to trade, the most
expedition being that of Capt.
Vancouver, R. N. (1792-94), whose
name became attached to Vancouver id.
The first detailed information regarding the
however,
Salishan
tribes
was obtained,
from the account of the expedition of Lewis
and Clark (1804-06), and knowledge of
them was extended by the establishment
of Astor's fort in 1811 at the mouth of
the Columbia, although the fort itself was
not within SaUsh territory. From that time
until 1846, most of this region, known as the

notable

Geo.

the Columbia River

of

Chinook

iargon, from

Brit. Col.

r.,

villages.

source of food for the Indians;
sallal,

Cree.

Bellacoola town on the

Nat. Hist.,

region, the fruit of

subdivision

{Sak-si-nah'-mah-yiks,

Lodge

A

(Sdqta).

N. side of the

Wood

th''

subtribe of the Kainah.

Grinnell, Blackfoot

Sakta

A

J.).

Sakawithiniwuk, or

of the

of

('people

have remote points

a small settlement of Salish.

isolated division of the family, the Bella-

had established itself farther n. on Dean
Burke channel, and Bellacoola r. In
the United States they inhabit the n. portions
of Washington, n. Idaho, w. Montana, and
coola,

Oregott territory, was a subject of dispute

between Great Britain and the United States,
and it was not until after the Oregon treaty
and until the California gold fever had somewhat subsided that settlers began to come into
this region in numbers. On the Canadian side,
employees of the Hudson's Bay Company
were among the first to enter the country.

The establishment of a post at Victoria in 1843,
was one of the most momentous events to the
Indians of the entire coast.

The

arm of
away south-

coast Salish form the southern

the N. W.Coast culture, whijh fades

ward from Bute

inlet

and Comox (where

it

resembles that of the more highly developed
Kwakiutl) to the semi-Cahfornian Tillamook

and the Nestucca

of Oregon.

Unlike the more

inlet,

a small strip of the n. w. coast of Oregon.

name

Salish

was

The

originally applied to a large

w. Montana popularly known as Flatheads, thence it was finally extended to cover
all those speaking a similar language.
tribe in

The Spanish records practically demonstrate the
absolute falsity of Juan de Fuca's statements. To
accept them, one must believe that a Spanish Government expedition was equipped and carried out without
the knowledge of, and without any expense to, the
government that dispatched it: and that, when it would
have been of great assistance in basing a title by discovery
the Spanish government did not prefer the claim.
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Tlingit,

and

Tsiinshian,

through

reckoned

usually

is

the

father.

The

;

Salish dwellings in the northern portion

Nootka type, longer than
and containing several families

of this area are of the

(a)

and

each with

n.,

own

its

same way

They

fire.

of

important part

and

fish

are also built

heavy planks and beams.

They resemble the other
and

coast tribes in the

shellfish

play in their

which canoes are
emploj'ed.
The interior SaUsh depended more
on hunting, but so many large salmon streams
flow through this country that even they
were more given to a fish diet than were the
diet,

in the extent to

The houses

interior tribes generally.

of the

Columbia difTered
considerably from those on the coast. To
construct them, holes were dug and poles set
up in conical form around their edges; the
whole was covered with poles on which was
laid grass, and sometimes cedar bark, and over
all earth was thrown.
War, slavery, and the potlatch (q.v.) were
One of the
regular institutions on the coast.
most characteristic customs, especially prevalent along the coasts of Washington and
British Columbia, was artificial head-flatteninterior

ing,

but

among

Salish of British

it

did not obtain, curiously enough,

the Indians nov/ called Flatheads.

Population (1909): Coast Salish in United
coast Salish in Canada, 4,874.

States, 3,600;
total, 8,474.

Interior Salish in United States,

4,988; interior Salish in Canada, 5,390; total,
10,378.

Total Salish in United States 8,366,

total Salish in

Canada, 10,264;

grand

total,

18,630.

The

Coast dialects:

8, Bellacoola, a group
on Bentinck arm and Dean inlet,
Brit. Col.
9, Comox group on the n. portion of
the gulf of Georgia, with two subdivisions

II.

of tribes

those farther
in the

407

Salishan dialects

may

be gi-ouped as

the

Comox

proper, including the

Comox

Homalko, Kaake, Kakekt,
Jervis inlet, Sliammon, and Tat-

Eeksen,

Seechelt of

and (b) the Puntlatsh, including the
Hwahwatl, Puntlatsh, and Saamen; 10, Cow-

poos;

ichan group in the neighbourhood of

on Vancouver
r.

It

Nanaimo

and in the delta of Fraser
embraces, on Vancouver id., the Clemid.,

clemalats, Comiakin, Hellelt, Kenipsim, Kil-

MalaNanaimo, Penelakut, Quamichan, Siccameen, Snonowas, Somenos, Tateke, Yekolaos;
panlus, Koksilah, Kulleets, Lilmalche,
kut,

and, in the Fraser valley, the Chehalis, Chilli-

wak, Coquitlam, Ewawoos, Katsey, Kelatl,
Kwantlen, Matsqui, Musqueam, Nehaltmoken,
Nicomen, Ohamil, Pilalt, Popkum,
Samahquam, Scowlitz, Sewathen, Siyita, Skwawalooks, Snonkweametl, Squawtits, Sumas,

and Tsakuam; 11, Squawmish group, including
the Squawmish of Burrard inlet and Howe sd.
and probably the Nooksak of n. Washington;
12, Songish group, on Juan de Fuca str.,
San Juan id., and portions of the coasts of
Washington and British Columbia. It includes the Clallam (Wash.),

Lummi

(Wash.),

Samish (Wash.), Sanetch (Brit. Col.), Semiamu (Brit. Col.
and Wash.), Songish
(Brit. Col), Sooke (Brit. Col.); 13, Nisqualli
group, embracing aU tribes e. of Puget sd.
and s. to mt. Rainier, and, on the west side,
the region up to Olympia, except Hood canal.
It includes two dialectic divisions, the Nisqualli and the Snohomish.
Well-known divisions

are

the

Nisqualli

proper,

Dwamish,

follows

Puyallup, Skagit, Snoquahnu or Snoquamish,

Dialects of the interior: 1, Lillooet
British Columbia; 2, Nilakyapamuk
(Thompson Indians) in s. w. British Columbia;
3, Shuswap in s. central British Columbia; 4,
Okinagan in s. e. British Columbia, extending
into the United States, the subdivisions of
which are the Okinagan proper, Colville, Nes-

and Squaxon. Following are the names of
some of the numerous bands of the Nisqualli:
Etakmehu, Kwehtlmamish (?), Nukwatsam-

I.

in

w.

pelim or Sanpoil, Senijextee (Snaichekstik) of
the AiTow lakes and Columbia r. below the
lakes; 5, Flathead in e. Washington, Idaho,

and Montana, subdivisions of which are the
Pend d'Oreilles, and

Spokan, Kalispel or
Sahsh or Flathead;

6,

d'Alhics in

7,

Idaho;

Skitswish

or

Coeur

Columbia groups in
the w. portion of the interior of Washington,
including the Pisquow or Wenatchi, Sinkius?,
n.

Methow, and other

local divisions.

Nusehtsatl,
Potoashees,
Sahewamish,
Sakumehu, Samamish, Sawamish, Sekamish,,
Shomamish, Shotlemamish, Skihwamish, Skopamish, Smulkamish, Squacum, Stehtsasamish,
Steilacoomamish, Suquamish, and Towahhah.
Other bands which may belong here, but which
cannot be identified, are Neutubvig, Nuchwugh, Opichiken, Sinslikhooish, Sintootoolish,
and Sktehlmish; 14, Twana group, on Hood
canal, Puget sd., including the Twana and
Sailupsun; 15, Chehalis group, embracing six
dialects, which show considerable variation.
These are the Quinault and Quaitso of n.w.
Washington; the Humptulips of the n. portion
ish,
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harbour; tlie_Lo\ver Chehalis of Grays
and Shoalwater bay; the Satsop e. and
N. E. of Graj's harbour; the Upper Chehalis e.
of Shoalwater bay and the Cowlitz on the river
of that name southward to Columbia r.; 16,
Tillamook on the coast of Oregon, including
the Tillamook or Nestucca, and the Siletz.
Tillamook is the Chinook name for the tribe
whose territory is called in Chinook, Newhalem.
of^^CJrays

hai'bour

;

>Salish.

—Gallatin in Trans.

306, 1836 (or Flat

Soc. Lond.,

Heads

Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 134,
Latham in Proo. Philol.

only);

31-50, 1846 (of Duponceau;

said to be
XSalish. Keane in Stanford's Compend., Cent, and S. Am., app., 460, 474, 1878

the

II,

Okanagan

Flatheads,

(includes

Quarlpi,

—

of Tolmie).

Kalispelms,

Spokanes, Pisquouse, Soaitlpi).

Bancroft, Nat. Races, in,

.56.5,

Colvilles,

Skitsuish,

618, 1882.

=Salish.

>Sellsh.—

Am.

Ethnol. Soc, ii, pt. 1, 77, 1848
(vocab. of Nsietshaws); Tolmie and Dawson, Comp.

Gallatin in Trana.

Vocab., 63, 78, 1884 (vocab\ilarie3 of Lillooet and Kul-

>Jelish.

lespelm).

— Gallatin

Schoolcraft,

in

Ind.

Tribes, in, 402, 1853 (obvious misprint for Selish;

fol-

—

= Selish. Gatschet in Mag.
lows Hale as to tribes).
Am. Hist., 169, 1877 (gives habitat and tribes of family)
Gatschet in Beach, Ind. Miscel., 444, 1877. <SeUsh.
Dall, after Gibbs, in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 241, 1877
(includes Yakama, which is Shahaptian).
>TsihaillSelish.— Hale in U. S. Expl. Exped., vi, 205, 535, 569,
1846 (includes Shushwaps, Selish or Flatheads, Skitsuish,
Piskwaus, Skwale, Tsihailish, Kawelitsk, Nsietshawus)
Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, it, pt. 1, c. 10, 1848
(after Hale); Berghaus (1851), Physik. Atlas, map 17,
1852; Buschmann, Supren der aztck. Sprache, 658-661,
1S59; Latham, Elem. Comp. Philol., 399, 1862 (contains Shuswap or Atna Proper, Kuttelspelm or Pend
d'Oreilles, Selish, Spokan, Okanagan, Skitsuish, Piskw us, Nusdalum, Kawitchen, Cathlascou, Skwali,
Chechili, Kwaintl, Kwenaiwtl, Nsietshawus, Billechula).

>Atnahs.

—Gallatin

in Trans.

Am.

Antiq. Soc,

ii,

306,

Selish of Hale

XNootka-CoIumbian.

and Gallatin).

—^Scouler in Jour.

Roy. Geog. Soc. Lond., xr, 224, 1841
(includes, among others, Billechoola, Kawitchen, Noosdalum, Squallyamish of present family).
XInsular.
Scouler, ibid, (same as Nootka-Columbian family).
XShahaptan. Scouler, ibid., 225 (includes Okanagan
of this family).
XSouthern. Scouler, ibid., 224
(same as Nootka-Columbian family).
> Billechoola.
Latham in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 154, 1848
(assigns Friendly Village of Mackenzie here)
Latham
Opuscula, 250, 1860 (gives Tolmie's vocabulary.)

—

—

—

;

> Billechula. — Latham,

Nat, Hist. Man., 300, 1850
in Trans. Philol. Soc.
Lond., 72, 1856 (same); Latham, Opuscula, 339, 1860.
>Bellacoola. Bancroft, Nat. Races, iii, 564, 607,
1S82 (Bellacoola only; specimen vocabulary).
>BUhoola. Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocab., 62, 1884
(vocab.
of
Noothlakimish)
>BiIchuIa. Boas in
Petermanns Mitteilungen, 130, 1887 (mentions Satsq.

(mouth

of

Salmon

r.)

;

Latham

—

—

—
—

.

Nuchalkmx,

Taleomx).
XNaass. Gallatin
in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, pt. 1, c 77, 1848 (cited as
including Billechola).
>TsihaiIi. Latham, Nat. Hist.
Man., 310, 1850 (chiefly lower portion of Fraser r. and between that and the Columbia; includes Shuswap, Salish,
Skitsuish, Piskwaus, Kawitchen, Skwali, Checheeli,
Nute'l,

—

XShushwaps.

Klallems).
as including

dahs.

—

Keane in Stanford's ComAm., app., 460, 474, 1878 (quoted
Shewhapmuch and Okanagans). XHy-

and

pend., Cent,

— Keane,

S.

473 (includes Bellacoola of present
Keane, ibid., 473 (includes
Komux, Kowitchans, Klallums, Kwantlums, Teets of
present family).
XNootka. Bancroft, Nat. Races,
III, 564,
1882 (corttains the following Salshan tribes:
Cowichin, Soke, Comux, Noosdalum, Wickinninish,
family).

ibid.,

XNootkahs.

—

—

Songhie, Sanetch, Kwantlum, Teet, Nanaimo, Newchemass, Shimiahmoo, Nooksak, Samish, Skagit, Snohomish, Clallam, Toanhooch.
<Puget Sound Group.

Keane

in Stanford's

Compsnd., Cent, and

S.

Am., app.,

Lummi, Samish,

474, 1878 (comprises Nooksahs,

Skagits,

Nisqually, Neewamish, Sahmamish, Snohomish, Skee-

wamish,

Squanamish,

Salishan).

Klallums,

Chinakum;

Cowlitz, Pistchin,

Chehalis,

Classets,

all

but the

> Flatheads. —Keane,

>Kawitshin.

last

474,

ibid.,

being
1878

— Tolmie

and
Dawson, Comp. Vocab., 39, 1884 (vocabs. of Songis and
Kwantlin sept, and Kowmook or Tlathool). > Qauitschin. Boas in Petermanns Mitteilungen, 131, 1887.
>NiskwalIi. Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocab., 50,
(same as Salish, above).

—

—

121, 1884 (or Skwalliamish vocab. of Sinahomish).

Sallal.

See Salal.

A

body

of Salish of

Westminster agency,

Brit.

Col.;

Samahquam.

New

pop. 66 in

1911.

Samackman.—Can. Ind. Aff., 138, 1879 (probably
identical).
Samahquam. —Can. Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 160,
1901.
Semaccom.—Can. Ind. Aff. 1884, 187, 1885.

Sandy

A

probably

Missi-

sauga, living e. of Georgian bay, Ont.

—Hind,

Hill.

Lab. Penin.

band,

170, 1863.

ii,

Sanetch.

134i

1836 (on Eraser r.); Prichard, Phys. Hist.
Mankind, v, 427, 1847 (on Fraser r.). >Atna.
Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 71, 1856 (Tsihaili135,

1912

v., A.

Noosdalum, Nsietshawus).
XWakash.
Latham, Nat. Hist. Man., 301, 1850 (cited as including
Kowelits,

A

Salish

tribe

speaking

the

Songish dialect and living on Saanich peninsula and the neighboring ids., s. e. Vancouver
According to Wilson (Jour. Ethnol. Soc.
id.
Lond., 238, 1866) they numbered about 600
in

1858;

in

1911 the population was 259.

There are 6 bands: Mayne Island, Malahat,
Pauquechin, Tsawout, Tsartlip, and Tsehump.
The Saturna Island Indians also belong to
the Sanetch.
Eus-a-nich.

—Kane, Wand,

in

N. A., 239, 1859.

nisks.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 475, 1855.
Wilkes, U. S. Expl. Exped., iv, 483, 1845.
Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. pt. I., 206, 1911.

Isa-

Nanitch.—
Saanich.—
Saanitch.—

—

Mayne, Brit. Coh, 165, 1861. Samtsh. Tolmie and
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 120b, 1884. Sanetch.—
Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857. Sanich.
Can. Ind. Aff. Rep., map, 1891. Sqsa'nitc. Boas,
MS., B. A. E., 1887.

—

A

Sarsi (from the Siksika sa arsi, 'not good').
tribe of the eastern group of the northern

division of the

Athapascan family.

There

is

a myth or tradition found among the Tsattine
according to which their secession from the
tribe is said to have been the sequel of a blood
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feud.

According to

longing

to

No. 21a

a dog beone division was

story,

this

member

a

of

by a young man of the other division,
slain by the owner and avenged by
his relatives.
The animosity engendered between the two factions became so rooted and

and necklaces of beads, bones, claws,
and brass wire, and finger-rings of

lets

teeth,

killed

coiled

who was

tipis

vindictive that

the weaker party migrated.

The explanation the

409

Sarsi themselves give

is

one common in the Plains region. The people
were crossing a lake when the hand of a boy
became attached to a horn protruding from
the ice
When the horn was struck the ice
Those who had not reached the neighbroke.
bourhood remained in the N. as the Tsattine;
those who had already passed went on to the
s. and became the Sarsi, and those near by
were engulfed in the lake and became mythical
water-beings. At the beginning of the 19th
century the Sarsi numbered 120 warriors, in
35 tents (Mackenzie, Voy., i, Ixx, 1801).
Their hunting grounds were on the upper

Saskatchewan, toward the Rocky mts. Umfreville, in 1790 (Maine Hist. Soc. Coll., vi,
270, 1859), spoke of them as one of the leading tribes trading with the Hudson's Bay
Co. Mackenzie found them on the North
Saskatchewan r., few in number and appearing
He identified
to have come from the N. W.
them with the Sekani. Richardson (Arct.
Exped., II, 6, 1851) said they lived near the
Rocky mts., between the sources of Athabaska
and North Saskatchewan rs. Their customs
have been greatly modified by their long residence among the Siksika, but their language
remains fairly constant.

Gallatin said that the

and Sarsi together numbered 150
hunters. Wilson, in 1888, found two bands,
the Blood Sarsi and the real Sarsi. In 1897 two
divisions were reported, one at Calgary, on
Bow r., lat. 51°, and the other near Battleford.
In 1911 there were 205 engaged in farming,
stock-raising, and woodcutting on the re-

brass

They

wire.

summer, and
with mud, in

in

tered

in

live

conical

low log huts, plaswinter. Their chief

in

handicrafts are the preparation of skins, of

which they make their clothing and saddles
for their numerous ponies, and the making of
bows of cherry wood and arrows of willow,
which are winged with feathers and pointed
with sharp,

filed pieces of

scrap iron, the shaft

having four shallow grooves down its entire
length.
Some of the men have from two to
four wives, whom they can divorce at pleasure,
restoring the presents received with the wife,
Girls are often betrothed

or their equivalent.

and married at 14. After
betrothal they must look no man in the face.
A man must not meet his mother-in-law, and
if he accidentallj' touch her he must give her
a present. The Sarsi have little knowledge
of medicinal roots and herbs; most of their
physicians are women. As among many other
at 10 years of age

Indian

tribes, a

doctor

when

called in heats

with his finger,
and with the same finger presses various parts
of the patient's body in order to divine the
He then
seat and character of the malady.
a stone in the

fire,

touches

it

sucks the affected place, pretending to draw

out the disease and spit it from his mouth, the
performance being accompanied with the
beating of a drum and the shaking of a rattle.

The

Sarsi

know how

to cauterize efficaciously

with burning touchwood, and they use the
vapour bath, building a low bower of bent,

Tsattine

green saplings covered with blankets, within

mingling little
with other Indians except on occasions of
ceremony. Rev. E. F. Wilson, who visited

which red-hot stones are placed in a hole in
the ground, and over these the pa lent pours
water that is handed him from outside. WTien
thoroughl}^ steamed he rushes out and plunges
into cold water, sometimes with fatal result.
The dead are wound in tent cloths and blankets and deposited on scaffolds in a burialground. A warrior's pony is shot, and blankets, clothing, utensils and food are left be.side

serve near Calgary, Alberta,

them

in

1888, describes

them

as inferior in

mental capacity to the Siksika, not so fine
and tali a race, and less communicative,
having no liking for white people.
Their

dress

consists

of

the

breech-clout,

beaded moccasins, and a
gray, white or coloured blanket thrown loosely over one or both shoulders.
Both men
and women paint the upper portion of their
faces with ochre or vermilion.
They wear
brooches, and ear-rings of steel, and braceblanket,

the

corpse.

The

bodies

of

distinguished

warriors or chiefs are placed in tipis (4th Rep.

N. W. Tribes Canada, 242-255, 1889).

The

language of the Sarsi is uncorrupted, notwithstanding association with the Siksika.

leggings,

(J.

—Chappell,

O. D.,

P. E. G.)

Hudson Bay, 166, 1817 (posCastors des Prairies. Petitot,
des Eaclaves, 362, 1891. Circee.
Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, i, 170, 1824. Cities.—
Gairdner (18.35) in Jour. Geog. Soc. Lond., xi, 257, 1S41.
Bongees.

sibly

a

misprint).

Autour du

lac

—

—
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IsashbahStsg.— Curtis, N. Ara. Ind., 180, 1909 ('bad
Lurcees. Can. Ind. Rep. 1872,
robes': Crow name).

—

1873 (misprint). Mauvals Monde, des PiedsNolrs. Petitot, op. cit. Sa arcez. Petitot in Jour.
Roy. Geog. Soc, 652, 1883 ('not good': Siksika name).
Sa-arcix. Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves, 362,
Sarcees. Tanner, Narr., 293, 1830. Sarcess.
1891.
Maximilian, Trav., 242, 1843.
Sarcis.
Ibid., 390.
63,

—

—

—

—

Sarcix.

—

—

Autour du
—
— Mackenzie, Voy.,

lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891.

Petitot,

Sarsewi.
Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 652, 1883 (Crce name).
Sarxl.—Wilson in 4th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 11, 1888.
Sassee. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, i, 170, 1824.
Sassis.— Maximilian, Trav., 242, 1843. Searcies.—
U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 473, 1838. Sircie.— Robinson, Great
Fur Land, 188, 1879. Sorsi. Richardson, Jour., ii, 6,
Sotenna.—Wilson in 4th Rep. N. W. Tribes
1851.
Surcee. De Smet, Oregon
Can., 11, 1888 (own name).
Surci. Richardson, Jour., ii, 6,
Miss., 327, 1847.
Miss,
de I'Oreg., 252, 1848.
Surcie.—
Smet,
De
1851.
Sursis. Duflot de Mofras, Oregon, ii, 342, 1844.
1801.

Ixx,

Sarsees.

—

—

—
— Umfreville

Sussee.

(1790) in

Maine

1859.

—
—
Bay, 166, 1817. Tco'ko. — Chamberlain in Rep. on
1892 (Kutenai
A. A.
N. W. Tribes, Can.,
name). Ts6-Ottin6. — Petitot, Autour du lac des EsTsu'claves, 362, 1891 ('people among the beavers').
Rep. on N. W. Tribes, Caa.,
qos. — Chamberlain
1892 (Kutenai name). UssinnewudJ
A. A.
Eninnewug. — Tanner, Narr., 316, 1830 ('stone mounBrit.

S.,

8,

Brit.

in

S.,

tain men':

8,

Ottawa name).

Saschutkenne

A

who hunt on

the w.
56°
lat.

of the Rocky mts., about
and northward, and, before 1892, traded at

slope

Ft. Connolly, Brit. Col.

Dawson

(Rep. Geol.

Surv. Can., 200b, 1889) stated that they had
recently returned to the headwaters of Black
r. after having abandoned the region for a

In 1890 Morice gave their
habitat as Thutage lake and northward, w. of
the

of years.

Rocky

A

bathing place').

Tatshiautin village on Connolly lake, Brit.
Col.
Sas-thCit.— Morice, Notes on W. D6n6s, 27, 1893.
Sest'sethilt.
Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., x, 109,

—

1893.

Satchotugottine

the lake of

('people of

A

bears of the pains').

Kaw-

part of the

Great

chodinne living immediately n.
Bear lake, Mackenzie, N. W. T.

of

Sa-tch6-gottin6.

G^og. Paris,

— Petitot

in Bui. Soc. de

chart, 1875 ('people of bear lake').

tine.— Petitot,

Satsk

Sa-tch6 t'u got-

Diet. Den^-Dindjie, xx, 1876.

A

(Satsq).

inlet, Brit. Col.

Bellacoola town on

one of the

;

Dean

five still inhabited.

See Kinisquit.
Satskomilh.
122b,

—Tolmie and Daw.5on, Vocabs.

Brit.

Col

(='peopl8 of Satsk'). Satsq.— Boas
Nat. Hist., ii, 49, 1900.

1884

,

im

Mem. Am. Mus.

Saturna Island Indians. The local name
body of Sanetch on Saturna id.,

for a small
off

in

the

E.

s.

coast of Vancouver

1892, the last time the

Pop. 5

id.

name

officially

is

Saukaulutuchs. Reported to be the name
band of Indians in the interior of
Vancouver id. They traded with the Nootka
and are said to have spoken the same language;
from the latter circumstance the Nootka had
of a small

a superstition that they were the spirits of
their dead.

Saa-KSalltuck.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 180, 1861. Saukaulutuchs. Keane, in Stanford, Compend., 534, 1878
Sau-kau-lutuck. Lord, Nat. in Brit. Col., i, 158.

—

—

mts.

—

Al-ta'-tin of Bear Lake. Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv.
Can., 1887-8, 200b, 1889. Bear Lake Indians.— Ibid.
1890.
Sas-ch(ltinf'n,
Sas-chu-tq6ne. Morice,
'qenne. Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., 1892-93, 29,
Sat-e-loo'-ne. Dawson, op. cit. (so called by
1895.

—

—

—

the Titshotina).

of 50 lodges that dwelt in

Sauktich.

A Squawmish

village

commu-

nity inhabiting Hat id., Howe sd., Brit. Col.
Sau'qtitc— HiU-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474,
1900.

Sault-au-R6col!et (French: 'rapids

Saskatchewan Assiniboin. An
band

('black-bear

noted.

('people of the black bear').

tribe of the Sekani

number

1912

{a. f. c.)

Sasthut

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Sussekoon.— Henrj', Blackfoot MS.
1808 (Siksika name). Sussez.— Armstrong,
vocab.,
Oregon, 114, 1857. Sussi. Latham in Trans. Philol.
Swees. Chappell, Hudson
1856.
Lond., 66,
Soc.
270,

VI,

v., A.

Saskatchewan.

in

—

—

GEORGE

wood,' from mis 'much,' and dskwal 'wood.'
Saskatoon occurs as the name of a city

Assiniboin

1808 about

of the

R^collet,' because a Recollet missionary

drowned there early

was

A

in the 17th century).

Eagle hills and South Saskatchewan r., Saskatchewan. Henry-Thompson Jour., n, 523,

Catholic

Iroquois

mouth

Ottawa

1897.

Quebec, established in 1696 by converts from
'La Montague' (q.v.). In 1704 the rest of
the Indians at La Montague removed to the
new mission. In 1720 the settlement was
abandoned, and the inhabitants, numbering
about 900, built a new village at Oka (q. v.).

—

Saskatoon.
A name in use in w. and n.
Canada for the service berry (Amelanchier

w.

probably a corruption of misdskwatomin which is the name applied to the
fruit in the Cree dialect of Algonquian, signifying 'fruit of misdskwat the tree of much

canadensis):

of

near

the

Two Mountains

co.,

mission
r.,

in

village

(j.

N. B. H.)
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—Shea, Cath.

name bestowed

1704).

in

Miss., 329, 1855 (mission

Lorette.— Ibid., 329

(first

—

mission name; see also Lorette). Sault au Recolet.
Vaudreuil (1711) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 860, 1855.

Sault au Recoilet.— Shea, Cath. Miss., 328, 1855.
Saut au Recoilet. Vaudreuil (1717) in N. Y. Doc.

—

Col. Hist., IX, 961, 1855.

Saumingmiut

A

side').

Baffin

('inhabitants

the

of

left

Okomiut Eskimo

inhabiting

extremity

the

of

of

Cumberland penin. Their villages are Kekcrtaujang and Ukiadliving. Pop. 17 in 1883.
See Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc. Wash., in, 96,
1885.

—

Shaumeer. Kumlien in Bull. Nat. Mus., no.
Saumingmiut. Boas in Deutsche
1879.

15,

—

15,

Geog.

Blatt., VII, 34, 1885.

Sauniktumiut. An Eskimo tiibe on the
Hudson bay, s. of the Kinipetu, in

coast of

the region of Port Churchill; pop. 178 in 1902.

—Boas

Am. Mus. Nat.

in Bull.

Hist., xv, 6,

1901; 378, 1907.

A

Saunutung.

spring settlement of the

Kinguamiut Eskimo

at the entrance to Net-

tilling fiord, Baffin island.

—Boas

in 6th

Rep.

B. A. E., map, 1888.

Savinnars.
id.,

N. of

Given as a

Nootka

tribe

on Vancouver

Unidentified, but un-

sd.

doubtedly either a Nootka tribe or the Nootka

name of a
Savlnards.

Kwakiutl

tribe.

— Armstrong,

nars.—Jewitt,

Oregon,

136,

1857.

Savin-

Narr., 36, 1849.

Sazeutina.

A

Nahane

tribe inhabiting the

region between Dease and Black

In 1887 they numbered 94.

them an outlying eastern
Sa-ze-oo-ti-na.

— Dawson

rs.,

Brit. Col.

Petitot considered

offshoot of the Sekani.

in

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.,

Sicannees.— Dall in Geol. Surv.
Can., I, 33, 1870 (so called by traders). Thfe-kka'nfe.
Petitot, Autour du lac des Esclaves, 362, 1891.
Thlkanies.— Hardisty in Smithson. Rep. 1866, 311, 1872.
1887-8, 200b, 1889.

—

Scandinavian influence. The discovery
of Greenland by the Norsemen in 985 a. d.
and their occasional voyages southward apparently as far as

Nova

Scotia, together with

Greenland for most of the
period between 1000 and 1500, form an episode
in the pre-Columbian period the influence of
which on the natives has been confined almost
exclusively to the Eskimo of Greenland and
their colonization of

the coast of Labrador. It is now the generally
accepted belief* that the Markland of the
Icelandic historians

Vineland a part of

Nova

Scotia.

Storm states

that he would identify the inhabitants of Vine-

land with the Indians

—Beothuk

or

Micmac

(Reeves, Finding of Wineland the Good, 176,

The long contact of Scandinavian
with the Eskimo of Greenland, although having no marked effect on the habits
1895).

settlers

subtribe of the

island,

411

was Newfoundland, and

Nansen, the greatest living authority on the subject,
Vineland with the Insulse FortunatEe which, in
west of Africa. He is, however, of the opinion that the Greenlanders occasionally
visited Markland (Newfoundland or the southernmost
part of Labrador) perhaps chiefly to obtain wood.
identifies

classical legend, lay to the

and customs of the latter in the historic era,
has had some influence in this direction. The
contact began about 1000, and by 1450 the
colonies had ceased to make reports to the
home country and were forgotten by the
civilized world.
They were probably exterminated or absorbed by the natives. Rink
(Tales and Trad, of Eskimo, 75, 1875) goes so
far as to say:

"The

features of the natives in

the southern part of Greenland indicate a

mixed descent from Scandinavians and Eskimo, the former, however, not having left the
slightest sign of any influence on the nationality or culture of the present natives."

Mason

(Am. Anthr. xi, 356, 1898) suggests that the
well-known skill of the Eskimo in ivory-carving
and etching has arisen smce contact with the
whites, and is due to the introduction of iron;
but Boas (Bull. tW. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, 367,
1901) considers that the resemblance of Eski-

mo

art to the birch-bark art of the Indians

is impossible, though
European influence may account for some of
its exuberant development.
With the mission
of Egede in 1721 began the Chi-istianizing of
the Eskimo of the w. coast of Greenland and
the institution of schools, charitable and judicial institutions, etc., which have resulted in
what is called their civilization (see Missions).
Intoxicating liquors have largely been kept
from them, but the introduction of firearms

indicates that such origin

has caused deterioration of theu- ancient skill
fishing and hunting.
The adoption of

in

writing, according to some, has impaired the

Eskimo as kaiakers. The aboliand authority has led, Rink
observes, to "a kind of self-abasement and disheartening." Another result of European
ability of the

tion of native laws

contact

is

the tendency £o

make

the houses

smaller and the impairment of the power of the

head of the family. From the earliest times
"Europeans of the working classes have intermarried with native women, and formed their
household after the Greenland model, with
merely a few Eui'opean improvements." The
presence of a few Scandinavian words, for
example, kunia 'wife,' in the jargon of the Pt.
Barrow Eskimo and whites, is due to Danish
rather than to Norse influence. Another
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Danirth loanword employed

the cast

in

may

Scandinavian influence is represented also
by the results of the Swedish settlements in
New Jersey during the period 1638-55, after
the Swedes had driven out the English colonists and before they were themselves subjected by the Dutch and succeeded by Luther-

Brit.

into very close contact with the Indians

New

(Nelson, Ind. of

Jersey, 1894},

and the

iVmerican dialect of Swedish adopted several
of plants and animals from the Indian

v.. A.

1912

A Squawmish
side of Howe sd.,

community on the e.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

Brit. A. A. S.,

474, 1900.

Schink
community

Howe

of

A Squawmish

(Stcirik).

village

Gibson landing, on the w. side
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

at

sd.,

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

an missionaries. As the labours of Campanius,
Biorck, Hesselius, and others show, the Swedes

came

'sling').

{Stcilks,

village

tupak, 'tobacco.'

cited

Schilks

be

The

Schloss.

Upper

name

local

a body of

for

around Seton lake,
British Columbia; pop. 20 in 1911.

interior of

Lillooct

Schloss.— Can, Ind.
—Ibid.,

pt.

Aff. Rep., pt.

72, 1902.

ii,

Slosh.

277.

I,

names

As Nelson notes

tongues of the region.
.77),

in 1731, contains valuable material bearing

on

the subject of the religion of the tribes of

Delaware

cited,

Discoveries

Fischer,

1900;

of

Fowke

1903;

Iowa

the
in

Norsemen

Am.

Anthr.,

and Pol., in, no. 1,
Algonquin Legends, 1885;

Am.

Stefanspon in

Anthr.,

viii, no. 2,

1906.

A former Huron village
situated between Nottawasaga bay and lake
Simooe, Simcoe co., Ontario. It was occupied
by the Tohontaenrat, one of the four Huron
The Jesuit mission of St. Michel was
tribes.
established there.
In 1649, on the overthrow
of the Hurons, the Tohontaenrat abandoned
their village in a body and were incorporated
Scanonaenrat.

with the Seneca.

(j.

1636, 77,

1639, 72, 1858.

1641., 81,

1858.

—

Scanonahenrat.
Scanonaen30, note, 1870.
St. Michael's.— Shea,
1858.

Ind. Tribes, iv, 204, 1854.

Champlain, CEuvres,

rat.— Jes.

writer

iv,

Rel. 1635, 35,

('beautiful-hillside peo-

clan of the Iroquois, (q.v.)

(1666) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

Vancouver

An

unidentified

Cath. Miss., 192, 1855.

Schoomadits. —Jewitt,
—Armstrong, Oregon,

Schachuhil (so called because the dead
were carried down from this place to a village
below, called Chutil, to be buried). A former
Cowichan

Chiiliwak

r.,

1902.

tribe of lower

Brit. Col.

Stca'tcuHil. —Hill-Tout

Tca'tcoHll.— Boas

in

Ethnol.

Surv.

Can.,

48,

in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 454,

1894.

Schaeken (S'teaekEn). A village of the
Ntlakyapamuk on Fraser r., above Lytton,
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv.
Can.,

4,

1899.

of

Narr., 36,

Shoomads.

1849.

136, 1857.

A

Cowichan village on lower
above Sumas lake, Brit. Col.
1894, the last time it was enumerated

Schurye.
Fraser

r.,

Pop. 27 in

just

separately.

Col.

map, Ind.

Rep.

Aff.

1880,

316,

1894,

276,

1895.

Schuye.— Brit.

1881.

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

A

Scitadin.
in

Ind.

village

on the

St.

1535, below the site of Quebec.

Lawrence,

—Cartier,

Bref Recit., 32, 1863.

Scowlitz.

town

of the

rison

r.,

A Cowichan tribe living at a
same name at the mouth of Har-

Brit.

Col.

Pop.

52 in 1904, 39 in

1911.

Harrison Mouth.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1891, 248,
1892.
Scowlitz.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep., 160, 1901.
Sk'au'elitsk.
S.,

454,

— Boas in

1894.

Rep. 64th Meeting Brit. A. A.
Col. map, Ind. Aff.,

Skowliti.— Brit.

^'ictoria, 1872.

Seakop.

A

Salish village or

Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.

village of the Pilalt, a

tribe

probably Nootka.

id.,

n. b. h.)

Scanona1858.
Scanonaentat.— Ibid
Scanonaerat.- Shea quoted by School-

Salnct Michel.—Jes. Rel.

enrat.— Ibid.

A

Hist., IX, 47, 1855.

Schuary.— Can.
Schurye.— Ibid.,

(a. f. c.)

craft,

—French

in
ii,

Jour. Hist,

Leland,

1905;

—Hewitt).

Schoomadits.
addition to the works above

in

Durrett in Tilson Club Pub. 23, 1908;
Greenland,
1745;
of
Description

America,

ple.'

river.

Consult,

Egede,

Schoneschioronon

(ibid.,

published

Biorck's Dissertatio Gradualis,

band under

—Can. Ind.

Aff. Rep., 78, 1878.

Seechelt (Sl'ciatl). A Sahsh tribe on Jervis
and Seechelt inlets. Nelson id., and the s. portion of Texada id., B.C. They speak a distinct
dialect and are thought by Hill-Tout on physical groimds to be related to the Lillooet.
Anciently there were 4 divisions or septs
Kunechin, Tsonai, Tuwanek, and Skaiakos
but at present all live in one town, called
Chatelech, around the mission founded by
Bishop Durieu, who converted them to Roman

—
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The Kunechin and Tsonai are
Kwakiutl lineage. Pop. 236 in
1902, according to the Canadian Department
of Indian Affairs, and 325 according to HillCatholicism.

said to be of

The former authority

Tout.

gives

1911.

(j.

243

in

R. s.)

Ni'clatl.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 101889 (Como.x name). Seashelth. Brit. Col. map'

—

Ind.

—

Mayne, BritSeshal.— Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
119b, 1884.
She-shell.— Can. Ind. A£f.,
Sl'catl.
Boas, op. cit. (Nanaimo name).
Secbelts.

1872.

Victoria,

Aff.,

Col., 144, 1862.
Brit.

Col.,

—

308, 1879.
Sl'clatl.

— Ibid,

(own name).

on the rocks'). A gi-oup
Athapascan tribes living in the valleys of
upper Peace r. and its tributaries and on the
w. slope of the Rocky mts., Brit. Col. Morice
says they were formerly united into one large
tribe, but on account of their nomadic habits
have gradually separated into smaller distinct
tribes having no affiUation with one another.
Harmon (Jour., 190, 1820) said that they came
from E. of the Rocky mts., where they formed
a part of the Tsattine. Gallatin (Trans. Am.

Sekani

('dwelleis

of

Antiq. Soc,

ii,

1836)gave their habitat as

20,

the headwaters of Peace
79, 1844) placed

Nahanni

them

Wilkes (U.

r.

r.

Dunn

in the
S.

(Hist. Oreg.,

mountains near

Explor. Exped.,

iv,

451, 1845) said they ranged about Ft. Simpson,
E. of

Rocky mts.

the Takulli and beyond the

McLean (Hudson Bay, i,
at McLeod lake in

some

235,

1849) found

Richardson
(Arct. Voy., ii, 31, 1851) placed them between
Stikine and Skeena rs.
Taylor (Cal. Farmer,
1849.

July 19, 1862) described them as being in the

mountains between McLeod and Connolly
lakes. According to Hind (Labrador Renin., ii,
261, 1863) they inhabited the foot of the Rocky
mts. N. w. of Peace r. and a part of New Caledonia w. of the Rocky mts., resorting to Fts.
Dunvegan, Halkett, and Liard. Pope (MS.,
B. A. E.) placed them w. of Tatla lake, Brit.
Col.
Petitot (Diet. Den^-Dmdji6, xx, 1876)
said that most of them were near the trading
posts on Fraser r., a small number only frequenting the Peace and Liard, where they have
a reputation for great savageness. Morice
(Proc. Canad. Inst., 112, 1889) says they roam
over the Rocky mts. on both slopes and the
adjacent forests and plains from about 54? to
60° N.

They

are of

much

slighter build

and

shorter in stature than any of the neighbouring
tribes,
little

from

whom

they otherwise

differ

but

except that then- bands are numerous and

not closely organized socially.
cribes

them

below

the

Morice desand bony, in stature
with narrow forehead.

as slender

average,
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prominent cheek-bones, small, deeply sunk
upper lip very thin, the lower pror
truding, the chin very small, and the nose
straight.
Fathers appear like children, and
none are corpulent and none bald. Petitot
describes them as built hke Hindus, light of
colour, with fine black almond eyes, large and
eyes, the

of oriental limpidity,

large

firm noses, the

Many

and voluptuous.

of the

mouth

males are

The women wear rings in their
These people are very barbarous and!
licentious.
Their complete isolation in the
Rocky mts. and their reputation for merciless
and cold-blooded savagery cause them to be
dreaded by other tribes. Their manner of hfe
circumcised.

noses.

They do without tents, sleeping
brush huts open to the weather. Their
only clothing consists of coats and breeches of
mountain-goat or bighorn skins, the hair turned
is

miserable.

in

outside or next to the skin according to the
season.

They cover themselves

at night with

communicate
them a strong odour, though less pungent
than the Chipewyan receive from their smoked
elk skins.
Petitot (Autour du lac des Esclaves,
309, 1891) pronounces them the least frank
and the most sullen of all of the Tinneh. They
goat-skins sewed together, which

to

are

entirely

caribou,

nomadic,

bear,

lynx,

the moose,
marmots, and
They eat no

following

rabbits,

beaver, on which they subsist.

an unmanly occufounded on fatherright.
They have no chiefs, but accept the
council of the oldest and most influential in
each band as regards hunting, camping, and
travelling (Morice, Notes on W. D6nes, 28,
1893).
When a man dies they pull down his
brush hut over the remains and proceed on
their journey.
If in camp, or in the event of
fish

and look on

pation.

fishing as

Their society

is

the deceased being a person of consequence,

they

make

a rough coffin

ot

limbs and erect a

it usually
with his birch-bark canoe inverted; or, on the
death of an influential member of the tribe, a
spruce log may be hollowed out for a coffin and

scaffolding for

it

to rest on, covering

the remains suspended therein on the branches
of trees.
Sometimes they hide the corpse n
an erect position in a tree hollowed out for the
purpose. They keep up the old practice of
burning or casting into a river or leaving suspended on trees the weapons and clothing of
the dead person.
When a member of the band
was believed to be stricken with death they
left with him what provisions they could spare
and abandoned him to his fate when the camp
broke up. They are absolutely honest.
A
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trader may go on a trapping expedition,
leaving his store unlocked without fear of anyNatives may enter and
thing being stolen.

help themselves to powder and shot or any
other articles they require out of his stock, but
every time they leave the exact equivalent in
furs (Morice).

Morice (Trans. Can. Inst., 28, 1893) divides
the Sekani into 9 tribes, each being composed
of a number of bands having traditional hunting grounds the limits of which, unUke those of
It
their neighbours, are but vaguely defined.
is not uncommon for them to trespass on the
territory of one another without molestation,
an unusual custom among the tribes of the N.
W. The tribes are as follows: (1) Yutsutkenne, (2) Tsekehneaz, (3) Totatkenne, (4)
Tsatkenne (Tsattine), (5) Tsetautkenne, (6)
Sarsi,

Saschutkenne,

(7)

division, the

is

(9)

an eastern

Thekkane.

Drake (Bk.
ber as

Otzenne,

(8)

Besides these there

Tselone.

Inds., xi, 1848)

gave their num-

Dawson

1,000 in 1820.

were 78 near Ft. Liard and 73 near Ft. Halkett, making 151 in the Mackenzie River region.
Morice (Proc. Can. Inst., 113, 1889) said that
they numbered 500 in 1887, not more than 250
of them being in British Columbia. The same
authority (Notes on W. Denes, 16, 1893)
estimated the total population of the Sekani
group at 1,300; the Sekani proper, on both

Rocky

mts.,

numbering 500, the

Tsattine 700, and the Sarsi, 100.

were

Sarsi (q. v.) alone

number

reported to

— Dawson

in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.,

Lhtaten.— Morice

in Proc.

Can.

192b,

Inst., 118,

— Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s, 29, 1893
('people
the beaver dams': TakuUi name). Rocky
map,
Mountain Indians. — Bancroft, Nat. Races,

Ttat-'tenne.
of

i,

S^canals.— Petitot

in Jour.

Roy. Geog. Soc,

on the mountain'). Secunnie.— Hale, Ethnol. and Philol., 202, 1846. Sekanais.
Sekanais
Petitot, Diet. Dtoe-Dindji^, xx, 1876.
toenfe.— Morice in Proc. Can. Inst., 113, 1889. Sekan'-es.— Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1869. Sicannis.
Bancroft, Nat. Races, i, 115, 1874.
Sicanny.
Pope, MS. vocab., B. A.. E., 1865. Sicaunies.— Harmon, Jour., 190, 313, 1820. Siccane.— Can. Ind. Aff..,
Siccanies.— Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19,
91, 1876.
Siccannies. Hind, Labrador Renin, ii, 261,
1862.
Siccony. Ross, MS. notes on Tinne,
app., 1863.
B. A. E. Sickanies. Ross in Smithson. Rep. 1866,
651, 1883 ('men

who

live

—

—

—

—

—
—

Sickannies.— Ross, MS. vocab., B. A. E.
Siconi.—Wilkes, U. S. Expl. Exped., iv, 451, 1845.

309, 1872.

— Duflot de Mofras, Expl. de I'Oregon, 339,
Sikanni.— Latham
1844.
Trans,
Soc. Lond.,
1856.
Sikannies. — Keane
Stanford, Compend.,

Sikanis.

ii,

in

535,

Philol.

in

71,

1878.

Sikennies.— Ibid.,

464.

—Petitot,

—

—

Esclaves, 362, 1891 ('people on the mountain'). Tii6xx,
Dene-Dindjil,
1876.
kka-n6. Petitot,
Diet.
Th6-kke-Ottin6. Petitot in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,
Thickcannies. Hind, Labrador Renin.
651, 1883.
Thikanies. Hardisty in Smithson. Rep.
II, 261, 1863.
Tsekanie.— McLean, Hudson Bay,
1866, 311, 1872.
Tse'kehne. Morice, Notes on W. Ddnds,
I, 235, 1849.
Tsekenne. Morice in Proc. Can. Inst., 112,
19, 1893.

—

—

—

1889

('inhabitants

Latham,

Nat.

—
—

the

of

Man,

Hist.

Richardson, Arct. Exped.,

Selelot

—

rocks').

306,

A

{Seraiot).

1850.

Tsikanni.—
Tsitka-ni.—

31, 1851.

ii,

Squawmish

.

Tha!canies.—

division

on Burrard inlet, coast of British Columbia.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.
living

Selkuta (Sel-ku'-ta). A Bellacoola village
on the N. side of the mouth of Bellacoola r.,
Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Brit. Col.

—

Hist.,

49, 1898.

II,

The name

Sels ('food-steamers').

applied,

probably contemptuously, to a Haida family
of low social rank which formed a subdivision
It is related that the

of the Hlgahetgulanas.

people of this family were so much in the habit
of steaming food that one of their women once

"We

shall be called 'food-steamers'";
happened. Low-class people in other
families seem to have received the same name.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.
said,

and

so

it

—

A

Seltsas {SeUs'&'s).

Katsey summer

vil-

lage at the head of Pitt lake, which drains into

A. A.

S.,

Brit. Col.

r.,

—Boas in Rep.

Setnehau

{SEniExd'u,

'little

on the

n. side of

Lytton, Brit. Col.— Teit in

Nat. Hist.,

II,

lynx').

band

A

vil-

NtlakyapaThompson r., 32 m. from

lage of the Spence Bridge

muk

Brit.

454, 1894.

1889

('inhabitants of beaver dams': applied also to Nahane).

35, 1882.

Th6-ke-nd.

Hist. Oregon, 79, 1844.

vocab., B. A. E., 1865 ('dwellers on the mountains').

lower Fraser

205.

Al-ta-tln.
1887.

In 1911 the

officially

MS.

The'-k6n-neh. Ross. MS. notes on Tinne, B. A. E.
The-ke-ottine.— Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1865.
Tli6-kh6n6.— Petitot in Bull. Soc. G6og. Paris, chart.
Autour du lac des
Petitot,
1875. Th6-kk'a-n&.

(Rep. Geol.

Surv., 206-7B, 1887-88) said that in 1888 there

sides of the

Dunn,

1912

v., A.

of

Mem. Am. Mus.

173, 1900.

A

Semiamu.

living about
w. Washington
and s. w. British Columbia. In 1843 they
numbered 300, and in 1911 there were 40 of the
tribe on the Canadian side.
Bircli Bay.— Farnham, Trav., Ill, 1843.
Samam-

the bay of the

hoo.—Can.

Salish

same name

tribe

in n.

Ind. Aff., 308, 1879.

Semiahmoo.—Vi'il-

son in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., 278, 1866. Semia'mo. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes, Can., 10, 1889.
Sem-mi-an-mas. Fitzhugh in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep.

—

—

1857, 328, 1858.

Rep.,

I,

Lummi,

6,

Vocabs.

Brit.

Gibbs

Shimiahmoo.—Gibbs in Pac. R. R.
Simiahmoo.—Gibbs, Clallam and

433, 1855.

in Pac.

1863.
Col.,

Simiamo.
119b,

R. R. Rep

,

i,

— Tolmie

1884.

and

Dawson,

Skim-i-ah-moo.—

436, 1855.
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Grant (Jour.
Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857) as a Nootka
tribe on the s. w. coast of Vancouver id.

Senatuch.

Seneca

Mentioned by

('place of the stone,' the Anglicized

form of the Dutch enunciation of the Mohegan rendering of the Iroquoian ethnic apOneida,

pelative

or,

strictly,

Oneniute'd'kd',

and with a different ethnic suffix, On&niute'rofi'no^', meaning 'people of the standing or
projecting rock or stone').
A prominent and
influential tribe of the Iroquois (q. v.).

When

known they occupied

that part of w.
Seneca lake and Geneva r.,
having then- council fire at Tsonontowan, near
Naples, in Ontario co. After the political destruction of the Erie and Neuters, about the
middle of the seventeenth century, the Seneca
first

415

came the warders of the famous "Great Black
Doorway" of the League of the Iroquois,
called Ka'nho'hwddji'gd'na' by the Onondaga,
In historical times the Seneca have been
by far the most populous of the five tribes
originally comprising the

League

The Seneca belong

quois.

in

of the Iro-

the

the political

federal

known by

organization to the tribal phratry

name Hondonnis"h&^' meaning,
,

which
member, when

'they are clansmen of the fathers,' of

the

Mohawk

are the

other

the tribes are organized as a federal council;

New York between

but when ceremonially organized the Onondaga
(see
Governalso belong to this phratry
ment). In the federal council the Seneca are
represented by eight federal chiefs, but two

and other Iroquois people carried their settlements westward to lake Erie and southward

at the

along the Alleghany into Pennsylvania.
these conquered peoples,

now

number

number

Tonawanda

of

among them.

No

con-

the Seneca ever joined

the Catholic Iroquois colonies.

In the third quarter of the 16th century
the Seneca was the last but one of the Iroquois
tribes

refused to join the League.

to give its suffrage in favom- of the

murder and war, the suppression
and the establishment of the
principles upon which the League of the Iroquois was foimded. However, a large division
abolition of

of cannibalism,

functions,

have varied. The names
have been recorded:

sometimes also called Snipe, Plover, and
Hodino^"
deogd', sometimes Honnont' gondjen'' ; Heron,
Hodidaio'^' ga'.
In a list of clan names made
in 1838 by Gen. Dearborn from information
given him by Mr. Cone, an interpreter of the
Tonawanda band, the Heron clan is called
the Swan clan with the native name given
above. Of these clans only five had an unsi'iu',

Killdee; T>eev,Hadmion'gwaiiu' ; Doe,

equal representation in the federal council of
League, namely, the Sandpiper, three,

the

the Turtle, two, the
one,

Hawk,

One

of the earliest

known

name Seneca

is

at-arms of a modern legislative body as well

modern secretary

of

state for foreign affairs, in addition to their

duties as federal chieftains;

indeed, they be-

one, the Wolf,

and the Bear, one.

ethnic

exercising functions belonging to a sergeant-

the

nine

main body, but, on obtaining coveted
privileges and prerogatives, the recalcitrant
body was admitted as a constituent member
The two
in the structm-e of the League.
chiefships last added to the quota of the
Seneca were admitted on condition of their
of the

of

Wolf,
Honnal 'haiion'nl'; Bear, Hodidjionni" gu';
Beaver, Hodige^"gega'; Turtle, Hadinid"d6n';
Hawk, Hadi'shwe^"gaiiu'; Sandpiper, Hodi'ne'following

of the tribe did not adopt at once the course

as those belonging to a

Since the

approximately in the third quarter of the
16th century, the number of Seneca clans,
which are organized into two phratries for
the performance of both ceremonial and civil

settled

of that tribe

siderable

ation to that part of the tribe which had at
first

by which accessions

on the Alleghany,
res., N.Y.
A
portion of them remained under British jurisdiction after the declaration of peace and live
on Six Nations res., near Brantford, Ont.
Various local bands have been known as
Buffalo, Tonawanda and Cornplanter Indians;
and the Mingo, formerly in Ohio, have become
officially known as Seneca from
the large
chiefly

Cattaraugus, and

six present

federal council, to give represent-

organization of the League of the Iroquois,

they became the largest tribe of the confederation and one of the most important.
They
are

were added to the original

first

a portion of

received into their tribe

also

They

of these

references to the

that on the original

Carte Figurative, annexed to the Memorial
presented to the States-General of the Neth-

Aug. 18, 1616, on which it appears
with the Dutch plural as Sennecas. This
map is remarkable also for the first known
mention of the ancient Erie, sometimes called
Gahkwas or Kahkwah; on this map they appear under the name last cited, Gachoi (ch =
erlands,

and were placed on the
branch of the Susquehanna.
kh),

n. side of the

The name

w.
did
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not originally belong to the Seneca, but to
the Oneida, as the following lines will show.
In the early part of Dec. 1634, Ai-ent Van
Curler (or Corlaer), the commissary or factor
of the Manor of Rensselaerwyck (his uncle's
estate), set out from Ft. Orange, now Albany,

with this town, which is presumptive evidence
that it is the Mohegan rendering of the Iro-

N.Y., in the interest of the fur-trade, to visit
Mohawk and the Sinnekens. Strictly
speaking, the latter name designated the

'a

-ens supplied

Oneida, but at this time it was a general name,
usually comprising the Onondaga, the Cayuga, and the Seneca, in addition. At that

able pronominal

the

Dutch and the French commonly
divided the five Iroquois tribes into two
identical groups; to the first, the Dutch gave
the name Maquas (Mohawk), and to the latter
period the

Sinnekens (Seneca, the

Dutch

-ens being the

final

genitive plural), with the connotation

mentioned above. The
French gave to the latter group the general

of

the

four

tribes

name

"les Iroquois Superieurs," "les Hiroquois

d'en

haut,"

Upper

the

i.e.

Iroquois,

"les

pays plus hauts, nomm^s
Sontouaheronnons" (literally, 'the Iroquois of
the upper coimtry, called Sontouaheronnons'),
the latter being only another form of "les
Tsonnontouans" (the Seneca); and to the first
des

Hiroquois

gi'oup

designations

the

f6rieurs"

Lower

(the

Iroquois

and

Iroquois),

In"les

nommes Agnechronnons"

Hiroquois d'en bas,
(the

"les

Mohawk; literally, 'the Iroquois from
named Agnechronnons'). This geo-

stone,

made by Champlain and

at Ft. Orange, prevailed until

about the third quarter of the 17th centurJ^
Indeed, Governor Andros, two years after
Greenhalgh's

visit to

Iroquois in

1677,

deemed ye

first

Journal

Van

of

the several tribes of the

still

"Ye Oneidas
sineques." The

wrote,

nation of
Curler,

mentioned

above,

a standing

'abundance

or

of,'

denotive of

and the

final

by the Dutch genitive plural
ending, the whole Mohegan synthesis meaning
'place of the standing stone'
and with a suit;

like o- or

affix,

was not recorded by the Dutch

wd-,

which

writers, the

translation signifies, 'they are of the place of

This derivation

the standing stone.'

is

con-

firmed by the Delaware name, W'iassone, for
the Oneida, which has a similar derivation.

The

initial

o-sound,

w- represents approximately an
is the affix of verbs and noims

and

denotive of the thu-d person;

the intercalary

merely euphonic, being employed to
prevent the coalescence of the two vowel
sounds; and it is evident that assone is only
another form of a'sinni, 'stone,' cited above.
Hence it appears that the Mohegan and
Delaware names for the Oneida are cognate
-t-

is

in

derivation

and

identical

in

signification.

Heckewelder erroneously translated W'iassone

by

'stone pipe makers.'

Thus, the Iroquois Oneniute'd'gd', the Mohegan Sinnekens, and the Delaware W'iassone

synonomous and are homologous in deBut the Dutch, followed by other

are

first

or rock,' -ika or -iga,

'place of,'

rivation.

Dutch

is

'it

employed as an ethnic
appellative.
The derivation of Sinnekens from
Mohegan appears to be as follows: a'sinni,

graphical rather than pohtical division of the
the early

Onen'iute',

or projecting stone,'

below,

Iroquois tribes,

name

quois local

Europeans, used the Mohegan term to designate a group of four tribes, to only one of
which, the Oneida, was it strictly appHcable.
The name Sinnekens, or Sennecaas (Visscher's

became the tribal name of
by a process of elimination which
excluded from the group and from the con-

map,

1660),

ca.

the Seneca

name the nearer tribes
own proper native name

notation of the general

records the interesting fact that during his

as

visit to

the tribes he celebrated the New Year
1635 at a place called Enneyutlehage or
Sinnekens. The first of these names was the

became known

of

the last remaining tribe of the group would

Iroquois,
for

and the second, the Mohegan name

the place,

or,

preferably,

received their
tribes

fii-st

through

Enneyutlehage

is

niute'agd"ge',

'at

knowledge of the Iroquois
Mohegan. The name

the

evidently written for

was the

chief

One-

the place of the people of

the standing (projecting) stone.'
this

Mohegan
The Dutch

the

translation of the Iroquois name.

town

At that date

Van
name Sinnekens

of the Oneida.

Curler's Journal identifies the

each with

its

to the Europeans.

Obviously,

own the general name of
The Delaware name for the Seneca

finally acquire as its

the group.

was Mexdxttn nl
welder), which
this

is,

of

(the Maechachtinni of
signifies

course,

the Iroquois

name

dowanSn"akd',

or

'great

Hecke-

mountain';

a Delaware rendering of
for the Seneca,

Djiionon-

DjiionondowdnSn'ron'non'

'People of the Great Mountain.'
This name
appears disguised as Trudamani (Cartier, 153435), Entouhonorons, Choiionlouaroiion = Chononiouaronon (Champlain, 1615), Ouenlovaronons
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In 1639 the war was renewed by the Hurons,
in May captured 12 prisoners from the

(Champlain, 1627), and Tsonontouan or So-

nontouan (Jes. Rel., passim.).
Previous to the defeat and despoliation of
the Neuters in 1651 and the Erie in 1656, the
Seneca occupied the territory drained by
Genesee r., eastward to the lands of the Cayuga along the line of the watershed between

who

Seneca and Cayuga lakes.

day's journey from Ongniaahra (Niagara), the

The

pohtical history of the Seneca

is

largely

that of the League of the Iroquois, although

owing to petty jealousies among the various
tribes the Seneca, like the others, sometimes
acted independently in their dealings with
aliens.
But their independent action, appears never to have been a serious and
the bonds uniting
rupture of
deliberate
them with the federal government of the
League, thus vindicating the wisdom and
foresight of its founders in permitting every

and exercise a large measure

tribe to retain

of

autonomy

government.
imperative

the structure of the federal

in

It

that

was sometimes apparently
one

of

the

tribes

should

compact with
its enemies, while the others might still maintain a hostile attitude toward the alien conenter into a treaty

or

other

tracting party.

During 1622 the Montagnais, the Algonkin,
and the Hurons sought to conclude peace with
the Iroquois {Yi-oquois = Moha,wk division?),
because "they were weary and fatigued with
the wars which thej^ had had for more than
50 years." The armistice was concluded in
1624, but was broken by the continued guerrilla

warfare of the Algonkin warriors; for this

reason, the Seneca ("Ouentouoronons d'autre
nation, amis desdits Yrocois") killed in the

Seneca, then regarded as a powerful people.

The war continued with varying
Jesuit Relation for 1641

success.

The

1858) says

75,

(p'.

the Seneca were the most feared of the enemies
of the Hurons,

and that they were only one

most easterly town
Relation for 1643

of

the

Neuters.

The

61) says that the Seneca

"les Hiroquois d'en haut"J, including the

e.

(i.

(p.

Cayuga,

the

Oneida,

and

Onondaga,

the

they did not exceed, in number
and power the Hiirons, who previously had
equalled,

had
this

if

advantage; and that the Mohawk at
time had three villages with 700 or 800

this

men

arms who possessed 300 arquebuses
Dutch and
which they used with skill and boldness.
of

that they had obtained from the

According to the Jesuit Relation for 1648
(p. 49, 1858), 300 Seneca attacked the village
of the Aondironnons, and killed or captured

many

although
were a dependency of the Neuters
who were at peace with the Seneca at this
time.
This affront nearly precipitated war
between the Iroquois and the Neuters.
The Seneca warriors composed the larger
as

of its inhabitants as possible,

this people

who

part of the Iroquois warriors
assailed, destroyed,

in 1648-49

and dispersed the Hm'on

it was likewise they who in 1649 sacked
the chief towns of the Tionontati, or Tobacco

tribes;

and the Seneca also took a leading part
and subjugation of the Neuters
in 1651 and of the Erie in 1656.
From the
Journal des PP. Jcsuites for 1651-52 (Jes. Rel.,
tribe;

in the defeat

Thwaites'

ed.,

xxxvii, 97, 1898)

it is

learned

Yrocois" the embassy com-

that in 1651 the Seneca, in waging war against

posed of a Frenchman, Pierre Magnan, and
three Algonquian ambassadors. This resulted
in the renewal of the war.
So, in Sept. 1627,

the Neuters, had been so signally defeated
that their women and children were compelled

the Iroquois, including the Seneca, declared
war against the Indians and the French on the

refuge

"village of the

Lawrence and

northern affluents by sending various parties of warriors against them.
From the Jesuit Relation for 1635 (p. 34,
St.

1858)

it

is

its

learned that

defeating the

Hurons

the Seneca,

after

in the spring of 1634,

made peace with them.

The Hiu-ons

in the

following year sent an embassy to Sonontouan,
the chief town of the Seneca, to ratify the
peace, and, while there, learned that the

Onon-

to flee from

Sonontowan, their

among

In 1652 the Seneca were plotting with the
to destroy and ruin the French settle-

Mohawk

St. Lawrence.
Two years later
the Seneca sent an embassy to the French for
the purpose of making peace with them, a

ments on the

movement which was probably brought about
their rupture with the Erie. But the Mohawk not desking peace at that time with
by

the French, perhaps on account of their desire
to attack the Hurons on the id. of Orleans,

daga, the Oneida, the Cayuga, and the Mohawk were desirous of becoming parties to

bassadors,

the treaty.

hostage with the French.

2lA— 27

capital, to seek

the neighbouring Cayuga.

Que., murdered two of the three Seneca

the other having

am-

remained as a
This act almost
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GEORGE

1912

v., A.

the Colonial levies and their Indian

however, were in such
a condition as to prevent the beginning of
On Sept. 19, 1655, Fathers
actual hostiUty.

allies, and
threw the veteran regiments into disorder.
Only by the overwhelming numbers of his
force was DenonviUe saved from disastrous

Chaumonot and Dablon,

defeat.

resulted

in

war between the two

hostile

tribes; foreign affairs,

after pressing

invi-

from Quebec to
visit and view the Seneca country, and to
establish there a French habitation and teach
the Seneca the articles of their faith.
tations

to do

In 1657 the

so,

started

Seneca, in

carrying out

the

In 1763, at

Bloody

this place the

by the Minqua, aided by the MaryThe Iroquois did not terminate their
hostilities until famine had so reduced the
Conestoga that in 1675, when the Marylanders
had disagreed with them and had withdrawn
landers.

Conestoga were completely
subdued by the Five Nations, who thereafter
their alliance, the

claimed a right to the Minqua lands to the
head of Chesapeake bay.
In 1744 the influence of the French was
gaining ground among the Seneca;
meanwhile the astute and persuasive Col.
Johnson was gradually winning the Mohawk
as close aUies of the British, while the Onondaga, the Cayuga, and the Oneida, under
strong pressure from Pennsylvania and Virginia, sought to be neutral.
In 1686, 200 Seneca warriors went w. against
the Miami, the Illinois in the meantime having
been overcome by the Iroquois in a war lastIn 1687 the Marquis de
ing about five years.
DenonviUe assembled a great horde of Indians
from the region of the Upper lakes and from
the St. Lawrence ^Hurons, Ottawa, Chippewa,
Missisauga, Miami, Illinois, Montagnais, Amikwa, and others— under Durantaye, Du Lhut,
and Tonti, to serve as an auxiliary force to
about 1,200 French and Colonial levies, to be
employed in attacking and destroying the

rapidly

—

Seneca.

H-aving

reached

Irondequoit,

the

Seneca landing-place on lake Ontario, DenonviUe
built there a stockade in which he left a garrison of 440 men. Thence advancing to attack
the Seneca villages, he was ambushed by 600
or 800 Seneca, who charged and drove back

r.

At a short distance from
same Seneca ambushed a British
composed of two companies of troops

force of nearly 100.

upon submission and the expression of a desire
to live under the form of government established by the League, had thus incorporated
eleven different tribes into their body pohtic.
In 1652 Maryland bought from the Minqua
or Susquehanna Indians, i. e. the Conestoga,
aU their land claims on both sides of Chesapeake bay up to the mouth of Susquehanna r.
In 1663, 800 Seneca and Cayuga warriors from
defeated

the Devils

about 4 m. below
the faUs, the Seneca ambushed a British supply
train on the portage road from Ft. Schlosser
to Ft. Niagara, only three escaping from a

policy of the League to adopt conquered tribes

the Confederation of the Five Nations were

Run and

Hole, situated on Niagara

force

who were

hastening to the aid of the supply

only eight of

train,

whom

escaped massacre.

These bloody and harsh measures were the
direct resiUt of the general unrest of the Six

Nations and the Western

tribes, arising

from

the manner of the recent occupancy of the

by the British, after the surrender of
Canada by the French on Sept. 8, 1760. They

posts

contrasted the sympathetic and bountiful
paternahsm of the French regime with the
neglect and niggardliness that characterized
the British rule. Such was the state of affairs
that on July 29, 1761, Sir Wm. Johnson wrote
to General Amherst: "I see plainly that there
appears to be an universal jealousy amongst
every nation, on account of the hasty steps
they look upon we are taking towards getting
possession of this country, which measures,
I am certain, wiU never subside whilst we encroach within the limits which you may recollect have been put under the protection of
the King in the year 1726, and confirmed to
them by him and his successors ever since and

by the orders sent to the governors not to
allow any one of his subjects settUng thereon

....

but that

property."

it

But,

should remain their absolute

by the beginning

of

the

American Revolution, so weU had the British
agents reconciled them to the rule of Great
Britain that the Seneca, together with a large

majority of the people of the Six Nations,
espoused the cause of the British against the
Colonies.

Consequently Gen.

Sullivan,

1779, after defeating their warriors,

in

burned

their viUages and' destroyed their crops.

There is no historical evidence that the
Seneca who were on the Ohio and the s. shore
of lake Erie in the 18th and 19th centuries were
chiefly an outlying colony from the Iroquois
tribe of that name dwelling in New York.

The

significant fact that in historical times

were never with the Iroquois
but rather with tribes usuaUy hostile to them,
their affiliations
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is to be explained on the presumption that they
were rather some remnant of a subjugated
tribe dependent on the Seneca and dwelHng
on lands under the jurisdiction of their conquerors.
It is a fair inference that they were
largely subjugated Erie and Conestoga.
Regarding the identity of these Indians, the
following citation from Howe (Hist. Coll.
Ohio, II, 574, 1896) is pertinent: "The Senecas
of Sandusky— so-called— owned land and occupied 40,000 acres of choice land on the e.
side of Sandusky r., being mostly in this
Thirty
[Seneca] and partly in Sandusky co.
thousand acres of this land was granted to
them on the 29th of September, 1817, at the

...

treaty

of

Maumee

maining 10,000

Rapids.
lying

acres,

was granted by the treaty
17th of September,

.

.

The

.

of the other,

s.

at St. Mary's,

1818."

re-

By

.

.

.

the treaty

concluded at Washington Feb. 28, 1831, these
Seneca ceded their lands in Ohio to the United
States and agreed to emigrate s. w. of Missouri,

that

on Neosho
in

1831

r.

The same
principal

"their

writer states

were

chiefs

Coonstick, Small Cloud Spicer, Seneca Steel,

Hard Hickory,

Tall Chief, and

the last two of

whom

Henry C. Brish, their sub-agent, that this
band [which numbered 390 in 1908] were in
fact the remnant of Logan's tribe,
and
says Mr. Brish in a communication to us: 'I
cannot to this day surmise why they were
.

them.

.

.

never found a Seneca among
They were Cayugas— who were Min-

called Senecas.

I

goes— among whom were a few Oneidas,
Mohawks, Onondagas, Tuscarawas, and Wyandots.'
The majority of them were certainly
not Cayuga, as Logan was Conestoga or

Mingo on

his

maternal

side.

In 1677 the Seneca had but four villages,
but a century later the number had increased
to about 30.
The following are the better

known Seneca

towns, which, of course, were

not at all contemporary. Canadasaga, Canandaigua, Caneadea, Catherine's Town, Cattaraugus, Chemung, New Chemung, Old Chemung, Chenango, Cheronderoga, Chinoshageh,
Condawhaw, Connewango, Dayoitgao, Deonundagae, Deyodeshot, Deyohnegano, Deyonongdadagana, Dyosyowan, Gaandowanang,
Gadaho, Gahato, Gahayanduk, Ganagweh,
Ganawagus, Ganeasos, Ganedontwan, Ganogeh, Ganondasa, Ganos, Ganosgagong, Gaon-

sagaon, Gaousage, Gaskosada, Gathtsegwarohare,
Geneseo,
Gistaquat,
Gwaugweh,

21 A- 27^

Kanagaro

Honeoye, Joneadih,

Kanagh-

(3),

saws, Kannassarago, Kashong, Kaskonchiagon,

Kaygen, Keinthe, Newtown, Oatka, Ongniaahra,
Onnahee, Onoghsadago, Onondarka,
Owaiski,

Skahasegao,

Sheshequin,

Sonojowauga,

Tekisedaneyont,

Tonawanda,

unte,

Skoiyase,

Tioniongar-

Tsononto-

Totiakton,

wanen, Yorkjough, Yoroonwago.

The earliest estimates of the numbers of
the Seneca, in 1660 and 1677, give them about
Later estimates of the population are:
5,000.
3,500 (1721); 1,750 (1736); 5,000 (1765); 3,250

and 1,780
were

(1778); 2,000 (1783); 3,000 (1783);
(1796).

In

1825 those

reported

at

2,325.

New York

in

In

1850,

Morgan, those in New York
while about 210 more were
res. in Canada.
In 1909
on the Six Nations res. near

according to

numbered 2,712,
on Grand River
there were 213*

Brantford, Ont.,
which, with those on the three reservations in

New

York, 2,749, would give them a total of
The proportion of Seneca now among

2,962.

the

4,071

Regis,

Iroquois

and Lake

of

Caughnawaga,

at

Two

St.

Mountains, Quebec,

cannot be estimated.

Good Hunter,

were their principal
The old chief Good Hunter told

orators.
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N. B. n.)

(j.

Anantooeah.

— Adair quoted by

Mooney

Rep.

in 19th

B. A. E., 509, 1900 (from Ani'-NQn'dawe'gl, the Cherokee name). Anl'-NOn'dawe'gi.
Mooney, ibid. (Che-

—

rokee name, sing. NOn'dSwe'gl; also applied to the
Iroquois generally). Anl'-S6'nika.
Ibid, (one of the
Cherokee names).
Antouhonorons. Champlain
(1616), CEuvres, iv, 75, 1870.
Antouoronons. Map

—

of 1632, ibid., v,

ii,

1870

(cf.

—

Entouohonoron)

— Freytas, Pefialosa, Shea
Assikanna. —Gatschet, Fox MS.,
vorinos.

—

Anto-

.

trans., 52, 83, 1882.

(Fox name;
Ceneca's.

1882

—

e.xtended to the whole of the Six Nations).

Document of 1719 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 528,
1855. Chenandoanes.
Mallery in Proc. A. A. A. S.
1877, XXVI, 352, 1878.
Chit-o-won-e-augh-gaw.
Macauley, N. Y., ii, 185, 1829. Chonontouaronon.

—

Shea in Charlevoix,

New

Chonuntoowaunees.
Soc. Coll., 1st

Champlain

3.,

—
—

France,

— Edwards

ii,

28, note,

1866.

(1751) in Mass. Hist.

Chouontouaroiion.

1809.

X, 146,

Ciniques.

(1615), CEuvres, iv, 34, 1870.

—
—

Old form quoted by Conover, MS. Hist, of Kanadesaga
and Geneva. Cinnakee. McKendry (177 9) in Conover, ibid.
Cinnigos. Document of 1677 in N. Y. Doc.

—

—

Cyneper.— Hyd^

Col. Hist., IX, 227, 1855.

(1712) in

N. C. Rec, II, 900, 1886. Cynikers.— Hubbard (1680)
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., v, 33, 1815.
Djonontewake.— Hale, letter, B. A. E., Mar, 6, 1879 (Mohawk
name). Entouhonorono.— Champlain (1620), Voy.,
I, 331, 1830.
Entouhonorons. Champlain, ODuvres,
IV, 32, 1870.
Entouohonorons. Shea in Charlevoix,

—

—

New
Ibid.

France,

ii,

28,

note,

Ganochgerltawe.

in .A.m. Antiq., iv, 75,

ne-ho'-ont.

— Pyrla;us

League

{ca.

Iroq.,

Honnonthauans.

Mass. Hist. Soc.

Entwohonoron.
1750)

1882 (a chief's name).

— Morgan,

doorkeeper').

1866.

Coll., 1st

*In 1911, there were 219.

s.,

vi,

97,

— Bollan

132, 1800.

—

quoted

Ho-nan1851
(1748)

('the
in

Honux-
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—

shlnlondi. Gatschet, Tuscarora MS., 1885 ('he makes
a leaning house' a name of the Iroquois confederation).
leuontowanols. Weiser (1748) in Drake, Bk. Inds.,
bk. 5, 97, 1848. Isonnontoans. Barton, New Views,
Isonnontonans. Hennepin, Cont. of
app., 6, 1798.
:

—

New

—
—

—

Isonontouanes. Lahontan
by Pownall (1754) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

Discov., 93, 1698.

(1703) as quoted
Hist., VI, 896,

1855.

Mass. Hist. Soc.

Jenontowanos.

Jeneckaws.— Dalton

Coll., 1st

— Mallery

x,

s.,

(1783)

in

123, 1809 (misprint).

A. A. A. S. 1877,
Bacqueville de la Pothe-

in Proc.

—

XXVI, 352, 1878. Lenekees.
(misprint).
rie, IV, 128, 1753

N5n-t§-w6'-ki.

Kate, Synonymie, 11, 1884 (Cherokee name).

—ten

Nation

Grande Montagne.— Jes. Rel. for 1669, 16, 1858
Tsonontowan)
No"to-wa-ka. Hewitt, Seneca
MS. vocab., B. A. E.-, 1883 (Tuscarora name). Nottawagees. Glen (1750) quoted in Conover, MS., Kan.

de

la

(cf.

—

.

—

—Morgan,

Nun-da-wa'-o-no.

Geneva.

and

League
own name).

Iroq., 51, 1851 ('the great hill people':
Mallery in Proc. A. A. A. S. 1877,
XXVI, 352, 1878. N0n'd5we'gi. Mooney in 19th
Rep. B. A. E., 509, 1900 (Cherokee name, sing, form;
Nundowaga.
Gatcf. Ani'-NHn'ddwegi, above).
Ondawagas.— Treaty (1789)
schet, Seneca MS., 1883.
in Am. St. Papers, Ind. Aff., i, 512, 1832 (not to be

Nundawaronah.

—

—

—

confounded with the Onondaga). Onughkaurydaaug.—Weiser (1748) in Drake, Bk. Inds., bk. 5, 97,
1848 (name of a chief). Onundawaga. Schoolcraft,

—

—

Onuntewakaa. Hale,
iv, 199, 1854.
B. A. E., Mar. 6, 1879. Ossikanna. Gatschet,
E., 1882 (Fox name; applied also to all
Ouentouthe Six Nations; plural, Ossikannehak)
oronons. Champlain (1615), OEuvres, vi, 143, 1870.
Padowagas. Drake, Bk. Inds., x, 1848 (misprint for
Nadowagas). Paisans, Les. Greenhaigh (1677) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 252, 1853 (so called by French).
Tribes,

Ind.

—

letter,

Fox MS., B. A.

.

—

—

—

Sannagers.— BrickeU, N. C, 320, 1737. SantSeronons.— Jes. Rel. 1643, 01, 1858. Seanecas.—
BrockhoUs (1682)
1881.
Coll.,

in

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., xiii, 555,
of 1676 in Mass. Hist. Soc.

Senacaes.—Writer
4th

s.,

IX, 167, 1871.

Senacars.— Mason (1684)
ii, 200, 1827.
Senacas.—

in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Weiser (1748) in Thwaites, Early West. Trav., i, 31,
1904. Senakees.— Niles (1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Senecaes. Coxe, Carolana,
Coll., 4th s., v, 332, 1861.
Senecas.— BrockhoUs (1682) in N. Y. Doc.
55, 1741.
Senecca.— Council of 1726
Col. Hist., xni, 555, 1881.
Seneckes.—Winthrop
in N. C. Rec'^, ii, 640, 1886.
in
Mass.
Hist.
Soc.
Coll.,
4th s., vi, 531, 1863.
(1664)
Senecques. Greenhaigh (1677) in N. Y. Doc. Gol.

—

—

1853.
Senegars.— Brickell (1737) in
Haywood, Tenn., 224, 1823. Senekaas. Esnauts and
Rapilly map, 1777. Senekaes.— Bellomont (1698) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 370, 1854. Senekas.— DonHist.,

Ill,

251,

—

gan

(ca.

Senekees.

1687), ibid., in, 428, 1853.

XIV

(1699), ibid., ix, 698,

697.

Senekes.— Dongan

Senekies.

— Livingston

1855.

— Louis

Senekers.— Ibid.,

(1687), ibid., in, 514, 1853.

(1720),

ibid.,

v,

565,

1855.

Senekoes.— Gale (1711) in N. C. Rec, i, 828, 1886.
Senequaes.— Ingoldsby (1691) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Senequas.— Spotswood (1712) in N.
Ill, 792, 1853.
C. Rec, I, 861, 1886. Seneques.— Greenhaigh (1677)
Senequois.—
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 252, 1853.
Conover, MS. Hist, of Kanadesaga and Geneva (old
Patesliall (1684) in Me. Hist. Soc.
form). Senicaes.

—

Coll., V, 90, 1857.

Senikers.— Marshc

(1744) in Mass.

VII, 197, 1801.

Sennagars.—

Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

3.,

Catesby, Nat. Hist. Car., n,

xiii,

1743.

Sennakas.

Colden, Five Nations, 42, 1727, quoted in Conover,

—

MS.

GEORGE

(1699) in

1912

v., A.

—

Kanadesaga

and Geneva. Sennakers. Penhallow
N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 134, 1824. Senne-

cas.— Map of 1614 (?) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856.
Sennecca.— Council of 1725 in N. C. Rec, ii, 570,
1886. Senneches.— Penhallow (1726) in N. H. Hist.
Soc. Coll., I, 41, 1824.
Senneckes.— Clinton (1745) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 275, 1855. Sennecks.—
Livingston (1698), ibid., rv, 341, 1854. Sennekaes.—
Livingston (1691), ibid., 781. Sennekas. Dongan
(1687), ibid., in, 476, 1853.
Sennekees.— Document
of 1712, ibid., v, 588, 1855.
Sennekies.— Livingston
(1720), ibid., 569. Senneks.— Dudley (1721) in Mass.

—

Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d

s.,

—

viii, 244,

Sennekus.—

1819.

Ibid.
Sennequans. Conover, MS. Hist, of Kanadesaga and Geneva (old form). Sennequens. Document of 1656 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.i xiv, 374, 1883.
Senneques. Livingston (1691), ibid., in, 782, 1853.
Sennickes. Salisbury (1678), ibid., xiii, 531, 1881.

—

—
—

Sennlcks.— Document of 1698, ibid., iv, 337, 1854.
Senontouant.— Tonti (1689) in Margry, D^c, in, 564,
1878.
Senottoway.— Document of 1713 in N. C. Rec,
Sha-de-ka-ron-ges.

—

Macauley, N. Y.,
Shinikes. Livingston
(1711) in N. Y. Doc Col. Hist., v, 272, 1855.
Sianekees.— Albany Conference (1737), ibid., vi, 99, 1855.
Sikne. Gatschet, Potawatomi MS., 1878 (Potawatomi
name; plural, Sekne-eg). Slmmagons. Martin, N.
C, I, 128, 1829. Sinacks.— Phillips (1692) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., Ill, 837, 1853. Sinagars.— Brickell.
1886.

II,

1,

II,

176, 1829 (a chief's name).

—

—

—

N. C, 283, 1737.

Doc
MS.

Sinakees.— Dongan

Col. Hist., in, 474, 1853.

Kanadesaga and Geneva

Hist.

N. Y,

(1687) in

Sinakers.

— Conover.

(old form).

Sine-

— Document of 1687 N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
1853.
Sineckes.— Andros (1688),
509,
555,
Sinekas. — Albany Conference (1746),
317.

cas.

in

iii-

ibid.,

ibid.,

1855.
Sinekees.— Clarkson
Sinekes.— Maryland Treaty

Sinekies.

— Schuyler

vi,

(169.3), ibid., iv, 45,

1854,

(1682), ibid., in, 321, 1853.

(1720) quoted

by Conover, MS.

—

Kanadesaga and Geneva. Sineks. Bellomont (1700)
quoted by Conover, ibid. Sineques. Andros (1678)
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 271, 1853.
Sinica.—

—
Sinicaes. — Dongan

Bartram, Trav., 372, 1792.
{ca.
1686) in N. Y. Doc Col. Hist., in, 394, 1853. Sinicker.
Weiser (1737) in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iv, 332, 1854.
Slnikers. Weiser (1737) quoted by Drake, Bk. Inds.,
bk. 5, 97, 1848. Siniques.— Andros (1676) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., xn, 558, 1877. Sinnagers. Lawson
Sinnakees.— Dongan (1687)
(1709), N. C, 77, 1860.
quoted by Parkman, Frontenac, 160, 1883. Sinnakers.
—Document of 1687 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ni, 431,
1853. Sinnakes.
Ibid
Sinnaques. Ibid., 432.
Slnnecas. Lovelace (1669) quoted by Ruttenber,

—

—

—

—

—

Tribes Hudson R., 68, 1S72. Sinneche.— Albany
Conference (1728) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 867, 1855.

Sinneck.— Document
Sinneckes.

of

1699,, ibid.,

—Ft. Orange Conference

iv,

579,

1854.

(1660), ibid., xiii,

184, 1881.
Sinneco.— Herman (1681), ibid., xn, 664,
1877. Sinnecus.—Beeckman (1661), ibid., 344.
Sinnedowane. Writer of 1673, ibid., n, 594, 1858. Sin-

—

—
—

nek. Livingston (1687), ibid., in, 445, 1853. Sinnekaes. Document of 1688, ibid., 565. Sinnekas.

Durant
Burnet

—

(1721),

ibid,

v,

589,

(1720),

ibid.,

v,

577,

Document

1855.

1855.

of 1657, ibid., xnr, 73, 1881.

Sinnekees.—
Sinnekens.—
Sinnekes.

—

Sinnekies.— Schuyler (1720), ibid., v, 542,
1855 Sinnekis,— Livingston (1699), ibid., rv, 597,
1854. Sinnekus.
Document of 1659, ibid., xin, 113,
1881.
Sinneqars. Conover, MS. Hist. Kanadesaga
and Geneva (old form). Sinnequaas. Gouvernour
Ibid., 72.

—
—

—
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xiv, 373,

Ibid.,

Sinne-

Sinnequols.

1883.

— Cono-

MS. Kanadesaga and Geneva (old form). Slnnicars.— Dongan (1687) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 516,
1853. Sinnicas.— Nottingham
ibid.,
823.
(1692),

ver,

Sinnichees.— Schuyler (1720),
Sinnlckes.— Bellomont (1698),
Sinnlckins.— Vaihant (1088),

Sinnlcks.— Dongan
Herrman map (1673)

(1687),
in

ibid.,

iv,

in,

ibid.,

1855.

to

176, 1829.

II,

toiians.

— Am.

—

Jes. Rel. 1669, 16, 1858.

—

558,

1854.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, vi, 326, 1857.

1853.

ans. Drake, Bk. Inds., xi, 1848. Tsouonthousaas.
Boudinot, Star in the West, 129, 1816. Tudamanes.—
Cartier (1535), Bref R6cit, 29, 1863.

Sinnodowannes.— Dellius (1697),
Sinnodwannes.— Ibid., 279.

1877.

280,

IV,

1854.

Sinnokes.— Schuyler (1687), ibid., iii, 478, 1853.
Sinnondewannes.— Blakiston (1691), ibid., 788, 1853.
Sinodouwas. McKenncy and Hall, Ind. Tribes, in,
Sinodowannes.— Maryland treaty (1682) in
79, 1854.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 321, 1853. Sinondowans.—

—

Colden (1727), Five Nations, 42, 1747 (here used for a
part of the tribe, probably those at Nundawao). Sniekes.— Maryland treaty (1682) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—

Sonnontoehronnons. Jes. Rel. 1654,
Sonnontoeronnons. Ibid., 1657, 2, 1858.
8, 1858.
Sonnontouaheronnons. Ibid., 1653, 18, 1858. Sonin, 322, 1853.

nontoiieronnons.

—

—

—

Ibid.,

1648, 46, 1858.

— Coxe, Carolana, 55,
— Rel. 1635, 34, 1858.

tovans.

nons.

Sonnon-

SonontoerrhoSonontSaeronons.

1741.

Jes.

—

Sonnontouanhrronon. Ibid.,
Sonontouans.— Denonville (1685)
Hist., ix, 282, 1855.
SonontoehSonontouons.
1040, 35, 18.58.

Ibid.,

1646, 3, 1858.

1637,

111,

1858.

N. Y. Doc. Col.
ronon. Jes. Rel.
Colden (1724) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 727, 1855.
Sonontrerrhonons. Jes. Rel. 1635 24, 1858. Sontouaheronnons. Ibid., 1652, 36, 1858. Sontouhoi-

in

—

—

—

ronon.— Sagard, Hist. Can. (1632), iv, 1800. Sontouhouethonons.— Ibid., n, 334, 1866. S8nt8aronons.

—

Jes. Rel. 1040, 34, 1858.

Sunnekes.

— Living-

ston (1711) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 272, 1855.
Syneck.— Bellomont (1700), ibid., iv, 718, 1854.

Synek.— Ibid., 750. Synekees.— Carr (1604), ibid.,
m, 74, 1853. Synekes.— Bayard (1089), ibid., 621.
Synicks.— Cartwright (1064), ibid., 67. Synnekes.—
Lovelace (1669), ibid., xin, 423, 1881. Synneks.—
Te-en-nen-hogh-huut.

428.

Ibid.,

Y.,

176,

II,

nyo-hunt.

—

1829

185.

— Macauley,
—

N.

name). Te-how-neaTeuontowanos. Drake,
Ti"-kwa.— Hewitt, inf'n,

(functional

Ibid.,

Bk. iHds., bk. 5, 4, 1848.
1886 ('I do not know': Tuscarora nickname for the
Seneca, on account of the frequent use of this expression

by the

latter tribe).

Tionionhogarawe.

—Pyrlaeus

(ca.

Am. Antiq., iv, 75, 1882 (a chief's
Toe-nen-hogh-hunt. Macauley, N.Y., ii,

1750) quoted in

—

name).

1829.

185,

Tondamans.—

Cartier

Tsonothou-

420,

516.

Comrs. on the Bndry. Line bet. Va. and Md.,
1873.
Sinnlkaes.— Livingston (1691) in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., Ill, 782, 1853.
Sinnikes.— Jamison (1697),
ibid., IV, 295, 1854.
Slnniques.— Andros (1670), ibid.,
ibid.,

Tsononthouans.

ii, 192, 1843.
Tsonontooas. Keane
Compend., 535, 1878. Tsonontouans.
Lahontan, New Voy., i, map, 1703. Tsonontowans.

Pioneer,

in Stanford,

523,

Sinnicus.—
accompany the Kept,

ibid.,

Maps

549,

v,

ibid.,

—

T. Son-non-thu-ans. Macauley, N. Y.,
T. Sonnontouans.— Ibid. Tsonnon-

Ibid., 49.

—

of the

XII,
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(1690) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., in, 714, 1853.

quens.

CAXADA

IXniAXi^ OF

(1535),

Bref

A

Senijextee.

on both

Salish tribe formerly re-

Columbia r. from Kettle
the Canadian boundary; they also
occupied the valley of Kettle r., Kootenay r.
siding

sides of

to

falls

mouth to the first fallS) and the region
Arrow lakes, Brit. Col. In 1909 those
in the United States numbered 342, on the
Colville res., Wash.
from

its

of the

Lake Indians.— Parker, Journal, 293, 1840. Savages
of the Lake.— De Smet, Letters, 37, 1843. Sen-i-jextee.— Winans in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 22, 1870. Slnatcheggs.— Ross, Fur Hunters, n, 172, 190, 1855. Slnu-

—

Wilson in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., 292,
S-na-a-chikst. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc.

itskistux.
1866.

Can. 1891,

—

sec. n, 6, 1892.

A

Senktl (SenxL).
the

mouth

1 m".

r.,

Brit.

Col.,

"about

above Nuxa'lk'!."

SEnqtL— Boas
SEnxL.

— Boas

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,

in 7th
in

Snihtlimih.

1900.
Brit.

Bellacoola village near

of Bellacoola

122b,

Col.,

— Tolmie

1884

and Dawson, Vocabs.
(perhaps refers to Snu't'ele,

mtA = 'people

another town;

A

Seshart.

and Alberni

Nootka

canal,

s.

of).

tribe

on Barkley

sd.

w. coast of Vancouver

Its septs, according to Boas, are:

id.

Hameyisath,

Kuaiath, Kutssemhaath, Maktlaiath, Nechimuasath, Neshasath, Tlasenuesath, Tseshaath,
and Wanineath. Their principal village is
Tsahahch. Pop. 128 in 1911.

—

Schissatuch. Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293
1857. Ses'h-aht.
Brit. Col. map, 1872.
Seshaht.
Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868. Shechart.— Mayne,
Brit. Col., 251, 1862.
She-sha-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
1880, 315, 1881.
Sishat.— Swan, MS., B. A. E.
Suthsetts. Jewitt, Narr., 36, repr. 1849. Sutsets.
Armstrong, Oregon, 136, 1857. Ts'eca'ath. Boas in
0th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31, 1890. Tsesaht.—
Can. Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 77, 1908. Tsesh-aht.— Can. Ind.

—

—

—

Aff., 188, 1883.

R6cit, 59, 1863 (identical;

Hewitt considers this form,
Toudaman, and Trudaman in Cartier, to be corruptions
of Tsonondowanen, which he says was applied to the

Onondaga

as well as to the Seneca).

Pouchot map (1758)
1858.

in

Tonnontoins.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Toudamans.— Cartier

Hist., x, 694,

(1535), Bref R^cit, 59,

1863 (identical?). To-wa"-ka'.— Hewitt, Seneca MS.
vocab., B. A. E., 1883 (common Tuscarora name, abbreviated

from No"towdka).

Trudamans.

— Cartier

(1535), Bref R^cit, 29, 1863.
Ts-ho-ti-non-do-wa"&&'.
Hewitt, inf'n, 1886 (name used by the tribe;

—

Fr.

—

Tshonondowaga). Tsonantonon. JefTerys,
Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761. Tsonnonthouans.

singular,

A Bellacoola town at the
Bentinck arm, coast of British

Setlia (SE'Lia).

entrance of

S.

Columbia.
SE'Lia.

1898.

— Boas

in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Sitleece.—Whymper, Alaska, 55, 1869.

Seton Lake. The local name
Upper Lillooet around a lake of

ii,

48,

for a

body

of

this

name

in

the interior of British Columbia, subsequently

subdivided into the Mission, Neciat, and Seton
Lftke bands.
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Seaton Lake.— Can.

Lake.— Ibid.,

Ind.

Aff.,

279,

1894.

Seton

1884, 190, 1885.

Seven Islands.

A

Montagnais trading and

mission station on the n. shore of the gulf of
Lawrence, near the mouth of Moisie r.,

St.

In 1884 the inhabitants numbered

Quebec.

269; in 1911, 402.
Sept

Isles.

— Boucher

in

Can. Ind.

Seven Islands.— Ibid.,

1885.

Aff. 1884, pt.

i,

37

185.

Seven Nations of Canada., The 7

tribes

Skighquan (Nipissing), Estjage
(Saulteurs), Assisagh (Missisauga), Karhadage,
Adgenauwe, Karrihaet, and Adirondax (Algonkins).
The 4th, 5th, and 6th are unidentified.
These are the peoples mentioned in N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist., IV, 899, 1854.
In the Mass. Hist.
Soc. Coll., 3d s., V, 78, 1836, the Caughnawaga
signified are the

are not included in the 7 tribes there

men-

shaggunappy.

— Knox

is

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

derived from pisagandhiy.

pishagandpi, in the Cree dialects of Algonquian,
the corresponding Chippewa word being hishagandb, signifying

thong of rawhide.' Gerard
Cree word as plshagandbii,
from pishagan 'hide' (ht. 'what is flayed'), dhii
'cord', 'string', 'rope,'
It has been said that
"shaganappi and Scotchmen made the Northwest." A corresponding term is babiche (q.
v.), though it is not of such importance as the
gives the

'a

Wood

other.

(a. f. c.)

Shagsowanoghroona

(Iroquois name).

A

tribe or band, probably Algonquian, living in

Canada

in 1759.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

Shahanik

— Canajoharie conf.

(1759) in

Hist., vii, 393, 1856.

{Sha'xanix,

lage of the Nicola

band

'little

of

rock').

A

vil-

Ntlakyapamuk near

16 m. above Spence Bridge,

Brit.

pop. 81 in 1901, the last time the
appears.

name

Nicola

tioned.

Seven Castles.

It

r.,

Col.;

Am. St. Papers, Ind.
Aff., I, 235, 1832.
Seven Nations of Canada.— Maumee council (1793), ibid. Seven Nations of Indians
Inhabiting lower Canada. Rep. in Williams, Vermont, II, 291, 1809. Seven nations of Lower Canada
Indians. Caughnawaga address (1798), ibid., 233234.
"Seven Tribes" on the River St. Lawrence.

1887.
Shahshanih.— Ibid., 269, 1889. Sh-ha-hanih.— Ibid., 196, 1885. Shhahanik.— Ibid., pt. ii, 166,

Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. 3d

1901.

(1792) in

—

—

—

Sewathen.

s.,

v, 78, 1836.

Cowichan

tribe

formerly

on the coast of British Columbia

living

the

A

mouth

of Fraser

r.

Isowasson.

— Can.

of the tribe.

of

—

—

Tsowassan.— Ibid.,

316, 1880.

Sgilgi {Sgi'lgt, 'plenty of scoters'). A Haida
town of the Saki-kegawai family, formerly in
an inlet on the s. w. coast of Moresby id.,
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. It was the
most important Ninstints town on the West
coast, and its chief became town chief of Ninstints.

—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277, 1905.

Shaganappi.

Thongs

rawhide used for
or "Northwest
iron," was an important factor in the economic
development of the N. W., where it was a godsend to the mixed-bloods and white settlers.
Out of it was made the harness of the famous
Red River carts and of the dog sleds of the
country to the northward. It was one of the
most important gifts from the Indian to the
white man. A variety of spelKngs of thi§
rope

word

or

cord.

exists,

of

Shagaimppi,

as shaganappi, shaggineppi,

and

('God of the South,'

—

Jones).

J.

A

who

converted

Chippewa, generally known as John Sunday,
active part in the Methodist mis-

sionary work

town). Tche-wassan.— Can. Ind. Aff.. 277, 1894.
Tsawwassen. Ibid., pt. ii, 75, 1904. Tsonassan.
189, 1883.

Shahwundais

makes the summer.

Pop. 51 in 1911.

Ind. Aff., 74, 1878.

—

I,

Can.,

who took an

are

SEwa'fEn.
Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902. StauSfen.
Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887. Stcuwa'cEl.— Boas in
Rep. 64th Meeting B. A. A. S., 454, 1894 (given as a

Ibid., pt.

1900.

now on a
Chewassan

They

reservation near Pt. Roberts, called

from the name

s.

—Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 174,
Cgokung.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv,
Shahahanih.—Can. Ind. Aff., 308.
4, 1899.

Ca'xanix.

among his people during the

and middle parts

of the 19th century.

early

Peter

Jones (Hist. Ojeb. Inds., 200, 1861) says he
belonged to the Mink "tribe" (probably the
Marten gens of Warren)
His home, and probably the place of his birth, about 1796, was
Alnwick township, Northumberland co., Ont.
In 1823 John and Peter Jones, the latter the
author of the History of the Ojebway Indians,
were converted at the Methodist mission on
The brothers
Credit river. Peel co., Ont.
commenced teaching their people, and with
other missionaries in 1826-27 held a campmeeting near Cobourg, at which Sunday was
He began at once to learn to
converted.
read and write, was ordained as a minister,
and entered actively into missionary work
.

the Chippewa. With George Copway
and other native preachers he went on several
missionary tours to the Chippewa about lake
Superior.
They estabhshed a permanent mission in 1833 at L'Anse on Keweenaw bay,
Mich., and another in 1835 at Ottawa lake, in
the same state. Sunday appears to have devoted some time to special work among the
Saulteurs at Sault Ste. Marie, where his preach-

among
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ing was so highly regarded that women bearing
children in their arms forded streams to reach
the meeting place (Jones, op. cit., 227). It
was about this period that the Rev. Wm. Case,
who had been influential in bringing Sunday

the proper psychic state, and certain individuals

became shamans

escaping from a

after

stroke of lightning or the jaws of a wild beast.

When

States for the purpose of raising funds for the

treating a patient or otherwise performN. W. Coast shaman was supposed to be
possessed by a supernatural being whose name
he bore and whose dress he imitated, and

Canadian missions.

among

into the church, took

him on a tour

of the

At the general council

of

the Christian Chippewa and Ottawa, held at

Saugeen, Ont., in 1845, Sunday was present,
and his eloquence on this occasion has received
special mention.
Copway (Life, Hist, and

was "uncommonly
cit., 201) says he was

Trav., 197, 1847) says he

eloquent"; Jones (op.
"particularly
ing,

happy

in his address at this

meet-

and towards the close, thrilled and astonall present by the ingenuity and power of

ished

After this he

his appeals."

though he was probably

Copway

is

not mentioned,

living as late as 1855.

speaks of him as a

chief,

and he signs

made by him and one Simp-

as chief the report

son as commissioners of Alnwick in 1842.
(C. T.)

Shakkeen. A (former?) Sahsh village or
band under Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.
—Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Shamans and Priests. Mediators between the world of spirits and the world of
men may be divided into two classes: The
shamans, whose authority was entirely dependent on their individual ability, and the
priests, who acted in some measure for the
tribe or nation, or at least for

Shaman

is

some

society.

explained variously as a Persian

ing, a

the Tlingit this spirit was often supported by several minor spirits which were
represented upon the shaman's mask and
strengthened his eyesight, sense of smell, etc.

He

let his

dressing

it.

hair

grow

long, never cutting or
performing he ran around

When

fire very rapidly in the direction of the sun,
while his assistant beat upon a wooden drum

the

and his friends sang the spirit songs and beat
upon narrow pieces of board. Then the spirit
showed him what he was trying to discover,
the location of a whale or other food animal,
the approach of an enemy, or the cause of the
In the latter case he

sickness of a patient.

removed the object that was causing pain by
blowing upon the affected part, sucking at it,
or rubbing a charm upon it. If the soul had
wandered, he captured and restored it, and, in
case the patient had been bewitched, he revealed the name of the offender and directed'
how he was to be handled. Payment for his
services must always be made in advance, but
in case of failure it was usually retiu-ned, while
among some tribes failure was punished with
death. Shamans also performed sleight-ofhand feats to show their power, and two
shamans among hostile people would fight
each other through the air by means of their
spirits, while no war party started off without

word meaning 'pagan', or, with more Hkelihood,
as the Tungus equivalent for 'medicine-men',
and was originally applied to the medicine-

one.

men

other American tribes were very

it

or exorcists in Siberian tribes, from which

was extended to

similar individuals

among

the Indian tribes of America.

Among

all religious

functions, in-

cluding, as usual, that of physician,
sionally a

and occa-

shaman united the civil with the
by being a town or house chief

rehgious pewer
also.

Generally

speaking,

he

obtained

his

position from an uncle, inheriting his spiritual

helpers just as he might his material wealth;

but there were also shamans who became such
owing to natural fitness. In either case the
first

intimation of his

the

man

falling

new power was given by

senseless

same

ideas behind shamanistic practices in

as these, but the forms

varied considerably.

the Haida and Tlingit, shamans per-

formed practically

The

and remaining

in

Elsewhere
in North America, however, the sweat bath
was an important assistant in bringing about

that condition for a certain period.

actually

possessed,

much

the

which they took

Thus instead of being
shamans and

Iroquois

probably others controlled their spirits objectively as if they were handling so many instruments, while Chitimacha shamans consulted
their helpers in trances.

Among

the Nootka there were two classes
shamans, the Uctdk-u,, or 'workers', who
cured a person when sickness was thrown upon

of

him by an enemy
shape of an

or

when

it

entered in the

and the K'ok'oa'tsmaah, or
'soul workers', especially employed to restore
a wandering soul to its body.
The Songish of the southern end of Vancouver id. also had two sorts of shamans. Of
insect,

these the higher, called the sqund'am, acquired
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his power in the usual way by intercourse
with supernatural beings, while the sl'oua,
who was usually a woman, received her knowledge from another sl'oua. The former answered more nearly to the common type of

shaman, while the function

of the latter

to appease hostile powers, to

a sacred language.

by women who

whom

She was

also applied to

desired to bear children, and

for all kinds of charms.

Among

the interior Sahsh the initiation of

shamans and warriors seems to have taken
place in one and the same manner, i. e. through
animals which became the novices' guardian
spirits.
Kutenai shamans had special lodges

camp larger than the rest, in which they
prayed and invoked the spirits.
in the

and a
Salish

Most

while there was a separate class of diviners
called poivwow, or 'dreamers.'

Unlike most shamans, the angakunirn of the
Eskimo communicated with their
spirits while seated.
It was their chief duty
to find out the breaking of what taboos had
caused sickness or storms.
As distinguished from the calling of a shaman, that of Q priest was, as has been said,
national or tribal rather than individual, and
if there were considerable ritual his function
might be more that of leader in the ceremonies
and keeper of the sacred myths than direct
mediator between spirits aiid men. Sometimes, as on the N. W. coast and among the
Eskimo, the functions of priest and shaman
Central

might be combined, and the two terms have
been used so interchangeably by writers,
often difficult to

to the Eastern tribes,
tell

which

is

the

proper one.

Even where shamanism flourished most there
was a tendency for certain priestly functions
to centre around the town or tribal chief.

among the Haida,

Tsimehian, and Kwakiutl in the prominent part
This appears

men

One

in this category.

may

that

be placed

of these classes con-

which concerned themselves
with healing and appHed definite remedies,
though at the same time invoking superior
powers, and to be admitted to which a man
was obliged to pass through a period of insisted of societies

struction.

The other was made up

or the few

men who

of the

and who

rituals,

transmitted their knowledge concerning
equally

limited

one

acted as superior officers

conduct of national

in the

number

it

to

successors.

of

Tlingit,

among

the Chippe-

**** *****

wa, Menominee, and other Algonquian tribes.
(j. R. S.)

Sheaksh

A

Niska village
site on the s. bank of Nass r., Brit. Col., 5 m.
above the canon, at the mouth of a stream
that

latter

when applied

of the tribes of the eastern plains con-

tained two classes of

the Mide'wiwin ceremony

were evidently represented
among the Delawares by the medeu, who concerned themselves especially with healing,

it is

all religious

Similar to these, perhaps, were the priests of

should rather be regarded as priests.

that

leading his people in

civil chief,

addition to the

prophets deriving their power from the thunder
god, and the mide', who were concerned with
the sacred society of the Mide'wiwin, and

especially

the Fraser River or Coast
of a high priest than a

of

classes of sha-

herbaUst or doctor, properly so considered.
These were the wdbeno', who practised medical
magic, the jes'sakki'd, who were seers and

These

chief

was even more

functions.

an

Hoffman enumerates three
mans among the Chippewa, in

1912

the chiefs played in secret society performances,

was

she spoke

v., A.

that

came

('new water').

into existence after the eruption

Several

visible at this point.

is

fishing houses

Shediac.

mark

the

A Micmac

modern

(g. t. e.)

site.

band

or

village

in

1670 at the present Shediac, on the e. coast of
New Brunswick.

— Vaudreuil

Chedaik.
X,

359, 1858.

Coll., 1st

s., X,

(1755) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Gediak.— Frye (1760) in Mass. Hist. See.
115, 1809. Jediuk.— Stiles (1761), ibid.,

116.

Shemaukan
Gerard).

The

{Shimdgdn,

'lance,' 'sword.'

Cree bands in

largest of the

1856, at which period they occupied 350 tipis.

They roamed and hunted
Prickly-pear mts.,

e.

s.

in the

Cypress and

Alberta and

s.

w. Sas-

katchewan, but occasionally visited Missouri r.
They took their name from a
for trade.
chief, otherwise known as The Lance.
She-mau-kau. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.

—

Val, 237, 1862 (misprint).

Shemps.
on the

left

A Squawmish village

bank

of

Cemps.— HiU-Tout
(c

in

Skwamish

r.,

community

Brit. Col.

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474, 1900

=sA).

Shennosquankin. One of the 3 bands of
Similkameen Okinagan in British Columbia.
Total pop. of Shennosquankin, Ashnola and
Chuchuwayha bands in 1911, 175.

—
—

Shennoquankin. Can. Ind. Aff.,
Shennoskuankin. Ibid., 419,
quan-kin.— Ibid., 191, 1883.

pt.

ii,

1898.

166,

1901.

Shen-n6s-
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A

('duck').

gens of the Chip-

Muk-ud-a-shlb.
Coll., V, 45,

—Warren

Minn. Hist. Soc.
She-shebe'.— Mor-

(1852) in

1885 ('black duck').

gan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877. Sheshebug.— Tanner,
Narr., 315, 1830.
Shlship.— Gatschet, Ojibwa MS.,
B. A. E., 1882.

Shilekuatl

A Cowichan town

(CilEk'na'tl).

Tsakuam
Indian name for

at Yale, Brit. Col., belonging to the

Probably the

tribe (q. v.).

of small village

Okanagan and Williams Lake agencies, together with

CilEk'ua'tl.— Boas in Rep. Brit. A. A.
Lichaltchingko. Brit. Col. Map, Ind.
1872.
Yale.— Can. Ind. Aff., 74, 1878.

A

body

Aff., Victoria,

of

Kam-

loops agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 186 in 1884, the

time the

name

Shimps-hon.— Can.

Shishaiokoi

on the a.
and w. the kindred Okinagan, Ntlakyapamuk,
and Lillooet. They have probably dwindled

the Tsilkotin, an Athapascan tribe;

into their country half a century ago, but

number more than
croft,

A Squawmish

{Cicai'oQoi).

communtiy on the e. coast of Howe sd.,
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,

village

Thompson,

North
or Halaut,
Shuswap Lake; pop. in

1911,

—

Okanagan Agency

Ind. Aff. 1884, 188, 1885.

—

and Pavilion (occupied

chiefly

by

Lillooet);

pop. in 1911, 1,027; Koolenay Agency

Shkuet {C'kuei). A village of the Ntlakyapamuk on Fraser r., near Spuzzum, Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

basket; pop. in 1911, 63.

1899.

village

Consult
IX, sec.

Hist.,
'little

hills').

A

Ntlakyapamuk on

Frafeer

r.,

Shkuokem
of

{Ckuo'kEm,

the

above Spuzzum,

Brit. Col.

Ethnol. SurV. Can.,

5,

—Hill-Tout in Rep.

1899.

II,

II,

wak

village

Tout

in

ground-nuts (?).

—

(Schubenakddi,

— Trumbull).

and reservation

cadie

insignificant Chilli-

Hillin s. British Columbia.
Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1902.

Shubenacadie
lage

An

{C'la'lkl).

r.,

at the

N. of Halifax,

'plenty

A Micmac

Anthr.

Scotia.

Pop. 96

Mass. Hist. Soc.
akadie. Rand,

—

Shubenecadie.

Shuimp

Coll., 1st

Micmac

s.,

x,

115, 1809.

Col. Hist.,

(1760)

in

Shuben-

Reading Bk., 81, 1875.
in Can. Ind. Aff. for 1884,

— Macdonald

— Gallatin

in Trans. Am. Antiq.
At-naks.— Mayne, Brit. Col.,
296, 1861. Atnans.— De Smet, Oregon Aliss., 100,
1847. Atnas.— Drake, Bk. Inda., vi, 1848. Clulwarp.

Soc,

II,

Atnahs.

16, 134, 1836.

— Fitzhugh

in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep.

1857,

328,

1858.

— Mackay quoted by Dawson Trans.
people: own name).
1891
Roy. Soc. Can.,
337,
Schouchouaps. — Duflot de Mofras, Oregon,
SeQUSe-huapm-uh. — Mackay, op.
1844.
1890.
W.
Tribes
Can.,
6th
Rep.
N.
apmuQ.— Boas
Hist. Mag.,
Shewhap. —Anderson quoted by Gibbs
SheShewhapmuch. —
1863.
whapmuh. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
124b, 1884. Shewhapmukh. — Gibbs in Shea's Lib.
1860-3. She-whaps. — Ross, AdAm. Ling.,
Shoo-schawp. — Kane, Wauderventures, 151, 1849.
Shooshaps. — Parker, Journal, 299,
155, 1859.
Cal. Farmer, July
1840. Shooswabs. — Taylor
Shoo-wha'-pa-mooh. — Dawson Trans. Roy.
1862.
U.
1891.
Shoushwaps. — Hale
Soc. Can.,
Shouwapemoh.— De
Expl. Exped.,
198, 1846.
Shouwapemot. —
1847.
Smet, Oregon Miss.,
ShushShushwaps. — Hale,
205, 1846.
100.
Shuswap-much. — Mayne, Brit.
wapumsh. —
Sioushwaps.^
Ibid.
296, 1861. Shuswaps. —
De Smet, Oregon Miss., 137, 1847. Sockacheenum.
Adm. Chart, no. 1917. Soushwaps. — Prichard,
Ka-la-muh.

in

ii,

7,

('the

cit.,

4.

SO,

in

Ibid., 73, 76.

Brit. Col.,

xi, vii,

'ings,

19,

in

{Cuimp,

'strong').

A

head

village

Ntlakyapamuk just above Yale, Fraser
Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

Brit.

5,

M.)

(j.

— Morse,

Rep. to Sec. War, 371, 1822 (the
variants of this are from the Takulli word meaning

Atenas.

VII, 77,

xxix, 1885.

Can.,

Tribes Can.,

in

Chibenaccadie.— Doc. of 1746 in N. Y. Doc.
1858.
Chigabennakadik.— Frye
X,
70,

of the

W.

1891.

ii,

Shubena-

in 1911.

r.,

no. 4, 1900; Ann. Rep. Can.

i,

Ind. Aff.; Boas in 6th Rep. N.

sec.

vil-

of

head

Nova

of

— Kin-

Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada,
1892; Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

'stranger').

Shlalki

1,135;

Spallumcheen; pop. in
AlkaH
1911, 164;
Williams Lake Agency
Lake, Canoe Creek, Canim Lake, Clinton,
Soda Creek, WiUiams Lake, also Fountain

474, 1900.

5,

Ash-

Creek, Kamloops,

Neskainlith
Little

appears.

still

the following

— Adams Lake,

Deadman

Bonaparte,

in

2,100,

Kamloops Agency

bands:

Sahsh

of

454,. 1894.

S.,

—

Shimpshon.

a small band, descendants of Chief Kinbasket,
for about 60 years past, permanently settled
among the Kutenai. On the n. they border

at least one-half since the advent of the miners

Pop. 76 in 1911.

Yale.

Brit.

They now occupy a number

reservations attached to the Kamloops,

pewa.

last

425

1899.

Shuswap (strictly Sequa'pmuq). The most
important Salishan tribe of British Columbia,
formerly holding most of the territory between
the Columbia r. watershed and Fraser r., including the basin of Thompson r. above Ashcroft, embracing Shuswap and Adams lakes,
and extending n. to include Quesnel lake.

in

sec.

S.

in

4,

ii,

vi,

Ibid.,

63,

op. cit.,

Ibid.

Col.,

Brit.

Phys. Hist., v, 427, 1847. SQua'pamuQ.— Boas in 5th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. Su'QuapmuQ.—
Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 80, 1890. Thompson river Indians.^Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19
Tlitk'atEwu'mtlat. Boas in 5th Rep. N. W.
1862.

—
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2
('without shirts and trousers':

Tribes Can., 10, 1889

Kutenai

Towapummuk. —Brit.

name).

map,

Col.

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

The Micmac now

81, 1875).

1912

v., A.

county

in this

occupy the Fisher Grant and Indian Island
and numbered 161 in 1911.

reserves

Shuwalethet
end

A

(Cuwa'lsgEt).

Katsey

lage of the

winter

Cowichan

tribe of

of Pitt lake, near lower Fraser

Col.— Boas

vil-

at the

Rep. 64th Mtg. Brit. A. A.

in

s.

Brit.

r.,

S.,

Sihasapakhchar
Black footed ones.
1850,

454, 1894.

A name

('hunters').

generally to the interior Indians

apphed

by those

of

Washington and British Columbia. This form
of the word was used for some SaUsh on Whatcom and Siamanna lakes, n. w. Wash. Similarly the Ntlakyapamuk were called Somena
by the Cowichan, while Swddabsh, which was
applied by the Nisqualli to the Shahaptian
Klikitat and Yakima, is said to have the same
meaning. (Gibbs in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i,
1877).

This

Swedebish, a

name

341,

however,

last,

resembles

given to one of the Skagit

on Whidbey

tribes

Puget

id.,

sd.

— Anderson

B. S.)

by Gibbs in Hist.
Mag., vii, 73, 1863. SEtna'mila.— Teit in Mem. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 167, 1900. Sia-man-nas. Fitzhugh in Ind. Aff. Rep. 1857, 329, 1858. Si-him-e-na.
quoted

—

— Mahoney

(1869), ibid., 70, 576, 1869 (or Stick Indi-

Some-na.

1891, sec.

—Dawson

in Trans.

Roy. Soc. Can.

1892.

II, 6,

Siatlhelaak (Slatlqela'aq)
A division of
the Nuhalk, a branch of the Bellacoola of the
coast of British Columbia.
Boas in 7th Rep.
N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
.

—

Siccameen. A Cowichan tribe on Oyster
bay, s. E. Vancouver id.; pop. 40 in 1906, 42
in 1911.

Ceqemln.
Can. Ind.

Tickarneens.— Ibid.,

Sichanetl
at

Oak

s.

village

Skwariiish

1879.

1877.

A Songish division
end of Vancouver id. Boas in

—

W.

Siechem
mish

lix,

308,

{Sitca'netl).

bay,

6th Rep. N.

Sickameen.— Ibid.

Sick-a-imin.— Ibid.,

1880.

316,

120,

Siccameen.

E., 1887.

164, 1901.

ii,

r.,

Tribes Can., 17, 1890.

{Sie'lcEm,

'sandy').

community on the
Brit.

Col.

A

right

—Hill-Tout

Squawbank of
in

Rep.

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

Siguniktawak
necto,'

name

from

sigunikt, 'foot cloth,' the native

of the cape).

Nova

Scotia.

the agency

was 90

Siguniktawak.
CO.,

Nova

in

E., 219, 1897.

Smithson. Rep.
in 15th

— Dorsey

Sihasapa-rca.— Swift,

letter

to Dorsey, 1884.

Sikokitsimiks ('black

doors').

A

band

of

the Piegan division of the Siksika.
Black Doors.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 225,
1892. Si-koh'-l-tsim.— Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol.
Mo. Val., 264, 1862 (trans, 'band with black doors').
Sik'-o-klt-sim-iks.— Grinnell, op. cit., 209.

A

Sikopoksitnaiks ('black-fat roasters').
of the Piegan division of the Siksika.

band

—

Black Fat Roasters. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
225, 1892. Sik-o-pok'-si-maiks.— Ibid., 209

Tales,

Sikosuilarmiut ('inhabitants of the shore
ice floe').
An Eskimo tribe inhabiting the region about King cape, s. w.
Baffin island.
They are settled in two places,
Nurata and Sikosuilak.
Sekoselar.

—

Gilder, Schwatka's Search,
181, 1881.
Sekoselar Innults. Nourse, Am. Explor., 200, 1884.
Sicosuilarmiut. Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc. Wash.,
Sikosuilarmiut.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
95, 1884.
421, 1888. Ssikossuilar-miut.
Boas in Deutsche

—

—

—

Geog. Blatt.,

viii, no. 1, 1885.

Siksahpuniks

('black blood').

A

band

of

the Kainah division of the Siksika.

Blackblood.— Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
1892.
Siks-ah'-pun-iks.— Ibid.

Siksika ('black

feet',

name

is

disputed, but

Tales,

from siksiaam

it is

209,

'black',

The origin of the
commonly believed

to have reference to the discolouring of their

moccasins by the ashes of the prairie fires; it
may possibly have reference to black-painted
moccasins, such as were worn by the Pawnee,
Sihasapa, and other tribes). An important
Algonquian confederacy of the northern plains,
consisting of three subtribes, the Siksika proper
or Blackfeet, the Kainah or Bloods, and the
Piegan, the whole body being popularly known
In close alliance with these are
as Blackfeet.
the Atsina and the Sarsi.

('inhabitants of cape Chig-

A Micmac

reservation near Parrsborough,
CO.,

A

— Culbertson

Siha-sapa-qtca.

1851.

ka the root of oqkatsh' loot'.

— Boas, MS., B. A.

Aff., pt.

A

proper).

without an
(j.

Saw-meena.

ans).

141,

Rep. B.

Siamannas

(Blackfeet

Sihasapa band.

band on a
Cumberland

The number connected with
in 1911.

A Micmac

Scotia (Rand,

band

in Pictou

Micmac Reading

Bk.,

Within

the

recent

historic

period,

until

upon reservations, the Blackfeet
held most of the immense territory stretching almost from North Saskatchewan r.,
Alta. and
Sask.,
to the southern headstreams of the Missouri in Montana, and
from about long. 105° to the base of the
gathered

Rocky mts.

A

century earher,

or

about
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by Mackenzie occu-

1790, they were found

pying the upper and middle South Saskatchewan, with the Atsina on the lower course of
the same stream, both tribes being apparently
in slow migration toward the n. w. (Mackenzie,
Voy., Ixx-lxxi, 1801). This would make them
the vanguard of the Algonquian movement
from the Red River country. With the exception of a temporary occupancy by invading
Cree, this extreme northern region has always,
within the historic period, been held by Athapascan tribes. The tribe is now settled on
three reservations in Alberta, and one in
N. w. Montana, about half being on each side
of the international boundary.
So far as history and tradition go, the Blackfeet have been roving buffalo hunters, dwelling
in tipis and shifting periodically from place to
place, without permanent habitations, without
the pottery art or canoes, and without agriculture excepting for the sowing and gathering of
a species of native tobacco. They also gathered the camas root in the foot-hills. Their
traditions go back to a time when they had no
horses and hunted their game on foot; but as
early as Mackenzie's time, before 1800, they
already had many horses, taken from tribes
farther to the s., and later they became noted
It is entirely
their great horse herds.
probable that their spread over the plains
region was due largely to the acquisition of the
horse, end, about the same time, of the gun.

for

"

They were a restless,

aggressive,

and predatory

people, and, excepting for the Atsina and Sarsi,

who hved under
stantly at

their protection,

war with

all

were con-

their neighbours, the

Sioux, Crows, Flatheads,
While never regularly at war
-with the United States, their general attitude
toward Americans in the early days was one

Cree,

Assiniboin,

and Kutenai.

of

hostihty,

while

maintaining

friendship with the Hudson's

Bay

a doubtful
Co.

Their culture was that of the Plains tribes
generally, although there is evidence of an
earlier culture,

approximately that of the tribes

of the Eastern forests.

The

3

main

divisions

seem to have been independent of each other,
each having its own Sun dance, council, and
elective

head-chief,

427

although

the

Blackfeet

proper appear to have been the original nucleus.
Each of the 3 was subdivided into a number of
bands, of which Grinnell enumerates 45 in all.
It has been said that these bands were gentes,
but if so, their gentile character is no longer
apparent. There is also a military and fral.ernal organization, similar to

that existing in

other Plains tribes,

known among

feet as the Ikunuhkahtsi, or

the Black'AH Comrades,'

and consisting formerly, according to Grinnell
of at least 12 orders or societies, most of which
are now extinct.
They have a great number
besides
of dances
religious, war, and social

—

—

secret societies for various purposes, together

many

with

"sacred bundles," around each of
Practically every adult
ritual.

which centres a

Both sexes

has also his personal "medicine."

may

be members of some

societies.

Their

and a supernatural
being known as Napi, 'Old Man,' who may be
an incarnation of the same idea. The dead
are usually deposited in trees or sometimes laid

principal deities are the Sun,

away
nent

in tipis erected for the

purpose on promi-

hills.

As usual, many of the early estimates of
Blackfoot population are plainly unreliable.
The best appears to be that of Mackenzie,

who estimated them about 1790

at 2,250 to

In

or perhaps 9,000 souls.

2,500 warriors,

1780-81, in 1837-38, in 1845, in 1857-58, and

by smallpox.
In 1864 they were reduced by measles, and in
1883-84 some 600 of those in Montana died of
sheer starvation in consequence of the sudden
extinction of the buffalo coincident with a
in 1869 they suffered great losses

reduction of rations.

The

official

Indian re-

1858 gave them 7,300 souls, but
another estimate, quoted by Hayden as having
been made "under the most favourable cir-

port for

cumstances" about the same time, gives them
In 1909 they
were officially reported to number in all 4,635,
viz.: Blackfoot agency. Alberta, 795;* Blood
agency. Alberta, 1,174; Piegan agency. Alberta, 471; Blackfoot agency (Piegan), Mon2,400 warriors and 6,720 souls.

tana, 2,195.

Consult Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales,
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
1862; Schultz, My Life as an Indian, 1907;
Wissler (1) in Ontario Archaeol. Rep. for 1905,
1906, (2) in Anthr. Pap. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
1892;

V, pt. 1, 1910.

(j.

— Morgan, Consang. and
(former name for themselves; trans,
Ayatchinini. — Baraga, Eng.-Otch.

Ah-hi'-ta-pe.
1871
ple').

1878

(Chippewa

name).

M.)

Affin.,

289,

'blood peoDiet.,

29,

Ayatchiyinlw.— Lacombe,

Diet. LangueCris, 325, 1864 ('stranger,' 'alien,' 'enemy':
Cree name for Siksika, Bloods, and Piegan). Beaux

Hommes.— Dobbs,
feet.— Writer
Ill,

24, 1794.

Hudson Bay, 35, 1744. Black1786 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st s.,
Blackfoot. Lewis and Clark, Discov.,

of

—

*In 1911, there were 2,337 in Alberta; 767 in the
Blackfoot agency, 1,122 in the Blood and 448 in the
Piegan.
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Carmeneh.— Crow MS.

1806.

58,

—

vocab., B. A. E.

(Crow name). Choch-Katit. Maximilian, Trav., ii,
1841 (Ankara name). Chokitapia. L'Heureux
Nov. 1885. Cuskoeteh-waw-thesseetuck. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,

—

247,

in Jour. Anthr. Inst., G. B., 162,

—
—

E-chip-e-ta. Long, Exped. Rocky Mts.,
Erchipeetay. Gallatin
II, Ixxix, 1S23 (Crow name).
in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 377, 1836 (Crow name).
High-minded people. Morgan, Consang. and Affin.,
289,
1871.
Ish-te-plt'-e.— Hayden, Ethnog. and
Issi-ChuPhilol. Mo. Val., 402, 1862 (Crow name).
picha. Maximilian, Trav., ii, 234, 1841 (Hidatsa
name; French form). Issi-Schiipischa. Ibid. (Hidatsa name; German form). Itsisihisa. Matthews,
1824.

97,

—

—

—

—
—

Hidatsa Inds., 217, 1877 (Hidatsa name). 1 tsi Si pi
Ibid., 162 (Hidatsa name: 'black feet,' from sipisa
'black,'
and itisi 'foot'). It-ze-Su-pe-sha. Long,

sa.

—

—

Exped. Rocky Mts., ii, Ixxxiv, 1823 (Hidatsa name).
Katce.—Wilson, Rep. on N. W. Tribes to Brit. A. A. S.
11, 1888
(Sarsi name).
Ka-wi'-na-han. Hayden,
Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 326, 1862 ('black people":
Arapaho name).
Makadewana-ssidok. Gatschet,
Ojibwa MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Chippewa name). Mamakata'wana-si'ta'-ak. Gatschet, Fox MS., B. A. E.,
1882 (Fox name). Mkatewetiteta. Gatschet, Shawnee MS., B. A. E., 1879 (Shawnee name; pi. Mkatewetitetchki).
Mukkudda Ozitunnug. Tanner, Narr.,
316, 1830 (Ottawa name). Netsepoye.
Hale in Rep.
Brit. A. A. S. 1885, 707, 1886 ('people who .speak one
language': name sometimes used by the confederacy).
Pahkee.— Lewis and Clark, Exped., i, 408, 1814 (Shoshoni name).
Paik. Gebow, Snake Vocab., 7, 1868.

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

Par'-keeh.— Stuart,
Patas-negras.
app., 10, 1832.

Montana As

It

23,

Is,

1865.

— Barriero, Ojeada sobre Nuevo Mexico,
Pawkees. — Lewis and Clark, Exped.,

418, 1814.
Peiki.— Gebow, Snake Vocab., 7, 1868.
Pieds-noirs.— De Smet, Miss., 84, 1844. Pike.—
Gebow, Snake Vocab., 7, 1868 (Shoshoni name). Po'o-mas. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 290,
1862 ('blankets whitened with earth': Cheyenne name).
Saha'ntla.— A. F. Chamberlain, inf'n, 1903 ('bad people':
Kutenai name). SaketOpiks. McLean, Inds.,
Sasitka.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, vi, 688,
130, 1889.
1857.
Sat-sia-qua. Robinson, Gt. Fur Land, 187,
1879.
Satsikaa.— Hale, Ethnol. and Philol., 219, 1846.
I,

—

—

—

Sawketakix.— Hale

Rep. Brit. A. A. S. 1885, 707,
1886 ('men of the plains': name sometimes used by
themselves). Saxoe-kce-koon.
Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, 97, 1824.
S'chkoe. Mengarini, Kalispelm
Diet., B. A. E., 1877 (Kalispel name; abbreviated form).
S'chkogishin. Ibid.
(Kahspel name, from
kodi,
'black').
SchwarzfUssige. Giissefeld, map,
1797.
Seksekai. Maximilian, Trav., 245, 1843. Sica'bS.
Dorsey, Kansas MS. vocab., B.A.E., 1882 (Kansa name.)
Si-ha'-sa-pa.— Cook,Yankton MS. vocab., B.A.E., 1882
('black feet'
Yankton name). Sikcitano. Can. Ind.
Aff., 125, 1902.
Siksekai.— Maximilian, Trav., 245,
1843. Sik-sika'.
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo.
Val., 264, 1862.
Siksikai.— Maximihan (1839) quoted
by Hayden, ibid., 256. Sikskekuanak. Hale, Ethin

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

and

Sitkeas.— Schoolcraft,
Ind. Tribes, iii, 252, 1853.
Six-he-kie-koon.— Henry,
MS. vocab., 1808. Slxikau'a.— Tims, Blackfoot Gram.
and Diet., 112, 1889. Skuaish6ni.— Gatschet, Okinagan MS., B. A. E., 1883 ('black foot': SaUsh name).
Slaves.
Coues, Henry and Thompson Jour., 1814.
Stxuaixn. Ibid, ('black': Okinagan name). Torikoriko.— Mooney in 17th Rep. B. A. E., i, 426, 1898
('black legs':
Kiowa name). Tuhu'vti-6mokat.
nol.

—

Philol.,

—

219,

1846.

Comanche MS.,

Gatschet,

B. A. E., 1884

A.

1912

(Comanche

—

name, from tuhuvli 'black'). Wateni'hte. Gatschet,
Arapaho MS., B. A. E., 1882 (Arapaho name). Yatchee-thinyoowuc. Richardson quoted by Franklin,

—

Journ. Polar Sea, 96, 1824 ('strangers':
several tribes, including the Siksika).

A tribe of the Siksika confederacy

Siksika.
(q.

They now Hve on a

v.).

known

as the

reservation in

Bow

r., and are
Running Rabbit and

Alberta, Canada, on upper
officially

Cree name for

They were divided into
the following subtribes or bands: Aisikstukiks, Apikaiyiks, Emitahpahksaiyiks, MotahYellow Horse bands.

Puhksinahmahyiks, Saiyiks,
Pop. 94'2

tosiks,

kaks,

Tsiniktsistsoyiks.

Siksino1902,

in

767 in 1911.

Siksinokaks ('black elks'). A subtribe or
band of the Kainah division of the Siksika or
Blackfeet, and also of the Siksika proper.
Black Elks.— GrinneU, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 208,
209,
1892. Sik-sl-no'-kai-iks.— Hayden,
Ethnog.
and Philol. Mo. Val., 264, 1862. Siks-in'-o-kaks.—
GrinneU, op.

cit.

Siksinokaks.
Siksika.
Siks-in'-o-kaks.

A

subtribe or

— GrinneU,

Blackfoot

band

of the

Lodge

Tales,

208, 1892.

Siktokkis. A town of the Ahousaht Nootka on the N. arm of Clayoquot sd., Vancouver
id.
It was ^destroyed by Admiral Denham in
Oct. 1804 in punishment for the killing of the
crew of the trading schooner Kingfisher.
Sik-tok-kis.— Sproat, Savage

life,

197, 1868.

Sikutsipumaiks ('black patched moccasins').
A band of the Piegan division of the
Siksika or Blackfeet.

Black
Lodge

Patched

Moccasins.

—

GrinneU,
Blackfoot
Si-ka'-tsi-po-maks. Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 264, 1862 (trans.
'band with black patched moccasins'). Sik-ut'-si-

—

Tales, 225, iS92.

pum-aiks.

— GrinneU, op.

Sillery.

A

cit., 209.

Jesuit

mission

village

estab-

on St. Lawrence r., a few
miles above
The Algonkin and
Quebec.
Montagnais were first gathered there and were
lished

in

1637

joined at the close of

King

Philip's

war

in

1679 by Abnaki from Kennebec r. in Maine in
such numbers that it soon became virtually an
Abnaki village. In 1683-85 the inhabitants
removed to St. Francis, and the village was
deserted.

(j. ii.)

— Vetromile Me. Hist. Soc.
name). Sciller. — Lahontan (1703)

Kamiskwawangachit.

in

CoU., VI, 213, 1859 ('where they catch salmon with the

Abnaki

spear':

quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped., ii, 39, 1851.
Silem. Jefferys, Fr. Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761 (misprint).
Sillerie.— Doc. of 1759 in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Sillery.— Denonville (1687), ibid..
Hist., X, 1037, 1858.

—
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Joseph.

St.

Syllery.

—
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—Vetromile,

op. cit. (mis-

Doms.,

Jefferys, Fr.

pt. 1, "10,

with the Kainah in 1892.

—Grinnell, Blackfoot

Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

1761.

The

Similkameen.

local

name

Chitwout Indians.

—

Map,

Brit. Col.

Sintaktl {Slnta'kL, 'reached the bottom',

for several

bands of Okinagan on a river of the same name,
a N. w. tributary of the Okanagan, Brit. Col.
Under the term "Similkameen group" are
classed 3 or 4 villages in the Canadian Reports
of Indian Affairs, namely, Shennosquankin,
Keremeos, Chuchuwayha, and, subsequently,
Ashnola, having an aggregate population of
175 in 19il. These Indians are also divided
into Lower and Upper Similkameen, with 138
and 37 inhabitants, respectively, in 1911.

or 'bottom of the
village

of Fraser

—

Similkameen.

Ind. Aff., 74, 1878.

1897.

.304,

—

Smelkameen.— Ibid.,

309, 1879.

Smild'qamux. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., n,
Smilkameen.
167, 1900 (= 'people of Similkameen').
Can. Ind. Aff. 1880, 317, 1881. Smilkamln.— GatSmllkfimix.—
schet, MS., B. A. E. (Salish name).

on

a
point always smelling')- A Haida town in the
Ninstints country belonging to the Kaidju{Si'ndas kun,

'village

—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 277,

Sindatahls
Haida town

{Si'jidAt.'als,

1905.

'gambling place')-

a branch of the Kuna-lanas
family called Djus-hade, formerly near Tsooof

an inner expansion of Masset inlet,
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.
skahli,

—

Sinegainsee {Sine-gain'-see, 'creeping thing',
A clan of the Hurons. Morgan,
Anc- Soc-, 153, 1877.
i-

—

e. 'snake').

Singa (Si'nga, 'winter [village]'). A Haida
town of the Kas-lanas family, situated on the
N. side of Tasoo harbour, w. coast of Moresby
id-, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
Swanton,

—

Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

A

Eskimo tribe on
They live on
musk-ox and salmon like the tribes of Hudson
bay, and have also an abundance of seals.
They numbered 45 in 1902.
Sinimiut.

Pelly

Pelly

baj',

1907.

Central

Arctic coast, Kee.

—
Sinimijut. — Boas

Bay Eskimo. Ausland, 653, 1SS5. Sinamiut.
in Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., xv, pt. 2, 377,

— Boas

226, 1S83.

in

Sinimiut.—Boas

Ges.

Zeitschr.
in 0th

f.

Erdk.,

Rep. B. A. E.,

451, ISSS.

Sinopah

(Sin'-o-pah, 'kit-foxes', 'Piegans').

A society of the Ikunuhkatsi,

or All Comrades,

in the Piegan tribe of the Siksika.

obsolete

Brit. Col.

—

A

Siorartijung.

settlement

spring

Padhmiut Eskimo on the coast s.
Baffin island, Franklin.
Boas
B. A. E., map, 1888-

—

of

among the

of

Home bay,

in

6th

Rep.

The most populous

Siouan Family.

guistic family n. of Mexico, next to the

quian.

Piegan, but

It is
still

now

existed

lin-

Algon-

The name

to the largest

is taken from a term applied
and best known tribal group or

confederacy belonging to the family, the Sioux
or Dakota, which, in turn, is an abbreviation

Nadowessioux,

a

French

corruption

Nadowe-is-iw, the appellation given

Sindas-kun

A

r.,

1900.

of

Ibid.

kegawai.

Ntlakyapamuk

Ind. Aff., Victo-

1872 (in two villages on Similkameen r.). Samilk-a-nuigh. Ross, Adventures, 290, 1849. Simi-

likameen.— Can.

A

C'nta'k'tl.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5,
Shuitackle.— Can. Ind. Aff., 79, 1878. Sin1899.
ta'kL.
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 169,

ria,

—Ibid.,

hill').

30 or 40 m. above Yale, on the w. side

the Chippewa.
and,

It

signifies

'snake,'

of

them by
'adder,'

by metaphor, 'enemy.'

Before changes of domicile took place among
them, resulting from contact with whites, the
principal body extended from the w. bank of
the Mississippi northward from the Arkansas

Rocky mts., except for certain
by the Pawnee, Arikara, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Blackfeet, Comanche, and
Kiowa. The Dakota proper also occupied
territory on the e. side of the river, from the
mouth of the Wisconsin to Mille Lacs, and the
Winnebago were about the. lake of that name
and the head of Green bay. Northward, Siouan
tribes extended some distance into Canada, in

nearly to the
sections held

A second group
embracing the Catawba, Sara
or Cheraw, Saponi, Tutelo, and several others,
occupied the central part of North Carolina
and South Carolina and the piedmont region
of Virginia (see Mooney, Siouan Tribes of the

the direction of lake Winnipeg.
of Siouan tribes,

East, Bull. B. A. E., 1894), while the Biloxi

dwelt in Mississippi along the Gulf coast, and
the Ofo on Yazoo r. in the same state.

According to tradition the Mandan and
Hidatsa reached the upper Missouri from the
N. E., and, impelled by the Dakota, moved
slowly upstream to their present location
Some time after the Hidatsa reached the
Missouri, internal troubles broke out, and part,
now called the Crows, separated and moved
westward to the neighborhood of Yellowstone
r.

The Dakota

foi-merly inhabited the forest
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s. Minnesota, and do not seem to have
gone out upon the plains until hard pressed by
the Chippewa, who had been supplied with
guns by the French. According to all the

region of

evidence available, traditional, and otherwise,
the so-called Chiwere tribes Iowa, Oto, and
Missouri separated from the Winnebago or

—

—

moved westward to the Missouri from the
The five remaining tribes of this
region.
group Omaha, Ponca, Osage, Kansa, and
Quapaw which have been called Dhegiha by
else

same

—

—

Dorsey, undoubtedly lived together as one
tribe at some former time and were probably
moving
Part
the Mississippi.
living on

down became known

as "downstream
Quapaw, while those who went up
were the "upstream people," Omaha. These
latter moved n. w. along the river and divided
into the Osage, Kansa, Ponca, and Omaha
proper. As to the more remote migrations
t^jat must have taken place in such a widely

farther

people,"

scattered

By some,

stock, different

theories

are held.

supposed that the various sections
of the family have become dispersed from a
district near that occupied by the Winnebago,
or, on the basis of traditions recorded by Gallatin and Long, from some point on the n. side
By others, a region close
of the Great lakes.
to the eastern Siouans is considered their
primitive home, whence the Dhegiha moved
westward down the Ohio, while the Dakota,
Winnebago, and cognate tribes kept a more
northerly course near the Great lakes. The
tribes of the Manahoac confederacy were
it is

encountered by Capt. John Smith in 1608, but,
after that time, all the eastern Siouans
decreased rapidly in numbers through Iroquois
attacks and European aggression.

remnants

of

the northern tribes,

Finally the
consisting

and Saponi, accompanied- the
Tuscarora northward to the Iroquois and were
adopted by the Cayuga in 1753. On the
destruction of their village by Sullivan in 1779
chiefly of Tutelo

GEORGE

of the eastern Siouan
been reached by De Soto;
they are mentioned by the Spanish captain
Juan Pardo, who conducted an expedition into
the interior of South Carolina in 1567.
The Biloxi were first noted by Iberville,
who found them in 1699 on Pascagoula r.,
Miss. In the next century they moved n. w.
and settled on Red r.. La., where the remnant
was found by Gatschet in 1886 and their
affinities determined.
These people reported
that another section had moved into Texas
and joined the Choctaw.
The Ofo, called Ushpi by their neighbours,
are first mentioned by Iberville in 1699, but
were probably encountered the year preceding
by the missionaries, De Montigny, Davion, La
Source, and St. Cosme, though not specifically
mentioned. Unlike the other Yazoo tribes,
they sided with the French in the great Natchez
war and continued to live near the Tunica
Indians.
Their Siouan affinity was demonstrated by Swanton in 1908 through a vocabulary collected from the last survivor.
The first known meeting between any western Siouans and the whites was in 1541, when
De Soto reached the Quapaw villages in e.
Arkansas. The earhest notice of the main
northwestern group is probably that in the
Jesuit Relation of 1640, where mention is made
of the Winnebago, Dakota, and Assiniboin.
As early as 1658 the Jesuit missionaries had
heard of the existence of 30 Dakota villages in
the region n. from the Potawatomi mission at
St. Michel, about the head of Green bay,
Wis. In 1680 Father Hennepin was taken

tribes

may have

by the same tribe.
In 1804-05 Lewis and Clark passed through
the centre of this region and encountered most
prisoner

of the Siouan tribes.

into

and through

traders settled

were followed

who

Afterward, expeditions

were numerous;
numbers, and
course of time by permanent
their country

among them

in

them

in

narrower areas until they were
to

Oklahoma

survivors of the latter tribe, Hale and

in

the

Dorsey obtained

O.

sufficient material to estab-

Siouan connections, but they are now
almost extinct. The fate of the Saponi is
probably the same. The southern tribes of
this eastern Siouan group consolidated with
the Catawba, and continued to decrease steadily in numbers, so that at the present time there
are only about 100 remaining of the whole con-

lish their

1912

Some

federated body.

they separated, the Saponi remaining with the
Cayuga in New York, while the Tutelo fled to
Canada with other Cayuga. From the few
J.

v., A.

settlers,

pressed

confined

or

finally

to

reservations

and Montana.
period the Dakota proved

Nebraska,

Dakotas,

Throughout

and
removed

into nari'ower

all this

themselves most consistently hostile to the
In 1862 occurred a bloody Santee
intruders.
uprising in Minnesota that resulted in the
removal of all of the eastern Dakota from that
state, and in 1876 the outbreak among the
western Dakota and the cutting off of Custer's
command. Later still the Ghost-dance reli-
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among

the Sioux proper,
culminating in the affair of Wounded Knee,
Dec. 29, 1890.
gion

(q.

V.)

spread

make statements

It is impossible to

of the

customs and habits of these people that will
be true for the entire group. Nearly all of the
eastern tribes and most of the southern tribes
belonging to the western group raised corn,
but the Dakota (except some of the eastern
bands) and the Crows depended almost entirely
on the buffalo and other game animals, the
buffalo entering very deeply into the economic

and

VII. Biloxi group:

almost extinct:
(a)

by

their

was

place

tuted a

new epoch

taken

which consti-

in the life of all Plains tribes,

movements and
and doubtless con-

facihtating their migratory

the pursuit of the buffalo,

tributing largely to the ultimate extinction of

eracy

—

number of Indians
be placed at about 40,800.
The Tutelo, Biloxi, and probably the rest of
the eastern Siouan tribes were organized
internally into clans with maternal descent;
the Dakota, Mandan, and Hidatsa consisted
of many non-totemic bands or villages, the
Crows of non-totemic gentes, and the rest of
here enumerated, the total

may

is

Dakota-Assiniboin group: 1, Mdewakanton; 2, Wahpekute (forming, with the Mdewakanton, the Santee) 3, Sisseton; 4, Wahpeton
(a)
7, Teton
5, Yankton;
6, Yanktonai;
Sichangu or Brules, (b) Itazipcho or Sans Arcs,
(c) Sihasapa or Blackfeet, (d) Miniconjou, (e)
;

or

Two

Kettles,

(f)

Oglala,

(?)

(g)

(e) Warrennuncock (?),
(f) Adshusheer,
Eno, (h) Waxhaw, (i) Sugeree, (j) Santee,
Wateree (?), (1) Sewee (?), (m) Congaree

(c. T.

J.

R. s.)

— Lapham, Inds. Wis., 1870.
—Powell in 1st Rep. B. A. E.,
>Sioux. — Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc,

>Dacotan.

>Da-

6,

kotan.

xvii,

1881.

xix,

121,
Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind, v, 408, 1847
(follows Gallatin); Gallatin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc,
ii,

306, 1836;

n, pt.

1,

xcix, 77, 1848 (as in 1836);

map

Physik. Atlas,

17, 1848;

Berghaus (1845),

ibid., 1852;

Gallatin in

Berghaus,
Nat.
Hist. Man, 333, 1850 (includes Winebagoes, Dakotas,
Assineboins, Upsaroka, Mandans, Minetari, Osage)
Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 58, 1856 (mere
mention of family); Latham, Opuscula, 327, 1860;
Ind.

map

Tribes,

1853;

> Sioux. — Latham,

72, 1887.

Latham, El. Comp.
Osages.— Balbi, Atlas

402,

in,

Philol.,

458,

1862.

>Sioux-

Ethnogr., 55, 1826.
>CatawAm. Antiq. Soc, ii, 87, 1836
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., in,
(Catawbas and Woccons)
245, and map, 1840; Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind, v,
bas.

—

Gallatin in Trans.

;

399, 1847;

Gallatin in Trans.

Keane

xcix, 77, 1848;

So.

Am.,

Am.

in Stanford,

Ethnol. Soc,

ii,

pt. 1,

Compend., Cent, and

app., 460, 473, 1878.

>Catahbas.— Berg-

haus (1845), Physik. Atlas, map 17, 1848; ibid., 1852.
Latham, Nat. Hist. Man, 334, 1850 (Woccoon are allied); Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
>Kataba. Gatschet in Am. Antiq.,
III, 401, 1853.
IV, 238, 1882; Gatschet, Creek Migr. Leg., i, 15, 1884;
Gatschet in Science, 413, Apr. 29, 1887. >Woccons.—
Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, n, 306, 1836 (numbered and given as a distinct family in table, but inconsistently noted in footnote where referred to as Cataw-

—

ban

>Dahcotas.

— Bancroft, Hist.

U. S., in,
Ethnog, and Philol.
1862 (treats of Dakotas, Assiniboins,
Minnitarees,
Mandans, Omahas, lowas).
Crows,
>Dacotah. Keane in Stanford, Compend., Cent, and
So. Am., app., 460, 470, 1878 (the following are the main
divisions given: Isaunties, Sissetons, Yantons, Teetons,
Assiniboines, Winnebagos, Punkas, Omahas, Missouris,
lowas, Otoes, Kaws, Quappas, Osagcs, Upsarocas, Minnetarees).
> Dakota. Berghaus, Physik. Atlas, map,
= Siouan.—Powell in 7th Rep. B. A. E.,
72, 1887.
family).

243, 1840.
Val.,

>Dakotas.— Hayden,

232,

—

Dhegiha group: 1, Omaha; 2, Ponca;
3, Quapaw; 4, Osage (a) Pahatsi, (b) Utsehta,
(c) Santsukhdhi; 5, Kansa.
III. Chiwere group: 1, Iowa; 2, Oto; 3,
II.

Missouri.

—

Ill, 1891.

IV. Winnebago.
V.

(c)

Ontponea,

E, (a)
(?), all extinct except the Catawba;
Cheraw, (b) Key au wee, both extinct; F, (a)
Pedee (?), (b) Waccamaw (?), (c) Winyaw (?),
(d) Hooks (?), (e) Backhooks (?), all extinct.

Mo.

Assiniboin.

Sipiwithiniwuk

Mandan.

VI. Hidatsa group:

(e)

—

divided as follows:

I.

8,

Tutelo, (b)

Stegaraki,

(b)

Tauxitania,

(d)

(a)

—

Catawba.

the tribes of totemic gentes.

The Siouan family

—

Manahoac confed-

(f) Tegninateo, (g) Whonkentia, (h) Hassinunga; D, Catawba group (a) Catawba, (b)
Woccon, (c) Sissipahaw, (d) Cape Fear Indians

Physik. Atlas,

Taking the reports of the United States and
Canadian Indian offices as a basis and making
a small allowance for bands or individuals not

Oohenonpa
Hunkpapa;

Manahoac,

(a)

Schoolcraft,

that animal.

of Siouan stock

(b)

children,

largely

horses, the introduction of

1, Monacan group,
Monacan confederacy
Meipontsky, (c) Mohemen-

A,

Occaneechi; C,

(c)

Shackaconia,

(k)

family belongings, including

Biloxi; 2, Ofo.

B, Tutelo confederacy

Saponi,

In the E. the habitations were bark and mat
wigwams, but on the plains earth lodges and
skin tipis were used. Formerly they had no
domestic animals except dogs, which were
utilized in transporting the tipis and all
later

Monacan,

cho;

(g)

other

1,

VIII. Eastern division:

religious hfe of all the tribes of this section.

but

431

1,

Hidatsa;

2,

Crows.

('river people')-

sion of the Sakawithiniwuk, or

Wood

A

divi-

Cree.
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A

Sirmiling.

settlement

winter

Akudnirmiut Eskimo on the
island, near the N. w. end of
SirmilUng.— Boas

of

the

N. coast of Baffin

Home

in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

bay.

in

Sl'sinLae.

1887.

—

Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130,
Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 330,

1897.

Cowichan

tribe

whose

was Skuhamen, at Agassiz, on lower
Fraser r., Brit. Col. Boas in 64th Rep. Brit.

village

A. A.

—

S.,

454, 1894.

Rep. Brit

in

('beyond

stream.'

the

An Onondaga, known

generally to

the whites as John Buck, the firekeeper of his

Canada;

tribe in

died about 1893 at Brant-

He

ford, Ontario.

gave Horatio Hale valuable

aid in preparing the Iroquois

Book

of Rites

and was much esteemed. He was
keeper and interpreter of the tribal

(1883),
official

A

Siyita {Siyi'ta).

1912

v., A.

474, 1900.

S.,

Hewitt).

Sisintlae {Sl'sinLae, 'the St'nLaes')- The
of gentes among the Goasila, Nakoaktok,
Nimkish, Tlauitsis, and true Kwakiutl.

— Boas

Col.— Hill-Tout

Brit.

r.,

A. A.

Skanahwahti

map, 1888.

name

SfnUae.

mish

GEORGE

wampum.

(w. m. b.)

Skanuka [Sxa-nu-xa) A name applied by
Dawson (Queen Charlotte Ids., 134, 1880) to
.

kegawai, formerly close to cape St. James, at the
It is
ids., B.C.
8. end of Queen Charlotte
said to have been so named because its inhabi-

one of the four clans into which he erroneously
supposed the Haida to be divided. It may be
otherwise spelled Sg anag wa, and is the native
Dawson
term for "supernatural power."
translates it "kiUer-whale," but the more

tants here skinned the sea Uons which they

usual

kiUed on the Kerouart

though

Skae

A Haida town of the Kaidju-

(Sqa-i).

isles.

—Swanton, Cont.

Haida, 277, 1905.

Skaiakos

many
Tout

A Seechelt septwith

{Sqal'aQos).

settlements but no fixed abode (Hillin Jour. Anthr. Inst., 23,

1904).

For

Skaialo
s.

{SQaid'lo).

name

Chilliwak

1878.

SQaia'lo.—

Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1902. Squehala.—
Can. Ind. Aff., 309, 1879 Squiahla.— Ibid., pt. ii,

160,1901. Squiala.

—

Ibid., pt.

ii,

14,1911.

Squihala.—

Ibid., 74, 1878.

Skaiametl.

A

Kwantlen

village at

Westminster, on Fraser r., Brit. Col.
42 in 1911, including Kikait.

New Westminster.— Can.

New
Pop.

Skaos

Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 72, 1902.

Skappa
village

Can.,

Haida town

Brit. Col.

54,

1902.

Skaito. A camp on the w. coast of the
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col., occupied by
Haida at the time of the gold excitement at
Gold Harbour in 1852-60. It is sometimes
spoken of erroneously as a town and confused
with Kaisun and Chaahl.
Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 168b, map,
1878 (mis-applied). Sqai'-tao. Swanton, Cont. Haida,
280, 1905. Tlg'a'it.— Boas ,12th Rep. N. W. Tribes,
"^
Can., 24, 1898 (misapplied).

—

Skakaiek {Sqaqai'sk). A Squawmish vilcommunity on the right bank of Skwa-

Sagualanas

of the

Naden harbour,

—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

e.

bank

Ibid., 78, 1878.

1872.

sec.

II,

of Fraser

near Boston

r.,

Pop. 17 in 1911.

Sk"apa.— Hill-Tout

Victoria,

A Ntlakyapamuk

('sandy land').

on the

Bar, Brit. Col.

in

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Ind.

Aff.,

Skuppah.

—

Col.

4, 1899.

Skepah.

1879.

309,

Skopah.— Brit.
Skuppa.— Can.

71, 1905.

couver

lage

A

Graham id.,

their

—

R. s.)

'salmonberry

281, 1905.

Col.—Hill-Tout

Ethnol. Surv.

(j.

probably

{Sq.'a'os,

family at the entrance to

Skaiets (Sqai'Els). A Kwantlen village on
Stave r., an affluent of lower Fraser r., Brit.

Kai-shun.

a very important crest belong-

is

Skappah.— Can.

SQai'amEtl.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902.
Tce'tstlES.— Boas in Rep. B. A. A. S., 454, 1894.

in

•

and among the Haida the

four clans,

into

bushes').
78,

sg ana,

is

village

1911.
Aff.,

the killer-whale

for

animal was indeed so named because it was held to be supernatural. Dawson'
mistake arose from the fact that the Tsimshian of the mainland opposite are divided

ing to one of the two clans.

A

British Columbia, with 13 inhabitants in

Isquahala.— Can. Ind.

•

this

kiUer whale

general habitat, see Seechelt.

in

•

map, Ind.

Aff.,

Ind. AiT. Rep. 1904,

Ibid.,

map, 1891.

A

band of Cowichan on Vannumbering 20 in 1882, the last time

Skasahah.
id.,

name

appears.

Ska-sah-ah.— Can.

Ind. Aff., 258, 1882.

Skauishan.
munity on the
w. Brit. Col.

A

Squawmish village combank of Skwamisht r.,

right

—

Boas ,^IS., B. A. E., 18S7. 'Skaui'can.—
Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

Skaocin.

Skaukel.

A

Chilliwak village in

Columbia, with 31 inhabitants

s.

British

in 1911.

Skauke'I.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
1902. Skokale.— Can. Ind. Aff., 316, 1880. Skolale.— Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872. Skul-

kayn.— Can.
Ibid., pt.

II,

Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 45, 1909.

160, 1901.

Skulkayu.—
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Skeakunts {Sk'e'akunts).
village community on Burrard
—Hill-Tout

in

A

Squawmish

inlet, Brit. Col.

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

Brit. Col., 2

m. above Hope.

A

{Sqe'na).

claimed that their

extends into Hecate str. from the e. end of
Louise id., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.

town.—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

whence they imported many
new customs and stories into the Haida country.
John Wark, 1836-41, assigned to this
town 30 houses and 738 inhabitants. The old
people remember 27 houses; in 1878 Dawson
noted about 16 houses. It has been abandoned
for several years, though a number of houseof Kitkatla,

poles are

standing.

still

(j.

—

Sand-

Tadji-lanas, Kuna-lanas, Yaku-lanas, Koetas,

and

The

Stlenga-lanas.

A

Skichistan.

man

own

chief

Shuswap

Daijmahl-lanas

was

chief of the

279, 1905.

village

on Dead-

Thompson r., Brit.
Deadman River Indians,

a N. affluent of

r.,

Col. Population of all

117 in 1911.

Dead Man's Creek.— Can.
cludes

all

the other

shiotin.— Ibid.,
II,

166, 1901.

Soc. Can., sec.

189,

ii,

Ind. Aff., 259,

1882

44, 1891.

— Dawson

in Trans.

Stichistan band.

Ind. AfT., 240, 1902.

Skidai-lanas

{Skida'-i

A

Id'nas,

Haida family

clan, belonging to the geographic

'powerless

Eagle
group known
of the

as Gunghet-haidagai, or Ninstints people.

K"u'na.— Boas,

is

Kwun
sec.

II,

278,

in

Skedans.— Dawson,

1905.
1855.

Dawson).

Charlotte

Q.

Skeeidans.— Schoolcraft,

169b, 1880.
489,

24,

Skidans.
Skidanst.

— Boas, op.
—Harrison, op.

cit.

Poole, Q. Charlotte Ids., 309, 1872.

— Swanton, op.

cit.,

Ids.,

(misprint from

—

Skiddan.
Xu'Adji !naga'-i.
cit.

coming up

'place of

above, or reaching the top')-

A

village of

the Upper Fraser band of Ntlakyapamuk, on
the w. side of Fraser r., 43 m. above Lytton,

and owned the ancient town of
Hlgadun.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.
kegawai,

Skidaokao (Ski'daoqao, 'eggs of Ski'dao').
One of the principal Haida families of the
Raven clan on Masset inlet, Brit. Col., said
to have been named from a man called Skidao.
Formerly these people lived with several other
town of Naikun, whence they
moved to Masset and, until very recent times,
owned the town, now known by that name.
families in the

Brit. Col.

(j.

Skaikai'Eten.
4,

1899.

Hist.,

ir,

— Hill-Tout

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,
SkEka'itin.— Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
in

172, 1900.

Skelautuk

—

125,

Skyit'au'k'6.— Boas, 12th Rep.

1895.

N.

W.

{SqEla'uluQ, 'painted house,' on

account of a painted post in a house there).
former village or camp of the Pilalt, a
Cowichan tribe on lower Chilliwak r., Brit.
Col.— Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 48,
1902.

Skelsh (Sqelc, 'standing up,' referring to
"Siwash rock"). A Squawmish village community on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col. Hill-Tout
in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

—

(SqE'ltEn).
of the

21a— 28

R. s.)

Ski'daoqao.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905. Skldoukou. Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii,
Tribes Can., 23, 1898.

A

Skelten
woos tribe

It

said to have been a branch of the Gunghet-

Ind. Tribes, v,

120.

Skekaitin {SkEka'itin,

Roy.

— Can.

Kiddan. Keane in Stanford, Compend., app., 473,
Koona. Sv;-an in Smithson, Cont., xxi, 5, 1876.
187S.

—
12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
1898.
Haade. — Harrison
Proc. Roy. Soc. Can.,
qlo'na. — Swanton, Cont. Haida,
125, 1895.

(in-

Shuswap on this river). SketSkichistan.— Ibid., pt.
1SS3.

Ski-sliis-tin.

town-people').

r. s.)

of

These 5 are said to have been the

family, formerly on a point of land which

town

s.

Moresby id., Brit. Col. According
to tradition it was composed of 5 rows of houses
each occupied by a single family of the Raven
spit pt.,

clan,

the best of terms with those of the Tsimshian

Rep.

in

Haida town prominent

in the family stories, situated just

Skedans (corrupted from Gidansta, 'from
his daughter,' the name of its chief). An important Haida town of the Kagials-kegawai

The town was knowTi to its inhabitants as,
Kona or Huadji-lanas. They were always on

— Boas

Brit. A. A. S., 454, 1894.

Skena

474, 1900.

S.,

r.,

474, 1900.

Skeawatsut {Ske'awasul). A Squawmish
village community at Atkinson pt., e. side of
Howe sd., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.
A. A.

433

A

village of the

Ewa-

Cowichan on lower Fraser

Skidegate. One of the two or three inhabHaida towns on Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col. situated at the entrance to an inlet
of the same name on its n. shore. The native
names for this town were Hlgaiu and Hlgagilda,

ited

;

Skidegate being the corruption by whites of
a name of the chief, Sgedagits (Sge'dagits).
Anciently owned by the Hlgaiu-lanas, it was
given over to the Gitins, according to tra-

payment for an injury received by
member of the latter family. Accoi'ding to
John Wark there were 48 houses between the
dition, in

a
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1912

v., A.

—Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 15b,
1884.
=Haidah. — Scouler in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc,
224, 1841.
>Hai-dai.—Wark quoted by Kane,
Wand,
N.
app., 1859.
=Hidery. — Deans, Tales
from Hidery, passim. 1899. <Hydaiis.— Keane
Stanford, Compend., app., 460, 1878.
>Kygani. —
Dall
Proc A. A. A.
XNootka.—
269, 1869.
Bancroft, Nat. Races,
564, 1882.
XNorthern. —
Scouler, op.
> Queen Cliarlotte's Island. —
= Haida.

XI,

numbered only

20,

which would give a popIn 1911 there were 239

ulation of 300 to 400.

people, Uving almost entirely in houses pat-

There is a
Methodist mission at Skidegate, and all the
people are nominally Christians. The name
of this town has been adopted to designate
terned after those of the whites.

the Skittagetan family

(q. v.).

k. s.)

(j.

Hyo-hai-ka.— Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids.,
(given as native name possibly intended for

165,

'
'

;

1880

in

A.,

in

in

S.,

in,

cit.

Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 15, 306, 1836.
>Skidegattz.—Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
III, 402, 1853.
> Skittagets.— Gallatin in Trans. Am.
Gallatin in Trans.

Ethnol. Soc, II, pt. 1, c, 1848.
=Skittagetan.
Powell in 7th Rep. B. A. E., 118, 1891.

—

Hlgai-u' ')

Il!th-cah-getla.— Deans, Tales from Hidery, 58, 1899.
Kil-hai-oo. Dawson, op. cit., 165. L^agi'-lda.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905 (native name). L^aiu'.
Ibid., 279.
Lthagild. Harrison in Proc. Roy.

Sklau (S'k'lau'j 'beaver'). A Squawmish
community on the left bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.

Sketigets. Dunn, Hist.
Skid-a-gate.— Poole, Q. Charlotte
Ids., 309, 1872.
Skid-de-gates.— Dawson, op. cit.,
173.
Skiddegeet.— Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol.
Soc. Lond., I, 233, 1848.
Skidegate-Haade. Harrison

A. A.

—

—

—

—

Soc. Can., sec.

—

125, 1895.

ii,

Oregon, 281, 1844.

—

Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 125, 1895. Skidegat's
town. Deans, Tales from Hidery, 4, 1899. Skidegattz.— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 402, 1853. SUdigate.— Can. Ind. Aff., 128, 1879. Sklt'-a-get.— Gibbs
in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 136, 1877. Skit-e-gates.—
Kane, Wand. N. Am., app., 1859. Skit-ei-get.
Dawson, op. cit., 165. Sklttagete. Gallatin in Trans.
Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, 77, 1848. Skittagets.— Gallatin,
ibid., pt. 1, c.
Skitt de gates. Schoolcraft, Ind.
in Proc.

—

—

—
—

—

Skittegas. Scouler in Jour.
Geog. Soc. Lond., xi, 219, 1841. Skittegats. Scouler
(1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 233, 1848.
Skittgetts.
Anderson quoted by Gibbs in Hist. Mag., 74,
1863. Tlk'agilt.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Tribes,

V,

489,

1855.

—

—

Skingenes

(Sk'inge'nes).

living on Discovery

id., s.

A

Songish band

end of Vancouver

475, 1900.

Skohwak
on the w.

{Skozwa'k,

A

Hill-Tout).

side of Fraser

Yale, Brit. Col.

the

name

Skoxwa'k.

— Can.

Discovery Island (Indians).
66, 1902.
Sk'ifige'nes.— Boas

in 6th

Rep. N.

W.

Tribes

Skistlainai-hadai iSk!i'sLa-i na-i xadd'-i,
'people of the house where they always have

A

subdivision of the

Yaku-

a Haida family of the Raven clan;
probably named from a house. Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.
lanas,

—

Skittagetan Family. The name apphed
composed of the Indians
usually known as Haida (q.v.). It was taken
from Sge'dagits, a name of one of the Haida
town chiefs, which seems to mean 'son of the
chiton' [mollusk].
This was first erroneously
appUed to the town of Hlgagilda, of which he
was head chief, and later, under the form
Skittagets (see Skidegate), was applied by
to a hnguistic family

Gallatin to the people speaking this language,
it

r.,

Pop. 11 in 1897, the

—Teit Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 169,
Ind.
1892, 312, 1893.
—Hill-Tout Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5,
in

ii,

Skuoua'k"k.

Aff.

in

1899.
Skuwha.— Can. Ind.
Skuwka.— Ibid., 277, 1894.

name

time

last

appears.

Skuliuak.— Can.

1900.

[people]'

Ntlakyapamuk,
about 15 m. above

for a

body of

The local

('strong water').

Salish of

New

1887.

230,

1886,

Aff.

Westminster

agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 106 in 1911.
pt.

2,

160, 1901.

Ind. Aff., pt. 2,

Can., 17, 1890.

plenty of food').

'skinny

village of the

Skookum Chuck.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
Skukem Ciiuck.— Ibid., 187, 1884.

Pop. 25 in 1911.

whence

474, 1900.

S.,

Skoachais {Sk'oatcai's, 'deep hole in water').
A Squawmish village community on Bm-rard
inlet, Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. B. A. A. S.,

Skookumchuck

24, 1898.

id.

village

was adopted by Powell.

A division of the Ntlakyapathe neighbourhood of Nicola lake,

Skowtous.

muk

in

Brit.

Col.— Mayne,

Skudus

by

misses a thing

town

Brit. Col., 113, 1862.

{Sk.'u'dAs,

a word used when one

arriving too late).

of the Djiguaahl-lanas family

A Haida
on the N.

id., Queen Charlotte ids.,
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.

side of Lyell

Skuhamen

{SQ,uha'mEn).

A

Brit.

village of the

Siyita tribe of Cowichan, at Agassiz, on lower

Fraser

r.,

Brit.

Col.— Boas

in 19th

Rep. N.W.

Tribes Can., 454, 1894.

Skuingkung

(Squi'nqun).

at Victoria, Brit. Col.

A

Songish band

— Boas in 6th Rep. N.W.

Tribes Can., 17, 1890.

Skulteen.

A body

of Salish of

minster agency, Brit. Col.

the last time the

name

New

Pop. 122

appears.

West-

in 1896,
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'keekwilee-house,'

{Sk'umi'n,

the

term keekwilee meaning 'low,' or 'under,'
probably referring to the semi-subterranean
houses of the N. W. interior.) A Squawmish
the left bank of
village community on
Skwamish r., Brit. Col. Hill-Tout in Rep.

—

Mem. Am. Mus.

Teit in

Skwawalooks.
Fraser

A

name appears.

pop. 33 in 1901, the last time the
Tout

in

Can. Ind.

1899.

5,

Aff., pt. ii, 164, 1901.

Skwah. A Chilliwak
Columbia; pop. 108

Skwah.— Can.
Ibid., 74,

Sku'zis.— HillSkuzzy.

Ind. Aff., 418, 1898.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

in

in 1911.

Skowall.—
pt.

,

160,

2,

Skway. A Chilliwak village on Skway r.,
which empties into the lower Fraser, Brit.
Col.; pop. 30 in 1911.
Skway.— Can.
Tout
Aff.,

Sfjai.- HiU-

Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 160, 1901.

—

Squay.
map, Ind.

in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1902.

Ibid.,

276,

Squay-ya.— Brit.
1872.
Syuay.— Can.

Col.

1894.

Victoria,

Ind.

188,

Aff.,

1884.

Nicomen

A Nicomen

winter village on

slough, near lower Fraser

r.,

Brit.

Col.; pop. 28 in 1911.

Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 160, 1901.

Squah-tta.— Gibbs, MS.

1878.

British

s.

1905.

75,

ii,

1895.

277,

Skwawahlooks.— Ibid

1878.

79,

1894,

1901.

Skweahm.

village

on lower

tribe

Brit. Col.; pop. 17 in

Ind. Aff. 1904, sec.

Ibid.,

Skuzis ('jumping'). A Ntlakyapamuk vilr. above Spuzzum, Brit. Col.;

169,

ii,

1911.

Shawahlook.— Can.

Skutuksen {Sk'u'luksEn, 'promontory'). A
Squawmish village community on the e. side
of Howe sd., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep.

lage on Fraser

Cowichan

below Hope,

r.,

Ska wall-looks.— Ibid.,

Brit. A. A. S.., 474, 1900.

Nat. Hist.,

1900.

Brit. A.A.S., 474, 1900.

Scuzzy.— Can.

435

Squah.—
vocab., B.

A. E.

Skuya'm.— Boas

in

Skweahm.— Can.

Rep.

Ind.

A.

A.

Brit.

Aff.,

.S.,

1894.

454,

Squeam.

1901.

160,

—

Ibid,, 313, 1888.

A Haida family
Skwahladas (Sqod'laxias)
Raven clan, hving on the w. coast of
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. The meaning
of the name is uncertain, but it has been sug.

of the

gested that

it

may

indicate that they were

successful fishermen.

This family generally
but at one

lived with the Hlgahetgu-lanas,

time had independent towns opposite Hippa

and in Rennell sd. There part
came to be known as Nasto-kegawai.

id.

of

them

Origin-

they seem to have formed one family
with the Djahuiskwahladagai.
(j. r. s.)

Skwealets

upper (Chilliwak

—Hill-Tout

in

1902.

4,

A

Slaaktl {Sla'axL).
r.,

Chilliwak village on

Brit. Col.

r.,

Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Bellacoola

'coming in of the

{SkioEa'lels,

An abandoned

water').

Brit. Col.,

Bellacoola village on

above Snutlelatl.

Sla'aqtl.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
Sla'axL.
Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,

—

1898.

ally

Skoa'tl'adas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 24,
1898.
Sqoa'ladas.- Swanton, Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.

Skwailuh
on Pavihon
r.,

('hoar frost').

cr.,

an

Brit. Col.; pop.

A

Shuswap town

E. affluent of

upper Fraser

1900.

Skwai'-luh.

1891, sec.

II,

— Dawson

in

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

44, 1892.

name
this

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

thum.— Ibid.,

S.,

it

was

situated.

Col.

—

475, 1900.

—Hill-Tout,

Ethnol. Surv. Can., 48, 1902.

Skwauyik
village

(Skiva'uyix).

on the w. side

21a— 28^

r.,

Aff.,

1897.

Halt-kum.— Ibid.,

Lake Shuswap.— Ibid.,

kum.— Ibid.,
in

47,

pt.

suppl.,

pt.

2,

Hal-

1901.

160,

Haltkam.— Ibid.,
1885,
ii,

196,

1886.

312,

Little

SahhahltSla-halt-kam.—

68, 1902.

1902.

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.

Slaves.

An

sec.

Ii,

44, 1891.

Brit. Col.

ethnic and linguistic Athapas-

can group comprising, according to Petitot
(Diet. Dene Dindjie, xx, 1876), the EtchareotHe
tine, Thlingchadinne, and Kawchodinne.
included also the Etagottine of the Nahane
The Etchareottine are specifically
group.
designated

by

with the Cree,

A Ntlakyapamuk

of Fraser

Ind.

.363,

village

Skwala (Sk'iud'la). A former village or
camp of the Pilalt, a Cowichan tribe on lower
Chilliwak r., Brit. Col.; so named from a
slough on which

99 in 1911.

Haltham.— Can.
1892.

It gives its

river, Brit. Col.

band which includes the people of
Pop. 88
village and those of Kwikooi.
to a

Dawson

Skwaius {Sk'wai'iis). A Squawmish
community on Burrard inlet, Brit.

A Shuswap
Shuswap lake,

('upper country').

South Thompson

in 1906,

68 in 1909.

Papillion.— Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862.
Pavilion.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 162, 1901. Pavilion.
Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 166, map,

—

Slahaltkam

village at the foot of Little

and the

this

term,

which originated

who captured them

in forays,

tribe nearest to the Cree, the

tine, are called

Slaves proper.

Etchao-
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A

Sliamtnon.

Comox

speaking the

inlet, Brit. Col.,

dialect;

pop. 107 in 1909.

Klaamen.— Brit.

160,

II,

Map,

1872
Can.

lud. Aff., Victoria,

Sliammon.

—

A Squawmish

Slokoi.

village community
Skwamish r., Brit.

the right bank of

Col.— Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

474,

S.,

A

Slumach.

band

Katsey

of the

Slumach.— Can.

(q.v.) in

when

last

Slumagh.—

1894.

Ind. Aff., 276,

A

(SinEla'kod).

Squawmish

Smoen

(Smo'En).

vil-

— Tolmie and Dawson, Vocaba. Brit. Col.,
Nanoose.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 243, 1861.
Snonoos. — Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887. Snonowas.
Can. Ind.

The

gens

highest

or

Smok

A

(Smok).

munity on the left
Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout

Squawmish village combank of Skwamish r.,
in

Rep., Brit. A. A. S.,

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

—

49,

1898.

Snu'L'ElaL.
1898.

49,

— Boas

A

Bellacoola vil-

above Stuik.

Brit. Col.,

r.,

Mem. Am. Mus.

Nat. Hist., ii,
Snu'tl'Elatl.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W.

Tribes Can.,

in

1891.

3,

One of the names of the Fraser
River salmon, blueback, or redfish {Salmo nerka)
of the N. Pacific coast.
The word is a corruption

N.

Snakaim. An unidentified body of Ntlakyapamuk on or near Frascr r., Brit. Col.
Pop. 40 in 1901, the last time the name ap-

by

folk

W.

etymology of sukkegh, the name of
one of the Sali.shan dialects of the

S-na-ha-em.— Can.

Ind. Aff. 1885, 196, 1SS6.

haim.— Ibid. 1886, 230, 1SS7.
Snakaim.— Ibid.,
363, 1898.

Snakwametl

.Sna-

.Snahain.— Ibid. 1897,
pt.

ii,

166, 1901.

A

{Sna'kwamEll).

village

belonging to the Snonkweametl, an extinct

Cowichan on lower

tribe of

—Hill-Tout

in

Fi-aser

r.,

Brit.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

54, 1902.

It is spelled also sugk-eye,

Pacific coast.

sawk-wey, sauk-eye,

confirming the deri-

etc.,

vation,

(a. f. c.)

A Shuswap

Soda Creek.

pears.

situated on upper Fraser

village or

band

between Alexandria

r.

and the mouth of Chilcotin r., Brit.
100 in 1911.— Can. Ind. Aff. Reps.

Col.; pop.

A

Heiltsuk

Soniehulitk

{Sd'ynexulUx).

upper end

tribe living at the
Brit. Col.;
its

name

the

clans.—Boas

is

of

Wikeno

lake,

applied also to one of

Nat. Mus. Rep. 1895, 328,

in

1897.

Snapa

('burnt

place,'

according to Teit;

valley,

A

chan

Spence Bridge band of
m. back from the s. side
of Thompson r. and 42 m. above Lytton, Brit.
Col. Pop. 17 in 1897, the last time it was enumerated separately.
village

the

of

Ntlakj'apamuk,

l.|

—

Black Cafion. White meu'.s name.
Tout in Rup. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
Aff., 230, 1880.

Hist.,

A

Snauk.

ii,

—

C'npS. Hill1899. Nepa.

Snapa'.— Teit

in

Mem. Am.

173, 1900.

Squawmish

village

community

cr., Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.; pop.
45 in 1911.
False Creek.— Can. Ind. Aff,, pt. ii, 72, 1902. Snauq.

at False

—Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

475, 1900.

A

Somenos.

'barren or bare place,' according to Hill-Tout).

Can. Ind.

above Tsomootl.

Col.,

Mem. Am. Mus.

this fish in

474, 1900.

Mus. Nat.

Brit.

r.,

270, 1889.

Bellacoola village on

Sockeye.

1891.

Col.

A

(Sml't'sle).

Bellacoola
in

Sno-no-vv'us.- Ibid.,

164, 1901.

ii,

Sno-uo-wus.— Ibid.,

lage on Bellacoola

band of the Bellacoola people of Nutlel, Brit.
Col.—Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
6,

Aff., pt.

417, 1898.

Snutlelatl (Sml'L'ElaL).

475, 1900.

S.,

Nanoose

1911.

inlet, Brit. Col.

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

Salish tribe around

Nanoos.

Boas

community on Burrard

A

Snonowas.

bay, E. coast of Vancouver id. They speak
the Cowichan dialect, and numbered 14 in

Snutele

313, ISSS.

Smelakoa
lage

—

Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902.

in

separately enumerated.
•Ibid.,

ex-

tribe

120b, ^1884.

1900.

British Columbia; pop. 69 in 1896,

An

(Snonkwe'amEll).

on lower Fraser r., Brit.
Col. their village was Snakwametl.
Hill-Tout
tinct

Tlaamen.— Boa.s, MS.,

1901.

B. A. E., 1SS7.

on

Cowichan

1912

v., A.

;

Col.

(given as N. of Malaspina inlet).

Ind. Aff., pt.

Snonkweametl

Salish tribe on Malaspina

s.

Salish

Vancouver

Can. Ind.

— Boas,
Aff.,

MS., B. A.

Ix,

Cowichan

in

speaking the Cowi-

pt.

ii,

308,

164, 1901.

A Wikeno

Somhotnechau.

Soieenos.

E., 1887.

So-me-nau.— Ibid.,

1877.

Somenos.— Ibid.,

Rivers

village

on

inlet, Brit. Col.

Somhotnehau.
chau.

tribe

id.,

dialect; pop. 99 in 1911.

Sa'menos.
1879.

e.

— Boas

Songish
Stsd'figes,

in

— Boas,

MS.

Petermanns

(adapted

the

name

of

field notes.

Som,\otne-

Mitteil., pt. 5, 130, 1887.

by the whites from
one of their septs). A

Sahsh tribe about Victoria, Vancouver id., and
on the w. shore of San Juan id., who call themThis tribe gives its name to
selves Lkungen.
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a Salish dialect spoken also by the Sanetch and
Sooke of Vancouver id., by the Clallam of the

they speak as well as their own they numbered
194 in 1911, probably including some Ntlakya-

side of Juan de Fuca str., and by the Samish,
Semiamu, and Lummi of the coast s. of the

pamuk.

s.

Population

Fraser

delta.

proper,

including

Songish

the

of

Discovery

Checrno,

Id.,

Esquimalt, and Songish bands, 167 in 1911.

Those speaking the Songish dialect number
about 1,000. Their bands are Chikauach,
Chkungen, Kekayaken, Kltlasen, Ksapsem,
Kukoak, Kukulek, Lelek, Sichanetl, Skingenes,
Skuingkung, and Stsanges.
(.t. r. s.)
Etzamish.

— Tolmie

119b, 18S-1 fso called
sd.).

and Dawson, Vocabs.

by

Hue-lanfi-uh.

the tribes of the

— Mackay

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec.

]3rit.

Col.,

part of Puget

s.

quoted by Dawson

in

1S91 ('the people':
own name). Lku'raen. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 11, 1890 (Nanaimo name). Lku'mEn.
Boas in 5t.h Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. Lku'ngEn. Ibid, (own name). Lku'ngEn. Boas, 6th
Rep., 11, 1S90. Lxungen.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1S87.
ir,

—

7,

—

Songars.

— Brit.

a settlement

(given

a.5

Taylor

in

Mayne,

map, Ind.

Ccl.

Col.,

73,

Victoria,

19,

1862.

1S72

Songees.

of Victoria).

?;.

OA. Farmer, July

Brit.

Afl.,

Songhies.—
Songish.— HolTman
1362.

quote3 by Powell in 6th Rep. B. A. E., xlii, 1888.
Thongeith.— Sproat, Savage Life, 311, 316, 186S (an

Kowitchan as the designation of the
Vancouver id.). Tsaumas. Wilson in Jour.

alternative for
Salish of

—

Ethnol. Soc. Lond., 278, 1866. Tsaumass.— Ibid., 286.
Tsong.— Gibbs in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 177, 1877.

Sooke. A Salish tribe, speaking the Songish
about an inlet of the same name at the
s. E. end of Vancouver id.; pop. 30 in 1911.
Achiganes. — De Smet, Oregon Miss., 192, 1847.
Sa'ok.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 11, 1890.
Sock Indians. De Smet, Oregon Miss., 192, 1847.
dialect,

—
Sok. — Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs,
1884.
Sokes. — Grant
Jour. Roy.
in

1857.
Sooke.— Can. Ind.
Tsohke.— Gibbs in Cont. N.

Aff.,

Col., 120b,

Brit.

Geog. Soc., 293,

pt.

164,

ii,

A. Ethnol.,

i,

1901.

;

Douglas Lake.

—White

men's name.

A

—

vill.agcs).

Spaim
[Teit];

(Spa'-iin,

A

Tout]).

Ntlakyapamuk

side of Fraser

Spa'im.— Teit
Spayam").
Can.,

in

5,

Spe'im.

1899.

— Hill-Tout in

Speyam.— Can.

South Andrian Band. A band of Shuswap, now known as the Adams Lake
band; pop. 196

Spahamin
tings,'

as of

in 1911.

{Spa'xEmin,

wood

village situated at

Quilchena,

much with

Brit.

'shavings,'

or bone).

Douglas

Col.

Its

'cut-

An Okinagan

lake, 11

m. from

people

associate

the Ntlakyapamuk, whose language

Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

Ind. Aff.,

2.30,

1884.

— Can.

Ind.

pt.

Aff.,

ii,

100,

1901.

,

—Ibid., 79, 1878.

Spapak (Spdpa'k'). A Squawmish village
community on the right bank of Skwamish
r., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S.,
474, 1900.

Spapium

A

{Spapi'um, 'level grassy land').

Ntlakyapamuk

village on a river bench
opposite Lytton, Brit. Col.; pop. 84 in 1901.

Spa-ki-um.

— Can.

Spapiam.— Ibid.,
in

Ind.
312,

5,

Tribes Can.,

1885

(misprint).

Spapi'um.- Hill-Tout
1889.

at Talio (q. v.), Brit. Col.

W.

196,

Aff.,

1892.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Indian

—

169,

SpaHum-acheen.- Ibid 191, 1883. Spaliumcheen.
—Ibid., 3G3, 1897. Spelemcheen.— Ibid., 317, 1880.
Spellamcheen. — Ibid. ,313, 1892. Spellammachum.

47 in 1911.

—

:i,

164 in 1911.
Spallamcheen.

N.

—

Hist.,

Ind. Aff., 418, 1.S98 ("Choraok-

Spallamcheen. A body of Shuswap on a
branch of Thompson r., Brit. Col., under
the Okanagan agency.
Pop. 141 in 1904,

mouth of Salmon r., coast of British Columbia.
The people of this town and those of Satsk,
who together are called Kinisquit, numbered
Nut'|l. Boas in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130, 1887.
Nutl'E'l.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
Rascals'
Village.
Mackenzie, Voy.,
339,
1802;
Mayne, Brit. Col., 146, 1862 (so named by Mackenzie
from the treatment received there). SotsC Boas in
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49, 1900.

pop. 27 in 1897.

Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

Spayam.— Can.

1900.

flat'

on the e.

village

Brit. Col.;

r.,

'open

land,'

'flat

grassy, flowery spot' [Hill-

'jileasant,

177, 1877.

Bellacoola town at the

(Up-

Spah-a-man.
Spa-ha-min.
Ibid., 271, 18S9.
Spa'xEmin. Teit in Mem. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., II, 174, 1900. Upper Nicola.— Can.
Ind. Aff., pt. II, G'i, 1902 (includes some Ntlakyapamuk

Spatsatlt (Spalsa'tU).
Sotstl (SotsL).

Nicola

per). —Can. Ind. Aff., pt. J, 243, 1902.
—Can. Ind. AfT., pt. r, 189, 1884.

A

Bellacoola band

—Boas in 7th Rep.

1891.

3,

Spatsum (contracted from Spa'ptsEn, 'little
hemp place'). A village of the Spence

Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk on the s. side
Thompson r., 35 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.

of

(Teit in

1900).

Mem. Am. Mus.
Pop. 135

Apaptsim.— Can.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

173,

in 1901.
Ind.

Aff.,

363,

1897

(misprint).

Cpa'ptsEn.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4,
1899.
S-pap-tsin.— Can. Ind. Aff., 196, 1885. Spat-

sim.— Ibid.,

419, 1898.

Spatsum.— Teit,

op. cit.

Spence Bridge Band. One of 4 subdiviNtlakyapamuk occupying the banks
of Thompson r., Brit. Col., from about 8 m.
sions of

below Spence
Teit in
1900.

Bridge

nearly to Ashcroft.

Mem. Am. Mus.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

170,
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Nkamtci'nEmux.
trance';

more

— Teit,

op.

('people of the en-

cit.

strictly applied to the

Indians immediate-

ly about Spence Bridge).

Spukpukolemk

(SpuQpuQo'lEniQ).

A band

of the Nuhalk, a subdivision of the Bellacoola

on the coast

Columbia.
7th Rep. N. W.

of British

Ma'lakyilatl.— Boas

in

Spuzzum

Tribes Can.,

SpuQpuQo'lEinQ.

1891 (secret society name).

('httle flat.'^Teit).

3,

The

—
Ind.
Spu'zum. — Hill-Tout, op.

print).

Can. Ind.

269, 1889.

Aff.,

Aff., 196,
cit.

1885 (mis-

Spuzzam.

Spuzzum.— Ibid.,

pt.

—

ii,

164, 1901.

A band of Salish, probably of
Ntlakyapamuk, in British Columbia.

Squacum.
the

Can. Ind.

Aff., 79, 1878.

Squamish.

The name given by the Cana-

dian Department of Indian Affairs to that
portion of the Squawmish living on 'Howe sd.,
Brit. Col.

Pop. 37 in 1911.

—

Shw-aw-mish. Can. Ind. Aff.,
misprint).
Skw-amish. Ibid.,

mish.— Ibid.,

308,

—

1879.

276, 1894 (probably a

Skwaw358, 1895.
Squamish.— Ibid., 195,

1885.

An

Indian woman. From Narraprobably an abbreviation of
eskwaw, cognate with the Delaware ochqueu,
the Chippewa ikwe, the Cree iskwew, etc. As
a term for woman squaw has been carried over
the length and breadth of the United States
and Canada, and is even in use by Indians on
the reservations of the W., who have taken it
from the whites. After the squaw have been

Squaw.

ganset squaw,

named: Squawberry (the partridge berry),
squaw bush (in various parts of the country,
Cornus stolonifera, C. sericea, and C. canadensis), squaw carpet (a California name of Ceanothus prostratus), squaw fish (a species of fish
found in the N. W,), squaw flower {Trillium
eredum, called also squaw root), squaw man
(an Indian who does woman's work; also a
white man married to an Indian woman and
living with her people), squaw mint (the American pennyroyal), squawroot
of the country,

(in different

parts

Trillium eredum, the black

and the blue cohosh, Conopholis americana,
and other plants), squaw sachem (a term in
vogue in the era of New England colonization
for a female chief among the Indians), squaw

A

Squawmish.

near-

—

1912

(a. f. c.)

— Ibid.

important towns of the
Ntlakyapamuk, lying on the w. side of Fraser
r., Brit. Col., 9 m. above Yale, 2 m. below
Spuzzum station, Canadian Pacific Ry. Pop.
157 in 1911.
Cpu'zum. Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5,
1899. Sp6'zem.
Teit in Mem. Am. Nat. Hist., ii,

Spuggum.— Can.

v., A.

a mild beginning of winter). A species of
duck (Harelda glacialis) is called old squaw.

sd.

and Burrard

r.,

Brit. Col.

est to the sea of the

169, 1900.
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New

England name for the partridge
berry), squawweed {Erigeron philadelphicum
and Senedn aureus), squaw winter (a term in
use in parts of the Canadian N. W. to designate
vine (a

SaHshan

tribe

on

Howe

mouth of Fraser
Their former village communiinlet, n. of

the

bands were Chakkai, Chalkunts, Chants,
Chechelmen, Chechilkok, Chekoalch, Chewas,
Chiakamish, Chichilek, Chimai, Chukchukts,
Ekuks, Etleuk, Hastings Sawmill Indians,
Helshen, Homulchison, Huikuayaken, Humelsom, lalmuk, Ikwopsum, Itliok, Kaayahunik,
Kaksine, Kapkapetlp, Kauten, Kekelun, Kekios, Kekwaiakin, Kelketos, Ketlalsm, Kiaken,
Kicham, Koalcha, Koekoi, Koikoi, Kolelakom, Komps, Kotlskaim, Kuakumchen,
Kukutwom, Kulaken, Kulatsen, Kwanaken,
Kwichtenem, Kwolan, Male (shared with the
Nkukapenach,
Musqueam),
Mitlmetlelch,
Nkuoosai, Nkuoukten, Npapuk, Npokwis,
Nthaich, Papiak, Poiam, Pokaiosum, Sauktich, Schilks, Schink, Selelot, Shemps, Shishaiokoi, Siechem, Skakaiek, Skauishan, Skeakunts, Skeawatsut, Skelsh, Sklau, Skoachais,
Skumin, Skutuksen, Skwaius, Slokoi, Smelakoa, Smok, Snauk, Spapak, Stamis, Stetuk,

ties or

Stoktoks,

Stlaun,

Suntz,

Stotoii,

Sutkel,

Swaiwi, Swiat, Thetsaken, Thetuksem, Thetusum, Thotais, Tktakai, Tlakom, Tlastlemauk,
Tleatlum, Toktakamai, Tseklten, Tumtls,

There were a few more
Only six
villages are now inhabited: Burrard Inlet
(No. 3), False Creek (see Snauk), Kapilano Mission, (Burrard inlet), Seymour Creek
(Consult
(see Chechilkok), and Squamish.
Hill-Tout in Rep. B. A. A. S., 472-549, 1900.)
Ulksip, and Yukuts.

at the upper end of Burrard inlet.

The
399

total population

of the

Squawmish was

in 1911.
(j.

1890.

— Boas

R. S.)

W.

Tribes Can., map,
Sk'qoa'mic— Boas in 5th Rep., ibid., 10, 1889

Skoomic.

in 6th

Rep. N.

—

—

(Comox name). Sk qo'mic. Ibid. Skwamlsh.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 119b, 1884.

—
—
—
—

SquaSage, Rocky Mtns., 221, 1846.
Brit. Col. Map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.
Squawmisht. Mayne, Brit. Col., 243, 1862. ^ SquoSxqomic.
hamish. Brit. Adm. Chart, no. 1917,

Sqnamishes.
mlsht.

—

Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

Squawtits;
Fraser

Hope.

r.,

Brit.

A

Cowichan tribe on lower
between Agassiz and

Col.,

Pop. 47 in 1911.
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Squatils.— Can. Ind.
Brit. Col.

Map,

No. 21a
Squatlts.—
Squattets.—

1879.

309,

Aff.,

Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Can. Ind. Aff. 1889, 268, 1890. Squawtas.— Trutch,
Map of Bnt. Col., 1870. Squawtits.— Can. Ind. Aff.,

Skidegate channel, and were so called from the
name of the shore there (Stasaos) They were
probably a sub-division of the Hlgahetgu-lanas.
.

A

pt. 2, 160, 1901.

An unidentified

Squierhonon.

tribe,

prob-

ably Algonquian, dependent on the Hurons.
Sagard (1636), Hist. Can., Huron Diet., iv,

minor division of the Stasaos-kegawai was
Gunghet-kegawai.
Swanton, Cont.

Haida, 270, 1905.
Stasausk'e'owal.
sec.

Srattkemer. A body of Salish belonging
Kamloops agency, Brit. Col. Pop. 230 in

1884, the last time the

Sratt-kemer.

—Can.

II,

of Quebec,

by Cartier

visited

cended the river 70 years
Stadacona.

— Hind,

cone.— Cartier,
cone.
I,

site

The

1535.

in

— Vallard, Atlas

1543) in

1863.

6,

ii,

Relation,

{ca.

as-

Me.

Stada-

1863.

32,^,

Tada-

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

354, 1869.

townEagle clan.
It was one of those of Ninstints (Gunghethaidagai), and is said to have been part of the
Gunghet-kegawai. Swanton, Cont. Haida,

Stagilanas

A

people').

(Sld'gt

'Sta'gt

Id'nas,

Haida family

of the

—

Stahehani
cliff.'

{Slaxeha'ni, 'this side of the ear

A

Ntlakyapamuk

the E. side of Fraser

r.,

on
between

village

Brit. Col.,

Keefer station and Cisco.
Statcia'ni.

— Hili-Tout in
— Teit

Staxeha'ni.

1899.
Hist.,

II,

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 5,
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

169, 1900.

former band of Salish, probably Cowichan, of Eraser superintendency,
Brit. Col.— Can. Ind. Aff., 138, 1879.

Staiya

A

(Sta-iya).

Its p9sition corresponds

—

Brit.

Col.

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

—

Brit.

Adm.

chart, no. 1917.

Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.
Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

left

in

Starnatan. A village on the St. Lawrence,
below the site of Quebec, in 1535. Cartier

—

(1535), Bref. R6cit., 32, 1863.

Stasaos-kegawai
on the Stasaos

of the

Raven

clan

camping on the

Queen Charlotte

ids., Brit.

—

{Stasa'os qe'gawa-i, 'those
coast').

who were

A

xd'-idaga-i,

Eagle
While these people were living near the
Kogahl-lanas the screechowls (sUao) were
heard to call so much from their side of the
creek that a boy in the town opposite said they
ought to be called 'Witch people' {Stiawd's
xa'-idaga-i).
This story was probably told to
of the

clan.

the application of a rather harsh

alleviate

They had

the

same

traditional origin

and
them lived in the town
of Cumshewa, which was owned by their chief.
There were three local sub-divisions, the Hedahaidagai, Sa-haidagai, and Kahligua-haidagai.
—Swanton, Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.
the

Kona-kegawai,

Kaiahl-lanas.

Djiguaahl-lanas,

All of

A

the entrance of Stelako
Brit. Col.;

Natliatin village at
r.

into Fraser lake,

pop. 42 in 1902, 90 in 1911.

— De Smet, Oregon Miss., 100, 1847. Stel— Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv. 1879-80, 30b, 1881.

Stelaoten.

Stella.— Morice, Notes on W. D6n6s,

— Harmon,

Stella.

Fraser

r.,

25, 1892.

Stllia.

Jour., 244, 1820.

The

village

of

the

Tautin,

on

near Alexandria, Brit. Col.

Alexandria. Ind. Aff. Can., 138, 1879.
Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., 109, 1892.

Stella.—

Stetuk {Steluqk'). A Squawmish village
community on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col. HillTout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

—

Stamas.

Sta'mis.— Hill-Tout

just

bom

of the

—

Stamis. A Squawmish village on the
bank of Skwamish r., w. Brit. Col.
Sta-amus.

r.

very nearly to that of

a Ntlakyapamuk village.

map, Ind.

Eagle

a strip of coast

Stawas-haidagai
(Sllawd's
'witch people').
A Haida family

a-tin.

settlement just below

Lytton, Brit. Col., on the e. bank of Fraser
Cisco,

two

Stella ('the cape').

A

Stahlouk.

name from

Probably they were originally a part of
the Kaiahl-lanas, with whom they used to go
about.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 274, 1905.

as

—Teit).

its

of the

Col.

name.

272, 1905.

or

Haida family

later.

Lab. Peniu.,

(1545)

'people of

{Stasa'os Id'nas,

A

along the n. side of the channel between the

had disappeared when Champlain

village

Stasaos-lanas
Stasaos coast').

largest

occupying the

village

— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

24, 1898.

clan that received

appears.

Ind. Aff., 188, 1884.

A

Stadacona.

name

—

called

1866.

to

439

Haida family

in the habit of

n. side of the w. entrance of

Stick Indians (from

stick meaning 'tree,'
Chinook jargon). A term
universally applied by certain N. W. Coast
tribes to any Indians from the interior; that
is, to those who live back in the woods.
It is
more commonly used on the coasts of Alaska
and British Columbia to refer to the Athapascan tribes e. of the Coast range, but it was

or 'wood,' in the
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used also by the Chinook and other Oregon
and Washington tribes to designate the SaHsh
and Shahaptian tribes of Columbia r. and

Puget

sd.

(l. f.)

—

Si-him-e-na. Mahoney in Sen. Ex. Doc. 08, 4l3t
Cong., 2d sess., 20, 1870. Thick-wood Indians.
Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, 262, 1824.

Indians.

— Simpson quoted by

Thick

Wood

INIorgan in Beach,, Ind.

Miscel., 179, 1877.

A

Stikine.

mouth

the river

of

and near the
which bears its name.

Tlingit tribe on

Pop. 1,300 in 1840, 317 in 1880, 255 in 1S90.
Their winter town is Katchanaak (Wrangell);
their ancient village was Kahltcatlan (Old
Wrangell). Shake's Village, Shallyany's Village, and Shustak's Village are also mentioned.
The following social divisions are found here:
Hehlkoan, Hokedi, Kaskakoedi, Katchadi,
Kayashkidetan, Kiksadi, Nanyaayi, Siknahadi,
TahUcoedi, and Tihittan.
Shikeae.—Peirce

H. R. Rep. S30, 27th Cong., 2d
Stach'In.— Holmberg, Ethnog. Skizz., map, 142, 1855.
Stackeenes. Borrows
in H. R. Ex. Doc. 197, 42d Cong., 2d sess., 4, 1872.
Stakeen. Borrows in Sen. Ex. Doc. 67, 41st Cong.,
2d sess,, 9, 1870. Stakhin.— Petroff in 10th Census,
sess.,

1842

62,

1884.

Zapiski,

I,

ii,

pt.

Stak-hin-kon.

Tlinkit

Stakhin'kwan.— Dall in Cont. N. A.
1877.
Stakhinskoe.— Veniaminoff,

iii,

30, 1840.

Alaska, 158, 1893.

Stakin.

According to tra-

name from having

occupied the row of houses farthest back from
the coast in the legendary town of Skena. It

seems more hkely that they became a separate
family while at Naikun. There were several
subdivisions, the Dostlan-lnagai, Aostlan-lna-

and Yagunstlan-lnagai.
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.
gai, Teesstlan-hiagai,

—

Soc. Can., sec.

124, 1895.

ii,

Stlep {St'lEp, 'home country'). An abandoned Chilliwak village on upper Chilliwak
r., Brit. Col.;
so called because the old communal houses of the tribe were situated there.
Hill-Tout in Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

in N. A.,
H. R. Ex. Doc. 77,
Stickienes. Beardslee

— Crosbie

Stlindagwai

1902.

4,

deep

in

—

{ShU'ndAgwa-i,

A Haida town of the Hagi-

in the inlet').

lanas family in an inlet on the w. coast of

Moresby

id.,

channel,

Brit.

not far from Houston Stewart
Col.
Swanton, Cont. Haida,

—

277, 1905.

A

Stoktoks.
nity on

Howe

Squawmish

Stickine.— Borrows (1869) in Sen. Ex. Doc. 67, 41st
Cong., 2d sess., 2, 1870. Stikin.— Boas, 5th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 25, 1889. Stikines.— Scott (1859) in H.

Stone Tsilkotin. A body
Wilhams Lake agency, Brit.

1860.

R. Ex, Doc. 65, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 115, 1860. Stohenskie. Elliott, Cond. Aff. Alaska, 228, 1875 (transliterated from Veniaminoff).
Sucheen. George in
Sen. Ex. Doc. 105, 46th Cong., 1st sess., 29, 1880.

—

—

Stlaun .{Stlciu'n). A Squawmish village
community on Bmi-ard inlet, Brit. Col. HillTout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

—

commu-

village

Col.

sd., Brit.

St'o'ktoks.— HiU-Tontin Rep. Brit. A. A.
St'ox.— Boas, MS., B. A. E.', 1887.

sess., 7,

village

'the

in Sen. Ex. Doc. 105, 46th Cong., 1st sess., 29, 1880.

36th Cong., 1st

—

Stl'EngE la'nas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. V,'. Tribes Can.,
22, 1898.
Stiing Lennas. Harrison in Proc. Roy.

—Eleventh Census,

Stekini.— Kane, Wand,

Stickens.

app., 18.59.

— Krause,

38,

Ind., 120, 1885.

Ethnol.,

Brit. Col.

ids.,

in

—

32,

Charlotte

dition they received their

(village).

—

Alaska,

1912

v., A.

Stlenga-lanas (SLle'rm la'nas, 'rear town
people').
A great Haida family of the Raven
clan living along the n. coast of the Queen

S.,

474, 1900.

of Tsilkotin of

Col.

Pop. 106

in 1901; 48 in 1911.

Stone.— Can.
Can. Ind.

Ind. Aff.

Aff. 1901, pt.

1887,
ii,

1888.

310,

Stones.—

162, 1901.

Stotoii {Sto'ton, 'leaning over

[a cliff]').

A

Squawmish village community on the right
bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col. Hill-Tout

—

in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474, 1900.

Stlaz (SLaz, or SLelz, having reference to a
earth with which they covered the face to

—

from chapping.- Hill-Tout). A
Spence Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk at a place called Cornwall, near Ashcroft, a mile back from Thompson r., on the n.
side, about 45 m. above Lytton, Brit. Col.
Pop. 44 in 1911.
prevent

it

—

—
—

1887.

Stahl-lch.— Ibid., 230, 1886.

Stlahl.— Daw-

son in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 44, 1891.
liUtch.— Can. Ind. Aff., 196, 1885.

Stlah-

name

local

for a

band

of

Salish of Eraser superintendency, Brit. Col.

Can. Ind.

village of the

Ashcroft. Can. Ind. Aff., suppl., 47, 1902. Cornwalls. Can. Ind. Aff., 138, 1879 (white men's name).
Sk'lalc—Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1899.
SLaz. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 173,
1900.
Sletz.— Ibid. Stahl.— Can. Ihd. Aff., 308,

The

Stratten.

place where the Indians obtained a mineral

Aff. Rep., 79, 1878.

Stryne.

A

Ntlakyapamuk village on the
r., 5 m. above Lytton, Brit.

w. side of Fraser

Pop. 57 in 1901, the last time the

Col.

name

appears.
Sta-ai'-in.

II,

— Dawson
— Teit

in Trans.

172, 1900.

Can.,

4,

Brit.

Col.

Can.

Roy. Soc. Can.,

sec.

ir,

44

in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
Stain.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

Sta'iEn.

1891.

Ind.

418, 1898

1899.

Aff.,

164,

—Teit,

—
—
Stryne-Nqakin.—
combined). Strynne. —

—Teit,

Aff.,

op.

cit.

Victoria, 1872.

1901.

(two town names

Ibid., 269, 1889.

Creek.

Strain.

map, Ind.

Ibid.

Stryune.— Ibid.,

op. cit. (white

Stryen.
Stryne.

434, 1896.

men's name).

Styne
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Stsanges (Slsd'hges). A Songish band
between Esquimalt and Becher baj^, s. end
of Vancouver id.
Pop. 103 in 1904, 94 in

by

name

Songish, the

1911.

whites,

given to this tribe

name

corrupted from the

is

441

of this

that reason they were likened to spawning

The family

salmon.

is

swoop down upon it, making a great
and their actions are likened to those of

Songhees.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 104, 1901. Stsa'nges.— Boas in Gth Rep. N. AY. Tribes Can., 17, 1S90.

people at potlatches

A

side of Bellacoola

s.

mouth.
Nuhalk.

It

is

Bellacoola

r.,

town on

Brit. Col., near its

one of the 8 villages called

Stske'etl.— Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891.
Boas in Mem. Am. IMus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,

Stsk'e'iL.

—

1S9S.

Stuichamukh.

An Athapascan

tribe,

now

absorbed into the surrounding Salishan tribes,
that inhabited upper Nicola valley, Brit. Col.
They have been supposed to be descendants
of a war party of Tsilkotin (McKay in Dawson, Notes on Shuswap of Brit. Col., Trans.
Roy. Soc. Can., ix, sec. 2, 23, 1891), but the
evidence of their long occupancy of Nicola and
Similkameen valleys has led Boas (10th Rep.
N. W. Tribes, Rep. Brit. A. A. S., sec. 2, 33,
1895) to consider them the northernmost of
the isolated Athapascan bands found along the

Four or

Pacific coast.

five generations

back

they lived in three subterranean lodges, indicating a population of between 120 and 150.
SEi'lEqamuQ.
1905,

— Boas

('people

of

tlie

in lOtti
liigh

—

W.

Rep. N.

Tribes, 32,

Stuik

{Stu'ix').
r.,

Stu'.iH.— Boas
Stu'ix'.
Boas

—

A

Ntlakyapa-

—

in

on
m. from its mouth.
N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1S91.
Bellacoola village

Mem. Am. Mus.

the

name

Nat. Hist.,

49,

ii,

1S9S.

iStu'7niks,

'bulls').

family.

this

A

was

also transferred

chief of this family

was

very friendly to the whites, and it was largely
through his influence that a mission was established

at

The

Masset.

land

Stustas'

lay

Naikun and in Naden harbour, but their chief town was Kiusta, on the
coast opposite North id. There were many
subdivisions: Kawas, Kangguatl-lanas, HHelprincipally around

ung-keawai, Hlielung-stustae, Naikun-stustae,
Chawagis-stustae, and the Yadus of Alaska,
the last being

still

further subdivided.
R. s.)

(j.

— Swanton, Cont. Haida,
1905.
Lennas. — Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc.
125, 1895.
Stasias. — Ibid.

Sa'figaL la'nas.

Shongalth
Can. 1895,

27-5,

sec. ii,

A

Sugarcane.
side of Eraser

Shuswap

Brit. Col.

r.,

Can. Inst. 1892-93,

Suhinimiut

village

—Morice

on the
in

e.

Trans.

iv, 22, 1895.

A

society of

in

the

('people of the sun,' that
east).

A

tribe

of

is,

Ungava

Eskimo extending from
and
Labrador
Koksoak r., e. to cape Chidley and
thence, s. to Hamilton inlet. A part have
long been Christianized by Moravian missionaries,

Stumiks

of the chief,

from the Stikine.

living

Brit. Col., 28
in 7th R(fp.

made by

According to tradition, part of the Stustas,
including that to which the chief himself belonged, came down from Stikine r. in the Tlingit country, while the rest were from the countrjr of the Nass people.
Edenshaw (q. v.),

Ntlakyapamuk

country':

name). Smile'kamuQ. Ibid, (another
muk name). StOwi'HamuQ. Ibid.

Bellacoola

when

sea, all

noise,

Stskeitl (Stsk'e'iL).

also as Sd'ngaL-

these birds find any food on the surface of the

band.

the

known

la'nas, referring to sea-birds called sang;

still

but

those

of

the

northern

retain their heathen customs.

districts

Girls are

the Ikunuhkatsi, or All Comrades ,in the Piegan

tattooed at the age of puberty, though less

has been obsolete since about 1840.
GrinneU, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221, 1892.

elaborately

tribe;

it

Stunhlai
fat

game

on the

N.

"any
Haida town

{StA'nla-i, said to refer to

or fish brought in").

w. coast of Moresby

A

id.,

Brit. Col.,

occupied anciently by the Kas-lanas.

—Swan-

ton, Cont. Haida, 280, 1905.

Stustas

(Sta'stas).

One

of the

most im-

portant Haida famihes of the Eagle clan.

name
young

is

The

that given to salmon eggs after the

have begun to take form

them.
There is a story that this family was once
reduced to a single woman, but subsequently
increased very rapidly from her children; for
fish

in

than formerly;

forced into marriage, and early

they

are

show the

then

effects

Children are
of their harsh and laborious life.
few and weak. Many men have two wives,
the wealthy several. The aged and the diseased are frequently deserted, sometimes
quietly strangled.
An unlucky woman is
driven out into the wilderness. A bad man is
not admitted into the houses, and if he commits murder the others stone him to death.

Blood vengeance
kin.

The people

is

incumbent on the next of

are of the stature of Euro-

peans and very muscular.

Their legs are dis-

proportionately short and malformed, owing

probably to the habit of carrying infants in
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There is a recognized elder in the
community, yet he is controlled by the angekok. These conjurers, who pretend to prothe hood.

pitiate the malevolent spirits of nature

and

work much harm, often
separating man and wife on the plea that their

each man's evil

spirit,

union causes ill luck. The people often devour
deer meat raw, though they prefer cooked food.
The complexion of these Eskimo shows much

who

bleached almost
white in winter become quickly browned by
exposure to the summer sun.
Subtribes are the Koksoagmiut, Kangivamiut, and Kilinigmiut. The mission stations
are Hebron, Hopedale, Nachvak, Nain, Okak,
Ramah, and Zoar. A native village on the n.
those

variation;

Aukpatuk.
SOhrnimyut.— Turner
coast

is

1894.

Sukhinlmyut.

are

11th Rep. B. A. E., 176,
in Trans. Roy. Soc.

in

— Turner

Suk

A

{S'uk, 'valley,' 'depression').

yapamuk

on the

village

below Keefer

Col.,

Col.

map, Ind.

— Teit

1900.
Ibid.,

Ethnol.

Can.,

Surv.

Aff., 189, 1883.

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

1899.

5,

Shoouk.— Brit.
Snuk.— Can. Ind.

Sook-kamus.— Ibid., pt. ii, 164, 1901.
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 169,

A£f., 363, 1897.

S'uk.

station,

in

Sunk.—Can. Ind. Aff., 269, 1889. Suuk.—
Suuk-kamus.— Ibid., 418, 1898.
230, 1886.

A

former Haida
town of the Do-gitunai family, on the e.
coast of Hippa id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.

Sulu-stins {Su'lu

slins).

Col.

Skao nAns.
stins.

— Swanton, Cent. Haida, 281, 1905.

Sulu

— Ibid.

Sutnas.
A Cowichan tribe on the lake
and river of the same name, which are tributary
to lower Fraser

r.,

Until 1894 three

Brit. Col.

divisions or villages called

by

this

numbered 1, 2, and 3, appeared
of the Department of Indian
ing

populations,

Sgmaf.

—Boas, MS., B. A.
1862.

Brit. Col., 295,

1893.

Sumass.— Ibid.,

Fitzhugh in U.

S.

total

of

number

30,

57,

in 1911

Smess.— Mayne,

Sumas.—Can.
1901.

Ind. Aff., 300,

Su-mat-se.—

Ind. Aff. Rep. 1857, 328, 1858.

Sunteacootacoot (Sun-tea-coot-a-coot) An
body of Sahshan Indians said by
.

unidentified

A

Squawmish

community

village

inlet, Brit. Col.

—Hill-Tout

Sus-haidagai
ple').

A

in

Rep.

{Siis xd'-idAga-i,

'lake

peo-

subdivision of the Kona-kegawai, a

Haida family

They owned

of the Eagle clan.

the town of Hlgaedhn and received their

name

from a lake which lies inland from Skedans
bay, Brit. Col. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 273,

—

1905.

Susk.

More

correctly Sisk, the

id..

Queen Charlotte

Haida name

w. coast of Graham

for Frederick id., off the n.

Dawson

Col.

ids., Brit.

1880) wrongly sup-

171,

posed it to be the name of a town as well, his
informants probably referring to Te, which
once stood on the mainland opposite.
(j.

A

R. S.)

Susksoyiks ('band with hairy mouths').
band of the Piegan tribe of the Siksika,

probably extinct.
Sus-kso'-ylks.

— Hayden,

Ethnog.

and

Mo.

Philol.

Val., 264, 1862.

Sutkel {'Sl'k'qe'l). A Squawmish
community on Burrard inlet, Brit.
Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

village

Col.

475, 1900.

Swaiwi (Swai'wi). A Squawmish
community on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.
Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

Swampy Ground

Assiniboin.

A

village

—

Hill-

division

Henry-Thompson
Jour., II, 523, 1897).
Henry (1808) says that
they "inhabit the strong wood w. of Fort
of

the Assiniboin (Coues,

Augustus,* along Panbian [Pembina] r.,t
never frequent the plains, and are excellent
Formerly they
beaver hunters.
were very numerous, but frequent murders among themselves, and the ravages
of the sm.allpox have reduced their number
to about 30 tents.
They are fully as

much

addicted to spirituous liquor as the

Saulteurs."

Swiat (Swl'at). A Squawmish village community on the w. side of Howe sd., Brit. Col.
Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

E., 1887.

160,

hav-

Affairs,

respectively,

and 53 in 1893. Their
was given as 52.

name, and

in the reports

1912

A.

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

r.,

of this place

mentioned.
Cuk'.— Hill-Tout in
Sheooke.—Can. Ind.

Suntz.
on Burrard

Ntlak-

e. side of Fraser

C. P. Ry.
and the neighbouring village of Kimus, with which later
reports of Indian afTairs have combined it,
was 74 in 1901, since which date neither is
Brit.

The population

v.,

Ross (Fur Hunters, i, 145, 1855) to have hved
between Thompson and Fraser rs., Brit. Col.

(Q. Charlotte Ids.,

Can., V, 104, 1888.

GEORGE

Ta

A

S.,

474, 1900.

Haida town formerly on the E. coast of North id., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
It is said to have been
{T!d, 'chiton'

[?]).

*Present city of Edmonton.
tS. tributary of

Athabaska

r.
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occupied by a small family called, after the
name of the place, Taahl-lanas. Swanton,

—

Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

Taahl-lanas
Ta')

An

.

lived on

('the people of

of

Queen Charlotte

id..

ids., Brit.

TIa'al.— .Swanton, Cont.

Haid.i, 270, 190.5.

A Micmac

Tabogimkik.

probably

1760,

Nova

in

band

village or

Scotia.

(1760) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

— Frye
116,

s., x,

1809.

Tachy

('tail

Tachy.
in

A

of the water').

mouth

the Tatshiautin at the

of

was estabUshed there

as early as 1616.

—

—

Tadeussac. La Tour map, 1779. Tadoucac.
Dutch map (1621) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856.
Tadousac— Champlain (1603), (Euvres, 70, 1870;
Harris, Voy. and Trav., ii, map, 1705.
Tadousae.
Dobbs, Hudson Bay, map, 1744 (misprint). Tadousca.
Harris, op. cit., i, map (misprint).
Tadoussac.
Champlain (1604), CEuvres, 216, 1870; map of 1616 in

— Harmon, Jour., 215,

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

x,

Tadji-Ianas {Ta'dji
'sand-town people').
families belonging to

1820.

r.,

Thatce.

— Morice

109, 1893.

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856. Tadoussaciens.—
Esnauts and Rapilly map, 1777. Tadusac. Jefferys,
Fr. Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761.
Tadussekuk. Gatschet,
Penobscot MS., B. A. E., 1887 (Penobscot name).

—
—

or Tds Id'nas,
important Haida

Tadoussac. A Montagnais tribe or band on
Saguenay r., Quebec. In 1863 part of the
tribe were on a reservation at Manikuagan,
while others were at Peribonka.

Taenhatentaron.

la'nas,

Two
the

Raven

—

—

village of

Thache

Pop. 32 in 1881; 42 in 1911.

Brit. Col.

r., at the mouth of Saguenay r.
It was
formerly an important trading post, founded
by Samuel de Champlain, and a Jesuit mission

rence

—

See Ta.

Col.

in

town

the

extinct Haida family which formerly

North

443

clan.

It

would probably be truer to say that they were
two parts of one family, although they were,
later,
widely separated geographically. According to tradition this family and 4 others
once lived together in a town near Sand-spit
pt., Queen Charlotte ids., composed of 5 rows
of houses.
Those in the front row were called

A former Huron village

in Ontario, the seat of the mission of Saint

Ignace.

It

was destroyed by the Iroquois

Salnct Ignace.— Jes.
tius.

— Shea,

Cath.

taron.— Jes.

Rel. 1639, 74, 1858.

Miss.,

Rel. 1639, 74, 1858.

ulary obtained by

beach; those in the next, Kuna-lanas ('Point-

Can., 192b, 1887)

Dawson
;

(Rep. Geol. Surv.

but, as they resemble the

row ran out to a

interior

Athapascan Indians

point; those in the third, Yaku-lanas ('Middle-

respect,

it

town

people'), because their

in every other
they have adopted

likely that

is

from

language

mid-

their

present

those in the fourth, Koetas ('Earth-

They

are probably part of Ball's

eaters'),

because they lived near the

of the Chilkaht river."

where

was very muddy; and those

people'), because they occupied the

dle row;

fifth,

it

trails

cause they lived farthest back.

Another

tra-

dition relates that this family, together with

the Kagials-kegawai of Skedans, sprang from a
woman who was on House id. (Atana) when it

One branch was reckoned among the Gunghet-haidagai, and a subdivision called Kaidju-kegawai owned the
southernmost town on the island. By a curious coincidence the northern division, after
living for a while on the n. w. coast of Graham
id., came to occupy Kasaan in Alaska, the most
northerly Haida town. The Gunghet branch
almost extinct.

Ta'dji la'nas.

(j.

r. s.)

— Swanton, Cont.

Haida, 268, 272, 1905.
Tas la'nas. Boas in 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 22,
1898. Tas Lennas.
Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can.,

—

sec.

II,

—

124, 1895.

Tadoussac ('atthenipples.'

"Nehaunee
(j.

Stick Indians.

—Hewitt).

principal village of the Tadoussac on St.

Indians).

in

R. S.)

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.,

name for these people and
Tahk-heesh. .Schwatka

—

all

other

in

Cen-

tury Mag., 747, Sept. 1885. Tank-heesh.— Ibid., 743
(may be the Takon of Schwatka).

Tahagmiut
is,

living

('people of the shadow,' that

toward the sunset).

tribe inhabiting the

Ungava

An Eskimo

shore of

Hudson

from'Leaf r., w. and the coast of Hudson
bay s. to Mosquito bay. They are tall and of
fine physique, the men larger on the average
than whites, the women equal to the average
white women. Their customs are primitive.
Men hold women in little respect, but are
jealous of their wives.
They are fond of games
and athletic sports, and both sexes are passionstr.

ate gamblers.

wolverenes,

The
Law-

— Dawson

192b, 1887 (coast
interior

rose out of the flood.

is

Chilkat.

the

in the

Stlenga-lanas ('Rear-town people'), be-

Igna-

St.

Taenhaten-

1855.

179,

Tagish. A small tribe living about Tagish
and Marsh lakes, Brit. Col. They are classed
with the Thngit stock on the basis of a vocab-

Tadji-lanas, because they were close to the

town

in

1649.

They trap

exchanging

foxes, wolves,

the

furs

for

and

guns,

ammunition, cutlery, and hardware at Ft.
Chimo, distant a whole winter's journey for a
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The

hung
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v.,

with pear-shaped pieces of ivory that rattle

same manner, excep
that canvas has superseded the bark and brush

when they

covering.

dog team.

skirts of their coats are

walk.

Igdlumiut.— Boasin

6th Rep. B. A. E., 4G2, 18SS ('people of the other side': so called by the Eskimo of Baffin
Igluisland, on the opposite shore of Hudson str.).

—

miut. Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soo. Wash., iii, 95, 1885.
Northerners.— Turner in 11th Rep. B. A. E., 177, 1894
Tahagmyut.
(so called by the whites of Ungava).

—

Turner

Ta

in Trans.

Roy. Soc. Can. 1SS7, sec. ir, 101, 1888.
11th Rep. B. A. E., 177,

myut.— Turner^ in

hai»

1894.

Ungavamiut.— Boas

Tahltan.
division of the

can family.

in

Am.

The south westernmost tribal
Nahane Indians of the AthapasTheir hunting grounds include

the drainage basin of Stikino
taries

lake,

s,s

far as the

and the

Antiq., 40, 1888.

mouth

r.

of Iskut

river halfway to

(but, according to

and

its

tribu-

r.,

Dease

McDame

cr.

the old law, the head of

Dease lake was Kaska territory, and this
assumption of rights has never been acknowledged by the Kaska people), the northern
sources of the Nass, and some of the southern
branches of the Taku, in Alaska and British
Columbia. In early days the salmon streams
flowing into the Stikine from the n., from 4 m.
below Glenora to, but not including, Telegraph
or., were claimed and fished by the Stikine
tribe of Tlingit, but this overlapping of the
two peoples seems to have produced little
friction, possibly because the Tahltan had no
living places hereabouts, and, in the matter of

the exchange of the products of the coast and
it was of mutual advantage to keep
on friendly terms.
The Tahltan have always lived on the upper
reaches of the Stikine and near by on the Tahltan and Tuya rs. In early days their living
places were used more as storage depots and
were resorted to through the summer months
for salmon fishing, which was also the season
of ease and feasting, when the pursuit of the
fur-bearing animals was without profit for
the Tahltan people have always been hunters
and trappers, living in the open throughout
the year, meat-eaters through necessity and
choice, and accepting fish diet only as a change.
The primitive houses were similar to those
found in the fishing camps to-day; they were

the interior,

—

constructed of stout saplings stuck upright in
the ground and bound together with bark rope

and roofed over with slabs of
spruce bark. But in camp the typical shelter
was a lean-to of bark and brush laid over poles,
two being placed opposite each other, with a
central fire.
To-day, throughout most of the
or tree roots

year, they live in the

After the Cassiar gold excitement in 1874
they built a substantial log village on a level
space upward of a mile and a half from the

the Tahltan

with the Stikine,
though
its native name is Goon-tdar-shaga
('where
the spring water stops'). The only other
native settlement is at Telegraph Creek, where
a number of small log houses have been built
to keep pace with the growth of the white
junction

which

is

of

known

generally

as Tahltan,

settlement.

The social organization of the Tahltan without doubt has developed from association with
the coast Tlingit. It is founded on matriarchy
and is dependent on the existence of two
exogamous parties who intermarry. These
parties may be designated, from their totemic
emblems, as Cheskea (Raven) and Cheona
(Wolf). These are subdivided into families,
which assume all the functions of the party
and supplement each other at all meetings
and on all occasions of ceremony. The family
is the unit of social and political life, in which
all

individuahty

and

inheritance

is

merged, succession follows,
secured.

is

The

families

are:
of the Wolf party,
(1) Tuckclarwaydee,
which besides having the wolf emblem, is
represented by the brown bear, the eagle, and

the killer-whale.

It originated in the interior

about the headwaters of Nass r. This family
is credited with having been the fii'st to settle
in this country and the founders of the Tahltan
tribe.

Nanyiee, of the Wolf party, which, behaving the wolf emblem, is represented
by the brown bear, the killer-whale, and the
(2)

sides

The

shark.

original

home

of this people

was

about the headwaters of Taku
which they descended to salt water and

in the interior,
r.,

settled

among

the Stikine Tlingit;

years they ascended Stikine

r.

in later

and became a

family of the Tahltan, while others crossed the
trail in still

more recent times and joined

their

brethren.
(3)

Talarkoteen of the

WoK

sented by the

WoK

crest.

in the interior, about Peace

the Liard

r.

to the Tuya.
(4)

sented

to

party, repre-

They
r.,

originated

and ascended

Dease lake and then crossed

They

are nearly extinct.

Raven party, repreby both the raven emblem and that of

Kartchottee, of the
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This family originated in the interior
toward the headwaters of the Taku. Some of
the family married among the Tahltan in early
days. Another branch descended Stikine r.
long ago, affiliated with the Kake tribe of the
the frog.

and generations later their
descendants followed up the Stikine and became Tahltan, This is now the most numerTlingit

people,

ous family of the tribe.
The Tahltan live by hunting and trapping.
The country is rich in fur-bearing animals and
big game. In late years since hunters have
been attracted thither, they have earned considerable as guides, besides working for the
trading companies' pack-teams. They are an
adaptable people, who are fast giving up the
traditions of the past for the luxuries of civilization, with which their earnings supply
them, and in the course of a few years there
will be little left of their more primitive life.
They numbered 217 in 1911, and have reached
the stage where they are holding their own.
They are of medium stature, spare rather than

and have high cheek-bones, full mouth,
aquiline nose rather broad at the base, small
hands and feet, coarse black hair, and mild and
pleasant expression. On the whole they are
an honest, agreeable, kindly people, hospitably
inclined and dignified in bearing.
In many
stout,

instances their admixture with the Tlingit

is

much

expressed in their features, producing a

In addition to the authors

less pleasing type.

cited below, consult Teit in

Boas Anniv.

Vol.,

337, 190G.
(g.

Conneuaghs.— Pope, MS.

vorab.,

B.

A.

—

e.)

t.
E.,

1865-

Kun-un-ah'. Dall in Prcc. Am. A. A. S., xxxiv, 376,
Nahanies of the Upper Stikine. Pope, op.
cit.
Stick.
Smith quoted by Colyer in U.S. Ind. Aft.
18G9, 567, 1870. Tahl-tan.—Dawson in Rep. Geol. Rep.

—

1S86.

—

Surv. Can., 192b, 1889.

Taiaiagon

An

Hewitt).

Talyan.— Smith,

op.

cit.,

568.

the crossing or landing.'

Iroquois village in 1678 on the

N. shore of lake Ontario, near the present

To-

Haitlin.
1st

— Anderson

quoted by Gibbs in
Sa-chinco. Ibid,
Mayne,
Sa-chin-ko.

73, 1863.

VII,

3.,

.Shuswap name).
295,

—

Tait.—Trutch, Map

1862,

—

Taiaiagon. Hennepin, New Discov., 48, 1698. Tegaogen. Esnauts and Rapilly map, 1777. Teiaia-

—

gon.— La

Salle (1684) in

—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

ix, 218,

Tejaiagon. Bellin map, 1755. Tejajagon.
Hennepin, New Discov., 28, 1698. Tejajahon.
Macauley. N. Y., ii, 191, 1829. Tezagon.— French,
1855.

Hist. Coll. La.,

i,

.59,

1846.

—Hewitt). An unidentified
Lawrence,
1535, near the
of Quebec, — Cartier (1535), Bref

Tailla ('crane.'

on the

present city

St.

Eecit, 32, 1863.

in

Mag.,

Hist.

—

('strangers',

of Brit.

Brit.

Col.,

Col.,

1870.

Tales.— Fitzhugh in U.S Ind. Aff. Rep., 328, 1857.
Teates. Mayne, op. cit. Teet. Anderson, op. cit.
Te'it.— Boas in Rep. 64th Meeting Brit. A. A. S., 454,

—

—

1894.

Takfwelottine

A

waters').

('people

or

tribe

the

of

band

living

Thhng-

the

of

chadinne dwelling s. e. of Great Bear lake
and at the source of Coppermine r., Mackenzie dist., N.W.T. Petitot describes them
as kindly, jovial, and rehgious.
When he
went among them, in 1865, there were 60
shamans for 600 people.
T'akfwel-ottine.

—Petitot,

Dene-Dindji^,

Diet.

T'akkwel-ottine.— Petitot,

1876.

in

Bull.

xx,

de

Soc.

—

Tpa-kfwele-Pottin6. PetiAutour du lac des Esclaves, 363, 1891. Tpathelottine.— Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1865.
G(5og. Paris, chart, 1875.

tot,

A

Taku.

Tlingit tribe on the river and
same name, Stevens channel, and

inlet of the

Gastineau channel, Alaskan coast.
They
were said to number 2,000 in 1869, 269 in 1880,
and only 223 in 1890. Their winter towns
Social
are Sikanasankian and Takokakaan.
divisions are Ganahadi, Tsatenyedi, and Yenyedi.
A tradition, seemingly well founded,
places the ancient home of most of these
people in the interior, higher up

Taku

r.

An

Athapascan tribe was known by the same
name. See TdkuHne.
(j. r. s.)
Tacos.— Scott in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 314, 1868.
Tahco.
s.,

— Anderson quoted by Gibbs

VII, 75,

1863.

War,

pt.

Jour.

Ethnol.

Colyer

43.

I,

in

Soc.

U.

Takoos.— Ibid.,
Mus.

Nat.

Veniaminoff,

— Swanton,

Mag.,

in Hist.

Takas.— Halleck in Rep.
1868.
Tako.— Scouler
Lond.,

574.

ii,

field notes,

in

— Emmons in Mem. Am.
1903.

233,

iii,

Zapiski,

(1846)

Takon.—

1848.

Aff.

Taku-qwan.

Hist.,

232,

i,

1st

U.S. Sec.

Rep.,
575,
1870.
Taku-kon.— Krause, Tlinkit

Ind.

S.

pt.

3,

30,

Takutsskoe.—
1840.

B. A. E., 1904.

T!aqO.

Tarkens.

Colyer in U.S. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1869, 588, 1870.

ronto.

village

('those up river').
A collective name
Cowichan tribes on Fraser r., Brit. Col.,
above Nicomen and Chilliwak rs.

Tait

for the

Ind., 116, 1885.

('at

445

Tarkoo.—

Dennis in Morris, Treas. Rep., 4, 1879. Thakhu.
Holmberg, Ethnog. Skizz., map, 142, 1855.

Takulli ('people who go upon the water').
ethnic group of Athapascan tribes, under
Babine and Upper Skeena and Williams lake
agencies."
inhabiting
the upper branches
of
Fraser r. and as
far
s.
as
Alex-

An

andria, Brit. Col.

Ind.

Aff.,

bands,

all

210,
of the

Hale (Ethnol. and

They
1909)

are described (Can.

as

consisting

of

19

Hagwilget or Dene nation.
Philol., 201, 1846) described
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as occupying the country from 52° 30'
bordering on the Shuswap to 56°, being
separated from the Sekani on the e. by the
Rocky mts. and on the w. by the Coast range.

them
N.,

Anderson

(Hist.

Mag.,

75, 1863)

vii,

placed

them approximately between 52° and 57°
and 120° and 127° w. Drake (Bk.
N.
Inds., VIII, 1848) placed them on Stuart lake.
Buschmann (Athapask. Sprachst., 152, 1589)
placed them on the upper Fraser r., Brit.
The British Columbia map of 1872
Col.
placed them s. of Stuart lake, between 54°
and 55° n. Dawson (Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.,
192b, 1889) states that they, together with
the Sekani, inhabit the headwaters of Skeena,

Fraser and Peace

Morice (Proc. Can.

rs.

Inst.,

112, 1889) says that they are one of the three

western D6n6 tribes and that their habitat
borders that of the Tsilkotin on the s. and
extends as far up as 56° N.
The Takulli were first visited by Mackenzie,
who, in 1793, traversed their country on his
way from lake Athabaska to the Pacific. In
1805 the first trading post was estabhshed

among them. They

are a semi-sedentary tribe,

having fixed homes in regularly organized
villages which they leave at regular seasons
They
for purposes of hunting and fishing.
are the most numerous, important and progressive of all the northern Athapascan tribes.
They borrowed many customs from the coast
Indians,

as

the

Chimmesyan

communication with
Heiltsuk with their

are

their northern

in

close

and the

southern septs.
The
wooden labrets was obtained from the Chimmesyan, while from the
practice of wearing

coast

tribes

they

adopted

the

custom

of

A widow was obliged to
burning the dead.
remain upon the funeral pyre of her husband
till the flames reached her own body; she
then collected the ashes of the dead, placed

GEORGE
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by the tribe itself. They have a society composed of hereditary "noblemen" or landowners,
and a lower class who hunt with, or for, these;
but slavery, as it exists among the neighbouring Athapascan tribes, is not practised by
them. They have no head chiefs and are
exogamous, all title and property rights descending through the mother. Each band or
clan has a well-defined hunting ground, which
is seldom encroached on by others of the tribe.
They are not so numerous now as formerly,
a number of their villages having become
extinct. An independent band has settled at
DrakeFt. McLeod, in the Sekani country.
(Bk. Inds., vni, 1848) said that in 1820 they
numbered 100; Anderson (Hist. Mag., vii, 73,
1863) estimated the population in 1835 as
5,000, and in 1839 as 2,625, of which number
897 were men, 688 women, 578 sons, and 462
Morice (Proc. Can. Inst., 112,
daughters.
The
1889) gave the population as 1,600.
number reported in 1902 was 1,551, and 1,614
in 1909. Hale (Ethnol. and Philol., 201, 1846)
and McDonald (Brit. Col, 126, 1862) divided
them into 11 clans, as follows: Babine (Naand Hwosotenne), Naskotin, Natliatin,
NikozUautin, Ntshaautin, Nulaautin, Tatshiautin, Tautin, Thetliotin, Tsatsuotin (TanThe Tsilkotin are a
otenne), and Tsilkotin.

taotin

distinct

(Trans.

group,

Can.

determined

as

Inst.,

1893),

24,

septs of the TakuUi:

I,

by

Morice

who

gives 9

Southern Carriers:

1,

Ltautenne (Tautin) 2, Nazkutenne (Naskotin)
3, Tanotenne; 4, Nutcatenna (Ntshaautin);
II, Northern Car5, Natlotenne (Natliatin).
;

riers

6,

Nakraztlitenne

Tlaztenne

(Tatshiautin)

Nitutinni (Nataotin);

9,

(Nikozliautin);
Ill,

.

Babines:

Hwotsotenne.

7,
8,

Daw-

son (Rep. Progr. Geol. Surv., 30b, 1880) makes

carry with her during three years of servitude

whose village is Kezche,
from the Tatshiautin, the Tatshikotin
from the Nulaautin, and the Stelatin of Stella
village from the Natliatin.

in the family of her deceased husband, at the

Atlashimih.

end of which time a feast was held, when she
was released from thraldom, and permitted
to remarry if she desired. From this custom

M'Vickar,
1884 (Bellacoola name). Canices.
Hist. Lewis and Clark Exped., ii, 356, note, 1842 (misScouler in Jour. Geog.
print for Carriers). Carrlen.

them

in a basket,

which she was obliged to

the tribe came to be called Carriers.

No

fewer than 8 kinds of snares were employed

by the

Takulli,

and Morice

Inst., 137, 1893)

states (Trans. Can.

that copper and iron imple-

ments and ornaments were used by them
before the advent of the whites,

they wrought copper only.
as

Upper and Lower

He

Carriers

although such a distinction

is

but that

classes

them

and Babines,
not recognized

the

Kustsheotin,

distinct

—Tolmie and

Dawson, Vocabs.

—

122b,

Brit. Col.,

—

Soc.

Lond., XI, 221,

1841.

kenzie, Voy,, 257, 1801.

Carrier-Indians.

Carriers.— Ibid.,

284.

— MacChar-

— Duflot

de Mofras, Expl. de I'Oregon, ii, 337,
Chin.— Dunn, Hist. Oreg. Ter., 101, 1844.
1844.
Facullies.
Drake, Bk. Inds., viii, 1848 (misprint).
Nagail. Latham in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 159.
Mackenzie, Voy., ii, 175, 1802,
1848. Nagailas.
Nagailer. Mackenzie, ibid., 246. Nagalier. AdePorlung, Mithridates, in, 216, 1816 (misprint).
teurs.— Mayne, Brit. Columbia, 298, 1862. Tacoullie.— Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 822, 1826. Taculli.—
geurs.

—
—
—

Latham, Var.

—

of

Man,

—

372, 1850.

Ta-cullies.— Har-
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TacuUy.

Jour., 313, 1820.

— Harmon

quoted

in

Pao. R. R. Rep., in, pt. 3, 84, 1856. TahcuH.— GallaTahtin in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc, ii, 77, 1848.

cuUy.

— Anderson

quoted by Gibbs

Mag.,

in Hist.

1st

s., VII, 73, 1883 ('people who navigate deep waters').
Tahekie.— Can. Ind. Rep. for 1872, 7, 1873. Tahelle.
—Ibid., 8. Tahkali.— Hale, Ethnol. and Philol., 201,
1846. Tahka-li.— Pope, Sicanny MS. vooab., B. A. E.,
1865 ('river people,' from tah-kuh, 'a river'). Tah-

kalUes.

—

Doraenech, Deserts N. Am.,

444,

i,

—

Takali.— Wilkes, U. S. Explor.
Takalli.— McDonald, Brit.
Takelly.— McLean, Hudson's Bay, i,

lumbia map, 1872.
IV,

451,

Col., 126, 1862.

1845.

Ta-Kei-ne.— Morice, Notes on W. D^n«,
29, 1893 (own name).
Ta-kuli.— Richardson, Arct.
Exped., II, 31, 1851. Takulli. Latham in Trans.
265, 1849.

—

Philol.

Soc.

Lond.,

66,

1856.

Talkpolis.— Fouquet

quoted by Petitot, Diet. Dend Dindji^, xliv, 1876.
TawcuUies. Richardson in Franklin, 2d Exped. Polar
Sea, 197, 1828.
Taxelh.— Morice in Proc! Canad.
Inst., 112, 1889.
TaxkoH. Buschmann, Athapask.

—

—

Sprachst., 152, 1859.

Teheili.— Tolraie and Dawson,

Vocabs. Brit. Col., 122b, 1884. Tokali.— Duflot de
Mofras, Expl. de I'Oregon, ii, 335, 1844. Tukkola.—
Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862.

Takutine. A Nahane tribe living on Teslin
and lake and upper Taku r., Brit. Col.,
speaking the same dialect as the Tahltan.

—

Boas in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130'
Talicomish. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
Ta'lio.— Boas in Mem. Am.
Brit. Col., 122b, 1884.
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49, 1900. Tallo'mn.— Boas in 7th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 3, 1891. Tallion.— Can. Ind.

Taleomx-

—

1887.

pt.

Aff.,

TalHum.— Ibid.,

1901.

162,

II,

Talomey.— Ibid.,

1890.

map, Ind.

Brit. Col.

side')-

A

pt.

ii,

1889, 272.

Taluits.—

70, 1904.

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

Talirpingmiut

1860.

Tah-khl.— Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. 192b,
1887.
Tahkoli. Buschmann in Konig. Akad. der
Wiss. zu Berlin, in, 546, 1860. Takahli.— Brit. CoExped.,
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('inhabitants of the right

subdivision of the

residing on the w. shore of

Okomiut Eskimo,
Cumberland sd.

Their villages are

Pop. 86 in 1883.

Umanak-

tuak, Idjorituaktuin, Nuvajen, and Karusuit.

Koukdjuaq was a former
Tellirpingmiut.

—

village.

Rep. B. A. E., 426, 1888.
Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc. Wash.,

Talirpingmiut.— Boas

in 6th

96, 1885.

Ill,

Ottawa on ManHuron, that afterward
moved to Michilimackinac, Mich., on account
Lahontan
(1703)
of Iroquois hostility.
quoted in N.Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 176,

A

Talon.

itouhn

division of the

in

id.,

lake

—

note, 1855.

Tamakwa
A

{Ta-md'-kwa, 'beaver,'

gens of the Abnaki.

cutter').

lit.

'wood-

— Morgan,

r.

Their hunting grounds include the basin of
Big Salmon r., extending n. to the Pelly r.

and

E. to

19,

1885), as well as

upper Liard

part of the Tahltan.
Can.,

201b,

1889)

from a tribe

Dall (Proc. A.A.A.S.,

r.

Dawson,

Dawson

classes

of similar

them a

called

(Geol. Surv.

them

name

as

distinct

upper

in the

Anc. Soc, 174, 1878.

A

Tangouaen.

and Hurons united

village

where Algonkin

for protection against the

Iroquois in 1646, perhaps near Georgian bay,
Rel. 1646, 76, 1858.

Ont.— Jes.

An

Tanintauei.

Assiniboin band.

— Maximilian, Trav.,
Tanintauei. — Ibid.

Gens des Osayes.
('bone people').

1S43

194,

Pelly valley, but they are probably the same,

and so
kat

r.,

probably the Nehane of Chilon a stream that falls into Lewes

also, are

living

near lake Laberge. Dall describes the latter
as bold and enterprising, great traders, and

r.

of great intelligence, while the Takutine, he

said (Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

few

in

number and

Chilkaht-tena.— Dall
1877.

Nehaunees

Tah'ko-tin'neh.

—

little
in

of

33,

1877), are

known.
i,

33,

Ta-koos-oo-ti-iia.

— Daw-

Can. 1887-SS, 200e, 1S89.

The name, according

Tannaoute.

— Bellin,

Ontario, Ontario.

map, 1755.
nauts and Rapilly map, 1777.

Tanotenne

('people

Tonnaoute.

a short

— Es-

distance

A band of the Takulh,

the north').

to

apparently

known as the Fort George band, under
Babine and Upper Skeena agency, at the
junction of Stuart and Eraser rs., Brit. Col.,
numbering 130 in 1892, 119 in 1911, in the
village of Leitli.

Their other village, Chinlak,

was destroyed by the
to Boas, of

4 Bellacoola towns (Koapk, Nuiku, Aseik, and
Talio) at the head of S. Bentinck

arm, Brit.

Col.
The people of these towns, or the
Taliomh, were divided into 4 gentes Hamtsit,

—

and Tumkoaakyas. In
1911 they were reported as numbering 272 in
two towns, Kinisquit and Bellacoola (or Palamey), under the Bellacoola agency, the town
of Talio apparently having become extinct.
lalostimot, Spatsatlt,

Iroquois village formerly

N. shore of lake

officially

Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

the Chilkaht River.— Ibid.

Ibid.

son in Rep. Geol. Surv.
Taku.— Ibid., 193b.

Talio.

i,

An

Tannaoute.
on the

Tsilkotin.

They have

extensive hunting groimds e. of Eraser

r.

as

Rocky and Cariboo mts.
Aunghim.— Lcnnard, Brit. Col., 213, 1862. Ta-no-

far as the
tenne.

— Morice,

letter,

B. A. E., 1890 ('people a short

Tsatsn6tin.

distance to the north').

and

—-Hale,

Ethnol.

Tsatsuotin.— McDonald,

Philol., 202, 1S4G.

Brit.

Col., 126, 1862.

Taqwayauni. A Ntlakyapamuk
Eraser

r.,

Brit. Col.,

73 in 1901,

when

village on
below North Bend; pop.

last reported.
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Taqwayaum.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 164, 1901. Takuyaum.— Ibid., 1893, 301, 1894. Tk'koeau'm. —
Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

yaum.— Can.
—Ibid.,

TkuaTquayaum.

1899.

5,

Ind. Aff. 1892, 312, 1893.

1886.

230,

Tqwayaum.— Ibid.,

A

Tarthem.

Tquayum.— Ibid.,

1894.

277,

1898, 418, 1899.

band formerly under

Salish

Fraser superintendency, Brit. Col.

— Can. Ind.

Aff., 79, 1878.

A

Tasis.

(Journ. Polar Sea,

winter village of the Nootka at

the head of Nootka
Tashees.

—Jewitt,

ed., Brit. Col.

— Galiano,

Relacion, 132, 1802.

Tatapowis.
A town of the Wiweakam
and Komoyue, gentes of the Lekwiltok, situated on Hoskyn inlet, Brit. Col.
Ta-ta-pow-is.
sec.

II,

— Dawson

Roy. Soc. Can.,

Trans.

in

65, 1887.

Tateke
Valdes

A

(Ta'i^qe).

Cowichan

tribe

(the second of the name),

id.

Vancouver

id.

and

n. of

Gahano

id.,

s.

on

e. of

Brit. Col.;

apparently identical with the Lyacksun of the
Canadian Indian reports. Pop. 83 in 1911.
Li-icks-sun.

—

Ibid.,

— Can. Ind.

270,

1889.

Aff., 308, 1879.

Lyacksum.

Lyacksun.— Ibid.,

1901.

—

220,

Lyach-sun.

Ibid.,

pt.

1902.

T'a'teqe.—

ii,

164,

Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

Tatlitkutchin ('Peel river people').
A
Kutchin tribe, closely allied to the Tukkuthkutchin, living on the e. bank of Peel r., Yukon
ter., between lat. 66° and 67°.
For a part of
the season they hunt on the mountains,
uniting sometimes with parties of the Tukkuthkutchin.

They

confine their hunting to the

no longer have moose hunters
among them. In 1866 they numbered 30
hunters and 60 men.
Fon du Lac Loucheux. — Hooper, Tents of Tuski, 270,
1853.
Gens du fond du lac. — Ross, notes on Tinne,
caribou, as they

MS., 474. Peel's River Indians.— Kirkby in
Hind, Labrador Renin., ii, 254, 1863.
Peel's River
Loucheux. Anderson, ibid., 260. Sa-to-tin. Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., iii, pt. 1, 202b, 1889.
Ta-kit kutchin. Gibbs, MS. notes from Ross, B. A.
E. ('people of the bay'). Ta-tlit-Kutchin. Kirkby
in Smithson. Rep. 1864, 417, 1865.
T'e-tUet-Kuttchin. Petitot, Diet. D^ne-Dindji^, xx, 1876.
Tpetle(k)uttchin. Petitot, MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1865
('dwellers at the end of the water').
T'etliet-Kuttchin. Petitot in Bull. Soc. G^og. Paris, 6th s., x, map,
S.

I.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1875.

Tpe-tliet-Kouttchin.— Petitot, Autour du

lac

des Esclaves, 361, 1891.

Tatpoos

{T'alpo'os).

tribe formerly occupying

had previously
Slave lake.

Tasis.

Narr., 101, 1815.

i,

extinct

the

e.

Salish

portion of

Valdes id., e. coast of Vancouver id., and
speaking the Comox dialect. Boas, MS.,
B. A. E., 1887.

—

they
Great

76, 1824) said that

lived

on the

Gallatin

s.

side of

1836 (Trans.

in

Am.

Antiq. Soc, n, 19, 1856) gave their situation
as N. of Great Slave lake on Yellowknife r.,

Back placed them on the w. shore of
Drake (Bk. Inds., vii,
Rich1848) placed them on Coppermine r.

while

Great Slave lake.

;

ardson (Arct. Exped., ii, 4, 1851) gave their
habitat as n. of Great Slave lake and from
Great Fish r. to Coppermine r. Hind in 1863
(Labrador Penin., ir, 261, 1863) placed them
N. and N. E. of Great Slave lake, saying that

Rae and

they resorted to Ft.

Simpson on Mackenzie

also

to

Ft.

Petitot in 1865 (MS.,

r.

B. A. E.) said that they frequent the steppes
E.

and

N. E. of

Great Slave lake; but 10 years
xx, 1876) he placed

later (Diet. Dene-Dindjie,

them about the e. portion of the lake. They
were more nomadic than their neighbours,
which doubtless accounts for the wide area
ascribed to
ellers

them by some

of the earlier trav-

who met them during

their

hunting

trips in territory belonging td the Etchareottine.

Prior to 1850 they were in the habit of

end of Great Bear lake to hunt
musk-oxen and reindeer; but many of their
influential men were killed by treachery in a
visiting the n.

feud with the Thlingchadinne; since then they
have kept more to the e. end of Great Slave
lake.

In their hunting trips northward they

came in contact with the Eskimo residing near
the mouth of Back r., with whom they were
continually at war, but in recent years they
seldom travelled farther coastward than the
headwaters of Yellowknife r., leaving a strip
of neutral ground between them and their
former enemies. According to Father Morice,
"they now hunt on the dreary steppes lying
to the N. e. of Great Slave lake," and that
formerly they were "a. bold, unscrupulous and

rather licentious tribe,

An

1912

v., A.

Tatsanottine ('people of the scum of
water,' scum being a figurative expression for
copper).
An Athapascan tribe, belonging to
the Chipewyan group, inhabiting the northern
shores and eastern bays of Great Slave lake,
Mackenzie dist., N. W. T. They were said by
Mackenzie in 1789, to live with other tribes on
Mackenzie and Peace rs. Franklin in 1824

whose members too

took advantage of the gentleness of
their neighbours to commit acts of highhandedness which finally brought down on
them what we cannot help calling just retribution" (Anthropos, i, 266, 1906). Back, in
often
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836, stated that the Tatsanottine were once
powerful and numerous, but at that time they
had been reduced by wars to 70 famihes.
Ross in 1859 (MS., B. A. E.) made the census

Hudson's Bay Company as follows,
but his figures evidently included only one
band: At Ft. Resolution, 207; at Ft. Rae, 12;
total, 219, of whom 46 males and 54 females
were married, 8 unmarried adult males, 14
widows and unmarried females, 44 boys, and
53 girls, giving 98 males and 121 females of
According to Father Morice they now
all ages.
number about 500, of whom 205 are at Ft.
Resolution. The Tatsanottine were the Montagnais (see Chipewyan) of the Hudson's Bay
Company, for whom a special alphabet was
designed and books printed in it by the English missionaries (see PiUing, Bibliog. AthaPetitot found them
pascan Lang., 1892).
serious and religiously inclined like the Chipewyan, from whom they differed so slightly
in physique and in language that no novice

for the

could

tell

them

apart.

They formerly manu-

and sold at fabulous prices, c»pper
knives, axes, and other cutting tools, according
to Father Morice. The metal was found on
a low mountain in the vicinity of Coppermine
river.
The diffusion of iron and steel implements at length so depreciated the value of
the aboriginal wares that, finding the main
factured,

source of their revenue cut

off

through the new

moved to the s.
The Tatsanottine have a myth that one of

order of things, they finally
their

women was kidnapped and

carried blind-

Eskimo in
these, and that

home with them. When they came
back some time later to seek the volcano of
molten copper, she was still there, but sunk to
her waist into the earth. She gave them copper
but again refused to go back with them, putting no faith in their promises. She said she
would give good metal 'to those who brought
her good meat, iron if the gift were lung,

fusing to go

heart

or

liver,

—

—

Birch-Rind

21a—29

beside her precious copper, re-

1824.

76,

Phys. Hist., v, 377, 1847.
Birch-rind people. Richardson, op. cit. Copper
Indians. Hearne, Journ. N. Ocean, 119, 1795. Cop-

—
—
per-Mine.— Schoolcraft, Trav., 181, 1821.
Jaunes. — Petitot, Diet. D6ne-Dindji^,
Cuivres.

Autour du
Cuivre.

—

Couteaux

Esolaves,

des

lac

— Petitot,
Gens du

1891.

239,

Indiens Cuivres.

Ibid., 158.

1876.

xx,

D6n6 Couteaux-Jaunes.

Ibid.

— Balbi,

Atlas

Red Knife.— Tanner, Narr., 390,
Red-icnife Indians. Mackenzie, Voy., 16,
1802.
Red Knives. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea, i,
T'altsan Ottine. Prichard, Phys. Hist.,
40, 1824.
Ethnog., 821, 1826.
1830.

—

—

—

Tansawhot-dinneh.

V, 651, 1847.

— Schoolcraft,
—

Ind.

Tal-sote'-e-na. Morgan,
1871 ('red-knife Indians').
Tantsanhoot-dinneh. Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 821,
Richardson, Arct. Exped.,
1826. Tantsa-ut'dtinnfe.

Asia and married to one of
made her escape with her infant in an

down

Birch-rind
i,

men.— Prichard,

Consang. and

umiak, reached the shore of America by paddhng from isle to isle of the Aleutian archipelago, being protected on the voyage by a
white wolf. Reaching the shore of Alaska she
abandoned her Eskimo child because it robbed
Seeing a
her of pemmican she had made.
blazing mountain she ascended it, thinking to
She
find a part}^ camping on the summit.
found that the flames were emitted by a molten metal, and when eventually she reached
the camp of her own people they accompanied
her back by the path she had marked with
stones to get some of the metal, which they
called bear's dung or beaver's dung, because
it was red.
They thought .she was a woman
descended from the skies, but when they had
made the journey for the third time some of
them laid violent hands on her, whereupon

copper for

caribou,

Base-tlo-tinneh. Ross, MS., B. A. E.
Indians. Franklin, Journ. Polar Sea,

Tribes,

she

the

of

whomsoever gave red flesh, but if anyone
brought bad meat they would get brittle
metal in retui-n. Those who came back later
for more metal found her buried to the neck
in the ground.
The last time they came she
had disappeared into the bowels of the earth,
and from that time no more copper could be
found on the bank of Copper r., though there
may still be seen the huge stones which the
metal woman placed to mark the way. Her
tribe have since been called the Copper
People, for water scum and beaver dung are
both figurative names for this metal.

folded off to the country of the

she sat

449

1853.

542,

iii,

289,

Affin.,

—

—

—

Tantsawhoots. Keane in Stanford,
Compend., 464, 1878. Tantsa-whot-dinneh. Frank1851.

4,

II,

—

Journ. Polar Sea, 257, 1824 (mistranslated 'birchT'atsan ottine. Petitot, Diet. Dend
rind Indians').
lin,

—

T'attsan-

Dindji^, xx, 1876 (trans, 'copper people').

— Petitot in Bull. Soc. Geog. Paris, chart, 1875.
Tautsa-wot-dinni. — Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc.
AnLond., 69, 1856. Thatsan-o'tinne. — Morice
their concalled by most
thropos,
265, 1906
geners).
Tpaltsan Ottine. — Petitot, Autour du lac
des Esclaves, 158, 1891. T^a-'ltsan-Ottine.—
Tran-tsa ottine.
95.
363.
T/jatsan-OttinS. —
Yellow Knife. —
— Franklin quoted by Petitot,
ottinS.

in

of

(so

I,

Ibid.,

Ibid.,

ibid.

Dall,

Alaska,

1S70.

429,

Yellowknife

Indians.—
Yellow

Back, Exped. to Great Fish R., 130, 1836.

Knife people.

^Can.

Ind.

— Ross,

Afif.,

Hind, Lab. Renin.,

Tatshiautin
lake').

A

MS., B. A. E.

pt. 3, 84,
ii,

1902.

Yellow-knives.

Yellow Knives.—

261, 1863.

('people of the head of the

Takulli clan or division, officially

known

as the

Stuart

lake

"Tatche band,"
and on Thache

head of
and Tatla,

at the
r.
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Tecamamiouen

Trembleur, and Connolly lakes, Brit. Col.;
pop. 78 in 1911. Settlements: Kezche, Sasthut, Tatchi, Tsisli, Tsisthainli, Yucuche, and

JVIinn.,

probably Saikez.

w

—

TatshlantJns. Domenech, Deserts of N. Am., i, 444,
Tatshiautln. Hale, Ethnol. and Philol., 202,
1860.
1846. Ta-tshi-ko-tin. Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.
Ta-tshik-o-tin. Dawson in
Brit. Col., 123b, 1884.
Geol. Surv. Can. 1879, 30b, 1881. Tlaz'tenne.—
Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s, 26, 1895 ('people of the
end of the lake').

Tautin

—

—

{Lfau'tenne,

—

r.

A Chippewa band living

lake).

numbering 500

v., A.

name

in 1736.

Cf. Kojeje-

ninewug.

Tecamamiouen.

— Chauvignerie

(1736) in N. Y. Doc.

Col. Hist., TX, 1054, 1855.

Tecumseh (properly Tikamthi or Tecumlha:
'One who passes across intervening space from
one point to another,' i. e. 'springs' (Jones);
the name indicates that the owner belongs

A

to the gens of the Great Medicine Panther,
or Meteor, hence the interpretations 'Crouch-

old Ft. Alexandria, Brit. Col., once an import-

ing Panther' and 'Shooting Star').

ant post of the Hudson's Bay Co., now abandoned. They were originally some hundreds
in number, but died off from the effects of
alcohol and loose morals until not 15 were

brated Shawnee

1902 (Morice, Notes on W. Denes, 24,
Their village, Stella, was contiguous

left in

1902).

— Brit.

map,

Col.

Us.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer,
bins. — De Smet, Letters, 157,

1S72.

AtnaCalko-

July 19, 1862.
1843 (in New Caledonia,
w. of the mountains). Enta-otin. Gibbs, after Anderson, in Hist. Mag., 1st s., vii, 77, 1863 ('the lower people,' as being the lowest Carrier tribe on Fraser r.).
Itoaten. De Smet, Oregon Missions, 199, 1847. Ltaoten. De Smet, Missions de I'Oregon, 63, 1848. Ltavten.
De Smet, Oregon Missions, 100, 1847. Tfta-utenne.
Morice, letter, B. A. E., 1890. Itha-koh-'tenne.
Morice in Trans. Can. Inst., iv, 24, 1893 ('people of
Fraser r.'). ^thau-'tenne. Morice in Trans. Can.
Inst., IV, 24, 1893 ('sturgeon people').
Talcotln.
Greenhow, Hist. Oregon, 30, 1844. Talkoaten.
Macfie, Vancouver Id., 428, 1865. Talkotln.— Cox,

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Columbia

R.,

1831.

369,

it,

Taltotin.—Keane

—

in

Stanford, Corapend., 464, 1878. Tantin.
McDonald,
Brit. Col., 126, 1862.
Taotin.— Gibbs, after Anderson,
in

Hist. Mag.,

1st

s.,

vii,

77,

1863.

Tautin.— Hale,

Ethnol. and Philol., 202, 1846. Taw-wa-tin.— Kane,
Wanderings in N. A., 242, 1859. Tolkotin.— Cox,
Columbia R., it, 369, 1831.

Te (Tie). A Haida town, the principal
one owned by the Tas-lanas before they migrated to Alaska. It formerly stood on the
w. coast of Graham id., Queen Charlotte ids.,
Brit. Col., opposite Frederick id.

Ti Ilnige.
124, 1895.

— Harrison

(j.

r. s.)

Roy. Soc. Can., sec.
Tie.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.
in Proc.

ii,

Teanaustayae. One of the most important
Huron villages formerly in Ontario. In 1638
the mission of St. Joseph was removed there
from Ihontiri,a.
It was destroyed by the
Iroquois in 1648.
leanausteaiae.
St.

—

Jes. Rel.

Joseph.— Shea, Cath.

1637, 107, 1858 (misprint).
Miss., 178, 1855.

—

Teanan-

—

stayae. Ibid., 174. Teanansteixe. Jes. Rel. 1640,
Teanaustaiae.— Ibid., 1637, 107,
63, 1858 (misprint).
1858.

Teanaostaiae.

Ibid., 70.

—

Ibid.,

161.

Teanosteae.

A

cele-

born in 1768 at the
Piqua on Mad r., about

chief,

Shawnee village of
6 m. s. w. of the present Springfield, Ohio.
It was destroyed by the Kentuckians in 1780.
His father, who was also a chief, was killed
at

His

to the fort.

Alexandria Indians.

1912

Rainy
bn Rainy lake,
of

about

'sturgeon people').

sept of the TakuUi living on Fraser

GEORGE

(native

the battle of

mother

is

Point
said

birth a Creek, but this

Pleasant
to

is

in

have

1774.

by
must
body

been

doubtful.

It

be remembered that a considerable
of Shawnee were domiciliated among the
Creeks until long after the Revolution. On
the death of his father, Tecumseh was placed
under the care of an elder brother, who, in
turn, was killed in battle with the whites on
the Tennessee frontier in 1788 or 1789. Still
another brother was killed by Tecumseh's side
at Wayne's victory in 1794. Whilestill ayoung
man, Tecumseh distinguished himself in the
border wars of the period, but was noted also
for

his

humane

character,

evinced by per-

suading his tribe to discontinue the practice
Together with his
of torturing prisoners.
brother Tenskwatawa the Prophet

(q. v.),

he

was an ardent opponent of the advance of
the white man, and denied the right of the
Government to make land purchases from any
single tribe, on the ground that the territory,
especially in the Ohio VaUey country, belonged
On the refusal
to aU the tribes in common.
of the Government to recognize this principle,
he undertook the formation of a gi'eat confederacy of all the western and southern tribes
for the purpose of holding the Ohio r. as the
permanent boundary between the two races.
In pursuance of this object he or his agents
visited every tribe from Florida to the head
While Tecumseh was orof the Missouri T»
ganizing the wtrk in the S. his plans were
brought to disastrous overthrow by the premature battle of Tippecanoe under the
direction of the Prophet,

Nov.

7,

the breaking out of the war of 1812,
at once

1811.

On

Tecumseh

led his forces to the support of the
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and was rewarded with a regular
commission as brigadier-general, having under
his command some 2,000 warriors of the
aUied tribes. He fought at Frenchtown, Raisin
River, Ft. Meigs, and Ft. Stephenson, and

Teesstlan-lnagai

British,

(Tle'es

sL.'an

'rocky-coast rear-town people').

Haida family

of the Stlenga-lanas, a great

Raven

the

named from the

clan,

Inagd'-iy

A subdivision,
of

coast be-

covered Procter's retreat after Perry's victory

inlet and Virago sd., where they
used to camp.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271,

on

1905.

lake

Erie,

declining

until,

farther, he compelled Procter to

on Thames

to

retreat

make a stand

near the present Chatham,

river,

In the bloody battle which ensued the
allied British and Indians were completely

Ont.

defeated by Harrison,

Tecumseh himself

fall-

ing in the front of his warriors, Oct. 5, 1813,
being then in his 45th year. With a presentiment of death, he had discarded his general's

uniform before the battle and dressed himself
in his Indian deerskin.
He left one son, the
From
father of Wapameepto, ahas Big Jim.
all that is said of Tecumseh in contemporary
record, there is no reason to doubt the verdict
of Trumbull that he was the most extraordinary Indian character in Canadian and
United States history. There is no true portrait of him in existence, the one commonly given
as such in Lossing's War of 1812 (1875) and reproduced in Appleton's Cyclopedia of American
Biography (1894), and Mooney's Ghost Dance
(1896), being a composite result based on a
pencil sketch made about 1812, on which were
mounted his cap, medal, and uniform. Consult Appleton, Cycl. Am. Biog., vi, 1894;
Drake, Life of Tecumseh, 1841; Eggleston,

Tecumseh and the Shawnee Prophet, 1878;
Law, Colonial Hist. Vincennes, 1858; Lossing,
War of 1812, 1875; McKenney and Hall, Ind.
Tribes, i, 1854; Mooney, Ghost Dance Rehgion,

Randall,
Hist.

14th Rep. B. A. E., pt.

in

Tecumseh,

Quar.,

Oct.

Teepee.

1896;

Ohio Archaeol. and
1900; Trumbull, Indian
(j.

m.)

See Tipi.

Tees-gitunai
eagles').

ii,

in

Wars, 1851.

A

'rocky-coast

small branch of the Gituns of
ids.,

Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.

Teeskun-lnagai

{T'.e'es

kun

Inaga'-i, 'rocky

A

branch of a
Haida family called Kunalanas. They are
named from the rocky coast between Masset
inlet and Vnago sd., Brit. Col., where they
used to camp.
coast point-town people').

T'es kunilnagai'.— Boas,
Can., 23, 1898. T!e'es
Cont. Haida, 270, 1905.

21a—29|

Temtltemtlels {TE'mLtEmLEls,

whom

der

the ground shakes').

Nakoaktok and
Kwakiutl tribes.

12th

kun

N. W. Tribes
Inaga'-l.— Swanton,

Rep.

also

the

of

— Boas

'those ungens of the
Mamalelekala,

A

Nat. Mus. Rep.

in

1895, 330, 1897.

Tenaktak

{TEna'xtax

Kwakiutl

tribe residing

A

to Boas:

DEna'x'da^x"),

on Knight

and

Yaaikakemae,

ainok,

or

inlet,

with the following gentes, according
Gamgamtelatl, Gyeksem, Koekoa-

Brit. Col.,

Pepatlenok.

1885 their principal town, which they

In

owned

conjointly with the Awaitlala, was Kwatsi.
Pop. (probably of these two tribes together)
101 in 1908, 94 in 1911.
Dena'x'daEx."
pt.

— Boas in Mem. Am. Mua. Nat. Hist., v,
Ncnachtach. — Boas in Petermauna

1902.

94,

I,

Tanahtenk.— Can. Ind.
Tanak-tench.— Ibid., 362,
1895. Ta-nak-leuch.— Ibid.,
1894. Tanak279,
teuk.— Ibid., pt. 2, 76, 1908. Ta-noch-tench.—

Mitteil.,

pt.

5,

1887.

130,

Aff. 1904, pt. 2, 71, 1905.

Sproat, ibid., 145, 1879.

Tan-uh-tuh.

1SS4.

119b,

Col.,

Brit.

—
—

Ta-nock-teuch. Ibid., 189,
and Dawson, Vocabs.
Tapoctoughs. Brit. Col.

— Tolmie

1884.

map, 1872. Tawaktenk. Can. Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 166,
1901. Tenah'tah'.
Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soo.,
229, 1887. Tena'qtaq.— Boas in 6th Rep. N.
Tribes Can., 55, 1890. T'Ena'xtax.
Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897. Te-nuckt-tau.— Kane,
Wand, in N. A., app., 1859. Te-nuh'-tuh.— Blinkin.sap quoted by Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., seo.

—

W

—

II,

05, 1887.

A Koprino KosKoprino -harbour, n. side of
Quatsino sd., Vancouver id., Bi-it. Col. Dawson in Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.
Tenaskuh

kimo

{Ten-as-kuh).

village in

—

Tenate

{Tle'esgilqnd'i,

Masset, n. coast of the Queen Charlotte
Brit.

tween Masset

(Te-nd-aie

A summer
N. shore of

ver

id.,

Forward
Col.

Brit.

Soc. Can., v, sec.

ten-ne, 'honestone').

St.

w. coast of Vancou-

inlet,

—Dawson

ii,

Tequenondahi
the mountain.'

on lower

from

or fall village of the Quatsino on the
in Trans.

Roy»

68, 1887.

('on

the opposite side of

—Hewitt).

LaAivrence

r.,

A

village in 1534

Quebec.

—Cartier

(1545), Relation, Tross ed., 32i, 1863.

Tessikdjuak

Back

r.

The chief village
Eskimo at the head of

('big lake').

of the Ukosiksalirraiut

estuary, Arctic coast, Kee.

Tesslqdjuaq.—Boas

in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,

map, 1888.
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Tetanetlenok

A

{T'e't'atie Lenox).

gens of

phratries

'round heads').

-7ie'ke"' 'set side

are

Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.
Tetes de Boule (French:

A

rude tribe of wandering hunters formerly
roving over an extensive region on the upper
branches of St. Maurice, Gatineau, and Ottawa
As described by Henry, about
rs., Quebec.
the year 1800, they depended chiefly on rabbits
for food and clothing, built mere brush windbreaks for shelter, and placed small piles of
firewood near the bark-covered graves of their
dead for the use of the spirits. Chauvignerie

them and the

i

for

brated

Champlain

co.,

They

Quebec.

with whom
they are often confounded, although apparently
a distinct people. See Michacondihi, Michipi-

neighbours, the

Nopeming

(q. v.),

coten.

M.)

(j.

—

Alfeonquins jl tetes de Boule. Champigny (1692) in
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 535, 1855. Big-heads.—
Donnelly in Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1883, pt. i, 10, 1884.
Bullheads.— Golden (1727), Five Nations, 134, 1747.
Gens des Terres.— Jes. Rel. 1671, 25, 1858. Round
Heads.— Durant (1721) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v,
689, 1855. Testes de boeufs.— La Chesnaye (1697) in
Margry, D6c., vi, 6, 1886. Tetes de Boule.— Chauvignerie (1736) quoted by Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in,
556, 1853.

heads').
'bald
Tetes Pelees (French:
Described by the Nipissing as a people with
little

large

or

no

hair,

who came

wooden boats

into

to trade.

Hudson bay in
Possibly some

white traders.
Testes Pelees.— Sagard (1636), Can.,

Tewetken

(Te'wEtqEn).

i,

227, 1886.

A Nanaimo

divi-

Vancouver id., Brit.
5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 32,

sion on the E. coast of

Col.— Boas

in

1889.

Texas Lake.

The

local

name

for a

body

a part of the Ewawoos) of
Lytton agency, Brit. Col.; pop. 29 in 1911.

of Salish (probably

Texas Lake.— Can.

Lake.— Ibid.,

Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 74, 1902.

Texes

Mohawk

chief,

gagal 'back,' because

the 'back' of a slough)

wak

village

.

An abandoned

on upper ChilUwak

r.,

s.

on

ChilhBritish

Columbia.
C^ltelltc- Hill-Tout

in Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1902.

Thayendanegea
or places together

custom

(ThaySfidane'kS'^' ,

two

'He sets

bets,' referring to the

of fastening together the articles of

yenda' 'a wager';

popularly

A

cele-

known

as

He was

Thayendanegea's career as a warrior began at
the age of 13, when he joined the Indians under
Sir William Johnson at the battle of lake George
Johnson sent him to Dr. Wheelock's
in 1755.
charity school at Lebanon, Conn., where he
learned to speak and write Enghsh, and acquired some knowledge of general literature
and history. He married the daughter of an
Oneida chief about 1765, and settled at Canajoharie, where he joined the Episcopal church
and for a time led a peaceful fife. His wife
died in 1771, leaving a son and a daughter;
in the year following he married his first wife's
half-sister.
He was with Johnson in the Niagara expedition of 1759, and took part in the
Pontiac war of 1763, fighting on the Enghsh
Having visited England in 1775, he
side.
returned prepared to devote his energies to the
British cause in the Revolution, then imminent.
He was given a colonel's commission by Gov.
Carleton, and took an active part in the
raid that desolated Minisink, Orange co., in
1779.

He was

conspicuous in the battle of
6,

at the massacre of

Thaltelich (from

'he-it';'

side iteratively').

married an Indian known among the whites
as Brant: hence the name by which Brant is
commonly known. His sister MoUy, the elder
child, became the acknowledged wife, according
to the Indian method, of Sir Wilham Johnson.

Oriskany, Aug.

195, 1885.

by

Tehowaghwengaraghkwin, according to
was a full-blood Mohawk of the Wolf
gens, and his mother was also Indian or at
half-blood.
While Joseph was still
least
young his father died, and the mother then
Stone,

in

ha

'two';

born on the Ohio in 1742 while his parents
were on a hunting expedition to that section.
The home of his family was at Canajoharie
Castle in the Mohawk valley, N.Y. His
father,

closely cognate with their western

te

notice as a so-called "Pine-tree chief."

Abitibi as totems,

Maurice r.,
seem to be

1912

Joseph Brant, who took an active part against
the white settlers in the border wars during the
Revolution, and who first came into official

the pheasant and the eagle. They have been
reduced by smallpox and other calamities to
287, living in 1911 on a reservation on St.

(1736) gives

v., A.

approximate value placed as wagers by two
The elements
in tribal contests.

—Boas in Rep.

the Klaskino, a Kwakiutl tribe.

GEORGE

1779, but

was not present

Wyoming

in 1778, as has

been charged. After the treaty of peace
between Great Britain and the United States
in 1783, still retaining his commission in the
British service and drawing half pay. Brant
was granted a tract of land, 6 m. wide, on each
side of Grand r., Ontario, on which he settled
with his Mohawk and other Iroquois followers,
and continued to rule over them until his death,
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He was

1807.

thrice married;

his

second wife died childless, but by his third
His youngest son,
wife he had seven children.

John (Ahyouwaighs), became

Mo-

chief of the

through his mother, who was the
head chief of the Turtle
gens.
His daughter Elizabeth married William Johnson Kerr, grandson of Sir WiUiam
Johnson. The last survivor of the Brant

hawk

453

tribe

eldest daughter of the

was Catherine B. Johnson, who died
Thayendanegea was buried near the
little church he had built on Grand r., 3 m.
from Brantford, Ontario, and a monument
children

in 1867.

placed over his grave bears the inscription,
"This tomb is erected to the memory of

Thayendancgea or Capt. Joseph Brant, principal chief and warrior of the Six Nations
Indians, by his fellow-subjects, admirers of his
fidelity and attachment to the British Crown."
In 1879 the grave was desecrated and the bones
were stolen by a physician and medical
students, but most of them, including the

gives

E.)

habitat

their

Churchill

as

extending

frona

Athabaska and Great Slave

to

r.

Kennicott (MS., B. A. E.) states that
they extend as far n. as Ft. Resolution on the
The Thilanots. shore of Great Slave lake.
lakes.

tine are of

good stature, having well-propor-

tioned bodies, long narrow heads, flat faces,

and depressed temples,
marked pear shape. Their
hands and feet are unusually small and well
formed. Thej' are mild-mannered and docile,
selfish, and grasping, great liars, but otherwise
noted for honesty. Polygamy exists, but is
not common. A Roman Catholic mission was
established among them in 1856, and their
native beliefs and customs have been influenced
high

cheek-bones,

giving the head a

thereby;

they do not
on the n.

other\\'ise

from the

ally

tribes

materiTheir snow-

differ

shoes are of superior workmanship, the inner
part of the frames being straight, the outer
edge cm-ved, and both ends pointed, the one

were recently restored to their former
resting place.
Consult Stone, Life of Brant,

neatly
are

turned upward. The lacing is
made of dcer.skin thongs. Their sledges
made of thin strips of red spruce-fir turned

1864.

up

in front

skull,

N. B. H.)

(j.

Thekkane

('mountain dwellers').

sion of the Sekani living e. of the

about the

site of

Ft.

knife to

A

divi-

Rocky mts.

Brit.

Hallictt,

Col.,

in

the region of the Nahane.

—

The-kka-'iie. Petitot, Autour du
1S91.
Tsc.''-kr6ne.— Morice,

362,

de3 Esclaves,
B. A. E.,

lac

division

of

—

Domenech, Deserts of N. Am., ii, 63,
Thetlldtin.— Hale, Ethnog. and Philol., 202,
Tketlcotins. Domenech, op. cit i, 444.

—

Ce'tsakEti.— Hill-Tout

in

Rep. Brit. A, A.

S.,

474,

1900.

A Squawmish

Thetuksem.
munity on the w.

side of

^e'tukSEm.— Hill-Tout

Howe

Rep.

in

Brit.

com-

village

sd., Brit.

A. A.

Col.

S.,

474,

1900.

Thetusum.

A Squawmish

munity on the w.

side of

Ce'tusuni.— Hill-Tout

in

Howe

Rep.

com-

village
sd., Brit.

Brit.

A.

A.

Col.

S.,

474,

1900.

Thilanottine
i.

e.

('dwellers at the foot of the

An AthapasChipewyan group who dwell

of the great glacier).

can tribe of the
on the shores of Ilc-a-la-Crosse lake and in the
country between Cold lake and La Loche
r.,
Alta.
and Sask.
Ross (MS., B. A.

easily.

whom

— living in better built houses than the

and engaged

in

hunting, fishing,

and

women

doing the farm work,
and all enjoying a good reputation for piety,
morality, and temperance.
Another band of
70* composed of 13 men, 20 women, and 37

—

children

,

Thetsaken. A Squawmish village community on the E. side of Howe sd., Brit. Col.

head,'

agency

raising cattle, the

Thetiiotin. An unidentified
the Takulli of British Columbia.

1S46.

In 1859 the
100 were males
In 1911 there were 279

211, of

and 111 females.
59 adult men, 73 adult women, and 147 children
and young people, attached to Onion Lake
Cree,

Thetliantins.

and highly polished with a crooked

make them run

numbered

tribe

letter,

1890.

1860.

in front being

and

—lived entirely by hunting,

trapping,

fishing in the district surrounding

lake (Can. Ind. Rep., 169, 1902).

Heart

The Thila-

nottine have a legend of the Metal

Woman,

from that of the Taltsanottine. A
giant in the time when there were giants, encountered another on the shore of the Arctic
ocean and a fierce combat resulted, in which he
would have succumbed had not a man whom
he had befriended cut the tendon of his adversary's leg, causing him to fall so as to form a
bridge across Bering strait, over which the
reindeer- entered America, and later a strange
woman came, bringing iron and copper. She
diffei-ing

repeated

her

visits

until

her

beneficiaries

whereupon she went
underground with her treasure to come back
no more.
offered her violence once,

'Possibly

above.

now on

the Kinoaayo

res.

and enumerated
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proprement

Chlppewayans

Shil-an-ottine.

1876.

xx,

D^nd-Dindji^^',

dits.— Petitot,

MS.

Diet.

— Petitot,

vocab., B. A. E., 1865 ('those on tlie other side of
the barriers'). Thi-lan-ottine. Petitot, Diet. Dcn^-

—

Thi-Ian-Ottine.— Petitot, Autour

DiDdji^, XX, 1876.

du

lac do3 Esclaves, 3G3, 1891.

Thlingchadinne
Athapascan

Dobbs

Seal

r.,

trade

in the

with

tribes.

(1744),

Pothei'ie in 1753 located

placed them near
the Maskegon.

Hudson bay

Franklin

in

them

JefTerys in 1761

r.

n. of their foes,

1824 foimd them

between the Tatsanottine country and Mackenzie r. .Back (1835) .said that they were in
the barren lands about Great Slave lake.
Dunn (1844) gave their habitat as Mackenzie
r. and Great Bear lake.
According to Richardson (1851) they occupied the inland country,
E. of the Kawchodinne, from lac La Martre to

Hind

Coppermine

r.

about the

and

n.

in

Petitot (Diet.

1863 located them

n. e. portions of

Rae and

lake, resorting to Ft.

Dene

Great Slave

Ft. Simpson.

Dindjie, xx, 1876) gave

between Great Slave
and Great Bear lakes, e. of Mackenzie r.,
extending as far as Coppermine r. Expelled
from their pristine home by their Cree enemies,
they have migrated continuously northward
during two centuries. Franklin, Dease, and
Simpson found them n. and n. e. of Great Bear
lake between 1819 and 1836. Since then they
huxc returned to some of the southern districts.
Petitot found Great Slave lake their extreme
their habitat as being

eouthern

limit.

According to a fable told by the Chipewyan,
Tatsanottine, and Kawchodinne, as well as by

the

Thlingchadinne

themselves,

the

tribe

originated from the union of a supernatural

dog-man with a Tinne woman. After the
discovery of copper by a Tatsanottine woman
another woman of the same tribe was dwelling
with her two brothei'S n. of Great Slave lake.

One day

a strong

and handsome stranger

arrived, who, on the proposal of the brothers,

Waking in the middle
wedding night she found her husband
gone and heard an animal crunching bones at
the fireplace.
(There were no dogs then among
the Tatsanottine; Franklin found them without these animals in 1820). The same thing
happened the next night. The bride and her
brothers lighted torches, but found no animal.
On the third night one of the brothers hurled
took her for his wife.

of the

re-

because she had married a dog-man, a sorcerer,
a Tlingit. She wandered into the treeless

musk-ox country. They did not
French because they were

La

As the human husband did not

Their

was on

afraid to go through the territory of the hostile

Maskegon.

when a torch was lighted a great
black dog was seen twitching in the death
appear, the brothers chased forth their sister

the

at the sources of Churchill

1912

heard, and
throes.

group of

tribe or

v., A.

An

('dog-flank people').

habitat, accoi'ding to

GEORGE

a stone axe into the corner whence the noise of
gnawing proceeded. A cry of agony wa3

Coppermine r., where in the course of
time she brought forth a litter of puppies,
which she kept hidden in a bag of i-eindeer skin.
When they could run alone she was astonished
to find on her return from hunting, prints of
infants' feet in the ashes.
Hiding one day,
she saw the little dogs leap from the bag,
becoming handsome children as soon as they
reached the light. She ran and pulled the
string of the bag, but not before three succeeded in jumping back into the dark hole.
Two boys and two girls were kept forcibly in
the daylight, and these became the progenitors
desert of

of the Thlingchadinne (Petitot,

Autour du Lac

des Esclaves, 296, 1891).

Ross (MS., B. A. E.) states that adjoining
the Tatsanottine are the Dog-ribs, whose lands
extend from Coppermine r. to the s. e. side of
Great Bear lake and to about midway between
lac

La Martre and Mackenzie r.

tract they are

much

In the latter

intermingled with the

whom they can scarcely
be distinguished except by their larger stature
Etchareottine, from

and their thick, stuttering, and disagreeable
manner of enunciation. Petitot describes
them as tall and well built, of a bronze or terracotta colour, nervous of temperament, their
hands and feet small and well modelled, the
chest wide and deep, with black hair and eyes,
heavy eyelids, a sad and reserved look, large
mouths, full lips, furni.shed with slender moustaches on the men, sometimes accompanied
by thin beards, their countenances having a
peculiar Egyptian cast.
The same author
(Bull. Soc.

them

Geog. Paris, chart, 1875) divides

into Takfwelottine, Lintchanre, Tseot-

and Tsantieottine. The Thlingchadinne
on the reindeer. They are said
to treat their women and dogs with more kindness and con.sideration than do the Chipewyan
tribes.
The father loses his name on the birth
of a child and is thereafter known as the father
of so-and-so, the child.
Other tribes of this
group have the same custom, but these people
tine,

subsist chiefly

change the name after the birth of every
while an unmarried

man

is

child,

called the father of

his favourite dog.
Ross in 1858 gave their
population as 926, of whom 533 were men and
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393 were women; of this number 23 were
found at Ft. Resolution on Great Slave lake,
150 at Ft. Simpson, and 133 at Ft. Norman.
Father Morice in 1906 gave the total number
of Dog-ribs as 1,150.

Attlcmospicayes. — La

I'Amdr.,

tie

i,

—

—
—
—

Dog-ribbed.— Schoolcraft,
Ribs.— Ross, Advent., 278,

Trav.,

181,

1821.

Dog

Doun6 Flancs-de1849.
.4.utour du lac des Esclaves, 183, 1891.
Esclaves.— Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 821, 1826 (from the
Cree name). Flancs de cliien. Petitot, Diet. D^neFlat-side Dogs. De Smot, Oregon
Dindji^, xx, 1S7G.
Chien.— Petitot,

—

B.

—

Klay-clia-la-tinneh.

MLss., 164, 1847.

by Gibbs, MS.

.V.

— Ross quoted

E. ('dog-rib people': Etchareottine

—

Klay-tinneh. Ibid, ('dog people': EtchareLintcanre. Morice in Anthropos, I,
ottine name).
264, 1906 (the nickname applied by their congeners).
Lowland Dogs. Jcfferys, French Dom. in Am., i, 44,
Plascotez de Chiens. Dobbs, Hud.son Bay,
1761.
Plat c6te de Chien. Petitot in Bull. Soc.
44, 1744.
Plats cotee de Chiens.^
Gfiog. Paris, chart, 1875.
PlatsJeffreys, French Dom. in Am., i, 44, 1761.
C6tes-de-Chien. Petitot, .A.utour du lac des Esclaves,
Smet,
Miss,
de
Chiens.
De
1891.
Plats-c6tes
de
301,
rOregon, 109, 1848. Plats cotez de Chiens.— Dobbs,
name).

—
—

—

—

19, 1744.

I,

—Doc.

Slave.

— Franklin, Journ. Polar

Rivieres.— Burnet (1727)
Trois Rivieres.

Hist., v, 820, 1855.

Tiaks

ibid., v, 86, 1855.

pamuk

a point in the

(refers to

at Foster Bar, e.

m. above Lytton,
Fosters Bar.

man'.s name.

Nat. Hist.,

Baffin island.

A summer

(2)

Eskimo on the

Talirpia

Tikeraqdjung.

— Boas

Rep. B.

6th

in

—

Thling-e-ha-'dtinne.

1856.
ped.,

II, 2,

Those
Only.

— Richardson,

A Ntlakyapamuk

Tikwalus.

the E. side of Fraser

when the name

pop. 18 in 1897,

Col.;

Chapman's

—

Thotais. A Squawmish village community
on the right bank of Skwamish r., Brit. Col.
in

Rep. Brit. A. A.

S.,

474, 1900.

A

term used to designate the
allied Chippewa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi
about the period of the American Revolution.—

Am.

Fires.

State Papers, Ind. Aff.,

Three Rivers.

i,

575, 1832.

A

former trading station
and mission village of Montagnais and Algonkin, situated on the site of the present city of
Three Rivers, on the n. bank of St. Lawrence
r., just west of the mouth of St. Maurice r.,
Quebec.
Matopelotni.

—

Gatschet, Penobscot MS., B. A. E.,
(Penobscot name). Three Rivers. Jefferys,
French Doms., pt. i, 110, 1761. Tresrevere.— Wil-

18S7

last

1st

s.,

Hist.,

in Hist.

Mag.,

— Anderson quoted by Gibbs

Kequeloose.
Aff.,

—

VII, 78, 1863.

Tikolaus.— Brit.

Col.

1872.

Tik'uiluc— Hill-Tout

Surv.

Can.,

5,

Ethnol.

Timetl

Rep.
in

169, 1900.

ii,

where red ochre was

{Ti'metl, 'place

in

in

Ti'kwalus.— Teit

1899.

Nat. Hist.,

1886.

map, Ind.

Victoria,

village of the

Ntlakyapamuk

above North Bend.

Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

5,

1899.

Nipissing
Timikadue to Canadian French;
the deep water', from limiw 'it is deep',

(from

ming, with intrusive
sig. 'in

gaming

'in

s

A

the water').

band

closely related to the Abitibi,

523, 1897.

Three

Brit.

Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
Kekalus.—Can. Ind. Aff., 230,

bar.

1900.

169,

II,

Timiskaming

For Themselves
northern Assiniboin band of 35
1.S08.
Henry-Thompson Jour., ii,

Co'tais.— Hill-Tout

on

village

m. above Yale,

13

r.,

Arct. Ex-

Who Have Water

A

map,

E.,

appears.

1851.

lodges in

A.

1S88.

Brit. Col., just

in Trans.

fiord,

settlement of

coast of Nettilling

s.

on Fraser r.,
—Hill-Tout

—

in

lake, Baffin island.

Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 19, 1S30. ThUngehadinneh.— Prichard, Phys. Hist., v, 377, 1847. Thlingeha-dinni. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 69,

—

Nettilling

entrance to

the

near

sd.,

A

name).

— Tcit

Tikerakdjung. (1) A winter .settlement
Kingua Eskimo on Imigen id., Cumberland

obtained').

(Cree

Tia'ks.

172, 1900.

ii,

Mem. Am. Mus.

1824
Bay,

259,

of

Brit. Col.

—White

Mem. Am. Mus.

A

liver).

Xtlakyaside of Fraser r., 28

Upper Fraser band

Tete Piat.— Dobbs,
Thing-e-ha-dtinne.
1744.
Hudson
53,
Keane in Stanford, Compend., 512, 1878. Thlingcha.
Thlingcha-dinneh. Franklin, Journ.
Ibid., 538.
Polar Sea, 259, 1824. Thlingcha tinneh.— Gallatin
Sea,

Troy River.—

of 16.59, ibid., xiii, 113, 1881.

Doc. of 1709,

of

trois

429, 1809.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

in

—

—

Hudson Bay,

liams, Vt.,

village of the
Potherie, Hist,

Attimospiquales. Ibid., 177 (trans, 'dogAttlmosplquais. Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 44,
Ibid., 25 (trans, 'coast of
1744. Attimospiquay.
Chien-FIancs. Petitot, Autour du lac dcs
dogs').
Esclaves, 301, 1S91. C6tes-de Chien.— Ibid. Dogrib.— Mackenzie in Mass. Hist. Coll., '2d s., Ti, 43, 1814.
168, 1753.

ribs').
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—

of Algonkin,

formerly living

They were
about Timiskaming lake, Quebec.
friendly to the French, and rendered them
valuable service during the attack of the
English under Peter Schuyler in 1691. There
were 205 in 1903 and 241 in 1911, two-thirds
of them haK-breeds, on a reservation at the
head of lake Timiskaming, in Pontiac county,
Quebec.
Outemiskamegs. Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist.,
Tamescamengs. McKenney and Hall,
IT, 49, 1722.
Bellin,
Ind. Tribes, iii, 82, 1854. Temiscamings.
map, 1755. Temiscamins. Denonville (1687) in N.
Y. Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 361, 1855. Temiskaming.

—

—

—

—

Rep., 55, 1906. Temiskamink.— LaTemiskamnik.
i,
231, 1703.
Lahontan (1703) quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped.,

Can. Ind.
hontan.
II,

39,

Aff.

New

1851.

Voy..

Theraiscamings.

N. Y. Doc. Col.

mingues.

Hist.,

— Bacqueville

ix,

de

la

— La

798,

Barre (1683) in

Themiska-

1855.

Potherie,

i,

329,

1722.
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2

Themistamens.
D6c.,

II,

New

of

— Du

Chesneau

(16S1)

Margry,

in

—

Timigaming. Hennepin, Cont.
1698.
Timiscamlouetz.

267, 1877.

—

map,

Discov.,

Jefferys, Fr. Doni.s., pt.

i,

Timiscimi.

1761.

—

Jes. Rel.

Timiskaming.— Baraga, Eng.-Otch.
Timmiscameins. Keane in StanDiet., 301, 1878.
Tomiscamings.—Tousford, Compend., 539, 1878.
1858.

1640, 34,

Map

saint.

of'

—

Nahane.
III.

eneldeli-,

Thlingchadinne,
Denes,

times given to the northern division of the
Athapascan family, comprising the Kaiyuh-

1889).

chadinne, Etchareottine, Chipewyan, Nabane,
Thej' were
Sekani, TakuUi, and Tsilkotin.
divided by Petitot (Diet. Dene-Dindjie, xx,
1893) into the following groups: I. Montagnais,

comprising
bascan,II.

Chipewyan proper,

(1)

Etheneldeli,

(3)

(1)

Tsattine, (2)

Nahane,

(5)

Ettchaottine,

III. Esclaves,

Esbataottine.

Etchareottine,
chanre,

comprising

Slaves proper,

(2)

Kawchodinne,

(4)

IV. Dindjie, comprising
(2)

Tatsanottine.

(4)

Monlagnards, comprising

Sarsi, (3) Sekani, (4)
(6)

Atha-

(2)

Nakotchokiitchin,

Lint-

(3)

Etagottine.

(5)

Kwitchakutchin,

(1)

(3)

(1)

Tatlitkutchin,

(4)

Tukkuthkutchin, (5) Vuntakutchin, (6) Hankutchin, (7) Ahtena, (8) Kutchakutchin, (9)
Tengeratsekutchin, (10) Tenankutchin, (11)
Unakhotana, (12) Knaiakhotana, (13) Koyuhkhotana. He classified them later (Autour dii
Lac des Esclaves, 361, 1893) as follows: I.
Dane, vulgo Ingahks, (1) Koyukukhotana, (2)
Unakhotana, (3) Yukonikhotana,
(4) Koyuhkhotana. II. Dindjie, vulgo Loucheux, (1)
Tenankutchin, (2) Natsitkutchin, (3) Kutcha-

(1)

(1)

Tsattine,

(3)

I.

(3)

Intermediate Denes, (1) Sekani.

II.

chaottine,

khotana, Knaiakhotana, Ahtena, Kuilchana,
Unakhotana, Kutchin, Kawchodinne, Thling-

1912

(1) Tsilkotin, (2) Takulli,

Eastern Denes,

Am., 1839.

{Tin'-ne, 'people').

v., A.

Morice divides the Tinne as follows:
Western Denes,

The name some-

Tinne

GEORGE

(6)

Chipewyan,
(4)

(2)

Eth-

Tatsanottine,

Etchareottine,

(5)

EttNorthern
(7)

Kawchodinne.
IV.
Loucheux (Proc. Can. Inst.,

(8)

113,

In Anthropos (i, 255-277, 1906) Father
Morice makes the following classification,
though the names here given are often quoted
from other writers and are not always indorsed by him.

—

I.

Loucheux, including the

'Kaiyuh-kho-'tenne, Koyu-kukh-ota'-na, Yunakho-'tenne, or Yunu-kho-'tenne, Tana-kut'qin,

Kut'qakut'qin,
ktit-chin',

Natche-kiitchin'

or

Natsit'-

Tukkiith-Kiitchin,

Voen-kut'qin,

Han-kut'qin, Tutcone-kut'qin, Artez-kut'qin,
Thdt'let-kut'qin, Nakotco-ondjig-kut'qin,

and

The Subarctic Denes, including the Hares, Dog-Ribs, Slaves, and
Yellow-Knives. III. Athabaskans or Eastern
Denes, including the Cariboo Eaters, Athabaskans, and Chippewyans.
IV. The Intermediate Denes, including the Sheep Indians,
Mountain Indians, Strong Eows, Nahanais,
Beavers, Sarcis, and S6kanais. V. The Western

Kwit'qakut'qin.

II.

Denes, including the Babines, Carriers, Chilcotins,
and the Ts'ets'aut
Athapascan Family.

of

Boas.

See

Tintlan. A Cowichan settlement on the s.
bank of lower Eraser r., Brit. Col., below
Sumas lake. —^Brit. Col. map, Ind. Aff., Victoria, 1872.

kutchin, (4) Tengeratsekutchin, (5) Hankut(6) Vuntakutchin, (7) Tukkuthkutchin,
(8) Tatlitkutchin, (9) Nakotchokutchin, (10)
Kwitchakutchin, III. Dounie, vulgo Montagnais, (1) Etagottine, (2) Klokegottine, (3)
Krazlongottine, IV. Dane, (1) Nahane, (2)

Tionontati

chin,

Esbataottine,
Sarsi.

V.

Sekani,

(3)

D^nh,

Nellagottine,

gchadinne,

vulgo

Hareskins,
(3)

Kfwetragottine,

(4)

Slaves,

Tsattine,

Kawchodinne,

(2)

tchogottine, (6) Nigottine.

vulgo

(4)

(1)

(5)
(1)

Thlin-

(5)

Eta-

VI. Denb Esclaves,

Desnedej'arelottine,

(2)

Eleidlingottine, (3) Ettcheridieottine, (4) Et-

chaottine.

VII. Doune, vulgo Dogribs,

(1)

Tseottine, (2) Takfwelottine, (3) Tsantieottine,
(4)

Lintchanre.

Tatsanottine,

nedekenade,

(2)
(4)

(6) Thilanottine.

VIII. Dhie

Chipewyan,

Edjieretrukenade,

Athabasca,

(5)

(3)

(1)

Des-

Etheneldeli,

The TakuUi and

Tsilkotin

as well as the Ahtena he classes with the Dane.

Hewitt).

A

('there the

tribe

mountain stands.'^

formerly

living

in

the

mountains s. of Nottawasaga bay, in Grey
and Simcoe cos., Ont. They were first visited
in

1616 by the French,

who

called

them the

Nation du Petun, or Tobacco Nation, from
In 1640
their having large fields of tobacco.
the Jesuits established a mission among them.
The tribe then had 2 clans, the Deer and the
Wolf, and 9 villages. On the destruction of
the

Huron

many

tribes

by the

Iroquois, in 1648-49,

took refuge with the
Tionontati. This drew down upon the latter
the anger of the Iroquois, who sent a strong
force against them in Dec. 1649. Etarita, one
of the fugitives

of their principal villages,

was surprised during

the absence of the warriors, the houses burned,

and many

of the inhabitants, together with

the missionary, massacred.

The

Tionontati,
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with the Hurons, who had joined them, now
abandoned their country and fled to the region
In 1658 there were
s. w. of lake Superior.
about 500 of the tribe at the Potawatomi mission

near Green

Michel,

St.

of

Wis.

bay,

Soon afterward they were with the Hurons at
Shaugawaumikong (La Pointe), and about
1670 the two tribes were together at Mack-

The

inaw, at the entrance to lake Michigan.

soon

Tionontati

became blended with the

Hurons, and the \mited tribes were henceforth
known under the modernized name of Wyandot. As late, however, as 1721, the Tionontati,
then living with the Hurons near Detroit,

name and hereditary chiefThey were frequently designated as

preserved their
taincies.

Tionontati Hui'ons and have also been confounded with the Amikwa. Their villages, so
far as their names are known, were Ehouae
Paul), Ekarenniondi (St.
(St. Pierre-et-St.

Matthieu), Etarita (St. Jean),
Barthelemy, St. Jacques, St.

St.

Andre,

St.

Jacques-et-St.

Thomas.

Philippe, St. Simon-et-St. Jude, St.

M.)

(j.

—

—

Denondadies.^Gale, Upper

1882.

Perun.— Shea, Penalosa, 83, 1882 (misDuro, Don Diego de Penalosa, 43,
Petuneux.— Sagard (1632), Hist. Can., iv,

Huron

Diet.,

1883.

384,

Peruu.

print).

—

the

'there

signifies

dies.— Golden
Tannontatez.

—

—

489,

Ill,

tan,

—

—

—

1858.

Tionondade.— Livingston

Col. Hist.,

Ill,

444,

t,

1860.

53, 1821.

Doc. Col.
.Governor
Schuyler
ney and

Dionondadies.— Schoolcraft,
Dionondadoes.— Livingston (1691)

Hist.,

Ill,

781, 1853.

(1695), ibid., iv,

X. Y.

—

Dionoudadie.— McKen-

1S54 (misprint).
Canada Governor (1695) in N. Y. Doc.

Hall, 'Ind.

—

in

—

Dionondgaes. Canada
Dionondes.

120, 1S54.

(1702), ibid., 979.

Donondades.

Travels,

Tribes,

iii,

ix,'

Indians.— Schoolcraft,

Tribes,

Tronontes.
identical).

(misprint).

122,

1854.

—

—

—
—

—

ibid., VII, 86, 1856.
Jonontadynago.— Post (1748) in
Proud, Pa., ii, app., 113, 1798 (made synonymous with
Wyandot, but apparently another form of Tionontati).

Khionontatehronon.— Jes.

Rel.

—

1640,

35,

1858.

Khionontaterrhonons. Jes. Rel. 1635, 33, 1858.
Nation de Petun.-— Jes. Rel. 1632, 14, 1858. nation
du petum. Champlain (1616). ffiuvres, v, 1st pt.,
274, 1870.
Nation of Tobacco. Parkman, Pioneers,

—

—

Ind.

—

Tobacco

164, 1855.
iv,

203,

1854.

— Alcedo, Die. Geog., 630, 1787 (possibly
Tsomontatez. — Heriot, Travels, 192, 1813
T. Son-non-ta-tex. — Macauley, N. Y.,
ii,

ii,

Tuinondadecks.— Ibid. Tuinontatek.—

Tyo-non-ta-te'ka'.
Hewitt, Onondaga MS., B. A. E. (Onondaga
name). Younondadys. Document of 1747 in N. Y.
note, 1883.

xliii,

—

—

391, 1855.

Tipi (from the Siouan root
'used for').

The

ti

'to dwell,'

pi

ordinarj^ conical skin dwelling

of some of those living
The tipi must be distinguished from the wigwam, wikiup, hogan, and

of the Plains tribes

and

farther to the n. w.

other types of residence structures in use in
other sections of the country.

The

79,

Etionnontates.— Jes. Rel.
Etionnontatehronnons.— Ibid., 86.
1670, 6, 1858.
gens du Petun. Champlain (1616), CEuvres, iv, 57,
1870.
Innondadese.— Hansen (1700) in N. Y. Doc.
lonontady-Hagas. Weiser
Col. Hist,, IV, 805, 1854.
(1748) in Rupp, West Pa., app,, 1,5, 1846 (made synonymous with Wyandot (q. v.), but apparently another
form of Tionontati). Jenondades. Bellomont (1700)
Jenondathese.
in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 768, 1854.
Romer, ibid., 799. Jenundadees. Johnson (1756),
Col. Hist., IV,

—

(1681) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

—

1853.

(1687) in N. Y. Doc.
Tionontalies. Domenech,
Tionontates. Du Ghesneau

443, 1853.

Hi.st., VI,

HI, 478,

,

—

Tionnontatehronnons. Jes. Rel. 1654, 9,
1858.
Tionnontatez.— Frontenac (1682) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 178, 1855. Tionnontatz.— Memoir of 1706, ibid., 802. Tionnontliatez. La Potherie, III, 143, 1753.
Tionnotante.— Jes. Rel. 1672, 35,
1885.

Doc. Col.

—
—

—

,

Du

Jesuits,

—

Shawenda-

stands').

Theonontateronons. Lahon1853.
New Voy i, 94, 1703. Tliionontatoronons.
Ghesneau (1081) in Margry, D6c,, ii, 267, 1877.
Tienonadies.— Albany Conference (1726) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., V, 794, 1855. Tienondaideaga.
Albany Conference (1723), ibid., 93. Tinontate.—
La Barre (1683), ibid., ix, 202, 1855. Tioliontates.—
Du Ghesneau (1681), ibid., 164 (misprint). Tionnontantes Hurons. Neill in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll v, 401,
Hist.,

174, 1829.

164,

mountain

Five Nat., app., 190, 1747.
Lamberville (1686) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

Parkman,

Miss.,

in

—

(1727),

1867.

(1702)

— Sagard

—

N. Y. Doc. Col.
Deonondadies.— Golden (1727),
Hist., IV, 979, 1854.
Dienondades. Bellomont
Five
Nat.,
1747.
86,
Dinon(1701) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 834, 1854.
dadies. Jefferys ,Fr. Doms., pt. 1, 13, 1761. Dinondodies. Williams, Vermont, i, 282, 1809. Dionnondadees. Livingston (1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
IV, 571, 1854.
Dionondade.— Schuyler (1087), ibid.,

387.

Ouicunontateronons.

1866.

Ouiemltutz.
(1636), Can., ii, 294, 1866 (misprint).
OuiennontaCoxe, Carolana, map, 1741 (misprint).
teronons.—Sasard (1036), Can., ii, 325, 1866. Ouicunontateronons. Sagard (1632), Hist. Can., iv ^
Huron Diet., 1866 (according to Hewitt, Quieunontati
signifies 'where the mountain stands,' while Tionontati

Deserts,

Chanundadies. Lindesay (1751) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Chenondadees.— Johnson (1747),
Hist., VI, 706, 1855.
ibid., 359.
Chenundady. Johnson (1756), ibid., vii,
Chenundies.— Stoddart (1753), ibid., vi,
93, 1856.
Chonondcdeys.— Johnson (1747), ibid.,
780, 1855.

Deonondade.— Schuyler
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tipi consisted of

a circular framework

brought together near the top and
covered with dressed buffalo skins sewn to
form a single piece, which was kept in place
by means of wooden pins and ground pegs.
It commonly had about 20 poles, averaging
25 ft. in length, each pole being hewn from a
of poles

stout sapling, usually cedar, trimmed

the heart wood.

The

down to

poles were set firmly

ground so as to make a circle of about
in diam.eter, and were held together
above by means of a hide rope wound around
the whole bunch about 4 ft. from the upper
ends, leaving these ends projecting above the
There were 3 main poles,
tipi covering.
or with some tribes 4, upon which the weight
in the

15

ft.
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of the others rested.

The

cover consisted of

from 15 to 18 dressed buffalo skins cut and
fitted in such a way that, when sewn together
with sinew thread, they formed a single large
sheet of nearly semicircular shape. This was
lifted into place against the framework bj'
means of a special pole at the back of the structure, after which the two ends were brought
around to the front and there fastened by
means of 8 or 10 small wooden pins running
upward from the doorway nearly to the crossing of the poles. The lower border was kept
in place

by means

of pegs driven into

ground at a distance of about 2

ft.

the

apart

around the circle. The doorway faced the e.,
the usual door being a piece of dressed skin
stretched over a rectangular or elliptical
frame, frequently decorated with porcupine
The dressed skin
quills or other ornaments.
of a panther, coyote, or buffalo calf, with the
hairy side outward, was sometimes used. The
fire-pit was directly in the centre, and the
smoke escaped through the opening in the
top, at the crossing of the poles.
of

moveable skin

smoke

flaps

hole, the course of the

of

the

smoke could be

regulated as the wind shifted, the flaps being
kept in place by 2 poles on the outside of the

There were commonly 3 beds or seats
one at each side and one at the back of the
tipi, each consisting of a long platform covered
with a sort of mat of light willow rods, over
which were thrown buffalo robes or blankets.
The head end of the mat usually hung from
Decorated
a tripod in hammock fashion.
curtains above the beds kept off the drops of
water which came through the smoke hole in
rainy weather. The ground was the floor, the
part nearest the beds being sometiriies cut off
from the open space by means of a circular border
In warm weather the
of interwoven twigs.
lower portion of the tipi cover was raised to aUow
the breeze to pass through. In cold weather
the open space around the bottom was chinked
with grass. The tipi was renewed every one
or two years, its completion being the occasion
of a dedicatory ceremony, and those of prominent families decorated with heraldic paintings and other ornaments. On account of its
tipi.

exact adaptability to the necessities of prairie
life,

the tipi was taken by Gen. Sibley as the

model

for

Owing

to the smaller

the tent which bears his name.

number

According to Grinnell, the Blackfeet
had a sort of lai-ge triple tipi,
with 3 fireplaces. See Hahilations. (j. m.)

tribes.

in ancient times

of ponies avail-

able for dragging the poles, the tipis of the
northern tribes were usually fewer in proportion and larger in size than among the southern

A Nahane

Titshotina.

inhabiting

tribe

the country between the Cassiar mts.

Liard and Dease

rs.,

and

In 1887 they

Brit. Col.

numbered 70 persons.
Acheto-tinneh.

— Dall,

106, 1870 ( = 'peopIe
Ti-tsho-ti-na. Dawson in

Alaska,

—

living out of the wind').

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. 1888, 200b, 1889.

A name

Titymegg.
lish

settlers in the

used by the

first

Eng-

Hudson Bay country

the whitefish {Coregonus albus).

Ellis

for

(Voy.

to Hudson's Bay, 185, 1748) says it was called
by the French whitefish, but by the Indians
and English titymagg. This word is evidently
a corruption of the Chippewa atikameg, in

Cree alikkamek, 'caribou fish,' from all'k, 'deer,'
'caribou,' and mnek, 'fish.' In Rep. U. S. Fish
Com., 1894, aiiihawJimeg is given as a name
of the Labrador whitefish (C Labrad.), another
species.

(a. f. c.)

Tiun

By means

on each side

1912

A.

{Ti'An)

Graham
ids.,
is

.

A Haida town

of the Dostlan-

formerly on the w. coast of
of port Lewis, Queen Charlotte

Inagai family,
id., s.

Brit. Col.

In the Skidegate dialect this

Tli'gAn, which

is

said to

mean

'Slaughter

probably the settlement referred to in John Wark's list (1846) as "Too,"
with 10 houses and 196 inhabitants. It was
one of the first places occurring in his list to
be abandoned.
(j. r. s.)
It

village.'

is

Ti'An.— Swanton, Cent. Haida,
Ilnige.
1895.

(1S46)

280, 281, 1905.

— Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc.

Can., sec.

Tian
ii,

124,

Tli'gAn.— Swanton, op. cit.
Too.—Wark
in Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 4, 1859 (probably

identical).

Tkeiktskune

(Tx'e'ix'tskune).

A

Bella-

coola village on the n. side of BeUacoola

r.,

mouth. It was one of the
eight villages called Nuhalk.
NutHe'iHtskone. Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribea
Can., 3, 1891. Tx'e'ix'tskune.
Boas in Mem. Am.
Brit. Col., near its

—

Mus. Nat.

Hist.,

Tktakai

ii,

—

49, 1900.

{T'k'takai, 'vine-maple').

A Squaw-

mish village on the right bank of Skwamish
r., Brit. Col.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A.A.S.,
474, 1900.

Tlaaluis

{i^aa'luts).

One

of the five original

septs of the Lekwiltok, living on the coast of
British Columbia between Bute and Loughborough inlets. After the great war between
the Kwakiutl and the Salish they were so
reduced in numbers that they joined the

Kueha

as another gens.

(j.

r. s).
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Roy. Soc. Can.,

in Trans.

sec.

ii,

Clal-Iu-i-ls.— Kane, Wand, in N. A., app.,
Laa'luis.— Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1S95,

65, I8S7.

1859.
332,

TJaSluis.— Boas

1897.

Petermanns

in

Mitteil.,

A Wikeno

(TZaiq).

inlet, Brit. Col.

on Rivers

village

— Boas in Petermanns Mitteil.,

pt. 5, 130, 1887.

Tlakaumoot

A

{Tl'ak'awno'ot).

division

of the people of Nuskelst, a Bellacoola town.

Boas

Tlakom

W.

Rep. N.

in 7th

Col.- Hill-Tout

Tribes Can.,

A

(Tld'qom).

community on Anvil

id.,

Rep.

in

3,

Squawmish
in

Howe

1891.

village

sd.,

Brit.

Brit. A. A. S., 474,

1900.

Tlasenuesath

(Tla' sEniiesalh)

.

A

Tlastlemauk
{TldstlEmauq,
'Saltwater
A Squawmish village community in
creek').
Brit.

inlet,

Col— Hill-Tout

masekalis, Tletlket, and Gyigyilkam.

in

Nune-

In 1885

town was Kalokwis, on the w. end of
Turnour id. Pop. 67 in 1901, 97 in 1911.

their

— Kane, Wand,
—
Col. map,

Claw-et-sus.
Clowetoos.

Brit.

N.

in

1872.

app.,

A.,

Clow

1859.

et sua.

Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 488, 1855.
Kea-wit-sls.
Can. Ind. Aff., 362, 1895. Klah-wit-sis.— Ibid., 143,
1879.
Kla-wlt-sis. Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
sec.- II, 65, 1887.
Kla-wi-tsush. Tolmie and Dawson,
Vocabs. Brit. Col., 118b, 1884. Klowitshls.— Ibid.
Lau'itsis.— Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 330,
1897.
Tlau'itsis.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Tlauitsis.- Boas in BuU. Am. Geog. Soc.,
54, 1890.
229, 1887 (misprint).

—

sept of

the Seshart, a Nootka tribe.— Boas in 6th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Burrard

Tlauitsis (Lau'ilsis, angry people').
A
Kwakiutl tribe on Cracroft id., Brit. Col., but
which formerly lived on Hardy bay. Their
gentes, according to Boas, are Sisintlae,

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Tlaiq

459

TIduldjitamai
tain-woman's

—

'Moun-

{Ld^'ldji idma'-i,

A

children').

subdivision of

the Djiguaahl-lanas, a great Haida family of
the Eagle clan.

It has long been extinct,
Swanton, Cont. Haida, 273, 1905.

Rep.

Tleatlum (Tle'atlum). A Squawmish vilcommunity on Burrard inlet, Brit. Col.

Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

lage

Tlathenkotin

('people

through the

trails

grass').

of

A

tlie

river

tliat

division of the

Tlothenka village on Chilr., Brit. Col.
Pop. IDO
in 1892, besides 35 in the independent village
Tsillcotin living in

cotin

near Fraser

r.,

Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A.

Tlekem

Can.

Inst., iv,

23, 1893.

Tlatlasikoala {La' Lasiqoala, 'those on the
ocean').
A Kwakiutl tribe which formerly
lived at the n. e. end of Vancouver id., but
later

moved

Hope

to

id.

Its gentes, according

to Boas, are Gyigyilkam, Lalauilela,

and Gy-

Nawit
Within recent years they have always
lived together.
In 1911 their combined popto the whites collectively as the

i

(q. v.).

ulation

was

—

n,

—

350,

1905.

Dawson, Vocabs.
quilla.

— Scouler

Tleskotin village on Chilcotin

junction with Fraser

r.,

Tleskotin ('people

r.

Brit. Col.

Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
map, 1892.

sec.

ii,

1,

of the Splint river').

A

division of the Tsilkotin living in the village
of

Tlesko

(q. v.);

pop. 75 in 1892.

TI3s-KOh'-tin.— Morice, Notes on W. D^n^s,

A

23, 1893.

Tletlket {Le'Lqel, 'having a great name').
gens of the Walas Kwakiutl and another of

the Tlauitsis.

—

R. s.)

Klatolseaqullla. Brit. Col. map, 1872. La'Lasiqoala. Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.
La'tasiqwala. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., v,

—

its

—

Le'i.qet.— Boasin Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 330, 1897.
Le'i.qete.
Ibid.
Tleqeti. Boas in Petermanns Mit-

57.
(j.

pt.

near

This tribe and the Nakomgilisala are

eksem.

known

A

Tlesko.

— Morice in Trans.

475, 1900.

gens of the Walaa
Kwakiutl, a sept of the true Kwakiutl. Boas
in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 330, 1897.

of Stella.
T'la-theii-Koh'-tln.

S.,

A

(Le'q'Em).

Tlitlashekwillo.— Tolmie and
Tlatla-She-

Brit. Col., IISb, 1884.

(1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i,
Tlatlasik'oa'la.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 53, 1890. T|atJasiqoala.— Boas in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887. Tla-tli-si-kwila.—
Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., eec. ii, 65, 1887.
Tsatsaquits. Brit. Col. map, 1872.
233, 1848.

—

Tlatlelamin (LaLEld'min, 'the supporters').
A gens of the Nimkish, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

teil.,

—

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Tlgunghung

{LgA'nxAn,

'face

of

the

A

Haida town of the Djiguaahllanas family, formerly on the N. side of Lyell
id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.
Swanton,
groimd'[?]).

—

Cont. Haida, 278, 1905.

Tlhingus {L.'xifiAs, 'flat slope'). A Haida
town of the Kagials-kegawai family, formerly
on Louise id.. Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col.

—Swanton, Cont. Haida,

279, 1905.

Tliktlaketin {LiqLa'qEtin,
place').

A

Ntlakyapamuk

'ferry,'

village

'crossing

on the

E.
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2
side of Fraser

3 m. below Cisco, Brit. Col.;

r.,

named because

so

tomed

the Indians were accus-

to cross the river in their canoes here.

Mem. Am. Mus.

Teit in

Nat. Hist.,

169,

ii,

1900.

Tkikutath
Rep. N.

W.

A

(Tl'f'kutath).

a Nootka tribe.

Opitchesaht,

sept of the

—Boas

6th

in

times, at several

at this place,

new

cestor of

was sometimes known.

—Boas

Petermanns

in

Tlitlalas-(Tri'^/alas).

ancestor of a Quat-

by whose name the gens itself was
called.
Boas in Petermanns Mit-

sino gens,

—

sometimes

131, 1887.

teil,. pt. 5,

A

rivers]').

{Lkamlci'n,

'confluence

s.

Thompson

side of

r.

its junction with the Fraser r., Brit. Col.
Pop. 137 in 1901; in 1911, evidently including
other bands, 470.

at

Klech-ah'-mech.
248, 1877.

— Gibbs

in Cont.

N. A. EthnoL, r

KHck-um-cheen.— Can.

Ind. Aff., pt. n-

Klickunacheen.— Ibid., 1898, 418, 1899Lkamtci'n. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii*
Lytton.— Ibid, (white man's name). Ti171, 1900.
164,

1901.

—

chom-chin.— Can. Ind. Aff.
1883,
189,
1884
Tlkumcheen.— Ibid., 1891, 249, 1892. Tlkamcheen.
—Ibid.,
Tl-kam-sheen.— Dawson in
301,
1893.
Tran.s. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 44, 1891.
Tlkumcheen.
—Can. Ind. Aff. 1896, 434, 1897. Tlk"umtci'n.—
Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can.,

Tluskez

(the

name refers

and

in Can.

in

—

Nat. Races,

i,

neh.— Dall. MS.,

B.

Surv.,

120,

Id., 428,

1865.

Trans. Can. Inst., 25, 1893.
Vater, Mith., m, pt., 3 421,

Rothfisch-Manner.
1816.
Slaoucud-dennie.
croft,

Ry.

Pac.

145,

A.

Balbi, Atlas Ethnog., 821,

— Latham,
1874.

quoted by BanS!a-ii'-ah-kus-tin-

Slouacous dinneh.—
1820.
Slouacus Dennie.—
E.

Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 20, 1836.
Slouacuss Dinais. Mackenzie, Voy., 284, 1S02. Slouacuss
Tlnneh. Bancroft, Nat. Races, r, 145, 1874. Slowa-

—

—

cuss.— Ibid.,

in,

585,

1882.

Slowercuss.— Cox, CoSIowercuss-Dlnal.— Ibid.

lumbia R., II, 374, 1831.
Slua-cuss-dlnais. Vater, Mith.,
Sluacus-tinneh. Cox, op. cit.

—
—

Toanche
it')-

(Teandeouiata,

A Huron

iii,

—

ii,

—

296, 1866.

pt. 3, 421, 1810.

A band

John

St.

Victoria

rs.,

co.,

New

Brunswick.

They numbered 179 in 1911, and are Roman
Catholics. They gain a livelihood by hunting,
by serving as guides and lumbermen, and as
labourers for the residents of Perth and Andover; they also

native wares, such as

sell theii-

snowshoes, axe-handles, baskets, and barrelstaves,

and farm to some extent.

Tobic—Vetromile,
Shea, Cath.

Abnakis,

Mis.s., 157,

A

inlet,

1866.

Tobique.^

Haida town

of

the

formerly

on the N.
id., just w. of the entrance
Brit. Col.
Swanton, Cont.

family,

Graham

Masset

122,

1855.

(T.'o'lk.'a).

Tohlka-gitunai
coast of

— Fleming
— Morice

ir,

of Malecite living on
a reserve consisting of 14,800 acres of forest
and farming lands at the junction of Tobique

to

Kuzlakes.— Macfie, Vancouver

4,

i,

Hist. Can,,

Tohlka

to a carp-like fish)

Ntshaautin village on a small lake tributary
r., Brit. Col.
It is probably
the village where Mackenzie (Voy., 299, 1801)
was hospitably received on his journey to the
Pacific, whose inhabitants he found more
cleanly, healthy, and agreeable in appearance
than any that he had passed.

qus'kez.

249,

Rcl. 1035, 28, 1858.

—

1858.

Tobique.

to Blackwater

1877.

— Ibid.,

T,

Hist. Can.,

29.
Teandewiata. Ibid.,
Thouenchin. Memoir of 1637 in
1875.
Toanche. Jes. Rcl. 1635,.
28, 1858.
Toenchain.— Sagard (1636), Can., i, 215,.
1806. Toenchen.— Ibid., 233. Touanchain.— Champlain, Oiuvre.o, V, pt. I, 249, note, 1870.
Touenchain.

in, index,

A

Klusklus.

Teandeouiata.— Jes.

Margry, Ddc,

1899.

4,

n. b. h.)

(j.

(1G32), CEuvres, v, pt.

[of

Lytton band of

village of the

Ntlakyapamuk. on the

inhabitants, while the remainder

Saint Nicolas.— Sagard (1026),

1870.

—Sagard,

Tlkamcheen

its

Teandeouihata.

An

was abandoned in 1633, and
was established by

it

went to Ouenrio.
Otouacha.— Champlain
296, 1860.

Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

and adjoining,

points on,

village, Ihonatiria,

a part of

The name of an ana Quatsino gens, by which the gens

Tliqalis {TU'qalis).

1912-

Georgian bay, Ontario, and bearing several
names. It was a port of entry of the Huron
Bear tribe, hence its name. Before 1635 it
had been twice destroyed by fire. Through
fear of French revenge for the killing of Bruld
a

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

v., A.

—

Haida, 281, 1905.

Tolilka-gitunai {T.'d'lk.'a gtlAnd'-i, 'the
Gituns of Tohlka'). A Haida family of the
Eagle clan, named from its town, Tohlka
Thej' formed one family with the
(q. v.).
Widja-gitunai, Chets-gitunai, and Djus-hade.
(j.

R. 3.)

— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
gyit'inai'. — Boa.?, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes

T!6'lk!a git,\na'-i.

Totlgya

Can., 23, 1898.

Tohontaenrat ('they are white-eared.'
A Huron tribe formerly living in
Ontario and a member of the Huron confedHewitt).

eration.

Scanonaenrat, where the Jesuits es-

tablished the mission of St. Michel,

was their

In 1649, on the overthrow of the Hurons by the Iroquois, the To-

only recorded village.

hontaenrat abandoned their village and were
'one

village situated

enters
at

by

different

adopted by the Seneca.
(j.

M.)
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Tahontaenrat.— Jes. Rel. 1644, 93, 1858. Tohontaenras.— Jes. Rel. 1637, 113, 1858. Tohontaenrat.—
Tohotaenrat.— Parkman,
Jes. Rel. 1639, 50, 1858.
map, 1883.

Jesuite,

Tokoaath

W.

Rep. N.

Tokoais
family'

A

{Tok'od'alh, 'Toquat proper')-

Nootka

sept of the Toquart, a
in 6th

tribe.

—Boas

— Mayne,

'looking

down on

A

his

division

Tribes Can.,

3,

Tawkamee. — Brit. Adm. chart,
kamai.— Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit.
Tqt'a'qumai.— Boas, MS.,

S.,

of

Tokta'-

1917.

A. A.

A

474, 1900.

B. A. E., 1887.

('beaver').

A Huron

village

was situated on the "w.
side of the n. peninsula of Tiny twp., 4 m.
N. w. of Lafontaine and about 1 m. s. E. of
in Ontario in 1637.

Clover

It

See Jes. Rel., Thwaites

pt.

ed., xiii,

270, 1898, XXXIV, 254, 1898.

Tonihata. An island in the St. Lawrence,
upon which was a mixed Iroquois village in
1671 and later.
It is supposed to have been
the modern Grenadier id., St. Lawrence river,
Leeds

Ont.

co.,

Konlata.

— Esnauts

and Rapilly map, 1777.

Oton-

diata.— De
77,

IX,

Courcelles (1671) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
1855.
Otonlata.— DenonviUe (1687), ibid.,

Otoniato.

361.

—

Toniata.

Ibid.

— Chauvignerie

Tonihata.— Jefferys, Fr. Doms.,
Tonniata.— Frontenac (1692) in N.

(1736), ibid., 1056.
pt.

1,

15,

1761.

Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,

Too.
list

A

IX, 531, 1855.

Haida town given

in

John Wark's

(Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v, 489, 1855) as

containing 10 houses and 196 inhabitants in
1836-41.

winter village of the
sd.,

in

Nugumiut

Frobisher bay,

Baffin Island.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 422,
1888.

A

Tornit.

Eskimo

fabulous race which the Central

believe to be akin to themselves, but

and stronger, having very long
and being able to toss huge
boulders as though they were pebbles.
The
Akudnirmiut call them Tuniqdjuait.
They
lived with the Eskimo in stone houses larger
than theirs, as shown by the ruins that are
still pointed out.
Under their long deerskin
coats they carried lamps with which to cook
the meat of seals as soon as they were kiUed.
They could make stone implements only, no
bows nor kaiaks, but these they stole from the
Eskimo, who were afraid to defend their
property until a young Eskimo drilled a hole
in the skull of one of them who had ruined
his kaiak, while the giant was asleep.
The
Tornit then feared that they would all be
killed, and secretly stole away, cutting off
the skirts of their coats and tying up their
taller

arms and

legs

hair so that they should not be recognized

pursued.

The Greenland Eskimo

if

believed the

Tornit to be a mythical race of giants who
lived on the ice cap and were seen rarely

hunting at the heads of the fiords.
The
Labrador Eskimo, like those of Hudson bay
and Baffin island, imagine them to be more like
themselves. Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E., 634,
640, 1888; Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., v, sec. 2, 38,

—

1888.

This was probably Tiun.

Toosey. A band of Tsilkotin, seemingly
named from a chief, under Williams Lake
agency, Brit. Col.

Pop. 62 in 1908, 50 in 1911.

Taasey.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1895, 359, 1896.
sey.— Ibid., 1894, 279, 1895. Toosey.— Ibid.,
162, 1901.

A

Tornait.

much

bank

right

no.

in

1891.

('place of thimble-berries').

Squawmish village on the
Skwamish r., w. Brit. Col.

Tondakhra

— Boas

Toquart.

Toquatux.— Grant in
Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857.
To-quh-aht.—Can.
Ind. h.n. 1880, 315. 1881.
Touquaht.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
Toyn-aht.— Brit. Col. map, 1872.
pt. 2, 88, 1910.

of the Nuhalk, a subdivision of the Bellacoola

of the coast of British Columbia.

Ind. Aff. 1883, 188, 1884,
Life, 308, 1868.

Brit. Col., 251, 1862.

Eskimo above Bear

{Tok'oa'is,

W.
Toktakamai

Too-qu-aht.— Can.

1870.

Toquaht.— Sproat, Savage

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

— the name of an ancestor).

7th Rep. N.

461

Toosey's tribe.— Ibid., 1884,

Taspt.

ii,

190, 1885.

Toryohne

('wolf').

Cahenhisenhonon.

A

clan of the Iroquois.

— French

writer (1666) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., IX, 47, 1855. Ckwi-ri'-na".— Hewitt,
inf'n,
1886
(Tuscarora name). Enanthayonni.
French writer (1666) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix, 47,
1855. Okuaho.
Megapolensis (1644), ibid., in, 250,
1853.
Tor-yoh-ne. Morgan, League Iroq., 80, 1851

—

—

—

(Seneca form).

Toquart.

A

Nootka

on the n. shore
Vancouver id.
Their septs, according to Boas, are Tokoaath,
Maakoath, Wastsanek, Totakamayaath, Tsaktsakoath, Mukchiath, Tushkisath, Kohatsoath,
Chenchaath, Metstoasath, and Chomaath.
Their village is Mahcoah. Pop. 24 in 1911.
Tok'oa'ath.— Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31.
1890. Tokwaht.— Swan in Smithson. Cont., xvi, 3,

of Barkley sd.,

s.

w.

tribe

coa.st of

Totakamayaath

{To'tak'amayaath).

sept of the Toquart, a
in

6th Rep. N.

W.

Nootka

tribe.

A

— Boas

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.

Totatkenne (To-la-fqenne, 'people a httle
down the river'). A Sekani tribe inhabiting
the E. slope of the Rocky mts. and adjacent
plains

s.

of

Peace

r.,

Brit.

Trans. Can. Inst., 29, 1895.

Col.

— Morice

in
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Totem

(irregularly derived

Algonquian

from the term

Chippewa and other cognate

ololeman of the

dialects, signifying generically 'his

which ote is the grammatic etem signifying (1) the consanguine
kinship existing between a propositus and a

brother-sister kin,' of

uterine elder sister or elder brother;

the

consanguine

kinship

existing

and (2)
between

uterine brothers and sisters, inclusive of alien
persons naturalized into such kinship group
by the rite of adoption (q. v.) that is, the
;

uterine brother-sister group of persons, thus

delimited by blood ties or legal fictions, who
in each generation are severally and collectively related as uterine brothers

and

sisters,

among whom intermarriage is strictly forbidden, and who therefore constitute an incest
group in so far as its members are severally
concerned. The stem ote is never employed
a prefixed personal programmatic relation of
person, or without the nominal suffix -m,
in discourse without

noun denotive

of the

indicative of exclusive possessive relation, ap-

proximately equivalent to Enghsh 'own,' or
without the objective third person enduig -a?i
in Chippewa and -a in Cree. In the following
irregular

manner has the word

duced from the

first cited

Mem

been pro-

expression oloteman

by dropping the
by unwarrantedly retaining

{olotema in the Cree):
0-,

'his,'

proclitic the epenthetic

and

-t-

similar combinations

whose use
is

as

a

in this

for the purpose

of avoiding the coalescence of the

o-vowels, and

initial

two adjunct

by dropping the objective

third

person suffix -an, and by erroneously retaining
the exclusive possessive suffix

-to,

thus pro-

from oloteman instead of the
grammatic stem ote. Thus the word totem in
form is not in any sense a grammatic derivative
ducing

tolevi

And so ote, the conceptual
element of the factitious word totem, has no
demonstrable relation to the notion "clay,"
or "mark," as hitherto assumed).
The Abb6 Thavenet, a missionary to the
Algonkin at lake of the Two Mountains,
of its primary.

Quebec, in the early part of the 19th century,
wrote an explanation of the use and meaning
of the stem ote, in part as follows: "It is to
be presumed that in uniting into a tribe, each
clan preserved its manitou, the animal which
in the countiy whence the clan came was the

most beautiful or the most friendly to man,
or the most feared, or the most common; the
animal which was ordinarily hunted there and
which was the ordinary subsistence of the clan,
etc.; that this animal became the symbol of

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

each family and that each family transmitted
it

to its posterity to be the perpetual

of each tribe

symbol

One then must when
designate it by the animal

[clan].

speaking of a clan
which is its symbol.

Makwa

nindotem then

Bear is my clan, I am of the clan
of the Bear,' and not at all, as is commonly
said, 'the Bear is my mark.' When an Indian
says to another pindiken nindotem, can one
befieve that he says to him, 'enter then, my
mark?' Is it not more reasonable to believe
that he says to him, 'enter then, my clansman,'
as we say 'enter then, my countryman?' But
since the traders, and the Indians in imitation
of them, attach to the word otem, the idea of
mark, I know that I must not offend too much
against this prejudice" (cited by Cuoq, Lex.
de la Lang. Algonq., 313, 1886). Here, Thavenet gives the correct native Algonkin usage
of the term, and also the traditional native
explanation of the origin of the clan patron
signifies 'the

As a translation of 'famUy-mark,'
Bishop Baraga (Otchipwe Diet, and Grain.,
1878-82) wrote odem; but, being evidently
aware that this rendering does not express
the true sense of the term, he added parenspirits.

"odem or otem, means only

thetically,

his

In Cree, olotema, his relations"
thus clearly indicating that 'familymark' is a definition of ote-m, which is not an
element of the native concept of the stem.
parents, relations.

—

Under olotema, in his list of terms
Lacombe (Diet, de la Langue des

of kinship,.
Cris, 1874)

wrote "kinsman, relation," without any reference to 'family-mark.'
Constructively confirmative of the definition of the stem ote,
given above, is the evidence found in the analysis of the common Algonquian term otena or
olenaw, signifying 'village, town, or settlement.'
Its component lexical elements are
ole^

'brother-sister kin,' 'clan,'

adformative -nd, signifying

whence
meant

it is

and the nominal

'a dwelling-place';

seen that otend or otenaw originally

'the

dwelling-place

of

the

clan.'

or

'dwelling-place of the brother-sister kin.'

In specifying the name of a particular clan
or gens

it

is

necessary

commonly

to

employ

the name, usually a cognomen only, of the
object or animal
is

by which that clan or gens
all others and by which

distinguished from

protected, where such a cult is in vogue.
There are other methods of distinguishing related or confederated groups one from another.
The purely philosophical term "totemism" is
of course a Caucasian derivative of the word
totem, and has a wide and varied application.
it is
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totem has been rather indiscriminately

and

religious

activities

as due primarily to

applied to any one of several classes of imagin-

the influence of these guardian deities,

ary beings which are believed by a large
number of the Indian tribes and peoples of

in fact those features

North America

to be the tutelary, the guardian,

or the patron spirit or being of a person, or
of

an organization of persons, where such a

cult or practice prevails.

The

Some

native American Indian, holding pe-

culiar self-centred views as to the unity

continuity of

and the consequent

all life

and
in-

evitable inter-relations of the several bodies

and beings

in nature, especially of

man

to the

beings and bodies of his experience and en-

whom

vironment, to

were imputed by him

when

were factors in the social
organization on which has been later imposed
the cult of the patron or guardian spirit.
Exogamy, names and class names, and various
taboos exist where "totems" and "totemism,"
the cults of the guardian spirits, do not exist.
profess to regard the clan or gentile

group patron or tutelary as a mere development of the personal guardian, but from the
available but insufficient data bearing on the
question, it appears to be, in some of its
aspects, more closely connected in origin, or
rather in the method of its acquisition, with

various anthi'opomorphic attributes and func-

the fetish,

tions in addition to those naturally inherent

agency of sorcery,' than with any
form of the personal tutelary. This patron
spirit of course concerns the group regarded
as a body, for with regard to each person of
the gTOup, the clan or gentile guardian is

them, has developed certain fundamentally
important cults, based on those views, that
deeply affect his social, religious, and civil
in

institutions.
One of these doctrines is that
persons and organizations of persons are one
and all under the protecting and fostering

tutelage of

These

some imaginary being or

tutelary

or

patron

spirit.

may be

beings

mode and the motive of their
acquirement and their functions, into two
fairly well defined groups or classes: (1) those
which protect individuals only, and (2) those
organizations
of
which protect
persons.
But with these two classes of tutelary beings
infrequently
confounded another
not
is
class of protective imaginary beings, comgrouped, by the

monly

called fetishes (see Fetish),

regarded as powerful spiritual
possessors.

Each

which are

allies

of their

of these several classes of

guardian beings has its own peculiar traditions,
The modes of
behefs, and appropriate cult.
the acquirement and the motives for the acquisition of these several classes of guardian
beings differ in some fundamental and essential
respects. The exact method of acq^uiring the
clan or gentile group patrons or tutelaries

is

an unsolved problem, although several
plausible theories have been advanced by
still

astute students to explain the probable
of

obtaining

them.

With respect

mode

to

the

personal tutelary and the fetish, the data are

and full to permit a satisand definition of these
two classes of tutelary and auxiliary beings.
From the available data bearing on this subject, it would seem that much confusion
regarding the use and requirement of personal
and communal tutelaries or patron beings has
arisen by regarding certain social, pohtical,
sufficiently clear

factory

description

the Iroquois o(c}Lina'ke""da', 'an

effective

inherited, or rather acquired,

by

birth,

and

not be changed at will. On the other
hand, the personal tutelary is obtained through
the rite of vision in a dream or a trance, and
it must be preserved at all hazards as one of
it

may

The

the most precious possessions.

fetish is

acquired by personal choice, by pmchase, or
by inheritance, or from some chance circumstance or emergency, and

it

can be sold or

discarded at the will of the possessor, in most
cases

;

^he

exception

is

where a person has

entered into a compact with some evil spirit
or being that, in consideration of

human

or

honour at stated periods
the said spirit undertakes to perform certain
obligations to this man or woman, and in
default of which the person forfeits his right
other sacrifices in

its

to hve.

"Totemism" is a purely philosophical term
which modern anthropological literature has
burdened with a gi'eat mass of needless controversial speculation and opinion. The doctrine and use of tutelary or patron guardian
spirits by individuals and by organized bodies
of persons were defined by Powell as "a method
of naming," and as "the doctrine and system
of naming."
But the motive undei-lying the
acquisition and use of guardian or tutelary
spirits, whether by an individual or by an
organized body of persons, is always the same,
namely, to obtain welfare and to avoid ill-fare.
So it appears to be erroneous to define this
cult as "the doctrine and system of naming."
It

and

is

rather

the

adjustment

recognition,
of

the

exploitation,

imaginary

mystio
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relations

individual or

the

of

of

the body

of organized pei-sons to the postulated orendas,

each

mystic powers, surrounding
native

of

units

exceptions,

these

of

With but few

society.

the recognized relation between

the clan or gens and

patron deity is not
one of descent or source, but rather that of
protection, guardianship and support.
The
its

relationship as to source between these
classes of superior beings

so to avoid confusion in concepts,

names

to use distinctive

connection,

two

not yet determined;

is

it is

better

for them, until their

any, has been definitely ascer-

if

tained: this question

The hypothetic

must not be prejudged.

inclusion

of

these

several

a general one, branded with the
rubric "totem" or its equivalent, has led to
classes in

The

needless confusion.

native tongues have

separate names for these objects, and until

native

the

shown

can

classification

to be erroneous,

advisable to

designate

it

be truthfully
would seem to be

them by

distinctive

Notwithstanding the gi'eat amount
names.
of study of the literature of the social features

American

deify natural strength

and

terrestrial objects;

that nearly every Indian had discovered such

an object, in which special confidence is placed
by him, and to which he more frequently
directs his thoughts and to which he morezealously sacrifices, than to any other being;
that

Chippewa proper name

the

for

these

which signifies 'my hope,'
approximately; that one calls a tree, another
objects

nigouinies,

is

a stone or rock,

'my hope'

hope.'

'his

The rendering

probably only an approximate
expression of the native concept embodied in
the term, the derivation of which is not definis

known. It may possibly be related
Chippewa nagamon, 'song, chant,' and

itely

to

the

to

the Cree nigamohew, 'to teach the knowledge

by chanting.' But nigouimes is
Chippewa name of the personal tutelary,

of medicines

the

may

whatever

Owing

be

its

etymologic derivation.

to misapprehension of externals

therefore to misinterpretation of

them

and

in the

vast body of literature on the significance of

or of a society or tribe, hence to denote the

and Trav., 86-87,

(Voy.

among

He

said (Kitchi-Gami, 58, 1860) that these Indians

a

there

are

data relative to this subject that have
been overlooked or disregarded.

Long

1912

1855.

the Chippewa in the latter half

society,

many

trader

tribes in

imaginary patrons or tutelaries of persons and
of organizations of pei'sons, totem has come to
signify the patron or guardian, the tutelary or
protector, of a person, of a clan or a gens,

aboriginal

of

pewa and neighboufing

v., A.

of the 18th century, wrote:

1791),

"One part

of the

name,

crest,

brand, or symbol of a clan, a man,

religious superstition of the Savages, consists

a society, or a tribe, and, finally, to the fetish

in

each of them having his Mam, or favourite
which he believes watches over him.
This totam they conceive assumes the shape of

or familiar of a person.

spirit,

use,

some beast or

other,

and therefore they never

hunt, or eat the animal whose form they

kill,

think this iotam bears."

He

adds: "This idea

may

be allowed the phrase,
'lolamism,' however strange, is not confined
of destiny, or,

if

to the Savages."

I

From

this misleading

and

confused statement have the words iotayn and
totamism, slightly changed in
been introduced into literature. In
this crude statement Long described the personal tutelary, but gave it the name signifying
its

derivative

spelling,

He

was
evidently led into this en-or by the custom of
distinguishing a particular clan from others,
when ripeaking of them, by the class name
or cognomen of its patron or tutelary; it was
clan

kinship.'

or

his

interpreter

due to favlty diction, for it is not probable that
the CbJppewa and their related tribes would
have an object, believed to shape' the course
hvman life, which had no distinctive name.
Such a name is recorded by the eminent German traveller. Kohl, who was among the Chip-

of

Its primary native
important limitations, makes
it
approximately equivalent to the English
term 'one's kinship.'

with

The

cei'tain

fact that the Indians themselves dis-

tinguished the fetish,

the personal tutelary

and the clan, gentile, or society
patron, one from another, by the use of appropriate appellations, rites, and observances,
indicates, it would seem, a consciousness on
or guardian,

their

part that the differences in function,

and mode

character,

of

acquirement of these

several classes of objects were sufficiently great

***** ****

to warrant

them

in

doing

so.

According to Boas, the social organization
of the Salish tribes of the interior of British

Columbia

is

very loose, there being no recogVillage population among

nised tribal unit.

them undergoes frequent and considerable
fluctuation, and there were no exogamic groups,
no hereditary nobility, and no ritualistic societies.

Nevertheless,

guardian

spirits at the

the

acquisition

age of puberty

is

essential feature of their religious beliefs,

of

an
and
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through preHowever, only a few
shamans are believed to have inherited tjieir
guardian spirits from their parents.
Hill-Tout says that the most characteristic

blood kinship with what

feature of the social side of the religious ac-

beings^the clan patron, the
and the personal tutelary, to which may be added those local deities
which preside over some rock, cave, or consecrated spot. Father Morice behevcs that the
cult of the clan patron and the fetish (his
honorific) came to the D^ne from the natives

these

tutelaries

obtained

are

scribed ceremonials.

tivity of the Salish tribes of the coast

and

of

the lower Fraser delta is "thek totem or kingroup crests," and that these kin-groups are
not commonly called by animal or plant names

among

as

the Haida and the Tlingit.

They

however, distinguished one from another
by crests, "each family of standing possessing
its own crest or crests."
These are plastic or
pictographic emblems of the supposed ancestral "totems of the family or kin-group," and
are,

are regarded as the guardian spirits of the

household.

Among the Vancouver

Island tribes,

it

implies

is

above

others the great cohesive force in savage

all
life.

Father Morice says that among the western
D6n(5 there were several kinds of t:itelary or

patron

spirits or

fetish

(his honorific),

the

of

Pacific

He

coast.

states

that

was assumed with appropriate

honorific

by any person

the
rites

desirous of gaining social rank,

which they could not otherwise aspire
owing to certain restrictions of the laws of
to

This authority does not relate how
is
acquired an.ong these

heredity.

these inherited crests largely replace the per-

the

sonal tutelar}' of the interior Salish which

is

people, but he says that the "personal totems"

by means of dreams and visions
— not the ordinary dream or vision, but one
superinduced by long and special ceremonial
preparation. As the tutelary usually has only

are those primary spnits which occasionally

there acquired

specific or specialized functions or spheres of

may not be satisfied with
one thus received, and so enters upon
a second, a thu'd, and even a fourth ceremonial
action, the initiate

the

first

preparation for a dream or a vision; and so
he may be years in seeking v>-hat is satisfactory

him (Ontario Arch. Rep.,

to

xviii, 229, 230,

Hill-Tout adds that between the tutelary and the person a very mystic relationship
1905).

supposed to

is

exist.

Prayer in the usual

sense was not offered to the tutelary, but

its

and protection were rather expected as its
duty in warning the obsessed person by dreams
and visions of approaching danger in all the
aid

issues of hfe.

Teit
I,

(Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist., Anthr.,

354, 1898-1900), writing of the

Thompson

River Indians (Ntlakyapamuk),says that every
person had his own guardian spirit which was
obtained during the puberty ceremonies, and
that none except a few shamans inherited
without these rites their parental tutelary
spirits which had been regarded as particularly

powerful.

He

also states

that "there

were no totems, except at Spuzzum, where
two families who were descendants of members
the

claimed the totems of
but that "blood relationship
was considered a tie which extended over
generations, both in the male and the female
lines," a statement which clearly indicates that
of

coast

tribes,

their ancestors,"

21a— 30

clan

tutelary

manifest themselves to man, are personified

and the
and give evidence of a beneficent
disposition by adopting a person as a ward
and protecting him through life in return for
some kindness shown their incarnate and
terrestrial representatives— the animals and
the plants and other objects of human environment. They reveal themselves in dreams and
visions.
Father Morice is of the opinion that
"totemism" among the Dene is not a social
institution, but that it is exclusively a religious
in the earthly individuals of the faunal
floi'al

worlds,

he

cult:

spirit as

is

inclined to regard the clan patron

a mere extension of the cult of the

personal tutelary, but assigns no satisfactory
belief. The owner of a tutelary
must circumspectly bear about his person and

reason for this

openly exhibit it^ his lodge the spoils of the
animal denoted by it— its entire skin, or only
a part of it, or a carved emblem of it; and under
DO cu-cumstances would anything induce him
wilfully to kill

it,

or at least to eat the flesh of

the being, the prototype of which had become
as

it

Its aid and protecon all important occasions and
It would appear that this writer,

were, sacred to him.

tion are asked

emergencies.

attempt to explain the clan patron, has
confused the fetish (honorific) with the personal tutelary. The hidden power with which
in his

the

devotee

believes

he

has

thus

become

possessed he calls coen in the Carrier tongue,

which

signifies 'at

song,' thus closely

orenda.

the same time magic and
approximating the Iroquois

Morice (Ontario Arch. Rep., xviii,
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1905) relates that in preparing himself

206,

for practice, the
his raiment

shaman

divests himself of

and dons the

all

spoils (a bearskin,

the claws of a grizzly bear, the feathers of an
owl, etc.) or the mask of his fetish or tutelary.

He

states that each of the D(5n6 clans has a

patron

an animal or other being,

spirit,

tra-

ditionally connected with the establishment of

these political and social units in pristine times
and to which the members of the clans paid
great respect and even veneration.

monial occasions the entire clan
ated .by

it,

for

it

is

On

cere-

imperson-

becomes the symbol or

crest

He

of the clan.

adds that the personal tutelary, common to both the eastern and the
western D6ne, "being as indigenous to them
as most of the institutions in vogue among
all the northern American Indians," is an
essential element of their religious system and
does not affect "society as such."

****** ***

According to Boas (Kwakiutl Indians), Rep.
U. S. Nat. Mus., 1895, 1897) the Tlingit, Haida,
Tsimshian, Bellabella, and Kitimat have
"animal totems in the proper sense of this
term," but these tutelary guardians are not
found among the Kwakiutl, who belong to

GEORGE

v., A.

1912

younger brothers of Teharonhiawagon of the
Iroquois and of Nanabozho of the Algonquian
tribes, respectively the impersonations of aU
the thousand forms of faunal and floral hfe
on earth. He who sees one of these elder
brothers of any kind of animal being will be

successful in the succeeding

mal; for

hunt

of that ani-

by the favour of these elder brothers of the game animals that the hunter
obtains any measure of success in killing the
it is

younger brothers of the primal beings (Hewitt,
Iroq. Cosmol., 21st Rep. B. A. E., 1903). For
in fulfilment of engagements with Teharonhiawagon and Nanabozho in the second cosmic
period, those elder brothers are in duty bound
to provide man not only with protection but
also with animal food by means of the sacrifice
of their younger brothers who are enjoined
to permit themselves to be taken by man, so
long as the hunter makes himself ritualisticaUy
pure for the purpose and is solicitous not to
kill his victim except with the least possible
cruelty.
For this reason prayers for the successful hunting and fishing were addressed to
the game it is desired to kill, a procedure
naturally assumed to be pleasing to the ruling
elder brother.

the same linguistic stock as the Kitimat. This
author states that the natives do not regard
themselves as descendants of the "totem" or

Long has declared that the favourite spirit
must not be killed or eaten, but the Omaha
must kill his personal tutelary before its

and that the northern tribes of the
coast Sali.sh have no "animal totem in the restricted sense of this term." Boas was unable

tutelaryship

tutelary,

to obtain any information regarding the conjectured origin of the clan or yf'ntile patron
or tutelary, except the dubious light drawn

from the native

tradition.^,

but states that
-'..-lartor "almost

these legends correspond in
exactly to the tales of x'm

is

established.

Conversely, there

were some Iroquois who feared the death of
the animal or bird which he regarded as his
personal tutelary, lest he himself should also
die.
The ground that is common in these

two methods

is

the

manner

of ascertaining or

discovering the tutelary (through the rite of

of a family."

in vision) and in the motive
namely, the effort to obtain
the favom- of the imaginary bodies on which
it was supposed human welfare largely depended. In the last analysis human welfare
is the motive for acquiring a guardian or

among

tutelary

.ucciuisition

of

manitows among the eastern Indians, and they
are evidence that the 'totem' of this group of
tribes is, in the main, the hereditary manitow

but

is

He also states that "each man
these tribes acquires a guardian spirit,"

restricted to only such as belongs to his

Native tradition can shed no satisfactory
light on the question of the source and origin
clan.

dreaming or seeing
for acquiring

it,

power or being.

many ways

There

of providing the

are, of com'se,

means

of entering

into close relation with these supposed con-

and Algonquian
mythic philosophy is that every kind of animal
being has an elder brother, a primal being,
wonderfully large and potent, which is, so to

powers of the sources of human welland consequently there are many
methods of establishing this inter-relation
between a person and some assumed protecting power, or between an organized body of
persons and a guardian or patron being or
power, for a specific or a general aid and auxiliary to the promotion and preservation of the

speak, the source of

all

well-being of the person or persons guarded.

own

primal

of the clan or gentile

Like

tliat of

patron

the Yuehi, one of the cardinal

doctrines of the Iroquoiaii

kind.

These

the individuals of
beings

trolling

being,

spirit.

are

its

the

(j.

N. B.

II.)
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Totem Poles. Carved cedar poles erected
by Indians along the n. Pacific coast from
Vancouver id. to Alaska. Among the Haida

tion

they are of three principal varieties: the outside and inside house poles, and memorial
colunm.s.
Besides the house poles the four

Tsimshian posts were more slender than those
init up by the Haida, but the ones erected in
front of Kwakiutl houses are usually much
more slender still, and are all heraldic, referring to the tradition of the house-owner.
The main supporting posts bear crests or
record an episode connected with the building
of the house.
The main posts which support

main supporting posts and the two outside
front

The

corner

posts

were sometimes carved.

outside house pole, standing in front of

the house

midway between

the corners, was

and sometimes
more than 50 ft. high, being hollowed along
the back for easier handling. Close to the base
it was pierced with a round aperture which
served as a door, though some of the latter
polos were left solid, a door of European pat3

or

ft.

more wide

at the base

corroborated by the Tlingit,

is

who have

only the grave post, upon which they carve
representations of stories as well as

crests.

the houses of the Xootka and the coast Salish,

when carved

at

all,

represented an event that

happened to the owner, such as the acquiring
of a gtiardian spirit, or an event in the history

poles were erected only

Som.e eastern tribes, such as the
Delawares, Shawnee, and Iroquois,
set up small poles that are analogous to these

They stood

totem

tern being

made

at one side.

Inside house

by the very wealth3^
middle of the house, directly
behind the fire, and marked the seat of honour.
Grave posts were of many different shapes.
Sometimes they consisted of a very thick post
surmounted by a large carved box, which
contained smaller boxes holding the bones of
the deceased; sometimes the box was longer
and was supported by two posts. Oftentimes,
however, the body of the deceased was placed
in a mortuary house, and the pole, usually a
tall,

slender

in the

.shaft,

was erected elsewhere. The

carvings on grave posts and grave boxes were

almost always crests owned by the family of
the deceased, while those on house poles might

be

crests or they

might

illustrate stories,

and

occasionally a figure of the house-owner him-

was added, or the figure of some one whom
he wished to ridicule. These posts were erected
during the great feasts conunonly known as
potlatches, when an immense amount of property was given away and quantities of food
were consumed.
The trunks out of which
they were to be carved were cut down, rolled
self

and towed to the village amid
and dancing.
One or more regular
carvers were employed to put on the des^igns
and they were paid handsomely. (For specific
descriptions see works cited below.)
In comparatively modern times numbers of models of
these poles have been made by native carvers
to sell to white visitors.
These are sometimes
of wood, sometimes of a peculiar black slate
found at one place not far from Skidegate,
Queen Charlotte ids. 7\.ccording to native
Haida accounts carved designs v\cre originnlly
made directly on the front slabs of the house,
afterward on a broad, thick plank, and finally
on poles. This comparatively modern evoluinto the water,

songs

21.^—30^

of his sept.

Creeks,

outward resemblance
Delawares and Shawnee
were erected in the four corners of their medicine-lodges, while those of the Iroquois were
similarly placed in the houses of shamans and
were adorned with representations of the
shamans' tutelary spkits.
Consult Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus. 189.5, 1897,
and in recent reports of the Brit. A. A. S.;
Niblack in Nat. Mus. Rep. 1888, 1890; Swan
in Smithson. Cont., xxi, 1874; Swanton, (1)
Cont. Haida, 1905, (2) in 26th Rep. B.A.E.,
is

poles, although the

shght

.

Those

of the

1908.

(j. R. s.)

Totontaratonhronon

A

ron name).

('otter people';

Hu-

small Algonquian tribe living

probably near the mouth
In 1641 they removed
to the Huron mission of St. Jean-Baptiste
(q. V.) and had 15 houses, having been driven
out of their own country.
(j. N. b. n.)

on

St.

of

the

Lawrence
Ottawa

r.,

r.

index,
1S58.
—
185S.
Aton— Shcn, Cath. Miss., 356, 1855. Atontratoronons. — Ragucnoau (1053) quoled by Shea in
voix, Hist. New Fr.,
256, note, 1S66.
Tonthratarhonon. — Jes. Kcl in, index, 185S. Tontthrata-

Atonthratarhonon. Jcs. Rel., iir,
Atontrataronnons.— Jes. Rel. 16-14, 100,
tratas.

C'l-aile-

ii,

,

ronons.— Jfs.
hronon.— Jc.«.

Rel.

1041,

Touaguainchain.
Ontario in

IGl.i

28, 1870").

83,

18.58.

Totontararon-

Rel. 1040, 35, 1858.

A

suggests that

A Huron

village

in

(Chami>lain, 1615, CEuvres, iv,

note by the editor
it

ofChamplain

may have been

the S;iinte

Madeleine of the Jesuit Relation of 1640.

The great lake-trout (Saluelinus
by the French Canadians
(jueae-fourchue; a word written also lidadi, in
use among the fi.sliermen and settlers, French
Touladi.

Jiamaijcusln, called

and English,

of

e.

Quebec.

According to
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'•Chambers (The Ouananiche, 270, 1896) touladi
18 the name of this fish in the Micmac and
(a. f. c.)
Abnaki dialects of Algonquian.
Trading Posts. The earUest trade between
Europeans and the Indians n. of Mexico was

These daring
the Basque people.
by following the whale, reached the
fching banks of Newfoundland at an early
period.
In 1497 Cabot touched upon that

"through
sailors,

island and noted

"bigge fysshe."

its

been erroneously stated

by the

he

that

has

It

was told

The failure of
Government to award to these
men the right to trade and to establish a post
on the bay caused them to apply to England,
in which they were successful, and in 1668, Ft.
Charles [Rupert] was built at the southeastern
extremity of James bay.
The success of
this post led to the formation of the monopoly
called "The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's
Bay."

In

they

1670,
charter.

the Basque for 'codfish,' and that he gave
that name to Canada. The word still lingers
in Newfoundland as the designation of an
When
island north of Conception bay.

the

posts

of

Bretons, Normans, Portuguese, Spaniards, and

La

way

1912

the French

royal

Englishmen made

v., A.

could be reached overland.*

by

natives that they were called baccalaos,

GEORGE

and

trade

administered

of the

incorporated

nearly a

company

this

thei-e existed in

were

For

century

controlled the

whatever

of

law

the vast regions n. and w.

Great lakes to the Pacific.
In 1685
on the coast erf Texas opening

Salle landed

to these fisheries,

the

way

the Basques, who preceded them, had to a
degree familiarized the natives with their
tongue, and Basque words became a part of
the trade jargon that came into use. Cartier,
in 1534-35, found the natives of the gulf and
river of St. LawTence familiar with the Euro-

the

lower

and

for the establishm.ent of colonies in that

fur trade, and certain places on that
stream were Icnown to both races as points
for the drying of fish and the trading of furs.*
The traflic spread to the southward, and from
a letter of Pedro Menendez to Philip II it is
leai'ned that in 1565 and for some years earlier
"bison skins were brought down the Potomac

home with

and thence

square inclosed by a stockade; diagonally at
two corners were turrets, with openings for

their

pean

carried along shore in canoes to
the French about the gulf of St. Lawrence.
Diu'ing two years 6,000 skins were thus ob-

tained."

Th.e

trading post in 1603 was

first

at Tadoussac, on

the

.mouth of the Sagucnay;

and

~was founded,

earliest

on

James

"A'ere

bears his

Montreal was made
the r'.-gion westward.

idl

Enghsh post was
Va.,

r.,

traded."

na-^'igation

five j-eavs later, Quebec

in 1611

the trading post for

The

In

where

1615,

by Hudson
name,

the

at

I.a-i\rence

St.

the

six

of

v^•ith tb.e

pelts

year.s after

tlie

Dutch

colony

and corn

river

built

a

the

which
large

For the next 50 years the
made no special attempt to
penetrate the interior of the continent, but

post at Albany.
Oiistem colonies
in 1673

Canada authorized the movement by

which the

Marquette and the trader
Meanwhile
individual traders had travelled beyond the
Great lakes, and Groseilliers and Radisson,
French traders, had found that Hudson bay
priest

for

French trading enterprises on
and its tributaries,

Mississippi

region under the control of

commanders

of

French trade during the 17th and

the posts.

men known
who made themselves at

18th centiu-ies developed a class of
as coureurs des bois,

These were the adand later served
as interpreters, clerks, etc., to the Hudson's
Bay, North West, American Fur, and other
less important companies engaged in Indian
trade up to the middle of the 19th century.
The trading post was generally a large
the natives.

vance guard of

civilization,

small cannon and muskets in each turret so as
to defend

two

sides of the wall.

stockade were the
the men, and a

storehouses,

room

Within the
quarters for

for general trade.

In Virginia beads early became the "cm-rent
coin" in trade with the Indians, and in 1621

Capt. Norton was sent over with some Italian
v.'orkmen to establish a glass furnace for the
manufacture of these articles. In 1640 and
1643 wampum (q. v.) was made legal tender

New

England and was extensively used in
Dm-ing the next
centm-y trade was mostly by barter or in the
currency of the colonies or the Government.
The employment of liquor to stinuilate trade
began with the earliest venture and was more
in

trading with the Indians.

JoUiet discovered the Mississippi.

•That they reached Hudson bay overland is exceedThey had, however, obtained from the

ingly doubtful.

Indians,

valuable

draining into

'There is no evidence worthy of credence that the
Basques preceded Cabot and there 13 ab.solutely no
evidence that the natives used "Basque words" (Ed.)

it

information

and

respecting

their possibilities

in

the

rivers

connection

with the fur trade. The British navigator,", Hudson,
Button, Foxe and James, had explored Hudson bay
during the period, 1610-31.
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as trade increased.

*

*

From

*

*

Colonial days and

until the decline of the fur trade, near the

middle of the 19th century, wars, in which
both Indians and the white race were implicated, were fomented by the rivalry of competing traders.
Posts were scattered along
the rivers from the Great lakes to the Pacific.
Montreal and St. Louis were the two great
outfitting centres, as well as the distributing

markets

now

for
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Where Kansas City

the furs.

stands the traders bound up the Missouri

by boat and those who were going overland

Parkman,

Iroquois, ed. 1904;

(1)

Oregon Trail,

1883, (2) Pioneers, 1883; Roosevelt,

Winning

West, 1889; Sagard, Voy., 1865; John
Smith's Works, Ai-ber ed., 1884; Speed, Wilderness Road, 1886; Tcrnaux-Compans, Voy.,
VII,
1837; Thwaites, Early Western Trav.,
i-xxxii, 1904-07, and the publications of the
of the

various State historical societies.
(a.

c.

f.)

and Trade

routes. All early accounts indicate that from a period long prior
to the coming of the whites the Indian was
familiar with places often hundreds of miles
Trails

parted company.

distant one from another, and that they trav-

started and stretched, a

elled

over the same route in coming and going.

The

trader was

Here the great Oregon trail
brown ribbon, across
hundreds of miles of praii-ie. Forty-one m. to
the westward, near the present town of
Gardner, Kans., this trail branched to Santa
Fe, where trade was maintained with the
A
Pueblos and other Indians of the S.W.
sign-lioard set up at the parting of the trail
indicated the long western branch as the "Road
to Oregon." Along this historic trail trading
posts were located to which white and Indian
trappers and hunters from the surrounding
region

brought their

pelts.

Fts.

Laramie,

Bridger, Hall, Boise, Wallawalla, Vancouver,

and Astoria have now become cities. So also
have the principal posts along the lakes and
rivers, Detroit, Prairie du Chien, Council Bluffs,
Pierre, Mandan, Spokane, Winnipeg, and many
others, all of which are now centres of rich
agricultural

regions.

In recent years steps

have been taken to mark some of the old routes
with suitable monuments. See also Commerce,
Fur Trade, Trails and Trade routes.
Consult Adair, Am. Inds., 1775; H. H. Bancroft,
Works, i-xxxix, 1886-90; Bartram,
Travels, 1792; Bryce, Hist, of Great Company,
1900; Charlevoix, New France, Shea trans.,
1866-72; Chittenden, Fur Trade, 1902; Golden,
Five Nations, 1755; Coues, (1) Henry-Thompson Jour., 1897, (2) Jour. Jacob Fowler, 1898,
(3) Larpenteur's Pers. Narr., 1898; Dunn.
Oregon Terr., 1845; Farrand, Basis Am. Hist.,
1904; Fletcher, Ind. Ed. and Civ., 1888; Fry
and Jefferson, Map, 1777; Gregg, Commerce
of

the Prairies,

1844;

Hulbert,

Red Men's

Roads, 1900; Irving, Astoria, 1897; Jefferson,
Notes, 1825; Jesuit Relations, Thwaites ed.,
1898-1901; Lawson, Hist. CaroUna, repr. 1860;
Lescarbot, Hist. Nouv. France, 1866; Lewis
and Clark, Orig. Jour., 1904-05; Mackenzie,
Voy., 1801; Marcy, Explor. Red River, 1854;
Margry, D6couvertes, 1875-86; Mooney in
17th Rep. B. A. E., 1898; Morgan, League of

inclined to follow the

water

unloading his boat to pass obstructions
and transporting the canoe and its cargo over
cour.ses,

short distances, called 'portages' or 'carries,'

between

different waters.

Supplemental, how-

and in timeof war, obviously
dangerous routes, were paths or trails, many
of them originally made by the tracks of deer
or buffalo in their seasonal migrations between
feeding grounds or in search of water or salt
ever, to theseopen,

The constant passing over the same
path year after year and generation after
generation often so packed the soil that in
places, especially on hillsides, the paths are
still traceable by depressions in the ground or
by the absence of, or the difference in, vegetation. Many of them have been obhterated by
licks.

the roads and railways of
Jesuit Relations

(1658)

modern

times.

The

indicate the several

routes followed from the St. Lawrence and the
Great lakes to Hudson bay for trade, hunting,
is mentioned as having
Many
extended a distance of 250 leagues.
maps of the colonial period, supplemented by

or fishing; one of these

other records,

indicate

that these ways of

communication extended with few breaks practically the entire length and breadth of the
While the streams answered in
continent.
certain instances as suitable routes of travel,

at times they

had

snags, freshets, or

their drawbacks,

owing to

when the channel approached

close to the shore, thus exposing persons in,
boats or on rafts to attack from enemies concealed in the vegetation along the banks. In

many

instances distant points were connected

or traces, the latter word adopted
from early French maps. Owing to the Indian
habit of marching in single file, the eastern
trails seldom exceeded 18 in. in width, yet
these were the ordinary roads of the country
travelled by hunters, migrating bands, traders^

by

trails,
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embassies, and war parties.

So long as the
they fol-

trails led

through

lowed the

line of least natural resistance.

friendlj- territorj-,

War

parties after leaving friendly territory passed

into the wilderness over routes selected

by

which routes they followed by signifiIn some
cant marks, natural or artificial.
places the paths of wild beasts were followed,
in others the beds of streams were chosen, so
that the footprints of the party would be
Other things being equal, the
obliterated.
stonj'
trail was not laid out along rough,
ground, because of the rapid wearing away of
footgear; nor through green brier, nor dense
brush, nor laurel or other thickets, because of
the difficulty of making rapid progress. These
trails were generally along high ground, where
the soil dried quickly, where the underbrush
was least dense, where the fewest and shallowest, streams were to be crossed; and on journeys
where mountains were encountered, the paths,
with few exceptions, followed the lowest points,
or gaps, in many of which stone piles are found.
In the extreme S. W. these stone heaps have
resulted from the Indians casting a stone
when approaching a steep ascent, in order,
they say, to prevent them from becoming
fatigued.
The numerous and wide watercourses and the dense forest growth along the
coast of New England made progress on foot
almost impossible; consequently the birchbark
canoe was almost the only means of conveying
the natives and their goods from point to
point.
Farther s. the dugout canoe was of
Buch weight as to make any but the shortest
In the Middle states
portages most difficult.
the country is more open and freer from underbrush, and the use of paths became a matter
Bcouts,

Along the N. W. coast travel
was along the beach or off shore in canoes.
of necessity.

In the E.

trails consisted of footpaths,

whereas

those of the plains in later times were wide
roads beaten down by large parties passing

with horses dragging tipi poles and travois.
trails were well marked, often being
depressed 2 ft. below the sm-face, the difference in vegetable growth along them showing
distinctly for many years where the path had

These

been.

In the S.

W.

there were long trails

by

which the Hopi and other Pueblo Indians
travelled to and from the sources of supply
of salt from the Colorado r. and elsewhere;
long journeys were also made to obtain supornaments, clay
answer the requirements of trade or domestic use. The Iroquois

plies of shells or turquoise for

for pottery, or stone to

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

New York were familiar with the
country as far w. as the Black hills of Dakota,
whence they returned with prisoners; the same
Indians went from New York to South Carolina to attack the Catawba and into Florida
against the Creeks. Western Indians travelled
hundreds of miles to obtain blankets from the
Pueblos, and some Plains Indians arc known
The
to have travelled 2,000 m. on raids.
Santa Fe trail and the Oregon trail were wellknown routes whose beginning was Independence, Mo., one ending in New Mexico, the
of central

other at the Willamette. On early maps many
Indian trails and trade routes are indicated,

some along the streams and others across
country.
The route from Montreal up the
Ottawa to lakes Huron and Superior may
readily be traced; or from Montreal

down

to

the Richelieu, up the latter, through lake Champlain into lake George, and bj' a portage to the

From

Hudson.

lake Superior, the fur- trader

—

Grand portage route along the
present international boundary or the Kamifollowed the

—

nistikwia route past the present city of Fort

William, to the lake of the Woods, thence,

by

Winnipeg river to lake Winnipeg.
Here, he could, by way of the Red river,
reach what is now Manitoba, Minnesota and
North Dakota; or, by portaging from lake
Traverse, at its head, to Bigstone lake, he
could reach any point within the vast basin
waj-

of

of the Mississippi.

Red

at

river,

Fort

From

the "forks" of the

Garry,

the Assiniboine

formed a route to western Manitoba and
From the foot of lake
eastern Saskatchewan.
Winnipeg, he could descend to Hudson bay
by the Hayes or the Nelson; or, ascending the
mighty Saskatchewan, he could reach the
Rocky mountains and, by way of the Fraser,
Columbia and other rivers, descend to the
From the Saskatchewan, at CumberPacific.
land House, the main route to the Mackenzie
River district ran by way of Frog portage,
Churchill, Clearwater and Athabaska rivers,

From Fort Chipewyan
Athabaska lake.
on the latter, the Peace River route led to
northern British Columbia and the Slave and
to

From the MacArctic.
by the Liard river led to the

Mackenzie to the
kenzie, the route

Lewes and Yukon.

Pelly,
*

*

hunter,

*

trader,

*

or

*

*

*

*

The white man, whether
settler,

blazed the trees

along the Indian trails in order that seasonal
changes might not mislead him should he
return. The wmter trails of the N. were over
the frozen rivers or lakes or along paths made
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the
first

followed by the trapper and trader, were later
used by the missionary, the hunter, the solcolonist in their conquest of the

and the

See Commerce, Fur trade, Trading
Travel, and the authorities thereunder

wilderness.
posts,
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by snowshoes and sleds, which packed
snow sohdly. These trails of the Indians,

dier,

CANADA

(.J D.

cited.

M.)

Traps. Although devices for inducing animals to effect self-imprisonment, self-arrest, or
suicide differ from himting weapons in that
the victim is the active agent, the two classes
merge into each other. The Indians had land,
water, and air traps, and these acted by ten-

and covered them with brush on which a
dead rabbit was tied, and the hunter con-

by the

cealed beneath grasped the bird

dragged
knees.

feet,

between his
Arresting traps were most common,
it

below, and crushed

it

working by meshes, barbs, nooses, or by means
of manual seizure. The aborigines were familiar with the gill net, trawl lines, gorge hook,
snares, springs, trawl snares, and birdlime.
Killing traps included ice, stone, and log

and
mutual
perhaps the most in-

deadfalls for crushing, impaling devices,
set knives for braining or for inciting

slaughter, the object of

genious and efficient of Indian traps, consist-

sion, ratchet, gravity, spring, point or blade.

ing of a shai'p blade, inclosed in frozen fat,

They were

which was

ever-set,

self-set,

man-set, and were released,
either

by the hunter out

The

victim.

following

when

necessary,

of sight or

list

or

victim-set,

embraces

by the
all

vari-

used by Indians n. of Mexico,
and they were very clever in making them
effective without the use of metal: A. Inclosing
traps: (a) pen, (6) cage, (c) pit, (d) door; B.
eties of traps

Arresting traps:
nooses,

clutches;

(/j)

weights,

(/c)

piercers,

C.
(1)

461-73,

1902,

Economics

(g)

doch,

KiDing traps:

(i)

R.eports of

(/)

knives.

Pen traps

up

in the

path

in

cited;

the encircling closed fingers; the clutch, the
grasping hand.
acting

Killing traps were

automatically.

weapons

They were complex,

consisting of the working part and the
mechanism of setting and release.
The
Eskimo and Indian devices were of the simplest character, but very effective with unwary
game. The victim was caught in a pound,
deadfall, cage, hole, box,

or

upon a hook,

toil,

noose, or jaw;

gorge, pale, knife, or the like.

The Indian placed an

unstable prop, catch,

or fastening, to be released in passing, curiously
prying, gnawing, rubbing, or even in digesting,
as

when the Eskimo doubled up a skewer

baleen, inclosed in frozen fat

and threw

it

of
in

the snow for the bear to swallow. Inclosing
traps were common on land and in waters

abounding
ice

in fish.

Parry describes traps of

with doors of the same material.

The

and

pits

tribes of California

of the plains

dug

Stites,

of the Iroquois, 1905; Boas,

Mur-

and others in the
the Bureau of American Ethnology;
Nat. Mus. Rep. 1888, 294, 1890.

Nelson,

Niblack

and authorities

its

Turner,

—

were of the simplest kinds dams placed in
the water or stockades on land. Some of these
were immense, covering many square miles.
The cage was merely a pen for flying creatures.
Doors or gates for this whole class were vertical shutters sliding between ttakes and set
free by some kind of latch or trigger. Arresting traps were all designed to take the place
of the human hand. Meshes were the opened
fingers; hooks, the bent forefinger; nooses,

When

of wolves.

tongue the
smell of blood infuriated the whole pack and
drove them to destroy one another. See Fishing, Hunting.
Consult Mason in Smithson. Rep. 1901,

hooks,

meshes,

(e)

set

a wolf in licking the fat cut

(O. T. M.)

The North American Indian had
poor facilities for getting about on land. The
Travel.

Arctic peoples, however, with their sleds
dogs,

may be

and

said to have been pioneers of

Of such great and universal use
method of locomotion among them
that before their language became differentiated into dialects that rendered them unintelligible one to another they had covered
fast travel.

was

this

the entire Arctic coast from e. Greenland to

The Algonquian tribes of northern
Canada, together with the Athapascans in the
Mackenzie River country, also used the dog
and sled for transportation and travel. South
of this region the tribes had everywhere to
walk until the Spaniard introduced the horse.
The Indians were not discouraged by the lack
of beasts of bm'den.
They had covered the
entire continent with a network of trails, over
which they ran long distances with phenomenal speed and endurance; the Tarahumare
mail carrier from Chihuahua to Batopilas,
Mexico, runs regularly more than 500 m. a
week; a Hopi messenger has been known to
run 120 m. in 15 hours; and there are many
Siberia.

instances of journeys extending over
or years, involving great hardship.

months
most

It is

probable that the narrow highways alluded
to were first laid down in the food quest. The
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animals that were wanted knew where were
the best feeding grounds and suppHes of water,
and the Indians had only to follow the paths
already made by the game to establish the
earhest roads. Hulbert in his "Historic High-

ways of America"
by the Indians in

traces the trails followed
their migrations

and

their

ordinary trade routes, especially those of the
mound-builders, and he gives lists, especially
of the trails in the

Ohio valley, where these
The range of

mounds were most abvmdant.
the

buffalo

afforded

especially

B.

7,

Chippewa.— Sept.

7,

F.

catlinite

are

widely

distributed

in

the

These articles show
and mounds.
that active trade was going on over a wide
region. There is good evidence that the men
engaged in this trade had certain immunities
and privileges, in so far as thepipestone quarry
was on once neutral gi'ound. They were free
from attack and were allowed to go from one
tribe to another unimpeded. See Boats, Commerce, Fur trade, Sledges, Snow-shoes, Trails,
and Trade Routes.
Consult Friederici, Die Schiffahrt der Indianer, 1907; Mason in Rep. Nat. Mus. 1894,
1896, and the authorities cited under the above
graves

(O. T. M.)

The British Government has
Treaties.*
always lecognised the title of the Indian tribes
to the territory they occupied.
title

—Aug.

The Indian

to the portion of southern Ontario that

had

not previously been acquired by the French
was e.xtinguished by a series of purchases of

which the follow ng are the most important:
A. Mississauga.
Lands purchased prior to

—

1784.

As the article in the original dealt only with treaties
between the Indians and Great Britain prior to the
Revolution, and with the United States subsequent to
it, this article has been substituted by the editor.
See also accompanying maps.

confirming

1805,

1,

surrender of Sept.

1787; for 10s.

23,

'and divers good and valuable considerations given on

23rd September,

1787."
I.

Mississauga.

—Sept.

£1,000
J.

K

1805;

2,

for

85,000 acres.

cy.;

Chippewa —Nov. 17-18
cy.;

confirming

5-6, 1806,

the surrender of Aug.

1815, for £4,000

250,000 acres.

Chippewa.— Oct.
cy.;

for £1,200

1818,

17,

1,592,000 acres.

—Oct. 1818 for annuity
648,000
annuity
M. Mississauga. — Nov
1818,
£740
1,951,000
N. Mississauga. — Nov.
1822, confirming
L. Missis auga.
of

28,

£522-10

acres.

cy.;

for

5,

of

acres.

cy.;

28,

May

annuity
£642-10 cy.; 2,748,000 acres
July 8, 1822, confirmiag
O. Chippewa.
surrenders of Mar. 8, 1819 and May 9,
1820; for annuity of £600 cy.; 580,000
surrender of

31, 1819; for

of

—

acres.

P.

Chippewa.

—July

10

1827,

confirming

surrender of April 26, 1825; for annuity
of

Q.

£1,100

Chippewa

cy.; 2,200,000 acres.

(Saugeens).

for annuity of

—Aug.

£1,250

cy.;

9,

1836,

1,500,000

acres.

R. Chippewa.

— Oct

of principal

captions.

cy.

cy.; 28,000 acres.

H. Mississauga.

E. of

of

£800

1796, for

1796, for £1,200 cy.

G. Chippevv-a.- May 22, 1798, confirming
surrender of May 19, 1795; for £101

degree the

Algonquian tribes
the United States to Montana in the w.,
and from the headwaters of the Saskatchewan
Evidences of such
to the guK of Mexico.
movements are found in the ancient graves,
as copper from lake Michigan, shells from the
Atlantic ocean and the gulf of Mexico, and
stone implements from various quarters. Pipes

northern

in 1785;

7-4 stg.

The portages across country between
the watersheds of the different rivers became
beaten paths. The Athapascan Indians were

Muskhogean, while the
journeyed from the extreme

1790, for £1,200 cy.

—Purchased

E. Chippewa.— Sept.

routes.

smaller

1912

and eastern boundaries doubtful.
D. Mississauga.— Dec. 7, 1792, for £1,180-

favourable

noted travellers; so also were the Siouan and
other tribes of the Great Plains, and to a

Chippewa.— May 19,

C. Chippewa.

v., A.

13,

sum

1854; for "interest

arising out of the sale

of our lands."
In 1811, Lord Selkirk purchased from the
Hudson's Bay Company a tract of land including practically the whole of the drainage basins

and Red rivers, the country
and west of Winnipeg to Rainy
river and the territory lying between lake
Winn'peg and approximate long. 102°30' and
extending northward to lat. 52° to 52°30'.
This trac included a large area now comprehended in the states of Minnesota and North
Dakota. In 1817, Selkirk entered into negotiations with the Chippewa and Crees for the
of the Assiniboine

to the south

extinction of their title to a tract along the

Red and

Assiniboine rivers.

It

was explained
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to the Indians that the width of the tract they

\vhich separates the territory covered

were surrendering was "the greatest distance,
at which a horse on the level prairie could be
seen, or daylight seen under his belly between
his legs."
This area was described in the

the charter of the Honourable Hudson's

Bay Company from Canada;

just claim."

"All that tract of land

adjacent to

Red

River, and Assiniboyne River, beginning

The Lake Huron Chippewa were stated
to number 1,422 including some 200 half-

at the mouth of Red River and extending
along the same as far as Great Forks at

breeds.

the mouth of Red Lake River and along
Assiniboyne River as far as the Musk Rat
River, otherwise called Riviere des Champignons, and extending to the distance of

from Fort Douglas on every side,
and likewise from Fort Daer, and also
from the Great Forks and in other posts
six miles

extending in breadth to the distance of

two English statute miles back from the
banks of the said river."

The agreement provided that each nation
should receive 100 pounds of "good and merchantable tobacco," annually.

On September 7, 1850, Hon. Wm. B. Robinson concluded the Robinson-Superior treaty
with the Ojibewa (Chippewa) of Lake Superior
whereby the

latter surrendered their right

and

to the

"Northern shore

of

Lake Superior,

in the

said Province of Canada, from Batche-

wanaung [Batchawana] Bay

to

Pigeon

River, at the western extremity of said

and inland throughout the extent to
the height of land which separates the
territory covered by the charter of the
Honourable the Hudson's Bay Company
from the said tract. And also the islands
lake,

Both these
that,

if

treaties contained the provision
the territory should, at any time, produce

an amount which would enable the Government of the Province, w'thour incurring loss,
to increase the annuity, it would be augmented,
but it was not to exceed the sum of £1 cy, per
head in any one year. Pursuant to this provision, the annuity has been increased to $4.00

per annum.

On

October 6, 1862, the Ottawa and Chipof Manitoulin island signed the Manitoiilin Island treaty.
It recited that:
the
Indian title to the said island was surrendered
to the Crown, August 9, 1836, by virtue of a
treaty between Sir Francis Bond Head and the

pewa

Ottawa and Chippewa then
but few mainland Indians
had removed to the island, and that it was
deemed expedient to assign to the Indians,
certain portions and to sell the portions availchiefs

of

claiming

the

that,

title;

able for settlement.

The

treaty covered the portion

of

Mani-

west of Heywood island and
South bay, the Indians refusing to cede the
eastern portion.
It stipulated
that the
Crown would grant each head of a family 100
acres, each single person over twenty-one, 50
toulin

island

in the said, lake within the boundaries of

acres; each

the British possessions therein."

twenty-one, containing two or more persons,
100 acres; each single orphan 50 acres and,
that interests from the investment of proceeds of land sales should be paid annually.

The agreement provided
£2,000

cy.

and an annuity

for the
of

payment

£500

cy.

of

The

number

of Indians included in this treaty was
estimated at 1,240 including 84 half-breeds.

On September

9,

1850, Mr. Robinson con-

cluded the Robinson-Huron treaty on similar
terms with the Ojibewa (Chippewa) of Lake
Huron.
They received a gratuity of £2,160
cy.

as well as

unconceded lands within the limits of
Canada West to which they have any
all

treaty, as follows:

title

by

and an annuity

of

£600

cy.

This treaty

covered the
"eastern and northern shores of Lake
Huron from Penetanguishene to Sault Ste.
Marie, and thence to Batchewanaung
[Batchawana] Bay on the northern shore
of

Lake Superior, together with the

islands

in the said lakes opposite to the shores
thereof,

and inland

to the height of land

family of orphan children under

On August

3,

1871, Treaty

Number One,

or Stone Fort Treaty was concluded with the

Swampy Crees (Maskegon)
In 1870, owing to the influx
the Indians had manifested much

Chippewa and
of Manitoba.
of settlers,

uneasiness.

They

repudiated

the

Selkirk

Treaty and interfered with settlers and surveyors.
Proclamations were -issued inviting
the Indians to meet the Indian Commissioner,
Wemyss McDonald Simpson, and Lieut.
Governor Archibald at the Stone Fort, Man.,
July 27.
When the meeting opened, there
were a thousand Indians and a considerable

number

of half-breeds.
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The
follows

"Beginning at the International boundary
near its junction with the Lake of the
Woods, at a point due north from the
centre of Roseau Lake; thence to run due
north to the centre of Roseau Lake; thence
northward to the centre of White Mouth
Lake, otherwise called White Mud Lake;
thence by the middle of the lake and the
middle of the river issuing therefrom, to
line

the

mouth

v., A.

1912

source of the Shell River; thence to a
point west of the same, two miles distant

from the

river,

thereto; thence

measm-ing at right angles
by a line parallel with the

Shell River to its

mouth and thence

cross-

ing the Assiniboine River and running

thereto

parallel

and two miles distant

therefrom, and to the westward thereof,

thereof in Winnipeg River;

thence by the Winnipeg River to
mouth; thence westwardly, including

GEORGE

thence in aline due west to and across Lake
Winnipegosis; thence in a straight line to
the most northerly waters forming the

treaty covered the tract described as

to a point opposite Fort Elhce;

thence in

its

a south-westwardly course to the north-

all

western point of the Moose Mountains;
thence by a line due south to the United

the islands near the south end of the lake,
the lake to the mouth of the
Drunken River; thence westwardly, to a
point on Lake Manitoba, half way
between Oak Point and the mouth of
Swan Creek; thence across Lake Mani-

eastwardly to the westward line of said
tract ceded by treaty as aforesaid; thence
bounded thereby' by the west, northwest

toba, on a line due west to

of beginning, at the

States frontier;

across

shore;

its

and north

western

thence in a straight line to the

crossing of the Rapids on the Assiniboine;

due south to the International
boundary line; and thence easterly by the
thence

said line to the place of beginning."

provided for the reservation of tracts of
land sufficient to furnish 160 acres of land to
It

each family of

five; a present of $3 per head
and payment of an annuity of $3 per head.
On August 21, 1871, Number Two or Manitoba Post Treaty was concluded with Chippewa, of Manitoba. It ceded a tract described

as follows:

"Beginning at the mouth of Winnipeg River,
on the north line of the lands ceded by said
treaty;* thence running along the eastern
shore of Lake Winnipeg, northwardly as
far as the mouth of Beren's River; thence
across said lake to its western shore at the
north bank of the mouth of the Little
Saskatchewan or Dauphin River; thence
up said stream and along the northern and
western shores thereof, and of St. Martin's
Lake, and along the north bank of the
stream flowing into St. Martin's Lake
from Lake Manitoba by the general course
of such stream to such last-mentioned
lake; thence by the eastern and northern

thence by the frontier

lines of said tract, to the place

mouth

of

Winnipeg

River."

The terms

respecting allotments of land,

presents and annuities were

same as Treaty

Number One.
All the Indians included within the treaty

—

with one exception the Portage band
were summoned to the conferences and assented
The omission of the Portage
to the terms.
limits,

band proved,

later,

a fruitful soiu-ce of trouble.

off settlers and the
Hudson's Bay Company had had to make
terms with them for three years for the admission of settlers.
In 1874, they endeavoured
to prevent the conclusion of Treaty "Number
Four" by sending a message that "the white
man had not kept his promises." To obtain
their adhesion to the treaty, (Number Two),
the Commissioners gave them preferential

In 1870, they had warned

treatment.

family of
tract

In addition to the 160 acres per

five,

they conceded them "a further

enclosing

said

reserve,

to

contain

an

square miles in
breadth, to be laid out around the reserve."
Under this clause they claimed nearly half the
equivalent

to

twenty-five

province of Manitoba.

was arrived

In 1876, an agreement

at and, as the original

band had

divided into three, reserves were assigned to
each.

shores of

Lake Manitoba to the mouth of
the Waterhen River; thence by the eastern and northern shores of said river up

When Treaties Number One and Number
Two were made, certain verbal promises were

stream to the northernmost extremity of
a small lake known as Waterhen lake;

the treaty 'nor recognized

*Treaty

Number One.

made

to the Indians but were not included in

by the Dominion

Government. On April 30, 1875, an Order in
Council was passed which authorized the distribuiion of the agricultural implements, etc.,
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Commissioners.

It

also

authorized the increase of the annual payments
from $3 per head to 15. This was accepted by

who were parties to Treaties Number
One and Number Two.
The North-west Angle Treaty, or Number
the bands

For the surrender of this tract, comprising
about 55,000 sq. miles, the Dominion Government covenanted to reserve not more than one
square mile for each family of five, "or in that
proportion for larger or smaller families", to
pay $12 per head and an annuity of $5 per

annum and

Three, was concluded

head, each Chief to receive $25 per

Saulteaux

each subortlinate officer, .'$15 per annum.
The Qu'Appelle Treaty, or Number Four,
was concluded September 15, 1874, at Fort

October 3, 1873, with
(Chippewa) of north - westeni
It extinguished
Ontario and of Manitoba.

the Indian

title

to the following tract:

"Commencing

Qu'Appelle with Cree, Saulteaux (Chippewa)
other Indians. They surrendered all

at a point on the Pigeon
River route where the international boundary line between the Territories of Great

and

Britain and the United States intersects

ing tract,

the height of land separating the waters

running

Lake Superior from those

to

flowing to Lake Winnipeg;
erly,

westerly

height

of

land

and

thence north-

easterly

along

following

aforesaid,

the
.

its

whatever their course may be,
to the point at which the said height of
land meets the summit of the watershed
from which the streams flow to Lake
Nepigon; thence northerly and westerly,
or whatever may be its course, along the
sinuosities,

and privileges in the followand elsewhere:
"Commencing at a point on the United
States frontier due south of the northwestern point of the Moose Mountains,
thence due north to said point of said
Mountains; thence in a north-easterly
course to a point two miles due west of

their rights, titles

Fort Ellice;

thence

a line

in

parallel

with and two miles westward from the
Assiniboine River to the mouth of the
Shell River;

thence parallel to the said

westerly along the height of land dividing

and two miles distant therefrom to
its source; thence in a straight Une to a
point on the western shore of Lake Winnipegosis, due west from the most northern
extremity of Waterhen Lake; thence east
to the centre of Lake Winnipegosis;

the waters flowing to Hudson's Bay by
the Albany or other rivers from those

thence northwardly, through the middle
of the said lake (including Birch Island),

running to English River and the Winnipeg to a point on the said height of land
bearing north forty-five degrees east from
Fort Alexander, at the mouth of the Winnipeg;
thence south forty-five degrees
west to Fort Alexander, at the mouth of
the Winnipeg; thence southerly along the

mouth of Red Deer River; thence
westwardly and south-westwardly along
and including the said Red Deer River and
its lakes. Red Deer and Etoimaini, to the
som-ce of its western branch; thence in a
straight hne to the source of the northern
branch of the Qu'Appelle; thence along
and including said stream to the forks
near Long Lake; thence along and including the valley of the west branch of the
Qu'Appelle to the South Saskatchewan;
thence along and including said river to
the mouth of Maple Creek;* thence
southwardly along said creek to a point
opposite the western extremity of the
Cypress Hills; thence due south to the international boundary; thence east along said

ridge separating the waters of the

and the Winnipeg

Nepigon

to the height of land

dividing the waters of the Albany and the

Winnipeg;

thence westerly and north-

bank of the Winnipeg to the mouth
White Mouth River; then southerly

eastern
of

by the

line

described

as

in

that part

forming the eastern boundary of the tract
surrendered by the Chippewa and Swampy
Cree tribes of Indians to Her Majesty on
the third of August, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, namely, by
White Mouth River to White Mouth
Lake, and thence on a line having the
general bearing of White Mouth River to
the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude;
thence by the forty-ninth parallel of north

Lake

Woods, and
from thence by the international boundary
latitude to the

line to

of the

the place of beginning."

river

to the

boundary to the place

The terms

and reserves were same
Three.

Now

commencement."

of

respecting annuities,

called Ross creek.

as in

gratuities

Treaty

Number
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In 1875, the Chippewa, Cree and Assiniboin
not been present at Qu'Appelle gave
In the same
their adhesion to the treaty.
year, a treaty was concluded with the Fort
Chippewa. They were within the
Ellice

who had

Treaty Number Two but, owing to
from Manitoba House, had not
been treated with when that treaty was made.
The Winnipeg Treaty, or Number Five, was
signed September 20, 1875. It comprehends
an area of approximately 100,000 sq. miles
inhabited by Chippewa and Swampy Cree
The
(Maskegon) of Manitoba and Ontario.

bounds

of

their distance

tract surrendered

"Commencing

is

at the north corner or junc-

Numbers One and Three;

thence easterly along the boundary of
Treaty Number Three to the "Height of
Land" at the north-east corner of the said
treaty limits, a point dividing the waters

Albany and Winnipeg Riveis;
thence due north along the said "Height
of Land" to a point intersected by the 53°
of north latitude; and thence north-westerly to "Favourable Lake"; thence folof

the

lowing the east shore of said lake to its
northern limit; thence north-westerly to
the north end of Lake Winnipegosis;
thence westerly to the "Height of Land"
thence
"Robinson's Portage";
called
north-westerly to the east end of "Cross

Lake"; thence north-westerly* crossing
"Foxes Lake"; thence, north-westerly to
the north end of "Split Lake"; thence
south-westerly to "Pipestone Lake", on

"Burntwood River"; thence south-west"John Scott's

erly to the western point of

Lake";

thence

south-westerly

to

the

north shore of "Beaver Lake";

thence

south-westerly to the west end of

"Cum-

thence due south to the
"Saskatchewan River"; thence due south

berland Lake";

to the north-west corner of the northern
limits of

Treaty

Number

Foiu", including

and all
on all lakes within the said limits,
as above described;
and it being also
understood that in all cases where lakes
form the treaty limits, ten miles from the
shore of the lake should be included in the
all

territory within the said limits,

islands

of the treaty

those of Treaties

Number

were identical with
Three and Number

Four except that only 160
•Should read "north-easterly."

It

was agreed that $500 annually, should be
expended for ammunition and twine for nets.
In the years 1908, 1909 and 1910 adhesions
were obtained to Treaty Number Five. The
Indians north and east of lake Winnipeg, and
at forts Churchill and York on Hudson bay,
ceded 133,400 square miles as follows:
"All that portion of the North West Territories of Canada comprised within the
following limits,

that

mencing where the

West shore

of

along

the

said

corner

of

east

chewan,

is

to say:

sixtieth

Com-

parallel

of

acres, and, in

some

parallel

to the North-

the Province of Saskat-

the

of

Northerly

number

Hudson Bay, thence West

thence south

boundary

lim't

said
of

along the East
Province to the

the

Indian

treaty

thence North Easterly,
then South Easterly, then South Westerly
and again South Easterly following the
Five,

northerly limit of the said Trsaty

number

Five to the intersection of a line drawn
from the North East corner of the

North Fiftyon the said
line produced fifty miles; thence North
tv.-enty-five degi-ecs East
one hundred
and eiglity miles more or less to a point
situated due South of Cape Tatnam,
thence due North ninety-eight miles more
or less to the said Cape Tatnam; thence
South Westerly and then Noilherly
following the water's edge of the West
Province

of

five degrees

Manitoba,

East;

tlience

Hudson Bay to the point of
commencement, together with all the
foreshores, and Islands adjacent to the
said described tract of land, and conshore of

approximately an area of one
hundred and thirty-three thousand four
himdred (133,400) square miles."
In August and September 1876, Treaty
Number Six was signed at Carlton and at Fort
Pitt with the Plain Cree (Paskwawininiwuk) the
Wood Cree (Sakawithiniwuk) and 'Assiniboin
of the Plains' of Saskatchewan and Alberta.
It covered an area of 120,000 sq. miles comtaining

prised within the following hmits:

"Commencing

treatj-."

The terms

gratuity was only |5 per head.

latitude intersects the water's edge of the

defined as follows

tion of Treaties

The

1912

were granted to eSch family of

cases, 100 acres,
five.

v., A.

at the

mouth

of the river

emptying into the north-west angle of
Cumberland Lake; thence westerly up
the said river to the source; thence on a
straight hue in a westerly direction to the
head of Green Lake; thence northerly to
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Township

Range

west

the elbew in the Beaver River; thence
down the said river northerly to a point

jected

twenty miles from the said elbow; thence
in a westerly direction, keeping on a line
generally parallel with the said Beaver
River (above the elbow), and about twenty

the westerly shore of Green
Lake to the main inlet thereof known as
Beaver River; thence up the right bank
of Beaver River to its intersection with
the west boundary of projected Township
No. 62, Range 10, west of the Third

thence northerly to the

north-easterly point of the south shore of

Red Deer Lake,* continuing

westerly

along the said shore to the western limit
and thence due west to the
Athabaska River; thence up the said
thereof;

against the stream, to the Jasper
House, in the Rocky Mountains; thence
on a course south-eastwardly, following
the easterly range of the Mountains, to
the source of the main branch of the Red
Deer River; thence down the said river,
with the stream, to the junction therewith
river,

Initial

'"Commencing at a point on the International
Boundary due south of the western
extremity of the Cypress Hills; thence
west along the said boundary to the central
range of the Rocky Mountains or to the
boundary of the Province of British Co-

the south branch of

lumbia;

River;

The

the tracts ceded by the Treaties Numbered
Six and Four to the place of commence-

provided for a gratuity of $12 each, a payment
of $5 each, annually, and certain expenditures

On

made to

ment."

The

this

Treaty ceding 11,066

gratuities

at a point

70,

Range

13,

west of the Second Initial Meridian;
thence southerly following
the
east
boundary of said 13th Range of projected Townships to the northern limits
of Treaty Xo. 6 into the projected Township No. 60; thence westerly following
the northerly limit of Treaty No. 6 to
the south-eastern shore of

Green Lake,

being at the north-easterly part
Lac

la

Bichc.

reserves

were

In addition to the reserves segregated under

being the north-

west corner of projected Township Xo.
70, Range 10, west of the Third iniTi;il
Meridian; thence easterly along the northern boundaries of projected Townships
Nos. 70 to the north-east corner of
projected Township No.

respecting

more generous proportions, but the
and annuities were same as Treaty

X'umber Three.

square miles as follows

"Commencing

conditions

allotted in

the 11th February, 1889, an important

adhesion was

along

north-westerly

Deer River; thence south-westerly* and
southerly following on the boundaries of

treaty also

for provisions, etc.

thencfc

the said boundary to a point due west of
the source of the main branch of the Red

received reserves on the basis of

for a family of five.

thence northerly follow-

as follows:

to the place of beginning."

The Indians

;

west

covered an area of 35,000 sq. miles, boimded

thence eastwardly and northwardly, following on the
boundaries of the tracts conceded by ihc
several Treaties numbered four and five

640 acres

thence

Blackfeet (Sik^ika), Bloods (Kainah), Peigan,
and Stonies (Assiniboin) of Alberta. It

Buffalo Lake;

Red Deer River on

10,

Meridian;

Sarsi

twenty miles;

the Saskatchewan

58,

boundary of projected
Townships of Range 10, west of the Third
Initial Meridian, to the point of commencement."
The Blackfeet Treaty or Number Seven,
was concluded September 22, 1877, with the

thence due east
thence on a straight line
south-eaetwardly to the mouth of the said
the

Meridian

the

ing

of the outlet of the river, being the outlet
of

N^o.

Initial

following

miles distant therefrom, to the source of

the said river;

Third

of the

of pro-

the provisions of the foregoing treaties, reserves
at

Oak River and

Birdtail Creek were set apart,

a body of United States Sioux who
had fled to Canada after the massacres of the
In 1876, another
whites in Minnesota in 1862.
reserve was allotted to them, near Oak Lake,
in 1874, for

Man.
In June,

July and August,

1899,

Number Eight was concluded with

Treaty

the Indians

occupying the territory south and west of
The area covered by this
Great Slave lake.
surrender was defined as follows:

"Commencing

at the source

of

the main

branch of the Red Deer River in Alberta,
thence due west to the central range of the
Rocky Mountains, thence northwesterly
'South-easterly.
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along the said range to the point where it
intersects the 60th parallel of north latitude, thence east along said parallel to the

point where

it

northeasterly

intersects

down

Hay River,

shore of Great Slave Lake, thence along
the said shore northeasterly (and including

such rights to the islands in said lakes as
the Indians mentioned in the treaty may
possess),

and thence easterly and north-

easterly along the south shores of Christie's

less."

$4 each.
An agreement made July 3, 1905, provides
that the provmce of Ontario shall repay to the
Dominion amounts disbursed under the pro-

thence southeasterly in a straight line to

Treaty Number Ten was
August and September, 1906.

the northern boundary of
and along the said boundary
easterly, northerly and southwesterly, to
the place of commencement."
The Domniion Government agreed to segreit

intersects

Treaty

Six,

gate reserves to the extent of 160 acres to each
Indian; to pay gratuities of S32 to each chief,
$22 to each headman and $12 to every other
Indian and annuities of $25, $15 and $5,
respectively.
Reserves can be set apart in
severalty which condition occurs in only one
other Treaty, in Number Ten.
In 1899, 2,217 Indians gave their adhesion:
in 1900, 1,106 Indians were admitted, making
a total of 3,323. The Indian annuitants under
treaty

are

classified

as follows:

1,161

326 Beavers, 1,238 Chipewyans, 282
Slaves, 194 Yellow-knives and 122 Dogribs.
In July and August, 1905, and June, July
and August, 1906, the James Bay Treat}', or
Number Nine, was concluded with the Indians
occupying the portion of Ontario lying to the
north of the height-of-land, south of Albany
river and east of the limits of Treaty Number
Three.
Crees,

It extinguished the Indian title to the area

described as follows:

"That portion

or tract of land lying

and

of

this

treat}',

the Indian

title in

ern Saskatchewan.
treaty

is

province of Saskatchewan and partly in
the province of Alberta, and lying to the

and to the north of
and the addition to
Treaty Six, containing approximately an
area of eighty-five thousand eight hundred
(85,800) square miles and which may be
cast of Treaty Eight

Treaties Five,

Six

described as follows:

Commencing

at the point

where the north-

ern boundary of Treaty Five intersects the
eastern boundary of the province of Sas-

katchewan;

thence northerly along the

boundary four hundred and
ten miles, more or less, to the sixtieth
parallel of latitude and northern boundary
of the said province of Saskatchewan;
thence west along the said parallel one
hundred and thirty miles, more or less, to
the eastern boundary of Treaty Eight;
thence southerly and westerly following
the said eastern boundary of Treaty Eight
to its hitersection with the northern boundary of Treaty Six; thence easterly along
the said northern boundary of Treaty Six
to its intersection with the western boundary of the addition to Treaty Six; thence
northerly along the said western boundary
to the northern boundary of the said
said eastern

thence easterly along the said

northern boundary to the eastern bounalong

tlie

;

thence southerly

boundary to it?
with the northern boundary

said eastern

and the Robinson-Huron Treaty of 1850,
and bounded on the east and north by the

of

boundaries of the said province of Ontario

said northern

and on the west by a

in

extinguished

defined as follows:

dary of the said addition

law,

concluded
It

"All that territory situated partly in the

northern bomidaries of the territory' ceded
by the Robinson-Superior Treaty of 1850,

by

and

northern Alberta and northThe area included in this-

addition;

as defined

gratuities

for

annuities.

being in the province of Ontario, bounded
on the south by the height of land and the

part of the eastern boundarj' of the terri-

1912

provided for the segregation of reserves in
the proportion of 160 acres for each family of
five, a gratuity of $8 each and an annuity of

visions

thence including said lake southwesterly
along the height-of-land between the
Athabasca and Churchill Rivers to where

v., A.

It

Bay and McLeod's Bay to old Fort Reliance near the mouth of Lockhart's River,
and including Black Lake, thence southwesterly up the stream from Cree Lake,

this

more or

thence

said river to the south

GEORGE

ceded by the Northwest Angle
Treaty No. 3; the said land containing
an area of ninety thousand square miles,
tory

intersection

Treaty Six;

thence easterly along the

boundary and the northern
boundary of Treaty Five to the point of
commencement."
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respecting reserves, gratuities and

same as Treaty Number Eight.
In 1906, 312 Chipewyans and 82 Crees
received gratuity and annuity moneys under
annuities were

Treaty Number Ten. In August, 1907, the
Barren Land and Lac la Hache bands of Chipewyans gave their adhesions to the treaty. In
the Barren Land band 232 were treated with
and, in the Lac la Hache band, 97, making a
total of 641 Chipewyans and 82 Crees under
this treaty.

Among

the North American Ina body of persons who are
bound together by ties of consanguinity and
affinity and by certain esoteric ideas or concepts derived from their philosophy concerning
the genesis and preservation of the environing
cosmos, and who, by means of these kinship
ties, are thus socially, politically, and religiously
organized through a variety of ritualistic,
governmental, and other institutions, and who
dwell together occupying a definite territorial
area, and who speak a common language or

Tribe.

dians a tribe

dialect.

From

— climatic,

is

a great variety of ch'cumstances

topographical, and alimental

— the

and religious institutions of
the tribes of North American Indians differed
in both kind and degree, and were not characterized by a like complexity of structiu'e;
but they did agree in the one fundamental
political,

social,

principle that the organic units of the social
fabric were based on kinship

and not on

tions,

and

its inter-rela-

territorial districts or geo-

graphical areas.

In order to constitute a more or less permanent body politic or ti'ibe, a people must
be in more or less continuous and close contact, and possess a more or less common

—

mental content a definite sum of knowledge,
and sentiments— which largely supplies
the motives for their rites and for the establishment and development of their institutions, and must also exhibit mental endowments and characteristics, that are likewise
felt to be common, whose functioning results
in unity of purpose, in patriotism, and in
beliefs,

what

is

The

called

common

sense.

formed a political and territorial
unit, which, as has been indicated, was more
or less permanently cohesive: its habitations
were fixed, its dwellings were relativel}' permanent, its territorial boundaries were well
established, and within this geographical district

tribe

the people of the tribe represented

their chiefs

479

and headmen assembled

by

at stated

times at a fixed place within their habitation

and constituted a court of law and justice. At
the time the North American Indians were
brought within the view of history, they
were segregated into organized bodies of persons, and wherever they assembled they constituted a state, for they united the personal
and the geographical ideas in fact, if not in
first

theory.

have been employed by
and historians to designate this political and territorial
unity.
French writers employed "canton," "tribu,"
and "nation"; English writers used "tribe,"
"canton," and "kingdom"; while others have
used "pagus," "shire," and "gau," the territorial meaning of which is that of a section
or division of a country, whereas the concept
to be expressed is that of a country, an entire
territorial unit.
Because the word "tribe" in
its European denotation signifies a political
unit only, its use without a definition is also
inaccurate.
The jejune and colourless terms
"band" and "local group" are often employed
as adequately descriptive of an organized body
of Indian people; but neither of these expressions in the majority of cases should be
used except when, from the lack of definite
Various

terms

discoverers, travellers,

ethnological information regarding the

insti-

employment of a more precise and descriptive
term is precluded.
The effective power of the tribe for offence
and defence was composed not only of the
accumulated wealth of its members and the
muscular strength, stamina, and experience of
its quota of warriors, but also of the orenda
(q. v.), or magic power, with which, it was
assumed, its people, theii- weapons, and implements, and their arts and institutions, were
endowed.
tutions of the people so designated, the

Some

tribes constituted

independent states

while others through confederation with other
tribes

became organic units

ization,

retaining

of a higher organ-

governmental

control

of

Sometimes alliances
between tribes were made to meet a passing
emergency, but there was no attempt to copurely local affairs only.

ordinate structures of the social fabric in such

manner

as to secure permanency.
NevertheNorth America a number of complex,
powerful, and well-planned confederations were
established on universal principles of good
government. Of this kind the League of the
less in

Five Tribes of the Iroquois in the closing deof the IGth century was especially

cades

typical.

This League was

founded on the
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a place opposite to
that held by the other phratry. In the placing
fire

the security and health or
welfare of the body; (3) the doing of justice

of these clan groups the cult of the quarters

or equity; (4) the advocacy and defence of
the doing of justice; (5) the recognition of the
authority of law, supported as it was by the
body of warriors; and (6) the use and preservation of the orenda or magic power. The sum

influence.

of the activities of these six principles in the

phratries alternate annually in occupying this

public peace;

(2)

and private

merely

having long ago lost its
In the great tribal gambling games
between the units of the tribe (for phratry
is

vestigial,

must at all times contend against phratry),
the eastern side of the "plot" was regarded
as insuring success; but at the present

day the

these tribes

auspicious quarter, although the phratry oc-

so confederated resulted in the establishment

cupying this side is not at all times successful.
This dualism in the organization of the
social, religious, and political units, next in
importance to that of the tribe itself, is seemingly based on a concept derived from the
primitive philosophy of the tribe regarding
the procreation, reproduction, and maintenance of life on earth. The clans of a phratry,
or association of clans, caUed one another

public, foreign,

life of

what in their tongue is
called the Great Commonwealth.
In the history of the American Indian tribes,

and preservation

of

differences in culture are as frequent as co-

incidences.
ideas,

Different peoples have different

different

different

ideals,

doing things, different modes of

methods
life, and

of
of

course different institutions in greatly different

degrees and kinds.
of a people

is

The

course of the history

not predetermined, and

it

is

divergent from varying and variable conditions.

Different results are consequent

upon

In some places tribal
clan or a
gentile basis; in other regions a system of
village communities was developed; and in
still others pueblos or village communities
were founded. From these different modes
of life, influenced by varying environment and
departures.

different

organizations are established on a

experiences,

many new

in unlike issues,

departures, resulting

were made.

For the reason

that the elementary group, the family, whence

the

other

units are directly or mediately
always preserved, coincidences are
not infrequent.
The term "family" here is
taken in its broad sociological sense, which is
quite different from the modei-n use of it as
equivalent to fireside (see Family). In gentile
and clan tril^al organizations a family consists
of the union of two persons, each from a different gens or clan, as the case might be, and

derived,

their

is

who, therefore, have certain
and owe certain obligations to, the

offspring,

rights in,

two clans or gentes thus united
by the two parents.

in

marriage

In historical times, in the group of Iroquois
peoples, the tribes consisted of from 3 to 12
or 14 clans, irrespective of population.
For
social,

political,

and

religious

"brothers," and the clans of the opposite
phratry "cousins" or "offspring." In the elder
period the phratry the organic unit next to
the tribe was an incest group to the members

—

—

and consequently marriage was prohibited
it, hence the phratry was exogamous.
But owing to the many displacements of the
tribes by the advance of Caucasians this
of

it,

within

regulation in regard to the phratry has fallen
into disuse, so that at the present time the
in the

exogamous group,

clan alone

is

the gens

the only exogamous group in those

is

just as

which gentile orga.nizations prevail
brotherhoods were formerly in
vogue.
There were, however, never any
phratriarchs as such.
The chiefs and other
tribes in

and

gentile

the several clans acted as the di-

officers of

and rulers of the two phratries, whose
acts, to have tribal force and authority, must
have had the approval of both phratries acting
rectors

through their recognized repi-eNeither phratry could act for the
tribe as a whole. The members of a phratry
conjointly

sentatives.

owed certain duties and obligations to the
members of the opposite one; and these obligations were based not only on considerations

consanguinity

of

and

but

affinitj'

esoteric concepts as well.

also

The reason

on

for the

be found to be cosmical
be emphasized later.

last expression will

and

purposes the

will

Selecting

tlic

Iroquois tribes as fairly typical

those in which the clan organization had

clans of a tribe were invariably organized into

of

two tribal portions or organic units, commonly
denominated phratries, each of whic!\ units

that in such a tribe citizenship consisted in

in council, in games, in ceremonial assemblies,
or in any tribal gathering occupied around

reached

highest development,

its

being by

birth

a clan, and

or

adoption

a

it

is

found

member

membership by birth

in

of

a clan
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was traced only through the mother and her
female ancestors; hence it was solely through
the mother that the clan was preserved and
kept distinct from every other. But although
the child acquired his birth-rights only through
his mother, singularly enough it was through
the lather that his or her kinship was extended

beyond his own into that of his father's clan,
which owed to the offspring of its sons certain
important obligations, which bound these two
clans together not only by marriage but by
a recognized kinship. By
were bound
together into a tribal unity. By. the organization of the clans of the tribe into two exogamic
the stronger

tie of

this process the clans of the tribe

number

between
which the said mutual rights, privileges, and
duties of fatherhood might subsist were in
most cases reduced by about half; but this
reduction was not the object of this dualism
groups, the possible

in tribal structure.

The

of clans

men

wise

of the early

endowed the bodies and eleenvironment and the fictions

Iroquois, having

ments
of

of their

their

brains with

human

attributes,

re-

garded these bodies and phenomena as anthi'opic beings, and so they imputed to them
even social relations, such as kinship and af-

and not the least of these imputed
endowments was that of sex— the principles
of fatherhood and motherhood. These beings
were therefore apportioned in relative numbers
to the two sexes. Even the Upper and the Lower
and the Four Quarters were regarded as anThey, too, were male and
thropic beings.
female; the Sky was male and a father; and
the Earth was female and a m.other; the Sun
their elder brother, was male, and the Moon,
And as this
their grandmother, was female.
dual principle precedent to procreation was
apparently everywhere present, it was deemed
the part of wisdom, it would seem, to incorporate this dual principle by symbolism into
the tribal structure, which was of course

finity,

devised to secure not only welfare to

its

mem-

and those yet unborn, but also to
the perpetuation of the tribe by foster-

bers living
effect
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ing the begetting of offspring.

If, tlien,

or a gens or a phratry of clans or gentes

a clan

came

exogamy

as a protest against unnatural

The union

incestuous sex relations.

of

and

man

and woman in marriage for the perpetuation
of the race was but a combination in the concrete of the two great reproductive principles
pervading all nature, the male and the female
the father and the mother. It would seem,
then, that exogamy is not an inhibition arising
from any influence of the clan or gentUe
tutelary, as some hold, but is rather the result
of the expression or the typifying of the male
and the female principles in nature— the
dualism of the fatherhood and the motherhood of nature expressed in the .social fabric.
In pursuing the study of this dualism in
it is important to note

organic tribal structure

the appellations applied by the Iroquois to
these

two

When

esoteric divisions.

the Five Tribes, or the Five Nations,

as they were sometimes called, united in the

formation of their famous League of the Iroquois, this dualistic concept was carefully
incorporated into the structure of the organic
federal law.

The Mohawk,

the Onondaga,

and the Seneca were organized

into a phratry

"FathOneida and the
Cayuga were organized into a phratry of two
of three tribes, ceremonially called the
er's

the

while

Brothers,"

tribes, ceremonially called

"My

Offspring," or

the phratry of the "Mother's Sisters."

These
and re-echoed
chants of the Con-

esoteric designations are echoed
in the long

and

interesting

dolence Council, whose functions are constructive and preservative of the unity of
the League, and of course adversative to the
activity of death in

destructive

its

myriad

forms.
It is equally

important and interesting to

note the fact that the name for "father" in
the tongues of the Iroquois is the term which
in the cognate Tuscarora dialect signifies
'male,'

but not

istic dialectic

without a characterthus shown that

'father,'

change.

It is

fundamentally the concepts "father" and
"male" are identical.
In the autumn at the Green Corn Dance,
and in the second month after the winter
solstice at the extensive

New

Year ceremonies,

it

the chiefs and the elders in each phratry re-

would consequently be regarded as unnatural
or abnormal to permit marriage between
members of such a symbolic group, and so
prohibition of such marriage would naturally
follow as a taboo, the breaking of which was
sacrilegious. This would in time develop into

ceive from those of the other the enigmatic

to

represent

symbolically

the inhibition of marriage
21

A—31

a

single

commonly

sex,

called

details of

dreams dreamed by fasting children,
by them in order to ascertain

to be interpreted

the personal tutelary

dreamer.

And

in

the procreation of
of it

must

(?

totem, q.

v.)

of the

the earlier time, because
life

and the preservation

originate with the paternal clan or
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clan should in reasonable time replace a person killed or captured by enemies in the clan
of their offspring, The paternal clan and the
phratry to which it belonged was called, with

According to Boas there are remarkable
differences in the complex social organizations
of the tribes of the N. W. coast. Of these the
Haida and the THngit, both having maternal
descent, are each composed of two exogamous

hondonnis"M"\

organic and organized halves or units, which

association of clans, the

reference to a third person,
i.

e. 'his

father's brothers (and kindred).' Since

the clan, and therefore the tribe of which

it

among

Raven and
among the Haida

the Tlingit are called the

the Wolf, respectively, while

is a component part,
is supported by the
numbers of those who compose it, whether
men or women (for its power and wealth lie
chiefly in the numbers of its constituents), it
followed that the loss of a single person was
a great one and one that it was necessary
to restore by replacing the lacking person by
one or many according to the esteem and the
standing in which he was held. This peculiar
duty and obligation of the members of the

known by the names Eagle and
Raven. The sociology of these two tribes,
while approximating in general structure that
of the Tsimshian, having likewise a definite
maternal organization, is less complex, for

paternal clans to their offspring in the other

dition to the foregoing general statements a

clans

day

of

mary

typified among the modern Tusand other Iroquois tribes on the first
the new year. On this day it is custo-

is still

carora

to

make

calls of

congratulation and for

the purpose of receiving a present, usually

some

article of food, such as small cakes,
doughnuts, apples, pieces of pie, etc.
But
every person on entering the house of a clansman of his or her father may demand, in ad"

they are

among

the latter there are apparently four

exogamous associations with subdivisions or
sub-clans. Before any satisfactory knowledge
of the tribal structure and its functions can
be obtained,

it is

necessary to possess in ad-

and systemized knowledge of the
by which these several organic
singly and jointly, transact the affairs

detailed

technique
units,

This kind of information

of the tribe.

is still

measure lacking for a great proportion
of the North American Indian tribes. Among
the Kwakiutl, Boas found a peculiar social
organization which closer study may satisin large

Among

factorily explain.

dition to the ordinary presents providec}, "a

kiutl tribes there are a

baby," using for this purpose the ordinary
term for a baby, owi'r&'d'. To comply with
these apprehended demands, the thrifty housewife, to aid her good man in fulfilling his
obligations, usually has prepared in advance
a goodly number of small mummy-Mke figures

clans in which descent

the northern

number

is

of

Kwa-

exogamic

traced preferably in

of pastry, 8 or 10 inches in length, to represent

but in certain cases a child
may be counted as a member of his father's
clan. Yet, Boas adds, "By a peculiar arrangement, however, descent is so regulated, that
it proceeds in the maternal line."
In speaking of the widely prevalent dualism

symbolically the "babies" demanded.

in

would seem that marriage, to be fruitful, must be contracted between members of
the male and female parts of the tribal unity.

structure,

So

it

the maternal

line,

highest

the

organic

tribes of the

recognized in the structure of the social or-

to point out that Dr.

political

on

all

social relations

and

and

ties of

tribal

a phenomenon of very wide

gamic groups
occurrence,

first

the

N. W., Boas remarks: "Since the

terms of agnatic and enatic kinship, of consanguinity and affinity, was the one basis

At

of

two-fold division of a whole tribe into exo-

In primitive thought, kinship, expressed in

ganization.

units

especially with reference to these

it

is
is

among

gations

on its
worth while

fruitless to speculate

origin in this special case, but

the

it is

Swan ton

in his investi-

Haida was led to the

conclusion that possibly the Eagle group

may

religious affiliations were founded
blood kinship of varying degrees of

represent a foreign element in the tribe," and

where such actual blood
it was assumed by legal

the crest system ("totemism") on the Pacific

closeness; but later,

kinship was wanting,

Within the family as well as outside
was governed by obligations based primarily on kinship of blood
and on certain fundamental cosmical concepts consonant therewith.

states

what but few others appear

fictions.

coast

of it the individual

peculiar

is

to see: that

not necessarily connected with this
division

of

the tribe.

But

already been herein indicated in what
this

dualism has been

social

stocks,

made

it

has

manner

a feature in the

two linguistic
and that the reasons there advanced

structure

of

at

least
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may be tentatively accepted as at least a
probable explanation of such divisions in other
having analogous social institutions,
it can be shown with greater reason
to be due to some other equally potent cause.

tribes

unless

Among

the Salish, the clan and the gentile

forms of social .structure do not occur.

In

this respect the littoral Salish differ materially

from those

of the interior.

Among

the latter,

according to Hill-Tout, the social fabric is so
simple and loose, that it "borders closely upon

anarchy," while among the former it is comparatively complex, and the commune is
divided into "a number of hard and fast
classes or castes," three in

number, exclusive

Boas, writing in 1905 of

of the slave class.

the Salish tribes of the interior of British

Columbia, says that

in the

"very loose" social
if such it may be

organization of these people,
called,

no

tribal unit

is

recognized; that there

are no exogamic groups; and no hereditary

was found, personal distinction being
acquired chiefly by wealth and wisdom. While

nobility

the exigencies of the food quest compelled
these Indians to change their habitations from

permanent villages
were situated in the river valleys. There are
according to this author frequent and consid-

season

to

season,

their

erable fluctuations in the population of the
villages,

but

it

does not appear that these

changes result in a diminution of the tribal
population. It appears that deer-fences and
fishing-places

were the

property of

certain

persons and families, and moreover that the
hunting territory was regarded as the common

property of the whole tribe. From the prominence given to the "family" in marriage observances, in burial customs,
rights,

and

in

property

The population of
by the adoption of
aUens by residence and by marriage. Descent was probably traced
through
the
mother, and marriage of first cousins was

great hunting expeditions.

the tribe was supported

These apparently tentative
statements of Chamberlain indicate that the
tribe was held together by the ties of corisanguinity and affinity.
strictly forbidden.

Trotsikkutchin ('people of the fork of the
A Kutchin tribe on Yukon and

river').

Stewart

organization

much more complex and cohesive
than is now known to exist.

Rampart

or

secret

Each tribal or local community
had a chief whose office was hereditary, although the people always had the right to
select some other member of the family when
for any cause it was needful so to do.
The
power and authority of the chief was limited
by the advice and action of the Council.
Formerly, a chief was elected to direct the

societies.

21

A— 31^5

— Ross, notes on Tinne, B. A. E.
— Richardson, Arct. Exped., 398.
people').
Tathzey-kutshi. — Latham,

Indians.

Tathzey-kutchi.

i,

1851 ('rampart
Nat. Races Russ. Emp., 293, 1854 (includes Kutchakutchin,
Hankutchin, and Tutchonekutchin). Tatzelkutshl.—Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 67, 1856.
TIn'-zlt Kutch'-In. Ross, notes on Tinne, B. A. E.
('people
of
the
ramparts'). T'kltskS. -Whymper,
Travels in Alaska, map, 1869. Tlagga-silla. Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 399, 1851 ('little dogs'). Totshik-o-tin. Dawson in Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. 1887,
202b, 1889. Tran-jlk-koo-chin.— Hardisty in Smith-

—

—

—

—

Tratse-kutshi.— Lason. Rep. for 1866, 311, 1872.
tham, Nat. Races Russ. Emp., 293, 1854. Tro'-tslk
kutch'-in. Ross, notes on Tinne, B. A. E. TscEstsleg-Kuttchln. Petitot, Diet. D^nd-Dindjif, xx.
1876.
Upper Gens du fou. Ross, notes on Tinne,
MS., B. A. E.

—

—

—

The name of
Tsaeqalalis {Tsdeqdlalis}
an ancestor of a Koskimo gens; also applied
to the gens itself.
Boas in Petermanns Mit.

—

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

teil.,

An

Tsaganha.
and

term,

having

Onondaga

dialect,

Iroquoian

here the phonetics of the

freely rendered, 'One utters unintelligible

plied

institutions

extending up

mouth

they are hostile.
They are said to spear
in the shoals of the Yukon.
Ross
described their songs as more musical than
those of any other northern Indians.

had

gentile

territory,

salmon

speech,'

or

Yukon

of Beaver r.,
where they meet the Esbataottine, to whom

According to Chamberlain the social structure of the Kutenai is remarkably simple,
being in strong contrast to the social systems
of great complexity found elsewhere in British
Columbia and on the N. W. coast.
There is
no evidence that the Kutenai have or ever
clan

rs.,

the latter stream to the

possible that further investigation

it is

will reveal a

483

with

and

so

'one rolls

(or

synonymous
meaning is
mouth (speech).'

approximately

'alien,' 'foreigner.'

purls)

Its literal

one's

This term was applied to the several Algonquian tribes dwelling e. and s. of the Iroquois
the Hurons ap"Canadiens" of 1626,
the Algonquians dwelling on the lower
i. e.
It was applied indiscriminately
St. Lawrence.
to the Abnaki, Mohegan, Mahican, Delawares,
Munsee, Stockbridges, Brothertons, and generally to all the New England and contiguous
southern Algonquian tribes.
(j. n. b. h.)
in

widely separated
the

name

Agotsaganens.

— Jogues

xxviii,

1S98.

ed.,

113,

localities;

to the

(1643) in Jes. Rel.,

Agotsaganes.

Thwaites
quoted

— Clark
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— Cuoq,

Agotsakann.

t)y Brinton, Lenape, 255, 1885.

Lexique Iroquoise, 155, 1882 (name

"Les Abenaquis

of

—Ettwein quoted by
Brinton, op.
Anasaquanan. — Sagard, Huron
Nations,
Dictionnaire (1632)
Hiat. Can.,
repr. 1836.
Aosaannen. — Potier, Radices Huronnes,

de

Agozh^gauta.

St. Francois").

14.

cit.,

in

iv,

v.

3.

MS., 1751. Atsagannen.— Bruyas, Radices, 42, 1863.
Tsa ga ha.— Hewitt, inf'n, 1907 (Seneca form). Tsaganha.— Hewitt, inf'n, 1907 (Onondaga, Mohawk,
Oneida, and Tuscarora common form).

Tsahis

The

(Tsdh'is).

town

principal

of

the true Kwakiutl, surrounding Ft. Rupert,
Brit. Col.

sec.

Village.

Tsahwitook

Trans. Roy. Soo.

in

(Tsah-wit-ook)

A

.

body

of

Salish of ^'ictoria superintendency, Brit. Col.;

name

1882, the last time the

in

ap-

pears.

Tsaiiyeuk

Kueha

A

{Tsai'-i-ye-uk).

village of the

sept of the Lekwiltok at the entrance

of Bute

Brit. Col.

inlet,

Roy. Soc. Can. 1887,
Tsaite

w. end

An

(Tsai-te,

—Dawson

sec.

ii,

in Trans.

65, 1888.

Tsakuam

— Dawson
A

(Tsa'k'tsak'oalh).

the Toquart, a Nootka tribe.

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,

sept of

— Boas

6th

in

32, 1890.

A

(Ts'akud'm).

Cowichan

tribe

living in the

town

Fraser

(Boas in Rep. Brit. A.A.S.,
The Indian population of Yale

454,

1894).

was

in 1911

— Downie

A

sec.

Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, xxxi.
Dawson in Trans. Roy,
Uculta.— Ibid.
n, 65, 1887.
in

—

Tsantieottine ('people
lake').

A

Wiwekae,

village of the

Brit. Col.

Tsa-kwa-loo'-ln.

249, 1861.

Soc. Can.,

the excrement

of

clan or division of the Thlingcha-

La Martre lake and
N. W. T.

iinne dwelling on

Mackenzie

dist.,

rsaii-t'i6-ottini!.

— Petitot

in

Bull. Soc.

Tsan-t/ie-pottinS.

jhart, 1875.

Lao des Esclaves,
Ibid., 303.

on

76.

Tsakwalooin.
near cape Mudge,
Euclitus.

of Shilekuatl, at Yale,

Brit. Col.

r.,

3G3,

1891.

r.,

Gfiog. Pari?,

— Petitot,

Autour du

—
— Hcarne,

Tson-t/Jie-/iotline.

Western Dog-ribbed Indians.

Jour, to N. Ocean, 262, 1795.

A body of Sanetch on the
Vancouver id.; pop. 73 in 1911.

Tsartlip.
'ind of

'I'sartlip.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1904, pt.

Tsattiiie

('dwellers

An Athapascan
group,

the

v., A.

Rocky mts.

1912

Mackenzie

of them as one of the small tribes of
Rocky Mountain Indians living in the Chipewyan country and speaking their language

(Mass. Hist. Soc.

Coll.,

2d

s., ii,

42, 1814).

On

map

he locates them between Peace r.
and Liard r., and says their name is derived
from that of an affluent of the latter. It was,

his

however. Peace

r.

that

they called Tsddes,

'the river of beavers' (Petitot,

La Mer

and was the source

Glaciale,

supply
beaver furs early in the 19th century. Ross
(MS., B. A. E.) said in 1858, that they resided
of the

ii,

among

s.

e.

who roam over the wide

country along Peace

r.

to the

Rocky

mts.,

Hind (Labrador

Penin.,

n,

Vermihon

1863)

said

that they resorted to Fts. Vermilion and

Dun-

vegan.

261,

Petitot (Diet. Dene-Dindji^, xx, 1876)

said that they

hunted along Peace

T.

(Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.,

and that

Dawson

1879-80, 51,

1881)

gave their territory as along Peace r. N. to
Battle r., e. to Simonette r. to the fork of
Smoky r., and w. to the Mountain of Rocks
portage on Peace r., where they mingled
with the Sekani. Morice (Trans. Can. Inst.,
113, 1889) placed them in his Eastern Den6
division of the Athapascan, following the classification of Ross and Gibbs, and gave their
habitat as along Peace r., trading at Hudsons
Hope and Ft. St. John. In 1890 he stated
that they inhabited both sides of Peace r.
from Hudsons Hope to Ft. Dunvcgan. They
are bolder and braver than their neighbours
on the N. and superior in most ways to the
Chipewj^an, whom they much resemble in
features, customs, and moral character. Their
dialect is softer than that of the other Tinne
tribes, it having been modified by theu* intercourse with the Cree. Possessing horses and
sub.sisting principally on the products of the
chase, they are more nomadic than the other
mountain tribes. Thej' are good workers in
iron and make neat spurs and crooked knives
out of worn-out files. In 1858 Ross found 35
of tlie tribe at Ft. Resolution, on Great Slave
lake.
In 1889 Morice gave their supposed
population for the entire tribe as 800, in 1906
as 700.

69, 1905.

the beavers').

tribe belonging to the

from below Ft.
roaming as far
as the upper Hay r. on one side and Lesser
Slave lake on the other. Gibbs (MS., B.A.E.)
located them w. of lake Athabaska, on Peace r.
in the

they formerly included the Sarsi.

ancient village on the

Harbledown id., Brit. Col.
in Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.
of

Tsaktsakoath

e. of

of

— Dawson

Sa-kish.— Ibid. Tsah'lis.—
65, 1887.
Am. Geog. Soc, xix, 227, 1887.

ii,

-Boas in Jour.

pop. 71

and

r.

292, 1887),

Fort Rupert
Can.,

Peace
spoke

Sekan

prairies

s.

of

Beaver. — Mackenzie, Voy.,
1802.
8!,
Beaver
Hunters. — De Smet, Oregon Miss., 104, 1847. Beavers.
— Morire Antiiropos, 272, 1906. Castors. — Petitot,
Diet. D4nd-Dindji^, x\, 1876.
Copper. — Kcane in
ir,

in

i,
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Petitot, Kutcliin,

Castor.

No. 21a
(mistake).

Danfe.—

vocab., B. A. E., 1809.

Gens de

Compend., 404,

Stanford,

— De
—

IsattinS.

1878

Missions de I'Oregon,
Tsiih'-tyuh.

Sniet,

1844.

109,

— Ross,

Ibiil. (niisprint).

MS.

notes on Tinnc, U. A. K. Tsa-ottine.— Petitot, MS.
Morice in Proc. Can.,
vocab., B. A. E., ISG5. Tsaten.
Morice in Anthropos,
Tsa-'teniie.
Inst., 112, 1S89.
Tsa-tinneh.— Ross quoted by Gibbs,
I,
272, 1906.

—
—

Tsa-tqenne.
Tsa-tline.— Petitot,

MS., B. A. E.
18C0.

—

— Morice,

letter,

Tzah-din-

Brit. A. A. S.

Tsawatenok
enox'^,

B. A. E.,

Dene-Dindji6, xx,
Petitot quoted by Halo in Rep.
Diet.

Tsa-ttinnfe.
on N. AV. Tribes, 21, 18SS.
neh.— Balbi, Atlas Etlino-., 821, 1826.
1876.

A

country').

Brit. Col.

inlet,

Their genles (according to Boas) are Lelewag-

Gyigyekemao, Wiwokemae, Gj-agygyilaIn winter they occonjointlj' with

kya, and Kakawatilikya.

cupy the town

of

Kwaustums

Hahuamis and Guauaenok;

the

summer

in

Pop. in 1911
they go to Hata and Kwae.
(probably including the Guauaenok), 228, all
of whom are ineinber.s of the Anglican church.
Dza'wadiienox".
V, pt.

I,

7,

in

Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.

Soi-il-enu.— Kane,

Y.'and. in

Hist.

N.

A.,

— Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,
Toah-v,aw-lay-neuch. — Sproat in Can,
Soi

app., 1859.
1S55.

488,

— Boa^

1902.

v,

it iiiu.

Toa-waw-ti-e-neuh.

Ind. Aff., 145, 1879.

— Can. Ind.

1896, _43,'), 1S97. Tsah-wau-tay-neuch.— Ibid..
148, 1879." Tsah-waw-ti-neuch.— Ibid., 1884, 189,

Aff.

Tsah--.va«-ty-neuchs.— Ibid., 1880, 119, 1881.
Boas in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130,
1887. Tsawadainoh.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs,
IISb,
Brit. Col.,
Brit. Col. map.
1SS4. Tsawahtee.
Tsawantiano. Can.
1872. Tsawallnough.
Ibiu.
Can.
Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 76, 1908. Tsa-wan-ti-e-neuh.
1885.

Tsaiial'enoq.

Ind.

Aff.

—

1S95,

—
—

1910.

86,

—

—

—

Tsawantleneuk.— Ibid.,
Tsawataineuk.— Ibid., pt. 2,

1896.

362,

1904, pt. n, 71, 1905.

Tsa'watEL-noq.— Boas

in

6th Rep. N.

—

W.

Tribes Can., 55, 1890. Ts'a'watKcnox.
Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897. Tsawat'enoq. Boas in

Am. Gcog.

Bull.

and Dawson,

op.

(name given by white people).

cit.

Tpa-waw-ti-e-neuk.— Can.
Tsa'-wut-ai-nuk. Dawson

—

sec.

65,

II,

Dawson,

op.

1887.
cit.,

of

Ind.

1897.

364,

Aff.,

in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,
Tsa-wutti-e-nuh. Tolmie and

—

119b.

A body
Vancouver id.,

Tsawout.
end

—

Tsavvatli.— Tolmie

Soc., 228, 1887.

of

Sanetch near the

s.e.

Brit. Col.; pop. 103 in

1902, 92 in 1911.

Tsanout.— Can.

164, 1901.

Tsarout.

Tsawout.— Ibid.,

417, 1898.

Ind. Aff., pt.

—Ibid., 1883, 190, 1884.

2,

woods, over the different forks and brancheC'
of the sources of the Sascatshawin and Athabaska." Jefferys in 1741 placed them n.w. of
lake Winnipeg,

and

as the Strongwood Assiniboin, who, in

Tschantoga
'tree').

('people of the wood.s,'

A

from

division of the Assiniboin,

which Dobbs (Hudson Bay,

35,

map, 1744)

placed a considerable distance n. w. of lake

Winnipeg.

De Smet

(Oregon Miss., 150,
1847) said that they did not number more
than 50 lodges, divided into several bands,
and were seldom seen on the plains, but
"travel over the mountains and through the

1808,

were on Battle r. and between it and the
South Saskatchewan, according to Henry

Henry-Thompson
They ranged as

(Coues,

Jour.,
far

522^

ii,

as

s.

Little

r., if identical with the Oseegah of
Lewis and Clark (Disco v., 43, 1806) and the
Waziab that Hayden found in United States
territory, though they traded at the Hudson's
Bay Co.'s posts on Assiniboine r. Denig said
that the Waziah whom he met in Dakota,
60 lodges under chief Le llohe de Vent, came

Missouri

from the n. in 1S39. According to Hayden
they numbered 120 to 200 persons in 1862.
Lewis (Statist. View, 1817) said there were
between Little Missouri and Assiniboine rs. 100
lodges, 250 warriors, and a total population

Under the

of 880.

they

divided by

Rocky

Bow

They

visage, active

energetic of

N.W. They
by

a reserve of 69,720 acres
r.,

are

and

the foothills of the

in

m. w.

mts., about 40

berta.

designation "Stoniea"

official

now occupy

of Calgary,

described

as

Al-

pleasant

of

and the most

fleet of foot,

the tribes of the Canadian
gain a livelihood by stock raising,
all

and beadwork, and

selling timber, furs,

A

labouring for ranchmen.

mission

was

byes-

among them in 1873, and, in 1904,
McDougall boarding school at Morley
accommodated 48 children. Pop. 665 in 1911.
des Montagues, of
Cf. Chahin, or Gens
tablished

the

Maximililan.

—

Assiniboels of the North. JeiTerys, Am. Atlas, mapj.
De Smet, Miss. do>
1776. Assiniboins des Forets.
Assiniboins of the forest.
100, 1848.
De Smet, Oregon, Miss., 150, 1847. Assiniboins of theNorth. Jefferys, French Dom., pt. 1, map, 1741.
Assiniboins of the Rocky Mountains. Keane Id
Stanford, Compend., 536, 187S. Assiniboins of the
Woods.— Dobbs, Hudson Bay, 35, 1744. Gens deFeuillees.— Lev.-is and Clark Exped., i, 184, 1817.

8,

—

I'Oregon,

—

—

Gens de FeuiUes.— Ibid.,
Bois.— Maximilian

chart,

Theii:

in 1776, in lat. 55°.

usual habitat at that time was not far from..
Saskatchewan r. They are probably the same

1897).

{Tis'u'watEmox, or Dzd'wculE-

'people of tlie eulachon

Kwakiiitl tribe on Kingcome
yila,

485-

i,

Gens des
Gens de Tee.

1814.

146,

,Trav., 194, 1843.

Lewis, Statistical View (1806), quoted by Coues, Lewis
and Clark Exped., i, 193, 1893 (said to be a misprint for

—

Gens des FeuiUes). Gens du Nord. Hayden, Ethnog.
and Philol. Mo. Val 387, 1S62. Mountain Assinaboins. Brown in Beach, Ind. Miscel., 76, 1877.

—

,

Mountain Stoneys. —-Maclean, Can. Savage

—

Folk, 21

O-see'-gah. Lewis quoted by Coues, Lewis
and Clark Exped., i, 193, note, 1893. Osegah.
Schermerhorn (1812) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., n,.
Osseegahs. Keane in Stanford, Compend.,
42, 1814.
Stonies.— Can. Ind. Aff. Reps, (official
470, 1878.
1896.

—
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name). Strong Wood
Assinlbolnes. Henry in
Coues, Henry-Thompson Jour., ii, 523, 1897. Strongwood Assinnibolnes. Hind, Red River Exped., ii,
152, 1860.
To-kum'-pi.— Hayden, Etlinog. and Phil-

—

«1.

Mo.

Val.. 387, 1862.

Atlas, Ethnog., 55, 1826.

Tschunguscetoner.— Balbi,
Wah-ze-ah we-chas-ta.

Denig in 15th Rep. B. A. E., 223, 1897. Wah-zi-ah.—
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val, 387, 1862.

—

Waziya wltcacta. Dorsey in 15th Rep. B. A. E., 223,
1897. Waziya wicasta.^— Ibid. Wood Assiniboines.

— Maclean,
neys.

Can. Savage Folk,

Tseokuimik

Hwotsotenne

village

A

in

on Bulkley

r.,

Brit. Col.

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

Tseoomkas.
Vancouver

end

of

band
Vancouver id.,

— Dawson

Tse-oom'-kas.

Sanetch on the s. e.
Brit. Col.; pop. 20 in

of

Tsekum.—

Ind. Aff., pt. 2, 69, 1904.

Tse-kun.— Ibid.,

1883.

190,

Tsi-klum.— Ibid.,

313,

1892,

1893.

lake

along the

N.

Ttse-ottlne.

T.

Mac-

their totem.

letter,

k6h-ne-az.— Morice

Trans. Can. Inst.,

B. A. E., 1890.

Ts^-

1893,

28,

W.

A
sd.,

division

the

of

w. coast of Brit.

Cpl.

(f. b.)

('axe-edge river').

sotenne village on Bulkley

r.,

27,

— Boas

Tribes Can., 32, 1890.
('people against the rocks').

E.

base of the

Rocky

mts., n. of Peace

r.,

chiefly

St. John, Brit. Col.

—

Cheta-ut-tlnne. Richardson, Arct. Exped., i, 180,
1851.
'Dtcheta-ta-ut-tunne. Ibid. Tse-ta-hwo -

tqenne.— Morice,

—

letter,

— Morice

in

B.

A.

Trans.

E.,

Can.

1890.
Inst.

Ts^'-ta1893,

29,

1895.

Tsetsaa

Brit. Col.

Notes on W. Dfnfis,

proper').

tribe.

division of the Sekani, residing about the

ut'qenne.

A Hwot-

Nootka

A

around Ft.

1895.

'Seshart

{Ts'ecd'alh,

Tsetautkenne

mts., Brit. Col.

— Morice,

is

— Petitot, Diet. Dene-Dindjif, xx, 1876.
— Petitot, Autour du Lac des Esclaves,

6th Rep. N.

Tsel-'kaz-Kwoh.

A

Ttsfe-Pottlne.

in

Tselkazkwo

Can.

bark canoes').

The dog

whose range lies between
and the summit of the Rocky

Tse'-'k6h-na.— Morice,

{Tse'tsaa).

a Kwakiutl tribe.

A

— Boas

gens of the Koskimo,
in

Rep. U.

S.

Nat.

Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

1895.

Tselone

('people of the end of the rocks').
Sekani division trading at Bear Lake* outpost on Finlay r., lat. 57°, Brit. Col. They

A

inhabit a plain that intersects the

believed by the tribes in the

end

W.

sept of the Seshart, a

Tseklten {Ts^xlle'n).
Squawmish on Howe

Roy. Soc.

shore of Great Bear lake,

s.

dist.,

A

in

Trans.

of the

people on the rocks').

tribe of the Sekani

McLeod

in

363, 1891.

308, 1879.
('little

w. coast of

n.

65, 1888.

II,

Tseshaath

Tsekehneaz

inlet,

clan or division of the Thlingchadinne living

kenzie

Tsehum.— Can.
Ibid.,

principal village of the

Brit. Col.

id.,

Tseottine ('people

A

1911.

A

The

328,

189.5,

109,

x,

1893.

Tsehum.

clan of the

—

1887, sec.

— Morice

1912

tribe.

Ts'e'okuimiX. Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus.
1897.
Ts'e'uitx.— Ibid.

Sto-

against the rocks').

A

(Ts'e'okuimiX).

Somehulitk, a Kwakiutl

Klaskino, on Klaskino

Tsechah ('down
Tsfetcah.

Wood

1S96.

21,

— Ibid.

v., A.

Ts'E'ntsEnHk'aio.— Boas in Gth Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 54, 1890.
Ts'E'nts'Enx-qaio.— Boas in Rep.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 332, 1897. Tsfnxq'al6.— Boas in
Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 18S7.

s.

Rocky

mts.,

to be at the

of the range.

—

Tse'-Ioh-ne. Morice, letter, B. A. E., 1890. Tselon6.— Morice in Proc. Can. Inst. 1889, 112, 1890
('people of the end of the rocks').

Tsenkam

{Ts'E'nq'am).

A

subdivision of

the Tsentsenkaio, a gens of the Walas Kwakiutl.— Boas in Rep. Nat. Mus, 1895, 332,
1897.

Tsentsenkaio

{Ts' e' nis' Enx qaio, 'the Ts'e'-

A

gens of the Walas Kwakiutl,
subdivided into the Tsenkam and the Haimanx'qaios').

aksto.
•Bear lake,

is

at the head of the Skeena riv»r.

should, probably, read 'valley

'

'Plain'

Tsetsaut {Ts'Ets'd'ul, 'people of the inNiska name). An Athapascan band
long settled among the Niska on Portland
terior':

canal, Ala.ska, reduced in 1895 to 12 individ-

They are a branch of the western Nahane
speaking a dialect similar to the Tahltan.
This territory extended from Chunah r. to
Observatory inlet and northward to the wateruals.

About 1830 thej' numbered
r.
but were practically exterminated by
continued attacks of their kinsmen, the LakThey once lived
weip, and of the Tlingit.
on Behm channel, and were friendly with the
Sanya until these determined to kill them and
enslave their women and children, whereupon
they migrated to Portland channel and, when
reduced in numbers, fell under the control of
the Niska.
See Boas in 10th Rep. N. W.
shed of Iskut
500,

Tribes Can., 34, 1895, and in Jour.
lore, IX,

No.

4,

1896; x. No.

1,

Am.

1897.

Folk-
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Tsetsetloalakemae {Tsetse Lod'laq Etnae,
A gens of the Nimkish,
'the famous ones').
a Kwakiutl tribe. Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 1895, 831, 1897.

—

Tsilkotin ('people of young-man's river').
An Athapascan tribe of British Columbia,
occupying, a territory lying chiefly in the valley
of Chilcotin r. at about lat. 52°. Their nearest

whose
and who are

relatives are the TakulU, or Carriers,

territory

is

adjacent on the

n.,

whom

they

Toward the w. a pass

leads

the only Athapascan people with

come

in contac*.

through the Coast range to Bellacoola, and
intercourse with the tribe of that name,
which was formerly frequent (see Nakuntlun),
In early days
is still kept up to some extent.
there was also some communication with the
On
Kwakiutl of Knight inlet on the s. w.
the E. the Tsilkotin are separated from the
Shuswap by Fraser r., and do not hold very
intimate relations with that people. In earlier
times the two tribes were constantly at war,
the Tsilkotin invading their country and
penetrating as far as Similkameen valley,
whose inhabitants are descended from the
invaders, who compelled the Salish to make
peace and permit intermarriage. Even to-day
there is a decided undercurrent of suspicion
between the Tsilkotin and the Shuswap.
Toward the s. their nearest neighbom's are
the Lillooet, but contact between the two
tribes is slight. In former times and down to
within about 40 years, the centre of the territory and population of the Tsilkotin was
Anahim lake; and, from here, they covered
a considerable extent of country, the principal points of gathering being Tatlah, Puntzee,

and Chizikut

They ranged

lakes.

as far

s.

and at the time of salmon
fishing were accustomed to move in large
numbers down to Chilcotin r., to a point near
as Chilko lake,

the present

Anahim

487

res.,

always returning to

their

homes

More

recently they have been brought to the

as soon as the season

was

past.

"Stone Chilcotin," or "Stonies."
Although subjected to intercourse with the
whites as

whites for a comparatively short period, the
Tsilkotin have assimilated the customs and
ideas of their civilized neighbours to such an

own have largely disappeared,
among the families still living in the
moantains.
The sedentary Tsilkotin, who

extent that their

except

have abandoned semi-subterranean huts and
white neighbours in log houses
covered with mud, now cultivate cereals, peas,
and potatoes, and are reported to be moral,
live like their

temperate and

These Morice

religious.

vides into the Tleskotin,

di-

Tlathenkotin, and

Toosey. Their population was estimated at
450 in 1906. For their mythology, see Farrand
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Anthr. iii. No.
1,

1900.

f.)

(l.

Chilcotin.— Cox, Columbia R., ii, 368, 1831. Chlleatin.— Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 19, 1862. Chllh-

Xotln.— Morice
Chilicoatens.

in

Proc. Can. Inst.

— Macfie,
—

1890.

1889, 110,

Vancouver

ChlUcotens.—Whymper, Alaska,
tln.— Fleming in Can. Pac. Ry.

Id.,

428,

48, 1869.

Rep.,

1865.

Chilico1877.

121,

Chilkho'tenne. Morice in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., x,
map, 1892. Chi-l-i|ohten. Morice, letter, B. A. E.,
1890 (Takulli name). Chilko- tin. Latham in Trana.
Philol. Soc. Lond., 66, 1856.
Chilicoatens.—Wilkes,

—

—

U. S. Expl. Exped., iv, 450, 1845. Chlltokln.— McDonald, Brit. Col., 126, 1862. Tchilkoten.— De Smet,

Oregon Miss., 100, 1847. Tshilkotln.— Tolmie and
Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 122b, 1884. Tsl[Koh'tln.

—Morice in Trans. Can. Inst. 1893, iv, 22, 1895.
k6tln.— Hale, Ethnog. and Philol., 202, 1846
kotlnneh.

— Dall in Proc. A. A. A.

S.,

TsU.T'sil-

xxxiv, 1886.

Tsitnshian ('people of Skeena r.') The
most important of the three main divisions
of the Chimmesyan linguistic family, and that
which gives it its name. In the strictest sense
it

designates the following closely related tribes

or divisions living between Nass
rs.,

and Skeena

N. Brit. Col.: Kilutsai, Kinagingeeg,

Kishpachlaots,

uhtoiah,

Kitlani,

Kin-

Kitsalthlal,

Kitunto, Kitwilgioks, Kitwilksheba, and Kitzeesh.

To

these are sometimes added the

Kitsalas and Kitsumgallum,

who

live farther

eastward, and to-day the chief centres of the

up Skeena r., near the canon, but speak the
same dialect. The appellation has also been

tribe are three reservations in the valley of

extended to cover

the Chilcotin

—Anahim, Stone, Riske

Creek
at Alexandria, on Fraser

and the Carrier res.
r., where a few Tsilkotin famihes
Stella).

Besides these there are a

Kittizoo,

who

live

reside (see

The

number

the ancient towns.

of

all

other tribes speaking

and
on the islands southward

this dialect, viz, the Kitkahta, Kitkatla,

divisional

names given

To

are also

these

may

New

names

of

be added

families leading a semi-nomadic life in the old

the following modern towns:

woods and mountains
to the westward.
These latter Indians, considerably less influenced by civilization than
their reservation relatives, are known by the

Metlakatla (New and Old), Port Essington, and
Port Simpson.
Pop. in 1911 (including 465

tribal territory, in the

enumerated
1000), 1,944.

in

Kitsalas,

Duncan's colony, Alaska,
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The name for this division has been so often
extended to include other branches of it that
some of the synonyms may have a similar

living near the

extension.

Tcu-Kutchi.— Richardson,

(j.

Chimpsain.— Halleck

r. s.)

Rep. 1869, 563,
1870.
Chimseyans. Kingsley, Stand. Nat. Hist., vi,
W. A. Howard, Notes
136, 1883. Chymshean Nation.
on Northern Tribes, MS., B. A. E., 1860. Elqi'miE.
Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9, 1889 (Bellacoola name).
Fort Simpson Indians. Scott (1859)
in H. R. Ex. Doc. 65, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 115, 1860
(portion in that town).
Isimpshean. Can. Ind. Aff.,
Kilat.
Swantcn, field notes,
7, 8, 1S72 (misprint).
1900-01 (Masset Haida name). Kilgat.— Ibid. (Skidegate Haida name).
Kil-kat. Gibbs in Cont. N. A.
Kwe'tEla. Boas,
Ethnol., I, 136, 1877 (Haida name).
Milbauks-chim-zi-ans.
op. cit. (Heiltsuk name).
Crosbie in H. R. Ex. Doc. 77, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 7,
1860 (Tsim.shian on Milbanke sd.). Nishmumta.
Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 115b, 1884.
Shimshyans. Pinart, Notes sur les Kcloches, 2, 1873.
Shlneshean. Phelps quoted by Bancroft, Hist.
Wash., 135, 1890. Simpsian. Mahoney in Ind. Aff.
Rep. 1869, 576, 1870. Simpsians.— Mahoney (1869)
in Sen. Ex. Doc. 68, 4l3t Cong., 2d sess., 21, 1870.
Simseans. Taylor in Cal. Farmer, July 25, 1862.
Skeena Indians. Collective name of many authors
for the Tsimshian;
also extended to the Kitksan,
Ts'emsia'n. Boas in Zeitschr. fiir Ethnol., 231, 1888.
Tsimchian. Ibid. T'simpheeans. Can. Ind. Aff.,
in

—

U.

S. Ind. Aff.

—

—
—

—
—

—

Tsitoklinoton.

Yukon

r.,

('people

Trans.
otin.

of

v., A.

1912

part of the Ilankutchin

mouth

on

of Forty-mile or.,

Yukon.
the

Philol.

— Dawson

Arctic Exped.,

Tshu-Kutshi.

water').

in

i,

397, 1851

— Latham

in

Tsit-o-klinRep. Geol. Surv. Can., 1888, 202b,
Lend.,

Soc.

1856.

67,

1889.

Tsitsi.
of British

A former village of the Ntshaautin
Columbia. Morice in Trans. Can.

—

Inst., IV, 25, 1895.

Tsitsimelekala
a Kwakiutl tribe.

'the

{Tsltsime'lEqala,

A

Tsime'lEqalas').

gens of the Nakoaktok,

—Boas

Rep. Nat. Mua.

in

1895, 329, 1897.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

Tsimpsean.

122, 1880.

1882.

right.

T'simpshean.— Can.

T'simpsheean.
Ibid.,

—

—V/

—

Ind.

Tsimsean.— Swan

193, 1906.

Alaskans,
1879.
125,

Aff.,

Morris Treas.

in

— Gibbs Cont. N. A.
Tsimsheeans. — ]\Iayne, Brit.

Tsim.seyans.

Rep., 144, 1879.
Ethnol., I, 268,

1877.

Col., 287, 1862.

Tsimshian.— Boas

in

in 5th

Rep. N. V/.

Tribes Can., 8, 1889. T'sim-si-an'.— Gibbs in Cont.
N. A. Ethnol., i, 143, 1877. Ts'otSQE'n.— Boas in 5th
Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 9, 1889 (Tlingit name). Tuhakwilti. Tolmie and Dawson, op. cit., 122b, 1884
Zimshian-Indianer. Von Schul(Bellacoola name)

—

—

.

enberg, Sprache der Zimshian Ind., 1894.

Tsiniksistsoyiks
finished eating').

band

of the

—

manns

A

Brit.

Col.

A

Wikeno

village

in

Peter-

—Boas

Tatla r., Brit. Col., connected with
TsisthainU.— Can. Ind. Aff., 213, 1902.
of

A

Tatshiautin village on lac

Trembleur, Brit. Col.; pop. 13

in 1902,

28 in

1911.

Tsistiks

Hist.,

II,

above

—

49, 1898.

Tsomootl

A

[Tsomb'oL).

lage on Bellacoola

Bellacoola vil-

above Senktl.
Mus. Nat. Hist., ii, 49,

Brit. Col.,

r.,

—Boas in Mem. Am.
1898.

Tsomosath

A

{Tso'?7ids'alh).

sept of the

Opitchesaht, a Nootka tribe.

Somass.— Mayne,

Brit. Col., 167, 1862.

Tso'raos'ath.
Ibid., 251.
Tribes Can., 32, 1S90.

Tsonai

— Boas
A

(Tsd'nai).

in

Tsomass.

Oth Rep. N.

W.

Seechelt sept which

formerly lived at Deserted bay, the junction

Queens reach and Princess Royal reach,

of

Jervis inlet, Brit. Col.

come from

The founder

Ft. Rupert.

is

said

— Hill-Tout in

Jour. Anthr. Inst., 21, 1904.

A

Tsooquahna.

village of the Tatshiautin at the

Tsisthainli.

—

Bellacoola

Col.,

Brit.

r.,

in

TsQoaQk'a'ne. Boas in 7th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Tsxoaxqa'ne. Boas in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat.
3, 1891.

to have

Mitteil., pt. 5, 130, 1S87.

Tsisli.

mouth

{Ts'iomxau).

inlet,

A

(Tsxoaxqa'ne).

on Bellacoola
Nukaakmats.

Piegan tribe

Early Finished Eating. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge
Tales, 225, 1892. Tsin-ik-sis-tso-yiks.— Ibid., 209.

Tsiomhau

Tskoakkane
village

{Tsin-ik-sis'-tso-yiks, 'early

A

of the Siksika, as well as of the Siksika proper.

on Rivers

—

sometimes given to the gens itseK. Boas
Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130, 1887.

Tsimpsians.

1879.

123,

Ibid.,

Among the

The
Tsitualaqumae (Tsitualaqumde).
name of an ancestor of a Tlauitsis gens; also

coast of Vancouver

Nitinat village on the s.w,
id.,

about

1

m. w.

of

the

outlet of Nitinat lagoon; pop. 20 in 1902.

Tsuquanah.— Can.
Tsoowahlie.
res.

near

Ind. Aff., suppl., 81, 1902.

A Chilliwak town on

Fraser

r.,

Brit.

Col.;

Sagwalie
49 in

pop.

1911.
{Tsl-stlks', 'httle birds')-

A

society

Comrades, in the
Piegan tribe of the Siksika. It includes boys
from 15 to 20 years of age. Grinnell Blackfoot
Lodge Tales, 221. 1892.
of the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All

—

Soowahiie.— Can.

Ind. AS., pt.

ii,

75, 1904.

Sovvhy-

Suwa'Ie.— Hill-Tout in Rep. N.
W. Tribes Can., 4, 1902. To-y-lee.— Can. Ind. Aff.,
Tsoowahlie.
1880.
To-ylee.—
Ibid., 188, 1884.
317,
—Ibid., pt. II, 160, 1901. Ts'uwa'le.— Boas in Rep.
lie.— Ibid.,

78, 1878.

64th Meeting Brit. A. A.

S.,

454, 1894.
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'stick-cutter,'

(Tso-td'-ce,

A

e.

153, 1878.

A

'thunder-birds').

[Ts'o'is'ena,

gens of the Awaitlala, a Kwakiutl tribe.
in

i.

Hurons or Wyandot.

clan of the

—Morgan, Anc. Soc,
Tsotsena

— Boas

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 331, 1897.

Tsulus

A

('open' or 'open flat').

village

the Nicola band of Ntlakyapamuk near
Nicola r., about 40 m. above Spence Bridge,

of

Brit. Col.

Culu'c— Hill-Tout in Rep. Ethnol.
Sulu's. — Teit in Mem. Am. Mus.

— Dawson

1900. Tshoo-loos'.
Can., sec. ii, 44, 1S91.

Tsutsiola

in

A

(Tsoo-lsi-ola).

w. coast

Surv. Can.,

4,

1899.

Nat. Hist., ii, 174,
Trans. Roy. Soc.

Tsulu's.— Teit.

op.

cit.

Quatsino

mouth

lage on the E. side of the
inlet,

of "S^ancouver id.

of

vil-

Forward

—Dawson

in

Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.

—

Tuakdjuak. An Okomiut Eskimo summer
settlement of the Saumingmiut sub tribe

Touaqdjuaq.

penin., Baffin island.

— Boas in Gth Rep.

Tuarpukdjuak.
Nugumiut Eskimo
sd.,

on

A
in

winter village of the

Countess of Warwick

Baffin island.

Tuarpukdjuaq.—Boas
Twerpukjua.

in Gth

—Hall, Arct

good hunters, rarely lacking food, they do not
hunt furs, but exchange their beads, which
form the circulating medium, for the peltry
of the neighbouring tribes. They are fond of
oratorial display, and in their harangues the
voice of the speaker gradually rises, becoming
a screech at the climax. They subsist at all
seasons almost exclusively on caribou, which

they hunt on the mountains. Formerly they
were numerous, but by 1866 they had become
reduced to 15 hunters or 40 men. Dawson
(Rep. Geol. Surv. Can. 1888, 206B, 1889) gave
the number of inhabitants of Peel r. and La
Pierre House, the Tathtkutchin and Tukkuthkutchin together, as 337, consisting of 185

males and
their

Rep. B.A. E., 422, 1888.

Researches, 268, 1865.

{Tuxeze'p,

shortened

form

of

xuxe'ep 'sharp ground or place for pitching
lodges,'

so

called

—

from small

sharp stones

around there. Teit). A Ntlakyapamuk village
on the E. side of Fraser r., about a mile above
Lytton, Brit. Col.

Tayosap.— Can. Ind. Aff., 79,
in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

1878.
ii,

Tflxeze'p.— Teit

172, 1900.

(Tuis-kis'-iiks, 'mosquitos').

A

society of the Ikunuhkahtsi, or All Comrades,

Piegan tribe of the Siksika. It is composed of men who were constantly going to
war. Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales, 221,
in the

—

1892.

Tukkuthkutchin

A

— Morice in Anthropos,
— Petitot, Autour du lac

i,

261,

1891.

—

1876

craft, Ind. Tribes,

ii,

Dcegothee.— Gallatin
Degathee
19, 1836.

28, 1852.

Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii,
Dinees. Kcanc in Stanford, Compend., 511,
Degothees. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 542,
Degothl-Kutchin. Bancroft, Nat. Races, i, 146,
Degutbee Dinees. Mackenzie, Voy., 49,

in

—

people').

Kutchin tribe at the head of Porcupine r.,
occupying the territory between the headwaters
of the Porcupine r. and Ft. McPherson, in N. e.
Yukon ter. and n. w. Mackenzie dist. Their
eyes are frequently small and obhque, hence
their name.
Arthoug J barbarous, they are
more intefligent than other tribes. They are

1878.

—

—
—
Dennee. — Franklin,

('the people

who avoid

Sec.

1853.
1874.

1802.

Exped., 40, 1828

the arrows of their enemies

by

keeping a lookout on both sides'). Deguthee Dine.
Mackenzie, Voy., ii, 213, 1802. Deguthee Dinees.

—

Mackenzie, Voy. 51,, 1801. Digothi. Latham, Nat.
Races Russ. Emp., 292, 1854. Digothi-Kutchin.
Simpson, Nar. of Discov., 103, 1843. Gens-de-ralt.—
Colyer in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1863, 593, 1870. Gens de

—Whymper, Alaska, 255, 1869. KIo-ven-KoutAutour, 361, 1891 (gens du bord des
—

tchin.

Petitot,

Prairies).

Kloven-Kuttchin.

—Petitot,

Diet.

D^n6-

Dindjie, xx, 1876 ('people at the end of the prairie').

Kukuth-kutchin.— Bancroft, Nat. Races,

1874
Lapiene's House Indians. Ivirkby in
Hind, Labrador Renin., ii, 254, 1863. Louclies.
LouPetitot, Autour du lac des E.sclaves, 361, 1891.
chloux Proper. Ross, notes on Tinne, S. I. MS. 474.
des
Esdu
lac
Petitot,
Autour
Nattsae-Kouttchin.
i,

-147,

—

(misprint).

—

—

—

(marmot people). Njithi. Ibid.
Porcupine. Colyer in U. S. Ind.
Porcupine River Indians.
Aff. Rep. 1889, 593, 1870.
Whymper, Alaska, 255, 1869. Quarrelers.— Mac361,

1891

—

('between others').

—

—

Ouarrellers. Franklin, Nar.
Querelleurs.— Balbi,
Polar Sea, 261, 1824.
Atlas Ethnog., 821, 1826.
Rat Indians.— Hardisty in
Smithsou. Rep. 1866, 311, 1872. Rat River Indians.
kenzie, Voy., 51, 1801.

Journ.

—

Latham in
Alaska, 255, 1869. Squinters.
Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 67, 1856. Squint-Eyes.
Franklin, Nar. Journ. Polar Sea, 261, 1824. Takadhfi.
—Petitot, MS. vocab., 1865, S. I. 6613. Takag.—
Morice in Anthropos, i, 261, 1906 (Dakaz, or). Ta'ku'rth. Ross, notes on Tinne, S. I. MS. 474 ('twisted').
Ta-kutli Kutcliin. Gibbs, MS. notes from Ross, B.

Whymper,

('squint-eyed

Dak-

1906.

des Eslaves, 361,
DakkadhS.— Petitot, Diet. Dend-Dindjie, xx,
Deagothee Loochoo. School('squinters').

claves,

Tuiskistiks

at 150 in 1906.

kadhse.

rats.

Tuhezep

Morice estimated

152 females.

number

Deguthee
B. A. E., map, 1888.

Though

a commercial people, living by barter.

Dakaz.

Tsuzel {TsuzEl, 'pahsaded enclosure containing houses'). A Ntlakyapamuk village on
Fraser r., Brit. Col., above Lytton. Hill-Tout
in Rep. Ethnol. Surv. Can., 4, 1899.

Cumberland

489

—

A.

E.

—

('wry-necked people').

Ta-Kiitli-Kutchin.

Hind, Labrador Renin., ii, 254, 1863. Tdha-kk6Kuttcliin. Petitot, Diet. Dcn^Dindji^, xx, 1876
('mountain race'). Tdha-Kouttchin. Petitot, Au-

—

—
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tour du lac des Eaclaves, 361, 1891 ('mountain people').
Tdha-kuttchln.— Petitot in Bull. See. G6og. Paris,
Thycothe. Latham in Trans. Philol.
chart, 1875.

—

—

Tuk-kuth. Hardisty in SmithTukfikth-Kutchin.—
311, 1872.

Soc. Lond., 67, 1856.

Rep.

son.

1866,

Dall, Alaska, 430, 1870.

Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,

Compend.,

Stanford,

Tiikkuth'-kiitchin'.— Dall

in

Tukudh.— Keane

in

31, 1877.

i,

Tykothee.— Balbi,

1878.

540,

GEORGE

tumn of
Oak Lake band on

the

of Pipestone,

its

Tuscarora

{SkarU'r^"'

pronominal

species of whitefish {Coregonus

the Great lakes and the waters of the

Canadian Northwest, the mongrel whitefish.
The Canadian-French form of the word, which
came into English as tulibee, or tullibee, from
N. w. Canada, is toulibi, representing the
otonabi of the Cree-Chippewa dialects of
Algonquian, with the well-known interchange
of n and I and the dropping of the first syllable.

The word

signifies

literally

'mouth water,'

mouth,' and abi, 'water,' 'liquid,'
referring to the watery flesh of this fish.

from

oton, 'its

(a. f. c.)

Tutnkoaakyas

A

{Tumoioa'akyas).

Bella-

coola gens at Talio, Brit. Col.— Boas in 7th

Rep. N.

W.

Tumtls
the
in

Tribes Can.,

E. side of

Rep.

A

('paint').

Howe

gatherers,'

being a plant of
lative

is

many

uses

among

form

the Caro-

of this appel-

impersonal, there being no expressed

person, number,
Formerly an important confederation of tribes, speaking languages cognate
with those of the Iroquoian linguistic group,
and dwelling, when first encountered, on the
Roanoke, Neuse, Taw (Torhunta or Narhontes), and Pamlico rs.. North CaroUna.
The evidence drawn from the testimony of
writers contemporary with them, confirmed
in part by tradition, makes it appear that
while occupying this primitive habitat the
Tuscarora league was composed of at least
three tribal constituent members, each bearing
an independent and exclusive appellation. The
affix to indicate

or gender).

See Touladi.

A

'hemp

,

(misprint).

Tulibee.

reservation 5 m. n.

the Apocynujn cannabinurn, or Indian hemp,
lina Tuscarora; the native

tullibee) of

1912

Manitoba.

Atlas Ethnog., no. 821, 1826. Tykothee-dlnneh.—
Yukuth.—
Franklin, Nar. Journ. Polar Sea, 261, 1824.
Keane in Stanford, Compend., 545, 1878 (misprint).
Yukuth Kutchin.— Bancroft, Nat. Races, i, 115, 1882

Tuladi.

v., A.

They numbered 45 until the au1908, when 30 of their number joined

Manitoba.

3,

1891.

names

still

sur-

now
The

sd., Brit. Col.

village

on

— Hill-Tout

first of

New York and

e.

'People of

Ontario.

s.

names is
the Submerged

these tribal

Ka't&'nu'd'ka',
Pine-tree'; the

second AkawSntc'dkd' (meaning doubtful) and
the third, SkarU'rS"', 'Hemp Gatherers.' Cusick
;

(Hist.

Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.

of these

dwelling in w.

i.

Squawmish

component members

vive in the traditions of the Tuscarora

Six

Nations,

34,

1828)

wrote these

back country'). A sub tribe of Agomiut Eskimo living at Admiralty inlet, the n. shore
of Cockburn id., and the s. shore of Devon

"Kautanohakau," "Kauwetseka," and "Tuscarora" respectively, and
(p. 31) refers also to the "Esaurora, or Tuscarora," from which it may be inferred that
Esaurora is a synonym of Skaru'rg"'. According to the same authority (p. 36), the Tuscarora, on traditionary evidence, possessed in
early times, the "country lying between the
sea shores and the mountains, which divide
the Atlantic states," in which they had 24
large towns and could muster 6,000 warriors,
probably meaning persons. Lawson, a better

island.

authority, wrote that in 1708, the Tuscarora

Tununirmiut

back country').
One of the two subdivisions of the Agomiut Eskimo, living at Ponds inlet, opening
('people of the

into Eclipse sd., n. e. coast of Baffin island.

Toonoonek.— Parry, Second
nunirmlut.
96, 1885.

— Boas

in

Voy., 359, 1824.

Tud-

Trans. Anthr. Soc. Wash.,

Tununirmiut.— Boas

in 6th

iii,

Rep. B. A. E.,

442, 1888.

Tununirusirmiut

—
—

('people of the smaller

Toonoonee-roocliiuh. Parry, Second Voy., 370, 1824.
Tudnunirossirmiut. Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc.
Wash., Ill, 96, 1885. Tununirusirmiut. Boas in 6th

—

Rep. B. A. E., 442, 1888.

Tupirbikdjuin. A summer settlement of
the Kingnait Okomiut Eskimo near the coast
of Cumberland sd.— Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E.,
map, 1888.
Turtle Mountain Sioux.
An Assiniboin
band occupying a reserve of 640 acres at the
base of Turtle mt., 12 m. s. b. of Deloraine,

tribal

appellations

had 15 towns and about 1,200 warriors— perhaps a

minimum

of their fighting
etc., of

estimate of the true

number

men; and Johnson (Legends,

the Iroquois, 1881) says that the Tus-

carora in North Carolina had 6 towns and
1,200 warriors, which was probably approximately true of the Tuscarora proper. Col.

Barnwell, the

commander of the South Carowar of 1711-12, said that the
"the enemy can't be less than

lina forces in the

Tuscarora or

1,200 or 1,400 [warriors], which

may

be easily
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Gov.

their large settlements;" but
of Virginia placed

fighting

their

men in 1711. According to
Barnwell the Tuscarora had 3 towns on Pamlico r., of which one was Ucouhnerunt, but
that most of their towns were on Neuse r.
strength at 2,000

and

its

many

Some

affluents.

indication of

the extent of the territory claimed by the
Tuscarora may be obtained from the terms of

the truce declared between the Tuscarora and
Col. Barnwell in 1712. It was agreed therein
that the Tuscarora were "to plant only on

Neuse
all

river,

the creek the fort

claims to other lands.

is

... To

on, quitting

quit

all

pre-

tensions to planting, fishing, hunting, or rang-

lands lying between Neuse river and

ing to

all

Cape

Feare, that entirely to be left to the

Carolina Indians, and to be treated as
enemies if found in those ranges without

on Trent and Pamlico rs., by the tribes mentioned.
Col. Barnwell was sent by South
Carolina to aid the hard-pressed colonists of
North Carolina, and succeeded in driving the

Tuscarora into one of their palisaded towns
about 20 m. above Newbern, N. C, where he
defeated them and later induced them to
accept terms of peace; but Barnwell violated
this treaty by seizing some of the Indians and
This was
sending them away into slavery.
the beginning of the second war between the

Tuscarora and their allies and the people of
North Carolina. Again an appeal was made
to South Carolina for aid, which responded
by sending Col. James Moore with a small
militia force and about 900 tributary Indians.

****** ***
The date

So.

breach of peace, and the enemy's line shall
fishing
be between Neuse and Pamblico
on both sides Bear river." This would indidicate that Cape Fear r. was the southern
boundary of the Tuscarora territory.
History.
The data for the history of the
Tuscarora are meagre and fragmentary, hence
while they were at first, an important people
.

.

.

—

North Carolina, little
regarding them, and that

of

definitely

is

little

to only a part of the people.

known

usually applies

The first authentic

information concerning the Tuscarora

is

that

pecorded by Lawson, the Surveyor General of

North Carolina, who knew them
lived in close

contact with

well,

them

for

having

many

His History of Carolina, having been
written about 1709 and published in 1718,
contains nothing in regard to the Tuscarora
during the most eventful period of their history, namely, that covering the years 1711 to
1713. During this time they fought two wars
with the colonists of North Carolina, who
were effectively aided by those of South
Carolina and Virginia, reinforced by their
tributary Indian allies. The first war began
with the capture of Lawson and the Baron
De Graff en ried by about 60 Tuscarora and
the condemnation to death of the former in
Sept., 1711. Immediately following, a portion
of the Tuscarora under Hencock, the Coree,
Pamlicd, Matamuskeet, Bear Rivers, and
years.

Machapungo, conspired
each one of the

491

to cut off the whites,

tribss agreeing to operate in

its own district whence they were being driven
by the steady encroachment of the colonists.
This compact resulted in the massacre of
about 130 of the colonists on Sept. 22, 1711,

Tuscarora
League of the

of the adoption of the

into the council board of the

Iroquois, through the Oneida, their political

sponsors,

is indefinite,

judging from the differ-

ing dates, ranging from 1712 to 1715, given

by various well-informed

writers.

In their

forced migration northward the Tuscarora did

not all decamp at once. The hostiles and their
most apprehensive sympathizers were most

probably the
in

first

to leave their ancient

North Carolina.

On

dispersion of the hostile Tuscarora
allies in 1713,

homes

the total defeat and

and their

the scattered fragments of tribes

and sought an asylum with other tribes,
their identity was not always
maintained. Although the Five Nations gave
asylum to the fugitive Tuscarora, there is also
abundant evidence that, for political reasons
fled

among whom

perhaps, the Tuscarora were not for many
years after their flight from North Carolina

formally admitted into the Council Board of
the League of the Five Nations as a constitutive member. The fact is that the Tuscarora were 90 years in removing from their

North Carolina home to more friendly dwellingand there is no evidence
that they were formally incorporated into the
places in the N.,

confederation of the Five Nations as a co-equal

member, before Sept. 1722.

On

Sept. 6, 1722,

Gov. Burnet held a conference with the Five
Nations at Albany, at which Governor Spotswood of Virginia was present. For the purpose
of preventing forays between the Five Nations
and their allies on the one hand, and the
Southern Indians on the other, Spotswood
induced the Five Nations to consent to the
running of a dividing line along the Potomac
and the high ridge of the Alleghany mts.
This agreement was made in the name of the
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Five Nations and

the Tuscarora, indicating

New

York.
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At the treaty held

1912

v., A.

at Genessee,

that the latter had become a factor in the coun-

Sept.

the League of the Iroquois. In closing
the conference, it is stated that the Indians
"gave six shouts five for the Five Nations

the Seneca tribe, the Tuscarora chiefs com-

cils of

—

and one for the castle of Tuscaroras, lately
seated between the Oneidas and Onondagas."

The

record continues that at the conclusion

of this conference, on Sept. 13, the Five Nations

sought a special interview with the Governor
of Pennsylvania, and that on Sept. 14 the
governor received "the ten chiefs of the Five
Nations, being two from each, together with

two

others, said to be of the Tuscororoes."
This appears to be the first official mention
of the Tuscarora as taking part in the manage-

ment of the public affairs of the League.
Tuscarora mentioned here, however, did
include those who dwelt on the Juniata
on the Susquehanna at Oquaga and its
virons, nor those still in North Carolina.
^

lip

Hfi

cai'ora,

not

and
en-

:i:4:;^ie

^

^

Major portions

The

Oneida and the Tusespoused the American cause during
of the

When the Indian allies
even some of their brethren
of the Six Nations, learned that a majority
of the Tuscarora had cast their lot with
the Colonies, they invaded the Tuscarora
countrj^ bm-ned their lodges, and destroyed
the

Revolution.

of the

British,

and other property. Thus again
by the fortunes of war the Tuscarora were
their crops

scattered

and homeless.

A

large

party of

Oyonwayea, or
Niagara co., N. Y.,

these settled at a place called

Johnson Landing, in
about 4 m. e. of the outlet of Niagara r., at
the mouth of Four Mile cr., in order not to
be directly among the many Indians friendly
to the British cause camped around Ft. Niagara.
At the close of the war, two families,
pi'obably clans, of Tuscarora from Oyonwayea

made

their

way

to the n. e. limits of their

present reservation, where they found

many

walnuts and butternuts, and a fine stream.
Here they decided to winter. Being missed
from Oyonwayea, scouts were sent out, who
found them in their newly chosen settlement,
a situation so favourable that, after the
gratuitous cession of their former home among
the Oneida, Oyonwayea was abandoned and
the families removed to the new site. Although the Tuscarora had only a tacit permission from tlie Seneca to reside at this
all

place, the last settlement

became the founda-

tion of the present Tuscarora reservation in

15,

1797, between Robert Morris

and

plained, for the firat time since their admission
to the councils of the League, that the Five
Nations had, from time to time, allotted lands
to their people, but that each time these lands
had been included in a subsequent cession to
the whites, and that the Tuscarora had received
nothing in return for theii' rights of occupancy
or for their improvrments.
The justice and
merits of their complaint having been acknowledged by the Five Nations, Morris reserved
to the Tuscarora, by grant, two square miles,

covering their settlement on the ridge

and

men-

Seneca thereupon
granted them an adjoining square mile. About
1800-02 a deputation was sent to North Carolina to learn whether they could obtain funds
in payment for the lands they formerly occupied there, with the result that, by aid of the
North Carolina legislature, they were able to
lease the Carolina lands, which yielded a fimd
of $13,722.
This sum enabled the Secretary
of War in 1804, under authority of Congress,
to purchase 4,329 acres for the Tuscarora
from the Holland Land Co., adjoining the three
square miles already occupied by them. Such
tioned

is

above,

the

the origin of the land holdings of the

New

York Tuscarora.
It was while the Tuscarora deputation was
in North Carolina that the remnant of the
tribe still residing there was brought to the n.
and joined their brethren in New York state.
The Tuscarora in sympathy with those of
the Six Nations that adhered to the cause of

Great Britain in the Revolution were granted
lands in severalty on the Six Nations res. on
the Grand river, Ontario.

The evangeUzing work of Christian misbegan among the Tuscarora in w\
New York as early as 1805 under the patronage
of the New York Missionary Society. At first
there were only six persons among the Tus-

sionaries

carora willing to abjure their ancient faith and

customs, at least in

name and appearance, and

join in the missionary work;

the remainder

were generally strongly averse to the work of
the missionaries. So violent were the struggles between the two unequal parties that in
the spring of 1820 the "pagans" succeeded in
inducing about 70 persons to emigrate to
Canada, where they settled on the Six Nations
res. on the Grand river, Ontario. The church
membership at this time was 16 persons.
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was apparent

progress

Little

the educa-

in

New York

tion of the Tuscarora although the

Society had maintained a school
Ethnology.

—The

among them.
New York

Tuscarora in

governed by a council of irresponsible
chiefs, for the Indians have forgotten and so
are

neglect the

means

employed

to be

in enforcing

the will of the clan in case a chief
plain duty; the criminal law of
this

fails in his

New York

at

point nullifies the early sovereignty of

the clan over

its

members.

In

common

with

the other tribes of the Iroquoian linguistic
the Tuscarora traced the descent of

stock,

that the Turtle clan

The names of the civil chiefs
among the present two divisions
carora (that in

New

Ni'hawenna"S,', 'His voice

trailer';

military chieftain-

ships hereditary in the ohwatcira of certain
clans (see Clans) over

women

which the

woman
The

chiefs

'He

Hotio'kwawa"ke"',

small';

holds

or

grasps the multitude,' or possibly, 'He holds

own

or grasps his

the Tm-tle clan.

against

Bear

Bear cub';

'The

Utakwd'tS^'a',

clear);

belong to

loins'; these three

(B) NdkdiSh'le"' (signification

Io'nefdchdnSn"ndke''',

official

of the

York) are: (A) Sdkwari"grd' (Sacharissa),

'The spear
is

use

in

still

TusOntario and the other in w.

not

and

replaced by the clana

Iroquois tribes.

made

civil

is

Small Turtle and Large Turtle. Like differences appear in the lists of clans of the other

blood through the line of the mother, and
the

493

fore-paw

'Its

pressed

breast'; these three belong to the

its

(C)

clan.

Ndio 'kawe"d'

(signification

not known); Neiotchd'k'don',

'It is

was the ohwachira, of which one
or more constituted a clan, which was the
The Tussimplest organized political unit.
carora were constituted of at least eight
clans, which primitively were organized into
phratries.
There are no data, other than
those furnished by tradition and analogy, as

two belong to the Wolf

(D) Karondawd"-

to the organization of the Tuscarora confed-

Among

and the

elder

presided.

simplest

political unit

The

eration.

clans were exogamic as to their

own members,

as were also the phratries in

The Tuscarora

primitive times.

of

New York

being completely isolated from any of their

own

people

who

dogmas and

profess

still

ancient

their

and who still practise
and ceremonies, have pre-

beliefs

ke"',

'One

clan.

holding the tree'; Thandddk'hwa'

is

(signification

not clear); these two belong to

the Snipe clan.

(E)

Kari'Mn'tid',

Ndkd'henwa"g'hSn,

hide';

canoes'

;

goes

'It

'He anoints

along teaching'; Ni'hno'ka'wd',
the

bent'; these

'It

twenty

is

these three belong to the Beaver clan.

the Canadian Tuscarora on Six
Nations res., Ontario, the first and last names
of the Turtle clan, the first title of the Wolf
clan, and the first title of the Snipe clan appear to be the only ones now in use, although
these four titles are questionably also in use

among

New York

the

There

Tuscarora.

served only a hazy recollection of their early

no definite information available as
to the former and more complete organization

customs, ceremonies, and

into clan pliratries.

their ancient rites

rites;

even

less

do

is

Some

they comprehend the meaning of the ceremonies still practised by the so-called pagan

of the chieftain titles

members

of

of

cognate

tribes.

professed Christians, and so

They are all
turn away from

the old forms of thought and practice of their
ancestors.

The
among

exact

number

the Tuscarora

of

clans

existing

still

not definitely known,

is

do not

for the native authorities themselves

agree on the
still

number and the names of those
some informants give seven,

recognized

—

while others with equal credibility give eight.

There

is

likewise

some

diversity in regard to

the correct names of certam clans.

One

of the translations

above would seem to

indicate that they were originally designations

some

habit, attitude, or other characteristic

feature of the clan tutelary or patron, ques-

tionably called "totem." The clan name, with
one or two exceptions, is not the ordinary
name of the clan guardian or patron, but
is

rather

descriptive

attitude, or

is

the

name

of

some

of the tutelary; for example, the

Bear clan

feature

of the usual

or

habitat

name

of the

signifies literally, 'Broken-off

tail';

that of the Plover or Killdee (Snipe), 'Clean-

sand people'; that of the Beaver, 'People of

list

the stream'; that of the Turtle clan, 'Climbing-

has Bear, Wolf, Turtle, Boaver, Deer, Eel,
and Snipe; another has Bear, Eel, Large Turtle,
Small Turtle, Beaver, Deer, Wolf, and Snipe;

the-mountain people,' named from the position
of the turtle basking; etc. It is probable that
the plover or killdee should be substituted in

still

another

list

has

Bear,

Eel,

Deer,

Grey Wolf, Yellow ^^'olf, Beaver, and
Snipe; and yet another is like the last, except
Turtle,

the

foregoing

lists

of

clans,

for

the

clearly refers to the killdce's habit of

name

running

along the clean sand at the water's edge.
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De

Graffenried gives (N. C. Col. Rec,

905 et

preparations

i,

an interesting account of the

seq.)

made

for the execution of

Lawson

and himself by the hostile Tuscarora. In the
open space or public square mentioned there
was a large fire, near which was the shaman
or high priest, a grizzled sorcerer,

who made

on the ground, whether of
In front
flour or white sand was not stated.
of the two victims was placed a wolf skin, and
a short distance farther there stood an Indian
in a terrifying posture, holding in one hand a
knife and in the other a tomahawk; he was
two white

rings

He

To

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

account of the Tuscarora method

this

of preparing for the execution of captives

may

be added their triumphal ceremonies which
De Graffenried says they performed after
their defeat of a large party of Swiss and
Palatines. He reports that they built bonfires
at night, and especially a large one in the place
of executions, where they raised "three wolf's

many

hides, figuring as

protectors or gods,"

to which offerings, consisting of jewels, were

made by
circle,

In the middle of the
the women.
the chief shaman performed all manner

of contortions, conjurations,

and imprecations

move

against the enemies of his country, while the

from the spot. On the farther side of the fire
were assembled young men, women, and children, who danced with weu-d and frightful
contortions and attitudes.
In the centre of
the ch-cle of dancers were seated two singers

populace danced in a circle around the wolf-

who

"Assembly

apparently the executioner.

intoned a dismal song,

did not

"rather

provoke tears and anger than joy."
the circle of dancers the
terrified, uttering his

tions

fit

to

Within

shaman stood un-

threatenings and adjura-

and performing

his exorcisms,

against

the foes of his people and their orenda or
"medicine," when there would come a pause
the dancing.
Finally, with shouts and
howls the dancers ran into the neighbouring
forest.
In a short time they returned with
their faces painted black, white, and red, in
bands, and with their hair loose and flying,
oiled and sprinkled with fine down or cotton
from the cat-tail flag and with small white
in

feathers,

and some returned arrayed

kinds of furs.

was renewed.

in

all

After their return, the dance

Back

of the

two victims stood

a double line of armed warriors

who kept

was over; back of
this guard was the council of war, whose
members were seated on the ground in a circle, gravely deliberating on the fate of the two
noted prisoners. Finally, they acted on the
advice of "King" Tom Blunt, the head-chief
their posts until everything

of their neighbours, "the villages of the

caroros," propeily so called, that

Tus-

"King" Hen-

cock should liberate De Graffenried, and could
deal with Lawson as he and his council pleased.
The manner of Lawson's death, as learned
from Indian information, is found in a letter

of Maj. Christopher Gale to his brother, Nov.
2, 1711, wherein it is said that the Indians
stuck the unfortunate prisoner "full of fine
small splinters of torchwood, like hogs' bristles,

and

so set

fire."
De Graffknow how Lawson

them gradually on

enried was not permitted to

was executed.

hides.

The

council

consisted

of

40

of

"King" Hencock, which
was called by the

elders,

Tuscarora, according to

De

Graffenried, the

of the Great," a translation of the

Tuscarora terms for the council of

chiefs,

general word for chief signifying 'one

the

great,'

At the council beGraffenried were

either in size or position.
fore

is

De

which Lawson and

were seated around a
a large open space de-

tried the "forty elders"

great

fire

voted

kindled in

to

executions.

important

On

festivals

and

public

and

this occasion these chiefs

the accused were seated on rush mats, which

were customarily provided for the comfort of
guests as a mark of deference and honour.
Although the two captives were acquitted by
the first council, they were again tried before a
second council after Lawson had, incautiously,
had a bitter quarrel with Cor Tom, the
chief of Cor town, who was not at the first
council.
The two captives were not given
mats upon which to sit, and Lawson was
condemned to death and De Graffenried was
acquitted.

Lawson

asserts that the

most powerful

tribe

"scorns to treat or trade with any others of

fewer numbers and

less

power

in

any other

tongue but their own, which serves for the
lingua of the country; with which we travel
and deal." As an example of this the TusBeing the most numerous
carora are cited.
tribe on North Carolina, their language was
necessarily understood by some persons in
every town of all the neighbouring tribes.
The Tuscarora carried on a pernicious trade
in rum with the Indians dwelling to their
westward. In 1708 rum had been but recently
introduced
Tuscarora,
several

among the latter
who transported

hundred miles

— chiefly by
it

in

the

rundlets

— amongst other Indians.
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They

many mouthfuls

sold

it

at "so

for

a

buckskin, they never using any other measure,"
the buyer always choosing a

man

having the

accompany him to
the market, and the mouthful was scrupulously emptied into a bowl brought for the
purpose. The Tuscarora also traded with the
Shakori and Occaneechi, selling them wooden
largest

mouth

possible to

bowls and ladles for rawhides.
Their lodges, usually I'ound in form, were
constructed of poles, covered with the bark
of cypress, red or white cedar, or sometimes
pine.
At one place Lawson met more than
500 Tuscarora in one body in a hunting camp.
They had constructed their lodges with bark
"not with round tops, as they commonly use,
but ridge fashion, after the manner of most
Indians." Among them he found much corn,
while meat and venison were scarce, because
of the great number of people, for although
they were expert hunters, they were too populous for one range.
According to Lawson, the native Tuscarora
of

North Carolina had rather

flat bodies,

due

probably to the fact that in early infancy the
children were swathed to cradle-boards.
He
adds: "They are not of so robust and strong
bodies as to lift great burdens, and endure
labour and slavish work, as Europeans are;
yet some that are slaves prove very good and
laborious." They were dexterous and steady,
and collected in the use of their hands and feet;
their bearing was sedate and majestic; their
eyes were commonly full and manly, being
black or dark hazel in colour, and the white
of the eye was usually marbled with red lines;
their skin

was tawny, and somewhat darkened

by the habit of anointing it with bear's oil
and a pigment resembling burnt cork. When
they wished to be very fine they mixed with
the oil a certain red powder made from a
growing in the hilly country. The
root was held in great esteem among them,
selling it one to another at a very high price^
on account of the distance from which it came
and the danger to which they were exposed
in obtaining it.
The Tuscarora and other
Indians attempted to cultivate this plant,
but it would not grow in their land. As a
substitute they sometimes used puccoon root,
which also has a crimson colour, but this
dyed the hair an ugly hue. The heads even
of the aged were scarcely ever bald; their
teeth were tinged j-ellow from smoking tobacco, to which habit both men and women
were much addicted; they however did not
scarlet root

495

chew tobacco. They plucked the
and bodies. There were
but few deformed or crippled persons among
snuff or

hair from their faces

them.

The Tuscarora had many dances
to

suitable

various occasions; these, as a rule, were

accompanied with public

feasts prepared

women

under

Every
dance had its peculiar song, but probably was
not changed for every occasion on which the
dance was performed, although Lawson states
the direction of the

chiefs.

made new for every
one and the same song sung at
two several festivals. Some one of the nation,
which has the best gift of expressing their
designs, is appointed by their king and war
that "all these songs are

feast;

nor

is

make

captains to

To

these songs."

came from

festivals the people

within 50 or 60 m., "where they

all

these

the towns

buy and

sell

several commodities."

The Tuscarora, in like measure with the
northern Iroquois, were passionately given to
gaming, frequently stripping one another of
every piece of property available. Sometimes
they went even so far as to bet themselves

away

to the winner, readily

becoming his slave
pay the redemp-

until he or his relatives could

tion price; nevertheless they bore their losses

with great equanimity, no matter how ruinous
they were. Among their games was that of
a bundle of 51 split reeds about 7 in. in length

and neatly made. The game consisted in
throwing a part of the bundle before an opponent,

who must on

thrown.
tell

the

sight guess the

It is said that experts

number

A

correctly ten

number

were able to
times in ten

was valued at
a dressed doe skin. The Tuscarora also had
the well-known bowl and plum-seed game,
which is such an important adjunct to the
throws.

set of these reeds

thanksgiving festivals of the northern Iroquois.

They
some

also
of

had a number

they did not have.
There were feasts

when

but
had games which

of other games,

their neighbours

among

the

Tuscarora

several villages united to celebrate

some

event or when two or more tribes assembled
to negotiate peace.
There were feasts and
dances of thanksgiving, and invocations to
the gods that watched over their harvests,

when

their crops

first fruits of

Population.

were garnered and when the

the year were gathered.

— No

trustworthy estimates of

the Tuscarora population at any given date,
exclusive of those of

Lawson and Barnwell,

previous to 1830, are available for the entire
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Tuscarora people. The earliest and perhaps
most authoritative estimate of the total Tuscarora population at a given time was that of
Lawson in 1708. His estimate of 15 towns
and 1,200 fighting men would indicate a population of about 4,800 at that date; Colonel
Barnwell's figures are somewhat larger than

torical and Genealogical Magazine, i-x, especially IX and x; Virginia Magazine, i-xv,
1893-1908; Lawson, History of Carolina, 1714,

Lawson's, though they appear to be conservative; his estimate was 1,200 to 1,400 warriors,
or a maximum population of about 5,600 perThe estimate of Chauvignerie in 1736
sons.
was 250 warriors, or about 1,000 persons. His

B.

estimate was restricted to the Tuscarora living
near Oneida, N. Y., hence did not include
living in North CaroUna or on the
Susquehanna and Juniata rs. Other estimates
of this group give them 1,000 (1765), 2,000
(1778), 1,000 (1783), 400 (1796) in the United
States; 414 (1885) in New York and an equal
number in Canada, or a total of 828; 364
(1909) in New York, and 421 (1911) in Canada,

those

—

Setilements.
The following Tuscarora towns
have been mentioned in writings pertaining to
this people: Annaooka, Chunaneets, Coerntha,
Cohunche, Conauhkare, Contahnah, Cotechney. Coram, Corutra, Eno, Ganasaraga, GanaHarooka, Harutawaqui, Ingaren,
tisgowa,
Junastriyo, Jutaneaga, Kanhato, Kaunehsuntahkeh, Kenta, Kentanuska, Naurheghne,
Nonawharitse; Nursoorooka, NyuchLrhaan,
Ohagi, Oonossora, Oneida (in part), Oquaga,
Shawhiangto, Tasqui, Tiochcrungwe, Tonar-

ooka, Torhunte, Tosneoc, Tuscarora,
han, Ucouhncrunt.

Some

of these

Unanau-

towns were

North Carolina, others on Juniata

r.

in

Pennsylvania, others on the Susquehanna in
Pennsylvania, others on the Susquehanna in
New York, while others were s. of Oneida lake

New

York, and one in Genessee valley.
The exact situation of the majority of these
towns is not definitely known. In some ininstances the Tuscarora shared a town with
other tribes, as was the case at Anajot (Oneida
in

or Ganowarohare)
*

*

Soc, especially

:i;

:!;

;:

*

*

*

N. B. H.)

(j.

—Hewitt, Mohawk

MS.

Mooney
name).

A-Skal£l'li.

E.,

—

—

Ibid,

Skala'U;

(or

form).

sing.

Hewitt, Oneida MS. vocab., B.A.E.,
1882 (an Oneida name). Caskarorins. Document ca.
1758 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., .x, 675, 185S. Caskarouns. Mackenzie, Voy., app., 315, 1802. Dus-gaKaskao'-weh'. Morgan, League Iroq., 5o, 1851.
rorens. Montreal Conference (17.54) in N. Y. Doc. Col.
A-t'as-ka-lo'-lfe'".

—

—
—
—

Keew-ahomomy.

Hist., X, 267, 1858.

name;

C,

N.

in Cnl. Rec.

it,

correct form

tlie

—Irvine

(1728)

812, 1886 (given as the Saponi

probably

is

Tewohomomy,

as

given by the Va. Boundary Commissioners; cf. Dus-gaoweh ante). Skala'-li-. Mooney in 19th Rep. B.A.E.,

—

509, 1900 (Cherokee name, sing, form.; see A-SkcSld'li

Sk5-ru'-re°.

ante).

—Hewitt,

Tuscarora MS. vocab.,

Tachekaro-

B. A.E., 1880 (name used by the tribe).

— Document

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., ix,
Tascorins. Quebec Conference (1748),
1081, 1855.
ibid., X, 186, 1858.
Tascororins. Quebec Conference
(1748), ibid., 187. Tascuroreus.— Chauvignerie (1736)
of 1741 in

—

—

Taska'ho.
iii, 555, 1853.
Wyandot MS., B. A. E., 1881 (Wyandot
name). T'as-kJi-lo'-le"''. Hewitt, Oneida MS,, vocab.
B. A. E., 1882 (an Oneida name). Taska-lo'nugl.—
Gatschet, Shawnee MS., 1879 (Shawnee name). Taskarorens. Duquesne (1754) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x,
in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

Gatschet,

•

—

—

Taskarosins.—Writer

1858.

206,

Taskiroras.

(misprint).

Hawks, N. C,

ir,

51,

—Lederer

of

1756, ibid., 487

quoted by

(1670)

Taskororins.

1858.

— Letter

of

1756 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 480, 1858. Tasks.—
SpotSAvood (1717) in Va. Hist. Soc. Coll., n. s., ir, 236,
1885. Tescarorins.
Document of 1747 in N. Y. Doc.
Va. Boundary
Col. Hist., X, 97, 1858. Tewohomomy.
Comrs. (1728) in Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 786, 1886 (? Saponi
name: Irvine gives the word as Keew-aho, probably a
Vaudreuil (1755) in N.Y.
misprint). Tharhkarorin.

—

—

—

Doc. Col. Hist.,

X,

Theskaroriens.— VauToscororas.— Trader (1778)

322, 1858.

dreuil (1755), ibid., 377.
in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

iir,

561, 1853.

Toskiroros.-

Lederer map (1070) in Hawks, N. C, ii, 1858. Touscaroros. Homann Heirs' map, 1756. Turcaroras.
tiiscaMacauley, N. Y., ii, 178-9, 1829 (misprint),
rara.— Hunter (1712) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 343,

—

—

1855.

1730. Tus— Humplirey.-^,
N. Y.Doo. Col. Hist.,
1727
1726
in Col.
Tuscarooroes. — Document

Tuscararo.

careras.

— Memoir

Rec. N.

.\cct., x,

ix,

in

of

of

C,

IT,

644, 1SS6.

Tuscarora.— Lords

(1712) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 346, 1855.

For further information consult Ellas Johnson (native Tuscarora) Legends Traditions
and Laws of the Iroqaois, or Six Nations, and
History of the Tuscarora Indians, 1881;
Documents Relating to the Colonial History
of New York, i-x[, 1855-61; Docinncntary History of Now York, i-iv, 1849-51; Pennsylvania
Archives, i-xii, 1852-56; Minutes of the ProPennsylvania
(Colonial
vincial council of
Records), i-xvi, 1852-53; South Carolina His-

vocab.,

Ani'-Skaia'-lI.—
1884 (Mohawk name).
in 19th Rep. B. A. E., 509, 1900 (Cherokee

A.

998, 1855.

and Onohoquaga.

vol. vi.

A-ko-t'2s-k5-ro'-re"'.

relns.

a total of 785.

in

repr. 1860; Publications of the Buffalo Hist.

of

Trade

Tusca-

—Albany Conference (1714) quoted by Rultenber,
Tribes Hudson R., 190, 1372. tusCarorase. — Haa.sen
376, 1855. TuscaN. Y. Doc. Col. Hist
(1713)
roraw. — La Tour man, 1782. Tuscarore haga. — Pyr.Vm. Antiq,,
75, 1882.
lacus map
1750) quoted
N. Y. Doc. Col.
Tuscarorens. — Cliauvignerie (1730)
Tuscarories. — Carver, Travels,
1057, 1855.
173, 1778. Tuscaroroes. — French & Worloy (1710)
Day, Penn., 391, 1843. Tuscarow. — Humphreys, Acct.,
Tuscarura.— Lords
Trade (1712) in N.Y.
26,
Doc. Col.
346, 1855. Tuscaruro. — Spotswood
roras.

in

,

v,

in

(ca.

iv.

in

Hist., :x,

in

of

17.30.

Hist., v,

(1711) in Col. Rec. N.

C,

i,

796, 18SG.

Tuscoraras.—
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Turkish spy quoted by Malcome, Collection of Letters,
Tuscorora. ^Writer, ca. 1795, in Drake, Bk.
1739.

—

Tutchone-kut'qin.

Morice

Assembly (1722) in Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 456, 1886.
Tuskaroes. Document of 1733 in N. Y. Doc. Col.
Tuskarooroe. Assembly (1721)
Hist., V, 963, 1855.
tuskarora.— Docuin Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 428, 1886.
ment of 1711, ibid., I, 819, 1886. Tuskarorahs.— Penhallow (1726) in N. H. Hist. Soc. Coll., i, 79, 1824.
Tuskarorers. Albany Conference (1746) in N. Y.
Doc. Col. Hist., VI, 317, 1855. Tuskarores. Albany

but

—

—

—

—

—

Conference (1722), ibid., v, 660, 1855. Tuskarorins.—
Montreal Conference (1756), ibid., x, 500, 185S. Tuskaroro.— Assembly of 1723 in Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 485, 1886.
Tuskawres. Albany Conference (1744) in N. Y. Doc.
Hewitt,
T'us-ke-o'-wa"^'.
Col. Hist., VI, 264, 1855.
Seneca MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1880 (Seneca name).
Tuskeroode.— Irvine (172S) in Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 812,
1886 (a creek). Tuskeruda. Va. Boundary Comrs.

—

—

—

Tuskeruros.— Lawson

(1728), ibid., 786.

—

(1700), Hist.

Tuskierores. Albany Conference
(1737) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi, 107, 1855. TuskoTaries. GoldtViv.ait (1766) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Tuskorore. Albany Conference
1st s., X, i.'^l, 1S09.
(1715) iij N". Y. Doc. Col. Hist., v, 444, 1855. Tuskrorofs.' -Assembly of 1723 in Col. Rec. N. C, ii, 485,
1881"..
Tusks.—Spotswood (1713), ibid., 26. TuskuCar.,

103,

1860.

—

rora.

—

—AsserrAly

Rec. X.

C,

1,

Tusquarores.

of 1714, ibid., 140.

Albany Conference (1724)
V, 71-'-i, jiioo. Tusqueroro.

—

N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Document of 1711 in Col.

in

—

818, 1886.

Anthropos, i, 506, 1906.
Alaska, 271, 1869.

— Ross, Notes on Tinne,
Tutcone-kut'qin. — Morice in Anthropos,
(='crow people'). Wood Indians. — Dawson

Tfltch-iin-th' kutchin.

—

in

Tutchon Kutchin.—Whymper,

Tuscororoes.— Pollock (1712)
Inds., bk. 5,
in Col. Rec. N. C, i, 893, 188G. Tuscoroura.— Spotswood (1713) ibid., ii, 79, 1886. Tuscorure.— Spotswood (1711), ibid., I, 782, 1886. Tuscouroro.— Spotswood (1713), ibid., ii., 15, 1886. T'us-kal'-y'e"'.—
Hewitt, Onondaga MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1882 (Onondaga name). T'us-kii-o-wa»'. Hewitt, Cayuga MS.
vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (Cayuga name). Tuskararo.
94, 1848.

MS.

474.

i,

261, 1906
in

S.I.,

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., 202b. 1889 (so called by fur

traders)

Tutelo. One of the eastern Siouan tribes,
formerly living in Virginia and Nortl: Carolina,

now

Mar.

extinct.

1883)

2,

Tutelo
stock,

Hale (Proc. Am. Philos. Soc,

first

made

it

pertained

language

a discovery

which,

investigations of Gatschet,

known that the
the

Siouan

followed

by the

to

Mooney, and

J.

0.

Dorsey, brought to light the fact that a considerable group of Siouan tribes formerly inhabited the piedmont region of Virginia and
the Carolinas. The relation of the Tutelo

appears to have been most intimate with the
Saponi, the language of the two tribes being
substantially the same. Their intimate association with the Occaneechi

and

their allied

The

tribes indicates ethnic relationship.

tory of the Tutelo
that of the Saponi.

is

virtually the

The name

his-

same as

Tutelo, al-

though by the English commonly used to
designate a particular tribe, was by the Iroquois applied as a generic term for all the
Siouan tribes of Virginia and Carolina, being
applied more particularly to the allied tribes

gathered

at

Fort

Christanna.

They

are

mentioned by Capt. John Smith in
1609 under the names of Monacan and
Mannahoac, with many subtribes, occupying the upper waters of James and Rappahannock rs., Va., and described by him
as very barbarous, subsisting chiefly on the
products of the chase and wild fruits. They
were at constant war with the Powhatan
Indians and in mortal dread of the Iroquois.
Lederer, in his exjDloration from Virginia into
North Carolina in 1670, passed through their
territory and mentions the names of Nahyssan
(Monahassanough) and Sapon (Saponi). In
first

Tushkisath

A

{Tuckis'a'th).

—Boas

Toquart, a Nootka

tribe.

N. W. Tribes Can.,

32, 1890.

sept of the
in 6th

Rep.

Tutchonekutchin ('crow people'). A KutYukon r. from Klondike r. to
They number about
Ft. Selkirk, Yukon ter.

chin tribe on

1,100 and differ but
neighbours below.

little

from

their

Kutchin

—

Caribou Indians. Dall in Cont. N.A. Ethnol., i, 32,
1877 (so called by Hudson's Bay Co. people). Carribou
Indians. Ross, MS. notes on Tinne, B.A.E. Crow
People.— Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, 32, 1877. Gens
de bois. Whymper, Alaska, 255, 1869. Gens des
Foux.— Dall, Alaska, 429, 1870. Gens-de-wiz.— Ray-

—
—

mond

in U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep. 1869, 593,

Klo-a-tsul-tshik'.
1888, 202b,

1889.

— Dawson

in

1870 (misprint).

Rep. Geol. Surv. Can.

Mountain Indians.— Hardisty

—

Rep. 1869, 593, 1870. Tatanchakutchin.— Raymond,
in Jour. Am.Geog. Soc, m, 178, 1873. Tatancliok-Kutchin.—Whymper in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 233, 1868.

—

Tatchone Kutchin. Kcane in Stanford, Compend.,
464, 1878. Touclion-ta-Kutchin.— Kirkby in Smithson. Rep. 1864, 418, 1865. Touclion-tay Kutchin.—
Kirkby(lS62) quoted by Hind, Lab. Renin., ii, 254, 1863.
Tiit-chohn'-kut-chin.— Dall in Proc Am. A. A.S.,379,

Tutchone-Kutchin.— Dall,

21.\— 32

frontier position at the base of the

tains the Saponi

and Tutelo were

moun-

directly in

the path of the Iroquois.

in

Smithson. Rep. 1866, 311, 1872. Neiiaunee.— Dall in
Coiit. N. A. Ethnol., i, 32, 1877 (so called by Hudson's
Bay Co. men). Tatanchaks. Colyer in U. S. Ind. Aff.

1886.

tlieir

Alaska, 429, 1870.

Unable to withstand the constant attacks
these northern enemies, they abandoned
this locality some time between 1671 and 1701,
and removed to the junction of Staunton and
Dan rs., where they established themselves
near their friends and kinsmen, the Occaneechi,
occupying two of the islands in the Roanoke
immediately below the forks, the Tutelo settling on the upper one.
How long they remained here is unknown; it is certain, howof
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2
ever, that in 1701

Lawson found the Saponi

on Yadkin r., N.C., and says that the Tutelo
were living in the neighbouring mountains
toward the w., probably about the headwaters
At this time, according to
of the Yadkin.
Lawson, the 5 Siouan tribes, the Tutelo,
Saponi, Keyauwee, Occaneechi, and Shakori,
nimibered together only about 750 souls. Soon
after Lawson's visit they all moved in toward
the white settlements, and, crossing the Roanoke, occupied a village called Sapona town, a
short distance e. of the river, about 15 m. w.
of the present Windsor, Bertie co., N. C. Soon
after this they removed and settled near Ft.

who

Christanna.

East, 1894.

In 1722, through the efforts of the Colonial
governments, peace was finally made between
In
the Iroquois and the Virginia tribes.
consequence the Saponi and Tutelo some years

and settled on the
Susquehanna at Shamokin, Pa., under Iroquois protection, later moving up the river
Their chiefs were allowed to sit
to Skogari.
later

moved

to the N.

In

in the great council of the Six Nations.

1763 the two tribes, together with the Nanticoke and Conoy, numbered, according to Sir
Wm. Johnson, 200 men, possibly 1,000 souls.
In 1771 the Tutelo were settled on the e. side
of Cayuga inlet, about 3 m. from the s. end of
the lake, in a town called Coreorgonel, which

was destroyed

in 1779

by Gen.

last surviving full-blooded

Nikonha, from
guistic material

whom

The
known was

Sullivan.

Tutelo

Hale obtained the

lin-

by which he determined the

relation of the tribe to the Siouan stock.

He

It is believed there are still a
few mixed-bloods in Canada, but the last one
who could speak the language was John Key,
or Gostango ('Below the Rock'), whose Tutelo

died in 1871.

name was Nastabon

('One Step'),

and who

died in 1898, aged about 80 years (Chadwick,

People of the Long-house, 19, 1897; Boyle in

Ann. Archaeol. Rep. Ontario,
1898).

Lawson

55, pi. xviii, b,

describes the Tutelo as "tall,

men, having great plenty of buffaloes,
and bears, with every sort of deer amongst
them, which strong food makes large, robust

likely
elks,

On

to Nikonha."

remnant of the tribe while
Shamokin, speaks of the village as
"the only town on the continent inhabited by
Tuteloes, a degenerate remnant of thieves and
visited the

settled at

Lederer describes the Nahyssan
an absolute monarch, and the people
as tall, warUke, and rich.
In their temples,
or medicine lodges, they had large quantities
of pearls, which they had taken in war from
more southern tribes. Their tribal ensign
drunkards."
chief as

consisted of three arrows.

Am. Philos. Soc, xxi,
Mooney Siouan Tribes of the

Consult Hale in Proc.

No.

114, 1883;

Kattera.
1800.

I'Isle,

map

Hist., VI, 811, 1855.
ibid., 812.

index,

312,

—Bello-

Tedarrighroones.

— Doc.

—

Tehotirigh. Hale
Philos. Soc, XXI, No. 114, A, 11, 1883.

ibid.,

VII,

of 1753,

Tedderighroones.— N. Y. Doc. Col.
1861.
Tedirighroonas.— Doc. of

55,

1856.

Tentilves.

1816.

Tetarighroones.— Doc.

Hist.,

1756,

in Proc.

Am.

Tehutili.—

— Boudinot,

Ibid.

Star in the West, 129,
of 1753 in N. Y. Doc.
Teuteloe. Maoauley, Hist.
N. Y. II, 180, 1829. Thedirighroonas.— N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist. Index, 312, 1861. Thoderighroonas.— Doc.
of 1756, ibid., vii, 136, 1856. Tiederighroenes.— Doc.
Tiederighroonas.— Doc. of 1755,
of 1759, ibid., 380.
Tiederighroones.— N. Y. Doc.
ibid., VI, 982, 1855.

—

Col. Hist., VI, 814, 1855.

Col. Hist.,

Index, 312,

1861.

Life of Sir William Johnson,

i,

Tiederigoene.— Stone,
485, note, 1865.

Tleder-

igroenes.— Doc. of 1755 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vi,
964, 1855.
Tiutei.— Hale in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc,
Tiuterih.— Ibid. ToalagXXI, No. 114, A, 11, 1884.
hreghroonees. Doc. of 1748 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist.,
Toalaghreghsoonees. Doc. of 1748,
vi, 447, 1855.
ibid., 441.
Toataghreghroones. Ibid., note.
Toderechrones. Ibid., v, 671, 1855. Toderlchroone.
Ibid., 491.
Toderlcks.— Boudinot, Star in the West,

—

—

1816.

100,

—

—

—

map

Todevighrono.—Johnson,

(1771)

quoted by Hale in Proc Am. Philos. Soc, xxi. No. 114,
A, 8, 1884 (misprint). Todirichrones.
Hale, ibid., 5,
Todirichroones.— Doc. 1722 in N. Y. Doc. Col.

—

Hist.,
Ill,

V,

194,

489.

673,

1853.

Tolera.— Battj
Tolere.— Lambreville

1855.

Tolerl.— N. Y. Doc.

and

relied

thereon to a large extent for subsistence.

The

1861.

—Harrison,

Col.
Hist.
Hist.
letter

Hist.,

So.

N.
to

(1671),

ibid,.

(1686),

ibid.,

index,
Car.,

Y.,

i,

313,
33,

ii,

166,

Dorsey,

May

1886 (present name of a district in Brunswick co.,
between Lawrenceville and Belfield). Toteloes.
Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, iii, 196, 1853. Totera.— Clayton (1671) in Fernow, Ohio Valley, 223, 1890. Toteras.
Brickell, Nat. Hist. N. Car., 343, 1737. Toterl.
N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., index, 313, 1861. Toteroes.—
Doc. of 1722, ibid., v, 673, 1855. Toteros.—Gallatin
in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, ii, 85, 1836.
Totierono.
Paris doc. 12 (1756) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., x, 500
25,

—

Va.,

photograph of Nokinha, given by Hale, shows
a face full oval in outline and large features
of an almost European cast, "evidently," says
Hale, "not individual or family traits, as they
reappear in the Tutelo half-breeds on the
Reserve, who do not claim a near relationship

Shateras.

—

Totaro.

soil

Atlaa,

(Mooney

mont (1699) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., iv, 488, 1854.
Taderighrones.— Ibid., index, 312, 1861. Tadirighrone.— Albany conf. (1722). ibid., v, 660, 1855. Tateras.
Boudinot, Star in the West, 100, 1816. Tedarighroones.— I.ond. doc. 31 (1753) in N. Y. Doc. Col.

1829.

that they were cultivators of the

New

Discov., 9, 1672

regards this as a form of Yesan).

Tortero.— Logan,
Totaly.— Macauley,

is

Kitchin,

in

41,

— Lederer,

1859.

Nevertheless the evidence

M.)

(j.

— De

Nahyssan.

clear

bodies."

1912

v., A.

the other hand, Zeisberger,

—

—

—
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1858. Totirl.— Paris doc. 8 (1736), ibid., i.x, 1057, 1855.
Totora. Clayton (1671) quoted by Fernow, Ohio Val.,
Tottero.— Spotawood (1711) quoted by
221, 1890.
Burk, Va., in, 89, 1805. Totteroy.— D'AnviUe (1746),
map 50, in Kitchin, New Atlas, 1800. Tutaloes. Chadwick, People of the Long-house, 19, 1897. Tutecoes.

—

—

—

Wm.

Johnson, ii, 487, 1865. Tuteeves.
Doc. of 1764 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., vii,
Brainerd (1745) quoted by Day,
641, 1856. Tutelas.
Penn., 525, 1843.
Tfitele.— Gatschet, MS., B.A.E.
(Shawnee name). Tutelo. Shea, Cath. Miss., 24, 1855.
Tuteloes.— Doc. of 1700 in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., viii,
Stone, Life of Sir

—

—

—

TO tie.— Hale

229, 1857.

Am.

in Proc.

Philos.

Soc.,

Tutiloes.— Davies, Mod. Geog.
532, 1805.
Tutloe.— Macauley, Hist. N. Y., ii, 169,
1829. Tuttelars.
Doc. of 1756 in Rupp, Northampton
Co., Pa., 106, 1845. Tuttelee.— Jones, Ojebway Inds.,
XXI, No. 114, 11, 1884.

—

Tutulor.— Peters

21, 1861,
Coll.,

4th

s.,

(1761) in Mass. Hist. Soc.

YesSh.— Hale

IX, 440, 1870.

of St.

A

on the

village in 1535

Lawrence

r.,

n.

25 leagues above the

quoted

(1534)

in

Hakluj't, Prin. Navigations, 235, 1598.

A Tahagmiut Eskimo

Tuvak.

Ungava,
map, 1863.

the N. coast of

Lab. Penin.,

ii,

Tuwanek

{Tuw&ivEkq,)

A

.

on

village

70°.

long.

—Hind,

Seechelt sept

which formerly lived at the head of Narrows
arm, Seechelt inlet, Brit. Col. Hill-Tout in

—

Jour. Anthr. Inst., 25, 1904.

Tyee. 1. A man of importance; a chief;
somebody. 2. Important; superior; great. The
word is used in parts of the Pacific coast: from
tyee
'chief,' in the Chinook jargon, a term
ultimately derived from the Nootka dialect of
the

Wakashan

family.

Tyendinaga (named
danegea,

in

honour

A Mohawk

q.v.).

about 17,000 acres of
near the

e.

end

Quinte
Hastinga

of

(refers to the noise of

stream).

A

Brit. Col.; pop. 5 in 1897,

when

last

separately enumerated.
Ind.

Aff.,

230,

1884.

Chomok-

—
418, 1898 (names of two towns comTay-ab-Muck.— Can. Ind.
79, 1878.
Tsa'umak. — Teit
Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
169,
Ibid.,

bined).

Aff.,

in

1900.

Can.,

Tzau'amuk.— Hill-Tout
6,

1899.

2lA-32i

Nakom-

of the island "Yutl," belonging to the

compounded with

-enoq

'inhabitants

of.'

Ucluelet.

A

Nootka

tribe at the n. en-

w. coast of Vancouver
id., Brit. Col.
Not to be confounded with the
Lekwiltok. Their principal town is Ittatso;
trance of Barkley

sd.,

pop. 150 in 1904, 134 in 1911.

Emlh-wllh-laht.— Can.

Ind. Aff., 310, 1892.

wiehaht— Ibid,

158,

pt.

2.

Ewlb-

Ewlhwiehaht.—

1901.

Ewl-hwilh-aht.— Ibid., 357,
pt. 2, 74,
1897.- Ucle-tah.— Mayne, Brit. Col., 251,1862.
Uclulet.
Swan, MS., B. A. E.
Ugluxlatuch.— Grant in
Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293, 1857. W-ltoo-»th-aht.—
Can. Ind. Aff., 308, 1879. Yongletats.— Domenech,
1902.

Ibid.,

—

1860.
Youchehtaht.— Brit. Col. map,
1872.
You-clul-aht.— Sproat, Savage Life, 308, 1868.
Yutlu'Iath.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 31,

Deserts, 445,

1890.

Udekumaig

{adl'kamag,

meaning whitefish.
Chippewa.

—W.

'caribou

A

J.).

—

inf'n,

Ugjuktung

('abounding in

fish,'

gens of the
1830.

Adi-

Ude-kumaig.

Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44, 1885.

miut Eskimo winter village
miut subtribe in Baffin
Deutsche Geog. Blatt., viii,

seal').

of

An Oko-

the Sauming-

island.

—Boas

in

32, 1885.

Ugjulirmiut ('people possessing seal'). A
Eskimo occupying King William id.
and Adelaide penin., Arctic coast.
These are
the Eskimo who fell heir to the wrecked ship
of Franklin. The Netchilirmiut, who in recent
times regularly visited King William island,
became mi.xed with the Ugjulirmiut. Their
tribe of

roUing
Ntlakyapamuk village 6 or 7 m. above Boston Bar,

Spayam.

Mentioned by Kane (Wand, in
N. A., app., 1859) as the name of a tribe
occupying Scott id., n. w. of Vancouver id.,
Brit. Col.
According to Boas it is the name

of

land, occupied

of lake Ontario, in

stones in the bed of a

Chomok.— Can.

Ind. Aff., 51, 1875.

Uclenu.

1907.

—

r.,

—

aht.— Can.

Narr., 314,

Ind. Aff. Reps.

Fraser

map, 1872.

'kamag. Wm. Jones,
Warren (1852) in Minn.

The Indians are known officially
"Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte." Can.

Tzauamuk

Howchucklus-aht.— Brit. Col.
1879.
Howchuk-lls-aht.— Can. Ind. Aff. 1897,
357, 1898. Howchuklisat.— Can. Ind. Aff., pt. ii, 158,
1901. Howschueselet.— Kelley, Oreg., 68, 1830. Ouchuchlisit.
Mayne, Brit. Col., 251, 1861. Ouchuk-llsInd. Aff., 308,

Ad-dlk-kun-maig.—Tanner,

reservation

tillable

Elhlateese.

is

—

of Thayen-

CO. Ontario.

as

principal village

Cojuklesatuch. Grant in Jour. Roy. Geog. Soc, 293,
1857.
Hautcu'k"tles'ath.— Boas, 6th Rep. N. W.
Tribes Can., 31, 1890.
How-chuck-les-aht.— Can.

(a. f. c.)

by 1,343 Indians, on the bay

in 1911

Uchucklesit. A Nootka tribe on Uchuckharbour, Barkley sd., w. coast of Vancouver id., Brit. Col. Pop. 35 in 1911. Their
lesit

gilisala,

Quebec—Cartier

of

site

Am.

(own name).

11.

cit.,

Tutonaguy.
bank

in Proc.

Ye-sa".— Hale,
YesSng.

Philos. Soc, xxi.. No. 114, A, 11, 1884.
letter to Powell, B.A.E., 1877

Hale, op.

499

ii,

in

Rep. Ethnol. Surv.

village

is

Kingmiktuk.

—

KpikePtalopmfeut. Petitot in Bib. Ling, et Ethn. Am.,
Ill, xi, 1876 (sig. 'islanders': Kopagmiut name).
Oogeoo-lik.— Ross, Second Voy., 308, 1835. Ook-Joolik.— Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 85, 1881. Ookwolik.—
Ibid., 199. Ugjulik.— Boas in Zeitschr. Ges. Erdk., 226,
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m,

Ugjulirmlut.— Boas in Trans. Anthr.
Ukdschulik.

1885.

101,

Soc. Wash.,

— Schwatka quoted in
— Schwatka Century

UkdshuHk.

.Ausland, 053, 1885.

in

-Mag., XXII, 76, 1881.

A

Uglariak.

winter

settlement

the

of

Aivilirmiut Eskimo at the entrance of Repulse

bay, N. end of Hudson bay.

GEORGE

1912

v., A.

Ukusiksillik.— Klutschak, AIs Eskimo
unter den Eskimo, map, G4, 1881.
Utku-hikalik.
Richardson, Polar Regions^70, ISGl. Ut-kii-hikalingmeut. Ibid., 300. Ut-kii-sik-kaling-me' ut. Richardson, Aret. Exped., i, 362, 1851.
Utkusiksalik.
Boas in Zeitsch. Ges. f. Erdk., 226, 1883. Utkutfikialifi-meut. Petitot in Bib. Ling, et Ethn, Am., iii, xi,
1876. Uvkusigsalik.— Rink, Eskimo Tribes, 33, 1887.
E., 458,

1888.

—

—

—

—

channel, n.

{U'lk's'n, 'point').
A Squawmish
community on Biu-rard inlet, Brit. Col.
—Hill-Tout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 475, 1900.

Oojilit.— Parr3', Second Voy., 359, 1824.
Ooglitt.—
Lyons, Priv. Jour., 406, 1825. Us>Urn.— Boas in 6th
Kep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

TaUrpia Okorniut E.skimo on an island near
the s. w. coast of Cumberland sd., not far from

Uglariaq.— Boas

A

Uglirn.

Eskimo on an
Hudson bay.

Rep. B. A. E., 447, 1888.

in Gth

Ulksin

winter settlement of Iglulirmiut

Fox

island in n. w.

village

A

Umanaktuak.

the entrance, Baffin

Dwarfs which the Central Eskimo

Uissuit.

They

believe to inhabit the depths of the sea.

them with hook and

but none is
ever caught, because, it is believed, when one
is hooked and drawn up, as soon as he comes
near the surface he flashes his legs above
water and dives below. Boas in 6th Rep.
B. A. E., 621, 1888.
fish for

line,

—

Ukadlik. A winter village of Nugumiut
Eskimo on the coast between Frobisher bay
and Cumberland sd., Baffin island.
Ukadliq.— Boa.i

—

UkadliK. Boas
Ko. 80, 67, 1885.

6th Rep.

in
in

B.

Peterraaiuis

A. E.,

Mittcil-,

Ukiadliving ('autumn settlement').
ter settlement of Okorniut

on

N.

Cumberland

Eskimo

sd., Baffin

id.:

1888.

422,
xvii,

of

suppl.,

Annanactook.
15, 1879.

426, 1888.
teil.,

pop. 17 in

1883.

—

Okkiadliving. Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc. "Wash., in
1885.
Ukiadliving.— Boas in Gth Rep. B. A. E.,
map, ISSS; Boas in Petermanns Mitteil,, No. SO, 70,
1885. Ukiolik.— Rink, Eskimo Tribes, 33, 1S87.
98,

Aivirlirmiut

winter

village

Eskimo on Wager

Hudson bay.— Boas

in

the

of

inlet,

x.

w.

6th Rep. B. A. E., 449,

18S8.

stone

possessing

pot-

Eskimo
and formerly on the
Boothia penin. According toSchwatka

kettles').

living on

shores of

A

('people

Back

r.,

tribe of the Central

Kee.,

they are nearly extinct, the few siu-vivors
at Dangerous rapids.
They hve on
musk-ox and fish, do not hunt seal, and have
no fuel.
living

—

Oogueesik Salik. Schwatka in Science, 543, 1SS4.
Ooguensik-salik-Innuits. Ausland, 053, 1SS5. Ooqueesiksillik. Schwatka in Century, xxii, map, 1881.
Ootkooseek-kalingmoeoof. Franklin, Journ. to Polar
Sea, II, 42, 1824.
Stone Kettle Esquimaux. Ibid.
Thleweechodezeth. Back, Narr,, map, 1836. Ukusiksalik.— Boas in 6th Rep. B.A.E., 458, 18.88. Ukuslksalingmlut. Boas in Trans. Anthr. Soc. Wash., in,
10!, 1SS5. Ukusiksalinniut.— Boas in Gth Rep. B.A.

—

—

—

—
—

—

id.

— Kumlien

in Bull. 15, U. S. Nat.

Mus.,

—

No.

80, p. 70, 18S5.

See Oomiak.

the Eagle clan living at Masset, Q. C. ids.

The name was derived from

that of a small
stream which flows into the upper expansion
of Masset inlet, and upon which they used to
camp. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.

—

Upeshipow.

A

tribe, related to the Cree,

James bay, Quebec,
between Rupert and Great Whale rs., bordering on the Eskimo of Ungava penin. One band,
the Winnepeskowuk, hved on Eastmain r., another was said to live on Moose r., probably
the Monsoni, who were doubtless a cognate
living near the e. coast of

not the same tribe.

Upe-shi-pow.
Arct. Exped.,

— Hutchins (1770) quotc<l by Richardson,

ii,

38, 1851.

Upper Fraser Band. One
of the

Ukusiksalirmiut

of

Undl-skadjins-gitunai C''.4«7 squadji'ns
gitAna'-i, 'Gituns on the river Skadjins').
A
subdivision of the Gituns, a Haida family of

if

A

Ukusiksalik.

settlement

Unianaqtuaq.— Boas in 6th Rep. B. A. E.,
UmanaKtuaK. Boas in Petermanns Mit-

Umiak.

A winSaumia

XVII,

winter

of British

of the interior

Columbia.

—

Teit in Mem. Am. Mus.
Upper Fraser band. Ibid.

SLaxa'yux.
1900.

of 4 subdivisions

Upper Ntlakyapaniuk

Upper Kutenai.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

—

The

larger

of

the

170,

2

divisions of the Kutenai, speaking a different

and more amenable to civilizing inLower Kutenai. They live
in the region inclosed between the Selkirks and
Rocky mts., on the lakes at the head of
Columbia r., and on upper Kootenay r., B.C.
dialect

fluences than the

Their sub-divisions are Akiskenukenik,
nik, Akanekunik, and Akiyenik.
Ki'tona'Qa.
Can.,
298,

6,

— Chamberlain

in 8th Rop. N. W. Tribes
Upper Kootanais.— Mayne, Brit. Col.,
Upper Kootanie. — Tolmic and Dawson,

1892.

1862.

Akam-
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Boas
Vocabs., 124e, 1S84. Upper Kootenay.
N. W. Tribes Can., 10, 1889. Upper Koo-

Comp.

in 5th Rep.

tenuha.

— Tolmie and

Dawson,

op.

cit.

Upper Thompson Indians. The Ntlakyapamuk on Fraser r, and its tributaries above
They embody 4 minor
Cisco, Brit. Col.
the Lytton, Upper Fraser, Spence
Bridge, and Nicola bands.
divisions:

Nku'kOmamux. — Teit
16S, 1900

II,

(

Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
above'). Upper Thompsons.

='people

in

Ibid.

A

Utikimitung.

village of the Talirping-

miut Okomiut Eskimo, on the

Cumberland

Baffin

sd.,

Utiqimitung.— Boas

s.

Ut-lums.

s.

shore of

id.

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1888.

in 6th

An abandoned

Utlums.
on the

Salishan village

side of Galiano id., Brit. Col.

— Dawson,
A

Viger.

Can. Geol. Surv., map, 1887.
in Viger
Quebec, containing

Malecite' settlement

township, Temiscouata

co.,

106 inhabitants in 1911.

Wabezhaze

A gens of the Chip-

('marten').

pewa.
Wa-be-zhaze'.— Morgan, Anc. Soc, 166, 1877. Wabishesh.— Gatschet, Ojibwa MS., B.A.E., Waub-ishash-e. Warren in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 44, 1885.

—

Wachapalaschuk (Wachap'dlaschuk). The
name of an ancestor of a gens of the Kwakiutl
proper; also apphed to the gens

Petermanns

in

(Boas

itself

Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887).

A

Wachaskesouek.

mentioned

tribe

in

1648, in connection with bands of the Ottawa,
as allies of the Hurons, living

Ouachaskesouek.— Jes.
askesouek.

—

Jes. Rel.,

501

of lake

Huron.

Rel. 1648, 62, 1858.

Wach-

Ill,

s.

index, 1858.

on account of their custom of peddling their
manufactures to the neighbouring whites, a
thing which the Algonkin women of Oka
never do. Cuoq, Lexique Algonquine, 416,

—

1886.

Waitlas.

mouth

of

A

Samo

village of the Goasila at
r.,

Smith

the

inlet, Brit. Col.

Oi-cle-la.— Kane, Wand., in N. A., app., 1859.
cless.— Boas in Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, 226, 1887.

Wy-

Wakashan Family. A linguistic family
occupying the w. coast of British Columbia
between lat. 54° and 50° 30', the n. and w.
portions of

Vancouver

id.,

and the extreme

N.w. corner of Washington, nearly to lat. 48'^„
The name is derived from waukash, 'good,'

which Cook heard at Friendly cove, Nootka
sd., and supposed to be the name ot a tribe.
The culture of these people is almost identical
with that of the coast Salish to the S. and E.
of them, and with that of the Tsimshian,
In physical
Haida, and Tlingit in the N.
characteristics they rather approach the coast
Salish, and their language conforms in type
most closely with that of the Salish and Chimakuan. Juan de Fuca probably reached the
coast of British Columbia and was the first
white

man

to see the lands of the

Wakashan.

Fuentes be not an imaginary person, nor
his voyage a fable, he sailed in 1640 through
the archipelago where the Wakashan live.*
Ensign Juan Perez is believed to have anchored
in Nootka sd. in 1774.
In the following year
Bodega and Maurelle passed along the Wakashan coast on their way s. In 1786 EngUsh
vessels under Capts. Hanna, Portlock, and
Dixon called at this coast, and, from that time,
If

and American trading vessels
Nootka in particular being
much frequented. Between 1792 aYid 1794
Capt. George Vancouver, R.N., the famous
British explorer, made the first accurate and
visits of British

Wachegami
possibly

(prob.

'shining

identified tribe or

'beaver-dam

lake.'^

—Hewitt).

band

living in

on which they resided.*
Ouachegami.—Jes. Rel. 1640,
Jes. Rel.,

Ill,

An

or

un-

Canada

n.

probably named from a lake

of lake Nipissing;

—

lake,'

Wachegami.

Waddington Harbour Indians.

A

body

Sahsh of Fraser River agency, Brit. Col.,
numbering 37 in 1895, the last time the name
of

appears.

Waddington Harbour.— Can. Ind. AfF.,
Wadington Harbour.— Ibid., 189, 1883.
('those

who

277,

1894.

seek a living').

The name given by the Algonkin of Oka (q.v.)
to the Iroquois women of the same settlement
•Probably Shining-tree lake in
of Sudbury, Ont.

constant,

detailed
34, 1858.

index.

Wadjahonak

were

Gowganda

diat.,

survey of the coast.

In 1803 the

was destroyed
Nootka, and all on board

Boston, of Boston, of Mass.,

by the people of
except two persons were

killed.
From the
account of one of these, John R. Jewitt,
we have important information regarding the
tribes of the w. coast of Vancouver id.
The
Hudson's Bay Co. established a post at

Victoria in 1843, and from that time relations
with the natives became more intimate. Since
then the native population has pretty steadily
declined.
Mission stations have been established at many points with considerable

N. E.
•Both voyages are utterly discredited.
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Success in the n., but half of the southern

Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,

Kwakiutl still hold to their ancient customs
and beliefs. Most of the Nootka have been
converted by Roman Catholic missionaries.
Wakashan dwellings were large structures of
huge cedar beams and planks, and stood in
a row fronting the sea. Each accommodated
several families which had separate fires. The
canoe was one of the essentials of existence on
these shores, where there were no better seamen than the tribes of the w. coast of Vancouver id. These and a few of the neighbouring
tribes in Washington were the only people
who pursued and killed the whale, others being

er's

content

to

wait

until

the

animals

drifted

For the rest of their diet they
depended mainly upon fish, but they also
hunted land and sea animals and collected
shell-fish, roots, and berries, each family owning its own fishing grounds and salmon creeks,
which it guarded jealously. Although good
carvers of wood, they were excelled in this
respect by the Haida and Tlingit. The norashore dead.

group of this name)

i,

v., A.

1912

162, 1848 (remarks on Scou-

Latham, Opuscula, 2.57, 1860
<Nootka. Hale in U.S. Expl. Exped., V7,
1846 (proposes family to include tribes of
Vancouver id. and tribes on south side of Fuca str.).
>Nutka.— Buschmann, Neu-Mexico, 329, 1858. >Nootka. Gatschet in Mag. Am. Hist., 170, 1877 (mentions
only Makah, and Classct tribes of cape Flattery)
Gatschet in Beach, Ind. Misc., 446, 1877. XNootkahs.
;

—

fthe same).

220,

569,

—

— Keane

in Stanford, Compend., Cent, and So. Am.,
1878 (includes Muchlahts, Nitinahts, Ohyahts,
Manosahts, and Quoquoulths of present family, together

473,

—

with a number of Salishan tribes).
XNootka. Bancroft, Nat. Races, in, 564, 608, 1882 (a heterogeneous
group, largely Salishan, with Wakashan, Skittagctan,
and other families represented). >Straits of Fuca.
Gallatin in Trans. Am. Antiq. Soc, n, 134, 306, 1836
(vocabulary of, referred here with doubt; considered

—

—

XSouthern. Scouler in Jour.
by Gallatin).
Roy. Geog. Soc, xi, 224, 1841 (same as his NootkaColumbian above).
Xinsular. Scouler, ibid., (same
as his Nootka-Columbian above).
XHaeltzuk. Ladistinct

—

tham

—

Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 155, 1848 (cites
Tolmie's vocab.; spoken from 50° 30' to 53° 30') Latham,
in Jour.

;

descent in the female

Opuscula, 251, 1860 (the same).
>Haeeltsuk and
Hailtsa. Latham, Nat. Hist. Man., 300, 1850 (includes
Hy.shalla, Hyhysh, Esleytuk, Weekenoch, Nalatsenoch,
Quagheuil, Tlatla-Shequilla, Lequeeltoch). > Hailtsa. Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 72, 18.56; Buschmann, Neu-Mexico, 322, 1858; Latham, Opuscula, 339,
1860; Latham, EI. Comp. Philol., 401, 1862 (includes

tribes,

coast

thern tribes, the Heiltsuk Kwakiutl, reckoned
line; but the southern
though in a transitional stage, are rather
Interto be reckoned in the paternal stage.
tribal warfare was constant and slavery an
institution.
Head flattening was practised by
the tribes of Vancouver id. The potlatch was
one of the cardinal institutions, and around it
centred a large part of the social and religious
Owing mainly to
interests of the people.
smallpox and vices, the number of Wakashan
has fallen off steadily since their fii'st contact
with whites. In 1909 there were enumerated
in the Dominion of Canada 4,150, to which
are to be added 434 Makah in Washington;
total, 4,584.
Of these, 2,090 were Kwakiutl
(j. R. s.)
and 2,494 Nootka.

>VVakash.
306,

1836

—Gallatin
(of

Nootka

Gallatin in Trans.

imap
402,

Am.

on Newittee)

i(based

17,

Antiq. Soc,

ii,

in

(includes

Trans.

15,

Sound; gives Jewitt's vocab.)
Ethnol. Soc,

Berghaus

li.

(18.51),

pt, 1, 77,

1848

Physik. Atla^,

1852; Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

1853

l^tham

;

Am.

in Trans.

and

Newittee

Philol.

Soc.

iii,

Nootka Sound);

Lend.,

73,

1856 (of

Latham, Opuscula, 340, 1860; Latham,
Vancouver
El. Comp. Philol., 403, 1862 (Tlaoquat.sh and Wakash
oroper; NCitka and congeners also referred to hert).
XWakash. Latham, Nat. Hist. Man., 301, 1850 (in-

—

between Hawkesbury id., Broughton
and northern portion of Vancouver id.).
eelbzuk. Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v. 487, 1855;
dialects

archipelago,

>Ha

—

Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859 (or Ballabola; a census
>Ha-llt'of N. W. tribes classified by language).
zukh. Dall, after Gibbs, in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i,
144, 1877 (vocabularies of Bel-bella of Milbanke sd. and

—

of Kwakiutl.)'

<Nass.

Soc

c.

pt.

II,

1,

— Gallatin

1848.

in Trans.

Am. Ethnol.

<Naass.— Gallatin,

ibid.,

77

(includes Hailstla, Haceltzuk, Billechola, Chimeysan);
Gallatin in Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, in, 402, 1853 (inXNass. Bancroft, Nat. Races, in,
cludes Huitsla).

—

564,

606,

>Aht.

—

1882 (includes Hailtza of present family).
Sproat, Savage Life, app., 312, 1868 (name

suggested for family instead of Nootka-Columbian);
Tolmie and Dawson, Comp. Vocabs., 50, 1884 (vocab.
XPuget Sound Group. Keane in
of Kaiookwaht).
Stanford, Compend., Cent, and So. Am., 460, 474, 1878.
XHydahs. Keane, ibid., 473 (includes Hailtzas of the
>Kwakiool. Tolmie and Dawson,
present family).

—

—

Comp.

—

1884 (vocabs. of H.aishiUa,
Hailtzuk, Kwiha, Likwiltoh septs; also map showing
>Kwa'kiutI. Boas in Petermanns
family domain).
Mitteil., 130, 1887 (general account of family, with list
Vocabs.,

27-48,

—

of tribes).

Wakouingouechiwek.

An

Algonquian

id.);

—

cludes Naspatle, proper Nutk.ans, Tlaoquatsh, Nittenat,
=WaKlasset, Klallems; the last named is Salishan).
kashan.—Powell in 7th Hep. B. A. E., 128, 1891.
XNootka-Columbian. Scouler in Jour. Roy. Geog.
Soc, XI, 221, 1841 (includes Vancouver id., Haeelt-

—

Kawitchen, NoosdaTlaoQuateh,
lum, Squallyamish, Cheenooks) Prichard, Phys. Hist.
Mankind, v, 435, 1847 (follows Scouler); Latham in
zuk,

Billechoola,

;

band living on a river about 60 leagues
150 leagues n. w. of
s. of Hudson bay and
Three Rivers, Quebec. They were probably
a part of the Mistassin living on Marten r.
tribe or

—

K8aK8aK8chiouets. Jes. Rel lx, 244, 1900.
K8aK8chl8ets.— Jes. Rel., i.xiii, 248, 1900. Kouakoui-

koUesiouek.— Jes.

,

Rel. 1672, 54, 1858.

Kouakouikoue-

—

Kwakwakousiwek. Jes. Rel., Lxxiii, 60, 1901.
chiouets. Ibid., lx, 245. Ouakouingouechiouek.
Jes. Rel. 1658, 20, 1858.

Oukouingouechiouek.

—
— Ibid.
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{Wd'las, 'the great ones')-

Nakoaktok and
Kwakiutl tribes. Boas
Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

—

Walas Kwakiutl
of

A

gens

Mamalelekala
Rep. U. S. Nat.

of the

of the

sept

in

('the great Kwakiutl').

A

comprising the
Waulipoe, Tlekem,

the true Kwakiutl,

Gyckem,

Tsentsenkaio,

and Tletlkete

gentes.

Pop. 30

in

1889, the

last time they were enumerated separately.
La'kuilila.— Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895, 3.30,
1897 ('the tramps': a nickname). Lock-qua-lillas.
Lord, Natur. in Brit. Col., i, 165, 1866. Wa'las KwaDawkiutl.
Boas, op. cit., 330. Walis-kwa-kl-ool.
son in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 05, 1887. WawUs-knahkewlth.— Can. Ind. Aff., 189, 1884. Waw-Iis-

—

—

—

knahk-nevvith.— Ibid.,

1889, 270, 1890.

Walasnomoqois. An ancestor of a Kwakiutl gens whose name was sometimes given
to the gens
teil.,

itself.

—Boas

in

Petermanns Mit-

pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Wamnughaoln.

('shell ear

pendant').

band of the Sihasapa or Blackfoot Sioux.
Wamnuga-oig
Dorsey in loth Rep. B. A. E.,
1897.

Wamnuxa-oi".

—

A
219,

Ibid.

Wampum (the contracted form of New
England Algonquian wampumpeak, wampHmpeage, or wampdmpeag, expressed phonetically
as wa^pa^piak or wa"ba"biag, the component
lexical elements of which are wamp, for wa^h,
a derivative of wah, '(being) white'; umpe or
ompe, for a''bi or wpi, 'a string (of shell-beads)'
ak or ag, the grammatic sign of the animate
plural. As the native expression was too cumbersome for ready utterance by the New
England colonists, the sentence-word was divided by them into wampum and peak or peage,
regardless of the exact line of phonetic division

between the component

elements of the
beads in use among
the North American Indians, wrought out of
several kinds of shells found along both the
western and the eastern littorals of the con-

The

expression).

lexical

shell

tinent, including various species of Veneridse,

as the poquaiXhaug (Venus mercenaria), usually

contracted

to

qiuihaug

or

quahog,

formerly

sometimes called hens, the common round or
hard-shell clam, which in the S. sometimes
attains a weight of 4 pounds; the periwinkle
(PjTula carica and P. canaUculata), or winkle,
the meteaHhock of Roger Williams; the whelk

(Buccinum undatum); fresh-water

shells

of

the genus Unio; and, on the Pacific coast, the

Dentalium (D. entahs, and D. indianorum),
or haliotis (H. rufescens, H.
splendens, and H. cracherodii), the scallop
shells or pectens, and the olivella (O. biphcata)
and a number of other sea shells.
the abalone

503

In the manufacture of these shell beads

much

patient labour and a marked degree of
and careful manipulation were required.
Their manufacture was apparently not confined to any class of persons among the natives,
for Roger Williams (Key, 128, 1827) remarks
skill

that, in general, those

who

live

along the sea-

shore manufacture the beads, and that "as

many make

In New England and
seaboard wampum was
chiefly of two colours: the white and the
violet or purple, which latter varied in shade

along

as will."

the Atlantic

from pale or pink violet to dark rich purple.

The value of these shell beads was determined
by their colour and degree of finish. In form
they were cyhndrical, being from about ^ to jVr
diameter, and from ^ to iV in. in length.
Notwithstanding the abundant literature concerning the multifarious uses of these shell

in. in

beads in trade, in the embroidering of articles
of dress, the making of objects for personal
adornment and badges of rank and official
dignity, and in the fiducial transactions of
private and public

life, no technical statement
methods employed by the natives
in their manufacture is available.
According to Barber and Howe (Hist. Ck)l.
N. J., 1844) the method of manufacture after
contact with the whites was as follows: The
wampum was wrought, largely by the women,
from the thick blue portions of the shell, and
the process, though simple, required a skill

of the exact

acquired only by long practice. The intense
hardness and brittleness of the materials made
impossible to wear, grind, and bore the shell
by machinery alone. First the thin portions
were removed with a light, sharp hammer,
and the remainder was clamped in a scissure
sawed in a slender stick, and was then ground
it

an octagonal
an inch

an inch in length
This piece
being ready for boring was inserted into another piece of wood, sawed like the first stick
which was firmly fastened to a bench, a weight
being so adjusted that it caused the scissure
to grip the shell and to hold it securely. The
drill was made from an untempered handsaw,
ground into proper shape and tempered in
the flame of a candle. Braced against a steel
plate on the operator's chest and nicely adjusted to the centre of the shell, the drill was
rotated by means of the common hand-bow.
To clean the aperture, the drill was dexterously
withdrawn while in motion, and was cleared
by the thumb and finger of the particles of
shell.
From a vessel hanging over the closely
into

and

half

figure,

in

diameter.
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on the drill
to cool it, for particular care was exercised
lest the shell break from the heat caused by
friction.
When the drilling reached halfway
through the shell, the shell was reversed and
the boring was completed from the opposite
side.
To finish the surface and to shape the
edges were the next processes. A wire about
a foot long was fastened at one end to a
bench; beneath and parallel with the wire was
a grindstone with a grooved face, which was
worked by a foot-treadle. The beads were
strung on the wire; the free end was grasped
in the left hand and the wire of beads was
drawn into the groove of the fast-revolving
grindstone. By means of a flat piece of wood,
held in the right hand, the beads were continually turned.
By this process the beads
soon became round, smooth, and pohshed,
and were then strung on hempen strings about
clamped

drops of water

shell

fell

a foot in length. Five to ten such strings could
be made in a day, and were sold to country
merchants at the rate of 123^ cents apiece.
Wampum very early in the intercom-se between the whites and the Indians, as it already

was among themselves, became a medium

of

exchange at fixed values, not only in merchandise but also in dollars and cents. So
important was this use of it that Weeden
(Johns Hopkins Univ. Stud., 2d s., viii-ix,
1884) wrote a monograph on wampum with
the suggestive title, "Indian Money as a
Factor in New England Civilization." in which
this phase of the subject is fully discussed.
Powers, Stearns, Goddard, and others mention facts showing that, at an early time
on the Pacific coast, shell money became a
medium of exchange, not only among the
Indians but also among the whites.
Goddard (Life and Culture of the Hupa,
48-49, 1903) says that a single shell of the
decorated dentalium is measiu'ed and its value
determined by the creases on the left hand;
that strings of these shells reaching from the
thumb-nail to the point of the shoulder
contain 11

of

smallest

these shells;

of

the

and 14

ards of length.
the ordinances of

(Wampum

by ample

citations

Curfrom

Netherland that the

period from 1641 to 1662 "marked the de-

cadence of
is

wampum

as currency."

His article

valuable and interesting for giving the value

"wompam

or

sawhosachick as the native terms for 'loose
enomphosachick as that for 'strung
ones,' and mdchequoce as 'a girdle, or belt,'
beads,'

made from one to five or more inches
width of these shell beads.
Such a belt,
he tells us, was worth sometimes more than
£10 sterling, and was worn either as a girdle
or as a scarf or sash around the shoulders or
breasts, hence the common name of belt for
this article.
Strings were also so worn as
ornaments around the necks of women and
children.
Williams quaintly adds: "Princes
make rich caps and aprons (or small breeches)
curiously
in

of these beads, thus curiously strung into

many

forms and figures: their black and white finely

mixed together."

As

to their

means

of

manu-

facture he says also before the Indians ob-

"made
money with

tained awl blades from Europeans they
shift

to

bore this

their

shell

work of smoothing the
beads "they doe on stones" and other things.
stone," and that the

Lawson

(Hist. Car., 315-316,

1714) writes

that the Indians of Carolina had two different

kinds of shell money, called peak and ronoak,
chiefly the former kind, which
went by the name of wampum,
as current money. He believed
used on the continent "as far

at

New York

and was used
that peak
as the

was

bay

of

The peak, he says, was called
"porcelan" by many writers, and was made
in great quantities in New York and "with
It was made from
us in some measure."
Mexico."

found on the coast, very large and hard,
it was difficult to cut them; that some
English smiths attempted "to drill this sort
of shell money" for profit, but found the task
too hard and saw that nothing could be gained

so that

indi-

wampum

white money," of half the value of the suckdwliock or black money or shell beads.
In his
lexicon Williams gives the words sawhoog and

shells

Rosendale

New

meteaiihock, or periwinkle, their

the

which

of

.

the

cate the length of 5 shells of the several stand-
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and guilders at the periods mentioned.
Williams (op. cit.) speaking of the poquaAhock or quahaug, called hens by the English,
or the hard round clam, says that the Indians
"break out of the shell about half an inch of
a black part of it, of which they make their
suckauhock, or black money," and that they
manufacture from the stem or stock of the

of

inner side of the left forearm,

GEORGE

and grades

in stivers

that some of

largest

natives have a set of lines tattooed on the

rency, 1896) shows

of the different kinds

"drilling was the most difficult part
work to the Englishmen, which the
Indians manage with a nail stuck in a cane
or reed, which was rolled by them on their
thighs with the right hand and the bit of shell
was held in the left, so in time they drill a.
for the

of the
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it, which is a tedious work;
but especially in making their ronoak, four of
which will scarce make one length of their
wampum." He does not say how the driUing
was done before the Indians had nails. For
this shell money "skins, furs, slaves, and
whatever the Indians possessed might be
bought; by it they might be enticed to do
anything to part with anything except their
children for slaves; by its means murders and
other crimes were adjusted and settled."

hole quite through

—

Beverley (Hist. Va., bk. in, 58, 1705) says
that the Indians of the Virginia and Carolina

had peak and roenoke; that the peak
two colours, dark purple and white;
that they (presumably the purple and the
white) were alike in size and figure, being
made of different portions of the same shell
littoral

was

of

(evidently the poquaiihock)
as

smooth

as glass,

;

they were polished

and were strung through

holes drilled through their centres; the purple

or dark-coloured beads were

more valuable

than the white, bringing among the Indian
traders 18 pence per yard, while the white
brought only 9 pence; and that these Indians
made of these shell beads pipes (probably
tubular objects), 2 or 3

in.

long and "thicker

than ordinary, which are much more valuable;"
that they also made rwitees of the same shell,
grinding them smooth as the beads of the peak,
"the strung beads," and that these runtees were
either large like an oval bead, drilled through
the length of the oval, or they were flat and
circular, nearly an inch in width and 3 in.
thick, and were drilled edgewise.
The peak,
the runtees, and the "pipes," he continues,
were used for coronets, bracelets, belts, or
else the shell beads were made into long strings
to hang down before the breast, to lace up
their garments, or to adorn their tomahawks
and other weapons and implements; lastly, he
adds, that these Indians made another kind
of beads, of less value than the other, from
the cockle shell, which was broken into small
fragments, which were left with rough edges,
and drilled through in the same manner as
the other shell beads forming the peak; these
rough-edged "beads" were called roenoke (the
ronoak of Lawson), and they were used in
the same manner as the peak or strung beads.

To

the Iroquois and to

many

other Indians

white as a colour was auspicious, and

its

use

and ceremony therefore indicated
peace, health, welfare, and prosperity ideas
xpressed by white wampum when ceremonially
mployed; on the contrary, black as a colour
in

505

ritual

—

was

inauspicious,

and

its

use therefore indi-

cated hostility, sorrow, death, condolence, and
mourning ideas expressed by dark or purple

—

wampum when

ceremonially employed; never-

theless the dark or purple varietj' of

wampum

was commercially much more valuable than
the white kind, and the darker its shade the
more valuable it was. Commonly the ratio
was as one to two. In commercial transactions
wampum was used strung or unstrung. In
trade it was usually exchanged by comit when
The
loose, by the string, or by the fathom.
fathom was a count. Williams (Key, chap,
xiv) says that piiickquat was the native name
for 10 sixpence, or 60 pence, and that this was
that

called nquitlompeg,

is,

'one fathom,'

5

So a fathom was a count of beads,
the number of which was determined bj^ the
number legally current for a penny. Williams
said that 6 white and 3 black beads were
current for a penny; therefore at this ratio
360 white and 180 black beads constituted a
shillings.

A large portion of the white shell
beads was consumed in the manufacture of
fathom.

various articles of personal adornment and

embroidery of various articles of raiboth men and women. For use in
public affah's and in official communications,
in the

ment

for

and fiducial transactions, wamwrought into two well-known

in ritualistic

pum

was

products

—

strings,

often tied into bundles or

sheaves of strings, and belts or scarfs or sashes.

The

variety

first

was made

originally

by

wampum

beads on small strands
of skin or sinew, and, later, on a strong thread
stringing the

or on several threads twisted together; these

were called "branches"
probably inIn making
cluding the bunches or sheaves.
these strings of beads it was possible, by
using all white, all purple, or b}^ a combina-

strings of shell beads

by French

tion of the

regulated

writers

generally,

two colours in definite proportions,
by the colour symbolism of the

people, to convey mnemonically a variety or

a difference of ideas, indicated by the proportion, the sequence of the two colours, and
the figures or outlines portrayed

by them on

the strand or string; for example, there might

be one white bead and then one purple bead
alternately on the strand, or a white bead

and

then two purple beads alternately, or there
might be two or more white beads followed
by two or more purple beads alternately on
the strand; or the strand might be composed
one half of white and the other half of purple
beads; or one-half of the string of beads might
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be arranged in one

Thus

another.

it

way and

the other half in

was possible by these simple
by means of the two avail-

devices to indicate
able colours a

number

of combinations, differ-

ing one from another sufficiently to convey a

number

much chance
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matter without forgetting any material circumstance. To aid these annalists and others
they devised the complex and varied forms

wampum

of

strands,

ready noted.

Belts

and

sheaves,

belts

al-

were used for various

of

purposes, as the ratification of treaties, the

The white strings tinged red by
vermilion or some other red colour were used

confirmation of alliances, and the a^uthentic-

as a challenge or declaration of war, or as an

another.

of

without

ideas

confusion.

ation of proposals

made by one people

to

For

In addition to packs of skins and furs, the

beads consisted
wholly of white beads, while others were composed entirely of purple or dark beads. A
string composed entirely of dark beads is the
official string of baads by which one of the

public treasure of a people, such as the tribes

invitation to friends to join in a war.

these reasons

some

strings of

Iroquois tribes notifies

its

brother and cousin

of the

Iroquois league, consisted largely of

wampum,

together with the strands, bunches,

and the belts,
as above de-

or sheaves of strings or strands,
scarfs, or sashes

made from

it,

Not having' the use

scribed.

of writing of

death of one or more of its chiefs.
White strings were commonly employed in
matters of ordinary routine, requii-ing only
some degree of formality, or merely as preliminary exhibits to others of more and deeper
import. The second kind of shell-bead product
was the more or less broad sash, scarf, or belt,
on which the white and purple beads, first
suitably proportioned on strings, were fastened together by small strands of sinew or
skin in such manner as to form a neat and
durable fabric. By suitable combinations of
the two colours dominant in the beads various
symbolic figures and devices were neatly and

any kind, the Indians, naturally apt to forget
events and occurrences happening among them,
devised the variety of uses for wampum and

deftly Avrought into the

body of the belt or
Sometimes the fabric took the form of
a symbolic sun. But the breadth and length
of the belt or sash, and the proportions of the
white and the purple beads composing it,
were naturally determined by the nature and
importance of the occasion for its use. According to Lafitau (1724), a very good authority, the usual size of a belt in his time was
11 strands of 180 beads each, or about 1,980
wampum beads. There are references to belts
composed of 6,000 and 7,000 beads, and proportionately long. Some belts were employed
that is, one half
to convey a double message
to one person and the other half to another,
or two messages to one person or people.
The chiefs and the elders of the people were
accustomed to assemble to rehearse the matters mnemonically connected with the several
wampum strings, sheaves of strings, and belts
In complex and important
in their keeping.

gaion'nV to the belt of

scarf.

Onondaga and the Seneca use

tribes of the

—

its

products.

In addition to the descriptive names or

merely denotive designations of wampum and
the things made from it, a number of terms
of political import were applied to these wampum strings and belts by the Iroquoian tribes,
which indicate the importance attached to
these several objects. By all these tribes the
term kana"sa', 'a braid or plaited object,' was
applied to strings of wampum of whatever
nature.
The Mohawk applied the term

wampum,

while the

kas'hwS""ta'

Figuratively, and perhaps ceremonially, these

people apply the following names to

employed
(gdi"hwd',

the

affair,

officially

wampum

and formally: kari"hwd'
variant),

dialectic

'the

business,

or the authentic credential'; gawen'-

nd', 'the voice, the

word, or the proposition,'

because every proposal of a public nature, as
an edict, required for its authentication a belt
or a string of wampum according to its importance and to the exigency of the case; and
kdianerS""serd' (gdianen" sd' a dialectic variant
,

commonwealth,' 'justice,' here
'the law.'
For wampum the Mohawk have
the name oneko'r'hd' which by strict dialectic
changes of sounds in = t, and the dropping of
r) becomes otko"d', which is the Onondaga
and the Seneca name for it.
The Dutch about New York (Manhattan)
applied the Algonquian term sewan (also writ'welfare,'

'the

,

these annalists were charged

ten seivant, sewared, zeewand, etc.), 'scattered

with remembering only a particular portion of
the record, while to others were entrusted
other portions, thereby rendering it the more

or loose (beads),' to aU shell beads, in the

easy to remember the details of the entire

applied

affairs, certain of

same manner that the English
the

called all peage,

wampum, 'white.' The Dutch
name Sewan hacky, 'Wampum

or strung beads,
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perhaps in imitation of

was noted for its abundance
of shells suited to shell bead making. In New
England mowhackces, 'black beads,' was used.
As early as 1640, in New England and especially in New Netherlands, there was much
trouble and discontent owing to the manufacture of counterfeit and unfinished wampum.
It was complained that payments were made
the natives, for

in

it

nothing but rough, unpolished

the good,

while

stuff,

commonly

beads,

polished

called

"Manhattan wampum," were exported, concealed, or at least not to be had at all. Many
ordinances of the Director and Coimcil of
New Netherlands were passed in more or less
successful attempts to remedy this growing
evil.
The following citation from such an
ordinance,

May

passed

30,

what an alarming extent
terfeited:

and

1650,

wampum

shows to
was coun-

"Whereas, we have by experience,

for a long time seen the decline

depreciation

of

the

and daily

wampum among

loose

which are circulating many with holes and
half finished; also some of stone, bone, glass,
muscle-shells, horn, yea, even of wood and
broken beads, together with the manifold
complaints of the inhabitants that they cannot go to market with such wampum, nor
obtain any commodities, not even a small loaf
of white bread or a pot of beer from the traders,
bakers, or tapsters for loose

wampum.

.

.

in

order hereby to prevent the further importation of

all

lump and unperf orated wampum,

so as in future to obviate

all

misunderstanding,

the Hon'ble Director and Council aforesaid

do ordain that the commercial shall pass and
be good pay as heretofore, to wit, six white
or three black for one stiver; on the contrary,
poor strung wampum shall pass eight white
and four black for one stiver [stiver = one
penny]."

On

the Pacific coast, according to Powers,

Gibbs, and other writers, immense quantities
of shell

money

or beads were in circulation,
which fluctuated greatly from
Much of it was made from the

the value of
tribe to tribe.

a species of dentalium,
which was obtained in the following manner:
To the end of a suitable pole a strip of wood was

so-called tusk-shell,

secured, being placed transversely to the line

and

From

studded with bone or
the bow of a canoe or

boat, propelled usually

by a woman, the tusk-

of the pole,

wooden

teeth.

shell fisher stood

first
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and carefully prodded the

sands at the botton of the water a number of
times with his comb-Uke instrument, and then

drew it to up see whether any of the shells
had become impaled on the teeth of the instrument.
Sometimes four or five of the
shells were brought up, and sometimes none
at all.
This was a practical method of obtaining these shells, as they are not found

between tide marks. The form of this shell,
which gave it its name of tusk-shcll, is toothor fang-shaped, having an orifice at each end.
A fine specimen is about 3 in. in length, but
usually they arc

much

shorter.

With the small

end invariably downward, it is found burrowed in the sand in from 4 to 8 fathoms of
water in sheltered harbours or inlets. The
women string these shells neatly on bits of
dried sinew; they are afterward ornamented
with fragments of haliotis shell and with tufts
of mountain-goat's wool.
A string of 25 of
these shells, which, placed end to end, reached
one fathom, or 6 ft., was called a hiaqua and
was the standard of value. The shorter broken
shells were strung in like manner, and these
inferior strings were called kopkops, of which
40 were equal in value to one hiaqua. Bands
or belts were also made of dentalium shells,
and these also served as currency and for
ornament. But according to Gibbs "forty to
the fathom" was the standard, or one hiaqua,
which would purchase as a rule one male and
two female slaves: this was approximately
£50 sterling. According to Powers and others
dlli-co-chick was the name of this tusk-money
in California.
In the central and southern
portions of the state there was a staple
currency known as hawock or hawok, made
from the shells of "a bivalve, a ponderous
clam when adult." The shell was cut into
small discs, of which the larger were worth
about 25 cents and the smaller about 4 cents.
Some of the discs, 2 in. in diameter and }/^ in.
in thickness, were worth a dollar apiece.
Powers mentions a necklace of hawok, worn by
a young woman, which was 10 yds. long, consisting of 1,160 pieces, and was worth about
$225.
The olivella shell money was known
as kolkol, or col-col.
The shell was prepared
by simply grinding off the apex and stringing
it mouth-to-mouth with others.
This money
it is said, was "slightly esteemed," perhaps
owing to the great abundance of the species.
The abalone or haliotis sheU money was known
as uhl-lo or lil-lo; this was made from a very
beautiful shell, rather too large and cumbersome to be used as money. The shell was
prepared for use by cutting it into oblong
strips from 1 in. to 2 in. long and about
in.

H
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Holes were drilled near one end of

in width.

the strip, and the strips were then strung edge
to edge. Ten pieces constituted a string. The

worth $1 apiece, thus making

larger pieces are

the value of a string about .?10.
The literature pertaining to

and to

money
The more

shell

important writings on the subjects are: Barber
and Howe, Hist. Coll. N. J., 1844; Beach,
Miscel.,

Am.

Beauchamp

1877;

295,

Mar. 1889; (2) in Bull.
N. Y. State Mus., vm, No. 41, 1901, with
in

(1)

1878.

Antiq.,

bibliog.; Beverley, Hist. Va., bk. ni, 58, 1705;

his

name by

Americans

of

New

the

World, 1903; Burnaby, Travels in N. Am., 60,
1775; Bushnell, in Jour. Anthr. Inst. Gt. Brit.,
XXXVI, 172, 1906; Cartier in Hakluyt, Voy.,
Adventures,

Cox,

1796;

235,

1810; Carver, Travels,

1600; repr.

272,

332-33,

1831;

Eells in Smithson. Rep. 1887, 647, 1889; For-

Man. and Cust. of the Sauk, 3,
Goddard in Univ. Cal. Pub., i, 49, 1903;
Gookin (1674) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st

syth, Acct.

1826;

s., I,

152, 1792;

Holm

(1646) in

Holmes
soll in

in

Hale

in

Mem.

Am.

Hist. Soc. Pa.,

2d Rep. B. A.

Am.

Nat., xviii, 1884;
iii,

1834;

E., 179, 1883; Inger-

Nat., xvii, No.

5,

in

N. Am., 238, 1859; Law-

son (1714), Hist. Car., 1860; Lord, Naturalist
in Brit. Col.,
of the Iroq.,

Mus.,

22, 1866; Morgan, (1) League
1904; (2) in Rep. N. Y. State

ii,

5, 71, 73,

1852; Norton in

Am. Mag.,

Mar. 1888; Penn in Harvey, Hist. Shawmee
Inds., 20, 1855; Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,
Ill, 1877; Pratt in Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci.,
II,

1876; Proud, Hist. Pa.,

i,

133-34, 1797-98;

Ross, Adventures in Oregon, 95, 1849; Ruttenber, Ind. Tribes Hudson R., 26, 1872;

Smith, Hist. N. Y., ii, 42, 1829; Stearns, (1)
in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887; 297-334, 1889;
with bibliography; (2) in Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci.,
July, 1873; (3) in

Economics

Long

Am.

Nat., xi, 1877; Stites,

of the Iroq., 1905;

Island,

i,

Thompson,

84-88, 1843; Timberlake,

Hist.

Me-

moir, 50, 62, 1765; Townshend, Quinnipiack
Inds., 33,

1818, repr.

New

his

bravery

in the open,

1900; Trumbull, Hist. Conn., 52,
1898; Van der Donck, Descrip.

Netherlands, 206, 1841; Weeden, Indian
Money, 1884; Whipple, Pac. R. R. Rep., in
115, 1856; Williams (1643), Key into Lang, of

vali-

winning
the

charging

in

and being seriously

in the battle at the latter place.
After the war he was given a captain's com-

by the British, and visited England.
continued to sj'mpathize with the British
until 1820, when he attempted to destroy
Ft. SneUing by stealth, but being thwarted
in his enterprise by Col. SneUing, he afterwards
heartily supported

was a dominant

interests.

Waneta

chief of the Sioux

and ex-

American

He

ceedingly active in his operations.

signed

the treaty of trade and intercoiurse at Ft.
Pierre, July 5, 1825, and, on Aug. 17 of the
year, signed the treaty of Prairie du Chien
which fixed the boundaries of the Sioux ter-

same

ritory.

He

died in 1848 at the

mouth

of the

Warreconne, the present Beaver cr., Emmons
His name is variously spelled,
CO., N. Dak.
as Wahnaataa, Wanotan, and Wawnahton.
(D. R.)

1883; Jewitt,

Narr., 76, 1815; Jones, Antiq. So. Ind., 1873;
Josselyn, Acct. Two Voy. to New Eng., 1865;

Kane, Wanderings

and fought

wounded

He

Ill,

Yanktonai

antly at Ft. Meigs and Sandusky,

mission

(1) in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 36, 1889; (2)
Rep. on N. W. Tribes Can., 85, 1890; Bradford in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th s., 3, 234-35,

Myths

N. B. H.)

A

Charger').

service in the AVar of 1812,

Boas,

1856; Brinton,

('The

Sioux of the Pabaksa or Cuthead band, son
Shappa or Red Thunder; born on Elm r.,
in the present Brown co., S. Dak., about 1795.
He enlisted with his father in the English

in

335-36,

Wampum,

(j.

Waneta
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of

shell objects is extensive.

Indian
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Amer., 1827 and 1866; Woodward,

A

Wanigan.

receptacle in which

small

supphes or a reserve stock of goods are kept;
also a large chest in which the lumbermen of
New Brunswick, Maine and Minnesota keep
their spare clothing, pipes, tobacco, etc. Called
also wongan-hox, and spelled wangun and
wangan.
(2) A boat used on the rivers of
New Brunswick and Maine for the transportation of the entire personnel of a logging

camp, along with the tools
provisions

for

the

trip.

camp and

of the
(3)

A

place

in

camp where accounts are kept
and the men paid. "Running the wangan"
loaded boat down
is the act of taking a
a lumber

a

river,

from station to

in swiftly flowing water.

station, particularly

The word

is

from

Abnaki ivaniigan, 'trap'; literally, that into
which any object strays, wanders, or gets lost;
a receptacle for catching and holding stray
objects; from wan, 'to wander', 'go astray,'
'get lost,"* -igan, often used in Abnaki in the
sense of 'trap.'
ing phaeton
ually gave

is

its

Similarly, a locker in a huntcalled a 'trap,'

name

and

to the vehicle

this eventitself.

(w. R. G.)
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{WaninEa'th).

Nootka

Seshart, a
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tribe.

sept of the

—Boas

Rep.

in 6th

32, 1890.

division of the true KwakiutI,

ridge, op. cit., 1814

(

='Gens de Canots,'

1815).

ibid., ed.

— Lewis and Clark, Discov., 44ur 1806
—Orig. Jour. Lewis and Clark, 104,
1905.
Menatopa. — Lewis and Clark Exped., 184, 1817.
Otaopabind. — Maximilian, Travels, 194, 1843
gens des canots'). Wato-pana. — lapi Oaye,
no.
ISSl.
Wah-to-pan-ah. — Denig quoted by
Dorsey in 15th Rep. B. A. E., 222, 1S97. Wali-to'pap-1-naH. — Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val.,
Ma-ne-to'-pa.
Ma-ne-to-par.

vi,

(sig. 'Ie3

xiii,

probably named mistakenly from its
Lord, Nat. in Brit. Col., i, 165, 1866.

Waokuitem

(Wad'kuilEm).

Wikeno, a KwakiutI

Mus.

tribe.

A

—Boas

chief.

clan of the

3S7, 1862.

Rep. Nat.

in

A

Wauanouk.

1895, 328, 1897.

former village near St.

Wewe-

Francis, Quebec, probably of refugee

A

Washatnagunashka.
lage on a
St.

bay on the

Lawrence,

Montagnais

vil-

— Lattre map,

noc.

—Stearns,

Waulipoe

Labrador,

(Wa'slsanEk).
tribe.

A

—Boas

{Wa'ulipoe,

A

feared').

271, 1884.

Toquart, a Nootka
N. W. Tribes Can.,

1784.

n. shore of the gulf of

Quebec.

Wastsanek

of

in 6th

the

U.

S.

Watshishu. A Montagnais village near
Manikuagan bay, on the n. shore of the gulf
Labrador,

tribe.

—Boas

of the Assiniboin which, according

to Lewis

and Clark, in 1804, roved on Souris r. and
the branches of the Assiniboine n. of the
Mandan tribe, in the United States and Canada.
this period

lodges;

they numbered 450 warriors, in

Henry (Coues, HenryII,
522, 1897) said they had 160
while Hayden (Ethnog. and Philol.

200 tipis.
Thompson,

In

of the

clan
in

Rep. U.S.

Wazhush

A gens of
In the beginning of the 19th
centuiy they were considered a division of
(wazhash, 'muskrat').

the

Kenozhe

gens,

of lake Superior at

and resided on the n. shore
Grand portage and Thunder

bay.
Hawoyzask. Long. Voy. and Trav., 62,
quash. Ibid. Omackasiwag. Wm.

—

—

—

1791.

Mus-

Jones,

inf'n,

—

Umaschkase Wenenewak. Long, Exped. St.
Peter's R., ii, 153, 1824. Omush-kas.—Warren (1852)
in Minn. Hist. Soc. Coll., v, 84, 1885.
O-mush-kasug. — Ibid. Rat nation. Long, Voy. and Trav., 117,

—

1791.

in

1635

sac,

N. of St.

See Windigo.

An Algonquian

Weperigweia.

Lawrence

r.,

tribe living

below Tadous-

Quebec.

—

Oueperigoueiaouek. Jes. Rel. 1643, 38, 1858.
rigoue-ouaouakhi.— Jes. Rel. 1635, 18, 1858.
rigoueiawek.

—

Jes. Rel.,

iii,

OupeWepe-

index, 1858.

1806,

Mo. Val., 387, 1862) in 1856, said that they
ranged from White Earth r. to the sources
of the Souris and Pembina rs, and occupied
220 lodges, averaging 4 persons.
Assiniboin Menatopa.

—

Lewis and Clark Exped., i,
146, 1S14. Band lar Gru (crain) or canoe.
Orig. Jour.
Lewis and C'l.irk, vi, 104, 1905. Canoe and Paddling Assiniboines.
Henry, quoted by Coues, HenryThompson, 522, 1897.
Canoe Assiniboines. Ibid.
Canoe band. Culbertson in Smithson. Rep. 1850, 143,

—

—

—

1851.
Canoe Indians.— U. S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 289, 1854.
Gens de Canot. Brackenridge, Views of La., 79, 1814
(=Manelopec, ibid., ed. 18171. Gens des Canoe.
I ewis and Clark Discov., 43, 1800.
Gens des canots.

—

—
—

Maximilian, Travels, 194, 1843.

Les gens des Caruts.

U.S. Ind. Aff Rep., 289, 1854.

Manelopec— Bracken-

—

Rep.

the Chippewa.

Weendigo, Wendigo.

A band

At

in

Nat. Mus. 1895, 328, 1897.

271, 1884.
people').

A

{Wa'wik'em).

Wikeno, a KwakiutI

1907.

('canoe

—Boas

Nat. Mus. 1895, 330, 1897.

Wawikyem

—Stearns,

are

Rep.

32, 1890.

of St. Lawrence, Quebec.

who

those

'

gens of the KwakiutI proper on

the coast of British Columbia.
sept

Watap. Roots of the pine, spruce, tamarack, etc., used to sew birch-bark for canoes
and other purposes: from watap, in the Chippewa and closely related Algonquian dialects,
signifying root of the tamarack.
The word
has come into English through Canadian
French.
Cuoq (Lex. Alg., 426, 1886) says
the word is known from one end of Canada
to the other and deserves adoption by the
Trench Academy.
(a. f. c.)

Watopapinah

5,

17,

p.

An Algonquian

Weskarini.

tribe that lived

on the N. side of Ottawa r. below Allumettes
id., Quebec, with the people of which they
appear to be closely associated in the Jesuit
Relations.
Nation of the Algomquins. Jefferys,
Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761. Ouaouechkairini.

—

Little

Rel. for 1640, 34, 1858.
Rel. for

1658, 22,

1858.

plain (1013), (Euvres,

—

Fr.
Jes.

Ouaouechkairiniouek.— Jes.
Ouaouiechkairini.— Cham-

iii,

299, note, 1870.

SaSlech-

karlniSek.— Jes. Rel. for 1646, 34, 1858. SeSeskariniens.— Jes. Rel. for 1643, 61, 1858. Ouescharini.—
Champlain (1613), (Euvres, m, 299, 1870. Petite
Nation.— Jes. Rel. for 1633, 34, 1858. Petite nation
des Algonquins. Jes. Rel. for 1640, 34, 1858. Petits
Algonquins.
La Tour map, 1784. Quleunontateronons. Sagard, Hist, du Can., iii, 738, 1866 (Huron
name). Wawechkairini. Jes. Rel., iii, index, 1858.
Waweskairinl. Ibid. Wewechkairini. Ibid.

—

—

—

—
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Wewamaskem
ones'). A gens of
kiutl tribe.

(We'wamasqEm,

noble

'the

the Mamalelekala, a Kwain Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus.

—Boas

1895, 330, 1897.
of Cree.

—Hutch-

quoted by Richardson, Arct. Exped.,

37, 1851.

11,

A

Wewenoc.

the Abnaki con-

of

tribe

Maine

federacy that lived on the coast of

about the mouth of the Kennebec r., in LinThey were closely
cohi and Sagadahoc cos.
related to the Ai'osaguntacook, with whom
they combined at an early period when dis-

They

placed by the English.

Falmouth treaty

figured in the

and other treaties of
that period. Before 1727 most of them had
removed to St. Francis and Becancour, Quebec,
and in 1747 only a few families remained in
Maine, who soon afterward removed also to
Canada, where a remnant still exists.
of 1749

—

8an8inak.
French letter (1721) in Mas3. Hist. Soc.
Sarinakiens.
2d s., VIII, 263, 1819.
Rasle
(trans, of 1724) in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 2d s., viii,
247, 1819.
Sheepscot Indians. Williamson in N. Y.
Doc. Coll. Hist., IX, 475, 1855 (local name). Sheepscuts.- Douglass, Summary, i, 184, 1755.
Walin^kl.
Gatschet, Penobscot, MS., B. A. E., 1887 (Penobscot
name). Walnonoak.
Douglass, op. cit., 185. Wananoak.
Alcedo, Die. Geog., v, 331, 1789. Wanonoaks.
Jefferys, Fr. Doms., pt. 1, map, 1761.
Waweenock.
Casco conf. (1727) in N. H. Hist. Sod. Coll., ii, 261,

—

Coll.,

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Wawenech.

1827.

Coll., 1st

s., VI,

—Colman

117,

1800,

(1727) in Mass. Hist. Soc.

Wawenock.

(1727) in N.

nocks.

—

H. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Falmouth jour. (1749)

155.

Hist. Soc.

261, 1827.

in

Me.

conf.

Weewe-

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

Weweenocks. Falmouth jour. (1749),
Wewenocks. Niles (ca. 1761) in Mass.
Coll., 4th s., v, 365, 1861.
Wewoonock.

IV, 164, 1856.

ibid.,

—

—Casco

ii,

—

—

65, 1887.

Wickaninnish. Originally the name of a
but used by authors to designate several
tribes, separately and collectively, between
Nootka sd., Vancouver id., and Juan de Fuca
chief,

str.,

Brit. Col.

Wickaninnish.— Jewitt,

—

Narr.,

nook. Ross, Adventures,
Wickinninish. Jewitt, op.

—

Widja

159,
cit.,

of

Graham

Masset

id.,

inlet,

just w.

of the entrance to

Hist. Soc. Coll.,

386,

Gyles (1726) in Me. Hist. Soc.

Wowenocks.

print).

ibid., in, 386,

lat

— Falmouth

in,

s.,

ix, 220,

1804

treaty rep. (1726)

1853.

Womenog.

Coll., in, 357, 1853 (mis-

—Falmouth

treaty rep.

(1726),

Whamock. A Kwantlen

village on Fraser
a few miles below the mouth of Stave r.,
Brit. Col.; pop. 29 in 1910.
r.,

Stcuwa'cEl.— Boas,

Ethnol. Surv. Can., 54, 1902.
MS., B. A. E., 1891 (probably

in

Whamock. — Can. Ind. Aff., pt. n, 160,
Whonnoch.— Hill-Tout, op. cit. Whonock.—

identical).

1901.

Can. Ind.

Aff., 74, 1878.

Whatlminek

{Whatl-min-ek').

agan village 6| m.
lake, Brit.

Can., sec.

n. of

Col— Dawson
ii,

Col.

R. s.)

—

Wi'dja. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905. Wi'ts'a.
Boas in 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 23, 1898.

Widja-gitunai {WVdja gllAna'-i, 'Gituns of
A Haida family of the
Eagle clan, named from its town on the n.
coast of Graham id., Brit. Col., between Masset
inlet and Virago sd.
This with the Tohlkagitunai, Chets-gitunai, and D jus-hade formed

the town of Widja').

one larger related group.
(j.

R. S.)

Wi'dja gitAna'-i.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 275, 1905.
Wi'ts'a gyit'inai'.— Boas in 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 23, 1898.

Wigwam.

(1)

A name

dwelling, an arbour-like

for

an Algonquian

or conical structure

in which, from Canada to North Carohna,
was employed the same general mode of
erection, which varied mainly in the plant

materials (saplings, barks, rushes, or flags) used,
soil

and climate

certain extent (see

The word, which appears

English as early as 1634 (Wood,

in

New England's

Prospect, 65, 1634) was, like the terms skunk,

borrowed from Abnaki by
who adopted
it as the name for an Indian habitation, in
preference to the term wetu (witu) used by

musquash,

etc.,

the colonists of e. Massachusetts,

1853.

Ho'nak.- Hill-Tout

ids., Brit.
(j.

Habitations).

name). Woenoeks.

Me.

76.

Queen Charlotte

Sullivan in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
(local

Nootka).

(near

A

and which differences in
changed here and there to a

in

Wick-a-

1849.

37,

1849

Haida town of the
Widja-gitunai family formerly on the n. coast
{Wl'dja).

Falmouth treaty rep. (1726) in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., iii,
390, 1853. Winnenocks.
Falmouth Treaty rep. (1726)
in Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., in, 386, 1853.
Wiscassett.

—

1912

Nimkish village at the mouth
of Nimkish r., e. coast of Vancouver id., Brit.
Col.
Dawson in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec.
II,

Wewanitowuk. A band
ins (1770)

v., A.

A

Whulk.

44, 1891.

Deep
in

An

Okin-

Okanagan
Trans. Roy. Soc.
cr.,

among whom they settled. The
Massachusett Indians, like the Narraganset,
used also as the name for a house the word
wetvam {wiluom}, formed from the same base.
Eliot (Indian Grammar Begun, 11, 1666), who
was ignorant of the origin of the word under
consideration, mentions, we may suppose
through an inadvertence, a word wekuwomut
(for wetuomut), which he interprets 'in his
house,' and adds: "hence we corrupt this word
the natives

HANDBOOK OF INDIANS OF CANADA
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This erroneous etymology,
[to]
wigwam."
based on a word nonexistent in the Massachuand, in fact, impossible in any

dialect,

sett

Algonquian

dialect,

has unfortunately been

by nearly every English dictionary.
The Abnaki word wigwdm, literally 'dwell-

copied

ing,' is

from

vrigw, 'he dwells,'

+ the formative

-am, from the Algonquian root wig, wik {ig, ik,
in composition), 'to dwell,' and is cognate

Micmac wigwdm, Mohegan vnkwdm,
Lenape (Delaware) wikwam, and Chippewa
wigiwam (from wigiw, 'he dwells,' a word obsolete in Chippewa but preserved in Cree),
and Nipissing urikiwdm, and by change, in
The Virthis dialect, of w to m, mikiwdm.
ginia Renape seem not to have employed the
word wikwdm used by their relatives of the
N., but substituted for it the term kdmuk,
with

which, like
dialects

its

and Nalekuitk. Thek towns are: Tlaik, Niltala, Wikeno, Nuhitsomk, Somhotnechau, and
Tsiomhau. Pop. 131 in 1901, 108 in 1911.
Awi'k'endx.— Boas

Oweekayo.— Ibid.,
Kane, Wand,

Abnaki

—

nas.— Scott

in

the

dwellings of Indians other than those of Al-

as. for example:

"Their houses or wigwams

which they [the Caribs] call carbets" (Stedman, Exped. against the Revolted Negroes of
Surinam, i, 403, 1806) "The Fuegian wigwam
resembles in size ... a haycock" (Darwin,
Jour, of Researches, 212, 1845); "rude jackales,
;

somewhat resembling the wigwams of the
Pawnees" (Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies,
I,

286, 1851).
(3)

A name

Tammany

applied

Society of

by the founders

New York

of the

City to their

headquarters.

A name

sometimes applied to a large
structure in which a nominating convention
or other political meeting takes place.
(4)

Certain

summer

hospital tents for children

known as "wigwams," and there is
"wigwam shoe" or "wigwam slipper."

are

a

(w. R. G.

Boas

in

A. F. c.)

{Wik' e' no, 'the portage makers').
Kwakiutl tribe speaking the Heiltsuk dialect

and

on Rivers

Their
clans, according to Boas, are: Koikaktenok,
Gyigyilkam, Waokuitem, Wawikem, Guetela,
living

inlet, Brit.

Col.

the

of

Wikeno

tribe

(f. b.)

{Wl'k''dxien6x,

A

'eagle').

a Kwakiutl tribe.

Rep. Nat. Mus. 1895, 328, 1897.

Wikyuwatnkamusenaikata

('

painted

A

Cree band, taking the name of
its chief, living in 1856 about Fort de Prairie,*
Hayden, Ethnog. and Philol. Mo. Val., 237,
1862.

Williams Lake. A Shuswap village or
band on Williams Lake, which drains westward

Windigo

about

Brit. Col.,

r.,

Pop. 155 in 1911. The
to an Indian agency.

name

A

('cannibal').

lat.

52° 10'.

applied also

is

mythical tribe of

by the Chippewa and Ottawa
Some
inhabit an island in Hudson bay.
the Chippewa who dwelt on the n. w. shore

cannibals
to
of

said

of lake Superior were said to practice cannibalism and were called by this name. The Maskegon on the shores of Hudson bay, though
reproached as cannibals by the other tribes,
were said to be themselves in constant fear
of the Windigo.

Onaouientagos.

—

Bacqueville de la Potherie, Hist., ii,
1753 (misprint). Weendegoag. Tanner, Narr.,
Weendigoes. Kane, Wand316, 1830 (Ottawa form).
Wlndigos. King.sley,
erings of an Artist, 60, 1859.
Stand. Nat. Hist., pt. 6, 153, 1883.

—

49,

Wininish,

—

See Ouananiche.

A

Winnepeskowuk.
Upeshipow

—

living

in

division

1770 on

of

the

Eastmain

r.,

also

Wikeno

A

town

Wikoktenok

gonquian stock, or to the habitations of the
natives of countries other than North America,

A

clan of the Bellabella,

into Eraser

to

S. Ind. Aff. Rep., 316, 1868.

British Columbia.

evidently unfamiliar.
travellers

U.

Wikeno.
(q. V.) of

—

by

—

and Dawson, Vocabs. Brit. Col., 117b, 1884. Wik'eno.
in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5, 130, 1887. Wyke-

komUk, Narraganset komdk, etc.), was always
used in compounds, and. never disjunctively.
The word wigwang used by Beverley (Hist.
Virginia, 1705) is merely a corruption of the
northern vocable wigwdm, with which he was
applied

Weekenoch.

1859.

— Boas

lodge').

A name

Wee-kee-moch.—

1897.

361,

N. A., app.,

in

Scouler (1846) in Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond., i, 233, 1848.
Wikanee.— Brit. Col. map, 1872. Wikeinoh. Tolmie

cognates in other Algonquian

(Lenape gdmlk, or kdmlk,

in 6th

Oweckano.— .Sproat

52, 1890.

1879.

Mus. Rep. 1895, 328, 1897.

in Nat.

— Boas

Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
in Can. Ind. Aff., 145,
O-wee-kay-no.— Can. Ind. Aff., 304, 1893.

Awi'ky'enoq.

gdmlk, Cree and Chippewa kdmlk, Masachuset

(2)

511

•An

old post on the N. side of the Saskatchewan,

in

the vicinity of Nipawi, seems to have been the first
ante 1757
to acquire the name Fort des Prairies.
Later, it was applied to various different establishments

—

as trade gradually pushed

up the

river;

thus, in 1810,

Forts Vermilion, George and Augustus were called Fort
des Prairies and any two such in simultaneous operation
were distinguished as Upper and Lower. (Coues, Henry

and Thompson Journals,

II.,

481.)
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Quebec

—Hutchins

by Rich-

quoted

(1770)

Wyandot.

ardson, Arctic Exped., n, 38, 1851.

Wiokemae

'dares to look at')-

a Kwakiutl tribe.

Mus. 1895,

A

gens of the Tsawatenok,

—Boas

Rep. U. S. Nat.

in

sept, the other to the

separately

Dept.

the

in

and

Indian

of

number

in 1911 the

Affairs

of persons in

was placed at 58. In 1885
town was called Tatapowis.

this division

principal

their

Ibid.

way-a-kum.— Powell

in

1880.

Wi'wa^am. — Boas

Mem. Am. Mus.

Can.

Ind.

Aff.,

119,

WeWe-

Nat. Hist.,

v,

1897.

Wi-wai-ai-kum.Can. Ind. Aff., 364,
Wi'weak"am. Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes

Can.,

55,

II,

318, 1902.

—

—

Wi'weaqam. Boas in Petermanns
Wi'-we-ekum.— Dawson in

1890.

Kwakiutl, and a clan of the Tenaktak.
Yaai'Hak £mae.

sec.

ii,

Tolmie and Dawson, Vocabs.

Wi-wi-kum.^

65, 1887.

Brit.

—

Boas in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Yaai'x'aqEmae. Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 1895, 330, 1897. Yi.xiq^mae.— Boas in Peter54,

—

1890.

manns

Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Yadus

An

(Yd'dAs).

of the Stustas, a gi'eat

Eagle clan.

important subdivision

Haida family

of

the

one of the Kaigani
famihes, and was subdivided like them (in
It constituted

Col, 119b, 1884.

Naalgus-hadai, Nakons-hadai, Otkial-

naas-hadai, and Otnaas-hadai.

—Swanton, Cont

Haida, 276, 1905.

Yagun.

An

on the N. coast

ancient Haida town formerly
of

Queen Charlotte

ids., Brit.

Col.

Ya'gAn.— Swanton, Cont. Haida,

Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.,

in Peter-

Mitteil., pt. 5, 131, 1887.

(Yaai'x'aqEmae, 'the crabs').
gens of the Komoyue, a sept of the true

hadai,

—

—
—

Weewaikun. Brit. Col. map, 1872. Weewok.
We-wai-ai-kum.— Can. Ind. Aff., 270, 1889.
wark-kum. Kane, Wand, in N. A., app., 1859.
in

—Boas

the

the Tlingit style) into 5 house-groups: Ildjunai-

R. s.)

(j.

pt.

manns

A

Kueha. There
seems to be considerable confusion between
the people bearing this name and those called
Wikae. The population of each is enumerated
reports,

gens was sometimes named.

An

whom

Yaaihakemae

See Nanabozho.

Wiweakam (Wi'waga7n, 'true frog tribe')Two Lekwiltok gentes, one belonging to the
Wiwekae

ancestor of a Quatsino gens after

331, 1897.

Wisakedjak.

See Huron.

Xumskhumesilis {XumsxumesiLis).

'whom no one

(Wl'oqEmae,

1912

v., A.

Yagunkun-lnagai

281, 1905.

(Ya'gun-kun-lnaga'-i,

'Yagun river point-town people'). A branch
Haida family be-

of the Kuna-lanas, a great

Wiwekae

'the We'qaes,' from
name). A sept of the
Lekwiltok, living between Bute and Loughborough inlets, Brit. Col. Its gentes, according to Boas, are: Gyigyilkam, Gyeksem, Wiweakam, and a fourth, the name of which is
unknown. Their principal town, according to
Dawson, is Tsakwalooin, at cape Mudge. Pop.
86 in 1911.
M-Wai-ai-kai.— Can. Ind. Aff., 435, 1896 (misprint).

(Wi'iveq'ae,

an ancestor

of that

Waiwaiaikal.—-Ibid., pt. 2, 41, 1909. We-wal-aikai.— Ibid., 189, 1884. We-wark-ka.—1:<ane, Wand.
in N. A., app., 1859.
Weway-a-kay. Sproat in Can.
Ind. Aff., 149, 1879.
We-way-a-ky.— Powell, ibid.,

longing to the

Dawson

Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., sec. ii, 65, 1887.
Wi'-wek'ae. Boaa in 6th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 55,
1890. Wi'weqae.— Boas in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1895,
in

331, 1897.

—

Wi'weq'ae.

— Boas

in

Petermanns

Mitteil.,

xvii, pt. 5, 131, 1887.

Wohuamis

(Woxud'mis).

Koskimo, a Kwakiutl tribe.
Nat. Mus. 1895, 329, 1897.

Wyah.

A

A

Vancouver id.; pop. 63 in 1902.
Whyack.—Whymper, Alaska, 73, 1869.
Aff., 264,

in

Rep.

Nitinat village on the e. shore

of the outlet of Nitinat lagoon,

Ind.

gens of the

—Boas

1902.

s.

w. coast of

Wyah.—Can.

clan.

The Yagun
(j.

is

ids.

R. s.)

Yagun kunilnagai'.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 23, 1898. Ya'gun kun Inaga'-i. — Swanton,
Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.

Yagunstlan-lnagai {Ya'guji sLlan Inagd'-i,
'Yagun river rear-town people')- A local subdivision of the Stlenga-lanas, a Haida family
belonging to the Raven clan. Swanton, Cont.

—

Haida, 271, 1905.

—

Wi-wai-ai-kai.— Can. Ind. Aff., 362, 1895.
Wiwaylkl.— Brit. Col. map, 1872. Wi-we-eke.—
119, 1S80.

Raven

the largest stream on the Queen Charlotte

Yaku

{Yak!'^).

A

Haida town

of the

Dost-

lan-lnagai family, that formerly stood on the

w. coast of Graham id., opposite North id.,
Queen Charlotte ids., Brit. Col. This town,
or it and the neighbouring one of Kiusta
together, may be that designated Lu-lan-na by
John AVark, 1836-41, to which he assigned 20
houses and 296 people. Old people remember
4 large houses and 4 small ones in Yaku, and
9 houses in Kiusta.
This would seem to
indicate a population in Yaku proper of about
N.

100 to 120.

(j.

R. s.)

Ia'k'6.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 22, 1898.
Kakoh.— Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 162b, 1880 (corrupted form). Yakl"^. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281,
1905.
Yukh.— Deans, Tales from Hidery, 94, 1899.

—
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Yaku-gitinai {Yd'ku

A

Giti'ns').

gtlind'-i, 'the

middle

subdivision of the Hlgahet-gitinai,

a Haida family of the Eagle clan. They received their name from having lived in the
middle of Skidegate village; there they killed
a chief and fled to the w. coast.— Swanton
Cent. Haida, 274, 1905.

Yaku-lanas {Ya'ku
belonging to the

people

Id'nas,

it is

family

By the Skidegate

Raven clan.

said they were so

named because

they occupied the middle row in a legendary
five-row town, where

merly lived
attributed

members

all

Raven side forThe Masset people

the

(see Skeena).
it

to the fact that wherever the

of this family settled

the middle of the

village.

they occupied

They

are said to

have come originally from the s. end of Queen
Charlotte ids., but the greater portion finally
moved to Alaska, where they constituted the
most important Raven family among the
Kaigani.

One

settled in

Masset

subdivision, the Aoyaku-lnagai,
inlet.

A

Yarahatssee {Ya-i'a-hals'-see, 'tall tree').
Morgan, Anc.
clan of the Hurons (q. v.).

—

Soc, 153, 1877.

Yastling {YashU'n). A Haida town of the
Koetas family, formerly in Naden harbour,

Graham

Queen Charlotte

id..

Of the Kaigani part

Yatcheethinyoowuc (Wood Cree;
thlnlwiXk,

combe.)

men,'

'foreign

A name

Kaad-naas-hadai, Yehlnaas-hadai, Skistlai-naiThe extinct
hadai, and Nakaduts-hadai.
Ta-ahl-lanas of North id. perhaps belonged
Before they

it.

left

Queen Charlotte

ids.

town was Dadens. In Alaska
was Klinkwan. The Hlgahet-gu-lanas are
said to have once been a part of this family.—
their principal

it

Aydlchi-

—La-

'foreigners.'

applied indiscriminately

by

w. of themselves and the
Assiniboin, in Canada. It has no ethnic sigthe Cree to

all tribes

nificance.

Jatche-thin-juwuc— Egli,
chee-thin-yoowuc.

Yatza

Lexicon, 532, 1880.

— Franklin, Narr.,
An

('knife').

place on the n. coast of

Yat-

108, 1823.

important camping
id., between
Q. C. ids., B.C. A

Graham

North id. and Virago sd.,
house or two were erected here and potlatches
were held for the purpose, which circum-

Dawson

stances led

1880)

to suppose

(Q. Charlotte ids., 162b,

it

was a new town.

of the family there were 4 subdivisions, the

to

Col.

ids., Brit.

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 281, 1905.

'middle-town

A large and important Haida

people')-
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Yehlnaas-hadai {Ye'lna's

A

house people').
lanas,

R. s.)

'Raven

xd'da-4,

subdivision of the

Yaku-

Raven

a Haida family of the

clan,

probably named from one house, although
they occupied a large part of the town of
Kweundlas. Swanton, Cont. Haida, 272, 1905.

—

Yatl nas: had'a'i.— Boas Fifth Rep. N. W. Tribes

Swanton, Cont. Haida, 271, 1905.

Can., 26, 1889.

Yak' la'nas.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can., 22,
1898.
Yakwu Lennas. Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc.

—

Can., sec.

Yan

ii,

125, 1895.

('directly opposite'

a ledge).

A

Yekolaos. One of the two Cowichan tribes
on Thetis id., off the s. e. coast of Vancouver
Brit. Col.

id.,

the

Tsussie.— Can.

times after troubles between two Masset fam-

Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887.

ilies.

One family stayed

in Masset, while the

other, the Aostlan-biagai, settled at

Yan.

la'an.— Boas, 12th Rep. N. W. Tribes Can.,
Van.— Dawson, Q. Charlotte Ids., 163, 1880.
Harrison in Proc. Roy. Soc. Can.,

Yaogus

23, 1898.

Yen.—

sec. ii, 124, 1895.

A

Haida town of the
Kagials-kegawai family, formerly on the s.w.
side of Louise id., Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.— Swanton, Cont. Haida, 279, 1905.
(YdogAs).

Yaqatlenlish {Ydqall§nUsch). An ancestor
of one of the gentes of the Kwakiutl proper,
after whom the gens itself was sometimes
named. Boas in Petermanns Mitteil., pt. 5,

—

131, 1887.

21

A— 33

Dept.

with the Tsussie of
reports, the

If identical

for-

mer Haida town on the w. side of the mOuth
of Masset inlet, Queen Charlotte ids., Brit.
Col.
It was built in comparatively recent

of

Indian

Affairs

population was 55 in 1911.
Ind. Aff., pt.

ii,

Yeqolaos.—

66, 1902.

Yesheken {Ye'cEqEn). A division of the
Nanaimo on the e. coast of Vancouver id.,
Brit. Col.— Boas in 5th Rep. N. W. Tribes
Can., 32, 1889.

Yucuche.

A

Tatshiautin village at the

head of Stuart lake, Brit. Col., and the portage
between it and Babine lake. Pop. 36 in 1911.
Ya-Ku-tce.— Morice, Not^s on W. D6n4s,
Yucutce.

— Can. Ind.

Yukuts.

Aff.

26,

1893.

Reps.

A Squawmish

village

on the right bank of Skwamish

community

r.,

Brit. Col.

Yik'ts.— Boas, MS., B. A. E., 1887. Yu'kuts.— HillTout in Rep. Brit. A. A. S., 474, 1900.
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A

Yukweakwioose.

lower ChiUiwak r., which flows into the lower
Fraser r., Brit. Col.; pop. 28 in 1911.

Yahweakwioose.— Can.
Yakweakwioose.— Can.

—

Ind. Aff. Rep., pt. 2, 44, 1909.
Ind. Aff. Rep., 277, 1894.

Yukkweakwioose.
Yukukweu's. Hill-Tout in
Ibid., pt. 11, 160, 1901.
Yu-kwea-kwi1902.
of
Can.,
W.
Tribes
4,
Rep. N.
oose.— Can. Ind. Aff. Rep., 414, 1898. Yuk-yuk-yYak-y-you.

yoose.

—

Ibid.,

Brit. Col.

309,

1879.

map, Ind.

—

Aff., Victoria, 1872.

principal

town

of the

v., A,

1912

A

hill').

village of the

Spence

Bridge band of Ntlakyapamuk ^ m. back from
Thompson r., on the s. side, about 31 m. above
Lytton, Brit. Col.

Nat. Hist.,

II,

—Teit in

Mem. Am. Mus.

173, 1900.

Zoar.
A Moravian mission among the
Suhinimiut Eskimo on the e. coast of Lab-

Moo-

achaht, situated in Friendly cove, Nootka sd.,
w. coast of Vancouver id. In olden times it
was a widely known place, continually frequented by trading vessels. Pop. 172 in 1904,
Ind. Aff., pt.
passim,,

Narr.,
117,

Zoht. A village of the Nicola band of
Ntlakyapamuk Uving near the w. end of
Nicola lake, 50 m. above Spence Bridge, Brit.
Col. Pop. 31 in 1901, the last time the name
appears.

140 in 1910.

Moacha.— Can.
Relacion,

or 'middle

GEORGE

(Zaxxauzsi'k En, 'middle ridge'

rador, established in 1865.

The

Yuquot.

Jewitt,

Zakhauzsiken

Chilliwak village on

1802.

2, 88,

1849.

1910.

Nootka.—

Yucuatl.

Yuquot.— Can. Ind.

— Galiano,
Aff.,

264,

Nicola.
of

to

two

—

Brit. Col.

villages so

this

town).

Yon-kt.— Ibid.,

1902.

Yutsutkenne

('people

down

there').

A

Sekani tribe whose hunting grounds are be-

tween McLeod lake and Salmon r., Brit. Col.
From time immemorial they have bartered
stone axes, arrows, and other implements with
the Takulli for beads and articles of metal.

—
—

YuYu-tsu-tqaze. Morice, letter, B. A. E., 1890.
tsu-tquenne. Morice, Notes on W. DSn^s, 28, 1893.

ZoQkt.

—

map, Ind.

Yoht.
198,

Hill-Tout

in

— Can.

1885.

Rep.

1872 (one
correspond

Aff., Victoria,

named on Nicola

lake

Ind.

may

Aff.,

Ethnol.

1894.

277,

Zoht.— Ibid.,

232,

Surv.

1886.

Can.,

4,

1899.

Zutsemin

An

('red ochre,' or 'red earth').

Okinagan town on upper Similkameen

r.,

Brit.

Col.

—
—

Vermillion. Teit in Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., ii,
Zu'tsamin. Ibid.
174, 1900 (white men's name).
Zu'tsEinin. Ibid.

—
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Affairs except that, where the
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Canada

in

reserves is practically in accordance with that used by the

names have been ruled on by

Canada,

the Geographic Board,

Department of Indian

the spelling

conforms

to

the

rulings of the Board.

This list includes practically all the

Indian

reserves in

Canada

except some timber berths, meadows, fisheries

and ha y

lands.

NOVA SCOTIA

Where

Tribe or

situated

Band

Area,
acres

1

Middle River

Middle

2

Whycocomagh

Whycocomagh

3

Sydney

28
29
5

Caribou Marsh
Chapel Island
6 Bear River
Kejimkujik Lake
8 New Liverpool Road.

7&9
10

Ponhook Lake

11

Medway River
Wild-cat
Shubenacadie or

12

15

19

21

24
31
22

23
27
32
35

1,200

2

Notsurv.
2,800
3

Bras d'Or 1., Richmond co
Bear r., Digby and Annapolis cos.
Annapolis and Queens cos
New Liverpool road, Annapolis co

1,281

650
1,600

1,015

572
200

1.,

10
1,150

Grand 1., Halifax co
Sambro harb., Halifax co
Ingram r., Halifax co

1,000

300
325
100
500
44

Beaver

1., Halifax co
Ship Harbour 1., Halifax co
Minister 1., Halifax co
Indian br., Hants co

1,790

Hants co
Wallabeck 1., Lunenburg co
Lake Peter, Lunenburg co
Nine-mile 1., Lunenburg co
Mahone bay, Lunenburg co

New Ross
Gold River

263
100
953

lake,

1,000
1,041

Fishers Grant, 24 to 24F. Pictou bar., Pictou co

Merigomish Harbour.
Franklin Manor
Pomquet and Afton

.

.

Merigomish har., Pictou co
Franklin Manor, Cumberland co

321
35
.

1,000

.

Pomquet har., Antigonish co
27C Near Truro, Colchester co

525
155

res.

Millbrook, Nos. 27 to

Cambridge
Horton
33 Yarmouth

.

796
1,555

.

Andrews chan., Cape Breton co
Sydney harb., Cape Breton co
5 m. from Sydney, Cape Breton co,

Ponhook

Croix
Pennal Reserve
St.

19A New Germany
20

co.

Queens co
Medway r., Queens co
Wild-cat cr.. Queens co

13

34

basin, Inverness co.

St.

Ponhook

Grand
Lake
Sambro
16 Ingram River
17 Beaver Lake
18 Ship Harbour Lake
30 Minister Lake
14 Indian Brook
13

Micmac

Victoria co

Margaree r., Inverness co
Port Hood, Inverness co

Port Hood
Eskasoni

26

r.,

Denys River Basin, Inverness

Malagawatch
25 Margaree River
4

or Cornwallis. Cambridge, Kings co

10

Horton tp.. Kings co
Yarmouth, Yarmouth co

423
21

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Lennox Island.

Malpeque bay, Prince co

Morell

Morell

21a—331

r.,

tp.

No.

39,

Kings CO

!

Micmac.
"

[

1,320

204
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NEW BRUNSWICK

Where

Indian Point
Eel Ground

N.W. Miramichi

Red Bank

S.W.

St.

Croix

St.

Mary

St. Basil,

Micmac'.

Tabusintac r., Northumberland co
S.W. Miramichi r., Northumberland co.

Burnt Cfiurch
.

Edmundston

Tobique
Pabineau
Gould Island

Northumberland co

Northumberland

r.,

co..

Restigouche co
John, York co
Chiputneticook 1., York co
0pp. Fredericton, York co
R. St. John, Madawaska co
R. St. John, Victoria co
Eel

r.,

R. St.

Pabineau

Malecite

Micmac.

Gloucester co
Nipisiguit bay, Gloucester co
Pokemouche r., Gloucester co
Richibucto r., Kent co

Pokemouche
Richibucto

Band

N.W.

Big Hole Track
Tabuaintac

Renous
Burnt Church
Eel River, 3 and 3A.
French Village

r.,

Tribe or

situated

r.,

Buctouche

Buctouche

Indian Island
Fort Folly
The Brothers

Petitcodiac

Kent

r,,

co

Richibucto har., Kent co

Westmorland co
Kennebecasis bay, St. John co

Kanus River
Woodstock
Oromocto

r.,

Chiputneticook r., Charlotte co
St. John r., Carliton co
St.

John

Malecite

Sunbury co

r.,

QUEBEC
Bonaventure co
r., Bonaventure
Saguenay co

Restigouche.

Restigouche

Maria

Grand Cascapedia
Ber.dmis

BersimTs

r.,

Lorette

Lake
8 m. from Quebec

Crespieul

W.

Ouiatchuan

B^cancour.
Pierreville.

of

Pierreville,

.

Caughnawaga

St.

Regis
Doncaster.
IManiwaki ....

St.

St.

Yamaska

.

Huron

.

-Abnaki

co.

Lawrence
Lawrence

co

r.,

Laprairie co

r.,

Huntingdon co

Weymontachi
Coucoucache.

St.

Maurice

r.,

Escoumains

Escoumains

r.,

.

Timiskaming
Whitworth
Cacouna
.

Montagnais,
Tadoussac,
Papinachois and Naskapi
Montagnais

St.

Doncaster tp., Montcalm co
Desert r., Ottawa co
L. Timiskaming, Pontiac co
Whitworth tp., Temiscouata co
Cacouna, Temiscouata co
St. Maurice r., Champlain co

.

co.

Near B^cancour, Nicolet co

.

.

.

John co
city, Quebec co.
Crespieul tp.. Lake St. John

L. St. John,

.

.

Micmac

r.,

.

.

Manuan

Kempt

Seven Islands.

Lctellier tp.,

lake,

Champlain

Iroquois.

.Algonquin

Ottawa and Algonquin.
Malecite

Algonquin and TStes de
Boule
Algonquin and Tetes de
Boule
Montagnais
T^tes de Boule
Montagnais

co.

Saguenay co.
Maskinonge co.
Saguenay co

ONTARIO
Maganetawan
Henvey Inlet.

Maganetawan r Parry Sound dist
"
"
Georgian bay
Grondine pt., Sudburj' dist

Chippewa

,

.

.

Grondiue Point

694

"
i

i

"

23,81
10,

!

I
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ONTARIO

Whitefish River
Spanish River

Whitefish

r.,

Sudbury

dist

"
Spanish r.,
Whitefish I., Algoma dist

7

Whitefish Lake
Serpent River

8

Mississagi River

Mi.s.sis3agi r.,

9

Dokis

French r., Parry Sound dist.
Lake Nipissing, Nipissing dist
Wanapitei lake, Sudbury dist
Thessalon tp., Algoma dist
French r., Parry Sound dist

6

10

Nipissing

Wanapitei
12 Thessalon
13 French River
14 Garden River
15 Goulais Bay, 15
16 Parry Island
11

17

A&C
A&

B.

Naiscoutaing, 17

19

Bear Island, Timagami
Cockburn Island

20

Sheshegwaning

21

Obidgewong
West Bay

27
28
29
30
31

Christian,

dist.

.

Garden r., Algoma dist
Batchawana baj', Algoma dist
Georgian bay. Parry Sound dist
Shawanaga tp.. Parry Sound dist
Harrison and Wallbridge tps., Parry Sound
L. Timagami, Nipissing dist
Cockburn id,, lake Huron, Manitoulin dist.
Robinson tp., Manitoulin id
Mills and Burpee tps., Manitoulin id

.

Manitoulin id
Manitoulin id
tp., Manitoulin id
Aesiginack tp,, Manitoulin id
Billings tp.,

Sucker Creek
Sheguiandah
Sucker Lake
Manitoulin Island
ceded portion)
Cape Croker
Chiefs Point
Saugeen reserve

Hope

Rowland

tp.,

Sheguiandah

(un

East penin,, Manitoulin id.
Saugeen penin., Bruce co.
.

and

Beckwith ids,
Gibson or Watha

32 Rama
33 Georgina Island
34 Scugog
35 Mud Lake
36 Rice Lake
36A Islands in Trent waters
37 Alnwick
37A Sugar Island
38 Tyendinaga
39 Golden Lake
40 Tuscarora

Georgian bay, Simcoe co
Gibson tp., Muskoka dist
Rama tp,, Ontario co
L. Simcoe, York co
L. Scugog, Ontario co
Smith tp., Peterborough co
Rice 1., Peterborough co
Peterborough and Victoria cos
Alnwick tp., Northumberland co
Rice 1,, Peterborough co
Tyendinaga tp., Hastings co
Golden lake, Renfrew co
Tuscarora, Oneida and Onondaga

tpa,,

and Haldimand cos
Tuscarora and Oneida tps,, Brant co
Delaware tp., Middlesex co
Caradoc tp,, Middlesex co

40A Mississauga
41
42

.

Shawanaga

17

18

22
23
24
25
26

r., Algoma
Algoma dist

E. of Mississagi

Oneida
Caradoc

43 Stony Point.
44 Kettle Point...
45 Sarnia
46 Walpole Island.

Bosanquet
Bosanquet

47 Orf ord
48 Michipicoten
49 Gros Cap
50 Pic River
51 Pays Plat
52 Fort William
53 Red Rock....

Orford

.

.

Sarnia

Lake

tp.,

Lambton
Lambton
Lambton co
tp.,

co.

tp.,

co.

St. Clair

tp,,

Kent co

Michipicoten

r

Lake Superior, Algoma dist
"
Thunder Bay

Nipigon

river.

Thunder Bay

dist

dist.

Brant
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Name

Where

Mclntyre Bay..

61

dist.

Chippewa.

,

"

Long lake
Stormont co

Long Lake
Cornwall Island

Thunder Bay

L. Nipigon,

.

Gull River
Island Point
Jackfish Island...

Tribe or Band

situated

.

Edmund

Iroquois

Bruce co.

Hunting Reserve.

St.

Chapleau..

Chapleau, Sudbury

Dog

62 Missinaibi.

tp.,

Algoma

lake,

"

Chippewa of Saugeen and
Cape Croker

dist.

dist

.

Treaty No. S

1

Agency

Res., Fort Frances

10

Little Forks

11

Manitou Rapids
LongSault No. 2

12
13

"

Rainy

river.

1

14

'The Bishop,'
Hall No. 1

15

'Paskonkin,'

Hungry

Hungry Hall

No. 2

15M Wild Lands

Reserve

.

16A Rainy Lake

Couchiching band

Rainy Lake.

16D
17A

Niacatchewenin band.

17B
18B
18C
21
21

Clearwater lake

Rainy lake
Grassy Narrows ...

Wabaskang

English river
lake

Wabaskang

.

.

22A1 Lac des Mille Lacs.

Lac des Mille Lacs.

22A2 Seine River

Seine river

23

Sturgeon Falls

23A Seine River
23B
24C Kawaiagamak

.

.

.

.

25D Nekwakwan Lake.
26A Rainy Lake

Sturgeon lake

Sturgeon lake

Lac la Croix.
Rainy lake

Lac

26B
26C
27
27
28
29
29
29
30

Wabigoon Lake
Eagle Lake
Lac Seul
Islington

Swan Lake
One-man Lake

Wabigoon
Lac Seul.
Winnipeg

.

.

;

river

Swan lake
English river
of the Woods

Agency Res.,Saba8kasing Lake
31A Naongashing
31B Lake of the Woods

31C
31D Big Island.
31E
31F
31G I;ake of the Woods.
31H &
310 Big Island (31G, pt.).
31J Shoal Lake

lake ....

Eagle lake

Shoal lake

la Croix..

1912
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ONTARIO
Treaty No. S

Where

No.

Tribe or Band

situated

Area,
acres

32A
32B
32C
33A
33B
34

34A
34B
34C
35A
35B
35C

Whitefish

Bay

Lake

of the

Woods

Chippewa

Yellow Girl Bay
Sabaskong Bay
Whitefish

Bay

Northwest Angle
Lake of the Woods
Whitefish

Bay

4,865
4,454
1,280
3,091
3,299
641
1,529

Shoal lake ,
Shoal Lake
N.W. Angle 34C and 37B Northwest Angle river.
Lake of the Woods.
Naongashing

1,066

Obabikong
Sabaskong Bay

1,760

.

1,959

1,280

.

1,920

35D

1,280

35E1 Little Grassy River
35E2 Lake of the Woods
35F Sabaskong Bay

640

....

Not surv
1,280

35G Big Grass River
35H Sabaskong Bay
35J Lake of the Woods
37
37

Big Island
Rainy River
*37A Shoal Lake
37B Lake of the Woods
38A Rat Portage

38B Kenora
38C The Dalles
38D Lake of the Woods
*39 Shoal Lake
*39A

8,960

640
3,482
1,946

Rainy

10

river

216

Shoal lake
Lake of the Woods.

1,959

8,064
5,290
8,064
Not surv

Winnipeg river. ...
Lake of the Woods
Shoal Lake

875
7,850

*40

1,033

Treaty No. 5

Pekangikum.

2,240

Treaty No. 9

63A Osnaburgh
63B
64 Fort Hope
65 Marten Fall
66 English River.
67 Fort Albany
68 Moose Factory.
69 New Post
70 Abitibi
71 Mattagami
72 Matachewan.
73 Flying Post
74 Chapleau

.

75
76

New Brunswick

77
78

Long Lake
McDougall Chute

House.

Lake St. Joseph
Lake St. Joseph, Patricia dist
Lake Calumet, Patricia dist
Albany river
Kenogami r., 3 m. below English River post
Confluence of North and Albany rivers
Moose river at South Bluff cr
8 m. S. of New post, Abitibi river
South shore, lake Abitibi, Nipissing dist. ...
Near fort Mattagami, Nipissing dist
North of fort Matachewan, Nipissing dist...
Kakozhisk river, Sudbury dist
Adjacent to Chapleau res.. No. 61
Chapleau lake, Sudbury dist
Missinaibi lake, opp. New Brunswick post.
East side Long lake, Thunder Bay dist
Matheson tp., Nipissing dist

37A, 39, 39A and 40 are partly in Ontario and partly in Manitoba.

Manitoba

only.

.

12,800
33,920
64,000
19,200

Chippewa.
Cree
,

The

7,680
89,600
42,24U
Not surv
19,200
12,800
10,276
14,720
160
276
17,280
17,280
18

areas given above refer to the area in
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MANITOBA
Treaty No.

Name

No.

IB Peguis

Where

Fisher river

•

2A

Tp. 2 and 3, R. 2E, 1st Mer.
Tp. 3, R. 4E., 1st Mer

3

Fort Alexander

4

Brokenhead
Sandy Bay,

Mouth
Mouth

5

6 iLong
7

8

I

of

Winnipeg

,

.

.

Band

Chippewa and Cree.
Chippewa

river

of Brolcenhead river
Tp. 18, R. 9 W. Ist Mer
Tps. 9 and 10, R. 8 W. 1st Mer.
Tp. 5, R. 11 W, 1st Mer
Tp. 9, R. 9 W. 1st Mer

Plain

Swan Lake
Indian Gardens

8A Lot

Tribe or

situated

Roseau River
Roseau Rapids

2

1

14, Por. la Prairie.

Treatij

No. 2

43 Jaokhead
Lake Winnipeg
44 Fisher River, 44 and 44A
45 Waterhen River
Waterhen lake
46 Dog Creek
Lake Manitoba
46A Rock Island
Tp. 22, R9 W. 1st Mer.
48 Little Saskatchewan
Lake St. Martin

Maskegon.

Chippewa

The Narrows
50 Fairf ord
51 Crane River
52 Ebb and Flow
57 Birdtail Creek, 57 & 57A.
58 Oak River
59 Oak Lake, 59 and 59 A.
61 Riding Mountain
.

61A Clear Lake
62

Lizard Point

62A Fishing Station
63 The Gambler
63A Valley River
66A Pine Creek
67

Rolling River

,

.

St. Martin and Manitoba lakes
Lake Manitoba

Ebb-and-flow lake
Tp. 15, R. 27 W. 1st Mer
Tp, 10, R. 23 W. 1st Mer
Tps 7 and 8, R. 26 W. 1st Mer
Tp. 18, R. 21 W. lat Mer
Tp. 20, R. 19 W. 1st Mer
Tps, 19 & 20, R. 25 & 26, W, Ist Mer.
Tp. 20, R. 24, W. Ist Mer
Near Binscarth
Tps. 25 & 26, R. 25 & 26 W. 1st Mer.
Tp. 35, R. 20 W. 1st Mer
Tp. 17, R. 19 W. 1st Mer

Treaty No. S

34C

Birdtail Sioux

Oak River Sioux
Oak Lake "
Keeseekoowenin band.

Waywayseecappo band.
Sioux bands

Gambler band
Chippewa

1912
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MANITOBA
Treaty No. B

Where

Tribe or

situated

Band

Area,
acres

9

Maskegon.

Lake Winnipeg

Black River

2,000

Manigotagan River
Loon Creek

3,574

16

Bloodvein River
Berens River.
Little Grand Rapids.
Poplar River

3,370

17

Norway House

Norway House

19

Cross Lake

21

Pas

Nelson
Pas

10
11

12
13
14

1,136
6,354

'

.

.

5,600

Berens river.
Lake Winnipeg.

...

.

river.

.

.

3,800
18,448
5,760

.

1,028

21A Indian Pear Island
21 For Pas Band, 21B to K.
Moose lake.
31 Moose Lake, 31A to E
Cedar lake
32 Chemawawin
Mouth
of Saskatchewan
Grand
Rapids
33
.

1,303

6,143

3,663

.

i

3,011
4,646

river.

SASKATCHEWAN
Treaty No. 2

70

White Bear.

.

;Tp3. 9

and

10,

R. 2

&

3

W. 2nd Mer.

I

Treaty No. A

64
65
66

W. Ist Mer.
W. 2nd Mer
32, R. 32 W, 1st Mer
Tps. 17 and 18, R. 3 & 4 W. 2nd Mer
Tps. 17 and 18, R. 4 & 5 W. 2nd Mer
Tp. 19, R. 5 W. 2nd Mer
Tps. 17 and 18, R. 5 & 6 W. 2nd Mer
Tps. 30 and 31, R. 31 and 32

Cote

The Key

Tp.
Tp.

Keescekoose

Ochapowase
72 Broadview
72A Kawkewistaha
71

73
74

Cowessess

32,

R.

1

Chippewa.

Tps, 18 and 19, R. 6 W. 2nd Mer
Tp. 19, R. 6 W. 2nd Mer
Piapot, Nos. 75 and 75A Tps. 20 and 21, R. 18 W. 2nd Mer
Assiniboine
Tps. 15 and 16, R. 11 and 12 W. 2nd Mer.
Standing Bu.Talo
Tps. 21 and 22, R. 14 W. 2nd Mer
Pasqua
Tpa. 20 and 21, R. 14 to 16 W. 2nd Mer..
Muskowpetung 80-80B.. Tps. 20 and 21, R. 16 & 17 W. 2nd Mer.
Peepeekeesis
Tps. 21 and 22, R. 10 & 11 W. 2nd Mer.
Okanase
Tp. 22, R. 10 & 11 W. 2nd Mer
Star Blanket
Tp. 23, R. 10 & 11 W. 2nd Mer
Littls Black Bear
Tp. 23 and 24, R. 10 & 11 W. 2nd Mer

10,671

52,864
14,606

67
29,083

Sakimay
74A Shesheep
75
76
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
160

21,668

Assiniboin

Sioux

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chippewa and Cree.

Gordon

Day

Star

Poor Man
Yellow Quill
Nut Lake
Wood Mountain

Tp. 27, R. 14 to 16, W.2nd Mer
Tps. 26 and 27, R. 16 & 17 W. 2rid
Tps. 29 and 30, R. 16 & 17 W. 2nd
Tps. 29 and 30, R. 17 & 18 W. 2nd
Tps. 33 and 34, R. 12 & 13 W. 2nd
Tps. 38 to 40, R. 12 W. 2nd Mer
Tp. 4, R. 4 W. of 3rd Mer

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

26,624
14,310
13,760

29,760

Chippewa
Mer.
Mer.
Mer.
Mer.

3,549
36,145
40,897
5,415
22,143

21,936

Cree

,

Muskowekwan

19,920

14,945

and 2

Cree and Chippewa.
Cree

Chippewa

23,953
35,456
15,360
27,200
8,905
14,400

Sioux

10,240

Treaty No. 6

Cumberland House 20 &
20A
Cumberland lake
28A Shoal Lake
.Tp. 52, R. 5 W. 2nd Mer
29 Red Earth
Tp. 49, R. 9 W. 2nd Mer
29A Carrot River
Tp. 52, R. 6 and 7 W. 2nd Mer
20

1,947
2,887

3,596
2,040
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SASKATCHEWAN
Treaty No. 6

No.

91

Where

& 91A

Kinistino, 91

Tps. 40 to 42, R. 16 W. 2nd Mer
Tpa. 33 and 34, R. 5 and 6 W. 3rd Mer.
Tp. 49, R. 27 W. 2nd Mer
Tps. 42 and 43, R. 28 W. 2nd Mer

94 White Cap
94A Wahpaton
95 One Arrow
96l Okemasis

97/ Beardy
99 Muskoday (John Smith)
100 Fort a la Corne
lOOA James Smith
101 Sturgeon Lake
102 Muskeg Lake
103 Mistawasis
104 Sandy Lake
105 Meadow Lake, 105 i

105A

Tribe or

situated

Band

Chippewa.
Sioux

Tps. 43 and 44, R. 3 W. 3 Mer
Tps. 43 and 44, R. 3 W. 3. Mer
Tps. 46 & 47, R. 24 & 25 W. 2 Mer
Tps. 47 & 48, R. 20 W. 2 Mer
Tps. 46 to 48 R. 20 W. 2 Mer
Tps. 50 & 51, R. 1 & 2 W. 3 Mer

Tps. 45 & 46, R. 6 & 7 W. 3 Mer
Tps. 47 to 49, R. 6 W. 3 Mer
Tps. 50 & 51, R. 6 & 7 W. 3 Mer
Tps. 58 to 60, R. 17

&

18

W.

3 Mer.

Montreal Lake
Tps. 57 to 60, R. 26 & 27, W. 2 Mer.
106A Little Red River
Tps. 50 to 52, R. 26 & 27 W. 2 Mer.
108 Red Pheasant
Tps. 40 & 41, R. 15 W. 3 Mer
109 Mosquito
Tps. 40 & 41, R. 16 & 17 W. 3 Mer.
iiol 'Grizzly Bear's Head' and
'Lean Man'
Tp. 41, R. 16 & 17 W. 3 Mer
111/
112 New Moosomin,112A to C Tps. 44 to 46, R. 17 & 18 W. 3 Mer.
112D Thunderchild and Mooaomin
Tp. 53, R. 15 W. 3 Mer
113 Sweet Grass
Tps. 43 & 44, R. 19 W. 3 Mer
113A Strike-him-on-the-back
Tp. 45, R. 18 & 19 W. 3 Mer
114 Poundmaker
Tps. 44 & 45, R. 20 & 21 W. 3 Mer.
115 New Thunderchild, 115B
Tps. 52 & 54, R. 18 & 20 W. 3 Mer.
and C
116 'Little Pine' and 'Lucky
Tps. 45 & 46, R. 21 & 22 W. 3 Mer
Man'
118 Big River, 118 and 118A Tps. 52 to 54, R. 8 & 9 W. 3 Mer
Tps. 54 & 55, R. 26 & 27 W. 3 Mer
119 Seekaskootch
120 Makaoos
Tp. 54, R. 27 and 28, W. 3rd Mer
121 Frog Lake
Tps. 56 & 57, R. 2 & 3 W. 4 Mer
Tps. 57 & 58, R. 3 & 4 W. 4 Mer
122 Frog Lake
Tp. 59, R. 6 & 7 W. 4 Mer
123 Keheewin
106

125 Saddle Lake
125A Cache Lake
128
159
161

Whitefish Lake
Saulteaux
Ministikwan, 161

&

Tps.
Tps.
Tps.
Tps.
161A Tps.

&
&
&

R. 10 to 13 W. 4 Mer
R. 12 W. 4 Mer
61
62, R. 12 & 13 W. 4 Mer
47 and 48, R. 16 W. of3rd Mer
57 and 58, R. 25 and 26 W. of 3rd
57

58

Assiniboin.

58,

59,

Chippewa.

Mer Cree

Treaty No. 10

Montreal Lake band.

Little Hills...

H. B. Co. post, Lac la Ronge
S.W. side Lac la Ronge
Mouth of Montreal river
W. side of Lac la Ronge
South of Churchill river
Confluence of Churchill and Rapid rivers
N. end of Lao la Ronge
N.W. corner of Lac la Ronge
S.E. side of Lake la Ronge
Island east of Fox point
Montreal River

Canoe Lake

W.

Cree.

156 Lac la Ronge
156A Potato River.
156B Kitsakie
156C Sucker River.
157

157A
157B
157C
157D
157E
158

Stanley
Stanley
Old Fort
Four Portages
Fox Point

158A
158B
165

.

of

Lac

la

Plonge
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
BABINE AND UPPER SKEEXA AGENCY
Cassiar Disl.

Where

No.

Oschawwinna
Clotalairkwot

Babine
Kasdeded

Babine r., 2 m. N. of Babine post
Outlet of Babine lake
E. shore of Babine lake

Nokut

Tsak

W.

10

Ne-tsaw-greece

E. shore Babine

11

Nedoats
Nedoats
Chanoodandidaloh
Tadinlay
Babine
Hazelton
Tsoo-gun-ya

E. shore Babine

13
14

15

16
1

2A
3
4

Teitsk

Anlaw

2

Kishgagass
Kispiox
Sik-e-dakh

3

Agwedin

1

2

Kitzegukia
New Kitzegukia.

1

Kitwanga

3
4
5

Squin-lix-stat

6

Kits-ka-haw3

7

Koonwats

1

Kwa-tsa-lix

Tum-bah

Chig-in-kaht

Kuldo

.

shore of Babine lake
1., 18 m. S. of H.B.C. post.
1. 25 m. S. of H.B.C. post.

Adjoins No. 11
of No. 10; N. shore Babine 1.
Adjoins No. 10; N. shore Babine 1
Adjoins No. 7; head of Babine r
Skeena river at Hazelton
Two-mile cr., li m. N. E. of Hazelton
Bulkley r., 2S m. E. of Hazelton
Skeena r., 2J m. N. of Hazelton
Babine r., 4 m. from Skeena r
8 m. above Hazelton, at mouth of Kispiox
Skeena r. 3j m. above Hazelton

One m. E.

Kispiox

r.

Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena
Skeena

r.,
r,,

r.
r.,
r.,
r.,
r.,

r.,
r.,

r.,

.

3

.

.

Hazelton-Kilanmaiksh

KishgaKas,s
r.

Kispiox

m. from mouth

11. m. below Hazelton
seven m. below Hazelton

Kitzegukia.

Kitwanga river
10 m. below Kitwanga river
22 m. below Kitwanga river
2S ra. below Kitwanga river
5 m. below Kitwanga river
8 m. above Lome or
Ij m. below Lornecr
70 m. above Hazelton

Kitwanga

at

mouth

of

BELLACOOLA AGENCY
Coast Dipt.

1

Hagwilget

35 m. S.E. of Hazelton, on Bulkley river
Trail to Hazelton, 2 m. N. of No. 1
Fraser 1. trail, 5 m. S. of No. 1
Babine r., 3. m. N. of Babine post

Moricetown
Corgatsakwa

9

Tribe or Band

situated

Kuldo

.
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COWICHAN AGENCY
Cedar Disi.

No.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

COWICHAN AGENCY
Esquimau Dist.

No.

Nanaimo

1

Nanaimo Town.

Nanaimo harbour

Dist.

Nanaimo.
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Dist.

Name

No.
i
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Div., Yale Dist.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
KAMLOOPS AGENCY.
Kamloops

Din.,

Where

Yale Dist.

Tribe or

situated

Band

Area|
acres

Kumcheen

Tliompson

Skoonkoon
Shawniken

Th mpson
Thompson

Nos. 4, 4A and 4B.
Chuohhriaschin
.

Nicoelton.

.

.

.

.

mouth

r.,

5 m. below Spence Bridge.

of Nicola r

108

m. below Spence Bridge.
Thompson r.,
m. below Spence Bridge.
Chuchhriaschin valley, 3 m. N. of Spence
r., 1

K

.

.

Kloklowuck
Tsinkahtl.

22
55

Cook Ferry

r.,

.

151

20

Bridge
Chuchhriaschin valley, 2 m. N. of Spence
Bridge
Nicoelton valley, 4 m. N. of Spence Bridge.
Nicola r., 7 m. from Spence Bridge
Thompson r., 6 m. above Spence Bridge
Above 87-niile post on Yale-Cariboo road.
Thompson r., 5 m. above Spence Bridge
Thompson r., adjoining res. No. 9
Thompson r., }-2 m. above Kimball station..

20
2,008

219
20
10

.

Pemynoos
Pukhaist
Spatsum, 11 and llA.
Chilthnux
Quiltanton

Enquocto

&

2

Pukhaist cr., 15 m. from mouth
Divide I., 1 m. N. E. of res. No. 12
Highland valley, IM m. E. of res. No. 13.
Highland valley,
m. E. of res. No. 14

Deadman

Kamloops

Confluence of South and North

Neskainlith

Thompson

.

cr.,

a trib. of

20,134
33,131

r., 4 m. below Little Shuswap 1. Halaut
Salmon arm, Shuswap 1., Tp. 20, R. 10, W.

8th

5,69t

Mer

1,274

North Thompson
Canoe Lake

and

North Thompson.

North Thompson

Nekalliston..

Quaaout

0pp. Nekalliston cr., 50 m. above Kamloops
Barrier r., J m. from North Thompson r
Lewis cr., j m. from North Thompson r
Venables valley, Tp. 19, R. 25, W. 6th Mer. Oregon Jack Creek.
Oregon Jack cr., Tp. 19, R. 25, W. GthMer.
Thompson r., at mouth of Oregon Jack cr.
Thompson r. at Nel3on cr.,
Thompson r., adjoining res. No. 3
Nelson cr., Tps. 19 and 20, R. 23, W. 6th Mer
S. of res. No. 6
[Lit Shuswap Lake (Kuaut)
Right bank of Adams cr. at mouth,

Chum

S.

.

.

Barrier River.

Lewis Creek...

Hay Meadow
Oregon Jack Creek

Nepa

Creek..
Scotch Creek.
j

.

Deadman Creek
Thompson r
Thompson rs. Kamloops

Deadman Creek

Switsemalph

3

36
353
365
520
560
520

.

%

Squetankilhats
1

4,508

North Bay.

2lA— 34

.

.

r.,

45 m. from Kamloops..

.

.

E. corner of Little Shuswap lake
Shuswap 1., at mouth of Scotch cr
Salmon arm, Shuswap 1., at Tappen

.

.

.

.

3,220

5
6
8

30
35
120
322
1,043

751
80
4,265

600
2,105
siding

787
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KOOTENAY AGENCY
East Kootenay Diet.

No.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
KWAWKEWLTH AGENCY
Coast Dist.

No.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

KWAWKEWLTH AGENCY
Rupert Dist.

No.

GEORGE
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LYTTON AGENCY
Yale Div., Yale Dial.

Where

No.

Tribe or

situated

Band

Area,
acres

West

Stlakament
Dufferin

Tuckkwiowhum
Kopchitchin
Austin Flat

of Fraser r., opp. res. No. 8
Fraser r., Tp. 14, R. 27, W. 6th Mer
Left bank Fraser r., at mouth of Anderson r
Right bank Fraser r., at North Bend

Left bank Fraser

r.,

40

Boothroyd.

15

95
359

Boston Bar.

near Hell Gate, 19 m.

ZK

above Yale.

Bucktum

Shrypttahooks...

Left bank Fraser r.,
Bend
Tp. 11, R. 26, W. 6th Mer
Right bank Fraser r., 5 m. below North Bend
Right bank Fraaerr., 1 m. above Hell Gate
Right bank Fraser r., 4 m. below North Bend.

Hope

Town

4 m. above North

Boston Bar
Scaucy
Paul

Schkam
Greenwood
Chawuthen

Fraser
Island.

Seabird Island.

Hope

of

r.,

Hope.

m. above Hope

Sec. 9, Tp. 5, R. 26,

Fraser r. 3 m. below
Seabird id., Fraser r
,

...

1

64
26
18
2
87
10
193

W.

6th

Mer

10

Hope

1,407

Hope, Popkum, Squawtits,
Ohamil, Skwawahlooks,
Union Bar and Yale
Kanaka Bar
.

Nekliptum

.

Kanaka Bar.
Pegleg

Whyeek

bank Fraser r., 46J^ m. above Yale.
Left bank Fraser r., 47 ra. above Yale.
M m. E. of res. No. 2
Right bank Fraser r., at Kanaka bar
Left

.

Lillooet Dist.

1

.

4,511

30
118
10
351
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LYTTON AGENCY
Kamloops

Dit., Yale Disi.

Where

& 21A

Inklukcheen, 21
Kleetlekut

Nohomeen

Tribe or

situated

3. m. N. of Lytton, Tp. 15, R. 27, W. 6th mer Lytton.
Adjoining res. No. 2
Right bank Fraser r., I3 m. above Lytton.
Confluence of Thompson and Fraser rivers
.

Tuckozap

Band

Area,
acres

332
300
32
211

Yale Div., Yale Dial.

Right bank Fraser r., l| m. below Lytton.
Nickeyeah
Skwayaynope, 26 and26A Adjoining res. 25, Tp. 14, R. 27, W. 6th Mer
.

Kamloops

Papyum, 27
Nikaomin

to

27B

Sackum
Skhpowtz
Klakowit
Sleetsis

Shoskhost

Unpukpulkwatum.
Skeikut

Squianny
Enhalt
Skaynaneichst
NaykikotJth
Shouchten
Nicola Mameet..

.

Joeyaska
Pipseul
1

ZohtNo. 2
Logan
Hamilton Creek

r.,

.

.

Spins

Nooaitch Grass.
Nooaitch
Shackan
Soldatkwo
Papsilkwa

Div., Yale Dist.

opp. Lytton

435

bank Thompson r., 68 m. from Yale.
Nikaomin
Nicomen or. i m. from Thompson r
Thompson r., near 71 m. post from Yale
Right bank Thompson r., j m. below res. No. 3
Thompson r., opp 72 m. post from Yale
Right bank Thompson r.,near Drynoch
Thompson r., opp. 67 m. post from Yale
Thompson r., opp. 68 m. post from Yale
In Tp.l5, R. 24, W. of 6th mer
3 m. E. of Drynoch
J m.

Putkwa

Zoht No.

Right bank Fraser
Left

Kykinalko

.

S. of res.

.

.

No. 10

Tp. 16, R. 24, W. 6th mer
Nicola r., Tp. 16, R. 23, W. 6th Mer....
Thompson r., Tp. 15, R. 26, W. 6th Mer
Thompson r., Tp. 15, R. 26, W. 6th Mer
Near confluence of Nicola r. and Guichon cr. Nicola (Lower)
In Sec. 11, Tp. 91
About 6 m. N. of Mamit lake
Near foot of Nicola lake, in Tp. 94
In lot 716, group 1,
Quilchena cr., 12 m. from Nicola lake
Banks of Quilchena cr., 7 m. from mouth ....
1 m. S.E. of junction of Nicola and Spins rs.
1^ m. E. of Nicola r. and 25 m. from mouth
Banks of Nicola r., 20 m. from mouth
Banks of Nicola r., 12 m. from mouth
In Tp. 16, R. 23, W. of 6th Mer
Papsilkwa cr., Tp. 16, R. 23, W. 6th Mer
.

.

246
466

151
130
20
16
197
22
19
6

390
1,520

140
200
152
10
10
1,135

320
220
500
160
45
4,400

280
1,960
2.310
6,470
2,440
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LYTTON AGENCY
Kamloops Div. Yale

No.

Dist.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LYTTON AGENCY
Yale Div., Yale Dist.

No.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
NASS AGENCY
Coast Dist

No.

537
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

NEW WESTMINISTER AGENCY
New

No.

Westminster Dist.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

NEW WESTMINSTER AGENCY
New

No.

Westminster Dist.

539
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

NEW WESTMINSTER AGENCY
New

No.

Westminster Dist.
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Queen Charlotte Islands

Where

No.

Lanas

Mouth of Masset inlet
Right bank of Hiellen r., at mouth
sd., 12 m. E. of Masset inlet
Left bank of Yakoun r., IJ m. from mouth.

Satunkwin.,

Left

Ain

Mouth of Ain r., Masset inlet
West entrance to Masset inlet
6 m. W. of mouth of Masset inlet
Naden r., Virago sd., 2J m. from mouth
Mouth of Naden r., Virago sd
«
Head of Virago sd
West shore of Virago sd

Masset

.

.

.

Hiellen

Yan
Meagwan

.

Kose

Naden

Kung
Daningay.
Yatze
Jalun
Kioosta
Tatense
Skidegate
Skaigha

.

Deena
Khrana.

.

.

Lagins

Kaste

Cumshewas
Skedance

Tanoo

Masset.

Chatham

Yagan

. .

bank

of

Yakoun

r.,

at

2 m. W. of Virago sd
Jalun r., at mouth, 8 m. S. of North id
Parry pass., N. W. extremity of Graham

North id., in Parry pass
North entrance to Skidegate inlet
Skidegate inlet, 7 m. N. of res. No. 1
Head of South bay, Skidegate inlet
East end Maude id., Skidegate inlet
Lagins r., head of Long arm, Skidegate
Copper bay, mouth of Kaste river
North entrance Cumshewas bar
South entrance to Cumshewas har
E. end Tanoo id., 45 m. S. of Skidegate

Cariboo Dist.

.

.

mouth

STUART LAKE AGENCY

1

Tribe or

situated

id...
j

Skidegate.

inlet.

inlet

Band
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WEST COAST AGENCY
Clayoquot Dist.

Where

Tribe or Band

situated

Area,
acres

Kennedy r., Tofino inlet
Head of N.W. arm, Kennedy lake
Head of N.E. arm, Kennedy lake
Kennedy r., at head of rapids
Head of Deer or., Tofino inlet
Head of Tranqml cr., Tofino inlet

Okeamin
Clayokwa
Winche
Ilthpaya
Onadsiith
Eelseuklis

Yarksis
Kloolthpish

East shore Vargas
.

.

Kwort30we.

.

Oinimitis. ...

Marktosis

Ahous
Chetarpe
Sutakwis

Wahous
Wahous
Tckwa

id.,

Clayoquot.

40
3

Clayoquot sd

West shore Meares id., Clayoquot
Head of Warm bay, Clayoquot sd

Kelsemaht band

sd

East shore Bedwell sd. at its head
Matilda cr., Flores id., Clayoquot sd
South end Open bay, Vargas id., Clayoquot sd
Clayoquot sd., W. of Catface mt
J'2 m. W. of Crane id
Mouth of Trout r.. Cypress bay,Clayoquot

Ahousaht band

sd.

Openit
Tootoowiltena
Kishnakous...

North shore Cypress bay, Clayoquot sd
Bawden bay, Herbert arm, Clayoquot sd
White Pine cove, Herbert arm, Clayoquot
West shore Herbert arm, Clayoquot sd
East shore North arm, Clayoquot sd
Head of Shelter arm, Clayoquot sd
North shore Shelter arm, Clayoquot sd
West shore Sydney inlet, Clayoquot sd
East shore of Sydney inlet
Head of Sydney inlet

Nuchatl

Island at entrance to Esperanza inlet

Ahpukto
Opemit
Shoomart

West shore Nootka id., S. of res. No. 1
West shore Port Langford, near head
West shore Nootka id., J-^ m. N. of res. No.l
Head of inner basin, Nootka sd

(villaj

Peneetle

Moyehai
Seektukis

Watta

Wappook

Owossitsa
Oclucje

Occosh
Chiseukwis
Oke, 10 and lOA
Ehatis

Chenahkint
Tatchu

.

1

m.

S.

Head
West

24
110

.

6

sd.

95

.

.

13
3

12
11

Manhauset band

34

.

.

of

shore Port Eliza, Esperanza inlet

East shore Catala id
North shore Esperanza inlet
West shore Zeballos arm, at head
East shore Queens cove, Port Eliza
Tatchu pt., 5H m. W. of Esperanza

77
21

Esperanza

E. of Centre id., Esperanza inlet..
Espinoza arm, Esperanza inlet

45
40
103
59
36
25
260
34
35
27
143
34

inlet..
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Lillooet Dist.

Where

No.

Alkali

Adjoining Lot

Lake

Group

6,

Tribe or

situated

Band

3

3 m. N.E. of res. No. 1

m. E. of res. No. 2
m. south of res. No. 3
lyi m. S.W. of res. No. 4
Left bank Fraser r., 19 m. S.W.
North shore lake la Hache
Near lake la Hache
1}

)^

Alixton

Wycott Flat
Little Springs

of Alkali

1.

Kludolikum
Loon Lake

Sampson Meadow
m. E. of res. No. 14
m. S. of res. No. 5
Head of Anderson lake
IM m.S. of Anderson lake
m. W. of res. No. 2
Anderson river, 5 m. S.W.
2

Roper Meadow

.

1

.

Nekwatkwe

Anderson Lake.

H

Bridge River

of

Anderson

lake.

Bridge r. at confluence with Fraser r. ..... Bridge River.
Right bank Fraser r., 2}i m. N.E. of res. No. 1
Bridge cr., 1 m. Yf. of Canim lake
Canim Lake.
Bridge cr., 100-m. post on Cariboo road
Canoe Creek.
Canoe cr., in Sec. 16. Tp. 10
Canoe cr., lyi ra. from res. No. 1
4-10
Left bank Fraser r., adjoining Tps.
..
Canoe cr., 2 m. above res. No. 2
Foot of Fish 1., 1}4 m. N.E. of res. No. 4.
Road from Canoe cr. to 57-m. post on Cariboo
road
S. of Cayoosh cr. adjoining Lot 3, Group 1... Cayoosh Creek.
Right bank Fraser r., opp. Lillooet res. No. 4
Dog cr., 3m. from confluence with Fraser river Dog Creek
Dog cr., 3% m. E. of res. No. 1
.

Canim Lake
Canoe Creek

.

Spilmouse
Fish Lake

Toby Lake

Cay cosh Creek

.

Pashilkwa
Dog Creek

.

.

.

Dog

cr.,

Fr.iser

Fountain

%

r.,

m. N.N.E.

of res.

Na

adjoining Alkali Lake
cr., J

m.

Fraser

S.W.

of Bridge River res.

r.,

2

res.

Fountain

No. 6.

.

Fountain.

Fraser river

S. of

.

No.

Left bank Fraser r., S. of Fourteen-mile
Fountain cr., 2% m. S.E. of res. No. 1
Fountain cr., }4 ni. S. of res. No. 4
1}^ m. S. of res. No. 5

1

cr.

.

.

Coast Dist.

Chilko Lake. .,
Garden Reserve

Chilko

Pa\alion

Left

Leon Creek
Marble Caflon..

Road from Pavilion

.

1.,

Nemaiaw
Leon

bank

at outlet of
valley,

Nemaiaw

valley

.

Nemaiaw

4J^ m. from res. No. 1
r., N. of Pavilion cr.

of Fraser

cr., left

bank Fraser river
to

Hat

cr

Cariboo Dist.

bank Fraser r., 1 m. S. of Quesnel.
Right bank Fraser r., opp. res. No. 1..
Foot of small lake, 2 m. E. of Quesnel
Left bank Fraser r., S. of res. No. 1.
Left

Fishery.

Fishery

.

Rich Bar

.

Quesnel.

Valley.
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Note

—The names of authors and the

titles of then- papers appearing in magazines and other
not separately given in this list of works, imless the paper referred to is
cited by title in the body of the Handbook.
For example, Dr. A. L. Kroeber's memoir on The
Yokuts Language of South Central CaUfornia, published as Volume V, part 2, of the University
of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, is referred to by the entry
"Kroeber in Univ. Cal. Pub., Am. Arch, and Eth., v, pt. 2, 1907, "consequently, it is included in

serial publications are

under the caption (University of California.)
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of the
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Abbott, C. C. Primitive industry. Salem, 1881.
Abeecbombie, W. R. Copper river exploring expedi-

Alegbe, Francisco Javier.
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Alexander,
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Emory, Reconnoissance,
vols,
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Proceedings,
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See

Moore, Clarence B.

.

,

.

Paris, 1838.)

Jas.

Annals

of
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West.

Pittsburg,

1866.

Albert, George Dallas.

History of Westmore'and
county, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1882.
Alcala. See Galiano, D.
Alcedo, Antoine de. Diccionario geogrdfico-histdrico
de las Indias Occidentales 6 America. Tomos i-v.
Madrid, 1786-89.

Aldrich, H. L.

Arctic Alaska

months with Arctic whalemen.

Edward.

L'Acadie; or, seven years'
explorations in British America.
Vols, i—ii.
London,
Jas.

1849.

Ten years in Oregon. Travels and
J.
adventures of Doctor E. White and Lady, west of the
Rocky mountains. Ithaca, 1850.
Allen, E. A. Prehistoric world: or, vanished races.
Allen, Harrison.

and

Siberia, or eight

Chicago, 1889.

Crania from the mounds of the St.
(Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila-

John's river, Florida.
delphia, N.

8.,

vol. X, 1896.)

Allen, Henry T. Report of an expedition to the
Copper, Tanana, and Koyukuk rivers, in the territory
Washington, 1887.
of Alaska, in the year 1885.
Allen, J. A. The American bisons, living and extinct.
(Memoirs Geol. Surv. Kentucky, vol. I, pt. ii, Cambridge, 1876.)

American Academy op Arts and Sciences.
vol.

II,

pt.

II,

Charlestown, 1804; vol.

American Anthropological Association.
Vol.

I,

pt. 2, Lancaster, Pa., 1906.

Vol.

II,

Memoirs,
pt.

i,

Cam-

American Anthropologist.
1888-98; n.
1899-1910.

American

s.,

Vol.

i,

Memoirs.
Lan-

pt. 6,

1-4, Lancaster, 1907-08.

vols, i-xii,

Antiquarian

Vols, i-xi, Washingtc-a,

New York and

and

Oriental

Lancaster,

Journal.

Vols, i-xxxii, Chicago [and elsewhere], 1878-1910.

Transactions and
Collections (Archseologia Americana), vols, i-vii,
Worcester, 1820-85. Proceedings [various numbersi].
American Arch.eologist. Vol. ii, Columbus, 1898.
{Formerly The Antiquarian, q. v.)

American Antiquarian Society.

This section of the original has been re-published verbatim as, in many instances,
whether a specific publication should, or should not, be included.

definitely

iii,

bridge, 1809.

caster, 1907.

R.

Mexico,

i-iii.

Cincinnati, 1885.

Adair, Jas. The history of the American Indians.
London, 1775.
Adam, Lucien. See Hattmont, Paribot, and Adam.
Adams, C. F., jr., and Adams, Henry. Chapters of
Erie, and other essays.
Boston, 1871.
Adelung, J. C, and Vater, J. S. Mithridates oder
allgemeine Sprachenkunde mit dem Vater Unser als
Sprachprobe in bey nahe fiinfhundert Sprachen und
Mimdarten. B. i-iv, Beriin, 1806-17.
Aim^-Martin. See Lettres £difiante8.
Alarcon, Fernando. Relation. 1540. (In Hakluyt,
Voyages, vol. iii, 1600, repr. 1810.)
Relation de la navigation et de la d^couverte
1540.
(In Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, tome ix,

Albach,

Tomos

1841.

Allen, Miss A.

1848.)

Academy of Natural Sciences op Philadelphia.
Journal,

CompaSia

Historia de la

de Jesus en Nueva-Espanla.

it is

not
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American Association for the Advancement of
Science.

Vol.

Proceedings.

(Philadelphia,

i

1849)

to vol. Lviii (Chicago, 1908).

American Catholic QtiARTEKLT Review.

Vol.

vi,

no. 23, Philadelphia, 1881.
i-iii, New York, 1845-53.
Leyden, 1907-09.

Transactions, vols,

Publications, vols,

i-ii,

Geographical

Society. Journal,
vols,
i-xxxii.
New York, 1859-1900. Bulletin, vols.
xxxiii-xLi, New York, 1901-09.
{Formerly, 1859-60,
American Geographical and Statistical Society.)
American Geologist. Vols, i-xxxiv, Minneapolis,
1888-1904.

American Historical Record, and Repertory of
Notes and Queries. Vol. i, Philadelphia, 1872.
American Journal of Archaeology. Vol. i, no. 2,
Baltimore, 1885.

American Journal of Science and Arts. Series i-iv.
New York and New Haven, 1818-1905.
American Maps. [Miscellaneous collection of early
American

maps,

Two

1579-1796.

In

vols.

the

library of the U. S. Geological Survey.]
i-vi.

vols,

New

York,

Memoirs:
1898-1906.

Bulletin, nos. 1-22, 1881-1907.

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,

i-vi,

vols,

Transactions (new
1818-98.

Philadelphia,

series), vols,

Bulletin, vol.

1744-1838.
1838-1905.
1759-1809.

i-xix, Philadelphia,

A

monthly periodical devoted to

the objects of the Logan Historical Society.
i-ii, Cincinnati, 1842-1843.

American State Papers.

Documents,

Vols,

legislative

and

of the Congress of the United States.
Indian Affairs. Vols. i-ii. Washington,

Report

in regard to the condition of

the Mission Indians of California.

Washington, 1873

New

Archdale,

See Mexico,
Secretaria de Fomento.
Anderson, Alex. C. Notes on the Indian tribes of
British North America and the north west coast.
(In
Historical Magazine, 1st ser., vol. vii. New York and
London, 1863.)
Anderson, Alex. D. The silver country or the great

Southwest.
J.

New

York, 1877.
Nachrichten von Island, Gronland und

der Strasse Davis.

Hamburg,

1746.

Beschryving van Ysland, Groenland en de Straat
Davis. Tot nut der 'Wtetenschappen en den Koophandel. Amsterdam, 1750.

Annales de la Propagation de la

Foi.

(Various

editions.)

Annual Arch^oloqical Reports.
Can.

Inst, for

Ann. Rep.
1886-94, Toronto, 1888-94, and App.
(In

to Rep. Minister of Education, Ontario, 1894-1904,

Toronto, 1896-1905.)

Anthropological Society of Washington.
actions, vols, i-iii,

Trans-

See

Linguistique.

T.

i-v.

Salzburg, 1906-10.

description

Carolina.

of

{Same, Charleston, 1822.)

Nansen, F.
Anthropologie.

See

B.

i-xxx,

Archiv for Wissenschaftliche Kunde von RussB. i-xxv, Berlin, 1841-67.

land.

Personal narrative of the discovery of

the north west passage.

London, 1857.

Armstrong, A. N. Oregon: Comprising a brief history
and full description of the territories of Oregon and
Washington.

Chicago, 1857.
The Piaza
Morris, 111., 1887.

Armstrong, P. A.
Indians.

or,

among

the devil

de

the

Juan

Domingo. Crohica serifica y
apostolica del Colegio de Propaganda Fide de la Santa
Cruz de Quer^taro en la Nueva Espana. Segunda
Mexico, 1792.

See EspiNOSA.

a map

Abrowsmith, a.
coveries

in

the

interior

exhibiting

parts

of

all

the

new

dis-

North America.

London, 1795. [Additions to June 1814.]
and Lewis. A new and elegant general atlas.
Intended to accompany the new improved edition of
Morse's geography. Boston, May 1812.
Ashe, Thomas. Travels in America performed in 1806.
For the purpose of exploring the rivers Alleghany,
Monongahela, Ohio and Mississippi, and ascertaining the produce and condition of their banks and
vicinity.
London, 1808.
Atwater, Caleb. Description of the antiquities discovered in the state of Ohio and other western states.
(In Archceologia Americana, vol. i, 1820.)
The writings of. Columbus, 1833.
The Indians of the Northwest, their manners,
customs, &c. &c. Columbus, 1850.
AuDOUARD, Olympe. A travers I'Am^rique. Le farwest.

Paris, 1869.

Jno.

W.

Western

journal:

1849-1850.

Cleveland, 1906.
et

Braun-

schweig, 1866-1904.

Audubon,

Washington, 1881-85.

American Anthropologist.
Anthropos. Revue Internationale d'Ethnologie

•

a new

Jno.

Archer, Wm.
Archiv fur

parte.

[1874].

Vols, i-n, Waterloo, Ind.,
N. Y., 1895. {Merged with Popular
York, Oct. 1895.)

Ill,

Anales del Ministerio de Fomento.

Anderson,

(The).

1893-94; vol.
Science News,

Abricivita,

Ames, John G.

Boston, 1883.

i,

See Bandelier, A. F.
Archaeological Reports. See Annual Archaeological Reports.

Armstrong, A.

American Pioneer.

Class II,
1832-34.

ix.

Minutes and pro-

I,

i-xliv,

vol.

vols,

Transactions,

rian Society.
Archaeological Institute of America. Papers,
American series, vol. i, Boston and London, 1881
(reprinted 1883); vol. iii, Cambridge, 1890; vol. rv,
Cambridge, 1892; vol. V, Cambridge, 1890. Annual
Report, First to Eleventh, Cambridge, 1880-90.

London, 1707.

Digest,

Proceedings,

executive,

vol.

1871.

American Philosophical Society.
ceedings;

Arber, Edward, ed. The English Scholar's Library.
Capt. John Smith, 1608-1631. Birmingham, 1884.
ArcHaEologia. See Society of Antiquaries of
London.
ArchaEOLogia Americana. See American Antiqua-

Archaeologist,

American Naturalist. Vol. i (Salem, 1868) to
XXXIX (Boston, 1905).
American Oriental Society. Journal. Vol.

New Haven,

1837.

Antisell, Thob. Geological report. 1856. (In Pacific
Railroad Reps., vol. viii, Washington, 1857.)
Anville, Le Sieur. See D'Anville.
Appletons' Cyclopaedia of American Biography.
Vols, l-vil.
New York, 1895-1900.

•

American Museum of Natural History.
Anthropology,

Antiquarian (The). Vol. i, (ydiumbus, 1897. (Continued as The American Archaeologist, q. v.)
Antiquitates Americans, sive scriptores septentrionales serum ante-Columbianarum in America.
Hafnite,

American Ethnological Society.

American
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Bache, R. Meade.

Reaction time with reference to

(Psychological Rev., vol.

race.

and
Back, Geo.

ii,

no. 5,

New York

London, Sept. 1895.)
Narrative of the Arctic land expedition in

the years 1833, 1834, and 1835. Philadelphia, 1836.
(Same, London, 1836.)
Narrative of an expedition in H. M. S. Terror,
on the Arctic shores, in the years 1836-7. London,
1838.

land, Sept. 1886.)

Bacqueville de la Pothehie, C.-C. le Roy de

logical Institute of

Histoire de I'Am^rique Septentrionale.
Paris, 1722.

Tomes

la.

i-iv.

(Same, Paris, 1753.)
Nachrichten von der amerikanischen

Baegekt, Jacob.

Halbinsel Calif ornien; mit einem zweyfachen Anhang
Mannheim, 1772.
falscher Nachrichten.
An account of the aboriginal inhabitants of the
peninsula.
Translated by Charles Rau.
(Smithsonian Reps, for 1863 and 1864, reprinted 1865

California

and 1875.)
Baek, K. E. von, and Helmebsen, G. von.

Cambridge, 1897.
Marcus. Geographic dictionary of Alaska.
U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 1901,

(Bull.

1902.

1906.)

Uber die Musik der nordamerikanischen Wilden. Leipzig, 1882.
Balbi, Adrien. Atlas ethnographique du globe, ou
classification des peuples anciens et modernes d'aprfis
Baker, Theodor.

leurs langues.

Paris, 1826.

Balfotjb, Henrt. Evolution in decorative
don, 1893.
Ball, T. H. See Halbert, H. S. and Ball.

art.

Lon-

1857.
London, 1860.
Ballard, Edward. Geographical names on the coast of
Maine. (U.S. Coast Survey Rep. for 1868, Washing-

History of the United States.

Vols*

Boston, 1838-75.

Bancroft, Hubebt Howe. The works of. Vols, iXXXIX. San Francisco, 1886-90. [Vols, i-v. Native
races, vi-vii. Central America, ix-xrv. North Mexican
States and Texas, xvii, Arizona and New Mexico,
xviii-xxiv, California,
xxv, Nevada, Colorado,
Wyoming, xxvi, Utah, xxvii-xxviii. Northwest
Coast, xxix-xxx, Oregon, xxxi, Washington, Idaho,
Montana, xxxii, British Columbia, xxxiii, Alaska,
XXXIV, California pastoral, xxxv, California inter
pocula. xxxvi-xxxvii. Popular tribunals, xxxviii.
Essays and miscellany, xxxix. Literary industries.
Various editions of these works have been cited.]

Adolf F. Historical introduction to
among the sedentary Indians of New Mexico.
(Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America,
American ser., vol. i, Boston, 1881.)
studies

1888, Berlin, 1890.)

Contributions to the history of the southwestern
(Papers of the Archseos,
America, American series, vol v.

portion of the United States.
logical Institute of

Am.

The Delight makers. New York, 1890.
Documentary history of the Zuni tribe. (Jour.
iii, Boston and New

Ethnol, and Archaeol., vol.

York, 1892.)
The Gilded man (El Dorado) and other pictures
of the Spanish occupancy of America.
New York,
1893.

Frederic. Dictionary of the Otchipwe
B.iBAGA,
language, explained in English. Part I, EnglishOtchipwe, Montreal, 1878. Part II, Otchipwe-Eng(In Grammar and Dictionary of
lish, Montreal, 1880.
the Otchipwe language, new ed., Montreal, 1882.)
A theoretical and practical grammar of the
Otchipwe language. Second ed., Montreal, 1878.
Barber, Edwin A. A Comparative vocabulary of Utah
dialects.
(Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey of the
Territories, vol.

iii,

Washington, 1877.)

Historical collections, being a general

sketches, &c., relating to the history and antiquities of

every town in Massachusetts.

Worcester, 1839.

and antiquities of New England, New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Hartford, 1844.
and Howe, H. Historical collections of the^

The

State of

history

New Jersey.

New York,

1844.

Barcia Carballido t Zunioa, Andees G.

ton, 1871.)

Bandelier,

iv,

;

collection of historical facts, traditions, biographical

.

i-xi.

the Indians

(Papers of the Archaeo-

America, American series, vol. iii,
Cambridge, 1892.)
Historical archives of the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition. (Compte-renduCongrSs International des Am^ricanistes, 7me sess.,

Cambridge, 1890

Barber, Jno. W.

Ballantyne, R. M. Hudson's bay; or everyday life in
the wilds of North America. Edinburgh, 1848.
Ungava; a tale of Esquimaux land. London,
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Washington, 1907.)
Sketches of a tour to the western country,
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through the states of Ohio and Kentucky; a voyage
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1810.

Lexique de
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langue Iroquoise. Montreal

1882.

Montreal,

Lexique de la langue Algonquine.
1886.

A

Currier, A. F.

study relative to the functions of

the reproductive apparatus in American Indian women.
(Medical News, vol. Lix, Philadelphia, 1891; Trans.

ica in relation to the religious history

Amerand mental

development of mankind, Boston, 1898.
Curtis, Edwarj) S. The American Indian. Vols.
i-v.
New York, 1907-09.
Curtis, Natalie. Songs of ancient America. New
York, 1906.
Children of the sun. Chicago,
Curtis, Wm. E.
1883.
Zuiii

A

(Second Rep. Bur.

fetiches.

Am. Ethnology, Washington,

1883.)

study of Pueblo pottery as illustrative of
(Fourth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol-

Zuiii culture growth. ^

ogy, Washington, 1886.)
Outlines of Zuni creation myths.

(Thirteenth

Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1896.)
•

A

preliminary

report on

exploration

the

of

key-dweller remains on the gulf coast of

ancient

(Proc.

Florida.

Am.

Philos.

Soc.

vol.

xxxv, no.

153, Philadelphia, 1896.)
Zuiii folk tales.

New

York, 1901.

See Millstone.
CusiCK, David. Sketches of ancient history of the
2d ed. Tuscarora, N. Y., 1828.
Six Nations.
Custer, Geo. A. My life on the plains,and personal
New York, 1874.
experiences with Indians.
Cuvier, Le Baron. See Choris, Louis.

Dall, Wm. H. On the distribution of the native tribes
(Proc. Am.
of Alaska and the adjacent territory.
Asso. Adv. Sci. 1869, Cambridge, 1870.)
Alaska and its resources. Boston, 1870.
Tribes of the extreme northwest.
North American Ethnology, vol.

tions to

(Contribui,

Washing-

On

relationship used

by the Innuit.

(Ibid)

succession in the shell-heaps of the Aleutian
(Ibid.)

islands.

On
On

the origin of the Innuit.

(Ibid.)

the distribution and nomenclature of the

native tribes of Alaska and the adjacent territory.
(Ibid.)

voyages
5,

to

America.

1886.

Text-book of mineralogy. New
1888.
{Same 1898.)
D'Anville, Le Sieur. Atlas g6n6ral. Paris, 1727-1780.
Am^rique Septentrionale. Publifie sous lea
auspices de Monseigneur le Due d'OrlSans, Premier
Prince

du Sang.

[Paris,] 1746.

North America by the Sieur d'Anville, engraved

by R. W.

(In Postlethwayt, Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce, translated from the
French of M. Savary, London, 1752.)
Seale.

Darlington, Mrs. M. C. (O'Hara). Fort Pitt and
letters from the frontier.
Pittsburg, 1892.
Darlington, Wm. M. Christopher Gist's Journals with
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biographies of his contemporaries.

Pittsburg, 1893.

See M.4.T, Jno.

Pro-

ceedings.
Vols. i-ix.
Davenport, 1876-1904.
Davies, Jno. History of the Carribbee islands. Translated from the French.
London, 1666.
Davila, F. T. Sonora historico y descriptivo. Nogales,
Ariz., 1894.

Davis, C. H., ed. Narrative of the North Polar expedition, U. S. ship Polaris, Captain Charles Hall commanding. Washington, 1876.
Davis, Geo. L. L. The day-star of American freedom;
or the birth and early growth of toleration, in the province of Maryland.
New York, 1855.
Davis, Jno. The first voyage of M. John Davis,
undertaken in June 1585, for the discoverie of the
Northwest passage. Written by M. John Marchant.
(Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. iii, London, 1600.)
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Davis,

W. W. H-

people.

El Gringo;

New York,

or

New Mexico and
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1857,

The Spanish conquest of New Mexico. Doylestown. Pa., 1869.
D.\wson, Geo. M. Sketches of the past and present
condition of the Indians of Canada. Montreal, 1877.
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Report on the Queen Charlotte

islands.

(Rep.

Geol. Surv. Can. for 1878-79, Montreal, 1880.)

Report on an exploration from Port Simpson on
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British Columbia and the Peace river country, 1879.
(Rep. Geol. Surv. Can., Montreal, 1881.)
bia,

Note on the occurrence of jade in British Columand its employment by the natives. (Can. Ree.

II, no. 6, Montreal, Apr. 1887.)
Notes and observations of the Kwakiool people
Vancouver island and adjacent
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(Proc. and Trans. Roy. Soc.
Can. 1887, vol. v, Montreal, 1888.)
Report on an exploration in the Yukon district,
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Columbia. (Ann. Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv.
1887-88, Montreal,
Can., n. s., vol. iii, pt. i. Report B.

of Sci., vol.
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masks, labrets, and certain aboriginal cus(Third Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washing-

ton, 1884.)

Chinese

New York, Nov.

Dana, Edward S.
York and London,

ington, 1878.)

On

(Proc,

1885, vol. xxxiv, Salem, 1886.)

See GiBBS (George) and Dall.

On the remains of later pre-historic man. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. xxii, Wash-

toms.

1912

of the northern part of

ton, 1877.)

Terms of
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tribes of Alaska.

Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences.

Amer. Gynec. Soc, Philadelphia, 1891.)
CuRTiN, Jeremiah. Creation myths of primitive

CusHiNQ, F. H.

early

(Science, vol. viii.
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Reprinted,

The republic of Mexico in 1876.
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CuLiN, Stewart. Games of the North American
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20 vols.
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Doniphan, A. W.
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Carte du Mexique et de
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Dellenbatjgh, F. S. North Americans of yesterday.
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De Long, Emma. The voyage of the Jeanette. London,

and
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Dorsey, Geo. A.
eastern
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Arapaho sun dance
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An

Wyoming.
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Mythology
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(Carnegie Institu-

of the Wichita.

tion of Washington, Pub. no. 21, Washington, 1904.)
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Deniker, J. Races of man; an outline of anthropology
and ethnography. London and New York, 1900.
Dennett, Daniel. Louisiana as it is. New Orleans,
1876.
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Military journal,
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Petster, Jno. W. The Dutch at the North Pole
and the Dutch in Maine. New York, 1857.
Derby, Geo. H. Report of the Secretary of War,
cominunicating, in compliance with a resolution of the
Senate, a reconnoissance of the Gulf of CaUfornia and
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Senate Ex. Doc. 81, 32d
Cong., 1st sess., Washington, 1852.)
De Schweinitz, Edmund. The life and times of David
Zeisberger.

Philadelphia, 1870.

Soto, Hernando.
Smith, Buckingham;

See Jones, C.

C;

Shipp, B.;

Garcilasso de la Vega.
Geographische Blatter. J. i-xxxn.

Bremen, 1877-1909.

De Veek,

G. The three voyages of William Barents to
the Arctic regions, 1594-1596. (Hakluyt Society Pub.,

London, 1876.)

De Vere, Schele. Americanisms;
New World. New York, 1872.

the English of the

Dickenson, Jonathan. Narrative of a shipwreck in
the Gulph of Florida. 6th ed. Stanford, N.Y., 1803.
Diebitsch-Peary. See Peary.
DiLLER, J. S. See Clarke, F. W., and Diller.
Dinwiddie, Robert. Official records of Robert Dinwiddle, Lieutenant-Governor of the colony of Virginia,
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(CoU. Va. Hist. Soc, N. s., vols, iii-iv,
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Traditions of the Osage.
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Chicago, 1905.)
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— Mythology
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Carnegie
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(Pub. Field Col. Mus., Anthr, ser., vol. v, Chicago,
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Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee.

(Mem.
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Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi,
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Emmanuel.

VoTH,
Ill,
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Soyal

ceremony.

no. 1, Chicago, 1901.)

Mishongnovi ceremonies of the Snake
and Antelope fraternities. (Ibid., no. 3, Chicago,
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Omaha sociology.
J. Owen.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1884.)
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Bur.
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Rep.

Osage traditions. (Sixth Rep, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1888.)
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Du
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DuMONT, M. See Butei.-Dumont.
Dunbar, Jno. B. The Pawnee Indians.
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A

redemption from slavery. Boston
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stories,
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{Same, Philadelphia, 1845.)

Du

The Twana Indians
Washington
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territory.
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U.S.

Pratz. See Le Page du Pratz.

DuRO, Cesareo
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iii, no. i, Washington,1877.)
Father Eells or the results of fifty-five years of
missionary labors. A biography of Rev. Cashing
Eells, D.D.
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Ten years of missionary work among the Indians.
Boston, 1886.
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Copen-
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Eggleston, Edward.
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Tecumseh

and
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York, 1878.
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Egle, Wm, H. An illustrated history of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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New

in

Geol. and Geog. Surv., vol.
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Drake, Samuel G. Indian biography, containing the
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Bos-
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History
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Cincinnati,
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view;
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statistical

and the Miami
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Edward, David B.
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Drake, Daniel.
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Earle, Alice M. Customs and fashions in old New England. New York, 1893.
Early Western Travels. See Thwaites, R. G., ed.
Eastburn, Robert. See Spears, John R., ed.
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Eastman, Mart H. Chic6ra and other regions of the
conquerors and the conquered. Philadelphia, 1854.

London, 1755.

i-ii.
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Hall, Jas. See McKenny, T. L., and Hall.
Halleck, Wm. H. Report of General Halleck,

Geo.

Boston,

military

(Report of the Secretary of
H. R. Ex. Doc. 1, 40th Cong., 3d sess.,

Washington, 1869)
with

W.

The

old

New York

frontier, its

wars

and Tories, its missionary schools,
and land titles. 1614-1800. New York,

Indians

pioneers
1901.

Hamilton,

Le

C.

Mexican

handbook;

a complete description of the Republic of Mexico.
Boston, 1883.
Hamilton, Patrick. The resources of Arizona. A
description of its mineral, farming and timber lands,
&c., with brief sketches of its early history, prehistoric
ruins, Indian tribes, Spanish missionaries, past and
[San Francisco,] 1883.
present,.
2d. ed.
Hamilton, Peter J. Colonial Mobile, an historical

study largely from original sources, of the AlabamaTombigbee basin from the discovery of Mobile bay
in 1519 until the demolition of Fort Charlotte in
Boston and New York, 1897.
1820.

Hamilton, Wm., and Irvin,

S.

M.

An loway grammar,

principles of the language used by
the loway, Otoe and Missouri Indians. loway and
Sac Mission Press, 1848.
illustrating the

Hamy, Ernest
Hamy.

T.

Hanks, Henry G.

See

Quatrefages,

J.

L.,

lying auriferous gravels

table mountains of California.

ani

and

San Francisco., 1901.

The lost Prince: facts tending to
prove the identity of Louis the Seventeenth, of France,
and the Rev. Eleazar Williams, missionary among
New York, 1854.
the Indians of North America.

Hanson, Jno. H.

Life

of

Andover, 1820.

Horatio

of

Jones.

(Pub.

vi, Buflfalo, 1903.)

with

Louisiana products, resources and
a sketch of the parishes.
New

London and Paris, 1892.
Harshberoer, Jno. Wm.

Maize: a botanical and
Bot. Lab. Univ. Pa., vol.

(Cont.

no. 2, Philadelphia, 1893.)

Hartwig. G. The polar world. London, 1869.
Harvey, Henry. History of the Shawnee Indians,
from the year 1681 to 1854

Cincinnati,

inclusive.

1855.

W.

Old Westmoreland.

Hastings, Lansford W.

and

California.

Hatton,

J.

and

Pittsburg, 1900.

Emigrant's guide to Oregon

Cincinnati,

Harvey,

oldest British colony,

its

1845.

M.

Newfoundland,

the

history, [etc] Boston, 18S3.

Haumont^, J. D., Parisot J. and Adam, Lucien.
Grammaire et vocabulaire de la langue Taensa avec
textes traduits et

comment^s.

Paris, 1882.

Benj. A sketch of the Creek country,
in 1798 and 99.
(Georgia, Hist. Soc. Coll., vol. m.
Savannah, 1848.)

Hawkins,

Hawkins, Edward.
of

Medallic illustrations of the history
Vols i-ii. London,

Great Britain and Ireland.

1885.

Hawkins, Ernest. Historical notices of the missions
of the Church of England in the North American
colonies, previous to the independence of the United

London, 1845.

States.

Deep

plantation

Reprint, London, 1893.
journal of voyages and travels

Harris, W. R. History of the early missions of western
Canada. Toronto, 1893,.
Harrisse, Henry. The discovery of North America.
A critical documentary, and historic investigation.

HassLER,^ E.

Leonidas

York,

1805.

Wm. H.

attractions,

I,

F.

New

Harris, Joel Chandler. Uncle Remus. His songs
and his sayings. New York, 1895.
Harris, Jno. Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca, or, a compleat collection of voyages and travels.
Vols. i-ii.
London, 1705. (Same, London, 1764.)
Harris, Thaddeus M. Journal of a tour into the territory northwest of the Alleghany mountains in 1803.

economic study.

Halsey,

English

first

North America.

H.

War,

i;

{Same,

1590.

A

in the Interiour of

division of the Pacific.
pt.

new found land

of the

1590.

Orleans, 1881.

Hall, C. F. Arctic researches and
Esquimaux. New York, 1865.
Adolescence.
H.ALL, G. Stanley.
i-ii.

and

1588

Harmon, Daniel W.

Harris,

1884.

Vols.

Virginia.

the

of

Buffalo Hist. Soc, vol

vol. XXI, no. 114, Philadelphia, 1883.)

or

Frankfort,

1871.)

Harris,
Philadelphia, 1883.

rites.

international idiom.

language,

trade

of Charles Wilkes, U. S.

Philadelphia, 1846.)

Iroquois book of

and true report

Narrative

Ethnology and philology.

1842, under the

briefe

of Virginia.

1891.

States Exploring Expedition during the years 1858Vol. VI.

567

Hawks,

Francis

Fayetteville, N.

L.

C:

History

vol.

Hayden, Ferdinand V.

i,

of

1859; vol.

North
ii,

Carolina.

1858.

Contributions to the ethnoIndian tribes of the

graphy and philology of the
Missouri valley.
vol.

XII

(Trans.

Philadelphia,

Am.

1862.)

Philos.

Soc,

n.

s.,
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Various silver and copper medals
presented to the Indians by the sovereigns of England,
from 1600 to 1800. (Proc. and
Spain,
France and
Coll. Wyoming Hist, and Geol. Soc, vol. ii, pt. 2,
Wilkes-Barrf, Pa., 1886.)

Hayden, H. E.

Hatden Survey.

United States Geological
AND GeOGKAPHICAL SuRVET OF THE TERRITORIES.
Hates, I. I. An Arctic boat journey in autumn of 1854.
See

Henry, Alexander,

The natural and aboriginal history
Tennessee, up to the first settlements therein by

See CouES, Elliott,

the white people, in the year 1768.

Hazard,

Ebenezek.

Historical

Nashville, 1823.

collections;

Perforated
Bur.

•

{Reprinted,

1819,

Mem.

Hist. Soc. Pa.,

vol.

xii,

PhUadelphia, 1876.)
Indian names of rivers, streams, and other
noted places in the state of Pennsylvania. (Trans.
Am. PhUos. Soc, n.s.. Vol. nr, Philadelphia, 1834.)

Heilprin,
of the

Angelo. Arctic problem and narrative
Peary relief expedition of the Academy of

Natural

Sciences

Philadelphia,

Philadelphia.

of

1893.

Helmersen, Greqor von.
Hening, Wm.

Waller.

See Baer,
Statutes

collection of all the laws of Virginia.

at

Karl

E. von.

large; being

Vol.

iii,

a

Philadel-

phia, 1823.

Description de la Louisiane nouvellement d^couverte au sud ouest de la Nouvelle
France.

Paris,

{Same,

1683.

trans,

by John G.

N !W York, 1880.)

Shea,

•^—^ A

new

discovery of a vast country in America
extending above four thousand miles between New

France and

New

Mexico.

London, 1698.

{Same, 2

vols. Chicago, 1903.)

A

new

discovery of a vast
country in America, extending above four thousand
miles, between New France and New Mexico.
Loncontinuation, of the

don, 1698.

Account of M. de la Salle's undertaking to discover the Mississippi by way of the Gulf of Mexico.
(In French, B. F., Hist. CoU. La., pt. i. New York
1846.)
•

Narrative of a voyage to the upper Mississippi.
New York, 1852.)

(In Shea, J. G., Discov. Miss. Val.,

Henninq, Wm. W.

See

Hening.

(Bull.

2,

1887.)

second part, Philadelphia, 1813.)
See Report and accompanying documents of Virginia and Maryland Boundary Commissioners, 1873.

Herrera, Antonio
Indiffi

de.

Novus

orbis,

sive descriptio

Occidentalis, metaphraste C. Barlseo.

Amstelo-

dami, 1622.
Historia general de los hechos de los Castellanos

en las islas i tierra firme del mar oceano.
Tomos
i-v. Madrid, 1720.
General history of the vast continent and islands
of America, commonly called the West-Indies, from
the first discovery thereof. Translated by John
Stevens.

Vols. i-vi.

London, 1725-26.

Herrick, Edward. Indian narratives; containing a
correct and interesting history of the Indian wars.
Claremont, N. H., 1854.

Hervas, Lorenzo.
storia deUa vita

Idea
dell'

viaggio estatico al

dell'

universo che contiene la

uomo, elementi cosmografici,

mondo

planetario, e storia della

deUe lingue. Tomo xvii. Cesena, 1784.
CatAlogo de las lenguas de las naciones conocidas,
y numeracion, division, y clases de estas segun la
diversidad de sus idiomas y dialectos.
Tomos
i-vi.
Madrid, 1800-05.
Hewat, Alex. Historical account of the rise and progress of the colonies of South Carolina and Georgia.
Vols. i-ii. London, 1779.
terra, e

Hewett, Edgar
(BuU. 32. Bur.

Hennepin, Louis.

California.

Herman's map of Virginia.

{Same,

ren among the Delaware and Mohegan Indians.
Edited by W. E. Connelley. Cleveland, 1907.
An account of the history, manners, and customs
of the Indian nations who once inhabited Pennsylvania and the neighboring states. Philadelphia,

from

Indian origin of maple sugar. (Am. AnthropIll, Washington, 1890.)
Travels through the Canadas, containing
a description of the picturesque scenery on some of the
London, 1807. {Same, without the
rivers and lakes.

ologist, vol.

Dublin, 1796.)
Heckewelder, Jno? G. E. Narrative of the mission
of the United Brethren among the Delaware and
Mohegan tribes. PhUadelphia, 1808. {Same, 1820.)
•
A narrative of the mission of the United Breth-

stones

Am. Ethnology, Washington,

Heriot, Geo.

1795.

of the Mississippi

ton, 1883.)

Philadelphia, 1792-94.

Vols. i-ii.

Wm.

Washington, 1879.)

(Second Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washing-

valley.

British CoIumbTa and Vancouver
C.
island,; comprising a historical sketch of the British
settlements in the north west coast of America.
London and New York, 1858.
Healt, M. a. Report of the cruise of the Corwin in
1885. Washington, 1887.
Heard, Isaac V. D. History of the Sioux war and
massacres of 1862 and 1863. New York, 1863.
Hearne, Samuel. Journey from Prince of Wales
London
fort in Hudson's bay to the northern ocean.

States of America.

Hazlitt,

vol. vii, pt. 1, app.,

Animal carvings from mounds

consis-

and other authentic documents,
intended as materials for an history of the United
ting of state papers,

ed.

[Introductory notes to] the account
by the pilot Ferrel of the voyage of Cabrillo along the
west coast of North America in 1542. (Wheeler Sur-

Haywood, Jno.
of

1912

Henshaw, H. W.

vey Reports,

Boston, 1860.

v., A.

Travels and adventures
in Canada, and the Indian territories, between 1760
and 1776. New York, 1809.
Henry, Alexander, [Younger] and Thompson, David.
[Elder].

Hewitt,

L.

Antiquities of the Jemez plateau.

Am. Ethnology, Washington,
Legend

1906.)

founding of the Iroquois
teagtier~~(Am7 Anthropologist, vol. v, Washington,
J.

N. B.

^

of the

1892.)

Orenda and a definition of religion. (Ibid., n. s.,
New York, 1902.)
Iroquoian cosmology. (Twenty-first Rep. Bur.
Ethnology, Washington, 1903.)

vol. IV,

Am.

Heyltn, Peter.

Cosmography, containing the chorography and history of the whole world, and all the
principal kingdoms, provinces, seas, and isles thereof.
Improved by Edmund Bohun. London, 1703.

HicocK,

W.

See Rupp,

A.

I.

D.

HiQQiNSON,
Francis. New
England's
plantation.
London, 1630. {Same, in Force, Tracts, vol. i, 1836;
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st ser., vol. i, 1792; Young,
Chronicles of Mass., Boston, 1846.)

Hildheth, Jas.
mountains.

Dragoon campaigns to the Rocky

New York,

1836.
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HiLDRETH, SAMnEL P.

Pionecr history; account of the
examinations of the Ohio valley and the early
settlement of the Northwest Territory. Cincinnati,

Holmberg,

1848.

Holmes, Ariel.

first

Heinrich

J.

Ethnographische

Uber die Volker des russischen Amerika.

Skizzen

Helsingfors,

1855.

Explorations in the interior of the

Labrador

Annals of America, from 1492 to 1826.
Cambridge, 1829.
Report on the ancient ruins of southwestern Colorado. (10th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. and
Geog. Surv. Terr., Washington, 1879. Also in Bull.
U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv., vol. ii, no. 1, Washington,

peninsula, the country of the Montagnais

and Nas-

1876.)

Hind, Henry Y.

Narrative of the Canadian Red River
exploring expedition of 1857, and of the Assiniboine
and Saslcatchewan exploring expedition of 1858.
Vols.

London, 1860.

i-ii.

quapee Indians. Vols. i-ii. London, 1863.
HiNES, Gdstavus. Life on the plains of the Pacific.
Oregon, its history, condition and. prospects. Buffalo,
1851.

Vols.

i-ii.

Holmes, Wm. H.

Art in shell of the ancient Americans. (Second
Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1883.)
Illustrated catalogue of a portion of the collecmade by the Bureau of Ethnology during the
season of 1881
(Third Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology,

tions

HiNMAN, Samuel D., and Welsh, Wm. Journal of the
Rev. S. D. Hinman, missionary to the Santee Sioux
Indians.
And Taopi, by Bishop Whipple. Philadelphia, 1869.

N. Y., 1867-71. 3d
Historical Society

Morrisania, 1872-75.

ser., vols, i-ii,

Michigan.

of

Michigan.

scientific slcetches of

Historical

and

Detroit, 1834.

Michigan Pioneer and Historical Society.

Historical

Pennsylvania.

of

Society

Memoirs,

826-95.

vols, i-xiv, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography
vols, i-xxxii, Philadelphia, 1877-1909.

Yosemite;
its wonders and its
beauties.
San Francisco, 1868
Hittell, Theodore H. History of California. Vols.
i-iv.
San Francisco, 1885-97
Hodge, F. W. Coronado's march to Quivira. (In
Brower, Harahey, St. Paul. 1899.)

Hittell,

Jno.

S.

See Spanish Explorers.

Hodge, Hiram C.

Arizona as

it is;

or,

the coming

New Yorli, and Boston, '.877.
Hodgson, Wm. B. The Creek confederacy.
country.

Hist. Soc, vol.

Hoffman, C.

F.

Ill,

pt. 1,

A

Savannah

winter in the far west.

Walter

title

"A

Miscellaneous

J.

(Coll.

Ga.

Vols.

i-ii.

1848.)

London, 1835. (Same, under the
the West, by a New Yorker,")

Hoffman,

Winter

in

ethnographic

observations on Indians inhabiting Nevada, California,
and Arizona. (Tenth Ann. Rep. Hayden Survey,

Washington, 1878.)
Hugo Reid 's account of the Indians of Los
Angeles county, California. (Bull. Essex Institute.
vol. XVII,

Salem, 1885.)

Remarks on Indian
Philos. Soc, vol. XXIII,

tribal

names.

(Proc.

Am.

no. 122, Philadelphia, April,

1886.)

The Mide'wiwin or "grand medicine society" of
the Ojibwa.
(Seventh Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology,
Washington, 1891.)
The Menomini Indians. (Fourteenth Rep. Bur.
Am. Ethnology, pt. I, Washington, 1896.)
Holder, A. B. Age

puberty of Indian girls. (Am.
xxiii, New York, Oct. 1890.)

of

Jour. Obstetrics, vol.

Holm,

G. Ethnologisk
Ki<>benhavn, 1887.

Skizze

Holm, Thos. Campanius.
province of

(Mem.

.

Washington, 1884.)
Prehistoric textile fabrics of the United States.
(Ibid.)

Richard J. Hand-book to Arizona. San
Francisco and New Yorlc, 1878.
Historical Magazine. The Historical Magazine, and
Notes and Queries, concerning the antiquities, history,
and biography of America. 1st ser., vols, i-x, Boston
and London, 1857-66. 2d ser., vols, i-ix, Morrisania,
HiNTON,

See

field

New

Short

af

angmagsalikeme.

description

of

the

Sweden, now called Pennsylvania.

Hist. Soc. Pa., vol.

m, Philadelphia,

1834.)

Pottery of the ancient pueblos. (Fourth Rep.
Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1886.)
Ancient pottery of the Mississippi valley. (Ibid.)
Origin and development of form and ornament.
(Ibid.)

A

study of the textile art in its relation to the
development of form and ornament. (Sixth Rep. Bur.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1888.)
An ancient quarry in Indian Territory. (Bull.
21, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1894.)
Prehistoric textile art of eastern United States.
(Thirteenth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington,
1896.)

Stone implements of the Potomac-Chesapeake
tidewater province.
(Fifteenth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1897.)

Review

of the evidence relating to auriferous

man in California.

(Smithsonian Rep. for 1899,
Washington, 1901.)
of
Order
development of the primal shaping arts.
(Ibid., 1901, Washington, 1902.)
Flint implements and fossil remains from a
gravel

sulphur spring at Alton, Indian Territory. (Am.
Anthropologist, N.8., vol. iv. New York, 1902.)
Aboriginal pottery of the eastern United States.
(Twentieth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington,
1903.)
Fossil human remains found near Lansing, Kans.
(Smithsonian Rep. for 1902, Washington, 1903.)

Shell ornaments from Kentucky and Mexico.
(Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. xlv. Quarterly Issue,
I, pts. 1 and 2, Washington, July-Sept. 1903.)
and Mason, O. T. Instructions to collectors of
historical and anthropological specimens.
(Bull. 39,
U. S. Nat. Mus., pt. Q, Washington, 1902.)
HoMANN Heirs. America Septentrioualis a domino

d'Anville in Galliis edita nunc in Anglia coloniis in
interiorem Virginiam deductia nee non fluvii Ohio.
Noribergffi, 1756.

See GOssefeld;

Hooper, C.

Mappa.

Report of the cruise of the U. S. Revenue
Steamer Corwin in the Arctic ocean. Washington,
L.

1881.

Hooper, Wm. H.

Ten months
Tuski, London, 1853.
Hopkins, Sarah Winnemtjoca.
Edited by Mrs. Horace Mann,
Horden, Jno. The book of

among
Life

the tents of the

among

the Piuteo.
Boston, 1883.

common prayer, and
administration of the sacraments. Translated into the
language of the Moose Indians of the diocese of
Rupert's Land, north-west America. London, 859.
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HoRNOT,

Ant. Anecdotes Am^ricainea, ou histoire
abr^g^e des principaux ^v^nements arrives dans le
sa d^couverte jusqu'^ I'^po-

Nouveau Monde, depuis
que pr^sente.

Paris, 1776.

HoBSFORD, Eben N. The discovery of the ancient city
Boston and New York, 1890.
of Norumbega.
HoTJGH, Daniel. Map accompaning Indian names of
(In Twelfth Ann.
lakes, etc., by H. W. Beckwith.
Geol. Rep. of Indiana, Indianapolis, 1883.)

Hough, Franklin B.
the war with Pontiac.

Hough, Walter.

Diary of the siege
Albany, 860.

of Detroit in

museum specimens

Preservation of

from insects and the effect of dampness.
Nat. Mus. for 1887, Washington, 1889.)
Fire-making apparatus

in

the

(Rep. U. S.

U. S. National

Museum. (Ibid., 1888. Washington, 1890.)
Moki snake dance. Chicago, 1898.

Lamp

Development
Archseological

field

work

north-eastern

in

The Museum-Gates expedition

of

1901.

Nat. Mus. for 1901, Washington, 1903.)
upper Gila and Salt River
valleys in Arizona and New Mexico.
(Bull. 35,
Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1907.)
House of Represent.vtiveb. See United States

(Report U.

S.

Antiquities of the

CONGBESa.

Howard, O. O.
Howe, Henry.

Nez Perce Joseph.

Boston, 1881.

Historical collections of Ohio, contain-

ing a collection of the most interesting facts, traditions,

biographical sketches, anecdotes,
general and local history.
Cincinnati, 1851;
vol.

1898, vol.

I

II,

etc.,

relating to its

Cincinnati, 1847.

Cincinnati, 1852;

(.Same,

Norwalk, Ohio,

1896.)

See Barber, J. W., and Howe.
Howells, W. D. Three villages. Boston, 1884.
Howgate, H. W., ed. Cruise of the Florence;

or, ex-

from the journal of the preliminary Arctic
Washington, 1879.
Howse, Joseph. A grammar of the Cree language;
with which is combined an analysis of the Chippeway
dialect.
London, 1844.
Hoy, P. R. How and by whom were the copper
implements made. Racine,, 1886.
HoYT, Epaphras. Antiquarian researches; a history of
the Indian wars in the country bordering the Contracts

expedition of 1877-78.

necticut river.

Greenfield, 1824.

Hrdlikca, Ales. Physical and physiological observations on the Navaho.
(Am. Anthropologist, n. s
vol.

II,

New York,

1900.)

The crania of Trenton, New Jersey, and their
bearing upon the antiquity of man in that region.
(Bull.

Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist.,

vol. xvi.

New

York,

1902.

The Lansing
N.

8.,

skeleton.

(Am. Anthropologist,

vol. V, Lancaster, Pa., 1903.)

Mus.

—

pt. R, Washington, 1904.)
Notes on the Indians of Sonora, Mexico.
s.,

Physiological and medical observa-

Tuberculosis

(Bull. 34, Bur.

among

Am. Ethnology,

certain Indian tribes of the

United States. (Bull. 42, Bur. Am. Ethnology,
Washington, 1909.)
Hubbard, Wm. History of the Indian wars in New
England from the first settlement to the termination of
the war with King Philip in 1677, with preface and
notes by S. G. Drake. Vols. i-ii. Roxbury, Mass.,
1865.

HuBLEY, Adam, Jr. See Jordan, Jno. W.
Hughes, Jno. T. Doniphan's expedition;
an account

of the conquest of

New

containing
Mexico. Cin-

Red-men's roads.

Columbus,

1900.

highways of America.

Vols,

i-xvi.

Cleveland, 1902-05.

Humboldt, Fhiedrich H. Alex. de. Essai politique
sur le royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne.
Tomes i-v.
Paris, 1811.
{Same, trans, by John Black, vols, i- v,
London, 1811.

Same, vols, i-ii, London, 1822.)
Atlas g^ographique et physique du royaume de le
Nouvelle-Espagne. Paris, 1811.
Personal narrative of travel to the equinoctial
regions of the new continent during the years 17991804.
Translated by H. M. Willi ms. Vols, i-vii.
London, 1814-29.
Humphreys, David. Historical account of the incorporated society for the propagation of the gospel in
foreign parts.
London, 1730
Hunter, Jno. D. Memoirs of a captivity among the
Indians of North America. London, 1823.
Hutchins, Thos. Topographical description of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, [etc.] with appendix
containing Patrick Kennedy's journal up the Illinois
London, 1778.
river.
Geography of the United States. Philadelphia,
1784.

An

historical

narrative

and

topographical

description of Louisiana, and West-Florida.
delphia, 1784.

Phila-

(Same, in Imlay, Topog. Descrip. of

the West. Terr, of N. A., London, 1797.)
Hydrogkaphic Office. See United States.

The Word Carrier. Vols, i-xvi. GreenIapi Oaye.
wood, Dakota; Santee Agency, Nebraska, 1871-87.
Icazbalceta Joaquin Garcia.
Coleccion de documentos para la historia de Mexico. Tomos i-ii.
Mexico, 1858.
Imlay, Gilbert. A topographical description of the
western territory of North America. London, 1797.
Indian Affairs (Canada). Report of the Deputy
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1876-79.
Continued as Annual Report of the Department of
Indian Affairs for the year 1880[-1910], Ottawa, 18801910.

Directions for collecting information and specimens for physical anthropology. (Bull. 39, U. S. Nat.

Anthropologist, n.

1912

the Indians of southwestern United States

Historical

Rep. for 1901, Washington, 1902.)
Arizona.

among

and northern Mexico.
Washington, 1908.)

Hulbert, Archer B.

(Smithsonian

illumination.

of

tions

v., A.

cinnati, 1848.

(Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus.

Eskimo.
for 1896, Washington, 1898.)
of the

Hrdlicka, Ales.

GEORGE

(Am.

vol vi, Lancaster, Pa., 1904.)

Contribution to the physical anthropology of
California.
(Pub. Univ. Cal., Am. Archaeol. and
Ethnol., vol. IV, no. 2, Berkeley, 1906.)
Skeletal remains suggesting or attributed to
early man in North America.
(Bull. 33, Bur. Am.
Ethnology, Washington, 1907.)

Indian Affairs (U. S.) Office of Indian Affairs (War
Department). Reports, 1825-1848. Report of the
Commissioner (Department of the Interior), 1849-1909
Indian Laws. See Laws.
Indian Treaties and laws and regulations relating to
Indian affairs. Washington, 1826.
Treaties between the United States of America
and the several Indian tribes from 1778 to 1837.
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York, 1904-05.

le

continant de I'Amfirique Septenla Nouvelle Ecosse ou

savoir le Canada,

trionale,
f.

exper. Path. u. Pharmakol., B. xxiv, Leipzig, 1887-88.)
Lewis, Meriwether. The travels of Capts. Lewis and
Clarke, from St. Louis, by way of the Missouri and
Columbia rivers, to the Pacific ocean; performed in
the years 1804, 1805, and 1806.
London, 1809.

delphia,

Wm. H.
Lord, Jno. K. The naturalist in Vancouver island and
London, 1866.
British Columbia.
Vols. i-ii.
LosKiEL, Geo. Henry. History of the mission of the
United Brethren among the Indians in North America.
London, 1794.
LossiNG, Benson Jno. Moravian missions. (In Am.
Hist. Rec. and Repertory of Notes and Queries concerning Antiq. of Am., Philadelphia, 1872.)
American Revolution and the War of 1812.
Vols, i-iii.
New York, 1875.
Matthieu ALBERT. Carte nouvelle de
LoTTER,
I'Am^rique Angloise contenant tout ce que les Anglois

Acadie

et

les

treize

provinces

unies.

Augsbourg

[ca. 1776].

See Sauthier, C. J.
Loudon, Archibald. A collection

some of the mostcommitted by the

of

interesting narratives of outrages

Indians in their wars with the white people. Vols
I-II.
Carlisle, 1808-11.
Love, W. DeLoss. Samson Occom and the Christian

New

England. Boston and Chicago, 1899.
History of Cumberland [MaryWashington, 1878.
land].
LowERY, Woodbury The Spanish settlements within
1513-1561.
the present limits of the United States.
Indians of

LowDERMiLK, W. H.

New York and

London, 1901.

Spanish settlements within the present limits of
the United States: Florida, 1564-1574.
New York

and London, 1905.
LoziERES. See Baudry des Lozibbes.
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The

literature

of

America.

Aboriginal languages, with additions and corrections
Edited by Nicholas Trubner.

by William W. Turner.

London, 1858.
LuMHOLTZ, Carl. Among
American cave dwellers.

New

nos. 1-3,

(Ibid.,

no. 4.)

the

Madre.

Sierra

(Proc.

Internat. Cong. Anthropol., Chicago, 1894.)

Huichol Indians of Mexico. (Bull. Am. Mua.
Nat. Hist., vol. x. New York, 1898.)
Symbolism of the Huichol Indians. (Mem. Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. ni, Anthr. ii, New York, 1900.)
Unknown Mexico. Vols. i-ii. New York,
1902.

LuMMis, Charles F. A New Mexico David and other
stories and sketches of the Southwest.
New York,
1891.

Some

strange

corners

of

our

country.

New

York, 1892.

The land of poco tiempo. New York, 1893.
The man who married the moon and other Pueblo

New

York, 1894.
LuNiER, M. Deformations artificielles du cr^ne.
(Dictionnaire de m^decine et de chirurgie pratique,
Indian folk-stories.

tome X, Paris,
LuTKE, Feodor

P.
Voyage autour du monde. Parts
Translated from Russian [into French] by F.
Boy6. Paris, 1835-36.
Lyell, Chas. Second visit to the United States of
North America. Vols. i-ii. New York, 1849.
Lyon, G. F. Brief narrative of an unsuccessful attempt
to reach Repulse bay.
London, 1825.
Private journal during voyage of discovery under
Captain Parry. Boston,
1824.
(Same,
London,
i-iii.

1825.)

mound,

Antiquities of

Madison county,

in

Cahokia, or Monk's
Edwardsville,

of ancient races in the Mississippi valley.

St. Louis, 1887.

McAleer, Geo. A study in the etymology of the Indian
place name Missisquoi.
Worcester, Mass., 1906.
McCall, Geo. A. Reports in relation to New Mexico.
(Senate Ex. Doc. 26, 31st Cong., 2d

sess.,

Washington,

1851.)

M'Call, Hugh.

The

history of Georgia,

containing

most remarkable events, up to the
present day. Vols. i-ii.
Savannah, 1811-16.
Macauley, Jab. The natural, statistical and civil
brief sketches of the

history of the state of

New

York.

Vols, i-iii.

New

York, 1829.

MacCauley, Clay. The Seminole Indians of Florida.
(Fifth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1887.)
McClennan, Geo. B. See Marcy, R. B.
McClintock, Eva. See Willard, Caroline McC.
M'Clintock, Francis Leopold.
voyage

of

the

Fox.

Fate

of

Fifth ed.

John
London,

Sir

history

of

Edinburgh, 1841.

of Hogarth's sound.

F.

British

Columbia and

Vancouver's island. London, 1862.
McDouGALL, Jno. George Millward McDougall, the
Toronto, 1888.
pioneer, patriot, and missionary.

Macpie, Matthew. Vancouver island and British
Columbia. Their history, resources, and prospects.
London, 1865.
McGee, W. J. The Siouan Indians. (Fifteenth Rep.
Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1897.)
The Seri Indians. (Seventeenth Rep. Bur. Am.
Ethnology, pt. 1, Washington, 1898.)
(Nineteenth Rep. Bur. Am.
Primitive numbers.
Ethnology, pt. 2, Washington, 1900.)
See Muniz, M. A., and McGee.
McGuire, Joseph D. Study of the primitive methods
of drilling.
(Rep. U.S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, Washington, 1896.)

Pipes and smoking customs of the American
(Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1897, Washing-

aborigines.

ton, 1899.)

McIntosh, Jno.

The

origin of the

North American

with a faithful description of their manners
and customs. New York, 1853.

Mackay,
war in

Map of the seat of
Jno., and Blake, J. E.
Florida compiled by orders of Gen. Z. Taylor
and reconnaisances of the

principally from the surveys

U. S. Army, 1839. U. S. War Department, Corps of Engineers, Washington, 1839.
M'Keevor, Thos. a voyage to Hudson's bay, during
London, 1819.
the summer of 1812.
McKenney, Thos. L. Sketches of a tour to the lakes,
of the character and customs of the Chippeway Indians,
and of incidents connected with the treaty of Fond du
officers of the

Lac.

Baltimore, 1827.
Vol.

I:

Memoirs,

official

and personal;

with

among

the northern and southern
Indians; embracing a war excursion, and descriptions
Vol. II: On the
of scenes along the western borders.
origin, history, character, and the wrongs and rights of
the Indians, with a plan for the preservation and happiness of the remnants of that persecuted race.
volumes in one. New York, 1846.

and Hall, Jas. History
North America. Vols, i-iii.

of the

Two

Indian tribes of

Philadelphia,

1854.

(Same, in various editions.)

Voyages from Montreal, on the
river St. Lawrence, through the continent of North
America, to the Frozen and Pacific oceans; in, the
London, 1801. {Same, Philayears 1789 and 1793.

Mackenzie, Alex.

delphia, 1802.)

R. W. Medals awarded to Canadian
(Canadian Antiq. and Numis. Jour., 3d ser.,
vol. II, Montreal, 1899.)
McLaughlin, Jas. My friend the Indian. Boston,

McLachlin,
Indians.

1910.

McLean, Jno.

1881.

McCoy,

aboriginal

Narrative of some passages in the

sketches of travels

Records

Researches philosophical and

H., Jr.

concerning the
Baltimore, 1829.

history of Eenoolooapik: an account of the discovery

Illinois.

lU., 1883.

Franklin,

America.

Indians;

1869.)

McAdams, Wm.

J.

antiquarian,

Macdonald, Duncan G.

York, July-Sept. 1894.)

of

McCdlloh,

M'DoNALD, Alex.
Tarahumaris; the
(Scribner's Mag., vol. xvi,
the

Tarahumari dances and plant-worship.
Cave-dwellers
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Isaac.

The annual

register of Indian affairs

within the Indian (or western) territory.
1836-38.

Washington,

History of the Baptist Indian missions, embracing
remarks on the former and present condition of the
aboriginal tribes; their settlement within the Indian
territory, and their future prospects.
and New York, 1840.

Washington,

Notes of a twenty-five years' servics in
Hudson's Bay territory. Vols. i-ii. London,
1842.
Same, London, 1849.)
McLean, Rev. Jno. The Indians, their manners and
the

customs.

Toronto, 1889.

Canadian savage folk.
Canada. Toronto, 1896.

The native

tribes

MacLean, Jno. P. Mound builders. Cincinnati,
McViCKAH, Archibald. See Lewis and Clark.

of

1879.
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Commission. See CoLtrMBiAN Historical
Exposition.
Magazine op American History. Vols, i-xxix. New
York and Chicago, 1877-93.
Maillahd, N. Doban. History of the republic of
Texas. London, 1842.
Maine Historical Society. Collections. Vols, i-vi,

Madrid

Portland, 1831-59. Vol. vii, Bath, 1876. Vols.
viii-x, Portland, 1881-91. 2d ser., vols, i-x, Portland,
1890-99.

The former and present number
Am. Asso. Adv. Soi. 1877,

Mallery, Garrick.

(Proc.

of our Indians.

Introduction

to

the study of sign language

(Washington,

the North American Indians.
collection of gesture-signs

and

signals of the

(Washington, 1880.)

North American Indians.

Sign language among North American Indians.
(First Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1881.)
Pictographs of the North American Indians.

(Fourth Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1886.)
(Tenth
Picture-writing of the American Indians.

Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1893.)
Malte-Brtjn, Malthe Konhad Brun,

known

as.

Universal geography, or a description of all parts of the
world, on a new plan. Vols. i-v. Boston, 1824-26.
Tableau de la distribution ethnographique des
nations et des langues au Mexique. (Congr^s Internat.
des Am^ricanistes, Compte-rendu de la 2e sess.,

Luxembourg, 1877, tome

ii,

Luxembourg and

Paris,

1878.)

Le spectateur Am^ricain,

Mandrillon, Joseph.

de recherches philosophiques sur

la

suivi

dfecouverte

du

Nouveau-Monde. Amsterdam, 1785.
Le spectateur Am^ricain ou remarques g^n^rales

1912

v., A.

Romae,

Dominica.

Oratio

ed.

1870.

Marquette, Jacques.

Discovery of some new counand nations in northern America. London, 1698.
Autograph map of the Mississippi [1673]. (In
Shea, J. G., Discov. and Explor. Miss. Val., Redfield,

tries

1852.)

See Thwaites.R. G.
Marshall, H. The history of Kentucky, containing
ancient armals of Kentucky or introduction to the
history and antiquities of the State of Kentucky, by

C. F. Rafinesque.

Vols.

De

Frankfort, 1824.

i-ii.

C^loron's expedition to the Ohio

(Mag. Am.

in 1749.

Hist., vol.

New

ii.

York, and

Chicago, 1878.)

Martin, Francois X.

1880.)

A

Pietro,

Marshall, O. H.

Salem, 1878.)

among

Marietti,

earliest

Vols.

i-ii.

History of Louisiana, from the

Vols

period.

Same, 1882.
History

New

i-i:.

Orleans,

North Carolina from

of

New

1827-29.

its earliest

period.

Orleans, 1829.

Martin, Robert M.

Hudson's Bay territories and
Vancouver's island, with an exposition of the chartered
rights, conduct and policy of the Hudson's Bay
corporation. London, 1849.
published by
Maryland. Archives of Maryland;
authority of the State under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. Vols, i-xxviii. Baltimore,
1883-1908.

Mason, Otis T.
Indian

tribes

Ethnological directions relative to the
of

the

United

States.

Washington,

1875.

North American bows, arrows, and quivers.
(Smithsonian Rep. 1893. Washington, 1894 )
Aboriginal American mechanics.
(Mem. Internat. Cong. Anthropol., Chicago 1834.)
Woman's share in primitive culture. New York,

sur I'Am^rique Septentrionale et sur la r^publique des
treizes Etats-Unis.

2e ed.

Amsterdam

BruxeUes

et

Manypenny, Geo. W. Our Indian wards.

Cincinnati,

London and New York,

Origins of invention.

Primitive

geographica

complectus.

India

occidentalis

partem mediam circum Isthmem Panamensem &c.
pro presenti statu belli quod est 1740 inter Anglos &
Hispanos exortum Homanianis Heredibus 1731. (In

Homan, Schule

[As will be seen by reference to the synonomy
following the descriptions of tribes and settlemen s,
many maps have been cited in this Handbook, includ-

Maps.

number published anonymously. In cases in
which the cartographer was known at the time of consultation, the names are given in the citatons and will
be found in this list; in the case of anonymous maps,
hQjwever, no attempt has been made to include them
herein, owing to their large number and to the diffiing a

Marcy, R. B.

Report [on the route from Fort Smith to
Santa F€\. 1849. (Senate Ex. Doc. 64, 31st Cong.,
Ist sess., Washington, 1850.)
The prairie traveller. N3W York, 1861.
Thirty years of army life on the border. New
York, 1866.
Border reminiscences. N w York, 1872.
and McClellan, Geo. B. Exploration of the
Red river of Louisiana, in the year 1852. (Senate Ex.
Doc. 54, 32d Cong., 2d sess., Washington, 1853.)
Margry, Pierre. D^couvertes et ^tablissements des
Fran^ais dans I'ouest et dans le sud de I'Am^rique
Pts. i-vi.

transportation.

(Rep.

Washington, 1896.)
Directions for collectors of American basketry.

Mus. Bull. 39, pt. P, Washington, 1902.)
(Rep. U. S.
Aboriginal American basketry.
Nat. Mus. 1902, Washington, 1904.)
Am. AnthroArrows and arrow-makers.
et al.
pologist, vol. IV, no. I, Washington, 1891.
See Holmes, W. H., and Mason.
Massachusetts. See Records.
Massachusetts Historical Society.
Vols, i-x, Boston, 1792-1809 (vol.

i

Collections.

reprinted in 1806

vol. v in 1816 and 1835).
2d ser., i-x,
3d ser., i-x,
1814-23 (reprinted 1838-43).
reprinted,
1846) 4th ser., i-x,
Boston, 1825-49 (vol. i
Boston, 1852-71.
Matieqka, J. U. Schadel und Skelette von Santa Rosa
(Sitzber d.
Sta Barbara archipel bei Californien).
K. bohm. Ges. d. Wiss., II Classe, Prague, 1904.)
Chicago,
Shaubena.
2d
ed.
Memories
of
Matson N.

and 1859,
Boston,

culty of identifying them.]

originaux.

and

S.

(U. S. Nat.

Atlas, 1743.)

Septentrionale (1614-1754).

travel

Nat. Mus. 1894, Washington, 1896.)
Migration and the food quest; a study in the
peopUng of America. (Smithsonian Rep. 1894,

U.

1880.

Mappa

•

1895.

[n.d.].

Memoires

Paris, 1875-86.

et

documents

1880.

Matthew, G.

F.,

and Kain,

S.

W.

Earthenware pot of

(BuU. Nat. Hist. Soc.
vol. V, no. XXIII, St. John, 1904.')

the stone age.

Matthews, Washington.
of the

Hidatsa Indians.
7, Washington, 1877.)

Misc. Pub. no.

New

Brunswick,

Ethnography and philology
(U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv.,
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Matthews, Washington. Navajo

silversmiths. (Second
Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1883.)
Navajo weavers. (Third Rep. Bur. Ethnology,
Washington, 1884.)
The mountain chant. (Fifth Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1887.)
The gentile system of the Navaho Indians.
(Jour. Am. Folk-lore, iii, Boston and New York, April,

June, 1890.)
legends.
Boston and New York, 1897.
Night chant, a Navaho ceremony. (Mem. Am,
Mus.Nat. Hist., vol. vi. New York, 1902.)
and WoBTMAN, J. L. Human bones of the
Hemenway collection in the U. S. Army Medical
Museum at Washington. (Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci.,
vol. VI, Washington, 1893.)
Matjrault, J. A. Histoire des Abfinakis depuis 1605
jusqu'^ nos jours.
Quebec, 1866.
Maximilian, Alex. P. Reise in das innere NordAmerica in den Jahren 1832 bis 1834. B. i-ii. Cob-

Navaho

lenz, 1839-41.
•

Mendoza, Antonio

graphie, Paris, 1842-62)

Mercer, H. C.

The Lenape stone

mammoth

New York and London,

Meeriam, C.

Cincinnati, 1873.

Mexico, Aztec, Spanish and RepubliHartford, 1853.
Tah-gah-jute; or Logan and Crcsap, an historical
1867.
essay.
Albany,
Vols.

i-ii.

Mayne, Richard

Four years in British Columbia
C.
and Vancouver island. London, 1862.
Mays, T. J. An experimental inquiry into the chest
movements of the Indian female. (Therapeutic
Gazette, 3d

ser., vol. iii,

Hartford, 1876.

Ancient dwellings of the Rio Verde
New York, Oct.

(Pop. Sci. Mo., vol. xxxvii.

1890.)

cm

Meddelelser

Gri^nland.

Vol.

(1890)

i

—

vol.

xxxiil (1907). Kj<^benhavn.
Meek, A. B. Romantic passages in southwestern
history, including orations, sketches, and essay.s.
New York, 1857.

Megapolensis,

Mohawk

Johannes.

Indians in

N. Y. Hist. Soc, 2d

New

Short
sketch of the
Netherland.
1644.
(Coll.

ser., vol.

iii,

pt.

i.

New

York,

1857.)

Meginnes,

F.

Otzinaehson;

valley

of

the

or,

a history of the

Susquehanna.

Phila-

delphia, 1857.

Bull. 10,

Washington, 1898.)

municating discoveries made in exploring the Missouri,
Red river and Washita, by Captains Lewis and Clark,
February, 19, 1806. Washington, 1806.
Mexican Border Commission. Reports of the committee of investigation sent in 1873 by the Mexican
government to the frontier of Texas. Translated
from the official edition made in Mexico. New York,
1875.

Mexico, 1882.
Meyer, Carl. Nach

Description

of

a

human

skull.

of the

(Smithsonian

Rep. 1867, Washington, 1872.)
F.
Two thousand miles on horseback.
New York, 1867.
Memori.4L8 of the JNIoR.wiAN Church. See Reichel,

Meline, Jas.

C.

Mendieta, Geronimo de.
Mexico, 1870.
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Anales,

dem Sacramento.

tome

vi,

Aarau, 1855.

Michel, M. de. See Joutel.
Michigan. See Historical Society of Michigan.
Michigan Pioneer and Hi3toric.^.l Society. Historical

collections.

Vols,

i-xxxiv.

Lansing,

1877-

Michler,

N. H., Jr. Reconnoissance. 1849. (In
Rep. Sec. War, with reconnoissances of routes from
San Antonio to El Paso. Senate Ex. Doc. 64, 31st
Cong., Istsess., Washington, 1850.)
Miles, Nelson A. Personal recollections and observations.
Chicago and New York, 1896.
MiLFOHT, Le Clekc. M^moire ou coup-d'ceil rapide
sur mes diff6rens voyages et mon s6jour dans la nation
CrSck.

Paris, 1802.

Mill, Nicholas. The history of Mexico, from tho
.Spanish conquest to the present sera.
London, 1824.

and Rehn, Jas. A. G. Systematic
North American land mammals.
(Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xxx, no. 1, Boston,
S.,

results of the study of

1901.)

Meigs, J. A. Observations upon the cranial forms
American aborigines. Philadelphia, 1866.

W.

of

Merrill, Geo. P. Treatise on rocks, rock-weathering
and soils. New York, 1897.
Message, from the President of the United States, com-

Miller, Gerrit
J.

West-branch

(Land

1906.

Mearns, Edgar A.
valley.

Aboriginal art in obsidian.

Sunshine, vol. xi, no. 5, Los ."Vngeles, 1899.)
H.^rt.
Life zones and crop zones of the
United States.
(U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Biol. Surv.,

Mexico, Secretari.^ de Fomento.

no. 5, Detroit, 1887.)

Recherches sur les Etats-Unis;
par un
citoyen de Virginie, avec quatres lettres d'un bourgeois de New-Haven.
Tomes i-iv. Colle, 1788.
MEACH.4.M, A. B. Wigwam and warpath; or the royal
chief in chains.
2ded.' Boston, 1875.
Wi-ne-ma (the woman-chief) and her people.

Mazzei, p.

and the

1885.

Philadelphia, 1897.)

1843.

Mayek, Brantz.

or the Indian

Researches upon the antiquity of man.
(Pub.
Univ. of Pa., series in Philol., Lit., and Archffiol., vol.
VI,

Journal and letters of Col. John May, of
Boston, relative to two journeys to the Ohio country in
1788 and 89. With a biographical sketch by Richard
S. Edes, and illustrative notes by Wm. M. Darlington.

Letter to the Emperor, 1540.
iii, 436-438, London, 1600,

reprint 1810;
Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, tome ix,
Paris, 1838;
Fourteenth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol.,
Washington, 1896.)
Mendoza, Juan Gonzales de. Histoire du grand
royaume de la Chine, sitviS aux Indes Orientales
divis^es en deux parties.
Paris, 1588.
(Same, trans,
in Hakluyt Soc. Pub., vol. xv, London, 1854.)
Mengakini, Gregory. A Selish or Flathead grammar.
(In Shea, Lib. of Am. Ling., vol. ii. New York, 1861.)
Indians of Oregon.
(Jour. Anthr. Inst. N. Y.,
vol. I, New York, 1871-72.)
Mercatob, Gerard. Mappemonde de Gerard Merca1569.
(In Jomard, Monuments de la G6otor.

Meredith, H. C.

May, Jno.

de.

(Hakluyt, Voyages vol.

Travels in the interior of North America. TransLondon,
lated from the German by H. Evans Lloyd.

can.
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Miller,

study of the pueblo
1898.

Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina.
Made under the authority of the legislature. 29 maps,
folio.

Baltimore, 1825.
Statistics of

its

Historia eclesiastica Indiana,

Merton L. Preliminary
New Mexico. Chicago,

of Taos,

natural,

particular.

civil,

South Carolina, including a view

and military

Charleston, 1820.

history,

general

of

and
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Mills,

Wm.

village

mound and

(Ohio Archaeol. and Hist. Quar., vol.

site.

Columbus, 1904.)

XIII, no. 2,
•

Explorations of the Gartner

C.

Certain mounds and village sites in Ohio.

Vol.

i.

1, to vol. x, no. 8, Indianapolis,
[Contains a series of articles on Zuni breadstuff, by r. H. Cushing.l
Milton, Viscount, and Cheadle, W. B. North west
passage by land. Being the narrative of an expedition

1884-85.

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. London, 1865.
MiNDELEFF, CosMOS. Casa Grande ruin. (Thirteenth
Rep. Bur. Ethnology, Washington, 1896.)
Aboriginal remains in Verde valley, Arizona,

The

repair of

Casa Grande

ruin, Arizona.

(Fif-

Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1897.)
Canyon de Chelly, Arizona.
Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington,

teenth Rep. Bur.

— The

ruins of

cliff

(Sixteenth

pt. 6, Lancaster, Pa.,

1907 )
various important
memoirs by this investigator,on the archaeology of the
Southern States, published in the Journal of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, from
vol. X (1894) to date (1910), and cited throughout this
I,

B.

the

[See

Handbook.]
Certain

shell

heaps

(Am. Naturalist,

Florida.

of

the

vol.

St.

xxvm,

John's

river,

Philadelphia,

1894.)

Sheet-copper from the mounds.
(Am. Anthro1, Lancaster, 1903.)
MooKEHEAD, Warren K. Fort Ancient, the great
prehistoric earthwork of Warren county, Ohio.
Cincinnati, 1890.

Primitive

man

New York and

in Ohio.

London,

1892.

1897.)

Navaho

houses.

Ethnology, pt.

2.

Localization

(Seventeenth Rep. Bur.

Am.

Washington, 1898.)
of

Tusayan

clans.

Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, pt. 2, Washington, 1900.)
A study of Pueblo architecture.
(Eighth Rep. Bur. Am, Ethnology, Washington, 1891.
Mines, C. P. History of Wyoming, Pennsylvania.

ceremonial.

Saranao

Lake,

N.Y.,

Prehistoric implements.

Cincinnati, 19(M).

See Peabody, Chas., and

Moorehead.

History of the names of men,
From the French of 'Eusebius
nations, and places.

Mordacque,
Salverte.'

Morelli,

Philadelphia, 1845.

Minnesota Geological and Natural History Survey. Geology of Minnesota, Vol. i of the Final
Report, Minneapolis, 1884. 13th Report, for 1884,
St. Paul,

Bird-stone
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Providence, 1861.

covery
(Same,

E.

of

a

Geo.

Papoose,

New

beliefs respecting
II,

it.

(Mem. Am.

.Anthr. Asso., vol.

pt. 4, Lancaster, Pa., 1908.)

Perea, Estevan

Verdadera [y Segvnda] relacion,
de la grandiosa conversion que ha avido en el Nuevo
Mexico. Sevilla, 1632-33.
de.

Perez de Ribas.

See Ribas.
Perkins, Jas. H., and Peck,

J.

M.

.Annals of

the

accounts of the principal events in the western
states and the territories from the discovery of the.
Mississippi.
2d ed. Enlarged by J M. Peck. St.
west;

Louis, 1850.
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The

Perley, Chas.

Newfoundland from
the earliest times to the year 18C0.
London, 1863.
Perouse, Jean F. G. de la. Voyage autour du monde.
R<5dig6 par

M.

history

of

Tomes

Milet-Moreau.

L. A.

i-iv.

Paris, 17:J7.

Pehein du Lac,

F.

M.

Voyages dans

ianes, et chez les nations

deux Louis-

les

sauvages du Missouri, par
(Same,
Paris, 1805.

Etats-Unis, en 1801-1803.

les

Lyon, 1805.)

M^moire

Pekkot, Nicolas.

coutumes

sur les mceurs.

et religion des sauvages de I'Am^rique Septentrionale,

public pour la premiere fois par

le

R. P.

J.

Tailhan.

Leipzig et Paris, 1864.

Petermanns Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' geographischer Anstalt. Band 1-56. Gotha, 1855-1910.
Petitot,

Emile. Geographic de I'Athabaskaw-Mackenzie et des grands lacs du bassin arctique.
(Bull.
Soc. G^og. Paris, 6e ser., tome x, Paris 1875.)
Dend-Dindjid
Dictionnaire de
la
langue
dialectes Montagnais ou Chipp^wayan, Pcaux de
Lievre et Loucheux renfermant en outre un grand
nombre de termes propres a sept autres dialectes de
meme langue pr^c^d^ d'une monographic des
ia
DenS-Dindjie d'une grammaire et de tableaux synoptiqucs des conjugaisons.
(Bibliothdque de Linguistique et d'Enlhnographie Am&icaines, tome ii, Paris,
1876.)

Fran^ais-Esquimau.

Vocabulaire.

.

(Ibid.,

iii,

Paris, 1876.)

—

On

Canadian
North West territory. (Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. and
Monthly Record of Geog., vol. v, London, 1883.)
On the Athabasca district of the Canadian Northwest Territory. (Montreal Nat. Hist. Soc, Record
of Nat. Hist, and Geology, Montreal, 1884. Reprinted in Canadian Record of Science, vol. i, Monthe Athabascan district of

the

treal, 1884.)

Traditions indiennes du Canada nord-ouest.
Alen?on, 1887.
En route pour la mer glaciale. Paris, 1887.

Autour de grand
Exploration de

lac des Esclaves.

la

Paris, 1891.

region du grand lac des Ours.

A

preUminary report upon the population, industry and resources of Alaska.
(H. R.
Ex. Doc. 40, 46th Cong., 3d sess., Washington, 1881.)
Report on the population, industries, and resources of Alaska.
(U. S. Dept. of the Int., Census
Office, 10th Census, vol. viir, Washington, 1884.)
Peyton, Jno. L. History of Augusta county, Virginia.

Petroff, Ivan.

Staunton, 1882.

A

Ida.

New

world.

lady's

second journey round the

York, 1865.

la

guerre pr^sente.

par

J.

D'aprds des manuscrits Anglais,

B. Nolin, g^ographe.

Vols. i-xv.

See

Paris, 1783.

Society of London.
London, 1854-79.

Transactions.

Latham, R. G.

Pickering, Jno.

See Rasles, Sebastian.

Pickett, Albert J. Invasion of the territory of Alabama by one thousand Spaniards under Ferdinand

De

Soto, in 1540.

Mongomery,

1849.

History of Alabama, and incidentally of Georgia

and
i-ii.

Mississippi,

from the

Charleston, 1851.

And

anti"

quarian researches: comprising extensive explorations,
surveys, and excavations of the wonderful and mysterious earthen remains of the mound builders in America.
New York, 1858.
Pike, Zebulon M. An account of expeditions to the
sources of the Mississippi, and through the western
parts of Louisiana, and a tour through the interior
parts of New Spain.
Philadelphia, 1810.
Exploratory travels through tlje western territories of North America.
London, 1811.
See CocEB, Elliott, ed.
Pilling, J. C. Proof-sheets of a bibliography of tlie
languages of the North American Indians. Washington, 1885.
.

Bibliography of the Eskimo language.
(Bull.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1887.)
Bibliography of the Siouan languages.
(Bull.
5, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1887.)
Bibliography of the Iroquoian lanaguages.
(Bull.
6, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1889.)
Bibliography of the Muskhoje.n languages.
Washington,
Bur. Am.
(Bull.
9,
Ethnology,
1,

Bur.

—

•

1889.)

languages
Bibliography of the Algonquian
Bur. Am. Ethnology.Washington, 1S91.)
Bibliography of the Athapascan languages.

(Bull. 13,

(Bull. 14, Bur.

Am. Ethnolo

y,

Washington, 1892.)

Bibliography of the Chinookan languages.
Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1893.)
(Bull.
Bibliography of the Salishan languages.
16, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1893.)
(Bull.
Bibliography of the Wakashan languages.
19, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1894.)
Pimentel, Francisco. Cuadro dcscriptivo y comparative de las lenguas indlgenas dcMexico. Tomos.
i-ii.
Mexico, 1862-65. {Same, 1874-75.)
Pinart, Alphonsb L. Eikimaux et Koloches. Idees
(Bull. 15,

religieuses et traditions des

d'Anthropologie,

Sur

les

Paris,

Atnahs.

Kaniagmioutes.

(Revue

1873.)

(Revue de Philologie etd'Ethno-

graphie, no. 2, Paris, 1875.)

Medallic history of England.

Lon-

don, 1790.
General

travels,
collection of voyages and
London, 1808-14.
Pino, Pedro B. Noticias historicas y estadistioas de
Adicila antigua provincia del Nuevo-M^xico, 1812.
onadas por A. Barreiro en 1839; y ultamente anotadas
por J. A. de Escudero. Mexico, 1849.
PiTEZEL, Jno. H. Lights and shades of missionary life
during nine years spent in the region of Lake Superior,

vols, i-xvii.

Cincinati, 1857.

Phelipeau, R. Carte g6n6rale des colonies Angloises
dans I'Am^rique Septentrionale pour I'intelligence de

Philoloqical

1912

v., A.

Traditions of De-coo-dah.

PiNKERTON, John.

Paris, 1893.

Pfeiffer,

Wm.

Pidgeon,

earliest period,

3d ed.

Vols,

Pollard,

The Pamunkey Indians of Virginia.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1894.)
De Witt Clinton. Among thi Sioux of
J.

G.

(Bull. 17, Bur.

Poole,
Dakota.

Eighteen months experience as an Indian
York, 1881.
Poole, Francis. Queen Charlotte islands: a narrative
of discovery and adventure in the North Pacific.
Edited by John W. Lyndon. London, 1.872.
Pope, Jno. Tour through the northern and western
Richmond, 1792.
territories of the United States.
Pope, Jno. Report of explorations of a route for the
Pacific railroad near the 32d parallel of north latitude
from the Red river to the Rio Grande. 1854. (Pac.
R. R. Reps., vol. ii, Washington, 1855.)
agent.

New

Popular Science Monthly
York, 1872-1910.

Vols,

i-lxxvii.

New
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Porter,

H.

J.

Notes on the

among savage and

children

artificial

deformation of
(Rep.

civilized peoples.

g V rnor William Pcnn, in 16SI, till after the year
Philadelphia, 1797-98.
1742.
Vol, i-ii.

U. S. Nat. Mus. 1887. Washington, 18^9.)
PoRTiLLO, ESTiiBAN L. Apuntcs para la liistoria antigua
de Coahuila y Texas. Saltillo, Mex. [n. d.]

Provincial Mu.seum, Victoria B. C.

Post, Christian Frederick. The journal of Christian
Frederick Post, from Philadelphia to the Ohio, on a
message from the government of Pennsylvania. (In
Thomson, Enquiry into the Causes, London, 1759;
also Thwaites, Early Western Travels, vol. i, Cleveland

Porchas, Samuel.

1904.)

Victoria, B.

C,

tions of

Guide to anth-

Provincial

the

in

Museum,

1909.

Purchas
the world and the

Or

his pilgrimage,

rela-

religions obser/ed in all

ages and places discovered.

Part i [the other threa
London, 1613.
Haklvytvs posthumus or Pvrchas his pUgrimes.
Vols. i-v.
London, 1625-2
Putnam, Daniel. History of middle Tennessee, or,
Na hville,
life and times of Gen. James Robertson.
parts were not published.

1859.

1836.

Powell, Jno. W.

Report of explorations in 1873 of
West and its tributaries. Washing-

the Colorado of the
ton, 1874.

Statement made

before

committee

the

on

Indian affairs as to the condition of the Indian
tribes west of the Rocky mountains.
(H. R. Misc.
Doc. 86, 43d Cong., 1st sess., Washington, 1874.)
The ancient province of Tusayan. (Scribner's
Monthly Mag., vol. xi, no. 2, New York, Deo. 1875.)
On the evolution of language. (First Rep. Bur.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1881.)

Sketch of the mythology of the North American
Indians.

On
data.

some anthropologic

Indian linguistic families of America north of
Mexico. (Seventh Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Wash-

America.

Salem, 1896.)
PuTN,A.M

Anniversary Volume.

Anthropological essays

presented to Frederic Ward Putnam in honor of his
seventieth birthday, April 16, 1909. New York, 1909.

QuATREFAGES, Jean L.
Crania ethnica.

A.,

and Hamy, Ernest T.

Paris, 1872-82.

I'Acad. Impfiriale des Sciences de St, Potcrsser.,

Rafinesque,

1874.

Powell, Ltman P., ed. Historic towns of the western
states.
New York and London, 1901.
Powers, Stephen. Tribes of California. (Contrib.
N. A. Ethnol., vol. iii, Washingtoh, 1877.
Pownall, Thos. Topographical description of such
parts of North America as are contained in the annexed
mip of the middle British colonies. London, 1776.
Pratz. See Le Page du Pratz.
Prentiss, D. W., and Morgan, F. P. Therapeut c
uses of mescal buttons (Anhaloniura Lewinii).
(Therapeutic Gazette, 3d ser., vol. xii, no.
Detroit, 1896.)
,

Die ethnographische Veranderung der

Eskimo der Smith-Sundes.
Koniglichen
I,

Museums

(Ethnologisches
fiir

Notiz-

Volkerkunde, Band

Berlin, 1899.)

Prichard, Jas. C. Researches into the physical history
of mankind.
3d ed. Vols. i-v. London, 1836-47.
The natural history of man. Vols. i-ii. London, New York, Paris,
drid, 1855.

M

Prince, J. D., and Leland, Chas. G. Kuloskap the
master and other Algonkin poems. New York, 1902.
Prince, L.
Mexico.

Bradford.

Historical

sketches

New York and Kansas City,

of

New

1883.

The history of Penniylvania in North
America, from the original institution and settlement
of
hat province, under the first proprietor and

ProitD) Robert.

tome xxi,

C.

no. 8, St. P^tersbourg, 1874.)

Introduction

S.

H.

[to

Marshall,

History of Kentucky, 1824].

The American

of totemism.
(Man, vol. ii, no
London, 1902.)
and Ingalls, G. W. Report of the special
commissioners J. W. Powell and G. W. Ingalls on the
condition of the Ute Indians of Utah; the Pai-Utes of
L'tah, northern Arizona, southern Nevada, and southeastern California; the Go-si Utes of Utah and Nevada;
the northwestern Shoshones of Idaho and Utah; and
the western Shoshones of Nevada. Washington,

Preuss, K. Th.

Worterbuch der Kinai Sprache.

(M6m. de
bourg, vii

891.)

-American view

75,

Heft

of archaeolo-

(Johns Hopkins University
Circulars, vol. v, no. 49, 89. Baltimore, 1886.)
and WiLLOUGHDT, C. C. Symbolism in ancient
American art. (Proo. Am. Asso. Adv. Sci., vol. xliv,
gical research in

Radloff, Leopold.

(Ibid.)

limitations to the use of

(Ibid.)

ington,

On methods

Putnam, Frederic Ward.

(Ibid.)

Wyandot government.

II,

collection

.

PoTHERiE. See Bacqueville de la Potherie.
Potter, Woodeurn. The war in Florida. Baltimore,

blatt,

ropological

ancient

history,

nations, or outlines of their general

and

modern.

Vols.

i-ii.

Phila-

delphia, 1836.

Rale. See Rasles.
Ramsey, Alex. Annual report of the superintendent
(Senate
of Indian affairs in Minnesota territory.
Ex. Doe.

Ramsey,

J.

1,

3l3t Cong., 1st

G. M.

sess.,

Washington, 1849.)
to the end of

The annals of Tennessee

Philadelphia, 1853.

the eighteenth century.

Ramusio, Giovanni B. Delle navigationi et viaggi.
Terza ed. T. i-iii. Venice, 1563-65. {Saine, 1606.)
Rand, Silas T. A first reading book in the Micmac
language.

Halifax, 1875.

New York and Lonof the Miomacs.
don, 1894.
Randall, E. O. Pontiac's conspiracy. (Ohio Archseol.
and Hist. Quar., vol. xii, no. 4, Columbus, 1903.)
The Serpent mound, Adams county, Ohio.
Legends

Columbus
Rasles,

[1905].

Sebastian.

A

dictionary

of

the

Abnaki

language, in North America. With an introductorj'
memoir and notes by John Pickering. (Mem. Am.

Acad. Sci. and Arts, n. s., vol. i, Cambridge, 1833.)
Chas. North American stone implements.
(Smithsonian Rep. 1872, Washington, 1873.)
Ancient aboriginal trade in North America.

Rau,

(Ibid.)

Archa;ological collection of the

National

Musuem,

Institution.

in

charge

(Srriithsonian

of

Contrib.

United States
Smithsonian
to Knowledge,

the

Washington, 1876.)
Observations on cup-shaped and other lapidarian
(Contrib.
sculptures in the Old World and in America.
N. A. Ethnol., vol. v, Washington, 1882.)
Prehistoric fishing in Europe and North America.
(Smithsonian Contrib. to Knowledge, vol. xxv,
Washington, 1884.)
See Baegert, Jacob.
vol. XXII,
•
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Raynal, Guillaume T.

A

F.

pliilosophical

and

poli-

East and West Indies. Translated
by J. O. Justamond. Vols, i-viii. London, 1788.
Read, Chas. H., ed. See Notes and Queries on AnthKOPOLOGY.
Read, M. C. Archseology of Ohio. Cleveland [n. d.]
Recopilacion de leyes de los reynos de las Indias. 3a
tical history of the

Tomoi.
Record of the

Madrid, 1774.

ed.

great council of the United States Im-

proved Order of Red Men, held at Indianapolis,
September, 1898. Vol. x, no. 3.
of the Governor and Company of the MassPrinted by order of
achusetts Bay in New England.
the Legislature. Edited by Nathaniel B. Shurtleff,
M. D. Vol. II, Boston, 1853. Vols, iv, v, Boston,
1854.

the

of

Vols.

P.^st.

i-ix.

Washington,

1902-10.

Redding, B. B.

made

How

our ancestors in the stone age

their implements.

(Am. Naturalist,

vol. xiii,

no. 11, Philadelphia, 1879).

Reeves, A. M.

The Eskimo tribes. (Medelelser om Gr<^nland,
Copenhagen and London, 1887.)
Ritch, Wm. G. Aztlan. The history, resources and
vol. XI,

attractions of

Lon-

don, 1895.

Reichel,

Wm.

C.

Memorials

of the

Moravian Church.

Philadelphia, 1870.

Reid, A. P. Religious belief of the Ojibois or Sauteux
Indians resident in Manitoba and at Lake Winnipeg.
(Jour. Anthr. Inst. Gr. Brit, and Ireland, vol. iii,
London, 1874.)

Relatio itineris. See White, Andrew.
Relations de la Louisiane et du fleuve Mississippi.
[Attributed to H. de Tonti.] Amsterdam, 1720.
Relations des Jesuites. See Jesuit Relations.
Remy, Jules, and Brenchley, Julius. A journey to
Great Salt-Lake City, with a sketch of the history,
Vols. i-ii.
religion and customs of the Mormons.
London, 1861.
Report and accompanying documents of the Virginia
commissioners appointed to ascertain the boundary
line between Maryland and Virginia. Richmond, 1873.
Retzius, a. A. Om formen af hufvudets benstomme
hos olika folleslag. (Forhandl. ved. de Skandinaviske

A

tour of duty in California;

including a description of the gold region. Edited by
Joseph N. Balestier. New York and Boston, 1849.
Island. Recordsot the Colony of Rhode Island.

Rhode

Vols. i-x.

Rhode

Providence, 1856-65.
Historical Society.
Providence, 1827-97.

Island

Vols. i-x.

Collections

RiBAS, Andres Perez de. Historia de los trivmphos de
nvestra santa fee entre gentes las mas barbaras.
Madrid, 1645.
Rich.ardson, Jno. Arctic searching expedition; a
journal of a boat-voyage through Rupert's land and
the Arctic sea. Vols. i-ii. London, 1851.
The polar regions. Edinburgh, 1861.
Rider, Sidney S. The lands of Rhode Island as they
were known to Caunounicus and Miantunnomu.
Providence, 1904.
RiGGs, A. L. Sec Iapi Oaye.
RiGGs, Stephen R. Grammar and dictionary of the
Dakota language. (Smithsonian Contrib. to Knowledge, vol. IV, Washington, 1852.)
Dacota
wowapi. New York [1867].
TaH-koo wah-kan; or, the gospel among the
Dakotas. Boston [1869].
Mary and I. Forty years with the Sioux.
Chicago [1880].

ABC

5th ed. Santa Fe, 1885.
Rivera, Pedro de. Diario y derrotero de lo caminado,
visto, y obcervado en el discurso de la visita general
de precidios, situados en las provincias ynternas de
Nueva Espafia. Guatemala, 1736.
A chapter in the early history of South Carolina.
Charleston, 1874,

Roberts,

Wm. Account

of

the

first

discovery and

London, 1763.

Robertson, Wy'Ndham, Jr. Oregon, our right and title,
with an account of the territory. Washington, 1846.
Robertson, Wyndham, and Brock, R. A. Pocahontas,
alias Matoaka, and her descendants.
Richmond, 1887.
Robin, C. C. Voyages dans I'intferieur de la Louisiane,
de la Floride occidentale, et dans les lies de la Martinique et de Saint-Domingue, pendant les ann^es 1802,
1803, 1804, 1805 et 1806.

Robinson, A.

Tomes

i-iii.

Paris, 1807.

Life in California, during a residence of

several years in that territory, comprising a description
of

the country and the missionary estaHishments.

New

York, 1846.
Robinson, H. The great fur land, or sketches of life
in the Hudson's bay territory.
Loudon, 1879.
Rogers, Robert. A concise account of North America:
containing a description of the several British colonies
on that continent, including the islands of Newfoundland, Cape Breton, &c.
London, 1765.
Romans, Bernard. A concise natural history of East
and West Florida. Vol. i (Vol. ii unpublished). New

York, 1775.

RoNAN, Peter.

Naturforskeres, Christinia, 1847.)

Revere, Jos. Warren.

New Mexico. 6th ed. Boston, 1885.
New Mexico, historical and industrial.

Illustrated

natural history of Florida.

Finding of Wineland the good.

1912

London, 1875.

Records

Records

v., A.

RiGGS, Stephen R.
A Dakota-English dictionary.
Edited by J. O. Dorsey.
(Contrib. N. A. Ethnol.,
vol. VII, Washington, 1892.)
Dakota grammar, texts, and ethnography.
(Ibid., vol. IX, Washington, 1894.)
Rink, Henry. Tales and traditions of the Eskimo.

Historical sketch of the Flathead
Indian nation from 1813 to 1890. Helena, Mont.,
1890.

The winning of the west.
York, 1889.
Ross, Alexander. Adventures of the first settlers
on the Oregon or Columbia river. London, 1849.
The fur hunters of the far west; a narrative of
adventures in the Oregon and Rocky mountains.
London, 1855.
Vols. I-II.
Ross, Bernard. The eastern Tinneh. (Smithsonian
Rep. 1866. Washington, 1867.)
Ross, Jno. A voyage of discovery, made under the
orders of the admiralty in His Majesty's ships Isabella
and Alexander. London, 1819.
Narrative of a second voyage in search of a
northwest passage, and of a residence in the Arctic
regions during the years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833.
London, 1835.
Rowlandson, Mary. Narrative of captivity by the
Indians, at the destruction of Lancaster, in 1676. 6th
ed.
Lancaster, Mass., 1828. (Same, Concord, 1824.)
Roy, Pierre-Georges. Les noms g^ographiques de
Province
la
de Quebec. L^vis, 1906.
Royal Anthropological Institute. See Anthropological Institute.
Roosevelt,

Vols. I-II.

Theodore.

New
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Royal Geogbaphicai. Society.

Journal,

^'ols. i-xi.ix.

Lomlon, 1832-79.
Royal Society* of Canad.^.

Procuodings and Transi-xii, Montreal, 1883-95.
actions.
2d ser., vols, i-x, Montreal, 1895-1905.
RoY'AL Society of London. Philosophical Tran.sactions,

London, 1670.
Vol. XI.
RoYCE, C. C. Cessions of land by Indian

tribes to the

Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology,

United
Washington, 1881.)
The Cherokee nation of Indians. (Fifth Rep.
Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1887.)
Indian land cessions in the United States.
(Eighteenth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, pt. 2, Washing(First

ton, 1899.)

RuDO ENSAYO,

tentative de una prevencional descripcion

geographica de la provincia de Sonora. [Written
about 1762.] San Augustin de la Florida, 1S63.
(English trans, by Eusebio Guit^ras, in Records Am.
Catholic Hist. Soc, vol. v, 109, 264, Philadelphia,
1894.)

Rupp, Isaac D. History of Northampton, Lehigh,
Monroe, Carbon, and Schuylkill counties, PennsylHarrisburg, 1845.
Early history of western Pennsylvania, and of
the West, from 1754 to 1833. Pittsburg and Harris-

vania.

burg, 1846.

Russell, Fkank.

Explorations in the far north.

Des

Moines, 1898.

The Pima

the Indian tribes

Hudson's river: their origin, manners, and customs;
and sub-tribal organizations; wars, treaties, etc.
Albany, 1872.
of

tribal

Footprints of the
[n. p.]

Red Men.

New York

Indian geographical

State Hist. Asso., 1906.

RuxTON, Geo. A.

F.
The migration of the ancient
Mexicans, and their analogy to the existing Indian
tribes of northern Mexico.
(Jour. Ethnol. Soc. Lond.,
vol. 11, 90-104, London, 1850.)
Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky mountains.
New York, 1848. (Same, New York, 1849, 1860.)
Ryerson, Jno. Hudson's bay; or a missionary tour in

Bay Company.

the territory of the Hon. Hudson's

Toronto, 1855.

Sagakd, Theodat Gabriel. Dictionnaire de la langue
Huronne. Paris, 1632. {Same, in his Histoire du
Canada, tome iv, Paris, 1866.)
Histoire du Canada et voyages que les Freres
Mineurs Recollects y ont faicts pour la conversion des
infideles depuis I'an 1615.

Tomes

i-iv.

Paris, 1636;

(reprint, 1866.)

prairies.

Philadelphia, 1846.

Cosme. See Shea, Jno. G
Salmon, Thos. Modern history:

St.

nations.

Salverte,

names

of

3d ed.

Vols, i-iii.

Anne Joseph

or,

E. B. de.

man, nations and places

Salvebte, Eusebius.

See

present state of

all

London, 1744-46.

with the progress of civilization.
1862-64.

History of the

in their connection

Vols. l-ii.

Mobdacque,

London,

Sanson d'Abbeville,

L'Am^rique

N.

en

plusieurs

cartes nouvelles et exact es; et en divers traittez de

geographic

&

[Paris

d'histoire.

1657.]

(?),

Santoscoy, Alberto. Nayarit. Colecci6n de documentos in^ditos, historicos y etnogrificos, acerca de
la sierra de ese nombre.
Guadalajara, 1899.
Sargent, Chas. Sprague. Report on the forests of
North America (exclusive of Mexico.) (L'. S. Dept.
of the Interior, Census Office, 10th Census, Washington
1884.)

Manual

North America.

of the trees of

and New York, 1905.
Sargent, Winthrop. History

Du

Fort

(Mem.

dock.

Boston

an expedition against
Quesne, in 1755, under Major-Gen. BradHist.
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vations of Captaine John Smith, in Europe, Asia,
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Adventures and Observations of Captaine John Smith.)
Richmond, 1819.
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Old Redstone.

Edward Arber.

Birmingham, 1884.
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SosA, Caspar CastaNO de. Memoria del descubr^nii(Colecci6n de Documentos
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Collections.
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York,
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Speares, Jno. R., ed. Dangers and sufferings of Robert
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mountains. (Bull. 12, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Wa.*hington, 1891.)

The Maya year. (Bull. 18, Bur. Am. Ethnology,
Washington, 1894.)
Report on the mound explorations of the Bureau
of Ethnology.
(Twelfth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology,
Washington, 1894.)
Numeral systems of Mexico and Central America.
(Nineteenth Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington,
1900.)

Am.

archseology.

Introduction to the study of North American
Second impression. Cincinnati, 1903.

The Indians
(In History of
vol.

J.

See Pehrot, Nicolas.

Narrative of captivity and adventures
during thirty years' residence among the Indians in
North America. Prepared for the press by Edwin
James, New York, 1830.
Taylor, Alex. S. The Indianology of California. (In
California Farmer and Journal of Useful Sciences, San
Francisco, vol. xiii, no. 3 (Feb. 22, 1860) to vol. xx,
no. 12 (Oct. 30, 1863.)

The Thompson Indians of British Columbia.
(Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. ii. Anthropology i,

me
les

(Bull,

dcs fitats-Unis

du Sud-

de la Soc. d'Anthropologie de Paris,

tome vi, Paris, 1883.)
Sur la synonymie ethnique et la toponymie chez
Indiens de I'Am^rique du Nord. Amsterdam, 1884.
Reizeu en Onderzoekingen in Noord-Amerika.
ser.,

New Y'ork,

c.

1903.)

Moravian

Twelve lectures.

mis.sions.

{Same, 1904.)
History of Long Island; containing an account of the discovery and settlement.
New
1890.

Thompson, Benj.
York, '1839.

F.

{Same, 2d ed., vols,

New

i-ii.

York,

1843.)

An

Thomson, Chas.

enquiry into the causes of the
and Shawnee Indians from

alienation of the Delaware

Thrali, Homer

London, 1759.

A

S.

pictorial history of Te.\as,

from

the earliest visits of European adventurers to a.d. 1879.
5th ed. St. Louis, 1879.

Thruston, Gates
ed.

P.

Antiquities of Tennessee.

2d

Cincinnati, 1897.

Thwwiies, Reuben Gold.
York, 1902.
ed.
Early

western

Father Marquette.
travels,

1748-1846.

New
Vols.

i-xxxii, Cleveland, 1904-07.

Leiden, 1885.

See Jesuit Relations.

Somatological observations on Indians of the
(Jour. Am. Eth. and Arch., vol. in,
Boston and New York, 1892.)

Southwe.st.

Ternaux-Compans,

Henri. \'oyages, relations
memoires originaux pour servir a I'histoire de

et
la

decouverte de I'Amerique.
Paris,
Tomes i-xx.
1837-41.
Terry, J.^mes. Sculptured anthropoid ape heads.
New York, 1891.
Tex-AS State Historical Associ.vtion. Quarterly,
Vols. i-xm.
Austin, 1898-1910.
Thacher, J. B. Christopher Columbu.?. Vols. i-ni.
New York, 1903-04.
Thatcher, B. B. Indian biography, or, an historical
account of those individuals who have been distinguished among the North American natives, ^'ol.^.
i-iT.
New York, 1832.
Thfodat. See Sagard Theod.^t, G.\briel.
Tr.OMAS, Cyrus. Directions for mound exploration.
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, vol. vii, app., Washington, 1885.)

Tikhmenief, p.
of the

Historical review of the organization

Russian American

the present time.

Company and

[In Rtissian].

its

history to

Vols, i-ii, 1861-63.

Timberlake, Henry. Memoirs of Lieut. Henry Timberlake (who accompanied the three Cherokee Indians
to England in the year 1762).
containing an accur.

ate

Tims,

map of their Over-hill
Grammar and
J. W.

.

settlement.

London, 1765.

dictionary of the Blackfoot

language in the Dominion of Canada.

London, 1889.

Tocher, J. F. Note on some measurements of Eskimo
(In Man, London, 1902.)
of Southampton island.
ToLMiF, W. F. Census of various tribes
near Puget sound, n. w. America, 1844.
Reps., vol. I, 434, Washington, 1855.)

living

on or

(Pac. R. R.

Vocabularies

Shooswaap,
Ethncl., vol.

of
the Kittistzu, KuUeespelm,
and Wakynakaine, (Contrib. N. A.
I, Washington, 1877.)

and D.awson, Geo. M.

Comparative vocabu-

Indian tribes of British Columbia. With
(Gecl. and Nat. Hist.
a map illustrating distribution.
.Surv. of Canada.)
Montreal, 1SS4.
laries of the

Fort Ancient.

(Science,

vol.

viii.

New

York,

1886.)

Burial

Philadelphia,

the British interest.

Teit, Jas.

ouest.

II,

of North America in historic times.
North America, Guy Carleton Lee, ed.,

Thompson, A. C.

Tanner, Jno.

no. IV, New York, 1900.)
Ten Kate, H. F. C. Indiens

exploration of the
Bur. Am. Ethnol-

(Bull. 4,

The problem of the Ohio mounds. (Bull. 8. Bur.
Am. Ethnology, Washington, 1889.)
The circular, aquarc, and octagonal earthworks
of Ohio.
(Bull. 10, Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington

Am

Ethnology, Washington, 1909.)
Syms, W. G. SeeSiMMS, W. G.

Tailhan,

mound

in

ogy, Washington, 1887.)

New

York, 1874,

Sutherland, A.
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mounds

of the nortliern sections of tlie

United States. (Fifth
Washington, 1537.)

Hep.

Bur.

Am.

Etlinology,

TOLO.MEC, Clavido. La geografia di Clavidio Tclomco
Ale»*andrino da Girclamo Ui.i.<celli. Venctia, 1561.
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Salle's last

la

expedition and discoveries in North America.

French, B. F., Hist. Coll. Louisiana, vol.

i.

New

(In

York,

See Relations.

ToOKEK, Wm. W.

Indian place-names in East-Hampton
town, with their probable significations.
Sag Harbor,
N.Y., 1889.
John Eliot's first Indian teacher and interpreter,
Cockenoe-de-Long Island, New York, 1896.
The Algonquian series. Vols. i-x. New York,
1901.

of

1912

Informa-

S. Census.
Alaska, its population, its industries
and resources, by Ivan Petroff. (Vol. viii of the Reports of the Tenth Census, Washington, 1884.)
Report on population and resources of Alaska at
the eleventh census, 1890. Washington, 1893.
Report on Indians taxed and Indians not taxed
in the United States at the eleventh census, 1890.
[By
Thos. Donaldson.] Washington, 1894.
See Donaldson, Thos. Petroff, Ivan.
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Report for 1868.
Washington, 1871.
Maps of Alaska. Washington, 1898-99.
U. S. Commission. Report of the U. S. Commission to
the Columbian Historical Exposition at Madrid.
Washington, 1895.
U. S. Congress, [Various documents and reports of the
Senate and the House of Representatives relating to
;

Elements d'anthropologie g^n^rale.

TopiNAHD, Paul.
Paris, 1885.

ToRQUEMADA, JuAN

De

DE.

los

monarchia Indiana.

I

vicnte

Toinos

i

un

libros

Madrid,

i-iii.

1723.

TousSAiNT, A.

Carte de I'Amfirique Septentrionale et
M^ridionale avec cartes particulifires des lies et des
cotes environnantes. Paris, 1839.
TowNBEND, Jno. K. Narrative of a journey across the
Rocky mountains to the Columbia river. Philadelphia, 1839.

Trumbull, Henrv.

1890, 1899.

New

Haven, 1900.
Traill, Catharine P. Canadian Crusoes; a tale of the
Rice Lake plains. London, 1854.
Trent, Wm. See Goodman, Alfred T.
Trumbull, Benj. Complete history of Connecticut
from 1630 to 1764. Vols. i-ii. New Haven, 1818.
their reservation.

the Indians.]

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Biological Survey.
North American fauna. Nos. 3 and 16. Washington,

The Quinnipiack Indians and

TowNSHEND, Chas. H.

History of Indian wars.

Bureau

Animal Industry.

of

Bulletin 31.

U. S.

Exploring Expedition.

Narrative of the, during

the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842. By Charles
Wilkes, U. S. N., commander of the expedition. Vols,

i-v and atlas.

Philadelphia, 1844.

Philadelphia, 1845.

phia, 1851.

(Same, 1850.

Philol. Asso. 1871, Hartford, 1872.)

Words derived from Indian languages of North
America. (Ibid., 1872, Hartford, 1873.)
Indian languages of America. (Johnson's New
Universal Cyclopaedia, vol. ii. New York, 1877.)
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Hartford, 1881.
(See also in Woodward, A., Historical Address, New Haven, 1869.)
Natick dictionary. (Bull. 25, Bur. Am. Ethnoof Connecticut.

Washington, 1903.)
Tucker, Sarah. The rainbow in the north; short
account of the first establishment of Christianity in
Rupert's Land by the Church Missionary Society.
New York, 1852.
Turner, Lucien M. Ethnology of the Ungava district.
(Eleventh Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, Washington,
logy,

vol. XXIV, of which vol. vi is Horatio Hale's Ethnology
and Philology, Philadelphia, 1846.)
U. S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the
Rocky Mountain Region. See Contributions to
North American Ethnology.
U. S. Geographical Surveys of the Territory of the
United States West of the 100th Meridian.
Annual Reports. Washington, 1875-78.
Volume VII. Archseology. Washington, 1879.
U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the

Territories. F. V. Hayden in charge. Bulletins,
vols. i-vi.
Washington, 1874-1882.
Annual reports, vols. i-x. Washington, 1867-78.

—

U.

S.

House of Representatives.

See Whipple, A. W.,

Uhde, Adolph.

Die Lander

See U. S. Congress.

Hydrographic Office. [Chart of the] North
Pacific ocean.
West coast of North America; from
Juan de Fuca Strait to Queen Charlotte islands, in-

U.

S.

cluding Vancouver island; from British and United
States surveys to 1882.

United States Indian Tre.^ties.

1894.)

Turner, W. W.
and Turner.

Ewbank, Thos.,

See Indian Treat-

ies.
S. Interior Department. Repvort of the Secretary of
the Interior communicating the correspondence between the Department of the Interior and the Indian
agents and commissioners in California.
(Sen. Ex.

U.

Heidelberg,

am
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1861.

Umfreville, Edward.

The present

state of
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Doc.

4,

32d Cong., spec,

sess.,

Washington, 1853.)

United St.\tes National Musuem.

(Smithsonian Ins-

Reports 1881-1909, Washington, 1883Proceedings, vols, i-xxxvi, Washington, 1879Bulletins,
Nos. 1-72, Washington, 1875-

titution.)

News from America;

history of the Pequot war.

containing the

London, 1638.

(Mass.

Hist. Soc. Coll., 3d ser., vol. vi, Boston, 1837.)

United States.

(Same, vols, i-v,

Continued by the

publication of the scientific results of the expedition to

On the Algonkin name "manit" (or
J. H.
"manitou"), sometimes translated "great spirit," and
"god." (In Old and New, vol. i, Boston, 1870.)
On Algonkin names for man. (Trans. Am.

London, 1790.
Vnderhill, Jno.

Wash-

ington, 1901.

Philadel-

Trumbull,

Norte.

v., A.

U.

1846.)
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U.S. Bureau of Education. Circulars
tion, Nos. 3 and 4.
Washington, 1883.
See Wells, R., and Kelly, J. W.

The statutes at large and

treaties of the

United States. Vols, i-xvii, Boston, 1851-75. Vols.
xviii-xxxii, Washington, 1875-1902.
U. S. Bureau op Education. Reports, 1870-1897.
AVashington, 1873-08.

1909,
1909.

1910.

U. S. Patent Office. Reports, Washington, 1850-51,
1852-53, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1858, 18.59, 18C0, 1801,
1866.

U. S. Senate.

S(c V. S. Congress.

HANDBOOK OF INDIANS OF CANADA
SESSIONAL PAPER
Wah

No. 21a

Department.

Chief of Engineers. Annual
report of the Chief of Engineers to the Secretary of
War for the year 1870. Pt. in. Washington, 1876.
(H. R. Ex. Doc. 1, vol. II pt. n 44th Cong., 2d se.ss.)

U.

S.

U.VIVEK8ITY OF CALIFORNIA. Publications in American
Arohseology and Ethnology. Vols. i-v. Berkeley,
1903-10.

University of Pennsylvania. Publications. Series
Vol. ii, no. i,
in philology, literature, and archaeology.
Vol. vi, Philadelphia, 1897.

Philadelphia, 1892.

Free Museum of Science and Art;
H.\RSHBERGER, J. W. SPECK, F. G.
Urbina, Manuel. EJ peyote y el ololiuhqui. (Anales
del Museo Nacional de Mexico, tomo vii, Mexico,
;

The Oregon Indians. (Overland
San Francisco, Oct. 1871.)
The early Indian wars of Oregon. Salem, 1894.
Villagran, Caspar de. Historia de le Nveva Mexico.
Monthly,

Ausfiirliche Nachricht

von den

Alcala, 1610.

y Sanchez, Jos. Antonio. Theatro
Americano, descripcion general de los reynos, y provincias de la Nueva-Espaiia, y sus jurisdicciones
Tomos i-ii. Mexico, 1746-48.
Vining, E. P.
An inglorious Columbus. New York,
1885.

ViRCHOw, Rudolf. Beitriige zur Craniologie der Inau(Verhandl.
laner von der Westkiistc Nordamerikas.
de Berliner Gesell. fur Anthr., Berlin, 1889.)
Crania ethnica americana. Berlin, 1892.

Virginia Commissioners. See Report.
Virginia Historical Society. Collections, new
Vols.
i-xi. Richmond, 1882-92.
P[aul].

V[issier],

Voyage of discovery to the North
and round the world. 1790-95. Vols.
London 1801.
i-iii and atlas.
Vandera, Joan, de la. Memoria. En que se hace
relaci6n de los lugares y tierra de la Florida por donde
el Capitan Juan Pardo entrd i descubrir camino para

Vancouver, Geo.
Pacific ocean,

Nueva Espaiia por los

afios

B. F., Hist. Coll. La.

and

New York, 1875.)
Van der Donce, A.

2d

ser.,

pp. 289-292,

Description of

New

Netherlands.

Fla.,

(New York Hist. Soc. Coll, 2d
Vanuxem, Lardner. Ancient

ser., vol.

oyster

i,

la

serie.<.

des Osages.

tribu

view of the soil and climate of the
America. Translated, with occasional
remarks, by C. B. Brown. Philadelphia, 1804. (Same,
of

London, 1804.)
VoTH, H. R. Oraibi

Powamu

Col. Mus., Anthr. ser., vol.

ceremony.
iii,

(Pub. Field

no. 2, Chicago, 1901.)

(Ibid., no 4,
Oraibi summer Snake ceremony.
Chicago, 1903.)
The Oraibi Oaqol ceremony. (Ibid., vol. vr, no.
Chicago, 1903.)
1,
Hopi proper names. (Ibid., no. 3, Chicago,

deposits

observed near the Atlantic coast of the United States.
(Proc. Amer. Aaso. Geol., 2d sess., 1841, Boston, 1843.)

Johann S. See Adelung, J. C, and Vater.
Vaugondy, Robert de. [Carte de 1'] Amfrique ou

de

A

F.

United States

1841.)

shell

Histoire

Paris, 1827.

VoLNEY, C.

(In French,

de 1566, 1567.

F.

vol. vii,

Villa-Senor

1909.)

saltzburgischen Emigranten, die sich in America niedergelassenhaben. B. i-iii. Halle, 1735-52.

Frances

Victor,

See

Urlsperger, Samuel.
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See DoRSEY, G. A.

VoTH.

V.vTER,

Indes Occidentales. Paris, 1778.
Velasco, Jose Francisco. Noticias estadisticas del
estado de Sonora. Mexico, 1850.
Venegas Miguel. Noticia de la California, y de su
conquista temporal y espiritual hasta el tiempo pre-
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sente.

A

i-iii.

=

—

vols.

i-iv

TransVols.

civile

de

la

Walker, JuDSON E. Campaigns

New York,

California.

Wenjaminow.
(Archiv fiir wissenschaftliche
Kunde von Russland, B. vii, Berlin, 1849.)

nach

Land

of the Pueblos.

Boston, 1853

caster, Mas.sachusetts.

Wallaschek, Richard.

New

Jos. S.

Conrad Weiser and the Indian

Pennsylvania.

of colonial

B.

Philadelphia,

Statistical, political,

account of the United States.

Paris, 1875.

Map

from Florida
(Mag. Am. Hist.,

of coast

to the gulf of St. Lawrence, 1529.

Recherches sur
tentrionale.

Mexico, and tomo iv the

Menologio Franciscano de

Vols, i-iii.

policy

1900.
historical

Edinburgh,

les antiquit^s

de I'Am^rique Sep-

Paris, 1827.

Warren, Gouverneur K..

Explorations in the Dacota
country in the year 1855. (Sen. Ex. Doc. 70, 34th
Cong., 1st sess., Washington, 1856.)
Preliminary report of explorations in Nebraska and
Dakota in the years 1855-56-57. [Reprint.] Engineer
Dept., U. S. Army, Washington, 1875.)

the Cronica de la provincia del Santo Evangelio de
los varones, etc.)

c.

and

1819.

York, 1878.)

Verwyst, Chryostom. Missionarj- labours of Fathers
Marquette, Menard and AUouez, in the Lake Superior
region.
Milwaukee and Chicago, 1886.
Vetancurt, Augustin de. Teatro Mexicano, Tomos
i-iv.
Mexico, [reprint] 1870-71. (Tomo in contains

London and

Primitive music.

York, 1893.

Warden, David

Verrazano, Hieroni.mo da.

New York,

Jos.
Address in commemoration of the two
hundredth anniversary of the incorporation of Lan-

Walton,

Society. Collections. Vol. i-ii.
Montpelier, 1870-71.
Le bassin suivant les sexes et les races.

York, 1866.

General Custer in the

Wallard,

Verneau, R.

or historical notices

of

1888,

Vermont Historical

Vetromile, Eugene.

Augs-

1881.

Wallace, Susan E.

Paris, 1767.

Ueber die Sprachen des Russischen Amerika's,

New

Charte von Nordamerica.

burg, 1807.

[In Russian.]

II,

(Lenape and

north-west, and the final surrender of Sitting Bull.
et

VeniamInoff, Ivan. Zaplski ob ostravax Unaldshkinskago otdailo. Vols. i-ii. St. Petersburgh, 1840.

vol.

Brinton, D. G..

See

their Legends).

London, 1759.
Histoire naturelle
I-III.

Leipzig, 1859-64.

Walam Olum.

Walch, Johannes.

Madrid, 1757.

natural and civil history of California.

lated from the original Spanish, Madrid, 1758.
i-ii.

of Augusta county, Virginia.
Richmond, 1886.
Waitz, Theodor. Anthropologic der Naturvolker. B.

W.iDDELL, Jos. A. Annals

Warren, Jo.s. See Revere, Jos. Warren.
Warren, Wm. W. History of the Ojibways based upon

The Abnakis and their historj-,
on the aborigines of Acadia. New

traditions

M

and

oral statements.

(Coll.

Soc, vol. V. St. Paul, 1885.)
asbington-Irvine. See Bvttkrheld,

Minn.
C.

Hist.

W.
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Webb,

W. Altowan;

Ja3.

or incidents
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and

life

adventure in the Rocky mountains. Vols. i-ii. New
York, 1846.
The gold mines of the Gila. Vols
New York, 1849.
i-ii.
Wbeden, Wm. B. Indian money as a factor in New En(Johns Hopkins, Univ. Studies in
gland civilization.

Webber, Chas. W.

and

Hist,

2d

Polit. Sci.,

viii-ix, Baltimore,

ser., vols,

1884.)

Wellcome, Henry

The Story

S.

of

New

Metlakahtla.

York, 1887.

Wells, Roger, and Kelly, J. W. English-Eskimo and
Eskimo-English vocabularies. (U. S. Bur. of Education, Circ. of Information no. 2, Washington, 1890.)
Wells, Wm. V. Wild life in Oregon. (Harper's Mag., vol.
XIII, New York, June-Nov. 1856.)
Wenjaminow. See VENiAMiNOFF, Ivan.
West, Geo. A. Aboriginal pipes of Wisconsin. (Wis.
Archeologist, vol. iv. nos, 3 ,4, Madison, 1905.)

The substance of a journal during a residence at the Red River colony, British North America.
1824.
London,
Western Gazetteer. See Brown, S-4.muel R.
West, Jno.

Western Reserve and Northern Ohio Historical
Society.

Vols. i-ii. Cleveland, 1877-88.

Tracts.

West Florida.

A new map
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the Chactaw, Chicasaw, and Upper Creek section.
(A manuscript map, ca. 1775, preserved at the U. S.

General Land

Wheeler, Olin
1904.

office.

trail of

New York,

Wheeler Survey.
OF THE Territory

Lewis and Clark, 1804-

See U. S. Geographical Surveys
of the U. S. West of the 100th

Eleazar.

Narrative
of
the
original
design, rise, progress, and present state of the Indian
charity-school at Lebanon, in Connecticut. Boston,
1763.

Whipple, A. W. Report
dition from San Diego

of Lieutenant Whipple's expe-
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Washington,

Exec. Doc. 19, 31st Cong., 2d sess.)
See Pacific Railroad Reports.
Whipple, Henry B. Lights and shadows of a long
New York. 1899.
episcopate.
1851.

Hinman, S. D., and Welsh, Wm.
[White, Andrew] Relatio itineris in Marylandiam.
(Maryland Historical Society, Fund Pub. no. 7,
See

Baltimore,
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White, E. See Allen, A. J.
White, Frances J. Old-time haunts of the Norwottock
and Pocumtuck Indians. Springfield, Mass., 1903.
White, Geo. Statistics of Georgia. Savannah, 1849.
Historical
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of
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York, 1855.
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White, Jno. B.
Bureau of American Ethnology.)
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York, 1837.
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Williams, Roger.
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vol.
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of

America.

Rhode Island

Providence,

1827;

Hist.
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in
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Williams, Samuel. Natural and civil history of Vermont. 2d ed. Vols. i-ii. Burlington, 1809.
Williamson, A. W. Minnesota geographical names
Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st ser., vol.

iii,
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Geol. and Nat. Hist Surv. of Minnesota,
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Ann

Rep., St. Paul, 1885.)

Williamson, Hugh. History
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of
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Vols.
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WiLLi.AMSON, R.

Report
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of explorations

and surveys
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Washington, 1856.)
Williamson, T. S. Who were the
Hist. Soc. Coll.

(1850-50), vol.
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first

men?

(Minn.

St. Paul, 1872.)

History of the state of Maine;
Williamson, Wm. D.
from its first discovery, a. d. 1602, to the separation,
Vols. i-ii.

A. D. 1820.

Hallowell, 1832.

Willoughby, Chas. C. Prehistoric burial places ia
Maine. (Papers, Peabody Mus. Am. Archceol. and
See

I,
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Putnam,

Cambridge, 1898.)

F. W., and

Willoughby.

The great company (1667-1871)
being a history of the honourable company of merchants-adventurers trading into Hudson's bay. Vols,

WiLLSON, Beckles.

London, 1900.
i-ii,
Wilson, Captain. Report on the Indian

American Ethnology.)

enclosing the report of Lieut.

Whitney,
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Ethol., vol.

A history of the Indians of Arizona tefritory,
(MS.

in
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political.
New York, 1845.
Will, G. F., and Spinden, H. J.
The Mandans. A
study of their culture, archseology, and language.
(Papers Peabody Mus. Am. Archaeol. and Ethnol.,
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III

SYNONYMY
Aa'ninSna =At3ina.

A-auh-wauh =Ahahweh.
Abanakees, Abanakis, Abanaquis, Abanaquois =
Abnaki.

Abba-to-tenah,

Abbato-tena',

Abbato-tinneh =

Abbatotine.

Abbetikis, Abbitibbes =Abitibi.

Abenaguis, Abenaka, Abena'kes, Abenakias, Abenakis, Abena'kiss, Abenakki, Abenaques, Abenaquiolcts, Abenaquiois, Abenaquioue, Abenaquis,
Abenati, Abenequas, Abenquois, Abernaquis,
Ablnaqui, Abinohkie =Abnaki.
Abitibis, Abittibbes, Abittibis =Abitibi.

Ab?iakl =Algonkin, Delaware

Abnakls, Abnaquies, Abnaquiois, Abnaquis, Abnaquols, Abnaquotii, Abnasque, Abnekals, Abonakies, Abonnekee =Abnaki.
Acadcan, Acadian Indians =Micmac.
Acapatos =AtsiDa.
Ac-cool-le, Acculee =Akuli.

Achague =Outchougai.
A-cha'-o-tin-ne=Ettliaieottine,
Achaque =Outchougai.
Achelaci, Achelacy, Achelaiy,

Achelayy =Hoche-

layi.

Acheotenne, A-che-to-e-ten-ni,
Acheto-ten^ =Etchareottine.

Achena

Acheto-e-Tinne,

Agutit =Kinipetu.

Ahahcelins =Atsina.
Ah-ah-wai, Ah-ah-wauk =Ahahweh.
Ahaknafiglev, A-hak-nan-helet, Ahaknan-helik =
Aivilirmiut.

Ahawhwauk =Ahahweh.
Ah-bah-to-din-ne =Abbatotine.
Ah-hi-ta-pe =Siksika.

Ahhousaht =Ahousaht.
Ah-knaw-ah-mlsh, Ah-know-ah-mish =Hahuaniis.
Ah-mah-oo =Komoyue.
Ah-meek =Ahmik.
Ahnenin, Ahni-ninn =Atsina.
Ahondlhronnons =Aondironon.
Ahosett =Ahousaht.

Ahouandate =Huron.
AhousSt,

=Atsina.

Ache'to-tinneh =Titsliotina.
Achiganes =Sooke.
Achiligoiiiane =Achiligouan.

Achipoes, Achipoue = Chippewa.
Achirigouans =Achiligouan.
Achoto-e-tenni =l\tchareottine.
Achsisaghecks, Achsissaghecs = Missisauga.

Achwlget =HagT\ilget.
Ackoolee=Akuli.
Acolta =Lekwiltok.
Acqulnoshionee, Acquinushionee = Iroquois.

Adams Lake = Kwikooi.
Adams Lake Band =South

Agnechronons, Agnee, Agneehronon, Agneroncns,
Agnlc, Agniehronnons, Agniehroron, Agnierhonon, Agnieronnons, Agnieronons, Agnierrhonons, Agniers, Agniez, Agnizez = Mohawk.
Agoneaseah, Agonnonsionni, Agonnousioni, Agonnsionni = Iroquois.
Agotsaganens, Agotsaganes, Agotsakann, Agozhagauta =Tsaganha.
Aguanoxgi =Abnaki.
Aguierhonon = Mohawk.
Aguskemaig =Eskimo.

Ahowartz,

Ahowsaht,

Ahrenda, Ahrendah-ronons, Ahrendaronons =
Arcndahronons.

Ah-shu-ah-har-peh =Salish.
Aht =Nootka, Wakashan Family.
Ahtawwah = Ottawa.
Ahulqa =Ahulka.
Ah-wah-sis'-sa =Awausee.

Ahwandate =Huron.
Ah-wa-sis-se

Andrian Band.

= Awauaee.

Adawadenys =Potawatonii.

Ahwhacknanhelett = Aivilirmiut.

Addick, Ad-dik=Ahc1ik.

Ahwilgate =Hagwilget.

Ad-dik-kun-maig =Udckumaig.
Aden6 =Athapascan Family.
Adgecantehook =Aro.saguntacook.
Adi'kamag =Udekumaig.

Ad-je-jawk =Ojeeiok.
Adia, Adiahsuin, Adlat =AdIet.

Aitchelich, Aitchelitz =Atselits.
Ai-tiz-zarts, Aitzarts =Ehatisaht.
Aivillirmiut =Aivi!irmuit.
Aiyaush =Aiyansh.
Akiskinookaniks =Akiskenukinik.
Akkolear = Akuliarmiut.
Akkoolee =Aku!i.
Akoklako = Lower Kutenai.

Adnondecks = Adirondack.
Affats-tena =Abbatotine.

.\-ko-t'3s-k5-ro'-n6u

Adirondacs,

Adirondaks,

Adirondax,

Adirontak,

.\disonkas =Adirondack.

Aganuschioni

Ah-owz-arts =

Ahousaht.
Ah'-pai-tup-iks =Ahahpitape.
Ah-pe-ki', Ah-pe-ki'-e =Apikaiyiks.
Ah-qua-sos-ne = Saint Regis

=Iro':niois.

.\ghquessaine, Aghquissasne =Saint Regis.
.\ghslesagichrone = Mi'..-:isaiiga.

Akononsionni = Iroquois.
=Tuscarora.
A-ko-tca-kS' n6n ', A-ko-tca-ka-nha',
ka-nen =DeIaware.
'

A-kots-ha-
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Akotsakannha, AkSanake =Abnaki.
Akuchaklactas = Lower Kutenai.
Akudllarmiut, Akuliak-Esklmos =Akuliarniiut.
Akuliaq =Akuliak.
Akusash-r6nu = Saint Regis.
A-ku-tc3-ka"-nhS = Delaware.
A-kwa'-amish =Hahuamis.

Amelestes, Amelicks, Anielingas, Amelistes, Anielistis, Anienecis =JMalecite.
Amerascogen, Amerescogin, Ameriscoggins, Amerriscoggin =Arosaguntacook.
Amicawaes, Amicois, Amicoues, Amicoures, Ami-

Akwanake

Amikois, Amikones, Amikoiiai, Amikoiias, .Vniikouek, Amikoiies, ^ Mikouest, Amikouest, .\mi-

cours, Amic-ways,

=AIgonkin.

Akwesasne =Saint

Regis.

kouets, Aniikouis,

AkwilgSt =IIwotsotenne.
Akwinoshlon! =Iroquoi.s.
Alagonklns =Algonkin.
A-l^n-sSr =Atsina.
Albcnaquioue, Albenaquis =Abnaki.

A-miks'-eks
Amilicites

Alesar

= Atsina.

.\lcut,

Aleuten, Aleutians =Eskimauan Family.

.\Iexandria

quin =Algonkin.
Algomniequin de I'Isle

Algomme-

=Kichesipirini.

Algoniquins, Algoncains, Algongins, Algonguin,
Algonic Indians =Algonkin.
.Mgonkin Inferieures =Montagna!s.
Algonlcln-Lenape, Algonkins, Algonkin und Beo-

thuk =Algon(4uian Family.
.Mgonmequin, Algonovins,
quens =Algonkin

Algonquains,

Algon-

.\lgonquin =Algonquian Family.
.Mgor.quinsa tetesdeBoule =Tetesde Boule.
.\lgonquins Inferieurs =Montagnais.

Algonquins of Rainy Lake =Kojejcwinlnev,ug.
Algonquins Supcrieurs =Ottawa.
Algoomenquini, Algoquins, Algoquois, Algouin-.
quins, Algoumekins. Algoumequini, Algoumequiiis, Algumenquini =Algonk'n.
AUniibegoueci =Alimibegouek.
Alinconguins =,41gonkin.
Alkakalilkes = Alkali Lake.
Alkonkins = Algonkin.
Allenemipigons = Chippewa of Lake Nipigou.
Alnanbai =Abnaki.
Alquequin =Aigonkin.
Alsigantegwi = .Arosaguntacook.
Alsigontegok =St Francis.

Altenkins = Algonkin.
.\ltigiienonghac =Attigneenongnahac.

.MtihamagueE, Altilcamek, Altikameques =Attikamcgue.

=Eskimo.
=Anahini.
Amalecites, Amalicites, Amalingans, Amalistes =
A'lva-ye'Iilit

Amahim

Malecite.

.\marascoggin, Amarascogin, Amarescoggin,

Am-

.-Vmaseconti.

Amasagunticook =.Arosaguntacook.
Antiasconly, Amascontie, Aniasconty, Amasecontee,
.\massacanty, Amassaconty =Ainabeconti.

-\mbahtawoot, Ainbah-tawut-dinni, Amba-ta-ut'

Ambatawwoot

,

Am-

bawtamoot, Ambawtawhootdinneh, Anibawtawhoot
Tinneh,
Ambawtawoot,
Ambawtonhoot =.'\bbatotine.
."imehouest, AmekoSes =Amikwa
21
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Amresscoggin =AroEKguntacook.
A'muhak = Mohawk.

Ana =Cree.
Anagonges, Anaguanoxgi =Abnaki.
Anaguas = Mohawk.
Anaheim, Anahim, Anahim's Tribe =Anahim.

Anakwan'ki =Delaware.
Anandagas =Ononclaga.
Anantooeah =Sencca.
Anasaguntacooks, Anasaguntakook, Anasagunticooks =Arosaguntacook.

Anasaquanans =Naskapi, Tsaganha.
Anasuguntakook =Arosaguntacook.
Anayints, Anayot haga =Oneicla.
Ancliipawah = Chippewa.
Anda-kpoen = Eskimo.
Andata honata, Andatahouat, Andatohats =0ttawa.

Androscoggins =Arosaguntacook.
Anenatea =Anonatea.
Anendaonactia =Arendaonatia.
Afienepit =Kopagmiut.
Angit riaade =Gungliet-haidagai.
Angmalortoq =Angmalortuk.
AngSiens, AngStenc =Angoutenc.
Aniaka-h&ka, Anie, Aniez =j\Iohawk.
Ani'NOn'diiwe'gi, Ani S6'nika =Seneca.
An-lsh-in-aub-ag = Chippewa.
Ani'Skala'Ii =Tuscarora.

Atitnesoukkanti, Anniessukkantti, AnmissSkanti
Amaseconti.

Anmouglicawgen

Amaroscoggen =.Arosnguntacook.

.\masaconticook, Amasacontoog, Amasaguanteg =

Am-ba-ta-ut'tine,

= A rosaguntacook
Ammisk-watcheethinyoowuc =Paskwawiiiiniwug.
Aniohak =Mohawk.
Amonoscoggan, Amonoscoggin, Amosccngen =
A rosaguntacook
Amosequonty = Amaseconti.

chronon.

Al-ta-tin=Sekani.
Al-ta-tin of Bear Lake =Saschutkenne.

tine,

= Malecite.

Andersen's River Esquimaux — Kitegareut.
Andiatae =Andiata.
Andoouanchronon, Andowanchroncn =Ataron-

All Cliiefs -Motwainaiks.

ariscoggins,

Amikouys =Amikwa.

=Inuksilcs.

Amircankanne, Amireaneau =Arosaguntacook
Amitigoke, Amitioke, Amitoq, Amlttioke, Amityook =Amitok.
Amniarascoggin, Ammarescoggin, Ammasccggen

= Stella.

Alexandria Indians =Tautin.
Al^okin, Algomeequin, Algomequins,

Amihouis =Amikwa.

Amik =Ahmik.

=

=Aro.saguntacook.

Annan =Crce.
Annanactook =LImanaktuak.
Annanatook, Annanetoote =Anarnilung.
Annegouts = Oneida.
Anniegui, Anniehronnons, Anniengehronnons,
Annienhronnons, Annieronnons, Annleronons,
Anniez
Annierronons., Annies,
Annieronons,
= Mohawk.
Annirkakan =,\ro'sa;;initaiook.
Annogonges =Abr.aki.
.Annunciation =Saull an Hecollet.
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Anogongaars =Abnaki.
Anonatra =Anonatea.
Anoyints =Oneida.
A"' 'ti-ha" =Muncey.
Antouhonorons,
Antouoroiions,
'

Antovorinos =

Aoechisacronon =Mi9sisauga.
Aondironnons =Aondironon.

Aosaannen =Tsaganha.
Aouasanik =0ua30uarini.
A-pa-n5x '-ke=Abnaki.
=Spatsuin.

A'-pe-tup-i =Ahahpitape.

Apinulboines =Assiniboin.
Aqk'amnik =Akamnik.
Aqk'anEqiinik, Aqk'anEqu nik =Akanekunik.
AqkiskanukEiiik, Aqki'sk.
F,nii kinik =Akiskenukinik
Aqkoqtla tlqo = Lower Kutenai.
A-qua-mish =Hahuamis.
Aquannaque =Abnaki.

Aquanoschioni, Aquanuschioni, Aquanuschionig =

1912

AskicSaneronons, AskikSanehronons, Askikouaneronons =Nipissing.
As-ne-bolnes =As3iniboin.
Asonsaht =Ahou3aht.
Assagunticook =Arosaguntacook.
Asseenaboine, Asseeneepoytuck, Asselibois, Assenepoils, Asseniboines, Asseniboualak, Assenipoels,
Assenipoils, Assenipoualacs, Assenipoualak, Assenipouals, Assenipouel, Assenipoulacs, Assenipoulaes, Assenipoulaks, Assenipouvals, Assenipovals Assennlboins, Assenpoels =A33iniboin.
Asses tagueronons =Potawatomi.
Assigunaick, Assigunaigs =Asscgun.
Assikanna = Seneca.
Assilibouels, Assimpouals, Assinaboes, Assinaboil,
Assinaboine, Assinaboins, Assinabwoines, Assineboes, Assineboin, Assineboine Assinebwannuk,
Assinepoel, Assinepoils, Assinepoins, Assinepotuc, Assinepoualaos, Assiniboelle, Assiniboels =
,

Assiniboin.

Assiniboels of the North = Northern Assiniboin, Tschantoga.

Iioqviois.

Aquasasne =Saint

v., A.

A-Skai^'li =Tu3carora.

Seneca.

Apaptstm

GEORGE

Regis.

Aquieeronons, Aquiers = Mohawk.
Aquinoshioni, Aquinushionee =Iroquoi.s.
Aquqenu'kqo, Aquqtla'tlqo = Lower Kutenai.
Arabasca =Athapascan Family.
Arabaskaw = Atbaba.ska.
Aragaritkas = Neutrals.
Ara-k'e =Eskimo.

Arapahoes = Alc^onquian Family.
Arathapescoas =Athapascan Family.
Archirigouan = Aehiligouan.
Archouguets =Outcbougai.
Arc Plattes, Arcs-a-plats, Arcs-Plats, Arcsplattes =
Lower Kutenai.
Arenda, ArendaCronons, Arendaehronons, Arendaenhronons, Arendarhononons, Arendaronnons,
Arendaronons, Arendarrhonons, Arendoronnon
— .Vrendahronon.s.
Aresaguntacooks =Aro3aguntacook.
A-re-tear-o-pan-ga =At.sina.
Arhosett =Ahou3aht,
Aridgevoak, Aridgewoak =Xorridgewock.
Arisaguntacooks, Arosagantakuk, Arosaguntacook,
ArosaguntakOk, Arousegiintecook = Arosaguntaeook.

Arransoak =Norridgewoek.
Arrasaguntacook, Arreagiintecooks, Arregunteiiocks, Arreraguntecook, Arreruguntenocks, Arresagontacook, Arresaguntacooks, Arresagunteoook, Arreseguntecook, Arreseguntoocook, Arresugiintoocooks, Arseguntecokes =Arosaguntaeook.

Arsenipoitis, Aisenipoits =Assiniboin.
ArsikantegS =.\rosaguntacook.
Arsikantekok =St. Francis.
Artigoniche =Antigonish.

Anindacs, Arundax =Adirondack.
Arunseguntekooks =--\ro.saguntaeook.
Asco =Dooesedoowe.
Aseguang =GahrLnskun.
A'seq =A3eik.

A-se-quang =Gal)linsk\m.
Ashcroft =StIahl.
Asinbols, Asiniboels, Asiniboines, Asi'-ni-bwan,
-Vsinibwanak, A-si-ni-poi'-tuk, Asinipovales =
Assiniboin.

Asistagueronon, Asistagueroiion =Potawatomi.

Assiniboels of the South =Assiniboin of the Plains.
Assiniboesi, Assiniboile, Assiniboils, Assiniboines

=

Assiniboin.

Assiniboin Menatopa =Watopapinah.
Assiniboins des Forets =Tschantog.n.
Assiniboins des Plaines = Assiniboin of the Plains.
Assiniboins of the forest =Tschantoga.
Assiniboins of the North =Northcrn Assiniboin,
Tschantoga.

Assiniboins of the Rocky Mountains, Assiniboins
of the Woods =Tschantoga.
Assinibois, Assiniboleses, Assiniboualas, Assinibouane, Assinibouels =Assiniboin.
Assinibouels of the Meadows =A.3.siniboin of the
Plains.

Assinibouets, Assinibotiles, Assinib'wans, Assinipoals,
Assinipoels,
Assinipoile,
Assinipoileu,
Assinipoils, Assiniponiels, Assinipotuc, Assinipoual, Assinipoiialac, Assinipoualaks, Assinipoiiais, Assinipoulac, Assinipour, Assinipovals,
Assini-poytuk, Assinipwanak, Assinnaboin, Assinnaboines, Assinneboin, Assinnee-Poetuc, Assinnibains, Assinniboan, Assinniboine, Assinniboine Sioux, Assinniboins, Assinopoils, Assinpouele, Assinpoulac, Assinpouls =Assiniboin.
Assisagh, Assisagigroone = Missisauga.
Assistaeronons,
Assistagueronon, Assistaqueronons =Pota-watomi.
Assyletch, Assylitch, Assylitlh =At.selits.
Ataconchronons =-\taronchronon.
Ataouabouscatouek =Bouscoutton.
Ataronch =Ataronchronon.
A-t'-As-ka-16-16n' =Tuscarora.
Atawawas = Ottawa.
Atchelity =AtseUts.
Atchiligoiian =Aehiligouan.

Atchougek, Atchoughe, Atchouguets =0utcli0ugai.
Atenas =Shuswap.
Ate'was =Masset.
Athabasca =Athapa3can Family, Cliipewyan.
Athabascan =Athapascan Family.
Athabaskans =Athabaska.
Athapacca, Athapaches =Atliapascan Family.
Athapasca = Athapascan Family, Chipewyan.

Athapascow =.\thabaska.
Athapasque =Athapascan Family.
Athapuscow =Athabaska.

HAyniiooK or fxnrAXs of
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Atik'=Alulik.

Atikamegues = Attikanieguc.
Atingiieennonnihak =Atti(;neenongiialiac.
Atingyahointan, Alingyahoulan, Atinniaofinten,
AtinniaSenten, Atinoiiaentans = Attignawantan.
Atiouandaronks, Atioucndaronk; Atiraguenrek,
Atirhagenienrets, Ati-rhagenrets, Atiwandar-

Atiiahs =ShuJiwap, Salishan Family.

At-naks =Shuswap.
Atnalis =Tautin.

Atnans, Atnas =Sliu,s\vap.
Atonthratarhonon, Atontrataronnons, Atontratas,
Atontratoronons =Totontaratonhronon.
AtSagannen =OntHaganha.
.\towas = Ottawa.
.\towateanj' =Potawatomi.
Atsagannen =Tsaganha.
At-s£-na =At.siDa.
A-tsho-to-ti-na =Etchareottine.
Atsistaehronons, Atsistaheroron, Atsistarhonon =
Potawatomi.
Attawas, Attawawas =Ottawa.
=.Attikamegue.

Attenkins =Algonkin.

Attenonderonk = Neutrals.
Attibamegues, Atticameoets, Atticameouecs, Atticamiques, Atticamoets =Attikamegue.
Atricmospicayes =Thlingchadinne.
Attignaoouentan, AttignaSantan, Attignaouentan,

Attignawantan = Attignawantan.
Attigneenonguahac =Attigneenongnahac.
Attignouaatitans, Attigouantan, Attigouantines,

Attigouautan = Attignawantan.
Attigueenongnahac, Attiguenongha = Attigneeuongnahac.

Attihouandaron = Neutrals.
Attikamegouek, Attikamegs, Attikameguekhi, At-tikamek, Attikameques, Attikaniigues =Attikamegue.

Attik Iriniouetchs =Attikiriniouetch.
Attikouetz =Attikamegue.
Attikou Iriniouetz =Attikiriniouetch.
Attimospiquaies, Attimospiquais, Attlmospiquay

=

Thlingchadinne.

Attingneenongnahac, Attingueenongnahac =Attigneenongnahac.

Attinoindarons = Neutrals.
Attinquenongnahac =Attigneenongnahac.
Attionandarons, Attionidarons, Attiouandaronk,
AttiSandaron, Attiouendarankhronon, Attiouendaronk = Neutrals.
AttiSendaronk =Huron.

Attiquenongnah, Attlquenongnahai =Attigneenongnahae.
Attistae, Attistaehronon, Attistaeronons =Potawatomi.

Attiuoindarons, Attiwandaronk, Attiwondaronk =
Neutrals.

Attochingochronon =Ojeeiok.
Atwagannen =Ontwaganha.
Aubinaukee =Abnaki.

.\ud-je-jauk =Oiecjok.
Aumesoukkantti =Amaseconti.

Aumonssoniks, Aumossomiks, .\unioussonnites =
Monsoni.
Aunghim =Tanotonnc.
Auniers, Aunies =Moliawk.
Auqardneling =Aukardneling.

Auquitsaukon = Delaware.
Ausinabwaun =Assiniboin.
Autawa, Autouacks =Ottawa.
Avendahs =Arcndahronons.
Alwae'

i.Kala,

A-wa-oo

A'wa-i Lala =Awaitlala.

=Tlaaluis.

Awasatciu =Ouasouarini.
Awassissin, A-waus-e, A-waus-e-wug,
ee =Awausee.
Aweatslwaenrrhonon =Nipi3sing.
Awechisaehrouon — Missisauga.
A -wee-Hk =Aivilik.

=XiMi;i;.ls.

Atlashimih =Tukull:.
Atna =SaUsljan Family.

Attekamek
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Athistaoronnon = Potawatonii.
Athlankenetis =Kimsq\iit.
Atlaonrek =XtulraIs.
Atigagnongueha = Altigncenongnaliuf.
Atignaouantan =Attigna-nantan.
Atignenonftach, Atignenonghac =Altif;necnoiignahaf

onk

r.i:v.4/>A

.\-\vaiis-is-

Awighsaghroene =Awighsaghroone.
AwT'k.'en6x, Awi'ky'enoq =Wikeno.
A-wish-in-aub-ay =Chippewa.

Awok^nak

=Etcliareottine.

Axshissaye-runu = Chippewa.
Ayabasca =Athapascan Family.
Ayabaskau =Athabaska.
Ayabaskawiyiniwag = Sakawithiniwuk.
Ayatchinini, Ayatchiyiniw =Siksika.
A-y-charts =Hachaath.
Ayhuttlsaht =Ehahti3aht.
Ayis-iyiniwok =Cree.
Aytch-arts =Hacl.aath.
Ay-wee-Iik =Aivilik.

Azana =Atsina.
Babinas, Babine Indians, Babin Indians, Babinis

=

Nataotin.

Bacandee =B6eancour.
Bad People =Ettchaottine.
Bahwetego-weninnewug, Bahwetig =A(sina, Pawating.

Baisimetes =Ber3iamite.

Band

lar Gru (crain) or canoe =Watopapii!ah.
Baouichtigouin =Chippewa, Pawating.
Bark Indians =Micmac.

Bark tribe =Ecoree.
Base-tlo-tinneh =Tatsanottine.
Bashabas =Abnaki.
Bastard =Nakotchokutcliin.
Bastard Beaver Indians =Etcheridiegottine.
Batard Loucheux, Batards-Loucheux =NeUagottine.
Bawateeg, Bawating, Bawitigowlniniwag, Bawi'tlgunk, Bawi ting = Pawating.
Bawlchtigouek, Bawichtigoum = Chippewa.
Bear Lake Indians =Saschutkenne.
Bear nation = Attignawantan.
Beathook =Beothukan Family.
Beauancourt =B6cancour.

Beaux

Hommes =Quapaw,

Siksika.

Beaver =Etcheridiegottine, Tsattine.
Beaver Hill Crees =Paskwawininiwug.
Beaver Hunters = Tsattine.
Beaver (Indians) =Amikwa.
Beavers =Tsattine.
Becancourians, Bfcancourt, Becquancourt, Becquencourt, Becuncourt =B^cancour.
Bedzaqetcha, Bedzietcho =Chippewa.

Behathook =Boethukan Family.
Bekancourt =B^cancour.
Belbellahs =Bellabella.
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Belhoola, =Bellacoola
BelIacoo!a =Salishan Family.
Bellaghchoolas, Bellahoola, Bell-houia, Bellichoola

= Eellacoola.
Beothics =Beothukan F mily.
Benaquis =Abnaki.
Beothik, Beoths, Beothucs, Beothues, Beothugs,

Beothuk =Bcothukan Family.
Bergbewohner =Montagnaia.

Family.

Betsiamites, Betsiamits =Bersiamite.
Big Beavers = Moravian.
Big-heads =T6tes de Eoule, Maskegon.
Big lips = Nataotin.
Big Topknots =Miawkinaiyiks
Bilchula =Salishan Family
Bilhoola, Billechoola =Bellacoola, Salishan Family.
Billechula =Sali.shan Family.
Billikula, Bilqula, Bi'lxula =BeIlacoola.

'Birch

v., A.
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= Caughnav,aga.
Gahugas, Caijougas, Caijouges, Caiouga, Caiougos,
Caiougues,
Caiuges,
Gaiyougas,
Cajoegers,
Cajougas, Gajouges, Gajugas, Gajuger, Gajuges
Gajugu, Cajukas, Gajyougas, Cajyugas =Cayiiga.
Caknawage =Caughnawaga.
Calkobins =Tautin.

Bersiamites, Bersianiits, Bersiamitts,
Bertiamistes, Bertiamites =BcTsiamite.
Besanr'on =Beoancour.
Bes-tchouhi Gottine =Bistclionigottine.
Bethsiamits =Beraamite.

Bersamis,

Bethuck =Beothukan

GEORGE

Cahenhisenhonon =Toryohono.
Cahgnawaga, Gahnawaas, Gahnawaga, Gahnuaga

Caltelitc=Thaltelich.

Cambas,

Ganabas =Norridgewock.

Ganadacoa, Canadenses, Canadese, Ganadiains,
Ganadiens = Canada.
Canaghkonje, Ganaghkouse = Iroquois.
Canaghsadagaes =Oka.
Ganaoneuska =.Mohawk.
Ganasadagas, Ganasadauga, Ganasadogh, Canasadogha, Ganasatauga, Ganassadaga, Ganassategy
= Oka.

Ganawahrunas =Caughiiawaga.
Caneghsadarundax, Canessedage =Oka.
Ganibas = Norridgev/ock.
Ganices. =Takulli.
Ganide(Indianes) =Canada.

Gaaiengas = Mohawk.

Bay =Semiamu.

Birch-rind Indians, Birch-rind men, Birch-rind
people =Tatsanottine.

Gannabas =Norridgewock.
Gannassoone = Iroquois.

Bisserains, Bisseriniens Bissiriniens =Nipissing.

Gannibas =Norridgewock.
Gannissoone = Iroquois.
Ganniungaes = Mohawk.
Gannon-gageh-ronnons =Abnaki.
Gannossoene =Iroquoi.'?.
Gannusadago =Oka.
Ganoe and Paddling Assiniboines, Ganoe Assiniboines, Ganoe band, Ganoe Indians =Watopapinah

Blackblood =Siksahpumk3.
Black Caricn =Snapa.
Black Doors =Sikokit3imiks.
Black Elks =Sikisinokak3.
Black Fat Roasters =Sikopoksimaiks.
Blackfeet, Blackfoot =Siksika.
Black-footed ones =Sihasapakhcha.
Black Patched Moccasins =Sikutsipumaik3.
Black Water =Nesietsha.
Bloodies, Blood Indians, Blood People,
(Indianer) =Kainah.
Bloody Piedgans =Ahahpitupe.
Boeothick, Boeothuk =Beothukan Family.
Bonaparte Indians = Newhuhwaittinekin.
Bone Indians =Assegun.

Canoemen =MaIecite.
Gaiion Indians = Lower Thomp.son Indians.
Blut

Songees =Sarsi.
Bons Irocois =Huron.
Boothians =Netchilirmiut.
Boston Bar=Koiaum.
Bot-k'inago =Atsina.
Botshenins =Patshenin.
Bo-wat-chat, Bowatshat =Mooachaht.
Bow-e-ting =Pawating.

Bowwetegoweninnewug, Bowwetlg =AtsiDa.
Bridge River =Kanlax.
Brushwood Indians =Etchareottine.
Buffalo Dung =Kahmitaiks.
Bullheads =TStes de Boule.
Sungees =Chippewa, Pawating.
Bus-in-as-see, Bus-in-aus-e, Bus-in-aus-e-.vug =
Bu3inausee.

Sussenmeus

=Bersiamite.

Byssiriniens =Nipis.sing.

Cabbassaguntlac,

Cabbassaguntiquoke = Amase-

conti.

Cabellos realzados =Cliippewa.

Caenoestoery =Iroquoi3.
Caeiijes

= Cayuga.

•Cagnawage, Cagnawagees, Cagnawauga, Cagnawaugen, Gagnawaugon, Gagnewage, Gagnowages, Cagnuagas = Caughnawaga.

Canossadage = Oka.
Ganossoene, Ganossoone, Ganton Indians = Iroquois
Ganungas = Mohawk.
Gapalino =Homulchison-

Gape

St.

James

tribe =Gunghct-haidagai.

Gapitano Creek =Homulchison.
Garaguists =Karigouiste3.
Garhagoua =Carhagouha.
Cariboo eaters = Ehteneldeli.
Caribou Indians =Tutehonckutcliin.
Carmaron =Conlarea.

Carme-neh =Siksika.
Carp River band =Ommunise.
Garragouha =Carhagouha.
Garribas =Norridgewock.
Carribou Indians =Tutchonekutchin.
Garrien, Carrier-Indians, Carriers =Takulli.
Gartagoua =Carhagouha.
Cascade people = Pawating.
Gaskarorins, Gaskarouns =Tuscarora.

Gasswer =Cumshewa.
Gastanoe =Cree.
Castor =Amikwa.
Castors =Tsattine.
Castors des Prairies =Sarsi.
Gatahbas, Gatawbas = Siouan Family.
Gatanoneaux, Gatawahays =Kutenai.
Cat Fish = Manumaig.
Gat Indians =Erie.

=Comox.
Gat Nation = Erie.
Gat-tan-a-haws, Gattanahowes =Kutenal
Gatlo'ltq
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Caugnawanga,
Caughnewago =Caughnawaga.

Caugbnawageys,

Caughnewaga,

Caujuckos =Cayuga.
Cauneeyenkees = Mohawk.
Gautonee, Cautonles=Kutenai.

Cherokees, Cherokl =Iroquoian Family.
Che-she-gwa =Kenabig.
Cheta-ut-tdlnn6 =Etchareottine, Tsetautkenne.
Chethl' =Chak.

Cheveux lev^s, Cheveux relevez =Mi88i3auga.
Cheueux ou poils Ieu6, Cheueux releues = Ottawa.
Ghiappawaws = Chippewa.

Caw-a-chlm =Cowichan.
Cawaxa'mux = Nicola band.
Ca-witchans =Cowichan.
Cfi'xanix =Shahanik.

Cayagas Cayagoes, Cayauga, Cayauge, Caycuges
Cayeuges, Cayeugoes, Cayhuga =Cayuga.
,

Cayingahaugas = Mohawk.
Caynawagas =Caughnawaga.
Caynga, Cayogas, Cayonges, Cayoogoes =Cayuga.
Cayougas, Cayouges, Cayougues, Cayounges =

Ghlbenaccadie =Shubenacadie.
Chibois =Chippewa.
Chicbedec, Chicbedek =Chi3edec.
Chlcbigoueks =Chichigoue.
Chichkitone =Chetsgitunai.
Ghichula =Chentsithala.
Gbicontaml, Chicoutime =Chicoutimi.
Chien-Flancs =Thlingchadinne.

Chigabennakadik =Shubenacadie.

Cayuga.

Cayoush =Cayoosh
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Creek.

Cayowges, Cayuga, Cayuaga, Cayugas,
Cayukers, Cayungas = Cayuga.
Cetnps =Shemps.

Cayuges,

Ceneca's = Seneca.
Ceqemen =Siccameen.
Cfi'qtamux =NtIakyapamuk.
Ce'tsakEn =Thet3aken.
Ce'tuksEm =Thetuksem.
Ce'tusum =Thetusum.
Cha-atl=Chaahl.
Chachamatses =Hahamatses.
Chachipp^ =Lahave.
Chachua'tnls =Hahuami3.

Chahls =Cree.

Chakchuqualk =Chuckchuqualk.
Chalas=Chala.

Chanundadies =Tionontati.
Chapman's Bar =Tikwalus.
Chargeurs =Takulli.
Charioquois =Huron.
Chatas=Chala.
Chataway, Chatowe =Chetawe.
Chauhagueronon, Chauoironon ^Montagnais.
Chawack =Cheewack.
Chayklsaht =Chaicclesaht.
Che-ahm =Cheam.
Chebols =Chippewa.
Checklesit =Chaicclesaht.

Checoutlmi, Checoutimiens =Chicoutimi.
Chedaik =Shediac.
Chee-Chlnook =Chinook jargon.
Gheelcat, Cheelhaats, Cheelkaats =Chilkat.
Chegoutimis =Chicoutimi.
Chehales =Chehalis.
Cheh-chewe-hem =Chuchunayha.
Chekoutimiens, Chekoutimis =Chicoutimi.
Chelekees =Iroquoian Family
Chelkatskle =ChiIkat.
Chemainls, Chemanis =Chemainu3.

Chemmesyan =Chimme3yan Family.
Chemonchovanistes =Chomonchouaniste.
Chenandoanes = Seneca.
Chcnondadees, Chenundady, Chenvindies =Tionontati.

Chepawas =Chippewa.
Che-pa-wy-an, Chepayan, Chepeouyan, Chepewayan =Chipewyan.
Chepeways = Chippewa.
Chepewyan =Athapa3can Family, Chipewyan.
Chepeyan = Chipewyan.
Chepeyans =Athapa5can Family.
Chepowas, Cheppewes = Chippewa.
Cheppewyan, Cheppeyan =Chipewyan.

Ghiglit =Kopagraiut.
Chilcahs, Gbilcaks, Chllcales, Chilcat, Ghllcates

=

Chilkat.

Ghileatin =TsiIkotin.
Gbilcoot =Chilkoot.
Ghllcotin, Cbilhxotin, Chilicoatens, GblHcotens,
Ghilicotin =TsiIkotin.
ChUkaht-Kwan, Ghilkahts =Chilkat.
Chilkaht-tena =Takutine.
Cbilkasts, Ghllkat-qwan, Chilkatskoe, Chilkbat =
Chilkat.

Ghilkbo'tenne, Ghi-1-kohten, Chilko-tin,
coatens = T3ilkotin.
Cbillwayhook, Chiloweyuk =Chilliwak.
Ghlltokin =Tsilkotin.

Ghilukweyuk =Chilliwak.
Chimpsain =Chimmesyan
Chlmseyans =Tsimshian.
Ghimsyans =Chimme.syan
Chin =Takulli.
Ghingas =Cayuga.

Chili-

Family, Tsimshian.
Family, Tsimshian.

Ghinloes =Natliatin.

Chin Nation =Lillooet.
Chipawawas, Ghlpaways, Ghipaweighs =Chippewa.
Chipeouaian, Chlpewan =Chipewyan.
Chipewas = Chippewa.
Chipeway =Chipewyan, Chippewa.
Cbipewayan = Chipewyan.
Chipeweghs, Cblpeweighs = Chippewa.
Chipewyan Tinney, Gblpiouan = Chipewyan.
Cbipiwa, Chipoes, Gbippawas, Chippawees, Chlppeouays, Gbippewaes, Chlppewais = Chippewa.

Chippewas

of

Pembena

River =Anibiminanisibiwi-

niniwak.

Gbi'ppewaus = Chippewa.

Chippewayan, Chippewayanawok = Chipewyan.
Chippewayans proprement dits =Thilanottine.
Cbippewayeen = Chipewyan.
Chippeways, Chippeweighs = Chippewa.
Chippeweyan, Ghip-pe-wi-yan =Chipewyan.
Chippewyan =Athapascan Family, Chipewyan.
Chippewyse, Chippoways =Chippcwa.
Chippowyen =Chipewyan.
Chippuwas, Chipwaes, Gbipwas = Chippewa.
Chipwayan, Ghipwayanawok =Chipewyan.
Chipways =Chippewa.
Chipvveyan. Chip-wyan =Chipewyan.
Chiripinons =Assiniboin.
Chisedech =Chisedec.
Chitl-kawt=Chilkat.
Chit-o-won-e-augb-gaw =Seneca.
Chitwout Indians =Similkameen.
Chiugas =Cayuga.
Chixoutimi =Chicoutimi.
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Ghomoncouanistes, Ghomonehouanistes =Chomoiichouaniste.

Chonondedeys =Tionontati.
Chonontouaronon, Chonuntoowaunees, Cliouontouarouon = Seneca.
Christaneaux Ghristenaux, Christeneaux, Chris'te-no,Chrlstenois, Christianaux, Ghristianeaux =
Cree.

Christian Indians = Moravians.
Cliristianux, Christinaux, Ghristineaux, Chri.stinos,
Christinou, Chritenoes =Cree.
Chucliuqualk =Chuckchuqualk.
Chuchuwayha =Chuchunayha.
Chuijugers = Cayuga.
Giiukchukualk, Chuk-chu-quaeh-u,
qualk =Chuckchuqualk.
Chymseyans =Chimme3yan Family.
Chymshean Nation =T3im3hian.
Chyppewan =Chipewyan.

Giiukcliu-

Ciniques, Cinnakee, Cinnigos = Seneca.
Circee, Ciries =Sarsi.

Cithinistinees =Cree.

CkwS-rl-ran =Toryohne.
Claiakwat, Clao-qu-aht, Glaucuad =Clayoquot.

= Tlaaluis.

Claw-et-sus =Tlauitsis.
Claylioosli =Clahoose.

Clayoquotocli =Clayoquot.
Cle-Hure, Cle-Huse =Clahoose.
Clem-clemalets, Clem-clem-a-lits =ClemcIemalats.

Clew=Kloo.
Clintinos =Cree.

Clinton =PiIteuk.

= Cree.

Cloo=Kloo.
Clowetoos, Clow et sus =Tlauit3i3.
Clulwarp =Shuswap.
Clunsus =Ntlakyapamuk.

Clymclymalats =Clemclemalat3.
Clyoquot, Clyquots =Clayoquot.
Cnistineaux =Cree.
C'np^' =Snapa.
C'nta'k'tl=Sintaktl.

Coast Crees =Maskegon.
Cochnawagah,
Cochnewagos,
Cochenawagoes,
Cochnewakee, Cochnowagoes, Cocknawagas,
Cocknawagees, Cocknewagos, Coehnawaghas =
Caughnawaga.

Coenossoeny = Iroquois.
Coghnawagees, Goghnawages, Coghnawagoes, Coghnawayees, Coghnewagoes, Cognahwaghah, Cognawagees, Cognawago, Cohnawaga, Cohnawagey,
Cohnawahgans, Cohnewago, Cohunewagus, Cohunnawgoes, Cohunnegagoes, Cohunnewagoes
= Caughnawaga
Coiejues, Cojages, Coioges =Cayuga.
Cojuklesatuch =Uchuckle3it.
Cokesilah

1912

erates = Iroquois.
Conissadawga = Oka.

Conjurers =MotaIitosiks.
Connasedagoes, Connecedaga, Connecedegas, Connefedagoes, Gonnesedagoes =Oka.

Conneuaghs =Tahltan.
Conninggaliaugiigaugh =Moliawk.
Connosedagoes, Connosidagoes, Connossedage =
Oka.

= Koquapilt.

Contamis =Kutenai.

Chyugas = Cayuga.

Clistenos, Glistinos

v., A.

Gonessetagoes, Conestaviga =Oka.
Confederate Indians, Confederate Nations, Confed-

Go-qua-piet

CilEk'ua'tl =Shilekuatl.

Clal-Iu-i-is
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Conawaghrunas, Conaway Crunas =Caughnawaga.

Choch-Katit, Chokitapia =Siksika.
Chomok, Chomok-Spayam =Tzauamiuk.

= Koksilah

Contareia, Contarrea =Contarea.
Contenay, Contonnes =Kutenai.
Conwahago = Caughnawaga.

Coople = Coop tee.
Cootanais =Kutenai.
Gootanie =Kitunahan Family.
Gootanies, Cootneys, Cootomies, Cootonaikoon,
Gootonais, Cootonay, Cootounles =Kutenai.

Copper =Tatsanottine, Tsattine.
Copper Eskimo =Kidnelik.
Copper Indians, Copper Mine =Tat3anottine.
Co-qua-piet = Koquapilt.
Coquet-lane, Goquetlum, Coquilain =Coquitlam.
Coquilths =Kwakiutl.
Coquitlan, Coquitlum =Coquitlam.
Coquopiet, Goquopilt = Koquapilt.
Cornwalls =Stlaz.
Go'tais =Thotais.
G6tes-de Ghien =Thlingchadinne.

Gotones, Gottonois =Kutenai.
Goughnawagas = Caughnawaga.
Coujougas = Cayuga.
Counarrha =Kutenai.
Courterrielles =Ottawa.
Coutanies =KitunahaB Family.
Countanies, Coutaria =Kutenai.
Couteaux =Ntlakyapamuk.

Couteaux-Jaunes =Tat3anottine.
Coutenay, Coutnees, Coutonals, Coutonois.Coutouns =Kutenai.
Cowegans, Gowe-wa-chin, Cowichin, Cowitchens,
Gowitchins =Cowichan.
Goyougers, Goyouges = Cayuga.
Gpa'ptsEn =Spat3um.
Gpu'zum =Spuzzum.

C OokunO

=Shahanik.

Cree of the Lowland =Maskegon.
Cree of the Prairie =Paskwawininiwug.
Cree of the Woods =Sakawithiniwuk.
Grees of Moose Factory =Mon3oni.
Creek =Chechilkok.
Cries, Criqs, Criques, Cris, Cristeneaux, Gristinaux,

Cristineaux, Cristinos, Grists =Cree.

Gross Point =Restigouche.
Crosswer =Cumshewa.
Crow People =Tutchonekutchin.

Crus =Cree.
Cuiukguos =Cayuga.

Coldwater =Nt3tlatko.

Cuivres =Tatsanottine.

Columbia Lakes =Aki3kenukinik.
Comea-kln, Comiaken =Coniiakin.
Commagsheak, Co-moux =Comox.
Gomshewars =Cum3hewa.
Comuxes =Comox.

CQk=Suk.
Guldoah =Kauldaw.

Conaghsadagas, Conasadagah, Gonasadago, Conasadauga =Oka.

Gulu'c =Tsulu3.

Cum-que-kis =Komkyuti3.
Cumshawas, Cumshewes, Cumshuwaw =Cumshe-
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Cuneskapi ^Naskapi.
Cunniwagoes =Caughnii'n aga.
Cuskoeteh-waw-thesseetuck =Siksika.
Cuyahuga = Cayuga.
Cyininook =Cree.
Cyneper, Cynikers = Seneca.
Cypoways = Chippewa.
Dabo'-tena' =Etagottinc.
D'AchlHny =Pawating.
Dacotah, Dacotan =Siouan Family.
Da'dens Inaga-i =Dadens.
Da-ea-e-6-ga = Mohawk.

Daha-dinneh, Daha-dinnes, Daha-dtinn§, Da-haduinies =Etagnttine.

Dahcotas =Sio'jan Family.
Dahodinni, Daho'-tena' =Etagottine.
Dakaz, Dakkadhse, Dakkadhe =Tukkuthkutchin.
Dakotan, Dakotas =Siouan Family.
Dan& =Athapascan Family, Tsattine.

Dane

Esclaves =Etchareottine.

Danltcs =Athapascau Family.
Danites Esclaves =Etchareottine.
DawaganhSes, Dawaganhas =Ontwaganha.

Dawhoot-dinneh =Etagottine.
Dead Man's Creek =Skichistan.
Deagothee Loochoo, Deegothee =Tukkuthkutchm.
Deer Horn Esquimaux =Nageuktormiut.
Deerhorn mountaineers =Etechesottine.
Degathee Dinees, Degothees, Degothi-Kutchin,
Degutbee Dinees, Degutliee Dennee, Degutliee
Dine, Degutliee Dinees =Tukkuthkutchin.
Dehkewi =Kutehin.

Delamattanoes, Delamattenoos =Huron.
Delawar, Delawaras, De Lawarrs, Delaways =

Dinondadies, Dinondodies, Dionnondadees, Dionondade, Dionondadies, Dionondadoes, Dionondages, Dionondes, Dionoudadie =Tionontati.
Discovery Island (Indians) =Skingencs.
Dj'aaqulg'it'ena'i =Djahui-gitinai.
Djaaqui'.sk.uatl'adaga i =Djahui-skwahladawai.

Djonontewake = Seneca.
Dl'ia'lEnk'eowai' =Hlielung-keawai.
Dl'ia'lEn kunilnagai' =Hlielungkun-lnagai.
Dnaine = Athapascan Family.
Dog-rib, Dog-ribbed, Dog Ribs, =Thlingcliadinne.
Dogs Naked =Emitahpahksaiyiks.
Donondades =Tionontati.
Don't Laugh =Kutaiimik3.

Douaganhas = Chippewa, Ontwaganha.
Douglas Lake =.\pahamin.
Doune Flancs-de Chien =Thlingchadinne.
Dounie' Espa-tpa-Ottine =Esbataottine.
Douwaganhas, Dovaganhaes =Ontwaganha, Chippewa.

Dowaganahs = Chippewa.
Dowaganhaas, Dowaganhaes = Ontwaganha.
Dowaganhas =Chippewa, Ontwaganha.
Dowaganhoes = Ontwaganha.
Dowanganhaes = Chippewa, Ontwaganha.
Dshipowe-haga = Chippewa.
'Dtcha-ta-'uttinnne =Ettchaottine.

Dtcheta-ta-ut-tunne =Tsetautkenne.
'Dtinne, Dun6 =Athapascan Family.

Du Haade =Dostlan-lnagai.
Dus-ga:6-weh' =Tu3carora.
Dwa-ka-n6n, Dwil-k3-nh5' =Chippewa.
Dza'wadEenox" =Tsawatenok.
Dzos haedrai' =Djus-hade.
Eagle-ey'd Indians =?vIigichihiliniou

Delaware.

Delemattanoes =Huron.
Delewares, Delewars, Deleways = Delaware.
Dellamattanoes = Huron.
Deluas = Delaware.
DEna'x.daEx" =Tenaktak.
Dendjye =Athapascan Family, Kutchin.
Den6 = Athapascan Family, Kawchodinne.
Den6 Couteaux-Jaunes =Tatsauottine.
D6n6 des Montagnes-Rocheiises =Nahane.
Dene-Dindjie =Athapascan Family.
Dene Etcha-Ottine =Etchaottine.
Deneh-Dindschieh =Athapascan Family.
D6n6 Peaux-de-Li6vre =Kawchodinne.
Dene Tchippewayans =Chipewyan.
Denondadies, Deonondade, Deonondadies =Tionontati.

Des-nedh6-kkl-nad6 = Desnedekenade.
Des-nedhfe-yapfe-l'Ottinfe
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= Desnedeyarelottine.

Desonontage = Onondaga.

Dewagamas, Dewaganas =Ottawa.
Dewaganas =Ontw-aganha.
De-wa-kS-nhS' = Chippewa.
Dewoganna's =Chippewa, Ontwaganha.
Dienondades =Tionontati.
Digothi, Digothi-kutchin =Tukkuthkutchin.
Di-go-thi-tdinn6 =Kutchin.
DlUewars = Delaware.
Dinais = Athapascan Family.
Dindjlg = Kutchin.
DindjiS =Athapascan Family, Kutchin.
Dindjie Loucheux = Kutchin.
Dindjitch, Dine, Din&, Dinn6, Dinnee, Dinneh,
Dinni = Athapascan Family.

E-an-to-ah, Eascab =Jatonabine,.
Early Finished Eating =Tsiniksistsoyiks.
Eastern Folks =Etheneldeli.
Eastlanders =Abnaki.
Ebicerinys =Nipissing.

Echemins =Malecite.
E-chip-e-ta =Siksika.

Ecquamish =Hahuami3.
Edchautawoot, Edchawtawhootd dinneh, Edcbawtawhoot tlnneh, Edchawtawoot =Etchareottine.
Ede-but-say =Kainah
Edjiere-tpou-kkfe-nade =Edjieretrukenade.

Edshawtawoots =Etchareottine.
Eh-aht-tis-aht, Ehateset, E'hatisath, Ehatt-is-aht

= Ehatisaht.
Ehonkeronons =Kiche.sipirini.
EhSae =Ehouae.
Ehriehronnons =Erie.
Ehta-Gottin6 =Etagottine.
Ehta-tch6-Gottine =Etatchogottine.
Ehwae =Ehouae.
Elthlnyook, Eithinyoowuc =Cree.
Eivillinmiut =Aivilirmiut.
Eiwlli =Aivilik.
Eiwillik =Aivilirmiut.

Ejujuajuin =Idiorituaktuin.

Ekeenteeronnon =Huron.
Ekhlondaltsaan =Ekiondatsaan.
E-k6-to-pis-taxe =Ekatopistaks.

E'kuiks=Ekuks.
Eku'lath =Ekoolthaht.

Ela-a-who =Etleuk.
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Elagibucto =Richibucto.
fij'e-idlin-Gottine =Eleidlinottine.
31'katco =Ilkatsho.
Elk'Ia'sumH =BeIlabella.

Ellzu cathlans-coon-hidery =Naikun-kegawai.

Em-alcom =Homalko.
Emlh-wilh-laht =Ucluelet.
Enanthayonni =Toryohne.
Enarhonon =Arendahronon.
Eaclataws =Lekwiltok.
En-ke-map-o-trlcks =Nkamaplix.

En-ke-mip =Nkainip.
Enna-k'5, En-na-k'ie' =E3kimo.
Ennas =Cree.

Enook-sha-lig =Inugsulik.
Enta-otin =Tautin.

Entouhonorons, Entouohonorons, Entwohonoron
= Seneca.
Epicerlnyens, Eplcerlnys, Epiclriniens, Eplsingles, Eplsslngue =Nipissing.
E-p6h -si-miks =Ipoksimaik3.
Equalett =Ekoolthaht.
Erchipeetay =Siksika.
ErSttchi-ottinfe =Etcheridiegottme.
Brians, Erieckronois, Erieehronons, Eriehronon,
Erielhonons, Erieronons, Eriez, Erlgas =Erie.
Erkileit=Kutchin.
Erocoise =Iroquois.
Erqiglit=Adlet.
Errieronons =Erie.
Eraegontegog =Arosaguutacook.
Eaclaves =Etchareottine, Thlingchadinne, Etchaottine.
Epesengles,

Escoumins =Eskimo.
Escurieux =Ecureuil.
Eshkibod, Eskeemoes= Eskimo.
Eskiaeronnon =Chippewa.
Esklma, Eskimantsik, EskimSntzlk, Eskitnauk,
Eskimaux =Eskimo.
Eskimaux ^Eskitnauan Family.
Eskimeaux, Eskimesl = Eskimo.
Eskinio =Eskimauan Family.
Es-kopiks =Naskapi.
Es-pa-to-ti-na, Espa-tpa-Ottin6 =Esbataottine.
Esquiates =Hesquiat.

Esquimau, Esquimaux = Eskimo.
Esquimaux =Eskimauan Family.
Esquimeaux Esquiniones = Eskimo.
Esquiniantsic,

Essinaboin =Assimboin.
Estechemains, Estechemines, Estechemins = Malecite.

Estiaghes, Estiaghicks, Estjage =Chippewa.
Eta =Cree.
EtS-ni-o =Atsina.
E-tans-ke-pa-se-a-qua =As3imboin.
Eta-Ottine =Etagottine.
Etchap&-ottine =Etehareottine.
Etchemons, Etchimins, =Malecite.
Etchipoes = Chippewa.

Etchmins, Etechemies, Etechemin, Etechemines,
Etecheminii, Eteclieneus, Etem^nkiaks, Eteminquois, Etichimenes =Malecite,
Ethen-eltfeli =Etheneldeli.

Ethinu, Etliinyu =Cree.

Etionnontatehronnons, Etionnontates =Tioiiontati.
Etle'uq =Etleuk.

Etschimins =Malecite.
Etsh-tawtit-dinnl =Etchareottine.
Etsi-kin =Etseldn.
Ettcheri-die-Gottin6=Etcheridiegottine.
ttine-tinney =Etheneldeli.
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Etzamish =Songish.
Euclataw =Lekwiltok.
Euclitus =LekwiItok,

T.5akv.-alooin.

Eukvvhatsum =Ikwopsum.
Eusa-nich =Sanetch.
Eusquemays =E3kimo.
Euyrons = Huron.
Eves =Erie.
Ewahoos, Ewa'wus =Ewawoos.
Ewlbwiehaht, Ewlhwiehaht, Ewl--hwi!li-aht =L'oluslet.

Exaloaping =EkaloapiDg.
Exalualuin =EkaIualuin.
Exaluaqdjuin =Ekaluakdjuin.
Exaluqdjuaq =Ekalukdiuak.
Exaluin =Ekaluin.

Excomminqui, Excomminquojs =Eskimo.
Ex e ni nutli =Cexemnuth.
Exoluin =Ekaluin.
Exaluqdjuag =Ekalukdjuak.

Eythinyuwuk =Cree.
Facullies=Takulli.
Fall Indians =Atsina, Pawating.
False Creek =Snauk.
Fat Roasters =Ipoksimaika.
Fire Nation =Potawatomi.
Fishi-Eaters =A3siniboin, Mameoya.

Fish Lake =Komkonatko.
Five Canton Nations, Five Indian Cantons, Five
Moliawk Nations, Five Nations = Iroquois.

Fiachbogen =Kitunahan Family, Lower Kutenai.
Flancs de clilen = Thlingchadinne.
Flatbow =Kitunahan Family, Lower Kutenai.
Flatbows = Lower Kutenai.

Bows =Puhk3inahmahyik3.
Flatheads =Salishan Family.
Flat-side dogs =Thlingchadienne.
Flat

Fon du Lac Loucheux

=Tatlitkutchin.

Foot Assiniboines =Gens de Pied.
Fort George =Leitli.
Fort Hope =Sakahl.
Fort Reliance =Nuklako.
Fort Rupert Village =Tsahi3.
Fort Rupert Indians =Kwakiutl.
Fort Simpson =Port Simpson.
Fort Simpson Indians =Tsimshian.
Fosters Bar =Tiaks.
Frazer's Lake Village =Natleh.

French Mohawks =Caughnawaga.
Gacheos, Gachoi, Gachoos, Gachpas =Cayuga.
Gagnieguez = Mohawk.

Gahkwas =Erie.
Gah-tau'-go ten

-ni,

Gah-t6w-g6

tin'-nl =Chinta-

gottine.

Gaiuckers, Gajuka, Gajuquas, Gakaos =Cayuga.

Gal-doe =Kauldaw
G'a'm^'amtElaL =Gamgamtelatl.
Ganadatsiagon =Gandaseteiagon, Kanatiochtiage.
Ganadoke, Ga-na'-doque =GaDadoga.
Ganagsadagas =Oka.

Ganaraske =Ganeraske.
Ganatcheskiagon, Ganatoheskiagon =GaEdaseteiagon, Kanatiochtiage.

Ganaxa

di, Ganaxte'di =Ganahadi.
Ganciou, Gancydoes =Ganneious.
Gandaschekiagon, Gandatsiagon, Gandatskiagon =

Gandaseteiagon.

Ganeagaonhoh, Ga-ne-a'-ga-o-no, Ga-ne-ga-ha'ga, = Mohawk.
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Ganejou

Ganeousse =Gari-

neious.

Ganeroske =Ganeraske.
Ganesatafiufi =Oka.

Ganeyont =Ganneious.
Ganlegueronons, Ganl-lnge-h^ga, Ganineehage =
Mohawk.

Gannarask^ =Ganeraske.
Gannejouts, Ganneous, Ganneouse =Ganneious.
GannlagSari, Ganniagwarl, Ganniegehaga, Ganniegeronon, Gannlegez, Ganniegu^, Gannlekez,

Ganningehage = Mohawk.
Ganochgeritawe =Seneca.
GA'nset xa'-icl.\ga-i =Gunghet-haidagai.
G.anyakoilnagai =Aoyakulnagai.

G.e'xsEm =Gyeksem.
Gibbaways =Chippewa.
G.i'g ilqam =Gyigyilkam.
Gi'maniotx =Kitlope.
Gl-oshk =Gyaushk.
Girls'

band

=Itscheabine.

Git-an-max, Git-au-max =Kitaninaik8h.
Gitladamax =Kitlakdamix.
!e'ks =Kitaix.
Gittci's =Kitzeesh.

Gogoulns, Goiogoiiens, Goiogouioronons, Gojogoiien =Cayuga.
Gol-doa =Kauldaw.

Ga-qua'ga-o-no =Erie.
Garennajenhaga =Huron.

Gonaraske =Ganeiaske.
Gonejou =Ganneiou3.
Goodnight Indians =Beothukan Family.
Gooiogouen = Cayuga.

Gaspesians, Gaspesies =Gaspcsien.

= Masset.

Ga-u'gweh, Gayuga =Cayuga.
Gediak =Shediac.

Gens de bols =Tutchonekutchin.
Gens de Canot =Watopapinah.
Gens de Castor =TsattiRe.
Gens de Feu =Potawatomi,
Gens de Fcuillees, Gens de Feuilles

Gens du Sang =Mi3kouaha, Kainah.
Gens du Sault =Pawating.
Gens en i'air =Etagottine.
Get-an-max =Kitanmaik.3h.

Git

G.^'plenox" =Koprino.

G'at'aiwas, Gatgaxiwas
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G.6'p'6n6x

=Kopnno

Gotc =Goch.
Goyagouins, Goyogans, Goyogoans,Goyogoin, Goyogouans, Goyogouens, Goyogouin, Goyoguans,
Goyoguen, Goyoguin, Goyoguoain, Go-yo-gwfe"
=Itscheabine,

Tsehantoga.

Gens de la Barbue =Marameg.
Gens de la Feullle =It3cheabine.
Gens de la fourche du Mackenzie =Eleidlinottine.
Gens de la Grande Riviere = Nakotchokutchin.
Gens de laLoutre =Nikikouek.
Gensde la Mer du Nord =Mer, Gens de la.
Gens de la Montagne =Etagottine.
Gens de la Montagne la Corne =Etechesottine.
Gens de la riviere an Foln =Klodesseottine.
Gens de I'Outarde =Ouikaliny.
Gens de Marals =Monsoni.
Gens de Mer = Mer, Gens de la.
Gens d'En-haut =Etagottine.
Gens de Orignal = Mousonee.
Gens-de-ralt, Gens de rats =Tukkuthkutchin.
Gens de Roche = Jatonabine.
Gens de Feu =Potawatomi, Tsehantoga.
Gens des Bois =Esbataottinc, Tsehantoga.
Gens des Canoe, Gens des canots, Gens des caruts =
'Watopapinah.

Gens des ch6vres =Esbataottine.
Gens des fees or Girls, Gens des filles =It3cheabine.
Gens des Foux =Tutchonekutchin.
Gens de Montagnes =Chabin, Chipewyan.
Gens des Montagnes-Rocheuses =Etagottine.
Gens des Osayes =Tanintauei.
Gens des Roches, Gens des rosches = Jatonabine.
Gens des Tee =Itscheabine.
Gens des Terres =T§tes de Boule.
Gens-de-wiz =Tutchonekutchin.
Gens du Caribon, Gens du Caribou =Attikiriniouetch.

Gens du Cuivre =Tatsanottine.
Gens du fond du lac =Tatlttkutchin.
Gens du Fort-de-pierre
Gens du Fort Norman =Desnedeyarclottine.
Gens du Lac = Minishinakato.
Gans du lac la Truite =Etchaottine.
Gens du Nord = Northern Assiuiboin, Tscliantoga.
Gens du Petun =Tionontati.
Gens du Foil =Chintagottine.

= Cayuga.
Gpaughettes =Ki3hpachlaot3.
Grandes pagnes =Paskwawininiwug.
Grand Rapids =Kezche.
Grand Romaine =Romaine.
Greenville =Lakkulzap.
Gros Ventre of the Fort Prairie, Gros Ventres, Gros
Ventres des Plaines, Gros Ventres des Prairies,
Gros Ventres of the Falls =Atsina.
Gros Ventres of the Prairie, Grosventres of the
Prairie =At3ina.

Guagenigronnons = Mohawk.
Gua-shil-la, Guasila =Goas!la,
Gua'ts'enoq, Gua'ts'enox =Quat3ino.

Guau'aenoq, Guau'aenox =Guauaenok.
Guerriers de la Roche Guerriers de pierre =A3siniboin.

= Cayuga.
Guilistinons =Cree.
Gulgouins

GQ'Iga=Guhlga.

Gumshewa =Cumshewa.
Gunana =Athapasean Family.
Gunaqa' =Gunakkc.
Gu'nwa =Gwinwah.
Gu'tskla'we =Cree.

Guyandot =Huron.

Gwaugueh =Cayuga.
Gwa''.'yasdEmse =Kwau3tum3.
Gwe-u-gweh-on6 =Cayuga.

Gwhunnughshonee = Iroquois.
Gyandottes = Huron.
Gye'qsEm =Gy8ksem.
Gyidesdz6 =Kittizoo.
Gyidnada'eks =Kinuhtoiah.
Gyidzaxtla'tl =Kit3althlal.
Gyjdzi's =Kitzeesh.
Gyl'gyElk.am =Gyigyilkam.
Gyikshan =Kitksan.
Gyinaxangyi'ek =Kinagingeag.
Gyilots'a'r =Kilutsai.
Gyimanoitq =Kitlope.

Gyinaxangyi'ek =Kinagingeeg.
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Gyispaqla'ots =Kishpachlaot3.

Gyispaydkc =Kispiox.
Gyispexla'ots =Kishpachlaot3.

GyTspotuwE'da =Gyispawaduweda.
Gyit'ama't =Kitimat.
Gyit'anma'kys =Kitanmaiksh.
Gylt'Enda =Kitunto.
Gyitg.a'ata =Kitkahta.
Gyitinglts'ats, Gyit'ingyits'ats =Gitin-gidjat?.
Gyit'ins =Gituns, Gitins.
Gyitksa'n, Gyitkshan =Kitksan.
Gyitla'n =Kitlani.
Gyit'Iaqda'mikc =Kitlakdamix.
Gyitlo'p =Kitlopc.
Gyitqa'tla =Kitkatla.
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HatlndiaSointen =Huron.
Hatini^ye-runu =Mohawk.
Hatiwa^ta-runh =Xeutrals.

Hauchelage =Hochelaga.
Ilaughgoghnuchshionee = Iroquoi?.
Hautcu'k.tles'ath =Uchuoklesit.

Hawoyzask =Wazhush.
Haxua'mis =Hahuamip.
He'ckwiath =Hesquiat.

Hehonqueronon

=Kichesipirini.

He'iltsuk, He'iltsuq =Be!labella.
Helalt, Hel-alt=Hcllelt.

Helcen =Hel3hen.
Hellal, Hel-lalt =Hellelt.

Helowna =Okanagan

Lake.

Gyits'alla'ser =Kit3alas.

Heries =Erie.

Gyitsigyu'ktla =ICitzegukla.
Gylts'umra'lon =Kitsumgallum.

Hesh-que-aht.Hesquiaht =HesquiatHidery =Skittagetan Family.

Gyitwulgy^'ts =Kitwilgioks.
Gyitwulkseba' =Kitwilksheba.
Gyitwunga' =Kitwinga.
Gyitwulkse'tlk =:KitwinshJIk.
Gyitwuntlko'l =KiUvinskole.

Hieller =Hlielung.

High Bar =Kwekweakwet.
Highlander =Chipewyan.

High-minded People

=Sik3ika.

Hiletsuck, Hiietsuk =Bellabella.
Hillini-Lleni = Cree.

Haai'Iak'Emae, Haai'lakyiimae =Haailakyemae.
Ha'anai-endx, Ha'aiiatlSnoq =Haanatlenok.

Hirocoi = Iroquois.

Haeelbzuk = Wakashan Family.
Habltans du Sault =Pawating.
Haca'ath =Hachaat,h.
Haeelbzuk =Waka3han Family.

Hiroquais,.Hiroquois = Iroquois.
Hishquayaht =Hesquiat.
His-tu-i'-ta-ni-o, HitO/nfna, Hitun&nina =Atsina.
HIakklaktan =Ntlakllakitin.

Haeeltruk, Haeeltsuk, Haeeltz, Haeeltzuk, Haeetsuk, Haeltzuk =Bellabella.
Haeltzuk, Haeeltsuk and Hailtsa =Wakashan Family
Hagulget, Ha-gwil'-kfet =Hagwilget.

Hlu-hlu-natan, Hluk-kluk-a-tan, Illukhlukatan =

Haha =As3iniboin.
Hahatona,

Hahatonwan, Hahatonway, Ha-hat-

tong, Ha-ha-tu-a, Ha-ha-twawns, Hah-hah-tonwah = Chippewa.
HahSendagerha = Huron.
Hahtz-nal-koon =Atsina.
Halalikya'uae =Haailakyemae.
Haida =Skittagetan Family.
Haidah =Eskimauan Family, Chimmesyan Family,
Haida, Koluschan Family, Skittagetan Family.
Hal-dai = Haida, Skittagetan Family.
Haihaish =China Hat.
Hailtsa, Hailtzuk, Ha-ilt-zukh =Bellabella, Wakashan Family.
Hair Shirts =Isisokasimiks.
Hai-shi-la, Haishilla =Kitiraat.
Haisting's Saw Mills =Hasting3 Saw Mill.
Haitch Point = Hatch Point
Haitlin =Tait.
Haits'au, Ha-ju-hade =Ediao.

Hiroons =Huron.

Ntlaktlakitin.

Ho'aiath=Oiaht.
Hochelagenses =Hoehelaga.
Hochelai, Hochelay =Hochelayi.
Ho-de-no-sau-nee =Iroquois.
Ho-de'-san-no-ge-ta =Onondaga.
Ho-di-non-syon'-ni = Iroquois.
Hogh-na-you-tau-agh-taugh-caugh =Oucida.
Ho-ha, Hohays, H6-he, Hoheh, Ho-he'-i-o, Hohhays =Assiniboin.
Homalco =Homalko.
Homu'ltcison =Homulchison.

Ho'nak =\Vharnock.

Honanduk

=Adirondack.

Honnehiouts = Oneida.
Ho-nan-ne-h6-ont = Seneca.
Honnontages = Onondaga.
Honnonthauans = Seneca.
Honontonchionni = Iroquois.
Honosuguaxtu-wSne =Cayuga.
Honqueronons, Honquerons =Kiche3ipirini.
Hontouagaha, Houtouagaha =Ontwaganha.
Honuxshiniondi =Seneca.

Halaha =Ahulka.

Hope =Sakahl.

Hal-alt =Hellelt.
Ha-la-ut =Halant.

Hopetacisa'th =Opitchesaht.
Horn Mountain Indians =Etechesottinc.
Hosh-que-alit =Hesquiat.
Hotinnonchiendi, Hotinnonsionni, Hotinonsionni

Halkome'lEm =Cowichan.
Haltalt=Hellelt.

Haltham, Halthum, Haltkam, Halt-kum =Slahaltkam.

Hamalakyauae =Gyigyilkam.
Hanatlino =Haanatlenok.

Haqua'mis =Hahuami3.
Hare-foot Indians, Hare Indians, Hareskins =Kawchodinne.

Harones =Huron.
Harrison Mouth =Scowlitz.
Hartley Bay =Kitkahta.
Hatca'ath =Hachaath.

= Iroquois.
Houandates, Hounondate, Hourons =Huron.
Houtouagaha =Ontwaganha.
How-chuck-les-aht, Howchucklus-aht, Howchucklis-aht, Kowchucklisat, Howschueselet =Uchuck—
lesit.

Ho-ya = Hoy alas.
Hrah-hrah-twauns =Cbippewa.

Hue-la-muh =Cowichan.
Hue-lang-uh =Songish.

Hum-a-luh =Cowicban.
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Humenth! =Mun3ec.
Hunledes = Oneida.
Hun-ka-sis-ket =Nsisket.

Hunters =Etagottine.
Huron-Cherokee, Huron Iroquois =Iroquoian Family
Hurones, Huronnes, Hurrons =Huron.
Huskemaw, Hils'ky = Eskimo.
Hutchistanet = Onondaga.
Hwat-es', Hwot-es =Hwade3.
Hydahs =Chimmesyan Family, Haida, Skittagetan
Family, Salishan Family, Wakashan Family.
Hyder = Haida.
Hj'o-hal-ka =Skidegate.

Hyroquoise, Hyroquoyse
Hyshalla =Kitimat.

Iroquois of the Sault =C'aughnawaga.
Iroquos, Irriquois = Iroquois.
Irrironnons, Irrlronons =Erie.
Irroquois, Irroquoys >= Iroquois.
Isalwalken =lgalwakten.
Isammuck =Isamuck.
Isanisks =Sanetch.
IsashbahatsS =Sarsi.
Isa-ttin6=Tsattine.
Ishisagek Roanu =Missisauga.
Ish-te-pit'-e =Siksika.

Isimpshean =T3imshian.
Is-ksi'-na-tup-i =Esksinaitupiks.
de Saincte Marie =Ekaentoton.
Isonnontoans, Isonnontonans,
Isonontouanes =
Isle

=Iroquoi.3.

la'an =Yan.

Seneca.
Isonisks =Songish.

iagEn=Hlielung.
Ia'ko'=Yaku.

Isowasson =Sewathcn.
Isquahala =Skaialo.

I'-an-to'-an =Jatonabine.
Icbewas = Chippewa.
El'djao =Edjao.
Idjorituaqtuin. Idjorituaxtuin =Idjorituaktuin.
leanausteaiae =Tcanaustay!ie.
le-ska-pl =Jatonabine.
leuontowanois =Seneca.
Igdlullk=lglulik.
Igdlumiut =Iglulik, Tahagmiut.
Igloolik, Igloolip =Iglulik.

Issati =Assiniboin.

Iglulingmiut =Iglulirmiut.
Iglu-miut =Tahagmiut.
Ignerhonons, Ignierhonons = Moliatvk.

Issi-Chupicha, Issi-Schiiplscha =Siksika.
Itamameou =Itamamiou.
ttli'oq =ItIiok.

Itoaten =Tautin.
Itsisihisa, 1 tsi

si

pi sa =Siksika.

Itynal =Athapascan Family.
It-ze-su-pe-sha =Siksika.
Iwillichs, Iwillie, Iwillik, =Aivilik.

lyiniwok =Crce.

Janadoah, Janitos = Oneida.
Jatche-thin-juwuc =Yatcheethinyoowuc.
Jediuk =Shediac.
Jelish = Salishan Family.
Jeneckaws = Seneca.

Ihonattiria =Ihonatiria.

Hi-p6-se-ma =Ipoksimaiks.
Ilaoquatsh =CIayoquot.
Iletsuck, Ilet
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Suck =Bellabella.

Jennitos =Oneida.

Ilghi'mi =Bellacoola.

Hgonquines =Nipissing.
Illth-cah-get-la =Skidegate.

Immaculate Conception =Ihonatiria, Ossoasane.
Indians of the Lower Kootenay = Lower Kutenai.
Indians of Rice Lake =Rice Lake.
Indiens Cuivres =Tatsanottine.
Indiens du Sang = Kainah.
Indiens-Pierre =Assiniboin.
Ininyu-we-u =Cree.

Jenondades =Tionontati.
Jenondages =Onondaga.
Jenondathese =Tionontati.
Jenontowanos =Seneca.
Jenundadees =Tionoutati.
Jernaistes =Caughnawaga.
Jibewas =Chippewa.

Jonontadynago =Tionontati.
Jumpers = Chippewa.

Juskwaugume =Nipissing.

I-nl'-po-i =.Vnepo.

In-ninyu-wuk =CRe.
Innoit = Eskimo.
Innondadese =Tionontati.

Kabasa =I\abahsch.

In-nu, Innuees, In'nuit =Eskinio.

age =Caughnawaga.
Ka-cho-'dtinne =Kawchodinne.

Kach-als-ap =Lakkulzap.

Kachanuage, Kachanauge, Kachnuuge, Kachnu-

=EsIdmauan Funiily.
Inquoi = Iroquois.
Inside Fat =Kakapoya.
Insular =Salishan Family, Wakashan Family.
Inuin, Inuit =Eskimo.
InnCiit

I-nuks'-iks =Inuksiks.
I"ya"to"wa" =Jatoi!abine.
lonontady-Hagas =Tionontati.
Ipiutelling, Ipnitelling =Idiuteling.
Irecoies, Irequois, Iriquoi = Iroquois.
Irkpeleit =.\thapascan Family, Kutoliin.
Irocols, Irocquois, Irognas, Irokesen, Ironois= Iroquois.

Iroondocks

=-\(lirondaek.

Iroquaes, Iroque, Iroquese, Iroqueze,
Iroquoi =Iroiiuois.
Iroquois d'enbas = Mohawk.
Iroquois du Sault =Caughnawaga.
Iroquois inferieurs = Mohawk.

Iroquiese,

Kacouchakhi = Kakouchaki.
K.'adaske'e'owai =Kadusgo kcgawai.
Kadjakians =Kangmaligmiut.
Kaianna = Kainah.
Kagagi =Kakake.
Kagnawage =Caughnawaga.
K'agyalske'owai = Kagials-kegawai.
Kah-cho-tinne =Kawchodinnc.
K'ai'atl la'nas

= Kaiahl-lanas.

Kakh-ah-mah-tsis =Hahamatscs.
Kah-Kwah=Erie.
Ka'hnrawage liinauk =Cnughnawaga.
Kahna = Kainah.
Kahnuages =Caughnawaga.

Kahquas

=Eric.

Kaiaganies =Kaigani.
Kai'-it-ko-ki'-ki-naks
Kaigan =Kaigani.

= .Vhkaiyikokakiniks.
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Kia-it-ko-ki-ki-naks =Ahkaiyikokakiniks.
Kaim^, Kai'-na, Kal'nau, Kalnoe'-koon =Kainah.
Kaiossult =Karusuit.
Kaishun =Kaisun, Skaito.
Kal s'un = Kai3un.
Kaiswun Haade =Kaisun.
Kaltlen =Kwantlen.

Katce =Siksika.

Kaitze=Katsey.
Kajingahaga = Mohawk.
Ka-kaik =Kakake.
Kakamatsis =Hahamatses.
Kakmallkg =Kangmaligmiut.

Kaughnav.augas =Caughnawaga.

K'a-tchd-gottine, Katchd-Ottine =Kawchogottine.
Katezie =Katsey.
Kathlaretn =Kathlaram.
Ka-ti-ya-ye-mix =Kutaiimiks.
Kattanahaws =Kutenai.
Kattera=Tutelo.

Kaunianang =Kaumauangmiut.
Kawatskins =Cowichan.

Kakouchakhi,

Kakou-

Kakwas =Erie.
Kaladllt, Kalalit = Eskimo.

Ka-la-muh =Shuswap.
Kal-doe =Kauldaw.
Ka-lis-te-no =Cree.
Ka-loo-kwis =Kalokwis.

Kam-a-loo'-pa, Kameloups =Kamloop3.

Kamiskwawangachit

1912

Kaiiitchin, K.aii'ltcln =Cowichan.

Kakoh=Yaku.
EakSazakhi, Kakouchac,
chaki =Kakouchald.

v., A.

Kawchodinneh =Kawchodinne.
Kawichen =Cowichan.
Ka-wl-na-han =Silvsika.
Kawitchen =Cowichan.
Kawitshin =Cowichan, Salishan Family.
Kawitskins =Cowichan.

Kaw-welth =Chaahl.
K.'aya'ng =Kayuug.
Kayingehaga = Mohawk.
Kayowgaws, Kayugue-ono" = Cayuga.
Kayuse Creek =Cayoosh Creek.

Kam'-ne =Kainah.

Kea-wit-sis =Tlauitsis.
Kebiks =Montagnais.
Kee-ches, Kee-chis =Kitzeesh.

Katnus =Kimus.

Kee-chum-a-kai-lo, Kee-chum-akarlo = Kitsumgal-

=Sillery.

Kammack =Kainmuck.
Kan^ch-Sdi, Kanach-tedi =Ganahadi.
Kanadagerea =Ganadoga.
Kanaka Bar =Ntlaktlaki(,in.
Kaiiassatagi lunuak =Oka.
Kanatakwenke, KSn^warkS =Caughnawaga.

Kan&wa = Cayuga, Mohawk.
Kancho =Kawchodinne.
Kanesatake, Kenes-atarkee =Oka.
K.ang =Kung.
Kag'isu-pegnaka = Kanghishunpegnaka.
Kangiugdiit, Kangmali-enj^ln, Kangmalimeut,
Kangali'gmut, Kangmali-innuin, Kangmalik,
Kangnialis = Kangmaligraiut.
Kang-orr-Moeoot =Kangormiut.
K.anguatl la'nai =Kangguatl-lanas.
Kan'gOkclu^luksoagmyu t = Kangivamiut
Kanibals, Kanibas, Kanibats, Kanlbesinnoaks,
Kanibessinnoaks =Norridegewock.
Kanieke-h^ka, Kani6nge-ono" = Mohawk.
Kanim Lake, Kaninim Lake, Kanlnis' Tribe =

Kenim Lake.
Ka-nip-sum =Kenipsim.
Kank.'utla'^ltam =Okinagan.

Kanmali-enyuin =Kangmaligniiut.
Kannaogau, Kannawagogh =Caughnai\ aga.
Kanossadage =Oka.
Kanp-meut, Kanq-or-mJ-ut =Kangonniut.
Kante =Kente.
Kanflktiualuksoagmyut = Kangivamiut.
Kanunge-ono =Caughnawaga,
Ka"xi-cu''-pegnaka = Kanghishunpegnaka.
K&o-ke'-owai =Aokeawai.
Kapatci'tcin, Kapatsitsan =Kapacliihin,
Kapilano =Homulchison.
Karaler, Karalit = Eskimo.
KarigSstes =Karigouiste3.
Kar-luk-wees =Kalokwis.

Karmowong =Kaumauangniiut.
K'arussult =Karusuit.

Kashpugowltk

lum.

Keek heat

la =Kitkatla.

Keen-ath-toix =Kinuhtoiah.
Kee-nip-saim, Kee-nip-sim =Kenipsim.
Keet-heat-la, Keethratlah =Kitkatla.
K.e'etse =Katsey.

Keew-ahomomy =Tuscarora.
Kegarnie =Kaigani.

Keimanoeitoh =Kitlope.
Keiscatch-ewan, Keiskatchewan =Crec.
Kei-u-gues =Cayuga.
Kekalus =Tikwalus.

Kekerannon-rounons

= Nipissing.

Kelistenos =Cree.
Kell-aout =Halant.
Kel-seeni-aht, K.eltsma'ath =Kelsemaht.

Kel-ut-sah =Kilutsai.

Kemasuit, Kemesult =Knrusuit.
Kemsquits =Kimsquit.
Ke'iia =Kainah.

Kenabeca, Kenabes =Xorridegewock.
Kenalans, Kenaizer =Athopii5can Family.
Kehath tui ex = Kinuhtoiah.
Kenchenkieg =Kinagingeetr.
Keiiebecke Indeans, Kenebcke =Xorridgewock.
Ke-nish-te'no-wuk, Kc-nis-te-noag, Kenistenoo,
Kcnistenos =Cree.
Kennebeck Indians, Kennebecks, Kennebekl =Norridgewock.

Ke-noushay, Ke-no-zha =Kenozhe.
Kentsia, Kentsio =Kente.
Ke-nunctioni = Iroquois.

Keo Haade =Aokeawai.
Keope-e-no =Koprino.
Kequeloose =Tikwalus.
Ke-ques-ta =Kikwistok.
Keralite = Eskimo.
Kerem-eeos, Keremeoos, Keremeus, Kereinya'uz =
Keremeos.

Kasta kagawai, K.astak.e'rauai =Daiyuahl-lanas.

Keroopinough. =Koprino.
Kertani =Lower Kutenai.
Keshase =Kitzeesh.

Kataba =Siouan Family.

Keslipugowitk, Kespoogwitunak =Kc«poogwit.

K'a-t'a-gottine, Kat'a-gottine =Kawchodinne.

Ket-a-Mats

=Kespoogwit'.
Kaskarorens =Tuscarora.

=Kitiniat.
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Ket-an-dou =Kitunto.
Ketchegamlns, Ketchigamlns, Ketehifiamins =Kitchigami.
Ketlane =Kitlani.

Ketoonokshelk =Kitwinshilk.
Ke'tsi =Katsey.
Ket-wilk-ci-pa =Kitwllksheba.
Ketj'a^oos =Kittizoo.
K'exerten =Kekerten.
S#y3r-hwotq't =Keyerhwotket.
'Keztce =Ivezche.

KfwS-tpa-Gottin6 =Kfwetragottine.
Khahkhalitons, Khakhatons, Khakhatonwan =
Chippewa.

Khanukh =Goch.
Kha-t'a-ottin6, Khatpa-Gottine =Kawchodinne.
Kha-tch6-gottine =Kawchogottine.
Khenipsim, Khenlpsln =Kenipsim.
Khina Haade =Haena.

Khlondaesahan =Ekiondatsaan.
Khionontatehronon, Khionontaterrhonons =Tionotati.

Klngawa, Kingoua =Kingvia.
Klnishtlnak, Kinishtino =Cree.
Kinlsqult, Klnisquitt =Kimsquit,
Kinisteneaux, Kinistlnaux, Klnistineaux, Kinistinoes, tClnistlnons, Kinlstlnuwok =Cree.

Klnkhankuk, Kin-nach-hangik, Kinnakangeck =
Kinagingeeg.

Kinnato-iks =Kiiiuhtoiah.
Kinnebeck Indians =Norridgewock.
Kinnepatu, Kinnipetu =Kinipetu.

Kinnewoolun =Kitlakdamix.
Kinnstoucks =Kinuhtoiah.
Ki'-no =Kainah.
Kinonchepiirinik, Kinonchepirinik =Keinoucl;e.
Kinongeouilinl. = Nameulini
K!noja° =Kenozhe.
Kinouche, Kiuouchebiiriniouek, Kinounchepirinl
= Keinouche.
Kinsaatin =Kwilchana.
Kinstenaux, Kinstinaux =Cree.
Kioetoa =Khioetoa.
Kioosta =Kiusta.

Kioetoa =Khioetoa.

Kirhawguagh Roanu =Karhagaghrooney

Kun-un-ah' =Tahltan.
Kiaknukmiut =Kimpetu.

Kiristinon =Cree.
Kisalas =KitsaIas.
Kischigamins =Kitclugami.
Kisch-p&ch-15-6ts =Kislipachlaot8.
Kis-ge-gas, Kisgegos, Kis-go-gas =Kishgagass.
Kish-a-win =Kaisuu.

Kianosiii =Kianusili.
Klaw-pinc =Koprino.
Kichesipiiriniouek, Kichesipiriniwek =Kiche5ipirini.

Kiddan =Skedans.
KideHk=KiclneUk.
Kiganis, Kigarnee, Kigenes =Kaigani.
Kigiktag'tnyut =Kigiktagmiut.
Kignuamiut =Kinguamiut.

Kishgahgahs, Kishke-gas =Kishgagas.g.
Kish-pi-youx, Kish-pl-youx =Ki3piox.
Kishpochalots, Kishpokalants =Kishpachlaotp.
Kiskagahs =Kishgaga5s.

Kikkerton =Kekerten.
Kiks^n =Kitksan.
Kikwistoq =Kikwistok.

Kislistinons =Cree.
Kis-pa-cha-laidy, Kispachlohts =Kishpachln(jis.
Kispaioohs, Kispiax, Kispyaths, Kispyox = Kispioi.
Kissgarrase, Kiss-ge-gaas =Kishgagass.
Kisteneaux =Cree.
Kitadah =Kitunto.

Kigukhtagmyut =Kigiktagmiut.
Kiimilit = Eskimo.

Ki'lat =Tsimshian.

Kitalaska =KitsaIas.

Kilawalaks =Kitlakdamix.
Kil-cah-ta =Kitkahta.

Kitamah, Kitamaht, Kitamat, Kitamatt
Kit, an, doh =Kitunto.

Kilgat =Tsimshian.
Kilgonwah =Kitwinga.
Kil-hai-oo =Skidegate.
Kill Close By =NitotSLksiastanik3.

Kitangataa =Kitangata.
Kitans =Gituns.

Ki lin

ig

myut =KiIinigmiut.

Kilisteno, Kilistinaux, Kilistinon =Cree.
Killstinons Alinilbegouck =Alimibegouek.
Kilistlnos, Kilistinous =Cree.

Kil-kait-hade =Hlgahet.
Kilkat =Tsimsliiau.
Killestinoes, Killini, Killisteneaux, Killistenoes,
Killistinaux, Killistini, Killistlnoer, KiiHstinoes,

KilUstinons, Killistinous, KilHstins =Cree.
chan, Kllloosa, Killowitsa =Kilutsai.
Killsmaht =Kelsemaht.
Killfitsar, Kilootsa =Kilutsai.
Kil-pan-hus, Kllpaulus =Kilpanlus.
KilsSmat =Kelsemaht.
Ki'mkuitq =Kimsquit.
Kimmocksowick =Karusuit.
Klmnepatoo =Kinipetu.
Ki-na =Kainah.
Kinabik =Kenabig.
Kinahungik =Kinagingeeg.
Kinakanes =Okinagan.
Kin-a-roa-lax, Kin-a-wa-lax =Kitlnkdani;x.
Kill, on,

Kinckemoeks =Micmac.
Kine-ne-ai-koon =Kainali.

Kitatels =KitkatIa.

Kitawn =Kitahon.
Kitax =Kitaix.
Kit-cathla =Kitkatla.
Kitch-a-c!alth =Kitsalthlnl.
Kitchatlah =Kitkatla.
Kitche kla la =Kit!3althlal.
Kitchein-kaleni =Kitsumganum.
Kitchigamich, Kitchigamick =Kitchiganii.
Kitchimkale =Kitsumga!lum.

Kitchu lass =Kitsalas.
Kitcoonsa =Kitwinga.
Kitestues =Kittizoo.
Kitha-ata =Kitkalita.
Kit-hai-uass hade =Hlgaui.
Kithatia =Kitkatla.

Kithigami

=Kitcliigair.i.

Kithkatla =Kitkatla.
Kitiga'ru =Kitegareut.
Kit-ih-shian =Kitksan.
Kitinahs =Kitanmaiksh.
Kitistzoo =Kittizoo.
Kitkaata, Kitkada, Kitka&t =Kiikalita.
Kitkagas =Kishgjgs^!-.
Kitkaht, Kitkathla, Kit-kats =Kitkahta.

=Kitiniat.
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KIthkathIa, Kit-khall-ah, Kitkathla, Kit-khatla =
Kitkatla.

Kit-ksum, Kit-ksun =Kitksan.
Kitlacdamax, Kitlach-damak,

Kitlach-damax =

Kitlakdamix,
Kitlan, Kitlan Kihvilpeyot =KitIani.
Kitlatamox, Kitlax =Kitlakdamix.
Kitloop, Kitlop=Etlope.
Ki'tona' Qa =Kutenai, Upper Kutenai.

Kla-oo-qua-ahts, Kla-oo-quates =Clayoquot,
Klapatci'tcin =Kapachichin.
Klarkinos =Klaskino.
Klashoose =Clahoose.
Klas'-kaino, Klass-ki-no =Klaskino.
Klatawars =Klatanar3.

Kitoonitza = Kitkatla.
Kits-ach-la-al'ch =KitsaUhlaI.
Kitsagas =Kishgagass.
Kitsagatala =Kitsalthlal.
Kitsalass, Kitsallas =Kitsala3.
Kitseesh =Kitzeesh.
Kitseguecla, Kitse-gukla =Kitzegukla.
Kit-se-!ai-so, Kitselassir, Kitsellase =Kitsalas.

Kltsenelah, Kit-se-quahla, Kit-se-quak-la =Kitzegukla.

Kits-ge-goos, Kits-go-gase =Kishgaga33.
Kitslgeuhle, Kltsiguchs, Kitsiguhli =Kitzegukla.
Kits-iisch, Kitsis =Kitzeesh.
Kitspayuchs, Kits-piouse, Kits-pioux, Kits-piox

Klahars =Klaho3aht.

Klah-oh-quaht =Clayoquot.
Klahoose =Clahoose.
Klahoquaht =Clayoquot.
Klahose, Klahous =Clahoose.
Klah- wit-sis =Tlauit3i3.
Kla-ma-took =Klamatuk.

=

Kispiox.

Kitspukaloats =Kishpachlaot3.
Kits-pyonks = Kispiox.
Kits-se-quec-la =KitzegukIa.

Kitsumkalem, Kitsumkalum =KitsumgaUum.
Kitswingahs =Kitwinga.
Kitswinscolds =Kitwinskole.
Kittak =Kitaix.
Kit-ta maat. Klttamarks, Kit-ta-muat =Kitimat.
Kitt-ando =Kitunto.
Kit-ta-was =Cumshe-na.
Kit-te-g&-ru =
Kitt6-ga-re-ut, Kitte-garroe-oot,
Kitegareut.

Kit-tek, Kitten, Kit-tex =Kitaix,
Kittimat =Kitimat.
Kit-tlszu, Kit-tist-zu =Kittizoo.
Klttl6an=Kitlani.
Kitt-lope =Kitlope.
Kit-too-nuh'-a =Kutenai.
Klttralchla = Kitkatla.
Kittumarks =Kitimat.

Kituanaha, Kitunaha =Kitunahan Family, Kutenai.
Kitunana, Kituna'xa =Kutenai.
Kitwancole, Kit-waa-cool =Kitwinskole.
Kitwanga, Kit-wang-agh, Kitwangar =Kit\vinga.
Kitwanshelt =Kit-n'inshilk.
Kit-will-coits; Kitwill quoitz =Kitwilgioks.
Kit, will, su, pat =Kifnilkslieba.
Kit-win-gach =Kitwinga.
Kitwint-shieth, Kitwintshilth =KitT\iii,shilk.
Kit-wulg-jats =Kitwilgioks.
Kit-wiilkse-be =Kitwilk3heba.
Kitwunga =Kitwinga.
Kit-wun-kool =Kitwinskolc.

Klat-ol-klin =Katshikotin.
Klatolseaquilla =Tlatlasikoala.
Kla-wit-sis, Kla-wi-tsush =Tlauit3i3.
Klay-ch^-la-tinneh, Klay-tinneh =ThlingchadinDe.
Klay quoit =Clayoquot.

Klech-ah'-mech, Klick-um-cheen, Klickunacheen
= Tlkamcheen.
Klin-tchanpe, Klin-tciionp^h = Lintchanre
Klistinaux, Klistinons, Klistinos =Cree.
Klo-a-tsul-tshik' =Tutchonekutchin.
Kl'o-ke-ottine, Klo-kkS-Gottine, K16-kke-ottin6 =
Klokegottine.

K16-ven-Kouttchin, Klo-ven-Kuttchin =Tukkuthkutchin.

Klowltshis =Tlauitsis,
Klue, Klue's Village =Kloo.
Klusklus =Tlu3kez.

Knaut =Kuaut.
Kneestenoag =Cree.
Knife Indians =E3bataottine, Ntlakyapamuk.
Knisteaux, Knistenaus, Knistenaux, Knisteneau.
Knisteneaux, Knisteneux, Knisteno, Knistenoos,
Knistinaux, Knistineaux, Knistinos =Cree.
Knives = Ntlakyapamuk.
Koa'antEl =Kwantlen.
Koakramint =Koksoagmiut.
K.'oa'la =Hoya.

K.'oa'pQ =Koapk.
Koaskuna' =Koiskana.
Kociiecho Wenenewak =Koieje-wininewug.
Kodenees =Kutcnai.

Kodhell-ven-Kouttchin =Kwitchakutchiii.
Koeetenays =Kutenai.
Koetenais, Koetenay, Koetinays = Kutenai.
Koiltc'na =Kwilchana.
K. '6'k.aitq =Kokaitk.
KokEnu'k'ke =Okinagan.
Kokesailah =Koksilah.

Koksoagmyut, Koksoak Innuit =Kok3rtagmiui.
Kok-wai-y-toch =Kokaitk.

K
K

'6'm'enoq =Komenok.
onio'tKS = Komkutis.
K. '6'mkyutis =Komkyuti3.
K.o'nioks, Ko-mookhs =Coniox.
.

Kityagoos =Kittizoo.

Komux =Comox.

Kitzilas, Kit-zilass =Kitsalas.

Kit-zim-gay-lum =Kitsumgallum.
Kiukusw6skitchimi-i1k =Malecite.
Kk'a-lon-Gottine =Kraylongottine.
Kkpapipa-Gottine =Krayiragottinc.

KSnaSons =Kounaouon3.
Ko-ne-a-kun =Comiakin.
Koniata =Tonihata.
Konjagen =Eskimauan Family.
Konkhandeenlironon =Conkliandeenihonon.

Kkpay Ion-Got tine =Kraylongottine.
Kkpayttchare ottine =Kawchotlinne.
Kk^'ay-tpeie-Ottine-Kkpest' ayle-kke ottine =Atha-

Konoshioni, Konossioni =Iroqiiois.
Kontarea. =Contarea.
Koniiaga =Caughnawaha.

baska.

K'kwa'kum =Kukw;\kuni.
Klaamen =Sliammon.
Klackarpun = Xtlakyapamuk.

Konungzi Oniga =Iroquoi3.
Koochin =Kutchin.
Kook-wai-wai-toh =Kokaitk.

Koona =Skedans.
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Koo-sam =Hu3am.
Kooskimo =Ko3kimo.
Koot =Got.
Kootanaise, Kootanay,
Kootamies,
Kootanie =Kutenai.
Koo-tchin' =Kutchin.
Kootenai =Kitunahan Family.
Kootenai, Kootenales, Kootenay, Kootenia =KutKootaines,

Kud6It-e =Kwantlen.
KupOnmiiin, Kurvik =Kopagmiut.
Kus-chS-o-tin =Kezche.
Kus-ke-mu = Koskimo.

KuspSlu =Kutenai.
Kusta Haade =Kiusta.

KotakoutouemI =Otaguottouemin.

Kustsheotin =Kezchc.
Kutaki =Chippewa.
Kii taki =Ottawa.
Kutanas, Kutani =Kuteuai.
Kutani, Kutanis =Kitunahan Family.
KOtch'-a-kutch'-in =Kwitchakutchin.
Kutcitciwininiwag =Kojejewininewug.
Kutenae, Kutenay, Kutneha', Kutona, Kutonacha,
Kutona'qa, Kutonas =Kutenai.
Ku-t'qin, Kutshi, Kutshin =Kutchin.
Kuyuku-hdga = Cayuga.
Kuzlakes =Tluskez.
Kwa 'g.ul, Kwagutl, Kwahkewlth =Kwakiutl.
Kwahnt-len Kwaitlens =Kwantlen.
Kwakiool, Kwakiutl =Wakashan Family, Kwakiutl.

Kotchitchi-wininiwak =Kojejewininewug.

Kwakoom =Kukwakum.

Ko-te-yi-niiks =Kutaiimiks.
KSasSaKSchiouets, K8aK8chi8ets, Koiiakoiiikoiiesi-

Kwa-kulil = Kwakiutl

enai.

Kootenuha =Kitunahan Family
Koote-nuha, Kootones, Kootoonais =Kutenai.
Kopachichin =Kapachichin.

Kopagmut,Kopag-niut,Kop5ng-meun =Kopagmiut.
Koquahpilt =KoquapiIt.
Koqueightuk =Kokaitk.
Koquitan =Coquitlam.
Ko-'se-a-te'-nyo" =Cayuga.
Kosimo, Kos-keemoe, Koskeemos, K osk.e'moq,
Koskiemo, Koski-mo, Kos-ki-mu, Koskumos =
Koskimo.

Kouakouikouesiwek =Wakouingouechiwek.
Kouas =Kawa3.
oiiek,

Kougotis =Komkuti3.

Kouksoarmiut =Kok3oagmiut.
Koumchaouas =Cumshewa.
KSnaSons =Kovinaounons.
Koutaines, Koutanis, Koutonais =Kutenai.
Kowailchew, Kow-ait-chen, Kowitchans, Kovvitsin =Cou-irhan.

Kowmook =Comox.
Kow-welth =Chaahl.
Ko-yo-konk-ha-ka =Cayuga.
Kpikeptalopnieut =Ugjulirmiut.
Kpagmalit, Kpagmaliveit, Kpagmalivelt, Kpamalit, Kpavanaptat, Kpoteyopeut =Kitegareut.
Krees, Kricqs, Kries, Kriqs, Kris, Kristenaux, Kristeneaux, Kristinaux, Kristino =Cree.
Kroaout, Kualt, Kxiant =Kuaut.

Kuchin =Kutchin.
Kueh'a =Komoyue.
Kuenyiigu-haka =Cayuga.
Kue'qa =Kueha, Komoyue.
Kue'xa = Komoyue.

Kue'xamut =Guetela.
Kuicha = Komoyue.
Kui-much-qui-toch =Kimsquit.
Kuinskanaht =Koiskana.

Kwakwakouchionets =Wakouingouechiwek.
Kwa-le-cum, Kwan-le-cum =Saamen.
Kwantlin, Kwantlum, Kwantlun =Kwantlen.
Kwashillas, Kwasila =Goasila.
Kwat-kewhh = Kwakiutl

Kwat-seno, Kwats'enoq, Kwatsino, Kwat-xi-no =
Quatsino.

Kwauaenoq, Kwa-wa-ai-nuk, Kwa-wa-a-nuk =Guauaenok.

Kwaw-kewlth = Kwakiutl.
Kwaw-kwaw-apiet, Kwawkwawapilt =Koquapilt.
Kwaw-kwelch = Kwakiutl.
Kwaw-ma-chin =Quamichan.
Kwawshila, Kwaw-she-Iah =Goasila.
Kwawt-se-no = Quatsino.
Kwe-ah-kah = Komoyue.
Kwe-ah-kah Saich-kioie-tachs =Kueha.
Kw6d6ch" =Mohawk.
K.we'k.sot'enoq =Koeksotenok.
Kwe'tEla =Tsimshian.

Kwi-ah-kah = Komoyue.
Kwick-so-te-no =Kocksotenok.
Kwiha =Kueha.
Kwiko^iem =Coquitlam.
Kwiksot'enoq, Kwik-so-tino =Koek30tenok.

Kwi'kwitlEm =Coquitlam.
Kwitchia-Kutchin, Kwitcha-Kuttchin =Kwitchakutchin.

Kukhpagmiut =Kopagmiut.

Kwois-kun-a' =Koiskana.
Kwout =Kuaut.

Kukutli-kutchin =Tukkuthkutchiii.
Kuldo, Kuldoe =Kauldaw.

Kwun Haade =Skedan3.
Kwun Lennas =Kuna-lamas.

Kii-lees, Ku-!eets =Kulleet3.

Kyahuntgate, Kyahwilgate =Keyerhwotkct.
Kya'nusia =Kianusili.
Kygani =Kaigani.

Kuisaatin =K\vilchana.

Kulkuisala =Koksilah.

Kum-cutes, Kumkewtis =Komkyuti3.
Kumshahas, Kumshewa, Kumshiwa =Cum3hewa.

Kygami

=Skittaget3n Family.

K.,u'na =Skedan3.
K.,unake'owai =Kona-kegawai.

Kyganies, Kygany, Kygargey, Kygarney =Kaigani.

Kunana =Xahane.

Kyo'p'enoq =Koprino.

Kun

la'nas =Kuna-lanas.

KOnmG'd'.liu =KangmaIigmiut.
Kunqit =Gunghet-haidagai.
Ku'nu-haya'nu =Potawatomi.

Kun-un-ah' =Tahltan.
Kunxit =Gunghet-haidagai.
01

-39

Ky'iu'st'a =Kiusta.

KyristinSns =Crce.

Kyspyox =Kishpachlaot3.
Laa'laqsEnt'aio, La'alaxsEnt'aio =Laalaksentaio.
Ladluis =Tlaaluis.
Lac de deux Montagne, Lac des deux Montagnes =
Oka.
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Lac la Pluie Indians =Kojejewininewug.
Lachalsap =Lakkulzap.
l>ack-al-sap =Lakkulzap.

Lackweips =Lakweip.
La Cloche =Chibaouinani.
La Conception =Ossossane.
Lack que lib la, =Lekwiltok.
La Have, La Heve =Lahave.

Mingoes =Huron.
Nation of the Algonquins =Weskarini.
Little Robes = Inuksiks.
Little Sushwap, Little Shuswap Lake, Little Suswap Lake=Kuaut.
Lis

si'

we" =Klik3iwi.

Lkalamlx =Kedlamik.
Lkamtcl'n =Tlkamcheen.
Lkamtcl'nEmux =Lytton band.

Lalachsent'alo = Laalaksentaio.
L&qs^ =Haailakyemae.
La' Laslqoala, La' Laslqwala =TIatlasikoaIa.
Lamatan = Huron.
La Montague = Onondaga.
L^an =Hlgan.
Langley =Kwantlen.
La Plenes House Indians =Tukkuthkutchin.

L'ka-tco =Ilkatsho.
Lke'nAl =Cumshewa.

Lku-men, Lku'ngEn =Songish.
Lleni-lenapSs = Delaware.

la

Mag-

Laq'uyi'p =Lakweip.
La Rochelle =03so3sane.
Lla'sqlenox" =Klaskino.
LStilentasks =Adirondack.
Lau'ltsls =Tlauitsia.

L^'Xse =Haailakyemae.
Lax-skik =Kloo.
Leapers = Chippewa.
L'Ecoree =Ecorce.

L'EcureuU =Ecureuil.
Leequeeltoch =Lekwiltok.

hand

1912
linapi,

Little

Lake Winnipeg band =Nibowisibiwinininiwak.
L&'kuilila =Walas Kwaskiutl,

Left

v., A.

Little

Laich-kwil-tacks =Lekwiltok.
Lake Indians = Lower Kutenai, Senijextee.
Lake of the Two Mountains =Oka.

La Prairie de la Madelaine, La Prairie de
delaine = La Prairie.

GEORGE

Llnapls, Linapiwi =Linnelinopies, Linnl
Llnnllinopes, Linnope = Delaware.
Lintcanre =ThIingchadinne.
Lln-tchanp^. =Lintchanre.
Littlr Girl Assiniboines =Itscheabine.
Little Lake Shuswap =Slahaltkam.

=As3iniboin.

LEk'a'mEl =Nicomen.
Lekwlldaez", Le'kwlltoq =Lekwiltok.
Le' Lqet, 'Le' Lqete =Tletlket.
=Lilmalche.
Lenals, Lenalenape, Lenallneples, Lenap, Lenape,
Lenapegl, Lenappe, Lenappys, Lenawpes = Dela-

Lema^ca

ware.

Lenekees =Seneka.
Lenelenape, Lenelenoppes, Lenepee, Lenl-Lenape,
Lenna-Lenape, Lennape, Lennapewl, Lennllappe Lennl-Lennape, Lennl-Lenfipe,
Lenno
Lenapi, Lenno-Lennape, Lenopl, Lenoppea, Lenapees, Leonopl, Leonopy= Delaware.
Leon's Creek = Lions Creek.
Les Caribou =Attikirinioiletch.
Les gens des caruts =Watopapinah.
Let-e-nugh-shonee- = Iroquois.
Let-tegh-segh-nlg-eghtee = Onondaga.

Ll-mache, Ll-mal-che =Lilmalche.
Lock-qua-lillas =Walas Kwakiutl.
Ld'kuill'la =Komkyuti3.
Lo LowO'q =Klukluuk.

Lone Eaters = Nitawyik3.
Longs Cheveux =Nipi3sing.
Loochoos =Kutchin, Loucheux.
Loquilt Indians =LiUooet.
Lorett, Loretta=Lorette.
Lorette =Sault au ReeoUet.
Loretto = Lorette.
Louches =Tukkuthkuthcin.
Loucheux =Kutchin, Nakotchokutchin.

Loucheux-Batards =Nellagottine.
Louchioux =Kutchin, Loucheux.
Louchloux proper =Tukkuthkutchin.
Louchoux = Loucheux, Kutchin.
Loups = Delaware.
Lower Algonklns =Montagnai3.
Lower Kootanals, Lower Kootanle, Lower Kootenay =Lower Kutena.i.
Lowland Dogs =Thlingchadinne.
L'tat-'tenne =Sekani.
Ltaoten, Lta-utenne, Ltavten =Tautin.
Lthagild =Skideg(ite.
Lth'alt Lennas =Hlgahetgu-lana3.

Ltha-koh-'tenne, Lthan-'tenne =Tautin.
Lthyhellun, Kiiwe =Hlielung-keawai.
Lukatimu'x =Ntlakyapamuk.
Lurcee =Sar3i.
Lus'kez =Tluskez.

Lxungen

=Songish.

Lyach-sun, Lyacksum, Lyacksum =Tateke.
Lytton =Tlkamcheeu.

Lgagl'-lda =Skidegate.

Lga-lu =Skidegate, HIgaiu:
Lgan =Hlgau.
Lga'xet gitlna'-l =HIgahet-gitinai.
Lga'xet-gu-la'nas = Hlgahetgu-lanas.
Lhtaten =Sekani.
Llards Indians, Llard Slaves =Etcheridiegottine.

Llchaltcblngko =ShiIekuatl.

Maa'mtag.Ua =Maamtagyila.
Maaquas = Mohawk.
Maasets =Masset.
Macalyah, Macayah=Nkya.

Machakandlbi, Machandibi, Machantiby = Michacondibi.

Lienkvrlltak, Llew-kwll-tah =Lekwiltok.

Machias Tribe, Machies tribe =Passamaquoddy.
MacKenzie River Eskimo =Kopagmuit.
MacKenzie's River Louchioux = Nakotchokutchin.
Mackwaes, Mackwasli, Mackwes = Mohawk.

Ll'elAfi =Hlielung.

Li

el An

Li elAn

qe awa

i

=Hlielung-Keawai.

kun Inaga

1

=HlieIungkun-lnagai.

Li-lcks-sun =Tateke.

McLeod's Lake =KezonIathut.

Li-kwil-tah, Llkwlltoh =Lekwiltok.

Macqs, Macquaas, Macquaaus = Mohawk.

LU«wat =Lillooet.

Macquaejeet =Beothukan Family.
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Macquas, Macquaus, Macques, Macquess = Mohawk
Mafqut =Matsqui.
Macquis, Macquiss =Mohawk.
Madaouaskairinl =Matawachkarini.

Madocteg = Medoctec.
Maechibaeys =Mohawk.
Magalibd =Maguhlcloo.
Mahacks, Mahacqs, Mahakas, Mahakes Mahaklnbaas, Mahakinbas, Mahakobaas, Mahaks, Mahakuaas, Mahakuase, Mahakuasse, Mahakwa,
Mahaukes = Mohawk.
Mah-een-gun =Myeengun.
Mah-ma-lil-le-kuUa, Mah-ma-Ul-le-kulIah, Mahmatilleculaats =Mamalclckala.

MashquaKO =Mu3kwaro.
Masiassuck =Mi33iassik.
Mas-ka-gau, Maskego, Maskegonehirlnis, Maskfgous, MaskSgowuk, Maskigoes, Maskigonehirinls =MaskegoD.
Maskouaro, Masquarro =Muskwaro.
Masquikoukiaks, Masquikoukioeks =Maskegon.
Massakiga =Aro3aguntacook.
Massasagues, Massasaugas, Massasoiga =Missisauga.

Massassuk =Missia3sik.
Massawamacs, Massawomacs, Massawomecks,
Massawomees, Massawomekes, Massawonacks,
Massawonaes = Iroquois.

Mahnesheet =Malecite.
Mahng =Mong.
Mahogs = Mohawk.
Mahongwis = Iroquois.

Masseets =Masset.
Massesagues =Mi3sisauga.
Massett, Massetta, Massettes,
Massinagues =Mi33isauga.

Mah-tee-cetp, Mahtiipl, MahtuIth-pe=Matilpe.
Ma'ingan =Mingan.
Ma'-lngan, Ma.i.ngan =Myeongun.
Maisqui =Matsqui.
Maitiffs= Metis.

Massowomeks =Iroquoi3

Makadewana-ssidok =Siksika.
Makqu&s, Makwaes =Mohawk.

Mas hade =Ma3sef.

Mataki'la =MaaintagyiIa.

Mataouachkariniens, MataoOakirlnouek, Mataouchkairini, Mataouchkairinik, Mataouchkairiniouek, Mataouchkairiniwek, Mataouchkarini =
Matawachkarini.

Mataouiriou, Mataovan =Mattawa.
Matassins =Mi3ta33in.
Matawachkairini, Matawachwarini = Matawachka-

Malacite =Malecite.

Mal-a-hut =Malakut.
Ma'lakyilatl =Spukpukolcmk.

rini.

Malamechs, Malanas =Marameg,

Matawang, Matawin =Mattawa.

Malecetes, Malachites =Malecite.
Ma'leleqala =MamaleIekla.

Match-clats =Muchalat.
Matchedach =Matcheda3h.
Mat-che-naw-to-waig, Matchinadoaek =Iroquois.
Match-itl-aht =Muchalat.
Matechitache, Matchltashk =Matchedash.
Matelpa, Matelthpahs, Ma-tilh-pi, Ma'tllpis =

Ma

leqatl

=Malakut

M&lesit, Malicetes, Malicites, Malisit =Malecite.

Ma-li=Male
Mamakata'wana-sita'ak =Sik3ika.
Mamaleilakitish, Mamaleilakulla, Ma'malek-ala,
Ma'maleleqala, Mama-lil-a-cula, Mama-lil-HMam-il-i-li-a-ka =
Ma'me-li-Ii-a-ka,
kulla,
Mamalelekala.

Mamskey =Mat3qui.
Mamiklwlnlniwag,

Ma-mJkiyiniwak =Mamikimni-

wug.

Manelopec, Ma-ne-to-pS, Ma-ne-to-par =Watapopiuah.

Maneus =Malecite.

Mang =Mong.
Mangeurs de Cariboux =Etheneldeli.
Mank =Mong.
Manna-w5usut, Man-oh-ah-sahts,

Matilpe.

Matopel6'tni = Three Rivers.
Matou-ouescarini = Matawachkarini.
Mattassins =Mi3ta33in.
Matu-6s'-wi skitchni-nfi-Ok =Micmac.
Mat-ul-pai = Matilpe.

Mauguawogs, Mauhauks, Maukquogges = Mohawk.
Mau-os-aht =Manosaht.
Mauquaoys, Mauquas, Mauquauogs, Mauquaw,
Mauquawog, Mauquawos, Mauques = Mohawk.
Mauvals Monde =Ettchaottine.
Mauvais Monde des Pieds Noirs=Sar3i.

Mawhakes, Mawhauogs, Mawhawkes, Mawques =
Ma'n5osath,

Manosit =Manosaht.
Mantopanatos = Assiniboin.
Mantoue, Mantouecks, Mantouek, Mantoueouec =
Mundua.
Mantuas =Munsee.

Many Medicines =Motahtosik3.
Maqaise, Maqas, Maquaas, Maquaes, Maquaese,
Maquais, Maquaise,Maquas,Maquasas,Maquase,

Maquash, Maquass, Maquasse.Maquees, Maques,
Maquesyes,
Maqueses, Maquess,
Maquese,
Maquez, Maquis, Maquoas, Maquois =Mohawk.
Marachite, Marashites, Marechites, Mareschites,

Mohaw-k.

Mechimacks =Micmac
Medocktack, Medocteck, Medoctek, Medoctet,
Medocthek, Medoktek, Medostec = Medoctec.
Meendua = Mundua.
Meesee-Contee, Meesucontu =Amaseconti.
Meethco-thinyoowuc =Kainah
Me-giz-ze, Me-gizzee =Omegeeze.
Meguak, Megual, Megue =Mohawk.
Megum, Megumawaach =Micmac.
Megwe = Mohawk.

Mehethawas =Crec.
Melecites, Mellclte, Melisceet =Malecite.

Mel'oopa =Nawiti.

Marisizis =Malecite.

Mem-koom-lish =Memkumli3.
Memruncook =Memramcook.

Mar-ma-li-la-cal-la = Mamalelekala.

Mar-til-par =Maltipe.

Masawomekes = Iroquois.

Menatopa =Watopapinah.

Ma-se-sau-gce =Mis3i.sauga.

Me-nau-zhe-tau-naung, Me-nau-2he-taw-nau« —

Mashkegonhyrinis,
Maskegon.

2lA— 391

Mashkcgons,

Mashkegous =

VIenawzhetaunaung.

Mench6n =nuron.
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Mengua, Mengues, Menguy, Mengwe, Mengwee,
Mengwi = Iroquois.
Men of the Woods =Nopeming.
Mequa = Mohawk.

v., A.

1912

Messagnes, Messagues, Messasagas, Messasagies,
Messasagoes, Messasagues,Messasaugues,Messassagas, Messassagnes, Messassagues =Missisauga.
Messawomes = Iroquois.
Messesagas, Messesagnes, Messesago, Messesagues, Messessagues, Messessaques =Missisauga.

Missiosagaes, Missiquecks, Missisagaes, Missisages,
Missisagis, Missisagos, Missisagues, Missisaguez,
Missisaguys, Missisak, Missisakis, Missisaque,
Missisaquees, Missisauges =Missisauga.
Missiscoui, Missiskouy =Missiassik.
Mississaga, Mississagets, Mississageyes, Mississagez, Mississagies, Mississaguas, Mississague, Mississaguras, Mississakis, Mississaques, Mississaugers, Mississauges, Mississaugies, Mississaugues,
Mississguas Missitagues =Missisauga.
Misstassins, Mistapnis, Mistasiniouek, Mistasirenois,
Mistasirinins,
Mistassini, Mistassinni,
Mistassirinins =Mista.ssin.

Messiasics =Missiassik.

Mistigouche = Restigouche.

Messinagues, Messisagas, Messisages, Messisagues,
Messlsaugas, Messisaugers, Messissagas, Messissauga, Messissauger = Missisauga.
Mestigos, Mestizo = Metis.
Metlah Catlah, Metlahkatlah, Metlakahtla =Met-

Mistissinnys, Mitchitamou =Mistassin.
Mizamichis =Miramichi.

Merimlchi, Merrimichi =Miramichi.

Mesasagah =Missisauga.
Mesklgouk =Maskeg6n.

lakatla.

Michalits =Muchalat.

Mtchesaking = Missi.sauga.

Mkatewetiteta =Siksika.
Moacha =Yuquot.
Moachet =Mooachaht.
Moacks, Moak=Mohawk.
Moassones, Moassons =Abnaki.
Mo'atcath =Mooacl:alit.

Michinipicpoet =Etheneldeli.

Moawk =Mohawk.

Michlsagnek =Mis3isauga.
Mlchiskoui =Mi3sia3sik.

Mochomes = Delaware.

Mich-la-its =MuchaIat.

Michmacs =Micmac.
Mickemac,

Mickmacks,

Mickmaks, 'Micmacks,

Micmaks =Micmac.
Mictawayang =Mishtawayawininivak.
Miggaaniacks =Micmac.
Mi'glsi, Migizi =Omegeeze.

Mikemak = Micmac.
Mikikoues, Mikikoiiet =Nikikoupk.
MJ'kina'k =Mikonoh.
Mikinacs, Mikmak =Micniap.
Mikouachakhi =Miskouaba.
Milbauks-chim-zi-ans =Tsimsliian.

Mockways, Mocquages, Mocquayes, Mohaakx,
Mohacks, Mohacqs, Mohacs, Mohacques, Mohaes, Mohaggs, Mohags, Mohaks, Mohaqe, Mohaqs, Mohaques, Mohaucks,
Mohaugs, Mohaukes, Mohauks, Mohawcks, Mohawkes, Mohawques, Mohaws, Mohegs, Mohoakk, Mohoakx,
Mohocks, Mohocs, Mohcges, Mohoggs, Mohogs,
Mohokes, Mohoks, Mohoukes, Mohowaugsuck,
Mohowavvogs, Mohowks, Mohox, Mohucks, Mokaus, Mokawkes = Mohawk.

Moncey =Mun.=ce.
Mongsoa Eithynyook,

Mongsoa-eythinyooviuc =

Monsoni.

Mons =Mous.

Milicetes, Milicite =Malecite.

Monsaunis = Mon.?oiii.

Millbank Indians, Millbank Sound Indians =BeIIa-

Monsays, Monsees, Monseys, Monsi, Monsies =
Munsee.

bella.

Mincees, Minci =Munsce.
Minckquas, Mincquaas = Iroquois.
Minetares of the Prairie =Atsina.
Mingaes, Mingoe, Mingos, Mingwee = Iroquois.
Minissi =Murisee.
Ministeneaux =Cree.
Minitares of the Prairie, Minnetarees of Fort de
Prairie, Minnetarees of the Plains, Minnetarees
of the Prairie, Minnitarees of Fort de Prairie =
At.'iina.

Minquaas, Minquaes, Minquas = Iroquois.
Minseys, Minsimini, Minsis = Munsee.
Miriniichy =Miiainichi.
Misiassins (Petits; =Mistassin.
Misisaga's, Misisagey =Missisauga.
Misiskoui =.Mi.ssiassik.
Misitagues =Missi.sauga.
Mis-Keegocs, Miskogonhirinis =Ma-'kogon.

Miskuakes =Miskoualia.
Miskwadiis' =ML>skwadare.

Miskwiani =Musqucam.

Misonk

=Mieniissouks.
=-Musqueani.

M-squeam

Missada, Missages, Missasagas, Missasago, Missasague, Missassago, Missassugas, Missaugees, Missequeks, Missesagas, Missesagoes, Missesagues,
Missesaqiies, Missiagos, Missinasagues = MissiEauga.

Mission Point =Ro.stigouche.

Monsone, Monsoni =Mousonee.
Monsonics, Monsonies, Monsounic =Monsoui.
Monsys = Munsee.
Montagnais =Chipewyan, Nahane.
Montagnais of Lake St. John =Chicoutinu.
Montagnaits = Montagnais.
Montagnardes =Moiitagnard.
Montagnards =Montagnais, Montagnard.
Montagnars = Montagnais.
Montagnees =Chipewyan.
Montagnes =Cliipcwyan, Monta.gnais.
Montagnets = Montagnais.
Montagneurs =Onondaga.
Montagnez =Cliipewyan, Montagpais.
Montagnois, Montagrets = Montagnais.
Montagues = Montagnais, Onondaga.
Montaignairs, Montaigners, Monlaignes, Montaignets, Montainiers, Montanaro, Montaniak =
Moutagnai.--.

Monthees, ?'<lontheys -'Munsi-v.
Mont-Peles =Monts Pcles.

Monzoni = Monsoni.
Mooacht-aht, Moo-cha-aht =Mot.a(hal:t.
Moohags =Molias\k.
Moons =Mous.
Moonyvilie Saw Mills = Moodyvillc Sav, Mill^.
Moose-deer Indians, Moose Indians, Moose River
Indians = Monsoni.

Moouchaht =Mooachaht.

JIA\'l)IU)()h'
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aiiks,
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Naii-anee, Na-ai' =\ahanc.

Na-ai-ik =\aaik.
Naane, Na-ane-ottin6, Na-an-nfe =Xahane.

Walpi.

Naas =Chimni(*.si, an Family.
Naas River Indians = Niska.
Naass =Chimnie.syan Tamily,

Moravins = Moravians.
Moricetown =Lachal.sap.
Morisoiis =Monsoni.
Moshka'u'sifi =Mooshkaooz<3.
Mosonique = Mousonee.

Salislian

Family,

Mosquaugsett = Mohawk.

Nachillee = Net rhilirmiut.

Mossctte =Massct.

Nacomen =Nifomen

Mo-ta'-to-sis, Mo-ta'-tots = Motahtosiks.
Mo'tclath = Muchalat.
Mouchatha =Mooacl)aht.

Nacota

Mouhaks = Mohav. k.
Mountain Assinaboins

Na-do-wage, Nadowaig, Nadowas = Iroquois.

Mountaineer =Chipc\vyan.
Mountaineers = .MoiUagnai.=, Montagnard, Onondaga,
Chippwyan.
Mountain Indians =Chipewyan, litagottine, Montagnais, Tenankutchin, Tutchonckutchin.
Mountains =Chipewyan.
Mountain Sheep Men =Abbatotine.
Mountain Stoneys =Tschantoga.
Mountancers, Mountanees =Montagnai?.

Mouskouasoaks =Malecitc.
Mous-o-neefi = Mousonee.
Mousonis = Monsoni.

Mowaches = Mooachalit.
Mowacks, Mowakes, Mowaks, = Mohawk.
Mo-watch-its. Mowatshat =Mooachaht.
Mowhakes, Mowhaks, Mowhakue.s, Mowhaufis,
Mowhauks, Mowhauogs, Mowhawks, Mowhoake,

Mowhoks = Mohawk.
Movvitckat =Mooachaht.

Mowquakes = Mohawk.

Mpaktam

=Npiktim.
Nluchalaht, Muchlaht =Muchalat.
Muddy River Indians =Piegan.

Mukkudda Ozitunnug =Sikaika.
Muk-kwaw =Makwa.
Mukmacks =Micmac.

Mush-

keags, Muskagoes, Mus-ka-go-wuk, Muskeegoo,

Muskeg, Muskeggouck =Maskegon.
Muskegoag =Maskegon, Nopeming.
Muskegoe, Muskegons, Muskegoo, Muskego Ojibways, Muskigo, Musk-keeg-oes =Maskegon.
Mus-ko-ta-we-ne-wuk =Paskwawininiwug.
Musquahanos, Musquarro =Mu9kwaro.
Musquash =Wazhush.
Mussisakies =Missi3auga.

Nadowe = Iroquois.
Naehiaok =Cree.
Naekfin =Naikun.

Naekun
Naekun
Nagail,

k.eraua'i =Naikun-kegawai.
stastai' =Nekun-stu3tai.
Nagailas Indians, Nagailer,

Nagalier

=

Takulli.

Na-ge-uk-tor-me-ut, Naggiuktop-meut, Naggceook-tor-mee-oot =N'ageuktormiut.
Nah.ane, Nahanes, Nahanies, Nahanies of the
Upper-Stikine =Taliltan.
Nahanis, Nahan-'ne, Nahannie =Nahane.
Nah'-anesl6ne, Naha-'tdinne =Etagottine.

Nahathaway =Cree.
Nahaunie, Nah-Sw'-ny =Nahane.
Nahcoktaws = Nakoaktok.
Nah-dah-waig, Nahdooways, Nahdoways = Iroquois.
Na-he-ah- wuk = SakaAvithininiwuk.
Naheawak, Nahhahwuk, Nahiawah, Nahioak =Cree.
Nah-knock-toi
Nah-keuch-to,
Nah-keoock-to,
Nah-kwoch-to = Nakoaktok.
Nah-ma-bin =Namabin.
Nahto-tin =Nataotin.
Nahwahta = Nakoaktok.
Nah-witte, Nahwittis =Nawiti.
Nahyssan =Tutelo.
N'a'iEk =Naaik.

Muk-ud-a-shib =Sheshebe.
Muk-wah =Makwa.
Mum-i'c-yiks =Mameoya.
Munceys, Muncies, Muncy =Munsee.
Munceytown =Muncey.
Mundwa =Mnndua.
Mungwas = Iroquois.
Munsays, Mun-see-wuk, Munses, Munsey, Munseyis, Munsi, Munsies, Munsy =Mun.see.

Musqueeam, Musqueom =Musqueain.

=A.ssiniboin.

Na-co'-tah O-see-gah =Itsehcabine.
Nadowa = Huron.

=Tscliant,of!a.

Mur-til-par =Matilpe.
Muscagoes, Musconogees, Muscononges,

Waka-

shan Family.
Nabisippi =Napisipi.

Naikoon =Naikun.
Naintilic =Niantilik.

Naiz Percez =Amikwa.
Na-k"al-nas-xa'-da-i =Nakalas-hadai.
Na-kas-le-tin =Nikozliautin.
Nakawawa, Naka-we-wuk =Cree.

Nakazeteo-ten =Nikozliautin.
Na-ka-ztli =Nakraztli.
Na-ka-ztJi-tenne =Nikozliautin.
Na'k.oartok, Nakoktaws = Nakoaktok.
Nak.o'mgyilisila =Nakomgilisala.

Nakonkirhirinous = Nameuilini.
Nakoontloon =Nakuntlun.
Nakoozetenne. =Nikozliautin.
Nakotcho-Kuttchin, Na-kotchpo-onjig-Kouttchin, Nakotchpo-ondjig-Kuttchin =Nakotchokutchin.

Nakoukouhirinous = Nakkawinininiwak.
Na-'kra-ztli-'tennc =Nikozliautin.

Na'kraztti =Nakraztli.

Mustees = Metis.

Na-kutch-oo-un-jeeh, Nii'-kutch-u'-un-juk ku'tchin =Nakotchokutchin.

Mustegans =Ma3kegon.

Nakwahtoh,Nakwartoq,Na'k!wax.daEi;s,Na'-kwok-

Miistassins =Mistassin.

Musteses = Metis

Myanamak =Manumaig.
M-Wai-ai-kai =Wiwekae.

to

= Nakoaktok.

Nalal se

moch =Natalsemoch.

NalatchwSniak =Norridgewock.
Nalatsenoch =Natal.semoch.
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Nalo-tin =Xulaantin.
Namawinini =Nameuilini.
Name' =Naina.
Nameanilieu, NameSilinis,

Niimewilinis =Nameu-

ilini.

Namgauck

=Norridgewock.

Nanaimuk, Nanainio =Nanaimo.
Nancaushy Tine =Nikozliautin.
Nanitch =Sanetch.
Nanoos, Nanoose =Snonowa3.
Nanrantsoak, Nanrantsouak, NanrantsSak, Nanrantswacs, Nanrantswak = Norridgewock.
N'anscud-dinneh =Na3kotin.
Nantansouak = Norridgewock.
Nin-te-w5-ki = Seneca.
Nantley Tine =Natliatin.
Nantovie =Mundua.
Naotetains =Natoatin.
Napi-an-ottine =Nahane.
N'apissipi =Napi3ipi.

Nappa-arktok-towock =Nageuktorniiut.
N'aqkyina =Lakweip.
Na'q'oaqtdq, N4qoartoq =Nakoaktok.
Naqd'nigilisala, NaqomqlUs =Nakomgilisala.
N'aragooe, Narancliouak, Naranchouek, Naranga-

wock, Narangawook = Norridgewock.
Narankamigdok epitsik arenanbak =Abnaki.

Narantsoak, Narantsouak, NarantsSak, Narantsouans, NarantsSuk, Narantswouak, Narautsouak, Narauwings = Norridgewock.
Narent Chouan, NarentchSan, Naridgewalk, Narridgwalk = Norridgewock.
N'ar-kock-tau =Nakoaktok.
Narridgwalk, Narridgwock = Norridgewock.

\ar-wah-ro = Delaware.

Na

s'a'gas qa'edra,

Na

saga's xa'idAga

i,

Na

s'a'yas

qa'etqa =Nasaga3-haidagai.

1912

NattsjE-kouttchin =Tukkuthkutchin.
Natu.&gi, Naud-o-waig,
Naufite =Nawiti.

Naudoways =Iroquoi3.

Naurantsoliak, Naurautsoak, Naurautsouak =NGr-.

.

Nascupl =Naskapi.
Nashkoten = Naskotin.
Naskantlines =Halant.
N'askapis, Naskapit =Naskapi.
Naskoaten, Nas-koo-tain = Naskotin.
Naskopie, Naskopis, Naskupis =Na3kapi.
Na-sku-tenne =Naskotin.
^faspapees =Naskapi.
Naspatl, Naspatle, Naspatte =Chaicclesaht.
Nasq4 =Niska.
>fasquapees, Nasquapicks =Na3kapi.

Nasrad-Denee = Naskotin.
^^ass =Chimmesyan Family, Niska, Wakashan Family.
Nasse =Chimmesyan Family.
Nasxd = Niska.
Na-tal-kuz =Lathakrezla.

ridgewock.

Nauscud Dennies = Naskotin.
Nau-tle-atin =Natliatin.

Nautowaig, Nautowas, Nautoway =Iroquoi3.
Navidgwock = Norridgewock.
Na-wee-tee =Nawiti.
Na yu'ans qa'edra, Na yu'ans qa'etqa, Na vQ
Ans xa -dAga-1 =Nayuun3haidagai.

Naywaunaukau-raunuh

=Missisaiiga.

Nazeteoten =Ntshaautin.
N'cek'p't =Nesikeep.

N'cickt =Nsi.sket.
NdatonSatendi =Potawatomi.

Ndu-tchd-ottinn6 =Etcheridiegottine.
Neaquiltough =Lekwiltok.
Ne-ar-de-on-dar-go'-war =Oneida.
Ne-a-ya-6g = Chippewa, Cree.

N'ataotin =Nataotin.

Natashquan, Nataskouan =Natashkwan.
Na-taw-tin =Nataotin.
Natcotetains =Nt3haautin.
r^fikte-ote- tains =Nataotin.

Nathannas =Nahane.
Nathehwy-withinyoowuc,

v., A.

Natsilik =Netchilirmiut.

Nascah, Nascars =Niska.
Nascopi, Nascopie =Naskapi.
Nascotin, Nascud, Nascud Denee, Nascud Dennies =
Naskotin

GEORGE

Nation de Iroquet =Oiioncliataronon.
Nation de la l^outre =Nikikouek.
Nation de la Montagne =Onondaga.
Nation de la Pierre =Oneida.
Nation de la Roche =Arendalironoiis.
Nation de ITsle =Kicliesipirini.
Nation de I'Ours =Attignawanlan.
Nation d'Entanaque =Attigneenongnahac.
Nation de Petun =Tionontati.
Nation des Chats =Erie.
Nation des Monts pelez =Monts Pek's.
Nation des Ours =Attignawantan.
Nation des Pore epics =Kakou(l]aki.
Nation des Sorciers =Nipi.ssing.
Nation du Castor =Amikwa.
Nation du Chat =Erip.
Nation du Feu =Potawatorni.
Nation du Grand Rat =Cree.
Nation du Petum =Tionontali.
Nation du Pore-Epics =Piekouagami.
Nation du Rocher =Arendahronons.
Nation du Sault =Chippewa.
Nation Neuht = Neutrals.
Nation of Fire =Potawatomi.
Nation of the Beaver =Amikwa.
Nation of the great Water =Assiniboin.
Nation of the Marshes =Monsoni.
Nation of the Otter =Nikikouek.
Nation of the Porcupine =Kakouchaki.
Nation of Tobacco =Tionontati.
Natle=Natleh.
Natleh-hwo'tenne =Natliatin.
Natle-tpa-Gottine =Kawchogottine.
Natliautin, Natlo'tenne, NatUantins =Natliatin.
Natotin Tine, Na-to-utenne =Nataotin.
Natsagana =Abnaki.

Nebicerini =Nipissing.
Necait =Niciat.
Nechao-tin =Ntshaautin.
Nechjilli =Netchilirmiut.

Nathe-wywitliin-yu =

Cree.

Natilantin =Natliatin.
Nation d'Atironta =Arendahronon3.
Nation de Bois =Missisauga, Ottawa.
Nation de la Grande Montagne =Seneca.

Neconbavistes =Nekoubaniste.
Ne coon =Naikun.
Ne-cul-ta =Lekwiltok.
Neds-percez =Amikwa, Ottawa.
Neecelowes, Ncecelows =Neeslous.
Ne-e-no-il-no =Montagnai3.
Ne-gd-tc6 = Chippewa.
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Neguia Uinais =Ntsliaautin.
Nehanes, Nehanies.Nehannee, Nehannes, Nehanni,
Nehaiinay =Xahane.

Neharontoquoah =ODeida.
Nehaunees = Nahnne, Tutchonekulchin.
Nehaunees of the Chilkaht River =Takutinc.
Ne-haw-re-tah-go-wah,

Neyiskat =Nsisket.

Neyuning-Eit-duS = Neiuniugaitua.
Ne yutka, Ne'yutkanonu ndshunda =Oneidn.
Nez-Perces, Nez Pcrcez =Amikwa.

N-hla-kapm-uh =Ntlakyapamiik.
N'homi'n =Xehowmean.

Ne-haw-teh-tah-go = On-

N'hothotko'as =Huthutkawedk

Nhumeen

eida.

Ne-heth-a-wa,

Nehethe'-wuk,

Nehethowuck,

=X'^ehowmean.

Ni-ack =Xaaik.

Nehethwa =Cree.
Nehiroirini =Montagnais.

Niantilic =Nianlilik.

Nehlyaw, Nehiyawok =Cree.

Nibissiriniens =Nipissing.

N'e'itk =Xaaik.
Neltchilles, Neitschillik, Neitchillit-Eskimos, Nei-

Ni-ca-o-min =Nikaomin.
Nic-com-sin =Nkamchin.

Niaqonaujang =Niakonaujang.

Ni'ciatl =Seechelt.

teelik =Xetchilii'muit.

Niik.'a'mEn =Nicomen.
Nekaslay, Nekaslayan, Nekasly =Nikozliautin.

Ne-kat-sap =Nkattsiin.

Neklakapamuk, Neklakussamuk =Ntlakyapamuk.
Ne-kon hade=Xaikun.
Nekoubanistes, Neloubanistes =Montagnais.
Ne-kum'-ke-lls-la = Nakomgilisala.

Neku'n
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stASta-i =Nekun-stustai.

Nekwun Kiiwe

=Naikun-kegawai.
Neloubanistes =Nekoubaniste.
sNE'mges, NE'mk.lc, NE'tnqlc, Nemqisch =Nimkish.

Nick-el-palm =Ntlippaem.
Nicoamen. Nicoamin =Nicomc„.
Nicohfes =Dooesedoowe.
Nicola =Nkamchin, Zoht.
Nicola Mouth =Nkamchin.
Nicola (Upper) =Spahamin.
Nicomen, Nicomin =Nikaomin.
Nicouta-meens, Nicouta-much,
Ntlakyapamuk.
Nigh tan =Nightasis.

Nigh

tasis

Nicutemuch =

=Kung.

Nenachtach =Tcnaktak
Nenawehks, Nenawewhk, Nena Wewhok =Cree.

Nigik =Nikikouek.
Niharuntagoa, Niharuntaquoa, Nihatiloendagowa,

Ne ne not =Naskapi.

Nihorontagowa = Oneida.
Ni'ka=Nekah.
Ni-kai'-a =Nkya.
Nikicouek, Nikikoues =Nikikouek.

NEnsti ns =Ninstints
Neotetalns =NtshaautiD.
Nepeglgouit =Xipisiguit.
Neperinks, Nepesangs, Nepeslnks, Nepessins Nepicerinis, Nepicinquis, Neplcirenlans, Nepiclrlniens, Nepiscenicens, Neplseriniens, Nepisln,

Ne-

pisinguis, Xepisirini, Nepisseninlens, Nepissens,
Nepisseriens, Nepisseriniens, Nepissings, Neplssingues, Nepissiniens, Neplsslriens, Nepisslrlnlens

= Xipissing.
JNEqa'umin =Xikaomin.
Neridgewalk, Nerldgewok, Neridgiwack, Neridgwock, Nerldgwook, Nerigwok, Nerridgawock,
Nerridgewock =Norridgewock.
Nefo t =No6t.
N'sietcah =Nesietsha
Nes-i-kip =Ne3ikeep.
Neskainlith =Halant.
Neskaupe =Xaskapi.
'

Nespods =Chaicclesaht.
Nes'qdllek =NeskoUek.

NessaSakaniighe = Saint Francis.

Nesykep =Xesikeep.
Ne-ta'-ka-skl-tsi-pup'-iks = Nitakoskitsipupiks.
Netchillik, Netclilliirmiut, Netldliwi, Netschilluk
Innuit =Netchilirmiut.
NetsepoyS =Siksika.
Netsilley =Etchaottine.
Net-tee-lek =Xetchilirmiut.

Nettinat =Nitinat.
Neu-chad-lits, Neuchallts, Neuchallet =Nuchatlitz.
Neuter Nation, Neuters, Neutral Nation, Neutre
Nation, Neutrios = Neutrals.
Neu-wit-ties, Newatees =Nawiti.

Nikozliantin =Nikozliautin.

Nimkeesh, Nimkis, Nimpkish =Nimkish.
Ninniwas = Chippewa.
Ninstance, Ninstence =Nin stints.
Nlondago a =Onoida.
Nlouetians =Nawiti
Nipeceriniens, Nipercineans, Nipicirinien, Nipisierinij =Nipissing.
Nipigiguit, =Nipisiguit.
Nipisings, Nipisingues, Nipisinks, Niplsirlniens,
Nipissingues, Nipissins, Nlpisslrinlens, NipissiriNippsingues, Nipsang =
nioek, Nipistingues,

Nipissing.

Nlscotins =Naskotin.
Nishgar, Nishka =Niska.
Nishmumta =Tsimshian.
Nisigas Haade =Nasagas-haidagai.

Nis-kah=Niska.
Niskahnuith, Niskalnlith =Halant.
Niskwalli =SaIishan Family.
Nisucap =Nesikeep.
Nitchlk Irinionetchs, Nitchik
chiks =Nitchequon.

Irinionetz,

Nit-

Niten aht =Nitinat.
Nl-the-wuk =Cree.
Nitinaht, Ni'tinath =Nitinat.

Nitlakapamuk = Ntlakyapamuk.
Nitlpam =Ntlippaem.

Newboyant =Nuvuien.

Ni-to-atz =Lathakrezla.
Nlttanat, Nltten-aht, Nittenat, Nittinahts, Nittlnat =Nitinat.
Niunda-ko'wa =Oneida.

Neweetee, Neweetg, Newettee =Xawiti.

Ni-wittai =Nawiti.

New Gold Harbour Village =Haena.
New Gummi Lurk =Nugumiut.

Njith =Tukkuthkutchin.

Newitlies, Newittees, Newitti =Nawiti.

N'-kam-sheen, Nkamtci'n =Nkamchin.

New Westminster =Skaiametl.

Nkamtci'nEmux =Spence

N'kal'a,

Nkaih=Nkya.
Bridge Band
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Nkatsam, N'ka'tzam =Nkattsim.
N'kau'tnen =Nikaomin.
N'k.lpan =Ntlippaem.
N'koakoae'tko =Nkoeitko
Nko'atamux =Ntlakyapamuk.

Nkuaikin = Nkoikin.
Nku'kOmamux =Upper Thompson Indians.
Nkumcheen, N'kum'tcin =Nkamchin.
N-ku-tam-euh, NkutSmixu =Ntlakyapamuk.
NLak.a'pamux, NLak.apamux'6'c =Lytton Band.
NIaqla'kitin =Ntlakt.lakitin.
NLip'pa'Em =Ntlippaem.
Nn6a-goitine =Nigottine.
Nn6-Ia-gottine, Nn^-lla-Gottine =NeUagottine.
Nni-Gottine, Nni-ottine =Nigottine.

Noapeeming = Nopeming.
Nochways = Eskimo.
Nod-o-waig, Nodoways, Nodswaig = Iroquois.

Nod ways = Eskimo.
Nohannaies, Nohannie, Nohannis =Nahane.
Noh'hai-e =Etagottine.
Noh'hane, Nohhannies =Nahane.

Nohomeen =Nehowmean.

GEORGE

N'tai'kum =Ntekem.
N'ta'-ko =Nkaktko.
Ntce'kus =Nchekus.
Nte'qEin = Ntekem.
N'tlaka'pamuq, N-tla-ka-pe-niooh, Ntlakya'pamuq =NtIakyapamuk.
NtsaLa'tko =Ntstlatko.
Ntshaantin =Ntshaautin.
Nufika'hn =Missisauga.
Nubenaigooching = Nopeming.
Nuchalkmx =Nuhalk.
Nuchimases = Newchemass.

NokumktesiUa =Nakomgilisala.
Nolongewock =Norridgewock.
Nondages, Nontagu^s, Nontaguez = Onondaga.

Nuk.a'aqmats = Nukaakmats.

Nu'ik' =Nuiku.

No"to-w5'-ka =Seneca.
Noochahtlaht,
Noochahlaht,
Nooch-aht-aht,
Nooch-alh-laht, Nooch-artl-aht, Noochatlaht =
Nuchatlitz.

Noodlook =Nudlung.
Nool-ke-o-tin =Nulaantin.
Nootka =Mooacliaht, Skittagetan Family, Wakaslian
Family, Salishan Family, Yuquot.
Nootka-Colunibian = Nootka, Salishan Family, Wakashan Family,
Nootkahs = Salishan Family, Wakashan Family.
Noo-we-tee, Noo-we-ti =Nawiti.

Noowook =Nuvung.
No Parfleche = Kutaisot.siman.
Nopemen d'Achirini, Nopometus .\nineeg, Nopemings, Nopemin of Achirlnl, Nopeitiit Azhinneinini,

No'pimingtashineni-

Noridgawock, Noridgewalk, Noridgewoc, Noridgewock, Noridgwoag, Noridgwock, Norredgewock,
Norridgewalk,
Norridegwock,
Norridgawock,
Norridgowock, Norridgwak, Norridgwocks, Norridgwog, Norridgwogg, Norrigawake, Norrigewack, Norrigewock, Norrigwock, Norrijwok,
Norriwook, Norrywok = Norridgewock.
North Bend =Kapachichin.
Northern =Athapascan Family, Chimmesyan Family, Eskimauan Family, Koluschan Family, Skittagetan Family
Northern Crees =Sakawithini-n-uk.
Northerners =Tahagmiut.
Northern Indians =Etheueldeli.
Northern People = Northern Assiniboin.
Northern Uttawawa =Cree.
North River, North Thompson =Chuckchuqualk.
Norwidgewalks =Norridgewock.
Notinnonchionl = Iroquois.
Notre Dame de Betsiamits =Bersiamite.
Nottawagees = Iroquois, Seneca.
Nottawegas, Notteweges = Iroquois.
Nouga =Kawchodinne.
Nouitlies = Nawiti.
Noutka = Nootka.
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Nsi'sqEt =Naisket.
Nsqa'qaultEn =Nskakaulten.
Ntaauo-iin =Nataotin.

Nugumeute =Nugumiut.

Nopiming daje
wag = Nopeming.

A.

Nqa'ia =Nkya.
Nqakin =Nkoikin.
Nqa'ktko =Nkaktko.
Nqau'min =Nikaom)n.
Nqoe'itko =Nkoeitko.
Nqoi'kin, Nquakin = Nkoikin.
NsE'qip =Nesikeep.

No-kaig, Nok'e=Noka.
N'okoie'kEn = Nkoikin.

neeg,

v.,

N'pEk'tEiTi =Npiktim.

Nu'kHits =Nukits.
Nuk wul tuh =Nakcaktok.
Nulaantins =Nulaautin.
NuLLe'ix =Nutltleik.

Numa =Nama.
Numa-bin =Namabin.
Num-kes =Nimkish.
Nun-da-wa'-o-no', Nundawaronah,

NOn'dSwe'gi,

Nundowaga

=Soneca.
Nu'nEmasEqaiis =Nunemasekalis.

Nunseys =Munsee.
Nuqa'axmats = Nukaakmats.
Nuqaikh, Nuqalkmh =Nuhalk.
Nuqueiio = Nootka.
Niirhintsuaks = Norridgewook.
Nusk.'E'lstEmH, Nusqis'lst =Nuskelst.
Niiss-lca =Niska.
Nu-tca-'tenne, Nu-tcah-'tenne =Ntshaautin.
Nutca'tlath =Nu(hatKtz.
Nut-el =Sotstl.
NutHe'iHtskone =Tkeiktskune.
Nutka =Nootka, Wakashan Family.
Nu'tl'a'l, Nutl'E'I =Sotstl.

Nutltle'iq =Nutltleik.

Nuvuk, Nuvukdjuaq =Nuvung.
Nuxalk =Nuhalk.
Nu-witti =Nawiti.

N-wa-ih =Nkaih.
NwS'-ka =Ontwaganha, Chippewa.
Nxo'istEn =Kanlax.

Nx'omi'n =Nehowmean.
Nyakai =Nkya.
Nyiskat =Nsisket.
Nypissings, Nypsins =Nipis.?ing.
Nzis-kat, Nzyshat =Nsisket.

Oadauwaus =Ottawa.
Oakanagans, Oakinacken, Oakinagan =Okinagan.
8arasteg8iaks = Malecite
O-ben-akl, Obenaquiouoit, Obinacks = Abnaki.

Objibways =Chippewa.
Obstinate =Nitakoskitsipupiks.
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Obunegos =Abnaki.
Ochasteguln, Ochataftin, Ochataiguin, Ochategin,
Ochateguin, Ochateqiiins =Huroii.
Ochelaga =Horhelaga.
Ochelay =Hoohclayi.
O'chepe'wag =Cliippewa
Ochesslgirinioock, Ochessigiriniouek, Ochestgooetch,
Ochestgouetch,
Ochestigouecks =
Oukescstigouek.

Ochinakein =Okinagan.
Ochlpawa, Ochlpewa,

Ochipoj-,

Ochippewais =

Cliippewa.

Ocpack =Okpaak.
Octagouche =Restigouclip.
Octogymists,
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Odahwah,

Odahwaug,

Odawas =

Ottawa.

Odchipewa, Odgiboweke =Chippcwa.
Odishkwagami, Odishkwa-Gamig, O-dish-quagum-eeg,
O-dissh-quag-um-ees,
Odishquah-

gumme = Nipi.ssing.
Odjibewais, Od-jib-\vag, Odjibwas, Odjibwe, Odjibwek =Chippe-na.
O'ealitq, O'ealitx =Oealitk.
Oe'Litx =Oetlitk.
ffinne = Eskimo.

Oe'tHtq=0etlitk.
Oe'Iitx =Oetlitk.

(jStsoenhwotenne =Natliatin.
Ogibois = Chippewa.
Ohamiel, Ohamille =Ohamil,
Ohey-aht, Ohiat, Ohyaht, Ohyat, Oiatuch =Oiaht.
Oi-cle-la =Waitlas.

Onagongues, Onagonque, Oiiagunga, Onagungecs= Abnaki.
Onandaga, Onandagers, Onandagos, Onandgo,
Onandogas, Onantagues =Onoiidaga.
Onaouientagos =W indigo.
Snatchatazonons =Ononchataronon.
Onayauts, Onayiuts, O-na-yote-ka-o-no, Oncidas
= Oneida.
Onconntehocks =Abnaki.
Oneydes =Oneida.
Ondages =Onondaga.
Ondataouaouat, Ondataouatouat, Ondatauauat,

Ondatawawat =Ottawa.
Ondatouatandy =Potawatomi, Ottawa.
Ondawagas =Seneca.
Ondlakes =Abnaki.
Ondiondago =Onandaga.
Ondlronon =Aondironon.
Ondoutaciiaheronnon =Ondoutaouak.-i, Ottawa.
OndStaSaka = Ottawa.
O-nea-yo-ta-au-cau =Oneida.
Onc-daugh-ga-haugh-ga = Onondaga.
Onedes, Onedoes, Oneiadas, Oneiadds, Oneiades,.
Oneidaes, Oneides, Oneidoes, Oneids, Oneljdes,
Oneiochronon, Oneiotchronons, OneiSchronons,.
Oneiouks, Oneiouronons, Oneiout, OnetStcheronons, Oneioutchronnons, Onei-yu-ta-augh-a
Oneiyutas =Oneida.

Onejages = Abnaki.
Onejda, Onejdes =Oneida.
Onendagah, 0-nen'ta"-ke =Onondaga.
Oneotas, Oneout, Oneoutchoueronons, Oneyades,
Oneydas, Oneydays, Oneyders, Oneydes, Oneydese, Oneydeys, Oneydoes, Oneydos, Oneyds,.
Oneyede, Oneyonts, Oneyoust, Oneyuts =Oneida.

Oiogoen, Oiogoenhronnons, Oiogouan, Oiogouanronnoii, Oiogouen, Oiogouenronnon, Oiogouin,
Oiougoveiies =Cayuga.
O-je-bway, Ojeebcis, Ojibaway, Ojibbewaig, Ojibbeways, Ojibboal, Ojibeways, Ojibois, Ojibua,
O-jlb-wage, Ojibwaig, Ojibwas, O-jib-wa-uk',
Ojibways, Ojib-way-ugs, Ojibwe = Chippewa.
Ojongoveres = Cayuga.
Okanagam =Okinagan.

Onie-le-toch =Cealitk.
Onioets =Oneida.

Okanagan

Onionenhronncns, Oniouenhronon =Cayuga.

=Nkamapli.x, Okinagan.

Ongmarahronon, Onguiaahra =Ongniaahia.
On-gwa-no" syo"'ni' =Iio<nioi.s.
Oniadas,

Oniades,

Onids,

Oniedas,

Oniedes =

Oneida.

Okanagon, O-kan-a-kan, Okanakanes, Okanaken -

Onioutcheronons, Oniouts, Oniyouths, O-ni-yu-ta,.

O'Kanies-Kanies =Okinagan.
Okatlituk =Oetlitk.
Okenaganes, Okenakanes, Okiakanes, Okinaganes,
Okinahane, Okinakain, Okinakan, Okinakane,
Okina'k.en, Okinekane, Okin-e-Kanes, O-kini-kaines, Okinokans, O-ki-wah-kine =Okinagan.

Oniyutaaugha =Oneida.
Onkinegans = Okinagan.
Onkoiiagannha =Ontwaganha.
Onnagonges, Onnagongues, Gnnagongwe, Onnagonques = Abnaki.
Onnandages, Onnatagues =Onondaga.
Onneiochronnons, Onneiotchronnons, Onneioust,.
Onneiout, Onneioutchoueronons, OnneiStheronnons, Onneioute, Onneiouthronnons, Onne—
jeoust, Onnejochronons, Onnejoust, Onnejouts =

Ok-kak=0kak.
Okkiadliving =Ukiadliving.

O'Kok=0kak.
Oknanagans = Okinagan.
Okonagan, Okonagon, Okonegan =Okinagan.

Oneida.

Okuaho =Toryohne.

Onnentagues = Onondaga.

Oldnass =Niska.
Olinacks =Abnaki.

Onnentissati =Onentisati.
Onneydes, Onnej'otchronon, Onneyouth =Oneida.
Oiinogonges, Onnogongwaes = Abnaki,
Onnogcntes =Oneida.
Onnoncharonnons =Ononchataronon.

.Olomanosheebo =Romaine.
Omackasiwag =Wazhush.

Omahanes =Okinagan.
Omail =Ohamil.
Omanise =Ommunise.
Omaschkase Wenenewak =Wazhush.
Omashkekok =Maskcgon.
Omate's =Onondaga.

O'meme

=Nootka.

Omikoues =Amikwa.
Omush-kas, O-mush-kas-ug =Wazhush.
Omush-ke-goag, Omushkegoes =Maskegon.
Onadago = Onondaga.

Onnondaga,

Onnondages,

Onnondagoes =Onnon-

daga.

Onnongonges = Abnaki.
Onnon.ages, Onnontae, Onnontaehronnons, Onnontagh^, Onnontagheronnons, Onnontagk,

Onnontague Onnontaguehronnons, Onnonta—
guese, Onnonntaguez, Onnontatae = Onondaga.
Onnontcharonnons =Ononchataronon.
Onnontoeronnons = Onondaga.
Onnontagues =Onondaga.
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Onnoyotes, Onnoyoute =Oneida.
Onoconcquehagas, Onoganges, Onogongoes, Onogonguas, Onogungos, Onokonquehaga =Abnaki.
Onodos, Onoiochrhonons, Onojake =Oneida.
Ononda-agos, Onondades, Onondaiironnons, Onondagaes, Onondagah, Onondages, Onondagers,
Onondages, Onondagez, Onondaghe, Onondagheronons, O.aondagos, Onondagues, Onondajas,
Onondakes, Onondawgaws, Onondegas = Onondaga.

Oregon jargon, Oregon Trade Language =Chinook
jargon.

Orendakes,

Orondacks,

Osault St Louis =Caughnawa.ga.

Osgeegah =It3cheabine.
O-see-ga'h, Osegah =Tschantoga.
Oshibwek = Chippewa.
Osinipoilles =Assiniboin.

Onontae, Onontaehronon, Onontaerhonons, Onontaeronons, Onontaerrhonons, Onontaez, Onontager, Onontages, Onontaghes, Ontago, Onontague Onontagueronon, Onontaguese, Onontahe, Onontahe, Onontaheronons = Onondaga.

Oskemanettigons,

Onontchateronons =Ononchataronon.
Ononthagues, Onoontaugaes, Onoundages =Onondaga.

Onoyats, Onojauts, Onoyote, Onoyouts, Onoyuts

= Oneida.
Ontaanak = Ottawa.
Ontague = Onondaga.
Ontdaonatz, Ontdwawies =Ottawa.
Ontehibouse = Chippewa.
Ontoouaganha,
Ontoagannha,
Ontoagaunha,
Ontouagannha, OntSagannha, Ontouagennha =

Onundagega-

Onundawaga =Seneca.
Onundawgoes = Onondaga.
Onuntewakaa =Seneca.
Onyades,

Onydans,

Onyedauns,

Otatsightes =

Oneida.

Oochepayyan =Chipewyan.
Oo-geoo-lik =Ugiulirmiut.
Ooglit, Ooglitt =Uglirn.
Oogueesik Salik, Ooguensik-salik-Innuits =Ukusilcsalirmiut.

Oo-ka-na-kane =Okinagan.
Ook-joo-lik, Ookwolik =Ugiulirmiut.
Oonontaeronnons = Onondaga.

Oopungnewing =Operdniving.
Ooqueesiksillik, Ootkooseek-Kalingmoeoot =Ukusiksalirmiut.

Opechisaht, Opecluset, Ope-eis-aht =Opitchesabt.
Opemens d'Acheliny =Nopeming.
Openadyo, Openagi, Openagos, Openangos =Abnaki
Opendachiliny =Pawating.
Opet-ches-aht =Opitchesaht.
Opetsitar =Opitsat.
O'pimittish, Ininlwac =Nopeming.

O'pimmitish Ininiwuc =Cree.
Opisat, Opisitar =Opitsat.

O-po-nagh-ke, Oppenago =Abnaki.

Oppernowick =Operdmving.
O-puh-nar'-ke =Abnaki.

Oqomiut =Okomiut.
Orarians =Eskimo.

Oregon Jacks =Ntekem.

Oskemanitigous =Oukiskimani-

touk.

Osoyoos =Nkamip.
Osquisakamais =Oskquisaquan:iai.
Osseegahs =Itscheabine.
Ossikanna = Seneca.
Ossineboine, Ossiniboine, Ossnobians =Assiniboin.
Ossonane, Ossosandue, Ossosane, Ossossarie, Ossossandue =Ossossane.
Ostiagaghroones, Ostiagahoroones = Chippewa.
Otahas, Otaoas = Ottawa.
Otaopabine =Watopapinah.
OtaSais, Otaoiiaks, Otaous, Otauas =Ottawa.
Otaulubis =Outurbi.
Otawa, Otawas, Otawaus, Otawawas = Ottawa.
Otchepose, Otchipoeses, Otchipois, Otchipoises,
Otchipwe = Chippewa.
Otcitca'konsag =Outchichagami.
Ot'el'nna = Eskimo.

Otick-waga-mi =Nipissing,
Otjibwek =Chippewa.

Ontwaganlia.

Onttaouactz = Ottawa.
Ontwagannha =Ontwaganha.
Onughkaiirydaaug = Seneca.
O-nun-da'-ga-o-no, Onundagega,
nono^dshunda =Onondaga.

Orondoes =

Orongouens = Cayuga.
Oroondoks, Oroonducks, Orundacks =Adiiondack.

Onongongues =Abnaki.

Onontakaes =Otlawa.
Onontake, Onontatacet =Onondaga.
Onontchataranons, Onontchataronons,

Orondocks,

Adirondack.

Otokotouenii =Otaguottouemin.
Otondiata, Otoniata, Otoniato =Toniliata.
Otoiiacha =Toanche.
Otoways, Ottah-wah-, Ot-tah-way- Ottaouais,
Ottaouets = Ottawa.
Ottapoas =Chippewa.
Ottauwah, Ottawacks, Ottawacs, Ottawaes, Ottawagas, Ottawaies, Ottawak, Ottawawa, Ottawawaas Ottawawe, Ottawawooes.Ottawaws.Ottaway, Ottawwans, Ottawwawwag, Ottawwawwug, Ottewas, Ottoawa, Ottova, Ottowaes, Ottowais, Ottowata, Ottowaus, Ottowauways, Ottowawa, Ottowawe, Ottowaws, Ottowayer, Ottoways, Ottowose, Ottwasse =Ottawa.
Ouabenakiouek, Sabenakis, Ouabenaquis, Oiiabnaquia =Abnaki.

Ouace =Ouasourarini.
Ouachaskesouek =Wachaskesouck
Ouachegami =Wachegami.
Ouchipuanes =Chipewyan.
Ouakichs =Nootka.
OuakSiechidek =Chisedec.
Ouakouingouechiouek =Wakouingouechiwek.
Ouali =Ouasouarini.

Ouaouackecinatouek =Huron.
8an81nak, Sarinakiens =Wewenoc.
Ouaouechkairini, Ouaouechkairiniouek, Ouaouechkairini, 8a8iechkarini8ek =Weskarini.

Ouaroronon =Ongniaahra.
Ouasaouanik, Ouasouarim, Ouassi =Ouasouarini
Ouatawais, Ouatouax =0t awa.
Oubenakis, 8benakis =Abnaki.

Oubestamiouek =Bersiamite.
Oucahipoues = Chippewa.
Ouchessigiriniouek, Ouchestigouek, Ouchestigouetch, Ouchestigoiiets =Oukesestigouek.
Ouchibois, Ouchipawah, Ouchipije, Ouchipoves =
Chippewa.
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Ouendat, Sendat =Huron.

Outontagans, Outouacks, Outouacs,

Ouchuchlisit, Ou-chuk-Us-aht =UcliucUlcsit.

Outouaouas =Ottawa.
Outouloubys =Outurbi.
Outouvas, Outcwacs =Ottawa.

Ouenebegonhelinis

=Ouincbi!!:onhelini.

Ouentouoronons =Seneca.
8e8eskariniens =Weskarini.
Oueperiftoueiaouek =Wepeiigweia.
Ouescharini =Weskariiii.
Oughquissasnies =Saint Regis.
Ouglitella =Awaitlala.

Ougpauk =Okpaak.
Ouiochrhonons =Oneida.
Oiiioenrhonons, Ouiouenronnons = Cayuga.
Oukinegans =Okinagan.
Oukouingouechiouek =Wakouingouechiwek.

Outtamacks, Outtaois, Outtaouacts, Outtaouatz,
Outta8es, Outtaouis, Outtauois, Outtawaats,
Outtawas, Outtoaets, Outtouatz =Ottawa.
Ou yaku Ilnige =Aoyakulnagai.
Owandats = Hviron.
Oweckano, O-wee-kay-no, Oweekayo =AVikeuo.
Owenagungas, Owenagunges, Owenagungles =Abnaki.

Owendaets, Owendats, Owendot =Huron.

Owenungas =Abnaki.

Oumamioucks =Bersiamite.

Owia-lei-toh =Oealitk.
Owit-lei-toh =Oetiltk.
Oxomiut =Okomiut.

SmatniSek, 8mami8ekhi =Oumamiv.ek.
=Bersiamite.

Oumaniouets, Oumanois =Ovimamiwek.

Oyanders = Mohawk.

Ouniatachiiriouetz =Oumatachi.

Oyelloightuk =Oealitk.

Oumisagai =Mi33i3auga.
Ou-Monssonls =Monsoni.
Ounachkapiouek, Ounadcapis = Naskapi.
Ounangan =Eskimauan Family.
Ounascapls, Ounescapi =Naskapi.
Ouneyouths =Oneida.
Ounikanes =Ainikwa.
Ounontcharonnous, Ounountchatarounongak,
Ountchatarounounga =Onnchataronon.
Oupapinachiouek, SpapinachiSekhl, Oupapinach-

Oyogouins = Cayuga.
Oyty-aht =Oiaht.

i8ku =Papinachois.

Outouais,

Outsotin =Hwotsotenne.

Oumaniiois = Ber.siamite, Oumanii'nek.

Oumamiwek
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Pacheena, Pacheenaht, Paclieenett,

Pachenah =

Pachenaht.
Padowagas =Seneca.
Paegan, Pa-e-guns =Piegan.

Pa-erks =Eskimo.

Pagans =Piegan.
Pagouitik =Pawating.

Pahkee

=Siksika.

Ouperigoue ouaouakhi =Weperigv. eia.

Pahouitingdachirini Pahouiting8ach Irini, Pahwiting-dach-irini, Pahwittingdach-irini =Pawat-

Oupouteouatamik =Potawatomi.
Ouramanichek = Oumamiwek.
Ouraouakmikoug =Outaouakamigouk.

Paik=Siksika.

ing.

Pail-uk-sun =Sailupsun.

Ouristigouche =Restigouche.
Outabitibek, Outabytibls =Abitibi.
Outachepas = Chippewa.

Paisans, Les= Seneca.
Pakeist =Pekai3t.

Outakouamiouek, Outakouamiwek =Attikamegue
Outaois, Outaoise, Outaonacs, Outaoiiacs, OutaS-

P&naXki =Abnaki.

acs, StaSacs, Outaoiiaes,

8ta8aes, Outaouagas,

Outaouales, Outaouais, OutaSais, 8ta8ais, Outaouaks, Outaouan, Outaouaos, Outaouas, Outa8as, 8ta8as =Ottawa.
Outaouas of Talon =Otontagan.
Outaouats, Outaouaus, Outaouas, Outaouays, Outaoues, = Ottawa.
8ta8kot8etni8ek =Otaguottouemin.
Outaouoisbouseottous, Outaouois, Bouscouttous,
=Bou9COutton.
Outaouois, OutaSois = Ottawa.

Outaouoisbouseottous, Outaouois Bouscouttons =
Bouscouttou.

Outaoutes, OutaSuas, Outaovacs, Outaovas, Outaowaies, Outarwas = Ottawa.

Outatibes=Abitibi
Outauaes, Outauas, Outauies, Outauois, Outavis,
Outavois, Outawacs, Outawais, Outawas, Outawase, Outawawas, Outaway, Outawies, Outawois
= Ottawa
Outchibouec, Outchibous =Chippewa.
Outchichagamiouetz =Outchichagami.
Outchlpoue, Outchipwais =Chippewa.
Outchouguets =Outchougai.
Outduaois =Ottawa.
Outehipoues =Chippewa.
Outemiskamegs =Tiimskaming.

Pallalts=Pilalt.

Pa-nel-a-kut =Peiielakut.
Panis Blanc =Pani Blanc.
Panoirigoueiouhak =Pawating.
Paouichtigouin, Paouitagoung, Paouitigoueieuhak
= Chippewa, Pawatlng.
Paouitikoungraentaouak =Pawating.
Paouitingouach-irlni = Chippewa.

Papechigunach =Restigouche.
Papenachois =Papinachois.
Papillion =Skwailuh.

Papinachaux.Papinaches, Papinachiois, PapinachiSekhi, Papinakiois, Papinakois, Papinanchois,
Papipanachois, Papiragad'ek, Papivaches =Papmachois.

Pa'pk'um =Popkum.
Paponeches =Papinaohois.
Par'keeh =Siksika.

Pasamaquoda =Passamaquoddy.
Pasha =Paska.
Pashilqua, Pashilquia =Cayoosh Creek.
Paskwawiyiniwok =Paskawininiwug.
Passamacadie, Passamaquoda, Passamaquodda,
Passamaquoddies, Passamaquodie, Passamequado, Passammaquoddies, Passemaquoddy, Passaimaquodies =Passamaquoddy.

Patas-negras =Sik3ika.
Patawatamies, Patawatimes, Patawattamies, Patawattomies =Potawatomi.

Outeonas, Outimacs =Ottawa.

Patcheena = Pachenaht.

Outiskouagaml, Outisquagamis =Nipi39lng.

Patcina'ath = Pachenaht.
Patroniting Dach-Irlni =Pawating.
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Piji" =Pissuh.

Paukwechin =PanQucchin.
PaiJoirigoueieuhak, Pauoitigoueieiihak, Pauotigoueteuhak =Pawating.

Pikani=Piegan.
Pike =Siksika.
Pikiulaq =Pikiulak.

Pautawatimis, Pautawattamies, Pauteauamis =Po-

Pikogami = Piekouagami.
Pi-kun-i, Pilgans, =Piegan.

tawatomi.
Pavilion, Pavilion =Skwailuh.

1912

v., A.

Piekane, Piekann =Piepan.

Pattawatamies, Pattawatinia, Pattawatimees, Pattawatimy, Pattawatoniie, Pattawattamees, Patatawattomies, Pattawattomis, Pattiwarima, Patu-atami =Potawatomi.

Piekouagamiens, Piekovagamiens = Piekouagami.
Pigans =Piegan.

Pila'tlq=Pilalt.

Pawateeg =Pawating.
Pawaustic-eythin-yoowuc =Atsina.
Paweteko Wenenowak, Pawichtigou-ek =PawatinE.

Piling =Pilingmiut.

Pimai nus, Piminos =Pcinainus.
Pinchy =Pintce.

Paw-ls-tick I-e-ne-wuck =Atsina.

Pisierinii, Pisirinins =Nipifsing.

Pawistucienemuk =Atsina, Pawating.
Pawistuck-Ienewuck =Atsina.
Pawitagou-ck = Pawating.
Pawkees =Siksika.
Payairkets = Eskimo.

Piskatang =Pi?kitang.
Pitcliiboucouni,
PitchibSrenJk
Pitchiboueouni,
Pitehiboutounibuek =Pitchibourenik.
Pitit Creek =Koiskana.

Paygans, Peagan,

Peajiin,

P'kai'st =Pekaist.

Peaginou, Pe-ah-cun-

nay =Piegan.
Peau de Lifivre, Peaux de Lievres =Ka\\chodinne.
Pecaneaux =Piegan.
Pedadumies =Potawatomi.
Pedgans, Peefians =Piegan.

Thlingchadinne.

Peelig, =Pilingniiut.
Peel's River Indians, Peel's River

Plain Assineboins =Assiniboin of the Plains.
Plain Crees =Paskwawinini'nug.
Plascotez de Chiens, Plat c6te de Ciiien, Plats cotee
de Chiens, Plats-c6tes-de-Chien =ThUngchadinne.
Plats-c8tes-de-chien du for Rae =Ijintrhanre.
Plats-c6t6s de Chiens, Plats c6tez de Chiens =

Loucheux =TaUit-

Pockaguma =Pifkougami.
Po-da-wand-um-ee, Po-da-waud-uni-eeg, Poes =

kutchin.

Pegan, Peganes, Pe-gan-o, Peganoe'-koon,
anoo-eythinj'oowuc, Peigans =Piegan.

Peg-

Potawatomi.
Polls leiie =Mis9isauga.

Pointe des Esquimaux = Esquimaux Point.
Poissons blancs =Attikamegue.
Ponkeontamis, Ponteatamies, Ponteotamies. Pont-

Pei'ki =Siksika.

Peikuagamlu =Piekouagami.
Pe-kan-ne, Pekanne-koon =Piegan.
Peki'neni =Potawatomi.
PElatlq=PilaU.
Pel'catzek, Pe-l'ka-tcek =Polkatcliek.

Bay Eskimo =Sinimiut.
Pematnawiak =Lorette.
Pembina band =Anibiminanisibiwiriini\vak.
Pemedeniek = Huron.
Penaiahuts, Pena'leqat, Penalikutson, Penduhuts
Pelly

= Penelakut.

ewatamis, Pontowattimies, Poodawahduhme =
Potawatomi.

P6-o-mas =Siksika.
Popcum =Popkum.
Popinoshees =Papinachoi.«?.
Porcupine, Porcupine River Indians =Tukkuthkutchin.

Porcupine Tribe = Kakouchaki.
Port de la Heve =Lahave.

P6n'ikis=Abnaki.

Porteurs =Takulli.

Pennoukady = Passamaquotldy.

Poscoiac, Poskoyac =Pasquayah.
Potavalamia, Potawahduhmee, Potawatama, Po3
^2 4
„
tawatamis, i»
Potawatimie, Po-ta-wa-to-me, Potawattaniies, Potawattimie, Potawattomies, Potawatumies, Po-tS-waw-to'-me, P6-ta-w6t-me,
Potawtumies, Poteotamis, Poteoiiatami, Poteoua
tamis, Potewatamies, Potewatamik, Potlwattimeeg, Potiwattomies, P6-t6sh', Potowatameh,
Potowatamies, Potowatomies,
Potowotamies,
Pottawatameh, Pottawatamie, Pottawataneys,
Pottawatimies, Pottawatomies, Pottawattamies,
Potta-ufat-umies, Pottawaudumies, Pottawotamies, Pottawottomies, Pottewateniies, Pottiwattamies, Pottowatamies, Pottowatomy, Pottowattomies,
Pottowotomees,
Pottowautomie,
Poucatamis, Poues, Pouhatamies, Poulteattemis,
Poulx, Poulx teattemis, Pous, Poutauatemis,
Poutawatamies, Poutawottamies, Pouteamis,
Poiiteaouatami,
Pouteatimies,
Pouteatami,
Pouteauatamis, Pouteotamis, Pouteoiiatami,
Pouteouatamiouec,
PouteouPouteSatamis,
atimi, Pouteouetamites, Pouteouitamis, Pouteouotamis, Pouteouatamis,
Poutewatamies,
Poutoualamis, Poutoiiamis, Poutouatamis, Poutouatamittes, Poutouotamis, Poutouwatamis,
Poutowatomies, Poutuatamis, Poutwatamis,
Pouutouatami, Poux, Pouz, Powtawatamis, Pow-

Pfi'ntlatc =Puntlatsh.

PeokSagamy =Piekouagami

,

People of the Lowlands =Maskegon.
People of the Prairie = Paskwawininiwug.
People of the 'Woods =Saka^vithiniwuk.
Peoutewatamie =Potawatomi.
PE'qaist =Pekaist.

Perun, Periiu =Tionontati.
PeskadamSkkan, Peskadam-ukotik, Peskadaneeoukkanti, Peskamaquonty, Pesmaquady, Pesmocady, Pesmokanti, PSs-ta-mokati(ik, Pestumagatiek =Passamaquoddy.
Petite Nation, Petite Nation des Algonquins, Petits
Algonquins =Weskarini.
Petuneurs =Cayuga.

Petuneux =Tionontati.

Peyakwagami
Pezo =Pissuh.
Piagouagami,

=Piekouaganii.

Piakouakamy,

Piekouagami.

Picaneaux, Picaneux =Piegan.
Pichouagamis =Piekouagami.
Plckan =Piegan.
Pickovagam =Piekougami.

Piedgans =Piegan.
Pieds-noirs =Siksika

Piakuakamits =

.
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tewatamis, Powtewattimles, Powtowottomies =
Potawatomi.

Poyam =Poiam.
Prairie-Crees =Pa3kwawininiwufc.
Prairie Grossventres =Atsina.
Prairie Indians =Pa?kwawinini\vug.

=Munsee.
Puget Sound Group =Salishan Family, Wakashan FaPtulcsit
mily.

Puliaist' =Pekaist.

Pungelika =Erie.
Punt-ledge =PuntIatsh.

Puotwatemi, Putavatinies, Putawatame, Putawatimes, Putawatimies, Putavvatimis, Putawatomie, Putawawtawmaws, Pu-te-wa-ta, Putewatadan, Putewatimes, Putowatomey's, Puttawattimies, Puttcotungs, Puttewatamies, Puttowatamies, Puttwatimees =Potawatomi.
O! a'd.isgo qe' gawa-i =Kadusgo-kegawai.
Oa'gials qe'gawa-i =Kagials-kega'nai.
Oa'gutl=K-nakiutl.
Qa'-ial la'nas =Kaiahl-lanas.
Oaiskana' =Koiskana.
Oaisla' =Kitimat.
Oai sun =Kaisun.
Oa'-ita la'nes =KaiahI-lana3.
Oala'ltq =Hellelt.
Oalda'ngasal =Huldanggats.
O'ale'ts =Kulleets.

Oa'Iogwis, Oalukwis =Kalokwi3.

Oan =Kung.
Oa'ngual la'nas =Kangguatl-lana3.
Oa'qajnatses =Hahamat3es.
Qa-qa-to^-wa" =Chippewa.
Oaqio's =Kekios.
Oarussuit =Karusuit.
O! a'sta qe'gawa-i =Daiyualil-lanas.
Qauitcin =Cowichan.
Oauitschin =Salishan Family.
<0!aya fi Inaga'-i =Kayung.
Qe Lamix =Kedlamik.
Oe'nipsen =Kenipsim.
Oe'qaes =China Hat.
Oeqerten =Kekerten.
ije'qios =Kekios.
OezonlathOt =Kezonlathut.
Oidneliq =Kidnclik.
Oingua =Kingua.
Oinguamiut =Kinguamiut.
Oivitung =Kivitung.
OmE fkoyim, Omuski'Em =Mii3queam.

Ooaiastems =Kwaustums.
O'oa'Lna =Koatlna.
Q'oa'px =Koapk.
Ooasi'la =Goasila.

Ooatse =Kwatsi.
Ooe'qoma^/xo =Homalko.
Ooe'xsot'en6x =Koeksotenok.
Ooga'nas =Koganga3.
OoiQoi =Koikoi.

O'o'm'enox =Komenok.
O'o'mk-utis =Komkyutis.

O'o'moyue =Komoyue.
O'o'mqutis =Komkutis.

Oo'sqemox, Oosqimo =Koskimo.
Ouackeweth, Quackewith, Quackolls, Qua-colth,
Ouac6s =Knakiutl.

Quaddy Indians =Passamaquoddy.
Ou&dos =Huados.
OuHgheuil, Ouahkeulth =Kwakiutl.

"Ouaddies,

Quai-iunough, Qua-i-nu =Guauaenok.
Ouaitlin =Kwantlen.

Qua-kars =Komcyuc.
Oualicum =Saamen.
Oual-quilths =Kwakiutl.
Qu^mitchan =Cowichan.
Ouandarosque =Ganeraske.
Ouant-lums =Kwantlcn.
Ouaquiolts =Kwakiutl.
Quarrelers, Quarrellers =Kutchir, Tukkuthkutchin,
Ouasosne =Saint Regis.
Oua'tl =Kwantlen.
Ouatoges, Ouatcghees, Quatoghies, Quatoghies of
Loretto = Huron.

Ouatsenos =Quatsino.
Ouatsinas =Goasila.
Ouat-si-nu =Quatsino.
Quauaenoq =Guauaenok.
Quaumauangniiut =Kaumauangmiut.
Ouaw-guults =Kwakiutl.

Ouawlicum

=Saanien.

Ouaw-she-lah =Goasila.
Oua-ya-stums =Kwaustums.
Oueackar =Komoyue.
Oueeakahs, Quee-ha-ni-cul-ta =Kueha.
Oue«; ha Ona colt, Ouee-ha-qua-coll =Komoyue.
Queen Charlotte Island =Skittagetan Family.
Quenebec Indians =Norridge^ock.
Quenistinos =Crec.

Quenongebin =Keinouche.
Quenet =Kente.
Querelleurs =Tukkuthkutchin.
Queristinos =Creo.
Quesnei, Quesnelle Mouth =Chcntsithala.

Quevindoyan =Os.«o.s.sane.
Queyugwe, Queyugwehaughga = Cayuga.

Quhlicum =Saamen.
Quick-sul-i-nut =Koeksotenok.
Quicunontateronons =Tionontati.
Quieha Ne cub ta =Kueha.
Quiemltutz =Tionontati.
Quiennontateronons =Tionontati, Nipis3ing.
Quieunontaterons =Nipissing.
Quicunontateronons =Tionontati, Weskarini.
Quieuindohain, Quieuindohian =Ossossane.
QuiIhcah=Guhlga.
Quinaoutoua =T3uinaouatcua
Quingoes =C'ayuga.
Quinshaatin =K\vilchana.
Quinskanaht, Quinskanht =Koi3kana.
Quintay, Quinte =Kente.
Quiquogas =Cayuga.
Quis-kan-aht =Koi3kana.
Quiuquuhs =Cayuga
Quiyone =Koiauni.
Quoddies, Quoddy Indians =Passamaquoddy.
Quoisillas =Goasila
Quoquoulth =K\vakiutl.

0!o na =Skedan3.
0!o na qe gawa-i =Kona-kegawai.

Qvisisillas =Goasila.

O'o'qa-itx =Kokaitk.

Qwe'q"s6t!enox" =Koeksotcnok.

Oordiubing =Kordlubing.

Qwiltca'na

Quss-kan-aht =Koiskana.
=K\vili.haiia.
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Rabbittskins =Kawchodinne.
Rainy-lake Indians =Koiejewininewug.
Rampart Indians =Trotsikkutchin.
Rapid Indians =Atsina.
Ra-ra-to-oans, Ra-ra-t' wans = Chippewa.

Rarondaks = Adirondack.

Saint Francois du Lac =La Prairie.
St. Francois Xavier & Laprairie de

Rat Indians =Tukkuthkutchin.
Ratlrtintaks =Adirondack.

Rat nation =Wazhu9h.
Rat River Indians =Tukkuthkutchin.
Red Indians of Newfoundland =Bo€thukan Family.
knife. Red-knife Indians,

v., A.
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Saint Francis.

Rascals' Village =Sotstl.

Red

GEORGE

Sainte Marie de Sault =Pawating.
Saint Francais, St. Francais de Sales =Saint Francis
St. Francis de Sales =Saint Francis.
Saint Francis Regis =Saint Regis.
St. Francis Xavier des Pres=La Prairie.
St. Franco!, St. Francois, St. franfois de Sales =

Red Knives =Tatsa-

nottine.

Red Round Robes =Mokumiks.
Renapi = Delaware.
Renarhonon =Arendahronon3.

la

Magdeleine =

Prairie.

Saint-Franeois-Xavier-des-Pres =La Prairie.
St. Francois Xavier du Sault =Caughnawaga.
S. lean Baptiste= Saint Jean Baptiste, Cahiague.
St. Ignatius =Taenhatentaron.
S[aint] loachim =Saint Joachim.
Saint John's river Indians, St. John's tribe =MaIecite.

Re-nis-te-nos =Cree.

Renni Renape = Delaware.
Rhagenratka = Neutrals.
Rhiierrhonons =Erie.
Richibouctou, Rigibucto =Riohibucto.
Rigneronnons, Rigueronnons, Riquehronnons =
Erie.

Rishebouctou, Rishebucta =Riehibucto.
Rising Sun Folks, Rising Sun men =Etheneldeli.
Ristigouche, Ristigutch =Restigouche.
Ro'c'hIlIt=Eskimo.

Rocks =,Iatonabine.
Rocky Mountain Indians =Nahane,
Rodinunchsiouni = Iroquois.
Rondax, Rondaxe =Adirondack.

La

Sekani.

Saint Joseph =Sillery, Teanau3tayae.
Saint Michel =Khioetoa, Scanonaenrat.
Saint Nicolas =Toanche.
Saint Peter's =Caughnawaga.
S. Xavier dez Praiz, S. Xavier des Prez =La
Sa-i-sa-'dtinne =EtheneIdeli.
Sakahiganiriouek = Sagaiguninini.
Sakawiyiniwok =Sakawithiniwuk.

Prairie.

S^ketOpiks =Siksika.
Sakiaqdjung =Sakiakdiung.
Sa-kish=Tsahis.
Sak'la'nas =Sagua-lanas-

Sa

lie

=Ntlakyapamuk.

Roskeemo =Koskimo.

Salish =Salishan Family.
Salst KamKips =Kamloops.
Salteur = Chippewa.

Rothfisch-Manner =Tluskez.
Round Heads =Tetes de Boule.

Samackman =SamahQuam.
Samam-hoo =Semiamu.

Saa-Kaalltuck =Saukaulutucli3.
Saanitch =Sanetch.
Sa-arcix, Sa arcez=Sarsi.
Sa-chinco, Sa-chin-ko =Tait.
Sackawee'-thinyoowuc =Sakawithimwuk.

Sa'menos =Someno3.
Sa-milk-a-nuigh =Similkameen.
Samtch, Sanich =Sanetch.
Sa iigal la nas =Stustas.
Sankhicani = Mohawk
Sannagers = Seneca.

Saelis =Chebalis.

Sanonawantowane =Cayuga.

Sa-essau-dinneh =Etheneldeli.

Santeaux, Santena, Santeurs = Chippewa.
SantSeronons =Seneca.
S[an]. Xavier des Praiz, S[anl. Xavier des Prez=L&

SagachiganiriniSek, Sagahlganirlni, Sagaiganinini

= Sagaiguninini.
Sag-a-na-ga = Delaware.
Sagui'git.^na

-i

=Sagui-gitunai.

Savavoq =Sagavok.
Sagitawawininiwag =Sagewenenewak.
Sahagungusili =Sagangu3iIi.

Sahajugwan alth Lennas =Sadjugahl-lanas.
Saha'ontla =Siksika.

Sahhahltkum =Slahaltkam.

Prairie.

S^'ok =Sooke.
Sa'panl =At3ina.
SaqaldA-gialas, Saqai'd Agi'lganalnaga'-l =Sakaedigialas.

Saqgui'gyit'inai' =Sagui-gitunai.

Saquenets =Saguenay.
Sarcess, Sards, Sarcix, Sars^wl, Sarxl =

Sarcee,
Sarsi.

Sa-he' =Cree.

Sagosanagechteron = Onondaga.
Sah-se-sah-tinney =Etheneldeli.
Salch-kioie-tachs, Saich-kwil-tach =Lekwiltok.

Sas-chu-tqene, Sas-chClt-qenne =Saschutkenne.
Sasitka =Siksika.
Saskatschwainer =AIgonquian Family.

Saie'kuiin =Cree.
Sailk-sun =Sailupsun.
Sainct Gabriel =Ossassane.
Sainct lacques = Saint Jacques.
Sainct lacques et sainct Philippe =Saint Jacques-et-

Sassee, Sassis

Saint Pliilippe.

Sainct Ignace =Taenhatentaron.
Sainct Michel =Scanonaenrat.
Sainct Pierre et sainct Paul =Ehouae.
Sainct Thomas = Saint Thomas.
St.

Bigin= Saint

Regis.

St. Croix Indians =Pa3Samaquoddy.
Salnte Anne de Restigouche =Restigouche.

= Sarsi.

Sastaghretsy, Sastharhetsl =Huron.
Sa-tch6-gottin6 =Satchotugottine.
Sat-e-loo'-ne =SaRchutkenne.
Sa-to-tin =Tatlitkutchin.
Sat-sia-qua, Satsikaa =Siksika.
Satskomilh, Satsq =Satsk.
Sau-kau-lutuck =Saukaulutuchs.
Saulteaux, Saulteurs, Sault use, Salteux =Chippewa.
Sault Indians =Caughnawaga. Chippewa.
Sault Sainte Marie =Pawating.
Sau'qtitc =Sauktich.
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Saut au Rfecollet =Sault-au-Recollet.
Sauteaux, Sauters, Sauteurs, Sauteus, Sauteux =
Chippewa.

Senneques, Sennickes, Sennicis, ksSenontouant,
Senottovpay =Seneca.
SEnqtl=SenktI,

Saut Indians =Caughnawaga, Pawating.
Sautor, Sautous, Sautoux = Chippewa.
Sauvages de I'lsle =Kichesipirini.
Savages of the Lake =Seniiextee.
Savannas =Maskegon.

S6n(Zae =Sisintlae.

Savanois =Maslcegon.
Savinards =Savinnars.
Sawassaw tinney, Saw-cesaw-dinneh, Saw-cessawSawessaw tinney
dinnah, Saw-eessaw-dinneh,

Seshal =Seechelt.
Sest'sethOt =Sasthut.

= Etheneldeli.
Sawketakix =Siksika.

Saw-meena =Ntlakyapamuk,

Siamannas.
SaxcE-kcE-koon =Siksika.
Sa-ze-oo-ti-na =Sazeutina.
Scanonaentat, Scanonaerat, Scanonalienrat, Sca-

nouaenrat =Scanonaenrat.
Scawendadeys, Scenondidies =Oka.

SEnxL=Senktl.
Sept Isles = Seven Islands.
SequapmuQ =Shuswap.

Seshaht =Seshart.

SEtL=Lillooet.

Seuh-nau-ka-ta, Seuh-no-keh'te, Seuh-now-ka-ta
= Onondaga.
Seven Castles, Seven Nations of Indians inhabiting
Lower Canada, Seven Nations of Lower Canada
Indians,"Seven Tribes" on the River St. Lawrence
= Seven Nations of Canada.
Sewa'cEn =Sewathen.
Seymos =Eskimo.
Seymour Creek =Clieckilkok.

Sciiawendadies =Oka.
Sciiipuwe = Chippewa.

Sg.adze'guatl la'nas =Sadjugahl-lanas.
Sg.aga'ngsilai =Sagangusili.
Sg.a'nguai =Ninstint3.
Sha-de-ka-ron-ges =Seneca.

Scliissatucli =Seshart.

Shag-a-voke =Sagavok.

Scliit-liu-a-ut, Sciiit-hu-a-ut-uli =Okinagan.

Shagwau Lennas

S'ciikoe, S'cliko^ishin =Siksika.

Shagwikitong =Sagui-gitunai.

Schoucliouaps =Shuswap.
Schuary, Schuye=Schurj'e.

Shahahanih = Shahanik.
Shahaptan =Salishan Family.
Shahshanih =Shahanik.

Scetii-tessesay-tinneli =Etcheridiegottine.
Sciialii
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=Cree.

Scliwarzfiissige =Siksika.
Sciller=Sillery.

Sclavtliamuk =Lillooet.
Scoffies =Naskapi.

Scootuks =Passamaquoddy.
Scuzzy =Skuzis.
Sead-ler-me-oo =Sagdlirmiut.
Seanecas = Seneca.

=Sagua-lana3.

sha-i-y6 =Cree.

Shannok, Shanung = Micmac.
Sharp eyed Indians =Kutchin.
Shateras =Tutelo.

Shaumeer =Saumingmiut.

Seaslieltli =Seechelt.

Shawahlook =Skwawalooks.
Shawatharott, Shawdtharut =Beothukan Family
Shawendadies =Tionontati.
Shawnuk =Micmac.

Sea ton Lake =Seton Lake.
Sebassa =Sabassa.
Secanais =Sekani.

Shechart =Seshart.
Sheep Indians, Sheep People =Abbatotine
Sheepscot, Sheepscuts =Wcwenoc.

Seciielts =Seechelt.

She-mau-kau =Shemaukan
Shennoquankin, Shennoskuankln =Shenno3quan-

Searcie =Sarsi.

Sechs Nationen =Iroquoi3.
Secoffee =Naskapi.
Secunnie =Sekani.

See-issaw-dinni =Etheneldeli.
Se-liuapm-uli =Shuswap.
SEi'lEqarnuQ =Stuichamukh.
Sekanais, Sekanais toen^, S£kan'-es =Sckani.
Sekoselar, Sekoselar Innuits =SikosuiIarmiut.
Seksekai =Siksika.
Seldom Lonesome =Miahwahpitsiks.
SE'Lla =Setlia.
Selisli =Salishan Family.

Semag =Suma3.
SSmaccom =Samackman.
SBma'mila =Ntlakyapainuk, Siamannas.
Semiatimoo, Semia'mo, Seni-mi-an-mas=Semiarau.

Senacaes, Senacars, Senacas, Senakees, Senecaes,
Senecas, Senecca, Seneckes, Senecques, Senegars,
Senekaas, Sepekaes, Senekas, Senekees, Senekers
Senekes, Senekles, Senekoes, Senequaes.Senequa
Senequas, Seneques, Senequois, Senicaes.Seniker
rs, Sennagars, Sennakas, Sennakers, Sennecas,
Sennecca, Senneclies, Senneckes, Sennecks, Sennekaes, Sennekas, Sennekees, Sennekies, Senneks,
Sennekus, Sennequans, Sennequens,

kin.

Sheooke =Suk.
Shepawees, Shepewas = Chippewa.
Shepeweyan =Chipewyan.

Shepuway = Chippewa.
She-sha-aht =Seshart.
Sheshatapoosh, Sheshatapooshshoish,
poosh =Montagnais.

Sheshat-

Sheshebug =Sheshebe.
She-she-gwah, She-she-gwun =Kenabig.
She-shell =Seechelt.

Shewhap, Shewhapmuch, Shewhapmuh, Shewhap-

mukh, She-\vhaps=Shuswap.
Sh-ha-ha-nih, Shhahanik =Shahanik.
Shi-e-a-la, Shi-e'-ya =Cree.

Shikene =Stikine.
Shil-an-ottine =Thilanottine.

Shimiahmoo =Semiamu.
Shimshyans =Tsimshian.
Shineshean =Tsimshian.
Shinikes =Seneca.
Shiship =She,3hebe.

Shoenidies =Oka.

Sh5nSck =Micmac.
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Shoneanawetowah =Oayuga.
Shongalth Lennas =Stusta3.
Shononowendos = Cayuga.
Shoomads =Schoomadits.
Shoo-schawp, Shooshaps, Shooswabs =Shuswap.
Shoouk=Suk.
Shoo-wha'-pa-mooh =Shuswap.
S'ho-ti-non-na-wa"-t6'-na = Cayuga.

Shoudamunk =Naskapi.
Shoudamunk =Montagnai3.
Shoushwaps, Shouwapemoh, Shouwapemot =Shuswap.

Shouwendadies =Oka.
Shubenakadie, Shubenecadie =Shubenacadie.
Shuitackle =Sintaktl.

Shuswap Baud =Kinbasket3.
Shushwaps =Kitunahan Family,

Salishan Family, Shu-

swap.

Shushwapumsh, Shuswap-mucTi =Shu3wap.
Sianekees =Seneca.
Sibapa =KitkatIa.
Si-cabe =Siksika.
Sicanees =Etagottine.
Sicannees, Sicannis, Sicanny =Sazeutina.

v., A.
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Sinuitskistux =Seniiextee.
Siouan =Siouan Family.
Sioushwaps = Shuswap.
Sioux =Siouan Family.
Sioux of the Rocks =Assiniboin.
Sircie =Sarsi.

Sirmilling =Sirmiling.
Sisaghroano =Missisauga.
Sishat =Seshart.
Si'sinLae =Sisintlae.
Si'ska, Slska Flat =Ci.sco.
Sissisaguez =Missisauga.
Sitkeas =Siksika.
Sitleece =Setlia.
Six Allied Nations =Iroquoi3.
Six-he-kie-koon, Sixikau'a =Siksika
Six Nations = Iroquois.

Skaap =Khaap.
Skacewanilom =Abnaki.
Shaglinanes, Skaghquanoghronos =Nipi3sing.
Skaikai'Eten =Skekaitin.
Skaisi =Kutenai.
Skala'li =Tu.scarora.

Skalza, Skaizi, Skalzy =Kutenai.

Si'catl =Seeclielt.

Sicaunies, Siccane, Siccanie,

GEORGE

Sinta'Kl =Sintaktl.

Siccannie, Siccony =

Skaocin =Skaui.shan.

Si'ciatl=Seechelt.

Skao nans =Sulu-3tin.5
Sk'apa, Skappah =Skappa.

Sickameen, Sick-a-mum =Siccameen.

Ska-ru-re"' =Tuscarora.

Sickanies, Slckannies, Siconi =Sekani.

Skatapushoish =Montagnais.

SicosuUarniiut =Sikosuilarmiut.
Si-ha-sa-pa =Sik3ika.
Siha-sapa-qtca,Sihasapa-rca =Sihasapakhcha.
Si-him-e-na =Siamannas, Stick Indian3.
Sikanis, Sikanni, Sikannies =Sekani.

Sk'au'elitsk =Scowlitz.
'Skaui'can =Skaui3han.

Sekani.

Slkatsipomaks =Sikut3ipumaiks.
Sikcitano =Siksika.
Sikennies =Sekani.

Skawah-looks =Skwawahlook3.
Skawendadys =Oka.
Skecaneronons =Nipissing.
Skeeidans =Skedans.
Skeena Indians =Tsimshian.
Skekaneronons, Skekwanenhronon =Nipi33ing.

Sikne =Seiieca.
Sikohitsim =Sikokitsimiks.

Skelsa'-ulk =Kutenai.

Slksekai, Siksikai =Siksika.
Siksinokaiiks =Siksinokaks.
Sikskekuanak =Siksika.

Skensowahneronon = Saint Francis
Skepah =Skappa.
Skequaneronon =Nipissing.

Ske-luh =Okinagan.

Silem, Sillerie=Sil)ery.

Sketapushoish =Montagnais.

Simiahmoo, Simiamo =Semiamu.

Sketigets =Skidegate.
Sket-shiotin =Skichistan.

Simmagons = Seneca.
Simpsian, Simseans =T.simshian.

Ske-yuh =Ntlakyapamuk.

Sinacks, Sinagars = Seneca.
Sinakees, Sinakers = Seneca.

Skid-a-gate =Skidegate.
Skidans, Skidanst =Skedan3.
Ski'daoqao =Skidaokao.
Skiddan =Skedans.
Skid-de-gates, Skiddegeet, Skidegat's town, Skldegate Ilaade =Skidegate.
Skidegattz =Skidegate, Skittagetan Family.
Skidigate =Skidegate.
Skidoukou =Skidaokao.

Sinamiut

=Sinimiut..

Sinatcheggs

=Senije.xtee.

Sinecas, Sineckes, Sinekas, Slnekees, Sinekes, Sinekies, Sineks, Sineques, Sinica, Sinlcaes, Sinicker, Sinikers = Seneca.
Sinimijut =Sinimiut.

Siniques =Seneca.

Skighquan

=Nipisf:ing.

Sinkuaili =Okinagan.

Skim-i-ah-inoo =Semiamu.

Slnnagers, Sinnakees, Sinnakers, Sinnakes, Sinnaques, Sinnecas, Sinneche, Sinneck, Sinneckes,
Sinneco, Sinaecus, Sinnedowane, Sinnek, Sinnekaes, Sinnekas, Sinnekees, Sinnekens, Sinnekes,
Sinneqars,
Sinnekus,
Sennekis,
Sinnekies,
Sinnequaas, Sinnequens, .Sinneques, Sinnequois,
Sinnickes,
Sinnichees,
Sinnicas,
S'nnicars,
Sinnikaes,
Sinnicus,
Sinnicks,
Sinnickins,

Ski-shis-tin =Skichistan.
Skit'a-get, Skit-e-gates, Skit-ei-get,

Sinnikes, Sinninques, Sinnodowannes, Sinnodwannes, Sinnokes, Sinnondewannes, Sinodoiiwas,
Sinodowannes, Sinondowans =Seneca.
S'inpflkti'm =Npiktim.

Skittagete =

Skidegate.
Skittagets =Skidegate, Skittagetan Family.
Skitt de gates, Skittegas, Skittegats, Skittgetts
Skidegate.

Sk'laIc=Stlaz.

Sk'muc =Kimus.
Skoa'tl'adas =Sk\vahlada3.
Skoffie =Na3kapi.

Skokale =Shaukel.
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Skolale =Skaukel.
Skolsa =Kutenai.

S'komook =Comox.
Skoomic =Squawmish.
Skopah = Skappa
SkowUtl = Scowlitz
SkoxwaTc = Skohwak
Sk'qoa'mic, Sk'q6'mlc=Squawmi3h.
Skraelings,

SkrselUngar,

SKrselllngs,

Skrelllags,

Skroellngues = Eskimo
SkuaishSnl =Sil^sika.
Skubuak =Skohwak.

Sonnontoehronnons, Sonnontoeronnons, Sonnontouaheronnons, Sonnontoiieronnons, Sonnontovans,
Sonontoerrbonons, SononrSaeronons,
SonontoUanhrronon, Sonontouans, Sonontouehronon, Sonontouons, Sonontrerrhonons, S8ntSaronons =Seneca.
Sontaouans = Ottawa.
Sontouaheronnons, Sontoubolronon, Sontouhouetbonons =Seneca.
So-nus'-ho-gwa-to-war =Cayuga.

Sook-kamus=Suk, Kimu3.
Soon-noo-daugh-we-no-wenda =Cayuga.

Skukem Chuck =Skookum

Soowahlie =T30owahUe.
Soo-wan'-a-mooh =Okinagan.

Chuck.

Skulkayn, Skulkayu =Skaukel.
Skuoua'k.k =Skohwak.
Skuppa, Skuppah = Skappa.
Skdtani =Atsina.
Skuwha, Skuwka = Skohwak.

Sorcerers = Nipi3sing.
Soricoi, Sorriquois =Micmac.
Sorsi,

Skuya'm =Skweahm.

=Sarsi.

S6tsL=SotstI.
Sotto, Soulteaux = Chippewa.
Souricois, Sourikois, Sourlkwosiorum, Souriquols,
Souriquosil, Sourrlquois^Micmac.

Skuzzy =Skuzis.

Skyit'au'k.o =Skidaokao.
Sia'aqtl, Sla'axi=SIaaktl.

Slaoucud-dennie, Sla-u'-ah-kus-tinneh =Tluskez.
Slave =Kawchodinne, Thlingchadinne.
Slave Indians =Etchareottine, Ettchaottine.
Slave Indians of Ft. Liard ^Etcheridiegottine.
Slaves =Etchareottine.
Slaves of Lower Hay River, Slaves of Upper
River =Klodesseottine.
Slaves proper =Etchaottine.
Slavey =Etchareottine.
SLaxa'yux = Upper Fraser Band.
SLaz, SLetz =Stlaz.

SotennS

Sothuze, Sotoes,, So too8= Chippewa.

Skw-amish =Squami3h.
Skwawahlooks =Skwawalooks.
Skwaw-mish =Squainish.

Hay

Slosh =Schlos3.
Slouacous dinneh, Slouacus Dennie, Sloua-cuss
Dinais, Slouacuss Tinneh, Slowacuss, Slowercuss
Slowercuss-Dlnal, Slua-cuss-dinais,
Sluacustinneh =Tluskez.
Slumagh =Slumach.

Sousbwaps =Shu3wap.
Souteus = Chippewa.
Southern = Nootka, Salishan Family, Wakashan Family.
Southern Indians =Cree, Maskegon.
South Thompson =Halant.
Souties =Chippewa.
Sowhylie =Tsoowahlie.

Spah-a-man =Spahamin.
Spa-ki-um =Spapium.
Spallumacheen, Spallumcheen =Spallamcheen.
Spaplam =Spapium.
S-pap-tsin, Spatsim =Spat3um.
Spa'xEmin =Spahamin.
Spayam, Spe'im =Spaim.
Spelemcheen, Spellamcheen, Spellammachum ~
Spallamacheen.

Spences Bridge Indians =Nskakaulten.
Speyam =Spaim.
Spd'z§m, Spuggum ==Spuzzum.
Spuqpuqo'lEtnq =Spukpukolemk.

Small Robes =Inuksik3.

Spu'eum, Spuzzam=Spuzzum.

Smelkameen

Sqa-i=Skae, Skway.

=Similkameeii.

Smess=Suma3.
Smild'kamuq =Stuichamukh.
SmilS'qamux, Smilkameen, Smilkamin, SmllkS-

mlx =Similkameen.
S-na-a-chlkst =Senijextee.
S-na-ha-em, Snahaim, Snahaln ^Snakaim.
Snanaimooh, Snanaimuq =NaDaimo.

Snauq =Snauk.
Sniekes = Seneca.

Snu'L'ElaL =Snutlelatl.

Sockacbeenum =Shuswap.
Sock Indians =Sooke.
Soleenos =Somenos.
Soi-il-enu, Sol it Inu =Tsawatenok.
S5k, Sokes =Sooke.
Somass =Tsomosath.
Siamannas.

So-me-nau =Somenos.
Sombdtnehau, SSmxStnechau — Somhotnechau.
Songars, Songees =Songi3h.

Songhees =St3ange3.
Songhles ^Songish.

2lA— 40

Sqai^'15 =SkaiaIo.

SQal'amEtl =Skaiametl.
Sqai'-tao =Skaito.

Sq3'ma =Gulhlgildiing.
Squint Eyes =Kutchin.
Sqnamisbes — Squawmish.
Sqoaladas =Skwahladas.
Sqsa'nltc =Sanetch.

SnihtUmih=Senktl.
Sn5noos, Sno-no-wus, Sno-uo-wus =Snonowas.
Snuk =Suk.

Somena =Ntlakyapamuk,

625

Squab, Squab- tta=Skwah.
Squaballtcb =Chilliwak.
Squamish, Squamlsht= Squawmish.
Squa'pamuq =Shuswap.
Squatlls, Squatlts, Squattets, Squawtaa =Squawtita,
Squawmisht =Squawmi3h.
Squay, Squay-ya =Skway.
Squeam =Skweahm.
Squehala =Skaialo.
Squekaneronons =Nipis8iDg.
Squiahia, Squihala =Skaialo.
Squint Eyes =Kutchin, Tukkuthkutchin.
Squinters =Tukkuthkutchia.

Squohamish =SquawtniBh.
Ssaiumingmiut =Saumingmiut.
Sslkossuilar-mlut ==Sikosullarmiut.
Sta-al'-in =Stryne.
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Sta-amus =Staini3.

Su'quapmuQ =Shu3wap.

Stach'in, Stackeenes =Stikme.
Stadacone =Stadacona.
Stahl, Stahl-lch =StIaz.
Sta'iEn, Stain =Stryne.

Surcee, Surci, Surcie =Sarsi.
Suriquois =Micmac.

Stakeen, Stakhin, Stak-hin-kSn, Stakhln'-kwan,
Stakhinskoe, Stakin =Stikine.
Statnas =Stami3.
Stasauske'owal =Stasaos-kegawai.
Stasias =Stustas.

Suth-setts, Sutsets=Seshart.

Statcla'ni =Stahehani.

Creek Indians, Swampy Crees,
Swampys =Maskegon.
Swees =Sarsi.
Sweke-dka= Grand River Indians.
SxqSmic =Squawmish.
Sy-cus =Saikez.

Sta'-tlum-ooh
Stau^'cen =Sewathen, Wharnock.
=Lillooet.

Staxeha'ni =Stahehani.
Stca'tcuHil =Schachuhil.
Stce'kus, S'tcuk6sh=Ncheku3.

Suuk=Suk.
Suuk-kamus =Suk, Kimus.
Suwa'le =T30owahlie.

Swampee, Swampies, Swamp Indians, Swampy

Syllery=SiIIery.

Stfelaoten, Stel-a-tin =Stella.

kes, Synneks = Seneca.
Syuay =Skway.

=Lillooet.

Stewart's Lake Indians =Nikozliautin.
Stiaggegtiroano, Stiagigroone =Chippewa.
Sticliistan

band

=Skiohi3tan.

Stick =Tahltan.
Stickens, Stickienes=Stikine.
Stick Indians =Tagi3h.
Stickine, Stikin =Stikine.
Stilla =SteUa.
Stlahl, Stlahl-ilitch=Stlaz.
S'tlaht-tohtlt-hu =Comox.
Stlat-limuli, Stla'tliumH, Stla'tliumq, Stla'tlumq

= LiUooet.

1912

Susliwap =Kuaut.
Sussee, Sussekoon, Sussex, Sus8i=Sarsi.

Stcuwa'CEl =Sewathen, Wharnock.
Stekini Indians =Stikine.

Stetlum

v., A.

Swampy

Krees,

Syneck, Synek, Synekees, Synekes, Synicks, Synne-

T!a'al=Taahl-lana3.
Taasey =Toosey.
Tabitibis, Tablttibis, Tabittikis =Abitibi.
Tachekaroreins =Tuscarora.

Tacos=Taku.
Tacoullie, Taculli, Ta-cui!les, Tacully =TakuUi.

Tadacone =Stadacona.
Taderighrones, Tadirighrone =TuteIo.
Tadeussac, Tadoucac, Tadousac, Tadousae, Tadousca, Tadoussaciens, Tadusac, Tadussekuk =
Tadou33ac.

Stl'EngEla'nas =Ao3tlanlnagai, Stlenga-lana3.
Stiing Lennas =Stlenga-lana3.

Tahagmyut =Tahagmiut.

Stohenskie =Stikine.
Stone =A33iniboin, Stone Tsilkotin.
Stone Indians =A33imboin, Jatonabine.
Stone Kettle Esquimaux =Uku3iksalirmiut.
Stone Roasters, Stone Sioux, Stoney =A33iniboin.
Stoney Indians =A3simboin.
Stonies =A33iniboin, Tschantoga.
Stony Creek band =NuIaautin.

Tahculi, Tah-cully =TakuUi.
Tah-cul-tus =Lekwiltok.
Tahekie, Tahelie, Tahkali, Tahkallies =Takulli.
Tahk-heesh =Tagi3h.
Tah-hkl, Tahkoli=Takulli.
Tah'ko-tin'neh =Takutine.
Tahontaenrat =Tohontaenrat.

St'ox =Stoktok3.
Strain =Stryn9.
Straits of Fuca =Waka3han Family.

TakadW, Takag =Tukkuthkutchin.

Strongbows =Etcheridiegottine.
Strongwood Assinnibolnes =Tschantoga.
Strongwood Cree =Sakawithiniwuk.

Takas =Taku.

Tahco=Taku.

Tai'otl la'nas =DaiyualiI-lanas.

Takahagane =Ontwaganha.
Takahli, Takall, Takalli =Takulli.
Takelly, Ta-Kel-ne=Takulli.

Stryne-Nqakin =Stryne, Nkoikin.
Strynne, Stryune =Stryne.

Ta-kit-kutchin =TatIitkutchin.
T'akkwel-ottin6 =Takfwelottine.
Tako, Takoii =Taku.
Takon Indians =Nuklako.

Stryen =Stryne.

StsEe'lis =Chehali3.

Takoos=Taku.

Stske'etl, Stsk.e'iL =St3keitl.

Ta-koos-oo-tl-na,

Stu'iH, Stu'ix =Stuik.

Taku-k6n=Taku.
Ta-kuli=Takum.
Taku-qwan =Taku.

Sturgeon Indians =Nameuilini.

Stuwi'Hamuq =Stuichamukh.
Stxuaixn =Siksika.
Styne Creek =Stryne.
Suanaimuctis =Nanaimo.
Su-a-na-muli =Okinagan.
Sucheen =Stikine.
Suckfimds =Eskimo.
Sdhinimyut, Sukhinimyut =Suhinimiut.
,Su-Ian-na =Lulanna.
Sulu's =T3ulu3.

Sumass, Su-mat-se =Suma3.

Sunk=Suk.
Sunnekes = Seneca.

Taku =Takutine.

Ta-kii'rth =Tukkuthkutchin.

Ta-Kutchi ^Eskimo.
Ta-kuth Kutchin ^Tukkuthkutchin.
Takutsskoe =Taku.
Takuyaum =Taqwayaum.
Talamatan, Talamatun =Huron.
Ta-laottine =Chintagottine.
Talcotin=Tautin.
Tale6mx, Talicomisti, Talio'mn =TaIio.
Talkpolis=Takulli.
Tallion=Talio.
Tallion Nation =BelIacoola.
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Talllum, Talomey =Talio.

Tcants = Chants.

Tal-sote'-e-na =Tatsanottine.
Taltotin =Tautiii.
T'altsan Ottln6 =Tat3anottine.

Tca'tcoHll =Schachuhil.
TcatEletc =Chatelech.
Tca'tua =Chetawe.
Tcawa'xamux = Nicola Band.
Tc'ECa'atq =Nootka.

TaIuit8=TaUo.
Talyan =Tahltan.

Tamescamengs =Timiskaming.

Tce'iam =Cheam.

Tanal =Athapa3can Family.
Tanahtenk, Ta-nak-teuch, Ta-nak-teuk =Tenaktak.
Ta-na-tin-ne =Kawchodinne.
Tank-heesh =Tagish.
Tannai = Athapascan Family.
Tannontatez =Tionoiitati.

Tceko'altc =Chekoalch.
Tc^ntsithara =Chentsithalaf

Tce'tawe =Chetawe.
Tcetce'lmen =Chetchelmen.
Tcetcilqok =Chechilkok.
Tce'tstlEs =Skaiametl.

T'an6' =Kloo.

TcEu^q=Cheuek.

Ta-noch-tench, Ta-nock-teuch =Tenaktah.

Tce'was =Chewa3.

Tanoo =Kloo.
Tansawhot-dlnneh =Tatsanottine.

Tcbe-a-nook =Cheerno.

TantIn=Tautin.
Tantsanhoot-dinneh, Tantsa-ut'dtlnnS, Tantsawboots, Tantsawhot-dlnneh =Tatsanottine.

Tcbe-wassan =Sewathen.

Tanu Haade =Kloo.
Tan-uh-tuh =Tenaktak

Tcb6sbtal&lgl =Potowatomi.

Tchi-cargut-ko-tan =Nuklako.
Tcbiechrone =Eskimo.
TcbigUt = Kopagmiut.
Tcbilcat=Chilkat.

Que uk =Chilliwak.
Tchllkoten =Tsilkotin.

Taogarias, Taogria =Outwagana.

Tc'ilE

Ta-otin=Tautin.
Tapoctoughs =Tenaktak.

Tchin-t'a-gottin6, Tcbln-tpa-gottlnfe =Chinta-

TIaq°=Taku.
Taranteens, Tarateens, Tarenteens, Tarentlnes
Tarentins =Abnaki.
Tapeopmeut = Kopagmiut.
Tarkens, Tarkoo=Taku.
Tarranteeris, Tarrantens, Tarrantines, Tarrateens,
Tarratines, Tarratins, Tarrenteenes, Tarrenteens
Tarrentens, Tarrentines =Abnaki.
Tarrfior-meut = Kopagmiut.
Tartanee =Dadens.
Tascorins, Tascororins =Tuscarora.
Tascuroreus =Tuscarora.
Tashees=Tasi3.
Taskfiho, T,as-ka-16-le,n„ Taskal6nugl, Taskarorens, Taskaroslns, Taskiroras, Taskororins, Tasks

= Tuscarora.
la'nas, Tas Lennas =Tadii-lana3.
Tassey =Too3ey.
Tatanchaks, Tatancha-kutchin, Tatanchok-Kutchln =Tutchonekutchin.

Tas

T'a't'Entsait =Ialostimot.
T'a'teqe =Tateke.

Tateras=Tutelo.
Tates=Tait.
Tathzey-Kutchi, Tathzey-Kutshl =Trotsikkutchin.
Tatshiantins, Ta-tshi-ko-tin =Tatshiautin.
T'attsan-ottlnd =Tatsanottine.
Tatzei-Kutshi =Trotsikkutchiii.

Tau-hur-Hn-dagh-go-waugh = Oneida.
Tau-tsawot-dlnni =Tatsanottine.

Tawaa = Ottawa.
Tawaktenk =Tenaktak.
Tawa8=0ttawa, Tewa.
Tawaws, Ta ways = Ottawa.
Tawcullies =Takulli.
T3-wls-ta-wis =Dooseedoowe.
Tawkamee =Toktakamai.
Taw-wa-tin =Tautin.
Taxelh, Taxkoli =Takulli.
Tay-ab-Muck =T2auam-uk.
Tayosap =Tuhezep.

Tcak!=Chak.
TcS-ka-'-nS", Tca-k5'-nh5' = Delaware

Tcakqal=Chakkai.
Tca'Ikunts =Chalkunt3.
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gottine.

Tcbipwayanawok =Chipewyan.
Tcia'kamlc, Tela qamic =Chiakamish.
Tela' ktE'l =Chiaktel.
Tei6'=k-r(in6°

Tclglit

=E3kimo.

= Kopagmiut.

Tcik.au'atc =Chikauach.

Tc'Ue Que'uk =Chilliwak.
Teimai' =Chimai.
Teinlak=Chinlak.
Teln-tat' tSne' =Chintagottine.
Tclpti = Chippewa.
Tclteile'Ek =Chichilek.

TcltQua'ut =Okinagan.
Teklppewayan =Chipewyan.
Tek'unge'n =Chkungen.
Tco'ko =Sarsi.
Teua'qamuq = Nicola Band.
Tcuk'tcuk'ts =Chukchukts.

Tcu-Kutehi

=T3itoklinotin.

Tcutl'l =ChutiI.

Tdba-kkfe-Kuttcbin, Tdba-Kouttcbin, Tdha-kut
tcbin =Tukkuthkutchin.

Teagans =Piegan.
Teakawreahogeh = Mohawk.
Teanansteise, Teanaostala^, Teanaustaiae, = Teanaustayae.

Teandeoui'ata, Teandeouihata, Teandewlata =Toanche.

Teanosteae =Teanau3tayae.
Teates=Tait.
Tedarigbroones, Tedarrigbroones, Tedderigbroones

= Tutelo.
Tede = Athapascan Family.
Tedlrighroonas =Tutelo.

Te-en-nen-bogh-buut = Seneca.
Teet=Tait.

Tegaogen =Taiaiagon.
Tebawrehogeb = Mohawk.
TehelU=Takulli.
Tebotirlgb=Tutelo.

Te-bow-nea-nyo-bunt =Seneca.
Tcbur-lehogugb = Mohawk.
Tehutili =Tutelo.
Teiaiagon =Taiaiagon.
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Thompson! River Indians = Ntlakyapamuk, Shuswap.
Thompsons = Ntlakyapamuk.

Te'it =Tait.

Tejaiagon, Tejajagon, Tejajahon =Taiaiagon.
Tekau-terJgtego-nes = Mohawk.
Te'kwok-stai-e =Kikwistok.
Telamateno", Telematlnos = Huron.

Thongeith =Songish.
Thouenchin =Toanche.
Thycothe =Tukkuthkutehin.

TelUrplngmiut =Talirpingmiut.
T'etUet-Kuttchln =Tatlitkutchim.
Temlscamings, Temiscamins, Temisk^mlng, Temiskamink, Temiskamnik =Timi3kaming.
Tenah'tah', TEnSqtaq, T'Ena'xtax =Tenaktak.
Tene, Tennai =Athapa3can Family.
Tent=No6t.
Tentilves =Tutelo.

Te-nuckt-tau, Te-nuh'-tuh =Tenaktak.
Tequenonquiaye, Tequeunoikuaye, Tequeunonkiaye =Ossosaane.
Terentlnes, Terentynes =Abnaki.
Tescarorlns =Tu3carora.

Thynn6 = Athapascan

Family.

TiAn, Tian Ilnigg =Tiun.
Tibitibis =Abitibi.

Ti-chom-chin =Tlkamcheen.
Tickarneens =Siccameen.
Tiederighroenes, Tiederighroonas, Tiederighroones
Tiederigoene, Tiederigroenes =Tutelo.
Tienonadies, Tienondaideaga =Tionontati.
T!i'gAn=Tiun.
Tlkeraqdjung =Tikerakdjung.
Tikolaus, Tik'uiluc =TikwaIu8.
Tikumcheen =Tlkamcheen.

Ti"-kwa = Seneca.

T'eskunilnagai' =Tee3kun-lnagai.

Tilpa'les =Kilpanlu3.

Tess-cho-tinneh = Desnedeyarelottine.
Tessiqdjuaq =Tes3ikdjuak.
Testes de boeufs =T6tes de Boule.
Testes Pelees =T6te3 PeI6e3.
Tetarighroones =Tutelo.
TSte Plat =Thlingchadinne.
T'etUet-Kuttchin =Tatlitkutohin.

Timigaming, Timiscamiouetz, Timiscimi, Timmiscameins =Timi3kaming.
Tina i = Athapascan Family.
Tinaoutoua =Quinaouatoua.
Tinnattfe,
Tinn6, Tinneh,
Tinney = Athapascan
TinontatS =Tionontati.

Teuontowanos = Seneca.

Tin-zit KiJtch'-in =Trot3ikkutchin

Teuteloe=Tutelo

Tiohontates =Tionontati.
Tionionhogarawe = Seneca.
Tionnontantes Hurons,

Family.

Tewohomomy =Tuscarora.
Texes Lake = Texas Lake.

Tionnontatehronnons,
Tionnontatez,
Tionnontatz,
Tionnonthatez,
Tionnotant6, Tionondade, Tionontalies, Tionon-

Tezagon =Taiaiagon.
Tgarihoge = Mohawk.

tat6s =Tionontati.

Thae-canies =Sekani.

Thakhu =Taku.

Tisagechroann =Missisauga.

Tharhkarorin =Tuscarora.
XhasJchetci =Huron.
Thatce=Tachy.
Tha-to-dar-hos =Onondaga.

Tiutei, Tiuterih =Tutelo.
Tketlcotins =Thetliotin.

Thatsan-o-'tinne =Tat3anottine.
Thedirighroonas =Tutelo.
The-ke-ne-, The-k6n-neh, Th6-k€-ottine,
khSnS =Sekam.
Th6-kka-'n6 =Sazeutina, Sekani.
Th6-kk'a-nS, Th6-kke-Ottine =Sekani.

Tlaamen =SUammon.
Tlagga-silla = Trotsikkutchin.

T'kitskfi =Trotsikkutchin.

Tk.koeau'm, Tkuayaum =Taqwayaum.

Th6-

Themiscamings.Themlskamingues.Themistainens
= Timi3kaming.
The Mountain =La Montagne.
Theonontateronons =Tionontati

Th6 Ottine =Etheneldeli.
The people that don't laugh =Kutaiimik3.
The Robes with Hair on the outside = Isisokasimiks.
Theskaroriens =Tu3carora.
Thetliantins =Thetliotin.
The- ye Ottinfi =Etheneldeli.

Thickcannies =Sekani.

Thickwood =Assimboin.
Thick Wood Crees =Sakawiyiniwok.
Thick-wood Indians.=Stick Indians.
Thikanies=Sazeutina, Sekani.
Thing-6-ha-dtinne=Thlingchadinne.

Thionontatoronons =Tionontati.
Thiviment =Itivimiut.
Thleweechodezeth = Ukusiksalirmiut.
Thlingcha, Thlingcha tinneh, Thlingeha-dinneh,
Thlingeha-dinneh, Thlingcha-dmni, Thling-^-ha
'dtinne =ThIingchadinne.
Thlo-ce-chassies =Klokegottine.
Thnaina = Athapascan Family.
Thoderighroonas =TuteIo.
Thompson =Nikaomin.

Tlahoos =Clahoose.
Tlahosath =Klahoaaht.
TIahus =Clahoose.
Tlaidas=Haida.
Tlaiyu Haade =Hlgaiu-lanas.
Tlao'kwiath, Tlaoquatch, Tlaoquatsh =Clayoquot,
Tla'sk'e'noq =Klaskino.
T'la-theii-Koh'-tin =Tlathenkotin.
Tlatlashekwillo, Tlatla-Shequilla,
Tla-tli-si-kwila =Tlatla3ikoala.
Tlats'e noq =Kla3kino.
Tlaz-'tenne =Tat3hiautin.
Tlemfitlmelets =ClemclemaIats.

Tlatlasiqoala,

Tleqeti =Tletlket.
Tles-Koh'-tin =Tleskotin.
Tlg.aio la'nas =Hlgaiu-lana3.
Tlg.a'it=Hlgahet, Skaito.
Tlg.a'itgu la'nas =Hlgahetgu-lana3.
TIg.a'it gyit'inai =Hlgahet-gitinai.

Tlgaiu la'nas =Hlgaiu-lana3.
Tlip-pah-lis, Tlip-pat-lis =Kilpanlu3.

Tlitk.'atEWu'mtlat =Shuswap.
Tlk.agilt =Skidegate.

Tl-kam-sheen =Tlkamcheen.
TIkinool =Cumshewa.
Tlk'inotl la'nas =Kagial3-kegawai.

Tikumcheen, Tlk-umtci'n =Tlkamcheen.
Tl'dtoene, T16-to''-na =Klokegottine, Tlotoene.

Tlu =Kloo.
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Tluh-ta-u8 =Newhuhwaittinekin.
TIu'tlama'Eka =Assiniboiii.
Toagenha, Toaguenha, =Ontwaganha.
Toah-waw-lay-neuch =Tsawatenok.
Toalaghreghroonees, Toalaghreghsoonees, Toataghreghroones =Tutelo.
Toa-waw-ti-e-neuh =Tsawatenok.
Tobacco Indians =Tionontati.
Tobacco Plains Kootanie, Tobacco Plains Kootenay =Akanekuiiik.
Tobic=Tobique.
Toderechrones, Toderlchroone, Toderlcks=Tutelo.
Todevlgh-rono, Todlrichrones, Todlrichroones =
Tutelo.

To'e'k.tlisath =Chaicclessaht.

Toenchain, Toenchen =Toanche.
Toenfe =Athapascan Family.

Toe-nen-hogh-hunt =Seneca.
Tceni =Athapascan

Family.
Togyit'inal' =Do-gitunai.

Tohontaenras, Tohotaenrat =Tohoiitaenrat.
To-l-nln'-a =Atsina.

Tokali=TakuUi.
Tok-'oa'ath =Toquart.
To-kum'-pl = Northern Assiniboin, Tschantoga.
Tokwaht =Toquart.

Towako, Towakon = Ottawa.

Towapummuk =Shuswap.
To-y-lee =T80owahlie.
Toyn-aht =Toquart.
Tqt'a'qumai =Toktakamai.

Tquayaum, Tquayum, Tqwayaum =Taqwayaum.
Traders = Ottawa.
Tpa-kfw616-pttln6 =Takfwelottme.
Tpa-'ltsan-Ottlnfe

= Tatsanottine.

Tran-jik-koo-chin = Trotsikkutchin.
Tran-tsa ottinfi =Tat3anottine.
Tpa-pa-GottinS =NeUagottine
Tpathel-ottinfi =Takfwelottine.
Tpatsan-Ottinfe =Tataanottine.
Tratsfe-kutshi =Trotaikkutchin.
Tp6tl6-fk)uttchin, Tpe-tliet-Kouttchin =Tatlitkutchln.

Tpi-kka-GottintS = Desnedeyarelottine.

Tquayaum, Tquayum, Tqwayaum =Taqwayaum.
Tresrevere, Trois Rivieres =Three Rivers.

Trokesen = Iroquois.
Tronontes =Tionontati.
Troquols = Iroquois.
Troy River = Three Rivers.

Tolera, Tolere, Toleri =Tutelo.

Trudamans =Seneca.
Tsaagwi'gyit'inai' = Djahui-gitinai.
Tsaagwisguatl'adegai' =Diahui-skwahladawai.

T! olkla gitAnaii =Tohlka-gitunai.
Tolkotin =Tautin.

Ts&ga'ha' =T3aganha.
Tsah'lis =T3ahi3.

Tomiscamings =Timiskaming.
Tondamans = Seneca.

Tsah'-tyuh =T3attine.
Tsah-wau-tay-neuch, Tsah-waw-ti-neuch, Tsahwaw-ty-neuchs =Tsawatenok.
Ts5-kS-nh5-o-na° = Delaware.
Tsanout =T3awout.

Tongarois, Tongorias =Ontwaganha.
Toniata =Tonihata.

Tofikonko =Siksika.

Tonnaoute =Tannaoute.
Tonniata =Tonihata.
Tonnontolns = Seneca.
Tonthratarhonon, Tontthrataronons =Totontaratonhronon.

Too=Tiun.
Tookseat =Mun3ee.
Toonoonee-roochiuh =Tununirusirmint
Toonoonek =Tununvimiut.
Too-qu-aht =Toquart.
Toosey's Tribe =Too9ey.

Toquaht, Toquatux, Toquhaht =Toquart.
Tortero =Tutelo.
Toscororas, Tosklroros =Tuscarora.

Tsan-tpie-pottine =Tsantieottine.
Tsa-ottinfi =Tsattine.

Tsar-out =T3awout.
T'saten, Tsa-'tenne, Tsa-tinneh, Tsa-tqenne =Tsattine.

Tsatsaquits =Tlatlasikoala.
Tsatsn6tin, Tsatsuotin =Tanotenne.
Tsa-ttinn6 =T3attine.
Tsauat'enoq =Tsawatenok.

Tsa'umak =Tzauxmuk.
Tsaumas, Tsaumass=Songish.
Tsawadainob, Tsawahtee, Tsawalinough, Tsawantiano, Tsa-wanti-e-neuh, Tsawataineuk, Tsa'wa-

TostlEngilnagal' = Dostlan-lnagai.
Totaly, Totaro, Toteloes, Totera, Toteri, Toteroes,
Toteros, Totierono, Totiri = Tutelo.

tE'enoq, Ts'a'watEen6x, Tsawit'enoq, Tsawatli,
Tsa-waw-ti-e-neuk, Tsa'-wut-ai-nuk, Tsa-wuttie-nuh, Tsawutd-i-nuh =Tsawatenok.
Tsawwassen =Sewathen.

Totlgya gylt'lnai =Tohlka-gitunai.

Tschah =Hagwilget.

Totora= Tutelo.

Tschilkat, Tschllkat-k6n =ChiIkat.
Tschilkut =Chilkoot.

To-tshik-o-tin =Trot3ikkutchin.
Tottero, Totteroy = Tutelo.

Tschipeway, Tschippiweer =Chippewa.

Toiiagannha =Ontwaganha.
Touanchain =Toanche.

Tschirokies = Iroquoian Family.
Tschischlkhathkhoan, Tschlshlkhdth, Tschishlk-

Touaqdjuaq =Tuakdiuak.
Touchon-ta-Kutchin, Touchon-tay Kutchin =Tut-

Tschunguscetoner =Tschantoga.

chonekutchin.

hSthkh6an

=Chilkat.

Touenchain =Toanche.
Touguenhas =Ontwaganha.
Touloucs = Ottawa.

Ts'eca'ath =Seshart, Tseshaath.
Tsegoatl la'nas =Djiguaahl-lanas.
Tsekanie =Sekani.
Ts6-keh-na =T3ekehneaz.
Tse'k^hne, T'sfekenne =Sekani.

Toungletats =Lekwitlok.

Tsekum, Tsekun =T3ehum.

Touquaht =Toquart.

Tse-Ioh-ne =Tselone.
Tsel-'kaz-Kwoh =Tselkaxkwo.
Ts'emsia'n =T3im3hian.

Toudamans = Seneca.

Touscaroros =Tuscarora.
Tous les Saints =Kandoucho.
Towaganha =Ontwaganha.

To-wa"k5 =Seneca.
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Ts'E'ntsEnnk'aiS, Ts'E'nts' Enx'qalo, T86nxq'ai6

=

Tsentsenkaio.

Tse-ta-hwo-tqeniie,T8e'-ta-ut'qenne=Tsetautkenne
Tsetcah =Tsechah.
Tsets gyit'inai' =Chetsgituiiai.
Ts'e'ultx =Tseokuimik.
Tshe-tsi-uetin-euerno=Montagnais.
Tshilkotin =T8ilkotin.
Tshltnsian =Chimmesyan Family.

Tshithwyook =Chilliwak.
Tshoo-loos' =Tsulus.
Ts-ho-ti-non-do-wa"-ga' = Seneca.
Tshu-kutshi =Tsitoklinotin.

=

Salishan Family.

Tsikanni =Sekam.
Tsi-klum =Tsehum.
Tsilkoh'ten, Tsllkotlnneh =Tsilkotin.
Tsillaw-awdflt-dinni,

1912

kuthchin.

Tumeh, T0nn6 =Athapascan Family.
Turcaroras, Tuscarara, Tuscararo, Tuscareras,
Tuscarooroes, Tuscaroras, tusCarorase, Tu8caroraw, Tuscarore h&ga, Tuscarorens, Tuscarories, Tuscaroroes, Tuscarow, Tuscarura, Tuscaruro, Tuscoraras, Tuscorora, Tuscororoes, Tuscoroura, Tu8Corure, Tu8couroro, Tu8-kai'-y6°',
Tu8-k5-o-wa''', Tu8kararo, Tuskaroes, Tusksrooroe, tuskarora, Tuskarorahs,
Tuskarorers,
Tuskarores, Tuskarorins, Tuskaroro, Tu8kawre8,
T'us-ke-fi-wa"', Tuskeroode, Tuskeruda, Tuskeruros, Tuskierores, Tuskoraries, Tuskorore,
Tuskroroes, Tusks, Tuskurora =Tu3carora.
Tuskwawgomecg =Nipi3sing.

T8illa-ta-ut'tin6, TslUa-ta-ut'-rinne, TslUawadoot,

Tsillaw-awdoot,

v., A.

Tukkola =Takulli.
Tuk-kuth, Tukudh, Tuk<ikth-Kutchin=Tukkuth-

Ts'e'okuimfX =Tseokuimik.
Tsesaht, Tsesh-aht =Seshart.

Tsihaili, Tsihaill-Selish

GEORGE

Tuhfivtl-6mokat =Siksika.
Tulnondadecks, Tulnontatek =Tionontati.

Tsillaw-

dawboot-dlnneh, TslUawdawhoot Tinneh =Etcheridiegottine.

Tsinichlan,T'sliiipheeans,Tsiinpsean,T'sltiipshean,
T'sltnpsheean, Tsimsean, Tslmseyans, Tslmsheeans, T'sim-si-an' =Tsimshiaii.
Tslmpsi-an =Chimmesyan Family, Tsimshian.
Tsin-ik-sls'-tso-ylks =Tsiniksiataoyiks.
Tslpfl = Chippewa.
TsiQua'gls stastaal' =Chawagis-stu8tae.
Tsistlatho band =Na3kotin.
Tsitka-ni =Sekaiii.
Tsitsk =Hagwilget.
Tskaus =Sakahl.
Tsoes-tsieg-Kuttchin=Trotsikkutcliin.

Tsohke=Sooke.

Tsomass =Taomosath.
Tsomontatez =Tioiiontati.
Tsonantonon = Seneca.

Tusquarores, Tusqueroro =Tu8carora.
Tutaloes =Tutelo.
Tut-chohn'-kiit-chln, Tutch6ne-Kutchin, Tutefcone-kut'qin, Tutchon Kutchin, Tiitch-Qn- tah'
Kutchin, Tutcone-kut'qln =Tutchonekutchin.
Tutecoes, Tuteeves, Tutelas, T<jtele, Tatie, Tutiloe»
Tutloe, Tuttelars, Tuttelee, Tutulor =Tutelo.
Tflxezfi'p =Tuhezep.
Twa"ga'ha' =Ontwaganha.
Twa-'ki'-nha' = Chippewa.

Twakanhahors =Missisauga.
T'w5'-r<i-na =Oneida.

Twerpukjua =Tuarpukdiuak
Two Mountain Iroquals =Oka.
tskune =Theiktskune.
Tyeachten =Chiaktel
Tykothee, Tykothee-dlnneh=Tukkuthkutchin.
Tyo-non-ta-te-ka' =Tionontati.
Tx'e'ix

.

Tzah-dinneh =Tsattine.
Tzeachten =Chiaktel.

Tsonassan =Sewathen.

Tsong =Songi3h.
Tso^-krfine =Thekkane.
T. Sonnontatex =Tionontati.
Tsonnonthouans, T. Son-non-thu-ans = Seneca.
Tsonnontoiian =Nundawao, Seneca.
T. Sonnontouans, Tsononthouans, Tsonontooas,
Tsonontouans, Tsonontowans, Tsonothouans —
Seneca.

T8on-tpl6-pottin6 =Tsantieottine.
Tsoolootum = Nakuntlun.
Tsd-Ottln6=Sarsi.
T8'otsOE'n = Tsimshian.
Tsouonthousaa8 =Seneca.
Tsowassan =Sewathen.
TsQoaQk a'ne =Tskoakane.
Tsuk-tsuk-kwalk' = Chuchchuqualk.
.

Tsu'&os =Sarsi.
Tsuquanah =Tsooquahna.
Tsussie =YekoIao3.
Ts'uwa'le =Tsoowahlie.
Tsxoaxq^'jifi =Tskoakane.
Tts^-ottlne =Tseottine.
Ttynai, Ttynai-chotana, Ttynnai =Athapascan Family.

Ucaltas =Lekwiltok.

Uchlpweys = Chippewa.
Uchulta, U-cle-ta=Lekwiltok,
Ucle-tah =Lekwiltok, Ucluelet.
Ucletes =Lekwiltok.

UcKilet= Ucluelet.
Uctetahs =Lekwiltok.
Uculta =Lekwiltok, Tsakwalooin.

Ud&wak = Ottawa.
Ugaljachmutzi =Eskimauan Family, Ugalakmiut.
Ugjullk =Ugiulirmiut.
Uglariaq = Uglariak.

Ugluxlatuch = Ucluelet.

Uhlchako =Ilkatsho.
Uj-e-jauk =Oieejok.
Ukadllq, Ukadllx, =Ukadlik.
U-ka-nakane =Okinagan.
Ukdschulik, Ukd8hfillk=Ugjulirmiut.
Ukiolik =Ukiadliving.

Uku6yata =Ottawa.
Ukusiksallk, Ukusiksalingmiut, Ukuslkslllik

UlastSkwi = Malecite.
Ulnobab, Ulnd niequaegit=Beothukan

Family.

Tuarpukdjuaq =Tuarpukdiuak.

Ultsehaga, Ultsehna =Eskimo.

Tudamanes =Seneca, Iroquois.
TOde =Athapascan Family.
Tudnunlrmiut =Tununirmiut.

Umanaqtuaq, Umanaxtuax =Umanaktuak.
Umi'k =Ahmik.
Unagoungas =Abnaki.
Unangan=Eskimauan Family.

Tudnunirossirmiut =Tununirusirmiut.

Tuhakwilh = Tsimshian.

= Uku-

siksalirmiut.
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Undatoma'tendl =Potawatomi.
Unedagoes = Onondaga.
Unescapls, Ungava Indians =Naskapi.

Wampum-makers =Abnaki.
Wamussonewug =Monsoni.

Ungavamlut =Tahagmiut.
Unlades, UnlutSka = Oneida.
Unquechauge, Unshagogs =Passamaquoddy.

Wanats =Huron.
Wanbanaghi, Wanbanakl, Wanbnaghl, Wanban-

Unugun =Eskimauan

Wandats =Huron.

Wananoak =Wewenoc.

Family.
Upatsesatuch =Opitchesaht.

Upper Cree =Sakawithiniwuk.
Upper Gens du fou =Trotsikkutchin.
Upper Kootanais, Upper Kootanie, Upper Kootenay
Upper Kootenuha = Upper Kutenai.
Upper Nicola =Spahamin.
Ushklmanl'tlgog =Oukiskimauitouk.
Uskee-ni6s, Uskee-ml, Uskees, Uskimay =Eskimo.
Uskwawgomees =Montagnai3.
Usquemows = Eskimo.
I'ssagfinewl, Ussaghenlck =Montagnai3.

Usslnebwolnug =Assiniboin.
Ussinnewudj Enlnnewug =Sarsi.
Uta'mqt, Uta'mqtamux = Lower Thompson
Utaobaes, Utawas, Uta wa was = Ottawa.

akkle =Abnaki.

Wanderers =Mis3ia3sik.
Wandots, Wantats =Huron.
Wanonoaks =Wewenoc.

Wapanachk =Abnaki.
Wapanachki =Abnaki,

Delaware.

Wapanakl, Wapa'na'ki", Wslpan&kihak, Wapanaxki
h&-akon, Wapanends, W^panlH'kyu, Wapenacki
= Abnaki.

Wapoos =Potowatomi.
Wappenackle, Wappenos, Wa-pO-nah-kj' =Abnaki.

Wasawanlk =Ouasouarini.
Wassawomees = Iroquois.
Wasses =Ouasouarini.

Indians.

iTtcltcak =Ojeeiok.

Utlqiinltung = Utikimitung.
Utku-hllSdIlk, Ut-ku-hikallng,meut, Ut-ku-sikkallng-m£-ut, Utkuslksallk, Utkutclkl-alin-mfiut

= Ukusiksalirmiut
Utovautes, Uttawa = Ottawa.
Ut-te-was =Masset.
Uvkuslgsallk =Ukusik3aUrmiut.f'

Watawawinlnlwok = Ottawa.
Watenl'hte =Siksika.

Watopana =Watopapinah
Wau-ba-na-kees = Abnaki.
Waub-lsh-ash-e =Wabezhaze.
Waub-ose =Maskegon.

Waub-un-uk-eeg =Abnaki.
Wau-Ut-sah-mosk =Hahamat3es.

Wawbunukkeeg =Abnaki.
Wawechkairini =We3karini.

Waweenock, Wawen^ch, Wawenock=Wewenoo.
Vermillion =Zutsemin,
Vlandots = Huron.
Vleux de la Mer=NeUagottine.

Two Mountains =Oka..
Vnquechauke =Pas3amaquoddy.
"Vncheckaug =Pa33amaquoddy.
Vnnagoungos =«:Abnaki.
Village of the

Wabanackles, Wabanakees, Wabanakis, W&banika,
W&banike, Wabanoaks, Wabanocky =Abnaki.

Wabasca = Athapascan Family.
Wabenakles, WabSnakl senobe, Wabenauki =Abnaki.

Wabishesh =Wabezhaze.
Wabi'tlgwayang =Obidgewong.
Wab-na-kl =Abnaki.
Wachipuanes =Chipewyan.
Wadlngton Harbour =Waddington Harbour.
Waganhaers, Waganbaes =Ontwaganha, Ottawa.
Waganhas, Waganls =Ottawa.

Wagannes =Ontwaganha,

Ottawa.

Wagenhanes, Wagunha =Ottawa.
Wahannas=Ontwaganha, Ottawa.
Wah-h6-na-hah, WShKicaqa', WS^hiflyaha =Potawatomi.

Wah-kah-towah =Chippewa.
Wa-h'o-na-ha =Potawatomi.
Wah-to-pan-ah,

Wah-to'-papi-nah =Watopapinah.

Wah-ze-ah we-chas-ta, Wah'-zi-ah= Northern Assiniboin, Tschantoga.

Walwalalkal =Wiwekae.

Wakash=Nootka, Salishan Family, Wakashan Family
Wakoulechlwek =Chi3edec.
Wakul-saske6no =Saint Hegia.
Walln&kl =Wewenoc.
Walls-kwa-kl-ool =Wala3 Kwakiutl.

Wa-Ut-sum =Hahamatses.
Walnonoak =Wewenoc.
Wamnuga-oiH, Wamnusa-

ol°

=Wamnughaoin.

Waweskairlnl =We3karini.
Waw-Us-knahkewlth, Waw-lls-knahk-newith =
Walas Kwakiutl.
Waw-Iit-sum =Hahamat3e3.
Wawrigweck, Wawrlgwick = Norridge wock.
Wayandotts, Wayondots, Wayondotts, Wayundatts

Wayundotts = Huron.
Waziya wlcasta, Waziya wicacta= Tschantoga.
W'Banankee =Abnaki.

Wdowo = Ottawa.
Weandots = Huron.
Weashkimek = Eskimo.
We-che-ap-pe-nah =It3-cheabine.
Wee-kee-moch, Weekenoch =Wikeno.
Weendegoag, Weendlgoes=Windigo.
Weepers =A33iniboin.
Weetle-toch =Oetlitk.

Weewalkun =Wiweakam.
Weewenocks =Wewenoc.

Weewok =Wiweakam.
Wei tie toch =0etlitk.
Wemintheew =.Munsee.
Wendats = Huron.
Weperigoueiawek =Weperigweia.
Western Dog ribbed Indians =Tsantieottine.
Western Mackenzie Innult=Kangmaligmiut.
Wetshipweyanah =Chipewyan.
We-wai-al-kai- =Wiwekae.
We-wal-al-kum, We-wark-kum =Wiweakam.
W6-wark-ka, Weway-a-kay =Wiwekae.
We-way-a-kum =Wiweakam.
We-way-a-ky =Wiwekae.
Wewechkairlnl =Weskarini.
Weweenocks, Wewenocks, Wewoonock =Wewenoc.
We'-wi-ca-sa =Kainah.
Weyandotts, Weyondotts =Huron.
Whalatt, Whatatt=Hwotat.
Whlppanaps = Abnaki.
Whisklaleltoh =Kittizoo.
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White Fish Indians = Attikamegue.
White -Goose Eskimos = Kangormiut.
Whonnoch, Whonock, =Wharnock.
Whyack =Wyah.
Wiandotts = Huron.
Wick-a-Nook, Wickinninish =Wickaninm8h.
Wi'dja giAna-l, Wi'ts'agyit'inai ='Widja-gitunai.
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Xu&mltsan =Quamichau.
Xudes =Hwades.
Xuikua'yazen =Huikuayaken.

Xume'xen =Comiakin.
Xumt&spfe =Nawiti.
X.O'tx'fltkawS =Huthutkawedl.

aqEmae = Yaaihakemae.

Wi-ic'-ap-i-nah =Itscheabme.

Yaai'x

Wikanee, Wikeinoh =Wikeno.
Wild Nation =Ettchaottine.
Windigos =Windigo.
Winnenocks =Wewenoe.
Winter Island =Neiuningaitua
Wiondots = Huron.

Ya'gAn=Yagun.
Yagochsanogechti = Onondaga.

Wlppanaps =Abnaki.

Yakueakwioose, Yakweakwioose = Yukweakwioose.

Wisagechroanu =Missi3auga.
Wiscassett Indians =Wewenoc.
Wissakodewinini = Metis.

YSkwu Lennas = Yaku-lanas.
Yale=Shilekuatl.

Witci^ya^pina =Itscheabine.
Wi'ts'a =Widia.
Witsa' gyit'inai' =Widja-gitunai.

YatcheS-thinyoowuc =Siksika, Chipewyan.

Witsta=BeUabella.

Yatl nas: had'a'i =Yehlnaa3-hadai.

Wi'wagam =Wiweakam.

Yehl=Hoya.
Ye-KU-tce = Yucutce.

Wi-wai-ai-kal =Wiwekae

Yagun

.

kunilnagal' =Yagunkun-lnagai.

Yaket-ahno-klatak-makanay, Ya'k'et aqkinuqtle'6t aqkts'ma'kinik =Akanekumk.
Yak'la'nas =Yaku-lana3.

Yak-y-you = Yukweakwioose.
Yanieye-r6no = Mohawk.
Ya^kwa-na^-'syan-ni' =Iroquoi3.

Wi-wai-ai-kum =Wiweakam.
Wiwayiki =Wiwekae.
Wiweaqam =Wiweakam.
Wi-we-eke =Wiwekae.
Wi'-we-ekum =Wiweakain.
Wiweq'ae =Wiwekae.
Wl-wi-kum =Wiweakam.
Wiyandotts = Huron.

Yfiqolaos = Yekolaos.
YesSh, Ye-sa°, Yesang=Tutelo.
Yeta-ottinS =Etagottine, Athabaska.

W-ltoo-ilth-aht =Ucluelet.

Yeut=Noot.

Wo-a-pa-nach-ki, Wobanaki =Abnaki.
Woccons =Siouan Family.
Woenoeks =Wewenoc.
Wolf tribe of the Delaware =Munsee.
Womenog =Wewenoc.

Ylklrga'ullt =Eskimo.
Yik'oa'psan =Ikwop3um.
Yik'ts=Yukut3.
Yi«e'q =Itliok.
Yixaqemae = Yaaihakemae

Wood
Wood
Wood

Assiniboines =Tschantoga.
Crees = Sakawithiniwuk.
Indians = Nopeming, Tutchonekutchin.
Woods Bloods ^^Istsikainab.
Wood Stoneys=Tschantoga.
Woraqa, Wo-rd-q6 =Potawatoim.
Worm People = Esksinaitupiks.

Wowenocks =Wewenoc.
W't&ssone =Oneida.

W'tawas = Ottawa.
Wu'lastOk-wiiik =Malecite.
Wut-at =Hwotat.

Yellow Knife, Yellow knife Indians, Yellow Knife
people, Yellow Knives =TatBanottine.
Yen =Yan.
Yendat, Yendots= Huron.
Yent, YEo't=No6t

Yoht=Zoht.
Yongletats =Ucluelet.
Yon-kt =Zoht.
Yookilta =Lekwiltok.
Youchehtaht, You-clul-aht =Ucluelet.
Yucutce =Yucuche.

Younondadys =Tionontati.
Yout=Noot.
Yrocois, Yrokoise = Iroquois.
Yroquet = Ononchataronon.
Yroquois = Iroquois.
Yucuatl = Yuquot.
Yucutce = Yucuche.
Yukh =Yaku.
Yukkweakwioose = Yukweakwioose.

Wutsta' =Bellabella.
Wyandot-Iroquois =Iroquoian Family.
Wyandote, Wyandotte, Wyandott8= Huron.
Wycless =Waitlas.
Wykenas =Wikeno.
Wyondats, Wyondotts =Huron.

Yukukweu's = Yukweakwioose.
Yukuth, Yukuth Kutchin =Tukkuthkutchin.

Xa'exaes = China Hat.
Xa'lna =Haena.

Yu'kwilta =Lekwiltok.
Yuk-yuk-y-yoose = Yukweakwioose.
Yutlu'lath =Ucluelet.

Xa-isla'=Haisla, Kitimat.
Xalda'ngats =Huldanggats.
Xana'ks'iala ==Kitlope.

Xa'zamatses =Hahamatse3.
Xoe'xoe =Koikoi.
Xomoks =Comox.
Xo'yalas, Xoya'les

= Hoyalas-

Xu'Adji Inag&'-i =SkedaD'3.
Xuado's =Huado3.

Yukletas =Lekwiltok.

Yu-tsfl-tqaze, Yu-tsu-tquenne

= Yutsutkenne.

Zanker-lndianer = Kutchin.
Za Plasua = Saint Francis.
Ze-ut =No6t.
Zimshian-Indianer =T3im3hian.
Zisagechroann, Zisagechrohne =Mis3isauga.
Z6qkt=Zoht.
Zu'tsamin ^Zutsemin.
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MississAUGA Lands purchased prior to 1784.
CiiiprEWA— May 19, 179(1, for £1,200 cy.
— 1785, northern and eastern boundaries

UnU'i'LWA

doubtful.
Mis.sissai'i;a— Dee. 7, 1792, for ,il,180 7s. 4d. stg.
CuipPKWA— Sept. 7, 1796, for £800 cv.
CitiPPKWA— Sept. 7, 179t), for£l,2U0'cy.
C'JlIPPPW.v
May 22, 1798, confirming surrender of
19, 1795, for .£101 cy. ; 28,000 acres.

—

r^r^i

l^enrfflyA

-^.

May

—

1,
1805, confirming surrender of
Aiiji^.
Sept. 23, 1787, for 10s., "and divers good and valuable
considerations given on 23rd September, 1787.*'
Mlssi.«.SAiiCiA
Se])t. 5 6, ISOli, confirming the surrender
of Ang. 2, 1805, for £1.000 cy. ; 85,000 acres.
Chippewa -Nov. 17 18, 1815, f<.r £4,000 cy. 250,000

MisStSSArfiA

\>

—

;

acres.

Ciiippbwa— Oct.
acres.

MiS3IS3AiriiA

17,

18IS,

for

£!,200 cy.

— Oct. 28, 1818, forannuity of £522

648.000 acres.
Ml.iHlssAt'OA— Nov.

5.

1818, for annuity of

'^.

K>\

1,592,000

;

.><j^
lOs. cy.

£740

cy.

iV

;

X

;

1,951,000 acres.

K

Ml.s.sissAUOA-Nov. 2S, 1822, confirming surrender of
May 31, 1819, forannuity of £642 IDs. oy. ; 2,748,000

flifls

<^.

n

acres.

Chippewa— .Julv

8,

March
cy.

;

8, 1819 and
580,000 acres.

confirming

1822,

May

9,

surrenders

1820, for annuity of

\

CniPpmvA—.July

tT

10, 1S27, confirming surrender of April
1825, forannuity of £1,100 cy.
2,200,000 acres.
Chippewa (SaugecnK)— Aug. 9, 1836, for annuity of
£1.250 cy.
I, .500,000 acres.
CniiTKWA Oct. 13, 1S54, for ''interest of principal sum
arising out of the sale of our lands.'
Six Nations— Oct. 25, 1784, granted by Gov. Haldimand;
2r.,

r^ /

of

£G0O

^^

i

\

;

-^i-

%^.

;

—

confirmed

<

Lt.-Gov. Simcoe, Jan. 14, 1793 ; 17
townships; strip "six miles deep from each side of
the (Grand River)," in " consideration of the es.rly
attachment to his cause." This tract was purchased
from tlie Mississaugas for £2,000. by the crown.
Mohawks— April 1, 1793, grant by Lt. Gov. Simcoe, of
Tyeudinaga township.
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